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PREFACK

This book is idontical with Uio coinploie oig,hth edition of our Intro-
duction Lo Ammcaii (tovcnimrnf cxc'0])t only for the omission of two
eoiickifliiig jiarts (,soventc>cn eliiiptors in nil) dealing specifically with-the
government of states and local areas. Part, I provides a broad, over-all
picture of the American constitutional and political system, with emphasis
on such matici's as constitutional origins and foundations, federalism and
inter-level relations and trends, citizenship, civil rights, and the instru^

mentalities of popular control. ?art IT analyzes the national govermnent,
in ierms of stnictiiral .arratigenicahs, functions, iiowers, processes and pro-

cednres, t,rends, and problems of reorganization and hotlevnumt.

When, in 1941, (he |)reeoding seventh edition was sent lo the tnintor,

])eopl(‘ wore still Lalkiug excutedly on Ktreet-('(irnei's about tlu! news from

Pearl Harbor; and the Ainorieun govcrinncni, dealt- with in that volume,

altluuigli obviously uiT('el,eil by a year and a luilf of large‘Heale defense

prei)ur)iti()ns, wtis itself of m'roM.sily prewar. 'I'he i)rosent eighth edition

affords o]ri)ortunity to portA’ay this .same goveruracut luulur the impact

of move iliau throe yoiirs o.f all-out particiijution in the gi'catost ijitc'r-

national eonfliet in hi,story.

Hardly a ohaptor in the now edition fails to reflect consequences that

have flowed fi’ora this latosi. dominating phase of national experience
;
ami

many of the developments recorded will leave an enduring imprint on

our federal sj-i^tem, on govermdental functions and activities, and espe-

cially on the tasks and processes of administration. Nevertheless, the

towering fact, which, we trust, will seem to students reading the book u.s

signifleant-Q-e it has seemed to us in writing it, is the power of an em-

battled democracy, derided and threatened by totalitarian scoffers, to

maintain itself and to go sti'aight on functioning notwithstanding stresses

anct strains li,kc those of the past few years. In point of fact, it is doubtful

whether the war will bo found to have imparted permanent slants to our

governmental system exceeding in cither magnitude or significance those

springing from our essentially domestic experience with the depression

of the thirties and the resulting New Deal. «

And so—^whilo portraying' a government at -war, and seeking appro-

priately to empliasizc the functions, powers, and procedures inciflent to

a war situation—it becomes possible, even in a '‘war edition," to troat
''

of an American political system which has taken war in its stride WMle
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c’lu'ryins o'l biisirnlly filninaL aa (IioukIi Uioro luul Ixhmi iio wiu- at all, Of

coiu'Hii tliia (loeti not obviaLo tlu' (liniouUu'.s nrit'in}^ fi'ion I lit* innisiuil

fluidity inlioi'oiit in warUint’ conditioiit"—tho aliil'la and bi luiwcr.'f,

iiisti'unu'iitalil.icH, aiul procoduivn. But, fov nno Ihiuf;, a hialiilily (liir (lie

duration, at all t'v('iit.s) liiul boon roaoliod by ISMd-dr) wliioli niilurnlly did

mot exist in H)42-43; and, anyway, Ihu difforonco is only one id' dot!,voo,

since a govei'nmoiitnl system of tlio magnitiido and dyiumiio qiiidily of

the American can never bo de]>ictod except in terms of n ilasldigld^ picture'

caught amid an unciuKng process of change.

A feature of the book has always been copious foot-note addenda, lo-

gethor with selective yet somewhat extended chapter reforcncc lists. Some-

what more than*one- fifth of the total space, indeed, is consumed in thi.'^

way. Obviously, no teacher, and certainly no student, can make use of

any very large part of the bibliographical material thus offered. Wide

opportunity for selection is, however, afforded; and in any ease some-

thing may be gained from a kaleidoscopic view (even if only that) of

the riUh and varied literature of a subject ramifying in almost incredibly

numerous directions.

An expression of apprcidatioa is due many uhcsi'h of the hook wlio

have continued to give us the bcuelit of criticisms and suggesrums; also

numerous government officials niul emiiloycoH whof no( withstanding (he

pressures of these lieetic l.hnos, have been generous in supplying nei'ded

information and materials.

FA.O.

r.u.u,
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chap™ I

Turn HOLE oxi’ oovexinment m tub mobbrn xvoxiijT)

We arc undertaking in Ihia book an analysis and ixxterpretation of Iho

American system of government—its growth, principles, organisation,

functions, virtues, defects, and challenging problems. Our study, hoxvever,

will have better perspective if, before turning directly ^to the subject in

hand, we fix attention briefly upon some basic aspects of governmeht in

general and throughout the world at large.

Concepts of the Place of Government in the Social Order

Alcn everywhere, in every age, have lived under some form of gov- Somo
*

, ,

' wuioly

ermnent. JBut they have held VciT different opinion.s as to the anioimt of diiformf
" * i VIOWB

control that government ought to be allowed to exert over their affairs.

Rogavding government as primarily nii instrument of arliitriiry coercion,

Ihe anarchist would dispense with it altogelher, exceixL in so far ns

people iniglit voluntixvily [lool their energies for eoinmon ]U'o(ecti(in. The

eoramunisi, looks nltimaioly for ilic day when “political” government will

wither away, leaving a elussless, stateless world society liberated from

controls save fhoso arising from the new economic order whii'h he

envisages. The iudivicluali&t considers government a praeUoal necessity,

but would largely coufiuo^ its activities—aimed chiefly at preventing

people from injuring one another—to those of policeman and iiinpirc.

The man whom wo may perhaps terra a “rogulationist” looks, rather,

upon government aa a supreme agency of initiative, control, and service

—an active, aggressive, expanding, regulating force, ever seeking new

ways not mcd;ely of protecting' people, but of advancing their economic,

social, and moral well-being, The socialist agrees, except that, attributing

most of the ills of society to the inequalities of wealth and opportunity

eharacteri^ic of a capitalist, competitive order, he would do away with

private ownership and control of the instrumentalities for producing

and distributing goods and would install the state as owner, employer,

and manager, thereby turning government into a veritable colossus of

managerial authority.’-

The anarchist has never had a chance to sec his ideas tried in a civilized ^
community, nor is likely to have. The communist has contrived a few

sporadic experiments, and aspires to behold his program eventually

brought to realization—first of all, presumably, in the Soviet Union

1 All/hoUgh stated Very broadly, those chaiacterizationa indicate poihaps accurately

enough for present purposes the xvido diversity of opinion ou Iho subject,

Regarded by communists tliemseives as at present in only a traiiHitional, socialist

stage. .
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The individualisL hud his day in ihc cighipoiith and oiu'licr iilni'hH'idh

centuries, when laissez jaire was Ihc watchword and in onr own coutilry

the Jeffersonian political pliilosoiihy" was dominant. The re}>,nhilionis(j

came into his own after the Industrial Revolution, and moved from

triumph to triumph as present economic and social eondilions oinerged,

with the American “New Deal” as perhaps his lopmcist acliioveiuent.

The socialist has seen his plan realized on a lai'y,c scalp only in the

Soviet Union, but has had the added satisfaction of observing modern
governments everywhSre taking over and carrying out hi.s jiolipics in

increasingly wide domains of public regulation. With the world-wide

political scene confused today as never before by collapsing dictatorships,

reemerging states, and problematical future regimes, one still can affirm

the salient fact about government, on the present world stage, to be the

mighty and continuing sweep of the regulative authority that it has

gained and of the responsibility for service that it has assumed.

* How Government Attained Itsji^resevt Significance

How (in the Western world at all events) did governmcnl. arrive at

its present extraordinary importance? In a sense, iho de.vploiniip.nl, s lavlpfl

on a Sunclaxmoiiiing in 1765 wheiuJames Watt, strolling across a Scoltisli

golf-field, was observed to break into n myslcrioiPH sinilo. The u[)sliot

of that smile was the steam-engine, and after it the renuukablo soi’ics

of innovations constituting what historians describe as Iho technological

'revolution. A world of stage-epaches, sailing ships, and luinil-’hKmis ’Uo-

camo^in time, a world of railroads, oil-burning leviathans, tclographs,

telephones, motor-cars, airplanes, submarines, radio, television, and talk-

ing-pictures,

1 These inventions alone would have meant much for government. New
instruments were given it with which it could assert authority insLi^ntly

at any distance, mobilize a nation almost overnighL, luake war with
machine guns; submarines, airplanes, and»tanks, and utiliz^ all the jiroc-

esses and techniques of science for whatever purposes it had in hand.
Prom the technological revolution, however, flowed other changes even
more momentous. Men could not use the new tools placed in their hands'
and yet go on living and working as before; and from their adjustments
to the situations and opportunities opened up—adjustments known col-

lectively as the industrial revolution—sprang a new society, A wbrlci of
country-dwellers and villagers became a world of teeming urBan popula-
tions. A world of petty farmers and traders became a world of engineers
and machinists, of electricians and aviators, of scientists and lechnicians,
of huge induslrics and businesses, of professions and crafts undreamt of
in any earlier age. And the effect was to open to government not only
further avenues to power, but an ever-widening realm ‘of novel obliga-
tions, duties, tasks, ‘and challenges,

/ A hundred years ago, thc^'^tructure of society, even in the most ad-
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vanccd cmintrics, wnB rt'lativt'ly simple. In America, it was laraely ^hat

of a small-fai'mcr. tmdinp; population, in Nc^Y England, a planter-slave-

holcling jmiiulatiun in the South, a frontier agricultural population west

of the AUcghenics.'^hc growth of numbers, however, together with the

impact^of railroads, machinery, expanding business, professional organi-

zation£,_and general mobility of cronomic li fe, has in later days produced

a social pattern of such intricacy that scholars can spend a lifetime

analyzing it without exhausting the problems that it offers. Think for a

moment of tlie social relationships of almost any person of your acquaint-

ance. He has a home and is a member of a family. That alone means

much. He belongs to a club or a lodge, perhaps to several. He is a church

member, and is affiliated with a political party. There'^’is also his trade

union, employers’ association, or other professional organization. There

are the people to whom he sells, and those from whom ho buys. And in

most of these directions his tangible and immediate connections are

only the initial stages or steps in a ramification of radiating relationships

which neither he nor any one t^lsc can trace out to their limits. Consider,

furthermore, the interrelations, not merely of individuals or of individuals

with groups, but of group with group, of interest with interest, which our

modern civilization entails—of great businesses and professions, of cor-

porations and trusts, of churches and universities, of philanthropic and

propagandist organizations, of federations of labor, of political parties,

of other huge social structures, national and international, each ooin-

poting with or otherwise impinging on the rest. To be sure, most of these.

,

relationships are not primarily of a political nature. Yet hardly ono of

them lias failed to be brought within the orbit of public regulation. In

the train of steam, electricity, machinery, and science came new indii.s-

trial procedures needing control, new social relationships calling for

adjustment, new forms of crime requiring repression, new activities (like

radio broadcasting) needing regulation—^new labors and problems at

every turn for' legislator, administrator, and judge.

But power'' gained from inventions and from regulatory authority

springing from industrial development still falls short of completely

explaining the importance that government now has. Time was when

the functioils of the state hardly extended beyond police, taxation, diplo-

macy, and defense. To these were gradually added, under the impetus

described, a wide variety of controls applying to industrial production,

agriculture,- trade, transportation, communications, banking, insurance,

and what not; and thus to the police state succeeded the rcgiulatory state .

,To the regulatory state, however, has now siincendjEd-the sem'ce state ,

based on a conception of government as existing not merely to keep the

peace and provide defense, nor yet merely (in addition to these things)

to order or control'economic life in the interest of fairness and oppor-

tunity, but to take systematic and continuous measures to promote and

protect the education, health, comfort, security, and general well-being

3. Tlis
Tise

of the
service
&lntQ
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of the mass of the people. Implicit in this view of governmental functions

are newer ideas of social justice, strongly tinged with humanitarianism;

and in pursuan«e of them we find steadily widening public provision for

education on all levels (carried even to such lengths as free lunches for

school children), publicly owned and operated utilities, multiplied facili-

ties for public recreation, compulsory sickness and accident insurance,

old-age pensions, maternity and child welfare legislation, unemployment
insurance—a program of publicly provided protections and benefits

pointed up in this country most spectacularly, even though as yet some-
what fragmentarily, in the momentous Social Security Act of 1935. In
most of the fields mentioned, private agencies help, but the principal

burden falls on government. A maior tendency of government in our
generation has, indeed, been to become less purely political and more
socio-economic.

Df
developments or conditions influencing the rfile of govern-

iwn and ment in later times must certainly include the staggering effects of eco-
nomic depression and war. Ever since th^ first World War, government
has been carried on, in many countries under abnormal conditions grow-
ing directly or indirectly out of that devastating chapter of human
experience—^to which another of far greater frightfulness has lately been
added. The new burdens thrown on the agencies and. instrumentalities of
government, not only by the conflict of 1914-18 itself, but by the war’s
economic and social aftermath, are incalculable. Hardly, too, were new
.postwar governments started going, and the tasks of rehabilitation and
reconstruction entered upon by governments carrying over from earlier

days, before a world-wide economic depression placed government under
the necessity of devising and applying remedial measures, raising and
spending sums of money unprecedented in peacetime, and fighting with
its back to the wall to salvage the broken economic structure, and even
to keep people alive. Never was government called upon to do more;
never did it, jn an equally brief period, Jaunch Bo many new ventures.
Here in the United States, as a recent writer has pointed out, one ’’may
mark McKinley’s administration as the end of the period of laissez jaire

^the termination of a narrow and negative conception of government—
and the entry of government into all the secular affairs of society.” ^

Activities associated with the New Deal in 1933 and after, however—
some of them looking merely to immediate relief of distress, others, to
promoting a broad national recovery, still others to planning and per-
manently establishing a new social order—^raised the work of both na-
tional and state governments to levels never before known.^ And there
were comparable developments in Great Britain, Trance, and many other
countries. The war starting in Europe in 1939 and spre.qding to the
iF. frankfurter. The Public and Its Government (New HaveiJ, 1930), 22-23.^These developments will be described in various later chapters, notably xxvni-^ matters pertaining to government was raised to
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United States two years later largely carried the democracies back

—

in the matter of extension and integration of government controls—to the

days of Wilson and Lloyd Geor^fr-and Clemeneeau. If fresh accessions of

wartime regulative power were less startling than on the earlier occasion,

it was only because many of the special powers acquired in 1914-18 had
been retained during the interval and needed only to be brought again

into play when the new emergency arose. No one living in our own country

in these recent times will need to be told how far our effort for victory

over our European and Asiatic foes has, nevertheless, carried govern-

ment out and beyond even the wide reaches of authority and action pre-

viously attained.
c

Oovemment’s Ever-MulUplying Functions

He would be a bold man, indeed, who woiilfLattemnt to draw un a list

ofjhe functisns^^ and powers that governments ju, these.davs may exercise,

even under normal peacetime conditions. There arc, of course, certain

purposes which any and all governments serve—certain tasks which any

government worthy of the name performs. Such are the raising of revenue,

the maintenance of public order, and (in the case of national govern-

ments) the management of foreign relations and of arrangements for

defense. Beyond this, nothing is fixed or final. Wherever one goes, one

finds government doing things that no one a generation ago would have

expected to be assigned or permitted to it—nay more, things of which

no one a generation ago had even so much as heard. William McKinley'

had no notion of government regulation of transportation through the

air; Theodore Roosevelt hardly dreamed of a government licensing radio

stations, prescribing their* hours of operation, and fixing their wave-

lengths; Herbert Hoover, when in the White House, would hardly have

thought it possible that government should tell the farmer how many
acres of corn or cotton he might plant. And so it will be in the future.

Further technological advances, changing ideas on social-and economic

subjects, hard experience in a score of directions, will go on bringing

into play one new governmental activity after another. To be sure,

criticism of this inexorable trend is heard every clay. Advocates of “rugged

individualism” deplore it; persons who dislike some particular form of

regulation, e.g., the anti-trust laws, couch their disapprobation in more

01’^ loss generalized complaints; “big government” is condemned as

bureaucratic, wasteful, and destructive of the peon lets liberties. But noth-

ing is more quickly learned from the history of government in all modern

times than that for every form of activity that grows obsolete and is

discarded, two or three new ones find places in the ever-lengthening list,

v^round nnce-.ocmnpiedJoy^.gevei’n-ment is i-arety-sarreBdered.

Such are some of the developments and situations helping to fix the

pattern for our study of the government of our owh country. Most of

the weighty changes referred to have, indeed, taken place since the

An irre-

pvesalhU
trend
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United States came into the family of nations, and all of them have

powerfully affected the course of our political life. Of necessity, we .shall

later have much to say about structural-fhrms and about machinery—^mat-

ters having unusual importance with us because of our federal system and

our deference to the principle of separation of powers. But our major

interest will be rather in what government does, how it does it, and the

extent to which it controls, and is controlled by, the people whom it

serves.

Let it be emphasized' that ih studying American government we shall

be dealing, not with something remote and theoretical, but with .something

very real and _present::^someffiing tliat surrounds and permeates us even

as the air we breSthe, and almost as essential to our well-being. Day in

and day out, it is government that protects our lives and property, vali-

dates and upholds our business dealings, and regulates the conditions

under which many of us work. It is government that constructs our high-

ways, builds our school-houses, authorizes us to run our automobiles, keeps

us from drinking contaminated water, and protects us from eating impure

food. We cannot bring a law-suit, have a deed recorded, inherit an estate,

ship a consignment of goods, deposit money in a bank, marry or be

divorced—^nay, even buy a package of cigarettes—^without dealing with

government or complying with regulations that government has laid clown.

vGovernment meets us at birth and records onr arrival
:

government fol-

lows us to the end of the iournev and„issues-ilie_permit for .oiir.Jiurial

;

"'government, indeed, is not content until it has seen such possessions as

we leave behind ua disposed of in accordance with rules whieh it has

made.

To be sure, there is nothing, except perhaps* the weather, which people

are more p£one to complain of than government.Tt is of the very essence

of government to regulate, to restrain, to control, to goverif But it is

human nature to dislike being regulated; to resent being told that one

may not park-ono’s car at some especially»convenient spot'; that one may
not put up an apartment house at some location promising unusual profits;

that one must pay some new tax. Of course it is aJl right to find that the

city council will not allow cars to be parked so that one cannot get into

one’s own drive-way; that the health department is quarantining a house

where there is a contagious disease; that a policeman has risked his life

to prevent a bank robbery. Moreover, let calamity befall—an epidemic,

a fire, a flood, a drought, a riot, a depression—and the first thing that

the average person does is to call upon government to come to his pro-

tection or relief. And if the country is assaulted by a foreign foe, as

when Japan loosed her attack at Pearl Harbor in December, 1941, he
realizes that government alone can mobilize and direct the national de-

fense. Indeed, if be thinks about the matter at all, be perceives that; in

one way or another*—in fact, in many ways at one and the same time—
he not only needs, but is' dependent upon, services which government
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alone can render. SonicLiino'j, in truth, people show an almost childlike

faith in the ability of government to work miracles.

And here we encounter the firstTeason why it is worth while for all of

us to know something about government—^the fact, namely, that we arc

constantly being controlled by it and constantly dependent upon the

services which it renders. Certainly we would want to have a pretty good

acquaintance with any individual or group of individuals having even a

fraction of such power over us and our affairs. A second reason, too, is

that, in a democratic nation like the United States, fflis:enuneni.ja.nflt

SQmcthing_£xtcrna]j something imposed upon the people from above, bR
instead something that the people tlieinselvcs cre ate, cc^ntrol, and direct.

As we shall see, we have in this country a rather complicated govern-

mental system. All of us live under at least three or four different “layers”

of government—national, stale, county, and perhaps city, to say nothing

of minor authorities like those of townships, villages, districts, and what

not. But the basic principle upon which all are organized is that to which

the founders of our system dedicated it in the beginning, namely, that

of popular sovereignty; and the methods of popular control range all

the way from the making of constitutions, the election of representatives

to sit in legislative bodies, and the choice of executive and judicial offi-

cials, to the cxcrci^ of vigilance and criticism and the application of

pressures through the avenues of public opinion. On all levels of their

government, the people get honesty, efficiency, economy, and service in

proportion to the civic interest and intelligence wdiich they themselves"^

display—the first requisite of successful democracy being an alert and

informed body politic.

From -this it is not difficult to deduce that the structures, processes,

and procedures of government—^the ways, too, of directing the work of

government into the most useful and wholesome channels—need to be

studied by evejy young man and woman facing the inexorable responsi-

bilities of citiiienshipj,^‘j.ni_i than such persons are likely to realize, their

lives and fortunes .'M^'.-iy.aped by what their government is and docs;

conversely, they have^^’^their power—indeed, it is their solemn duty

—

to share in determining what their government shall be and do. And
upon none does this obligation more obviously rest than upon the youth

coming up tlirough our colleges and universities—youth to wliom, i)re-

eminently, will be presented the challenges of an unfolding future.
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2. THE FEDERAL SYSTEM IN TRANSITION

CHAPTER V

FEDERALISM AND THE PRINCIPLE OF NATIONAL SUPREMACY

At a critical juncture in the proceedings of the Philadelphia convention,

Alexander Hamilton was heard to exclaim that the statjes, as obvious

impediments to the highly centralized regime which he favored, ought to

be abolished. Of course neither Plamilton nor any one else ever really

contemplated so drastic a step. On the contrary, if there was one thing

above all else that the constitution’s makers were bound to do, it was to

keep a place in the new system—and a very important one at that—for

the states, whose delegates they were, and without whose approval their

work might as well never have been done. All of the existing states were

carried over from the old constitutional order into the new one, with their

names, boundaries, anij governments unchanged, and with functions and

powers curtailed to be sure, but nevertheless still extensive and basic.

Furthermore, the constitution authorized Congress to admit new states

to the Union; and from 1791 onwards this power was exercised, as the

kSouthern and Western portions of the country filled with population, until

in 1912 the admission of Ne\y Mexico and Arizona brought the number

to the present forty-eight.

When, how'cver, the constitution’s framers wisely decided upon a na-

tional government routing directly upon the people, as the state govern-

ments ‘also did, they opened up a question around which much of our

later history has ’revolved, namely, that of the relations legally, existing

bctivcen nation and states. Indeed, out of differences of fiew' upon this

matter arose long and bitter disputes ivhich not only tested to the utmost

the Supreme Court’s capacity for constitutional interpretation, but at

one .stage plunged the country into devastating civil war.'^cver yet has

the cpiestion been answered at all points, nor in truth can it ever be; for

in a dynamic, changing society governmental powmrs simply cannot be

defined and circumscribed with such precision and finality as to prevent

people froni construing them differently in the face of new circumstances

and needs] In a country like England, with all public authority con-

centrated in a single national government,^ no difficulty arises. But our

system is “federal,” not “unitary”; except in a few areas such as foreign

relations, powers aje divided, or distributed, between a national govern-

ment and forty-eight state governments. And no Icgej’demain of con-

“ I Though of coiiTSo exercised to a considerable extent through counlies, boroughs,
.ind other units of local governinent.

fitf . ^

Nation
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stitutional phraseology can prevent the division from giving rise to endless

doubts and challenges. In Americaj^s elsewhere, federalism has proved

an'exciting adventure.^

Historic Problem of the Nature of the Union

Weighty as are many of the questions of national power and state

power brought to the fore, for example, by experiences under the New
Deal and in World War II, such questions have, after all, related only

to the distribution of power within a political order the ultimate basis

and nature of which arc matters of general agreement. But there was a

time wheir dirpute went farther than that, Throughout the first half of

our national history, it reached to the very nature of the Union itself.

Was the United States, under the constitution, a true and indivisible

nation; or was it only a league of sovereign states as before 1789? The

question may sound hollow to our ears, but it once stirred the rrmfoundest

thought anil em^lkai-of American political leaders. That the states were

not mere administrative subdivisions, nor yet merely subordinate areas

with a limited autonomy conferred by the central government, was

conceded by all. They were, as everybody knew, distinct, original, inde-

structible political entities, with broad surviving inherent powers. But

did this mean that they were “sovereign”? Or were their people so merged

in a common, superior, national organization that the states also, as

political units, had become inextricably embedded in it?

Happily, the logic of events has gone far toward clearing up all rea-

sonable doubt on this score.'ms every student of our history knows, the

trend since 1789 has been decidedly in, the' direction of a strong national

government based on an indissoluble union of the states. In a remarkable

series of decisions in cases turning on constitutional questions, the Su-

preme Court, notably during John Marshall’s long tenure as chief "justice

'''(1801-35-1, consistently—and with powerful effect—gaVe its support to

the nationalise view. The denial and total extinction of the alleged right

of a state to nullify acts of Congress and decisions of federal courts,

notwithstanding momentary successes of nullificationists in South Caro-

lina and Georgia in 1829-32, worked to the same end. And—^passing over

a great number of other contributing factors—^the failure of secession in

1860-65, and the general acceptance of the doctrine that a state cannot

secede, clinched the victory of nationalism and stamped tire union with

the quality of permanence which it unmistakably possesses in our own

The verdict of history is that the ultimate, sovereign, authority

* The and^bs^dvantages of the federal form tif organization are consid-
ered at leiigtlr in 3. W, Garnet, Political Science and Government (New York, 1932),
^0r35ft, and J, Kyod, 27^6 American Commonwealth (4tii ed., New York,
1910), wtTO;rarnl-

'

v^ada, Australia, Switzerland,'' Brazil, and a few other

)
(tountra^^have putside of tlie-'ghited States, the most intepr'

federal in,,the Xf.S.SJa.
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in this country is, not each sepai’ate state, nor yet the government of

the United States, but the people of the country considered as a rvholed

In line with the famous assertion of the Declaration of Independence that

“governments derive their just powers from the consent of the gov-

erned,” they—^the people—and they only, have the last word in deter-

mining the nature of the political system and the powers to be exercised

under it.^ The
,

thin.e;_th^ is divicled_is, not .sovereignty, itself, but merely

the exercise or use oLpogers conferred or othersgise. assented to by a sov-

ereign autliority. For obvious reasons, the people cannot, in the mass,

execute laws, operate public sendees, or administer justice. They can,

and in some states occasionally do, legislate, through the medium of the

popular initiative and referendum. Even in this domain, ‘however, they

nowhere try to perform the whole task in such direct fashion. What hap-

pens, therefore, is that they intrust the exercise of varying portions of

their sovereign authority—executive, legislative, and judicial—to agents

which we know as the national and state governments. And, aside from

making provision for the structure of the national government, the con-

stitution of the United States is devoted mainly to drawing boundary

lines between the powers which the national and state governments,

respectively, are required or permitted to wield.

plo Ulll-

luiYtely

^ The Distribution of Powers

Three or four major facts about this distribution of powers call for Nntionui

emphasis. The first is that the national government has only delegated,

“enumerated,? powers. Such w'as the almost inevitable^presumption from

the language of the constitution as originally adopted. Some doubt, how-

ever, having arisen on the point, the Tenth Amendment, ratified in 1791,

fixed the principle beyond all possible challmge. Express grants of power,

are made in the constitutional text to Congress, to the president, to the!

courts; but, saysjlie Amendment, “all powers not delegated to the United

States by the constitution, nor prohibited by it to the stator, ariTreserved

to the states respectively or to the people.” * No reader of these lines will

need to be told that the powers wielded by the national government today

are immeasurably greater than in the times of Washington and Jefferson.

At some points, they appear to a good many people to have been carried

considerably beyond the bounds fixed in the constitution. In the eye of

1 “Sovereignty” is a tricky word. AS Bome one hns remarked, the history of it in

the United States illustrates the familiar fact that in all argument, if you insist

on making certain woids mean whnt you want them to mean, you can always reach
the conclusion you wish to reach. With easy fluency, the slates are today sometimes
spoken of sentimentally as “sovereign.”

2Cf. Marshall’s vigorous assertions in McCulloch v. Mai-yland, 4 Wheaton 316

(1819).
® In the federal system of Canada, the principle of distribution is precisely the

opposite. Influenced to some extent, it would appear, by the recent spectacle of civil

war in the United States, the authors of the British North j¥mei'ica Act of 1867
jisaigiicd the provinces only enumerated powers and left everything else to the

Dominion government.
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the law, however, wliatevcr expansion has taken place—except in taxa-

tion and one or two other areas where changes have been expressly

authorized by constitutional amendin'ent—^Iraa resulted solely frona pro-

gressively wider and more penetrating applications of powers alrcadr

possessed. President, Congress, and courts have no proper authority

except such as can be found somewhere (as express provision or by im-

plication) within the four corners of the constitution.^

A second fact, already suggested, is that the state governments, on

the other hand, have powers that are original, inherent, and largely un-

defined. A certain number of powers belonging to slate governments are,

to be sure, mentioned in the national constitution. But there is no attempt

to present a cdmplctc list. Carrying over into the new system the great

bulk of powers which they possessed under the old one (and they w'ould

never have ratified the constitution unless permitted to do this), the

original states have ever afterwards enjoyed the ample and undefined

range of powers guaranteed in the Tenth Amendment—a range of powers

which, although curtailed at some points by nationalizing ain e_nclffl.ents.

and irtjiffeet also by legislate and judicial -decisions, has expanded

considerably more than it hascontjatitcdj-QOtwithstanding the common
impression that it is the powers of the national government alone that

have been magnified in those later decades.- And of course, under the

principle of state equality, all states subsequently admitted to the Union

are entitled to, and possess, a similar range of authority.

A third fact is that no government in our system has unlimited powers.

The national government has only such powers as have been delegated

to it, e.xpressly or by implication; the state governments, although not

confined to delegated powers, are heavily restricted by federal and state

constitutional provisions; and measures enacted by either Congress or a

state legislature (acts, too, performed by executive or administu'ativc

authorities), if regarded as exceeding the limits of powers constitutionally

fixed, are practically certain sooner or- later to be challenged in the

courts, and may be held null and void.

From this it follows that by no means all power has been intrusted by
the people to their governmental agencies. Plenty of powers are withheld

1 The view of Theodore Roosevelt and others that powers affecting the nation as a
wiiole belong to it, although not granted to it, was expressly rejected by the Supreme
Goiirt in Kansas v. Colorado, 206 U. S. 46 (1902) . With respect to the field ofrinter-
national relations, however, the Court has more recently recognized (In United States
V. Curtiss-Wh'ight Export Corporation, 299 U. S. 304, 1936) that even if the consti-
tution were silent on the point (which it is not), the power to carry on diplomatic
intercourse and to make war and peace would belong to the federal government as
being “necessary concomitants of nationality,” In other words, such power,? could
properly be implied from the nationality predicated in the constitution.

- To confinn this fact of the enormous growth of state powers, one has only to
compare the list of things that his own state is now doing^in the fields pf
and finance, education, public E^lth and safetyTsocial msurance.-mnnsp.rvgi.t,inn of
resources, regulation'ofTrahsportation'ahd trade, control of elediions, and what noU-
with the activities of any one of the states a hundred, or even fifty, years ago.
Cf. Chap, xLii below (in complete edition of this book). ‘
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from the national government, simply by not being conferred in the Powoth
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being prohibited in state constitutions. But—and this is the present point monti

—some also are withheld from both national and state governments,

either by being forbidden to both in the national constitution [e.g., de-

priving a person of life, liberty, or property -without due process of law)

or by being prohibited to national and state governments concurrently by

the respective constitutions (as in the case of taking private property

for public use without compensation). Taken together, the federal and

state constitutions thus leave, and in fact create, “spheres of anarchy"

—

of no government, so to speak, within which people may not be interfered

with by public authoritie.s.^ As suggested by the above illustrations, these

areas of immunity are associated mainly with civil rights and liberties;

and the Ninth Amendment gives them a .significant flexibility by stipu-

lating that the enumeration of certain rights in the federal constitution

“shall not be construed to denv or disparage others retained by the

people.”

Viewed in the large, the distribution of powers under the constitution

works out somewhat as follows:

Powers

A. Conferred

or

recognized

B. Partially

or

toLally

forbidden

2 .

Conferred on the national government only

{exj., conducting foreign relations, regulat-

ing foreign and interstate commerce)

Recognized as belonging to the slate govern-

ments only (e.g., creating counties, charter-

ing cities)

Possessed by national and state governments

concurrently (e.g., taxation, borrowing

money)

Forbidden to the national government only

(e.gl, abridging freedom of si^eech or press,

levying direct taxes otherwise than in pro-

portion to population)

Forbidden to the state governments only

(e.g., making treaties, coining money)

Forbidden to both national and state gov-

ernments (e.g., passing ex post facto laws,

abridging the riglit of United States citizens

to vote on account of color or sex)

1 C. A. Beard, Amcriran Gouernment and Politics (5th ed.), 102.
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Implied Powers
«

The careful phrasing of the constitution did not prevenU-no linguistic

niceties could have prevented—differences of opinion as to the limits

of power of both tho national and state governments, and lively con-

troversies arose before the new system had been in operation a year. In

1790, Alexander Hamilton, secretary of the treasury, proposed the estab-

lishment of a national bank. Opponents of further centralization at once

objected that the constitution, in enumerating the powers of Congress,

said nothing about a bank; they could show, indeed, that its authors had

refused to givs CongTe.s3 even a restricted and limited power to create

corporations. Hamilton and those who supported his policy replied that

Avhile the constitution did not, to be sure, authorize Congress in so many

words to create a bank, the power to do so could easily be deduced from

certain grants of authority about which there could be no question.^

This view prevailed, and the bank was established. Opinion on the

matter, however—springing partly from sheer theory, but more largely

from practical interest and political strategy—continued divided; and

from this beginning tho issue of "implied powers” broadened out until it

became the weightiest (except only, during a decade or two, that of

secession) in the entire history of the country.

Led by Jefferson, the strict constructionists argued that the national

government had no powers except such as were expressly conferred upon

it in the constitution, or, at the most, such as could be shown to bo indis-

pensably involved in the exercise of these enumerated powers. To take a

single step, urged the Virginian, in a letter ^n which he gave Washington

his views on the constitutionality of the proposed bank, beyond the

boundaries "specially drawn” around the powers of Congress by the

Tenth Amendment, "is to take possession of a boundless field of power,

no longer- susceptible of any definition.” On the other hand, the loose, or

broad, constructionists, ,mch as Hamilton, contended that the national

government had all powers which could by any reasonable interpretation

be regarded as implied in the letter of the granted powers, and also that

it had a right to choose the manner and means of performing its work,

even though involving the employment of agencies not necessarily indis-

pensable for its purposes.

On purely legal grounds, Jefferson’s argument was plausible; and
events proved him right in predicting that the doctrine of implied

powers, once accepted, would lead to endless expansion of the national

1 In. .particular, those relating to currency and other aspects of national finance

—

backed by^e '‘sweeping clause” with whioh the constitution's enumeration of the
jypQwera of Congre® concludes, and in which the two houses"' are^ authorized "to make

*(tl laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing
WwerB, and all other powers vested by this constitution in the government oi the

States, or in any department or officer thereof." Art. I, § 8, d. IS. The clause
, mroted beeame the prindpal basis fox the entire development of implied powers in

fate tomea.
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govei'nment’i3 activities—oftcn__at the expense of powers originally con-

sidered as belonging to the states. The logic of practical necessity lay,

however, with the Haimltonian view. If the national government, peren-

nially confronted with new conditions and unforeseeable problems, was

to attain the ends for wdiich it was established, it must wdthout fail have

the benefit of all authority that could reasonably be deduced from the

grants that had been made to it; otherwise, it w’ould be halted at points

where inaction would be ruinous. This was eventually conceded, although

grudgingly, by the Jeffersonians themselves; and when they gained con-

trol of the government in 1801, they soon were found availing themselves

of implied powers almost as freely as had their Federalist rivals. On no

other basis, for example, could Louisiana have been annexed in 1803 'or

an embargo laid on foreign trade in 1807.
’

In the course of time, the question, as a matter of constitutional

construction, reached the Supreme Court; and in a memorable scries ot

nationalizing decisions between 1809 and 1835 that tribunal—^wlule ac- il'ijforio

knowledging limits beyond which powers could not properly be implied

—

lent the full weight of its authority to the doctrine. Classic expression was

given the Court’s views by Chief Justice Mamhall in the case of McCul-

loch V. Maryland, in 1819, as follow's: “This government is acknowledged

by all to be one of enamerated powers. The principle that it can exercise

only the powers granted to it is now universally admitted. But the

question respecting the extent of the powers actually granted is perpet-

ually arising and will probably continue to arise as long as our system

shall exist. . . , The powers of the government are limited, and its powers

are not to be transcended. But we think the sound construction of

the constitution must allow to the national legislature that discretion

with respect to the means by which the powers it confers are to be carried

into execution, whicli will enable that body to perform the high duties

assigned to it in a manner most beneficial to the people. Let the end be

legitimate, let it be within the scope of the constitution,, and 111 moans

which are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to that end, which are

not prohibited but consist with the letter and spirit of the constitution,

are constitutional.” ^

The doctrine here laid down gained general acceptance and is today imitUod

• firmly embedded in our constitutional law. Not only so, hut, as a result of Sfoyed

social and economic changes, of wartime and depression crises, and of

growing belief in the usefulness of government regulation, the doctrine

is nowadays applied in directions and in situations of which Marshall

and his black-robed colleagues never dreamed. Remarkable indeed are

the multifold activities for which it has supplied the sole legal juatifica-
^

tion. To cite a famili^j- illustration: From the constitution's terse grant of

power to “regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the several'
_

states,” Congress has drawn authority to control not only the trans-
'

* ’•4 “WheatorL 316. For an» explanation of the case, see p. 80, note 2, below.
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portation of goods by rail, waLer, motor, and air, but the carriage of

passengers, the transmission of electric current, the moving of oil through

pipe-lines, and the communication of ideas by telegraph, telephone, and

radio; and not only to control, but even to prohibit, as in the case of

the interstate transportation of commodities manufactured with the aid

of child labor.- Again: Starting w'ith what appears a modG.st grant of

authority to "establish post-offices and postroads,” Congress is found

providing for transportation of mail by railroad, steamship, and airplane;

jirohibiting interference with the mails; placing armed guards in railway

mail cars; subsidizing and ju-oviding federal supervision of a national

highway system; authorizing road-building by the national government
itself; excluding seditious, salacious, and fraudulent matter from the

mails; and maintaining a federal express business in the form of what
wc know as the parcel post. Once more: The constitution has nothing to

say about unemployment compensation and old-age pensions. The dele-

gates who rode into Philadelphia by stage-coach and on horseback could

not possibly have foreseen the development of our present complicated

industrial society. They did, however, write a “general welfare” clause

into the constitution in connection with the power to tax and to borrow
and spend. And when Congress in 1935 passed a Social Security Act
extending the benefits of unemployment and old-age insurance to twenty-
six mil lion jjeople, the Supreme Court found in that clause full authority

for its doing so.

Sometimes, to be sure, the executive and legislative branches embark
upon policies involving the exercise of powers which the courts hold not
to be warranted by the constitutional phraseology from which they were
deduced. In this way, for example, an act of 1894 laying a federal tax on
incomes—also the national child labor act of 1916—was rendered of no
effect.! A similar fate befell the National Recovery Act and the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act of 1933. Speaking generally, the judges have
been inclined to give the national government the benefit of a broad and
liberal construction of the constitution’s provisions. Some years ago, there
was much complaint, centering in Administration circles, that the “nine
old men” on the Supreme Bench at Washington were, by taking too
restricted a view of implied powers, perversely obstructing the social and
economic program associated with the New Deal of the Roosevelt era

;

and an enlargement of the Court’s membership with a view to “liberaliz-
ing” the tribunal’s attitude became the uppermost political question of
1937.’’ In a message to Congress, President Roosevelt contended that the
founders of our government expected and intended that a liberal construc-
tion of the constitution in later years would give Congress the same
relative powers over new national problems that .they themselves had

Court reversed itself on ths child labor

2 See 47M77 below.
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envisaged in respect to the national questions of their day. Others, how-

ever, were of the opinion that acceptance of so broad and general a

principle would tend to break down the fundamental safeguard of -lim-

ited powers, and believed that, rather than stretch implied powers to such

lengths, the constitution should itself be amended to cover the matters

most gravely at issue. The number of iustices was not changed. But the

appointment of “liberals” to several Supreme Coui-t seats soon falling

vacant achieved the Administration’s essential purpose; and broad ron-

struction of implied national powers went on transforming the country’s

constitutional pattern.

Ultimate Supremacy 0/ the National Government

Under our federal system, the national government is supreme within iiow

the sphere assigned to it, the states no less so in the siihere reserved to Inlee,^

them. Contrary to opinions sometimes held in earlier days, thrAiiTtl?

mean, however, that nation and states stand on a footing of equality.

“This con.stitution,” reads one* of the instrument's 'most rernarlcable

clauses, “and the laws of the United States which shall be made in pui-

suance thereof, and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the

authority of the United States shall be the siifn-eme law of the land;

and the judges in every state shall be bound thereby, anything in the

constitution or laws of any state to the contrary notwithstanding.”^

“This clause,” observes a distinguished historian, “may be called the

central clause of the constitution, because without it the whole system

w’ould be unwieldy, if not impracticable. Draw out this particular bolt,

and the machinery falls toj„pieces. In these words the constitution is

plainly made not merely a declaration, a manifesto, dependent for its

life and usefulness on the passing will of statesmen or of people, but a

fundamental law, enforceable like any other law in courts.” ^ What the

clause means, in, practice, is that, while the state government^ may be,

and are, supreme within their reserved spheres, these sphero-s are cir-

cumscribed not only by the delegation of many weighty powers to the

national government, but by rigorous application of the rule that what-

ever the national government ordains—^witliin the broad and still ex-

panding area of its authority—is supreme law, enforceable as such and

binding no less upon state executives, legislatures, courts, and people

than.upon officers and people of the nation itself. Nothing of the kind

can be said for the law's of any state. So long, to be sure, as these laws go

unchallenged by federal authority, or indeed if, upon being challenged,

they are held to bo not inconsistent -with that authority, they may be

said—so far as the national government is concerned—to be “supreme,”

within the boundaries.of the state. If shown, however, to be incompatible

with any legitimate exercise of power by the national government, they

1 Art, VI, § 2.
* - A. C. McLaiighlin, The Nonjoderalion and the CansliiiUion, 24L
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lose all claim to validity
;

^ and many have in this way been rendered of no

force and effect.

Bnt who is to say whether a state government—or, for that matter,

the national government—^Iras overstepped the bounds marked out for

it? The constitution gives no explicit answer, and there has always been

difference of opinion as to what the framers intended. To be sure, there

was a proposal in the Philadelphia convention that, as a mean.s of up-

holding the “supreme law” and protecting the Union, Congress be given

power to disallow any and all laws passed by state legislatures. But

although at one time agreed to without dissent, so much opposition de-

veloped that tjie idea was given up. Again, the Virginia plan proposed

to as.sociate with the national executive a council of revision which should

scrutinize every measure pas.scd by Congress, with the further provision

that any to which it objected should be allowed to take effect only if

subsequently reenacted by a two-thirds vote in both houses. The con-

vention’s final decision was, however, to put the federal veto power in

the hands of the president alone; and the question of whether the courts,

as an incident of their general judicial power, should have the right to

declare cither a federal or a state enactment unconstitutional was left

without definite answ'er. In consequence, there have always been people

who maintained that the fathers did not intend that the courts should

have such power, and that the exercise of it by them is not only unsup-

ported by the letter, but contrary^ to the spirit, of the constitution, and

therefore sheer usurpation.

An opposite view has, however, won more general acceptance. From
the records, it appears that the constitutkin’s makers did not remain

silent on the subject simply because they had not thought of it, nor yet

because they considered it unimportant, but only because they regarded

the function of review as necessarily involved in, and going along with,

the \vork_^both of the state courts already existing and of national courts

later to be established. Within the brief period of their existence, state

courts already had declared legislation void as being incompatible with

state constitutions
;

^ and in the Philadelphia convention it was simply

taken for granted that the forthcoming national courts would, on their

part, refuse to enforce as law any act of a state legislature “contraven-

ing,” as Roget Sherman put it, “the authority of the Union," or„ for that

matter, any act of Congress transcending powers properly .possessed. In

so doing, the courts would be serving usefully the principles of federalism

and check-and-balaftce implicit in the constitution. Judicial review, in-

deed, appears to become, under our system, one of the great “resulting”

power|r-a power arising from the very nature of the judicial function

operating under a system of government based upon limitation of

* The mine holds' taw for proviaons of state constitutions, and for state executive
and admituskaltve actions as woll.

the New Jemy case of Holmes n, Walton in 17S0 and the Rhode Island -

case of Twrett v. Wceden in 1788,
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powers and distribution of tiicni between two sets of authorities inevitably

tending to encroach upon one anotherP

As is so often the case, however, fact is here more important than

theory; and the fact is that not only did the Judiciary Act passed by

the very first Congress in 1789 authorize the federal Supreme Court to

review any case in which a state court had upheld a state law alleged to

be in conflict with the constitution, with a statute, or with a treaty of

the United States, but the power was early brought into play, steadily

broadened in scope and application, and has been employed with tre-

mendous effect for more than a century and a quarter. An act of Congre.ss

was held void by the Supreme Court on the ground of uncoustitulhmality

in the case of Marbury v. Madison, decided in 1803;- state statutes

were declared void, on constitutional grounds, in a long line of cases

beginning with Fletcher v. Peck in 1810.“ And thus was built up in the

federal domain—paralleling a similar development in the slates—a func-

tion which sharply differentiates our American courts from the eouids of

England and most other coiftitrie.s. Judicial review has, indeed, been

termed America’s distinctive contribution to the science of politics.*

From judicial review as developed by the federal Supreme Court

arises a situation of major importance with respect to the boundary linc.s eoje-m-

between federal and state powers. In all disputes touching the subject, Ldgp of

the last word is, or may be, spoken by nine (indeed by a majority of jive) powers

federal judges in Washington—^whicli is tantamount to saying that in

conflicts of authority between national and state governments, the na-

tional government makes and enforces the cleci-sion, subject only to

-reversal by a constitutionai. amendment.® As remarked by a well-known

writer, the Supreme Court has tliroughout our histoi'y been “as impartial

an umpire iu national-state disputes as one of the riiembers of two con-

tending teams could be expected to be.” ® As an organ of the national

government, it has, however, undeniably shown predisposition, if not

clowm’iglit favoritism, toward that government. “The states,” continues

the writer quoted, “have had to play against tire umjfiro as well as against

the national government itself. The combination has been too much for

them.” Over against the clear principle that the national govci'iiment is

1 In No. Lxxvin of The Federaliil, Hamilton expressly injicntea that the courts

were intended to exorcise the function of review, and in hie The Huimtm Cuurl and
the' Constitution (New York, 1912), C. A. Beard analyzes the opinions of the dele-

gates to the federal convention and reaches the same conclnsioii.

^ 1 Cranch 137, To be more exact, that part of the Judiciary Act of 3789 which
authonzed the Supreme Court to issue a writ of mandamus under certain circum-
stances.

« 6 Cranch 87,

* The nature and effects of judicial review am discussed more fully in a later chap-

ter dealing with the federal judiciary. See pp. 465-46^below.
s It should be observed, too, that the statsS’^’^Qi may not challenge the wets of

the national government, but must rely upon suits brought by individual citizens- or

corporations considering themselves injured by such acts.

t 0. P. Field, “States versiis Nation, and the Supreme Court,” Awsr, PoUt. Sd.

Rev., XXVIII, 233 (Apr.) 1934).
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£1 govGrninGnt of liitiitod powcra stands the hsi'd fact that not a limitation

is fixed in the fundamental law which Congress, the prosideni, and the

Supreme Court—indeed, merely Congress and the Court—acting con-

currently, may not legally override. There are, of course, powerful re-

straining factors to be reckoned wdth; it is politically expedient—to put

it miklly—^to be able to convince the general mass of the people that the

bounds set up in the constitution have not been transgressed; and the

concurrence of the Supreme Court may be, and often is, impossible to

obtain. Marvelous discoveries of previously unsuspected national power

have, however, been made; others are no doubt impending; and, irre-

spective of the future fortunes of the New Deal, the frontiers of national

authority will unquestionably prove to have been widened permanently

.‘iince 1933 as in few, if any, other periods in the nation’s history. All

experience, too, goes to show that national power, once asserted and

safely past the hurdle of the courts, is almost never relinquished. No
important instance of surrender of a power so fortified can be cited

except abandonment of the prohibition i9f the liquor traffic; and that

retrenchment came about only because the national government itself,

driven by public opinion, experienced a change of heart on the subject,

How How is the supremacy of national authority maintained and enforced?

nuthono Normally, of course, by the ordinary processes of legislation and admin-

towed istration, operating directly upon the people irrespective of states and state

governments, When, however, these processes are challenged or ob-

structed, tire courts may be brought into play to determine in how far

the actions taken or proposed are constitutionally legitimate; and, once

it is established (whether through judicial de(}jsion or otherwise) tliat the

laws under which the national authorities are claiming to act are valid,

the president may, indeed must, proceed to execute them, by military

force if necessary. Both the Virginia and New Jersey plans as presented

in the Philadelphia convention provided for forcible coercion of any state

opposing or prewnting the execution of national laws or treaties. When,

however, it was settled that the new national government was to operate

directly upon the people, and not merely upon states, this idea of coercing

states as such was given up; and, as noted above, the Civil War itself

1 No man. ever asserted more vincquivocally that the national government is not
final judKc of its own powers than did Thomas Jeffeison, c.g., in the Kentucky Reso-
lutions of 1798. On the other hand, no major political group has ever sponsored
policioa and measures predicated on a more daring concept of national supremacy
than did the reputedly Jeffersonian Democratic party under the leadership of Franklin
D. Roosevelt in the earlier days of the New Deal—even though numerous “Jeffor-

aonian Democrats” were forced into open revolt. The paradox is not mentioned in a
ajiirit of criticism, but merely to emphasize the distance that wo have traveled in a
century and a half. Other times, other ideas I

National powers developed to meet special situations, e.g., in wartime, may, of
course, lapse into disuse. Once fully established, however, they can always be invoked
again—except in the n^e instance of a Supreme Court reversal of an earlier supporting
decision. A good illustration of this sort of carry-over ig afforded by various powers
acquired during World War I and promptly put into effect again after Pearl Harbor,
See p, 671 below.
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was prosecuted by the Lincoln Administration on the theoiy that it was
insubordinate men and women who were being proceeded against, not

political entities in the form of states. In dealing with concrete situations

requiring forcible execution of national law, it i.s not alway.s easy, or

oven possible, to ignore the existence and actions of state governments.

Certainly the theory underlying the Civil War became considerably

blurred in the Reconstruction measures adopted after Lincoln’s death.

The principle that national power acts coiiipnlsorily upon ])ooplo, not

upon governments, is, however, clear; and effort is commonly made to

adhere to it in practice.
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CHAPTER VI

THE CONSTITUTIONAL POSITION OP THE STATES
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The power and prosti&e of the national government must not be allowed

to blind us to the lofty importanre of the states. After all, our nation is

the United States of America; and while the growth of national controls

attracts wider attention, the states, too, have in these days more tasks to

perform and more services to render than at any time in the past.’- Im-
pregnably entrenched as distinct, self-governing units or jurisdictions,

with broad and undefined (although, of course, not unlimited) powers,

the slates still stand quite as close to the people as does the national

government, touching their lives and interests at even more points.

Amid the tremendously and necessarily centralized control of the federal

government over men and materials incident to 'World ar TI, they

retained genuine vitality, cooperated loyally in the war effort, and looked

forward to greater power and importance after the Testoration of peace.

Notwithstanding, furthermore, that in the flush years of the New Deal
the national government pioneered more dramatically, the states have in

other periods undertaken a remarkable variety of legislative and ad-

ministrative experiments "under the urge of a local opinion that does not

have to wait to convert the entire nation to its hopes and beliefs,” and
have often marked out lines of advance along''which the national govern-

ment trod belatedly,-

The national government indeed presupposes the states, both struo-

tiu’ally and functionally, as vital and political entities, and is so dove-

tailed withfthem—ill matters like elections and constitutional amendment—^that if they were suddenly blotted out, some of its most necessary

processes would come to a halt. County, city, and towm governments, on
their part, would collapse completely, because it is only by state author-

ity that they exist. Nation, state, local areas—all are interlocked, not
only geographically, economically, and socially, but also politically, under
a system of government which, howevei' diverse its parts, must Stilkbe
regarcled as basically a unit. As we shall see in the next chapter, a major
trend during the past decade and a half has indeed been in the direction

J-Tbifi iragerteotly teamed situation is ilbatraled concretely in V. J. Brown, “The
Grow^ of State Government" State GovcTnnient, XVII, 27&-277, 283 (Feb. 1914)
With MichigsttL as an example

—

^ sta.t6 in which the number of state offi.(iials and the
^pifegatc Qt stat^ expenditures have doubled in fifteen yesvrsf

•' ™ thereeulation. of railroads and other utilitfes, in labor legisla-
BOa, and in social mauronee. Cireutnstances have combined to make 'WashiiiKton the
grat oehW of piotte®mg and experimentation in the past twelve or fifteen years,
iiMp (me stales ace likely to reeam a good deal of initiative jn the postwar period.

72 .
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of fuller integration of our governmental system—the national govern-

ment extending its controls ever more deeply into the domains of the

states and localities, the states and local areas reaching upward for closer

tie-ups with the national government, and at the same time drawing

nearer together under new forms of coopci’ative action. National gov-

ernment, state government, and loeal governmenr, however, remain .suffi-

ciently distinct, on their respective levels, to justify us later on, when
studying matters of structure and procedure, m taking up each of the

three in a separate group of chapters.

The ways in which the states, viewed intcnially, arc organized and

governed will therefore bo dealt with in due timc.^ For the present, we are ‘m-
^

concerned, rather, with a closer look at the place which the forty-eight •‘'ra

jurisdictions occupy in the country’s governmental sy.stein considered as

a whole. In the present chapter, attention will be focussed upon formal

constitutional provisions regulating their relations with the nation and

with one another; in the chap|er that follows, we shall be interested in

seeing how those relationships have developed as a matter of experience

and practice. In this latter connection, many things will come to light

that the constitution’s makers certainly did not anticipate.

#

Admission of Neio States

First of all, there is the question of how a state becomes a state. To
be sure, the matter seems a trifle academic, because more than thirty

years have elaiised since any new state was added to the list. Alaska,

however, is likely some day to be given statehood; and similar recogni-

tion for Puerto Ptico and Hawaii, already many times suggested, will

continue to challenge attention.^ In addition, there is at least a remote

possibility of the eventual creation of a few new states by dividing ex-

isting ones.

What has happened in the past is, of course, known to every student

of our national history. The thirteen “origina’l” states became members

of the Union by participating together in the Revolution and ratifying atnioa

the Articles of Confederation and the present constitution. The other

thirty-five wore brought in, one by one, by acts of Congress. Considered

from the point of view of antecedent status or condition, these later

commonwealths fall into four groups: (1) five wdiich were formed by

separation from other states, i.e., Vermont set off from New York in 1791,

Kentucky from Virginia in 1792, Tennessee from North Carolina in 1796,

Maine from Massachusetts in 1820, and West Virginia from Virginia in

1862-63
; (2) one, i.e., Texas, which before its admission in 1845 was an

independent republic; (3) one, i.e., California, which was formed—also

without passing ihrough the territorial stage—out of a region ceded by

1 In Part III of the complete edition of this book.
2 In their national platfpnn.s of 1944, both major parties declared for the further

development of all three territories wit]i_a view to eventual statehood.
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Mexico in 1848; and (4) twenty-eight which previously were organized

territories.

The constitution confers on Congress general power to admit new
states, subject only to two restrictions; (1) that no state may bo erected

within the jurisdiction of any other state except with the consent of the

latter’s legislature, and (2) that no state may be formed by the 'union

of two or more states or parts of states without consent of the legislatures

of all states concerned as well as of Congress.^ Ordinarily, the procedure

of admission is started by the people of a territory, who, if a substantial

jiroportion desire statehood, send a petition to Congress asking that the

territory be received into the Union as a state. If the petition is regarded

with favor, Congress passes an “enabling act” authorizing the territorial

officials to arrange for a popularly elected convention to frame a state

constitution. The resulting instrument, having been submitted to the

people, is, if approved, laid before Congress; and if it is there found

acceptable, a joint resolution is passed cleclaring the said territory a

state. Occasionally a territory has omitted the initial petition and gone at

once to Congress with its proposed constitution.

If, as has happened several times, Congress finds something in the

constitution as submitted that it dislikes, or fails ta find something that

it thinks should be there, it will communicate its criticism to the au-

thorities of the territory, either in the form of a suggestion or in that of a
definite requirement to be met as a condition of admission. In the latter

situation, there is nothing for the territory to do but comply—or wait

for a possible change of opinion in the two houses; for wfithout the con-

sent of Congress no territory can become a’'state, and there is no way
of compelling that consent to be given. In this manner, several incoming

states have been subjected to requirements not imposed upon others.®

1 Art. IV, .§3, cl, 1.

® Naturally, incoming states do not relish such treatment; and a vast amount of
political and constitutional controversy has resulted. Nor, indeed, have conditions so
imposed always been lived up to, once the state was safely in the fold, When, for
example, in 1910 the people of Arizona, yielding to the objections of President Taft
and many menabevs of Congress, voted to eliminate the recall of judges from their
proposed constitution, it was locally understood that the surrender was to be only
temporary. And so it turned out. In his very first moisaage, the governor of tho new
state recommended a constitutional amendment restoring the recall; and forthwith
such an amendment was adopted by the legislature and approved by the voters.
President Taft and Congress to the contrary notwithstanding, Arizona has had recall
of judges ever since. Nor was it worth wliile for the national government to attempt
to do anything about the matter, not only because an act admitting a state is a step
that cannot be retraced, but also because, in decisions reaching back almost a hundred
years, the Supreme Court had held that, while Congress is free to impose any condi-
tions initially that it chooses, once a state is admitted, there is no way of compelling
fulfillment of them if they are of such a nature as to compromise the independence
of the state in managing its own internal affairs. On the other hand, a requirement
that the state of Minnesota impose no tax on lands belonging tp the United States,
and no higher tax on, non-resident proprietors than on residents, was upheld in 1900
(Steams u, Minnesota, 179 XJ. S. 223)—on the ground that it was n contractual agree-
ment respecting a matter of property and not affecting the state’s political freedom.
Whether, therefore, an imposed condition is enforceable aifter admiasion depends en-

‘

tiroly upon the nature of the condition. >
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The president, too, can take exception to a proposed constitution, and

can veto a resolution providing for admission.

Such minor differences as arise rn this way do not, of course, prevent

the states from being true equals in the eye of the law. In size, popula-

tion, wealth, and general importance 'they, of course, vai-y enormously.

The largest, Texas, has an area of 265,780 square miles; the smallest,

Rhode Island, contains only 1,250. The most populous, New York, had

'13,479,142 inhabitants in 1940; the least populous, Nevada, had 110,247.

Average density of population varied, at the same date, all the way from

674.2 per square mile in Rhode Island to 1.0 per square mile in Nevada.

Some states are almost wholly agricultural, others are mainly industrial

and commercial. Some are of great weight in the councils of tlic nation,

others count for comparatively little. Some are more able to provide the

services expected of modern governments than are others. All have their

separate and more or less diffciung constitutions, laws, courts, systems of

taxation, and arrangements for local government. Nevertheless, in their

constitutional and legal status*they are equal.

Obligations of the National Government Toward the States

The position of the states is further fixed by certain obligations which

tlie constitution imposes, in their behalf, upon the national government.

In the first place, that government is definitely required to respect a

state’s geographical unity and identity. As indicated above, it may
neither instigate, promote, nor sanction the erection of any state within

the jurisdiction of an existing state except with the consent 'of the lat-

ter's legislature.’- Nor may it allow a state to be formed by uniting two

or more states or parts of states unless the legislatures of the states

affected indicate their approval. In other words, a state cannot be de-

prived of its separate existence, or even of territory, without its consent.-

A second obligation of the national government is to protect every

state against invasion and domestic violence.® An invasipn of "a state by

a foreign enemy is, of course, also an invasion of the United States, and

it is entirely logical that the national government should be aulhorized

and required to repel the attack without waiting for any independent

effort, or even a request for protection, to be made by the state as such.

The repression of insurrections, riots, and other forms of domestic vio-

Icnee is a different matter. One of the principal things that the govern-

ment of a state is expected to do is to maintain order; and unless such a

government, finding itself unable to cope with a disturbance, calls upon

the national authorities for assistance, those authorities will not inter-

^ Art. IV, 13, cl. 1.

“The closest approac;}! to a violation of this guarantee -vvas the formation of the

state of West Virginia from loyal -westem Virginia counties during the Civil War.
Consent of the Virginia legislature took the form, merely, of a fcivorable vote by an
assembly of supporters of the Union cause repre.senting the seceding counties only.

But of course it must be remembered that the rest of the slate was in rebellion.

“ Art, IV, § 4.
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vene, so long as national laws are not violated, national functions (e.g.,

carrying the mails) interfered with, or national property endangered.

If, ho.wever, assistance is requested, the president will comply, unless ho

is of the opinion that the state can and should handle the situation alone;

and if national interests are menaced, he will act without invitation, and

even against the wishes of the state authorities.^

A third requirement made of the United States is that it shall guar-

antee to every state a republican form of government.- The men who

framed and adopted the constitution had no desire to see monarchy or

oligarchy arise within the limits of the new nation; and, having lately

witnessed the Shays rebellion and other subversive movements, they

were determined to put it within the power—indeed, to make it the

solemn duty—of the national government to prevent any form of political

organization oLher than republican from establishing itself anywhere in

the country. They did not define the term “republican,” and it is clear

that they did not have it in mind to require any one precise govern-

mental set-up, to the exclusion of all oUiers. There were at the time

considerable differences from state to state; yet all of the existing gov-

ernments were regarded as republican. Madison assured the people that

they had a right to “substitute other republican forms” whenever they

chose and to claim the federal guarantee in behalf Gi them.

The final judge of whether the government of a state is republican is

not the people of the state, but the national government. The constitution

does not say, however, with which branch of the national government

the decision shall lie. Conceivably, it might be the courts. In handling

cases turning on the nature of republicanisnj, the Supreme Coiui;, how-

ever, has always held that the question is of a political nature, and hence

one to be decided by the political branches of the government, not by

the judiciary.® This leaves it to the president or Congress, or both,. As

for the president, he undoubtedly might pronounce the government of a

given state non-j,’epublican and might usfe force to dispossess it. Indeed,

in the single instance in which the guaranty clause was brought into

play down to the time of the Civil War, i.e., th.e Dorr rebellion in Rhode
Island in 1841-42, President Tyler recognized the old government of the

state as the rightful government and took steps to give it the aid which

it asked against a rival government set up by an insurrectionary element

led by Dorr. The really decisive factor in the national government's

handling of the Rhode Island situation, was, however, the action of

Congress in continuing to receive the state's senators and representatives.

This, said the Supreme Court when a case growing out of the dispute

came before it, constituted valid and final recognition of the state's

government aS being republican.* It was Congress', tpo, that at the close

^ See p. 356 below. i

iArt.IV, H.
» B.g., in Pacific States Tel, and Tal. Co. v. Oregon, 323 U, S, 118 (19l2).
Luther v. Borden, 7 Howard I (184u).

'
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of the Civil War forced the Southern states, as a condition of regaining

representation, to adopt suffrage
^
(and other) arrangements which the

radical Republican majority at Washington professed to consider' essen-

tial to a republican form of government. Certainly its power to cut off a

stale from any share in controlling national policy, enacting national

laws, and raising and appropriating national money gives Congress the

whip-hand in the matter.

In the Reconstruction period, the term “republican” was constnied

arbitrarily and narrowly. At all other times, however, it has been inter-

preted broadly and liberally. Thus, when a generation or so ago,

opponents of the popular initiative and referendum as newly adopted

devices of direct legislation in Oregon sought to make out that republican

government means only representative government, with all laws enacted

by elected assemblies, the Supreme Court said simply that the question

was one for the political arms of the government, and that as long as

Congress continued to receive senators and representatives from the state,

it (the Court) would be satisAed,^ And Congress itself took the sensible

view that as long as representative institutions are maintained by a state,

it does not matter if they arc supplemented by provision for direct action

now and then by thf people.

Constitutional Limitations Upon the States

As we have seen, the federal constitution distributes powers between

nation and states on the general principle that whatever is not conferred

exclusively upon the national government remains to the states—with

one obvious qualification, namely, that it does so only if not forbidden to

them. Much, in point of fact is forbidden, in the interest of national unity

and effective national government, giving rise to the “constitutional

limitations” about which the lawyers talk; and while one large group of

such limitations, having to do with the protection of civil liberties, calls

for separate treatment in a later chapter,'* certain additional ones of

major importance require attention here.

To begin with, the constitution unequivocally forbids a state to enter

into “any treaty, alliance, or confederation,” and it prohibits any "agree-

ment or compact” between states, or between a state and a foreign power,

excepL with the consent of Congress. Likewise, a state may not, unless

Cdhgress assents, keep troops or ships of rvar in time of peace, or engage

in war unless actually invaded or in such imminent danger as will not

admit of delay. Should Massachusetts desire to enter into an agreement

with Great Britain, she could do so, with the permission of Congress,

provided, of course, that tire effect was not to create an "alliance or con-

federation,” i.e.^ a •relationship of a political character, With the con-

sent of Congress, two or more states, furthermore—acting through their

1 Pacific States Tel. an,d Tel. Co. v. Oregon, cited above.
2 See Chap, ix below.
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governors or through specially appointed commissioners, and usually

subject to legislative ratification—may make agreements or compacts

among themselves; and although the full possibilities of promoting help-

ful cooperation among states by this method are only beginning to be

realized, upwards of a hundred such agreements are on record—for exam-

ple (a) one between New York and New Jersey in 1921 creating a Port of

New York Authority charged with improving the facilities of New York

harbor; (b) one of 1922 (finally effective in 1928) among the seven states

containing portions of the basin of the Colorado river, and having to do

with the allocation of rights to the waters of that stream, (c) a four-state

pact ('Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana) of 1925 relating to the

use of the waters of the Columbia and its tributaries, (d) a three-state

compact (Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Texas) relating to the wuatcr

supply of the Rio Grande and other rivers, signed in 1929 and assented

to by Congress in 1930; and (e) a six-state compact (Illinois, Kansas,

Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado, and New Mexico, with other states added

later) in 1935 for the prevention of waste’ in oil production.

The constitution seems to make all inter.state agreements dependent

upon the consent of Congress. In practice, however, there is no such rigid

requirement, Without going to Congress about the ipatter at all, two or

more states may agree to clean up a disease-producing district on their

common border; and in point of fact, New York and New Jersey some

years ago settled in this manner a long-standing dispute concerning

sewage pollution of New York harbor. In 1931, Maryland, Virginia, and

West Virginia similarly adjusted fishing rights on the Potomac, and in

1941, six Midwestern states signed an agreement upon higher standards in

the daily industry. As construed by the courts, the requirement of con-

gressional consent applies only to agreements “tending to increase the

political power of the states, which may encroach upon or interfere With

the just supremacy of the United States.” ^ Furthermore, where consent

is necessary, it may be given either before or after the agreement is en-

tered into, and may be either express or implied. Indeed, blanket per-

mission to make agi-ecments on a given subject may he given in advance;

in 1936, for example, an act of Congress authoriised any two or more of

fourteen specified states in New England and in the Ohio Valley to enter

into a eorapaot for flood control and for preventing pollution of waters,

and another in 1940 gave advance approval to a compact among Atlari'tic

seaboard .states for the better utilisation of marine fisheries.^

Interest in interstate agreements, especially of regional scope, as aids

1 Virginia c. Tennessee, 148 U. S. 503 (1893), The Supreme Court has habitually
been well clispowd toward the interstate compact ns a mode of action, Mors than,

once, it has sugsesled to states engaged in litigation that it would be better for
them to adjust their differences by compact or agreement; and the advice has not
always gone unheeded.*

2 A full list of (lie interstate compacts of the period 1936-43—twenty-eight in
number—will bo found in The Booh of the Stales, W4S-19U (Chicago, 1943), 52-57,

New Compacts entered into are rfepotted in successive editions of this manual.
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to the solution of difficult social and economic problems was considerably

heightened by the country’s experiences during the depression of the

thirties and under the New Deal*, and it is reasonable to expect that,

notwithstanding the difficulties and delays often attending the negotiation

of them (vexatious problems, too, of administration, enforcement, and

amendment)
,
many compacts in the future will relate to such varied matters

as milk prices, minimum wages, hours of labor, control of the oil industry,

conservation, and taxation. As a recent writer points out, opponents of

centralization see in such devices “a kind of intermediate arrangement

which avoids the centralizing tendencies of federal regulation, whereas

the advocates of centralization consider compacts a basis for possible

evolution of control from the state to the region and then frtjtn- the

region to the nation.” ^

Speaking generally, the states are free to levy and collect taxes as they

choose; and a wide variety of tax experience has resulted. There arc,

nevertheless, w'cighty constitutional limitations. To be sure, the restraints

imposed by the national constitution in so many w’ords are of only minor

practical importance. Others, however, arising from clause.? of general

application, or from interpretation of the inherent character of the

federal-state relation, arc of far-reaching significance. The restrictions

expressly imposed ca'e that no state shall, without the consent of Con-

gress, lay (1) "any imposts or duties on imports or exports, except

what may be absolutely necessary for executing its inspection laws,”

or (2) any duly on. tonnage,'- Import and export duties laid by state

authority arc siib,iect to revision and control by Congress; and, further

to discourage such taxation, all net proceeds are required to be turned

over to the national treasury. State-imposed import and export duties

—

tonnage duties likewise—were not uncommon in the earlier decades under

the ^constitution, but nowadays arc almost unknown.

Among clauses of general application which have bearing on the tax-

ing power are those forbidding* a state (a) to deprive any person of .

,

.

property without due process of law, or deny to any iierson within its

jurisdiction the equal protection of the law's; and (b) to pass any law

‘‘impairing the obligation of contracts"; also the well-kuQwn clauses

stipulating (a) that ‘‘the citizens of each state shall be entitled to all

privileges and immunities of citizens in the several states,” and (b) tliat

no^state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges

or immunities of citizens of the United States.” The taxing power may

1 J. P. Clark, “Interstate Compacts and Social Legislation," PoUt. Sci. Quar., L,

502-524 (Deo., 1935) . The article cited, of which there is a concluding instalment in

the same periodical, LI, 36-61 (Mar., 1936), is the heal extended discussion of one

large and growing group of compacts. Cf. E. M, Johnson, JnterstatB Compacla on

Labor Legislation in the United States (Geneva, 1936). An excellent brief piece of

reading on the general topic is M. E, Dimock and G- C. S. Benson, Can, Interstate

Compaeis Succeed? (Chicago, 1937).
_

•

2 Art. I, § 10, els. 2-3. A tonnage duly is a tax on ships levied on the basis of

caiTying capacity.
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no more be employed in violation of these blanket provisions than may
any other power.

Blit there are also restrictions arising, not from specific constitutional

provisions, but from interpretations placed upon the inherent nature of

our federal system. One of these relates to federal property, which in

general is immune from state taxation. To be sure, Congress in 1864;

authorized the states to tax national bank stock and also the physical

property belonging to national banks. Such properly, however, is in

reality private rather than public; and every effort of a state to tax

real estate or other property belonging directly to the national govern-

ment lia.s met with defeat.’ Certain Southern states in which the Ten-

nessee Valley Authority has acquired large stretches of land were formerly

so handicapped that in 1940 the Authority was required by act of Con-

gress to start paying a percentage of its gross power proceeds to states

and counties in lieu of the tax revenues lost.

Until 1939, there would have been cited also a blanket interpretation

jireventing the states from taxing federal "in-strumentalities” such as

bonds and other securities (or the income therefrom), franchises granted

by the federal government, and salaries of federal officials and employees.

On its part, the federal government was supposed Ro be debarred from
taxing state officials’ salaries, as well as income from? state and municipal

bonds, and other state “instrumentalities.” Under force of the reasoning

employed by Chief Justice Marshall in McCulloch v. Maryland in 1819,“

1 When, indeed, in 1937, the cily of Springfield, Maas., undertook to absess land
acquired and for a time lubed by the federal goveinnient for a post-office but subae-
quentiy leased to private parhes for use as a bus depot, the federal Supreme Court, in
City of Springfield v. United States, 306 U. S. 650 (?039) held that not only federal
propeity m general, but such property when leased to private users, is tax exempt,
In a case in 19-14 involving an attempt in Pennsylvania to tax gim-makmg machmeiy
belonging to the federal govornment but leased to a private manufacturer of muni-
tions, it aiid the same thing. United Stales of America and Mesta Machine Com-
pany II. County of Allegheny, Pennsylvania, 322 U. S. 174, On the other hand, when
the federal government sought to hare voided .tax liens on lands which it had ac-
quired in Alabama "the Supreme Court held (in United States v. Alabama, 313 U. S,
274, 1S41) that the Hens remained good, even though Alabama could hope to enforce
them only after the lands in question should have passed from the federal govern-
ment to private owneis,

2 In I8l8, the state of Maryland imposed a stamp tax on the circulating notes of all
banks or branches thereof located in the state and not chartered by the legislature.
The Baltimpte branch of the United States Bank refused to pay the tax. Suit was
brought against the ca.shier, McCulloch, and the state court rendered judgment
against him; whereupon the case was taken to the federal Supreme Court. Pro-
nouncing the law imposing the tax unconstitutional, Marshall declared (in a ''de-
cision cited above ew helping to establish the doctrine of implied powers) that,
iinlimifed as is the power of a state to tax objects within its jurisdiction, that power
does not ‘extend to those means which are employed by Clongre.ss to cany into
execution powers conferred on that body by the people of the United States . .

.

given .. .to a government whose laws... are declared to be supreme.”
429 (1819), Aa indicated above, national bank stock and the physical

.»fmeyty pf national banks are taxable; but this is on the theory that, falling on
rajspetty ^^ther than on operations, the taxes do not impair the capacity of the banks

f
national .government according to the intent of the laws establishing
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these reciprocal imimmities -were long regarded as flowing inevitably

from the very nature of the fedcral.aystem, and as being inviolable unless

terminated or altered by federal constitutional amendments. Mounting
budgets and need for new sources of revenue gradually led, however,

within the past two or three decades, to a different view of the matter.

After all, why should not people living from salaries drawn from gov-

ernment bear the same tax burdens as those obtaining their livelihood

from private employment? How could such taxation be construed as a

burden upon governments as such? And why should not the Sixteenth

Amendment empowering Congress to lay and collect taxes on incomes,

“from whatever source derived,” be taken, at face value, to include the

taxation of governmental salaries? Long before 1939, exemption of gov-

ernment officials and employees from taxation of tiicir salary income

seemed to many people unfair; and as for income.'! from government

securities, at least three Republican presidents (Harding, Coolidge, and

Hoover) had agreed with Secretary of the Treasury Mellon in his char-

acterization of their exemption as “an economic evil of the first mag-
nitude.”

The upshot was that when, in 1939, President Franklin D. Roosevelt,

returning to a subject on which he had previously spoken with feeling,

urged Congress to wipe out all existing tax immunities of federal, state,

and local salaries and income from securities, he was successful to the

extent of securing the desired legislation with respect to salaries, although

not with respect to income from securities. Opposition came principally

from those who argued that such action ought to be taken only in pur-

suance of a constitutional 'Amendment. But when the constitutionality

of the new legislation was challenged in the Supreme Court, that body

—

which, with its newly “liberalized” membership,- had of late been show-

ing a disposition to turn its back ou a good many of its earlier decisions,

including McCulloch v. Maryland—sustained it in full.® The federal

government now, therefore, taxes state and local salaries, and the states

1 Such exemption, according to Mr. Mellon, has three harmful consequences: (1) by-

making it easier for federal and other governments to sell bonds, it encourages the
growth of public indebtedness; (2) it tends to divert capital from productive enter-
prise; and (3) it “enables a very large class of investments to escape their just share
of taxation,” In January, 1939, the under-secretary of the Treiisury estimated that the
sum of .sixty-fiv'o billion doHara Was then invested in tax-e.xeinpt securities issued by
the gtatd and local governments, and that removal of such exemptions would net the
national gov^ernment about $300,000,000 a year. See A. L. Powell, National Taxation
of State Iru^iumicntalities (IJrbana, III., 1930); M, Philipsbom, Jr., and H, Cantrill,

“Immunity horn Taxation, of Governmental Instiumentalitie.s,” Georgetown Law Jour.,

XXVI, SIS-STS (Mar., 1938) ; A. G. Buehler, “Disciiminations in Federal Taxation of

State and Local Government Securities,” Amer, PoUt. Set. Rev., XXXVI, 302-312

(Apr., 1942).
3 See pp. 475-476 below.
® Graves v. People of'the State of New York e* rel. OTCeefe, 306 IJ. S. 466 (1939).

Cf. State Tax Comfeission of Utah v. Van Cott, 306 U, S. 511 (1939). The point to

these decisions was, not that national and state governments _ra«y tax each other, but
only that the taxing by either of salaries paid by the other imposes no burden upon
any government, but merely one upon the persons -who pay the tax.
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tire reciprocally free to inx federal paUirics—which practically all of

them that tax irreomes at all were clo.mg by the end of 1940

d

Income derived from sccirritics of the natioiral government, even when

issued not to raise money for the government’s own use, but only to secure

funds to be lent to farmers and home-owners, is still (1945) exempt

from state (although in the case of more recent issues, no longer from

federal) taxation. The Roosevelt Administration was resolutely com-

mitted to federal taxation not only of future is-sues of state and local

securities, but also of those currently outstanding. To date, not even the

extreme pressure for revenue incident to wartime spending has brought

results. It seems safe, however, to predict adoption of the proposal sooner

or later (incidentally opening the way also for state taxation of federal

securities)
; and while it will be argued that a constitutional amend-

ment is required, it is difficult to see—^in the light of the O’Keefe and

other (leci.sions—^liow the Supreme Court could withhold its sanction

from a simple act of Congress on the subject

The authority given Congress to “regulate commerce wdth foreign

nations and among the several states, and with the Indian tribes,” ®

is not designed to interfere with control by the states over commerce that

is strictly intrastate. To bo exempt from federal- regulation, however,

commerce must originate, end, and have its entire course in a single

state; commercial transactions which at any stage take on an interstate

aspect are subject to federal regulation from the moment they begin

until they are completed.^ To be sure, with a view to public safety, a '

state may impose regulations on a railroad (e.g., forbid the employment

^ Even before the legislation of 1939, federal, state, and local officials and employees
totalled 3,“8S,01G and their aggregate antinal compensaiion amounted to 85,506,874,000.
During the. ensuing war years, these figures wei-e roughly doubled—which gives some
idea of how much revenue would have been lost if tax immunities had still been in
effect.

_

2 It may he added that the Democratic natimal platform of 1940 declared against
future i.^auunce of feix-exempt federal, slate, and’loeal securities

;
that in the same year

the national program committee of the Hepublican party took a similar position,
although the party platform rvas silent on the subject; that Fortune and Gallup polls
simultaneously indicated that three-fourths of the people favored the proposal; that in
1941 un act of Congre.ss gave the secretary of the treaaury discretionary authority to
sell taxable federal securities; that this official forthwith announced that no future
federal issues would be exempt; that in bis budget mcsjsago of January 6, 1942, Presi-
dent lloosei'elt tirged legislation (not a constitutional amendment) subjecting all
future state and local-government securities to federal taxation; that a provision to
this effect was deleted by the House ways and means committee from the ensuing
revenvie bill, and likewise from the revenue bill of 1943; and that in 1944 the national
platfoniis of bmh major parties wore silent on the subject. See K. M, Williamson,
'

j
^ Taxation of Governmental Sectiritiea.” Annals oj Amer. Acad, of PolU.

end doc. ScJ., CCXIV, 68-73 (Mar., 1941). For counter-arguments (emphasizing in-
wcased dilFiculties of local financing that would result), see C, H. Chatters, in ibid.,
7^T7,_and P. V. Bettans, “The Caise Against Taxing Income from Governmental
WhM-itics,” Law and Cemtemporarif Problems. VII, 222-234 (Spring, 1040), Cf. debate
of the issue in E, H. poly and H. Epstein, “Shall We Tax Government Bond.s?," Nat.
Mm. Jiev., XAN, 674-688 (Dec., 1941).
“ Art. I, S a, c,L 3. ‘

^
4 See Chap, icxvii below, where one will be impregsed with the progmsgive narrowing

of »rtc. Control because of recent judicial eoustniction cf the term "commerce” to
inchwie miHwfacbnring, miniHg, and other oaeration-s of production.
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of color-blind engineera or limit &peed of trains within city limits) which

will incidentally affect the carrying on of interstate commerce across

its territory. But the courts will uphold such regulations only in so far

as grounded upon the state’s basic police power, and not upon any right

to regulate interstate commerce as such.

One of the main advantages of union is a common currency system.

Hence the federal con.stitiition gives the national government full con-

trol over the country’.s currency and forbids the statc.s to coin money,

to emit bills of credit, or to “make anything but gold and silver coin a

tender in payment of debts.” ^ Under their reserved powers, the states can

charter banks; and banking institutions so created exist beside and com-

pete with national banks in all of the states. Furthennore, the states can

authorize these banks and banking associations to issue iiote.s for circu-

lation as currency, although not as legal tender. In 1866, however, this

latter power was striiipcd of all practical significance by an act of

Congress laying a ten per cent tax on such notes and thereby making it

unprofitable to issue them. T?ic Supreme Court upheld the measure,

-

and as a result, state bank currency has passed entirely out of exist-

ence.

Society exists and business is carried on by virtue of a network of

human relations which find expression in agreements, or contracts; and

little thought is required to show how insecure and otherwise cliflicult

our everyday existence would be if these agreements could be di.?regarded

with impunity. It is not strange, therefore, that the framers of the

national constitution put into that instrument a clause explicitly for-

bidding the states to pass a»y law impairing the obligation of contracts.^

They did not lay a similar prohibition on the national government;

but this was mninl3' because they expected the business relationships of

people to be controlled by the state governments rather than by Congress.

A contract may be defined as an agreement enforceable at law; and

no state legislation which wcalcens the obligations arising from such

an agreement is valid unless considerations of public health, safety, or

morals demand it and compensation is assured for the injury clone. Both

the definition and the rule arc, however, easier to state than to apply.

Ordinai’y agreements, executed in due legal form, between individuals

or groups of individuals are obviously included. But how about a charter

granted by a state to a bank or a railroad companjT Or an appointment

to a public office? Or a license to practice medicine? The.se and many
similar questions have been passed upon in numerous judicial decisions,

with results which must be stated briefly. In the Dartmouth College case,

in 1819, the Supreme Court held that the charter of the college, granted

by the English crown, was a contract which the state of New Hamp-
«

1 Art. II, § 10, cl. 1.

, -Veazie Bank v. Fenno, 8 Wallace 633 (ISefl)-.

» Art, I, I 10, cl, 1,
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shire, as represented by its legialatm'e, had no power either to revoke

or to impair without the college’s consent.^ This was tantamount to

saying that franchises and charter's obtained from state legislatures

by private corporations 'were protected by the constitutional guarantee

against ever being withdra'wn or altered without consent of the holders;

and corporations long tried to maintain that any withdrawal or cur-

tailment of privileges once granted them was an illegal impairment of

contract. If this contention could have been sustained, the results would

have been serious. But later the courts took the common-sense view

that charters and franchises are, after all, only a species of property,

and as such can be modified, or even revoked, with compensation rendered

—or even without compensation when it can be shown that a corpora-

tion’s business is "affected with a public interest" and that such public

interest demands state intervention. Eurthermore, it is open to legisla-

tures, when granting new charters, to insert in them clauses making them

revocable, or at least limiting their duration to a brief period of years;

and this is now usually done. Indeed, a s?ate constitution may cover the

matter blanketwise (as does that of Wisconsin) by making all acts of

the legislature subject to alteration or repeal. Having taken precautions

on. some such lines, a state can amend or abrogate 5 charter or franchise

at will; subject only to the provision of the Fourteenth Amendment that

no person (individual or corporation) may be deprived of life, liberty, or

property without due process of law—^whioh means, among other things,

that while a corporation may be extinguished, the tangible property

interests of the stockholders cannot simply be -wiped out.®

By judicial determination, the charters fcf public corporations, e.g.,

cities and counties, investing them with subordinate legislative and other

governmental powers are not contracts within the meaning of the "obli-

gation” clause. So far as the national constitution is concerned,' the

state legislature can repeal them or amend them in any way at any
time. Various forms of agreement between a state and its citizens are

also construed not to be contracts. Thus a person who is appointed to

a public office, even for a fixed term and at a stipulated salary, acquires

no vested right in it; no contract is violated if the state later abolishes

the office. Furthermore, a license issued by a state, or by one of its

political subdivisions, is not a contract, but only a grant of privilege

which legally can ho revoked at any time. .

1 DwtniQUth. College v. Woodward, 4 Whesiton 518 (1819). The case arose out of an
attempt of the state to take control of the college out of the hands of its trustees.

® That even the contract danse of the eoiistitotion can be bent from its ovdinarj'
metming in time of emergency was revealed hi 1934 when, by a five-to-four decision,
the federal Supreme Court sustained a Minnesota law giving property-owners the right
to apply in court for a. two-year .extension, of the time in whifih to redeem their prop-
erty nhoul to be takw under foreclosure of mortgage. Without trying to deny that the
statute did Violence to the obligation, of mortgage contracts, the Court held that the
Hftpairmisfflfc was n iuatifiahle exercise of the state's police power under the unusual
coi^troos crated, by me economic depression. Home BiiMing and Loan Association
t». BRwdttl gfi al„W V. S. 39S (1934)T
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Obligations of the States in Their Relations with One Another

Every state is legally separate from every other state, and each -has

jurisdiction only within its own boundaries^ Massachusetts cannot pro-

ject her laws into Connecticut; an Illinois state judge cannot hold court

in Indiana. Every state, however, must constantly have dealings with

other states, and the populations of all of the forty-eight arc perpetually

commingling in pursuit of the various trades and professions. It there-

fore become,s a practical necessity that the states accept in common
certain obligations toward one another. Four specific obligations were,

indeed, imposed by the national constitution as originally adopted. One
of them—^tlic duty to deliver up fugitive slaves escaping from one state

into another—became obsolete when the Thirteenth Amendment abol-

ished slavery in 1865. The other three continue in effect, and pertain to

(1) recognition of legal proce.sses and acta, (2) interstate citizenship,

and (3) rendition of persons accused of crime.

"Full faith and credit,” says* the constitution, “shall be given in

each state to the public acts, records, and judicial proceedings of every

other state.” This does not mean—so the Supreme Court has held

—

that one state is obliged to aid in enforcing the penal laws of another

state.^ But it does mean that records of deeds, wills, contracts, mortgages,

charters, legislative enactments, and other civil acts or instruments must,

when duly authenticated according to forms prescribed by Congress, be

recognized and accepted at their face value in eveiy other state precisely

as in the state from which they emanated. It means also that the authori-

ties of Illinois (for example) must recognize and carry out the decisions

of the courts of Michigan in civil cases, on presentation of certified copies

of the relevant records, exactly as they would honor decisions of the

courts of tlieir own state. Thus a will made in New York but probated

in Texas is just as good in the latter state as in the former, no matter

how widely the laws of the two states on the subject of wiHs may differ.

Or, to take another illustration: A and B are residents of Detroit. A
brings suit against B and gets a judgment in the amount of ®500. "Without

paying, B move.s to Chicago, taking his property before it can be at-

tached. Under the "full faith and credit” clause, A can go into a court

in Illinoi,Sj and with simply the judgment of the Michigan court as evi-

dence,•obtain a decree against B for the amount of the judgihent. B may
challenge the authenticity of the record; and he may demand a new
trial on the ground that the ilichigan court did not have jurisdiction.

But on no other grounds can he secure a reopening of the case. An
1 Slight exeeptions are afforded by occasional state laws permitting law-enforcement

officers, m “hot pursuit” of *.a alleged offender, to follow him across the border, arrest

him, and turn him overdo the local police.
2 Art. IV, 1 1. « ,

® Wisconsin v. Pelican Insurance Company, 127 U. S. 265 (188S). As will be pointed
«ut presently, a slate may surrmder an accused person to the state from which he has
fled; but it will not try him or enforce a penalty imposed upon him elsewhere.

1. Rqc-
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obligation cannot be evaded by the easy method of simply moving from

one state to another.

On a lengthy list of subjects, tlie laws of the states, even in the

same section of the country, differ widely. Some progress has been made
in bringing about uniform legislation on such matters as commercial

transactions;^ bnt the obstacles are many, and as long as our federal

system exists, the authorities of any one of the states will have to be

prepared to cooperate in giving “full faith and credit” to actions taken

under laws which differ sharply in content and spirit from their own.

Two illustrations must suffice. The laws under which corporations may
be chartered differ widely, with those of Delaware probably the most

liberal Avitb. respect to the status of securities issued and the obligations

owed to stockholders and the public; hence the great number of large

businesses all OA'er the country holding Delaware charters—through

which, for a fee, they have virtually purchased varying degrees of exemp-

tion from the regulations of another state or states. Even more notorious

is the matter of divorce. Under existing laws, the same couple might

perfectly well be regarded in one state as, by its standards, lawfully

married, in another as divorced, and in still another as in a status alto-

gether uncertain. Until 1942, a Supreme Court decision of 1906 main-

tained a reasonably rigorous standard with resjSect to divorces which

the states were bound in common to recognize. At that date, however,

the Court so far relaxed its attitude as to hold that a divorce granted

in Nevada—a state fixing two years as the period of “legal residence”

for other purposes, but only six Aveeks for purposes of a divorce—must,

under the “full faith and credit” clause,-^be recognized by all states;®

and to the objection that the ruling would enable a state with lax divorce

requirements to enforce its standards on states with strict ones, the judges

(or most of them) could make no more comforting reply than that such

a result is “part of the price of our federal system.” * Out of regard for

considerations, of comity, states usually give the benefit of the doubt to

acts of other states even when not compelled to do so by judicial

intervention.

.

The framers of the national constitution rightly thought that no state

should be allowed to discriminate, in favor of its own citizens, against

persons coming into its jurisdiction from other states. To do so would

be inherently unjust, and would seriously interfere w'ith genuine national

unity. Hence it is provided that “the citizens of each state shall be

entitled to all privileges and immunities of citizens in the, several

states.” ® In general, this means that citizens technically of the various

1 See pp. 784-786 in completo edition of this book.
a Haddock v. Haddock, 201 U. S. 662 (1906). „

3 Williams v. North Carolina, 317 U, S. 287 (1942)

.

The decision stirred vride protest and gave added point to demands tong heard that

the federal constitution be so amended as to give Congi'ess poAver to legislate on
marriage and divorce. ^

= Art. IV, § 2, cl, 1.
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Ftatcs as such, which, however, is practically the same as to say citizens

of the United States, may move freely about the country and settle where

they will, with the assurance that as neM'Comcrs they will not be subjeeted

to discriminative taxation, that they will be permitted to carry on lawful

occupations under the same conditions as older residents, and that they

will not be prevented from acquiring and using property, or denied the

equal protection of the laws, or refused access to the courts. It does not

mean that privileges of a political nature, e.g., those of voting and hold-

ing office, must be extended forthwith. Nor is a state jireventcd from

imposing quarantine or other police regulations which will have the effect

of denying free ingress or egress or the right to bring property in or to

take it out. But such police restrictions must he .iustified by provable

public necessity; furtliermore, they must be so framed as to fall alike

upon the citizens of the given state and those of all other states. It is

hardly necessary to add that a citizen of New York, migrating to Penn-

sylvania, does not carry with him the rights which he enjoyed in New
York. The point is rather that ht? becomes entitled to such rights as the

citizens of Pcimsylvania enjoy

d

A third obligation resting upon a state is the rendition of fugitives

accused of crime. ''A person charged in any state with treason, felony,

or other crime,” says the constitution, “who shall flee from justice, and

be found in another state, shall, on demand of the executive authority

of the state from which he fled, be delivered up, to be removed to the

state having jurisdiction of the crime.” - The object is, of course, to

prevent criminals from “beating the law” by taking refuge on soil over

which the states from which tfeey have fled have no jurisdiction and on
which they can execute no processes. Rendition as practiced among the

iR. Howell, “The Privileges and Immunities of State Citizenship," Johns Hopkins
Vniv. Shidies in Hist, and PoliL SoL, XXXVI (1918). By judicial construction, outside
corporations seeking to do busiueas in a state may have limitations imposed upon them
which are not applied to domestic corpo'iitions, notwithstanding that in law corpora-
tions are “citizens,” at least of a qualified sort. Indeed, corpovations-^'xcept such as
are engaged in interstate commerce or in aiding in the discharge of governmental
functions—may bo excluded from a state altogether.
Luring the dejn'ession decade, interstate migration—^with more than two million

petsons crossing state lines every year in quest of work—created exceedingly difficult
social and, economic problems, e.speeially for slates (most of all, California) receiving
the heaviest influx; and in twenty-seven states restrictive legislation of one sort or
another was cuacted. In November, 1941, a California statute making it a misde-
meanor to ‘fitring or asskt, in bringing into the state any indigent person who is not a
rosidenf of the state, knowing him to be an indigent person,” was declared unanimously
by the federal Supreme Court (in Edwards v. California, 314 U. S. 160) to exceed the
police powers of the state and to violate the commerce clause of the federal constitu-
tion, and hence to be unconstitutional. The effect, of course, was to upset the “Okie”
laws of all twenty-seven states having them. The general principle of freedom of
mifu'ation is clear; but m practice it has not prevented some states from successfully
maintaining restrictions—in the form, for example, of arbitrary regulations relating to
vehicles with out-of-.state linenses. See S. M. Cohen, "State Regulation of Migration of
Indigent Persons," Bill «/ Righls Rev., II, 119-126 (Winter, 1942) ; H. Roback, “Legal
Barriers to Interstate Migration,” Cornell Law Qmr., XXVHI, 281-812, 483-526 (Mar.,
June, 1943) ; J. H. McGrath, “State Settlement Laws Delay Victorv’,” Slate Govern-
Sicnf, XVI, 31-33 (Feb., 1913).

Art, IV. § 2, cl, 2,

3, Ean-
ditvon

:
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states is similiar to, and was suggested by, extradition as carried on

from very early times in the domain of international relations. There

are; however, important differences. Nations are sovereign authorities

and, as such, they practice extradition only within rather rigid limits. In

the first place, they will rarelj^ or never hand over a fugitive unles.s they

have a reciprocal extradition agreement with the nation demanding him.

In the second place, they will not surrender him unless the crime of

which he is accused is one of those enumerated for extradition purposes

in the agreement. Eurthermore, nations usually refuse to extradite their

own citizens or subjects; and by almost universal usage, political offenders,

e.g., persons accused of participating in a rebellion, are exempted.

Finally, it has become an accepted rule that an extradited person cannot

be tried for any offense other than that named in the warrant of extra-

dition. Rendition as practiced by the states, on the other hand, is pro-

vided for by the national constitution, not by interstate agreements; the

offenses for which an accused person is to be delivered up are broadly

defined as treason, felony, and “other Grimes"; states commonly give up

their own citizens on proper demand; and there is no rule against trying

a person so delivered up for an offense other than that with which he

was charged wdien his delivery was requested.

The constitution says that the demand for the surrender of a fugitive

from justice shall be made by the executive authority of the state from

which the person fled; and an act of Congress provides that it shall be

addressed to the executive authority of the state in which the accused

has been apprehended. If, therefore, A kills a man in Ohio and flees

into West Virginia and is there placed mncler arrest, the governor of

Ohio will send a requisition, accompanied by a certified copy of the

indictment, to the governor of West Virginia asking the return of A so

that he may be placed on trial in an Ohio court. If the requisition is

honored, the fugitive will be turned over to the Ohio police officer who

has been dispatched to bring him back.

There is no certainty, however, that the demand will be complied

with, To be sure, the constitution says plainly that the fugitive “shall

...be delivered up”; aird the act of Congress says, with equal direct-

ness, that it “shall be the duty” of the executive authority to cause him

to be handed over. But despite such lucid and mandatory language, many
cases of refusal are on record. The governor upon whom the demand

is made may decline to comply, on the ground that the person wanted is

not a fugitive, or that the evidence against him is not sufficient to estab-

lish a presumption of guilt, or that he will not get a fair trial if re-

turned, or that the alleged offense is not known to the law of the refuge

state, or that there has been unreasonable delayrin making the requisi-

tion; the actual reason may be something still different—^perchance a

mere whim, or even a personal grudge. But in any event there is no way

by which a refusal can be overcome
; no court will issue a writ of man-
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damns to compel compliance^ In the final analysis, the obligation is

effective only in so far as chief executives are -willing to make it so. Yet

this does not mean that it is a dead 'letter, or even that it is commonly

ignored; on the contrary, it is observed in the great majority of cases,

and when not ob.served, is usually evaded for reasons that have sub-

stantial mcrit.^

Disputes Between States

The history of the Confederation was filled with controversies between Mock-s m

states regarding boundaries, commercial regulations, and other matters, m.-nr

and the makers of the constitution were not so optimistic as to suppose

that under the now frame of government the members of the Union

would always live in perfect accord. Among sovereign nations, disputes

have traditionally been settled by (a) direct agreements reached through

negotiation, (bj arbitration undertaken by some neutral ruler or similar

authority, (c) adjudication in an international court, or (d) in the last

resort, by war. The states of the Union are not supposed to make war on

one another—although they did so in 1861-65. They may, and do, reach

agreements through direct negotiation. But the method of settlement

chiefly contemplated by the constitution’s authors was that of judicial

determination; and in pursuance of this intent, the judicial power of the

United States is extended to all "controversies between two or more

states,” with the further stipulation that in all cases in which a state is

a party (regardless of the character of the opposing party) the Supreme

Court shall have original jurisdiction.^ The road to amicable adjustment

of interstate differences by regular judicial process is thus always open,

and many troublesome disputes relating to boundaries, -water diversions,

fishing rights, and other matters have been cleared up by resorting to it.*

^ “The wovds ‘it .shall be the duty,’ ” declared Chief Justice Taney, "were not -used

as mandatory and compulsory, but as declaratory of the moral duty which this com-
mand created, when Congress had provided the mode of carrying it into execution.
The act does not provide any means to compel the execution of this duty, nor inflict

any puni-shment for neglect or refusal on the pait of the executive of the state'; nor is

there any claii.se or provision in the constitution which arms the government of tHe
United State.s with this power,” Kentucky v. Dennison, 24 Howard 60 (1861).

A long list of heated controvereies between goveniot.s over rendition questions
includes that between tho oliicf e-xecutives of New York and Pennsylvania in respect
to Iliury K. Thaw a generation ago and a more recent one belween the governors of

Georgia and New Jer.«ey owr Eobert E. Burns, author of 1 Am a Fugitive jrom a
Chain-fjung.

' 3Art. Ill, §2, cl.2,
* A complete record of interstate suits to 1918 will be found in J. B. Scott [ed.l,

Judicial Settlement oj Controversies Between Stales of the Amen'eon Union, 2 vols.

(New Yolk, 1918). During the next five yeara after this work was published, no fewer
than, twenty-eight suits belween states, or phases of such suits, were filed with or
passed upon by the Supreme Court, See Amer. Jour, oj Intemat. Law, XVII, 326-328

(Apr., 1923) ; and cf. C. Warren, “The Supreme Court and Disputes Between States,”

Internal. Conciliation,JSd". 366 (Jan., 1941). The judicial character of controversies

between states is discussed at length in Kansas v. Colorado, 185 U. S. 125 (1902).

u
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CHAPTER VII

CHANCING FEnERAL-.STATE-LOCAL RELATIONS

The ('oiidiliona under which the United States became a nation pre-

destined it to federalism; and although there are those who disagree,

the general opinion of the American people is that for us, if not indeed

for any country of continental dimensions, a federal system is not only

inevitable but desirable, as being perhaps the only alternative to autoc-

racy. The federalism that we have today is, however, far from being

that with which we started; and, having observed the basic outlines of

it as presented in the constitution, we turn to take a look at what has

come about in actual practice—at the changed, and still changing, posi-

tion and interrelations of units of government on the three great levels,

federal, state, and local. State-local relations can appropriately be re-

served for consideration at a later point.^ But the relations of nation

and states, and some particularly novel connections between the nation

and local units, call for attention here.

Woodrow Wilson once said that the relation between nation and

states is the cardinal question of our constitutional system. Certainly, problem

as we have seen, that issue, overshadowing all else in the Philadelphia

convention, injected itself afresh almost as soon as the constitution went

into operation; and there has never been a time in later days when our

politics, legislation, judicial proceedings, and administrative actions did

not, tQ a considerable extent, revolve around it. Moreover, never since

the Civil War has it stirred gi'eater interest or stronger feeling than in

the recent era of the Roosevelt! an'New Deal. ,

Seeking in 1788 to reassure people who were troubled about the out- OTOwinK
prepon'l-

look for the states in case the proposed constitution were adoptcrl, (trnnn-trf

Hamilton assserted that it would “always be far more easy for the state nmionui

governments to encroach upon the national authorities than for tlis ment

national government to encroach upon the state authorities”; and in a

century ahd a half of varied experience there have been periods in whicli

the states have more than held their own. Hamilton’s prediction, how-

ever, has, on the whole, not been borne out. For while all of our govern-

ments, state and local as well as national, have continued to take on

new functions and to develop new controls,“ the national government has

gained in range and d^itli of power in a wholly disproportionate degree.

^ In Parts III-IV of complete edition of this book.
2 The Pcdemlht, No. xvn (Lodise’s ed., 9S).

'

Except only at the lowest levels, w'here the township, for e.xample, has declined
*n importance and in some pkcc.s,practically disappeared.
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Under the impact of inventions, of new economic and social conditions,

of changing political concepts, and of war and depression crises, it lias

ceaselessly penetrated new areas -and undertaken novel activities—by
no man’s clairvoyant planning, but in progressive response to demands

that could not be—at all events were not—met by state and local action.

Some of the very interests, e.g., farmers and industrial workers, which

in earlier days opposed the formation of a stronger union are now

numbered among the national government’s firmest supporters. It is going

too far to say, as some do, that the historic question of federal-state

relations has been settled. The issue has, however, been shifted to new

ground
;
and some of the aspects that it now bears—less in the realm of

legalism and more in that of practical cooperation—merit comment,

,
Methods of Growth of National Power

In what ways, chiefly, has the balance between national and state

power been turned so decisively in favor of the former? One, of course,

is the amending of the national constitution. To be sure, most of the

twenty-one amendments thus far adopted have had to do with limitations

upon, rather than extensions of, national powers, But the Fourteenth

Amendment imposed many restrictions upon the states at points at

which they had previously been free; the Fifteenth and Nineteenth took

significant steps in the direction of nationalizing the requirements for the

suffrage; the Sixteenth conferred the right to levy income taxes without

apportionment; and the Eighteenth—although eventually repealed—for

a time empowered the national government to prohibit the manufacture,

sale, and transportation of intoxicating hquors. Other amendments of

similar purport, e.g., on the subject of child labor, have been urged

though not adopted.

On the whole, however, formal constitutional amendment has -played

a relatively small part. Far more important has been the ever bolder

and more diverse employment of implied powers, in legislation backed

by the Supreme Court. Herein lies the national government’s greatest re-

source, without which it could not possibly meet the people’s denaands

upon it, and in the absence of which the constitution as adopted a cen-

tury and a half ago would long since have gone the way of the Articles

of Confederation. To be sure, the doctrine has sometimes, in the opinion

of the courts, been stretched to the breaking point; and judiciak deqi-

sions have more than once made it necessary to recede from ground to

which the Supreme Court could not, for the moment at least, follow

Ckjngress. Nevertheless, the gains realized, from the days of Hamilton’s

bank to those of Roosevelt’s Tennessee Valley Authority, have been im-

mense; and the Court as at present constituted is -conspicuously coopera-

tive.

Especially fniitful in this Connection has been the extension (on the

basis of both express and implied powers)^ of interstate regulation to thf
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point where it if5 separated from intrastaLe control by only the thinnest

sort of wavering line. In this, the national government has been abetted

by the whole development of transportation, communication, and cor-

porate industry on a nation-wide basis, rendering it increasingly difficult,

if not impossible, to regulate interstate aspects without at the same time

controlling intrastate phases with which they are intermingled, In their

efforts to retain control over the railroads, telegraph and telephone lines,

and radio systems within their boundaries, the states have long been

waging a losing fight.

A fourth means by which national authority has been projected into 4. 1’iii-

thc states is the assumption by the federal government of a share in the tuin'-

enforcement of state laws. Such an arrangement doe.s not often arise, but Mate

a good illustration is afforded by the action of Congress in accepting the

wild-game statutes of the states in lieu of laws on the subject which

Congress would itself have no power to enact, with the result that, while

state officials are of course not precluded from administering their local

laws, federal officials participate by bringing to justice person,s who

transport or offer for transportation in interstate commerce game killed

in violation of whatever laws the state concerned may have on the subject.

Another instance is the very common commissioning of federal forest

officers as state deputy fish and game wardens.

In various numbers of The Federalist, Hamilton and Madison ex-

pressed the opinion that the national government would rely heavily, of

if not mainly, upon state officials for carrying out its powers. In practice,

there has been less such reliance than predicted; speaking generally,

nation and states have mair^ained their own separate administrative

personnel. From far back, however, federal elections have been conducted

by state officers under state law, and state courts have nationalized

aliens under federal law; and in later days state officials have had author-

ity to enforce the federal Employers Liability Act and to assist in en-

forcing the Motor Carrier Act, the'Pure Food and Drugs Act, the Wages

and Hours Act, and (when they were in effect) the Volstead Act, the

National Recovery Act, and the Agricultural Adjustment Act of

On several occasions, the courts have upheld the right of Congress to

confer powers on officials of the states,- and although it is generally con-

sidered that such officials cannot be compelled in this w’ay to act in a

double capacity, the power has been exerci.sed repeatedly, and thousands

of officials have performed a wide variety of resulting duties. On their

part, the stales very commonly forbid stipulated (chiefly higher) officials

to hold federal office if carrying a stipend. But the constitutional provi-

sions invariably use the term “office” in a technical sense, leaving the

way open for federal utilization of any and all persons on state payrolls
• ^

1 The extensive federal use of state officials in wartimo will be mentioned below. Sea

p. 691 below.

» 2 E.ff., United Stales v, Jone.s, 109 U. S. 513 (1883); Selective Draft Law Cases, 245
U. S. 366 (1917).
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whose work is in the nature of eviployment rather than the holding of

officed

Another widening channel of federal influence in the domain of the

states is research. Simultaneously with the extension of government’s

long regulating arm into social and economic affairs, those affairs grew

more complex and the problems relating to them more technical. For

purposes both of enacting wise laws and achieving intelligent administra-

tion, a vast amount of painstaking investigation became necessary

—

much of it of a highly scientific character. Even a small town has need

of the latest and best information on such matters as public health and

education; and practically all state and more important municipal gov-

ernments have set up agencies and spent money for investigative pur-

poses, Localized research on this basis, however, has the disadvantage that

frequently it cannot be pursued on such a scale as to yield the best

results, and that, in any event, it involves wasteful duplication of effort.

More and more, therefore, the country has come to rely upon the large-

scale and ever-expanding research activities of the national government,

even in fields like education which are not, except to a limited extent,

within that government’s jurisdiction. Utilized by the national govern-

ment in its own ever-widening activities throughout the land, the results

of large-scale investigative work carried on, for Example, by bureaus in

the Departments of Agriculture and Labor, the Bureau of Standards in

the Department of Commerce, and the Ofiice of Education under the

Federal Security Agency, are turned to their own uses by the states and

often become the basis for widely standardized state legislation and ad-

inini.sirative policy.
(

Already it is apparent that, starting with extensions of federal power

in compulsory forms, we have arrived at others of a more voluntary

nature; no state, for example, is compelled to avail itself of the .Results

of federal research. And this brings us to the significant matter of federal-

state cooperation, deliberately undertfJken, but nevertheless voluntary

—

even though sometimes with certain pressui’es applied. For such coopera-

tion, a new atmosphere has happily been created. The old idea was that

nation and states were necessarily competitive and perpetually in con-

flict, To this has succeeded, even in the thinking of the legally-minded

Supreme Comt, the concept of nation and states as having common
interests and as capable of friendly cooperation for promoti6n of the

general good. Of such cooperation there has come to be a great deal; and,

among other results, it has carried federal influence (amounting some-

times to effective control) deeply into the realm of state affairs. In multi-

r The distinction having been noted, we may nevertheless, for convenience in the
present diaenssion, refer to such persons as officers. Reciprocal employment of officials

treated at some length in J. P. Clark, "Joint Activity Between Federal and State
OfRcials,’* PoKt. (Sen f3-uar.> LI, 230-280 (June, 1938). Cf. A, N. Holcombe, “The States
as Agents of the Nation," Southwestern PoliL Sd. Quar., I, 307-327 (Mar., 1921);
D. Feltoan-; "Sama ConBeliticncea of Increased Federal Activity in Law liforcement.’L
/our. aj Onm. Law qtid Crvmmologyr XXXV, lS-33 (May-June, 1944).
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plying - instances, such cooperation rests upon formal contracts or

agreements, initiated by either party, and embodied in federal or state

legislation (or both). The secretary of the interior, for example, is

authorized to enter into contracts -with any state with a view to educa-

tion, medical assistance, and agricultural aid for Indians living in the

state. The federal Bureau of Prisons can make agreements -with state

authorities for the care of federal prisoners. The Tennessee Valley

Authority has an arrangement with seven states within its area for a

joint program of agricultural development and -water-shed protection.

Starting with New York in 1928, nearly all states have relinquished their

right to license airplane pilots flying solely within their boundaries, re-

quiring them instead to take out federal licenses, and thereby turning

a federal administrative service to state use. Congrcs.siotial as.sent to

interstate compacts is, of course, another illustration. On the other hand,

such cooperation may be maintained simply as a matter of comity and

without any legislative or other formal contract at all. Thus, many state

agricultural experiment stations 3arry on investigative work in conjunc-

tion -with bureaus of the federal Department of Agriculture, The Federal

Bureau of Investigation aids state and local police forces through it.s

finger-print service, its training school, and its uniform crime reports.

State and local police may, and frequently do, join -with federal authori-

ties in apprehending violators of either federal or state law.

The advantages accruing from all such federal-state cooperation are

many. In particular, (1) concurrent federal and state legislation may
be virtually indispensable to well-rounded regulation of a given type of

activity; (2J both nation and states may be enabled to profit reciprocally

from administrative arrangements worked out, or even information fur-

nished; and (3) the federal government may be enabled ho acquire a

wholesome supervisory or directive influence over activities of states,

while still permitting some desirable independence of state and local

planning and management.^ »

Federal Financing of State and Local Activities

One of the mo.st important means by -which the national government Twn

has gained a hand in state (and of late also local) affairs, thereby further "«!««

enhancing its own preeminence, takes the form of spending money

. for pttrposes of “federal assistance.” During the depression of the thirties,

the national government embarked upon heavy outlays in the states for

provision of employment and other forms of relief—outlays made directly

and without the intervention of state authorities. With better times

returning, and employment at length rising to top levels as a result of the

defense effort launched in 1940 and the later -nmr (starting in 1941)
,

it

’J. P. Clark, The Rise of a New Federalism; Federal-State Cooperation, in, the
mUniled States (New York, 1938); E. S. Corwin, ‘‘Natioual-Sta.te Cooperation; Its

Present Possibilities,” Yale Law Jour-, XIjVI, 599-623 (Feb., 1937).
t
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became possible to taper off this form of assistance, of which in fact

relatively little now remains.’- The federal assistance -with -which we are

here concerned is of a more permanent natnro—^the “grant-in-aicl,” as

commonly termed, under -which federal money, earmarked for particular

activities, is turned over to state treasuries to be expended by state

agencies, -or is paid to such agencies directly, or even nowadays to local

governments. Tederal assistance in this form has become a regular fea-

ture of our governmental system.’’

Grants by the national government to the states are no novelty in our

time. Beginning with Ohio in 1802, Congress made a regular practice

of bestowing on newly admitted states land within their boundaries

equivalent to one section in every township, to be used for the develop-

ment of permanent school funds—in fact, two sections after 184S, and

even four in the cases of Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico. In the famous

Morrill Act of 1862, it set aside still more land for the benefit of the

states,'' stipulating that the proceeds should be used by each in endowing

and maintaining one or more colleges Mevoted primarily, although not

excliusivcly, to instruction in “such branche.s of learning as arc related

to agriculture and the mechanic arts”; and funds derived from this source

help support our “land-grant” colleges today. Not only land, but also

money (in periods of surplus revenues), was bestow’ed in earlier times;

and not only for education, but also for roads and canals.

In later decades, a new form of conditional grant gained large fiscal,

administrative, and social importance. As a "grant-in-aid,” its cardinal-

principle is that Congress will appropriate money for the promotion of

a specified service or activity carried on by the states, apportioning the

sum for any given purpose among the wdiole number of states on some

fixed basis, but permitting a state to share in the subvention only, as

a rule, on four conditions— (I) that the state shall spend the federal

money only for the exact purpose stipidated and under whatever condi-

tions may have been laid dowm; (2) tlrat the state itself, or its subdivi-

sions, shall make concurrent appropriations for the purpose in hand

(usually in amounts at least equal to its share of the national grant)

;

(3) that the state shall create, -or at all events maintain, a suitable ad-

ministrative agency with -which the federal government can deal in rela-

tion to the function to be performed; and (4) that, in. return for the

assistance received, the .state shall recognize the federal government’s

right to interpose regulations, fix standards, and inspect results. Often,

of course, it will be nccessaiy for states to enact new legislation in order

to qualify for sharing in such a grant; almost always, administrative

1 In 1944, the Work Projects Administration, the Natiopal Youth Administration,
and

_
other well-known agencies employed in this connectiqn -were in process of

liquidation,
^

s The purely- local aspects pf the matter are considered on pp. 103-104 below.
* Allotted in the proportion of thirty thousand acres for every senator and repre-

sentative that a slate had in Congress.
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machinery will have Lo be reconstructed so as to open a way for super-

vision by national officers over activities that previously—if undertaken

at all—were entirely in the state’s own hands. No direct compulsion is

exercised. A state may, if it likes, decline lo meet the conditions imposed,

in which event it simply does not participate in the federal subsidy; and

this voluntary aspect of the plan has been of great help to the courts

in getting around the constitutional difficulties which some of the legisla-

tion, dealing with matters far out on the rim of federal authority, presents.

Compliance by the states is, however, less voluntary than appears. Tor

the federal funds represent the proceeds of taxes paid by the people of

the entire country, and if any state rcfu.'ics to go into a given arrange-

ment, it thereby, cuts itself off from the benefits which its taxjxiycrs are

helping to bestow on the states that go in. Naturally, it will be rchictant

to do this. Here, as elsewhere, the power of the purse usually prevails;

and the same considerations that initially induce a state to accept its

share of a given grant impel it to live up to the standards and speci-

fications required rather than ruJl the risk of having its subvention with-

held.

Prior to the depression of the thirties, federal grants-in-aid, although

significant, were on a relatively modest scale. In 1920, they aggregated

only $37,600,000; in 1930, approximately $135,000,000. By 1937, how-

ever, the states, as a gi’oup, were deriving more of their revenue (four-

teen per cent) from this source than from any other except gasoline

taxes (fifteen per cent) and general sales taxes (sixteen per cent)
;
and

in the fiscal year 1939—notwithstanding the great growth in the meantime

of assistance of the "direct” type—grants of the kind were made for no

fewer than twenty-one different state or local purposes, while the total

outlay mounted to $582,519,000—an increase of more than three hundred

per cent in ten years.’^ Only a few of the principal forms w'hich such

grants have assumed can be mentioned here.

In 1916, a National Defense Act,^ carrying farther the invasion of

state autonomy begun by a Militia Act of 1903, discarded tlie old term

"militia,” substituted the significant name "National Guard,” and welded

the various bodies of state troops into a unified^ nationally organized

force auxiliary to the national Army and closely tied in with it, Liberal

federal aid is extended o:i condition of substantial federal control, and

fedcrftl standards of eepupment, training, and discipline are rigorously

enforced. As an organized militia, the National Guard still serves the

states; but it has likewise become (as its complete mobilization by the

national government in 1940 so forcefully illustrated) an integral part of

the wmr machine of the nation.^

•

^The total for 19'il»(the last year before the war disrupted activities like bighway
construction) was ,?851,005,000 (including 595,850,000 to local governments and Il0,989,-

000 to the territories).

> - 39 U. 8. Sitat. at Lerpe, 197.

® See Chap, xxxv below.
'
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A Federal Aid Road Act of 1916 ^ provided for appropriations rising

by stages to the sura of $25,000,000 in 1921, to be expended by the Bureau

of Roads (then in the Department of Agriculture), in cooperation with

the highway departments of the several states, in the construction of

rural postroads; and the innovation was introduced of requiring the states

to match evenly the amounts allottccl to them from the federal treasury.

As was to be expected, the scheme proved popular in an automobile age.

Every state accepted the provisions of the act; the national grant (dis-

tributed according to three equally weighted factors—area, population,

and rural delivery route mileage) was increased repeatedly, reaching

$161,730,958 ill 1939;'- and under the federal impetus, road construction

went forward on a scale never before witnessed in this or any other

country. State highway legislation, conforming to federal requirements,

grew voluminous; and state indebtedness incurred in carrying out the

joint program rose in some instances to alarming proportions. “ Orig-

inally limited to $15,000 a mile, federal participation was later permitted

to a maximum of $25,000; and funds riiight be expended on secondary

as well as. TnajoY highways, and likewise on the olimmaiion of h.o.eards

at railroad grade crossings/ One will not be surprised to learn that the

program took quite a new turn after thfe outbreak of war in 1941. Con-

struction projects then under way were indeed allowed to be completed.

But federal aid was tliereafter restricted to new projects certified by

the War or Navy Department as being essential to the conduct of the

war; and while states were required, or for some purposes merely en-

couraged, to contribute, the earlier formulas were abandoned and most

of the costs were borne by the national government. Non-military road-

building almost completely ceased. Resumption of such building on a

large scale after the war is, however, contemplated, and in December,

1944, a measure became law appropriating $500,000,000 a year for each

of three postwar years for federal aid in the construction of inter-

state highways, secondary or “feeder” roads, and highways in metropoli-

tan areas.

"With a view to putting the great mass of the people eventually in a

position to weather economic stress in a fashion impossible in the exist-

ing period of crisis, the Social Security Act of 1935 = instituted a broad

permanent program of social welfare financed by payroll taxes and

1 13 U. S. Slat. (U Largo, 653.

^This, however, was only twenty-seven per cent of the total of all grants, as
compared with fifty-four per cent for the purpose in 1930.

* Notwithalanding that during the worst depression years state contributions were
largely waived.

For this last-mentioned purpose, the slates have not been required to match
federal The supervising federal authority is now the Public Roads- Adminis-
tration,.in the Federal Works Agency. During the depression, direct federal expendi-
ture for work relief projects was extended generously to state and local higliway-

huilding, unite apart from and in addition to grants made on the conditional "fifty-

fifty” basis. la many states, by 1939, the federal government was contributing more
for highway purposes than state and local governments combined.

40 V. B. Stal. at Large, 620. Bee pp. 620-624 below.
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federal grants-in-aicl. To start with, a nation-wide scheme of imemploy-

ment compensation—while supported fundamentally by funds raised

from contributions of employees and employers—is administered in. the

states at the joint expense of states and nation, under conditions pre-

scribed in part by the latter. For provision of assistance to the needy

aged, federal aid is granted to the extent of one-half of the total expendi-

ture in each state. ^ Grants-in-aid of activities relating to homeless,

dependent, and neglected children, maternal and child health, child

welfare, and crippled children in effect revive and extend provisions of

the Sheppard-Towncr Act of 1921 (allowed to lapse in 1929), and are

administered mainly by the Children’s Bureau in the Department of

Labor. Still other features of the law provide subventions for the im-

provement of state and local health services, increase the aid given for

vocational rehabilitation, and introduce similar assistance in paying

pensions to the blind. One would be justified in saying that this monu-

mental piece of legislation proceeds from the premise that henceforth

social security and well-being in*this country are to be the joint concern

of the federal and state governments, with the former (it may safely

be added) furnishing much of the money, largely determining how it

shall be spent, and therefore holding the whip-hand.

From 1911, the federal government incurred small direct expenditures

in the states for forest-fire protection, and in 1924 it instituted contribu-

tions on a grant-in-aid basis, with activities extended to include the dis-

tribution of forest plant stock among farmers. Grants on the same basis

for the support of agricultural experiment work contributing primarily

to the conservation of resources began as earlj' as 1887, and for support

of various forms of agricultural extension work in 1914.“

Although education has traditionally been looked upon as a state and

local function, federal aid, as we have seen, started at a very early date

in the form of grants of land for school purposes, including tho.se later

provided for in the Morrill Act (If 1862 and aimed at prpmoting voca-

tional education in the fields of agriculture and the mechanic arts. The
federal grants-in-aid for the support of agricultural experiment stations

and extension scrvicc.s referred to above have, of course, their educa-

tional, a.s well as their con.sei-vational, aspects; and further provision

for vocational education, on a grant-in-aid basis, and in the fields of

agriciTlturc, trade, industry, and home economics, wa.y made in the Smith-

Hughes Act of 1917, with numerous later increases of the amounts ex-

pended.®

1 A vast system of old-age and survivors’ insuroace (to be distinguished from mere
provisions for old-age assistance out of public funds) is designed to cany its own load
from payroll taxes and hence has no federal-aid fcatuiea. Sec jjp, 822-G23 below.

- See pp. 569-570 bajow.
2 Somewhat related is the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1920 giving the states

aaaistance, on a fifty-fifty ba.sis, in guiding, training, and replacing persons injured in

» industiy or by disease. As noted above, the Social Security Act of 1935 increased the
federal subvention for this parpose.
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A phase
of a
general
trend

Einancial difficulties of both urban and rural areas during the depres-

sion of the thirties seriously affected school systems and prompted de-

mand for federal grants-in-aid in behalf of elementary and secondary

education generally. The depression passed. But wartime experience

—

particularly a serious scarcity of teachers—shortly lent the movement new
force

;
and, with organizations like the National Education Association

pressing for action, a bill authorizing federal grants to the states aggre-

gating 1300,000,000 a year in time of war or other emergency and SlOO,-

000,000 a year in ordinary times was debated in Congress in 1942 and

1943 and reintroduced in 1945. Defended as essential if poorer states v’ero

to be enabled to pay teachers and provide equipment on a scale coin-

l}arable with more favored ones, and indeed if some state school systems

were to be saved from utter breakdown, tlie proposal was resisted as an

opening wedge for educational "federalization” and as inappropriate in

a period of staggering federal deficits. Becoming entangled also with the

question of safeguarding the distribution of funds against discrimination

on grounds of race or color, the proposefil legislation failed of enactment.

There is, nevertheless, probably no point at vvhich our existing grant-in-

aid system is more likely in time to be expanded.^

The rise of the prese*'t towering structure of federal financial assistance

to states and local areas is no isolated phenomenon. Practically every

modern government has found it increasingly necessary to extend central

aid to subordinate governments; ^ and our system of federal assistance

is paralleled by similar systems of state aid to local.units. Fundamentally,

the explanation in our country is the decline of the general property

tax ^ in a period of swiftly increasing outlays, especially upon relief and

recovery projects, upon more permanent social seiwices, and of late upon

wartime activities. Adequate new sources of local revenue not having

been found, state governments, and ultimately the national government,

have been compelled to come to the rescue. Starting with only a few

small scattered grants a generation ago, the federal grant-in-aid system

has grown into a huge device of joint financing, basic to the fiscal opera-

tions of nation and states alike, and, for better or worse, reversing much
of the decentralization of earlier days.'*

At all stages, the grant-in-aid policy has been opposed vigorously on

such grounds as (1) that under it the national government practices a

'
1 It is aiguificant that an expert Advisory Committee on Education, appointed by

President Roosevelt in 1936 and reporting in 1938, recommended extension of the

grant-m-aid principle to elementary and secondary instruction, particularly for the
benefit of the Southern states. Peporl oj the Advinorj/ Committee on Education, Eloyd
W- -Reeves, Chairman (Washington, D. C., 1938). Cf. “Should Financial Aid ]3e

Extended to Public Schools" [Symposiuml, Conff. Digest, XXin, 35-64 (Feb., 1944).
“ On the vast system of grants-in-aid built up in Great Britain during the past

hundred years, see H. B. Bowen, English Grants-in-A'id; Ar- Study in the Finance of
Local Govcimncnt (Iowa City, 1939). <t

0 Sec pp. S39-845 In complete edition of this book.
* For a full statistical picture of the arant-in-aid system, see Council of State Gov-

ernments, Grants-in-Aid and Other FBaeraf Expenditures within the States (Chicago,

,

1945).
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species of bribery, i.e., in effect, buys the right of compelling and super-

vising activities over -which it otherwise would have no control; (2)

that the system coerces the states’ (however gently) into overloading

themselves -with expenditures and obligations, and may also tend to

unbalance state programs in other ways; (3) that it encourages manipula-

tion and vote-trading in Congress for special favors for particular causes

or interests; (4) that it tends to create masses of voters dependent on

federally aided enterprises, thereby assuring the party in power an unfair

initial advantage in elections; (5) that, in addition to depriving the

states of their proper powers, it begets the habit of relying on doles,

encourages the demoralizing notion that the government at Washington

owes every business and profession a living, and if adhered to "means

the gradual break-down of local self-government in America"; (G) that

"federal aid” is a misnomer, since all that the federal government does

is to take money from the people of the states in the form of taxes, put

it in the general fund, draw it out again, and give it back, in proportions

not always easy to justify; (7)* that the richer states—-in which opposi-

tion to the policy has largely centered—are made to bear most of the

burden and progressive states are penalized for the benefit of more

backward ones
;
and (8) that, if grants are to be made at all, they might

better be "block,” or lump-sum (rather than functional) gi’ants, to be

spent by the states entirely at their o-wn discretion.

To all this there has been, of course, a rebuttal, running somewhat as

follows: (1) the system encourages the states to undertake social services

which many of them otheinvisc -n’ould ignore or feel that they could not

afford; (2) it enables minimum national standards to be set up in fields

of social and economic regulation in which the people of the entire

country have a vital interest; (3) it divides burdens which states are

often unable to bear alone, quite justifiably requiring the richer states

to help the poorer ones improve conditions in which all have a large

common concern; (4) it makes’ for economical expenditure of federal

funds, and, by imposing reciprocal obligations, checks the scramble for

public money which frequently takes place when such money is be-

stowed without imposing local responsibilities, as has been the practice,

for example, in making river and harbor appropriations; (5) the initia-

tive and responsibility left to the states keep the scheme elastic and

furnish all neccssai-y safeguards against undesirable dictation from Wash-
ington; and (6) except at certain points, no state is obliged to subject

itself to the operation of the system unless it desires to do so.^

Whatever el.‘iG may be said, the device undeniably has opened a way for (1) im-
pro-yement of state personnel practices, through authority conferred in 1939 on the
Social Security Board tc require of the states, as a condition of receiving grants
under the Social Seewnty Act, that they establish and nuuntnin merit systems in their
imcmployiuent insuriince and public assistance agencies (see pp, 621-623 below), and
(2) curtailment of the political activities of large numbers of state and local officials

> and employee-s—all (under the second Hatch Act, see p. 139 below) whose compensa-
tion ia derived in any degree from the federal government,
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From the nicdley of arguments certain great facts emerge. (1) The
grant-in-aid system is hei-e to stay. Not only so, but it will continue to

grow- in magnitude and importance. "Even if it should not be extended

into new fields of governmental activity, existing grants—especially for

maternity and child welfare, public health, and other social services

—

will almost certainly mount to higher levels. New extensions, however

—

as for example in the domain of education—are practically inevitable.

(2) The time-honored objections to the system still hold with many
people

;
yet, speaking broadly, opposition has melted away. Specific pro-

posals draw attack, but usually only because the critics would like to

deflect attention to different ones. The Supreme Court is committed to

the grant-in-aid principle; ‘ and so far as one can see there is no limit

to the lengths to which grants may in future be carried except only the

resources of the United States Treasury. But (3) there is urgent need

for a more coherent policy relating to the matter, and for better federal

supervision and administration. One almost may say that up to now
there has been no policy at all. Not all riiaior state services, nor even all

of those most affecting national interests, are subsidized; and, speaking

broadly, those that have been selected for subsidy are simply the ones

that have profited from the largest, most vocal, and most persuasive

lobbies in the national capital. Twenty years ago,' this did not greatly

matter; subsidies were few and small. But the mammoth proportions

lately assumed, with prospects for still farther growth, call loudly for a

thoroughgoing appraisal of the entire situation, to be followed by more
or less formal adoption of a general, consistent, and rational line of

policy under which existing and proposed-, grants would be tested by
accepted norms and cut off, reduced, increased, or refused according to

principle rather than simply as dictated by whim or by pressure group.

Similarly, the federal government’s role of inspection and supervision

should be discharged more consistently and efficiently than at present;

and for bringing this about, more adeqviatc financial provision should in

certain cases be made.^

Direct Federal-Local Relations

One rather recent aspect of federal aid has yet to be emphasized, i.e.,

the extension of such assistance by the national government directly to

I Ma.s.suchusetts n. Mellon and Prothingham v. Mellon, 202 U. S, 447 (19230, in
effect, suataming the Sheppard-Towner Act of 1921 and by inference the grant-in-aid
syslein generally; also cases cited on p. 624, note 4, below, snstaming the Social
Security Act of 1935

- For vtuioua books dealing with federal aid, see p. 115 below- Cf . especially G. C. S.
Benson, Tha Ncv> Venlmlhation, Chap. vi. Arguments against the system are pre-
.sented cogently in C. Warren, Congress as Santa Claus (Charlottesville, Va., 1933).
From a vast periodical literature lUay be selected A. F, Maadonald, “Recent Trends
in Federal Aid to the States” Amer. Polii. Sd. Rev., XXV, G-28-634 (Aiis., 1931)
and “Federal Aid to dh© States; 1940 Model,” ibid., XXXIV, 489-499 (dune, 1940)

’

,T P Hama, “Should Grants-ijr-Aid Rave a Policy?," Stale Government, 3011, 107^
lOS, 11.5-117 (June, 1940). The filea of the last-mentionel journal contain a good
de.il of material on the .subject.
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local unils or authorities; and this leads to a word of comment on the

relations between federal and local governments generally. The theory

of our scheme of governmental Icv^s is that cities, counties, and other

local units shall have contact with the national government only through

the states as intermediaries. To be sure, this principle was never applied

rigidly; nor can it be, since, after all, it is upon the people of the locali-

ties that the federal government operates and to them that it renders

its services. Its Bureau of the Census gathers and reports information

which is used by cities and counties, and similarly its Office of Educa-

tion; its Public Roads Administration works on problems of street con-

straction no less than of state and federal highways; it furnishes its

fingerprint service to all local law-enforcement officers who desire them;

its Bureau of Standards has worked out model city-planning and zoning

laws; the Tennessee Valley Authority sells power and other services to

scores of municipalities
;

and one could go on indicating literally dozens

of ways in which contacts are maintained. Until somewhat recently,

however, nearly all of these relaTiionships were of a more or less informal

and even casual nature, not involving much, if any, regulative authority,

and certainly not entailing grants of federal money.

But there has been a change. If a city now desires to borrow funds for

some local undertaking, its bond issue must be approved by the federal

Securities and Exchange Commission; if it owns a power plant, it mu-st

accept regulations at the hands of the Federal Power Commission, and

similarly, in the case of an airport, from the Federal Civil Aeronautics

Authority. More than that: counties and cities are now receiving and

disbursing funds coming to Ahem directly out of the federal treasury

and not channeled through state agencies. In the states that have so

authorized, counties are the recipients, under the Social Security Act,

of federal funds for old-age assistance, aid to dependent children, aid

to the blind, and public health work. Through the soil conservation

service of the Department of Agriculture, the federal goTiernment finan-

cially assists local soil-couservation districts in their soil-consorvation

and erosion-prevention activities.^ County agricultural agents are usually

appointed by the county board, but are paid partly by the federal gov-

ernment, to which they naturally bear some responsibility. During the

depression decade, cities all over the countrv' participated in federal

grants and loans for waterworks, sewerage, street improvements, and

public buildings, and federal money was made available to city housing

authorities. Insolvent cities, too, were given means of reaching agree-

ments witli their creditors in federal bankruptcy courts. Frankly recog-

nizing the new situation, the city of Cleveland went so far as to create

an office of “commissioner of federal relations.”

To a considerable extent, the swing in this direction was a depression

, 1 Once formed with state guidance, these districts pass entirely out of state control
and deal with the federal government only.
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experience; lacking, aa many ol them did, the vitality and leadership

requisite to cope with the tragic conditions of the period, the states were

obliged (and relieved) to see the national government step in and do

what they appeared incapable of doing to create employment and repair

disaster. Alter the emergency passed, direct federal aid to localities was

at some points reduced, and at others discontinued. Some of the new

connections, however, e.g., in the domains of social security and agri-

culture, have been continued; others, incident to the war, and noted

below, have come into the picture; and in so far as federal-local rela-

tions—^whether or not originating with the depression—are so conducted

as to “by-pass,” or “short circuit,” the states, the traditional federal-state

equilibrium tends to be upset in the federal government’s favor; although

fairness requires it to be added that, in general, due regard for state

constitutions and laws has been shown and local authorities have not

been put in leading strings from ‘Washington,’-

(Some Wartivie Developments
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When the constitution prohibits states to “engage in war” unless

actually invaded or in imminent danger of invasion, it refers only to

war which they might make by their owni authority
;
once war is entered

upon nationally, they are expected to “engage” in it, not indeed by

separate military or naval action, but by extending support and coopera-

tion at every point where the general war effort can be served. Even
before our entrance into World War II, states and localities were drawn

into many activities related to preparations for defense, and during the

conflict itself their governments were steadily occupied with making

laws and regulations aimed at wartii-ne needs, cooperating with national

authorities in carrying out mobilization and other programs, and eliminat-

ing impediments hampering the most effective prosecution of hostilities.

For the most part, the ways in which_ states, counties, and cities thus

seiwed the cause must be reserved for comment in later chapters devoted

to the subject of national defense.” But a word is pertinent here concern-

ing some intergovernmental relationships involved.

To begin with, certain key principles dominated throughout. One was
that the division of authority incident to federalism should not be allowed

to impede the war effort, but rather should definitely be turned to,account

in promoting it; and another, that, in general, nation, states, and locali-

ties should be trusted to carry on necessary wartime activities primarily

1 On the de-S’elopnient of federal-municipal relations during the depression, see I^at,

Mun. R^v., XXV, 452-464 (Aug,, 1936), Cf. W. Kilpatrick, Federal Relations to Urban
Government (VVashineton, 1939), I, Pt. 2, Under the auspicea of an unofEioial Council
on Intergovernmental Eelations, experiments in “blending more harmoniously the
powet.s and interests of the federal, state, and local governments in the execution of

their common purpogea’’ were mstituted in 1943-44 in three couirties selected as being
typical of their respsetive regions, i.i.. Blue Earth, in Minnesota, Henry in Indiana,

and Colquitt in Georgia. See J. O. Walker, “Experiments on Ways of Improving Local
Administration,” Pnb. Mmagement, XS-Yl^ 23 (Jan., l^H),

” See Chaps, sxxiv-xxsv bmow.
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on a basis of mutual and willing cooperation. To be sure, federalism

could not be brushed aside by the mere existence of war; nor could

useful collaboration be attained without planning, conference, and direc-

tion. The over-all picture that one gets, however, is that of a nation

correlating and concentrating its war energies with almost, if not quite,

the force and effectiveness achieved in, for example, Great Britain, where

no federal problems were involved. Where friction, hesitation, and delay

arose, they at least did not, by and large, spring from difficulties between

governments on the different levels.

What were some of the things that happened? Only four or five can somo

be singled out for mention. (1) Various state laws or regulations found

to be interfering with maximum war effort were rescinded or suspended, t,""’"’"'

A good illustration is afforded by transportation. Finding that nuinerous

state regulations on such matters as weight-loads wore interfering with

the trucking of war materials, President Roosevelt appealed to the gov-

ernors and was rewarded with a prompt agreement of all the states

to abide by uniform standards of motor transport for the duration.

When the conservation of rubber resources became urgent, all states

waived their speed-limit laws and accepted a nation-wide limit of thirty-

five miles an hour. When railroad transportation of passengers and

freight began to be threatened with serious congestion, the Interstate

Commerce Commission, acting under emergency provisions of existing

law, ordered all roads under its jurisdiction to operate their trains with-

out regard to state laws governing the length of, or number of cars in, a

train. (2) Both state and local governments fell in willingly (although

the administration of priorities under the War Production Board would

have brought the same result in any case) with a federal policy of

avoiding the construction of public works which would eat into the supply

of labor and materials. (3) In several important fields, a huge war pro-

gram, prescribed and regulated by federal law, was administered by

state and local authorities with only general supervisian from Wash-
ington. One of these was the selective service. Another was civilian

dcfen.se. And still others were rationing and price control. In the case of

selective service, for example, every governor was responsible for the

administration of the law in his state, and the actual work was performed

by a coi'ps of officials starting with a state director at the top and reach-

ing •down to the local “draft boards” in the counties, (4) Significant

new turns were imparted also to direct federal-local relations. Enormous

expansion of the munitions industry led to the rise of literally hundreds

of “boom towns” throughout the country, throwing upon older munieipali-

tica suddenly transformed, but especially upon new ones springing up

over night, burdens ^for schools, hospitals, water supply, fire protection,

police, and what not) with which they were unable to,cope, Recognizing

its own primary responsibility for the situation, the federal government

met insistent demands from the localities concerned by financial assist-

«
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ance in the form of loans or outright grants, or in some cases by federal

construction and lease to the municipalities involved. Federal-local rela-

tions in the domain of housing, already developed to some extent when

the war began,’- received special impetus; and a rent-control program,

directed by the Office of Price Administration, was introduced.

The developments mentioned must suffice as illustrations of the sorts

of things that have been going on during the war period in the field of

intergovernmental relations. There has, of course, been—as there must

be in wartime—a great deal of centralization of authority over both

men and materials. But, significantly, there has been also much decen-

tralization; an extraordinai’y amount of our wartime administration,

indeed, has been local, as evidenced by the draft boards, ration boards,

local defense councils, and other agencies. It is still too early to know
what the long-term effects of the entire experience will be. But one may
anticipate that they will not be exclusively in the direction of either

greater centralization or the reverse. Certainly the states do not regard

themselves as having surrendered powerS for all time to come. The pre-

vailing sentiment among them has been, rather, that they should be asked

to turn over to the national government only those controls actually and

directly necessary to the winning of the war, and that, the war once

over, all controls thus relinquished should come back into their hands.

That they will actually regain everything is unlikely; war can hardly

fail to impart lasting momentum to a centralizing tendency already

strong in previous decades of peace. The heavy reliance of the federal

government for war purposes upon the states as such, and upon their

urban and rural subdivisions, is, however;, favorable to a restoration,

broadly, of the earlier balance. Certainly the cooperativeness shown by

governments on all levels, not only in the face of the economic emer-

gency of a decade ago, but also when confronted by the present war

emergency, ha.s afforded an impressive demonstration of the vitality and

adaptability obthe American federal system."

The General Problem of Centralization

If there i.s any time-honored public question in the United States, it

certainly is that of “centralization”; loose constructionists and strict

constructionists were discussing it before the constitution had been in

operation a twelvemonth. An. old qucstioir it may be, but also ever new

;

and no one needs to bo told that fierce fires of controversy have raged

around it in the past three decades of rapidly growing federal power, and

particularly in the era of emergency and reform measures associated

with the New Deal. Nor does any one need to be told that the issue will

again he acute after the present war.

^ See pp. 626-627 below-
s For fuller draousmona, seel*, V. Howard and H, A. Bone, Current American Gov-

irmmenl; Wartima DevelopmetiU (New York, 1943), Chap, xtii; A, W. Bromage,
“Federal-State-ljoqal Relations" Amer. PoUt, Sai. Pev., XXXVII, 36-48 (Feb., 1943).
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’

On the one hand, it is argued (1) that the only feasible plan for a atticism

land of continental proportions and a people of vast numbers and presonb

divergencies is one—such as the inaiccrs of our constitution had in niind
* “

—which allows a large measure of local and regional autonomy and

restricts centralized, uniform, national control over social and economic

matters to a minimum; (2) that even if Congress has the constitutional

right to extend its regulating activities in certain of the present and

proposed directions, it is not w’ise, or even safe, for it to insist upon

going farther than it has already gone, especially in the broad domain

of the police pow'er, once supposed to be occupied mainly or entirely by

the states; (3) that the national government has already (especially

under the Roosevelt regime) become overgrown, top-heavy, unwieldy,

with the people in danger of finding themselves hopelessly weighed

down with a vast, professionalized federal bureaucracy, indifferent to the

w'ays of democracy; (4) that in many large domains the state govern-

ments arc still the more natural and effective agencies of control, because

closer to the problems involved* and especially to the people concerned;

and (5) that in seeking to enforce uniform standards through an ever-

widening network of federal law, backed up by steadily expanding federal

administrative machinery, the national government is strangling the

states and reducing them to mere local areas charged only with “the neat

and humble care of detail in obedience to a nationally determined

policy.” ^

As opposed to all this, it is contended (1) that time, inventions, and

other forces have so thoroughly nationalized the United States that most

fundamental social and economic interests are no longer local, but in-

stead cut across state and sectional boundaries, and are of common
concern to the entire country; (2) that along with this great change of

conditions has gone a corresponding change of political thought, so that

people no longer expect or desire the state or regional autonomy that

prevailed in earlier and simpler days, but, on the contrary, are prepared

to see the competitive federalism of the past give way increasingly to

the cooperative federalism of the future; (3) that the states have not

been so efficient as to have demonstrated their right to be let alone in

matters of wide national concenr; and (4) that so long as social and

economic conditions arise which, if they are to be regulated at all, must

be regulated by the national government, it is of no use to say that

the national government is unfitted to lake on more responsibilities, the

1 In the presidential campaign of 1944, the Republican party, and in particular a
group of Republican state governors (including the party’s candidates for both the
presidency and vice-presidency) warmly advocated a rehabilitation of states’ rights, so

seriously invaded, it was alleged, by the policies and actions of the New Deal. In view
of this, it is interesting to recall that twelve years previously, Franklin D. Roosevelt
(himself a governor^at the time) campaigned for the presidency by assailing the

Republicans for “committing themselves to the idea that we ought to center contra!

of eveiything in Washington as rapidly aa possible.” One would'not be far wrong in

concluding that the “ins,” whoever they are, are likely to incline to federal central-
* ization ahd the “outs”—at least aa long aa they remain "outs”—to be critical of it.
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proper course being, rather, to reconstruct that government so as to

remedy the deficiency, if it exists.

liQre again, out of a wealth of au parte, and often emotional, argu-

ment arise certain conclusions. The first is that the subject is not one

upon which to dogmatize. The proper attitude is not a generalized oppo-

sition or a generalized support, but willingness to consider each proposed

extension of national activity on its own merits. A second point is that

centralization and decentralization are not mutually exclusive principles,

only one of which can be adhered to at a given time. Large business

establishments have found that efficiency requires uniformity and con-

centration in certain of their operations and quite the reverse in others.

So it is with governments. A high degree of centralization in one field

is entirely compatible with no centralization at all in other fields. In

the third place, the growth of national control—quite apart from the

special circumstances that have stimulated it so powerfully in this coun-

try during the past twelve or fifteen years—is inevitable, however one

may feel about it. It is the universal experience, once national unity

has been attained; and the device of federalism can no more prevent it

in the United States than in pre-Nazi Germany, Switzerland, or other

countries that started with highly decentralized systems. Let social and

economic interests develop to a point where they, are no longer bounded

by state lines, but are of regional or national concern, and any attempt

to keep up a monopoly of state regulation not only is hopeless, but, if

persisted in, is certain to precipitate damaging conflicts between state

power and national power. “The outcome of such a conflict can never

be long in doubt. The greater will prevail over the lesser.” ^

The Outlook {or the States

What, then, of the states? Are they to be completely overborne by

the advancing supremacy of the national government? Have they be-

come so enampred of federal aid as to have lost their constitutional

vigor and self-respect? Notwithstanding the wartime vitality lately

displayed, there are those wdio think so
;
indeed, there are those who look

hopefully to the day when the “waste and confusion” of forty-eight

separate state governments will be no more.“ Charges are brought that,

as constituted geographically, the states, speaking generally, do not

correspoird to economic or social unities; that provincial viewpoints of

their populations and restrictive clauses in their constitutions too often

prevent them from cooperating for the public well-being, either with one

another or with the national government—in a period, too, when public

problems arc increasingly taking on a nation-wide aspect; that often they

do not deal wisely with even their purely internal affairs. And remedial

proposals include such drastic suggestions as (1) redrawing the map

1-17. MaeDonald, A Neio Comtilulion jor a New America, 169.
2 See W. Y. Elliott, The Need for Constitutional Reform, Chap. rs.
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of the country so as to bring state boundaries into better accord with

the present distribution of population, and with other social and eco-

nomic conditions; (2) displacing tfie states, largely or wholly, with a

smaller number of political divisions (perhaps eight or nine) laid out

to correspond to socio-economic regions; (3) virtually scuttling the

federal system by amending the constitution so as to give the national

government unlimited police power to legislate on health, safety, morals,

and the general welfare.

A word may be said about each of these suggestions. The point to the

first is not simply that the present forty-eight commonwealths are ex-

tremely unequal in area, population, and resources; of itself, this does

not seriously trouble anybody except a few people who profess to worry

about the equal representation of the states in the United States Senate.'

The matter of concern is, rather, that most state boundary lines are purely

artificial and the resulting divisions consequently often lacking in topo-

graphic, social, and economic unity. More than one person has amused

himself by working out a system’of state boundarie.s presumed to he more

in accord with the present-day actualities of population, social viewpoint,

and economic interest.^ In particular, a great deal has been said, and

with considerable plausibility, in behalf of organizing metropolitan

areas like New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Detroit into separate

states, which, as such, would be free from the “upstate” or “downstate”

restraint and domination that nowadays give rise to so much friction and

dissatisfaction." California might be divided into northern and southern

commonwealths (even though such a division of Dakota is of question-

able value)
;
Texas might bet-split into any number of states up to the

five envisaged as a ma.ximum by the joint resolution of admission in 1845;

the surveyor’s line between Vermont and New Hampshire might simply

be erased. Other possibilities suggest themselves, with, in some cases a

certain attractiveiress—until one recalls the stentorian injunction of the

constitution that no new state may be erected within Hie jurisdiction

of any other state, nor formed by the union of two or more states or parts

of states, without the consent of the legislatures of the states concerned

as well as of Congress. How—^things being a.s they arc—such consent

could be obtained in eases like those mentioned, no one has a.s yet risen

to explain. In general, the proposal, therefore, is not vei-y realistic.

A .second suggested line of attack primarily by wmy of geography is

even more radical, contemplating as it does the displacement of the states

See pp. 259-260 below.
2 See, for example, a map in Chicago Tribune, Jan. 6, 1930, pt. 11, p. 5.

3 The arguments for separate statehood are particularly cogent when, as in the cases

of New York and Chioa^, the metropolitan area extends into two or more states.

See W. B. Graves, Araer.PoUt. Sd. Rev., XXX, 41-45; and for an argument for state-

hood for the Chicago area, C. E. Merriam, 8. D. Parrott, and A. !bepawsky, The Gov-
ernment ol the MetropolUan Region of Chicago (Chicago, 1933), 179-lSO, The objection

^ to statehood for cities most often heard ia that it would undermine the tax stmetura of

the state or states affected by withdrawing the areas of greatest taxpaying capacity.
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larf^cly or wholly by regional commonwealths of larger size and essen-

tially different nature. The idea is that with state boundaries erased,

or at best preserved as lines having merely historical associations, it

would be possible to cut the country into a number of broad areas hav-

ing genuine unity, and for the governments of such areas to function

more economically and efficiently than do the present set of state govern-

ments, Years ago, a leading historian, Frederick J. Turner, wrote: "We
in America are really a federation of sections rather than of states. State

sovereignty has never been influential except as a constitutional shield

for a section. In political matters, the states act as groups rather than as

individual members of the Union. They act in sections and are responsible

to the respective interests and ideals of these sections.” ^ Translating

“section” into "region,” the National Resources Committee, in a report

submitted iTi 1935, proposed ten or twelve regions of a socio-economic

nature as a basis for national planning and for coordination of federal

administrative services.- The Committee expressly disclaimed suggest-

ing any new form of political jurisdictibn
;
the states were to go on as

before. But numerous writers, showing less restrain!, have proposed and

advocated regionalism as a more or less complete substitute for the

present state system. Only by such a change, asserts one who has already

been quoted, can oui’ "drooping federalism” be revived and the steady

march of centralization be stayed.-* Proponents naturally do not agree

upon the number of regional commonwealths to be devised, upon their

boundaries, or upon their powers and functions. The number most com-

monly suggested is nine;-* the particular area most frequently marked

off as one of the series is New England. Even more surely, however, than

the plan of merely rearranging state boundaries, the scheme of erecting

new regional governments is, for an indefinite time to come, relegated to

utopia by state pride—to say nothing of constitutional restraints.** .

The third proposal mentioned approaches the problem, not geographi-

cally, but functionally. One of the main criticisms of the states is that

many of them are hesitant or negligent about enacting progressive legis-

lation on subjects like public health and industrial relations—^matters

supposedly withheld by the constitution’s framers from the national

government on the theory that they are so closely bound up with local

ideas and economic conditions that they ought to be regulated state by

1 "Sections and Nation,” Yale Rav.,Xn., 1-21 (Oct., 1922), 6, Cf. the same author's

The Significance of Sections in American History (New York, 1932)

.

- Regional Factors in National Planning and Development (Washington, 1935).

3 W. Y*. Elliott, 02). cit., 195. A. Helimeyer, Tima jor Change (New York, '1943),

Chap. XI.
i See, for example, W, K. Wallace, Our Obsolete Constitution, 185.

5 Extended discussiona of regionalism includE H. W. Odum and H. E. Moore,
American Regionalism-, A Cultural-Historical Approach to National Integration (New
York, 1938) ;

and D. Davidson, The Attack on Leviathan; Regionalism and National-

ism in Iho United tiintes (Chapel Hjll, N. C., 1938). Cf. W. B. Munro, The Invisible

Government (New York,_ 1928), 136-164; H. W. Odum, Southern Regions of the

United States (Chapel Hill, N. 0., 1936); and National Resources Committee, The
Fvlwp of Stale Phnnma (Washington, 1938).
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state rather than nationally. Authority to deal with tilings of this sort

is commonly known as the police power; and the national government

has been supiioscd to be devoid of such power. To be sure, Congress has

enacted a number of laws clearly falling within the area
;

^ and recent

decisions of the Supreme Court construing the national authority to

regulate interstate commerce as extending not merely to commerce in

the older and narrower sense, but also to manufacturing and mining,

have opened the way for still fuller exercise of what may be termed a

federal police power. “ Even this last-mentioned development, however,

relates only to specified operations connected with commerce, and the

great bulk of regulative authority associated with the police power in

general .still rests exclusively with the states. The proposal in .some

quarters i.s that, by constitutional amendment, this broad and basic power

be transferred to the national government, to be exorcised at least con-

currently with the states. In AIcGulloch v. Alaryland, John Marshall

asserted that "no political dreamer was ever wild enough to think of

breaking down the lines which separate the states, and of compounding

the American people into one common mass." By largely depriving the

states of their principal reason for existence, the action proposed would,

nevertheless, be a long step in that direction; and even tliough it is

reasonable to anticipate some continued gi'ow'th of federal police power,

no step of the kind is likely to be taken in the foreseeable future. States

that have balked at even a child labor amendment would certainly not

be prepared for the great .surrender involved.

The upshot would seem to be that, however much farther their position

may be undermined in certaip. directions by constitutional amendment

and interpretation, and by legislation and practice in such matters as “^”^.1

federal aid, the states will persist, not merely as geographical and

political entities, hut as custodians of the greater part of their present

powers and functions, together with new ones springing from ever-

continuing development of tcchn&logy, ideas, and econorruc life. Hardly

anything short of sheer dictatorship would enable the political map
of this country to be remade as that of Germany was remade by mthless

Nazi officials after 1933. Not only so, but, even after their harrowing

exjierienccs of the depression decade, the states have grounds for facing

the future with assurance. Their fundamental position in the consti-

tutiqiiar system is secure as long as they do not themselves choose to

’ relinquish it; the United States, realfinmed the Supreme Court in 1930,“

employing the historic language of Chief Justice Chase, is still “an

indestructible union of indestructible states.” As observed above, the

states nowadays carry on more activities, spend more money, have more

employees, and do mpre for their people than at any time in the past.

^ See p. 333 below.*

-See pp 533-533 below. ... '

^ In United States w, Butler (297 U. S. 1), invalidating the Agricultural Adjustment
* Act of 1933.
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Even if they could be abolished, something—as all rcgionalists agree

—

would have to be put in their places. As semi-autonomous political enti-

ties regulating the relations of their citizens by laws of their own devising,

they unquestionably have lost some ground; in larger matters of social

and economic control, they probably will continue to lose. As areas of

administration, however, they have gained; and even though, as seems

likely, they in the future may function more and more, in their administra-

tive work, as collaborators with, and even as agents of, the national gov-

ernment, they need not on that account suffer total loss of vitality—even

if there were not always going to be plenty of things for them to decide

upon and undertake independently.

There are ways, too, in which they can definitely improve their present

position. One of these is intelligent and fearless overhauling of their

portion
go'vernmental machinery and procedures. Prestige and power have been

^
lost in later decades because (to no small extent) of failure of the states

I'Sowu
effectively with difficult problems thrust upon them by the

' morn™'
exigencies of the times. To be sure, a good deal of what has happened

j

has flowed from circumstances beyond the states’ control. By setting

;

their houses in order, however—^regenerating their legislatures, toning

j

up their civil services, improving their administrative methods, mod-

i

ernizing their county and other rural local governments, and utilizing

t
the newer techniques of long-term planning—^they may still, to a con-

; siderable degree, stem the tide that has been running against them. The

best way to preserve state power is to improve state competence.

( A second promising line of action is the breaking down of certain

ianiera‘
barriers arising not unnaturally from the legal separateness of the states,

“ni
.

yet interfering with their own best interests as well as with the free life

1 interstate of a United nation. Most serious of these barriers were, in years before
< rivalncs

i • i r'

> ^
'

the war, those erected against the movement of goods and services across

state lines. To be sure, the federal constitution, correcting a grievous

deficiency of the Articles of Confedei'ation, forbids the states to levy

tariff duties on imports or exports or to discriminate against the com-

merce, shipping, or citizens of other states. In the depression era, however,

states, and even localities, were in many cases persuaded to come to

the aid of their own hard-pressed producers by setting up obstacles to

the admission of competing products from outside sources; and a great

variety of ingenious devices resulted, ranging all the way from mere
organized campaigns to promote the buying of local products to (1)

laws giving preference to such products in all state purchases, (2) laws

forbidding the sale of electric power beyond state lines, (3) quarantine

and inspection laws grounded ostensibly on the police power of protect-

ing health, morals, and safety, but really designed..to set up discrimina-

tions against go^ods produced outside of the state, (4) 'measures creating

“ports of entry” lo administer restrictions calculated to discourage inter-

state trucking, and, above all, (5) employment of the taxing power (a)
'
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to discriminate against corporations chartered in other states, “foreign”

insurance companies, nation-wide chain-store systems, and jiersons under-

taking to evade sales taxes by buying outside of the state, and (b) to

protect “domestic,” as opposed to out-of-state, products, as, for example,

in the case of states imposing tax burdens (in the interest of local butter

producers) on margarine, or (in the interest of local cotton growers) on

“foreign” ingredients used in place of cottonseed oil in manufacturing

that commodity.

For a good many years, however, there has been growing realization

that the supposed advantages accruing from interstate trade barriers

are illusory. Individuals profit, of course; but for every one who gains,

many lose, The cost of intrastate products to the consumer is increased;

other states are driven to retaliatory measures which cut off extrastate

markets; ill-will and recrimination are engendered all around. Although

behaving often like competitive nations, the states are all bound up in

one nation-wide economy, and in the long run can prosper, not alone

and individually, but only jointly and collectively. The courts having

ruled out only “direct” burdens on interstate commerce, as distinguished

from the multifold “indirect” burdens interposed by the states, some

people have advocated amending the federal constitution to give Con-

gress power to intervene with uniform national laws in all the different

fields in which the states have been prone to legislate discriminatively.

A better, although slower, solution would, however, seem to lie in con-

sultative, cooperative federal-stale action leading* to gradual acceptance

of the long-run advantages of non-discriminatory policies. And it is grati-

fying to observe that, largely as a result of a persistent publicity and

educational campaign launched by the Council of State Governments^

and its affiliated organizations in 1939, there was, even before the war,

a decided slackening in trade-barrier legislation, accompanied by fairly

rapid repeal of existing discriminative laws. Wartime need for the fullest

mobility of shipping and trade ac'celerated the trend (one- will recall the

nation-wide abandonment, at least for the duration, of burdensome re-

strictions upon truck transportation)
;
and we may anticipate a greatly

improved situation in the future—^unless percliance another era of eco-

nomic depres.sion .should unfortunately lead to a revival of the discrimina-

tive praclices of the thirties.^

Ccioperation need not, however, be confined to the removal of barriers

and the curbing of rivalries. By enacting unifonu legislation on business

practices and other appropriate subjects, states may not only raise the

^ See p. 114.

'“The beat thumb-nail discussion of the trade-bairier problem as it stood a few
years ago isP. E. Melder,,“State Trade Walls,” PMin Afjairs Famphkts No. 37 (New
York, 1939), with references for further reading. Several states discriminate with
respect to services an well as goods, requiring, for example, that jjnly legal residents
shall be on their payrolls. There are also, of course, various forms of state competition

„ not necessarily involving discriminative practices; for example, bidding by adver-
tising for the profits arising from the tourist trade.
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general level but counteract arguments for national, or perchance re-

gional, regulative action. By reciprocally extending rights and privileges

to one another’s citizens, as, for example, in the practice of the profes-

sions, 1hey may obviate jealousies and promote the general 'well-being;

in the domain of taxation, in particular, they may serve the ends of

justice by mutually refraining from imposing double or triple burdens.’^

Information may be exchanged, common problems discussed in confer-

ences, joint investigations carried on, voluntary interstate organizations

maintained for a wide variety of purposes. Many new instrumentalities

have come into existence to facilitate cooperation on such lines. A Coun-

cil of State Governments, dating from 1933, links the governments of

almost all of the states in a, voluntary league for the promotion of

cooperative action; the 7,600 members of state legislatures have been

brought together in a professional American Legislators’ Association;

different types of state and local executive and administrative officials

—

governors, auditors, comptrollers and treasurers, chiefs of police, city

managers, housing officials, etc.—^have formed similar nation-wide or-

ganizations
;

® interstate commissions on social security, crime, and con-

flicting taxation have been set up
;
and a strong consciousness of common

interests and reciprocal obligations has been developed among state

legislative and administrative groups the country over. All told—^through

these kinds of activities and in other -ways—^the chances for friendly and

intelligent solution of problems transcending state lines have been con-

siderably improved; and in so far as matters that otherwise the national

government would be tempted or compelled to deal with are taken care

of through such channels of interstate com-ity and cooperation, the out-

look for the states themselves will have been brightened.
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3. CITIZENSHIP AND CIVIL RIGHTS

CHAPTER VIII

THE PEOPLE OP THE UNITED STATES—CITIZENS AND ALIENS

mti.'l!'/''®
sixteenth census, taken as of April 1, 1940, showed the population

tior'"''
continental United States to be 131,409,881. That is a large number

growth Qf people; among the countries of the world, only China, India, and the

U. vS. S. R. contain more. The average density per square mile at the

date mentioned was, however, only 44.2; and notwithstanding the com-

parative sparaeness that this ligure suggests, the rate of population

increase has for upwards of a generation been slowing down, being only

about seven per cent in 1930-40, as cosipared with 16.1 per cent in the

preceding decade and as high as 21 per cent in 1900-10. The explanation

of this trend is in part the decrease of immigration, under our quota

system, to a mere trickle.^ To a far greater extent, however, it is to be

found in a steady decline of the birth-rate, observable from as far back

as 1924. Nor is this latter phenomenon expected to be only temporai’y.

On the contrary, students of population problems, peering into the

future, see it continuing until, around 1985, a point of equilibrium will

be reached, with the figure at something like 161,000,000—after which

there may set in an actual decline. Throughout our history, national

prosperity has alw'ays been predicated on rapidly expanding population,

as well as fast-growing industry and markets. The day is coming—if

indeed it has not already dawned—^when the nation’s business can no

longer count upon that favoring factor.

The population situation has, of coflrse, been affected sharply by the

war. Economic prosperity, induced by defense activity, and marriages

hastened by the prospect of conscription and of entrance into war, largely

explain a decided rise in the birth-rate in 1940-41, with the result that

the total population at the end of 1942 was estimated by the Bureau of

the Census' at 133,950,000. Later on, the birth-rate fell below normal;

and meanwhile immigration virtually ceased, the death-rate 'began to

reflect wartime hazards, and actual resident population fell off by
several million on account of movement out of the country of armed
forces bound for overseas service.

Not only was the country’s population before the war growing more

rS™™' sfowly tlfan ever before, but significant changes viere taking place in its

niban
cHstribution and character. During a generation and' a lialf marked by

dewTOts great industriarexpansion, the population of towns and cities had in-

* See j), 120 below.

die
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creased lar faster than had that of rural areas—at an average rate,

indeed, of 33 per cent in the period 1890-1930, as compared with a rural

rate of 7.2 per cent; and as a result/ the proportion of the people living

in towns and cities of over 2,500 rose from 35.4 per cent at the earlier

date to over 56 per cent at the later one. During the decade 1930-40,

however, the shift of population from farm to city levelled off sharply,

urban increase being at the surprisingly low rate of less than eight per

cent, as compared with a rural increase of somewhat over six per cent.

In other words, American cities had of late, for the first time in a cen-

tury, been growing at a pace scarcely faster than rural areas, or than

the country as a whole. Many cities, indeed (including twenty-six im-

portant ones in the industrial Northeast alone) actually contained fewer

people in 1940 than in 1930. Diminished immigration and a declining

birth-rate, of course, afford explanation in part. But lessened opportunities

for wmrk and wages during the depression years, together with a tendency

toward the decentralization of industry, were influential—as was also

the movement of people everywhere from older crowded urban areas

into newer and more attractive suburbs, made possible by the automobile

and improved highways.

Since 1940, the picture has naturally been changed by the defense

effort and war. Not only have literally hundreds of smaller places be-

come "boom towns” thronging with workers in munitions plants and

other war industries (many such boom towms, indeed, sprang up where

none had been before), but middle-sized and larger cities have received

influxes swelling their populations (mainly in 1940-42) by anywhere

from twenty to fifty per cent.* While this was going on, however, other

cities declined
;
and although it is far too early to forecast the ultimate

and lasting consequences of so vast a dislocation of population, it is fair

to assume that the long-term slowing up of urban growth will prove to

have been reversed only temporarily—^particularly if the war should in

time be followed by depression conditions leading worklhss people to

turn once more to the countryside (where, however, limits are enforced

by the mechanization and otherwise increased efficiency of agriculture,

enabling one-fifth as many workers to produce a given volume of food-

stuffs and materials as seventy-five years ago)

.

The ov.er-all declining growth of urban population is, of course, not

without its significance for city planning, for education, and for party

procedures, elections, representation in Congress and in state legislatures,

and other political processes; in particular, the movement of people out

into suburban districts has created tax difficulties for many municipali-

iSee W. P. Ogbum, “Wiither Population?,” State Government, XVI, 27-28, 38-41

(Peb., 1S43). It may bb mentionGcl, too, that between July 1, 1940, and July 1, 19^,
there was a shift of two and one-half million civilian war-workera, together with

men in military training, and also women auxiliaries, to the Southern and Western
•jrortions of the country, -while the North-Central and Northeasteni sections were
suffering a net loss of half a million.
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tica.^ More than half of the peoijle of the country, however, are still to

be found in urban areas; and this remains a cardinal factor in our political

life. Municipal government has gained enormously in importance
;
a new

type of population grouping—^the metropolitan community, best seen in

the New York, Boston, Chicago, and Detroit areas, but seen wherever

a constellation of towns is clustered around a dominating metrojooliian

center—has risen to complicate governmental relationships; now and

baffling problems of rural local government have been created, not only

by the transition from an ox-cart to a motor age, but by the depletion

and impoverishment of great stretches of the countryside, and by the

frequently defective distribution of population in relation to economic rc-

•sDurces. Even the question of how, and to what extent, government may
intervene to bring about a sounder population distribution has come into

the picture.

“

Then there are the matters of racial texture and ratio of native ele-

ments to foreign-born. Viewed racially, our population in 1940 was 89.8

per cent while, 9.8 per cent Negro, 013 per cent Indian, 0.1 per cent

Chinese, and 0.1 per cent Japanese, with quite a number of other very

small groups. Taking the heavily dominant white clement alone, 63.7

out of every hundred were native-born of native parentage; 17.5 were

native-born of foreign or mixed parentage; and 8.6 were forcign-born.“

Analysis of the many complicated data involved goes to show that the

country is steadily becoming more “American,” in the sense that native-

born whites of native parentage—now outnumbering all other persons

by nearly three to two and ail other whites by two to one—have for

some time been increasing at a considerably faster rate than the total

population.'* Here again is a fact of political as well as social significance,

giving promise of a more homogeneous population than that which fifty

years ago created problems of serious import in the government par-

ticularly of cities. In 1940, the largest group among the foreign-born

was Italian, with Germans second, peoples from Russia (mainly Jews)

third, and Poles fourth.

ip. M. Hauser, “Hbw Declining Urban Growth AJIects City Activities,” Pub.
Management, XXII, 365-358 (Dec., 1940). Of. M. Jeffeison, “The Great Cities of the
United States,” Gcog. Rev., XXXI. 479-487 (.Tuly, 1941),

2 Under the auspices of the fedeial Re.settlemciit Administration and the Farm
Security Administration which succeeded it in 1937, many thousands of people have
indeed been moved from, inhospitable to better favored areas. See p. 681 'below. Ap-
pointment of a committee on urbanism by the then existing National Resources Com-
mittee some years ago bore fruit in. an interesting report, Ow Cities; Their R6h ii\

the National Pemomy (Washington, 1937). Cf, S. A. Queen and L. F. Thomas, The
City; A Study of Urbanism in the United Stales (New York, 1939).
*For the figures, see Slatielical Abstract of the United States, 1912 (Washington,

1943), 19.
.

^ Recent Social Trends in the United Slates (one-vol. ed.^New York, 1933), 19.
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The Regulation of Immigration

Historically, the United States is,’ of course, an immisrant country; Earlier
- *11 poliClti'j

all of our people except the Indians have come from foreign lands or are

descended from those who did so at some time after the beginnings of

European .settlement on our .soil. In the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies, our fast-growing population was fed steadily by immigrant

streams flowing in earlier clays principally from Great Britain, Ireland,

Germany, and iScandinavia (Negi'ocs, too, from Africa), but later also

from Italy and Slavic Europe. From 1789 onwards, there w’as no lack

of power to check the inflow to any extent desired. In 1848, the federal

Supreme Court held that jurisdiction over the matlcr belonged exclu-

sively to the national government; ' in a scries of cases ending in 1883,

it declared such juri.sdiction incidental to the power of Congress to regu-

late foreign commerce; and in 1889 it further based it upon the right of

any sovereign nation to control its own foreign relations. “ For a long

time, however, our policy was to* encourage, and even to stimulate, the

coming of home-seekers, laborer,?, and refugees. Only when the influx

from southern and central Europe grew startlingly large and .sentiment

against the admi,s3ion of Cliinese laborers reached a high pitch on the

Pacific coast did we definitely embark upon a different course. In 1882,

the first Chinese Exclusion Act was passed; in the same year, paupers,

insane persons, and other undesirables were excluded; three years later,

laborers under contract to individuals or corporations were debarred; and

thereafter one group after another w'as added to the ineligible list, until

by 1917 no fewer than thirty*cUfferent grounds for exclusion had been

enumerated. In the year mentioned, still another was added, when Con-

gress enacted that thenceforth no migrants over sixteen years of age

should* be admitted who could not read English or some other language

or dialect.'’

Dc.spite impediments thus imposed, the inflowing tide»of foreigners Adoption

reached the high level of 1,200,000 in 1913; * and when, following a sharp quo’ta

recession during the ensuing war, indications of a new flood appeared,

Congress (in 1921) abandoned mere personal defects as the primary

ground for restriction and as a substitute adopted a “quota” system

under which even the fully quhlified -were to be admitted from various

. 1 Passenger Cases, 7 Howard 2S3 (1848)

.

2 Chinese Exclusion Cases, 130 U, S. 581 (1889). C£. Fong Yue Ting v. United
States, 149 U. S. 698 (1893).

a Code of the Laws of the V. S. (1934), 185-212, By and large, the influence operat-
ing most powerfully in favor of immigration restriction haa been organized labor, its

object being, of course, to prevent the impairment of wage-levels and of the Woridng-
man’s standard of living through the influx of workers willing to accept meager wages
and accustomed to “un-Araerican” living conditions. It is not without significance that
the administration of the immigration laws was from 1913 to 1940 vested in the De-
partment of Labor. Transfer of it at the latter date to the Department of Justice

evidenced a shift of emphasis—at a time of anxiety about subversive activities—^from

«the labor a.speoL to regulation in the interest of national unity and security.
* Our heaviest immigration in any single year was 1,285,349 in 19(17.
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countries only up to a number pei’ year allotted to the respective coun-

tries in accordance with a statistical schedule of “national origins.”

Following a period of experimentation, the law nowadays in effect—^thc

National Origins Act—became operative on July 1, 1929; and our new

policy of not only limiting the quantity of immigration, but selecting it

qualitatively in terms of national stocks, has apparently become a fixture.

Under the national origins plan as operating until virtually suspended

by our entrance into the war,’- the salient features of our immigration

policy were as follows: (1) as being ineligible for naturalization, nearly

all Asiatics were debarred,® (2) immigrants from American countries were

admitted without restriction except as the laws excluded general cate-

gories such as anarchists, criminals, and paupers; (3) immigrants from

European countries were admitted (subject, of course, to the same gen-

eral rules of eligibility) on a national origins basis, designed both to limit

numbers and to select stocks. “National origins” admissions were re-

stricted to a fixed maximum per year, i.e., 153,774, and were allotted to

various' countries (not races) in the proportion in which the different

nationalities contributed to the white population of the United States

as it stood at the census of 1920, except that no quota might be smaller

than 100. Almost eighty-five per cent of the whites in the United Stales

in 1920 represented strains originating in northwestern Europe. Hence

the largest quotas went to Great Britain and Northern Ireland (65,721),

Germany (27,370), and the former Irish Free State—^present Eire

(17,853) . Far below came Poland (annihilated in 1939 by conquest) with

6,524, Italy with 5,802, and other countries each with 3,300 or less.®

This national origms system was hardly in operation before the coun-

try was overtaken by the economic depression starting in 1929, and

the two things conjointly cut immigration to the smallest dimensions in

many decades; years followed in which the number of aliens entering

the country for permanent residence ^was actually smaller than that of

those departing, voluntarily or by deportation. The outbreak of European
war in 1939 temporarily stimulated some flight to America, and in the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, a total of 51,997 alien immigrants from
quota countries were admitted.,In the following yeai-, however, the num-
ber dropped to 36,220; and with the entrance of the United States into

the war, in December, 1941, all immigration from enemy, countries

(chiefly Germany and Italy) came to an abrupt stop, and that fronr other

European lands fell to negligible proportions.

The shattering effects of a global war, and the resulting uncertainties

about the economic well-being of the United States in the postwar years,

1 The pertinent statutes will be found in Code of the Laws of the U. S. (1934). ISO-
213.

2 Travellers, students, buanesa men, and various professional people might be ad-
mitted for limited periods.

3 The McDufiie-Tydin^s Act of 1934 (see p. 704 belo-w) resti'icted Filipino immi-
grants to fifty a year; this, of course, was a “quota,” but independent of the “quotw
system” maintained under general law for European immigration.
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may be counted upon to force new and weighty decisions concerning

our immigration policy. Huge numbers of Europeans who have lost

everything will want to make a fresh"start in America; and our countiy

will have to decide whether to let down the bars, to adhere to the re-

strictive system of the later prewar years, or indeed, as some have

proposed, substantially to ban all immigration whatsoever for a pro-

tracted period. At the very least, a changed political geography of Europe
will make necessary a reconsideration of existing quota arrangements;

and in undertaking this there will have to be decisions not only upon
how much to alter the quotas for peoples previously covered, but also

whether to raise or lower the over-all quota limits and whether to impose

such limits upon peoples not hitherto affected. There will have to be

decision, too, upon wlictlicr to continue or modify the former policy of

debarring all Japanese. One may hazard the guess that concern about

employment conditions will, at lea‘;t for a good while, prevent aliens

from being admitted any more freely than in prewar years.^

Originally left mairdy to state* authorities, enforcement of the immi-

gration laws has since 1891 been in charge of a staff of federal commis-

sioners of immigration, stationed at the various ports of entry and

assisted by inspectors, interpreters, and other subordinates, witli super-

vision centralized in an Immigration and Naturalization Service, in the

Department of Justice, headed by a commissioner. Until two decades

ago, little effort was made to sift prospective immigrants before departure

from their old homes; those desiring admission to the country simply

pre,sented themselves at our ports, where they were examined and ac-

cepted or rejected. The numbai’ of rejections was large, with many re-

sulting hardships. Beginning in 1924, we wdsely shifted most of the work

of inspection to foreign centers from which immigrants come. Experienced

officers, assigned to American consulates in the capacity of technical

advisers on immigration interview prospective migrants, counsel them,

and determine whether tliey would probably be admitted ;«indeed, since

1927 those who would enter the country have been required to provide

themselves with an American consular “visa” before they embark. How
effective the reform has been is indicated by the fact tliat in the later

prewar years not more tlian from five to seven per cent of those seeking

entrance at our ports were turned back. Immigration officials stationed

on oui' own soil have for a good while been occupied more largely with

deportations than with admissions, except in the case of an immigration

border patrol of some three thousand men, mounted and otherwise, w'hich

is charged with preventing the smuggling of aliens into the country from

r One morally, although* not numerically, significant change already made is the

placing of China in 1913 oil a quota basis, m recognition of our wartime alliance, as

well as traditional friendship, with that country. The number of Chinese admissible

per year under the new law is only 105. For a brief history of Chinese exclusion, see

,C, Gordon, "Our War of Exclusion Against China," Lawyers Guild Bev., HI, 7-19

(May-June, 1943).
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Canada, Mexico, and near-by islands. Aliens who consider that they

have been unjustly denied admission to the country are entitled to apply

in a, federal court for a writ of habeas corpus with a view to having their

rights administratively determined.^

Aliens—Rights and Restrictions in Peace and War

Po.ICQ-

llnio

at

aliens

Speaking broadly, every resident of the United States is either a

citizen thereof or an alien—if an alien, presumably a citizen of some

other country merely living, temporarily or permanently, among us. In

many respects, it docs not particularly luattcr—under ordinary, peace-

time conditions—which a person is. He must obey the laws and pay his

taxes in any case; even though an alien, he is entitled to "the equal

protection of the laws,” and may sue and be sued in the courts, enter

into contracts, and send his children to the public schools; and unless

he happens to belong to a racial group that has been made ineligible, he

may be naturalized, thereby acquiring full citizenflhip status. There arc,

however, limitations. An alien cannot vote or hold public office; ® seldom

can ho act as a juror; his right to own property is almost as broad as a

citizen’s, but not quite, because California, Illinois, and a few other

states impose vaiying restrictions; and while, in general, he can engage

in any gainful occupation or profession that does not require a license,

increasing numbers of businesses and professions have been put under

license requirements, and in virtually every state there are laws de-

barring aliens from receiving certain kinds of licenses.^ The alien, fur-

ther, may be excluded from employment on public works and in munitions

plants, and increasingly he is prevented—^rather unjustly—from sharing

in relief benefits, such as workmen’s compensation and old-age pen-

sions
;

* and of course if he goes abroad,, he cannot claim protection from

our government as can a citizen.®

® L. F, Post, “Administrative Decisions in Connection with' Immigration," Amer.
Polit. Sci. Rev., X, 251-261 (May, 1916) ; W.^O. Van Vleck, The Administrative Cemr-
trol oj Aliens (Slew York. 1932); Secretary of Labor’s Committee on Administrative
Procedure, The Immigration and NaLuralizalion Service (MimEo., Washington, 1940) .

-In aa many as twenty.two states and territories, aliens who had declared their
intention lo be naturalized have, at one time or another, been allowed to vote.
Constitutional amendments gradually withdrew this privilege, however, and a state
supreme court decision of 1926 teiTuinated it in the la.st state (Arkansas) in which it

survived.
»For example, to piactice law or mediaiue or dentlstiy, Such discriminative laws

must run the gantlet of the courts on the gi'ound of reasonableness, but oven in the
legal and medical professions the alien has been largely shut out. "

^
Sometimes, however, a state goes too far ia enactiiig such legislation. Thus when

Arizona undertook to roouire that any individual or corporation employing more
than file workers at one time should employ not less than eighty per cent qualified
electow or native-born citizens of Ihe Tlnited States, the federal Supreme Court held
that such a requirement was unconstitutional as involving a denial of the equal pro-
tection of the law.s. ’mwx V. Raich, 239 If. S. 33, 41 (1915). See B. O’Connor, “0011.111-
tutional Protection of the Alien’s Right to Work,” Nev) York Vniv. Law Quar, Rev
XVIII, 483-497 (May, 1941). .

^ . o..

' On the general subject, see E. W. Pultkammer [ed.], War and the Law (Chicago
1944) ,

38-47 ; W . M. Qrbson, Aliena <aid the Law; Some Legal Aspects of the National
Treatment of Ahena m lhe Umted Staten (Chapel Hill, N. C., 1940); and N, A]sx~r
under. The Riahls of Amna uitder iJw Federnl Constitution. (Montpelier, Vt., 1931),
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Indeed, even here at home, an alien may fail to receive protection of

person and property to which, legally, he is as much entitled as is a

citizen. At various times, “foreigners” have been the victims of .mob

violence;^ and as matters stand, with the states primarily responsible

for maintaining law and order, such injured persons, or their relatives,

have recourse only to state authorities (including grand juries and

courts), which are likely to be influenced by local sentiment to extend

them no relief. At least four presidents have asked Congress to give the

federal courts jurisdiction in such cases, but to no avail, and meanwhile

the national government continues in the imconifortablc and undignified

position of being re.sponsibIe under international law for protecting

aliens, but unable under our system of con.stitutional law either to punish

the perpetrators of outrages or to compel the states to as.sume the burden

of damages. What usually haiipeirs is that after the federal government,

pressed by the envoy of the foreign nation concerned, tries but fails to

induce the state authorities to act, Congress, on request of the president,

votes a sum of money to be awarded ex gratia, and the affair ends.

As the reasons for which aliens might be excluded multiplied in later

decades, the grounds on which (and the period after entry within which)

they might be deported also increased. Until a quarter of a century ago,

deportees were usually mental or physical defectives, criminals or im-

moral persons, persons who had become public charges, or persons who

had entered the country illegally. Fear of radical influences led Congress

in 1918 to authorize the expulsion of alien revolutionists, anarchists, and

advocates of sabotage, assassination, and other forms of violence; and

under this authority the Department of Justice in 1919-20 conducted a

sensational drive against “Reds” and suspected “Reds,” w'hose wholesale

deportation, chiefly to Russia, aroused considerable protest from people

who deplored what they considered an unfortunate surrender to popular

hysteria.^ As the law now stands, an alien, even though not at the moment

a member of any subversive organization, is deportable^ if it can be

shown that he was such a member at the time of his admission to the

country or at any subsequent time. To be sure, the Supreme Coui’t, in

1939, held aliens not deportable merely because of having once been a

member of the Communist party.-’ But the Alien Registration Act of

1940 (explained below) provides to the contrary. Since the quota acts

tightsneef up admission to the country, deportations have been chiefly

in pursuance of the legislation of 1918 and its amendments
;
and for some

years the number of deportees (deported under warrauts or allowed to

depart at their own expense and without -vi^arrants) varied between

15,000 and 20,000 a year. No sooner was the 1940 registration of aliens

1 Perhaps the most seiapus incident of this natiu’e was the lynching of eleven

Italians at New Orleans on March 14, 1S91, , ,

2 L. P. Post, The Deportations Delirium of 19SB (Chicaeo, 1923) ; Z. Chafee, Free

^Speech in the United States, Chnp.v.
^ c ^

0 Kessler, District Director of Imimgration. v. StreoUer, 307 U. b. 22 (iQae).
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completed than the Department of Justice started a systematic combing

of the returns with a 'view to ferreting out cases of illegal entry, crimi-

nality, falsifying information, mciubership in subversive organizations,

and other deportable offenses—even though, with sailings to Europe prac-

tically restricted to Groat Britain by wartime conditions, it already had

on its hands thousands of objectionables who could not be got rid of

because of the impossibility of gaining entry for them into any foreign

country d Communist, Fascist, and Nazi activities aimed at undermining

the government and security of the United Stales became in the later

prewar years a major ground for at least potential deportation^

The new
«tQm

of alien
iec;istra-

tioa

£ltccts of
the war
on tho
status of
aUens

:

In times past, no one knew how many aliens there were in the country

or where they were located except as disclosed every ten years by the

census. Growing tenseness of the international situation in the later

thirties, combined with the increasingly difficult task of curbing sub-

versive activities and influences, and climaxed by the outbreak of a

major war in Europe in 1939, led in 1940 to a decision to require every

alien over fourteen years of age to register and be finger-printed within

a stipulated period, and thereafter to keep the proper federal authorities

informed of his address and occupation.® Most European states have

long required the same thing, registration there commonly being with tho

police, whereas here it has been taken care of at post-offices and in some

instances school-houses. Over the initial designated period of four mouths,

a total of 4,741,971 registered, amounting to about three and onc-half

per cent of our total population. Every assurance was given registrants

that the information concerning their past obtained through the search-

ing questions put to them would be regarded as confidential, and no

effort was spared to relieve the procedure of any possible stigma.'^

When war comes, aliens immediately fall mto two basic categories

—

those of neutral or friendly nationality and those of enemy nationality,

or in other words “alien enemies.” The war in which we became involved

in 1941 had bo very important effects upon the legal position of aliens

in the former category. If they wished to leave the country, they must

The number o£ deportations fell to 10,938 in 1941.

2 Earlier treatises on tlie general subject include “Report on the Enforcement of the

Deportation Laws of the United States,” Report oj the National Commissiov- on Law
Observance and Enjorcement, No. 5 (May 27, 1931), and J. P. Clark, The Deportation

of Aliens from, the United States to Europe (New York, 1931). An. alarmist discussion

of the menace (to a degree, a genuine one) arising from the presence of unfriendly

foreign agents in the country will be found m M, Dies (former chairman of the House
of Representatives Committee for the Investigation of Un-American Activities), The
Trojan Horse in America (New York, 1940), and a less sensational one in H. Lavine,

Fifth Column in America. (New York, 1940). The most notable deportation proceed-

ings of recent years have had to do with an C.I.O. leader active in fomeutr-

ing maritime strikes on the West Coast, Harry Bridges, For the earlier stages of his

long-drawn-out case (he has never actually been departed), see J. M. Landis,

In the Matter of Harry Bridges (Washingtoii, 1939); 78th Cong., Ist Sess., House
Doc., No. 93 (1943), “Facts in Cases of Certain Alien Deportations.”

s M U. S. Slat, at Large, 679. AH newly arriving aliens were required to register also,

4 On the Alien Registration Act of 1940, see Z. Chafes, Free Speech in the United,..

Slates, Chap. xii.
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secure a permit prior to departure; those having assets of over one thou-

sand dollars were required to report them to the Treasury Department;

and liability to military service was incurred, although this also. had

been true to a limited extent in World War Id Many, however, suffered

from discriminatory treatment at the hands of misguided industrial

establishments which discharged or refused to employ non-citizens.

The case of alien enemies ® was, of course, different. Obviously, one 2. Of

of the first things to be done was to obtain means of identifying them

;

and under a proclamation of the President, issued January 14, 1942

—

five weeks after we entered the war—all alien enemies over fourteen

years of age were reciuired to register again at their local post-offices, to

be fingerprinted, to deposit three photographs of themselves, and to

receive certificates of identification (to be carried at all times) in the

form of booklets resembling passports. The mimber revealed was approxi-

mately a million—Germans, Italians, and Japanese; although, as of the

following October 19, some 600,000 Italians, because of their generally

recognized loyalty to the United States, were removed en masse from

the classification. Drawing most of the necessary authority from an

Alien Enemy Act dating from as far back as 1798 and authorizing alien

enemies to be “apprehended, restrained, secured, or removed,” the gov-

ernment pursued a course of action embracing the following main fea-

tures: (1) negotiation (through neutral intermediaries) with the enemy

governments for reciprocal humane treatment of civilians in enemy ter-

ritory (2) imposition of various restrictions, such as forbidding

alien enemies (a) to enter “restricted” or “prohibited” areas (e.g., pre-

scribed zones around army camps, navy yard.s, and munitions plants),

or, indeed, to travel at all more than very limited distances without

permission, (b) to change their jobs without giving advance notice, or

(c) to have in their possession firearms, short-wave radios, camera.s,

military maps, or other designated articles; (3) arrest of alien enemies

with dubious records or for other reason subject to suspicion, with hearing

boards set up in all of the eighty-six federal judicial districts to recom-

mend to the attorney-general whether a given alien should be released

unconditionally, paroled, or interned for the duration of the war, and

with the official mentioned making the final decision;'* (4) removal,

on presidential authority and under military auspices, of 110,009

Japanese—citizens as well as aliens—from military zones adjacent tu

1 W. W. Pitzliugh and C. C. Hyde, “The Drafting of Neutral Aliens by the United
States,” Amor. Jour, of Internal. Law, XXXVI, 369-382 (July, 1942).

2 With a view to diacoiiraging a repetition of the anti-alien hysteria of 1917~1S, tlic

goveminent has sought to soften the opprobrium attaching to "alien enemy” by using
only the designation “of enemy nationality.” The shorter and more usual term may,
however, be employed heije.

2 As the war progressed, "evidence mounted that, in the ease of Japan at all events,
the pledges secured were not fvilly lived up to. ,

* The first year of the war saw only 12,071 persons taken into custody; and of the

, mimher. more than one-fourth were released. Experience showed plainly the fallacy of

assuming that any national of an enemy atate was per se loyal to the enemy.
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the Pacific coast, followed by resettlement of them, under direction of a

civilian War Relocation Authority, in ten interior “relocation areas,”

from, which those found loyal to the* United States were permitted to go

to other parts of the country in quest of homes and employment; and

(5) “freezing” of enemy funds and investments in the United States,

followed by general sequestration (not confiscation) of billions of dollars

worth of enem^'-'owned private property—banka, stores, warehouses, and

what not—which from then on, for the duration, was in the care of

an Alien Property Custodian. Some of the policies adopted raised debat-

able issues—perhaps most of all, that relating to the Japanese evacua-

tion. Considering, however, the numbers of alien enemies involved, all

told, and the unfortunate effects that could follow from mishandling it, the

problem may be said, on the whole, to have been dealt with intelligently

and successfully.^

Citizeyiskip and How It Is Acquired

Curiously, there w'as long a great deal of doubt as to precisely who

were entitled to be regarded as citizens, and of wdiat jurisdictions. In its

original form, the constitution used the term no fewer than seven times,

but wdthout ever once defining it.“ In some clauses, it spoke of citizens

of states, and in others of citizens of the United States, and nowhere

W'ere the relations between the two made clear. Even yet, there is often

confusion on the point. In the Fourteenth Amendment, however, wc

read that “all persons bom or naturalized in the United States, and

subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and

of the state wherein they reside’’; and while this leaves the way open

for a state citizenship as something distinct from national citizenship,

it at least indicates who are to be regarded as possessing either or both.

In general, the twm go together: any citizen of the United States living

within the boundaries of a state is a citizen of that state. Legally, there

is nothing to prevent a state from cohferripg its own citizenship (not,

of course, national citizenship) on persons who are not citizens of the

United States; and in times past this has been done. Furthermore, citizens

of the United States residing permanently in the District of Columbia

or in a territory are nob citizens of any state. For practical purposes, how-

ever, the two citizenships have been almost completely merged; and in

1 L. V. Howard and H, A. Bone, Current American Government, Chap vni; T). 0.
Walter, American Government at War, Chap, v; B. R, Wilson, “Tlie Treatment of
Civilian Alien Enemies,” A»ier, Jour, of Internal. Law, XXXVII, 30-45 (Jan., 1943).

A good brief account of the evacuation of the Japanese will be found in E. W. Putt-
kainmer [ed.]. War and the Law, 68-70, and a full discussion in G. McWilliams,
Prcjtidice; Japmese-Americans; Symbol of Racial Intolerance (Boston, 1044), dhaps,
rv-v. The latter author considers the Japanese evacuation understandable (with the
West Coast early thought of as a possible theater of war), but nevertheless un-
necessary!
sThe Supreme Court’s definition, is as follows; '‘Citizenship is membership in a

•polifical society and implies a duty of allegiance on the part of the member and a
duly of protection on the part of the society. These arc reciprocal obligations, one
bepvg a compensation for the other.” Luria v. tinited States, 231 XJ, S. 9 (1913)

.
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any event, it is only national citizenship that has significance under the

national constitution and laws, and also in international rolationsd

Citizenship is acquired in various Vavs in different countries; but the How

most important are birth and naturalization. Citizenship by birth arises stnp m

from the operation of one or the other of two quite different principles, duired

Under the first—known as jus sanguinis—a child takes the nationality

of its parents, regardless of the place of its birth; under the second

—

called jus soli—nationality is determined by the place of birth, irrcspec- i.m-

tive of the citizenship of the parents. The historical and fundamental

rule of the United States, in common with other English-speaking, and

also the Latin American, countries, is jtis soli; “ and the rule is coirstruecl

to be applicable even to children bora on American soil to alien parents

who are themselves ineligible for citizenship.^ The phrase of the Eoiir-

tcenth Amendment requiring that a person be not only bom or natural-

ized in the United Statos, but "subject to the juri.sdiction thereof,” gives

rise, however, to some ratiier imiiortant exceptions. Thus, children bom
to foreign diplomatic representalives stationed at Washington are not

citizens, because even though born on American soil, they are considered

to be subject to the jurisdiction of the state which the ambassador or

minister represents, and not to the Jurisdiction of the United States.*

On the other hand, persons bom abroad before May 24, 1934, are citizens

if the father had American citizenship and resided in the United State.s

or its outlying possessions at some time before the child’s birth; and

r L. Gettys, Tho Law of Citiienskip in the United Stales tCbieago, 1934), 3-8.

Speaking strictly, citizens are individuals only. Corporations, however, are “persons”
within the meaning of various clauses of the constitution, and are regarded judicially

as citizens of the states in which they are chartered. They are at bc.'st, howei’er, only
quasi-citizens, being not entitled to all the ‘‘privileges and immunities" which the
constitution guarantees to the individual citizen. See C. H. Maxson, Citizenship, Chaps,
xi-xii. One encounters also the term “nationals,” which is not to bo confused with
“citizens.” In a general way, it denotes all persons who, for purposes of international
intercourse, are identified with a given nation. It is therefore broader than “citizen'’;

for example, the people of the Philippise Islands have been nationals of tile United
States, but never citizens thereof. Cf. C. H. Maxson, op. oil., Ghap. xiii.

z As applying to the United States, the statement must be qualified by .saying that,

ns indicated below, in connection with our own nationals abroad, and children born to

them, our government has leaned strongly toward Jus sanguinis.
'> Unitecl States v. Wong Kiiu Ark, 169 U. S. 64& (1898). In Perkins et al. v. Elg

and Elg v. Perkins et at, 307 U. H. 325 (1939), the Supreme Court held (contrary

to what previously would have been supposed) that a woman bom in tho United
States did not lose her American citizcbsliip merely becau.se when she was four years

old her patents returned to their native Sweden and renewed their allegiance there.

. For pfirposes of citizenship, the "soil” of the United States inoKulca the continental

area, Alaska, the Hawaiian Islands, Puerto Kico, the Virgin Islands, all American
embassies and legations, and American war vessels.

In former times, another e.xception to the operation of fits soli was furnished by
Indians living in tribal relations. Although born within the jurisdiction of the United

States, such Indians could, until 1924, become citizens only by naturalization, as in the

case of other “aliens”; and at the date mentioned a full third at the Indian population

of the country still lacked sitizen status. An act of Congress tliereupon gave citizenship

to all native-born Indians, Some 250,000 Indians living on about two hundred reserva-

tions remain, however, under the guardianship of the Office of Iifdian AEfaira in the

Interior Department, and are therefore in the curious position of being both catizens

*and "wards.” On tho Indian policy of the United States, see J, P. Kinney, A Continent

Lost—A Civilisation Won (Baltimore, 1937).
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persons born abroad ajter the date mentioned arc such if either of the

parents was an American citizen who before the child’s birth resided ten

years or more in the United States 'or its possessions, at least five years

of which were after attaining the age of sixteen—although in this latter

case the child must reside in the United States not less than live years

between the ages of thirteen and twenty-one. In any event, an oath of

allegiance must be taken at the age of twenty-one.

The second main way in which citizenship is gained is by naturaliza-

tion, which means the conversion of aliens into citizens by some kind of

official act. Naturalization may be cither collective or individual. The

most usual form of collective naturalization is the extension of citizen-

ship to the inhabitants en bloc of regions acquired by purchase or con-

quest. Down to 1898, the United States regularly conferred citizenship

upon the whole body of inhabitants of the territories which it annexed
;

’

and as recently as 1927 (ten years after annexation) citizenship was

similarly bestowed collectively upon all inhabitants of the Virgin Islands

who did not elect to retain their Danish citizenship. On the other hand,

the treaty of peace with Spain in 1898 by which the United States ac-

quired Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Philippines expressly provided that

the cession of these islands should not of itself operate to naturalize

their native inhabitants, whose civil status and political rights were

left to be determined by Congress. In later statutes. Congress declared

the Puerto Ricans and Filipinos citizens of their respective islands, and

conferred upon the former most, and upon the latter some, of the privi-

leges and immunities of citizens of the United States. Furthermore, the

Supreme Court held that Puerto Ricans were not aliens in the sense in

which the term is used in the immigration laws.^ So that, although full

American citizenship was withheld, both Puerto Ricans and Filipinos

became, in international law, “nationals,” no less entitled to the protect

tion of the United States than are full-fledged citizens; and in constitu-

tional law the distinction—at least in the case of the Puerto Ricans

—

was in nearly every respect one without a difference. Finally, in 1917,

the Puerto Ricans were made “citizens of the United States.”

Naturalization is, however, usually individual, rather than collective;

and as practiced in all countries it involves the granting of citizenship

by a court, or more often by some administrative officer, after the appli-

cant has fulfilled certain prescribed conditions. Our national constitution

authorizes Congress to “establish an rmiform rule of naturalization”;

and although it was at first supposed in some quarters that naturaliza-

1 Except uncivilized native tribes in Alaska. In the case of Louisiana, Elorida, and
Alaska, the treaties of cession provided that the inhabitants should be admitted “as
.soon as possible to the enjoyment of all the rights, ndvantaBes, and immunities of citi-

zens of the United States.” In the case of Texas, all citizens of the previously inde-
pendent republic were made citizens of the United States by resolution of Congress,
American citizenship was conferred on. the oitkena of the former Hawaiian Republic
by an act of 1900 which established a territorial government in the new dependency. ~

» Gonzdos V, Williams, 103 U. S. 1 (1904)

.
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tion was one of the concurrent powers to be exercised by the states as

well as by the nation, this view was gradually perceived to be unwar-

ranted. Ill 1817, Chief Justice Marsiiall was able to declare that it. was
not, and “certainly ought not to be,” doubted that the power is vested

exclusively in Congress.’-

The first act of Congress relating to the naturalization of individual

aliens—dating from 1790—assigned the work to the courts; and under

supervi.sion of an Immigration and Naturalization Service in the Depart-

ment of Ju.otic'c it is now carried on by courts of designated grades, i.e.,

all federal circuit courts of appeals and district courts, the supreme court

of the District of Columbia, and all state and territorial courts of record

which have a clerk and a seal and have jurisdiction in actions at law or

equity in which the amount in controvensy is unlimited.- The original

law was brief and general, and for a liimdred years much was left to

chance, or at all events to the discretion of the naturalization authorities.

In most states, it was necessary to be a citizen in order to be a voter.

Party organizations and candidates were, therefore, under strong tempta-

tion to procure the naturalization of all alien residents whose votes they

thought they could control
;
and plenty of grave abuses resulted, Pollow-

ing an extensive inve.‘itigation by a commission appointed by President

Theodore Roosevelt, Congress in 1906, however, enacted a far more
adequate statute, under which—as revised and extended most recently

by a comprehensive Nationality Act approved October 14, 1940“—the

work is now carried on in a considerably improved fashion.

The stipulated procedure i.s more complicated than in most other

countries, and involves three nnain steps. The first—commonly referi’ed

to as “taking out first papers"—is a declaration of intention to become
a citizen, which must be filed with the clerk of a duly authorized federal

or state court at least two years before the applicant is gh^en his final

examination.'^ The second is the filing of a petition (not less than two

years nor more than seven year? after the declaration),,affirming that

the applicant has been a resident of the United States for at least five

years continuously and of the state or territory in which he applies for

at lea.st six months, that he is neither an anarchist nor a polygamist, and
that he expects to remain permanently in this country and is loyal to it

and its institutions. Pull information roust be given about both the

oandidatb and his family (if ho is married)
;
and the application must

1 Chirac v. Chii'ac, 2 Wheaton 259.
® In all, some 1,690 state courts and about 270 federal courts now qualify for exercise

of the power.
® 54 U.S. Stat. at Large, 1137. This major statute now constitutes the general Jaw on

the. subject, but the earlier laws will be found brought together in Natmalkation,
Cilizonship, and Expatriation Laws; Naturalization Regulations (Washington, Govt,
Printing Office, 1936), and E, A. Lewis [comp.], Naturalization Laws, May !), 191S-
July 19, lOJfO (Washington, Govt. Piinthig Office, 1910), See C. Q. Hyde, “The Na-
tionality Act of 1910,” Amer. Jour, of Intemat. Law, XXXV, 314-319 (Apr., 1941),

^
and for full text of the act, ibid., “Documents” section, 79-124.

<* The applicant must be at least eighteen years of age.

Present
mode of

naturali-
zation
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be supported by affidavits of two citizens testifying to the applicant’s

period of residence and his moral character. The third step, taken not

less than ninety days after the petition is filed, is a public hearing and

examination by the judge, after which, if all goes well, that official author-

izes the clerk of the court to issue letters of citizenship, or “final papers.”

During the interval, the petitioner’s claims are investigated by a federal

naturalization examiner, who may merely present his findings in writing

but may also appear at and take part in the hearing
;

and in nearly every

case, the commissioner’s findings determine the action taken by the court.

^

Although tightened np considerably of late in respect both to qualifi-

cations for naturalization (as freshly defined in the Nationality Act of

1940 and methods of actual administration, the system still leaves a

good deal to be desired. The examination by the judge may be as thor-

ough, or as perfunctory, as he cares to make it. The applicant must

swear that he “speaks English”; but ability to utter “yes” and “no”

sometimes suffices, and indeed one judge is reported to have been sall.sfied

with a candidate who merely “nodded diis head in English!”” The law

presumes intelligence, but provides no standards by which that somewhat

flexible qualification is to be judged. It presupposes some knowledge

of the form of government of the United States, but leaves the way open

for the widest latitude in testing such knowledge.^ “Final papers” can-

not be issued within thirty days preceding any federal or state election;

^ After 1939, war in Europe and the later realized threat of global war powerfully
atimulated the interest of aliens resident in the country in gaining the advantages of

American citizenship, The number of naturalizations rose to 275,000 in 1941, in 1943,

318,000, and in 1944, 435,000. Even alien enemies can be naturalized in wartime if they
are able to meet certain special conditions. The total number of aliens in the country
(some five milbons in 19401 dropped to 3,400,000 on July 31, 1944—the smallest figure
in thirty-five years.

-Sec. 305 of this statute goes into much detail in debarring opponents of organized
government, persons adi-ocuting overthrow of the government of the United States,

and person.s evidencing tolerance toward violence and sabotage.
* The appearance of Dr. Albert Einstein before a citizenship examiner in Princeton,

New Jersey, in the siuniucr of 1940 was hailed by the paragraphers with considerable
hilarity. It is a matter of record that he acquitted himself rather more creditably than
the Italian who, after the judge had lectured him on the significance of the American
flag, replied, in answer to the question asked him in desperation, What flies over
City Hall?—“Peejuns."

* Applicants are required also to take an oath to "support and defend the consti-

tution and laws of the United States," and are asked whether they are willing, in
event of necessity, to "take up arms in defense of this country.” Much discussion of
the status of “pacifists” in relation to this requirement was stiired by the case of

Rosika Schwimmer in 1929 and those of Douglas C, Macintosh and Marie Bland in
1931, in all of which the Supreme Court, on appeal, denied the right to be naturalized,
United States v. Schwimmer, 279 U. S. 644 United States v. Macintosh, 283 U. S. 605.
Madame Schwimmer, a high-minded and sincere woman of Hungarian birth, declared
herself opposed not only to military service but to the entire sj'stcm of “common
defense” which, as the Court remarked, is "one of the purposes for which the people
established and ordained the constitution." Dr. Macintosh, a professor of theology at
Yale University and n_ chaplain, in the first World Wat, disclaimed being a pacifi.st,

but confessed to holding religious views which prevented him from, promising in
advance to bear arms in, any war in which the country might be involved, whether or
not he believed it to be morally justified. See H. B. Hazard. " ‘Attachment to the
Principles of the Constitution.' as Judicially Construed in Certain Naturalization Cases
in the Upited States” Amer. Jour. ol Tntemat, Law, XXIII, 783-808 (Oct. 1929}
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nevertheless, over-zealous ward-leaders and other politicians contrive,

by plenty of sharp practices, to get tractable aliens through the mill in

time to round them up at the polls'

More than a generation ago, an investigating commission appointed

by President Theodore Roosevelt found the courts unsatisfactory as

naturalization authorities, but conceded that no other available machin-

ery would be an improvement upon them. The federal courts have, on

the whole, a better record than the state and territorial tribunals, and

it has often been suggested that the power to naturalize be withdrawn

from the latter altogctlier—to which, however, it is objected not only

that the federal courts are themselves not above reproach in the matter,

but that the phin would give undue advantage to aliens in the larger

cities, where the federal courts are ooimuouly located. A logical stop would

be to set up a system of natunilization oHices under tlie sole control

of the federal Immigration and Naturalization Service and liberate the

courts from the hiisines.s entirely; as a matter of fact, Canada i.s the only

other country in which naturanzation by courts prevails. This, how-

ever, would be expensive, especially if the agencies of naturalization were

to be extended into every community, and it is fair to assume that

naturalization by judges will continue, although with increasing reliance

on assistance furnished by administrative officers, chiefly the naturali-

zation examiners.

‘

Not all aliens, it must be observed, are eligible for naturalization, but Aliens

only such as, in addition to meeting all other requirements, are white inen^wo

persons, persons of African nativity or descent, Chinese, or descendants

of races indigenous to the We.stern Hemisphere. Chinese (both older

residents and the few newcomers legally admissible as immigrants

have been eligible only since 1943; and other Asiatics—Japanese,

Koreans, Burmans, etc.—are stiU excluded by judicial interpretation as

not falling in any of the four categories mentioned above.’"' Although

regarded as of the Caucasian race, Hindus are likewise under the ban

as not being white person.? in the meaning of American law. As we have

seen, however, children born of A.sialic parents resident in the United

States and subject to its jurisdiction are citizens by birth.

^H. B. Hazard, “Tlie Trend Toward Administrative Naturalization,” Atnrr. Folil.

Hci. Iii:v.,XXl, 3‘12-3-lS) (May, 1927). The bc.st discussion of naturalization in all of

its a.sgects’is L. Geity.s, Thu Lam oj Cilist'nship in Lke UniteH States, Chaps. lu-iv, vi.

-See p. 121, note 1, above,
3 Among decision.?, see Ozawa v. United States, 260 U, S. 178 (1922) ;

Toyota v.

United States, 268 XJ. S. 402 (1924). In the case of mixed races, it Is held that in order

to be eligible for naturalization, the applicant must be preponderantly white or African

or now, presumably, Chinese. Fitipmos have been held incapable of naturalization

because of not being "aliens”—although, somewhat incon.si.stontly, tho.se who served

in the American armed forces in the first World War have, by statute, been declared

eligible, •
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Other Aspects of Citizenship

Eormerly, an alien woman marfying a native-born or naturalized

American citizen automatically became herself an American citizen/ and,

conversely, an American woman marrying an alien forthwith lost her

citizenship. In other words, a married woman’s status was determined

entirely by that of her husband. As a result of persistent agitation led

by various women’s organizations, this is no longer true. Prompted by

unhappy experiences of women under the operation of the rule during

the World War of 1914-18 (e.g., American-born women who had married

Germans and now suddenly found themselves classed as alien enemies

in the United States), and by growing recognition of women’s claim to

their own iirdividuality as members of the body politic. Congress in

1922, 1930, and 1931 conferred upon them progressively expanded rights

of independent citizenship, and, finally, in 1934, made nationality rights

as between the sexes equal and uniform in every respect. An alien woman
marrying a citizen of the United States now becomes a citizen only if

naturalized (on somewhat easier terms than in the usual case)
;
and an

American woman marrying an alien retains her American citizenship

(even though her husband is ineligible to naturalization) unless she

chooses to renounce it.®

Citizenship, once possessed, becomes a constitutional right and cannot

be abrogated except by procedures that are themselves constitutional,

e.g., in accordance with due process of law. Whether acquired by birth

or by naturalization, it, however, may be voluntarily relinquished, or

simply lost, or, if obtained by naturalization, may be taken away as a

punishment or penalty. Although doubt long hung about the matter,

Congress in 1868 expressly recognized the right of a citizen to "expa-

triate” himself, except at a time when the country is engaged in war; ®

and in 1907 it provided explicitly how this may be done, i.e., by being

naturalized in, or by taking an oath of allegiance to, any foreign state.

Citizenship is automatically forfeited, too, if a naturalized American

lives for at least two years in a foreign state of which he was formerly

a national or in which he was born (providing that through such resi-

dence he has acquired the nationality of the foreign state)
;
also if he

lives as long as five years in any other foreign state.* Naturalized per-

sona, also, may be "denaturalized” by court action, i.e., have their- cer-

tificates of citizenship canceled for disloyal utterances or acts, the

i Unless, of course, racially or otherwise ineligible. ,

^ For an excellent brief review of the subject, see L. Gettys, The Law of Citizenship
in (he United Stales, Chap, v, and for discussion in a broader setting, S, P. Breckin-
ridge, Marriage and the Cime Rights of Women (Chicago, 1931).

5 The Nationality Law of 1940 discarded this exception.
Gettys, op. cfp, Chap, vii. Contrary to a general impression, conviction of crime,

followed by imprisolxMcnfc, does not ordinarily abrogate citizenship. What the offender
Commonly loses, along with his personal liberty, is merely the privilege of voting

—

although various rights of citiaenship may also be lost if the court so decrees.
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presumption being that they did not take the oath of allegiance in good

faith. A law of 1906 covering this matter was invoked several times

during the first World War; there was further legislation on the subject

in 1940-42; and at the end of the first year of the present war, forty-

two members of the German-American Bund and other naturalized

citizens found to be disloyal had been denaturalized, three hundred other

suits were pending in the courts, and 2,500 cases were being actively

investigated.^

Nations adhering to the principle of jits sanguinis have been inclined

to claim as citizcirs children born abroad to parents who were citizens

of the nation making the claim. Nation.*?, however, following the principlo

of jus soli have claimed such children as their own citizens; and out of

such conflicting chums has arisen the troublesome que.stion of “dual citi-

zenship,” or multiple nationality Not that nations have commonly

recognized any such thing as dual citizenship; each has been wont to

recognize only its own citizenship as having validity. Such rival claims,

nevertheless, can easily bring hardship to the persons involved. The

matter is mentioned here chiefly because it has lately been brought to

the fore in this country by the situation of large numbers of Japanese.

Japan follows jus sanguinis; and although in 1924 she modified her citi-

zenship law in the direction of accepting the principle of jus soli for

Japanese born thereafter in any one of several designated countries

(including the United States), she continued to consider as Japanese

citizens any such persons declaring an intention to retain Japanese nation-

ality or registered by their parents at a Japanese consulate as being of

that nationality. As a consequenee, large numbers of Japanese on the

Pacific coast were, when the present war began, not only citizens of the

United States, but, under Japanese law, and in many case.s without hav-

ing been aware of the fact, citizens of Japan as well
;
and the same was

true in Hawaii.^ Wartime hysteria was responsible for proposals in

Congress to revoke the American Citizenship of many, or q.ven all, Japa-

nese possessing it, It is reasonable to anticipate, however, that the out-

come of the war experieiice will rather be a final abandonment by Tokyo,

1 L. Preuss, "Deiuituralization on the Ground of Disloyalty Artier. Polil. Sci. Rev.,

XXXVI, 701-710 (An*'., 19-12). Much interest was aroused in 1943 by the Koverament's
attempt to revolm the cilizonsihip of a certain William Schneidcrnian on the sole

ground that, at the time of his niituralization in 1027 ho was an active member of the

Comiauniat party, and, being such, could not ainocrely declare adherence to the
" constitution of the United State.*?. In Schneiderman v. United States (320 U. S, 118,

1943), the Supreme Court frustrated the effort by reversing a circuit court decision,

mainly on the ground that it hiul not been established that belief in communism was,

at least as matters stood in 1927, inootnpatible with attachment to the American
system of government.

- The term ‘'dual oitizcaship” is sometimes employed also to designate the national-

state aspect of citizenship, which, of course, is epute a different matter from that here
in mind,

'

® A few months before Pearl Harbor, some 30,000 Hawaiian “dunl citizens” peti-

tioned the government at Washington for relief, in some fashion, ffom Tokyo’s olaima

upon them. See C. H, Coggins, “The Japane-se-rlmerioans of Hawaii,” Harper’s Mag.,
• CLXXXVII, 75-83 (June, 1943),

Dunl
IMlWPlV
aUip
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under pressure ol military defeat, of any and all citizenship claims upon
Japanese holding citizenship in this countryJ

Recognition not only that the country can offer no higher privilege

than citizenship, but also that new citizens ought to be encouraged and
helped to prepare themselves for proper discharge of their obligations,

has led in recent years to various special efforts aimed at civic education

for the foreign-born. To prepare applicants for the examination that

they must undergo, as well as to furnish a fund of pertinent general in-

formation, the Immigration and Naturalization Service has for some time

given wide distribution to “readers” or handbooks for candidates for

naturalization, bearing such titles as 'Introduction to America and Our

Constitution and Government." Planning still more ambitiously, it in

1940 procured the President’s approval for launching a nation-wide citi-

zenship education program, to involve the expenditure of millions of

dollars and to supplement and amplify citizenship education projects

already operating in many of the states, with emphasis naturally in

areas where heavy alien populations indicated special need. Under the

supervision of an advisory board, operating largely througli state offiees,

teacher-training programs have been instituted, special teaching aids

devised, and classes organized which, although interfered with by the

war, are expected eventually to reach at least a million of the foreign-

born.^ Congress, too, took cognizance of the problem when, in 1940, it

set aside the third Sunday in May of each year as “Citizenship Day,”

with the idea that appropriate local ceremonies desigired not only for

the recently naturalized, but also for native-born citizens lately attain-

ing the age of twenty-one, would prove ^teresting and stimulating to

the body politic in general.
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CIVIL RIGHTS AND HOW TIIEV ARE PROTECTED

In the entire realm of public affairs, there is no more basic or difficult

problem than that of maintaining a proper balance between authority

and liberty. To be worthy of the name, a government must have author-

ity. Yet if it is not to be arbitrary and tyrannical, there must be restric-

tions upon how far it may go in regulating the actions and relations of

those who live under it. In Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy—in Japan

too—the world has lately had distressing demonstrations of what comes

of permitting the state to set up as an end in itself, with men and women

reduced to mere pawns in the hands of arrogant and irresponsible gov-

ernments; and against such “authoritarianism,” or “totalitarianism,” the

free peoples of the earth have been waging the greatest war in history.

The concept to which these peoples are attached i.s a very different one,

namely, that of the state as a sort of social framework within which

government operates with only such authority and powers as the sovereign

people, by direct act or tacit consent, have conferred upon it, leaving,

conseciuently, to the people themselves rights and liberties -which they

can defend and enforce against all governmental agencies. In the present

chapter, -we propose to inquire into the w?,y in which this -works out in

our American system.

Some General Features

Tlie first major fact to be observed is the already familiar one that

-with us gove.J-nment, on whatever level, carries with it only limited

powers, and that tlie restrictions, or at any rate the bases on -which they

rest, are laid down in written federal and state constitutions. National

and state (including, of course, local) governments alike are not sovereign

authorities, but merely agencies or instrumentalities created by the

only sovereign that we recognize, i.e., the people. Powers have been

conferred or assented to—many of them—^but not all power. To put it

differently, the people have reserved to themselves large areas of freedom
which government is forbidden to invade—.forbidden in some cases nega-

tively through the simple omission of any constitutional authorization,

in other cases positively through express injunctions and prohibitions

contained in constitutional “bills of rights,” both »ational and state. On
the one hand, a person owes the warions goverrm-icnts resting upon him
loyalty, obedience, and service; on the other, he has a valid claim upon

them for observance and" protection of rights and liberties which are

J36
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often thought of as having been granted to him, but which, more truly,

he has reserved for himself.^

A second cardinal feature of our system of rights is its very great

complexity. There arc rights which can be clairaed_by citizens only and

others to which all Jnhabitants, aliens included, are alike entitlecl— “latem

although normally the difference are_nqt great.- There are rights which

are applicable only to natural persons, as human beings, and others (re-

lating particularly to property) which apply, as well, to “artificial per-

sons” such as corporations. The main complicating circumstance, however,

is, of course, our federal form of government; for from this it results (1) /
that there are rights guaranteed as against the national government only,

others as against state governments only, and still others—many of them

—as against both national and state governments; (2) thnt of rights that

can be asserted as against state governments, some rest upon restrictions

laid down in the national constitution, others upon re.straints originating

in the states themselves; and (3) that consequently there is latitude for

variation from state to state, even though in practice such differences

as appear are rarely of much significance.

A third fact is that if any one of us were to undertake to compile a s. Kniuu

complete and definitive list of the civil rights to which he individually tmn pos-

is entitled, he would be doomed to failure. He could carry his catalogue

to a considerable length, but in the end he would become lost in doubts

and obscurities. Naturally, he would turn to the national constitution,

and afterwards to the constitutions of the states. But what would he

find? In the former, he would discover—chiefly in the first eight amend-

ments ^—a long and impressive list, followed, however, by the baffling

provision of the Ninth Amendment that “the enumeration ... of certain

lights shall not bo construed to deny or disparage others retained by the

people.” What others? No man can say conclusively. Similarly, he would

find in all of the state constitutions articles and sections in form or in

effect comprising bills of rights, besides scattered clauses pertinent to

his inquiry. But in no instance would he come upon any indication that

the rights mentioned form a full and exclusive list. Quite the contrary.

Nor would he be helped out of his dilemma by consulting judicial deci-

Rights and liberties, bo it observed, rather than priuileges. Confusion often arises

at this point. One has a right, as %ve shall see, to freedoni of speech, religious liberty,

and due process of law. He has no such right to vote, to hold public office, or to
practice medicine. One may vote only if given the privilege, hold office only if ap-
pointed or elected thereto, practice medicine only if licensed to do so. One's rights

in such mattera are confined to seeking the privilege in the first place, and to

exercising it, when once attained, without restraint except as duly prescribed by law.

In hia annual message to Congress under date of January 11. 1944, President

Franklin D. Bousevelt urged for the nation the adoption of a “second,” or economic,

bill of rights. The rights.with which we are here concerned are primarily political,

although with numerous highly important implications for an “economic democ-
racy." After all, political rights form the cornerstone on which ijie entire structure

of a free society must rest.

. 3 Por comment on the rights of aliens, see pp. 122-126 above.
3 Also in Art. 1, § 9, els. 2-3 ;

Art. Ill, 5 2, cl. 3, and § 3.
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sions; for althmigh the Supreme Court, in the Slaughterhouse Cases in

1873,^ went into tlie matter in some detail, it made no pretense to cover-

' ing it exhaustively. On the contrary, the Coui-t, speaking of guarantees

contained in the federal constitution, said that interpretation of them

must be "a gradual process of judicial inclusion and exclusion”; and the

same is true of rights guaranteed by constitutions of the states. The
truth is that there is nowhere, in the constitutions or outside of them,

any enumeration that purports to be complete. The national government

has limited and enumerated powers. The state governments have powers

both enumerated and residual—but nevertheless limited. As against these

governments, taken together, the people have whatever rights and liber-

ties are expressly guaranteed to them, and, in addition, all that are not

definitely denied or otherwise inconsistent with the instrument under

which they are claimed.

“

Even, however, if one had a complete picture of rights and liberties

going on
today, it would not hold true tomorrow; far from being fixed

and static, the conditions and concepts determining the nature and scope

of recognized rights (especially as construed by courts prone to differ

among themselves, and not above reversing their own positions) are

perennially undergoing change. As a single illustration may be cited

the fact that whereas formerly the states were free, so far as the federal

constitution was concerned, to go as far as they liked in restricting

freedom of religion, speech, press, and assembly, the federal Supreme
Court has now for twenty years held that the due process clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment makes the guarantees of these liberties, as em-
bodied in the First Amendment, no less •applicable to the states than
to the national government.^ Indeed, the entire matter of protecting civil

liberties has been reoriented as a result of the national government
taking over, under judicial construction, far wider responsibility in the

field than ever was envisaged until a generation ago. The states are still

partners in tbs protection of liberties; but the function has nevertheless

been extensively nationalized.

c. Never- Notwithstanding all of the complications referred to, civil rights in

country can still be recognized, defined, and classified with sufficient
coherent tfiofoughness and accuracy to serve most practical pui'poses. In fact,.

^ '^‘sry considerable extent they constitute a single coherent system.
Rights which protect the indivichial from encroachment by the national
government are, of course, uniform the country over. The same is true
of those flowing from restrictions imposed in the national constitution

upon the dealings of the states with their inhabitants. And although

1 16 Wallace SO, -

^2 0a this basis, it would seem that President Hoosevelt's'^much discussed “freedom
from want and “Jteedom from fear” might be included. For practical purposes,
however, it is to count m only such rights or liberties as have an explicit
constitutional basis or ait have been recognised and enforced by the oonrts
aOitlow V, New Ycnk, 208 U. S 652 (1025].
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those resting merely upon state eonbtitutional provisions naturally differ

somewhat from state to state, they are nevertheless sufficiently similar

to enable one to say that civil rights' are approximately the same for all

of our people.

Liberty is not license, and rights are relative, not absolute. After all,

one of the main purposes of government is to prevent the safety and

well-being of the many from being jeopardized by the few. Ereeclom of

speech and press does not carry with it any right to incite persons to

crime or panic; freedom of assembly docs nut entitle any group to inter-

fere with public order and .safety. To be validly claimed, a right must

be exercised so as to cause no impairment of the same or any other right

possessed by others.^

One w'eek after the ,I apane.se attack at Pearl Plarbor, the one hundred-

fiftieth anniversary of the adoption of the federal Bill of Rights, f.e., the

first ten amendments to the constitution, was celebrated throughout

the country with many protestations of loyalty to our basic principles

and guarantees of liberty. No flitelligent person could have failed to

realize, however, that the period of war which we had entered would

subject the entire structuro of civil freedom to tremendous stresses and

strains; for with the nation’s life at stake, rights become more than

ever relative; even liberties have to bo “rationed.” The record of the first

World War in this respect was indeed depressing. Playing fast and loose

with the terms of an Espionage Act of 1917 and a Sedition Act of 1918,

the Department of Justice not only ferreted out and brought to punish-

ment persons who by any reasonable standards were guilty of offenses

against the national morale, but embarked upon, and for a time after the

end of hostilities kept up, with even greater vigor, a veritable “witch-

hunt” in the course of which gross wrongs were committed, especially

as affecting aliens. Many states, too, succumbed to the excitement of

the hour, and some have on their statute-books to this day ilhberal laws

then enacted.

What the final record of the present war period will be, it is too early

to say.- The Espionage_Act of 1917 has been brought back into fnU

operation; a drastic code o^(yjulatioi}s_erabodied in the Alien Regia;:,

tration Act of 1940, and reviving many of the features of the lapsed

Scdhioir Act of. i9i871.S-..in Jull effect; supplementary legislation, both

national and state, has been enacted. Properly enough, there has been
’

a tightening up, c,specially as against suspected “fifth columnists,” On

“Neither property rights nor contract rights,” said the Supreme Court ia the
case of Ncbbia u. New York (291 U. S. 502, 1934), “are absolute. . . . Equally funda-
mental with the private right is that of the public to regulate it in the common
interest.”

a la 1939, a Special civif liberties unit was established in the criminal division of

the Department of Justice, charged with studying the provisiona of the constitution

and laws relating to civil rights “with reference to. present conditions,” -making

rpeommendation.<j, and directing prosecutions of violations in all cases in which the

'federal government could assume jurwliction.
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the other hand, the President and Department of Justice have insisted

that civil liberties of every kind continue to receive all reasonable pro-

tection; the Supreme Court, although frequently dividing according to

a left wing-right wing pattern on the cases heard, has usually given the

benefit of the doubt to liberties claimed; and, in general, the record has

been goodJ Perhaps the greatest challenge will come after the war, when,

assuming, as we must, that Nazi and Fascist doctrines will continue to

have some following in our midst, we shall be confronted with the ques-

tion of whether to disavow our faith in the principles of civil liberty by

denying such liberty to people holding views akin to those of our defeated

enemiesJ

Numerous and varied as they are, civil rights fall rather naturally

into (1) those relating to personal status and (2) those having to do

with property. On a different basis of classification, they are also either

(1) substantive, i.e., pertaining to the fact and essence of freedom or

(2) pi'ocedural, i.e., relating to the methods by which freedom is pro-

tected. The brief survey that can be presented here will follow these

broad categories.^

Bights of Personal Liberty: I. Substantive

So long as Negro slavery prevailed within our borders, no general

immunity from personal servitude was, or could bo, asserted. T^e Thir-

teenth Amendment, however, dating from 186 5. prohibits throughourthc

United Htafes'‘and in all places under its jurisdiction not only slavery

but every form of “involuntary servitude except as a punishment for

crime whereof the party shall have been 'duly convicted,” According to

the Supreme Court, involuntary servitude does not arise when a person

is held against his will to the completion of a period of service upon which

he has entered {e.g., as a seaman), but on the other hand docs arise if a

laborer who is indebted to his employer is required, on penalty of going

1 As Professor Cushman has pointed out. World War I foimd legislatures, courts,

and people inexperienced and unprepared in this important field, and bad mistakes
were made. By 1011, we had the advantage of extensive, and some costly, experience,

and were prepared to approach the whole matter more sanely. See “Civil Liberties”

[during our first year in World War 111, Amer. PoliL. Sci. Pcv., XXXVII, 49-56

(Feb., 1943) . The principal lapses during this war have taken the form of efforts to

purge the federal Ki'Vioe of officers and employees holding views regarded in certain

quarters as objectionable; certain discriminations against Negroes, e.g., in'war indus-

tries; and, in the opinion of some people, the evacuation in 1942 of loyal as well as

disloyal, citizen as well as non-citizen, Japanese living in areas adjacent to the Pacific

coast. For an excellent survey of the country’s earlier experiences with wartime

civil liberties, see C. B. Swisher, “Civil Liberties in War-Time,” Polit: Sci Quar., LV,
321-347 (Sept., 1940) ; gbo the article by R. IE. Cushman cited in the next footnote.

See also 0. K. Fraenkel, Our Civil Liberties (New York, 1944), Chap, in, and A. G.

Hays, "Civil Liberties in War-Time,” Bill of Rights Rev., II, 170-182 (Spring,

1942); Iowa Law iJeu., XXIX, 379-480 (Mar., 1944), symposium on constitutional

rights in wartime.
2 This matter fe discussed at length in R. E. Cushman, “Civil Liberty After the

War,” Amer. Polit. Esd,, XXJCVIII, 1-20 (Feb., 1944).
s Some special aspects of civil rights in wartime are considered in a later chapter

(see pp. 601-663 below).
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to jail, to work out the debt in the employer’s serviced A federal statute

forbids this form of peonage, and so do various state constitutions and

statutes; many state constitutions, indeed, forbid imprisonment for debt

under any circumstances. Involuntary service in the Army, or compul-

sory work on the highways—falling within the legitimate c.xcrcise of the

military or police power—does not constitute “servitude.”

The First Amendment forbids Cqi^ess to make any law “respecting

the establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof”;

and the same restriction is imposed upon the states, not only by similar

provisions in all of their own constitutions, but by judicial construction

in later years making the Fourteenth Amendment's due process clause

applicable to all forms of state action. The Supreme Court has held that

these guarantees of religious liberty do not confer any right to violate

a criminal statute in the name of religion; for example, they do not

entitle a Mormon to practice polygamy.'* But so long as there is_no

violation of la\vj3r breach of the peace, freedom of belief and worship

must be um'estricted. Many difficult questions, however, arise. A decade

and a half ago, a Tennessee statute prohibiting the teaching of the

theories of evolution in the public schools was attacked on the ground

of being inconsistent with a section of the state constitution which for-

bade giving preference by law to “any religious establishment or mode

of worship,” The highest court of the state, however, held that since

people of all faiths are divided in their attitude on evolutionary doc-

trines, no “religious establishment or mode of worship” was discriminated

against or jeopardized by the measure challenged.® More recently, ques-

tions of religious liberty (in many instances involving also freedom of

the press) have been brought to the fore by the beliefs and practices of

an aggressive sect known as Jehovah’s Witnes-scs—an organization which

in five or six years has been responsible for more judicial decisions

touching the subject than were ' recorded in the entire previous history

of the country. Not even an outliiTe of this extraordinary (Jiapter (which

promises to continue indefinitely) can be presented here. But it may
be noted (11 that whereas in 1940 the federal Supreme Court held that

school boards might exclude from public schools pupils who refuse to

salute the American flag, “symbol of our national unity,” regardless of

religions scruples on the part of the children or their parents * (the sect

referred *to ojjposes such salutes as savoring of idolatry), three years
’ later it reversed itself by holding invalid a regulation of the state of

West Virginia requiring the salute from school children, on penalty of

expulsion;® and (2) that, while refusing to countenance disturbances

1 The latter principle has lately been reaffirmed in Taylor v. Stale of Georgia, 31S
U. S. 25 (1912), a case involving a Negro held to labor -under the Georgia oontraet
labor law—a law, said th% Court, violating the Thirteenth Amendment.

= Reynolds v. United States, 98 U. S. 145 (1878).
® Scopes V. Slate, 1S4 Tenn. 105 (19^).

"

*Minorsville School Districb v. Gobitis, 310 U. S. 683 (1910).
• ® West Virginia State Board of Education u. Barnette, 319 II. S. 624 (1943).
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of the peace or other infractions of reasonable police regulations, the

Court, in numerous cases, has sustained appeals against municipal

ordinances requiring the sect's canvassers to take out peddler’s licenses

before distributing their books and tracts and soliciting contributions

from door to door. In a notable case in 1942, the Court did, indeed, hold

that, since the canvassers were in effect selling their literature, their

activities were primarily commercial rather than religious, and therefore

might properly be subjected to license and payment of fees.’ The decision,

however, which was of the hair-line variety (five to four), 'was wddely

'regarded—even by people who considered the Witnesses public nuisances

—as reactionary; and in the following year a Court with a slightly

changed personnel reversed it.^ On the whole, the interests of religious

freedom are being satisfactorily protected, even though, in practice,

some favoritism is often shown Christianity, as, for example, in laws

relating to Sabbath observance or requiring Bible-reading in the public

schools."

Cultural progress and democratic government alike presuppose all

reasonable freedom of the people to engage in discinssion, to write, and

to print; and in the Eirst amendment to the federal constitution, as well

as in nearly all of the state constitutions, will be found clauses intended

to protect political discussion and criticism, along with the interchange

of opinion generally, against censorship and repression such as that which

of late so completely stifled all dissenting thought and expression under the

Nazi and Fascist dictatorships in Europe. No guarantee of a right better

illustrates, however, the presumption of propriety and rationality upon

which all civil rights are predicated. It wag manifestly not intended that

freedom of speech and press should extend to the utterance or pjublicajjon

of libuls'andl^eceneies. the incitemeHi .QLiiMVr.ecfen,.ilJS„.encoun3.gE-
ment of disobedience to law, the defamation of the government, or giving

aid and comfort to foreign states in making war upon the United States

;

and the federal constitution had been in operation less than a decade

before Congress passed a Sedition Act (1798 1 laying heavy penalties

upon encouraging insurrection or other disorder, publislring “false and

3 Jones V. Opelika, 316 U. S. 684 (1942).
" Murdock v. Pennsylvania, 319 U. S. 105 (1943). On this interesting chapter in

our civil-rights experience, see V. Rotnem and F. G. Folsom, Jr., “Recent Restrictions
upon Religious Liberty,” Amcr. Polit. Sd. Rev., XXXVl, 1053-1008 (Dec., 1942)

;

J,_ E. Mulder and M. Comisky, “Jehovah’s Witnesses Mold ConstifcutiSnal „Law,”
Bill of Rights Rev., II, 262-208 (Summer, 1942) ;

and comments by R. E. Cushman in

Amer. Polil. Sd. Rev., XXXVII, 278-280 (Apr., 1943), and XXXVIII, 277-2S4 (Apr.,

1944). Cf. 0. K, Prnenkel, Oar Civil Liberties, Chap. Vi.

3 For comment on. these latter matters, see G. I. Haight and C. H. Lcrch, “Freedom
of Iteligion,” Bill of Rights Rev., II, 111-118 (Winter, 1942). The treatment ex-
tended to persons unwilling, because of religious beliefs or on other grounds of
conscienoa, to render military service is in line with our generally liberal policy.

Congresja has full power to exact such servioe of all, but in both of our last two
great wars ft has permitted draft boards to call “conscientious objectors” only for
non-corabatiSiife seiVice in the Army, or in case of those opposed even to that form
of sendee, for' employment only in park improvement or other useful work in
dvilion camps.
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malicious writings” against Hie government, or inciting any foreign power

to make war upon the country. This particular measure flowed from an

unfortunate outburst of Federalist •partisan.ship, and after the Jeffer-

sonian Republicans came into power they not only allowed it to lap.se,

but liberated the prisoners held under it and repaid the fines that had

been assessed.

For more than a centurj^ and a quarter thereafter, legislation on

similar lines wa.s enacted only to meet temporary wartime situations.

During the Civil War, the “war powers” of the govcrmnetit wevo con-

strued to e.xtend to the su|jprcssion of newspapers, the arrest and

imprisonment of cditor.s, and the punishment of speakers acemed of en-

couraging rebellion or seeking to weaken the morale of Uuionirt sup-

porter.s. And during the first World War an Espionage Act of 1917

and a siipplemenlary Sedition Act of 1918 laid heavy penalties, not

only on all persons who, by speaking or writing, sought to turn .scntiinent

against the war, but on all who -wrote, printed, or published any “dis-

loyal, scurrilous, or abu.sive” lanwuage about the constitution or form of

government of the United States. Although regarded by many people

as unnecessary, and unquestionably working injustice in some cases,

these measures were enforced vigorously (nearly five thousand persons

were prosecuted under them, and some two thousand convicted)
;

^ and

when tested in the courts, they were in nearly every instance sustained.

The act of 1918 was repealed in 1921. But the 1917 measure was still

on the statute-book, ready to be invoked, when we entered World

War II. In the meantime, two significant things had happened. In the

first place, as indicated above^ the Supreme Court, after long hesitating,

had in 1925 construed the due process clause of tlie Fourteenth Amend-

ment as making the fundamental guarantees of the First Amendment

covering speech and press applicable to the states—which meant that the

rights involved had been nationalized, with the states no longer free, as

in the past, to abridge or de.stroy 'them,- In the second pl:\ce, a vigorous

drive dating from the 1920’s had led to inclusion in the Alien Registration

Act of 1940 of a series of five sections comprising our first peacetime

sedition law since that of 1798, .and jilacing the most drastic national

restrictions on freedom of spcecli and press in our history.^’ Of course,

this measure was adopted at a time -^vhen the country wa.s especially

imperiled by subversive elements. Nevertheless, its enactment, when
• we were still at peace, and, more particularly, its strong terms, startled

^ScG, for example, Schcnck v. United States, 219 U. S. -17 (1919) ; Debs v. United
States; 249 U. S. 211 (1919),

- Gitlow V. Now York, 268 U. S. 652 (1925); Near v. Minnesota ex rel. Olson.

283 U. S. G97 (1031).

“Not onlj' did this losislation make speech and publication punishable if con-

strued as tending to have illegal consequences at any^ possible futrire time, as -well

as at present, but it abandoned the doctrine that guilt is perscraal and made it a

crime to be associated with any organizalion or society -which might at any time be
• found to have .subversive purposes.
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a good many people. At all events, when war burst upon us in 1941, we

had on the books a very large part of the legislation required for the new

emergency. The principal addition "thereafter made took the form of a

section of the First War Powers Act (1941) under which President

Roosevelt set up an Office of Censorship charged wdth inspecting all

private communications entering or leaving the country by mail, cable,

radio, or other meana.^

Few problems present greater difficulty than that of drawing a line

between what is permissible and what is not in the matter of speech, com-

munications, and publication. The general principle is clear
;
fundamen-

tally, speech and press are free. Even in normal times, however, there are

limits: freedom must not be allowed to become license; character and

reputation must be protected against slanderous attack
;

where individual

right clashes with the interests of public order or security—^perchance

even with the authority of the government itself—^the latter must pre-

vail. And in wartime, the bounds to which curtailment may go seem

to be fixed only by the dictates of national defense and military necessity.*

Congress, further says the First Amendment, shall make no law abridg-

ing “the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the

government for a redress of grievances”; and state constitutions com-

monly lay the same restraint upon state legislatures. Like other rights,

that of holding public meetings is not absolute; a meeting cannot be

allowed to block traffic on city streets, to spread disease, to become

riotous, or to be employed for purposes of agitation against law and

government. In cities, therefore, it is usual to require a permit from the

mayor or other officer for holding any meeting in streets or parks; and

while there is supposed to be no restraint except that which a reasonable

exercise of the police power entails in the interest of public health, safety,

morals, and convenience, over-zealous authorities undoubtedly make it

difficult at times for people of radical inclinations to hold meetings of

actually innocent character.* As for petition, the main question that has

arisen is as to whether the right to present a petition involves the right

1 B. K. Price, “Governmental Censorship in War-Time,” Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev-,
NXXVI, S37-Si9 (Oct., 19'i2). For a brief ffisousaion of freedom of speech and press
in wartime, see E. W. Puttkammer [ed.], War and'the Law (Chicago, 1944), 17-37.

-The pimcipal books on the bubjcct are Z, Chafeo, Fteedom of Speech (New
York, 1921)—inspired by the experiences of 1917-20—and the same author's Free
Speech in ilio United States (Cambridge, Mass., 1911) . Cf. O. K. Eraenkeb Our
Civil Liberties, Chap, vu, and F, Thayer, Legal Control of the Press (Chicago, 1944),
especially Chap, in,

.
8 The right of assembly, in this aspect, received notable vindication in 1937 in the

case of DeJonge v. Oregon (299 IT. S. 353), in which the federal Supreme Court
reversed the supreme court of Oregon, which had upheld police arrests of persons
attending a peaceable meeting under the auspicea of the Communist party. In doing
this, the Court for the first time brought freedom of assembly expressly under the
protection of the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. On the general

subjective J. M. Jarretb ahd V, A. Mund, “The Right of Assembly,” N. Y. Univ. Law
Quar. Ret)., IX, l-fiS (Sept., 1931); Anon., Freedopi of Assembly and AntLDemo-
mtw (Washiu^on, D. C., 1941).
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to have it heard and considered. Theoretically, such a deduction would

seem obvious, but in practice it does not follow. Congress, every year,

is flooded with petitions and memorials on all sorts of subjects. Received

without opposition, printed in the Congressional Record, and usually

referred to appropriate committees, they, however, are almost invariably

pigeonholed and not heard of afterwards; otherwise the two houses would

have time for little else.

“A well regulated militia," says the Second Amendment, “being neccs-

isary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and

bear arms shall not be infringed"; and more or less similar provisions

are found in many of the state constitutions. The arms referred to are

those of the soldier. Under the police power, the “bearing" of arms in-

tended for private use may be regulated and restricted by both the

federal government and the states; and, as is well known, there are

plenty of laws forbidding the carrying of concealed weapons (pistols,

revolvers, dirks, bowie-knives, sword-canes, etc.) and the sale, possession,

or use of saw'ed-off shot-guns ancl other weapons not employed for mili-

tary purposes but habitually used by criminals.^ Back of the federal

guarantee, as originally conceived, was the notion of defense as resting

in the hands of a militia drawn directly from the people, rather than

as left to a more or less professionalized standing army. This is still what

w^e would prefer, if the times in which we live did not make a sizeable

standing army imperative.

No state, says the Eourteenth Amendment, may “deny to any person

within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." The original

intent of this provision hardiy extended beyond protecting the lately

emancipated Negroes against discriminatory treatment at the hands of

the Southern states. In practice, it has developed into a general guar-

antee against arbitrary classification and other forms of discrimination,

and as such it is applicable to all persons (citizens and aliens, individuals

and corporations), and to all kinds of civil rights, alike." Furthermore,

although the Fourteenth Amendment lays the injunction upon the states

only, equal protection is regularly construed as contained within the

broad concept of due process of law, and therefore as binding upon the

federal government as well. On its face, the provision might seem to pre-

clude all grouping or classification of persons or things with a view to

differing status or treatment under the law,' But of course such literal

construction would be an absurdity. As an American scholar has re-

marked, the very essence of legislation is classification; and as the courts

^ See United States v. Miller, 307 U. S. 174 (1939), for a Supreme Court decision
upholding the conislitutiomiUty of the National Firearms Act of 1934. Cf. G. I.

Haight, “Tho Right to Keep and Bear Arms,” BUI of Rights Reu., II, 31-42 (Fall,

1941).
^

2 It is to be observed that the restriction applies only to discrimination practiced

by governments, or by public authorities as their agents—not as practiced by private

individuals, businesses, and the like, e.g., railroads, hotels, and theaters.
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have repeatedly asfBcrtecl, the purport of the "equal protection” clause is

merely to require that when statutory classifications are made, they shall

be reasonable with respect to the ’end sought, and that all persons or

things standing in substantially the same relation to the law shall be

treated alike. Negroes may not, as such, and by legislation, be prevented

from serving on juries or from voting in primaries.’^ But the Southern

states are held to be warranted—with a view to minimizing racial antago-

nisms and promoting public order—in upholding, or even by law requir-

ing, the segregation of whites and blacks on railway trains and in hotels

and restaurants—provided always that substantially equal accommo-

dations are made available to both. Similarly, Negroes cannot, as such,

be excluded from the public schools, but may be required to attend

separate schools maintained for them.-

In the next place, every one is protected against the possible danger

of being adjudged a traitor under impetuous or partisan acts of Congress;

for treason against the United States is defined by the constitution, and

Congress has no pon’er to add to the clefinition. As so defined, treason

consists only in levying war against the United States or adhering to the

country’s enemies, giving them aid and comfort. Furthermore, no person

may be convicted of treason except on the testimony of two witnesses,

or on confession in open court;® and while Congress fixes the penalty,

it cannot in doing so impose any disability upon the convicted person’s

heirs or descendants.* It is to be observed, however, that sedition is closely

related to treason, and that Congress may go as far as it likes not only in

making acta seditious, but in providing for the punishment of persons com-

mitting them. Treason trials in the federal courts of the United States have

been neither numerous nor (except perhaps in the case involving Aaron

Burr) dramatic; and the death penalty was never imposed for the offense

until 1942, when four German-born American citizens (one in Detroit and

three in Chicago) were convicted and condemned to be hanged. In point

of fact, thereThave, to the date of writing (1945), been no actual execu-

tions; for the President, in 1943, commuted the sentence of the convict

in Detroit to life imprisonment, and the ultimate fate of the Chicago trio

is awaiting the outcome of appeals. John Brown, of Harper’s Ferry fame,

was executed for treason; but he was tried in a Virginia court and

convicted of treason against "the commonwealth.” Each state may not

1 Nixon V, Herndon, 273 U. S. 536 (1927) ; Smith v. Allwright, 321 U. S. 649 (1944)

.

See pp. 169-171 below.
2 Civil Hi^te ejases, 109 U, 8. 3 (1883) ; Plessy v. .Ferguson, 163 TJ. S, 537 (1896).

For a well-known case relating to the admission of a N^ro to the law school of the
University of Misamri, see Sfiaaouri ex rel. (3aines v. (Janadft, Registrar, 305 U, S.

337 (1938), The Ckftiili held, that Missouri mnat either admit Negroes to the Uni-
versity law school or .up a separate law school for them; and the state did the
latter. Of, C. B. Ws Lepal Status of the Negro \Chapel H'ill, N O., 1940).

3 Art, III, S S,' cl, 1. Ip'Other words, one cannot commit treason simply by talking
or conspiring a^afort the govempinat; he must actually do something, and there
must be wit«e»8es to whatje does, R, E. Cushman, Our Covslitniional Freedoms, 22.

* Bigelow u. Forresti 6 ^Waltaoe 339 (1869)

,

iy
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only define treason for ita own purposesj but prescribe such penalties

as it sees fitd

Rights oj Personal Liberty: II. Procedural

During the political struggles of the seventeenth century in England,

persons were “attainted” of treason and sent to the scaffold, or otherwise

severely punished, by simple act of Parliament, with no judicial trial.

Often, too, their descendants were made ineligible to hold public office,

and otherwise deprived of rights and privileges. Properly enougli—eon-

.sidering that .siniilar practices had been by no means unknown in the

American colonies—the authors of our national constitution took the

position that, aside from removal from office as a result of impeachment,

punishment ought to be inflicted only in pursuance of the verdict of a

court of proper jurisdiction. Hence, national and state legislative bodies

alike are forbidden to pass bills of attainder in any form.-

Similarly, there i.s full protection against ex post facto, i.e., “after

the fact,” legislation.'’ An ex post* facto law, as defined by the Supreme

Court, is one which “makes an action done before the passing of the

law, and which was innocent when done, criminal, and puni,»hes such

action”; or one which “aggravates a crime, or makes it- greater than it

was when committed”; or one which “changes the punishment, and in-

flicts a greater punishment than the law annexed to a crime when com-

mitted”; or, finally, one -ndiich “alters the legal rules of evidence and

rcciuires less, or different, testimony than the law required at the time

of the commission of the offense, in order to convict the offender.” ’

Ex post facto legislation is therefore criminal legislation passed after

the alleged crime was committed, which, if brought to bear against an

accused person, would be to his disadvantage; and the enactment of such

legislation is expressly forbidden to both the nation and the states. Retro-

active legislation on civil matters, and retroactive criminal legislation

which is not detrimental to an accused person, e.g., a law reducing a

penalty, is, however, permissible.

It is an axiom of Anglo-American jurisprudence that a person sus-

pected or accused of crime shall have a lair trial, according to humane
methods, and with the burden of proof resting on his accusers; and in

both the federal constitution and the constitutions of the states the

entiro. process of criminal justice is surrounded with re.strictiona to this

end. Pettifogging lawyers and spineless judges too often try the public

1 To the fairly extended list of substantive personal guarantees considered may
be added two others which of necessity were dealt with in an earlier chapter: (1)

the provision oE Article IV of the federal conatilution that "the citizens of each state

shall be entitled to all the privileges and immunities of citizens in the several states,"

and (2) the injunction of j.he Fourteenth Amendment that "no state shall make or

enforce any lam which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the

United States.”
^ Art. I, § h. cl, 3.

* ® Art, I, § 10, ol, 1.

^ Galder ir. Bull, 3 Dallas 386 (1798).
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(a) In-
dlctment
by grand
jury

patience by twisting these restraints to the advantage of hardened crim-

inais. The fault lies, however, with those who abuse the protective provi-

sions, rather than with the provisions themselves; administered properly,

the latter are necessary safeguards against the conviction of innocent

persons and against other miscarriages of justice. Reenforced by stipu-

lations of similar purport in state constitutions in behalf of persons

accused of violating state laws, the national constitution throws around

those accused of violating federal law the following broad blanket of

guarantees: ^ (1) a person in civil life may be held to answer for “a

capital or otherwise infamous crime” only on “a presentment or indict-

ment of a grand jury”; (2) the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus

may bo denied only when the public safety, in times of rebellion or

invasion, requires its suspension; (3) the accused is entitled to a speedy

trial, by an impartial jury of the state and district wherein the crime

shall have been committed; (4) he has a right to be confronted with the

witnesses against him, to have counsel for his defense, and to avail him-

self of compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor; (5) he

may not be compelled to give evidence against himself, cither orally

or by producing books or papers; (6) he is given security against “un-

reasonable searches and seizures”; (7) he may not be “deprived of life,

liberty, or property without due process of law”
; (8) excessive bail may

not be required, or excessive fines imposed, or cruel and unusual punish-

ments inflicted; and (9) a person may not be twice put in jeopardy of

life or limb for the same offense.

Some of these guarantees call for a word of comment. Indictment by
grand jury came into American usage a.s-a highly valued English com-

mon-law procedui'e, and originally was provided for not only in* the

federal constitution but in all of the state constitutions as well. To this

day, no person may be proceeded against under federal authority for

“a capital or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or

indictment of a grand jiuy, except in cases arising in the land or naval

forces, or the militia, when in actual service in time of war or public

danger.” “ Presided over by the judge functioning within the given

jurisdiction, a federal grand jury consists of from twelve to twenty-three

persons, before whom the public prosecutor (normally a district attorney)

makes accusations of crime, which thereupon are weighed privately by

the jurors and either dismissed as being insufficiently supported by the

,

evidence or made the basis of indictments charging specific persons with

committing stipulated crimes. The object is, of course, to insure that

no one will be inconvenienced and humiliated by being held for trial

^iln Art. I, I 9, cl 2, and Amendments V-VIII. Tie provisions noted do not apply
to aaees arising itt the Army or Navy, or in the militia when in the active service of

the United States,
2 Aroendmenfe V. As defined by the Supreme Court, an "infamouB crime” is one

punishable by impriaonment, by loss of oivu or political privileges, or br hard labor.,,

Ex parte Wilson, 114 XJ. S. 417 (1885).

-ft
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unless a substantial group ol his fellow-citizens agree with the prosecutor

that there is good reason ior it being done. The proceclurej however,

tends to be cumbersome, slow, and otherwise unsatisfactory, and several

of the states (amending their constitutions in so far as necessary) have

substituted, all around or for certain types of cases, a simpler process

under which the grand jury is dispensed with and the prosecutor (usu-

ally a county attorney) merely files an “information,” or affidavit,

against a person under susiheion. And in reply to argument that this

constitutes a denial of the cine process of law guaranteed by the Four-

teenth Amendment, the Supreme Court has said that wliilc due process

was once .supposed to reejuire indictment by grand jury, the new method

is none the IchS clno process simply because of being nevv^‘ The grand

jury, however, could not be replaced in federal procedure without amend-

ing the natiouul constitution.

The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus—“the most important single

safeguard of personal liberty known to Anglo-American law”—is guar-

anteed or assumed, within the appropriate spheres, by both national and

state constitutions. By virtue of it, any person arrested or otherwise

detained on suspicion of crime may request an immediate hearing in

court witli a view to determination of whether there is adequate ground

for his detention. The writ is addressed by the court (federal or state, as

the case may be) to the officer having custody of the suspect and directs

that the petitioner’s “body” be brought into the court’s presence. If it

develops that the prisoner is being held contrary to law, he will be given

his freedom
;
otherwise, he will be held for trial, w'ith or without release

on bail.’' Under coiiatitutional 'provision, the privilege of the writ may
be suspended by federal authority only “when in cases of rebellion or

invasion the public safety may require it.” ® On the question of who may
suspend, the constitution is silent; and usage has varied. Largely sup-

ported, however, by the Supreme Court in the famous Civil War case of

Ex -parte Milligan, ‘ the best opinion is that the function pro'ficrly belongs

to Congress but, under projicr conditions, may bo exercised by the presi-

dent in pursuance of express congressional authorization. Some of the

states, within tlieir own spheres, have forbidden the writ's suspension

altogether.'"’

illurtads v. Caliloinia, 110 U. S. 51G (1884).

,
= Bidl u money or pioperty deposited by an accused person, or by his suretios, as a

pledge that ho wdl appear for trial. The federal constitution stipulateii, ns do roost

of the state cousiitution.s, that excessive bail shall not bo required.
^

“ Art. 1, § 9, cl. 2. The only situation normally regarded as justifying suspension
is one in which the regular courts arc not in operation and martial law has been
proclaimed. Sec R. S. Rankin, When Civil Law Fails (Durham, N. C., 1939).

^4 Wallace 2 (18G6).

“In July, 1912, seven Njzi saboteurs, apprehended after entering the country siir-

reptilioiisly, and being, by presidential direction, brought to trial before a special

militaiy commission, appealed to the federal Supreme Court for.a ruling^ entitling

them to writs of habeas coipus opening the way for substitution of ewinan trials.

»The Court, however, held unanimously (Justice Murphy not participating) that the

President had. acted within his proper powers and denied the appeal. Attorney-Gen-
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Like indictment by grand jury, trial by petit, or trial, jury passed into

American usage with the English common law. The federal constitution

provides for it in three different clauses,^ and no state constitution fails

to ordain it. In the federal field, the constitution requires it to be em-

ployed in “the trial of all crimes, except in cases of impeachment”
;

-

enjoins that trial shall be “speedy,” “public,” “impartial,” and in “the

state and district wherein the crime shall have been committed”; and

guarantees other safeguards for the accused, such as assistance of counsel.

It is, however, by common law that a federal jury must consist of

twelve persons and must arrive at its verdict by unanimous vote. It is

also by common law that the right of jury trial does not apply to cases

in courts of equity, to cases in contempt of court, and to petty offenses,

or misdemeanors, punishable only by small fines. Formerly it was sup-

])osed that wherever applicable under constitutional provision or common

law, jury trial must prevail. The federal Supreme Court has now held,

however, that since the device is intended fundamentally for the accused's

protection, he may, if he considers it to his interest to do so, waive the

right in federal proceedings; and many states allow the same discretion.^

Another treasured inheritance from English common law is grounded

upon the ancient maxim that every man’s house is his castle. “The right

of the people,” says the Fourth Amendment, “to be secure in their per-

sons, houses, papers, and effects against unreasonable searches and sciz-

ui’es shall not be violated”; and state constitutions commonly echo the

guarantee. The language employed suggests that there are searches and

seizures which are reasomble; and the Fourth Amendment goes on to

define them as being such as arc conducted in pursuance of warrants

(1) issued “upon probable cause, supported by oath or afErmation,”

and (2) “particularly describing the place to be searched and the per-

sons or things to be seized.” The Supreme Court has, however, recognized

situations in which the police may legitimately make searches and seizures

without a warrant. Thus if it is known or thought probable that a per-

son guilty of a felony or breach of the peace has taken refuge in a certain

house, officers of the law may go in after him without waiting for written

authority. Likewise, if a search is to be made of a boat, automobile, air-

plane, or other vehicle which could take advantage of delay in order to

move out of the officers’ reach, a warrant is held to be unnecessary.^
r

eral Biddle auccesafully contended that the accused were “invading enemies,” with no
privilege to petition for the desired writs. See R. E, Cushman, “The Case of the
Nazi Saboteurs,” Amer. Polil. Set. Metf., XXXVI, 1082-1091 (Dec., 1942).

' ?. Art. Ill, 5 2, cl, 3, and Amendments VI and VII.
“ The right is “presei’ved" also in civil cases in which the value in controversy

exceeds twenty dollai's (Amendment VII).
s Pgtton V, United States, 281 U. S. 276 (1930), Cf. J. A. C. Grant, "Felony Trials

"Without Jury,” Atner. PoUt. Sci. Sev., XXV, 980-995 (Nov., 1931).
* For a fampus prohibition case in which the Supreme Court sustained the admis-

sion of avidepee obtained surreptitiously by "wire-tapping,” see Ohnstead v. United
States, 277 W, S, 438 (1028). The Federal Comniunioations Act of 1934 forbids any
person, withotet authorization by the sender, to intercept and divulge any com-
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Underlying and cementing together the long list of judicial guaran-

tees enumerated is that of “due process of law.” The Fifth Amendment

to the federal constitution forbids that under the operation of the national

government any person shall be "deprived of life, liberty, or property”

without due process; and in 1868 the Fourteenth Amendment imposed

the same restriction upon the states—a restriction which in point of fact

is al.so laid upon themselves by all of the states in their own constitutions.

Operating as a limitation equally upon executive, administrative, legis-

lative, and judicial branches of government on every level, due process

has therefore become a paladium of individual and corporato rights as

against all governmental authority in the country.

Notwithstanding its high significance, the term has never been fully

and conclusively defined. Broadly equivalent to the “law of the land”

as guaranteed in Magna Carta and to the “rule of law” upon which

English jurists place great stress today, it has, like those phrasc.s, been

subject to steadily broadening and deepening interpretation. Certainly

the constitutions do not fix its boilnds, and no more do the courts. Efforts

to apply it to the multifold actions and relationships of life have given

rise to a stupendous amount of litigation and to an unending stream

of judicial decisions; more cases have found their w'ay into the courts

involving the due process clause than any other provision of the federal

constitution. But, though sometimes pressed to do so, the judges have

never cared—or dared—^to try to frame any complete definition. Rather,

they have preferred, as the highest federal tribunal has said, that “the

full meaning of the tenn should be gradually ascertained by the process

of inclusion and exclusion in ,the course of decisions in case.s as they

arise.” ‘

No other policy w'ould indeed have been feasible, because the endless

shadings taken on by the rule as new situations bring it into play would

make it impossible to frame a definition that would long have any claim

to exactness, and because the intCl’ests of justice and socUd well-being

demand that this rule, more than any other, be kept flexible and adapt-

able. Happily for the courts, due process questions usually come to them

in such form as to call for only a negative sort of definition. An indi-

vidual or a corporation objerts to some administrative or legal action

on the ground that deprivation or loss has been suffered through due

process not being observed
;
and the thing that the court is called upon

’to determine is, not the scope of due process in general, but simply

munication; and in Nardone v. United States, 302 U. S. 319 (1037) the Court held
that the prohibition applies eiinally to pxiblic otliccrs and to private individuals. In
a number of later cases, the Court ha.s held evidenre obtained by wire-tapping (or its

equivalent) admis-sible, so long as the sender suffers no disadvantage. As recently

as 1913, however, the restrictions upon the use against an accused person of evidence
secured by questionable methods on the part of law-enforcement officers were tight-

ened by decisions in Anderson v. United Stales, 318 U. S. 350 (1943), and McNabh
«. United States, 319 U. S. 41 (1943).

“ 1 Twining v. New Jersey, 211 U. S. 78 (1908).
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•whether the action in question was or was not, so far as it -went, in

accordance with due process. In other -words, the courts say that this

is due process and that the other is not, but leave the way open to make

further rulings subsequently in either direction.

On looking into the ways in which the terra has actually been applied,

one finds that sometimes it is invoked in defense of rights of a proce-

dural character and at other times in behalf of those that are by nature

substantive. In earlier days, it -was thought applicable (as in England)

to procedural matters only. The Supreme Court so construed it in 1856,’

and the view stood until the last quarter of the century, when decisions of

the same tribunal turned it also to the defense of substantive rights,

giving it a scope and importance which it had never before posses.scd.

Quite apart from due process, the rights of a person accused of crime are,

as we have seen, rather extensively protected by guarantees such as those

of indictment by grand jury, trial by petit jury, and exemption from

self-incrimination. Contrary to what might be supposed, due process docs

nol directly confirm or strengthen these particular rights. What it docs

is rather to require, on even more fundamental lines, that an accused

person bo given a /air trial before a court of proper jurisdiction, with

opportunity to confront his accusers and to secure evidence by compul-

Bory process. If in a given circumstance, this means jmy trial, due process

requires it; if the end can better be attained by some other procediu'e,

due process does not insist upon a jury." In civil cases, the situation is

in principle the same: due process requires merely (but of course tins

is the nub of the matter) a regular proceeding before a proper court,

with a fair hearing for both parties. r

It was, ho-wever, when due process ceased to be a weapon merely

against arbitrary and unfair judicial procedure and was turned to the

curbing of arbitrary and unfair governmental action of any kind that

the rule came into its own. As indicated above, the change occurred

during the dosing decades of the nineteenth century, in a period dur-

ing which the states wore vigorously meeting new conditions and problems

(arising from rapid expansion of their industrial life) witli drastic regu-

lation of business, trade, and labor, and when disapproval or down-

right fear of wliat was happening gradually swung the courts to the

\dew that the principle of due process might properly be invoked as

a norm or test for determining the validity of the acts in' question.

Under the due process clause of the recently adopted Fourteenth Amend-
ment, the police power of the states carao in for rigorous restraint, and

1 Muti'ay’s Lessee v. Hoboken Land and Improvement Compa-ny, IS Howard 272.

In -the case of Powell v. State of Alabama (287 U. S. 43), the Supreme Court,
ffi 1933,

_

held for the firat time that the due process clans,e guarantees the defendant
in a criminal proceeding the right to counsel and an opportunity to prepare for
trial. This was famous Scottsboro (Ala.) ease, in which the Court reversed a
lower tribunal that had convicted and sentenced to death eight Negro youths within
a week after their wrest for rape, and notwithstanding that they entirely lacked
counsel prepared to defend them.
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feimultancously tlic corresponding clause of the Fifth Amendment was

interpreted afresh to enable new rcsfrictions to be placed upon federal

power as wielded through legislation Ify Congress,

For many years now, there have been plenty of due process eases Duo

turning on the question of whether a given act of Congress deprives an

individual or corporation of hfo, liberty, or property—freedom of per- pmvw

son, liberty of contract, and what not—in a manner to he construed as states

violating due process. But the principal field in which the rule opcratc.s

today Is that occupied liy tlie police power of the slates; in that area,

ca.ses and (loci.sions involving apiiheations of it are legion. The matter

is complicated by the fact that, just as the courts refuse to altenipt

any general definition of “iliie process,” so they find it impraclicablc

to mark out any very definite lioiindarics for the police power, pre-

ferring, rather, to decide when controversy arises whether any given act

is to be construed as coming within the scope of that power. Under

coinmQne.“t( usage, however, tlie police pow'cr is viewed as including all

regulative authority of states and their subdivisions to protect and pro-

mote public health, safety, murals, order, convenience, and general wel-

fare; and among the most frequent concrete applications of it are law.s

on sanitation, on public morals, on the sale of intoxicants, on dangerous

or objectionable trades, on zoning and housing, on railways and other

common carriers, on hours of labor and minimum wages. When, how'-

cver, a state undertakes to regulate the rates and services of public

utility corporations, or to protect the health of women and children by

restricting the number of hours a week that they may lawfully be em-

ployed in a factory, or to restrain citizens from making use of their

property in ways con^i(lored deleterious to public health or morals, it is

not unlikely to find itself accused of having deprived individuals or

corporations of liberty or properly, or both, without due process of

law; and, a test case being brought, it falls to the courts to determine

whether or not tlie contention is well founded. Flanifestly, groat latitude

of judgment is open to the judicial autlioritics in handling case.s of this

tyiio. Due process i,'^ nowhere precisely defined; the same i-s true of the

police power; and the variety of considerations that will have to be

taken into account is simply limitlcs'^. In conseqncnce, there is the wiile.st

latitude for the per-^nnal opinions, sinceptibilities, and social philosophies

of th« judges to influence the decisions rendered, and a court today may
'
take a position diametrically opposite to that taken by it at an earlier

time. It is not merely a question of settling dis[nitcs at law; it is a matter

of fixing public policy.

Over the years, the Supreme Court, in passing upon due process cases, sSprme

has held the states v^ithin narrower bounds in exercising their police

power than they would have been likely to observe of their own accord.

Thus, when the legislature of New York, in 1897, passed an act forbid-

“ding employees to work in bake-shops more than sixty hours a week
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or ten lioiu's a clay, a “conservatiyc” Court held the provi.sion uncoiistitii-

tional, on the ground that it was an “unreasonable, unnecessary, and

arbitrary interference with the right and liberty of the individual to

contract in relation to labor.” ^ This “right and liberty,” it wag con-

sidered, had been taken away in violation of due process; although,

twelve years later, an Oregon law restricting the hours of labor in manu-

facturing establishments to ten, and applying to both sexes, was upheld

by a Court that had been “hberalized.” ^ Again, when the legislature

of Kansas sought to make it a misdemeanor for an employer to threaten

to discharge an employee because he was a member of a trade union,

the Court pronounced the statute invalid.® When Arizona undertook to

forbid the use (under certain circumstances) of injunctions in connec-

tion with labor disputes, that measure also was overthrown.'* An Oregon

minimum-wage law was sustained in 1917 only by the narrowest possible

margin, he,, a four-to-four division of the court; " and a similar law

enacted by Congress for the District of Columbia was declared invalid

in 1923.“ In 1932, an Oklahoma statute requiring those engaged in the

manufacture, sale, and distribution of ice to obtain a state license was

overthrown ;
'' although two years later a New York statute undertaking

to establish a milk-control board with power to fix prices of milk

charged by stores to customers was upheld.® In applying the due process

clause to state legislation, the Supreme Court therefore wields a great

amount of control over the entire development of industrial and other

economic legislation
;
and dissatisfaction with the generally conservative

temper displayed by the judges in exercising their authority was for a

time a main impetus to popular demand few curbing the tribunal’s powers.

Appointment by President Franklin D. Roosevelt of several younger

and more liberal justices has, however, begun to bear fruit in a broader

construction of the police functions of both nation and states."

® Lochner v. New York. 198 U. S. 45 (19G5).

-Bunting V. Oregon, 243 U. S. 426 (1917).
* Coppage V. Kansas, 236 U. S. 1 (1916). Similar laws of fourteen other states

wei'o made void by this same decision.

‘Triiax i). Corrigan, 257 U. S. 312 (1921),
® Stettler v. O'Hara, 243 U. S. 629 (1917).

“Adkins V. The Children’s Hospital, 261 U. S, 525 (1923).
^ New State lee Co. v. Liobinau, 285 U. S. 262 (1932).

» Nebbin v. New York. 291 U. S. 502 (1934).
“ Tor a fuller discussion of due process, see J. M. Mathews, The Ame'icaa Covr

stitutioml System (2nd ed.), Chaps, xxvr-xxx, and other works cited on p. 157 below.

“Originally,” writes Professor B. H Comin, “ 'due process of law' meant simply the
modes of procedure which were dxie at the common law. , . .Today, ‘due process of

law’ means ‘reasonable’ law, or ‘reasonable’ procedure, that is to say, what a majority

of the Supreme Court find to be reasonable in some or other sense of that extremely

elastic term. In other words, it means, in effect, the approval of the Supreme Court;

Bni . . .this approval will Sometimes he extended on easier terms than at others.” The
Cemtitution and What It Means Today (7th ed., Princetpn, 1941), 169-170.
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Rights of Property

Civil rights extend to the protection of property interests as -well as

of personal freedom, and in some of the constitutional provisions the two

are bracketed together. Due process, for example, applies to deprivation

of property no less than to that of life and liberty; so likewi.se do the

guarantees pertaining to interstate citizenship. State constitutions abound

in provisinn-s relating mainly or solely to property rights; and the national

constitution, leaving the states generally free to say what con.stitutes

property,^ simply throws around it, as severally defined by them, a further

shield of protective stipulations.

Government everywhere has power to take private proi)erty from indi-

viduals and eoi'{)orations
;

othcrw'ise it would have no adociuatc inean.s

of subsistence. As a rule, it takes property (usually in the form of

money) by procedures constituting one form or another of taxation.

Sometimes, however, it finds itself in need of some particular piece of

property, e.g., a plot of ground .suitable for a public building, and pos-

sesses itself of it—irrespective of whether the owner wants to part with

it—by virtue of the right of “eminent domain.” A word must be said

about civil rights as related to each of these processes.

The taxing power of both nation and states is broad and undefined.

In the case of the states, the national constitution forbids laying imposts

or duties on imports or exports except as necessary for the execution

of inspection laws, and also the laying of tonnage duties; and judicial

construction prohibits the ta.xiiig of certain (although no longer all) fed-

eral instrumcntalitic-s.- Othemise, the states are free, so long as their

tax laws and procedures keep within the bounds of due process, equal

“privileges and immunities” for the citizens of the United States, and

other broad requirements already indicated in the present chapter. Taxa-

tion by the national government likewise is subject to any anil all limita-

tions that may arise from tlie operation of due process. In addition, it i.s

expressly restricted by constitutional stipulations (1) that no tax may
be irapo.sed upon articles exported from any .state; “ (2) that all direct

ta.xes (apart from income taxes) shall be apportioned among the several

states in accordance with the respective numbers of their inhabitants;

(3) that all indirect taxes, such as customs and excises, shall be uniform

—

that is, ahall fall upon the same kinds and amount.s of property with
' equal weight in all parts of the country;^ and (4) tliat no money may

1 Except that under the Fifteenth Amendment a slate may not c.s'lablish or recog-
nize property in man or man’s labor—in other words, legalize shiveiy or involuntary
servitude. It may he added that through its exclusive power to grant patents and
copyrights, the national government in effect define.? property in inventions and
publications. ,

See pp, 80-82 above.
“ Art. I, § 9, cl. 5.

* Art. I, § 2, cl. 3.

• sArt.I. § 8,cl. 1.
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be drawn from the public treasury except in pursuance of “appropriations

made by law.” ^ Whatever comfort the taxpayer may be able to derive

from these restrictions he is clearly entitled to, because his property

cannot constitutionally be levied upon in violation of any of them.

The power of eminent domain is one which every government must

have. In the absence of constitutional restraints, however, it would be

peculiarly liable to abuse: compensation might be altogether inadequate;

indeed, it might be denied altogether. Hence, the Fifth Amendment not

only forbids private property Lo be taken by the national government

for public use without due process of law, but requires that “just com-

pensation” be rendered; and state constitutions commonly impose the

same re.strictions (sometimes in a more detailed way) upon state and

local governments.^ To be sure, the courts have usually interpreted

eminent-domain clauses very broadly. For example, they uphold the

taking of land not .only foi- purposes which are strictly governmental,

e.g., the erection of a court house, but for purposes which have any clear

relation to governmental functions, 6.9.7 the creation of a park; and they

raise no objection to the exercise of the power by railroads or other cor-

porations to which the government has delegated it, provided that such cor-

])orations are engaged in a business "affected wuth a public interest,”

provided, too, that the property sought is essential to the coiporation’s

activities, and so long as the same conditions are observed that the gov-

ernment itself would be required to meet.“

What is to be regarded as just compensation in any particular instance

is likely to be a matter for judicial or administrative determination. The
government or corporation will ordinarily„make the owner an offer. This

is very likely to be refused. Counter-proposals and mutual concessions

may lead to an agreement, as in an ordinary sale. But if they do not,

the owner can appeal to the courts, which will fix the amount that he may
receive and must accept; or the decision may be reached by commission-

ers or othei\aclministrative boards. All that is necessary to meet the

requirements of the constitution is that the dissatisfied seller shall have an

opportunity to be heard on the subject and to present such evidence con-

cerning the value of his property as he may desire to bring forward.*

lArt. I. §9, cl. 7.
2 Even if they fail to do so, the due-proceas clause of the Foui-teenih Amend-

ment is aufScient to impose the obligation of compensation, Chicago, Bf & Q. Ry.
Co. V, Chicago, 166 U, B. 226 (1897).

® Property deemed necessary for national defense can be conscripted, just ns men
are conscripted, although of course only in. pursuance of law. On a requisitioning act

of 1910, see pp. 83-84 below.
^United States v. Jones, 109 XJ. S. 613 (1883). Still another form of protection

lor private property is the prohibition which rests upon the atates^although not
Upon the national government—to “piiss any law impairing the obligation of con-
tracts.” This matter, however, has been considered in an earlier chapter (see pp. 83-84
above).
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4- INSTRUMENTALITIES OF POPULAR CONTROL

CHAPTER X

THE PEOPLE AS VOTEHS

It has long been a proud boast of Americans that, whatever the situa-

tion elsewhere, theirs is a country in which the people rule. Through con-

stitutions freely made and amended, through elections, and by the force

of public opinion, an electorate potentially comprising almost ninety-

seven per cent of the adult population creates its own governments, endows

them with powers, fixes tlie limits of their authority, chooses lawmakcr.s

and other policy-framing officials,' and determine.^ the broad objectives

and courses of public action.

To be sure, any one having seme acquaintance with the nation’s politi-

cal history, and not altogether blind to what goes on around him, knows

that, even among us, the democratic process has its limitations, He is

aware, for example, that the federal constitution was put into operation

without ever being submitted to a popular vote; that amendments to that

instrument have commonly been adopted or rejected by state legislatures

whose members had been elected with no reference whatever to the

changes proposed; that presidential candidates sometimes win with only

a minority of the popular ballots; that rarely more than seventy per cent,

and sometimes hardly more than fifty per cent, of the qualified electors

go to the polls, even when a president is to be chosen; that some of our

cities (happily far fewer than in the past) are still dominated by bosses,

rings, and “interests”; that the fate of many a significant bill in Con-

gress is determined by seniority traditions governing committee chair-

manships, by log-rolling maneuvers, lobbying activities, ,and legislative

by-])lay over which the voters have at least no direct and immediate

control. He knows, in short, that if the people rule, they rule a good

deal of the time at ratlier long range and by decidedly roundabout means
and proccsse.s.“

Nevertheless, at bottom, the claim is justified. Ours is a government

of the people, in the sense that the citizcui-y is the final authority, with

power not only as a matter of law, but in practical fact, to make the

government what they want it to be and to compel it, at least eventually,

to do what they want it to do. This is equally true whether one is thinking

1 As well as numerous officials who, not, beinn poliry-detennining, might better be
appointed rather than elected. All told, the peotrlc elect the i)re.sident anil vice-
president, 531 members-Kif Congress, some 10,000 sbitc legtsUitovs and officers, and
probably 800,000 officers of counties, citie®, and other local areius,

a C. A. Beard, “The Fiction of Majority Rule,” Atlantic Mo., CXL, S31-S36
(Deo.. 1027); J. Dickinson, '‘Democratic Reah'ties and Democratic Dogma,” Arner.
Polit. Sci. Rev., XXIV, 283-309 (May, 1030),
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of ihc naliontil j^ovcrnnicnl alone or of the govoi’Dincnts of the staLcs and
their political snhrlivisions as well; and we shall be better equipped to

study these different governments &s going coneerns if we first bring

into view the bases of populai' control on which they rest. Three matters,

chiefly, call for attention: (1) the composition and characteristics of

the electorate, (2) the organization of the electorate in political parties,

and (3) the nomination and election of candidates for public office.

By the electorate, we mean, of course, those of the people who are en-

titled to vote. The matter, however, is less simple than it sounds, because

under our federal system every one of the forty-eight states has wide

latitude to make its own suffrage regulations, or, in other words, to create

its own electorate. To be sure, the Fifteenth and Nineteenth Amendments
to the federal constitution forbid a state (or the United States) to deny or

abridge the ''right” of citizens of the United States to vote on acount of

(a) race, color, or previous condition of servitude, or (b) sox. But to this

extent only is the suffrage regulated on a uniform, nation-wide basis. The
federal constitution confers the right to vote on no one; it merely stipu-

lates certain grounds on which people otherwise qualified shall not be

disfranchised—with the result that the electorate for national purposes

becomes simply the aggregate, or sum total, of the more or less differing

electorates inainLained in the individual states. Any one who can vote

for a member of the “most numerous branch” (i.e., the lower house) of

his state legislature can vote also for the only members of the national

government who obtain their positions by popular election, namely, con-

gressmen, senators, and (in effect) the president and vice-president.^

Notwithstanding that the constitutional amendments cited refer to the

“right” to vote, the suffrage is to be regarded as not properly a right

but rather a privilege. It is, no doubt, a right—a legal right—for those

who have been endowed with it—so long as they do not disqualify them-

selves by, for example, committing a crime or going insane. But there

is no inherent sight to be so endowed. To be sure, people urging an exten-

sion of the suffrage in one direction or another have always been prone

to picture voting as a natural, if not also a constitutional, right. The
argument was heard repeatedly during the long campaign for the en-

franchisement of women. A sober view of the matter, however, suggests

that, in the last analysis, who may vote and who may not is properly to be

determined by considerations of general policy and expediency, 'and- not

on the theory that any particular class or classes of the people have an
inherent right to be included. Even citizenship, as our comts have de-

clared repeatedly, carries with it no such right." To he sure, no state

1 This plan is prescribed for tho choice of representatives by Art. I, § 2, cl. 1, of
the Icdertil consLitutipn

;
for that of senators, by the Seventeenth Amendment; and

. for that of presidentiat electors (regarded as state ofiicBrs), by state constitutional
or statutory provisions.

2 United States v. Antbony, 24 ^Ped. Cases, No. 14459; Miner v. Happersebt, 21
Wallace 162. These decision were rendered, in 1873 and 1S74, in cases in which the
question, at issue was the right of women os cilieens to vote.
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now allows non-citizens to vote. But cliildrcii are citizens; and no one pro-

poses that they be made voters.

Historical Development of the Suffrage

The history of the suffrage, particularly in the older states, has been

in the main a record of progre-ssive extension of voting privileges to new

groups of people—^non-propcrty-holdevs, small taxpayers, cx-slavcs,

women—although interspei>cd with extensions have also been contrac-

tions arising from the introduction of new tests, especially that of liter-

acy, Originally, voting was confined almost entirely to male property-

holders, with occasionally a religions lest in addition. The period from

1815 to the Civil IVar, however, saw proiicrty qualification' lowered.and

finally to all intents and p\ir[)0tics abandoncil, taxpaying requirements

given U[) in all but a few stales, religious tests abolished, and in many
states aliens snincwhat imprudently allowed to become voters as soon, as

they declared their intention to be naturalized. Influenced by the “Know-
Nothing” movement, Connectit'ul in 1855 and ftlassachusutts in 1857

adopted reading and writing tests designed to disqualify the illiterate

foreign-born, Nevertheless, by 1860 most states had arrived at what may
fairly be termed manhood suffrage for wdiites.

Since the Civil War, the suffrage has been broadened mainly by the

enfranchisement of Negroes and of women. A few Negroes voted in cer-

tain Northern states (mainly in New England; before 18C0. General

enfranchisement of people of color came only, how’ever, as a. result of

new state constitutions and laws adopted, under pressure from the radical

Republican majority in Congress, during the era of Reconstruction; and

voting privileges for ox-slaves and their descendants, as indeed for

Negroes in every part of the country, w'cre supposed to be guaranteed for

all time by the Eiftecnth Amendment.

Demand for the enfranchisement of women was heard as early as the

.Jacksonian era, and here and there it was pressed rather vigorously

during the later stages of the Abolition movement. No legislature or

constitutional convention, how'cvcr, in this period gave serious attention

to the petitions presented on the .subject; if noticed at all, they evoked

only ridicule. After the Civil War, the situation changed. The Negro had

been enfranchised; nearly all men were voters; and the ailvooatcs of

votpa f6r women could no longer be simply laughed out of court. The

first notable triumph of the cause was in Wyoming, where in 1869 women
W'cre given the privilege of voting for territorial officers on the .same

terms as men.’- On being admitted to the Union in 1890, this territory

continued its w'oman suffrage arrangements; and before the close of the

century Colorado, Ijlaho, and Utah also became equal suffrage states.

The movement then slackened. But about 1906 it gathered fresh mo-
^ Kcutucky in 1S3S and Kansas in 1861 began perjnitLing -woinen to vole in school

elections. Other sLiites gradually took similar action, and in 1887 Kansas eonioried

full municipal suffrage.
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mentum, and in five years (1910-14) Ihc number of equal suffrage states

was raised to elevend

Meanwhile the suffragists turned io the larger objective of a general

nation-wide enfranchisement. To this end, some urged amendment of the

national constitution so as to require a state to submit the question of

woman suffrage to its electorate on petition of as few as eight per cent

of the voters. Others, feeling that this “states’ rights” method was too

slow and uncertain, threw their support to the “Susan B, Anthony

amendment” (first brought forward in 1869)
,
which proposed to forbid

the United States or any state to withhold the ballot on account of sex.

The movement finally centered upon the latter plan; and a brief period

of sane but determined agitation brought complete success. The Nine-

teenth Amendment, embodying the Susan B. Anthony proposal, was

adopted by Congress in 1919 and ratified b3'’ the requisite three-fourths

of the states during the next fourteen months. Proclaimed August 26,

1920, it met its first test at the national and state elections of the fol-

lowing November.^
Women's The womcu of the entire country—or such of them as possess the

caiilta**'
^®°^ssary age and other qualifications—have thus had the suffrage a full

of the quarter of a contui'y. It would be interesting to know precisely how they

have voted during this time, and to what extent they have influenced

electoral results. Unfortunately, such information cannot be had; for

while an industrious person can get _ significant information on relative

degrees of political interest by counting the numbers of men and women,

in any electoral area, whose names appear on the lists of registered voters,

and even the numbers of those who present'>themselves at the polls at a

given election, nowhere are the ballots cast by women and by men tabu-

lated separately.^ Such evidence as exists, however, indicates that, by and

large, women voters are not very different from men voters. Some are

vigilant and intelligent, many are uninformed and apathetic
;
some make

up their own minds, others merely do as a ward leader, a member of their

family, or a clergyman, tells them; many go to the polls voluntarily and

with scrupulous regularity, many go but seldom and only when pressed

to do so, and more still do not go at all.‘ Suffrage for women is sound

J- In addition to the four states named, Washington (1010), California (1911), Ari-
zona (1912), Kansas (1912), Oregon (1912), Montana (1914), and Nevada (1914),
In lUmoia (1913), women were given the right to vote at eleotiona to all offices
within the control of the legislature, including most local offices, a ^e^Y state offices,

and the office of presidential elector.

2 For good brief accounts of the adoption of the Nineteenth Amendment, see C. B.
Swisher, American ComtHlutioml Development (Boston, 1943), 691-703, and E. M.
Sait, American Farlies and Bleelions (3rd ed.. New York, 1942), 76-96.

s An iugenious attempt to study the matter on the basis of a single municipal
election (in Portland, Oregon, in 1914) is reported in W. P. Ogburn and I. (loltra,

“How Women Vote,” Polil. Sd. Quar., XXXTV, 413-433 (Sept., 1919).
* la the presidential election of 1920, women, it is estimated, cast about twenty-five

per cent of the total vote (they were enfranchised too late to be registered in some
states) . In the next five presidential elections, their estimated vote varied between
thirty-five end forty-three per cent of the total. During the present war, the ooimlry's

population, both male and female, has been heavily dislocated, hut of course the
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ill principle, and entirely correct as a matter of policy; but it lias not

worked, and should never have been expected to work, a revolution.

Participation of women has, however, added some new and interesting

fcaturc.s to the political life of the nation. It has almost doubled the

electorate and greatly increased the cost of elections. In party conven-

tions, on party committees, and in the rough and tumble of electoral cam-

paigns, women increasingly share almost every form of activity engaged in

by men.’^ Laws (particularly relating to social reform) have been enacted,

in Congress and especially in state legislatures, that might not have pre-

vailed without the driving influence supplied by women. In addition to

appointment to sundry administrative posts, both in the states and at

Washington," women have been elected to high public oHicos, including

two governorships (in Texas in 1924 and 1928 and Wyoming in 1924) and

a United 8tates sonatnrship (in Arkansas) in 1932 '*—althougli the rather

remote dates mentioned indicate no present trend toward inerea.sed service

on such levels. Since 1930, from five to nine members of the national

House of Representatives have4)eca women (nine were elected in 1944),

and the 1940 elections brouglit a total of 140 women into twenty-nine

state lcgi.slatures, with the largest quotas in New England. Tlie country

is covered with a network of non-partisan state and local leagues of

women voters, linked up since 1918 in an active and influential national

organization—the National League of Women Voters—all concerned pri-

marily with educating women (and incidentally men also) to vote with

intelligence and discrimination, an'd with securing remedial legislation

and other reforms, national, state, and municipal. A National Woman’s

male portion far more than, the female; and notwithstanding arrangements for
soldier votmg, the number of women m a po.sition to vote has greatly exceeded that
of men so situated. In the congicssional elections of 1942, women cast an estimated
fifty-three per cent of the balloLa. In advance of the presidential election of 1944,

some women leaders predicted that the female vote would run aa high as .sixty

per cent of the total. No e.xact figures will ever be available, but at the date of

writing it was agreed that the nctuiu figure was considerably lower—probably not
greatly in excess of fifty per cent. Even apart from wartime conditions, however,
women of voting age outnumber men—in the uiipvoximate proportion (in 19-14)

of 44,000,000 to 44,000,000.

Since soon after their enfranchisement, women have been represeiitod equally

with men in the national committees of the two major parties, and in numerous state

and local cominiltce.s ns well. In the Ilcpublican national coni'cntion of 1944, there

were 99 women dclegalos and 204 women alternates; in the Democratic convention,

174 wonjen delegates and 332 women uttermitGs; and in both conventions woiiim
were repro.sented equally with men on the platfoi'iii and resulution.s committee. Eor

a full study of thi.s mutter, see M. J. Fisher and B. Whitehead, ''Women and National

Party Organizations,” Amar. Polil. ISci. Rev., XXXVIII, 895-903 (Oct., 1914).

= In 1933, Miss Frances Perkins, of New York, became the first woman to serve

as head of one of the ten national executive departments (i.c.. Labor), with of course

a seat in the cabinet. In the same year, Mrs. Huth Bryan Owen, as niinister to

Denmark, became the first woman to be sent as an envoy by the United States to a
foreign nation. Several women are serving as chiefs or directors of bureaus in the

executive departments at Washington, and a few are members of independent estab-

lishments such as the Civil Service Coniinission. There is also one woman federal

circuit judge. On women in. the federal civil service, see p. 420 below.

“ Three women have held senatorahips for brief periods by virtue of temporary

appointment.
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parly is working lor full legal equality of women wiLh men, Lo be attained

through an “equal rights" amendment to the national conatitution fol-

lowed by the requisite federal and state legislation^

The Suffrage Today

Henerai Looking ovcr the electoral systems of the several states at the present

tions: —Under which nearly sixty-five per cent of the total population can

,shiii‘^”'
qualify to vote, as compared with only six per cent during the Revolu-

icBidonoo tionary period—one notes suffrage qualifications that arc found in all

states and others that are encountered only here and there. Three that

are universal and basic have to do with age, citizenship, and residence.^

Until lately, the voting age in this country was uniformly twenty-one;

it is still so except in Georgia, where, by constitutional amendment, it

was reduced in 1943 to eighteen. The reasons assigned by Georgia’s

governor for the change in that state include the need of the body politic

for the fresh viewpoint of youth and the gain anticipated from young people

acquiring active political experience. Bift transcending these considera-

tions in other people's minds has been the thought that if eighteen-year-

olds are mature enough to wear their country’s uniform (as well as to

teach, to engage in business, and to make contracts)
,
they are mature

enough also to be permitted some voice in determining the country’s

policies. In line mainly with this last-mentioned viewpoint, proposals for

lowering the voting age to eighteen made their appearance during 1943

in the legislatures of no fewer than tlrirty states
;
and three or four pro-

posed constitutional amendments undertaking to make the plan nation-

wide attracted some attention, in Congress^ Interest in the matter may
slacken after the war

;
but in the meantime additional states may take

the leap. One argument, among others, sometimes advanced against the

^ tjee p. 40 above. Although calling itself a "party," the organization does not put
candidates in the held and is really non-partisan. It was the chief proponent of an
act of Congress which in 1934 established complete equality of the sexes in matters
relating to oitizenehip (see p. 132 above).
For a sober appraisal of the role of women in government and politics, see E. M.

Sait, Amorican Parties and Elections, 96-100; and of. the earlier 0. C. (2att and N, B.
Shuler, Woman Sujjrage and Politics (2ud ed.. New York, 1926). Oppo.?ing views are
presented in J. CJ. Ross [pseud.], "Ladies in Politics," Forum, XCVI, 209-215 (Nov.,

1936)

,
and F. R, Richardson, “Women’s Rise to Power,” ihid., XCVII, 28-32 (Jan.,

1937)

. Intormative pamphlets include L. E. McMillin, Women in the Federal Service
(Srd cd., U. S. Civil Service Conunission, 1941) ;

Woman in the Congress oj the

iJ, S. (Public Affairs Information Seiwice, 1940). C£. M. J. Fisher and B. Whitehead,
“Women and National Party Organization," cited above.

® The requirement tliat the voter bo registered might seem to belong in the list.

Registration, however, is not strictly a ‘‘qualification,” hut rather only a menus of

compiling and maintaining accurate voting lists. See p. 205 below.
Certain categories of people are, of course, almost everywhere debarred, e.ff., per-

sons convicted of felony or other crime and imnatos of asylums for the feeble-minded
and insane: and in various states offenses against the election laws (e.g., bribery),

malfeasance in office, and vagrancy or dependence on poor relief are further grounds

'

for debarment. The Council of State Governments is authority for the assertion that,

in one state or another, the privilege of voting can be denied for “any one of fifty

or more reasons," with an average of six or seven per state. A foolish demand from'

some conservative quar-tera during the worst years of the depression, that all persons

on relief be debarred—on a nalion-wide basis—did not prevail.
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plan is that among people already enfranchised, the age group most

guilty of negleeting to vote is that between twenty-one and Lliirty. There

are, indeed, those who would raise rather than lower the prevailing re-

quirement, on the ground that society and government have grown so com-

plex that voters need a still greater degree of maturity^

Since Arkansas fell into line in 1926, citizenship is everywhere a pre-

requisite for voting, even though as a result of the uncertain ties sometimes

surrounding that status, a good many non-citizens actually contrive to

visit the polls. The commonest requirement relating to residenec; is that

the voter shall have lived in the state at least one year, some stipulated

portion of which (freqiivutlj' three or .six month.s) mu.st have hem spent

in the county, and some l)ri('fer portion (.-ometimo.s nut more than ten

days) in the precinct in which one’s ballot is to he cast.- No one may
vote in a given election in more than one place; anrl this place must be

the voLer’.s legal resiflencc, however little of his time ho may actually

.spend there.

Taxpaying—nnee a widely prevalent qualification—has been gonorally

discarded as such except in the Southern states, where payment of a poll

tax of one or two dollars annually, and by a specified date, is required in

seven states, partly in aid of school or other si)ecial fimds, but also with

a view to keeping down the Negro and “poor white” vote.^ In six addi-

tional states, some kind of tax qualification applies to persons who vote on

bond issue.? or special assessments, but not to voters in general elections.®

In earlier times, educational, or “literacy,” qualifications were uncom-
mon. Today, however, they are in use, in some form, in twenty states

(including six in the deep Sout,h and three in New England), and are

authorized by constitutional provision in three others where the legis-

lature has not yet seen fit to introduce them.® Indeed, educational quali-

1 "Should the Legal Voling Age Be Reduced to Eighteen Yeats? Pro and Con”
tSyrnposiumJ

,
Cong. Digest, XXtII, 193-222 (Aug.-Sept., 194d),

- I'of a compteiH tubujar view ol reaiUeiice roquiremonts, see State Government,
XIII, inside back cover (Oct,, 1910) ; albo W. B. Graves, Ainorican 'Stale Goueriv-
menl (rev. ed., New York, 1911), 115. The "model state constitution” reconimendod
by the National Municipal League provides for residence in the state for at least

one year preceding tlie election, in the county for the last, ninety clay.-i of the period,
and in the election district for the last thirty days. At all elections, residence require-

meufs operate to bar many people from the polls, especially non-liome-owuers moving
about in quest of work. But they are necessary as safeguards against the hn\)ortation

of "lloatol.s'' into districts to turn the elecinral tide.

3 Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia.

Early in 1943, the legislature of Tennessee repealed the half-century-old poll-tax law

'of that st.T,te, but a lew months later the state supreme court held the act unron-
Btitutional. Georgia was in the list of Southern poll-tax stales until Febvuaiy, 1945.

*This matter is conaidered further below (pp. 171-172).

In Alabama, however, a voter’s propcity must be free of tax delinquency if he
is to I'ote in a presidential election, unless he can qualify under an alternative

literacy provision; all pi’operty taxes must have been paid in Mississippi; and qwucr-

sliip of property is an alternative to literacy in Rhode Isl.aud and South Carolina.

® In about a dozen additional states, there is an indirect literacy test in the sense

that no provision is made for assistance to illiterates in easting ballots. Most of the

twenty states referred to make literacy an absolute qualification, but in some
^(mainly in the South) it is insisted upon only if some property or other alternative

qualification cannot bo met.
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fications may be said, broadly, to have succeeded to the position once

held by property qualifications, although, popular education having at-

tained its present level, they operate to debar a far smaller propoihion

of the people. In some states, the test is confined to ability to read in

English (commonly a few lines of the national or state constitution)
;
in

others, it covers also ability to write. Applied usually at the time of

registration, the test may be abused by ignorant and scheming registra-

tion officials; and a far better arrangement is one introduced in New York

(in pursuance of a constitutional amendment adopted in 1921) under

which reading and writing tests for first voters—planned by a group of

educational psychologists to approximate the attainments of a sixth

gi'acle pupil in the public schools—are prepared and administered every

year, not by registration or election officials, but by the state educational

department.’- Assuming honest administration, there is much to be said

for the principle of the literacy test. The electorate having now been

expanded almost as far as possible, the next step would seem to be to

"trim it at the edges” by eliminating the least fit. Ascertainment that

a citizen can read and write no more guarantees that he will always

vote wisely tlran testing an applicant for an automobile driver’s license

insures that he will invariably manage his car with safety for himself

and others. But it is as effective a means as we have of debarring people

who, by and large, are most likely to be unfit. And while at first glance

the plan might seem undemocratic, and consequently out of harmony

with American principles, the fact that all of the states now make it

possible for practically any man or woman, even of low intelligence, to

receive an elementary education without cost—in evening schools, if in no

other way—relieves it from any such opprobrium. The road to the ballot-

box may very appropriately lead through the school-house.^

1 Only those first voters are required to submit themselves to examination, -who
cannot present aa proof of literacy a certificate showing completion of the sixth

grade in a school (or second year in an 'evening school) in -which English is the
language of instructioa. For all purposes of the law, “literacy” means ability to read
simple English and interpret what is read. The introduction of the literacy test

greatly stimulated the interest of the foreign-born in evening-school instruction.

Women arc slower to submit themsel-ves to the test than are men, but are more
successful in passing it.

2F. G. Crawford, "The New York State Literacy Test,” Amcr. Polit. Sci. Rev.,
XVII, 260-263 (May, 1923), XIX, 788-790 (Nov., 1925), and XXV, 342-345 (May,
1931)

;
A. W. Bromage, “Literacy and the Electorate," ibid., XXIV, 94Q-962 (Nov.,

1930) ;
W, B. Munio, “Intelligence Tests for Voters,” Forum, LXXX, 823-83(' (Dec.,

1928). Variations of definition are responsible for widely differing estimates of the

total number of illiterates- in the United States. But the census of 1940 showed that

out of a total of 74,775536 persons twenty-five years of age or over, 30,104,612 had
not gone beyond the fourth grade, 2,799,923 never having attended school at all.

Of the larger number mentioned, 4,200,000 -were native-born whites, 3,100,000 foreign-

born whites, and 2,700,000 Negroes. New York, with 1,020,197, had the large.st total.

During the first year’s operation of the Selective Service Act of 1940, a quarter of n
millian men otherwise fit for active service were rejected because of lacking
the necessary literacy or mentality.
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Special Suffrage Prohlem& in the Soidhem States

One large section of the country—tfie vSouth—has a suffrage situation

all its own
;
and the confused and difficult conditions existing there call

for special attention^

At the close of the Civil War, the Southern states w'ere compelled to

give the freedmen the ballot as a condition of being restored to their

previous position in the Union, and the Fifteenth Amendment sought to

perpetuate the arrangement by prescribing that the right of citizens

to vote should not be “denied or abridged by the United States or by

any state on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitudo.”

Unhappy results followed, especially where control of IcgisUitiires by

inexperienced and gullible Uegrocs, abetted by Southern “scalawags”

and Northern “carpet-baggers,” brought on an orgy of financial ex-

travagance anil foolish legislation; and it is not to be wondered at that,

once the white populations regained the upper hand, they began looking

for ways in which the Negro could be quietly but effectively deiirived

of political pow'cr. The main hurdle to be surmounted was, of course,

the Fifteenth Amendment; so long as it stood (and there was not the

slightest chance of securing repeal of it), no Negi’o could, simply as a

Negro, be kept from the polls.

Negroes, however, were commonly illiterate, and also poor; and this

opened a way out of the dilemma. In 1890, Mississippi set the pace for

her sister states by writing into her constitution clauses under which,

in order to vote, one not only must have lived two years in the state

and one year in the election district, but must have paid all taxes assessed

against him (including a poll tax of two dollars), and must be able either

to read any section of the state constitution or to understand it when

read to him and to give a reasonable interpretation of it. The results

were, in general, those desired. The exceptionally lengthy period of

residence barred large numbers of 'Negroes who habitually shifted from

plantation to plantation. Even if a colored man succeeded in paying his

poll tax on time (and it was artfully required to be paid a year in ad-

vance of the election)
,
he was likely to be careless enough to be \inablc to

produce his tax receipt when called for. Few Mississippi Negroes could

read, and still fewer could give an interpretation of a perhaps craftily

^selected passage from the state constitution likely to be accepted as

“reasonable” by a white official with a strong predisposition against

Negro voting. If, too, in replying to detailed personal questions a candi-

date for registration was detected deviating an iota from the truth, he

became guilty of perjury, for which also he could be disfranchised.

Although every one knew that the primary purpose of the regulations

A new. exhaustive, and wholly admirable treatise on the subject may be men-
tioned at the outset, i.e., G. Mjrdal, An Amerkan Dilemma; The Negro Problem

»an<i Uodon Democran/ (2 veils., New York. 19t4). Political aspects are dealt with

more particularly in Vol 1, Chaps, xx-xxm.
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was to keep the Negro from the polls, not a word was said in them about

“race, color, or previous condition”; and when the federal Supreme

Court passed upon them in a test case, it was unable to find that they in

any manner violated the Fifteenth Amendments Clauses of similar

purport accordingly found their way into the constitutions of most other

Southern states.

There was, however, one drawback: while a secondary object of the

tests was in some instances to curb the effects of radical (chiefly Populist)

inclinations among poor w'hites, the restrictions operated to debar too

large a proportion of whites along with the Negroes. But for this, also, a

remedy w'as found—in the famous “grandfather clauses” adopted at one

time or another, as constitutional amendments, in no fewer than seven

states. South Carolina led off in 1895 by exempting for three years from

her literacy test all men, otherwise qualified, who were voters, or lineal

descendants of persons who were voters, on January 1, 1867. The first

act of Congress forbidding disfranchisement of Negroes in the Southern

states became law on March 2 of the year mentioned. No Negro, there-

fore, could avail himself of the new provision. But the poorest and most

illiterate while could do so—commonly because of being the son or grand-

son of a voter of the earlier date. The devices employed in other states

differed in details, but the object was always the same, i.e., to open a way

for whites to get on the voters’ lists without letting clown the bars for

Negroes of similar condition. In all cases, the clauses were only tem-

porary. Having served their purpose, all have long since disappeared.

The last to go, i.e., one incorporated in the constitution of Oklahoma

by popular initiative and referendum iir 1910, differed from the others

in being without limitation of time, but was overthrown by the Supreme

Court on the ground of incompatibility with the Fifteenth Amendment.^

Contrary to common impression, the grandfather clauses did not dis-

franchise Negroes. That object had already been largely attained by

specially coiRrived literacy, tax, residence, and other requirements under

which, as they stand today, in some states hardly one Negro in a hundred

ever casts a ballot, and perhaps not more than ten per cent of the adult

black population of the entire South is on the registration lists.^’ Thou-

1 Williams V. Mksisaippi, 170 U. S, 213 (1898).
s Gumu f. United bcates, 238 U. S. 347 (1915) . The Oklahoma legislature followed

up this decision with a statute of 1910 requu'ing electoral registrars Eo enroll as
voters only persons who were voters in 1914 (when few, if any, Negroes were such),-

together with such others as should apply for registration, during a specified twelve-
day period; but, on the ground that the registration period was inadequate and the
mcasuro as a whole designed to perpetuate the old discriminations, the federal
Supreme Court eventually nullified the effort, in Lane v, Wilson, 307 U. S, 26S
(1938).
3 As shown by Professor Paul Lewinson, in his Race, Class, and Party (New York,

1932), the proportion of colored voters in such bortier slale.j as West Virginia, Ken-
tucky, Tennes.^ee, and Arkansas is relatively high; but in the states of the Solid

South extremely,. low. Ijarge numbers of Negroes, it may be added, have been en-

franchised in later years as a result of migration to Northern cities
;
and outside of

the South Negro voting is distinctly encouraged, all parties seeking to turn it to-

their advantage, especially in states like New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, and
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Panels of Southern whites, however, became voters only by virtue of being

gathered into the electorate on the strength of their grandfathers’ political

status; and this is the end which the “grandfather clauses” were mainly

intended to serve.

Later days have brought to the fore two is.sues that have stirred much
controversy and are .still unsettled. One is that of the future of the “white

primary”; the other, that of abolishing the poll-tax qualification. In

most Southern states, the Democratic party Is so dominant that nomina-

tion in a Democratic primary is equivalent to election—which means

that if Negroes are to be rleprived of political power, it is oven more
impnrtaiit to keep them from voting in primaries than in the lalcr elec-

tions. And in as many as eight sLitlo.s, the majority party has proenred

the emu tincut of ‘‘vliito primary” laws with thi.s object in view, the

method being the apparently innoeent one of simply giving each party

the right to prescribe for voting in its primaries qnalihcation.s additional

to any laid down in the state constitution and statutes,* nothing bciag

said about Kegroo'', but the expectation being that the added qualifica-

tions will, in the casse of the majority party, be found to be pos.''cssed only

by white Democrats. One state, i.e., Texas, tried to go farther by placing

on its statute-book, in 1923, a measure stipulating that in no event should

a Negro be eligible to participate in a Democratic party primary held in

the state. This bold statutory provision—expressly excluding Negroes
as such—^was promptly challenged, and for more than two decades is.sues

relating to the matter have been intermittently before the courts. First,

the federal Supremo Court, reversing a diatrict court, unanimously held

the 1923 statute unconslitutioBal as being in conflict with the edause

of the Fourteeiitli Amendment which guarantee.^ the equal protection of

the laws.** Next, the Court, in a close vote, and on the same ground,

banned a substitute measure giving the state executive committee of

every political party in Texas the power to jn-escribe qualifications of

party member.ship, and con.secjuently for participating in party primaries.**

Pcr.sisterice, however, sometimes meets its reward; and in the present
instance, when the Texas Democrats, giving up as a bad job the effort

to attain their cuds by state legislation, fell back, in 1932, npon the ex-

pedient of a “white primary” rule adopted by their state convention, the

Court gav'c its unanimous approval—on the ground that the convention

is the. highcpt authority (as the executive committuo is not) of a party,

Misisouri where llie white vote is close. Indeed, iiisonae Northern cities move Negroes
vote, 111 proiioi lian to their mimbers, than white.s. A complete list, of .suffrage quali-
fications in effect in the Southern states n decade or more ago will be i'oviiid in
Lewinson, op. uit., 222-245.

r It shoiud be noted tiiat two states outside of the South, i.e., Delaware and Idaho,
have also dona tiiis.

- Nixon V. Herndon, 273' U. S._ 53fl (1927). The Fourteenth Amendment, said the
Court, oflered so simple and obvious a basis for a decision that there was no need to
consider the bearing of the Fifteenth Amendment upon the ease. The piaintiff,

Nixon, was an educated Negro physician of El Faso.
“* Nixon V. Condon, 286 U. S. 73 C1932).
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which, after all, is a voluntary organization competent to determine its

own membership.’- And on this basis the matter seemed settled.

In a few years, however, so optimistic a conclusion was completely

slrattered. To begin -with, there arose, in 1940, a case in which an elec-

tion commissioner in a Louisiana congres.sional district was charged Avith

altering and falsely counting ballots cast in a congressional primary, and

when it reached the federal Supreme Court, that tribunal startled the

country (and doubtless the defendant) by ruling not only that the com-

missioner had been properly indicted, but that Congress has authority, if

it chooses, to protect the right to participate not only in congressional

elections, but in congressional primaries as well.- The decision was

startling for tiro reason that ever since the Supreme Court had seemed

so to hold in 1921,® Congress had been supposed to have no authority to

deal with nominations, but only with elections. The two houses have as

yet not seen fit to exercise their new found power; but, manifestly, if

they were to do so, the entire “white primary” system, in all of the states

Avhere it exists, w'ould be in jeopardy.*^

But more was to follow. For in another surprise move, in April, 1944,

the federal Supreme Court squarely reversed its position of nine years

earlier by holding, eight to one, in a case of precisely identical nature,

that, notwithstanding all laws and party rules to the contrary, Negroes

were entitled to vote in Democratic primaries in Texas.^ Under the Fif-

teenth Amendment, now said the Court, citizens are guaranteed the right

to take pari in choosing elective officials without restriction by any state

on account of race; a state law which, without itself imposing restric-

tion, intentionally opens the way for a private organization, i.e., a politi-

cal party, to do so, has the effect of making the action of such organization

the action of the state itself; and in failing to perceive and assert this

in the 1935 decision, the Court had simply been “in error.” Naturally,

the new turn of events ® stirred reverberations not only in Texas, but

^ Grovey v. fTownaend, 295 U. S. 45 (1935). Excluding Negroes from primaries was
regarded as merely tantamount to denying them party membersliip. See 0. D.
Wcelis, “The Texas Direct Pniuavy System,” Southwestern Soc. Sd. Quar., XIII,
1-26 (Sept., 1932), and "The White Primary,” Miss. Law Jour., VIII, 133-153 (Dec.,

1935).
* United States v. Classic, 313 U. S. 299 (1941). The electoral process, said the

Court, is essentially unitary; a congressional primary held at state expense, and
therefore acknowledged as having a public character, is an integral part of it, and as

such subject to the federal control to which congressional elections have always
been at least potentially 'subject.

8 Newben-y v. United States, 256 U. S, 232. For the cireumstances of this case, see

p, 262, note 2, below. Four of the justices thought Congress had power to regulate

primaries; four thought otherwise; the ninth, non-committal on this point, tipped

the scale in the defendant’s favor on an entirely differe-nt consideration.
* Smith V. Allwright, 321 U, S. 649 (1944). The case arose when Smith, a Negro

resident of Houston, Texas, sued for damages after being refused a ballot in the

primary of July 27, 1940, for the nomination of Demooratio candidates for Con-
giv.ss and for state offices. In conformity with Grovey v. Townsend (1935), the lo-wer

federal courts simply dismissed the claim. See R. B. Cushman, “The Texas 'White

Primaiy’ Case—Smith it. Allwright,’’ Cornell Law Qmr., XXX, 66-76 (Sept., 1944).

8 On the whole, boweVer, expected by students of constitutional law after the

basic decision in the Classic ca^ in 1941,
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(the Court’s ruling obviously being of wider application) throughout

the South; and with the justices a month later refusing to reconsider

their action, the search began for ways and means of preventing the

decision from having its intended consequences^ Even people who thor-

oughly endorsed the decision’s purj)ort could see some point to the sar-

castic condemnation of it by the single Supi’eme Court justice (Roberts)

who refused to concur in it, to the effect that it tended to bring the

Court’s adjudications “into the same class as a restricted railroad ticket,

good for this day and train only.’’

The new “white primary” ruling came at a time when feeling was 2 . The

I r
Iii'oblpni

running hial'i ?till anathov effort to frustrate bnuthera debarmont vi tup

of Negroes from voting. As indicated above, seven Southern states make

the payment of an annual poll tax a qualification for the exercise of the

suffrage. To he sure, the chronology of the adoption of poll-tax reciuirc-

ments " rightly suggests that the restriction wa.s originally motivated

to no small degree by a desire to curb the electoral consequences of the

spread of Populism among whites of low economic statu.s, this chapter

of suffrage history starting, not back in the Reconstruction period, but

a full generation later. Negro voting, however, w'as aimed at also, and

has always been considerably affected by the requirement mentioned,

along with others. Politicians and political machines interested in limiting

the size of the electorate to be controlled have relied heavily upon it;

and plenty of times it has lent itself to political corruption, principally

by enabling blocks of poll-tax receipts to be bought up for distribution

among people whose votes could in that way be corralled. Four states,

indeed—North Carolina in 1920y Louisiana in 1934, Florida in 1937, and

Georgia in 1945—have abolished it outright.®

Growing opposition to tiic tax when employed as an abridgement of

voting led to several attempts to have it outlawed by judicial action.

The Supreme Court, however, refused to be persuaded that use of the

tax in the manner indicated was ever more than incidental to the main
object of raising revenue;* and eventually the attack shifted to Con-
gress, where of late it has precipitated bitter controversy. When enacting

a measure in the autumn of 1942 to facilitate absent voting by men
1 In OeorRin, for cxiiniplc, the Democralio state execiilive conuuittef loaflinned

the exclusion of Negroes from Democratic primaries, arguing that at nil ovenla
the classic decision, relating to Louisiana primaries regulated by statutes, was
not applicable to Georgia, where pi-miaries are regulated only by party rules. In any
case, remarked a local editor, the Court's latest view will prove meaningless as long
as the registration hoards can ask a prospective voter to recite the Declaration of
Independence and then throw him out for omitting the comma.s ” It may be added
that in Texas considerable numbers of Negroes participated in the primaries held
three months after tlio Allwright decision,

- Florida (1S89), Mississippi and Tennessee (1890), Arkansas (1892), South Carolina
(1895), Louisiana (1898), North Carolina (1900), Alabama and Virginia (1901),

'Texas (1902), and Georgia Tl908).
» A state abandoning the tax as a qualification for voting may, of course (as did

North Carolina), continue it for purposes of iwonue.
* In Grovey i>. Townsend (1936), the Court,

_

indeed, unanimously austained the

lionstitutionality of the tax, whether with or without the suffrage feature,
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and womon in the iirmecl services and their auxiliaries, Congress went

so far as to write into it a clause forbidding any such persons, for the

duration of the war, to be deprived of their votes because of having

failed to pay any poll tax; and the House of Representatives nut only

gave its support to this provision, but called up and passed a bill which

its Southern-dominated jucliciaiy committee had long sought to suppress

outlawing all poll-tax requirements for voting for federal office. Southern

filibustering tactics kept this latter measure from reaching a vote in the

Senate, and the same thing happened to a similar bill passed by the

House in the following year. Again, in 1044, an effort was made, but

with no more success; and when these pages went to press, the lines were

drawn for a resumption of the fight in 1945. Those who favor the legisla-

tion coni end not only that the tax is contrary to the spirit of American

institutions, but that Congress has full power to fix the qualifications for

voting for federal office, or, if not that, at least power to prevent fraud in

federal olcctiens.’- For purposes of public discussion, Southern opponents

place most stress upon constitutional considerations associated with

states’ rights. Every one understands, however, that the actual objective

is the maintenance of “white supremacy.” “

For some decades after the Civil War, the suffrage policies of the

South stirred lively discussion and protest in other sections of the coun-

try. Eventually, as it came to be realized that Southerners of all parties

looked upon the restrictive system as politically and socially indis-

pensable, and that—^with of course individual exceptions—the disfran-

chised were not greatly concerned about political rights, Northern dis-

approbation declined; in 1912, the Republican party significantly stopped

putting in its national platform the time-honored denunciations on the

subject. The issue, however, was always smouldering, with developments

like the poll-tax controversy capable of fanning it to a flame; and in

1944 the Republican party returned to it with a platform plank declar-

ing for “immediate submission” of a constitutional amendment making
it illegal to impose a poll-tax qualification for participation in federal

elections—an amendment, of course, in line with one which the Repub-
licans were currently sponsoring in the Senate. The ultimate outcome of the

anti-poll-tax drive and of the Supreme Court’s new attitude on the while

^ In the cate of United Slates v. Saylor et al., 322 U, S. 385 (1944), the Supreme
Court held that “stnfEug ballot-boxes, even in tlie absence of any federal legiST

lation touching the matter, is a feiieral crime.
- A realistic study of the problem will be found in D. S. Strong, “The Poll Tax—

The Case of Toxius,” Amer. PoUl. Set. Rev., XXXVHI, 693-709 (Aug., 1944), with
which may be compared 0. M. Dickerson, “The Poll Tax and Negro Suffrage in

Texas,” Soc. Education, VIII, 302-306 (Nov., 1914). Most of the voluminous litera-

ture on the subject is propagandist, but mention may be made of F. P. Graham
el al.. The Poll Taz CWashington., 194.0); J. Petty, D^mocretcy Begins at Home;
The Tennessee Fight on the Poll Tax (Philadelphia, 1944), Not only bills on the

subject, hut constitutional amendmenta as well, have been introduced in Congress,

one such, brought forward in 1944, aS indicated above, being sponsored by substan-

tially the entire Republican meiabership of the Senate, The subject, of course, hag.

been considered throughout in a strongly partisan atmosphere.
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pi'imary cannot as yet be foreseen, and meanwhile one, may say simply

that the restrictive regulations still prevailing—particularly as admin-

istered by sometimes prejudiced and" incompetent registration and elec-

tion officials—arc indisputably objectionable in so far a,s they set up

discriminations based on considerations of race and deliberately evade

the fundamental law of the coiintiy. Moreover, Negro education has

now advanced to a point such that some of the Southern states might

well adopt a more generous attitude, as indeed one or two of them

(notably North Garolinaj have done. Many Southern Negroes, however,

are still poorly qualified for political power; many of tlii'in manifest no

de.siro lo vote, considering rather that "polities i.s white folks’ business’';

and with people of color numerically rivaling the while populations in

a number of states, the latter can be depemled upon to give up only slowly

and grudgingly the idea tiiat their security depends upon maintaining

some sort of restrictionist policy. A generation that atlachos increasing

importance to literacy as a qualification for voting can hardly repress the

conviction that the initial mistake relating to the Sonthern Negro was

made when the freedmen were enfranchised en masse three quarters of a

century ago.^

With a view to penalizing states restricting the suffrage, the Four-

teenth Amendment provides that if a state denies or abridges the right

of any of its male inhabitants, being twenty-one years of age and citi-

zens of the United State-s, to vote, “except for participation in rebellion,

or other crime,’’ the basis of representation in such state shall be reduced

in the proportion which the number of unenfranchised male citizens bears

to the whole number of male ewizens twenty-one years of age in the state.

Attempt has been made to show that thi.-; provision is relevant or perti-

nent only in cases of denial of the suffrage because of race or color. But

the phraseology of the amendment admits of no such interpretation; New
York is quite as liable to a reduction of its quota of representatives in

Congress because of its literacy test as is Alabama on account of its

reslvictiuns aimed at the Negro. In point of fact, this provision—although

in form and tone no less mandatory than any other part of the constitu-

1 A weighty factor in the perpetuation of Uegro disfranchisement in the South is

the previilcnco of the onc-piirty .sy-'lem in that, section. If there weie two evenly
halanoeil iJiirties, each would covet the benelil of the Nckvo vote (iia they now do in

the North), and fairly nu/id roiaxatioii of tho e.xislins; restrictions ininht be expected,

niG,bcst' general studies of suffrage axjd politics in the South are thuso of G. Alyrdal
' and P, Lewiiiaon, cited above; iiiid the con.stitutioiiaI and legal a.sjjects ui-b pro.'entcJ

admirably in C. S. Mauguni, The Legal Utainj ol ihc Negro (Chapel Hill, 1910),

Chap. xvm. An excellent briefer discussion is E. M. Sait, American Parties and
Elections {3rd cd.). Chap. ni. The traditional Southern white viewpoint is presented

ill E, G. Murphy, Problems of the Present South (New York, 190-1), Chap, vi, and

F, G, Caffey, "Suffrage Limitations at the South.” Polil. Sci. Quar.i XX, 53-67 (Mar.,

1(105). Of. J. C. Rose, "Negro Suffrage; Tire Constit\itional Point of View,” Amer.

Polit. Sci. Rev., I, 17-43 .'Nov,, 1906) ; A. 11. Stone. Studies in the Aflicrkan Race

Problem (Now York, 1908) ; W. F. Nowlin, The Negro in American Polities Since

1S6S (Boston, 1931) ;
S. D. Smith, The Negro in Congress, 1S07-S)01 (Chapel Hill,

1910); R. W. Logan, The Attitude of the Sonlhcm White Press Toward Negro
• Suffrage, 1932-1940 (Washington, 1940).
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lion—lias never boon enforced, and probably never 'vvill be. Largely

because of Negro disfranchisement, the average number of voters in Ihc

South who elect a representative to Congress is very much smaller than

the average number in other parts of the country, and there has been a

good deal of complaint, mainly from Northern Republicans. Any attempt

to enforce the constitutional penalty would, however, raise embarrassing

questions and precipitate political controversies that most people prefer

to avoid. Consequently, every one of the many bills on the subject that

have appeared in Congress has fallen by the wayside.^

The Electorate’s Tasks—The Problem of Non-Voting

Such are the complex and devious lines on which our country deter-

mines who shall have the political power that goes with voting. What

is there for the electorate as thus defined to do? From state to state,

there is much variation. In every state except Delaware, a new constitu-

tion or constitutional amendment must be submitted to a popular vote.

In twenty-two states, the voters may vGto measures that have passed the

legislature, and in twenty they may also directly initiate laws.® In all

states, they elect the members of both branches of the legislature,” the

governor and varying numbers of other state officials (including many
judges), and widely differing—but usually extensive—lists of county,

city, town, and other local officers and boards. By discussion, petition,

criticism, and other more or less indirect means, they help the policy-

framing authorities discover the public will and carry it out. In the

domain of the national government, their tasks arc fewer. They agitate

for or oppose constitutional amendments,jbut do not directly vote upon

them.* There is no national initiative or referendum for ordinary laws.

Aside from formulating and expressing opinion, the voters, indeed,

merely elect officers. And the number that they elect is not large, f.e,,

only the president and vice-president and the members of Congress. No
administrative subordinates, and no members of the judiciary, arc elec-

tive. So far as the national government is concerned, any given elector,

therefore, votes only for (1) a set of presidential electors in his state

—

virtually, of course, for president and vice-president, (2) the two senators

of his state, and (3) a representative of his district in the House of

Representatives, together with one or more congressmen-at-large if his

state, at any given time, is entitled to such ”—actually and normally, a

1 Such a measure was defeated in n strongly Republican. House of Represontativea
in 1921 by a vote of 28S to 40,

? See pp. 757-766, in complete edition of this book.
® Except in Nebraska, where there is only one house.
^ See p. 51 above for proposals to apply the initiative and referendum to amend*

ments.
® See p. 263, note 3, below. One may perhaps add the election of delegates to

aonventions in the states to act on amendmeuts to the federal constitution—a pro-

cedure actually employed for the first time in 1933 in connection with the repeal of

the Eighteenth AmendmMt, Such Conventions, however, are, like the legislatures

themselves, instrumentalitie® of the states and not of the nation.
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total of five officers only. In the national government, wo obvioualy have

—and have had from the beginning—a “short ballot,” whatever must be

said to the contrary in the case of the state and local governments,

How generally do those of our people to whom it falls, as voters, to

supply the popular control which our system of government contem-

plates live up to their re.spon.sibilities? Thereby bangs a somewhat dismal

tale. The census of 1920 .showed the total population of the continental

United States to be 105,710,620. Of this great body of people, somewhat

more than 54,000,000 were citizens twenty-one years of ago or over. Of

this latter number, many (no one know.s precisely bow many) were, of

course, ineligible to vote, because of inal>iiity to meet the qualifications

imposed in their respective states. When, liowcvcr, it i^- noted that in the

presidential election that year only a little over 20,500,000 men and

women voted for any candidate for the highest office in the land, wc

come upon one of the most surprising, and many people would say one

of the rao^-t dUcrcditable, aspects of our political life. Many of the non-

voters had failed to register; mafiy who registered neglected to go to the

polls; many who w’cnt to the polls voted only for certain offices and not

for all. In 1924—notwithstanding unusual effort to “get out tlie vote”

—

the proportion was almost exactly the same as four years previously.

On the other hand, the exceptionally spirited Hoover-Smith campaign

of 1928 yielded a popular vote for president of over 36,500,000, out of a

total electoral registration of slightly more than 43,000,000; the almost

equally lively Hoover-Roosevclt campaign of 1932 brought out a vote

of 39,816,522, out of a registration of some 47,500,000; the reasonably

vigorous Roosevelt-Laiidon campaign of 1936 brought out a vote of

45,647,117, out of a registration of nearly 55,500,000; and the. heated

Roosevelt-Wlllkie contest of 1940, with third-term and New Deal issues

dominant, yielded a record-breaking vote of 49,815,312, out of a registra-

tion of 00,576,979. On the last-mentioned occasion, the number of poten-

tial voters fi.e., citizens twenty-one years of age and over) outside of the

District of Columbia was estimated by the Cen.sus Bureau at 79,863,451.

While, therefore, the figure repre.-^enting the total vote appears impres-

sive, fully a quarter of the adult men and women of the country failed

to register,^ and of those who regi.stcred, one out of every sis neglected

to go to the polls. W^ith about eleven million men and considerable num-

bers fii w’omen in the armed services (millions of them overseas) ,= and
'
W'ith the country’s population further dislocated by the exigencies of

war industry, the election of 1944 was held under such abnormal con-

ditions as not to be statistically comparable wfith preceding ones. The

civilian vote, however—stimulated by an unusual get-uut-the-vote effort

1 Many, of coui-ie, were ineligible to do so, because uf lack of the prescribed

voting qualifioationa. ....
» Some two million of these, however, were not of voting age.

Non-
voting
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—proved heavier than expected, and the same was true oi the soldier

vote, with a resulting total of 48,025,68dd

The reasons for so great an amount of non-voting in the United States

are many. To begin with, no elections are held in the District of Columbia,

and more than a quarter of a million men and women arc kept from the

polls becau.se they have no legal I’esidencc outside of that area. Large

numbers at every election, especially in the cities, are debarred because

of not having resided long enough in the state, county, or election pre-

cinct. Ten or more Southern states to all intents and purposes have but

one party, and because of the lack of genuine contests, together 'wiLli tlie

disfranchisement of most Negroes, yield an exceedingly small vote; in

South Carolina in 1936, only about fourteen per cent of the potential elec-

torate exercised the suffrage, and in a block of eight Southern states (all

having the poll-tax qualification) the average was hardly above twenty-

one per cent. Many voters in all parts of tlie country are prevented from

casting their ballots by bad weather, illness, or other legitimate reasons;

although it should be noted that, even'”before World Wav IT prompted

extensive new arrangements for voting in the armed services, all but

three states had laws largely removing one serious obstacle of earlier

days, i.e., absence from the voting precinct.^ To some extent, voters are

discouraged or thwarted by legal and administrative obstacles—^too great

crowding at the polls, too short hours for voting, too much red-tape in

absent voting, and of course, non-registration. To some extent, they are

deterred by the lack of vital issues in an election, by belief that their

vote would not affect the result, by fear that employers or others will

find out how they voted, by disgust witU politics and parties, or even

by contempt for political methods of action in general. An obstacle, too,

is the “jungle ballot'' with which the voter is too often confronted

—

crowded with names of candidates he never heard, of, seeking offices he

knows nothing about. After all allowances are made, however, one is

tempted to surmise that the most common cause is no one of these things,

but simply indifference and inertia; and an extensive first-hand study

of non-voting in the city of Chicago, based on the local municipal elec-

tion of 1923, bears out this opinion.^ Sometimes there is indifference

1 In the same election, the total vote for members of the national House of Eepre-
sentatives was 45,103,023.

_
,

The most ti'ustworthy_ computations for American elections during the period
1856-1020 will bu ioUnd in A. M. Schlebiuger and E, M. Erickson, “The Vanishing
Voter,” ATiu /tepublie, XL, 162-167 (Oct. 15, 1924). Figuies differing appreciably
from those given in this article will be found in many places, but are likely to be
erroneous because of insufficient allowance for ineligibles. It must be noted, too, that
non-votiug usually rons decidedly higher when, only state and local officers are to
be voted for.

* On absent voting, especially as affected by the war, see_ pp. 207-208 below.
s C. E. Metrmv and H'. F. Qosnell, N’oii-Volinff; Causes and Methods of Control

(Chicago, 1621), Chap, vn, Cf. B, A. Ameson, "Non-Voting in a Typical Ohio Com-
munity,” Amer. Potit, Sci. Jfevv XIX, 816-825 (Nov,, 1925); C. H. Titus, Voting
Behavior in the United States (Berkeley, 1936), with particular reference to Cali-
fornia; J. K, Pollock, Voting Behainor; A Case Study (Ann Arbor, Mich.., 1910),
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toward a particular eledioii only. But more often it extends to elections

generally; and the Chicago investigation shows it to be especially preva-

lent among- younger voters, in poorer' neighborhoods, and among house-

wives, but only slightly more so among people of foreign than among

those of native birth.

Whatever the factors involved, the stay-at-home vote is still of such

proportions a.s to attract a good deal of attention. Every important

election brings a fresh round of remorseful and hortatory di.scussion of

the subject; some people go .so far as to say that democracy has failed.

Two main considerations, however, arc always to bo borne in iniml. The

first is that, contrary to .a, vej-y common assumption, there is no particu-

lar virtue in mere numbers of voles. Most gcl-out-the-votc efforts begin

and end in an attciniit to induce men and women to go to the polls, re-

gardless of w'hethcr they know anything about the issne.s or the candi-

dates. Tho thing to be aimed at Is not siraplj' voting, but intelligent and

intcreslcd voting; and energy spent upon getting ballots into the hands

either of persons -who are insuliciently informed to make intelligent

decision.-j or of per,sons who are informed but have no clear oi)inions is

iniiSdirected. The secoud consideration is that the solution for the problem

lies, not in dragging unwilling electors to the polls, but in improving the

electoral system, raising the tone of political life, and laying more stress

on broad civic education from early youth through adult years. '“What

we most need,” writes one of the keenest students of the subject, "is to

make registration less of an irksome task, the ballot simpler (with pro-

vision for the representation of minorities), elections less frequent, the

issues clearer, party cleavages more distinct and vital, the party pro-

grams loss evasive, and, above all, to organize our campaigns of civic

education so that they -will bo more comprehensive, more persistent, and

more effective in reaching those .sections of the electorate -which have

enough intelligence to understand what it is all about.” ^

A more direct and drastic .solution has sometimes been -suggested, in

the forn-i of legislation making voting compulsory. Let people who will

not vote of their own accord, it is urged, be pre.ssed to go to the poll.-i

by some penalty (in the form of a fine or eventunl disfraiiohisernent)

for failure to do so without valid excuse. Several foreign countries

—

Australia, Switzerland, Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, Czecho-

slovakia,’ Argentina—ha\'c experimented more or l(;s,s &ucces.sfully with

this procedure, and the constitutions of two of our own states, i.s., Massa-

chusetts and North Dakota, authorize laws on the subject whenever the

bused on 20,000 voting rccorda in Ann Arbor; G. M. Connelly and H. II, Field, "The
Non-Voter—Who He Is,, What He Thinks,” Pub. Opinion Quar., VIII, 175-187

(yumruer, 1041).
1 W. B. Munro, “Is the Slacker Vote a Menace?,” Nut. Muij. Rev., XVII, 86

(Feb., 1928). Of. H. F. Gosnell, "Motives lor Volinc ns Shown by the Cincinnati

P. R. Election of 1929." ibid., XIX, 471-476 (July, 1930) ; C. Eagleton, "A Defense
of the Non-Voter,” South Atlanha Quar., XXVII, 34i-3M (Oct., 1928).
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legislature sees fit Lo enact them.’- The plan, however, offers many prac-

tical difficulties. At best, it could be proceeded with only state by state

;

and to affix appropriate and easily administered penalties would certainly

not be easy. Moreover, the policy of drafting voters for an election runs

counter to our concept of personal liberty—to say nothing of the con-

sideration that voting is worth while only when interested and intelli-

gent—and the American mind is not likely to be wmn over to it.
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CHAPTEE. XI

POLITICAL PARTIES

Eiglity-eight million men and women endowed with the ballot con-

etitiite an enormous reservoir of political power. Even such power, how-

ever, would merely dissipate itself and fail of significant achievement

unless harnessed and directed; and the principal agency for channeling

electoral power in large volume and definite direction is the political

party. Out of a medley of differing opinions, principles, and interests

arise, spontaneously or from persuasion, more or less stable groupings

which, under leadership, strive to attract enough support to enable their

to accomplish what all political parties chiefly aim at, i.e., to captur

the offices and to dominate the policies of government. Under a dictate A

ship, either there are no parties at all or none is permitted to exist cxcev

only the one that maintains the regime. In democracies, however, any ^

number of parties may spring up and contend freely with one another, f

A main characteristic of democracy indeed, free party_life.

Party Functions and Status

wmeued
political party, like many another useful device, has

reifafeT
object of a great deal of suspicion and criticism, in our owm

country as elsewhere. When, during the presidency of Washington, the

people were unexpectedly found aligning themselves, under the leader-

ship of Hamilton and Jefferson, respectively, in rival Federalist and PvC-

publican parties, thoughtful men deplored what was happening; and

Washington himself felt it necessary, in his Farewell Address, to ad-

monish that the “common and coirtinual mischiefs of the Party are

sufficient to make it the interest and the duty of a wise people to dis-

courage and restrain it.” The period from Madison’s presidency to that

of Jackson has been painted as a golden ago of “good feeling” for the

simple reason that (despite plenty of local and personal political strife)

parties hud for the time being largely disappeared. And after 'party,

rivalries again grew vigorous—^notably in the decades following the Civil

War—critics and reformers aimed their shafts, not only at rings and

bosses and spoils, but at parties themselves as being perhaps the basic

public evil of the time. Even today, one sometimes hears it charged that

party names and platforms mean little, that principles receive mere
lip-service, that policies are adopted or discarded mainly with a view to

winning votes, that leadership is bankrupt, that indeed most parties are^

mere shaiuK *

> 180
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Sordid as are many chapters in tlicir history, parties, however, are retin-

both inevitable and necessary—inevitable because the voters of not oven m<ineo-

a city or a county (to say nothing of the country as a whole) can ever, be

expected to be of one mind upon political principles and policies, or to

agree upon the persons who should be placed in the public offices
;
neces-

sary, because—while so-called non-partisan elections have proved their

worth in jurisdictions of limited area and for the choice of certain types

of officials, such as judges—no one has been able to show how the demo-
cratic process could be carried on over a wide expan.se like a slate or

nation except with the aid of party organization and activity. Thinking

of the matter particularly in relation to our own country, parties serve

a variety of useful purposes,' (1) They help keep the people informed

on public affairs; even though their propaganda be one-sided, they afford

voters an opportunity to hear different sides and make up their minds.

(2) In this way, parties stimulate opinion, and not only opinion but also

action, since the thing that most often prompts the average voter to go
*

to the polls at election time is party incentive. (3) Parties select candi-

dates for the public offices and thereby enable voters holding the same gen-

eral views to pool and concentrate their electoral power in a manner

most likely to achieve results. (4) They stand, to some degree, as sureties

for the satisfacfcoiy performance of official duties by persons elected

under their sponsorship. (5) They provide constant watchfulness over

and criticism of the conduct of government, a criticism often merely

captious, it is true, yet on the whole serving usefully to keep the “ins” on

their mettle. (6) vStill another point often made in their favor is that they

introduce a harmonizing element in government, particularly in a system,

such as ours, grounded upon the principle of separation of powers. To
be sure, they may tend rather to promote discord when, for example,

the president is of one party and Congress dominated by a different one.

But when, as most often happens, president and majorities in both

branches of Congress—or, in the states, governor and majorities in both

branches of the legislature—are of the same party, such harmony of

political affdiation and viewpoint makes powerfully, as a rule, for ex-

peditious and efiectivc conduct of affairs. Still other uses of parties will

occur to any one who thinks about the mattet—for example, the fashion

in which they bridge the cleavages and soften the frictions in our

^society, serving (to change the figure) as a sort of cement holding together

people of divergent race, religion, culture, and occupatiou throughout

the broad expanse of the countryd.,
‘

10. A Beard, The Republic; Commalions on Fundamenlak (New York, 1843),

Chap. XVIII, “Political Parties as Agencies and Motors.” Parties are, of course, by no
means the only agencies oi; channels through which public policy is influenced; The
press is another. And the country' abounds in organizations—the National Association

of i^fonufacturera, the Farm Bureau Federation, the A. F. of L. and.,the C 1. O., the

(Affiilican Legion, the National League of Women Voters, and what not—that con-
and often effectively, press their :^oints of view upon legislators and admin-

istrators, and of course upon party organizations too.
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Infen- What is it that influences men and women to identify themselves with

‘affiliation
paNy rather than another? There is, of course, no single answer; and

only a few observations can be o'ffered here. To begin with, there are

people who, in point of fact, do not so identify themselves at all, but

on the contrary make a virtue of being politically "independent.” In-

dependence in politics first challenged attention on a large scale in the

later nineteenth century, when, in revolt against the evils encouraged or

condoned by the parties of their day, many men of lofty civic ideals not

only cut loose from party affiliations, but preached the doctrine that all

good citizens should stand ready to uphold principle and support good

candidates without regard to party label. Independents in politics there

still are, besides an increasing number of men and women who, although

normally belonging to a given party, have no hesitation about "scratch-

ing” tickets and voting, at least occasionally, for candidates put up by

the opposition. Beginning with the elections of 1932, many people who

previously voted Republican have voted Democratic; and in the 1940

and 1944 presidential elections a good many Democrats supported a

Republican candidate. Speaking generally, however, people have rather

fixed, if not inflexible, party affiliations; and still the question remains as

to what it is that determines such affiliations.!/'

Three or four main influences appear. The first is family tradition or

inheritance. The point cannot be proved, but the guess may be hazarded

that more people in the United States are Republicans or Democrats

because their fathers and grandfathers were such than for any other

reason!^A second factor is environment outside the family, i.e., in the

community or region. In South Carolina, it is the customary thing to

be a Democrat; public opinion expects, and almost requires, it; in Ver-

mont, one flies in the face of tradition and opinion by being anything

other than a Republican, Closely related to this regional, or sectional,

aspect (indeed, all of the various factors are intermingled) is the highly

important matter of economic interest.!,The backbone of the early Eed-

eralist party was the commercial, financial, and industrial elements of

New England and the Middle States; that of the Jeffersonian Republican

party, the farmers and planters of the South and the rural North; and,

speaking very broadly, the' interests thus aligned continued to dominate

the later parties of the respective lineages. So dominated, the parties

developed policies and programs accordingly—in the case of the Feder-

alists-Whigs-Republicans, high protective tariffs, centralized banking,

currency based on gold, strong national government devoting itself to

the» promotion of commercial, manufacturing, and business interests;

\

jnthje|Case of the Jefersonian Republicans and later Democrats, states’

rights, low tariffs, state banka, "free silver,” anti-imperialism, At no

time, of courM, has any party enlisted the undivided support of .^any

particular ecqpomio group or interest; too many other factors in„party

,

l^lignpaept cut across tihh a^onfrahib ones and blur the pattern. An<JHher
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greatly increased complexity of economic life has made for steadily

increasing confusion—so much so, for example, that large numbers of

Democrats from as far back as World War I have appeared in the

strange role not only of ardent nationalists but of frank and unashamed

protectionists. By and large, however, occupation, business, economic

self-interest, have always had great potency in attracting to or repelling

from party membership. Finally, it is only fair to recognize that there is

such a thing as deliberate ehoiec among parties by persons able to sur-

mount inheritanec, association, or interest and to decide calmly to sup-

port a given party as being, on the whole, most likely to promote the

well-being of the country. Naturally, persons wdio do this are inclined to

political independence, although they al.'^o may become strong partisans.’^

Elsewhere the point has been stressed that no amount of study of

the national and state constitutions, or of statutes, municipal charters,

and other such documents, will give one an adequate understanding of

our system of government and how it works. A main reason is that the

formal institutions with which the documents deal frequently do not

operate as one would be led to suppose, or indeed as originally intended.

And as often as not the reason, in turn, why they do not do so is trace-

able to the rise and growth of political parties. Constitutions and statutes

create machinery and confer powers; but flesh is put upon the dry bones

and energy imparted to the mechanism largely by the instrumentalities

and driving force of parties, Significant as they are, parties have devel-

oped to their present maturity outside of the constitutional system : not

a word is said about them in the national constitution, and little or noth-

ing in the majority of state cbhstitutions.j For almost a hundred years

after they attained importance, there was also but little legislation con-

cerning them in the states; and Congress, although long a main arena

of party combat, passed the first law regulating party activities in any

important manner less than forty years ago, i.e., in 1907.“ Notwith-

standing a good deal of federal, and especially state, law on the subject

'^tqday, parties are still, in the main, spontaneous and self-governing

V organizations.”

‘ C. A. Berdahl, "Party Membersliip in llio United States,” Amer. FoUt. Sci Rev.,

XXXVI, 16-50, 241-262 (Feb., Apr., 1942). In other parts of the world, there is a
tendency foe, parties to be organized on the basis of a definitely enrolled, dues-paying
mombej^ip to winch one i.s admitted by formal act. In the United States, party

membership commonly means nothing more than more or le.ss habitual support of the

party’s candidates at election time. In several of our states, registration lists (see

p. 205 below) show whether a voter classes himself as a Republican or a Democrat:
but this is usually the no.arest approach to anything in the nature of a party "roll,”

® See p. 195 below.

“For a detailed treatment of the subject, see J. R. Starr, “The Legal Status of
American Political Partie.s,” Amer. Palit. Sci. Rev., XXXIV, 439-455, 685-699 (June,
Aua.. 19401.
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The Two-Party System

In countries outside of tlie English-speaking world, it has been usual

to find a large—sometimes a very large—number of parties contending

with one another. For good historical reasons, England, however, de-

veloped only two important parties;^ and the same is true of all coun-

tries in which English traditions have been dominant. In our own case,

when parties began, there were two great contending political philosophies

and programs, the Hamiltonian and the Jeffersonian; and the first par-

ties—Federalist and Jeffersonian Republican—sprang into being as

groupings grounded upon this division. Later, most voters found them-

selves in either the Whig or the Democratic party; and since the Civil

War the great majority have called themselves either Democrats or

RepublicansJ This does not mean, however, simply two great integrated

forces opposing each other. As any one at all familiar with current poli-

tics is aware, both of the two great parties today contain sectional and

other groups and "wings” which in a European environment would likely

be found operating as separate parties/ Nevertheless, in a broad sort of

way, the two major parties have reflected more or less coherent and

distinctive interests, mainly economic; and, these interests being to a

considerable extent sectional, the fortunes of either party in a given

period have commonly depended heavily upon the success of its leaders

in bringing about a combination of dominant interests in two or more

great divisions of the country.

To be sure, from the first quarter of the nineteenth century onward,

dissatisfied elements have persisted in launching independent, or “third-^

party,” movements; and there has rarely been a time when the political

scene was not Somewhat confused by the existence of one or more such

minor partiesA'here were the Anti-Masons of 1826 and after
;
the Liberty

partyj appearing about 1840; the Free Soil party, active in the election

of 1848; the Native-American, or "Know-Nothing,” party which flour-

ished in the fifties
;
the Republican party itself, which began as a third

party in 1854-5G; the Prohibition party, dating from 1872; the Green-

back paiLy of the seventies; the People’s, or "Populist,” party of the

nineties; the Socialist party, starting about 1897; the National Progres-

sive party of 1912; the Farmer-Labor and Communist parties, formed

about 1920; the LaFollette Progressive party, which made an impressive

show’mg in 1924; a Union party* which achieved some prominence in

1936; and, most recently, a Communist Political Association which, in

1944, was announced as successor to the former Communist party, al-

though probably involving little ntlore than a change of name. Rising

usually in times of discontent, some of these parties momentarily attained

sufficient strength, especially in pivotal states, to affect the results of

’'Since the rise of the Labor patty, there have Been three, but with a tendency oT
the historic Liberal party to fade obt of the picture.
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even a presidential election,^ and one—the Republican—grew into a

major partyv^^-S a rule, however, third parties have been significant

mainly as revealing and crj’'stallizing’ dissenting opinion—especially,, of

late, upon economic and social matters—and as threats to the major

parties, driving them, however reluctantly, to take up issues and assume

positions calculated to find favor with elements of the population chiefly

appealed to by a given third-party movement. A remarkably large pro-

portion of leading party issues in the past several decades—the income

tax, the regulation of railroads and other corporations, the use of injunc-

tions in labor di.sputcs, woman suffrage, prohibition, and others—^were

more or less forced upon the major parties in this way^No third party

since the rise t)f the llct)ublican3, however, has over approached captur-

ing control of the national government; = and although from Lime to time

some sweeping realignment of party forces is predicted, tlic government

bids fair to continue for a good while to bo found in the custody of either

the Democrats or the Republicans. In general, minor parties fared poorly

in the elections of 1944.''^

1 The political history of New York aEford.s several examples. In 1844, the Liberty-
party's vote in that .state -was .sufficient to throw the state’s electoral vote to James
K. Polk, the| Democratic candidate, and so to insure hi.? election over the Whig
candidate, Heni-y Clay; in 1848, the Free Soil party drew aivay so many votes from
Cass, the Democratic nominee, that the Whig candidate, General Taylor, carried the
state; and in 1884, the Republicans held the Prohibitionists responsible for the loss

of the state and the resulting election of Grover Cleveland. Of late, an American
Labor party has a'yuned sufficient importance in the slate (400,000 votes in 1042
and almost 500,000 in 1944) to make it easily capable of swinging a close election.
Indited, in 1944, Provident Roosevelt carried the state only by virtue of capturing
the vote of that party and of a party almost as large that had split off fioni it,

known as the Liberal Party. Cf. J. Ds nicks, “The Third Party Tradition in American
Politics,” Mm. Valley Hist. liev., XX, 3-28 (June, 1933).

2 In fact, since 1800 there have been only four presidential elections in -which third
parties have polled more than ten per cent of the popular vote: the Liberal Repub-
liciins in 1872, the Populists in 1892, the National Progre-ssive party in 1912, and the
La Follette Progre.ssive.s in 1921, At nio-st elections since 1S60, not one vote in t-wenty
hog been cast, for candidates of all minor parties taken together. Such parties have
elected comparatively few congressmen, and except in 1872, 1892, 1912, and 1924,
they have never carried any states. See A. N. Holcombe, The Political Parties of
Today (Now York, 1924), Chap. xi. In the 1910 election, minor parties polled only
239,450 voto.H, or 05 per cent of the total. Many slates now deny a place on their
ballots to the Comiumiist party (in the case of some, to any "un-Araorican” party).
See H. P. Ward, “The Communist Party and the Ballot,” Bill of Rinhh JJeu., I,

286-202 (Summer, 1011); and for a more recent re.sume,' -with discu.s'fiona of the
declining activities of minor parties in general. H. A. Bone, “Small Political Parties
Casualties of the War?, Ant. Mun, Rev., XXXII, 524-528 (Nov., 1943), The change
of nanm of l he Communist party in 1944 did not lead to any relaxation of the election
'laws atteeting it. Cf. B. Moore, “Tiro Communist Party of the U, S. A.; An Analysis
of a Social Movement,” Amor. Polit. Rci. Ben., XXXIX, 31-41 (Fob., 1945).

» It is not proposed to introduce in the present edition of thi.s book an historical
sketchy of American political parlies. Such an outline, if desired, will, however, be
found in the 5th edition. (1935), pp. 167-178, Interpretative books, with emphasis upon
economic factors, iacludo A. N. Holcombe, The PoUtiml Parlies of Today, mentioned
above. The New Party Polilics (New York, 1933), and Tkr Middle Classes in. Awer-
ican Politics (Cambridge, ^ Masis., 1940); also W. E. Binkley, American PoUlkal
Parlies; Their Natural Uislary (New York, 1943).
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National Parties in State Politics

With the exception of occasional localized “third” parties

—

e.g., the

Progressive party .in IVisconsin, the recent Farmer-Labor party in Min-

nesota, and the American Labor party in New York—political parties

in the United States are nation-wide, and consequently are concerned

primarily with tho national government’s operations and policies. But

they have not confined their activities to the national sphere—^to the

election of senators and representatives in Congress, and of president

and vice-president. On the contrary, their existence and activities have

profoundly affected state, and even county and municipal, affairs. For

the principal executive officers and the members of the legislature in

practically all of the states, as well as a large majority of the judges,

have long been nominated and elected as adherents of one or another

of the two principal national parties; and most elective county, city, and

other local officers are chosen because of similar party attachments. /
To many people, this projection of national party lines into the field

of state and local politics seems not only illogical but inexplicable, un-

justifiable, and responsible for much of the inefficiency of state and local

governments. And it has to be admitted that it is not alw'&ys easy to

perceive any logical connection between the conduct of state, county, and

municipal government and Republican and Democratic policies relating

to national affairs. An explanation, although it may not be an adequate

justification, is not hard to find. In the first place, the importance of

the national government, the far-reaching significance of national party

issues, the exalted position of the presidency, the dramatic and often

spectacular methods employed in national campaigns, the powerful attrac-

tion of certain national leaders, and the varied and fervent appeals to

the electorate combine to arouse a keener interest and to stimulate a

larger participation in national than in purely local and state elections. To
the national party with which the ordinary citizen becomes identified

in such campaigns, there springs up an instinctive attachment, an atti-

tude of loyalty, perchance a zealous devotion, against which purely

local or state parties rarely have found it possible to prevail. Secondly,

regarded from the viewpoint of national party leaders, the maintenance

, of national party organizations as active participants in state and local

elections is a measure of preparedness for the great presidential battles

occurring once in four years, and also for the hardly less important con-

gressional campaigns falling midway between presidential elections.

Inasmuch as the states constitute the basic units for election to these

national offices, state political organizations inevitably form the basic

units in the national party system/ State and local officers also are often

chosen concurrently with national officers, as well as in the intervals

between national elections; hence national party activity in connection

I

thq nomination and election of state and local officers serves to keep"
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the national organization more alert and active, recruited more nearly

up to its maximum strength, the different parts better articulated and

running more smoothly, than if it were called into service only once in

two or four years. Moreover, a steadily increasing proportion of people

in most states now live in cities; hence, from the point of view of party

leaders at least, the party’s chances of winning the great national contests

will be materially enhanced if the national organization can maintain

from year to year, in every important city, well-organized units led by

veterans seasoned in local political skirmishes.

Finally, a partial jiustiRcation for national party activity in state inter-

and local governments is to be found in the fact that many of our most 0/

serious problems locally, sucli as poverty, \inomi)loyment, child labor, nndiocni

high co.st of living, pliy'-ical degeneracy, water sujiply, .sewage disposal,

clearance of slums, social insurance, transportation, communication, and

the naturalization and Americanization of aliens, cannot be solved

—

indeed the solution of some of them can scarcely be even commenced

—

without the cooperation of both state and national governments, which

entails the cooperation'of national political parties.

Notwithstanding this explanation and partial justification, many people

are convinced that the existence of national party lines in state and local non-par-

politics has been productive of more evil than good, and that, in partic- elections

ular, it lias been largely to blame for the existence in many populous

communities of unscrupulous and corrupt political machines masquerad-

ing under the name Republican or Democrat. Numerous efforts have

therefore been made to divorce national and state party aetivities.'TvIany

states now have some provision for holding stale and local elections, so

far as practicable, in the intervals between national elections, in the

hope that local issues will thus be confronted solely upon their own
merits, unclouded by national considerations, even though the state offi-

cials continue to be elected as Republicans, Democrats, or Socialists.

Another step in the same direction has been the adoption of the non-

partisan ballot, f.e., a ballot bearing no indication of tlie party affiliations

of candidates, for the nomination and election of many city and county

officers, judges of municipal or state courts, some of the princijral state

executive officials, and members of the legi.«lnture in Minne.sota and

Nebraska.

VVlJcrover the non-partisan ballot has been adopted, it has been gener- spurioOT

ally assumed by its advocates that the influence of national party organ- "nw-*'*

izations will bo eliminated from elections, or at any rate reduced to a

minimum. In many in.stanee.'-', this has tunied out to be the result, espe-

cially in relatively small commimities. But in states or large cities having

highly organized national party machines operating the year around, the

outcome has been, and is quite likely to be, entirely different. Each

political organization is almost certain to have its favorites upon the

“non-partisan ballot, in which case word is i)assed around—sometimes
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publicly, at other times in whispers—^that such and such men are the

“organization” candidates, and they receive partisan support to almost

the same extent as candidates who publicly bear the party labehlfTroo

great hope of regenerating state and municipal politics must not, there-

fore, be staked upon the mere removal of national party labels from the

ballot. It should be remembered also that while the Democratic and Re-

publican labels may not signify much in state or local elections, they

at least give the ordinary voter some idea of the forces or organizations

behind the candidates; whereas, with a non-partisan ballot, he may be

left quite in the dark. Obviously, a poor clue under such circumstances

is better than none at all.

National Party Organization

^ From this comment on national party activity in states and locali-

uutteea
gf Organization through which parties nowadays

attain, or seek to attain, their chief ^.objective, namely, control of the

national government itself. For about a hundred years, the machinery

of the two major parties has consisted chiefly o'f two scries or sets of

committees, one confining its activities almost entirely to the election

of the president, vice-president, senators, and representatives in Congress,

the other functioning in connection with the election of state and local

officials. IVith national and state elections usually taking place at the

same time, the two, sets of committees cooperate more or less closely

during a presidential campaign. While, however, the activities of the

national committee overshadow those of state and local committees, the

two organizations are entirely separate, and the national committee has

•i-no power to dictate to the state committees.

Until 1920, the Republican and Democratic national committees con-

sisted of one member from each state, territory, dependency, and the

District of Columbia. In that year, the Democratic party doubled the

size of its committee by authorizing the election of one man and one

woman from each state or other unit represented in the national con-

vention; and four years later, the Republicans followed their example.

Prior to 1912, members of both Republican and Democratic national

committees were “nominated” by the several delegations in the national

convention and foimally “elected" by the entire conventioji. Subse-

quently, the wide adoption of state direct primary laws led to" some-

modification of this practice, although in theory the national conven-

tion continues to elect. Where state laws require committeemen to be

chosen in a party primary or in some other specified manner, the persons

BO designated are regarded as “nominated” to the national convention,

and the Convention proceeds to elect them to the" national committee as

a. matter of form.

Tho
national
com-
mittee:

1. Com-
position

bttppcufid regijlarly la the ^'noa-paftisan” election of judges in Pennsylvania'
{n 1913-21.
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I The principal functions of the national committee arc to rlecicle, sev-

eral months in advance, upon the time and place of holding the national

convention, to issue the formal call for the election of delegates, to ap-

point local committees to make preliminary arrangements for the con-

vention, to make up the temporary roll, and, after the convention

adjourns, to select a national chairman (in consultation with the presi-

, dential candidate) and assist him in the conduct of the campaign, Be-

tween pre.siclential elections, the committee usually falls into a state of

suspended animation until the approach of the time for the next national

convention, although in recent years permanent headquarters, in charge

of a liiniled staff, have been maintained continuou.sly between presiden-

tial elections,
,

jc At the liearl of the national committee, .and .serving as commander-in-

chief of the party’s force,s throughout the campaign, is the national

chairman, nominally elected by the committee, but in reality tlie personal

choice of the presidential candidate;^ and upon this chairman the cora-
* mittee devolves full authority and responsibility for managing the cam-

paign, although naturally as.sisting in such ways as it can in carrying

out the plans and policies which he (in conjunction with the pre.sidential

. candidate) formulates. The principal auxiliary officials include one or

more vice-chairmen (elected by the national committee or appointed by

its chairman), a secretary and an assistant secretary, and a treasurer.

An executive committee is usually named by the national chaimian, the

member.s of which serve as his staff officers and adviser-s during the

campaign; and the work carried on under the national committee’s

ausihoes is usually handled by^ a dozen or more bureaus, dep.m-tments, or

divisions, including a speakers’ bureau, a publicity department, a purchas-

ing department, an advisory committee, a congrc.=sional committee, a

foreign-language division, a research division, a commercial travelers’

bureau, a labor division, a farm flivision, a club division, and colored

women’s, colored men's, and colored speakers' bureaus.

Comparatively inconspicuous in presidential campaigns, but promi-

nently active in connection with congres-sional and senatorial elections

occurring between presidential elections, arc the congressiomil and sena-

torial committees which assist in the election of member.s of Congrep.s

bearing their respective party labels. The Republican congressional com-

mittee is’composed of one congressman from each state having a Republi-

can naeraber in the House of Representatives, nomiiiatcd by the state

delegation and formally elected by a caucus of tlio Republican represen-

tatives. The Democratic congressional ^committee consists of one member
from each state. He or she i,9 usually a member of the House of Repre-

sentatives, and if so, ij selected by the delegation from that state. But if

the state is without a Democratic representative, tlio committee chairman

may appoint some one, usually an ex-member, to represent it. Since the

r See p. 234 below.
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adoption of iiopulai’ election of senators, similar committees have been

organised by both parties to assist in the election of party candidates for

the Senate; and although these committees are reorganized every two

years, the members are generally retained as long as they remain in Con-

gress and are willing to serve, unless they become candidates for reelec-

tion, in which case they retire from the committee during that campaign.

Upon the opening of a presidential contest, these congressional and

senatorial committees place all of their resources at the disposal of the

national committee and become its close allies, foregoing much of their

own initiative, even in what concerns the election of senators and repre-

sentatives. After all, in ‘‘presidential years” practically all elections

follow the fortupcs of the contest for the presidency. But in “off years”

the committees are much more conspicuous; they then have entire charge

of the congressional campaign, relying, of course, upon the cooperation

of state and local committees. They distribute political literature, main-

tain speakers’ bureaus, and raise and disburse money in considerable

amounts, giving special attention to doubtful states or districts; and

they often intervene to smooth out local factional differences. In intervals

between elections, too, they keep more or less in touch with the

district and central committees in the different states, endeavoring in

every way to promote the party’s interests.

State and Local Party Organization

fontLi
Although entirely separate pieces of machineiy, the committees form-

‘“’'tt'ea

national party organization function most effectively when they

have full cooperation from the multitude ,of committees making up the

more continuously active party organizations in the states. In every

state, the two major parties, and in some states minor parties as well,

maintain a central committee which serves as the head of the state party

organization. In size, composition, and powers, these central committees

vary greatly, as also do the subordinate committees farther down the

scale. Such matters are now regulated by law in most states; but in the

absence of law, party rules govern. Members of the state central com-

mittee commonly represent either counties or legislativfe^ congressional

districts, and are either elected directly by the party voter^r chosen by

delegate conventions for four years. When the convention astern held

undisputed sway, the state central committee, or a group withiXit, often

exerted decisive influence upon the action of the state conventjpn in

selecting candidates
;
hut in states that have adopted the direct primary,

the committee's influence upon nominations has declined, or at all events

has become much less conspicuous and decisive. Nowadays, the com-
mittee’s energies are concentrated upon promoting .election of party can-

didates (national and state) and maintaining efficient party organization

throughout the state between elections. Occasionally, too, it is empowered
tO 'ffUrmpIate the state party platform.
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Subordinate to the state committee, and operating in a more restricted

sphere, are often similarly constituted committees in congressional, legis-

lative, or senatorial districts. But in any event, of special importance

are the county committees, with their chairmen—found in practically

every county, and city central committees, found in almost all cities, and

especially influential in the largest municipalities. Nearly every city

ward and voting precinct also has its dual or triple set of party com-

mittees—at all events, its ward lender and precinct leader or captain;

and the same is true of almost every village and township. Alembcrs of

county and other local committees are usually elected directly by the

paity voters in the subdivision concerned. Originally, all such committees

consisted exclusively of male voters; but with the adoption of woman

suffrage, many committees have expanded tlicir membership so as to

admit women
;
w'hilc in other instances the hierarchy of men’s committees

is paralleled with a series of women’s committees.'^

The main purposes of our elaborate party organizations, whether

national or state, are to inform voters concerning the issues of the

campaign, the policies and records of the rival parties, and the merits

of candidates; to kindle the enthusiasm and quicken the loyalty of the

rank and file; to win over people who have no definite or permanent party

attachment
;

^ to make canvasses of voters before election day in order

to ascertain the drift of public sentiment; to see that the maximum

party vote is polled; and finally, if the party wins, to see that party

workers are rewarded with places on the public payroll, that legislation

is enacted which will strengthen the hold of the party upon the voters,

and that administrative policies are developed which, in one way or

another, will reflect credit upon the party generally.

1 It should be understood that the party machinery here described is fundamentally

a different thing from the political “macliines" of which we often hear. The real

party machinery or organization is the above-mentioned senes of committees, rami-

fying throughout the state. Every state, county, and other local subdivision has its

party machinery in this sense; happily, some state.s and many counties and smaller

communities are without any political “machine.” In the larger cities, on the other

hand, the series of committees i.s sometimes identical with, or at least controlled by, a

local "machine,” in which case it is not inaccurate to use the terms machine and

party organization interchangeably. Thus, the Tammany machine is the nemoeiutic

organization in New York county, and the Eopublican machine in Philadelphia is the

Bepilblioan organization of that city. Sometimes the party organization for an entire

state beootpes a “slate machino.” Thus there used to be a “Hill machine” controlling

the Democratic state organization in New York, and a “Quay machine” and a “Peti-

' rose machine” similarly dominant in the Republican state organization of Pcnnayl-

vania, Usually, however, the term “machine” applies to some smaller area and some

lesser group of politicians, so I hat it is possible to find several “niuehinea” within the

same party in a single state. On the other hand, there is ordinarily only one Demo-

cratic or Republican organization for a state.

zTo influence voters, party committees employ an infinite variety of means and

methods, including mass meetings or “rallies"; parades, barbecues, and fiTe.wcirks;

paid and volunteer campaign siieakers and glee-cluhs; lawyers', merchants’, working-

men’s, and manif other temporary clubs; onjanizations of coloreij voters, of Irish,

Jewish, Italian, Scandinavian, Polish, German, and other foreign-boro voters; leagues

of college and university students; tons of campaign literature; an immense amount
* of advertising in newspapers and magazines and on billbonrd.s ;

and extensive radio

broadcasting.
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With a view to bringing about the nomination of an "organization

slate,” or ticket of candidates favored by those in control of a given

committee or series of committees, committee activities sometimes begin

long in advance of the primaries or conventions in which candidates are

nominated. The greater part of committee work, however, has to do

directly or indirectly with the conduct of the "campaign” that starts

shortly after nominations are made. State and local committees are par-

ticularly active in seeing that new arrivals and first-voters are properly

registered; in assisting aliens to qualify by obtaining naturalization

papers; in instructing voters as to registration formalities, the location

of polling places, and the proper way to mark a ballot or operate a

voting-machine; in raising campaign funds in the local field; in employ-

ing speakers and distributing campaign literature
;

^ in appointing party

watchers to serve at the polls, and often also virtually appointing pre-

cinct election officials.

Party Finances

Eorceful and efficient conduct of any political campaign in which a

large number of voters must be appealed to—especially a presidential or

a state campaign, or even one restricted to a single large city—^necessi-

tates the collection and disbursement of large sums of money
;

indeed, the

first, and often the principal, task of many of the party committees men-

tioned above is to raise money, ie., "campaign funds.” As a rule, the

duty devolves primarily upon the treasurer of the national or other

committee most directly concerned, or is assigned to a director of finance

and a committee on ways and means; arid such officials leave no stone

unturned in their search for "the sinews of war.”

No official records of expenditures in connection with national cam-

paigns were published until 1908. Since that date, however, there has

been something more substantial to rely upon than mere estimate or

conjecture; for full publicity was voluntarily given to both contributions

and expenditures in 1908, and since 1910 such publicity has been re-

quired by national law.^ The Hoover-Smith campaign of 1928 saw more

money raised and expended than on any previous occasion—^more than

$10,000,000 in the case of the Republicans and nearly $7,500,000 in that

-of their leading opponents. Four years later, the country W9,s in the

depths of depression, and the amounts spent fell to $2,900,052" and

$2,245,975, respectively.® In 193G, however, outlays again reached an all-

time high, the Republicans spending $14,198,202.92 and the Democrats,

^ A few states have laws which require the printing and mailing to every voter
before primaries and elections of “publicity pamphlets” in which are to be found
statements by the vwious ptuty committees or candidatgs bearing upon, their re-
spective claiMa to favorable consideration.

^ Code of the l^am of the. V. 3. 21-23.

^L. Overacker, “Campaign Funds in a Depression Year," Amer. Polit, Sci. iJeu.,

XXVn, 769-783 (Oct., 1033).
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$9,228,406.85.^ In the 1940 campaign, the Democrats paid out consider-

ably less than in 1936 and the Republicans considerably more—-ilie

former spending $6,095,357.79, and the latter $14,941,142.87.^

Whence come the fand.3 with which to meet outlays on such a scale?

Speaking broadly, from anybody who can be induced to give. Party

officials and candidates and party office-holders are, of course, expected

to dig into their pockets. In later ycar.s, widely heralded efforts have

been made to democratize party funds by securing contributions of a

dollar or similar small amount per person from the rank and file, though

the plan has never met with great success. Far and away the large,st

proportion of the money raised comes from people who have, or think

they have, something at stake—usually, of cour.sc, some businuas or

other economic interest—in the .success or defeat of a given party. Cor-

porations arc forbidden by law to contribute. But this does not stand

in the way of gifts by officers, directors, ami stockholders, acting as indi-

viduals; and any list of larger contributors to especially the Republican

coffers fin le.sscr degree to the Democratic also, at least until 1936 “J is

studded with the names of representatives of big business—Du Ponts,

Mellons, Rockefellers, Pews—and people, too, of less conspicuous yet sub-

stantial business interests and connections. Likewise, since 1943 labor

unions have been forbidden to contribute; but this did not prevent an

auxiliary of the C.I.O, known as the Political Action Committee from

approaching the campaign of 1944 with a fund of $675,000 to be spent in

tlie interest of President Roosevelt’s reelection, and with assurance that

more would be provided by the affiliated unions if required. Still, even in

days when no effort had as y,et been made to restrict the size of dona-

tions, the number of really large gifts to the national committee was
small—in 1936, only three of over $50,000 and only 2,349 of over $1,000

(including both parties)*

^ Senate Report No. 151, 76th Cong., 1st Sess., “Investigation of Campaign Expen-
ditures in 1930.” Cf. L. Oreracker, "Campaign Funds in the Presidential Election of
1930,” Amcr. Polit. Sci. Rev., XXXI, 473498 (June, 1937).

“Senate Report No. 47, 77th Cong., lat Sess. (1941), p. 143. Cf. L. Overacker,
“Campaign Finance in the Presidential Election of 1910,” rimer. Polit. h'fi Reu.j
XXXV, 701-727 (Aug., 1911). The Senate special committee to investigate campaign
expenditures in f914 reported just ns these pages were going to pres.s, and it was
impoasible to indicate the results except to record that while the Republican and
Deinocratic riatinnal committees reported expenditures of 82,828,051 and S2’056,121,
respectively, the combined actual outlay of all organizations waa $23,021,878—the
largest in our electoral history. Sec jV. Y. Timc.% Mar. 16, 194.5.

(if Course, the expenditure figures for presidential campaigns, large a.H they are,

by no means tell the whole story; for large sums that go unreported are rai.sed and
.spent by local party and non-party committees, Cf. J, K. Pollock, Party Campaign.
Funds, Chap. in.

® Tub business world’s aversion to the New Deal was reflected in that year in the

conspicuous abstention of bankets and manufacturers from support of the Roosevelt
candidacy.

_
t

* A considerable number of individual gifts of over $50,000, and many others of

over 81,000 went, however, to state and local party committees .*nd various party

auxiliaries.
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Tliu cxiipiIciicQ of the Republicans in 1932, 1936, and 1940 would
seem to indicate that national elections cannot be won with “big money.”
And in point of fact, the aijprchcnsions of people who deplore the ex-

pcnflitiu'o of sums such as those mentioned, as being fraught with sinistci-

possibilities for our democratic institutions, are not well founded. Unin-

formed as a rule concerning the legitimate cost of conducting a national

campaign—to say nothing of more than two-score state campaigns and

a stupendous number of municipal and other local campaigns—^the public

is prone to regard outlays on the present staggering scale as presumptive

evidence of widespread attempts to debauch the electorate. And rival

party organizations, or candidates, with more restricted financial re-

sources regularly take advantage of this popular suspicion and loudly

denounce the “slush funds” of their opponents. Yet any fair-minded

citizen who will investigate the facts will find that it takes only a few

items of a perfectly legitimate nature to aggregate a million dollars or

more. Like other forms of publicity or adverti.sing, campaigning has come
to be tremendously expensive. One reas6n is that the electorate has been

more than doubled by the extension of suffrage to women; so that, allow-

ing five cents for stationery, printing or typing, and postage, more than

$3,000,000 would be required merely do prepare and mail one circular-

letter addressed to all of our sixty million (in 1940) registered voters.’- A
nation-wide campaign necessarily involves the expenditure of hundreds

of thousands, if not millions, of dollars, in the aggregate, for the rental

of headquarters and places for holding political meetings, for printing

and distributing campaign literature, for the traveling expenses of speak-

ers and the higher party officials, for a sipall army of organizers, can-

vassers, clerks, copyists, typists, tabulators, and addressers, to say nothing

of the cost of advertising in newspapers, in magazines, on billboards, and

by radio." When all of these entirely legitimate objects of expenditure are

duly listed and footed up, it will not be hard to understand why, in spite

of searching investigations by Senate committees in connection with

every presidential campaign from 1920 to 1944 inclusive, almost no evi-

dence has come to light justifying suspicion of extensive corruption in

the national politics of recent years,

’ There Ls not as yet, and probably never will be, a trustworthy registration figure
for 1944. The total number of men. and -ffomen of voiing age, January 1, 1944, was
reported by the Bureau of the Census as 88,666,555, as compared with ,76,863,451
four years earlier. ,

“ Oa radio broadcasting alone, the Eepublican national committee spent in 1932
approximately |IS50,060 and in 1936 $757,737, or about twenty and eleven per cent of
the total outlays, respectively; the figures for the Democratic coinmittee were
§343,415 and $582,327, or seventeen and thirteen per cent, respectively, In 1940,
the Democrats spent for this purpose about $387,000 (17.6 per cent), and the Repub-
licans, about $336,000 (fifteen per cent), although in the latter case almost as much
again was spent by agencies other than the national committee. The figures for 1944
were not available at the date of writing, but they -were Kno-wn to be in exceas of
any previous ones—apparently some-whero between one and one-half and two million
dollars, divided alfhost evenly between the two major parties (the Republicans esti-

mated. their outlay at $850,000), hut counting in outlays not incurred by the national
committees as such.
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Nevertheless, the raising and spending of money for such purposes

as winning elections opens plenty of possibilities of abuse; and both na-

tion and states now have laws, knouni as “corrupt practices acts," regu-

lating campaign contributions and outlays; such laws, indeed, Inu'e been

a principal means by which parties and their activities have been given

state, and to a certain extent federal, statutory recognition. Tlie cor-

rupt practices legislation of forty-eight states is too diverse to be de-

scribed in detail here; although it may be said that the principal things

provided for are (1) restriction of sources of contriI)uLions, (2) limita-

tion of GX])enditure3 in both primaries and elections, (31 prohiliilioii of

bribery, treating, intimidation or impersonation of voters, stuffing ballot-

boxes, tampering with voting-machines, and other corrupt practices, and

(4) publicity fur contributions, or expenditures, or both.’

Regulations impo.«ed by Congress, and applicable, of course, only to

campaigns and elections involving tlic choice of president, vice-president,

senators, and representatives, may be summarized under four heads.

(1) Limitations on the raising of money. Under federal civil-service law',

persons on the federal payroll may not be solicited for contributions for

political purposes by any officer or employee of the government. An act of

1907 forbids any corporation organized under national law to contribute

to any campaign fund whatsoever, and also makes it unlawful for any

corporation (organized under state law) to contribute to such a fund in

connection with the election of president, vdee-president, senators, or

representatives. The Smith-Connally War Labor Disputes Act of 1943

irrelevantly extended these restrictions, too (for the duration of the

war], to labor unions.- Under* the first Hatch Act (described below), no

contributions from relief workers arc to be received. And under the

second Hatch Act, no individual or association may contribute more than

55,000 in any calendar year to the campaign of any candidate for a

federal office. (2) EesLrictions on amounts that may be spent. The Fed-

eral Corrupt Practices Act of 1925 limits the election expenditures of a

candidate for the >Senate to $10,000 and of a candidate for the House

to $2,600, unless a lower maximum is fixed by the law of a state, in which

case that law is to govern. A candidate has a rigid, liowever, to the benefit

of an alternative rule under which he may spend up to three cents per

vote cast for all candidates for the given office in the last preceding

general election, with a maximum of $25,000 for a senatorial candidate

and $5,000 f«jr a candidate for the House. In lino with the Supremo Court’s

1 The subject is disnissed at length in E. It. Sikes, State and Federal Corrupt

Practices Legiilaticm (Durham, N. C., 1928) ; and somewhat more rnoeut iuformiition

will be found in H. Best [comp.]. Corrupt Practices at Elections, 75th Cong., Ut
Sess., Sen. Doc. No. 11 (1937).

- Labor unions or individual workers are legally free, however, to engage in any
form of political activity, including the use of money in connection with primaries,

so long as they do not contribute directly to patty funds used to promote the election

of candidates for president, vice-president, or seats in Congress. They may themselves

spend money to influence .such election.^; and in 1941 they did so lavishly, especially

(as noted above) through the medium of the C.I.O.'s Political Action Committee.
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iniphcation in the Newberry decision of 1921 that Congress has power to

regulate elections only, and not nominating procedures^ the act specifi-

cally exempts primaries from its provisions—^which, of course, leaves a

big loophole.^ One other relevant restriction, found in the Hatch Act of

1940, is that no “political committee” operating nationally may expend

more than $3,000,000 in any calendar year. (3) Limitations on the ‘pur-

poses for which money may be spent. State laws are usually quite ample

on this subject, but federal restriction does not extend much beyond pro-

hibition of the more obvious types of corrupt practice
;
indeed, in limiting

the amount of expenditure as mentioned above, the law specifically

exempts outlays of candidates on stationery, postage, circulars, telegraph

and telephone service, and for “personal” items, thereby failing (at least

under the last-mentioned category) to close another sizeable loophole.

(4) Requirement of publicity. This takes two main forms. First, every

candidate for the Senate or House is required to file with the secretary

of the Senate or the clerk of the House, ^as the case may be, a full report

of all contributions received in support of his candidacy and an itemized

statement of expenditures. Second, all party committees (and likewise all

other committees, organizations, and associations which receive donations

or spend money for political purposes in two or more states) must make
full periodic reports, under oath, of their financial operations.

Regulations on these lines have no doubt been beneficial. They do

not seem, however, to have had much effect in keeping down the sum
total of expenditure; and even if they were enforced with less laxness

than commonly prevails, they would still leave too many avenues for

evasion to constitute an adequate safeguard against electoral abuses.®

With a view, among other things, to reenforcing and extending the federal

corrupt practices laws, Congress in 1939 and 1940 passed the two im-

portant, although still not fully effective, Hatch Acts already mentioned.^

Under terms of the first—designed primarily for a period when great

numbers of people were on relief rolls— (1) persons on the federal pay-

roll are protected against intimidation or coercion in connection with

voting at elections; (2) solicitation or receipt of political contributions

from relief workers is prohibited; and (3) the use of relief funds to coerce

voters, such as was reported by the Sheppard Senate committee in con-

nection with the congressional campaign of 1938, is likewise forbidden.

The second measure (1) extended protection against partisan coercion

r A.U implication completely reversed in 1941 in the case of United States v. Classic

(see p, 170 above).
2 Another such loop-hole ia the total absence of any restriction upon outlays made

independently in behalf of a candidate by hia friends or by organizations or interests

supporting him.
s Defects in. the federal corrupt practices laws, and proposed remedies, are dis-

cussed briefly in J. K. Pollock, Party Campaign Funds, Chap, vii; L. (Iveracker,

Money in Slettions, Chaps, xi, xiv; and Mepart of the Gillette Senate committee in

1941.
'

'‘63'D. S. Slat, at Large, 1147; 54 ibid., 767, These measures are discussed at more
length below (see pp, 439-441) in connection with the federal civil service.
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and assessments to officers of state and local governments who are paid

in whole or in part from federal funds, and (2) sought further to prevent

the extravagant use of money in national elections. Beside.? prohibiting

the purchase of commodities or advertising when the proceeds of such

purchase are to be used for political purposes, the act limits receipts by

any political committee (operating in more than one state), and likewise

expenditures by such committee, as indicated above, to an amount aggre-

gating $3,000,000 in any calendar year. At the same time, individual

contributions or loans for use in any campaign for the nomination or

election of federal officer.? were restricted to $5,000 each in any calendar

year.

At its first test (in the election.'; of 1940), however, the portion of the

law relating to ctmtribiitions and expenditures proved so full of loop-

hole.?, arising from vague phraseology and .specified exce[)liona, that its

practical effect was almost negligible. In the case of Republicans and

Democrats alike, mushroom organizations, acting independently of the

regular national committees, collected and expended sums which, as we
have seen, pushed the total outlay of each party far beyond $3,000,000; ^

and persons who had contributed or loaned $5,000 to a national com-

mittee made even heavier contributions to state committees, which then

used the funds for expenses previously assumed by the national commit-

tee.- So disappointing, indeed, were the results that some members of

Congress urged total repeal of the legislation as a demonstrated failure.

Even the sponsor from whom it took its name came out with a proposal,

not only for repeal, but for limiting the outlay of every party in a

national campaign to one million dollars and having the federal govern-

ment itself furnish the funds. As in the case of the famous Volstead Act

of 1919 dealing with the enforcement of national prohibition, public

opinion was simply not sufficiently crystallized in support of the legisla-

tion to demand or uphold even ordinary or routine efforts to make it

effective; and, broadly, this unpleasant observation holds true of the

regulation of political finances in nearly all of their aspects,
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CHAPTER XII

nominations and elections

At appropriate points in later chapters, attention will be given to

the methods of filling particular types or classes of elective ofEces; the

very next chapter, indeed, tells of the nomination and election of the

nation's president. It will be useful, however, to undertake a general

survey of our nomination and election procedures here and now, while

om discussion of voters and parties is fresh in mind,

^ (The first di.scovcry that one makes is that the ways in which Candi-

dates for public office shall be presented to the voters, and the manner
in which the voters shall register their preferences on election day, arc

matters that have been left almost entirely to the states, with the result

that each state has practically a free hand in developing its own electoral

machinery. To be sure, the constitution gives Congress authority to make
laws or to alter state laws, regulating “the times, places and manner of

holding elections for senators and representatives”
;

^ and in pursuance

of this power the national legislature has ordained (1) that presidential

electors, representatives, and senators shall be chosen on the Tuesday
after the first Monday in November,'* and (2) that representatives shall

y. be elected by secret ballo^ In addition, it has banned corrupt practices

and restricted candidates’ expenditures at elections in which federal

officials are chosen. Prior to 1941, the Supreme Court w'as on record

to the effect that the power of Congress over elections did not extend

to primaries. This judgment has now been reversed, and congreasional

action bearing upon the nomination of senators and representatives may
not unlikely be taken.^ As yet, however, machinery set up and main-

tained by the states is employed, with virtually no restrictions except

those mentioned, in choosing presidential electors and in both nominating

and electing representatives and senators no less than governors, mem-
bers of state legislatures, and municipal councilmen. Even the great na-

tional nominating conventions that select our presidential candidates are,

’ in so' far as they have been subjected to legal regulation at all, affected

only by state laws, chiefly governing the methods of choosing delegates.

1 Except as to the places of choosing senators. See Art. I, § 4, cl, 1.

“Unless the constitution of a state fuces » different date. Maine is now the only
state in which this is the case

;
congressmen, as well us other officers, are there elected

on the second Monday of September.
“After 1842, representatives were required also to be elected by districts, and

from 1901 until 1929, the districts wore variously required to be “xiompact,’' formed
of “contiguous’* territory, etc. See p. 253 below.

• •* See p. 170, note 2, above.
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The eleciion laws of most states make up a rather sizeable volume,

which few people over have the courage to study. Nevertheless, the char-

acter and provisions of these laws- are matters of vital importance to

citizens generally; for the ballot-box is the only point at which most

people can exercise any genuine control over their government. However

virtuous, public-spirited, conscientious, and well-intentioned a citizen

may be when he goes to the polls, these good qualities or intentions may

be rendered of no effect by poorly drawn and inadequate election laws,

or by dishonest or incompetent officers, or by a long and confusing ballot.

Such things, therefore, as the form of the ballot, the choice, qualifica-

tions, and duties of election officers—in fact, the provisions of election

laws generally—are not to be passed over as the “mere mechanics” of

popular government. They are, rather, matters which pertain to the

very essence of such government.

The Nomination 0/ Candidates

In any outline of an electoral system,‘‘the method of designating candi-

dates is the first phase or stage calling for attention. To be sure, the

making of nominations is, in a sense, only a preliminary incident in the

realization of a political party’s ultimate objective, i.e., winning control

of the government. It is, nevertheless, of prime importance; because

whether we have honest and efficient elected officials naturally depends

upon the character and qualifications of the persons who receive nomina-

tions. Particularly true is this in not a few of our states where nomination

by one party is usually equivalent to election, e.p,, in such one-party

states as Vermont and most of the Southeyn states; also in such cities as

Boston and Philadelphia.

In earlier days, when political parties were looked upon as private

rather than as public organizations, nominations were regarded as strictly

their own affair, and their methods of making them as a matter with

which legislatures properly had nothing to do. As a result, nomination

procedures went almost wholly unregulated by law; and individuals

who desired to announce their candidacy independently of any party

action were equally exempt from control. Eor many years now, however,

—^more particularly since the rise of the direct primary early in the pres-

ent centuiy—the nomination of candidates has rightly been • regarded

as falling within the field of legitimate state regulation. No longer are

political parties looked upon as simply private organizations; rather,

they are regarded as public institutions whose operations in other re-

spects than nominations may also be controlled by law; so that now one

finds in most states laws which seek to regulate almost every phase of

party activity, including, as w;e have seen, the structure and functions of

what is commonly called party machinery and the raising and spending

of money in connection with political campaigns.^

i See attade by J, B. Starr cited gn p. 19S above.
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The earliest formal device for choosing candidates for principal state

offices, and also for Congress, was the legislative caucus, each party dele-

gation in the state legislature canvassing the matter in conference when

an election approached and deciding ujjon a slate of candidates to be

“recommended” to the voters. As will be pointed out below, candidates

for the presidency were for a time .selected similarly by party caucuses

in Congress.' Already, however, there had arisen a caucus of different

nature—a more or Ic.^-.s informal, sometimes secret, meeting of party

leaders for selection of candidates for local offices in towii.ships and cities.

Trcqucntly, too, these gatherings designated some of their number to

confer with representatives of similar caucuses in the choice of eaiidi-

dates for county offices nr for offices in Larger areas; and ('veidually it

became the cu=toinary tiling for ‘delegates to he chosiai in local caucuses,

in accordance with .aome definite jilan of representation, to attmid a

formal county nominating convention. The next step was the supplant-

ing of the legi.slative eaueua by 51 state-wide convention for nominating

to state offices and to Congres‘', and, in the national field, by a national

convention to select candidates for the presidency. By 1835, and for up-

wards of eighty years thereafter, the representative convention was the

almost universal device for naming party candidates for all offices above

those of townships and other subordinate local areas.

At its advent, the convention system was hailed as a decided improve-

ment upon earlier nominating devices, as indeed in many respects it

was. Strongest of the arguments for it was that it applied to the selection

of party candidates the principle of representation upon which all gov-

ernment in America was grourfded. Theoretically, the voice of each voter

could be transmitted from delegate to delegate until it found expression

in the party’s duly chosen nominees for legislative, executive, and ju-

dicial offices. And to tijis day, party leaders, as a rule, 'look upon the

convention system as the ideal mode of selecting candidates. In their

eyes, it furnishes an unexcelled opportunity for perfecting their party

organization, for bringing into the open the party'.s strength or weakness

in various portions of the state or district concerned, for appraising the

popularity of rival aspirants for nomination, for arousing party enthu-

siasm, for conciliating factions by agreeing upon “balanced" or com-

promise tickets, and for drafting and adopting party platforms,

' Brit, however admirable in theory, the convention system in practice

was soon found to afford little or no protection against boss or machine

control of nominations. In many states, men who represented the best type

of citizenship were seldom chosen as delegates; and when chosen, they

often turned over their credentials to “proxies" named by party or

factional leaders. Conventions became the "market-place of politics,"

where political "trades" were consumraated by the puschnse, sale, or

transfer of delegates from one candidate to another; convention pro-

1 See pp. 222-223 below.
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ceedings were often marred by serious disorder and fraudulent prac-

tices; and in the larger states the system became so complicated that

ordinary voters were unable to exert any appreciable influence upon the

selection of the candidates put forward by their partyd Chiefly for these

reasons, a few states—notably New York and Indiana—have restricted

the operation of the convention system to the nomination of candidates

for the principal state offices; and since about 1903, the great majority

have abolished the system outright, not only for congressional and state

offices, but also for county and municipal positions.^ In its place, the

direct primary system has been adopted, in one form or another, in all

but two states (Connecticut and Rhode Island), although it, too, is not

without shortcomings.’'

CUndcr the direct primary method, candidates are nominated directly

by the voters of each party, instead of indirectly through delegates assem-

bled in convention. The primaries of the different parties are usually held

on the same day, and at the places where the regular elections are held

later on
;
they are presided over by the regular election officials, and arc

surrounded by practically ail of the formalities and safeguards attending

a regular election
;
and hence the appropriateness of the full name for the

system, direct primary election. The ballots are generally printed at public

expense, and are usually of uniform size and shape. Pefsons seeking a

party nomination to any office, as a rule, get their names on the primary

ballot by filing petitions signed by a specified number of qualified voteA,

the number being roughly proportioned to the importance of the office

sought, and varying all the way from one-half of one per cent up to

ten per ccnt,'‘(^sually a candidate who receives the highest number of

votes for a giv^ office is declared the pajity nominee for that office, even

though, where thrSe or more persons are seeking the same nomination,

this may result in selection by considerably less than a majori^ Nine

Southern states” and Utah require a luajority vote to nominate
;
(^no

^For a fuller discussion of the rise and defects of the convention system, see M.
Ostrogorski, Democracy and the Parly System (New York, 1910), Chaps, ii-v, vli;

E. C. Moyer, Nominating Systems (New York, 1902), Ft. I, Chap, v; F. W. Dallin-
ger, Nominations Jot Elective Offices in the United States (New York, 1897).

= In some cities, candidates for municipal offices are nominated by the simple
method of filing a petition signed by a specified number of qualified voters. This
is true in San Francisco, Cleveland, Boston, Pittsburgh, and a number of New
Jersey cities.

s The first state to enact a direct primary electioii law was Wisconsifi, in 1903.
See A. F. Lovejoy, LaFollette and the Establishment' of the Direct Primary in Wis- '

consin, 1890~J904 (New Havim, 1941).
‘‘California, in 1927, simplified the primary systeiQ by substituting for petitions

signed by a large number of voters declarations of cimdidacy signed by “sponsors,"
the number ranging from ten to twenty for the lowest offices up to from sixty to
one hundred in. the case of the highest offices. La 1933, Massachusetts sanctioned the
holding of pre-primary conventions, though the law was repealed in 1937. Such con-
ventions are authorized also in Colorado. Similar laws on Minnesota and South
Dakota were repealed in 1923 and 1929, respectively. Of. C. Kassel, “Eesolving the
Political Chaosr A Study of the Pre-Primary Nominating Convention,” South Allans
tic Quar., XXXVIII, 198-211 (Apr,, 1939).

» Mississippi, Texas, North Caralinn, South Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana, Florida,
Alabama, Arkansas.
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candidate obtains a majority in the primai-y, a second, or "run-off,”

primary is held, in which only the two highest candidates are voted for.^

The right to participate in making party nominations is commonly

restricted by law to persons able to comply with some kind of a test of

party allcgiancejPrimaries so conducted are called "closed” primaries,

to distinguish tfiem from the “open” primaries found in Minnesota, Wash-

ington, and six other states, where no attempt is made to prevent Demo-
crats from taking a hand in Republican nominations, and vice versa. A
number of other states, however, in reality have the open primary, be-

cause the tests which they jn-cscribe notoriously fail 1o prevent voters

from fchiftiug temporarily from one party to another. The most effective

means of forestalling this practice (called “raiding”) are to be found in

tliosc stales which, like New York, require formal registration or enroll-

ment of the memhcr.s of each party previous to tlie day of a primary.

At the time of enrollment, various tc.sts arc apjilied in such states to

determine the right of voters to register ns Republiean.s or a.s Demo-
crats, as the case may be; and at'thc ensuing primary no one is allowed

to vote whose name does not appear upon the respective ])arty lists.

“

Ei’ora wliat has just been said, it will be seen that the direct pri-

mary usually presupposes the existence and activity of national party

organizations in state and local nominations. Where, however, non-

partisan elections have been introduced, they arc usually preceded by a

"non-partisan” primary conducted in practically all respects like an

ordinary party primary, except that the ballots carry no indication of

the party affiliations of tlie candidates; and no attempt is made to in-

quire into the party preferences of those who wish to participate in nam-
ing the “non-partisan” candidates. Partisan and nun-paitisan primaries

may even be held at the same time and place, in which case separate bal-

lots are prepared for the two kinds of nominations. In any event, the

two candidates on the non-partisan ticket polling the highest number of

votes for each office have their names printed on the official ballot msed

at the ensuing election, where party designations are again entirely ab-

sent. In most places, the non-partisan primary thus becomes “a sort of

cjualifying heat which eliminates the weaker contestants from the final

race,” and in so doing insures ultimate election by majority, rather than

by a mere plurality.

’ 1 In Tennessee also a run-off primary is authorized in the case of a tie vote. In
order to approximate majority nominations, a number of state.'! have tried the prefer-

ential system of voting, under which each voter is given an opportunity to express

his first, second, and sometimes his third, choices among the candidates. In Iowa and
South Dakota, if none of the candidates for a given office reoeive.s thirty-five per cent

of the total party vote in. the primary, the selection of a candidate for that office is

left to the action of a delegate convention, Cf, O, D. Weeks, "Summary of the History
and Present Status of Preferential Voting in State Direct Primary Systems," South-
western Soc, Sei. Quar., XVIII, 64-67 (June, 1937).

2 A great deal of information on these matters will be found ifi C, A. Berdahl,

'Tarty Membership in the United States, II,” Anter, Polit. Sci. Jiev.r XXX'W, 241-
• 262 (Apr., 1942).,
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The direct primary inelhod ol choosing party candidates unquestion-

ably gives tlie rank and file of the party a much more direct and decisive

influence in controlling nominations than is possible when candidates are

picked by delegate conventions. Beyond this point, the supporters and

opponents of the direct primary hold widely varying views as to its

superiority over the convention system. The former argue that it brings

to the polls on primary day a much larger proportion of the voters than

took the trouble to come out merely to vote for delegates under the old

system; that it has materially weakened machine control of nominations;

that it affords at least an opportunity to bring forward better candidates,

at all events a better chance to defeat conspicuously unfit ones; and that

corruption, which often was a decisive factor in determining the selection

of candidates by conventions, is robbed of most of its potency. Oppo-

nents of the direct primary, on the other hand, are in the habit of deny-

ing outright most of these claims, and of asserting that the direct

primary has produced no better officials, involves added costs and there-

fore leads to increased taxation, imposes greater expense upon candidates,

favors candidates with plenty of money to spend, weakens party organi-

zation, destroys or impairs party responsibility, intensifies machine con-

trol, multiplies the number of candidates, and favors populous centers at

the expense of rural sections.

Most of the issues thus raised are largely matters of opinion, and con-

sequently cannot be disposed of by simple assertion one way or the other.

AVith widely diverse laws, results under the direct primary have natu-

rally varied from state to state, and even from time to time and place

to place within the same state. The only proper method, therefore, by

which to appraise the system is that of comparing results under it, state

by state, with conditions which prevailed in the same states under the

convention system. Perhaps the primary’s chief shortcomings arise from

the failure of the laws regulating it to take into account the fact that

democracy needs leadership, and their neglect to provide for a leadership

(although this can hardly be made simply a matter of law) that is at

once public, official, and responsible. Until guidance of this sort supplants

the more or less secret, unofficial, and irresponsible leadership that has

sprung up in most of our states and large cities, and until the number

of offices for which popular nominations have to be made is greatly re-

duced, the best results logically to be expected from the direct primary

will never be attained.^

1 A digest of state primary laws (not, of course, up to date) will be found in

Annals oj Amar. Acad. 0/ Polit. and Soc. Sci., CVI (Mar., 1923). Significant later

changes are summariaed in notes by li. Oreracker in Amer. Polil. Sci. Eev., XXIV,
370-380 (May. 1930) ; XX.VIII, 265-270 (Apr,, 193i) ; XXX, 279-285 (Apr., 1936)

;

and XXXIV, 499-506 (June, 1940). The principal treatise on the subject ia C. B.
Merriam and Ij..Ovoracter, Ptiimry Elections (New York, 1928).
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In early days, when the voters in a village or other district were few

and well known to one another^ it was possible to get along by merely

identifying them as they presented themselves at the polls. But as num-

bers increased and people moved more frequently from place to place, it

became necessary to adopt some plan for enrolling the properly quali-

fied in advance of election dajn Hence the rise of varjdng sy.stems (pro-

vided for by law in eaoh state) for prcpaiing and keeping official voters^

lists. Such li^ts, now required in every state, are used in both primaries

and elections, and no one who.se name doe? not appear on them is permitted

to vote, at all events unle.-s certain sjiccial formalities prescribed by law

arc complied with. All liut throe states (Vermont, Arkansas, anrl Texas)

have iier^oiud registration, in the sense that one who desires to vote must

appear in person before the proper registration official at a county seat

or other designated place and establish his right by giving W'hatever

information and assurances tiie 'law requires. In a majority of states

until recently, registration has been periodic, which meant that the voter

might keep his name on the list only by re-registering at yearly or other

fixed intervals
;
and many still think this the surest method of keeping

the lists free from the names of persons who have died, moved away, or

for any reason become disqualified. A good deal of inconvenience, how-

ever, is caused the voter; many fail to register; and twenty-two of the

states have now introduced state-wide plans for "permanent” registra-

tion, under which a voter, once registered, remains on the list as long as

it is not discovered that he sliould be removed. With all of the names
arranged conveniently on cards or loose-leaf sheets, registration officials,

who, in addition to whatever other duties they may have, are prepared

to give attention to registration matters the year around, keep ceaselessly

revising the lists as new voters report for registration and old ones drop

out. Whatever plan may be in use, the task of guarding against fraud

is a difficult one, and the officials in charge need to be persons not only

of intelligence but of high integrity; honest registration is the first line

of defense against corrupt elections.*^

Still other preliminary work is necessary before an election can be

held. A division of the voters, on geographical lines, must be worked

out, .so Chat each will be able to vote in his proper district or prcoinct

—^which in rural regions may be a fairly large area, but in towns and

cities is likely to be a ward or some subdivision thereof.^ Polling places

iTbe principal work on the subject is J. P. Harris, Registration of Voters in the

United States (Washington, 1929). The author suggests a model registration system;
and such a system is outlined m a supplement to the National Municipal Review,
XVI (1927). Cf. J. B. Johnson and I. J. Lewis, Registration for Voting in the United
States (Chicago, 1941) ; J. K. Pollock, Permanent Registration of Voters in Michigan
(Pamphlet, Ann Ai'bor, 1937) ; and J. P. Horlariier, “The Adnu'aistrgtion of Permanent
Kegistmtion in Philadelphia,” Amcr, PoUt. ScL Rev., XXXVII, S29-83S (Oct., 1943).

• -It is not to be understood that these arrangernents are made afresh for evsi-y

election, although changes may be fairly frequent.
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Polling
officials

must be designated, -with preference in these days for school-buildings,

police and fire stations, and other locations of a little more dignity and

attractiveness than the livery stables, barber shops, and other places

commonly employed before the feminine touch was added to our politics.

Polling officers must be appointed, commonly on a bi-partisan basis and

from residents of the precinct; polling hours and places must be duly

advertised; sample and ofRcial ballots must be printed and distributed;

other polling equipment, clown to lead pencils, must be made ready. In

large cities, these functions are performed as a rule by special election

boards, appointed by the governor or otherwise; elsewhere, they com-

monly fall to county authorities, such as boards of supervisors or com-

missioners. Eew people realize the magnitude of the preparations entailed

in a major city or even a populous county.

On election clay, the polls in each district or precinct are in charge

of the polling officials previously appointed. Varying in number, titles,

terms, method of selection, and rale ^of compensation—from state to

state, and even in different parts of the same state—such officials usually

include an inspector, who has general charge; two judges, who help decide

disputes; two or more clerks, who have custody of the voters’ lists, initial,

number, and pass out the ballots, and check off the voters to whom bal-

lots have been issued; and as a rule one or two police officers, although

the duty of quelling possible disturbances and maintaining general de-

corum may be left to regular sheriffs’ deputies or police. Not strictly

as election officers, but with a view to looking after party interests, recog-

nized party organizations, and even individual candidates, are allowed

to have present “watchers” or challengers, "who are entitled to see every-

thing that is done by the election authorities at both the casting and the

counting of the ballots. Their main function, of course, is to detect illegal

voting which otherwise might somehow escape the officials. At first glance,

the duties of polling officers may seem so simple and so purely clerical

that almost any person can perform them. Certainly this is the theory

on which the officials are nowadays too often selected; in many places,

the posts arc simply distributed by local politicians among their friends

as political favors. Full knowledge of the election law's—no simple mat-

ter—ought, however, to be possessed, as well as the intelligence and judg-

ment necessary to deal satisfactorily with doubts and controversies which

almost inevitably arise. The electoral system could be considerabljrim- -

proved by raising the standard for polling officials, possibly by the use of

qualifying examinations, such as were authorized in Milwaukee in 1937

and in Minnesota in 1940. Circulars of instructions are ^generally dis-

tributed in advance to persons who are to serve, but that is about as far

as present precautions go.^

When, qn election day, the voter enters the polling place, he takes

’^See M. H. ^usterman, "Choosing Eleotiou Officers," NaL Mm. Mev„ XXIX,
lSS-103 (Mar., 1910) ; Miiit. Year Book (IMl), S32.
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liih turn in identifying himself to the clerks, carries a blank ballot to a

screened compartment, or “booth,” marks the ballot according to his

preferences, and, emerging, folds the ballot with its number and the clerk’s

initials on the outside, deposits it in the ballot-box, and is duly checked

off as having voted. Under only one circumstance may his privacy in the

voting booth be invaded; if on account of blindness, illiteracy, or other

handicap, he asks for as.si&tance, one clerk of each party may, under the

laws of most states, enter the booth to give it, although without trying

in any way to inflncnce his decisions.

But not all voters are so situated, at a given election, as to be able

to prc.sent them.'-clve.s at the polls. The number who cannot do so is, of

course, particularly large in wartime; and as far liack a.s the Civil War,

provision (although not very effective) was made for soldiers to east

tlieir ballots in absentia. In addition to soldiers and sailors, there are,

however, the ill and the disabled, students in attendance at distant col-

leges and universities, persons engaged in operating trains, migrant work-

ers, people away from home on business trips, and many other persons

“unavoidably” or “necessarily" absent (as the laws put it) from their

voting precincts at elertion time. Vermont led off in 1896 with a statute

making general provision for absent voting, and by 1940 all states except

Kentucky and New Mexico had laws of the kind,^ although applying

to somewhat differing categories of people and in some instances to all

elections and in others only to certain ones.®

With over five million men (and a good many women) of voting age in

training camps or overseas, and with hundreds of thousands of both men
and women moving, or likely -to move, from one part of the country to

another in quest of employment in war industries, the country was faced,

as the congressional and state elections of 1942 approached, with a

weighty problem. Notwithstanding that the federal constitution leaves

mainly to the states the fixing of qualifications for voting, and intrusts

to them entirely the preparation, distribution, collection, and counting of

ballots, Congress, in 1942, passed a measure facilitating absent voting

by members of the armed services and their auxiliaries, wherever located,

and without reference to registration or payment of poll taxes. In the

elections of that year, only some 136,000 such jicrsotis applied for ballots,

and only 28,000 actually voted. By 1944, the number of men and women
of voting age in the armed services had risen to approximately nine mil-

lion; and, with a presidential election approaching, more adequate ar-

iNew Mexico was authorized by its constitution to enact such legislation, bub
had not yet done so.

^See J. K Pollock, Absentee Yolinff and Reghlrnlion (Pamphlet, Washington,

U, C., 1940), and cf. Slate Absentee Voting and Reghtmlion Laws, SejA., IDiS (Wash-
ington, D. Cl., Gort, Prtg. Off,, 1942). The nb^ientee voter must apply to the proper

official for the privilege, and after voceiving his ballot (directly or through an official

in charge of elections where the voter is) must usually viilidate* himself before a
notarjr or other official before marking his ballot and mailing it to the proper

T address.
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rangements for soldier voting became imperative. Instead, however, of

passing a measure, such as President Roosevelt favored, under which

the entire matter would have been' taken care of in accordance with a

simple, uniform federal law, Congress fell into prolonged and angry

debate, ostensibly over the constitutionality of such a plan, but animated

chiefly by bitter feeling over the poll-tax issue and by partisan interpreta-

tions of the effect that different plans might have upon electoral results.

The upshot was an act of March, 1944,^ providing for a federal “short

ballot” for use the following November in voting for president, vice-

president, senators, and representatives, but hedged about with restric-

tions permitting such a bhllot to be employed only (1) by service-men

voters from states having no system of absent voting and (2) by those

applying for a ballot from their home state by September 1 but failing

to receive it within a month. In deference to states’ rights, poll-tax

qualifications were left untouched; and, on the same line, service men
were not to be eligible to vote the federal ballot unless by July 15 their

respective states should have indicated their willingness to receive and

count any federal ballots cast and returned to them. In other words,

ballots supplied by the states (in accordance with new or revised laws

which many of them were in process of enacting) were to have the right

of way, even overseas, with the federal ballot merely opening a somewhat

uncertain opportunity for voting in cases where state ballots were not avail-

able. Regarding the plan as confusing and "wholly inadequate,” although

better than no provision, for a federal ballot at all. President Roosevelt

simply permitted the measure to become latv without his signature ®

The outcome was a considerably heavier soldier vote than expected.

A total of some 4,300,000 service men and women applied for ballots

—

probably rather more than half of those eligible to do so—and the total

vote cast was in the neighborhood of 2,800,000.® In most states, the soldier

ballot (state or federal) must be received by election day, November 7,

in order to be counted. In eight, however, election officials were author-

ized to receive and count belated ballots up to a varying deadline—^in

one or two instances as late as the first week of December. These eight

states had a total of 103 electoral votes, and in a close election the

country might not have known for a month who the next president was
to be. As matters actually turned out, the reelection of Franklin D.
Roosevelt was assured by the balloting of November 7.

^Public Law S77, TSth Congress.
3 The federal govenunenb undertook to transport and deliver all ballots, federal

and state, althon^ Army officials warned that insufficient time had been allowed for
reaching voters in some remote areas. For supervising the federal government’s
participation in the general task, a War Ballot Commission was set up, consisting of

the secretaries of waqand navy and the head of the War Shipping Administration.
Under direotimi of this ageiioy, both the Army and the Navy assumed the burden of
providing instmetkin for eligible voters in the intricacies of voting procedures under
existing state laWs.

a Ondy twenty states allowed federal ballots to bo counted, and the number of
fqde™ ballota cast was only 109,479.
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Not all elections involve the literal use of ballots. There is an ingenious Voting

contrivance known as a voting machine; and more than half of the states chines;

have authoriiscd some use of it.’- Where such machines are employed,

the voter identifies himself at the polls in the usual way, but instead

of receiving a printed ballot, is directed to a curtained space in which

stands a mechanism showing on its face the candidates’ lists which the

ballot would contain if one were used, and where he votes by merely

pulling levers—a single master lever if voting a straight ticket. Auto-

matically recording the votes, and also adding them up, the voting

machine has the great advantages of accuracy, complete secrecy, economy

of time, and full tabulation of results the moment the polls are closed.

Aside from hesitancy to adopt new ways, and perhaps in some ca.ses the

lukewarmness of politicians toward a device that cannot be manipulated,"

the main obstacle to wider use of voting macliines is the cost of the

machines themselves— something like a thousand dollars apiece. Use of

them in more populous areas is, however, steadily growing.'*

When the polls close, the results are canvassed and tabulated, usually Tabuist-

by the regular polling officials, although about a dozen states, including rojoriinu

Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, and West Virginia, have a “double resuua

election board” system under which the “receiving board” has charge

of the polling and a “counting board” confines its labors to reckoning

up results, usually starting its work while the voting is still going on."*

If voting machines are used, there is little to be done except to open the

machines and find what they have recorded. In the majority of cases,

however, there are printed ballots to be counted—perhaps a huge number

of them; and the authorized persons attack the job—sometimes, as in

New York, in the presence of any voters who care to look on, but usually

with only the polling officials present. The task completed, all ballot.s,

used and unused, including spoiled and defective ones, together with the

poll-books and tally-sheets, are placed in sealed packages or in sealed

ballot-boxes; and all are preserved and carefully guarded for a specified

period, after which the ballots are destroyed. Meanwhile, the chief elec-

tion officer sees that “return blanks” are filled out in duplicate or trip-

licate, showing the exact number of votes received by each candidate

;

and, his signature having been affixed, one set is sent off to the city or

county clerk or to a board of elections, while another goes to some higher

• canvassing authority, i.e,, the county board of supervisors in California

and other states, the judges of tlie court of common pleas in Pennsyi-

’ In 1940, voting machines were employed in all New York cities, and in certain

places in eighteen other states, including Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, San
Francisco, and Los Angeles.

2 This is not to say that voting machines have never been tampered with. But in

their improved Ioitos they are fairly secure against that sort of thing.
sj. P. Harris, Election- Adminhtraiion in the United Stales, Cha.p. Vil; B. D.

Albright, Ballot Analysis and Ballot Changes Since 1930 (Chicago,*1940)
,
lS-23.

*L, McCarthy, “Cormting Votes Before the Polls Are Closed,” Amer. Polit. Sd.
• Rev., XIX, 784-788 (Nov., 1925) ;

J. K, Bads, “Indiana Experiments with Central

Ballot Count,” Nat. Mun. Rev., XXDC, 64B-548 (Aug., 1940).
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vania, the county clerk a&&istcd by two justices of the peace of the county

in Illinois, and the board of election commissioners in most large cities.

By telephone, or otherwise, the results arc reported to the press and

party leaders the moment they are ascertained; and, consolidated with

others pouring in from all over the electoral area, they enable an inter-

ested, and perhaps excited, public, hovering before radio sets and loud-

speakers, to know how things arc coming out.

rinni On a day fixed by law, the canvassing bodies in each county or city
stages o i cj

^

(It the proceed officially to add up all the votes cast and, m so far as state and

national offices are involved, certify the result to some state official (usu-

ally the secretary of slate), who is required to consolidate and transmit

the returns to a state convassing board. In New York, this board (as

reorganized in 1927) is a bi-partisan body consisting of the attorney-

general acting as chairman, two senators chosen by the senate, and two

members of the assembly chosen by that body. In Illinois, the board is

made up of the governor, the secrctaiy of state, the auditor, the treasurer,

and the attorney-general. These state boards, in turn, add up and check

over the results reported from the several counties. The last stage in the

process is reached when the state and county canvassing boards file their

reports with the officials designated by law, usually the county clerk in

the case of county offices and the secretary of state in the case of state

(and national) offices; whereupon these officials issue to each person de-

clared elected a certificate of election which is prima jade evidence of

the legal right of the person named therein to hold the office and perform

the duties connected with it.

Disputed Such a certificate is not, however, conclusive; for all state election

laws include detailed provisions for “contested elections,” that is, for

disputes arising when a defeated candidate alleges that he has been

illegally denied a certificate of election. Such cases are commonly deter-

mined in the courts, although in some states, e.g., Illinois, the legislature

is the authority which decides conflicting claims to the highest state

offices. Where such contests involve the right to a seat in the state legis-

lature or in a city council, the legislative house or the council concerned

almost invariably has the power of decision.

Forms of Ballots

utii-tt-
sharp contrast with the days when voting was oral and public,^ '

jyTtem
secrccy is now everywhere provided for, either in the state constitution

mioptfld or by statutes; and it has been cfiectually attained through the adop-

tion since 1888 of the so-called Australian ballot in every state except

South. Carolina.® Written or printed ballots, to be sure, were in general

^ A description of oral votini^ in a Virginia election in l79S is quoted in P. E.
Odegard and E. A, American Polities, 706.

that st^e there is no statute requiring use of the Australian ballot, The Demo-
cratic party, however, requires its use ni its own primaries—which, in a one-party
state, almost invariably predetermine the results of elections.
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u&e by the middle of the nineteenth century. As employed then, how-
ever, they gave the voter little protection. Prepared and distributed in

advance by candidate.^ or by party ‘organizations, they u.sually could

readily be identified, by color or otherwise, when carried to the polls to

be deposited. The essence' of the Australian system is that the only bal-

lots allowed to be used at the polls are prepared by responsible public

officials at public expense, in accordance with forms prescribed by law,

and hence can be cast without possibility of detection of the ticket for

which one has voted. The ballot is nonnally in blanket form, i.e., bearing

on a single sheet the complete list of offices to be filled and of candidates,

although when national, state, and city elections arc being held simul-

taneously, the names of candidates for presidential electors, and also of

candidates for municipal offices, are sometimes printed on separate

sheets.’-

The arrangement of the names of candidates on the ballot varies Pnncipiii

in different states, but usually conforms to one or the other of two major wbta’^

plans. In the party-column type o^ ballot, introduced in Indiana in 1889,

and now used in thirty states, candidates of the different partie.s have

their names printed in separate columns, at the head of which appear,

in each case, the party name and a “party circle’’ or “party square,”

and sometimes a party emblem, or vignette. The voter has merely to

place a single cross in this circle or square to vote for all of the candi-

dates of a given party. This obviously facilitates what is called “straight-

ticket” voting, and accordingly the plan is regarded with high favor by

party leader,s. Wyoming and a few other states, although retaining the

party column for the guidance of voters, omit the party square or circle

at the head of the column, so that there is no possibility of voting a

straight ticket merely by making a single cross.

In seventeen states,- including Llassachusetts and New York, a differ-

ent arrangement is employed—an “office group” scheme which puts less

stress on party regularity and more on the weighing of individual candi-

dates. The names of candidates of all parties are grouped together

alphabetically according to the offices for which they are running, the

designation of the party to which each candidate bclong=i appearing along-

side his name. There is no way of voting a straight party ticket with a

single cross; on the contrary, to vote a straight ticket, a voter must

place a cross opposite the name of every candidate of a given party. For

this reason, the Massachusetts type of ballot, as this form is called

(because it was employed first in that state, in 1888) ,
is said to favoi'

i-In South Carolina, the voter simply selects a “party paper” from among those

circulated by party officials and workers. Georgia was the last state to adopt -the

Australian plan (1922), with, however, use of it still optional with the counties

Voting machines, where employed, represent merely a new technical adaptation. See

E. C. Evans, A History oj the AvslraUan Ballot System in the U'^ted Statu (Chi-

cago, lOlT)
;
S. D. Albright, Ballot Analysis and Ballot Changes Since WSO (Chicago,

1940),

2 The missihg state in the figures here given is. of course. South Carolina.
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independent, or “spliL-ticket,” voting. Pennsylvania ballots retain the

grouping of candidates by offices, as in Massachusetts, but also provide in

the left-hand margin a list of the parties represented on the ballot; and

a single cross placed opposite one of these party names is counted as a

vote for every candidate nonainated by that party—a device which, of

course, makes straight-ticket voting quite as easy as where the irariy-

column ballot is employed.

The Election System Criticized—Proposed Changes

Few aspects of our governmental system have, in recent years, been

regarded as more faulty than our scheme of elections, especially as to

the frequency of primaries and elections, the holding of local, state, and

national elections simultaneously, the excessive number of offices filled

by popular election, and the almost universal jn-actice of election by

plurality vote. Each of these grounds of objection deserves a word of

comment.

Concerning the frequency of elections, nothing more need be said

than to call attention to the familiar fact that the election of president

and vice-president and of various officers of different states occurs every

four years; that some state officers are elected triennially, and others,

along with congressmen and most county officers, biennially; that many
county and local offices are filled annually; and that practically all of

these elections are preceded by primaries or nominating conventions.

Not only do these frequently recurring primaries and elections impose a

heavy financial burden upon the taxpayers,^ and give more scope than

is desirable to the professional politician, but they make it impossible for

the average preoccupied citizen to keep up an intelligent interest and to

take an active part in the nomination and election of the men who in

various ways act for him in the conduct of public affairs.

National, state, and local elections often fall on the same day, with

the result that the names of candidates for offices of all three kinds, or

at least for national and state offices, are not infrequently printed on the

same ballot. This tends seriously to confuse national with state and

local issues, commonly to the detriment of state and local government.

A remedy has been sought in many states by arranging elections so that

the most important statei and local contests will be held in years in

which presidential and congressional elections do not occur. Some states,

indeed, have not stopped there, but have also separated purely local from

state elections. Separation on this line may, however, be carried so far as

unreasonably to increase the number of elections occurring in a single

year, as has ffiappened in Illinois, where in some years the voters are

called to the polls as many as seven times.

On ffie cost elections, see S, P. Harris, Election Administration in the Urdied
States, Chap. x. Cf. pp. 1&2-194 above.
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Of far greater seriousness than either of the foregoing defects is the

long and confusing ballot with which most voters are confronted when

they go to the polls at presidential elections and at many state and local

elections as well. The bewildering list of candidates to be voted on is

accounted for partly by the number of offices now filled by popular elec-

tion, partly by national, state, and local elections falling at the same

time, and partly by the fact that there arc usually two or more candidates

for every office to be filled. The result is that ballots bearing three hun-

dred, and even more than four hundred, names are by no means uncom-

mon.^ Certain serious consequences are entailed. For one thing, it is

extremely difficult, if not impossible, for a majority, or even a consider-

able minority, of the voter.? to form an intelligent opinion as to the merits

of the eandiflales, especially when elections take place frequently. Con-

sequently, there is a great deal of blind voting, especially in the form

of straight-ticket voting. Another result is that the merits of the can-

didates for only a few principal offices are considered seriously, even by
well-informed voters. Popular interest is usually concentrated upon can-

didates for president, go\'ernor, and mayor, to the almost complete neg-

lect of the remainder of the ticket. At best, in other words, there is

intelligent voting for a few prominent offices, and blind voting for the

great majority of minor offices. Taking advantage of popular preoccupa-

tion with the most conspicuous offices, politicians are often able to get

wholly unfit candidates into minor, though not unimportant, positions.

The remedy for much of this blind voting is to shorten the ballot by
sharply reducing the number of elective positions.- Officers w'ho have a

share in translating public opinion into law, or who enjoy large discre-

tionary powers in the administration of laws—in other w'ords, all policy-

determining officials—should continue to be elective. But there are

surprisingly few of these. The president, the members of both branches of

Congress, the governor and members of the state legislature, and the

mayor and member.® of the city council arc obviously policy-determining

officers. To a less extent, the same is true of boards of county commis-

sioners or county supervisors. But here the list practically ends; very few

‘In addidon, in statou in which the popular referendum prevails, anywhere from
two or flii'op to It dozen or more legislative nieasurc.'j may be aubmittoJ to the voter's

judgment. A few yeara ago, Imliana Imd tlic dubious distinction of having the largest

ballot of aity state—a total of fourteen square feefcl “Blanket ballots," carrying all

the ofSi'Ps and all initiated and referred ineiisurcs, are used in twenty-five states;

elsewhere there aio .separate ballots for office.? and measures, and occasionally also for

offices on different levels of government.
- A few states have to some extent done this. Thus New York, as long ago as 1925,

adopted a conatilutional iimondmcnL nmking the offices of secretary of state, state

treasurer, and state engineer appointive, and three years later Virginia did the same
thin^ for the offices of secretary of State, state treasurer, comroiKioner of agriciiUiiie

and immigration, and superintendent of public instruction. The national government
presents no problem at this point, except in the sense that the names of candidatea

for presidential elector help clutter up the ballot unless printed sepal'ately, or unless,

as in seventeen states, they do not appear at all.
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Wmt'^
ol-liGr ofBcials have anything to do with the formulation of public policy in

M)pomi-° either legislation or administration. On the contrary, their

respective ofScial duties are set forth minutely in the national or state

constitution or statutes, or in the city charter and ordinances; so that

all that they have to do is to study the laws relating to their positions, do

what the laws require of them, and do it in the manner prescribed. In

this category fall such officers as secretary of state, state engineer and
siin^eyor, state superintendent of public instruction, state treasurer or

comptroller, county auditors or comptrollers, sheriffs, county clerks and

court clerks, city clerks and city treasurers, and a host of others whoso
candidacies now encumber our ballots. Choosing them by popular elec.,

tion yields no advantage which is not more than offset by the evils

traceable to the resulting lengthening of the ballot. Although it is CUS'

tomary to sneer at the political experts called professional politicians,

they are nevertheless indispensable so long as ws continue to identify

multiplicity of elective offices with genuinely democratic government.

But the fact is that many, if not most, of onr elections now mean little

more than the ratification, of one or the other of two slates of candidates

previously arranged by irresponsible and unofficial party managers,

operating more or less in secret.

The recent adoption of commission and manager government in sev-

eral hundred cities has been accompanied by a noteworthy reduction in

the number of elective municipal officers, and thus has familiarized many
voters with the advantage of a shorter ballot. In state and county gov-

ernments, on the other hand, comparatively slight progress toward a

shorter ballot has been made. This is accounted for partly by the fact

that constitutional amendments are necessary before many offices now-

on an elective basis can be made appointive; it is explained in part

also by the unrelenting opposition of most professional politicians to

changes that obviously would materially lessen their importance and

power.

^

4. Pill- , The last of the several criticisms of our system of elections mentioned

elections above is directed against the plurality rule in deciding elections. When-
ever there are tlircc or more candidates for the same office, the suc-

cessful one—^that is, the one receiving the most votes—is very likely to

,

have been elected by only a minority of the voters. This seems incon-

! sistent with the commonly accepted theory that in a democracy the

\
maj ority rules'. In national, state, and county elections, practically noth-

I

The
^

ing has been accomplished toward remedying the situation. In city elec-

I

Ltioi tions, however, a partial solution has been found in "preferential” vot-

I

”
"

ing. Since 1909, more than fifty cities have done away with primary

elections and have substituted nomination by petition, followed by the use

> G. W- Spicer, "Relation, of the Short Ballot to Efficient Government and Popular
Control,” Southwestern PolU- anel Soo, Sci. Quar., XI, 182-192 (Sept., 1930) ; J. K.
Pollock, "New Thoughts on the Short Ballot,” Nat. Mnn. Bev., XXIX, 18-20

(Jan.. 1940).
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of a preferential ballot on election clay.^ On tins ballot, names of candi-

dates are grouped by offices, as in the Massachusetts type of ballot, and

the voter may indicate his first, second, and other choices. If any candi-

date is found to have received a majority of the first-choice votes, he is

forthwith declared elected. If no one has a majority, the result is usually

determined by adding the second-choice votes to the first choices. If even

then no candidate has a majority, to the first- and second-choice votes

are added the third choices, and the candidate who now has the highest

number is declared elected. In behalf of preferential voting, perhaps

the most impressive claims advanced arc (1) that, by giv'ing each voter a

much wider range of choice among candidates, it tends to emphasize

issues ralhcr than personalities, and thus to eliminate pensonal attacks

and recriminations, and 12) that it obviates the necessity of bringing the

voters to the polls on two different days, thus making it possible to

dispense with the cumher&onio and exiiensivo jiriniary system. The jilan

also tends to insure election liy absolute majority."

Another electoral device sometimes brought into play, but with a dif-

ferent objective, is proportional representation. Applicable only to situ-

ations in which three or more members of a board, commission, or legis-

lative body arc being chosen in each of a number of districts, its object

is, not to promote majority election of any party group in a district as

a whole, but rather to open a w'ay for the district’s quota of seats to be

distributed among the various candidates in approximate proportion to

the votes polled by each. No state has seriously considered adopting the

plan. But eleven cities, of various sizes, are using it—although the pros-

pect for further adoptions is obscure.®

Holding Public Officials to Account—The Recall

By whatever road public officials reach office, it is essential that there

be means of holding them responsible to the electorate, legally as well

as morally, and not alone for common honesty and efficiency, but for

performing their duties for the benefit of the general public rafher than

of a political machine, a favored class, or any other special interest. In

the case of appointive officials, there is always a possibility of bringing

1 Notably San Francisco, Spokane, Portland, Denver, and Columbus, Jn Cleveland
also, the preferential ballot was used for some years previous to the substitution of

proportional representation in 1922. In San Francisco, the preferential ballot is no
longer used, owing in part to the small number of voters who indicated more than
one choice on their ballots, and in part to the adoption of voting machines.

2 For an interesting special application of the principal of preferential voting, see

H, M. Doit, "The Nansen System: A Michigan Experiment in Voting" [in Mar-
quette, Mich.], Papers of Mich. Acad, oj Sci., Arts, and LoUera, XXVJII, 613-621

(1943).
® The eleven municipalities are Cincinnati, Toledo, and Hamilton, Ohio

;
Bonldcr,

Col.; Wheeling, W. Va.; Yonkers and Long Beach, N. Y.; New York City; and
Cambridge and Lowell, Mass., and Marshfield, Ore. The system, has been held

constitutional in New York (1937) and unconstitutional in Michigan (1920), Cali-

jjfornia (1922), and Rhode Island (1939). For further comment and references, see

pp. 768-767 in complete edition of this book.
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pressure to bear upon the appointing authority to exercise his power of

removal. Elective officers, including judges, are almost invariably made
subject to impeachment, and in nearly half of the states judges can be

unseated by joint action of the legislative houses. Further, in a number

of states provision is made for indictment, trial by jury, and removal

of specified officers found guilty of grave derelictions of duty. Removal
at the hands of the appointing authority is not uncommon in the national

government, but in the states the power as vested in the governor and

principal local officials is often so hedged about with restrictions as to be

almost useless; and, in general, the procedures mentioned fall short of

guaranteeing that lively sense of responsibility to the public which is

the best insurance against negligence and malfeasance.

In 1903, a new device for enforcing responsibility made its appearance

in a municipal charter of Los Angeles, i.e., the recall of unsatisfactory

officials by direct action of the voters; and during the forty-odd years

since the date mentioned, the plan has become a prominent feature of

the commission form of city government in most states where that system

is authorized, and also, in one form or another, has been extended to state

officers in a dozen states.^ As a rule, it is applied only to officers whom
the people themselves elect. On the ground, however, that the conduct

of appointive officials is of no less concern to the public, such officials

have also sometimes been made subject to recall.

When a recall movement against some particular official gets under

way, a paper setting forth the charges, and known as a "petition,” is

circulated in a quest for signatures. If the requisite number (varying

from ten to thirty-five per cent of the electorate of the area concerned)

is obtained, the petition is filed with an officer designated by the law,

who, upon finding the document in proper legal form, sets a date

—

usually thirty or forty days later on—for a “recall election” (unless

a regular election is about to take place), If the officer whose recall is

sought, seeing the handwriting on the wall, prefers to avoid the stigma

of an actual repudiation, he may forestall such action by resigning. If,

however—as will usually be the case—he chooses to put up a fight, his

name will be placed on the ballot along with the names of any persons

nominated (usually by petition) to succeed him. In any event, the elec-

tion will be carried through in practically the same manner as any other

one. If the incumbent under fire polls the largest number of vofies, he

may consider himself vindicated, and will continue in office. If, however,

one of his opponents outstrips him, the latter forthwith assumes the

office and fills out the remainder of the term, the incumbent being, of

1 Oregon (1908), Catifomia (1911), Washington, Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, and
Arizona (1912), Michigan (1913), Louisiana and Kansas (1914), North Dakota (1920),

and Wisconsin U920). Actually, however, Idaho was without the recall until 1933,

inasmuch as the* legislature failed for more than twenty years to pass the legislation

necessary to make the authorization of 1912 effective. In only eight of the states

named does the recall apply to judges.
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course, '‘recalled.” A safeguard usually provided is that no petition for

a recall election may be filed against an official until he has served for

a stipulated period, commonly six months; and as a rule an official can-

not be subjected to a recall election more than once during a given term

of office.

Bracketed with the popular initiative and referendum,^ in a period

of our political history in which there was a strong public uprising,

especially in the West, against bo.ssism and irrc.sponsiblo government,

the recall started off as an extravagantly ajipraiscd agency of “direct”

democracy. Placing in the hands (jf the pcojile themselves a jnocednre

which Could be invoked ea.-ily and carried through regardless of poli-

tician.s and inacluties, it seemed a device by which not only could officials

of dr'iuoiul rated uulitne.-s be got riil of promptly, but all officials could

be .stimulated, from inritives of self-protection if others failed, to con.stant

vigilance, industiy, and honesly. It was thought, too, that longer terms

for ufRce-lioldcr>, making for incmased experience and efficiency, would

now become safe. IVliat of the results? A.s in the case of the initiative and

referendum, the hopes of the reformers have not been fully realized; and

it is significant that there have been no new state adoptions of the plan

since 1926. To be sure, there is no way of measuring the moral eSect

upon office-holders of their awareness that the gun is behind the door;

the device must be conceclerl to have value in tins way—quite possibly,

this is its chief value. But one may be permitted to doubt seriously

whether the small number of instances in which the recall has been re-

sorted to by dissatisfied voters represents all the situations in which offi-

cials deserved to be ousted. There are no trustworthy statistics on the

.subject, but it is significant that almo.A twenty years elapsed after the

device first appeared before it was used against any officer chosen by the

voters of an entire state. Even yet, there have been only two instances

of the kind: (1) in 1921, when the governor, attorney-general, and com-

missioner of agriculture in North Dakota were recalled because of their

connection with developments growing out of the Non-Partisan League

movement; and (2) in 1922, when two members of the stale public ultility

commission of Oregon were recalled because of popular dissatisfaction

with certain rate increases which the commission had authorized." Prac-

tically all of the remaining cases of recall election have involved officials

^of municipalities, notably in California.

Scant use of the recall must be attributed, in part, to public inertia.

E,eflection and experience have shown, however, that the device has in-

herent defects and limitations. Any satisfactory method of recall must

guarantee the accused official a fair trial, based upon full knowledge

of the facts by those who render the judgment. Two major difficulties

discovered are, first, that recall elections are ordinarily ,carried on in

1 See pp. 757-760 in complete edition of this book.
2 One commissioner had been elected by the entire state, the other from a district.
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the same atmosphere of partisanship, mibrcprescntation, and confusion

that characterizes other elections; and, second, that the issues, growing

out of the official’s performance of his duties, are often of too complex

and technical a character to be pa>!sed upon intelligently by a mixed

and preoccupied electorate. Where the uppermost question is the rela-

tively simple one of whether an official has truly represented or reflected

the opinion of those who chose him, the recall has undoubted validity;

and this may well hold true for members of state legislatures, for city

councils and commissions, and for more conspicuous executive and ad-

ministrative officers like governors, attorneys-general, and mayors. But

where the conditions and character of the work to be performed are

less familiar to the general run of voters, other modes of getting rid of

the unfit will usually be preferable—even though none of them is with-

out objectionable features.’’
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NOMINATING AND ELECTING A PRESIDENT

(Every two years, the people of the United States elect 435 members
of the national House of Reprcseiitativea, onc-third or more of the ninety-

six senators, and multiplied thousands of state and local executives, admin-

istrators, lawmakers, and judges. Every four years, they choose, in addi-

tion, a president and a vice-president—or at all events the 531 “electors”

who later, meeting in the various state capitals, go through the formality

of registering and confirming the popular verdict. It is in nominating

and electing these topmost officials that parties are stirred to liveliest

action and voters drawn in largest mnnbers to the polls; and in consid-

ering how our highest official of all reaches the White Hou^ we are

not only paving the way for a later study of his powers and functions,

but also bringing into sharper focus the popular basis on which our

government is supposed to rcst.^
'

’ f'i’he pageant of a presidential' election in the United States is, indeed,

the most remarkable thing of its kind anywher^Hardly is a new chief

executive settled in the White House, with four long years of toil and

anxiety ahead of him, before plans are afoot for the next supreme test

of electoral strength; and as the red-letter date approaches, potential

candidates emerge, “booms” ai’e launched, personal and party groups

spar for advantage in the press, on the floor of Congress, and in the

swirls and eddies of congressional, state, and local politics. Four or five

months before the choice is to be made, tumultuous national conventions

battle over nominations and platforms. A pause intervenes for taking

stock and for throwing the nation-wide party machinery into high gear;

then the fight is on. With steady crescendo, the drama advances from

scene to scene, until at length, on election day, forty to fifty million

people go to the polls and settle the fate of the candidates. Thousands of

speeches have been made, floods of ink spillfed, millions of dollars spent.

An Electoral Systein That Did Not Work as Intended

Ne^ll|fS to say, this is nob at all the sort of thing that the makers of

our cpnstitution had in view. Having decided _against election

of the pre3ident|(lT'E^Conffes3,~onjfKe'~MSund that if^so chosen he

^ vmhld not be sufficiently independent, pr fZ^Wir^ly ^ tlie_neopffi.

because of fear of “tumult and disorder” andapprehenSon lest thejyoters,.

Th0
system

1 CoBgressioiial, senatorial, and other elections will be dealt with at appropriate
•mints befow.

t;.'
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scattered thinly over what already seemed, a large country, would, not

be _aHe~to Inform themselves on the qualifications _of ’cindidatcs, the

convention—after tahing no fewer 'than tliirty ,djirercnt,.Tr)tes„on.the

subject—finally accepted Hmpilton’s plM for indirect popular^election

thrpuginiTe firtering_n}_ecliuiTj _of an . “electoral college.” The decision

seemed a happy one, and the resulting provisions became one of the few

features of the now constitution that did not have to be defended during

the contest over ratification. Each state was_.tQ liave. as niany.clcctnrs.aait

Jiad. senator.-! _and reprosentatiws
;
and after such electors shoukl.hayc

boon olio.spn, in .«uch manner in each .state as the legislature thereof

shovdd direct, they were lo meet and each cast a ballot for two persons,

at; least one of whnrn shmdd be a resident of a different state. The voles

from all of the stales having been assembled and counted, the perso'n__

roeoiviiig the largest number, it a majorily, was to be declared president.

If more than one person received a majority, and had an equal number

of votes, the House of Representatives, voting by states, should choose

between them. If, on the other hand, there was no majority at all, the

Hou.se lagain voting by states) should choo.-'e from among the five highesf

OB the li.s(ij(^n every case, after the prc.«idency was settled, the person

(h^in^g^the^ next (^.electoral .votes should

den^Jwitli the proviso that in the event of a tie, the Senate should, by
individual ballot, choose between those having equal numbers.^ The
people, it was assumed, would, directly or through their legislatures,

choose the electors from among the most capable and trustworthy men
of the respective states; = the electors, in turn, would conscientiously

vi’eigh the qualifications of iiensons available for the presidency, and,

lining made up their minds, would cast their ballots according!^

(For a short time, the plan worked as its authors intended. In 1789, Effector

anil again in 1792, every elector wrote the name of Washington on his oGoj

ballot—but with no approach to agreement on a second name. In 1796, paiuca

thirteen different persons received votes, evidencing as yet wide freedom

of choice on the part of the electors. But in 1800 every elector except

one wrote on his ballot the names of cither Jefferson and Burr or Adams
and Pinckney. The rca.son was 'that in the meantime two political parties

had arisen, and each had taken steps in advance of the popular election

to designate its “candidates” for the presidency and vice-presidency,

aiuLalso to put before the voters of the several states lists of men who,

it was understood, would, if chosen by the people (or legislatures), cast

their electoral ballots in all cases for the recognized candidates of the

party to which the given electors belonge^Reduced by this wholly unex-

pected development to a “row of cipher^—a mere recording machine

—

1 Art. II, § 1. It seems to have beeu expected that the vote would usually be so

split up that the election would be thrown into the House—'‘nineteen times in,

twenty/’ thought George Mason.
* -’Por a good while after 1789, the electors were chosen in several states tuntil

1860 in South Carolina) by the legislature.
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the electoral college kei)t on functioning, in form, as it docs to this clay.

But never in nearly a century and a half has it served the major pui’pose

for which it was crdatccl; and many jocople would like to see it abolished.

f*f'he changed position of the electors portended a difBculty which indeed

arose immediately. Jefferson and Burr, in 1800, received not only the

largest number of votes, but the same number; and the House of Repre-

sentatives was called upon to break the tie. Such a contingency had

been duly provided for. Nevertheless, at its very first appearance it

precipitated a grave political crisis, with the Federalists narrowly re-

strained from deliberately frustrating the will of their opponents by

throwing the election to Burr The upshot was that before another elec-

tion came around, the constitution was amended so as to provide that

the electors should in all cases "name in their ballots the person voted

for as president, and in distinct ballots the person voted for as vice-

president.” Thenceforth, the two offices were voted for and filled

separately
;
and the troubles of 1800 could never again arise in the same

form, even though, of course, an election might still be thrown into

the House (or, in the case of the vice-president, into the Senat^

Machinery /or Nominating Candidates—The National Convention

Nomina-
tions
^Qcomo a
necessity

From
con^fes-
sionnl
caucus to
untiono,!

COUV031-
tioJi

The next significant development had to do with a matter for which

the framers of the constitution made no provision at all, i.e., the nomina-

tion of candidates. Under the electoral system intended, there would,

of course, have been no occasion or opportunity for nominations. Once

parties appeared, however, the situation was otherwise. Aiming at cap-

turing control of the offices, they must be in a position to concentrate

their support upon given candidates. This they could do only if such

candidates wmre agreed upon in advance; and forthwith arose the need

for machinery for selecting them.

The first device hit upon was the one easiest to contrive, i.e., a caucus

composed of the (national) senators and representatives of a given

party; and it was employed regularly from 1800 to 1824. There were,

however, serious objections to it. It acted only by assumed authority;

1 It vemaioed legally possible for the president and vice-president to be members
of diflerent parties; and this ia atill possible. The firmly established custom requiring

every elector to oast ballots for both the presidential and vice-presidential candidates

of his party can be depended upon, however, to avert so awkward a contingency.
Inoidentaliy, the rise of parties and the adoption of the Twelfth Amendment Tele- '

gated the vice-preridency to a lower position in popular esteem than had been^
intended for it Originally, all candidates were to be considered, presumably, witih

reference to their fitne,ss for the presidency. But after 1804_vice-presidential candidates
became a species apart, their qualifications inevitably being judged on different and
less exacting lines. Ip this respect, the new system was a change for the worse.

It may be adde(i’;:t)fi^t''rin two or three occasions a few electors have oast their .

ballots for candidatMjsbther than those of their party, In the early stages of the 1944

capipsiign, it wasoiiTemoted that an appreciable number of Southern Democratic elec-

.jtpts would Hot'jf^ for President Roosevelt for a fourth term; but the threat did

pot ,pmterialijae
, '

'
, ^
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it provided little or bo voice for party members in states in which the

party was in a minority; and it gave members of the legislative branch

an influence in selecting the chief executive which they clearly were

not intended to have. In a period of steadily broadening democracy,

revolt against it became inevitable; and in 1831 both the National Repub-

lican and Anti-Masonic parties turned to a plan of popularly chosen

nominating conventions which already had won favor in the domain of

state politic.s. Candidate.*! were nominated and platforms adopted; and

in 1832 the Democrats fell into line with a convention of their own.

Many political leaders, including Webster and Calhoun, opposed the

new device on the ground that it gave t(jo much power iu party matters

to the rank and file. Nevertheless, by 1810 the national eonvention had

heeoine the generally aceepted means of putting both eandidates and

rilatfornis before the voters; and sneh it has remained.

To understand the way in wliieh prc-ulential and vice-presidential

candidates are nominated nowadays, it is neee.ssary, therefore, to know

sometlung about the national convention—how it is called, of whom it

is composed, how it is organized, how it goes about its work, and what

are its merits and defects.

dihe national conventions of the two major parties, and likewise of

such minor parties as have built up a permanent organization, are held

on call of the national party committee. In January or February pre-

ceding a presidential election, the committee meets (invariably in Wash-

ington in the case of the Republicans and Democrats), decides upon the

place and date of tlie coming convention, and authorizes the party or-

ganizations in the states and territories to sec that delegates and alter-

nates are chosen in accordance with an apportionment set forth in the

call. The Republicans commonly bold their convention about the middle

I

of June, the Democrats two or three weeks later; and the place is

selectc_^i-usually from a list of cities competing for both the adverti.sing

and the business that such a meeting brings—with an eye not only to

routine matters like railroad connections and hotel and convention-hall

facilities, but the preferences of influential candidates and of leading

politicians, the need for stirring onthusiasin in a given state or section,

and other consideration.s of party interest or .strategy.^

Except in so far as stateJaWsj-ngulale tlie matbod of ericttngjjelc-

.
ffateX partTi^^ for itself how its conventicms~sEall bejwxlg

u’^T'naRmudDrav^^ nothing to do with tbo..m.a!i.tfa% Tu earlier days,

SBeTrortyrtifflclWlngln each state'was commonly allowed a quota of votes

(and of delegates) equal to the state’s electoral vote, or, to put it diffef-

ently, the number of its senators and representatives in Congress. From

^ Chicago, centrally located and with excellent hotel and auditorium accommoda-
tions, draws mare of the conventions than any other city; but St. Imuis, Kansas City,

Cleveland, Baltimore, and Philadelphia usually stand some chance of being selected.
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1852 to 1872, the state delegations in the Democratic convention con-

sisted of double this number, but each delegate had only a half-vote.

After 1872, the number was determined in the same way, but each dele-

gate had a whole vote; ^ and this likewise was the Republican plan from

1860 until "after the convention of 1912. In both parties, the regular

practice long was to allorv each state (a) four delegates-at-large, with two

others for each congressman-at-large, if any, and (b) two district dele-

gates for every congressman representing a district.

It would seem an elementary principle that seats in a representa-

tive body should be apportioned according to the numbers and location

of the people to be represented. Manifestly, however, the national nom-

inating convention has been constructed on no such plan. Before changes

made in the last two or three decades, a Northern state containing few

Democrats was entitled to exactly as many delegates in a Democratic

convention as a Southern state, of equal total population, containing ten

or twelve times as many. Similarly, Southern states yielding few Repub-

lican popular votes (and, with rare exceptions, no electoral votes at all)

sent to Republican conventions more delegates than Northern states,

of less total population, which unfailingly rolled up substantial Republi-

can majorities; slender Southern Republican minorities had great weight

in selecting candidates and making platforms, but contributed little or

nothing to party victory.^

For many years, protest among Republicans against these illogical

arrangements was fruitless. But after the defeat of 1912—following a

party split aggravated by the South’s gross over-representation in the

nominating oonvention—rthe matter was belatedly taken np
;
and eventu-

ally, in 1923, the national committee (acting on instructions from the

1920 convention) introduced a scheme under which each state became

entitled to (a) one district delegate from each congressional district; (b)

an additional delegate from each congressional district casting 10,000

Republican votes for president or congressman in the last preceding

election; (c) four delegates-at-large; (d) two additional delegates-at-

large for each congressman-at-large that a state might happen to have;

and (3) three further delegates-at-large (as a sort of bonus) if the state

cast its electoral vote for the Republican presidential nominee in the

last presidential election. Under this somewhat complicated plan, many
states—chiefly in the South—continued to be over-represented. In the non-

^

vention of 1944, however, the situation, was further improved by a rule

(adopted by the 1940 convention) under which only districts which cast

1 E-tcept that in all of the conventions from 1921 to 1914 inclusive each state was
allowed eight dalsgateE-at-lerge (half being women), each with a half-vote.

2 Thus, in the CQttVMtion of 1912, Georgia, which had cast only 41,692 Republican
votes four years previously, had twenty-eight delegates, whereas Iowa, with 275,210
Sapublican votes jo WS, had only twenty-six; and Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi,

and South Carolina, With, a total Bepnblican vote of 42,592, had eighty-two delegates,

while “rock-ribbed” Pennsylvania, with a Republican vote of 745,779, had only
rt«1 *1-v
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at least 1,000 Republican votes in the preceding presidential or mid-

term congressional election were entitled to any delegate at alld

With only minor modifications in a few instances, the Democrats

adhered to the traditional plan until 1940. Under a rule then adopted,

every state (beginning in 1944) carried by the Democrats in the pre-

ceding presidential election became entitled to a bonus of two extra con-

vention votes—an arrangement designed primarily to compensate the

Southern states for their loss of a virtual veto on nominations when, in

1936, a new regulation provided for nomination thereafter by simple

majority rather than by the previous tw’o-third.s.-

f^ieaking strictly. 1_be cnmiiositAon of a national convention is rtefinnd

in teniLs of vote.s, Viilber tlian of (lelegate.s; for altliougli siiico 1872 JJie

nonniil arrangenient ba^' been for each delegale to have one vote—the

Republicans adhering to thi-; mage fairly eon''ihtently—there has been

nothing to iireveut a state from =:cnding a number of delegates exceed-

ing the number of votc-i to wliicl,! it was entitled, eaeh delegate in such a

case casting only a fractuinal vote. The motive for doing this has usually

been to provide good convention-floor seats for the “boys from home”;

and in Democratic conventions the abuse of late reached astounding pro-

portions. To the Chicago convention of 1940, one Mississippi district sent

fifty-four delegates to cast its two votes (each delegate shouldering the

frightful responsibility of one-twenty-seventh of a votel), and the state

of Texas sent 132 delegates to cast a total of forty-six votes; all told,

1,844 delegatc.s appeared—although to cast only 1,100 votes. On com-

plaint of officials in charge of seating arrangements, the 1940 convention

decreed that thenceforth no state might send delegates in excess of twice

its quota of votes; and in 1944 the total fell to 1,176. But in any event

—

recalling that for every delegate there is an alternate holding himself in

readiness to take part whenever needed as a substitute—one can see that

a national convention is bound to be a decidedly numerous body. Even

the Republican convention of 1944 contained 1,055 delegates and the same

number of alternates.

Originally, delegates to^national conventions were chosen in several

different wayT^^^^^^ma.ss-mcetings, by caucuses
,
by district and state cbh-

ventions, even by state party committees.' Gradually it bcFgihc tEe'~p~rac-

tice of tjie Republicans to elect delcKatcs-at-largcJn state conyenlmnsjmd

. cfefalct jdeJ^ates in conventions held in the several congrcs.sional dis-

tricts: and by rules" aefopted in 1884 and 1888 the national committee

made this plan obligatory. Viewing the state _a8_tlie^Jbagic unit of repre-

r Some seventy-five districts, almost whoUy in the deep South, consistently fail to

meet this new minimum requirement.
2 See p. 232 below; and Prooeedinga of the Democratic National Convention, 1940,

pp, 200-202, 341-356. ... . ...
By courtesy, representation is giv-en also by both parties to the District of Colum-

bia and to various territories and dependencies, although these have no part in the
final election.
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seniatira, the Domocrats,jMwevcv, were more likely to authorize selec-

iToh of alf Selegates at a state convention or by the state committee.

Shortly after 1900, the direct primary began to be uso3~iir”variou&

states in nominating candidates for state and local offices, and inevitably

the question arose of applying the new device, by state law, to the choice

of delegates to national conventions. This was first done by Wisconsin in

1905, and so rapidly did the idea take hold that in 1916 more than half

of the entire number of delegates of both of the leading parties were

chosen, in more than a score of states, under the primary plan.^ Some
states, beginning with Oregon in 1910, provided not only for popular elec-

tion of delegates but for an expression of the voters’ preferences among
the presidential candidates; some even sought to bind the delegates to

be guided by preferences so expxessed. From time to time, too, the sug-

gestion Was broached that the presidential primaiy, in some one of the

numerous forma that it had assumed, be made nation-wide by federal

law. In his first annual message (1913) President Wilson, indeed, went

so far as to propose that Congress enact legislation under which candi-

dates for the presidency and vice-presidency should be nominated by

direct nation-wide action of the people, and that the national convention

be transformed into a gathering merely of party officers and nomineec

for the purpose of declaring and accepting the verdict of the primaries

and formulating the platform. Even had Congress been favorably dis-

posed, however, it would probably not have been regarded as having the

necessary power; eight years later, indeed, the Supreme Court became

responsible for a ruling construed to mean that Congress had no authority

to control nominating procedures at all.^

As it was, after starting off with apparently irresistible force, the

presidential primary movement lost momentum. Since 1916, no additional

stales have adopted the device in mandatory form; more than that, eight

have abandoned ltd Direct primaries, in general, have not worked out

as well as was hoped, and when employed in selecting delegates to

national nominating conventions, they have disclosed many serious short-

comings. One fault has been the very great cost to a presidential candi-

date seeking to carry on a primaiy campaign throughout the country;

a second, the fact that primaries are held at different dates in the various

states, which results in one state often having undue influence upon the

^ The
_
Republican convention of 1912 refused to seat certain delegations chosen

udder direct primary laws, on the ground that long-eslabhahed party rules required
choice by conventions. But of course this altitude could not be maintained in the
face of the undeniable right of the states to regulate matters of the kind.

2 But see p. 262, note 2, below.
® Iowa attd Minnesota in 1917, "Vemiont in 1921, Montana in 1924, North Carolina

in 1927, Indiana in 1929, Michigan in 1931, and North Dakota in 1935. In addition, a
law on the subject was dedared unconstitutional in Texas in 1916, and an Alabama
laijv was abandoned when the attorney-general of the state rendered an opinion
proneimcing It ako unconstitutional. Alabama, Michigan, Florida, and Georgia,
however, now have laws under which primaries may be employed when so ordered

% the state committee of a parfy,
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voting in other states; a third, that some of the strongest candidates

usually decide not to enter the primaries in certain states, leaving the

voters in such states opportunity to choose only among the 'weaker ones.

In short, with primaries held in less than half of the states and, where

held, showing many defects, the plan has furnished no genuine solution

for the difficult and important problem of making the national conven-

tion a body truly representative of the party.

Nor does the future of the device look promising. Those who believe

in it (and many people do so) very properly argue that it has never

been given a fair nation-wide test. But the only way in which it could be

given such a test would be by virtue of an act of Congress; and not-

withstanding that the way seems to have been cleared constitutionally

for such legislation,’- neither Congress nor people is sufficiently convinced

of the intrinsic merits of the plan. Nor are the taxpayers prepared to

shoulder the expense thah would be entailed in disentangling the presi-

dential primary from the primaries for state and local offices and oper-

ating it as a separate piece of political machinery. Still further, while

such a defect as the scattering of primaries over three or four months

might be remedied rather easily, others—such as the cost of candidacy

—

could not. As for the recording of popular preferences among the candi-

dates, that also has its limitations—especially if the attempt is made
to pledge delegates to vole for the popular choice. Candidates may 'with-

draw before the balloting; new ones may enter the race; in any event,

the ultimate selection will usually be a matter of give and take on such

lines that a delegation will be greatly handicapped and embarrassed

unless it has a free hand. Meanw'hile, with the presidential primary

surviving in mandatory form in only fourteen states (though the list

includes several of the most populous ones, e.g., New York, Pennsylvania,

and Illinois), the delegates of thirty-four states continue normally to

be chosen in state and district conventions or by state central committees.

Except in 1912, it has not seemed to make much difference in the final

outcome whether delegates were chosen by primary or by convention; and

even on that occasion the drift of Republican opinion in favor of Theo-

dore Roosevelt, as revealed in the primaries, did not enable him to wdn in

the Chicago convention.

-

’ See p, 170 above.

.
2 A similar Ilpinoci.ific drift to-ward Champ Clark did not prevent the nomination,

from going to Woodiow Wilson. In 1916, Hughes was nominated by the Eepiiblicans

although he had been a primary candidate m only one state
;
also, in 1020, Harding,

beaten in everj’- primaiy where one had occurred except in his own state. Results of

primaries in 1928 foreshadowed the nomination of Hoover and Smith, who, however,
would almost certainly have been nominated had there been no primaries. The
primaries of 1932 to 1944 inclusive hod, on the whole, little significance except per-

haps, for the fact that in 1944 an adverse result in an early Wisconsin primary
nipped in the bud a candidacy for the Republican nomination which had been
expected to acquire formidable proportions, ie., that of Wendell L. Willkie. Epr an
excellent treatment of the entire subiect, see L. Overacker, The Presidential Prmary
{New Tork, 1926) ; and cf. her “Direct Primary Legislation, 1936-1939,*’ 4»ier.

PolU. Sd. Rev, XXXIV, 499-506 (June. 1940).
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The National Convention at Work

Composed mainly of state and local party leaders and workers, busi-

ness men, lawyers, and journalists, witli a liberal admixture of governors

of states, senators and ex-sonators, congressmen and ex-congressmen,^

and slate bosses, the convention of a major party meets in a large hall,

lavishly decorated with flags, bunting, and portraits, and capable of

Beating usually from fifteen to twenty thousand people, The thousand

or more delegates are accommodated on the main floor, grouped around

placards bearing the names of their states; the equally numerous alter-

nates are seated directly back of them; representatives of the press,

togetlier with radio reporters and commentators, arc given generous

space (about 1,300 seats in the conventions of 1944)
;
the galleries are

packed with intermittently interested and restless spectators; radio

“hook-ups-’' are in readiness to carry the proceedings to every corner

of the iand.^ Except during principal speeches and at occasional tense

moments, there is a general buzz of conversation; bands fill in intervals

with popular airs; deafening “demonstrations” break forth from frenzied

supporters of “favorite sons” or other candidates; sheer chaos sometimes

prevails for an hour at a stretch. Small wonder that, many years ago,

the late Lord Bryce was moved to remark that the setting seems hardly

compatible with the deliberative work to be performed
;

® and indeed it

is only because practically all of the problems are thrashed out and

decisions made behind the scenes—^in committee rooms, in the smoke-

filled suites of influential delegates, indeed wherever private conferences

can be held and understandings reached—^that the body performs its

functions effectively at all.

AUhough under wartime conditions, the conventions of 1944 -were

streamlined to cover only three days, such gatherings usually last four

or five days—sometimes longer. On the first day (following the normal

procedure), the meeting is called to order by the chairman of the national

committee, who, after prayer has been offered and the call for the con-

vention read, announces the list of temporary officers agreed on in advance

by the national committee; whereupon—^the list having been accepted

by the convention, usually as a matter of routine—^the temporary chair-

mau delivers a “key-note” speech (prepared before the convention)

1 Formerly, the delegates always included a large number of postmasters," reveaue-

collectors, and other federal office-holders. The Hatch Act of 1939 (see p. 439 below),

prohibiting political activity on the part of such office-holders (except those haying

to do with ftamiug policy), no-w operates to debar them from serving, The constitu-

tion (Art, 11, 1 1, cl, 2) forbids momberB of Congress to act as presidential_ electors;

but, contrary to the spirit of tjie provision, they take part freely in selecting presi-

dential candidates—^which has come to bo a far more important matter than serving

as an elector.

2 The radio first played an. important part in the conventions of 1924. The Re-
publican convention of 1940 -was signalized by the first use of television on such, an
occasion, although the sorvico was available only in a restricted area,

a Tk& Amstican Commo-nmaltk. (4th ed,, lOlO), II, 193-194. Cf. E. P. Herring, The
PoUtm of liemoeroey (New York, 1940), Chap. xvi.
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eulogizing the party, drawing applause by referring to the great names
associated with its past, assailing the record and ridiculing the promises

of its opponents, urging harmony, and in general sounding a call to

battle. Pending permanent organization, the rules of the convention held

four years previously are adopted; and the day’s work may close with

a roll-call of the states and territories, each delegation nominating,

through its chairman, one of its members to serve on each of the four

great committees: ^ (1) credentials; (2) permanent organization; (3)

rule.s and order of business; (4) platform and re.solutions—although the

less weari.snme plan is generally followed of permitting the chairmen of

the several delegations merely to hand in written lists of proposed cora-

rniltce a.ssigniiients.

The next schsion.s, extending over at le-ast one day, are devoted to

receiving and acting on the reports of these committees. ''J’he committee

on rules and order of business submits a set of rulw based on those of

the House of Representatives and more or less similar to those of the

previous convention, together with an order of biminess which adheres

closely to past practice; and its report is usually accepted with little or

no discussion. The committee on credentials has the difficult task of

allotting contested seats, supposedly on the basis of evidence filed in

advance with the national committee. Sometimes, as in the Republican,

convention of 1912, contests are numerous; and according as they are

decided, the scale may be turned for or against control by a given ele-

ment of the party, or for or against the nomination of a given candi-

date. Hence, although the list made up and reported by the committee

is usually accepted, heated controversy may arise and the committee

may be overruled.-

The next step, normally—although sometimes it is taken before the

list of approved delegates is fully made up—is to effect permanent

organization. The committee on that subject repoids, nominating a list

of permanent officials; and ordinarily the persons named are elected

without debate, although it was only after a sharp contest on the floor

that Senator Watsh w.ns chosen permanent chairman of the Democratic

convention of 1932. The permanent chairman will liave many difficult

decisions to make, and he must be both a master of parliamentary law

and a man of energy and decision. Not infrequently, he is a Uuiterl States

senator.
'

Rollowing a lengthy, and usually more restrained, speech by the new

presiding officer, the convention is ready for a report from the coni-

1 Both major parties now give women ^uol representation with men on the plat-

form ami resolutions committee, so that in this case each state delegation proposes

two names.
2 In the interest of harmony, two contesting delegations from a state are some-

times admitted, c.ach member being allowed a half-vote, This, for example, was the

pian followed by the Democratic convention of 1044 in dealing with contesting dele-

. gallons from Te.xas—although the “regular” delegation walked out of the convention

in protest.
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iriamms mittoe on platform and resolutions! Starting commonly at least t-wo or

adopting three days before the convention meets, and working day and night over

phitJorm yjigt array of platform proposals—^bombarded also with suggestions

and demands from both delegates and outsiders ^—^the committee will

usually have succeeded in whipping together a document which it can

report unanimously; “ and while there is commonly some show of dis-

cussion on the floor, and occasionally a lively contest, only rarely is

anything finally voted that the committee has not proposed. As approved

by the convention, the platform is likely to be a document filling ten or

a dozen pages of print and touching upon a wide variety of topics.^

On some matters it will make clear and definite pronouncements; on

others—usually most others—^it will be wordy and evasive; on still others,

although perhaps of major interest and importance, it will be completely

silent, for the reason that anything that could be said woulcl tend to

alienate votes. But there will be plenty of generalities, smugly reviewing

the party’s achievements, indiscriminately indicting the opposition, and

in other ways appealing to party priefe and loyalty. By and large, the

platform is viewed by the sophisticated, not as a program to be carried

out to the letter if the party wins, but rather as a bid—required by

custom, and couched in the familiar catch-phrases—for the confidence

and support of the less sophisticated elements in the electorate.” Fully

understanding this, people are ramly so naive as to take a platform

seriously—or even to read it. Sometimes, indeed—as in 1928 and 1932

—

platforms are so overshadowed by the personalities and annoimcecl poli-

cies of the candidates that, once the campaign is under way, they almost

fade out of the picture.”

1 Prior to 1932, the Demoorata customarily nominated candidates before adopting

a platform. In 1932-44, however, they adopted their platform first (as the Bepub-
licans have regularly done) ;

and it seems safe to assume that this will be their prac-

tice in the future.
.

2 Especially flora organized economic, business, professional, and reform groups
such as the A. P. of L, and the C.I.O., the Ameiican Farm Bureau Federation, the

Araerican Legion, and the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. "Lobbying”
by special interests, as vve shall see, is by no means confined to the halls of Congress
and of state logislaturcs. A president having his party's support for reelection nat-

urally has a great deal to say about the platform on which he will run. Before being
submitted to the Philadelphia convention, the Democratic platform of 1936 was
approved in every particular by President Roosevelt, and a later version of it was
rushed to him by airplane and further amended by him before being adopted. There
was also nothing m the 1940 and 1944 platforms to which he had not given his
advance approval,

a Although formally elected only after the convention opens, the platform* com-*
mittee, or at any rate a sub-committee of it, will have been constituted informally
in advance, in order that it may thus begin work early.
* The brief, crisp platform (1,600 words) adopted by the Democrats at Chicago in

1932 is a notable exception. The Democratic platform-makers of 1944 started oft

with the idea of a document even briefer, but in the end succumbed to pressures
from groups deinandm^ that this or that be included.

sWoodrow Wilsop himself, after being nominated for a second presidential term
by a party which fpnr years previously had declared' for only one term, bluntly
asserted: "A platform is nqt a program”

® In 1944, the Insfitnte qf i^iblie Opinion found that, three weelcs after the
Republican oonvenuon, not one voter in ten had any idea of what was in the party’s
platform bn world anaira and not one farmer in twelve knew anything about the
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41 last, by the third oi- fourth day, the conycnLion ai'rivcs at its

main objective, i. e., tlTcTnomirfation of caiidifjn,tRa. The secretary calls

the'Toir^ states, beginning with Alabama, and each delcgationjMn its

tuni, has an opportunity to place a favorite son or other person in

nomination. If the delegates of a state which stands near the top of

the list choose to do so, they may yield to a dele^iSon'TvIncirirnder

alphabetical order would not be called until later; and this opportunlfiT

to gel~a candidate's name officially before the conventioi^in ^advance of

others, and To touch off a deraonstrutioci in his behalf^ niay__£ri7P

decided advantage. Anywhere from two or three to upwards of a dozen

namcslrlaylje presented, each in a vigitfons, eulogistic, and sometimes

flamhoyant nominating speech folhnved by briefer seconding speeches l>y

delegates carefully picked to give an iinpresMon of widely dislribiited

support;^ and no etCort is spared by either the oralor.s or the delegati's

and spectators favoring a given candidate to whip n]> eniliiisiasni for

him. At the proper p.sychological moment, delegates and alternates may
break forth witli all manner of vocal and mechanical noise, seize flags

and standards and start parading around the hall, and plunge the assem-

blage into pandemonium from which it is extricated only when the en-

thusiasts have reached a state of exhaustion an hour or more later. Occa-

sionally such demonstrations are genuinely spontaneous; but usually they

are staged according to careful prearrangement, and, being known to be

so, are viewed by on-lookers with mild amusement or growing impatience

aiyi quite fail in their purpose of sweeping the convention off its feet.“

^hen, finally, all of the names have been presented, the convention

proceeds to vote. The roll of states is called again, and the delegations,

through their chairmen, announce their votes. Under early Republican

procedure, each delegate might usually vote as be liked; in any ease, he

had a right to have his vote recorded separately. The Democrats followed

the different plan of permitting the state convention to require the dele-

gates to the national convention to east their votes in a block for one

candidate; and even if no such requirement was imposed, the delegation

itself might, by majority vote, determine how the votes of all of its

planka on afiricnlture. A, month after the convention, the Republican candidates,

Dewey and Bricker, met with a score of other Rcpublictin povemore in it two-day
conference at St. Louis and with them drew up a tourtecn-point statement of policy

considerably more e-Kplicit than the platform and expected to receive almost ,is much
jittention in the coming cainpaiRn. In point of fact, in the canipaign both prin-

cipal candidates devoted their attention so lar(?el,v to attacking the Roosevelt
Administration and its record that neither the party platform nor the St, Louis doeU-
ration received a great deal of emphasis

' There have been instances in which convention oratory rose to the level of gen-
uine eloquence. Robert G. Ingersoll’s “plumed knight" apostrophe, placing Blaine in

nomination at Cincinnati in 1876, is a case in point; also the '‘cross of gold''_ speech

whicli won William Jennings Biyan an une.xpected nomination at Chicago in 1890.

Emotionalism and bombast arc, however, far more frequent. The Democratic con-

vention of 1940 restricted nominating speeches to twenty minutes and seconding

speeches (not to exceed four) to five minntes.

a 'Sometimes the spectators become demonstrative also, as notably in behalf of

Wendell L. Willkie during the Republican convention of 1940.
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members should be recorded. This historic “unit rule” conformed to

the states’ rights antecedents of the Democratic parly, and had the

practical advantage of augmenting the power and importance of a state

in the convention’s proceedings. The rise of the presidential primary

made it necessary for the Republicans to look more tolerantly on in-

structed delegations, and, on the other hand, forced the Democrats to

permit numerous exceptions to their unit rule. In so far as feasible,

both parties still hold to their earlier practices; but in point of fact the

mmority of delegates are free to vote as individual^,)

(Until rather recently, another important difference between Repub-

lican and Democratic procedure was that whereas a simple majority of

all votes cast was sulRcient to nominate in a Republican convention, the

Democrats required two-thirds. The Democratic rule dated from 1832,

being at first applied to the vice-presidency only' in 1836, however, it

was extended to presidential nominations as welOAlthough of certain

theoretical merit, it, as well as the unit rule (with which it was closely

connected) came in for vigorous criticism in later days, and party opin-

ion increasingly demanded the abrogation of both.' As already pointed

out, the unit rule partially collapsed under the impact of the direct

primary, instructed-delegation plan of choosing delegates; and a move-

ment for doing away with the twin regulations failed at the Chicago

convention of 1932 only because of reluctance to change the rules while

tho game was being played, ie., while a contest for nomination was

actually going on. The Philadelphia convention of 1936, however, found

itself in a position to act; President Roosevelt was about to be renomi-

nated without opposition, and hence the chances of no candidate would

be in any way affected. The convention, therefore, rescinded the historic

two-thirds requirement and prescribed that thenceforth nomination—
for both the presidency and vice-presidency, of course—should be by sim-

ple majority. No action was taken on the unit rule; but eventually its

complete abandonment is likely to prove necessary as a means of prevent-

ing nominations from being too much controlled by a few of the most

populous states.^

(After the votes of all of the states have been recorded and counted,

the result is announced. Sometimes—especially when a president is being

renominated—a single ballot suffices.® But often the votes are so divided

^ The hw’O-thirda rule Was responsible for numerous convention deadlocks, and
moie than once—as m 1024—it prevented the party's strongest candidate from
receiving the nomination.

^ Abrogation, of the two-thirds rule deprived the South of the control over nomina-
tions previously enjoyed by that section, and—as was evideneed m the 1944 con-

vention—there is demand in that section for a restoration of the former system.
3 No printed qr written ballots are employed; all voting is oral. The term “ballot”

ia, however, commonly used to designate a vote. Occasionally a candidate has been
nominated by acclamaticn, without a roll-call even being completed. The forces in

the Detaacratic convention of 1040 supporting Franklin D. Roosevelt for a third term
hoped to accomplish his nomination, in this way, but were frustrated by third-term
opponents.
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among a number of candidates that no one obtains the requisite majority,

and additional ballots must be taken. In the course of these, weaker can-

didates drop out; and eventually some one of the contestants—or, per-

chance, a “dark horse”—einerge.s a victor. Sometimes the contest is very

prolonged, the extremest case on record being the nomination of John

W. Davis by the Democrats in 1924 on the 103rd ballot, after a deadlock

lasting nine days. Abandonment of the Democratic two-thirds rule will,

however, tend to prevent such occurrences in the futuj^

The nomination for the presidency having been made, the weary dele-

gates hurry their labors to a conclusioi)^[A candidate for the vicc-pre&i-

dency is .still to be named; and the same procedure—roll-call, nominating

and seconding .speochch, and balloting—is followed. But the contest is

usually not very keen, and a decisive vote is .soon reaclict^^ As a rule,

the grounds on which the selection is made leave a good deal to be de-

sired. The prize—such as it is—may be used to placate an important

clement in the party that has lost^in the fight over the presidential nomi-

nation or over the platform, or to enhance the chances of capturing a

pivotal state. It will usually be bestowed also with a view to balancing

the ticket: an Eastern presidential nominee calls for a Western viee-pre,=i-

dential nominee; a dyed-in-the-wool conservative must ordinarily be

counterbalanced with a man of known liberal views, or vice versa.^

Every sort of consideration, indeed, may contribute to the decision except

the one that ought to dominate, i.e., that the person nominated stands

a very fair chance of being summoned by fate to the White House. De-
spite the melancholy fact that this has happened seven times in our history,

and that on some occasions it re.=ultecl in a weak or unsuccessful adminis-

tration, the vice-presidency is still, as some one has remarked, “lightly

esteemed and carelessly bestowed.” ’

Two final tasks remain (or used to do so), one important, the other

not at all so, and neither very arduous. The convention, or party con- ^'",
3

"*

gress, meets only once in four years, and there inusThe an accepted parly
aunrority'to carry on during tire interval and in due time to convoke and

^^(hgtrTor the~liext convention. This authority is the national com-

mittee, consistingTas w'c have seen, of two member'swTman anrl a TOman

r The noniiiuition of Som-y A. Walfuce for the vice-presidenry in the Democratic
convention of 1940 stirred unusual excitement because many of the party Icadera

were opposed to him and rcientcd President Roosevelt's virtual dictation that the

•Secreduy of Agriculture be made bis running mate. Equal e.XGitement was stirred in

the convention of tour years later, when, with Mr. Wallace vigorously supported by
liberal and radical elements for a renomination, the President gave him only a gesture

of assistance and in the end threw his support to a succes.sfid rival, Senator Harry
S. Truman. In contrast with what usually happens, the 1944 convention devoted
almost a full day—and its most strenuous one—to the vice-presidential nomination,

^This sort of thing d.d not happen in the Democratic convention of 1940. but only

because President Roosevelt insisted upon, and contrived to bring about, the nomi-
nation of a man holding views similar to Ida own. There was probably not much
difference in liberalism, loo, between the Republican nominees of 1944.

® The nadir was readied in 1904 when the Democrats nominated a wealthy but

* undistinguished senator eighty-one years old! In all, nine out of thirty-four vice-

presidents Lave gone on to the presidency.
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—from each slate and territory. Since, however, these persons are in all

case^desigiiat^^ (inJheoQr, “nominated”) either by the, state, delegation

or through some kindjif state prinaary, election oj the committee by the

convention is only a matter of form. The other task jvvhich at least

fOTmerly remained -.wxis_to designate (usiiaHy^ by authorizing the con-

v^ion chairman to apjipint) two committees, each consisting of one

representative from each ^atc, to_carry the news of_^ their nomination to

tihe_rcsj)ectNe_candjdates. Although giving the nominees opportunity to'

deliver more or less significant speeches of acceptance, the old-style

“notification” ceremonies were expensive and rather perfunctory; and

the«c days of quick and easy travel by air and communication by radio

will probably see them permanently abandoned. fFranklin D. Roosevelt

got his campaign off to a dramatic start in 1932 by climbing into an

airplane at Albany and a few hours later descending from the skies at

Chicago to accept his nomination forthwith; in 1936, also, he appeared

at Philadelphia and accepted his nomination as the closing feature of

the convention; and in 1940 and 1944, without actually going to the Chi-

cago conventions, he accepted his third and fourth nominations by radio

broadcast—in the second instance, from a railway car on a siding near

a naval station on the West Coas^ Until 1944, the Republicans clung

to the traditional notification ceremonies. In that year, however, Thomas
E. Dewey, duplicating Mr. Roosevelt’s feat in 1932, journeyed from

Albany to Chicago by air and accepted his nomination (as his running

mate had already done) from the convention rostrum.

The Presidential Campaign

MaeWn- At an early date, the new national committee meets and organizes for

work during the coming campaign and the ensuing four years. A chair-

man is chosen, nominally by the committee, but alway,s in accordance

with the wishes of the presidential candidate
;
and while the latter some-

times—as in the case of both of the Roosevelts—largely determines

the strategy to be employed, the chairman is officially, and as a rule

actually, the campaign manager. Under his direction, sub-committees

and auxiliary committees arc set up; a treasurer is appointed and the

quest for funds begun; headquarters are opened, usually in both an

Eastern and a Western city, with subsidiary offices in a few other cen-

ters; a “campaign textbook” (containing the platform, notification and^

acceptance speeches, biographies of the candidates, statistics and quota-

tions tending to substantiate party arguments, and many miscellaneous

materials) is published and given wide distribution; a speakers’ bureau

is organized; and an appeal for votes is launched which, once the cam-

paign has got actively under way (usually by early September)
,
is kept

up v?ith increasing resQurcefulneSs and fervor to the day of reckoning.

Campaigns for the election of senators and congressmen, state officials

and members of state legislatures, and municipal and other local authori-
'
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ties arc, of course, going on simultaneously, stirring all party machinery,

from national committees to precinct committees, to new vigor and

activity.

No aspect of American political life is more familiar, even to younger I'unda
|

people, than presidential campaigns; few have been written about more

profusely by journalists, politicians and scientific students of political

behavior. Comment here may therefore appropriately be brief. To begin

with, it costs a great deal of money to run a presidential campaign;

and while ideally the sums needed should be obtained from the great

body of party adberents and suppoiiers in the form of modest contribu-

tions from many contributors, efforts to operate on such a basis have

never been very successful. As a consequence, the parties mu.^'t invariably

rely mainly ujioii substantial gifts by people of substance, even though

this opens a way for charges of undue influence of such people and the

intere.sts they reprc,seiit, both upon the conduct of canipaigii.s and upon

the policies pursued by successful candidates once they are in office.' A
good deal of the money spent (afthoiigli relatively less now than before

radio broadcasting was introduced! goe.s for the preparation and dis-

tribution of party “literature.” In addition to the campaign tc.xtbook,

each party showers pamphlets, leaflets, posters, cartoons, and what not

upon the press, upon local party workers, and upon the general public.

Some of the materials are meaty, terse, interesting, and worth while, but

many are only reprints of unreadable speeches and compilations of nn-

digested statistics, pretty much a dead lo«s—except for collectors of

waste-paper! It is a fair assumption that the great majority of voters

read little or nothing relating to a campaign and its is.sues except what

they find in their favorite newspaper.-

Tlien there is campaign oratory. The “stump” is the vantage point OiMon-

from which office-seekers and party workers have bombarded the voters

as long as there have been elections, and the later stage.s of a [iresi-

dential campaign find liLerally thousands of men and women going

up and down the land haranguing audiences in great halls, in stadiuin.s,

in court-house yards, in school-houses, and in fact wherever crowals can

be assembled, with sometimes parades and other demonstrations de-igned

to rally the faithful and impress the hesitant. Ordinarily, a president

seeking reiileclion stays fairly close to the IVhite Ilou-se and make.s only

a few speeches, Wilson in 1916, Hoover in 1932, and Eranklin D. Roose-

velt in 1936 being the principal exceptions; as president, he can keep the

public eye and make the front page simply by hi.s official acts and re-

ported press conferences. A challenger, on the other hand—a Roosevelt

in 1932, a Landon in 1936, a Willkie in 19*10, a Dewey in 1941—^is

likely to go on speaking tours taking him into all, or nearly all, prin-

* See pp, 192-197 above.
* H. A. Bone, Smear Polities; An Amlyms of 1&40 Campaign Lkeminre (fWmh-

_ iugton, D. C., 1941) ; T. M. Black, Democratic Parly PuhlkUy in 1940 (New York,
1941),
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cipal sections of the countiy, particularly if, as in the eases of Landon

and Willkie, he had not previously been widely known. It is, however,

a matter of opinion whether any candidate gains more than he loses

by dashing around the country. Such traveller-candidates as Bryan and

Willkie failed to reach the White House; Charles E. Hughes would almost

certainly have beaten Woodrow Wilson in 1916 if he had stayed away

from California.^

Also there is the radio. In part, the disparaging remarks made above

about campaign literature were inspired by the fact that in these later

days voters depend more upon the ear than upon the eye—^more upon

what they hear than upon what they read. In the United States as in

no other country, radio broadcasting has revolutionized electoral tech-

niques. Formerly, candidates and other campaign orators could reach

by voice only those people who would take the trouble to attend their

meetings; nowadays, they project themselves into the voters’ homes,

competing, to be sure, with sport and entertainment features, but cer-

tainly getting a hearing far beyond the limits of their visible audiences.

Broadcasting time is limited and expensive; and this makes for mord

carefully prepared speeches. The same speech, furthermore, cannot be

used twice. At all events, the ablest speakers that the parties can enlist

may be lieard and their arguments compared in twenty-five million

homes the country over.” Small wonder that in 1940 more than fifteen

per cent of the total outlay of the Republican national committee, and

over seventeen per cent of that of the Democratic committee, went to

broadcasting companies in payment for access to the air, and in 1944

proportions even larger.’

Still another newer campaign feature is advance polling of the voters,

by the sampling method, carried on most extensively some years ago by

a now extinct weekly publication, the Literary Digest, and employed with

rather remarkable success in the most recent campaigns by the American

Institute of Public Opinion (conducting the well-known "Gallup poll”),

the magazine Fortune, and other private agencies. The ebb and flow of

popularity of the candidates is measured and reported upon through the

press, usually weekly; and, although always in some danger of being

misled, candidates and party managers alike derive information which

may lead to important decisions concerning issues to be emphasized or

1 On campaign debate and oratory, see E. P. Herring, The Politics oj Democracy,'^
Chap, xviii.

2 In 1940, the Eepublioan candidate, Wendell L. Willkie, introduced the new tech-
nique (not utilized since) of employing radio time for reading and answering, in
conversational style, questions addressed to him from over the country—^in short, a
sort of long-distance round-table.

“ Useful discussions of presidential campaigns will be found in A. N. Holcombe,
“Mechanics and Manenvers of Campaigns” (a radio address in Oct., 1932, obtainable
from the University of Chicago Press); R. C. Brooks, Political Parties and Electoral
Problems (3rd ed.). Chap, xn; P. H. Odegard and E. A. Helms, American Politics,

Chaps, xvi-xis; V. 0. Key, Jr., Politics, Parties, and Pressure Groups, Chap, xvni;
and R. V. Peel and T. C. Donnelly, The 1928 Campaign; An, Analysis (New York,
1931), and The 1932 Campaign; An Analysis (New York, 1935).'
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soft-pedaled and areas in which effort is useless or, on the other hand,

should bo redoubled. The published results, and the forecasts based on

them, may also considerably influence campaign contribu Lions. In addi-

tion to polls, there arc “surveys,” leading also to eagerly awaited fore-

casts grounded upon poll results, press estimates, studies of historical

trends, and other factors, and most commonly conducted by newspapers

like the New York Times, the Washington Star, and the Chicago Tribune.'^

Casting and Counting the Electoral Vole

What happens after the last local “spellbinder” has descended from

the rostrurn, the last national “hook-up” has brought the leading candi-

dates’ appeals to the voter at his fireside, and the last rosy forecast has

been given out by an at least outwardly confident party chairman? Early

in the campaign, party conventions or committees, in each state, have

made up the respective “slates” of presidential electors, and in due

course ballots were prepared on which (in all except seventeen states)

the lists of electors were printed^'in parallel columns, under the familiar

party symbols.’* When' the people finally go to the polls, they think of

themselves as voting for president and vice-president; and, barring cer-

tain contingencies, they do actually determine who shall fill these two

high ofiices. In form, however, they vote only for the electors, even

though they usually do not know or care who they personally are; and

in a few states the names of the presidential and vice-presidential can-

didates do not appear on the ballots

(To many persons it would come as a surprise to be told that the

presidential electors were not always chosen exclusively, or even mainly,

by popular vote. A national law dating from 1846 requires that they

be elected in all cases on the Tuesday following the first Monday in

November; but as for the mode of selection, there has never been any

nation-wide rule except a simple constitutional provision that each state

Prasi-
dentlal
etflctora

Ohoico
by legis-

Inturea ,
gives
w.iy to
choice
by the
peopls

r In 1940, Fortune’s poll indicating 55.2 per cent of the popular vote for Roosevelt
proved erroneous by only one-half of one per cent. The Gallup poll underestimated
ins vote by 2.7 per cent. Even before the nominating conventions were held, Mr.
Louis H. Bean, economic adviser to the Secretary of Agriculture, predicted, on. the
basts of study of the available statistical and other data, that the Democratic can-
didate would receive between 64 and 55 per cent of the popular vote—the actual
figure turning out to be 64.7. In 1944, the Gallup poll again proved reasonably accu-
rate, although some other forecasters did not fare so well. On the general subject, see
L H. Beoji, Ballot Behavior; A Study of Presidential Elections (Washington, 1940),

,
espeo. Chap, x, and V. O. Key, Jr., Politics, Parties, and Pressure Groups, Chap. xx.

Criticisms of polls as having little trustworthiness or utility are directed mainly to

tests of opinion on particular issues or questions rathpr than to tests of electoral

alignments. Cf. L. Rogers, "Do the Gallup Poles Measure Opinion?," Harper’s Mag.,
CLXXXm, 623-632 (Nov., 1941).

It goes without saying that there are many forms of campaign activity in addition

to those here mentioned. One effectively stressed in the 1944 contest was getting

voters registered.
“ The number of electors on the party lists in a gii'en state corresponds, of course,

to the number of electoral votes to which the state is entitled. The electors them-
selves are usually party leaders or other prominent party members, hut, as noted

, above, may in no case include members of Congress or holders of office under the

national government.
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shall determine the maitcr lor itself by action of its legislature. At the

outset, the Icgislnturc itsell elected in a inajority of states, and tlic peo-

ple took no direct part at all. As democratic scnLiinent grew, hoAvcver,

popular election was substituted in one state after another, with the

result that after 1832 the legislature elected only in South Carolina, and

there only until the Civil Wa^
In states in which the electors were from the first chosen by the people,

it was at one time not unusual to employ a district system, rmder which

one elector was chosen by the voters of each congressional district and

tw'o Avere elected by those of the state at large. The competition of

political parties, however, caused this plan to lose favor. Under the dis-

trict system, the electoral vote of a state was likely to be divided among
two or more candidates; to win the full vote, it was necessary for a party

to carry every district. The alternative wms, of course, a general ticket

system, under which a party could make a clean sweep merely by securing

a plurality throughout the state as a whole. Enhancing, as it did, the

general importance of a state in national politics, this plan won the

support both of party leaders and of public sentiment. In 1832, only

four states retained the district system; and they soon gave it up, Michi-

gan reverted to it in 1891, but only temporarily^ In every state, therefore,

each voter votes for as many electors as his state is entitled to, e.g.,

forty-seven in New York, twenty-eight in Illinois.

. ^ majority in the electoral college is necessary to victory—unless

achieved through election by the House. But this docs not prevent us

from having “minority” presidents, i.e., presidents who (speaking strictly,

the clcotora who chose them) received fewer than half of the total popu-'

lar vote cast. Lincoln, in 1860, obtained more popular votes than did

any one of his competitors, but nevertheless polled half a million less

than half of the whole number recorded. Wilson, in 1912, received two

million more popular votes than did his nearest competitor, Theodore

Roosevelt, yet only forty-two per cent of the total. In both of these cases,

the opposition was unusually divided. But the same thing can happen

even if there are only two major tickets in the ficl^ Hayes was elected

over Tilden in 1876, although his popular vote was about three hundred

thousand smaller; and Harrison triumphed over Cleveland in 1888, al-

though with one hundred thousand fewer votes. All that a candidate

needs in order to obtain the full electoral vote of a state is a plurality of

the popular vote in that state. Popular pluralities, no matter how small,

in a sufficient number of states—and no very great number, if the list in-

cludes populous states like New York, Pennsylvania, and Illinois—insure

)
A Democratic legislature of a state which, was

_

normally Republican sought in

this way to insure that in the approa.chmg presidential election the Democrats would
secuie a share of the electoral votes. The plan succeeded; nine Republican and five

Dempcratic electors were chosen. But when the Republicans regained control of the

legislature, they lost no time in restoring the earlier law. The act of 1891 was upheld
by the Supreme Court' in McPherson v Blaeker, 146 P. S, 1 (1892).
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election. The opposing candidate, although failing to carry enough states

to give him the requisite number of electoral votes, may have swept

those he did carry by sufficiently heavy maiorilies to give him the cold

comfort of priority in terms of popular votes. Wilson’s six million popu-

lar votes in 1912 were so distributed as to win 435 electoral votes;

Roosevelt’s four million were so distributed (involving pluralities in

only six states) as to win only 88; Taft’s three and one-half million

curiously contained only two pluralities, i.e., in Vermont and Utah, and

yielded only eight electoral votes.^

The fact that the entire electoral vote of a state falls to the candidates

who poll a mere plurality of the popular vote leads the parties to con-

centrate their campaign efforts upon doubtful states, especially those

which have a large electoral vote. New York is such a state; and the

party managers are never likely to forget that in 1884 fewer than six

hundred popular votes swung that state’s thirty-six electoral votes to

Grover Cleveland, and that it was these votes that made him a victor over

the Republican candidate. This intensification of party activity in pivotal

states is disadvantageous in that it presents a special temptation to pai’ty

workers to resort to vote-buying and other coiTupt or dubious practices.

The theory of the constitution is that the electors are oEcers of their

respective states, and it was on this account that the states were left

free to determine how they should be chosen. The place where each group

meets within its state is fixed by the legislature thereof (being, natu-

rally, the state capital)
;
and if the electors receive any remuneration

for their services, it must come out of the state treasury. A federal statute

of 1934, however, reciuires that they meet in the respective states and cast

their ballots on the first Monday after the second Wednesday in De-
cember following their election. And the Twelfth Amendment to the

constitution enjoins that the voting be by ballot; that presidential and

vice-presidential candidates be voted for separately; that distinct lists be

r The arithmetic of our presidential elefilions presents no end of curious features.

In 1928, 1,067,586 Democratic votes in Pennsylvania and 2,089,863 in New York
failed to yield a single presidential elector. On the other hand, it would have required

a shift of only 416,055 votes in certain close states, out of a total pi e.sidontial vote
of over thirty-six million, to make Mr. Smilh president instead of Mr Hoover. In
1936, 27,752,309 popular votes (sixty per cent of the total) yielded President Roosevelt
523 electoral votes (ninety-eight per cent of the total)

; 10,682,524 popular votes

yielded Gpvernor Landon only eight electoral votes. Bach Roosevelt electoral vote

.
repreeented the preferences of 53,000 voters; each Landon electoral vote, those of

*
2,085,000. In 1940, 27,243,466 popular votes yielded President Roosevelt 449 electoral

votes, and 22,304,755 yielded Mr. Willkie only 82. In 1044, 25,602,605 popular votes

yielded Roosevelt 432 electoral votes, and 22,006,278 yielded Mr. Dewey only 99,

For an interesting exposition of how the 1928 election would have Worked out under

a proposed constitutional amendment leaving each state its existing allotment of

electoral votes but distributing them, in each state, among the candidates in propor-

tion to their popular votes, see Proportional Representation Rev., 3rd ser
,
No. 94

(Apr,, 1930). Under such a plan, Roosevelt in 1936 would have received approxi-

mately 322 electoral votes and Landon 194. Complete data (with helpful maps) on
eleven presidential elections ending with that of 1936 are piesented in E. E Robinson,
The Presidential Vote, 18S6-1932 (Stanford University, 1934), and The Presidential

Vole, 1936 (Stanford University, 1940).
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made up allowing all persons supported for either office, with tho number

of votes received by each; and that these lists, signed and scaled in

duplicate, be transmitted to the president of the Senate at the seat of the

national governments As evidence of their power to act, the electors

transmit also their certificates of election, bearing the signature of the

goyernor.

^he constitution is explicit enough on most matters, but curiously

vague on the counting of the electoral vote. The Twelfth Amendment
says that “the president of the Senate shall, in the presence of the

Senate and House of Representatives, open all the certificates and the

votes shall then, be counted.’’ But who shall make the count? The con-

stitution is silent. If conflicting returns are sent in from a state, who
shall decide which shall be received and which rejected? Again, the

constitution does not say. For nearly a hundred years, no serious diffi-

culty arose because of this. In the Hayes-Tilden contest of 1876, how-

ever, two sets of returns were sent to^ Washington from each of four

different states; and only after an extra-constitutional electoral com-

mission, consisting of five senators, five representatives, and five justices

of the Suj^reme Court, had passed upon the evidence w^as Hayes declared

elected (185 to 184), without a vote to spare. The country was kept in

suspense until within two days of the time for the new president to be

inaugurated]^

When the excitement died down, public-sniritccLmen of both ]rai’tiea__

began looking for some way of preventing similar trouble the
,
future.

The iwoBlira,"'fiowevcr, was a thorny ojic^nd a decade passed before

any agreement could be reached. 1887, an Electoral Count

.

Aci^upplied ^leas^ partial solution (’^c^niiingMFaF'pfeiiH'ei^^

electoTs are state officers whose right to act is certified by the governor,

and who meet and perform their sole task within the state boundaries

and under state authority, the new law placed responsibility for settling

disputes as far as possible upon the states themselves. Any determination

ol a dispute (it provided) in accordance with a state law covering the

subject, and arrived at not less than six days before the time fixed for the

meeting of the state’s electors, should be accepted as conclusive. Mani-

festly, however, the authorities of a state might fail to* arrive at a settle-

ment which everybody would accept, and conflicting returns might still

make their appearance at Washington. In such an event, the two heusea ,

of Congress, acting separately, were to decide which set of electors was

1 An act of 1SS7 requires that two copies of the lists be transmitted also to the
Becretary of state (at Washington). P'ormerly, all were sent from each state by
special messenger. Under the terms of an act of 1928, however, they began in that
year to be sent by registered mail,

2 A. C. McLhughlin, A Comtitutional History of the United States, Chap, xiivni;

P. L. Haworth, The Hayes-Tilden Disputed Presidential Election of 1878 (New
York, 1906).

24 U. B. Slat, ut Large, Pt. n, 373-S75, The act was passed by a Congress domi-
nated by the Democrats, Who always contended that they had been defrauded in

1878. '
,
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entitled to be recognized. If, as might easily prove the case, the two houses

could not agree, any set of returns having the advantage of being certi-

fied by the governor of the state should be accepted; and if no returns

came with such endorsement (and the two houses still could not agree on

which returns to accept), the state concerned was to lose its vote in that

p^ticular electio^

\41tl''ough imperfect, this legislation went perhaps as far toward solv-

ing the problem as was feasible. There was doubt about the power of

Congress under the constitution to exercise control over such aspects

of presidential elections, and there was still no guarantee against a

state’s vote being forfeited because of inability of both the state itself

and Congress to resolve a conflict. To be sure, it might be held that if a

state cannot settle its own electoral disputes, it may reasonably be ex-

pected to shoulder the con.scquencos
;
and it must be added that to this

day only a few of the states have provided by law for handling contro-

versies of the kind. Disfranchisement under any conditions, is, however,

undesirable^

^dinarily, of course, the counting of the electoral votes is a mere

formality
;
the country knows a long time in advance what the outcome

will be. On the day fixed by law—formerly, the second Wednesday in

February, but now the sixth day of January—^the members of the two

houses gather in the hall of the House of Representatives, with the

president (or president pro tempore) of the Senate in the chair. Two
tellers—a Democrat and a Republican—^have previously been appointed

by each house. Starting with Alabama, and proceeding in alphabetical

order, the presiding officer opens the certificates transmitted by the sev-

eral electoral bodies, hands them to the tellers (who read them aloud

and record the votes), and announces the outcome, which is duly en-

tered, with a list of the votes, in the journals of the two houses. The
person receiving the largest number of votes for president, provided the

number is a majority of the whole number of electors chosen, i.e., 266

out of a total of 531, is declared elected; and similarly in the case of the

viM-prosidenej^

(in the evenT^liat no candidate for president receives a majority, the

eleStion is, of course, thrown into the House of Representatives, where

each state has one vote, to be bestowed as the majority of the state dcle-

,gation detemines. Until 1804, the choice of the House in such a con-

tingency was to be made between the candidates who were tied, if there

was a tie, or among those highest on the list (up to five) if there was

simply lack of a majority. The Twelfth Amendment, however, 'pro-

vided for selection among “the persons having the highest numbers not

exceeding three.” A majority pf all the states is necessary to ele^ Since

1 Even -when there is no dispute, Congress can scrutinize the electoral vote in any
state to determine whether it has been “regularly given," i<e., cast, cjountedj and re-

,
ported in the manner prescribed by the constitution and laws. If either house decides

that in any instance there has been irregularity, the state’s votes are not counted.
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1801, the president has been chosen by the House only once, i.e., in 1825,

when John Quincy Adams emerged victor over Jackson, Crawford, and

Clay.A no candidate for the vice-presidency obtains a majority of the

electoral vote, the Senate—^the members voting as individuals—choose

from the liighest tw'o, the victor being recpiircd, however, to receive the

votes of a majority of the whole number of senator^ Vice-President

Richard M. Johnson was elected in this way in 1836.

Notwithstanding all the constitutional and statutory regulations on

the subj cct, it is still possible for the country to come up to the expira-

tion of a presidential term with no presidciiL-clcct ready to be inaugu-

rated, Not only may the choice itself still be hanging fire, but a man duly

elected may have died before the inauguration date, or may have failed

to qualify (as, for example, by refusing to serve) . Providing belatedly for

such contingencies, the Twentieth Amendment,. adoptee!^jn^ 193^stig^u-

lates (1) that in case of tIie.death_of_a president-elect, the vicf.-prcsidept-

_

cTecrsEaTrBecome’'president, and (2) tKatVfat the,ti{iic„fp.r„ina.ugui;^ition_

rjifoaHefilCelect lias'''hor"B'eeif chosen or _h^s,failed,.i,Q
,

qnalify.,_the vice-_

president-elect ’'^shall "act as presiflent until a president shall have quali-

4ed." Conceivably, however, the same situations might nrise„as. t£_both
'

prestdont-erect and ‘Vice-presT(155HeIecI7"anH for this contingency the

jHnendmehVFTRlmfrzerCQngfessTdTfl'a1s:g'pi'ov^y‘^V~^^^^^^^^^^^~P6^\^“

tMess^ it Tlaa tEusTar"^Iccl

Proposed Changes in the Method oj Electing the President and

Vice-President

Proposals for altering the method of electing the president and vice-

president have been discussed from time to time throughout our national

history. The Twelfth Amendment remedied certain defects; the Twentieth

removed others; and various statutes, notably the Electoral Count Act

of 1887 and an act of 1934 passed in pursuance of the new calendar

introduced by the Twentieth Amendment, improved matters still further.

But the chief anomaly remains. On being asked, the average person

would probably reply at once that this anomaly is the electoral college;

and there is no denying that that device has never, except at the be-

ginning, functioned as intended, or that, so far as its formal acts are

concerned, it could readily be dispensed with. The actual anomaly, how-

efer, is not so much the electoral college itself as the practice under which

popular votes are translated into electoral votes, which in turn are

awarded to candidates on the basis of state-wide pluralities—a principle

or plan of tranalation wbieh, resting as it does on statp, not national,

authority!, could be perpetuated even if the electors themselves were

e&nmated. The plausible suggestion, often heard, that the electoral col-

lie be abolished and the people permitted to choose the president in

as well w in fact tbemfore touches a matter which is not so simple

SittulM the ^ountify^ be thrown into one grand constituency
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and elect by plurality or majority of the total popular vote, with no

reference to state lines? Or should voting continue to be by states, and

election take plane by direct vote of the people on a basis of plurality

in a majority of states? Or should the electoral college as such be dis-

carded, yet the popular vote in each state be translated, as now, into

electoral votes and the undivided electoral vote of a state be awarded

to a candidate receiving a popular plurality in the state? Or, finally,

should this last-mentioned plan be followed, except that the electoral

votes in a state, be awarded, not on the state-wide principle, but in pro-

portion to the popular vote polled by each of the condidates?

The first of these possibilities, defying all considerations of state in-

terest and pride, may be set down at once as impracticable, even if de-

sirable? The second is objectionable because it would enable a number

of the smaller states to swing an election by means of only a minority

of the nation-wide popular vote; although it is not to be forgotten

that the present system overweights the small states, ^ and that we have

a good many “minority” presidents under it. The third alternative has

something to be said for it. It would at least get rid of a fifth wheel to

the wagon; and it was in this form that a constitutional amendment

sponsored by the late Senator George IV. Norris twice narrowly failed

to secure the necessary two-thirds vote in the Senate in May, 1934.

Greater gain, however, would flow from adoption of the fourth plan

enumerated above, f.e., one under which the electoral vote of a state

would be computed and allotted on a proportional rather than a general

ticket basis and a state’s entire electoral vote thus would be prevented

from going to a given candidate simply because he happened to obtain

a bare plurality of the popular vote, and notwithstanding that he might

have run a poor second, or even third, in important sections of the

state.’’ As Michigan’s experience with her law of 1891 reminds us, there

is, even now, nothing to prevent a state from independently adopting the

proportional principle (the Michigan plan based it on districts)—although

the formality of choosing electors could not, of course, be abandoned

without amending the federal constitution. But here again the great ob-

stacle is state interest and pride; New York will be a far weightier factor

politically if all of her forty-.sevcn electoral votes unfailingly go to the

same candidate than if her votes could be divided and scattered; and

go with every other state, The same considerations, therefore, that

originally influenced one state after another to give up the district

Small states would lose heavily, and large states gain, in electoral power
;
de-

barring Negroes frpin voting as they do, the Southern states would be at Special

disadvantage. The plan could hardly be operated at all except on the basis of a
uniform national suffrage and election law—which, however, certainly could not be
secured.

2 Because Senate as well as House seats figure in the apportionment of electoral

lilVotes.

' ^ ® Representative Clarence P. Lea of California, in 1944, reintroduced a constitu-

tional amendment on the lines of this fourth plan.
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plan may be counted upon to block any attempt to revive it or anything

resembling it, except perhaps locally and sporadically
;
and one is bound

to conclude that, although the way in which we choose our chief execu-

tive could undoubtedly be improved in a number of respects, the outlook

for reform—beyond a possible discontinuance of the electoral college,

which would be relatively unimportant unless the state-wide plurality

system were abandoned with it—^is not promising^

BesuUs of Popular Election in Terms of Presideniial Fitness

Under the procedures described, thirty-two different men have at-

tained the presidency—^twenty-five by being elected directly to the office

and seven by succeeding a deceased chief executive. In exercising their

electoral function, what sort of a record have the people established? How
do the presidents that they have chosen mcaburc up in terms of capacity,

vision, diligence, and other qualities of statesmanship? ,,ji

Some sixty years ago, Mr. (later Lord) Bryce included in his widely

influential book. The American Com.m.onwealth, a chapter entitled “Why
Great Men Are Not Chosen President.” ^ He did not mean to imply that

none such is ever chosen. But, looking back over a line of twenty presi-

dents who had served the nation in its first hundred years, our friendly

English critic could not see that the people had shown any consistent

disposition to elevate even their strongest men (leaving aside the question

of sheer “greatness”) to the highest office in their power to bestow. Nor

do they seem to have developed any such inclination in later clays.

Through a century and a half, American presidents, another foreign

observer affims, have for the most part been mediocre when compared,

for example, with British prime ministers during the same period.® The
judgment may be a trifle severe, but it has enough validity to be dis-

turbing.

Some people believe that if the plan of election originally adopted had

been adhered to, tlio general level would have been higher. Perhaps it

would; though there is no way of proving it. In any event, the early

rise of political parties and of such party machinery as the national

nominating convention doomed that system to eclipse and brought into

play a wholly different one under which the president became the choice,

not (except in form) of the electoral college, nor yet, in any very exact

sense, of the people as a whole, but essentially of a political party which,

having made a candidate its standard-bearer, went on to amass enough

votes to carry him to victory. To be sure, such a party candidate is

initially named by. a gathering of delegates presumed to reflect the senfci-

1 On the general subject, see J. E. Kallenbach, "Becent Proposals to Reform the
ElectoniE College System,” Amfr. Polil. itev., XXX, 924-929 (Oct., 1936) ; L.
Rogers and W. Y, Elliott, "Shall We Abolish the Electoral College?,'' Forum^
XGVII, 18^22 (Jan., 1937): "Should the Electoral College Be Abolished?” [Sym-
posiumi, Cemff. Zlifi'est, XX, (Mar., Ifldl),
' s Vol, I, Chap, TOE.
a a. J. Laski, Psu-Uatnentmv Ooxiinmmt of JSngland (New York, 1988), 243.
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ments of a large segment of the voters. To be sure, too, he cannot reach

the White House unless the voters sujeport him in sufficient numbers. But

at election time they have opportunity to choose among only two or three

or half a dozen candidates picked and put before them
;
and -whoever

becomes president does so by virtue of having been chosen in the first

instance by a party as an available candidate.

Unhappily, ho-wever, the considerations and circumstances making a

man available as a party candidate are not always—perhaps not even

usually—^those that will give -him high rank as a president after he is

elected. Any one familiar with our national politics can recall plenty of

presidential candiclates who emerged as party standard-bearers almost

as from a lottery. Convention deadlocks among strong candidates open

the way for compromise on a weaker one; decisions by basses in hotel

hide-outs are passed on to harassed conventions as virtual mandates;

necessity for carrying a large pivotal state may outweigh all con-

siderations of broader statesmanship. In contrast with the English prime

minister, who invariably advances to his post of prestige and power

along a rugged line of accumulating experience in the House of Commons
and in successive higher executive posts,^ the nominee may have had little

or no experience in handling the intricate relations between executive

and legislative branches which will become one of his supreme tasks if

he is elected.

Under conditions such as these, the rough and tumble of party politics

kept Hamilton, Gallatin, Clay, Calhoun, Webster, Seward, Sumner, Hav.
and Root from the presidency, while bringing into the office mediocrities

like William Henry Harrison, Pierce, Buchanan, Johnson, and Harding.

Of course, it is only fair to remember that the system, within three-

quarters of a century, gave us Lincoln, Cleveland, the two Roosevelts,

and Wilson; also that a good many presidents—^Hayes, Arthur, McKinley,
and Taft, among more recent ones—^while lacking any special claim to

distinction, nevertheless proved of at least good average capacity. Per-

haps, after all, as Lord Bryce commented in a later book, “things have

on the whole gone better than might have been predicted.” ~

A. Ogg, Enfjlirsh Government and Politics (2nd ed.), 130-133.

^Modern Democracies (New York, 1921), II, 73, For an interealing study of the
profes^ionnr backgrounds of Ameiican presidents, see S. Herbert, “The Premiership
Mid the Piesidency,” Economica, No, 17 (June, 1926). The writer shows that while
our presidents do not uniformly have legislative experience, as do English prime
ministers, a majority of them have had such, usually in state legislatures, occasionally
in the national House of Representatives, rarely in the national Senate. A great deal
of illuminating inlormatioti on the piresidency and its practical worldngs can be
gleaned from A. Nevins, Grover Cleveland

;

A Study in Courage (New York, 1932) ;

Theodore Roosevelt; An Autobiography (New York, 1913) ;
H. F. Pringle, Theodore

Roosevelt (New York, 1931), and The Life and Times of William Howard Taft (New
York, 1939>;’ W. E. Dodd, Woodrow Wilson and His Work (Garden City, 1920);
W. A, White, A Puritan in Babylon; The Story of Calvin Coolidge (New York,
1938) ; tad The Public Papers and Addresses of Franklin D Roosevelt, 5 vols. (NeWj^

^ York, 1938), with supplementary volumes li^ed on p. 395 below. Cf. 0-
Under Four Administrations (New York, 1922). ,
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Ccitain qualities, it is manifest, a piesident must have if he is to be

successful, with lare exceptions, he will realize the possibilities of his

high office only in the degiee to which he possesses them. He must be

able; he must be diligent, he must be honest; he must be courageous,

he must bo tactful; he must be capable of making large decisions

promptly, intelligently, and in clear-cut fashion, above all, one is tempted

to say, he must be a good politician, adept at working with men, man-
aging them, and inspiiing their confidence Not all presidents, of couise,

have fully measured up to those reqiuiemcnts The office has happily been

preserved unsullied by personal tuipitiidc; but some incumbents have

been too lenient toward self-seeking and conupt men siiriounding them

No pre.sident has been wanting in patiiotism, but some have lacked

courage and decision, and one or two have been notably doficiciit in tact

Stiangc as it may seem, two within the recollection of the present genera-

tion (Taft and Honvci) were not clever enough at politics for eithci

their own^;eorafort oi the country’s good
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ercf'tfc, since the more populous states were mainly commercial and the

populous ones agricultur^

OTio decision, accordingly, was for two houses; and on the whole it was'

a wise one. To be sure, bicamcYalisiLn makes for deadlocks and delays,

duplication of effort, anrl diffu.sion of responsibility A municipality or

other local area, having only limited powers, hS little need for one

house as a check upon another, and many of our citie.s, large and .small,

have done away with their former cumbersome two-chambered councils.'^

Indeed, the plan ha.s been challenged in connection with state legisla-

tures as well; and in 1934 Nebraska broke new ground by adopting a

constitutional amendment under which, since 1937, the legislature of that

state has consisted of but a single house." In the domain of the national

government, however, policies and measures frequently involve such

fundamental matters, e.g ,
the protection of civil rights, that it is a good

thing for them to be weighed and shaped and checked by two legislative

bodies, approaching them independently, and perhaps from different

angle,s, rather than by only one. Few people seriously suggest that we

give up bicameralism at Washington, although plenty of proposals are

ainaed at overcoming sonac of its admitted defects.

The House of Representatives

(The constitution's authors intended the president to be chosen, actually

as well as nominally, by a college of electors, and senators by state

legislatures. The House of Representatives, however, was designed to

spring directly from the people, and accordingly the constitution has

from the hrst provided that its members shall bo elected evmw two years
“bv the .nennlp. nf the several states.” defined as including all persons

qualified to vote for a member of the “-most numerous” branch of their

state legislature .®^/^lest^'ieted only by the Fifteenth a.nd ISrinetp.RTith

Amendments prohibiting denial of the right to vote on grounds of race,

color, or sex, the different states regulate_the~suffrage as they choose,

primarily for their own legislative and other elections, but incidentally for

congressional and presMentiai elections as welu
Although a broadly national, popular body, the House is still further

constructed with reference to state lines.-' Every representative is elected

within a given state, and every state has, as such, a definite, quota of

members.'^ Provisional quotas were assigned in the constitution, as brigi-

nally adppted, to serve until a census could be taken; and thereafter

i See p. 933 in ooroplelie edition of this book.
~ See p. 738, ibid.

,

•'^Art. I, S 2, cl. 1, Tbb ^venteenth. Ameudment, under 'which senators are no'W
likewise chosen by direct,p^lar vote, nontaina this same provision

,

*By courtesy, itewaii and Alwka 'arp allowed to send one “tsTritorial delenate"
each, and Puerto Rico atd the .Philijipines one "resident commissioner" eaohl AI-

permitted to speak qp pKttojjitog to their constituencies, and 'alacM serve on comnuttees. Otm persons tee, nof fpll members of the House and. con-
^ji-*pntly ten not entitled to, .vptfe
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/ rGprcf3Gntativcs were to be apportioned among tlie several states “accord-

ing to their respective numbers,” 'wliicli -w^ere to be computed by “adding

to the whole number of free persons) including those bound to service

for a term of years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all

other persons.” ’ The “other persons” referred to were, of course, slaves;

and this provision became one of the important compromises of the con-

stitution. When slavery was abolished, the three-fifths clause was ren-

dered obsolete, and the constitution now provides simply, in the Four-

teenth Amendment, for apportionment among the states “according to

I Lheir respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each

state, excluding Indians not taxed.” - As we have seen, it provides also

for a reduction in the representation of any state which withholds the

suffrage from adult male citizens of the United Statc.s “except for jrartici-

^pation in rebellion, or other crime.” Many states are, and have .long

been, liable to this penalty; but no serious attempt at enforcement has

ever been made.®

The constitution does not explessly say that representation in the

House shall be reapportioned after each decennial census, hut that is

clearly what it means; and until the enumeration of 1920, Congress never

failed to take the necessary action—^usually after an interval of not more

than one or two years. The procedure followed varied somewhat on

different occasions, but in any case Congress scrutinized the census fig-

ures, decided how many members the House should have during the en-

suing decade, and, having allotted these among the states as equitably

as it could (so that each state should have at least one seat—in accord-

ance with constitutional requirement—and as many more as its popula-

tion entitled it to)
,
passed an act putting the new arrangements into

effect.^ It is curious to observe that one of the grounds on which the con-

stitution was opposed during the debates on ratification was that, since!

the number of representatives might not exceed one for every 30,000
j

people, the House of Representatives would be too small; one of the best

known papers in The Federalist was devoted entirely to answering that

^Art. I, § 2, cl. 3

-The Supreme Court having hold (in Superintendent vj Commissioner, 295 IT. S.

418, 1935) tlmt all Indians are sub.icct to federal tu-mtiou, all were m eluded in the

population basis for the apportionment of 1941 It has frequently been proposed that,

aliens be excluded irom the population figures on which apportionments are based^

—

as indeed tlicly’''m'e in the ca-se of legislative apportionments in ten states. For this, a
.oonstAutional amendment would be required; and one introcluced in 1941 by Senator

Capper of Kan.sas was advocated by him on the ground that it is "unfair to American
citizens” for states containing nuineroiw aliens to have moie votes in Congress on
that account. A full discussion of this matter, with a leoommendation that the basis

of apportionment be made, not population, but votes cast in the last previous presi-

dential election (which, of course, would automatically eliminate aliens), will be
found in L. F. Schmeckebier, Congres-sional Api>orlionmenL (Washington, 1941),

Chap. VI. An effect of shifting to a basis of votes cast might be to stimulate voting;

but states in which a substantial share of the potential electoiate is deprived of

the suffrage by either legal or extra-legal means would suffer proportionate loss of

representation, and altogether the change is not likely t" mnfio'u -

^ ^ " Sefi-'pp. 173-174 above.
'‘The Senate, of course, concurring.
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objection.^ No longer is there any apprehension on that score; on the con-

trary, the House has grown to such size (435) that, although it still is

not the largest among the world’s .legislative bodies, there is wide agree-

ment that it contains too many members for the most effective transac-

tion of business.^ Partly as a result of the expansion of the country,

partly because of the reluctance of states to see their quotas reduced to

make room for increased representation of faster growing states, and

partly on account of the natural unwillingness of members to legislate

themselves or their colleagues out of districts, every rcapportionment in

our history down to 1930, except one, i.e., in 1842, resulted in a sub-

stantial increase.^ Following the census of 1920, no plan could be de-

vised that would not either reduce the representation of as many as eleven

states or increase the membership of the House considerably beyond 435.

Unwilling to do either. Congress simply drew back from the problem

and allowed the country to drift along a full decade without any rcap-

portioninent at all.^

Only in 1929 was the situation remedied—and then only by an act pro-

viding for reapportionment under the coming 1930 census, and at dcoen-

nial intervals thereafter.® In accordance with this legislation (as amended

in ^^9^),. reapportionment proceeds as follows: (1) the membership of 4.

the House remains fixed “permanently” at (1.35 : “ (2) after each census,

tlie Census Bureau in the Department of Commerce prepares for thefi

president a table showing the number of inhabitants of each state and

the number of representatives to which each state accordingly is en-

titled; ^ (3) the president transmits the tabulation to Congress; and (4) F

1 No. nvrP (Lodge’s ed., 350-355).

2 In congressional discussions of the subject, 300 has most often been, mentioned
as about the right number.

“ It must not be inferred that a state’s quota was never reduced. Had the ratio been
so maintained that no state would ever have lost representatives, the House would
now be two or three times as large as it is.

^ The Hou-se did, indeed, pass a bill raising the membership to 470, but the Senate
refused to concur,

It would always, of course, have been, possible to offset an increase resulting from
a general reapportionment by enforcing the penal clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, under which the Southern states alone would have lost thirty or more seats.

But such action has neved been politically feasible. There is no judicial process by
which Congress can be compelled to take the step—just as there has never been
any by which it could be forced to enact a reapportionment law.

6 46 IT. S. dlut, at Large, 21.
aA Congress, however, cannot bind its successors; hence, notwithstanding its

declared "permanency,” the munber is not to be regarded us necessarily 'final.

r Computed (since 1941) according to the method of “equal proportions,” Tathen
than that of “major fraotiotia’' long employed, These alternative methods of com-
putation hip'e stirred much controversy, among statisticians and political scientists

as well as in Congress, but are too mathematically technical to be described here.

Net only the methods just mentioned, but three other possible ones which have at

times been advocated, nne explained in detail^ with discussion of their relative merits,

in L. F. Schmeckebicr, Congressional Apporitonment, Chap. rv. Cf . Z. Chaffee, "Con-
gressional Reapportionment,” Harvard Law Jfep., XVII, 1015-1047 (June, 1929), and
R, V, Huntington, MeiAoak of Apportionment in Congress, 76th Cong., 3rd Sees.,

Sen. Doc. No. 304 (1940). The whole difBauHy arises, of course, from the fact that
seldom or never will any ratio divide exactly into the population of a state, the
/T^oblem heirig that of What to do with fractional remainders. In the reftppor- ^
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the reappoitionment as iiansmitted goes into eSect 'with the next Con-

gress elected, unless, of course. Congress intervenes with legislation to

•/the contrai'y. Under this general plan (which has the advantage of pre-

venting the matter from again going by default)*, a reapportionment based

on the 1930 census resulted in a gain of from one t.CLnine_s..eats_bx-£lQnen

stages and a loss of from one to three by twenty-one: and another, ten

years later, enabled eight states to gain a total of ten seats while ten

others were losing one apieced

C^xcept for requiring direct popular vote, the constitution leaves the

“times, places, and manner” of choosing representatives to be deter-

mined by the legislatures of the several statc^—although with superior

authority in Congress to make or alter regulations on the subject.^ For

half a century, elections were in some states in single-member districts,

in others on a general, or state-wide, ticket. But the aunortionment act._Qf

1842 required every state populous enough to be entitled to more than

one representative to be divided,by the legislature into districts “com-

i-posecl of contiguous territory.” each returning one member: and the ap-

portionment acts of 1901 and 1911 added the qualifying term “compact.”

Curiously enough, the act of 1929 failed to use any of the terms “con-

tiguous,” or “compact,” or “equal”; and when, three years afterwards,

an effort was made to have a redistricting law in Mississippi set aside

on the ground that the seven congressional districts provided for were

not composed of contiguous and compact territory, the federal Supreme

Court held that the failure to repeat the requirements in the 1929 act

by implication repealed them,’ In legal circles, there had been much doubt

on the point; and the country at large was hardly aware of what had

happened. In the opinion of the Court, however, the omission had not been

inadvertent, but intentional; and since new legislation in 1941 was silent

on the subject, the former requirements seem no longer to apply. It may
be added that even when federal law on the subject was entirely explicit.

Congress made no effort to enforce it upon the states, and that federal

district courts holding state reapportionment acts contrary to law because

of creating districts lacking in compactness or in equality of population

were usually reversed

GeneiYtil

ticket

ftlKl

district

systems

tionment taltiag effect in 1932, the country-wide ratio (i.e., total apportionment
population divided by 435) was 278,376; in that effective in 1942, it was 301,164.

1 Gains lin 1941); Arizona, Florida, Michigan, New Mexico, North Carolina, Ore-
’gon, and Tennessee, one seat each, and California, three seats. Losses; Arkansas,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma, and
Pennsylvania, one seat each, For tabulation, see Oong. Rcc., 77th Cong., 1st Sesa.,

Vol. 87, Pt. I. p. 81.
2 Art, I, § 4, el. 1,

3 Wood V. Broom, 287 U. S. 1 (1932).
*A state-receiving an increase in its quota of representatives when a reapportion-

ment is made may, until a new districting is carried out, elect its additional repre-

sentatives at large; and a state suffering a decrease may, similarly, elect its entire

quota at large, Hence the congressmen-at-large of whom one occasionally hears. In.

jsix states, too, congressmen are elected at large for the reason that the state ia

entitled to only one seat. All told, there are twelve congressmen-at-largc in the
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MiBl'a'"'*
I'casons to be explained presently, tlie_^di^lcAjysiem Js_^ccide41y

(iiaSict
tsilJXJillfffl Jlie^gcnetaL iEket It, however, has drawbacks, chief

eysiom
: ainong whicli are the difficulties and abuses likely to arise in the redistriet'

*i,ng of states whepever a new appoRiojamenEcliaJige&.ihe-numfeci‘-of rep-

hesentativea .to which they are entitled. With numerous partisan, sec-

tional, community, and personal interests involved, tsdislinhiffigis rarely

g^npl&-»>arttcr;^_fEen itJieCQmes.one pf.haifli.n& complexity. By law, the

task falls to the state legislatures, which, because of similar conflicts

puitiMoi
interest, sometimes entirely fail to carry out needed reapportion-

tniuiig lucnts of their own membership, even in the face of a plain mandate

of the state constitntion. Failure also may mark their efforts to rear-

range congressional districts, especially when different parties control

tlie two houses or when legislative majorities and the governor are of

opposite political faiths. In 1931, when thirty-two states were confronted

with the necessity of redistricting, disputes arose in Missouri, Minnesota,

and New York which, in the first two states, were settled only after being

earned to the federal Supreme Court, and in the third prevented any ic-

apportionment at all during the ensuing decade.^

m'andermg r,£distttdd®g~-ti'oubfes-arEeJie^lldji£r~°^'^^sJisual^^ in

su.'-pecLing that the well-known political abuse of gerrymandering has

been practiced, or attgpaptcd. The name dates from 1812, when Governor

Elbridge Gerry of Massachusetts inspired, or at all events endorsed, a

notorious piece of partisan districting in his state; “ the practice itself

goes badi even farther. The principle behind the gerrymander is quite

simpl^Tn districting a state or city, spread the majorities of your own
party over all or over as many districts as possible. If you have not

enough votes to control every district, concentrate the strength of your

opponents in as few districts as possible, so that it will do them the least

goodr ^ Plenty of laws have been enacted to curb this practice; but,

human nature and party motivations being what they are, the tempta-

tion offered politicians who find themselves in a position to control the

redrawing of political boundary lines is usually too strong to be resisted.*

^ For a thorough discussion of apportionment within the slates, gee L. F. Schmecke'
bier, op. nit.. Chap. ix. C/. V. 0. Key, Jr., “Procedures in State Legislative Appor-
tionment,” Amen PoUl. Sd. Rev., XXVI, 1060-1068 (Deo., 1932).

_ One of the resulting digtricis had the shape of a lizard. “Why, this district looks
like a salamander,'’ remarked an ohserver, "Say rather a Gerrymander.” 'replied an
opposition editor, thereby coining a political term which has ever since been current,
For a map showing this historic gerrymander, gee J> Winsor, Memorial Historv oi
Boston (Boston, 1^),, IR, 312.
SRC, Brooks, PdSfieof Forties and Rleetoral Problems (3rd ed.), 475.
Party advantage tftay> ‘of course, arise equally from failure or refusal to re-

distriet, and this suggwIS iifhat js eometunes. called the “silent gerrymander," prao-
tioed notoriously in crSWiegijicA with wards of cities and with state legislative
dktaricta. In lumois, there, hte®gen np congressional redistricting since 1901; apd
in 1941, in an injunclior* at foroing action, the state supreme court held
that it had no jniwttrtidWfKfe distndt in Chicago at the latter date contained
914.t«3 people, anofe 0*',-.1^,116. Ohio (still using a 1910 map "for its ebn-
teesstonal ele^ons) haaw with 1631)00 people and an imban distfict
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Even the statutory requirement before 1929 that states be divided into

districts composed of
“
contiKUOus and compact terr itories’' seldom de-

terred legislative majorities from mapping out sets of districts ingen-

iously contrived to yield the controlling party the largest possible number

of seats at ensuing elections. If the Republicans were in control, they

would seek to concentrate the most formidable Democratic strength in

a few districts, and to cancel out the remainder by distributing their

own strength in such a way as to yield small, but reasonably safe,

pluralities in the others. If the Democrats gained the upper hand, they

would in turn be likely to shift things around to their own advantage,

Rcdistrictine:...a._statP, _evcn with the best .of .intentions, is _no easy_jta.§.k.

Except in the case of the largest cities, it is not desirable to partition

municipalities or counties
;

yet without doing so it is often impossible

to make districts even approximately equal. Any one of several group-

ings of counties can usually be justified on one plausible ground or an-

other. When to the effort is brought a disposition to gerrymander, the

results are sometimes remarkabl3 indeed—districts of grossly unequal

populations and of curious and indefensible shapes. As has been pointed

out, too, all restraint from national Jot (never very effective) .Jaas-nosy

bjgfiiLJaimved. Unless Congress retraces its steps by reviving the "con-.

tiguous and compact” requirement before redistricting takes place under

future censuses’,"Tegislatures will continue free—except in so far as de-

terred by state constitutional provisions (as in Virginia) and, of course,

by the force of public opinion—^to lay out as many “shoe-string,” “saddle-

bag,” and “dumb-bell” congressional districts—^unequal, too, in popula-

tion—aslKej^clioose. And even if the legislation is revived, violations of

both letter and spirit will reappear unless Congress and the higher courts

adopt a new attitude on enforcement.’*

Under the general ticket system prevailing in many states before 1842,

a party polling a bare plurality of the popular votes for congressmen fuiier^rep-

captured the entire state delegation, notwithstanding that in some sec- tionfoi-

tions of the state the candidates of a different party might have been

far in the lead; and the main object of Congress in making the district

system obligatory was to open a way for parties with such localized

strength to win at least a handful of seats. To be sure, the proportioning

which results is very rough indeed. The strength of a minority party

may Ire fairly impressive in the aggregate, yet so distributed throughout

a state as to yield no district majorities whatever; as, for example, when,

in Indiana in 1932, the Republicans cast 683,520 votes for congressmen,

yet the Democrats, with 850,183 votes, made a clean sweep of the twelve

1 Divisions of the sort sometinies occur; and, of course, large cities, e.g., New
York and Chicago, are always divided, usually along ward lines.

s Maps showing the arrangement of congressional districts in the various states,

as existing in 1945 (fantastic enough in many cases) will be found in current issues

of the Official Congressional Directory. One other dubious consequence of the district

system, although merely a by-product of it, is the custom which requires congressmen
to be residents of the distrietB which they represent. See pp. 315-316 below.
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seats.’- From this, aa 'vvell as from inequalities in the total, as also in

rthe voting, populations of districts, it comes about that no House of

[Representatives, even when newly 'elected, can claim to mirror the po-

etical opinion of the country in more than a very general sort of way,^

And one will not be surprised to learn that those who deplore this

situation bring forward as a remedy the well-known device of propor-

tional representation, under which, if adopted for congressional elections,

there would be a return to the general ticket plan, coupled, however, not

with plurality election, as in earlier days, but with some method of

allotting seats (in multi-member districts or on a state-wide basis) in a

fixed proportion to the popular votes polled by the various tickets. Geo-

graphical district.s are, at best, an artificial and arbitrary basis of repre-

sentation; only where there is a fair degree of economic and social

homogeneity, as, for example, in an extensive farming area, can the elected

I'cpreacntative claim to speak for a genuine community opinion, except

perhaps on an occasional issue. On the other hand, it may be argued

^hat party divisions at the polls often rail to reflect any genuine division

of interest or opinion
;
so that any allocation of seats in accordance with

party labels will fall short of giving the truest sort of representation.

In addition, it may be objected that proportional representation, by open-

ing a way for minor groups to obtain seats, would make for a multi-

party system and for the rule of blocs, and that in the half-score Ameri-

can cities where the plan has been tried the results have not always

been encomaging.'* Congress could, of course, in some futm’e reapportion-

meut act, require the states uniformly to elect according to the propor-

tional plan. There is no present prospect of this being done
;
but, short of

it, existing law might be changed so as to permit election either by dis-

tricts or otherwise, thereby opening a way for individual states to experi-

ment with a proportional scheme if they so desired.*

Congress has gone farther, in regulating congressional elections, than

merely to require use of the district system. In 1872, it enjoined that

clean sweep, indeed, occurred five times in the state mentioned between 1910
and 1932, and never with the majority party polling more than 56,6 per cent of the
votes cast. See L. E. Lambert, The Congressional Distnot System in Indiana, (Bloom-
ington, lad., 1943)

In the elections of 1942, Republican congressional candidates throughout the
country polled 1,2&7,000 more votes than did their Democratic opponents. Yet the
Democrats won 224 seats, the Republicans only 207, and Democratic control of -tire

Iiouse remained intact.
® See p, 216 below, and cf, J. P. HaiTis, “The Practical Workings of Proportional

Ropresentation m the Dnited States and Canada,” Nat. Mun. ReV., Supp., XIX, 335-
383 (Mcty, 1030),

^iFor a cornpMison of the party complexion of Congress after thfe 1930 election with
•what it would nave been -under proporliofl*! representation, see Proportional Repre-
sentation Ecv., Sra set.. No, 99, 46 (July, 1931), $uid for a simliar comparison based

"I? Congress Representative?,” Nat. Mun.
Mev>, jKu, 2^1-’2S8 193S), In the latter instance, the Democrats would have
Mme off with 268 seats ii^d of 8l3, and the Republicans with 159 instead of 117,
Cf. V. Torroy, You and yottf Congress (New York, 1944), Chaps, v-vi.
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all such elections be by secret ballot; ^ in 1873, that they be held

throughout the country on the sanae dav. namely.. the..-Tuesclav following rdeulL

the first-Mondav in November of every even-numbered year (pro-

viously, voting was in some instances viva voce, and elections were

held at widely varying dates)
; and in 1910-11, that candidates should

not allow their expenditures to exceed $5,000 ,
exclusive of necessary per-

sonal outlays. Candidates are nominated as the laws of the several states

provide; for although, as has appeared, Supreme Court decisions of the

past five or six years seem clearly to open a way for congressional reg-

ulation of nominating procedures,^ no national legislation on the subject

has as yet been enacted. In most cases, the direct primary is employed;

but in several states the nominations arc still made by district nominat-

ing conventions composed of delegates representing counties, towns, or

other subdivisions.

The constitution makes the House of Representatives the judge of the oomested

“elections, returns, and qualifications” of its members.* Accordingly,

every dispute involving a seat is decided by the House itself. If a candi-

date is unwilling to concede his defeat, he may ask for and obtain a

local recount of the votes as provided for in the state election laws, and

if still dissatisfied, he may carry his case to the House, where it will be

considered by one of three standing committees on elections maintained

for the purpose. The committee (composed of six majority and three

minority members) weighs the evidence, hears the claimants and their

counsel, takes other testimony if desired, and prepares a report in favor

of one candidate or the other, which the House usually accepts. Party

considerations are likely to have much to do with the decision, and the

English plan of turning over such cases to a non-partisan and disinter-

ested board of judges is considerably better.®

y Pour qualifications, including one of a negative nature, are required of Quaiifl-

a representative by the constitution. 'He ® must be twenty-five yoar.s of ofmem-

age, or over (ifi not when elected, at all events when he takes his scat)

;

"‘he must have been a citizen at least seven years (not necessarily im-

mediately preceding election) ; he must be, at the time of his election, a

legal resident for voting purposes (not merely an inhabitant) of the state

in which he is chosen; an_R'he__Kranot, while a member of the House,

under the United States.” * The last-mentioned restriction

- ifEliis does not preclude the use of voting machines.
2 Unless the constitution of a state fixes a different date, as is true in Maine, where

election day is the second Monday in September.
® See p. 170 above.
^Art. I, § 6, cl. 1.

®V. M. Barnett, Jr,, "Contested Congressional Elections in Kecent Years,” Pplit.

Sci. Quar., LIV, 1S7-21S (June, 1939).
® Women are eligible on the same terms as men, and a considerable number have

been elected. See p. 163 above.
Art. 1, I 2, cl. 2.

®Art, I, § 6, cl. 2. A state office does not disqualify. The purpose of the restriction

mentioned is to uphold the principle of separation of powers by keeping the legisla-

tive and executive branches apart. A member of Congress may accept appointnjrnt
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is construed to debar army and, navy officers, as well as holders of civil

office; and it is hardly necessary to point out that, in disqualifying heads

of executive departments, it contrasts sharply with the unwritten rule

in Great Britain which requires ministers to have seats in Parliaments

On sundry occasions the tpicstion has arisen whether qualifications in

addition to those stipulated in the constitution can be imposed. The an-

swer is both no and yes. On the one hand, plenty of court decisions lay

it down as a principle of law that neither the states nor Congress can

add to or subtract from the qualifications enumerated." On the other

hand, usage, a,s every one knows, has decreed almost inexorably—notwith-

standing complete silence of the constitution on the subject—that

mcinbcrs shall be residents, of the.districts which they represent.^ Further-

more, in passing upon the qualifications of newly chosen members, the

House may also, as a matter of practice, make additions; at all events,

it did so in 1900, when it refused to seat Brigham H. Roberts of Utah

on the ground .ifh at he was a polygamist, and again in 1919, when Victor

L. Berger of Wisconsin was excluded becausq,jiaf_ha,ving. been, judicially

SPityie-tecLof-seditioii. and .disloyalty.’' To be sure, these decisions were of

doubtful constitutionality. The proper procedure would seem to be to

seat an objectionable person and then expel him. But the actions taken

in the cases mentioned stand on the record as evidence that, regardless

of both the theory and the laiv of the matter, the House can actually

impose a test for admission of which the constitution makes no mention.

Some states, too, on their part, have translated into law the custom re-

quiring members to be residents of the districts which they represent.®

The Senate

^

With its members not only chosen by direct popular vote but distrib-

juted among the states in proportion to population, the House of Repre-
' senta lives is—as the constitution's framers intended it to be—a broadly

j

national body, with state boundaries merely incidental to the basis on

j

which it rests. Tiro Senate, on the contrary, was designed to be more in
“

‘ the nature of a council of states, grounded upon the principle of federal-

ism; and not only were its members to be chosen by state legislatures,

rather than by the people directly, but all states were given equal repre-

sentation, regardless of size or population. Each state was allotted turn

to a lederal office, provided it is not one which has been created, or the emoluments

.

of which have been increased, during the term for which he was elected, and pro-
vided, of course, he resigns ius congressional seat, A federal officer may be elected to
Congipss, but must resign his office when taking his seat.

1 OffioRis under the Crown, other than mmisters, are. however, debaiTed from the
House of Commons. See A. Ogg. EnalMi Goveinment and Politics (2nd ed ), 135.

» if p , Thomas o. Owens, 4 Md. 189 (1853) . *

8 See pp. 315-316 below.
i The Supreme Court eventually cleared him, and after being elected a third time

by hia district, he was seated.

« In so far as merely declafathry pf exiating practice, such state regulations are
harmless enough; if juartaaRy tceted, thay, however, would almost certainly be de-
clared unconstitutional.
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senators; and none might be deprived of its equality in this respect ex-

cept with its own consent. To be sure, the federal principle was not car-

ried as far as some of the small-state people desired: senators werCu-tn

vote as indLy-iduals and not bv states, and their salaries were to bo paid

out of the national treasury rather than by the states individually. But

equal representation and voting power for all states, large and small,

populous and otherwise, made the Senate a_truly_federal .body;.... and such

it remains today, notwithstanding that in one important respect, i.e.,

direct popular election of its members, its position has since 1913 come

to be more like that of the other branch.

To many people in all periods of our national history, this equality., of

unequals has seemed unreasQriabte..and in fact indefensible. To begin with,

Alexander Hamilton has been proved right in his contention—contrary

to prevailing opinion in his time—that, once the new government was in

operation, there never would be a conflict of interests between large

states and small states as such. Throughout our history, cleavages have

run on quite different lines.. The}’ have been regional, or sectional, e.g.,

between parts of the country that were mainly agricultural and other

parts devoted chiefly to industry and trade. Whether a state was large

or small has made little or no difference in its political attitudes and

alignments-' And so it very well can be argued that the precaution taken

by the constitution’s authors for the protection of the small states is

unnecessary and need not be perpetuated.

% In the second place, the spread between the smallest and largest state

populations has grown far greater than was ever anticipated, with equal-

ity ot representation correspondingly more incongruous, at least as a

matter of mathematics. New York, with 13.479.142 population (in 19401

,

has two senators; Nevada, with 110,247 ,
also has two senators. Penn-

sylvania has about a million and a half more inhabitants than all New
England; but New England has twelve senators and Pennsylvania two.

The six states of New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, Texas, and

California have over fifty million inhabitants, or nearly forty per cent

of the total population of the continental United States. Yet, in a Senate

of ninety-six members, they have only twelve, i.e., about twelve per cent.

e
L Senate majority could, indeed, be made up to represent not more than

ne-fifth of the people of the country. More significant, too, than thus

mere disproportion of numbers is the distorted representation given major

-economic and social interests. Industi'y and commerce preponderate in

only a few, but usually densely inhabited, states;, agriculture preponder-

ates in many states, more sparsely populated; and equality of state

^representation in the Senate inevitably gives rural interests dispropor-

Itionate influence in_ttat body.'^
'

vT

People wh(^^iave bcmi'troubled about this situation have suggested

.various remedies, among them that a state be allowed an additional sena-

I tor for every million inhabitants in excess of some fixed number. This
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would not result in an exact jn’oportioning such as is prosuinod to apply

in the case of the House of Representatives, but it would materially

alleviate the existing inequalities; and at first glance the proposal seems

reasonable. If carried out, it 'would have the undoubted advantage of

introducing a fairer balance between rural and urban, agricultural and

industrial, interests. There are, however, several things to be noted belore

conclusions are reached.^n the first place, the number of senators would

be greatly increased, and such efficiency as the Senate now shows as a

deliberating and revising body -would be seriously impaired. the sec-

ond place, Ithe change)—added to popular election of senators, as already

provided for by the Seventeenth Amendment—(svould tend to make both

houses representative of the same people in the same proportions, 'and

hence would remove one of the main reasons for having a second chamber

at all) Criticism of the existing arrangement commonly springs from the

idea that representation, to be worthy of the name, must be based on

and proportioned to numbers; whereas there is no essential reason why a

senator may not quite as satisfactoriiy represent 5,000,000 people aa

500,000, just as the president sometimes better represents the people of

the entire nation than do several hundred locally elected congressmen.

.^/Finally, the question is hardly more than academic, for the reason that

the proposed change, requiring not only a constitutional amendment but

the express consent of every state whose representation would become

less than that of some other state, would be practically impossible to

bring about
Original
mode of

election

Five or six different -ways of choosing senators were considered by the

constitution’s framers, and election by the state legislatures was finally

hit upon as the least objectionable, with the proviso that a vacancy

arising in any state, by resignation or otherwise, when the legislature

was not in session should be filled by tempoiajw--aD.priiTitniRTit .by tbe

JA^rnor .^ Certain distinct advantages were, indeed, expected to flow

from this method of selection. Members of legislatures, it was thought,

would be most likely to know the qualifications of senatorial candidates,

and, being themselves m'en of substance and responsibility, would choose

persons of superior character, and especially Qf_aQnsaffiatiyB.-J»iaper.

Elected by the legislature, a senator would feel himself the representative,

not of a faction or group or section, but of the entire state. The national

and state governments would be geared together in a significant way,
and people who were troubled lest the strengthening of the former might

"

lead to eventual extinction of the latter (such fears have not been con-

fined to the days of the New Deal) would find ground for reassimanoe.

1 Some rediatnbulion of voting power in tiie Senate might conceivably arias in
future frpni the creation pf metropolitan states, such as New York, Chicago, and
Detroit. The constitution ^ar^tees equal representation of the states in the Senate
but does not ohstruefc partitioning' of states, beyond requiring the consent of the leeis-
lature of any .state aHeeted.

. ^Actl, §3, d.3.
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These consideration^! were plausible, and in the testing period of the

Republic they had genuine weight, ^ater o^, they seemed less important

;

and |is the popular basis of governnoent broadened, the conviction grew

that senators, like representatives, ought to be chosen by the people

directly^ This view was not based merely upon theory, Legislative elec-

tion developed many practical drawbacks and abuses—deadlocks leaving

senatorial seats vacant for years at a time,^ control of elections by bosses

and corporations, virtual purchase of scats, absorption of the legislatures

in senatorial elections to the neglect of other business. As early as 1826,

proposals for direct popular election were heard, and after the Civil War
the matter became a theme of frequent discussion. Between 1893 and

1912, the House of Representatives five times passed resolutions sub-

mitting a constitutional amendment on the subject; and though the

Senate invariably refused to concur, political parties endorsed the re-

form in their platforms and two-thirds of the state legislatures went on

record in favor of it.

Meanwhile, a number of states^ chiefly west of the Mississippi, worked

out a plan under which popular election was attained, to all intents and

purposes, regardless of the fate of the proposed amendment. The means

employed was the direct primaiy. By a state law, the voters of each

party were authorized to indicate at the polls which of the pai'ty candi-

dates for a senatorship they preferred, and the nominations thus made
were formally reported to the legislature. Usually that body was trusted,

without any special precaution, to execute the public will by electing the

designated candidate of the majority party. Oregon and Nebraska, how-

ever, introduced a plan under which candidates for the legislature were

asked to pledge their support in advance to the “people’s choice,” irre-

spective of party. In either case, there was, as with presidential electors,

no obligation other than moral; legally, the legislature remained free to

elect whomsoever it would. But the popular will was almost invariably

carried out. By 1912, senators were nominated popularly in a total

of twenty-nine states, scattered throughout the country, and election

by the legislatures was fast coming to be quite as much a fiction as is

,the choice of the president by the electoral college.

Under these conditions, the opposition in the Senate weakened. Many
of the members recognized that they were, in effect, already elected by

the people; and in 1912, over the opposition of the party leaders and

boss'es, the Seven teanth Amendment passed both houses of Congress, and

in 1913-was nrodaimed in force. Under the new arrangement, senators are

, chosen directly by the people*" of the several states
;
and, as is the case

1 Notable deadlocks of the kind included one in Pennsylvania in 1899, when a suc-

cessor to Senator Quay was to be elected, and one in Delaware, where J. E. Addicfca

kept up a running fight for a senatorship from 1895 to 1903. An act of Congress
passed in 1866 stipulated that if the two houses of a legislature, voting separately,

should find themselves unable to elect a senator, they should meet in joint session

and elect by majority vote. Even in joint session, however, it might be difficult or

impossible for any candidate to emerge with a majority.
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in the election of members of the Rouse of Representatives, the electors

incMde all persons qualified to vote for members of the "most numerous

branch of the state legislature.” If a vacancy arises, the governor of the

/ state issues writs of election to fill it for the remainder of tho unexpired

I

terni. The legislature may, however, empower him to make temporary

i appointments
;
and most legi‘'laturcs have done this.

The effects of the change to direct popular election cannot be measured

with precision. Liberation of the state legislatures from the distractions

entailed by senatorial elections has been a genuine gain. Deadlocks have

been made impossible, and a state’s full representation at all times (ex-

cept for brief intervals following the death or resignation of a senator)

has been assured. The consequences for the Senate itsblf are not so clear.

Since 1913, several hundred senators have been elected or reelected. But

whether they have been of higher quality than they would have been

under the old method of election, no one can say. Certainly the amend-

ment produced no rapid shift of personnel. Practically every senator who

could have expected to be continued in- office at the hands of his state’s

legislature was continued on the popular basis; indeed, contrary to

expectation, reelections have consistently been more numerous under the

popular system than before.^ Furthermore, abuses arising from the lavish

use of money in senatorial nominations and elections did not disappear,

as is evidenced by the Newberry controversy of 1918-22, the cases of

William S. Vare of Pennsylvania and Frank L. Smith of Illinois in

1926-29, and other somewhat less noted instances.^ Money is employed

in a different way, because it is now the state-wide electorate that has

to be reached
;
and in this sRjiation considerable outlays become not only

inevitable, but justifiable;,/Speaking broadly, however, spatorial politics

t^ds-ta-remaoiLa game forith£jamlljtodiP,_Qr..at.^^ able

E. McCleadon, “Reelection, of Senators,” Amer. PoUt. Sci. Rev., XXVIII,
636-642 (Aug., 1934).

“ In winning a senatorial seat in Michigan in 1918, Truman H. Newberry spent
something like $195,000—an amount far in excess of that recognized as a legitimate
electoral outlay by Michigan law, as also by the federal statute of 1910, which in
point of fact fixed the figure at $10,000. Most of the amount was poured out in secur-
ing the nomination in a piimary in competition with Hemy Ford. Convicted under
the federal law in a lower couit, Newberry appealed to the federal Supreme Court,
which in 1921 set aside the conviction, four of the nine justices being of the opinion
that Congress lacked power to regulate nominalion.s and a fifth concurring for a
different reason (Newbeiry v. United States, 256 U. S. 232). When finally seating the
defendant by a close vote in 1922, the Senate passed a resolution declaring his outlay
in quest of his iiominalion excessive, conlraiy to sound policy, and dangerous to' free ^

government; and in the end, Newberry decided that his seat would not be comforta-
ble and resigned. A full account of the affair will he found in S. Erwin, Henry Ford
vs. Truman. H. Nmberry (New York, 1935). By votes of 53 to 28 and 56 to 30, on
December 7 and 9, 1927,_the Senate refused, to seat Vare and Smith, respectively, on
charges of improper receipt and use of large aums of money in secuving nomination .

and election; and prolonged Bulsiequent mveatigations and controveraies failed to
bring a reversal of the deckmns; See C. H. Wooddy, The Case of Frank L. Smith;
A Study in Represenlativb Qwemment (Chicago, 1931). Campaign expenditures of
Senator Joseph R. Onvady Of P^iffigylvsnua, and of Mrs. Ruth Hanna McCormick of
Illinoia, stirred much conaaepfe J930, and in the latter case were subjected to an
official investigation. , ,,
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strong financial support. Certain undesirables, e.g., self-seeking

plutocrats and virtual appointees of avaricious capitalistic interests, are

now pretty well excluded; but others, e.g., the^emagogpe, the whirl-

wind campaigner, and especially the shrewd manipulator of federal pa-

tronage,’- have perhaps better chances than before. Popular election is of

itself no guarantee of fitness
;
and whether, over a prolonged period under

that system, the upper house will show a higher level of ability, in-

tegrity, and achievement than in the clays of Webster, Clay, and Cal-

houn, or of Allison, Spooner, and Hoar, remains to be determined. The

prospect that it will do so is not particularly flattering. ^
The term of senators is .six years. Some of the framers of the coiisti-^],'’™"/."'

tution favored a longer period
;
indeed, a few arlvocated_election for IJ-fwlel^ °,eo

But to most persons six years seemed sufficiently long to insure the de-

sired stability and continuity. A term of such length puts a senator in

a very different position from a representative. Unlike the latter, he has

time in a single term to acquire pperience, and even to attain a certain

degree of prominence; and he can devote himself for several years to

public affairs without too much distracting anxiety over retdection. Most

senators, furthermore, have more than one term, and periods of service

inmning to eighteen, or even twenty-four, years are not uncommon.^ Con-

tinuity of personnel arising from long terms and numerous reelections is

further scoured by an arrangement under which the terms of one-third

of the members expire biennially, with the result that the Senate never

finds itself in the position in which the House of Representatives is found

every two years—a new body, with greatly altered membership, obliged

to organize from the ground up.?.|^n the contrary, it is continuous and

always. organizo^-^Considerably more than two-thirds of its members at

any given time have served at least as long as two years; leadership

develops slowly and as a rule changes gradually; precedents and tradi-

tions are carried along on the current of a never-ending stream.

Senators must be at least thirty vears-oL-age. and must have been «8uaiifi-

citizens of the United States at least, nine years . Otherwise, their consti-

tutional qualifications are identical with those of representatives. They
must be inhabitant.s of the states that elect them, and during their tenure

they may not hold any office under the United States. Like representa-

tives, too, they may not at any time be appointed to a civil office under

•

1 Developmcnt.s in the civil service have, however, narrowed the possible scope of

such activities. See Chap, xxrr below.
2 In 1944, Senator E D, Smith of South Carolina, failing of renomination, retired

from the body afler thirty-six years of contmuoua service. The average turnover iu

the Senate fiom 1790 to 1924 was 27.2 ])ei- cent In the Fifty-first Congress (1889-91),

it fell to the low figure of 10 per cent. The average turnover in the House between
1790 and 1924 was 44 per cent. Cf, the study by McClendon cited above.
“The original senatois were divided into three classes, with terms expiring in two,

four, and six years respectively, In no case were both senators of a state placed in
the same class, and the senators of states admitted later were always assigned, by
lot, to different classes. Hence, barring vacancies arising from death or resignation,
only one senator is elected in a state in any given year.
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the authority of the United States ’which shall have been created, or the

emoluments whereof shall have been increased, during the time for which

they were elected^ Equally with the House, the Senate is judge of the

elections, returns, and qualifications of its members; - and here also the

question has arisen rvliethcr qualifications can be impo-sed in excess of

those prescribed by the constitution. We have seen that the House once

took the doubtful course of refusing to seat a member-elect because he

was a polygamist. Asked, in 1903, to seat a senator-elect (Reed Smoot)

who, although not a polygamist, was known to be an adherent of the

Mormon Church, the Senate took what seems to be the better consti-

tutional ground, namely, that any person duly elected and having the

qualifications required by the constitution must be received, even though

he may subsequently be expelled. In refusing in 1927-29 to seat Frank
L. Smith of Illinois and William S. Vare of Pennsylvania, who, although

duly certified as elected, had allowed too much money to be spent in be-

half of their respective candidacies, thp upper house seemingly receded

from its previous more coirect position—although effort was made to

justify the course taken on the ground that improper receipt and use
of funds had invalidated the election of both men. However, when, in

1941, it seated William Langer of North Dakota, elected regularly enough,

but charged (by a group in his own state) with being unworthy of mem-
bership, it reverted to its earlier more defensible practice.® Expulsion
of a senator or representative requires a two-thirds vote and may be
for any cause. But neither senators nor representatives are regarded as
civil officers of the United States, in the meaning of the constitution, and
consequently they are not subject to impeachment.

Privi-
luijias ftiul

irnmum-
tiefi

Status of Members of Congress—Other As'pects

Members of both houses have certain privileges and immunities, based
on hard-won English usages, and aimed at protecting freedom of at-
tendance, speaking, and voting. A senator or representative noay be
arrested at any time for treason, felony, or breach of the peace—^which,

as construed, means indictable offenses of every sort; so that he enjoys
ho exemption from the processes of the criminal law. But while attending

tippointed Senator Philander C. Knox seci-etary of state,
notvvithstanduig tliat the salaries of heads of executive departments badi been in-
cteuaed while the appointee was in the Senate. The constitutional difficulty was eot
around, somewhat equivocally, by an act of Congress reducing the stipend of the
socrelary ot state, during Knex'e incumbency, to the earlier figure. On questions
raised by the appointment of Senator Hugo L. Black as associate justice of theSupreme Court m 1937 see D. 0. Mc^vney. “Is Hugo L. Black a Supreme Court
Justice De Jumf" Cahf. Uu> Bern, XXVI. 1-32 (Nor., 1937)

.

2 Contested elections are investigated and reported upon by the standing oom-
mil tee on privitegea eleetiona.

r r a cum
2 The charge wainst Unger wah that, when attorney-general and later governor

of to state, he o&ctal actions to be influenced by his interest in
various fausmess deate. The ta&tn committae on elections recommended that he
unseated, but the recominettdfrtKJtt 'did not finallv prevail

» o oe

4 Williamson v. United Stathh. 207 tJ. S, (1907),
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a session, or going topor rctu'i'ning Rom a session, he cannot be arrested

on ci-vil process or compelled ro testify in a court or serve on a jury.^

Moreover, “for any speech or debate in either house” he cannot “be ques-

tioned in any other place.” ^ That is, he cannot be proceeded against, out-

side of the house to which he belongs (it, of course, may censure or even

expel him)
,
because of anything he may have said in the course of debate,

committee hearings, or other proceedings properly belonging to the

business of the house. He cannot, for example, be sned for libel or slander

by a person whom he may have criticized. The exemption is sometimes

used as a shield for unwarranted personalities, and even for downright

scurrility, but it is fundamentally iustifiable. If a member knew that he

might be proceeded against at law by any person taking offense at his

remarks in the exercise of his proper functions, he would speak and

act (in view of the general publicity of congressional proceedings which

now prevails) under an altogether undesirable sense of restraint. The

immunity relates, of course, to legal proceedings only, and quite properly

confers no protection against criticism by press and public on grounds of

public interest and policy.

One other constitutional right of members is that of receiving com-

pensation for their labors, at a rate fixed by law (of their own making)

and paid out of the national treasury. Until 1856, they contented them-

selves with a small per diem allowance, but at that time a salary of

$3,000 was authorized, which in 1865 was increased to $5,000, in 1907

to $7,500,“ and in 1925 to $10,000 (in the case of the speaker of the House

of Representatives, and likewise the president p?'o tempore of the Senate

when there is no vice-president, $15,000) Members of the two bouses

1 In. 1929, Senators Coleman L. Blease and J. Thomas Heflin, having made charges

relating to liquor and crime scandals in the national capital, were subpoenaed to

appear before the District of Columbia grand jury. They refused to comply, and
the District supieine court held that they were within their rights, since they could

not be compelled to appear except by- being placed under arrest, and could not be ar-

rested while Congress was in session except for treason, felony, or breach of the peace.

In 1933, Senator Huey P. Long, while attending a session of Congress, was served

with a summons in an action for libel. To his contention that the summons was
void because of his constitutional immunities, the federal Supreme Court replied that

these immunities exempted him only froni_ arrest. Long v. Ansell, 293 U. S. 76

(1934). In 1941, Represenlative Hamilton Pish was served with a subpmna calling

on him to testify before a District of Columbia grand jury in connection with an
investigation of alleged Nazi propaganda in the United States, After temporarily

instructing him to refuse to respond, the House of Representatives authorized him to

,
testify at any time when that body was not in session.

2 Art. I, § 6, cl. 1.

s This level was first reached under a “salary grab” act passed by a “lame-duck”
Congress in 1873, but public disapproval was so strong that the next Congress re-

stored ths previous figure.

* In an important report entitled The ReoTgardzation of Congress (Washington,

D. C., 1945), p. 47, a committee of the American Political Science Association recom-

mended that the salary of all members be inoreased to $12,500 (a bill providing for

that figure was introduced in the House in 1945), or preferably to $16,000. The
figure $20,000, too, has been responsibly proposed. Dernonstrating that_ senators and

representatives can hardly live, even frugally, on their present salaries, the com-
mittee advocated also a system of couBressional pensions. In 1942, Congress did

go so far as to amend a Civil Semce Retirement Act to provide atmuities. on a

Pay and
perqui-
sitae
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have always been paid at the same rale. In addition to salary, there arc

generous perquisitics—some quite necc.ssary and proper, others less so.

One is a travel allowance of one found trip each session between the

member’s home and Washington at the liberal rate of ty^enty_. „c,cnta...a.

luiLfe—intended, however, to help meet the cost of transporting the inena-

hcr’s family. Another is an allowance of 3S9,.^On a year for representatives

and of at least a year for senators for clerk hire, with more for

committee chairmen.^ A third is the franking privilege, enabling members

to send free through the mails various materials (not merely reading

matter, hut personal and household effects) stamped with their names,

and tantamount to a substantial subsidy. In addition, there is free sta-

tionery, Jree telegraph -and telephone sevviae, an. occasional chance to

'',^..tlie-woi-lcrAaLgover.iunfiul expense by going on inspecting or investi-

gating tours—even some possibility of an imposing public funeral if one

Has the melancholy luck to die in office! The use occasionally made of

these perquisites inspires a good deal of criticism. Clerk hire, it is thought,

goes too largely to members’ relatives doing little work and sometimes

not even living in Washington; the franking privilege burdens the govern-

ment with distributing tons of documents sometimes consisting of speeches

never delivered and intended merely to impress constituents, or even of

pressure-group propagandist pamphlets which a member has been pre-

vailed upon to sponsor for mailing purposes; investigating trips, upon

being themselves investigated, sometimes turn out to have been only costly

''junkets.” With the country’s tax load and debt burden at all-time

peaks, Congress will do well in future to observe every reasonable pro-

priety in such matters.

What kinds of men and women do the voters send to Washington to
personnel them in the House and Senate? One might reply, ''Nearly all

kinds”; for the 531 representatives and senators constitute in many
ways (although not in all) a good cross-section of the nation itself. A
recent careful study of a particular Congress (the Seventy-seventh, 1941-

43) brought to view characteristics that can safely be regarded as those

of Congress generally under present-day conditions; ^ and a few of them

may be noted hero. To begin with, the average age of representatives

was fifty-twO- JJid nl...a2natQr3 fi.ftv-eighf^^^ri,h is far beyond the

average adult age (forty-three). Nearly all-Ugeiua-JirmlY ronted..,iiL-.the

states, and even in the localities (ia.tbe.caac.-of representatives'] , which
^

they_rppLeaeti.ted, by virtue either of having been born there or of having

graduated scale for retired members after as much as fifteen years of service. A
storm of public disapproval of this alleged “pension grab" caused the amendment
to be repealed within, less than two months. Any person ncciuainted with the facta

knows, however, that an atiungeraent of the kind would, be justifiable, at all events
ud!g® the salary now paid were to be increased by at least fifty per cent.

r The allowance for senators from states with a population of more than four
million is 1X5,360. The present figures for clerk bite are fixed in Public Lap 51S, 78th

Cong. (1944),
2 M. M. MeKinnCy. “The Personnel Of the Seventy-Seventh Congress,” Apier. Polit.

Sci. ReV: XXXYl. 67-75 (Peh., tW2).
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become rcsidcot thci-c at an early age. Different religions were represented

in rough proportion to their numbers of communicants throughout the

country. In other ways besides age, the situation was less typical of the

general body politic. "Kghty-cight per cent of the representatives and

senators had attended a college, a_.profc&sionaL school, or both—^which,

of course, is a far higher proportion than among people generally. As one

would expect, a disproportionate number had held previous public posi-

tions of one kind or another; for example, 156 had served in state

legislatures and 109 as prosecuting attorney. Vocationally, the outstand-

ing fact was thcjTrejipncleranec of lawyers—although not all of the 311

members listed as such were actively practicing at the time of their

election. Otlier professions were represented more sparingly, and along

with them, a,variety of business and financial interests. Although “dirt

farmers” were not numerous, figriculture claimed approximately ones'

tenth of the membership—with, of course, all members from agricultural

states counted upon to be sensitive to agricultural interests. The man
most conspicuously ahscnt-wasThe_.^n_uaL laborer: only a single member

listed himself as a factory w'orker, although probably a lew others had

at one time or another been such. Hardly any interest is more vocal

around the Capitol than labor. But those who speak for it do so either

as lobbyists from the outside or as members concerned about labor-

employer relations and policies without themselves ever having riveted

a girder or stood at the assembly line. And at this point. Congress con-

trasts sharply with the British House of Commons, which for more than

a generation has contained sizeable numbers of members not only belong-

ing to trade unions and the Labour party, but drawn directly from labor

ranks.
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CHAPTER XV

THE ORGANIZAriON OF HOUSE AND SENATE

Under terms of the constitution, Congress meets in regular session'

QIl£e_aL4^ear and in addition may, "oxuadraoi'dinary occasions,” be called

into special session by the president. Until 1933, the first regular session

of a Congress, starting on the first Monday of December of the odd-

numbered year following election, usually lasted through most of the

ensuing summer, and was commonly referred to as the “long” session;

the second regular session, opening in December of the next even-num-

bered year, lasted only until March 4, when the terms of all members

of the House and of one-third of the senators expired, and accordingly

was known as the “short” session." This archaic arrangement, under which
—^unless sooner called into special session—a new Congress did not meet

until thirteen months after it was elected, has now been dispensed with,

and by provision pf the Twentieth Amendment^ the terms of all rep-

resentatives (and of one-third or more of the senators) begin on January

3 following election, with the first regular session of a new Congress start-

ing on the same day unless a different date has been agreed upon by the

two houses. The second regular session operates on a similar schedule

the next year;^ and both sessions may run as long as desired within

a twelve-month period.^ At one stroke, the present system docs away with

the old rigidly limited and largely futile “short” session, puts an end to

legislation by “lame-duck” members defeated for reelection, and reduces

the need for special sessions except at times of genuine emergency.'* Since

^See p. 45 above. Onco before the states, this amendment (sponsored most vigor-
ously and persistently by the late Senator George W. Norris of Nebraska) was ratified

with an alacrity which showed that the country was fully ready for it.

2 By agreement, the second session of the Seventy-seventh Congress opened on
January 5 (instead of 3), 1942, and the first session of the Seven ly-eightli on January
6, 1943. On the general subject, sec E. S, Brown, “The Time of Meetings of Congress,”
rimer. Polit. Sd. Rev., XX v, 955-900 (Nov., 1931).

“ Each regular session may be counted upon to extend from January into the
following ^miner, with a tendency, under normal conditions, to shorten up in alter-

nate yeai'l when a national election is impending—Congress tliiia being in session, on
^the average, about half of the time. Under pressure of defense preparations and of

'war, the sessions of 1940 to 1941, inclusive, lasted eitlier a full year or nearly so, but
with summer or autumn adjournments of several weeks in 1943 and 1944 and an
interval in each of the other years during which only "token" meetings were held.

^ Either house, it should be observed, may be called into special session without

the other, and in practice the Senate is so convoked, ns occasion requh’es, to act

upon executive appointments and treaties—matters with which the House of Repre-
sentatives, as such, has nothing directly to do. A special session of a single house is

not, of course, a special session of Congress. For a list of special sessions of the

Senate from 1791 to 1933, see Ofidal Congressional Directory, Ist ed, corrected to

Feb. 2, 1945, p. 252, Unlike state legislatures, wlrich, when called into special session,

can oommordy deal only with matters specified by governor in the call. Con.-

' gress, when so convened, is in full possession of all its constitutional powers.
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lUQlll,

the first one met in 1789, Congresses have been numbered consecutively;

and the sessions of each are identified officially as the first or second (or

third) as the case may be. The Congress elected in November, 1944, is

the Seventy-ninth.

Unlike certain national legislatures in the past [e.g. in Trance)
,
Con-

gress is not obliged to remain in session during any fixed portion of a

jyear. Unlike certain parliaments once existing, too, neither branch cm

|
hp, dissoLued-QrJrave its sessions suspended Qr.prorQgucd, by the executive.

'Neither house may adjourn without the consent of the other for a period

longer than three days, or to any other place than that in which the

houses are at the time sitting. Otherwise, the matter of adjournment is

left to arrangement between the houses themselves, save only that when

they cannot agree as to the time of adjournment, the president may

intervene and adjourn them to ‘‘such time as he shall think proper.” ^

No occasion for exercise of this particular presidential authority has ever

arisen.

How a New Congress Is Organized

NeeiloT
organiza'
lion in
legis-

lativa

'bodies

Whatever its numbers, its tasks, or its powers, a deliberative assembly

such as the House of Representatives or the Senate can make headway

only by means of some plan of organization that will transform an

amorphous crowd of members into an integrated working body. There

must be officers to direct proceedings, maintain order, and keep records.

There must be generally accepted ndes of procedure. There must be

facilities, chiefly committees, for parcelling out tasks too numerous,

intricate, or otherwdse exacting to be performed in their entirety by the

membership as a whole. The constitution requires the House to have a

speaker as its presiding officer, makes the vice-president of the United

States the president of the Senate, and requires the latter body to have a

president pro tempore to serve in the absence of the vice-president.^

Beyond this, however, each branch is at liberty to provide itself with

such officers, set up such committees, adopt suck forms of procedure, and

impose upon itself such rules as it sees fit, subject only to the limitation

that "it may not by its rules ignore constitutional restraints or violate

fundamental rights,” * By the same token, each has enjoyed virtually

unrestricted scope for acquiring, by deliberate decision or, more com-

monly, by gradual and more or less casual growth, a rich equipment of

informal mechanisms and unwritten customs which quite as often account

for what the obseiwor heav.s and sees on Capitol Hill as docs anything

to be found in the official code of rules.

One who would uiulerstand the machinery with which Congress carries

on its work will do well to begin by noting bow a newly as-sembled Gon-

greh.s organizes. In the Senate, to be sure, not a great deal happens.

lAil. n, ? 3. Cf. Art. I, § 5, el. 4.

^ Art. I, I % 5, I 3, cla-

.-1 United u, BalHtt. 144 tf, S. i OWb
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Because of overlapping terms, that body has a continuous cxisicnco and
has never been without organization since it started work in 1789. At
the opening of a new Congress, there is accordingly no occasion for

organizing the Senate from the ground up
;
all that is necessary is to swear

in the new members, fill vacant offices (if any)
,
and revise the committee

lists in accordance with changes in personnel and in the number of seats

held by the different parties.

The situation in the House is quite otherwise. All of the members of

that body go out of office at the same time, and with them disappear all

officers, all committees, and even all rules; when a new Congress con-

venes, the House is merely a group of unorganized mcmbers-elect. Some
one must, of course, take responsibility for getting action started, and

by long-established usage (now embodied in statute) this duty falls

to the person who has been clerk of the preceding House. Taking the chair,

lie calls the assembly to order and reads the roll of members-elect by
states alphabetically, using a lisj(r made up from certificates of election

placed in his hands by the proper state officials. If it appears that any
seat is claimed by a person other than the one holding a certificate, the

matter is referred for investigation and report (after the House has fully

organized) to one of the three standing committees on elections. In

the meantime, the person named in the certificate is presumed to have

been duly elected, and he participates both in the organization of the

House and in its regular work after organization until such time as it is

determined that he is not entitled to a seat,

The roll having been read, the work of organization proceeds. As a

rule, it is completed quickly—sometimes in a single sitting—although a

close balance of political forces may precipitate a deadlock extending

over days, and even weeks. The first important step is the election of a

regular presiding officer, i.e., the speaker, who forthwith takes the chair.

After that, a clerk is chosen, and also a sergeant-at-arms, a doorkeeper,

a postmaster, and a chaplain. While the constitution explicitly provides

that all of these officials shall be elected by the House, what actually

happens is that the House merely ratifies a slate previously agreed upon

by a caucus of the majority members^ The speaker is yoted for sep-

arately
;

others usually as a group.® None of the officials named, not

even thej^spealcer, is required by law to be a member of the House
;
and, as

,a matter of fact, only the speaker ever is a member. Each appoints ail

of the subordinates connected with his office; and all are subject to

removal by the House, although no speaker 1ms ever been thus deprived

of his post.

The speaker-elect is escorted to the chair by the defeated candidate and

sworn in, usually by the member of longest service. In turn, the .speaker

^ See p. 284 below.
2 The death of a speaker during his term of service is uwally followed by an

electien carried out without a contest, ns when Speaker William B. Batakhetid was
chosen in 1936 and Speaker Sam Eayhum in J940.
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administers the oath to the members as a body, except those whose

qualifications have been challenged; such persons arc obliged to stand

aside, and the oath is not administered to them until thoir right to mem-

bership has been established. Having once taken the oath, a member can

be cut off from official connection with the House (in advance of the

expiration of his term) only by death, by resignation, or by expulsion by

a two-thirda vote of his fellow-members.

uiLot''’®' After officers have been elected and the oath administered, it is ous-

the lilies tomary for one of the older members of the majority party to move the

adoption of the rules of the House in the preceding Congress. If—as is

usually the case—any members think that the rules ought to be amended,

this is the time for them to try to get action; for, once the old rules have

been readopted, they are almost certain to stand throughout the re-

mainder of the session without significant amendinenl. The past quarter-

century has witnessed several spirited attempts to introduce amendments

at this stage, and a few have been successful.^ Regardless of party, the

older and more ‘'regular” members—especially the leaders—commonly

prefer, however, to keep intact the procedures under which they perchance

have risen to power
;
most new members are too inexperienced to have

strong opinions one way or the other; and insurgent groups bent upon

change usually lack the votes necessary to attain their purpose. The old

rules having been readopted, all further proposals for change are auto-

matically referred to the committee on rules—a body regularly dominated

by tried leaders of what is commonly called the House "machine,” and

even more hostile to innovation than the general run of members. Any
suggested departure which in any way threatens the continued control

of these men in House affairs is likely to be smothered promptly by the

: committee and never heard of again, at least until the next Congress

organizes.

miwthe The sources from which the rules, as they stand today, have been
hiivede- drawn are; (1) the constitution, in so far as a very limited number of its

provisions are pertinent; (2) the Mmml of Parliamentary Practice pre-

pared by Thomas Jefferson for the use of the Senate when he was its

presiding officer; - (3) the regulations adopted by the House itself from

the beginning of its existence, and in early days based larga^ on the

practice of the colonial legislatures and of the British House of d|immons;
and (d) the decisions of successive speakers and chairmen of the commit--
tee of the wffiole—decisions which bear much the same relation to the rules

1 Notably at the opening ol the Sixty-eighth Congi'esa in December, 1923; the
Seventieth, m Deoember, 1927; the Seveuty-second, in. December, 1931- and the
Seventy-fourth, m January, 1936.

^ ’

2 Jefferson’s Manml is prmted in 7Qth Gong., 2nd Sess., House Doe. No, 629,
and m varunis editJons of the House Mawal and Digest and the Senate Manual.
In 1937, the pioMaions oi the were adopted eu hloo governing House
procedure “in all cases to which they ate applicable, and in which they are not in-
consistent with the standing rules and orders of the House,"
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that court decisions bear to statuLeA Originally, the rules were few and

easily learned; today, the formal regulations alone (quite apart from the

Manual, and also leaving out of account the exceedingly numerous

decisions of speakers and chairmen U number forty-three, fill upwards of

two hundred printed pages, and form “perhaps the most finely adjusted,

scientifically balanced, and highly technical rules of any parliamentary

body in the world”—certainly a code so elaborate and complicated that

few members ever succeed in mastering it completely.'^ Steeped in House

regulations and general parliamentary law as he is, and must be, the

speaker requires the assistance of a parliamentarian and an assistant

parliamentarian, both prepared to advise when a difficult (it can no

longer often be a wholly unprecedented) situation arises.

The growth of the rules has not, in the main, resulted from periodic

revisions, or from wholesale additions or renovations; such general

overhaulings have been few. Rather, it has come about chiefly by gradual

adjustment and accretion—old rules being cautiously revised and perhaps

eventually discarded, new ones (Jccasionally finding places in the list.

Most obvious and significant throughout has been the trend toward

concentration of control over the time and business of the House in the

hands of the leaders of the majority par-ty—the speaker, the majority

members of the rules committee, the chairmen of the other great com-

mittees, the “floor leader," the “steering committee”—^with a correspond-

ing narrowing of the opportunities left open to minority forces to interfere

with carrying out the program of the majority, either by frontal attack

in debate or by resort to obstructive or dilatory parliamentary tactics,

Icnown as filibustering.'’

A final principal stage in the organization of a new House of Rep-

resentatives is the election of committees—a procedure to be explained,

however, when the committee system comes up presently for consideration.*

We accordingly are ready to turn to a closer view of the machinery with

which a completely organized House carries on its work—chiefly, among

^ Collected and edited by Asher C. Hinds (long a clerk at the speaker’s table)

under the title of Parliamentaiy Precedents oj the House of Representatives, 5 rols.

(Washington, 1907). In 1919, a supplement and index-digest, prepared by Clarence
Cannon, House parliamentarian, was publislied; and in 1935 a new supplement, con-

tinuing HmdSj and entitled Cavan’s Precedents oj the House of Representatives oj

the United^ates (3 vols,, nunibero'd on the exterior VI, VII, and VIII)

.

2 Amond-the matters dealt with ate such fundamentals as the duties of officeis;

the number, nature, and kinds of committees; committee procedure and repoiLs; the

tdaily "order of business; the “calendars”; priority of motions; questions of privilege;

etc. Mr. Robert Luce, long a congressman from Massachusetts, and a prolific and
scholarly writer on legislation, is authority for the statement that a simplification of

the rules would enable “a session to be reduced in length one quarter, or a quarter

more work could be turned out, and in either case the product would be better.”

Legislative Procedure (Boston, 1922), 19-20

2 The rules of the House will be found in successive editions of the House Manual
and Digest, which is always kept strictly up to date. A oom'enient guide to House

procedure in all of its phases is Cannon’s Procedure in the House oj Representatiues

(St'd ed., 'Washington, 1939),
* See p. 278 below.
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the tnoi'c formal agencies, the speaker and the coininittecs; ^ and, among

other instrumentalities unknown to constitution, statutes, and written

rules alike, such surprisingly important adjuncts as the party caucus or

conference, the majority steering committee, and the majority and

minority floor leaders.

The Speaker of the House of Representatives

The constitution touches upon the internal organization of the House

only- to the extent of requiring that there shall be a speaker; all the

power and the prestige that this top-flight official has gained through

the years have flowed, not from constitutional grants of authority,

but from rules made by the House itself, and from usage and precedent

applying and amplifying them. Notwithstanding a partial eclipse a gen-

eration ago when the right to appoint the standing committees was taken

from him, the speaker is still the most commanding figure in the House

and as such has many important things to do. He takes the chair at the

hour appointed for a sitting of the Efouse, sees that the journal of the

preceding sitting is read, preserves order and decorum, and, in case of

disturbance or disorderly conduct, causes the galleries or lobbies to be

cleared. He “recognizes” members desiring the floor. He signs all acts,

addresses, joint resolutions, writs, warrants, and subposnas ordered by

the House; interprets and applies the rules; decides questions of order,

subject to appeal (rarely successful) by any member to the House itself

;

puts questions to a vote; and appoints such select and conference com-

mittees as from time to time are authorized. As a member of the House

in full standing, he hag -the same right to speak and to vote that other

1 These alone 'will be considered at some length, but a few facts may he noted
conceniiiig less important officers. (1) The clerk is lesponsible for keeping an accu-
rate record of the proceedings of the House—in other words, the journal which the

constitiition requires to be kept and to be published from time to time (Art. I,

I S, oL 31 . Copies of the printed^ Journal are fuinished to every member, and are

also sent to designated officials in everjf state. The clerk issues, at the direction

of the House, all writs, warrants, and subpeenns; he certifies to the passage of all

bills and joint resolutions; he makes contracts for supplies .br labor required by
the House; he keeps and pays the stationery accounts of members, and pays the
officers and employees of the House their monthly salaries. C2) The sergeant^at-arrns
iseequired to be present in the House during its sittings, and to assist, if heed be,

in maintaining decorum, under the direction of the speaker or chajQuan of the
committee of the whole. If for any reason the office of clerk is vacant, Uji sergeant-
ftl*arnis makes up the temporary roll used at the organization of a n'sw House.
He also executes the oomroahde of the House, by summoning absent members,-i serv-;

ing mibpmnas for witnesSea, and in other ways; and it & from him tha^ members
obtain their salwies and mileage allowances, as provided by law. (3) The doorkeeper
enforces the ttiles regulating admission to the floor and galleries' of the House, and
is required to me with the pommittdfe on accounts, at the beginning and end of
each sesSiem. of 'Oongr^, an inVehtory" of all furniture, books, and other public
property in the comm^ge and dther room* under bis charge, (4) The postmaster
superintends tiie poat-dmtieB fp the Capitol abd'fhe House office-buildings
for the accammodstion of idhffioSts empldyees. (5) The chaplain, is required to
be present at the be^nhi^ p|’ (ui»b he provides a substitute)
and to open it with ptwer. AHqf .th^ the ffiany subordinate positions
attached to certain of thw, shtorto of ffiAjiOminant party in the House.
See L. Rogers, "The StafflWf FpW, iSrt- Qvar., INI, 1-33 (Mar,, IfWl).
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members have, although he cannot be required to vote except to break

a tie, or when the House is voting by. ballot. He may appoint any other

member to serve as presiding officer in his place for a period not to

exceed three days (in case of illness, ten days)
;
and in practice he often

calls upon other members to occupy the chair temporai'ily.^ Chosen in

the first instance by a caucus of the majority party merahers," and

thereupon formally elected by the House (usually in competition with a

minority nominee), a speaker may ordinarily expect to be reelected at

the beginning of each succeeding Congress as long as he remains a member
and his party continues in control. If the party- balance is overturned,

the incoming majority is likely to elevate to the post the man who
previously was minority floor leader.

Forty years ago, one would have put high in the list of powers enjoyed

by the speaker that of appointing all regular’ (as well as special and con-

ference) committees, including the most privileged and influential

committee of all, namely, the coimnittec on rules—of which, indeed, the

speaker himself served as chairman. This power, however, added to all

of the others, made of strong-willed speakers like James G. Blaine (1869-

75), Thomas B. Reed (1889-91 and 1895-99), and Jo.seph G. Cannon

(1903-10) virtual autocrats, without whose assent practically no legisla-

tion could be enacted, or even considered; and a House “revolution,”

engineered in its earlier stages by a coalition of insurgent Republicans

and Democratic minority leaders, culminated, in 1910 (after one of the

most spectacular parliamentary battles in the history of the House)
,
in

the removal of the speaker from the rules committee, and eventually
,

in 1911, in the transferUoT the selection of all regulare^mittees from
him to^ic' House'T'fi^TTTEs”was"£rEar3”bro"w, mid the speakeiSiip has

never since been quite the same. But plenty of important prerogatives

remain—granting or refusing members the floor, declining to put naotions

regarded as dilatory, ruling members oiit of order, deciding vital ques-

tions of procedure—^together with, as observed above, a certain amount of

appointing power, and sometimes also important power of reference, i.e,,

the power to decide to what committee a public bill shall be referred,

provided the clerk of the House (who normally makes the assignments in

accordancjpvith the nature of the bill) is in doubt. Power arises also from

tlie fieedf.jjn with which the American (in contrast with the English)

speaker wields his authority as a party man and for party ends. All told,

if the speaker no longer rules with the rod of a "Czar” Reed or a Cannon,

rThe foregoing and other regulations will be' found in House Buie 1, §§ 1-7. The
Speaker spends less time presiding than might be supposed, the reason being th^t

he does not occupy the chair when the House is sitting as committee of the Whole-t^

in most sessions, a good deal more than half of th^ time. See pp. 302-303 bolow.

“ilndeed. the choice may actually have been made by agreement among
candidates and their supphrterh before the caucus rpet, as in the case of Speaker
Rainey's nomination in 1933. On sectionalism as a factor in the election of speakers,

see Am^r. PoUt. Sci. Rev,, XJUX, 985-986 (Deo., 1935). i

' 3 0. B. Atkinson, The Cc'inmitLee on Rules and the Overthrow oj Speaker Cannon
(New York, 1911). .

'
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/ he nevertheless is a force of the first magnitude in the actual work of

legislation.’-

power of
Take, as a single illustration, the power of recognition. The only way

jjj any member can gain the ear of the House is by being formally

“recognized,” i.e., given the floor, by the speaker; and this opens up

considerable opportunity for that o^ial to control the course of debate

in such a manner as practically to determine the fate of any measure to

which he cares to extend, or from winch he prefers to withhold, his favor.

To be sure, he is bound to follow the rules of the House
;
and the rules

give fixed precedence to some committees or to their chairmen, and

require some distribution of time between members favoring and those

opposing a pending measure. But, with all due allowance for such limita-

tions, the speaker still has a good deal of leeway for exercising his o-wn

discretion in granting the floor to members; and in this way he often

has frustrated the introduction or consideration of motions to which he

personally, or the party with which he was identified, was opposed.

A favorite expedient of members who want to obstmet the adoption

of a measure, or to wear down opposition, is to offer motions designed

solely to use up time. Confronted with a situation in which an ob-

streperous Democratic minority seemed likely to make legislation prac-

tically impossible, Speaker Reed, in 1890, hit upon the plan of refusing

to entertain motions which he regarded as dilatory
;
and before the end

of the year the Souse, agreeing with him that “the object of a parlia-

mentary body is action, not the stoppage of action,” embodied the new

policy in a formal rule which is still in force.® Such a rule cannot prevent

' members from slowing up business by exercising their constitutional right

to demand the yeas and nays, even though the pmpose be plainlyj

/ diiatory.® But the adoptio-n of it by the House illustrates how the speaker

not only may recognize or refuse to recognize, very much as he likes, in

the daily course of proceedings, but may even influence the House to

accept as fixed practice a principle or plan of recognition which he has

himself devised.

Though often enough swayed by partisan considerations in earlier

centuries, the speaker of the British House of Commons—^prototype of

1 Along with the president of the Senate and the majority floor leader^ of the two
houses, he ia often, called to the White House to discuss legislative programs and
strategy ivith the chief executive. Indeed, he is always a main figure in the Monday
momiEg conference utilised for years by President Pianklin D. Roosevelt (see

pp. 381-382 below)

-

2 House Rule XVI, SIO, Another familiar obstructive device of minority groups

in earlier times 'was to leave the House short of a quorum by refusing to answer

to a roll-call designed to determine whether a quorum was present, or by not par-

ticipating 'When a vote was being taken. In 1890, when the Democratic minority
threatened to make_ legislation impossible by resorting to these tactics. Speaker

B^ed, With charaotefistvc fqTthrigtitile|e, overcame thd difficulty of the "disappearing

quorum” by instructing the tsIejM 'tipS’iSqniit as present all members physically pres-

, ent, whether they answerGd't-^'ttoei?, ffames or not; and this procedure also found a

permanent place fi* hh® TUl# (HoiSe Rule XV, § 3) -

a Art, 3, 1 6, ci 3.
,
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parliamentary speakers thrmighout, the English-speaking world—long

ago became a wholly disinterested and impartial moderator, unidentified aa

with any paity organization or movement inside or outside of the body man

over which he presides. He attends no party gatherings, contributes to-

ne party funds, makes no campaign for reelection in his constituency,

refrains from so much as setting foot in a political club.’- The American

speakership, both in Congress and in the state legislatures, has developed

on very different lines. It is, and has been almost from the beginning,

frankly partisan, r'l believe it to be the duty of the speaker,” declared

a past incumbent on taking the chair, “standing squarely on the platform

of his party, to assist in so far as he properly can the enactment of

legislation in accordance with the declared principles and policies of his

party, and by the same token to resist the enactment of legislation in

.yiolation thereof.” \ This very well expresses the prevailing view. To be

sure, the speaker must not be swerved by party considerations from

faithful enforcement of the rules of»the House. If he is wise, he will strive

to be fair in his treatment of the opposition. He may even win encomiums

from his political opponents—as did Mr. Longworth—for protecting

their interests and rights. But, wholly unlike his British counterpart, he

is actively and openly identified with his party’s organization in the

House

—

an indispensable cog in the majority machine. In the days of

Reed and Cannon, he was a party figure second only to the president

himself; even yet, he must usually be accorded front ranlc not merely

in legislative influence, but in politics as well.

With few exceptions, the speakers of the House have been men not

only of well-tested ability, industry, and tact, but also of sufficient apti- spoakors

tilde for leadership to have brought them to the fore in their respective

parties even before their elevation to the speakership; in proof of which

one needs only to glance at the long list of persons who have held the

office and oh.serv6 the names of Henry Clay, James K. Polk, Robert C.

Winthrop, Schuyler Colfax, James G. Blaine, Samuel J. Randall, John

G. Carlisle, Thomas B. Reed, Joseph G. Cannon, Champ Clark, and

JohnN. Garner. Despite, however, the high political importance attaching

to the position in times past, only one speaker (Polk) ever reached the

presidencj^although Blaine missed it narrowly. This circumstance has

not been '^iltogether fgrtuitQus;..for- whoever holds the speakership runs

graverrisk of arousing antagonisms within his party, as happened notably

in the cases of Blaine, Reed, and Garmon; and this, of course, makes

attainment of the presidency difficult or impo3sible.“

1 On. the English speakership, see P. A. Ogg, English Government and Politics

(2nd ed.), 379-384, and especially M. MacDonagh, The Speaker of the Ilouse (Lon-
don, 1914). Historically, the speaker was so termed because his main function was
to “speak for” the House when petitioning the king.

2 Hieholas Longwoi-th, in Cong Pecoid, 69th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 382 (Deo. 7, 1925).
s A sketch of the varying fortunes of the Speakership between 1910 and 1927 wdl

be found in P. D. Hasbrouck, Party Government in the Hovse of Representatives,

-1-25.
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The Committee System in the House of Representatives

Legislative bodies the world over save time and otherwise promote

efficiency by referring most matters that come before them to comnuttecs

for examinatioir and report; and nowhere is an extensive committee

system more indispensable than in the American House of Representa-

tives, confronted as it is every biennium with anywhere from ten to

twenty thousand different legislative proposals, to say nothing of other

items of business that come before it. In early days, each bill or other

proposal was likely to be referred to a committee created for the par-

ticular purpose and passing out of existence when its task was completed;

and “select,” or “special,” committees are stiU employed for studying

designated subjects or sometimes investigating departments, services, or

activities of the government.^ Of a temporary nature also, although

serving a different purpose, are conference committees, set up as needed

to confer with similar committees of ihe Senate with a view to ironing

out differences in the form and content of bills as separately passed by

the two houses. As we shall see, too, the House very frequently resolves

itself into committee of the whole for considering revenue, appropriation,

and other important measures. Finally, early in the history of the House,

standing committees made their appearance, and for a long time past all

members have been assigned, at the opening of each Congress, to one

or more of these. A few such committees represent only the House con-

tingent on committees maintained jointly with the Senate, e.g., on

the library and on printing. But nearly all function within the House

only, most of them serving as “miniature legislatures” to receive, examine,

and presumably report upon measures of a given class or type referred

to them during the two years of their existence, and in many cases also

to take the initiative in framing and introducing bills.

At the opening of the nineteenth century, standing committees in the

House numbered only half a dozen. As the volume and variety of work

increased, however, they so multiplied that the surprising total of sixty-

one was reached before a long-needed reform, in 1927, brought it down

to forty-seven lately increased to forty-eight.^ All of the committees that

were lopped off had little or nothing to do, and even among tlia^urvivors,

only about a dozen can be said to be of major importance, chiefl ' those on

(1) ways and means—^in charge of all revenue-raising measures; (2) ap^

propriations—in charge, under present budgetary procedure, of all bills

1 The best kao'wn (and most criticized) special committee of the House in. recent
times Was the Oommittee to Investigate Un-American Activities, headed from 1938 to
194A by Eepresentative hlartin Dies of Texas. See A. B. Ogden, The Dies Committee
(Washington, !). C., ,1944), At the opening of the Seventy-ninth Congress, in Janu-
ary, 1945, this potamittee, which had lapsed, was not only unexpectedly revived
(with differeht peraotmel), but, by extraordinary decision, was transformed into a
etandiBK comrattee. >

"

/ tte thrte opt^itteee on elections be viewed as, in effect, one com-
• initt^.(ifefctin!^<^i,in' three, l^raii^es. Uiats of Souse committees, with the names of
membeilsi tWe.grmted. in SgiOCi^ve issues of the O0cial Congressional Difectoty,
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appropriating money; (li) foreign affairs; (4) judiciary; (5) interstate

and foreign commerce; (ti) agriculture; (7) labor; (8) military affairs;

(9) naval affairs; (10) merchant marine and fisheries; and (11) Indian

affairs. In size, House committees range all the way from two members

up to forty-three in the case of the committee on appropriations. Twenty-

one is, however, the most common number. Members rarely serve on

more than three standing committees; indeed, those who belong to major

committees of the sort named above may serve on only one. Somewhat

over a third of the more important committees meet regularly on certain

days each week; the others meet, if at all, on call of their chairmen.

From the earliest days down to 1911, standing committees were ap- MUiiod

pointed by the speaker, as select and conference committees still are.

Since the date mentioned, the House itself has elected, even though what

it actually docs when a new Congress opens is merely to ratify lists of

committee assignments prepared in advance by committees of selection

setup by the respective party forces having claim to be represented. With
only rare representation of third parties, the committees consist of Re-

publican and Democratic members, in proportions fixed by the committee

of selection of the majority party, but so as to,'irefleot the relative number
of scats possessed.^ Thus in the Seventy-first Congress (1929-31), which

was strongly Republican, the quotas (in the then typical committee of

twenty-one) were fourteen Republicans and seven Democrats; while in

the Seventy-third Congress (1933-35), in which the Democrats had an

overwhelming House majority, there were sixteen Democrats and five

Republicans, “ Each party, of course, is free to determine for itself who of

'

its members shall represent it on each of the committees. The committee

of selection, or “committee on committees,” which works out the Repub-

lican assignments is named by the party caucus, or conference, and

consists of one member from each state having Republican representation

in the House—each such member having, however, as many votes as

there are Republican congressmen from his state.® The Democrats, in

caucus, first select their quota of members of the prospective ways and

means committee, and then delegate to tliis group, as a committee of

selection, the task of preparing the Democratic lists for all of the remain-

iThis bi-partiaan baais of the committees is highly significant, in the fiist place

because it |j»»ibles all larger sections of the country to bo represented at practically

all tunes 0 , all of the committees, and in the second place because it encourages

the committees to look upon themselves as organs not so much of a party as of the

House'itself. In making assignments, a congressman's personal preferences are taken
into account, although of course they cannot always be complied with. It is an
important asset to any congreasman to be a member of a committee having taH**"
with matters, e.p., agriculture or interstate commerce, Much are of large

his district.

2 With 222 Democrats and 209 Hepubhoans in th

Congress (1943-46) os organized, the commonest w'
twelve Rcmocrals to nine Republicans
in January, 1946, with 243 DemooiijJpirt*®^
from one to three additional seats oi

* Thus, in the Seventy-ninth Coi^
Vpte?, while the solitaiy member ff
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ing committees. With majority and minority lists (approved by the

respective party caucuses) before it, the House rarely consumes much
time in carrying out the formality of election.

Each committee is therefore composed of majority and minority mem-

bers, with the majority always holding the chairmanship and (except in

rare instances in which party lines break) completely in control, yet,

significantly, with the minority usually in a position to obtain a hearing

for its views. Whether or not the ablest member of a committee, the chair-

man is easily the most important. He it is who guides and directs delib-

erations, reports their results to the House, leads in debate on the

measures reported, and not infrequently sees outstanding legislation

sent down into history with his name attached, either alone [e.g., the

McKinley Act, the Sherman Anti-Trust Law, the Wagner Act, the Hatch

Acts, etc.) or jointly with that of the chairman of the corrcs]mnding

Senate committee {e.g., the Esch-Cuiumins Act, the McDuffie-Tydings

Act, the Smith-Gonnally Act, etc.). “At the commencement of each

Congress," say the rules, “the HousS shall elect as chairman of each

standing committee one of the members thereof"
;
^ and the formality of

election is, Lo be sure, proceeded with when the committee slates are

ratified. Except, however, on rare occasions when questions of party

regularity are involved,^ chairmanships are awarded on a basis of senior-

ity; that is to say, the majority member of longest continuous service

on a committee will as a matter of course be put up by the party nomi-

nating authority for the chairmanship.^ The same seniority principle

applies to the ranking of all committee members: majority members are

listed according to their periods of service, minority members likewise

;

and all move up on the respective lists as members nearer the top drop

out, by death, failure to secure reelection, or possibly withdrawal in favor

of more active service on other committees. A new congressman, there-

fore, regardless of how eminent or able he may be, has no chance at all to

secure the chainnanship of a single committee, or usually even, a very,

high place in the committee rank and file. Indeed, he counts himself \
fortunate if he draws assignment to lowly positions on committees of

secondary, rather than of third-rate, importance.^ Starting at the bottom

of perhaps two or three committees, he will, of course—if his constituents

Send him back to Washington often enough—gradually makd^s way up

iRuleX. '

.
2 Aa, for- example, in the case of the nominally Republican members who sujj-

^nortod La Follette for the presidency in 1924.

general practice is to continue membeis on the same committees from Con-

W to Congress; and Ate, is wise, becawse many legislative projects of major
’'tance carry 1 sessions and require for their proper handling a

a of subject-matter as well aa prolonged acquaintanceW .administrative personnel concerned. When, the
CQDSt of the tommittee chairmen are likely

~^"in. office by unbroken Democratic

Nmstances of new members winning
otably tliat on foreign affairs,
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toward a chairmanship. When finally ho stands next to the chairman

of a given committee in point of seniority, he is spoken of as the “ranking

majority member”; and when the next vacancy occurs in the chairman-

ship, his claim will be held superior to that of any other member (provid-

ing his party is still in control of the House), even though he may be out

of step with and persona non grata to the bulk of his party. Capture of

the House by the opposing party will, of coiu'se, leave him high and dry,

as simply ranking minority member, w'ho, however, if party fortunes

change soon enough, will yet step into the chairmanship. If worse calamity

befalls and he drops out entirely for a term or_two, he must start again

at the bottom.

Manifestly disregarding substantially all qualifications except length

of continuous eongrussional service, this method of allotting committee

chairmanships has naturally come in for a good deal of ci’itici.sm. In

defense of it, however, three or four things can be said: (1) it largely

averts the conflicts, intrigues, and delays that might be anticipated if

chairmen were chosen eveiy two years under a wide-open system; (2) it

insures at least the highly desirable qualifica|ion of experience with and

knowledge of the committee’s field and function; (3) it enables a member
to rise to a position of influence and power regardless of the size of his

state or the dependability of his party “regularity”; and (4) while it

yields occasional misfits, it has brought to the chairmanship of the

greater committees numerous men of ability and distinction.’-

Of the numerous House committees, only one calls for special com-

ment here, i.e., the highly privileged and peculiarly powerful committee

pn rules; certain others, e.g., the ways and means committee and the

committee on appropriations, will receive attention at later points.^ For

upwards of a hundred years, the rules committee was merely a special

committee set up at the opening of each Congress to offer the customary

motion that the old rules be readopted, with such changes, if any, as the

committee cared to propose. Even after it was added to the growing list

of standing committees in 1880, its potentialities as an agency of unified

and centralized control of House business were not immediately realized.

In the next thirty years, however, successive rulings of the speaker and

orders o4 the House invested it with prerogatives of little less than

dictatoria-jl character. Consisting, until 1910, of the speaker and two

majority and two minority members appointed by him, it was, of course,

dominated by the three majority representatives—actually by the speaker

1 For a fuller stalcment of the pios and cona of the question, see R. Young, This
Js Conurcss, 108-111; and for a thoughtful defense of the senioiity prtnemlo, J. K.
Pollock, “The Seniorily Rule ih Congre®,” iVo. Amer, Bev., CCXXII, 235-245 (Dec,,

1925-Peb., 1920), The plan is followed in the Senate as in the House, and -with the

same advantages and disadvantages. An instance pf .ks disadvantages, in Senate
ej^crienoe, was the elevation, in 1941, to the chairmanship of the committee on
military affairs of a senator (Reynolds of North. Carolina) -who had opposed sub-
stantially every defense measure advocated by the Administration, supported by
the bulk of his party, and adopted by broad bi-partisan vote. <

2 See pp. 4S8, 507 below.

Tho
commit-
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himself; and it was this arrangement in particular that enabled the

vigorous and picturesque Cannon to determine almost single-handedly

what might and what might not be considered by the House and

therefore to wield almost absolute control over all important legisla-

tiond The speaker’s removal from membership in the committee, the

transfer of the selection of its members to agencies of party caucuses,

and the increase of these members to ten, later to twelve, still later

(1937) to fourteen,” left the speaker with perceptibly diminished power,

but did not of themselves lessen the control of the committee over the

legislative work of the House. As we shall sec, that control has in later

days been curtailed by the rise of such newer agencies of the majority

caucus as the steering committee and the majority floor leader, and of

such additional devices as the Monday morning White House conference “

—with the result that, aside from the chairman, the members of the

committee no longer rank, as they once did, among the dominant per-

,tonalities of the House. Inasmuch, hewever, as the rules committee is

the medium through which these guiding agencies achieve their objectives,

the committee is still to be regarded as an instrumentality of considerable

potency and importance.

To begin with, once the general body of rules has been readopted at

the opening of a Congress, all proposals for amendment are referred to

the rules committee, which is likely to hold up action in any event, but

certain to do so if the changes suggested would tend to impair control

of business by the majority “machine.” More important, however, is the

committee’s power to present to the House special rules or orders of its

own devising, and aimed at fixing the order in. which pending measures
shall be considered, or limiting the time allowed for debate on a given

matter, or indicating the sections of a bill that may and those that may
not be amended, or stipulating the number and even the nature of

permissible amendments, or in other ways vitally determining the con-

ditions under which the work of the House in a given situation shall

proceed; and usually the regimented House majority votes whatever

the committee proposes. Specially privileged in obtaining tho floor, the

committee may at any time (except only when a conference committee’s

1 Since two of tile majority members counterbainncecl the two mmoittr members,
Mr. Camoa was accustomed to say that the committee on rules consisted of "myBelf
and one assiatan,t.'i| ^ ^

a Reduced aghin in January, 1945, to twelve (eight Democrats and four Repub-
li<5aiis)

.

“ See pp, 381-382 below.
iFor example, the special rule under which the tax bill of 1943 was considered

in the^Hou^ limited general debate to ^two days, after which no amendments were
to be m order Mept euch as might be' offered by direction of the ways and means
committee, and^ ailidi amendments being themselves not amdndable. Even more
drastjo was a 'gag” mis under which, iaU940, debate on a complicated and obstruse
(Kcm- profite tax bill (no copy of which was available to congressmen until the
dity the rule was adopted) was restricted to two hours. In e-xtenuation, it was

, eiphdppd that no congressman could have understood the measure anyway

!
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report is being considered or the House has voted to go into committee

of the whole), interrupt debate by introducing a special rule thrusting

forward some entirely diflerent bill, or resolution irrespective of the

regular order of procedure.^ Insurgents now and then catch the maiority

managers napping, and succeed in getting a bill before the House con-

trary to the managers’ intentions. But in such an emergency, the rales

committee can always be hurriedly convened and a special order to meet
the situation devised and reported, not only interrupting consideration

of the insurgent measure, but indefinitely sidetracking it in favor of other

business. Furthermore, the committee may itself draft a bill overnight,

introduce it in the House the next afternoon, and force its passage the

same day, without opportunity for so mucli as reference to a “subject”

committee.- Small wonder that House minorities are all the time crying

out against “gag rules”! Their only hope of relief, however, lie.s in trans-

forming themselves into majorities—^which, irrespective of party, can be

depended upon, in their turn, to employ exactly the same tactics 1 Reliance

on special rales as a means of expediting and controlling proceedings

has in later years been growing steadily, and nowadays hardly any

important legislation is enacted without the aid of them.®

, The ^'Invisible Government” of the House

The speaker and other officers, the committees and their ohairiaen

—

even the powerful rales committee—are agencies of the House as such,

designed to enable it to carry on business in an orderly and effective way.

This formal machinery is, however, only part of the actual mechanism

of House control. Superimposed upon it, interlocked with it, and some-

times surpassing it in actual power, is an “invisible government” *

developed and maintained on a 'party basis, and quite unknown to the

rules—an extra-legal government consisting of the majority caucus

1 Under Rule XI, ten other standing committees, mcliiding those on ways and
means, appropriations, and enrolled bills, have leave “to report at any time"—sub-
ject, however, to slight qualifications sudi as those indicated in the case of the rules

oominittee.
2 The rules committee is itself, of course, a “procedural” committee.
3 During the memorable special session of 1033, called by President Franklin D.

Roosevelt to deal with the economic ciisis, special orders emanating from the rules

committee goveined the consideration of all important matters by the House except

in tile case of emergency banking and economy acts to which was applied a pro-

cedure so direct and quick that not even the rules committee had a chance to funo-

rion. See Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev., XXVIII, 70-83 (Feb., 1934), and cf, on an earlier

period, ibid., XXVI, 43-57 (Peb., 1930). In the first session of the Seventy-seventh

Congress, opening January 3, 1941, the House broke all precedents in its use of

special rules. Sixty-seven were introduced and voted on, all but three calling for

immediate eonsideration of the measures to which they applied and limiting the time

to be allowed for debate. Of the sixty-seven, fifty-eight were adopted. In the

two succeeding sessions, the numbers of special mles introduced were forty-three

(forty-one adopted) and forty-nine (forty adopted), respectively.

4 So designated because working largely behind the scenes, although plenty of its

activities are quite as "visible" as those of the regular machmery provided for in

'•he rules.
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(Republican “congressmen prefer the term “conference”) ^ and certain

instrumentalities through which the caucus operates, chiefly the steering

committee, the maiority floor leader, and the majority “whip” and his

assistants. The minority has agencies of the kind, too, but of course

not forming parts of the government of the House.

A caucus consists of the members of the House belonging to the

majority or minority party as the case may be, and functioning either

directly through privately held meetings or indirectly through agencies

such as those mentioned above.” From the fact that nowadays both

parties convoke their caucuses less frequently than formerly and leave

decisions to be made more largely by a few leaders, it has been deduced

that the caucus is no longer a significant factor in the legislative process;

and certainly it is true, not only that the device has waxed and waned

in importance through the years, but that of late—and especially with

wartime legislation commonly cutting across party lines—direct caucus

action has to a considerable extent faded out of the picture. The emphasis

placed upon the point by some observers and writers is, however, exag-

gerated. In the first place, the caucus still functions actively in organizing

a new House of Representatives (as well as in connection with organiza-

tion in the Senate) . It prepares the slate of officers (including the speaker)

which a new House will unfailingly elect. Through the medium of its

“con^ittee on committees,” it designates the majority members of all

standing committees, subject, of course, to House election. It names Lho

majority steering committee, floor leader, and whips. It considers whether

changes in the rules of the House are desirable, and decides what ones,

if any, to propose for adoption. On its part, the minority caucus similarly

nominates olScers, makes committee assignments, and sets up “invisible”

machineiy; and any significant changes of official or committee person-

nel required from time to time during’ a session will bring into action

the caucus of the party concerned.

In the second place, the caucus may still be convoked—and occasionally

is—to formulate plans for imited party action on policies or measures

before the House, especially if the party is plagued by division within its

ranks. It may, and sometimes does, direct the majority members of im-

portant committees to see that committee reports are presented first to

the majority caucus, and afterwards to the House only after caucus per-

mission has been given. It may debate the details of bills and whip them
into shape according to its own notions before the House receives the

measures at all^ It may influence, qr even control, decisions up«m what
measures shall be pressed, what ones held back, what ones prevented

1 The Democrats U8e_ this term also, but only to designate a caucus that does not
seek to bind the participants to a given course of action. For purposes of simplicity,
the traditional name “caucus” may, however, be adhered to m the present discussion.

2 As will appear, the device is epployed in the Senate also.

As (hd the Democratic caucus in connection with all of the principal niea.sures of
.the firstWilson Administration.

a
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from ever reaching debate.’- These, to be sure, are points at which prac-

tice has varied widely, in different periods and as between different

parties—so widely that no very useful generalisations concerning them

can be framed. There have been times, e.g., in the early years of the

present century, when caucuses -were held frequently, although for little

purpose except to ratify decisions reached in advance by a handful of

leaders; other times, notably after the “revolution” affecting the speaker-

ship in 1910-11, when meetings wmre not only frequent, but designed for

actual discussion and decision; and still other times (like the present)

when meetings have been infrequent, with the leaders acting independ-

ently, yet, after ,gll, as agents, and presumably spokesmen, of the caucus

silently standing behind them.

Two principal instrumentalities through which the majority caucus

functions arc the majority “steering committee” and the majority floor

leader,® The steering committee consists of a vai-ying number of leading

majority members (of late, twenty-six, including seven serving ex officio )

,

designated by the caucus, with due regard for geographical distribution,

to represent it in exercising continuous supervision over the handling

of business by the House.

Working more or less behind the scenes, it keeps the parliamentary

situation in hand, whips faltering members into line, and in sundry ef-

fective ways sees that the will of the majority leaders—perchance of the

caucus if it has expressed itself—^is carried out.® The committee’s main

business is (1) to select from the great mass of bills which encumber the

House calendars those which the majority managers wish to advance to

final consideration, and, after they have been decided upon, (2) to keep

the tracks clear—^with the powerful assistance of the committee on inles

—for favorable action upon them. Naturally, its busiest moments are in

the last crowded days of a session.

The majority floor leader, also chosen by the caucus, and acting under

general direction of the steering committee, is almost equal in power

to the speaker, from whom, indeed, he has inherited some of his preroga-

tives, and to whose office he may reasonably aspire to succeed.'’ He keeps

informed on the drift of opinion among the majority members, persuades

and admonishes in the interest of party harmony, plans the course of

debate ,and indicates to the speaker what members are to be given the

flobr on particular measures, directs the activities of the whips, and

eoufera with the minority floor leader (for the opposition has a floor loader

r Unless, by a procedure described below (p. 300), the House compels a committee
to report out a given bill.

2 A third is the party contingent in the rules committee
;
but we are here talking

about only 'pariy, not flmwe, machinery.
a On the ground that it would constitute an rmdesirable limitation on his own

powers, Speaker Gamer in his day opposed having a majority steering committee,

and in the Seventy-second Congress there was none. With Speaker Rainey in the

chair, however, the regular practice was resumed in the next Congress.
4 A M T i-knr1cave* "Rirwrio r-n IQQ.tt ill 1 03ft "R ftvhnrTu 1T> TOdfV
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too, usually its defeated candidate for the speakership) on the length to

which debates shall be allowed to run and the times at which votes shall

be taken. If one were asked to indicate the two individuals wielding most

power in House affairs, he would not be far wrong in naming the

speaker and the majority floor leader.

The majority whip is named by the floor leader and subject to

removal by him; and the whip may appoint any number of assistant

^liips—fifteen in present Democratic usage, so selected as to represent a

similar number of geographical regions. A familiar duty of the whips is

to see that the party members are at hand when significant votes are

likely to be taken
;
but equally important is the canvassing of members

to find out their attitudes on issues and policies, for the guidance of the

floor lender and the speaker.

From all this it is obvious that a person wlio views House organization

and procedure merely through the medium of official machinery and

formal rules will gain only a very impnirfect understanding of how the

work of Congress is actually performed. Speaker, rules committee, other

committees, function—not as agencies or authorities apart—but as cogs

in a larger machine which includes also the extra-legal party instru-

mentalities mentioned. Back of all else stands the majority caucus,

whether continuously active and assertive or intermittently dormant;

because even the speaker owes his position to caucus selection and is

expected to lend himself loyally, in so far as the rules give him leeway,

to seeing that opportunity is provided for decisions made by the caucus,

directly or by its agents, to be carried out. Even in its greatest periods of

activity, the caucus, of course, does not concern itself with everything

coming before the Hou^e; no more do its agents such as the steering

committee. There is iio point to stirring party machinery to action on

the many pieces of business on i\'hich party lines will not be drawn.^

Furthermore, in their present mood, most congressmen prefer to be free

agents, voting as they please rather than under caucus or other dic-

tation; many indeed do not hesitate to identify themsel’ves with bi-

partisan blocs (e.g., the farm bloc), to which they indeed may regard

themselves as owing first allegiance. Recognizing this situation, the

Republicans seldom attempt to bind their members even when a caucus

is held and a line of action laid down; while the Democrats, ajthough

occasionally making a caucus action binding by two-thirds vote, never-

theless ohllgate'no one on a question of constitutional construction or on

a matter on which the member has received instructions from or made
pledges to his constituents. 'Whether or not caucus action is involved,

members of both parties are, however, in general expected to support the

decisions reached by their accepted party leadership in the House, and

‘In the; first session at the Seventy-eighth. Congresa (January-December, 1943),
only lOt tf

,

the 795 bills and resolutions passed by the House ivere regaided as
"edntroVeta^l ') and only 68 of the 702 passed by the Senate. The proportions would

j b$ .likely ito be somewhat la,rgor in peaceti&e.
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habitual failure to do yj^can usually be depended upon to have unpleasant

consequences.

The System Criticized

Needless to say, the power of the caucus and its agencies, and the Tho need

ways in which that power is enaployed, stir much discontent. The stifling

of individual initiative, the penalizing of independence, the relentless use

of the “steam roller,” drive spirited members to insurgency and inspire

attempts to build up blocs cutting across caucuses and party lines The
simple fact is that, although the effective functioning of such a body

as the House of Representatives imperatively demands leadership, no

provision whatsoever for congressional leadership is made in the con-

stitution or the laws. Under parliamentary systems of government, such

as the English, legislative leadership devolves naturally upon the cabinet.

But our government is not of that sort. To be sure, the president sup-

plies a good deal of leadership in larger matters; certainly such chief

executives as Woodrow Wilson ajicl Franklin D. Roosevelt have done so.

The president, however, is at the White House, not on Capitol Hill, and

such leadership as the House must have within its own ranks it has been

obliged to develop for itself. This it has done according to no precon-

ceived plan, but largely as the exigencies of party politics have deter-

mined. The results have been different in different periods. Once it was

the speaker who dominated. Again (after the rules committee became

elective) the speaker and that committee, sharing control. Still again, it

was the majority caucus. Nowadays—as for a good while past—leadership

is perhaps to be regarded as ultimately in the caucus, but in practice,

is to be found rather in the instrumentalities of that agency above men-

tioned, in conjunction with such regular instrumentalities of the House

itself as the speaker, the rules committee, and the chairmen of the great

standing committees—^which, of course, means that leadership is con-

siderably dispersed and not always easy to locate, although in any event

gathered in the hands of an interlocking, majority, managerial direc-

torate.^ As matters have stood in the most recent years, it has been the

speaker, the majority floor leader, and one or two other leaders who

mainly have exercised tho power of direction—^imder, how'cver, so much

pressure from the White House that they commonly have been regarded

as more truly managers for the president than spokesmen of the House.

^
In all periods, there has been dissatisfaction on the part of individuals

and groups that have found themselves with less independence and power

1 “The redistribution of power in Congreas is in many respects similar to the

game of button, button, who has the button? One knows that someone has the

button, but it is at tunes difficult to tell precisely wheie it is. The responsibility for

action lies in many hands and in many groups. As soon as you think you know
where the responsibility lies, where the button is, it is slipped to someone else.

The internal organization of Congress is so involved and so complicated that very

few men, and they specialists in the legislative process, know who are the individuals

and the groups concerned with any specific piece of legislation. . . R, Young, This

Is Congress (New York, 1943), 81-83,
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than they believed they ought to have; revolt against "dictatorship’' has

followed revolt, only—speaking broadly—with the result, at best, of

transfcridng supreme control from orre point in the system to another,

justifioa- present mechanisms of control do not, of course, lack apologists,

the exist- some of the arguments employed have a good deal of validity. There
ing ttv-

“ *

msits
naust, we are told, be not only routine rules and procedures, but people

who -will assert themselves as leaders, and means by which those who

lead can get things done. To members whose policies and desires meet

with frustration, such leaders will inevitably seem arbitrary and their

methods harsh. But, once in power, these same members would bring

into play a leadership of precisely the same character. The system as it

stands must therefore be regarded as reflecting the general will of the

membership. At all events, a dissatisfied majority can change it at any

time. An arbitrary speaker can be overruled, or even deposed, by a

majority vote. Any special order brought in by the rules committee can

be thrown out in the same way. Either this committee or any other one

can be compelled to report upon any rofatters referred to it. Majority or

minority could, it it chose, decide to have no caucus, no steering com-

mittee, no floor leader. Therefore, runs the argument, since the full

mechanism, in both its official and unofficial—its legal and its extra-legal

or party-made—parts, goes on with little change from Congress to Con-

gress, it must be regarded as fairly satisfactory to all save a few unrea-

sonable members who arc unable to adapt themselves to the ways of

majorities.

STmftio?-* The argument is plausible, yet it does not quite cover the case. The
itnaio?

[jifficulty is that, upon analysis, the alleged majority may very well turn

out to be no majority at all. A speaker, for example, mounts the tribune

because a majority of a party majority has agreed to vote for him. But

such a majority may easily fall far short of being a majority of the whole

House. Similarly, if polled individually, the hullc of the House member-
ship might well be found to prefer quite a different grouping, and quite

different chairmen, in the great committees. By the same token, measures

approved in caucus and voted on the floor because members of the ma-
jority party, even though really opposed to them, feel obligated, either

by caucus actions or By other pressures, to give them their support, may
become law with the actual approval of what is numerically only a House
minority. In other words, legislation tends to be only in form by House
majority; in reality, it is often by mere majority-caucits majority.'’

Government by majority is, however, a tricky concept. We fondly

suppose that wm have it in this country, and at times we actually do so.

Congressmen and senators, nevertheless, are often elected by mere plural-

ities; several of our presidents have had only a minority of the popular

vote behind them; and decisions in Congress by something less than

absolute majorities are merely part of an order of things which may be
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faulty but is capable of being corrected only by procedures too drastic

to stand much chance of being undertaken.^

Organization of the Senate

Crossing over to the opposite end of the Capitol, one finds in the

Senate both a formal organization and a superimposed mechanism of dent

party instrumentalities broadly resembling those in the House, yet work-

ing quite differently at a number of points.^ To begin with, the officers

arc much the same, except that the “president” of the Senate occupies

a position decidedly unlike that of the speaker of the House, Being, by

terms of the constitution, the vice-president of the United States, he is,

of course, not chosen by the body over which he presides
;
hence, i)artisan

and factional contests over filling the chair, such as have punctuated

the parliamentary history of the House, have no place in the annals

of the Senate—save as occasionally stirred by election of a president

pro tempore to preside when tire president is absent or when the office

is vaflant." Furthermore, the president of the Senate has no such control

over legislative procedure as that which the speaker wields in the House;

he may not even be a member of the party commanding a majority in the

chamber. As a moderator, he maintains decorum, recognizes members,

decides points of order, puts questions to a vote, and announces the re-

sults. His power of recognition is, however, exercised with less partisan

motivation than in the House
;
and not only arc his decisions on points ol

order subject to appeal by any senator, but especially difficult questions

of order arc as a rule referred for decision to the Senate itself. As a non-

member, he never participates in debate and vote.s only when necessary

to break a tie. Unless a person of unusual force, which he rarely has been,

and also of high standing in the councils of his party, the figure ensconced

in the Senate chair seldom seeks to exercise any sort of leadership or to

influence the course of legislation.*

iFor cun'ently assembled mformation on the machineiy of the House and its

worldnga, see articles by A. W. Maomahon, E. P. Herring, 0. E. Altman, and E. M.
Eiddiok, dealing with successive sessions and published yearly in the American

Political Science Review. The Ofidal Congres.iional Directory also is useful.

2 The effect of the Senate’s continuity upon its organization has been noted else-

where. See p. 271 above.
a Under a resektion of 1S90, a president pro tempore servos until his successor

is chosen. At the gening of the first session of the Seventy-second Congress (Decom-

bei' 1931), the Senate failed to elect. The incumbent, George H. Moses, therefore

served throughout that Congress without reelection.
, ,,

<1 Vice-President Garner went directly from the speakership of the Hou.se to the

presidency of the Senate in 1933, and although exerting a good deal of influence m
a quiet and informal way, nevertheless accommodated himself successfully to the

traditions of his new environment. Henry A. Wallace, when vice-president, was a

proiniiicii.t figure in. wartime govemment circleSj but tlio traclitional sort of presiciing

officer in the Senate—except for the very unusual experience of breaking a tie vole

no fewer than five times during his first eighteen months (on four occasions staving

off defeat for the Administration). Hany S. Truman; stepped immediately from a

senatorial seat to the presiding officer’s chair (January, 19^), but in three months

became president through the death of President Franklin D. Eoosevelt.
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Like the PIousc, the Senate has a set of formally adoplod rules, carry-

ing over from session to session except as changes arc made at rather

lengthy intervals. For reasons already explained, they do not have to be

adopted in toto at the beginning of each Congress; and, reflecting the

smaller numbers, the more intimate traditions, and the speeial functions

of the body. Senate rules are fewer, simpler, and more easily mastered

than those of the Hoiise,^ and rest more solidly upon Jefferson’s Manual,

which, after all, was prepared in the first instance for the Senate’s use.

In addition, as compared with the House rules, which lend themselves to

autocratic majority control, the Senate rules are particularly fitted to

protect the rights of minorities and to promote free discussion,’^ There is,

of course, in the Senate also no lack of parliamentary precedents, forming

the basis for a rich endowment of unwritten custom or usage.

Needless to say, there are committees—special and conference com-

mittees as in the House, and a score and a half of standing committees,

many of them corresponding closely to, and bearing the same names as,

committees in the other branch.’* Like the Senate ilself, senatorial stand-

ing committees never die; new members are infused into them at every

biennial reorganization, but the bulk of the membership always carries

over from preceding Congresses. In 1921—six years before a similar step

was taken at the other end of the Capitol—-the list was pruned from

seventy-four to thirty-four, and it has since been reduced to thirty-three,

as compared with forty-eight in the House.** Most important now arc (1)

the finance committee, which corresponds to the House committee on ways

and means; (2) the committee on appropriations; (3) the committee on

foreign relations, to which are referred all treaties and all presidential

nominations to posts in the foreign service; (4) the judiciary committee,

to which are referred nominations to judgeships and to other positions

connected with the federal courts, as well as bills relating to judicial or-

ganization and procedure;® (5) the committee on interstate commerce;

(6) the committee on education and labor; (7) the committee on agri-

culture and fisheries, and (8-9) the committees on military and naval

affairs. A number of the committees hold regular weekly meetings; the

others meet on call of their chairmen. Senate committees range from

three members to twenty-four in the case of appropriations; menabers are

ranked according to seniority as at the other end of the Gapitpl; and

1 Even so, when the late Dwight W. Morrow—an expert in imravehng intricacies

in other fields—was senator from Now Jersey, he sadly confessed that after six

months of faithful attendance on the floor he still was often unable to fathom the
parliamentary situation of the momcoit.
-The Senate’s rules Mil be found in Senaia Manual, Containing the Standing

Mules and Orders oj the Senate, etc., 74th Cong., 2nd Sesa., Sen, Doc. No. 268 (1936),
and later editiona,

s In 1930, the Senate discontinued use of the committee of the whole except in con-
sidering treaties.

^ The complete list, with the names of members, will be found iu successive issues

of the Official Cong7-essiemal Diregtary^

sD, G. FaiTelly, "The Senate judiciary Committee:’ Qualifications of Members,”
Araer. Polit. Sri. Rev., 469-475 (June, 1,943).
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committee positions arc. divided between the two parties in about tlie same
proportion as in the tiouse, with all members serving on as many as

five, and some on as many as eight or nine—which is too many, although

less serious than might be imagined in view of the small amount of work

which many of the committees find it necessary to perform.^

The method of making up committee lists in the Senate is substantially How

the same as that prevailing in the House. At the opening of a new Con- .u-p

gress, the leaders of each party appoint a "committee on committees'’ to
™

distribute vacant positions among newcomers, to settle questions of

seniority, and, in the case of the majority party, to name the various

chairmen. "When these party agencies have completed their work, the

slates are reported back to the respective caucuses for approval and

afterwards go to the Senate as lists of majority and minority nominees.

Election on the floor of the Senate usually follows on a single ballot,

without hesitation or discussion.

At one time, the Senate committee system was criticized sharply, even

among senators themselves, on fire ground that the chairmen or ranking

members of a few important committees were able to exert a dispropor-

tionate influence upon legislation because of the rule which required

them to be appointed to the conference committees that adjust most of the

differences arising over measures passing the two houses in dissimilar

form. In 1919, this situation was remedied for the time being by a reso-

lution of the then majority caucus forbidding any senator to bo chairman

of more than one of the ten most important committees or a member of

more than two such committees.® The principle, however, was not em-

bodied in a nile of the Senate as such and has not been adhered to

by later party caucuses. In general, the seniority principle prevails in the

Senate quite as inflexibly as in the House.

The Senate is, of course, no less susceptible to considerations of party Pnrty

than is the House, and special party instrumentalities—caucuses or con- SSti-

ferences, steering committees, whips—are more or less in evidence. Like

the machinery loiown to the rules, these extra-legal mechanisms work,

however, under limitations imposed by the differing nature and traditions

of the smaller bocly43!flie House is a highly integrated mechanism, with’^

power concentrated in few hands. Perhaps its numbers and its tendency

to mob psychology require it to be so. The Senate is a relatively small

assemblage of older and more experienced men with higher regard for

, tradition, more assertive individuality, and less willingness to be herded

and controlled.1 The presiding officer is, of course, in no position to domi-«

nate. The committee on rules is.but a pale image of that in the House.

Although choosing leaders and whips, and occasionally deciding upon a

concerted course of action, a party caucus rarely amounts to more than

1 Cf. pp 321-322 below.
2 These committees are appropriations, agriculture, commerce, finance, foreign rela-

tions, interstate commerce, judiciary, militaiy affairs, naval affairs, and post-offices

and postroads,
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a sort of informal council; insurgents or irrogui^irs oi'tou refuse to go

inlo caucus at all./[ii short, scnEitors insist upon raEiiiil aining tlieir own

individuality and upon delegating control to no coininiltco or other

Exgcncy. Proceedings are leisurely^ debate is practically unrestricted, coer-

cive force is virtually unknown!
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CHAPTER XVI

CONGRESS AT WORK

The Capitol building in which Congress meets is a vast sandstone The

and marble structure situated on the brow of a low hill overlooking so’ttfng”''

downtown Washington, the broad Potomac, and the heights of Virginia

beyond. Since 1857, the House of Representatives has occupied a large

rectangular hall in the south wing of the building; the Senate, trans-

ferred in 1859 from a room later used (though since vacated) by the

Supreme Court, sits in a similar but smaller chamber in the north wing.

As in legislative halls of Continental Europe, although not in England,

the scats in each room are arranged in concentric rows, theater-fashion,

facing the marble platform on which the presiding officer sits
;
and deep

galleries provide space for six or eight hundred spectators—press, diplo-

matic, members’ relatives, and general public. Formerly, the hall of the

House of Representatives was fitted with separate desks for the mem-
bers; and the Senate chamber is still so equipped. But the growth of

numbers in the lower branch made it necessary, after the reapportion-

raent of 1911, to remove the individual desks, leaving only the seats, in

close proximity, as in a theater. Two large tables are, however, con-

veniently placed for the use of floor leaders and of committees whose

reported bills are up for consideration—one on each side of the center

aisle, near the aisle and well toward the front. At one of these, the ma-

jority members of the reporting committee take their station; at the other,

the minority members. So far as practicable. Republican members of the

House sit together on one side of the chamber and Democratic members

on the othcr.^ The seats of individual representatives are assigned, at

the beginning of a session, by lot; although in point of fact they arc not

occupied regularly, and a member entering the hall while busines,s is

going on is likely to take any seat, not then in use, that happens to strike

his fancy. In the Senate, where there is never a general vacating of

places, a newcomer establishes his right to any seat not already belonging

to a meniber, and as a rule occupies it regularly. The physical equipment

of the legislative branch further includes numerous committee rooms in

the Capitol building, an immense marble office-building for the members

of the Senate, two such buildings for those of the House, a library in the

Capitol, and the separately housed Library of Congress, which is the

largest library not only in the United. States hut also in the world.

iJn both Gases, the Democrats to the right and the Eepuhlicans to the left of the

presiding officer, although the anangement (unlike the location of “right,” “center,”

“left,” and various interme^ate shadings in European parliaments) has no political

eignifioanoe.

293
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Although each branch ot Congress is intrusted 'with certain tasks

wliich the other docs not share/ the two spend most of their time working

at the same sort of thing, i.e., considering bills and resolutions which, to

become effective, must be passed in identical form at both ends of the

Capitol. “ Some of the measures on which they deliberate are designed to

make or declare new law; others, merely to amend, clarify, or consolidate

existing law; many do not make or modify law at all in any proper

sense, but rather appropriate money, formulate rules, give directions, or

oven, in the case of concuiTcnt resolutions, merely express attitudes or

opinions. Speaking broadly, however, whenever matters are up which

call for formal proposal, discussion, and decision in both of the houses,

the same machinery is, or may be, employed, and likewise the same gen-

eral scheme of procedure. Accordingly, a reasonably adequate under-

standing of how Congress carries on its work will be obtained if we briefly

trace the steps that normally are taken between the time when a proposal

of legislative nature is put into the form of a hill and the final publication

of the measure (if it has emerged sucpessfully) as a completed statute."

Introduction, Authorship, and Number of Bills

Nothing is easier than to give a bill its start, i.e., to “introduce" it,

Whether a measure bo “public,” i.e., of general application, or “special"

(or "private"), i.e., applying only to specified persons or places, all that

is required is that a copy of it, endorsed with the name of the introducer, i

be laid on the clerk’s (in the Senate, secretary’s) table. Any bill may
make its first appearance in either house, except only that bills for raising

revenue are required by the constitution to “originate” in the House of

Representatives.* Indeed, through its right to amend revenue bills, even

to the extent of substituting new ones, the Senate may, in effect, originate

them also." Once introduced, a bill continues "alive” throughout the

duration of the existing Congress or until sooner disposed of; in a suc-

ceeding Congress, however, it can get on a calendar only by being re-

introduced.

Nothing would be farther from the truth, however, than to suppose

that some member of the House or Senate is the actual author of every

measure presented. Congress, we are rightfully assured by a former mem-
ber of long e.xperienoe and high standing, is “not to any material extent

1 For example, confirmation of appointments by the Senate and preparation of im-
peachment proceedings by the Houso._

2 The two houses meet in joint session (in the chamber of the House of Repre-
sentalivea) only (1) to witness the count of the presidential electoral vote, (2) to
receive oral messages from the president, and (3) to hold formal ceremonies such as
.state funerals or receptions for distinguished visitors, e.g., in recent years. Prime
Minister Churchill and Madame Chiang Kai-shek.

a The somewhat specialiaed process of finance legislation necessarily falls within

the scope of latex chapters (xxiv-xxv) discussing national revenues and expenditures,

and accordingly is treated at that point,

* Art, I, § 7, cl. 1

1 See p. 309, note 2. below.
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ap originating body.’’ ^ In the first place, a large proportion of all major

public bills introduced emanate—sornetimes in fully drafted form—from

the executive branch of the government, i.e., from the IVhite House or

from one of the executive departments or independent establishments.

To be sure, contrary to the situation in countries having a cabinet system

of government, no member of the executive branch can directly introduce

a bill. This, however, imposes no serious impediment; a senator or repre-

sentative, or a committee, can always be found to take care 'of the simple

ceremony. In practice, Administration bills—indeed nearly all important

public bills, whatever their origin—normally come to the house in which

they make their first appearance through the medium of one of tho

standing committees, being introduced usually by the chairman
;
indeed,

many measures, e.p., revenue, ajipropriation, and currency bills, are

actually worked out by majority members of the appropriate committee.

In the second place, numerous bills originate with persons, groups, or

organizations entirely outside of government circles; and the.se are com-

monly presented by members individually. Here we come upon a main

reason for the flood of bills that descends upon Congress at every se.ssion.

Senators and congressmen themselves, sometimes sharing the great Ameri-

can illusion that the way to cure any ill is to "pass a law," originate a

certain number. But to a far greater extent they are merely the pur-

veyors of proposals from the outside. Judging it worth while to please

those with interests or "causes,” and at the same time to have their

names in the newspapers (in their home districts, at all events) as the

authors of bills, senators to some extent, but especially congressmen,

are usually willing to introduce any number of measures, however ill-

considered and fantastic, at the request of persistent lobbyists or con-

stituents with "a grievance, an ambition, or a hope,” They need not

approve, or even understand, everything they introduce; hundreds of bills

every session bear "by request” labels, which may usually be taken to

indicate that the members formally presenting them disclaim any per-

sonal responsibility for them. Not a w'hit less on that account, such bills

—^the bulk of them private, or special, rather than public, and nearly

all contemplating the spending of money—inundate the clerk's table

and help clutter up the calendars.^

The number of bills and resolutions introduced at every session is,

r R. Luce, Congress—An Explanation, 3.

s Adminisnation bills are almost invariably drafted by experts in the departments

(with more or less con.9ultation with the chairmen or other members of the appro-

priate committees), and bills originatmg with private individuals or interests will

often have been put into shape, by hired counsel or otherwise, before being intrusted

to a member. Senators and representatives—^ivhether as individuals or as committees

—desiring assistance in preparing meaames can always get it from a service known
ofRoially as the Office of Legislative Counsel, carried on at the Library of Congress

since 1918 by a non-political chief diaftsman and assistants who are officers of

Congress, and employing some ten unheralded but extremely useful regearch

drafting experts (besides a few clerks), each specializing in a field such as taxation
banking, agriculture, or commerce. See F. P. Lee, "The Office of Legislative Counsel, '
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indeed; amazing. As many as 2,500 have been known to make their

appearance in the House of Repi’esentatives alone on an opening day;

and oven counting pension bills only as grouped in omnibus measures,

the total for recent Congresses has run from ten or twelve to upwards

of fifteen thousand each—about two-thirds of the number, as a rule,

being intro'duced first in the House and the remainder in the Senate.’

Of the yearly grist, the best that one can say is that few of the measures

presented contain possibilities of wise legislation, fewer still receive

attention, and fortunately still fewer ever pass.^

Committee Stage in the House of Representatives

All bills introduced are referred to one or another of the standing

committees.’' Private bills are turned over automatically to whatever

committee—pensions, public lands, or what not—^has been designated in

each case by the sponsor. Public bills are sorted out and assigned, ac-

cording to the subjects with which they deal, nominally by the speaker,

,

actually as a rule by the clerk or one of his assistants. Sometimes, how-

ever—indeed, fairly often in these days of long and complicated laws

—

a bill is of such a nature that it might be referred with almost equal

propriety to any one of two or more committees; and in this event, as

indeed in all cases of doubt, and also in the case of all bills received from

the Senate, the speaker is likely to decide personally what shall be done

—^perchance having regard for the composition of the commitLec almost

as much as for the nature of the bill.^ a bill, after being re-

Columbia Law Rev., XXIX, 381-403 (Apr., 1929). Of. State Government, V, 6-9

(My, 1932),

Needless to say, the drafting of a bill of even comparatively limited scope is a

difficult and delicate undertaking. Every detail of the proposal must be coordinated

with the great mass of statute and case law already existing; words must be chosen

with care so as to convey the meaning intended; powers and agencies of enforce-

ment must be prescribed in full recognition that upon thorn will depend final attain-

ment of the object sought; and always must be borne in mind the fact that the

legislation, if of any actual importance, will meet opposition from the start and will

almost certainly collapse unless drawn on such fines that the courts will sustain it.

The Office of Legislative Counsel worked eighteen months on the draft of the tariff

act of 1930. In addition to the_ Legislative Counsel, there is in the Library of Con-
gress an undermanned Legislative Reference Service comparable to such services in

many of the slates, and aiding those members who know about it and really use it

by collecting and placing at their disposal publications, compilations, and other

infoTmational materials. See J. P. Chamberlain, Legislative Processes: Nqtional and
Slate, Chap. xiv. It may be of interest to note that the memorable 'Logan-Walter
Bill of 1940, aimed at curbing the powers of the great regulatory commissions, and
finally killed by presidential veto, was drafted by the American Bar Association’s

committee on. administrative law. See pp. 415-416 'below.
1 Dining the second session of the Seventy-eighth Congress (January lO-December

19, 1944), 2,171 biUs and resolutions were introduced in the House and 825 in the

Senate. The House passed 953, the Senate 931.
2 The output of the Seventy-eighth Congi’ess (1943-45) was 1,157 acts (of which

568 were publio and 6S9 private,
s The procedure up to tliis point is on the principle that all bills are created free

i,.,®! equal. All start on the same footing. Once the race for enactment has begun,
^pSWever, the vast majority are found to have been left at the post.

.
^ To avoid repetition, the legislative process will here be described with reference

to the House, and only important differences of procedure in the Senate will be noted.
-If;
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ferred to one committee, is recalled and sent to a different one; but

tedSrno"circumstaTrce^imyirrneasufeTre~divided~be'tween~tw^m'more

committees.’Trher-fate-trf" a proposed 'piece of' TegisIatiM"may~^ w
determined at this initial stage by the bill being referred to a committee

likely to be friendly or, on the other hand, to one likely to be unsym-
pathetic; and at this point the speaker may still -wield the power of

life or death. Authors or sponsors of a bill that is being held up in com-
mittee may maneuver ta get it transferred to another committee likely

to be more favorable. Thus, after being stifled in the ways and means
committee for several Congresses, an oleomargarine tax bill was, in 1902,

finally turned over to the committee on agriculture, reported favorably,

and duly passed. To achieve this end, it may even become necessary to

rewrite the bill in part. After being stymied by refusal of the House

labor committee and the Senate education and labor committee to report

it out, the highly controversial Smith-Connally Anti-Strike Bill of 1943 ’

was so recast as to enable it to be referred in the Senate to the judicial

committee and in the House to the committee on military affairs, both

of which reported it favorably and thus cleared the -way for its eventual

passage. Reassignment can be forced upon an unwilling speaker only

by a majority vote of the House; and committees from whose custody

it is proposed to remove a bill can usually be counted upon to resist—as

the two labor committees did (ineffectually) in the case of the Smith-

Connally Bill. Obviously, if bills were to be tossed about freely among
committees, much confusion would result; and in practice reassignments

are rare. In any case a bill, after being referred, is printed, given a num-

ber, and distributed to all House members.^

Each of the important standing committees has a commodious room

in the Capitol or in one of the office-buildings, with books, pamphlets,

records, and whatever stenographic service is needed. The two houses are i

commonly in session in the afternoon; hence, committees regularly meet
j

in the forenoon, and no committee of the House, save that on rules, may,
'

without special permission, hold meetings while the House itself is sitting.

Many committees have little or nothing to do. But some receive scores,

and even hundreds, of bills every session, or have unusually long and

complicated measures to handle (perchance, as in the case of finance

bills, to write), and accordingly find themselves crowded for time. To

expedite* matters, these create sub-committees (usually of five members)

'to which particular measures or classes of measures are assigned, or

even individual sections of the same measure if it be one of exceptional

complexity and importance. At all events, it is in the committees, and

more or less behind the scenes, that much of the actual record of Con-

gress—especially in the case of the House of Representatives—is written.

1 See p. 617 below.
i f j

2 Sections of presidential messages leeommendmg legislation are similarly referred

to the appropriate committees.
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"Congress in its committee rooms,” declared Woodrow Wilson, “is Con-

gress at work.” ^

On receiving a bill, a committee has first to inform itself on the

measure’s nature and contents, and then to decide what to do with it.

For the great majority of bills, this means nothing more than a cursory

glance, revealing that the proposal has no claim to attention, and forth-

with condemning it to a lingering death in the committee files. A bill here

and there, however, will interest the committee, or at all events the chair-

man, and, if time permits, will receive consideration. In the case of such

a mcasBurc, the first requisite is information from which to judge whether

legislation on the subject is needed, whether the present bill is calculated

to meet the need, and what results and implications will follow if the bill

is passed. The committee—at least some of its more experienced members

—may already know a good deal about the subject. But usually more

will have to be learned. Availing themselves of the resources of the com-

mittee library, the Library of Congress (including legislative reference

service)
,
and official files, the committeofmombers may study the measure

at first hand, and in due time come to a conclusion as to what action

to take. Or the bill (or certain parts of it) may be studied more inten-

sively by one or more sub-committees. Either by request or on their own

initiative, too, interested officials may appear in person to give testi-

mony and present argument; heads of departments, indeed, have been

doing this increasingly in later years.

Enough has been said, however, about the ways in which bills originate

to suggest that most measures of large importance—certainly most Ad-

ministration measures—preach Congress only after extensive irWsSfig?

tions of the subjects dealt with have been made. Congress itself, or oik

of the bouses, may have sponsored such an inquiry, by either a standins

or a special (sometimes a joint) committee. Again, Congress may have

caused au investigation to be made by the Department of Labor, the

Interstate Commerce Commission, or some other department or establish-

ment. Still again, Congress may have arranged for a study by a com-

mission consisting of a given number of senators and representatives,

together with persons drawn from the general public and selected by the

president. Or, the president may himself have found funds or secured an
appropriation with which to carry on an investigation through the medium
of a commission appointed by himself, and with a view to proposing

legislation based on the data brought to light. Thus, when, in 1^34,"

President Franklin D. Roosevelt decided upon a national program of

social insurance, he c^:eated an ex officio committee on economic seemfity

which, through a staff qf experts, brought together most of the facts and
recommendations on which the great federal Social Security Act of 1935
was gl'ounded. Similarly, when in 1935 he turned his attention to a general
reorganization of thq executive branch of the national government, he

_
i (loTiprewonol Goverrmeni (Boeton, 1885), 79.

'
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appointed a committee (of expert private citizens) on administrative

management to conduct the studies on which alone a well-considcred

scheme could be based.'- All materials assembled in such ways are, of

course, placed at the disposal of the Senate and House committees

through whose hands the resulting bills will pass; although naturally

the committees may themselves gather such further or different informa-

tion as they desire.

)
Finally, if a bill deals with a highly controversial subject, or will

seriously affect large numbers of people, the committee having it in.

charge will almost certainly hold public hearings on it. That is to sayp

arrangements will be made for individuals or spokesmen of organizations

having interests involved, or presumed to be in possession of useful in-

formation, to appear before the full committee or a sub-committee desig-

nated for the purpose and give testimony while the members listen and

perhaps draw them out with questions. Certain persons are commonly

invited to appear, but opportunity will usually be offered others who

desire to do so, including paid attorneys engaged to support or oppose

the measure, or specific clauses of it. On a great tariff bill, hearings

—

usually held by sub-committees visiting different sections of the country

—^may extend over many weeks, the stenographic reports running into

thousands of pages of print.® Both House and Senate use the device in-

creasingly, as also do most of the state legislatures; and although experi-

mented with in one or two European countries (chiefly pre-Nazi

Germany), it may be thought of as a characteristic feature of the Ameri-

can legislative process.

Notwithstanding varying amounts of publicity in the earlier stages

of its deliberations, the committee eventually goes into executive session

on a bill and reaches its conclusions in private.® Any one of several

results may follow.' It may report the bill unchanged, which is, of course,

tantamount to recommending its passage!' Or it may strike out some sec-

tions, add others, or alter the phraseology, and report the measure in

this amended form. Dr it may frame a bill of its own and present it as a

substitute. In all of these cases, the report is likely, although by no means

^ Soo p. 475 below.
3 On. a similar scale have been hearings on other typos of bills in recent years,

c.q., the Senate judiciary committee’s hearings of 1937 on the President’s court rc-

organizatioh bill (see p. 472 below). Extended hearings take place also in connection

vrith congressional investigations, but in this instance the persons -who appear are

chiefly those ivhom the committee desires to question and Biimmons for the purpose.

3 It is considered a breach of good faith for members to disclose what went on
in the committee while in executive session, even though they may be sorely tempted

to do so; and the votes taken in committee are never made a matter of public recoid.

It is easy to condemn (as some have done) the secrecy surrounding committee delib-

erations. But there is another side to the matter. In the executive sessions of com-

mittees, writes an experienced member already quoted, falls "the most interesting,

important, and useful part of the work of a congressman, and the part, of which the

public knows nothing. Indeed, the ignorance of the public about it is one of the

causes of its usefulness. Behind closed doors nobody can talk to the galleries or the

newspaper reporters. Buncombe is not worth while. Only sincerity counts.” R. Luce,

Cmiffress—An Explanation, 12.
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certain, to lead to favorable action by the House, especially if the com-

mittee (or even the majority ele.ment, in instances where pai’ty lines

are drawn sharply) has come to its decision by a unanimous vote; and

thus (to the dislike of some) legislation tends to be, in effect, by com-

mittee—by a series of separate committees—with the House acting only

us a ratifying agency. The committee has, however, one other possible

course: it may make no report at all—in other words, may “pigeonhole”

the bill; and this, as wc have seen, is the fate that befalls three-quarters

or more of all measures introduced. The decision to make no report may
come after, and as a result of, investigations and hearings; but in the

great majority of instances it arises from agreement (tacit or otherwise)

at the very beginning not to take up the bill at all.

'The ease with which a committee can kill a bill by simply not re-

porting it has always been a sore point, and controversy on the subject

has filled many pages in the annals of the House. To be sure, committees

are only agents of the House, and as such are subject to orders and

instructions; if the House desires to discharge a committee from the

further custody of a bill—^in other words, require it to report—^there is

nothing to prevent it from doing so. The matter is, however, loss simple

than it sounds, because it is usually a minority, rather than a majority,

that wants to get a hill out of a hostile or lethargic committee; and as

the rules stand, there is no means by which anything less than a majority

(218) can force a vote on a “discharge” question. In 1931, the House

did adopt a rule under which as few as 145 members (one-third instead

of onc-half) could force such a vote in the case of any bill that had been

in a committee's hands as long as thirty days; but on the ground that

this gave too much scope to pressure groups and compelled the House to

call back bills w^hich only a minority wanted to have considered, the plan

was abandoned in 1935. Consequently, it remains true that almost any

measure can be killed in its initial stages by simple failure of the com-

mittee having it in charge to report. Committees serve as agents of the

House to investigate and make recommendations, and the House expects

normally to be guided by their conclusions. Should they refuse to recom-

mend action, that is ordinarily the end of the matter. Without, indeed,

the rigorous sifting of bills accomplished in part in this way, the House

would be hopelessly swamped with work, and it would becomemeoessary

to place severe restrictions upon the number of measures that members
may introduce. Occasionally, a committee fails to report a meritorious

bill for the simple reason that the majority members are personally or

politically prejudiced against it. But most measures that come to their

end because of failure to report deserve no better fate.®

^ The new rule was both introduced and repealed by a Democratic House, and
repeal was in part motivated by the d^ire to make it less easy for the Republicans
to force the conadefation. of measures incompatible with the New Deal program.

2 In the three se^OM of the Seventy-sixth Congress (1939-41), there were thirty-
seven motions to discharge qominittes from, the further consideration of particulM
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The Handling of Bills After Committee Stage

Having been returned to the clerk of the House, a reported bill ia

placed in one of three scries, or lists, known as “calendars.” If a revenue

bill, a general appropriation bill, or a public bill directly or indirectly

appropriating money or property, it goes on the Calendar of the Whole

House on the State of the Union, commonly known as the Union Calen-

dar; if a public bill not raising revenue or directly or indirectly appro-

priating money or property, it finds a place on the liouse Calendar
;
if

a special bill, on the Calendar of the Committee of the Whole PIousc,

sometimes called the Private Calendar. Bills go on the respective ealen-

dars strictly in the order in which they are reported; and once there

they remain for the period of a Congress (not merely a session) unless

taken off.

It must not be supposed, however, that bills are invariably called up

from the calendars in the order in which they are listed—still less that

all calendared bills are actually debated and voted on. With some two-

score standing committees reporting bills, the calendars grow congested,

and the best that the House can do is to pick off a bill here and one

there for actual consideration, making sure that the most essential meas-

ures, e.g., appropriation bills, are included, but letting the others take

their chances. No House rule, indeed, is more frequently set aside than'

that which directs that bills shall be taken up in their calendared order
; |

and no power of the maj ority steering committee is more important than

that by virtue of which it decides when, and in behalf of what bills, the

committee on rules shall bring in for adoption by majority vote a special

rule or order making a given bill the regular business of the House forth-

with or at whatever later time the order may specify, and attaching such

time limitations on debate and restrictions upon amendments as the com-

mittee may choose. Most weightier measures—and some not so weighty

—

are thus lifted out of their sequence on the lists and put in a prefeiTOd

position
;
otheiwisc, they would never be reached. Hundreds of measures

"die on the calendars” in every Congress.

There is, to be sure, a daily order of business, duly prescribed in the

rules. But, as would be inferred from what has been said, this “regular”

order is so frequently departed from as to have comparatively little

•billsj but only two were agreed to, i,e., accorded the necossaiy 21S votes; in the

Seventy-seventh Congress (1941-43), of fifteen motions, only one was agreed to;

and in the Seventy-eighth Congress (1943-46), of twenty-one motions, three were
agreed to. The small quota of bills forced to the floor in this way has, however,
included some me'asures of importance, e.(7 ., the Black-Connery “Wages and Hours”
Bill in 1937 and the Geyer Anti-Poll Tax Bill in 1942 (see p. 172 above). For the

illuminating history of a notable and finally successful effort in 1938 to bring the

discharge rule to be.ir against the rules committee itself (on the Fair Labor Standards
Bill), safe Amer. Polit. Sd. Rev., XXXII, 1102-1107 (Deo., 1938). On the discharge

nile in general, see F. M. Riddick, Congressional Procedure, Chap, xni, How bills

are occasionally salvaged from committee cold storage by bemg transfen-ed to

different committees has been indicated above (see p. 297).
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significance. In the first place, certain days are set aside for the coii-

sidcraLion of (1) certain classes of measures, e.g., the second and fourth

Mondays of each month for DistriQt of Columbia business and the first

and third Tuesdays for private bills, and (2) measures called up under

special procedures, e.g., on “Calendar Wednesday.” Again, at any time

after the journal has been read, it is in order to move that the House

go into committee of the whole to consider revenue or general appropri-

ation bills. Eleven standing committees, too, have the privilege of report-

ing at practically any time, and—^more important—securing immediate

consideration of their reports. Bills introduced at the instigation of the

president or of a department head, or for any other reason viewed

as Administration measures, are often given right of way. Trom the

rules committee may come at any time proposals which will turn pro-

ceedings in an entirely different direction. Finally, on specified days,

the House may, by two-thirds majority, suspend all rules and depart as

widely as it likes from the regular procedure, even to the extent of pass-

ing a major bill through all of its stages at a single votc.^ Under these

circumstances, the process of legislation in the House has been likened

lo the running of trains on a single-track railroad. “The freight gives way

to a local passenger train, which sidetracks for an express, which in turn

sidetracks for the limited, while all usually keep out of the way of a relief

train. Meanwhile, when a train having the right of way passes, the de-

layed ones begin to move until again obliged to sidetrack.” ^

Mention has been made of the committee of the whole
;
and inasmuch

as the sessions of this committee occupy the greater part of the time of

the House,^ something more should be said about it. In reality, there are

two committees of the whole: (1) the Committee of the Whole tlouse,

which considers private bills, and (2) the more important Committee of

the Whole House on the State of the Union, which handles public hills

for raising revenue, for appropriating money, and indeed for inost other

purposes as well. Both are, of course, simply the House of Representatives

1 Ordinarily, the two-thirds rule serves to protect the interests of the minority.

It fails in this respect, however, when, as in. the Sixty-seventh and the Seventy-
fourth to Seventy-seventh Congresses (1921-23 and 1936-43, respectively) one party

has so large a majority that the rules can be suspended by a vote of the members of

that one party alone. An interesting example of summary legislation is afforded

by an emergency banking bill introduced by Majority Floor Leader Byrnes on, March
9, 1933, allowed forty minutes of debate, passed by the House without a record

vote and before printed copies wore available, passed by the Senate a few hours
later, and promulgated by the President the same evening (see Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev.,"

XXVIII, 70, Feb., 1934) . On suspension of the rules, see J, Q. Tilson, Parlinmenlmy
Law and Prooedure, Chap. xn. As Mr. Tilson remarks (p. 107), some of the most
important bills ever enacted into law by the American (longresa have been passed
under a motion to suspend the rules.

2 D. S. Alexander, History and Procedure of the House of Representatives, 222.
2 “Under our rules today, ninety-five pec cent of all the business that we transact

is transacted in committee of the whole, and ninety-five per cent of the votes 'east in

this body are cast in committee of the whole . . .

." H. A, Cooper, in Cong. Record,

68th Cong., 1st Sega., p. 8. In 1930, the Senate discontinued the device except for

the consideration of treaties; and, curiously, it is employed but little in our state

legislatures. '
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silting in a different
'

guise. A member moves that the House resolve

itself into committee of the -whole for the consideration of a designated

bill; the motion is put and passed; the speaker yields the chair to a

special chairman -whom he designates; one hundred members constitute

a quorum, instead of the majority required when the House is in regular

session; debate proceeds, very informally, under a rule allowing only five

minutes to each speaker at a time, unless with unanimous consent; there

are no time-consuming roll-calls, divisions being taken only viva voce,

by a rising vote, or by tellers, with no record kept of how members vote;

motions to refer or to postpone arc not permitted; and when discussion

is completed the committee votes to “rise,” the speaker resumes the chair,

the mace (the symbol of the speaker’s authority) is restored to its place

on a marble pedestal at the right of the chair, and the chairman of the

committee reports the decisions reached. The House must, of course,

act upon the committee’s report in order to give it effect. This very

useful device enables all finance, and most other important, bills to be

considered for amendment under circumstances such that, as a rule,

dvery member of the House who desires to do so can be heard; it permits

great numbers of amendments to be presented, explained, and disposed

of speedily; it facilitates rapid-fire, critical debate which commonly

shows the House at its best; and the absence of recorded yeas and nays

enables members to register their sentiments without check or restraint

such as published votes sometimes impose.

A bill or joint resolution can be adopted only after three readings. Of

these, the first is by title only; speaking strictly, it is no longer a “read-

ing” at all, for the requirement is deemed to be met by printing the

title in the Congressional Record and the Journal. Then the measure

goes to committee and, if reported back, is placed upon its calendar for

a second reading. The second reading—^which (provided it is ever reached)

takes place in committee of the whole, or for bills not there considered,

in the House itself—is an actual reading in full, with opportunity for

debate, and for amendments to be offered; and this is followed by a vote

on the question, “Shall the bill be engrossed (f.e., formally copied by

engrossing clerks) and read a third time?'”- If the vote is affirmative,

the bill goes back on its calendar and some time later the third reading

takes place, by title only unless a member demands a reading in full,

,ThQ vote now taken is on the measure’s final passage; and if the result

is favorable, the bill or resolution, duly signed by the speaker, is ready

to be sent to the Senate, or, if that body has already enacted it in identi-

cal form, to the president.

As a rule, debate takes place only on the question of ordering a bill to

a third reading, although, if not cut off by the “previous question,” it

^The reading of bills by a reading clerk—long ago abandoned in the ’British

Parliament and in several of our more progressive state legislatures—entails a serious

waste of valuable time. Mr. Luce estimates something like a month of eveiy

session is thrown a-^ay in mere “clerical enunciation.” Congress—An Explarwiion, 27.
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may be renewed on the question of final passtiBS. AVhon a mcasiu’c reaches

the stage at which it can bo discuh&ed on the floor, the chairman (or

other designated representative) of the committee which has reported

it favorably speaks in its behalf, being followed by a minority member

of the committee if, as is usually the ease, the report has not been unani-

mous. Other members of the committee speak alternately for and against

the bill, and finally members of the House who do not belong to the

committee are recognized—^provided any time remains. And this matter

of time presents problems. A rule dating from 1841 forbids a member

to speak longer than one hour, except with unanimous consent.’- This

alone, however, would not keep debate within desirable bounds, and two

additional, more drastic, devices are employed: (1) advance agreements

between the opposing leaders—frequently embodied in special orders

brought in by the rules committee—fixing the length of time that dis-

cussion shall be permitted to run, and perhaps indicating how the time

shall be divided, and (2) a practice, bonrowed in modified form from the

British House of Commons, known as the “previous question.” At any

stage of discussion (except in committee of the whole), any member of

the House may “move the previous question”
;
and if the motion carries,

a quorum being present, debate is closed, no more amendments can be

offered, and a vote is taken on whatever is pending. There is nothing

to prevent a committee chairman or other supporter of a bill from offer-

ing such a motion immediately upon conclusion of the very first speech

in favor of the measure. To prevent cutting off all debate in this way,

however, the rules require the speaker to allow twenty minutes each to

supporters and opponents before the vote is taken.

formerly, opponents of bills under discussion employed all manner

of expedients to kill time and prevent action. Dilatory motions were

made; unnecessary roll-calls were forced; efforts were put forth to stop

proceedings by leaving the House -without a quorum; time-consuming

amendments were offered; and as a result much time was wasted. Rulings

of vigorous speakers,“ duly incorporated into the standing regulations,

have considerably reduced the effectiveness of such modes of obstruction,

although ways of slowing up business (chiefly, demanding incessant roll-

calls “) are still within the reach of members disposed to employ them.

Upon conclusion of the consideration of a hill or resolution, or an

amendment thereto, a vote is taken. In regular sittings of the House,-

fom', and in the committee of the whole three, modes of voting are used.

1 A melnbei' ia charge oE a bill is allowed an additional hour to close the debate.
2 Notably those of Speaker Reed in 1890, mentioned abo-ve (see p. 276, note 2).
3 With present facilities, the House has no way of protecting itself against -waste

of time in this manner. Under express constitutional pro-vision, one-fifth of the mem-
bers present can clem^d a yea and nay vote whenever they so desire (Art. 1, § 5,

ol. 3). A roll-call requires some thirty-five minutes, and in the session of 193S it was
estimated -that the 203 roll-calls taken (either on demand for the yeas and nays or

to determine the presence of a quorum) consumed approximately five of the tliirty-

three weeks the sessien lasted. A great deal of such time could be saved by the
introduction or electrieal voting.
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The first, and most common, is a division by simple sound of voices,

i.e., a viva voce vote. If any member is dissatisfied with the announced

result of this, he may demand a rising vote; whereupon the supporters

of each side of the que.stion are counted. Again, if one-fifth of a quoimm

demands it, a vote is taken by tellers: a teller is designated for each

side; the two take their places in front of the speaker’.s desk; the mem-
bers in favor of the measure pass between them and are counted, and

then those opposed; and the result is declared by the tellers and an-

nounced by the chair. Or, finally (in the House as such, though never in

committee of the whole), if one-fifth of those present demand it, the

"yeas and nays” are ordered: the clerk calls the names of the members,

who respond with “aye” or “no”; these individual votes—sometimes dif-

ferent (since they are to be put permanently on record) from those pre-

viously cast viva voce—are recorded; and the result is duly announced.

The yeas and nays may be demanded before any one of the other methods

has been employed, and, if ordered, are taken forthwith.^ Effort used

to be made to compel all member^ present to vote, but this has been given

up as impmeticable.^

V Procedure in the Senate—Filibustering and Closure

After a bill is passed in the House, it is certified by the clerk and

carried by him to the Senate chamber. Procedure there, being in moat

respects like that in the House, need not be described in detail. Whether

sent over from the other end of the Capitol or originating in the Senate

itself, a bill is referred to one of the standing committees: if acted upon

favorably, it is reported; if reported, it is placed on a calendar, from

which it may be called up either in or out of its turn; three readings

must be passed, the second one, at which amendments are offered, being

the critical test; votes are taken substantially as in the lower house;

and in the end the bill may be adopted as it stands, or adopted with

amendments, or defeated.

There are, nevertheless, some important differences between Senate and

House procedure. Eor one thing, whereas the Senate formerly made more

use of the committee of the whole than does the House, it abandoned the

device altogether in 1&30 except only in dealing with treatie.s. In the

second place^/^ith the exception that appropriation bills enjoy a certain

priority,, there is virtually no privileged business in the Senate, leaving

“the 'calendars to be followed almost automatically.” More important still

^Whon the question is one of passing a measure over a presidential veto, the
constitution requires the yeas and nays to be taken and recorded. (Art, I, § 7, el. 2).

2 In 1911, the Columbia "University Press announced the forthcoming publication

of a .stupendous work entitled The Atlas of Congressional Roll^Galh; An Analysis

of Yea-and-Nay "Foic.s (41 vok.), with maps showing the geographical distribution

of the vote in eveiy one of the 54,000 roll-calls in both branohes of Congress from
1789 to 1932; and the first volume, in point of fact covering the years 1777'-1789,

appeared in 1944.
2 This is the more possible because of the small number of bills introduced in the

Senate as compared with the House,
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vis tho absence of any very effective arrangements for limiting debate.

There are no restrictions on the length of speeches, except such as are

occasionally agreed irpon in advance with respect to a particular meas-
ure; nor any upon their number, except that a senator may not, without

consent, speak more than twice on the same subject in a single day;

and—save for (1) occasional resoit to a “unanimous consent” procedure

(under which the members agree to a specified restriction of debate)
,
and

(2) the very infrequent use of a closure rule adopted in 1917—debate
proceeds with less restraint than in any other important legislative body

in the world. The comparatively small number of members has made
this possible; and it cannot be denied that such liberty has some genuine

advantages. The knowledge that ordinarily debate will not be cut off

as long as any member, majority or minority, has something to say

encourages the consideration of measures from all angles. It operates, too,

as a wholesome check, not only upon party autocracy, but sometimes

upon tendencies to executive dictatorship as well. At all events, the

Senate has been adamant in its refusal ho adopt anything resembling the

one-hour rule prevailing at the other end of the Capitol.

Unfortunately,»4ihmly-is-sQm£ljines abused. In the Senate, the com-

monest form of such abuse is boresome garrulity—^wasting time by sheer

talkativeness, as often as not on some subject entirely foreign to that sup-

posed to be under discussion.^ In the language of Jefferson’s Manual, the

,|rules still say: “Nn nne is to speak im pnrtirip.r'tly, nv besidp, the qiiftstinUj

lsi]pp.r.fliiQ.usly-cui-tHdinuslv.” - But empty seats on the floor and yawning

spectators in the galleries bear testimony to the fn,ct th at this rule—^the

latter part of it, at all events—is-fiequeBilv-ignorp.d . More troublesome,

however, is the practice of deliberately taking advantage of freedom of

debate with a view, not to throwing light on the topic in hand or to

converting the opposition, but to delaying and perhaps preventing action.

This procedure, commonly termed filibustering, was by no means un-

known in earlier times (there was an instance of it in the first session

of the First Congress in 1789), but has been brought into play most

spectacularly and successfully in the lnst_aixt.v-v:aars,.and especially since

about .IRICL A filibuster may be organized and conducted by a group

or bloc of members, working in carefully arranged relays, or it may be

carried on by a member singlehandedly
;
and it may have as its object

to defeat a measure by “talking it to death/’ to require it to be amended,

or to compel the majority to agree to tsek on some feature or to pass'

some other me^ure, perhaps quite unrelated, in which the filibusterers

are interested/ At best, valuable time is wasted; in addition, useful

1 ItJiaa been remarked that in the Senate ''a controversy may be raised about any
question, and at any distance from that question''

!

" Rules and Manmtiof t,he united Status Senate, § xvn.
c Sometimes, too, a Senate filibuster is eiyployed to put pressure on the House

of Representatives; as, for example, wheji, in 1936, a Senate group held up action
on a postal appropriation hiE it^lC innocent enough, until the House had been
coerced into drastic modificatibn of a p^ding ship subsidy bill,
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measures are sometimes dcfeaterl and needed appropriations held up. A
favorite time to launch a filibuster used to be the closing weeks or days

of a “short” session, since all that was neces.sary in order to achieve the

purpose in hand was to hold out until an unalterable hour for adjourn-

ment of the session (noon of March 4) arrived. The Twentieth Amend-

ment put an end to short sessions; yet senatorial filibustering is by no

means a lost art.^

The only restraint thus far imposed upon the practice took the form

of a rule adopted in 1917, following defeat by filibuster of a bill for the rule of

arming of American merchant ships. The procedure prescribed is as -

follows. -_yFirst, a petition to close debate must be signed by oniiisiitlj

( sixt.cm3j-QlJiie-Sen.atai'S. On the second calendar day after this petition

has been filed, the roll of senators is called on the ciucstion; “Is it the

sense of the Senate that the debate shall be brought to a close?” If there

ia a tsmrthirds vote--m-ihe- afErmativn_ the measure .before the ..Senate

becomes the ‘‘unfinished business’n^uatil disjiosed of, to the cxolusjQn of

al^o.thei'..J3UBiiiegsi.aiid thereafter no senator is permitted to speak for

more than jQiim.hour-4n -all j)jxihc!.-.TneasuiBjtself, on amendments to it,

or on motions relating thereto. Furthermore, no amendments may be

presented except by unanimous consent; no dilatory motions or amend-

ments are in order; and all points of order are decided by the chair

without debate.

This is closure in rather a mild foim; the two-day delay provided

for gives the opposition a chance to mobilize its forces, and tw'O-thirds

is a high figure for the supporters of the effort to attain. In the first

nine years, the device was successfully invoked only twice, i.e., in the

debates on the Versailles Treaty in 1919 and on adherence to the World
Court in 1926, and in the entire period 1917-44 only fourteen closure

petitions were filed and only four were successful.'’
j

When taking the chair as president of the Senailc in 1925, Vice-Presi-

dent Charles G. Dawes lectured the members on the folly of trying to 'involved

carry on their work under archaic rules that sometimes permit a single

individual to defeat important legislation favored by an overwhelming

majority; and when retiring four years later, he referred reproachfully

1 In point of fact, Senator Huey Long carried on a memorable filibuster agaitist

the National Industrial Recovery Bill in the veiy first Congress after the Twentieth
Amendment took effect. An anti-lyncliing bill was killed by a Southern filibuster

in 193S, and in 1942-44, an anti-poll tax bill, duly passed in the House, was several

times prevented from coming to a vote in the Senate by Southern filibuster or threat

of such. Sec p. 172 above.
^Senate Manual, Rule XXH.
3 Efforts in 1942 and 1944 to invoke closure against the anti-poll-tax legislation

filibusters were uniformly unsuccessful. Senators definitely favorable to the proposed
legislation, when put to a test, drew back from forcihg its opponents to stop taJJdng.

Very few of long service bad not themselves engaged in filibustering at one time or
another,

^ Cong. Record, 69Lh Cong., Spec. Sess. of Senate, Vol. LXVII, pp. 1-2. Cf. Demo-
erntic Majority Leader Barkley's castigation in 1938'. “I agree that the rules of the

^
Senate are the most archaic conglomeration of contradjotoiy decisions that ever
prevailed in any parliamentaiy or legislative body ... I think the rules of the Senate
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to the Senate as being, among modern deliberative bodies, the only one

that has “parted with the power to, allot its time to the consideration ol

subjects before it in accordance with their relative importance.” Not even

so vigorous a critic as Mr. Dawes, however, could stir much response

either at Washington or throughout the country, and no early change

of policy appears probable. The weight of argument, indeed, is by no

means entirely on one side of the question. Quite to the contrary, senators

and others who honestly believe the existing lack of restraint to be on the

whole advantageous bring forward a number of contentions, all of con-

siderable validity: (1) that under the rules as they stand, the Senate

(as Mr. Dawes was obliged to concede) gets through with a very credit-

able amount of business—^in five recent Congresses, for example, pas.sing

182 more bills and resolutions than did the House
;

^ (2) that the present

oft-used device of “unanimous consent,” by which the members agree in

advance to limit speeches on a given measure after a certain day and to

take a vote at a specified hour, serve® all necessary purposes, being in-

deed itself a species of closure; (3) that by far the greater portion of

the measures killed by filibuster are not favored by the country and are

never revived; and (4) that the vigorous protests against filibustering

sometimes voiced on the Senate floor come usually from members whose

pet projects have suffered, but who, with circumstances reversed, would

themselves stand quite ready to launch or participate in a filibustering

effort. It is perhap.s utopian to suggest that the best solution for the

problem would lie in an extension of “senatorial courtesy” ^ to include

a decent respect for the right of one’s colleagues to vote on a legislative

proposal.

Conference Committees

A bill which passes both branches of Congress in identical form is sent

to the president and becomes law if it receives his sigirature or is repassed

by two-thirds majorities over a veto. The Senate may, however, amend

a House bill, and the House may amend a Senate bill; and unless the

first body forthwith accepts all of the amendments added by the second

one, or the second one recedes from its position ® (neither of which will

often happen in the case of an important measure)
,
some means must be

found of overcoming the disagreement. The device regularly „employed

to bring the houses into harmony is the appointment of “committees of

ought to he revamped. They ought to be modernized. They ought to be so changed
as to make the Senate a self-governing body, which it is not now.” "When, a senator
once takes the floor,” admitted Democratic Floor Leader Robinson in 1932, “nobody
but Almighty God can interrupt him—and the Lord never seems to take any notice

of him.”
i-It is capable, too, of keeping debate on a high plane, as it did when considering

the "Lend-Lease” Bill of 1941.

2 See p. 358 below.
a As in December, 194Q, when, in order to rush the legislation, through, the House

voted to concm' in the SanMp's amendments to the pending Logan-Walter Bill aimed
at curbing the powers of the regtdatoiy commissions.
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conference”; and statistics show that, on the average, from one-tenth

to one-twelfth of all the bills and resolutions that Congress adopts

—

including almost all of the weightier ones, e.g., on tariffs, taxation, com-

merce, currency, etc.—are referrecl to such mediating agencies.

A bill having been passed in two differing forms, either house may
ask for a conference; and the request having been agreed to (very

rarely is it refused)
,
the presiding officer of each house names as a rule

three or five, but occasionally, for very important bills, seven, or even

nine, “managers” to represent it, including almost invariably in each

case the chairman, the ranking majority member, and the ranking minor-

ity member of the committee having the bill in charge.^ The House

occasionally inslnicts its conferees on certain points, e.g., not to yield on

this or that particular provision; the Senate is less inclined to give in-

structions, yet now and then does so; and in so far as instructed, the

managers can compromise only after going back to the body which they

represent and obtaining permission. But as a rule the conference is

“free”; that is to say, the managers are at liberty to discuss all features

of the bill upon which there is disagreement and to exercise their own
judgment in whipping it, by process of give and take, into a form which

both houses will accept. They may not, however, change anything upon

which the two houses have previously agreed.

Sometimes the task is easy and is performed in a few hours—for

example, if it becomes a matter simply of splitting the difference between

two sets of figures in appropriation or other finance bills. More often

—

especially if questions of basic policy are involved—^it is difficult and

entails days, or even weeks, of hard work.* If in the end it proves im-

possible, the bill fails, unless other conference committees are appointed

and prove more successful. As a rule, a consensus is arrived at; and

1 Normally this will send, to the conference those members of the respective houses
who have had chief responsibility for managing—perhaps also for framing—the
measure to be discussed. Occasionally, however, a bill is so transformed at one end
ol the Capitol that the committee chairman and majority ranking member no longer
approve of it and can hardly he expected to put up a. spirited fight for it. Under these

circumstances, they ought not to be appointed, or, if appointed, to accept service,

as coni'eiees. In 1935, Vice-President Garner announced that thenceforth he would
appoint as Senate conferees only persons who would reflect majority Senate opinion.

The number of conferees from the two hou-ses on a given bill may differ; but this

docs not greatly matter since agreements are reached, not by majority vote of the

group, but by concurring majorities of the two sets of conferees acting separately.

Although obiection has sometimes been raised to the presence of non-members, both

Senate and House conferees frequently take along with them to conference outsiders

who can give them expert information and advice.
2 Scores, and even hundreds, of changes may have been introduced by the house

which last considered the measure_, and indeed the whole of the bill following the

enacting clause may have been stricken out in favor of a new bill. Even in revenue

legislation—despite the constitutional provision that all bills for raising revenue

shall originate in the House—the Senate sometimes goes that far. Thus in 1883 the

upper house struck out everything after the enacting clause of a tariff bill and wrote

its own measure, which the House felt obliged to accept. It likewise added 847

amendments to the Payne-Aldrioh Tariff Bill of 1909, dictated the^ schedules of the

„ etnergency tariff act of 1921, rewrote an extensive tax revision bill in the same year,

and recast most of the permanent tariff bill of 1922.
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the reported bill is always accepted or rejected by the houses without

further attempt at amendment. Ordinarily, the house which has insisted

on aineiidments recedes less from its position than the one which first

passed the bill.

As a device for oiling the machinery of legislation, committees of

conference are, under American conditions, useful, if not indispensable.^

Neveilheless, they have shortcomings. Without exception, they work

behind closed doors, hold no hearings, and give their proceedings no

publicity. Doubtless it would be difficult for them to make headway if

they did otherwise. Nevertheless, in view of the power which they wield,

strong objection can be, and is, raised. For, while the committees are

supposed to deal only with actual differences between the houses and to

stay well within the bounds set by the extreme positions which the houses

have taken, they often work into measures, as reported, provisions of

their own devising, even going so far as to rewrite whole sections with

the sole purpose of incorporating thcrvicws which the majority members

happen to hold. Log-rolling enters in, as in the work of the two houses

separately; and sometimes tire compromises reached embody rather the

worst than the best features of the two contending plans.“ Conference

committee reports are likely to reach the houses near the close of a

session; under the rules, they are highly privileged, especially in the

House of Representatives; and while either house may disagree to a

report and call for another conference, there is usually a strong presump-

tion in favor of adoption. There may be little time for critical scrutiny or

debate; and failure to act—especially if financial provisions are involved

—might seriously interfere with the operation of the government. In

practice, this often results in the adoption of important provisions, more

or less surreptitioiisly added, without consideration by either house—in

other words, legislation nominally by Congress but actually by confer-

ence committee. Any remedy found will probably take the form of

reducing the need for using conference committees at all
;
and the principal

suggestion to that end is that bills and resolutions be referred, not, as

now, to separate committees of the two houses, but to joint committees,

which not only would hold single sets of hearings, but might deliberate

and report back bills to the two houses in such agreed form that further

significant differences woidd not be likely to develop. Arrangements of
r>

^They ate the more necessary under our American system, because, in the first

place, our national and state legislaturc^unlike the British Parliament, for exam-
ple—arc organized on the principle of strict equality, legislatively, of the two houses,
so that no bill or joint resolution can prevail unless agreed to in precisely the same
form by both; and in the_ second place, because, whereas in cabinet-governed coun-
tries the ministers, who in a sense constitute a continuous conference committee
of the two houses, are in a position to promote harmonious decisions, our system of

divided government tends to leave the legislative branches isolated and devoid of

coordinating machinery_ except such as the houses themselves create.
^ There is the classic example of a tariff bill of several years ago in which the

House imposed a duty of 25 cents a Ion on coat, the Senate increased it to 60 cents,

the House demanded a conference, and the conferees “compromised” on 76 cents

!
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this nature yield excellent results in the legislature of Ma,s&achiisetts. But
there arc obstacles to adoption of the plan for Congress, not the least

of them being a natural aversion of House members to joint committees

in which senators seem likely to dominate; and, as indicated below, the

outlook for the reform is problematical^

(Some Further Aspects of Procedure

When a bill has been passed in identical form by both houses, it is

“enrolled,” f.e., written or printed on parchment, and is thereupon signed

by the presiding officers and sent to tlie president. If it is approved, or

if it becomes law without presidential action, it is transmitted to the

Department of State to be deposited in the archives, and also to be

published. If it receives a “messaged” veto, it goes back to the house in

which it originated and becomes law only if, upon reconsideration, it is

passed in both houses by a two-thirds vote. If it is pocket-vetoed, it

simply dies.“
,

On the ground that parts of its work, e.g., the consideration of treaties,

was of such a nature as to require secrecy, the Senate at first sat exclu- ceetUnes

sively behind closed doors; indeed, even the House of Representatives

occasionally barred the public. Strong objection, however, arose
;

and hr

1793 the Senate adopted the wiser plan of opening its doors whenever

engaged in ordinary legislative business and closing them only during

“executive” sessions. The last closed session of the House was held not

long afterwards, in 1811. On the theory that the Senate should be free

to discuss treaties, presidential appointments, and sometimes other mat-

ters, without publicity being given to anything that was said, privacy

for executive sessions was maintained for nearly a century and a half.

Eventually, however, it broke down, partly because in later decades

enterprising press correspondents found ways of ascertaining practically

everything that was said and done in private session, but especially

because of growing opinion, both in and out of the Senate, that, save

under the most exceptional circumstances, the public is quite as much
entitled to know the views expressed and the position taken by individual

senators on appointments and treaties as on anything else. The matter

was brought to a head in 1929 by unauthorized publication of senatorial

votes on the hotly contested confirmation of a judge of the Court of

Customs Appeals, and the outcome of an exciting debate was the adop-

tion of a new rule under which all business previously handled behind

closed doors (except treaties) was thenceforth to be considered in open

session unless decided to the contrary. The House still has a rule

permitting closing the doors for the purpose of receiving confidential

r See p. 321. The principal work on conference committees and their procedure is

A.. C, McCown, The Congressional Conference Committee (New York, 1927),

An illuminating piece of reading on the matter dealt with in preceding pages is

E. Young, This Is Congress, Chap, iv, “How Do Bills Ever Get Passed?”
° On the various forms of presidential veto, sec pp. 375-376 below.
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information from the president; and the Senate riot only is likely to take

similar action when important treaties arc under consideration, but did so

in June, 1942, when hearing the chairman of the naval affairs committee

explain plana for new naval construction, and again in October, 1943,

when listening to a detailed report by five members lately returned

from a visit to areas abroad in which American armed forces were

engaged.

Pull- The constitution requires both houses to keep a journal and to publish

recorciB', it “from time to time.’’ ^ The journals are, however, bare records of bills

introduced, reports presented, and votes taken—^that is, minutes of

official actions, not records of debates. For a long time, debates in the

House of Representatives were not reported, except in a haphazard way

in some of the better newspapers; and Senate debates were practically

not reported at all, although general accounts of what went on in that

body were frequently printed, as were occasional speeches.^ In 1833, the

Congressional Globe, presenting the (iebates verbatim, was started as a

private venture; and in 1873 its place was taken by the present Congres-

sional Record, prepared by officers of Congress and printed by the gov-

ernment. Published daily during sessions, the Record purports to give an

1 . Pvo- exact stenographic account of everything taking place on the floor of

the two houses—save, of course, during closed sessions of the Senate.

This, however, it does not actually do, partly because members sometimes

edit their remarks in such a way as to make important changes in them,

and also because, in the case of the House, speeches are frequently

printed, under special leave, which were never delivered by word of mouth

at all. The Senate does not permit the inclusion of undelivered speeches,

but is quite as liberal as the House in allowing members to put into the

Record correspondence, editorials, public documents, speeches of members

on public occasions (even at party gatherings), magazine and news-

paper articles, and selections from books, which have not been read in

debate.® These practices go far toward explaining why the Record has

grown so voluminous as to be practically useless to non-members, except,

of course, for historical or research purposes. Anywhere from twenty to

thirty thousand of its generous triple-columned pages are filled every

biennium—enough matter, such as it is, to make up a library of 160

ordinary volumes.

2 . stat- All acts and joint resolutions, when the process of enactment is- coip-

pleted, are transmitted to the Department of State and printed by it in

’ Art. I, § 5, cl. a.

2Tlie collections entitled Debates and Praoeedings in Congress, 1739-18H (42 vols.,
1831-56)—commonly cited as Annals of Congress—and Register of Debates in Con-
gress (14 vols

, 1826-37) bring together these fugitive materials from newspaper,
pamphlet, and other sources. There is, of courae, nothing official about these publica-
tions, and the reports on which they are based are very incomplete and Sometimes
highly partisan. *

®A proposal from the floor of the House of Representatives in 1937 to restrict the
pages of the Record to aetha,! proceedings (at a saving of 1173,000 a year) rnet with

^
a decidedly chilly reception,
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the foiTMof separate “slip-la-ws,” which arc commonly obtainable on appli-

cation; and at the close of each session, the texts are collected, indexed,

and published under the title of Statutes at Large oj the United States—
one volume containing all public acts and joint resolutions and a second

devoted to private acts and resolutions, concurrent resolutions, treaties,

and presidential proclamations/

Some General Handica-ps Under Which Congress Works

Legislative bodies, the world over, have fared badly in our time. Under

the blight of dictatorship and conquest, they were, over a period of

tw'elve or fifteen years, all but extinguished in Continental Europe
;
and

in countries where they remained intact they have been the object of

bitter and despairing criticism. Amid the general bombardment, the Con-

gress of the United States has not escaped. On the contrary, it has been

(never more than during the recent war years) berated by editors,

columnists, radio commentators, nnd professional reformers, in tireless

chorus, as inefficient, irresponsible, obstructionist, extravagant, aimless,

steeped in ignorance, and suffused wdth demagogy.- If the indictment is

well based, we are indeed in an unhappy plight; if Congress is half as

bad as some people say it is, the heart has gone out of our American

democracy and we are ourselves ready for some kind of dictatorship.

Fortunately, however, such indiscriminate and reckless criticism is But not
as bad as

not sustained by the facts. To be sure—as every reader of the foregoing pnmtoa

pages will have seen—Congress shows plenty of imperfections; and un-

questionably it has declined in public esteem. But there is no reason to

believe that the character and caliber of its members are any lower than

fifty or a hundred years ago
;
many will risk political defeat rather than

vote contrai’y to their convictions; and of corruption, in at least its grosser

forms, there is little or none. Times have changed, and the ponderous

oratory that once resounded through crowded halls has given way to

less ornate discussion; but, as an eminent authority has remarked, the

quality of serious speeches in both houses, considering the greater eom-

plexity of most of the problems that have to be dealt with, is still "amaz-

ingly high.” ® Much of the complaint that one hears is merely abusive,

personal, or partisan. Much of it springs from the disappointment or

exasperation of people whose pet projects have come to grief (often de-

servedly)
,
or whose notions of what ought to be done have not happened

to coincide with those of the congressional majority. No Congress, how-

ever efficient, could hope to please everybody—^nor, indeed, in all re-

spects to please anybody. Do what they may, or do notliing at all, the

1 A complete compilation of the "general and permament laws” -will be fonnd in
Code oj the Laws oj the United Stales (4 vols,, 'Washington, 1940), and its supple-

ments covering the laws enacted in successive sessions. A useful general manual is

L. P. Sohmeckebier, Government Publications and Pheir Use (rev. ed., Washington,
1939).

- Time, Fortune, and the New Republic have been active purveyors of such opinion.
S O A "Roorfl in Av»nv M orfaiYot T.V ASI IQd.9^
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members are bound to encounter disapiiroval and complaint. The truth

is that, notwithstanding frequent^ waste of time and misdirection of

effort, a vast amount of careful and intelligent work is done on Capitol

Hill, especially in the great committees, and that the houses somehow

succeed in placing on the statute-book numerous measures representing

honest attempts to promote the public well-being and backed by a great

volume of favorable public sentiment. A stream docs not rise higher than

its source; by and large, Congress is no better, and no worse, than the

jieople from which it springs.’-

The role assigned Congress under our system is no easy one, and handi-

caps are imposed, for some of which Congress is itself in no wise re-

sponsible. The size and regional diversity of the country multiply and

complicate the tasks to be performed. So likewise do the federal system

and the principle of separation of powers. Of similar tendency, too, is the

increasingly technical aspect imparted to many subjects of present-day

legislation by the achievements and apjilications of natural science. Handi-

caps arising from the lack of a regular and dependable leadership of the

sort supplied in Great Britain and Canada by the cabinet have been

noted above, along with the limitations inherent in either a leadership

improvised by Congress itself or one imposed from outside by the presi-

dent. Some further disadvantages under which Congress operates, how-

ever, remain to be noticed.^

First may be mentioned the short term of members of the House of

Representatives. When the constitution was framed, it was the fashion

to argue that "whci-e annual elections end, tyranny begins”; and the

authors of The Federalist found it necessary to devote one of their

papers to a defense of a term as lengthy as two years.” Nowadays, many
consider the term not too long, but too short. The average person elected

to the House for the first time has no acquaintance with the prevailing

methods of doing business, has had no legislative experience (except

possibly in a state legislature or a city council)
,
and has only a super-

ficial knowledge of most matters with which Congress is called upon to

deal. Elected for two years only, he cannot progress far toward becoming

a useful member, much leas a leader, before his mandate expires. Many

1 On "What Congress Is Supposed To Do” and the difficulty of doing il, see R.
Young, This Is Congress (New York, 1943), Chap. i. Cf. C, A, Beard, “Congress
Under Fire,” Yale Rev., XXII, 35-61 (Sept., 1932), and “In Defense of Congresa,”
Amer. Mercury, LV, 529-535 (Nov., 1942); J. Voovhis, “Stop Kicking Congress
Around!," ibid,, LVIII, 647-655 (June, 1944); H. S, Pritchett, “What’s Wrong with
CongiessV,” Atlantic Mo., CLV, 288-294 (Mar., 1936); E. S. Bates, “Is Congress So
Bad?,” Ourr. Hist., XLIII, 595-600 (Mar., 1936).
-One former handicap, i.e., the biennial “lamc-duck” session, has been lemoved

(see p. 269 above). Never again will we have a situation like that existing in the dark
winter of 1932-33 when a Congress containing 158 members who had been repudiated

by the voteis WR.s functioning precariously under the discredited leadership of a

defeated president, yet with p, grave national crisis at hand.
s No. un (Lodge's ed., 333-339). Under the original Revolutionary state consti-

tutions, the members of the state legislatures were elected annually in every state

except South Carolina, and there biennially.
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congressmen, to be sure, are reelected at least once or twice, and are thus

enabled to accumulate knowledge and experience. Indeed, a computation

in 1929, based on the then existing Seventy-first Congress, showed that

the average period of service of all members of the House at that time was

8.45 years. The figure was as high as this, however, only because of the

exceptionally long stretches of service of certain members—thirty-five

years, in one case—and the fact remains, not only that many members

serve for only one or two terms, but that from one-seventh to one-third

of the names on the roll of every newly elected House were never there

before. Furthermore, a member cannbt get far into a two-year term with-

out being obliged to turn bis thoughts to rciilcction, particulaily it he

comes from a “close” district. This distracts his attention and divides

his energies. Still another practical disadvantage of the two-year tom
is that, wliilc it provides a perhaps desirable opportunity midway during

a president’s four years for a canvass and expression of popular opinion,

in doing so it frequently brings tiie House of Representatives into the

control of a party opposed to the president (as in the second Wilson

administration and the Hoover administration), thereby tending to pro-

duce friction and paralyze action. A constitutional amendment fixing the

tern at four years has been introduced many times, but neither Congi’ess

nor the country has ever manifested much interest in the matter.

Another limitation arises from the insistence of our politicians and

people that a congressman be a resident of the district which he repre-
dejtlof

sents; and this biings us to another interesting contrast between Ameri- distMet

can and English usage. In England, a man aspiring to enter Parliament,

but finding no opportunity in his own district, “stands” in some other

district, wliorever there is an opening and the party authorities will

accept him as a candidate; or a member, defeated in the district which

he has represented, tries his luck in another and, if successful, goes

ahead with his career. There is nothing in the national constitution or

laws to prevent a person from doing the same thing in the United States,

save that he cannot, of course, become a candidate in any district outside

of the state in which he lives; and there have been a few congressmen

from New York and Chicago who dwelt in a section of the city not

included in their respective districts. In general, however, if a man were

to seek election in a district in which he did not live, he would make little

headway dgainst the voters’ assumption that only one of their own num-
ber can safely be trusted to look out for their interests. The results are >

sometimes unfortunate. Good men who happen to live in districts mil
dominated by their own party are cut off from any chance’to serve the '

country in Congress; able members are forced to drop out simply because
^

defeated in their home constituency; and the pernicious concept is 1

fostered of the congressman as merely the district’s official agent—errand-

boy, one is tempted to say—for procuring appointments, buildings, relief

• allotments, and anything else that can be got when the plum-tree is
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shaken. For this unfortunate parocliiali.sra in oiu' polilical practice there

is, however, no apparent remedy.

This, indeed, suggests another ' unfavorable situation, i.e., the lack

of adequate popular understanding of, and interest in, the work that

Congress does. Considering that the two houses every year enact liundreds

of laws which operate throughout the entire United States and authorize

the spending of mounting billions of the people’s money, it might be

expected that their proceedings from year to year, and almost from day

to day, would, command the thoughtful attention of the general mass of

citizens. That they commonly fail to do so is not open to argument.

Only when some unusual fight over the rules, or some sensational investi-

gation, or a filibuster, or a particularly tense debate, is to be recorded

,

does the average small-town newspaper—on which most people are de-

pendent for what they know about affairs at Washington—give much

prominence (under normal peacetime conditions, at all events) to con-

gressional proceedings; and even the jnetropolitan press no longer finds

news value in congressional debates such as, in earlier days (particularly

before the Civil War), were reported extensively, analytically, and with

full appreciation of the public interests involved. To be sure, more of

the work of Congress is nowadays done in commit! ec rooms, and with

less open and spectacular discussion. But it loses nothing in importance

on that account; and if the press docs not report it as it once did, the

only reason is the apparent lack of popular demand. If, however, the

people do not take a continuous, discriminating, and appreciative interest

in what their representatives say and do at the national capital (as well

as, of course, at state capitals and local seats of government)
,
they have

only themselves to blame if things go wrong

There are, of course, those whose interest is unflagging. But to a

regrettable extent they turn out to be men and women with an axe to

grind—persons who want a constitutional amendment proposed or killed,

a statute passed, defeated, or amended, a favorable or an unfavorable

committee report made, an appropriation voted, or some other object

served or benefit conferred; and another of the handicaps under which

Congress works is the inescapable, and sometimes improper, pressure

brought to bear by these “lobbyists." ^ It is to be noted that the lobby of

1 On. August 15, 1944, Senator Pepper of Florida introduced a joint resolution au-
thorizing the broadcasting of congressional proceedings. 78th Cong., 2nd Sesf, Sen.
Joint Bes. 145. The proposal has not met with much favor in Congresg, and the
public’s response to such broadcasting would be problematical.

® Shading oli into direct and systematic lobbying, yet more or fcss to be distin-

guished from it, are the incessant demands upon the congressman’s time and atten-
tion from axe-iripding constituents who ply him with letters and telegrams and
bombard him With requests for personal favors. Letters, former Vice-President Garner
once observed, "are^a congressman's bread and butter.” The daily grist is appalling;

and most of the wrltefa are not simply sending friendly greetings—^they want some-
thing, perchance information, a government document, settlement of a pension claim,
a commission, in the Army_ or l|Iavy, an adjuatment of income taxes, relief from a

' burdensome federal regulation, agt appointment for a personal conference. And while
many of the requests dan be slhuntea off tg somo other government agency, the con-
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which one so frequenlly hears in Washington—^the “third house” of the

paragraphers—consists not so much of persons seeking favors directly for

themselves as of professional paid agents of great interests or organiza-

tions, whose business it is to haunt the legislative halls and members’

offices ^ and work unceasingly for whatever objects their clients have in

view; although a more refined technique, now increasingly employed,

takes the form of prompting a congressman’s constituents to write or wire

their representative in behalf of a given project or proposal. Especially

active in these ways are the lobbyists of the American Legion, the Cham-
ber of Commerce of the United States, the American Earm Bureau

Federation, the National Grange, the American Association of Railway

Executives, the A. F. of L. and the C.I.O., the Railroad Brotherhoods, the

Joint Committee of National Utility Associations, the American Coal

Distributors, the American Gas Association, the National Petroleum

Association, the interests centered in the woollen, cotton, meat-packing,

sugar, leather, steel, radio, motion picture, air transport, and other great

industries, and even the National Federation of Federal Employees, the

Federal Council of Churches, the National League of Women Voters, and

the National Education Association.

Not all lobbying, be it noted, is reprehensible, either in object or in

method. There are lobbyists for the most worthy causes as for the least

worthy; and their work may be entirely open and above-board, and may
have a wholesome educational effect, just as it may follow devious

courses, by dubious means, toward mercenary, or even corrupt, ends.

The fact remains, however, that the footsteps of every congressman are

dogged by men—increasing numbers of women too—^whose flattering

attention is aimed exclusively at influencing him, by entreaty, promise,

or threat, to vote for or against this or that particnlai’ bill, tariff schedule,

gressman with an eye on reelecUon, or merely conscientious about serving his

constituents, will feel obliged to give peraonal attention to a heavy proportion of

them. This is only one of the many ways in which a congressman’s time is so used
up that little remains for studying matters of national importance. Senator Tydings
of Maryland once reported that hia typical day included sixty inteiwiews, three

hundred letters, one to five committee meetings, and a meeting of the Senate.

As the logical link between the people back home and the vast impersonal bu-
reaucracy of Washington, the congressman cannot, and should not, wholly escape

the service function referred to. It has been suggested, however, that for his rehef

a congiessional service bureau might be set up, manned with competent persons

who could take care of a vast share of the queries and requests that daily. clutter up
every congressional desk. It would help greatly, too, if, in addition to the present

’ essentially political secretary, each congressman were provided with a legislative

secretary to a.ssist hiin in investigating the contents and merits of the increasingly

voluminous and technical bills that pile up on his dc.sk.

1 Many times ex-cougresamen or ex-senators, presumed to know the right lines of

^approach.
2 Also the offices of commissions, boards, department heads, and even that of the

pi;esident; because, although lobbying is usually thought of only in connection with

legislative bodies, a vast amount of the same sort of thing is directed toward other

ageuciea of government as well. Obviously, ft will not be necessary to lobby against

a bill if an interested department can be persuaded not to have it mtroduced.

Pressure-group activities in relation to parts of the government other than Congress

are discussed at length in E- P. Herring, Public AdjniTiislYaiiaTi- and tha Pvhhc^lutcTBSt »

(New York, 1936).
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subsidy, or privilege. During the recent war years, lobbyists for certain

interests found little to do, but others were as active as ever, and new

fields of effort were opened up. In preceding years of peace, upwards of

two hundred organizations, industries, or other groups maintained a total

of from eight hundred to a thousand liberally paid legislative agents

permanently at the national capital, and twice as many more were simi-

larly represented from time to time when measures affecting their inter-

ests were under consideration. Scarcely an important bill passed without

complaint arising in some quarter that an importunate and lavishly paid

“locust swarm” of lobbyists had had a hand in enacting it; and often as

not the charge was fully justified.* Sometimes, indeed, the pressure group

’’behind the lobby has been only one side of a triangle, with (a) a labor

bloc or a farm bloc in Congress and (b) administrative agencies, serving

j

the same cause or interest constituting the other two
;
and thus a pressure-

' group economy or society may give rise to (changing the figure) “govern-

|ment by whirlpools of special interest groups,” with the national interest

I

completely lo.st to view.

Twenty-two of the states have regulations on the subject of lobbying,

usually amounting, however, only to a requirement that lobbyists be offi-

cially registered as such. At Washington, little control has as yet been in-

troduced beyond requiring public utility lobbyists to register, and workers

in behalf of foreign interests and of shipping interests both to register a,nd

to place on record the nature and objects of their activities. To bo sure,

the entire matter has several times been looked into by senatorial com-

mittees, notably in 1913 and 1935; and in 1928 and 1936 general meas-

ures defining lobbying and requiring all persons practicing it at the

national capital to be registered, and to reveal by whom they were

employed and to what end, were passed by the Senate, although rejected

by the House. The light thrown by senatorial investigations upon the

maze of influences and pressures amidst which Congress works has

served to some extent as a corrective, and the publicity forced upon the

particular groups of lobbyists mentioned earlier in this paragraph has

helped. To the present time, however, legislation applicable to all lobbying

alike has been obstructed by (1) honest doubt—inspired to some extent

by the not too impressive experience of the states—as to how effective

general measures of regulation would prove; (2) the difficulty of pro-

hibiting improper practices without also interfering with legitimate opes

;

and (3) the fear of many congressmen that any law enacted might place

1 A random illustration of the power of “pressure groups” in legislation is afforded

by the measures of 1933-34 providing for Philippine independence. See G, L, Kirk,
Philippine Independence (New York, 1936), Chaps, iv-v. The Hawley-Smoot tariff

act of 1930 affords another good example. Occasionally, too, the “locust swarm” is

really only an influential individual, as when the demagogue Father Coughlin com-
passed the defeat of the World Court Bill of 1935 almost singlehanded.
The power of the lobbyist would be sharply reduced if congresstnen would but

realize (1) that frequently he is engaged in promoting his own special interest

rather 'than the interests of the people for whom he claims to speak and (2) that
dftea as not lobbyists cannot deliver the votes they promise or threaten.
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an obstacle in the path of lobbying activities in which they themselves

might want to engage at some future time after going out of office.^

The Problem of Congressional Self-Improvement

For most of the impediments thus far mentioned, Congress is not itself

to blame; even lobbying (which of course has both its good and bad

sides) could not be suppressed completely, even though restrictive regu-

lations might usefully be applied. Congress labors also, however, under

impediments of its own making, or at all events of such a nature that it

could, by its own action, remove or alleviate them. And since there is

no other way in which they could be removed or alleviated, it is gratify-

ing not only that in the past few years there have been criticisms and

suggestions from the outside, but that increasing numbers of earnest

members, representing both parties, have discerned the need for the two

houses to take their own reform in hand and prepare for more effective

functioning in critical days ahead. During the two years covered by the

Seventy-eighth Congress ( 1943-45)
,
more than fifty proposals for specific

reforms, or in some cases for more extensive action, were introduced in

the two houses,^ and in 1944 a joint resolution was adopted creating a

bi-partisan committee composed of six members from each house and

charged with making a full study of the organization and operation of

Congress and with recommending plans "with a view toward strength-

ening Congress, simplifying its operations, improving its relationships

with other branches of the United States Government, and enabling it to

meet its responsibilities under the constitution.” Although restrained

from recommending any changes in the parliamentary nrles governing

proceedings in either house, this committee (which began holding hearings

in January, 1945) may be expected to serve usefully as a spear-head of

congressional refonn, and its creation was an encouraging development.®

A few changes that might conceivably come out of honest effort of

Congress to improve itself may be indicated.

(1) To start with the most improbable, the membership of the House
of Representatives, admittedly too large, might be reduced from the

"^The most important treatise on the subject is E. P. Herring, Group Reprcscnla-
tion Before Congress (Baltimore, 1929), but a more recent and very informing one
ia S. Chase, Democracy Uruler Pressure; Special Interests vs. the Public Welfare
(New York, 1945),

, _

Ear adSitional references see p. 324 below. A large amount of interesting informa-
tion will be found in Lobby Investigation; Hearings Before Sub-Committee, 71st
Cong,, 2nd Sess., Pursuant to Sen. Res. 20 (Washington, 1930).

2 The bulk of these are classified and discussed in J. A. Perkins, “Congressional
Self-Improvement,” Amer. Polit. Sd. Rev., XXXVIII, 499-511 (June, 1944).

a Influential in preparing the way for this move within Congress was a committee
of the American Political Science Association which from 1942 met frequently
vvith senators and representatives for discussion of the subject. For a full considera-
tion of the problems involved, with recommendations, see The Reorganization of
Congressj A Report of the Committee on Congress of the Amenoan Political Science
AssociatioB_ (Washington, D. C., 1945). A somewhat similar, but more hastily pre-
pared, publication ia R. Heller, Strengthening the Congress (Washington,. !), C..

1945), published under the soonsorahio of the National Plannins Associahon.

Possible
changes
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present 435 to the 300 most often suggested as being noarcr the right

figure. Such a change could, of course, be made in connection with any

decennial rcapportionment.

(2) The two houses might advantageously divest themselves of an

immense amount of petty business that at present clogs their proceedings

and uses up time better spent on more important matters. An illustration

is the thousands of private bills, introduced in every Congress, most of

them relating to claims of individuals against the United States. It would

be a simple matter to transfer jurisdiction over such claims to the federal

district courts, or in the case of lesser ones, to appropriate administrative

agencies. A hundred enactments per Congress, too, relating to bridges

and bridge-building could be obviated by adding the necessary authority

over tho subject to that already possessed by the War Department.^

Strong recommendation, however, by President Roosevelt, in a special

message of January 14, 1942, that reforms of these kinds be undeidaken

elicited no response.
^

(3) Incident to the congestion resulting from petty business, and to

the czar-like control of procedure in' the House by the “machine,” is the

drying up of debate. In the Senate, to be sure, there is genuine debate,

which often extends to principles and not mere details and technicalities;

and, with the aid of the five-minute rule, the House, when sitting as com-

mittee of the whole, carries on animated interchange of information,

opinion, and argument. Except sometimes in the case of finance bills, the

House, however, has practically ceased to debate large measures in a

large way, through the medium of carefully prepared and exhaustive

speeches; the great Labor Relations Act of 1936 received exactly three

hours of general debate in the House, and the Wages-and-Houra Act of

1938 was debated and passed in a siirgle clay. The reason for such scanti-

ness of debate is that the fate of most important bills is predetermined by

decisions and acts of the majority leaders, with the aid of the majority

caucus, or conference, and the rules committee. Bills reported from the

standing committees are explained briefly by the committee chairman,

and perhaps other majority members, in an agreed order, and spokesmen
of the minority are allowed a chance to present their views. But, with

rare exceptions, no one expects votes to be changed by the arguments of

either side. The general run of members have not Studied the measure;

they assume that the committee majority (or minority, as the case may,
be) has gone into the matter and knows what it is talking about; even

i-A surprising aiuount of time, also, is devoted, to matters of a kind ordinarily
falling within the inriadiotion of a city council, i.e., the affairs of the District of
Columbia, This, however, ia by constitutional presoriptioA and could not be altered
by Congress, even if agi'eed to be desirable—except, perhaps, that Congress might
give the District a form of government enabling it to take a larger share m handling
its own affairs. See p. ^13 belowi
On the unimportant nature of much of the legislative business on which Congress

spends time, see R. Lute, ‘Titty Bu^ess in Congress,” Anar. Polit, Sci. Mev.,V (Oct,, 1932); 0. A.»Beard “Squirt-Gun Politics,” BafpePs Mag.,
CLXI, 147-183 (July, 193b).

'
.

>
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if time is allowed, they hesitate to involve themselves in a diseussion in

which they might be worsted, and still more to incur suspicion of party

irregularity or disloyalty. Accordingly, they usually vote almost auto-

matically to uphold their fellow-partisans on the committee, in pursuance

of the general program mapped out by the party leaders. In the case of

major legislation, it is, however, highly desirable that members be able

to familiarize themselves, through full debate, with what they are voting

on; and equally serious is the consideration that it is only through pro-

longed debate of a measure that the country can come to understand it

and Congress receive back some indication of public opinion concerning

it. More provision for general debate in the House needs, therefore, to

be made

(4:) Hardly any one, in Congress or out, discusses congressional im-

provement without stressing the need for a drastic overhauling of the com-

mittee system. Many of the existing cighty-one standing committees (in

the two houses) are unnecessary; the two to three hundred sub-committees

are likewise excessively numerous; members often can attend meetings

only rarely and in any event serve only perfunctorily; economy of time

and effort through larger use of joint committees of the two houses has

never been fully explored. Recognizing these shortcomings, representatives

and senators have come forward—^in resolutions, speeches, interviews, and

articles—with proposals for "streanalining” the committee structure in one

or more of the following ways; (1) reduction of the number of standing

committees by half, or even more; ^ assignment of senators ordinarily

to not more than one such committee, and of representatives commonly
to not more than two, or occasionally three; (3) a closer relationship

between committees of the two houses, with provisions for joint rather

than separate hearings, or arrangements for occasional action as a single

committee, or again even, in some cases, a complete merging of House
and Senate committees in a given field into a standing joint committee; “

(4) a redefinition of committee subject-matter so as to correspond more
closely to the main areas of national policy, and also to the major fields

of administrative jurisdiction. In addition, there have been suggestions

that joint committees on appropriations, military and naval affairs, or

economy and efficiency be superimposed upon the existing committee'

system; also that each house create a "central" committee for purposes

^
of, cooiTlination and planning, Somewhat on the analogy of legislative

1 On July 6, 1943, Senator Robert M. La Follette of Wiaoonain introduced a resolu-
tion under which standing committees in the upper house would be reduced from
the present thirty-thiee to thirteen. (78th Cong., 1st Sess., Sen. Res, 169). No action
has thus far resulted or is anticipated in the near futuie. The great obstacle is,

of coluse, the sacrifice of seniorities and of chairmanships that would be entailed.

^This last-mentioned plan (on the analogy of Massachusetts legislative arrange-
ments) is advocated by R. Luce, former Massachusetts congressman, in his Congress—
An Explanation, 30-32.

i>In 1944, both House and Senate set up special committees (but not a joint com-
mittee) on post'wai' economic policy and planning, and the House create^'Si^ ^
committee also on postwar military policy.

^
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councils in the stales,^ Here again, vested interests interpose weighty

obstacles. No existing committee wants to be abolished; none wants to

run the risk of being subordinated or absorbed into a corresponding com-

mittee of the other house; none W'ants to lose power or prestige to any

super-committee, joint, "central,” or otherwise; no member wants fewer

chances than now for a committee chairmanship and its perquisites,

There is, however, on Capitol Hill today a growing realization that for the

admitted defects of the legislative process Congress is itself in no small

degree to blame, and dbat raawy of ttvoso dofoote, are, traceable to a siprawl-

ing aggregation of standing committees which have hardly changed in a

hundred years except to increase in number. If the interest stirred by

recent discussions (especially among younger members) docs not evapo-

rate with the close of the war, some changes of at least a modest nature

may be anticipated- And for any such, the country should be grateful;

for the responsibilities now devolving upon Congress arc heavier than

ever before in its histoi-y, and upon the continued vitality and efficiency

of Congress rests primarily the future of American democratic govern-

ment.^

Relative Imvortan.ee of Senate and Home

In the early portion of our national history, the legislative center of

gravity was clearly in the House of Representatives, as the constitution’s

makers intended it to be. After 1825, however, the Senate attained

greatly increased importance, becoming, indeed, the main forum of legis-

lative activity in the period preceding secession and the Civil War.

Trom about 1870, the House recovered ground, partly because of a natu-

ral reaction against the Senate’s high claims to authority (especially

in the domain of foreign relations), but mainly because of the increasing

proportion oi senators, Vfbo?,o prmoipal oiaim to distinction was' weaWei

or cleverness in political manipulation. But again, noticeably after about

1905, the pendulum swung back, and today the Senate, if not actually

prepnridp.i ant. ia.at-fllLnv.ents of greater weight than two decades ago.

and prnh;\hlv .stilLgainine:.’'

\|Nor is senatorial ascendancy a mere matter of luck or chance; sub-

^ This proposal is elaborated iii H. Hazlitt, A Neio ConstiluUon Now. Chap. xn.
Cf. a suggestion in B. Young, This Is Congress, Chap, vni, for a “legislative cabinet”
in each house, composed of the chairmen, ot standing committees (the cdijitoittees

themselves being reduced to nine or ten), and Serving as a steering committee wtth »

power to prepare and initiate legi.slative programs.
* The vital matter of improved working relations between Congress and the execu-

tive will be touched upon rn a later chapter (see pp. 391-394 below) . Space is laoldng
for considering the need for better research and other stafi equipment, especially for
the committees (only three out of eighty-one standing committees now have expert
staffs competent to cross-examine and to evaluate testimony) ; but persons interested
will find a brief disoiisalon of the subjeet in Amer. Palit. Sci. Rev., XXXVIII, 507-
510 (June, 1944). On the general subject of congresaional reform, see (in addition to
references already cited) B. Young, This Is Congress, Chap, viii; H. Hazlitt, A New
ConstUulion Now, Chap. xir. i

“ In th^e period of intematipnw readjustment which must follow the present war,
iftJ^^trol over treaty-making will add to ita prominence and importance.
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J sLantial reasons for it can be found in various advantages which

upper house enjoys as compared with the lower. Its members are, on the!''‘*"‘“s

average, somewhat older, have wider knowledge of public affains, and,

in particular, have more legislative experience because of longer terms,

more numerous reiilections, and continuous recruiting of vigorous mem-
bers from the lower house. Its members, too, are commonly more im-
portant as party leaders within their states (and in some cases nationally)

than are congressmen. Their smaller number gives men of talent a hptln.r

chance to show their mettle and become known to the country at large.

With rare exception.s, senators enjoy far more patronage than do con-

gressmen; and ^the Senate’s special pojwcrs„pf. confirming appointments.,

and as^nting__Lo the raEIE’ciiiGonTo.l treaties place in-its-hands .weapons.,

which canj)e_.emplQyedJ!fliimdablj(-ia-i'alatioH-to. -other matters. a,s wcll.„,

Tiiially, while it unhappily remains true, as Lord Bryce remarked many
years ago, tlmi, neither pf Emigi-Pss attmets ft p, best t.alp.ul-, oF th e

‘nation,^ the upper house tends to absorb, sooner or later, the best that

enters political life. Certainly the Senate today contains fewer men of

wealth, and decidedly fewer political bosses of the Hanna-Quay-Platt

type, than forty or dfty years ago. By the same token, ft is less con-

servative than formerly; indeed, an examination of the records would
probably give it a claim to be regarded as more liberal and progressive

than the other branch. The greater proportion of congressional investiga-

tions are in point of fact senatorial investigations; and the Senate alone

has shown any genuine interest in curbing the abuses of lobbying. While
sometimes swayed by partisan passion, and prone to “play politics,’’ - as is

the House, the Senate contains a larger proportion of members whose
speeches and votes show independence of spirit and judgment; and,

while handicapped by the propensity of mediocre members to stand stiffly

on their rights under the rules and,- try the patience, of the country with

their obstinacy or bufioonery,(it is composed, in at least as large degree

as the House, of men who are able, industrious, fair-minded, sparing ini

speech, and anxious to get on with the public business.^
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CHAPTER XVII

THE POWERS OP CONGRESS—A. GENERAL VIEW

Congress is commonly thought of as our national lawmaking author-

ity; and such, indeed, itis.^ Lawmaking, however, is only one of its many
activities—in fact, not always the one that consumes the most time

and energy. No fewer than six main functions are exercised by one house

or both: (1) constituent, (2) electoral, (3) executive, (4) judicial, (5) di-

rective and supervisory, and (6) legislative—an enumeration whicli of

itself is sufiBcient to indicate that Congress, like the presidency, although

established with a view to a separation of powers, deviates from that

principle widely and often in its actual functions and workings.

Non-Legislative Powers

Some of the functions enumerated are considered sufficiently at other

points in this book, and are mentioned here only in order that the full

range and diversity of congressional activities may not be lost to view.

When considering the method of amending the national constitution,

we saw that, while Congress cannot under any circumstances inde-

pendently make a change in the fundamental written law, not a syllable

of the document can be altered without congressional approval.^ When
viewing the mode of electing the president and vice-president, we saw

that Congress acts as a board to canvass the electoral vote and declare

the results; and that, in the event of the lack of an electoral majority,

the House of Representatives chooses the president and the Senate the

vice-president. “ When discussing the executive functions of appointment

and treaty-making, we presently shall observe how they are shared by

the president with the Senate. ‘

The remaining three of the six major functions enumerated above,

i.e., judicial, directive and supervisory, and legislative, may properly

receive some attention here.

The constitution endowed the president and Senate with broad powers

of appointment; and in practice a general power of removal soon de-

veloped in the hands of the president and of appointing officers respon-

^ Not however, our only such, authority, notwithstaaditts what Art. I, § 1, of the

constitution seems to say; for treaties and executive agreements have the force of

law, judicial decisions daclare 'law and in doing so may in effect make it, and rules

and legulations laid down by the president, heads of departments, and administra-

tive bodies are in effect laws and are treated by the courts as such if made in pur-

suance of authority validly "delegated” by Congress.
2 See p. 30 above.
® See pp. 240-21:2 above.
* See pp, 356-357, 642-645 belgw.
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gible to him.^ But how could an unfit official be got rid of if the appointing

officer failed to act? How could the president himself, in case of abuse

of power or other official delinquency, be put out of office before the end

of his elective term?

The answer lay within easy reach in the historic device of impeach-

ment; and with little division of opinion upon the point, the constitu-

tion’s makers wrote into the document the well-known provision that

“the president, vice-president, and all civil officers of the United States

shall be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of,

treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors.” “ Two points

in this clause are especially to be noted. First, only civil officers are

subject to impeachment: military and naval officers are liable to trial by

court-martial, hut cannot be impeached; and members of the legislative

branch, although “civil,” are construed not to be “officers” in the meaning

of the impeachment provision.® Second, the grounds on which impeach-

ment proceedings can be brought are specified—as definitely, perhaps,

as is feasible. Bribery is self-explanatory, and treason is defined by the

constitution.'^ “High crimes and misdemeanors” is a flexible phrase, but

one which has generally been construed to include only offenses of a grave

nature involving something more than mere inefficiency or partisanship.

The process of impeachment starts in the House of Representatives,

where, upon charges being preferred against a given official, a committee

is appointed to investigate. The committee reports to the House; and

if, upon consideration of the findings, the majority so votes, the charges,

in the form of “articles of impeachment,” are sent to the Senate and

at the same time T'c'dinmittee of
“
managei’s” is named by the House to

conduct the trial. The "Senate has no option but to hear the case.

It furnishes the accused with a copy of the charges against him, fixes

a date for the trial to begin, and when the time arrives converts itself

into a court under the chairmanship of its regular presiding officer, unless

the president of the United States is on trial , in which case the chair is

occupied by the chief justice of the United* States.® The accused is al-

lowed counsel, and he may appear and give testimony in person; and

witnesses for and against him are brought in and questioned. At the

close of the proceedings, which may last through many weeks, the gal-

^ See pp. 358-362 below.
“ Art. II, § 4. Provisious for the impeachment of state oflScers likewise Tound-thefi

way into most state constitutions.
® The unsuccessful impeachment of Senator Williaiji Blount of Tennessee, in 1798,

is the only case myolving a fnember of Congress.
^ Art. Ill, S 3, cl. 1.

,

5 A plan for removal of high federal officers, including judges, thrqugh a special

court is advocated in E. L. Bennett, “A Court of Quili&cationa as a Forum of Re-
movals and Retirements,” Amer. PoUt. Sd. Ecu, XXXIII, 47-52 (Feb., 1939), Cf.

H. Bingham,” "A Proposed Constitutional Amendment Concerning Impeachment
Proceedmge,” TJ. S. Paw Rei)., LXV, 323-325 (June, 1931) ;

Anon., “The Exclusive-

ness of the Impeachment Power Under the Constitution,” Harvard Law Rev., LI,

I 330-336 (Dec,, 1937); L, R, yankwich, “Impeachment of Civil Offioars Under the
Constitution," OeotgeloWn Law Vow., XXyjl, ^9-867 (May, 1938).
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leries are cleared and the Senate votes. A two-thh'ds vq^Js necessary to

convi ct.;, anything less results in acquittal- The penalty in case of convic-

tion is removal from office, to which ‘may be added disqualihcation for

ever holding “any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United

^tates” ;J ancMhe president’s power of pardon and reprieve docs nqt_

apply . ,Pnce retired to private" life, furth'ermore, the convicted person,

if he has committed an indictable offense, may be proceeded against in

the ordinary courts like any other person..

In the entire history of the 0000117
,
impeachment proceedings have

been brought against only twelve federal officers; ^ and only four have

been convicted. On charges based chiefly upon alleged violations of the

Tenure of Office Act, passed over his veto in 1867, President Johnson

came within one vote of being convicted in 1868. The only cabinet mem-
ber impeached was also acquitted. All of the four officers actually con-

victed belonged to the judiciary; three were district judges, and one,

tried in 1913, was a judge of the now defunct Commerce Court.

Another congressional function, and one which people sometimes con-

fuse with lawmaking in the proper sense, is that of direction and super-

vision. Acting directly, or by delegating carefully restricted authority

to the president to act for it,® Congress establishes administrative agen-

cies, fixes their powers and functions, and to some extent regulates their

procedures; and while the funds for maintaining such agencies are re-

quested by the president, on the basis of estimates prepared by the Bureau

of the Budget, Congress alone can make the appropriations entailed.

When considering such appropriations, it can scrutinize and criticize the

work of any agency, and, if it chooses, curtail its activities or even, in

effect, abolish it by leaving it without funds. At any other time, too, it

can institute inquiries into the policies, actions, or procedures of offices,

bureaus, or other establishments, through the medium of investigating

committees which, serving somewhat after the manner of grand juries,

have on various occasions been instrumental in exposing inefficiency or

corruption, and sometimes have brought about remedial action.'' Not

only in connection with such investigations, but at all other ti,mes. Con-

gress can call upon administrative establishments for information and

reports, to be transmitted either directly or through the president; and

its supervisory relations with the great regulatory commissions, like

the Jnierrtate Commerce Commission and the Federal Trade Commission,

are especially close. In establishing agencies, defining their functions, and

making rules governing their activities, Congress employs the same ma-
chinery and procedures as when enacting measures having the character

of law. In doing these things, it is> however, not making law, but only

The cases involving federal judges are listed on p. 472 below; the other cases

involved Senator William Blount (1798), President Andrew Johnson (1868), and
Secretary of War William W, Belknap (1876)^"”

® See pp. 362-363 below.
’ On congressional investigations, see p. 402, note 1, belovv.
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taking actions involved in running the government, somewhat as a board

of directors acts in running a great business establishment
;
and attending

to matters of this sort absorbs a Surprisingly large amount of the time

and energy of the two houses.

Dolopa-
tion of

powei

Illua-
trations

. Legislative Powers—Some Fundamental Aspects

After all, however, Congress is primarily a legislature. To it, indeed,

the constitution assigns “all legislative^ power herein granted” ^—even

though, as has been noted, the president, by constitutional provision, and

the courts, by the inherent nature of their work, also have some share in

lawmaking. A query that at once presents itself is: Can Congress delegate

any of the legislative power conferred upon it to the executive or to some

other branch or organ of the government, or must it exercise all such power

by its own direct action? The question is an old one, and the constitu-

tionality of numerous fedeial statutes has hung upon the Supreme Court’s

answer to it. Such delegation is nowhere expressly forbidden in the con-

stitution; and although the phrase quoted above might seem to set up

a presumption against it, the “implied powers” clause (authorizing Con-

gress to make all laws necessary and proper for carrying into effect the

powers vested in “the government of the United States, or in any depart-

ment or officer thereof”) might be construed to open a way for Congress to

decide that in order to make the most effective use of its powers, it

should delegate some of them to the president or, through him, to some

administrative agency. And such delegations have many times been

sustained by the Supreme Court.®

When, upwards of sixty years ago, it was proposed to vest in an expert

independent commission the regulation of freight and passenger rates in

interstate commerce, it was objected that this would be an unconstitu-

tional delegation of legislative power. Nevertheless, Congress, convinced

of the impossibility of dealing satisfactorily with such complicated mat-

ters by exact and detailed legislation, passed the Interstate Commerce Act

of 1887, simply prescribing that all rates and services should be reason-

able, and then delegating to the new Interstate Commerce Commission

the duty of determining the reasonableness or unreasonableness of rates

in specific cases.® Eor similar reasons, powers of like nature have been

conferred upon the Federal Trade Commission, the Federal Communi-
cations Commission, and a long list of other regulatory agencies, as well

as also upon departments and other administrative agencies. The presi-

dent, too, has been the direct beneficiary of many such delegations, as

when, in 1934 (with later renewals), he was given authority to con-

clude trade agreementewith foreign states raising or lowering tariff rates

1 Alt I, I kohl.

M

2 See Field v. Clark, 143 ,U. S. 649 (1892)1 Buttfield v. Btranahan, 192 U. 8 470
1 (1904) 1

Umted State? i). Grimaiid> 220 TJ, S- ^06 tl911) 3 and Hampton & Co. v*
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by as much as fifty per cent, thereby operating in a field, ie., tariff-

making, traditionally regarded as of a legislative nature.

In upholding su^h delegations, however, the Supreme Court has in-

sisted upon a vital distinction
:
powers that are merely administrative, it

has said, may be delegated; powers that by their nature are legislative

may not.^ It is of the essence of legislation to lay down the rules,

fix the standards, or specify the conditions that shall govern the president

or an administrative agency in a particulai area of activity; and these

things only Congress is constitutionally competent to do. The more

detailed business of applying the general regulations in day-by-day ad-

ministration may properly be turned over to the administrators them-

selves—although, of course, powers delegated at this point may at any

time be modified or even withdrawn. It was this distinction—or, rather,

the failure to recognize it—that brought grief to much of the earlier legis-

lation associated with the New Deal. Various “recovciy” laws of 1933-34

undertook to confer upon the executive a sort of "roving commission” to

make laws in the form of codes and regulations for trade and industry,

but in doing so, failed to set up definite standards, or “yard-.sticks,” to

govern in exercising the powers bestowed. As a consequence, the Supreme

Court, in case after case, overthrew the legislation
;
and while the Court,

as constituted today, would probably view similar measures somewhat

more tolerantly, the principle still is that a congressional delegation of

power, to be sustained, must go no farther than to confer discretion in

administering laws which themselves cover the essentially legislative

aspects of the subject with which they deal.®

In enacting much of the recovery legislation just mentioned, Con-

gress is frequently said to have been acting under its "emergency

powers” ;^nd the impression is thus conveyed that the constitution con-

fers some special class of powers designed to be used by Congress in time

of great national stress. The fact is, however, that Congress has no power

or group of powers labelled "emergency powers.” To be sure, there has

been more than one great national emergency in our history; and the

existence of such has been recognized officially by both president and

Congress, as also by the courts. Nor can there be any denying that in

times of economic and international crisis Congress has enacted laws

which it lyould not have passed under ordinary circumstances. Neverthe-

less, as the Supreme Court has definitely said, "emergency does not

1 It akould be added in this connection that Congress may not delegate its essen-

tial legislative power to the states, as by authorizing them to legulato interstate

commerce. Nor may Congiese delegate its essential legislative function to the people,

by authorizing them to make, through referenda, bmding decisions upon matters

oi legislative policy. Congress, may, however, authorize an aduisoiy rcfeiendum, as

an aid in ascertaining the wishes of the voters. See W. W. Willoughby, ConstituCiamil

Law of the United States (2nd ed.), Ill, Chap, mcxxix.

_

2 On the judicial decisions growmg out of the recovery acts—especially the Na-
tional Industiinl Eecovory Act of 1633—see pp. 555, 573 below. Cl, C. B. Nutting,

“Congressional Delegations Since the Schechter Case,” Mtss, Law Jour.. XIVk.330-

368 (Apr.,'im).
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create power”; nor does it increase power already granted in the consti-

tution; nor does it diminish the restrictions imposed upon the exercise of

power! At most, an emergency may merely require the exercise of powers

long unused and justify new applications of power already existing. The

constitutional basis for what are popularly called emergency powers must,

therefore, be sought among the clearly granted powers; and it is to be

found chiefly in the pow'er to regulate foreign and interstate commerce

and the currency, in the power to tax, to borrow, and to appropriate

money, in the power to enact banlcruptcy laws, and in the power to pro-

vide for the national defense. In new and unprecedented ways, these

historic powers were turned to use by Congress in stimulating national

recovery from economic depression during the period after 1932, and in

promoting national defense in the period beginning in 1940, thus creating

the popular illusion—but only an illusion—^that some special reservoir of

“emergency powers” had been tapped.
^

Eundamental, indeed, to our system is the fact that Congress has not

full and unrestricted legislative power, like the British Parliament, but

only the legislative power herein granted. In other words, every exercise

lof legislative power by Congress must be based upon some authorization

jin the constitution. When, therefore, legislation is proposed or demanded,

its advocates must be able to point to some clause (or clauses) of the

constitution which, either expressly or by fair implication, grants the

necessary authority. If, on their part, opponents can show that constitu-

tional sanction is lacking, or at least can point to adverse Supreme Court

decisions, it will probably be useless to enact the proposed measure; for,

once a test case is brought, the Supreme Court, which is the final judge

of congressional powers, will almost certainly rule that Congress has

exceeded its constitutional authority. This restricted scope of congres-

sional power easily explains why debates on the constitutionality of pro-

posed laws occupy so much time and attract such wide attention in

connection with congressional proceedings.

The situation, in a nutshell, regarding the scope of congressional legis-

lative power is that (a) such power is defined positively by numerous

express grants, (b) it is defined negatively by almost equally numerous

express prohibitions, and (c) between these two fields lies a broad,

ill-defined, disputed domain of implied and resulting powers. Upon many
matters there can be no question as to general congressional power (how-

ever much there may be as to detailed applications)
,
because power has

been conferred in definite and unmistakable terms. This is true of a

long list of subjects enumerated in the eighth section of Article I, includ-

ing currency, patents, copyright, bankruptcy, taxation, naturalization,

the regulation of foreign and interstate commerce, the declaration of war,

and the maintenance of an army and navy.

jjHome Building & Loan Absoc. ti. Blaisdell, 290 U. S. 398 (1934). Cf. J. P. Clark,
the Law,” Polit. Sd. Quar., XLiX, 268-283 (June, 1934).
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Most of the powers expressly conferred upon Congress are permissive; Pcrmis-

that is to say, the two houses are constitutionally free to exercise them m'mda-

or not, in whole or in part. Some grants, however, are mandatory. For powers

example, it is made the duty of Congress to call a convention of the states

to revise the constitution whenever the legislatures of two-thirds of the

states so request
;

^ likewise to provide for taking the census every ten

years,^ and to make regulations for carrying appeals from the lower

courts to the Supreme Court.^* In none of these instances, however, is

there any way in which Congress can be compelled to act if it fails to

obey the constitutional mandate. The sole remedy lies with the electorate,

and consists in choosing congressional majorities which will observe the

constitution’s requirements.^

On the other hand, not only are the powers of Congress limited in a n-cprf'.s

general way by the federal nature of our government, but the framers of uom'''’’

the constitution took pains to include in the instrument a number of ex-

press restrictions on congressional^ legislative activity. Certain of these

appear in the bill of rights contained in the early amendments, where

Congress is denied power to pass laws which interfere with religious free-

dom, or which abridge freedom of speech, of the press, or of the people

peaceably to assemble and petition the government for a redress of

grievances. But most such restraints are enumerated in the ninth sec-

tion of Article I, where one finds that the privilege of the writ of habeas

corpus may be suspended only when the public safety requires it in time

of rebellion or invasion; that no bill of attainder or ex post facto law

may be passed; that no preference may be given through commercial

regulations or revenue laws to the ports of one state over those of an-

other; that vessels bound to or from one state may not be required to

take out clearance papers or pay duties in another state; that money
may be drawn from the public treasury only in pursuance of appropria-

tions made by law; that no tax or duty be laid on exports; and that no

titles of nobility may be granted.

Further limitations are found in other parts of the constitution. Tims

there are certain express and implied limitations relating to direct,

indirect, and export taxes. In providing for the support of the Army,

Congress may not make appropriations from the national treasury for a

longer period than two years.® By inserting in the constitution a defini-

tion^ of tte crime of treason, the framers effectually prevented the legis-

lative branch from extending the list of offenses which may be prosecuted

lArt. V.
2 Art. I, § 2, cl. 3.

3 Art. Ill, § 2, cl. 2.

*It may be noted in this connection that, like other legislative bodies, Congress
can pass no irrepealable act. Any measure put on the statute-book by one Congress
is legally subject to removal therefrom, or to any amount of amendment, by any

'

subsequent Congress. On the question of whether Congress can repeal a statute by
a concurrent resolution not submitted to the president for approval, see p. 374,

note 2, below.
3 Art. Vin, S 3. cl, 12,
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under that charge—jusl as they also imposed limitations by prescribing

what the punishment for treason shall bed

uuphed^
Where there arc express grants' or express restrictions, the authority

powois
qj; Congress to legislate, or its lack of power to do so, is usually suiEciently

clear. On many subjects, however, the authority, if possessed at all,

must be derived by impheation or inference from some of the powers

granted in express terms. That legislative power may legitimately be

derived in this manner, the constitution itself practically asserts in the

“implied powers” clause, which gives Congress authority to "make all

laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution”

the powers expressly vested by the constitution in Congress or in any

other branch of the government.^ Likewise, five of the last nine amend-

ments expressly state that Congress shall have power to enforce them

by "appropriate legislation.”

mtopi'a-
Sharp differences of opinion over what measures may, and what ones

eong?et^
may not, fairly be deemed “necessar,y and proper,” or "appropriate,”

powSa carrying into effect the enumerated powers of the national govern-

ment have made the powers of Congress “the great battle-ground of

the constitution.” "Around them have surged the legal combats of strict

and broad construction, of tariff and taxation, of nullification, of secession,

of the currency, and finally, of commercial regulation and corpora-

tion control.” “ The Supreme Court early adopted a very liberal inter-

pretation of these phrases, to the general effect that if it can be shown

that Congress has been given authority to deal with any specific subject,

in exercising that authority Congress is free to select any means or

instrumentalities whatsoever which are not prohibited by the constitu-

tion and are appropriate, and which are consistent with the spirit as well

as the letter of that instrument. Eurthermore, whether a given law is

"necessary,” within the meaning of the constitution, is a "political” ques-

tion, for Congress alone to answer; the courts will not rule upon it.'^

Herait- Moreoygr,. the
,
scoim _of con^'epsipnaljmthfldiy befia»,CflPa,dei:ayy

pTwers wideneiTby decisions of^the^^reme^,urt,ryhi5LIjas:S.}ie

necei3^rfbr’~Conpess‘"to Jtrace back every_,oj}e„ DLit5.»PQwe]:5.,
to some

single grant of authority, direct or implied, but that such authority may
Se cT^uced'Irogri^ one of the specified powers, or from, some or

.air^’^CEemEomSineL^ Powers derived injfcMs_way are comi:npnly__^calj|d

‘fiSuTGng'puwersT^'The criminal code of the United States affoM^s a good

illustration. The constitution gives the national government express power
to punish only five forms of crime. Congress unquestionably has the

power, howevet, to punish the violation of any national law and to pro-

1 Alt. Ill, § 3, dSw
,

'1

2Art.l, §8, ..

3 J. T. Young, Th$;i^evi Avierieari Government and Its Worh (rev. ed.), 133,
* So many illustratianS

' Of dfnvs passed under implied grants of legislative power
have been, or will b0,‘ gWedldp thife book that no list need be added here. See
^tepeqWiy cpiam xxvn-yisxfr.' 4;

a <“*9116119 V, Vfigima, 6 Wheaton 264 (1821).
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tect prisoners in custody, even though such powers arc neither expressly

granted nor inferable from any single express gi'ant in the constitution.

In recent years, the phrase ''federal police power” has come into Podoi-f

common use; and it calls, in this connection, for brief explanation. Thu power’

police power in general has been defined as the power to restrict the

rights of liberty and property in the interest of the public health, safety,

morals, or general welfare. No such broad power is conferred upon Con-

gress in the constitution, and the most common instances of its exorcise

are found in state legislation and municipal ordinances. Such police

powers as Congress may be said to have are legally only special or

peculiar forms of some express or implied power, in which the protec-

tion of the public health, morals, safety, or general welfare is prominently

involved; and the sources from winch they spring are mainly the power

to lay taxes, to establish post-offices and postroads, and to regulate

commerce. Illustrations of police poweis springing from the last-men-

tioned source include the law limiting the hours of labor of persons

employed in interstate commerce, the meat inspection and pure food and

drugs laws, the Mann white-slave act, the anti-crime acts of 1934, and

the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938.^

The mere fact that Congress has been invested with authority to legis-

late upon a given subject does not necessarily mean that the states are curraji

-thereby deprived of the right to legislate upon the same subject. Natu-

rally, in all cases where the power has been expressly prohibited to the

states, as, for example, in respect to coining money and laying duties on

imports. Congress alone may legislate; and in such cases its power is

said to be exclusive. Congress likewise has exclusive power in cases in

which, from the nature of the power or from the nature of the subject

to which the power relates, legislative power must necessarily bo exer-

cised by the national government alone—for example, naturalization and

the regulation of foreign and interstate commerce. But in practically all

matters which do not fall within these two classes. Congress and the

state legislatures arc said to have concurrent power; so that acts of

Congress and state statutes relating to the same subject may be in full

force at the same time. Thus, there may be both national and state con-

trol over congressional elections; and both Congress and the states may
levy taxes on the same property or incomes.- The term “concurrent

pgwer”T covers also certain powers which may be exercised by a state

only until Congress exercises the same power. On bankruptcy, for exam-

ple, eveiy state originally was at liberty to make its own law'S, and such

laws had full force and effect until Congress chose to exercise its own

1 See W. W. Willoughby, Constitulioml Loro of the United Stales (2nd ed.)
,
II,

Chaps, XU, xuv; R E. Cushman, Studies m the Police Power of the National Gou-
ernment (Minneapolis, 1920).

_ . . ,

2 Cf. J. Dickinson, “The Functions of Congress and the Courts in Umpiring the

Federal System,’’ Geo. Washington Law Itev., VIII, 1165-1178 (June, IMO) ;
1\ R.

White. “New Theories of Constitutional Construction,” Univ. of^Pa. Law Rev.,

XCII, 238-257 (Mar., 1941).
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right to legislate on the subject. Once Congress had acted, any “concur-

rent” state bankruptcy laws, even though not formally repealed, fell into

a condition of suspended animation;
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CHAPTER XVin

THE PRESIDENT AND HIS CABINET

Presidential Tenure

When the constitution’s framers made bold to plan a really new system

of government for the country, they found little dilEculty iu deciding

that there should be a national executive. The precise form to be given

it, however, provoked controversy. Should supreme executive power be

intrusted to a single official, or should it be vested in a board or commis-

sion? How should the executive be chosen? What should be the term, and

should more than one term be permitted? In case a single executive was

_ provided for, should a council be associated with him, on the analogy of

the governor’s council in the states? Above all, what should be the execu-

tive’s powers, and what relations should the executive have with other

parts of the governmental system? No problems that came before the

Philadelphia convention, indeed, aroused greater differences of opinion

than some of these. On twenty-one different days, the general subject of

the executive was under discussion; on the method of election alone,

more than thirty separate votes were taken.’'

A decision in favor of a single, rather than a plural, executive was,

however, reached with no great difficulty. Most foreign precedents pointed

in this direction, and every one of Ihe American states had a single

executive, ie., a governor or a “president.” The plan offered the obvious

advantages of prompter action and more concentration of responsibility;

and while it might seem to open the way for executive tyranny, and even

for monarcliist maneuvers, fear of such miscarriages was allayed by pre-

scribing a fixed term, restricting powers, and providing for removal by

impeachment^ If the executive had been made, as some members desired,

nothing more than an agency to carry into effect the will of the legisla-

ture, the plural form would probably have been adopted; and this might

have left matters in such a position that a cabinet type of government

. could h^vo developed. But after it was decided that the executive shoidd

be a coordinate branch, drawing authority independently from the people

and charged with many duties besides the enforcement of the acts of

Congress, it was both natural and wise to concentrate power and responsi-

bility in the hands of a single person.

Several members of the convention were willing that the president

should hold office indefinitely, or during “good behavior” ; and Hamil&n

expressed a preference for life tenure, subject to removal by impeaejj-

1 M. Farrand, The Framing oj the Constitution, Chap. xi.
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ment. The prevailing sentiment, however, favored a fixed term; and the

question narrowed down to (1) a seven-year term without eligibility to

rcelection or (2) a four-year term with no such restriction. At one stage,

the seven-year plan was adopted. But when it became clear that the

president was not to be chosen by Congress, the main objection to reeligi-

bility disappeared, and the briefer term, without restriction as to reelec-

tion, was substituted,^

In the course of time, it became a tradition that a president should

not have more than two terms, W^ashington’s advanced age and dislike

of party strife led him to refuse to be a candidate for a third term.

Jefferson, who originally favored a single seven-year term, could doubt-

less have been elected a third time, but he also declined. Jackson’s

popularity would probably have insured him a third election; but he

publicly endorsed the policy of his predecessors in the matter ^ and in

1836 threw his support to Martin Van Buren. General Gran,t, in 1880,

was induced to break with precedent by,geeking a nomination for a third,

although non-conseCutive, term. But the public disapproved, and the

effort failed. In 1912, Theodore Roosevelt also sought a third term, after

being out of office for four years. President Taft received the regular

Republican nomination; whereupon the Roosevelt following organized a

new party, nominated their leader, and laimchecl a campaign which won

many more electoral votes than were received by the regular candidate.

The third-term aspirant was, however, not elected. President Coolidge’s

coy announcement in 1927 that he did not “choose to run” for reelection

in 1928 did not prevent a large amount of third-term talk as campaign

time approached; and a skeptical opposition group in the Senate in-

duced that body to adopt a resolution declaring any departure from the

no-third-term principle “unwise, unpatriotic, and fraught with peril to

our free institutions.” This rather flamboyant declaration was, of course,

a mere expression of opinion, wholly devoid of legal effect. Naturally,

the point was made by Coohdge supporters that even if the incumbent

were renominated (as he very likely could have been) and reelected,

he would have had only two full, elective terms in office.'’ But an amend-

J

ient to the resolution making it applicable only to presidents who hac

erved “two elected terms” was rejected.’*

Hardly a textbook on American government down to 1940 failed to cit(

ti'd t'on
uo-third-term tradition as a choice illustration of the way in which th(

broVon m actual, Working constitution grows through usage or custom. Then, how-
X940

1 An inoident^l effect of the Twentieth Amendment, adopted in 1933, was to shortei

the fii'st tenn of PresidGUt Roosevelt (and of Vice-President Gamer) by a month au(

a half, by terminating it on January 20 instead of March 4, 1937,

2 Indeed he repeatedly advocated a constitutional amendment limiting the presi
V dent to a single term pf four or six years.

s He had succeeded- to the presidency upon the death of Harding in 1923 and hai

been elected to fte office only once, ie., in 1024.

*Sbo W. B. Munro and 'W. Lippmann, “Shall We Break the Third-Term Tradi
t.inn ?”
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ever, came a shock: a president—Franklin D. Roosevelt—was elected to a

third term ! There will always be differences of opinion as to the motiva-

tion of this third-term candidacy. At the time, charges were flung about

that the two-time president preferred to .shatter national tradition rather

than surrender leadership in carrying the New Deal program through its

later stages, and even that he was animated by sheer love of power. li^Js^

fairer, however, to accept his own explanation (as given by radio to the

Chicago convention that renominated him), namely, that until after the

outbreak of war in Europe in the autumn of 1939 he expected to retire

at the end of his second term, but that in the meantime the relation of

the United States to the world situation had grown so critical as to make
it his duty to offer the country the advantage of continuous presidential

experience and leadership during the emergency.’- With the third terra as

a major issue, the campaign brought out arguments (1) that no man ought

to be subjected to the physical strain of the presidency for longer than

eight years, (2) that the powers ^of the office have come to be such that

intrusting them to the same hands for more than eight years would be

dangerous to our republican institutions, (3) that no man in any office

is indispensable to the well-being of a great nation, and (4) that with the

barrier to a third term once broken down,-dhe way would be open to a

fourth and a fifth, mid indeed to an indefinite prolongation of power-

On the other hand, it was contended (1 ) that—as was true— the constitu-

tion’s framers had contemplated- indefinite reeligibility, (2) that there

was nothing sacredjibout the.,po-third-term tradition, (3) that the people

have means of' protecting themselves against too long tenure or other

abuse of the presidency, and especially (4) that in the existing emer-

gency it was to the nation’s interest to retaiil-in the White House a presi-

dent having the personal qualities, the long experience, and the superior

information undeniably possessed by the then incumbent. By keeping

the country, and even his personal friends, in the dark as to his intentions

throughout the pre-convention period, Mr. Roosevelt cleverly prevented

the development of any serious rival candidacies
;
and although his nomi-

nation at Chicag®was not by the acclamation hoped for, it fell not much
short of it, and four months later the country ratified it—^not overwhelm-

ingly in terms of the popular vote, but by an electoral vote of 449 to,82A

’It is fiiQ-ught thiiL, but for the state of his health, ‘VVoodro-w "VVilson, vie-wing

,th* presiflenoy as the American equivalent of the British premiership, would have
been favorably inclined toward a third term. E. S. Corwin, The President : Office and
Powers^ 30.

2 See '‘How Long Should a United States President Hold Office?” [Symposium],
Cong. Digest, XVH, 136-160 (May, 1938) ;

M. B,. Eiselen, “The Roosevelts and the

Third-Term Tradition,” jSoctai Set., XV, 27-34
^

(Jan., 1940) ; W. Thornton, The
Thiid-Term Issue; Hot Potato of Amencan Politics (New York, 1939); F. Rodell,

Democracy and the Thud Term (New York, 1940); C. W. Stem, The Third-Term

Tradition; Its Rise and Collapse in American Politics (New York, 1943), Sen,

Judiciai-y Committee, Hearings (1940) : “Third Teim for President of the United

States ” Practically all of the viewpoints in opposition to a presidential third tei3

—

will be found presented and reiterated in articles by Raymond Aloldv in Newsweffc

througbout the period of the loio campaign.
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As indicated above, there were tliose in 1940 who considered that, in

the words of Professor Corwin, “If the anti-third-term taboo [was] once

set aside, it [would] take a long time for an anti-fourth-term or anti-

fifth-term taboo to develop. In a word, the presidential term [would] be-

come indefinite—just what in 1787 it was expected to be.” ^ As the year

-1944 approached, with the country immersed in a global war, indications

grew that President Roosevelt could, and would, expect another nomina-

tion at the hands of his party. Once more, by keeping silent substantially

to the date of the nominating convention, he fostered the presumption

of such a nomination, frustrating any possible development of rival can-

didacies; and when finally he spoke, it was to say in the same breath

that while on every personal ground he would prefer to retire, the coun-

try’s need for continuity of leadership in so critical a period would in-

fluence him to remain at the helm if again nominated and elected. The

renomination that quickly followed (again at Chicago)—although, as in

1940, not unanimous—^was merely a bit of routine; and anything re-

sembling a no-fourth-term tradition was scotched before it had time to

begin to form-, The outcome, after a spirited campaign, was still another

I'recleotion; and, times and situations being what they were, and all

Iprecedent having been shattered in any case, the matter of a fourth terai

weighed more lightly with the voters than had the third-term question

in 1940,

Naturally enough, the 1940 third-term battle and the growing prospect

> of a fourth term brought out proposals to. amend the constitution so as

’ tQjrestriot a president to two four-year terms,? or even to a single term

*:of six years. There have always been people who, considering that a

president eligible for reelecfign can hardly escape temptation to make
appointments, wield the veto power,^fin,d otherwise shape his course with

an eye to continuance in office, believed that it would be better if there

were no reeligibility to even a second terrd; and single-six-year-term

proposals began making their appearance in Congress as early as 1828.®

Reflecting the stir created by Theodore Roosevelt’s third-term candidacy

in 1912, ll^pjidrQW Wilson was chosen to the presidency in that year on

a platform-.advocafing an, amendment making the chief executive ineligi-

^le^^Kjc^ction
;

and in 1913 the Senate adopted a resolution in favor

of an amendment lengthening the presidential term to six y„ears and

1 E. S. Corwin, The President: Office and Powers, 38.
2 The Republican candidate in 1940, WendeU L. Willlde, promised that if elected

he would, in hts first message to Congress, recommend the adoption ot a constitu-

tional amendment hmiting the tenure of any president to "eight years or less.’’
s In aU, no fewer than one hundred constitutional amendments of this purport have

been introduced.

^The candidate did not; himself endorse this plank. On the contrary, in a letter

written .e^rly m 1913 (although not made public until 1916), he declared that a “fixed
constituflhnal hmitation to a single term of office^ would be "highly arbitrary and

^jmsatisfactory from every point of View" {Amer. Year Book, 1916, 34) ;
and, as has

indicatfdc he apparently wtJtrld not'have_heen,.,aver8e to trying for a third term
if fhe str^e^ll^’s health h^d permitted.
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forbidding any person who had held the office by election or under opera-

tion of the law of succession to hold it again “by election.” Although

reported favorably by the judiciary committee, this proposal did not

come to a vote in the House of Representatives
;
and revival of it in the

next Congress was similarly barren of result. During the 1940 campaign,

a Senate judiciary sub-committee held hearings on a single-six-year-tenn

amendment proposed by a disaffected Democratic senator, Edward R.

Burke; but Administration and party leaders naturally frowned on the

proceedings, and the effort came to nothing. It is a matter of record that

at least two former presidents favored an amendment of the kind ;

^ and

during the 1940 campaign a former Democratic candidate for the office

(John W. Davis) took a similar position. When, in 1943, a different sort

of amendment, fixing an eight-year limit for future presidents, was biought

Ijefore Congress, nothing resulted (aside from committee hearings in

the Senate), even though the proposal was introduced and somewhat

liberally supported by members of the majority party

Whatever additional qualifications u president may be expected to P«3i-^

have, he must meet three explicit tests imposed by the constitution: (1)

he must be at least thirty-five years of age; (2) he must have been a

resident of the United States for at least fourteen years (not necessarily

—as illustrated in the case of Hoover—the last fourteen before election)

;

and (3) he must be a "natural-born” citizen. Inasmuch, too, as the vice-

president may at any time be called upon to take up the duties of the

presidency, he should have all of the qualifications required for that

office.

Benjamin Franklin argued in the Philadelphia convention that, since

wealth and power are the corrupting allurements which human nature lowaime

finds it hardest to resist, the president should be allowed nothing what-

ever from the public treasury beyond his expenses. But though the

famous Pennsylvanian had the reputation of being the wisest man of

his day, his proposal was not even put to a Vote; and by contitiitional

provision the president receives a salary, with the safeguard that it may

be neither increased nor diminished during the period for which he has

been elected. He is forbidden to receive any other emolument, either from

the United States or from any state. But this is construed not to prevent

the United States from providing him with a dignified colonial mansion

.,(tlje WW'te House)
,
a suite of executive offices, a secretariat, and special

allowances for automobiles, furniture, repairs, entertainment, and travel,

1 Jackson and Taft. For Taft’s views, see his Our Chief Executive and Eis Powers

(New York, 1916), 4.

3 The best brief discussion of the subject of presidential reijligibdrty la li. h. Corwm,

op. cit., 31-38, C. W. Stein, The Third-Term Tmdiiion; Its Rise and Collapse m
American Politics, mentioned above, is a very good history of the successive attempts

to overthrow the tradition. An objection often raised against the proposed six-year
^

term is that, if the House of Representatives were to continue to be chosen for only;,

two years, the chances of executive-legislative discord would be enhanced, since thgr/f^

would he two interim congressional elections instead of only one as now.
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amounting to some |450,000 a year.*- Originally fixed at $25,000 annually,

the president's salary was raised in 1873 to $50,000, and in 1909 to

$75,000.
/

y
Presidential Burdens and Provisions for Assistance

^^
Some presidents put in longer hours and work harder than others,

but for none is the office a sinecure; few are as fit when they leave the

White House as when they entered it. There is, first of all, n vast amount

of administrative routine. Much can, of course, be turned over to sub-

ordinates; but much also is of such a nature that the president cannot

escape it. The daily grist of correspondence is exacting and time-con-

suming. Heads of departments, members of Congress, party leaders,

spokesmen of business interests, and a wide variety of other people must

be given personal interviews. Delegations, official and unofficial, must be

welcomed. State receptions and dinners must be held. Appointments to

public office make heavy demands. When Congress is in session, there are

bills to be studied, programs of legislation to be mapped out, innumerable

conferences to be held; and even during legislative recesses, much may
need to be done for the furtherance of legislative projects which the chief

executive has at heart. Foreign relations call for much—in periods of

stress like the last few years, almost constant—attention. Preparation of

messages and of public addresses chains the president to his desk; cabinet

meetings, official entertainment of foreign and other guests, interviews

with representatives of the press, and participation in public ceremonies

take their toll of energy and time. And as if all this were not enough,

the president is expected to exercise a general watchfulness over the state

of the cormtry and at times of crisis—such as the stock-market crash of

1929, the great droughts of 1930 and 1934, and the banking debacle of

(il933—^to devise, guide, and lead in carrying out measures of relief and

Iremedy. Though assisted by a White House “secretariat” considerably

increased in numbers and improved in efficiency. President Hoover found

even less leisure than did most of his predecessors, not simply because by

nature he was a "twelve hour a day man," nor even because the last two

and a half years of his administration proved a peculiarly trying time in

the life of the nation, but because the volume of even the normal work to

be done mounts from year to year and almost from day to day. With a

titanic program of national recovery and social rehabilitation* on kis;

hands, later an equally stupendous program of national defense, and

eventually a global war of staggering proportions (with the White House
the focal point of the combined stresses of a dozen military fronts) Presi-

1 W. Hard, "The White House Plant," World's Work, LVIII, 46-S3. 106-116 (Jan.,

192G1 . The cost ot unofficial entettMuing is boms by the president himself, but that
of offiewt functioned nlet out of a fund of $30,000 given the chief executive every
^year to spend at has‘’>dii50retion. Custom baa it that if adherents of more than

politica-l pai-ty are present, a function la "offioiaU' otherwise not.
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dent Roosevelt—although temperamentally fitted to carry a great load

with a minimum of strain—much of the time lived and worked under

pressure that could not fail to take heavy tolld

In a significant report submitted early in 1937, the President’s Com-
mittee on Administrative Management in the Government of the United

States (composed of three outstanding students of government, and ap-

pointed by President Eranklin D. Roosevelt to consider desirable im-
provements in the national administrative system 2

) asserted that in

view of the enormous growth of the work to be clone, the president’s

“immediate staff assistance” was “entirely inadequate,” and proposed a

plan for not to exceed six administrative assistants who should serve as

his “direct aids in dealing with the managerial agencies and adminis-

trative departments of the government”—such assistants to be in addition

to the three existing presidential secretaries dealing, respectively, with

the public, with Congress, and with the press and radio. Almost imme-
diately, President Roosevelt presented to Congress a more ambitious plan

for strengthening and developing the “management arms” of the chief

executive having to do wiiJi (1) budget and efficiency research, (2) plan-

ning, and (3) personnel—all being matters outside of the executive

departments, but vital to efficient management of the government.”

Provision for the six administrative assistants was forthwith made by
Congress, and appointees have been serving, quietly but effectively, since

the year mentioned. The larger project encountered some delay, but by
executive order of September 8, 1939, issued in pursuance of powers

granted the president in the Reorganization Act of the previous April 3,"*

there was introduced into the picture an !^ecutive Office of the President

which (after various changes in the meantime) ’"ndwadayr'emBraces six

larger or smaller establisliajgntOtAicilIpws; (1) the White House Office,

including the presidential secretaries and administrative assistants, and
serving the president in the performance of the many detailed duties inci-

dent to his immediate office
; (2) the Bureau of the Budget, dating origi-

nally from 1921, and for two decades attached in form to the Treasury
although practically an independent establishment under presidential

i For “human interest” accounts of the piesjdent at work, one may turn to I, H.
Hoover, Forby-two Years in the White Houie (Boston, 1934), by a shrewd observer
who served .under several pieaidcnts as chief usher at the White House; W, Irwin,
“Pojrtrait JsV a President [HooverJ,” and “The President’s Job,” Sat. Eve. Post,
GCIII, 25 (Jan. 17, 1931), and CCIII, 25 (Mar. 7, 1931)

; and D. Pearson and B. S.
Allen, "How the President [Franklin D. RoosoveltJ Works," Harper’s Mag.,
CLXXIII, 1-14 (June, 1936). Cf. biographies of various presidents.

® See pp. 411-412 below.
* In doing so, he said ; “[It! has been common knowledge for twenty years that

the president cannot adequately handle his responsibilities; that he is overworked;
that it is humanly impossible, under the systein which we have, for him fully to

capy out his constitutional duty os chief executive because he is overwhelmed with
minor details and needless contacts arising directly from the bad organization andi

equipment of the government,"
*See pp. 410-411 below.
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control ;

" (3) tlio Office for Emergency Management, dating from 1940

and comprising a framework witliin which large numbers of major civilian

war agencies, such as the Office of Defense Transportation and the War

Production Board, have been established; = (4) The Liaison Office for

Personnel Management, established in 1939, and headed by one of the

six administrative assistants; (5) the Committee for Congested Produc-

tion Areas, created in 1943, and occupied with coordinating federal, state,

and local efforts to solve problems relating to facilities and services in

congested war-production areas; and (6) a War Refugee Board, created

in 1944 to aid in the rescue and relief of victims of enemy oppression.

Obviously, certain of these units, having to do with wartime activities,

are only temporary. But others provide Ihc president permanently with

facilities needed by the chief executive of any modern state for the proper

discharge of his responsibilities. In the president’s case, the responsi-

bilities themselves have hardly been lightened; but the improved

machinery for administrative “housekeeping” has at least simplified and

expedited the labors which they entail.''

The Vice-Presidency and Arrangements jor Presidential Succession

Since presidential elections take place only at regular four-year in-

tervals, some arrangement is necessary for filling out a term in case the

president dies, resigns, or is removed by impeachment
;
and the constitu-

tion provides for a vice-president, who is to take up the duties of presi-

dent whenever the office falls vacant or the president is himself unable

to discharge them.'^ No_ president has resigned; f none has been removed,

although the impeachment proceedings against Andrew Johnson failed

by a single vote
;

^and no president has been incapacitated to such an ex-

tent or for so long a period as to lead to the assumption of presidential

functions by the vice-president, although such a transfer of authority

was seriously discussed after the wounding of President Garfield by an

1 See pp. 4S5-48i' below.
2 See pp. 687-088 below.
!iWe have a General Staff for the Army. The Executive Office of the President

may be regarded as in a sense a General Staff for the president on the civilian side,

An. informing symposium on the Executive Office of the President (before certain
changes were made in it) will be found in Public Admim Rev., I, 101-140 (Winter,
1941). Cf. M. R. Eiselen, “Work Relief for Presidents,” Sociol Sci,, XII, 201-205
(Apr., 1937) ,

and especially N. M. Pearson, “A General Adniiiiistrativo Staff to Aid
the President,” Pub. Admin. Rev., IV, 127-147 (Spring, 1044). An Office of Gov-
ernment Reports originally included was, Ju 1942, transferred to and consolirtateil

with the Office of War Information (soe p. 690 below), and a National Resonrccs
Planning Board was abolished in 1943 (see p. 598 below),

^ Under the language of the original constitution, the vice-president succeeds only
to the “powers and cluties" of the office, not to the office itself, and hence in 1927
it was argued that another term for Mr. Coolidge would not be a third term as
preddent. The Twentieth Amendment, of later date (1933), however, says that if a
president-elect dies before taking office, the vice-president-elect “shall become presi-
dent.”
sQn the way in which a president ot vice-president may resign—a matter unpro-

“'^yided for in the oonstitution—see note by E. S. Brown m Amer. Folit. Sci. Rev.,
XXII, 732-733 (Aug., 1928) » One vice-president has resigned, i.e., John C. Calhoun
in IS^A^, Cade oj the Laws oj the V, B- (1934), p. 27,
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assassin’s bullet in 1881, and also during the earlier stages of President

Wilson’s illness in 1919-20d Seven presidents, however, have died in olSce,

and seven vice-presidents have in consequence assumed the duties of the

presidency. Since Van Buren, no vice-president has been elected presi-

dent unless he had first succeeded to the office by the death of the in-

cumbent.

Unless an emergency makes it necessary for him to assume the powers
and duties of president, the vicc-presiclent'^has no constitutional function

except to preside over the Senate; even there he is not a member and has

no vote except in the case of a tie. He is, in reality, an executive officer,

with, however, only potentiLil, rather than actual, powers and functions.

But he may at any moment be called upon to take the helm of the govern-

ment, and it goes without saying that he will do well to keep informed on

the state of public affairs and on the policies and plans of the Administra-

tion. From the vantage point of the presiding officer's chair in the Senate,

he will, of course, learn much of wdiat is going on in legislative circles.

He needs also, however, to be in "close touch with the executive side of

the government; and an obvious means to this end is attendance at meet-

ings of the cabinet. Calvin Coolicige, John N. Garner, Henry A. Wallace,

and Harry S. Truman are, however, the only vice-presidents in the coun-

try’s history who have sat with the cabinet with any regularity."

ij. Kerney, "Govei'ninent by Proxy,” Ceniury Mao-, CXI, 481-48G (Peb., 1926).
No definitiun of presidential inability is laid down in the constitution or the laws,
and theiB is no specification of who is to decide when the president’s disablement
is so serious and prolonged that an^ “acting president” is needed. The commonest
opinion m 1919-20 was that the decision lay with, the I'ice-president, with or without
ratification by Congress.

No provision is made for a substitute when the president is temporarily absent
from the country, as was Woodrow Wilson during the Paris Peace Conference of

1919 and as was Franklin D. Koosevelt repeatedly in connection with wartime
conferences such as those at Casablanca, Cairo, Teheran and Yalta. Modem means
of communication, however, enable a president to keep in close touch with
Washington, wherever he may bo,

2 C. 0. Paullin, “The Yioe-President and the Cabinet," A}ner. Hist. Rev., XXIX,
496-500 (A.pr., 1924). Although lukewarm, or even hostile, toward some of the policies

of the Poo.sevelt Administration, Vice-President Garner's strong senso of personal
and party loyalty, together with hia exceptional familiarity with congi'es.sional business

(iicquived in part as a former speaker of the House of Representatives), made him
more of a power in ilie government of his day than vice-pre.sidenta have commonly
been. See current newspapers for the role which he played during an interval of party

and congressional confusion' in the last two weeks of July, 1937 (c. 17 ., N. Y. Times,

July 20). Having himself originated some of the basic principles of the New Deal

—marshaling,, also the data and ideological argument
^

for defending them—and
seeina eye W5 eye with hi.s chief at piaclically every point, Vice-President Wallace

likewise could be depended upon to invest the vice-presidency with unusual vitality.

Quite unprecedented, indeed, was his active seivice, from the summer of 1941, as

chairman of the Economic Defense Board (later the Board of Economic Warfare),

consisting of various cabinet members and charged with coordinating the action.^ and

policies of defense agencies and with developing integrated defense plans. In 1943,

however, Ml’. Wallace was rebuked by the President for quarreling publicly with the

.secretary of commerce and was removed from his ehairtnanahip by conversion of thp

Board of Economic Warfare into the Office of Economie Warfare under another

chairman
;
and in 1944 the equivocal support given him by the President, combined

with conseiwative (especially Southern) disapproval of hia affiliations with some of

the more radical elements in the country’s politics, cost him the nomination for a

0 spoond term. , Y
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If occasion arises, the duties of the presidency devolve upon the vice-

president. But, obviously, there is no guarantee that at any given time

there will be a vice-president; this official may himself have died,^ re-

signed, been removed, or become incapable of attending to public busi-

ness. Moreover, after a vice-prei3ident has assumed the pre.sidency, there

would be no one—unless further arrangements were made—to step into

the highest office should it again fall vacant. Accordingly, the constitu-

tion empowers Congress to provide for the case of removal, death, resigna-

tion, or disability, both of the president and vice-president, “declaring

what officer shall then act as president.”^ The first legislation on the

subject, dating from 1792, provided that the president pro tempore of

the Senate should succeed, or in case no such official should be available,

the speaker of the House of Representatives. But for several reasons

this was not a satisfactory arrangement. Under it, the presidency would

devolve upon a person who had been sent to the national capital to be,

not an executive, but a legislator. It^might also bring the government

under the direction of a chief executive belonging to a different party

from that to which the president and vice-president had belonged. Still

more serious, if both the president and vice-president should die during

the interval between the expiration of one Congress and the meeting of

the next, there might be no president pro tern, of the Senate, and there

certainly would be no speaker of the House. In spite of this, the law

stood unchanged for almost a hundred years. In 1881, however, the death

of President Garfield, some weeks before a newly elected Congress con-

vened, brought the matter vividly to the country's attention, and five

years later a new presidential succession act withdrew the officers of the

legislative houses from the succession and substituted a plan under

which, after the vice-president, the heads of the executive departments

succeed—in a sequence prescribed by the law—due regard being paid, of

course, to the constitutional qualifications of age, citizenship, and resi-

dence. Never as yet, however, has the succession actually passed beyond

the vice-president.^

The Cabinet

As early as 1781, when the first executive departments were created

by the Continental Congress, it was suggested that their principal officers

consult together as an advisory council, and in the convention of il7§7

several plans for a council—a council of appointment, a council of revi-

sion, or a general advisory council—were considered. No proposal on the

J- In point of faot,',iSOT^n vice-presidents have died in office, but luckily not one,
ns it turned out, wh&'veould have been called upon to assume the duties of a deceased
president. f

2Art. II, 5 X;ol.5. '
.

^

® POr a proposal ffiat the vice-presidency be abolished and that any vacancy in
'the ^E^ency be ftlled by. election by the two houses of Congress in joint session,
see B[,,l&.ishtt, A Nm Co'^sUtulim. Now CNew York, 1942), 226-229.

, , K
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subject, however, was adopted, and it remained for an official advisory

group, consisting of the heads of the later ten departments, to form

around the president, not in response to any constitutional or statutory

provisions, but as a mere matter of convenience and usaged To this day,

the "cabinet” is, as such, quite unknown to the formal constitution and

recognized only casually in statutes^''

From the beginning of his first administration, Washington, in addition

to calling on the heads of departments for written opinions, as authorized

in the constitution, discussed inatters_oi-aJly with various principal offi-

cers, including the department heads; and in 1793j_ the disturbed inter-

national situation—more concretely, the crisis with France—caused these

consultations, with what was already beginning to be called a cabinet,

to become relatively frequent. Some people shook their heads and pre-

jAuicted that from this “cabinet conclave,” unknown to the constitution,

1
1 '(would flow all manner of abuses. We can easily enough see now, however,

''l that-gom^sii^development was inevital^de. In common with other public

'k’men of the day, Washingfidh originally supposed th^the Senate—small

^ in numbers and constitutionally associated with the executive in appoint-

ments and treaty-making—^would serve substantially as an executive

council, after the manner of upper chambers in most of the colonial

governmentsli'^ut when he appeared on the floor of that house to consult

about certmn Indian treaties, the demeanor of the members clearly

showed that they did .jiQL±ali£Jihis_jdewu)D thett-funationsr-.^^ the

exp_ected j_eJ.atjpnship..di<i-iiot-de-vclop. Furthermore, contrary to practice

in England and in the colonies, the e<mrts, in 1793, announced it as their

policy jngt tcLgive opinions, even to the president, except in deciding

actual cases; hence the need for consultation could not be met in that

I

directionyFinally, the House of Representatives discouraged—^indeed,

virtually prevented—heads of departments from appearing on the floor

^ in person in order to submit reports, answer questions, and participate

I
in discussion, As a consequence of all these more or less independent

but contemporary developments, the president and heads of departments

were together farced into the relatively isolated position characteristic

of our American scheme of "divided” government, and compelled to rely

i-Tlie heads o£ departments as chiefs of separate branches of the administrative

establishments are dealt with on pp. 403-406 below. Sinca the creation of the Federal

Security Agfency, the Fedeial Works Agency, and the Federal Loan Agency in 1939,

therfc have been, administi'ative establishments in Washington, even in peacetime,

larger in personnel and perhaps more important in function than a.t least one or

two of the ten departments; and their "administrators" have occasionally sal with

the cabinet. Any one, in fact, may so sit if invited by the president. The regular

cabinet members aie, however, the department heads.

During the present war, President Roosevelt did not emulate the example of

President Wilson in World War I in maintaining both the regular cabinet

"war cabinet" consisting of three regular cabinet members and six high defeiiao

officials, the two cabinets meeting alternately; but he often invited heads of dembSe
establi^ments such as the War Production Board to attend particular ifitpiyet

meetings, V' j.

»We shall find that nowadays there are many proposals that both houses adopt
‘ a different polity. SeC p. 391 below. ^ '

'
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upon one another for opinions and advice to an extent originally -unan-

ticipated. The upshot was the cabinet.Vx

To this_daj, the cabinet has remained what it was at the outseU-a

purely advisory body. The president can make much use of it, or little,

or^nbnt at all, as he chooses. Looking upon the heads of departments as

mere administrative officers, and preferring the adviee of his PQrspnij,!

friends, official and otheiwise^^ackson early discontinued cabinet meet-

ings altogether; and soinc other, presidents,. Grant, much of the time

Wilson, and" in his first years Franklin D, Rpogevclt, have leaned but

lightly on their cabinet advisers. On .the other hand, certain presidents,

e.p. Pierce and ffarding, have consulted^ their qabmets at every turn and

have usually followed the'a'clvice received. An able cabinet„can__gp^_far

toward making -upTor the deficiencies of a weak prc_sid_ent, and can also

giyo' added’gtrBn'gth'to a strong one.

Nowadays, the cabinet meets ordinarily once a west- (except during

vacation and campaign periods), though naturally oftener in time of

war or other stress.^ Ranging -widely over problems and policies of the

Administration (not' omitting their party aspects),'-* discussions are

directed mainly to matters, large or small, which the president himself

introduces, although others may be brought up—usually with consent

secured in advance—^by the department chiefs.'* Proceedings ai’c. clqcidcdly

'informal) There are no rules of debate; free interchange of opinion takes

place in a conversational.manner; only rarely is there a vg^le; no minutes

or other official records arc kept,' and sometimes differences of opinion
^

develop afterwards as to whether a given subject was considered at all.® ,

VFurthermore, such decisions as ap-’e reached are mere rccomm.cndations.

Just as the president is free to submit or not submit a matter for con-

sideration,® so .is he .frec to make any final disposal of it that he likes.

1 The begintiings of the cabinet are described fully in H. B. Learned, The Presi-
defil’s Cabinet (New Haven, 1912), Chap. v.

2 Much of the time—as recently as Franklin D. Roosevelt’s earlier years—^there

have regularly been two meetings a week. No one is entitled to call a meeting except
the president. During Wilson’s illnesrs, Secretaiy of State Lansing incurred hie chief’s

displeasure by taking it upon himself to call meetings, and hia foiced retirement soon
followed.

® Frank Knox, a Bepublionn. appointed secretary of war by President Roosevelt
in 1940, was accustomed to slip discreetly out of cabinet meelings when discussions

assumed a partisan tone.
4 Because of lack of confidence in his advisers’ competence, or because of a desire

, to proceed strictly according to his own ideas and meanwhilB to keep even the
fcabinet in the dark, the president may (as Wilson sometimes did) withhold t-orr>-

Ipletely fiom disc_iission“BOTi)e of tbd weightiest matters of the hour.
‘ “ A. ^olMSal ‘of interesting information about cabinet meetings can be gleaned
from published coirespondence, memoirs, and autobiographies of ex-mcmbeis, such
as The Letters oj Franklin K. Lane (Boston, 1922) ; W. 0 Redfleld, With Congress
and Cabinet, (Garden 'City, N. Y., 1924) ; and D. F. Houston, Eight Ferns with

Wikon’s Cabinet, 2 vpla. ((iardon City, N. Y’,, 1926)

.

® When President Franklin D. Roosevelt and two or three intimate advisers worked
out the plan for the fatuous Court bill of 1937 (proposing, among p-fiier things, to

\ add ^ixnew justices to tlie Supieme Court), the measure was shown to the attomey-
'Kpfthral only in order that he might prepare a supporting letter, and was ooinmimi-

,, ,'ci8ilB4;.tp,fhe cabinet Q-nly aife-w moments before it exploded in (jongress and touched
of bitter discussion throughout the country. See p. 472 below.
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Ordinarily, lie will be influenced by the views of the men whom he has

chosen to be his principal advisers. But if he thinks that their advice

is not sound, he is under no compulsion to follow it/It is he, not they,

who will have to bear ultimate responsibility before the country for

whatever is done| "Seven nays, one aye—^the ayes have it,” announced

Lincoln, following a cabinet consultation in wdiich he found every mem-
ber against him. Cabinet discussions bring out useful information and

opinion, clarify views, and promote morale in the Administration. They

help the president pick his course in both international and domestic

affairs. But they do not culminate in decisions upon policy by mere show

of hands, v''

No president, of course, relies upon his cabinet alone for advice
;

som’e,

indeed, e.g., Jackson, have notoriously preferred other sourcesjAlcmbers,

of Congress (especially the majority Icadcrsl, old friends and associates,

bankers, business men, labor leaders, experts on social and economic

problems—^these are only a few of the people who wall bo found wending

their way, to the White House, either by invitation or on their own

initiative .vDuring the earlier years of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s presidency,

\ the cabinet was, on the one hand, pretty much submerged in a "super-

cabinet,” known as the National Emergency Council, and consisting, in

addition to the heads of departments, of some two dozen heads of new

recovery agencies and persons brought in as' experts from outside of

government circles, and, on the other hand, pushed into the background

by the so-called "little cabinet," a galaxy of "intellectual’'—^largely pro-

fessorial—experts and reformers (Moley, Tugwell, Corcoran, Cohen,

Berle, and others) appointed, for the most part, to under-secretaryships

and assistant-secretaryships and comprising the group popularly dubbed

.the "Ij^iain tmsf-" As conditions became more normal, the regular cabinet

emerged in something like its full stature, although outsiders continued

to have much influence and the professional brain-tiusters merely gave

way to non-academicians, chiefly young lawyers. The President’s prin-

cipal adviser for a number of years (Harry Plopkins) w'as not a cabinet

member except for a brief period; and in general—apart from wartime

necessities—^Alr. Roosevelt preferred to have “idea” men (Henry A. Wal-

lace was generally in favor as such) ,around him rather than adminis-

trators.- Certainly it wms chiefly the former wdio imparted slants to his

attitudes^^ decisions, and policies.

y
Department Reads—that is to say, cabinet members—arc selected with

rbolh their administrative and advisory functions in inind.1 Several other

considerations, however, enter in. First, the appointees must normally

be of the president’s p aityC^-^Pi^ashington made Jefferson secretary of state

ancT Hamilton secretary of the treasury. But friction arose, and it soon

proved desirable to bring the chief oflSces into the hands of men who saw

eye to eye in political matters. Since 1795, the principle of party soli--

darity has-,|ieen adhered to rather closely. To be sure, Cleveland appointed
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as secretary of state a man who had been thought of as a Republican

candidate for the presidency. But the appointee (Walter Q. Gresham)

had supported Cleveland in the electoral campaign, McKinley appointed

a “gold” Democrat secretary of the treasury; Theodore Roosevelt and

Taft each appointed a Democrat secretary of war; Hoover made a Demo-

crat attorney-general. But in all of these instances, except possibly the

first, the appointee had not been prominent in national politics. The same

was true of Henry L. Stimson, appointed secretary of war by Franklin

D. Roosevelt in 1940; although another .Republican (Frank Knox)

simultaneously made secretary of the navy had only four years previously

been his party’s candidate for vice-president.’- Regard for party affili-

ation does not mean, however, that only party leaders are appointed,

The tendency to look upon the cabinet as a council of party leaders

has pretty much come to an end. The appointees normally belong to the

party in power at the White House
;
but, as a rule, half or more of them

are not party leaders in any proper sense of the term, and some have had

no active part in politics at alb^v ^

practical considerations more or less influencing the president’s

' y-'selection are geographical distribution, the representation of various

wings or factions of the party, and- obligations incurred
^

for political

Rnppnr.t,Tt will not do to take all of the cabinet officers from the East, or

from the West, or frort' any other single section of the countryif'Ap-

pointment of representatives of different elements in the president’s

party is designed, of course, tg couejiliate opposition and to promote

SpliflnTlty. A good illustration is President Wilson’s appointment of Wil-

liam Jennings Biyan as secretaiy of state in 1913, with a view to winning

for the Administration the support of the more radical wing of the

Democratic party/ Selections must frequently be made, too, with a view

to rewarding individuals (or groups behind them) who have aided con-

spicuously in the president’s election. Still another powerful factor is

pppspn fil friendship and favor. Every president takes into his official

family men whom he knows but slightly; but he is likely to include also

one or two men who, whatever other claims they may have, are first of

all personal friends, e.g., Harry M. Daugherty in Harding’s cabinet, Ray

Lyman Wilbur in Hoover’s, and William H. Woodin in Franklin D. Roose-

velt’s original group.) All told- however, a steadily increasing proportion }

of cabinet officers are chosen for their sgecial.JmQvledgQ, wd, ^perience^

^ When appointed secretary of agriculture in 1933, Henry A. Wallace was a regis-

tered Eepublican, but he had been, supporting Hemocratic candidates since 1926.

Secretary of the Interior lokes, also, rvas at least of Republican antecedents.
^ On the other hand, of course, members are occasionally chosen mainly or solely

beo&tlSe of their services as party leaders or officers. Examples include the selection

of Willi H. Ham Walter Brown, and James A. Parley for the postmaster-generalship

by- Presidents Harding, Hoover, and Franklin D. Roosevelt, respectively, whose cam-
daigh^ the appointees as national committee chairmen had managed. Cf. D, G.
|v4wler( TAe Cabinet PoUtieian; The PostmasteT'Genenl, 1829-1909 (New York,
iMfe). The Senate commphly assents to the president’s cabinet selections without
fiJJWch oppusitioil or heailSation. But sefe n. 356. note 4, below.
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or their administrative ability, proved or presumed. Frequently, they are

persons who have attained eminence in the profc.ssioual or bu'^inesa world.

The secretary of the treasury is very likely to be of this type, as, for

example, William G. McAdoo and Andrew W. Alollon; the secretaries

of commerce and agriculture also, as in the instances of Herbert Hoover,

David F. Houston, and Henry A. Wallace; and perhaps one may add

the secretary of labor, as in the case of the first woman to receive a

cabinet appointment, Frances Perkins. The attorney-general is at least

always a lawyer. Rarely does a member appear, however, who has ever

had any connection with the work of the department over which he i.s

called to preside; and, contrary to earlier practice, few heads of depart-

ments are now carried over from one administration to anotlier, even

when a new president is of the same party as his predecessor.' For the

experience, as well as the technical competence, essential to satisfactory

performance of its work, a department is dependent mainly upon subor-

dinate officers who do not come and go with changes at the White blouse.
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(Ctt^PTER XIX

THE PRESIDENT AS CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Whatever e^e he may be—guide and collaborator in legislation, party

leader, general custodian of national interests—^the president is first of

all an executive/ In defining his position as such (as head, indeed, of the

executive branch), the constitution, however, falls somewhat below its

customaiy level of clarity In one place, it unqualifiedly vests m the

president "the executive power,” ' certainly suggesting that whatever

executive power there is belongs to him. Later on, however, it separately

grants him certain specific powers of an executive natiiie, e.g., those of

appointment (with the advice and consent of the Senate)
,
treaty-making

(also with the Senate’s approval), and pardon and rqirieve, and people

have sometimes wondered why, if all executive power is conferred, the

constitution’s framers should have thought it necessary to provide in

this way for particular powers of the kind, and wdiether, after all, there

may be executive powers which, not being expressly granted, are to be

regarded as withheld.^ Another point that has troubled some students

of the subject is that, while the president is charged with taking care

that "the laws be faithfully executed,” ’ the actual task of executing

them inevitably falls mainly to other people, who, therefore, might be

looked upon as sharing in a power nominally possessed by the president

alone. Still again, when Congress discharges its constitutional function

of making "all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying

into execution” the powers of the national government,^ the cpiestion

might arise whether the two houses are sharing in the executive function.

Many of these laws bestow powers and duties on the president. Are these

executive powers, and if so, how did Congress come by them if the execu-

tive power is lodged in the president? Or is such legislation to be regarded

as merely prescribing conditions under which executive powers are to be

exercised?

Abstruse questions such as these are mentioned here, not for debate,

but only give some idea of how complex our system of divided gov-

ernment really is, and to make clear why presidential powers should so

often have stirred controversy and furnished Issues for adjudication in

the courts. In practical fact, the sources from which presidential executive

iAit II, § 1. cl. 1 j ^ ,

* Certain of the executive powers mdividually bestowed would no doubt have

required special mention because of the connection with them asaigued to the Senate

But this cannot account for the mention of others, c.g., paidon, with which the

Senate has nothing to do.
a Art. 11, I 3.

Art. I. § 8, cl. 18.
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/powers arc derived are simply two: (1) constitutional clauses directly

conferring them (as interpreted, when challenged, by a usually gener-

ous Supreme Court), and (2) acts of Congress passed in pursuance of

the “necessary and proper” clause, or of other direct or implied author-

I

ity. When, for example, Congress establishes a new executive depart-

ment, a new diplomatic post, or a new administrative commission, it

automatically enlarges the president’s power of appointment and re-

movall When it passes a tariff act, such as the Smoot-Hawley Act of

1930, 4uthorizing the president to approve or reject rates recommended

by the Tariff Commission, it puts into his hands an important power over

foreign commerce. When it goes farther (as in 1934, with later renewals),

and authorizes the president to conclude international trade agreements

independently of the Tariff Commission, and involving the modification of

duties by as much as fifty per cent, it still further extends this power.

When, as in the Reorganization Act of 1939, it empowers the chief execu-

tive to rearrange the administrative machinery of the national govern-

ment in the interest of economy and efficiency (with only a right of

disallowance reserved to Congress), it bestows significant new discre-

tionary authority. And when, as in the Act to Promote the Defense of the

United States (the crucial fimt Lend-Lease Act of 1941), it authorizes the

president, at his sole discretion, to place war materials and supplies at the i

service of hard-pressed foreign powers, it confers authority of truly im-

mense proportions.’-

Tilt)
,

A question which has stirred considerable difference of opinion, even

i^Msiit
presidents themselves, is that of whether the president has in-

power herent, as well as conferred, executive power. That is, has he power, out-

side of the constitution and laws, simply because he is the chief executive?

Alexander Hamilton and Andrew Jackson thought so; on one occasion,

the Supreme Court inclined to the same view
;

® and Theodore Roosevelt,

after going out of office, recorded that as president he had "insisted upon

the theory ‘that the executive power was limited only by specific restric-

tions and prohibitions . . . and that he had “declined to adopt the view

i^that what was imperatively necessary for the nation could not be done

/.by the president unless he could find some specific authorization to do
8 basic characteristic of our national 'government is, however,

if it is a government of limited powers—of only such pow„ers as are

enumerated in the constitution or can properly he inferred from' it, which

clearly means that no executive power (or power of any other sort) is

inherent, in the sense of antedating and transcending the constitution.

"The tme view q^,^he executive function is, as I conceive it,” wrote!

President Taft, "that the president can exercise no power which cannot^

i Oti the delegation of vast powers to the president in wartime, see pp, 665-666
below, i|

re NeagU, 135 TJ. S, i (1890), See W. H, Taft, Our Chief Magis'iraie and His
Powers, 88-91.

t AutoUagra-ghy (New York, I9l3), 38?-389.
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be reasonably and fairly traced to some specific grant of power or justly

implied or included within such express grant as necessary and proper to

its exercise. Sucli specific grant mu'st be either in the constitution or in an

act of Congress passed in pursuance thereof. There is no undefined resid-

uum of power which he can exercise because it seems to him to be in

the public interest.^^ President Roosevelt was politically-minded, Presi-

dent Taft legally-minded; and the view of the latter seems clearly the

more correct—even though at various times in the past the Supreme
Court has gone far toward conceding to the president full independence

in interpreting his constitutional powers, and in that qualified sense has

sometimes been said to have recognized the chief executive as having

“inherent” powers.^

Plowever this may be, the growth of presidential power has been one

of the outstanding developments of our governmental system in the past

hundred year^sTThe point will not be elaborated further until after various

major presidential functions shall have been brought to view one by
one, But the remark may be ventured that, even before President Franklin

T5. Roosevelt was clothed by Congress with extraordinary authority

I for dealing with the national emergencies produced by economic de-

pression and internationfil conflagration, ' the president had become

—

‘-European)'’ dictators apart—^the most powerful executive officer in the

.jworld. Of the three branches into which our national government is

divided , the executive" has advanced farthest, from tVip. point at which it

started . The judiciary has considerably more than held its own—^mainly

because of its power to review legislative and executive acts. The legis-

lative branch has run a poor third; and for this the remarkable develbp-

-ment of the presidency has been primarily responsible*!^-''-'^

Viewed in the large, the president's powers and functions, as conferred

in the constitution and laws, fall into two general groups: (1) those that

are mainly or wholly executive, and (2) those that involve sharing in the

work of legislation. Unknown to the constitution and laws, although of

course related to these two categories (especially the second) in actual

practice, is a third set of functions, i.e., those arising from the presi-

dent’s position as principal leader of his party.VExecutivc powers, in

fall into six principal gr.aun3:L. (l) enforcement of the laws and

maintenance of domestic order; (2) appointment and removal of civil

I

, \Our Ohiej JWopiafrate and His Powers, 139-W2.
2 Curiously, the role played by Taft as chief justice iu later days, notably in the

Myers case (see p, 3fiD below), contributed to promoting this view. In the case of

tJnited States v. CurfcisS-Wright Export Corporation, 299 U. S. 304 (1936), the

Supreme Court said that if the power to conduct foreign relations had not been
conferred in the constitution, the national government would have posaeased It

,
anyway; and since the conduct of foreign relations ia by nature an executive func-

tion, tliis assertion of the Court has sometimes been construed as tantamount to

S
'"

ibutina at least potential inherent power to the president. Aottially, of cOtirae,

president’s authority to manage the country’s foreign relations has to rest on
I no auth inferential basis, for it is er^tessly conferred.

'fOn the general subject of conceptions of the presidential offic!Br"See E-, S. Corwin,

Jpe Preswenh Qfflpe.rmd Powerij Chap. v.
*

, J
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and military officers; (3) supreme direction of administration, including

the function of issuing orders and regulations; (4) pardon, reprieve, and

amnesty; (5) management of foreign relations; and (6) control of the

military and naval establishments, together -with the conduct of war.

The last two of these will necessarily be dealt with in later chapters de-

voted to fopsign relations and defense;^ the other four must engage our

attention ^ere.^

/
Enforcement of the Laws and Maintenance of Order

j
y^rhe prime duty of any executive is, of course, to execute', and the

I most solemn obligation that the constitution imposes on the president is

to “take care that the laws be faithfully executed.” The oath of office

which he takes requires him to “protect and defend” the highest law of

all, ie.j the constitution; and the general nature of his position makes it

his function not only to enforce all federal laws (including treaties), but

also to protect all federal insti-umentalities and property/Normally, he

does these things by quiet, and- even routine, supervision and direction

of the administrative machinery which the laws have provided for the

purpose, including, as becomes necessary, the Department of Justice, the

federal district attorneys, the United States marshals, and the federal

courts.^ But if need arises, he may make full use of the Army and Navy,

and likewise of the National Guard when called, according to act of

Congress, into federal service. “The entire strength of_the^ation,” the

LShprome.. .Court has said .

“
maV-.be used to enforce in_Einy....pgrt.,cil the

Lynd the full and free exereffie of all national powers and_ thg, jecqriiy

of_^all rights intrusted_by' ^e~co5strIu'fi'dirth''its ca’^'. , . If^the eme]^__

gency arises, the army of tlie n^ohTahd Wits militiaj.arg.at thft.Bgrvice ,

of JhejiatiQnJa..campMm5iedience-4e^1ts"4awsJLl.Congress, has pasge?}
~

munerous measures authorizing the use of both the national and state

1 Chaps, xxxin-xxxv below.
2 Legislative and party functions are considered in Chap, xx below.
s In oases of suspected violation of federal law, he will ordinarily instruot the

attorney-general, as head of the principal law-enforcing agency, to start appropriate
action. It goes without saying, however, that the vast bulk of governmental work,
including law enforcement, goes on. year in and year out through the constituted
channels with no pemonal intervention or notice from the president. Enforcement
of law, it may be added, entails likewise the interpretation of law; that is to say,

the enforcing authority must continually be deciding what the law means and to

what extent it is applicable in given situations. Questions that provolsj? sufficient

differences of opinion are, of course, likely to reach the Supreme Court, which Jbe-

oomes the final arbiter. “All executive readings of the laws are , . .

,

when they give
rise to litigation, subject to review by the courts,” E. S, Coi-win, The President:

Office and Powers, 112. Closely related is the executive power to issue proclamations,
orders, ordinances,

_
rulra, and regulations supplementing the laws as they come from

Congress—a function Considered at a later point in this chapter (see pp. 362-366

below).
*In re Dehs, 158 XT. S. 564 (1896), Laxity in law enforcement (federal, state, and

local)—^long a matter of reproach, bnt aggravated by the difficulty of carrying out
the statutes enacted in pursuance of Ihe Eighteenth Amendment—^led Presidentv,

Hoover, in 1929, to appoint a fact-finding commibsion on law observance and en-
forcement, The f^ickershhm Commission's report was published in several instal-

ments in 1931. ,
"I
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forces in law enforcement ^—even though, so far as the Army and Navy
are concerned, the president would have the power in any case.

As we have seen, the constitution stipulates that the United States

shall guarantee to every state a republican form, of governnmnt, and

shall protect the states against both invasion and domestic violOTce-Ulf

the republican form of government in a state is threatened or danger of

an invasion arises, the president acts without awaiting a request from

the state authorities. If the situation involves merely domestic disorder,

he cannot act until he is asked to do so, unless the execution of national

law, the carrying on of a national activity, or the safety of national

property is imperiled; in this contingency, he may intervene independ-

ently, as did President Cleveland, over the protest of the governor of

Illinois, when, in 1894, the carrying of the mails and the flow of inter-

state commerce were obstructed by a great railway strike at Chicago.^

A request for national assistance in repressing domestic violence is made
by the legislature of the state if it is in session, otherwise by the governor.

The president is not under compulsion to comply; indeed, he is not likely

to do so unless, after investigation, he considers that the authorities of

the state have reached the limit of their capacity to handle the situation.

When first asked by Governor Cornwell to aid West Virginia in curbing

disorders produced in that state by protracted strikes of bituminous coal

miners in 1921, President Harding refused, although later developments

led him to take the desired action.^

1 The series began with (1) a militia act of 1792, which authorized the president
to call forth the militia whenever the execution of the federal laws was obstructed
by combinations too powerful to be suppressed through the ordinary course of

judicial proceedings, and (2) an act of 1807, which authorized the use of the Army
and Navy under similar circumstances.

a Gov'ernor Altgeld protested against the use of national troops in the state unless

he or the legislature requested it. But the President stood firmly on his right and
duty to execute the national laws with all the forces at his command, and in the
Debs case previously cited his position was sustained unanimously by the Supreme
Court, on the ground that it was justified by interference bjr the strikers with the
free flow of interstate commerce and with the transportation of the mails. See
Cleveland’s own account of the affair in his Preaidenlial Problems (New Yori
Chap. II. Cf. B. M. Rich, The Presidents and Civil Disorder (Washington
Chap. VI; A Lindsey, The Pullman Strike (Chicago, 1943); W. E,. Browne,

oj Illinois (New York, 1924), Chaps, xri-xvi; A. Nevins, Grover Cleveland; A Study
in Courage (New York, 1932), Chap, xxxiii.

® A race riot in Deti-oit in June, 1943, led President Eoosovelt to issue a proclama-

tion calling upon the rioters to “disperse and retire peaceably to their respective

abodes”; tmd when the governor of die .state, having imposed a modified form of

msu'tial l.'w on the Detroit metropoUlan area, requested the aid of federal troops,

some six thousand were moved in as a means of restoring order. The state was the

more helpless in the situation, of course, because its National Guard units had
been called into wartime federal service. Sea E. Brown, “The Truth About the

Detroit Riot,” Earpe-ds Mag., CLXXXVII, 488-498 (Nov., 1943). At various times

during the present war, the President ordered striking coal miners to return to their

jobs, and more than once the national government temporarily took over and
operated some or all bituminous and anthracite mines. Jjabor troubles caused certain

industrial plants, merchandising establishments (e.g-, the headquarters and brMoh
stores of Montgomery Ward and C)o.), and transportation systems, (e.ff., the facilities

of the Philadelphia Transportation Company) to ho taken over briefly also. These

actions were aimed not so mrtoh. however, at curbing disorder as at averting inter-

ference with the naRonal war effort.

,
1941).
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2. Appointment and Removal

Except for the members of Congress, only two olTicials connected

with the national government are elected by the people, namely, the

president and the vice-president. All others are appointed.^ The^power,^

to appoint^i§_^ye&ted basically in the pj:fisiden,t, and notwithstanding that,

in exercising it he acts iinder a nuglbfilhoi^Jestramtg, no j^uthority in-

trustcti,ilip,3^ is, year in andjyoar jiut, oi greater praetical.impprtanqe.^^^

IVith it goes not only control over the work of administration in its larger

aspects, but also weighty influence upon legislation as a result of the

conferment, or withholding, of offices sought by importunate senators and

congressmen for their constituents. A president’s appointnaents may go

far toward making or breaking him as head both of the government and

of his own party, v

Eateful as the power is, however, far-reaching restrictions hedge it

about. To begin with, by constitutional provision, the president appoints,

not independently (except under certain circumstances inchoated below)

,

but "by and with the advice and consent of the senate;” to speak with

complete accuracy, he nominates, the Senate confirms (by a majority

vote of the members present),^ and he thereupon appoints.|yAs was ex-

plained by Hamilton in The Federalist, this arrangement was adopted,

not to relieve the president of responsibility for appointments, but to

check ail}'’ spirit of favoritism that he might display and to prevent the

appointment of "imfit characters from state prejudice, from family con-

nection, from personal attachment, or from a view to popularity.” ®

It long ago became customary for the Senate to assent almost as a

matter of course to the president’s selections for the highest positions

in the executive departments, 'The heads of departments serve, at least

o,stcnsibly, as his principal advisers; besides, as the chief of the executive

branch, he bears full responsibility for their official actslOn both grounds,

it is only fair that in choosing them he shall normally have complete

.freedom; and only six nominees for such posts have ever been rejected.^^

J^ominations to judgeships and diplomatic positions have been refused

assent—or at all events strongly opposed—^with somewhat increased fre-

iStricL accuracy requires it to be noted, however, that each house of Congress
chooses its own officers, except that the vice-president of the United States is ex offiaio

president of the Senate.
s Confirmation or rejeotion must be absolute, without any conditions attached.- -

s No. LXX.VI (Lodge’s ed., 474).
•* B. B. Taney, for seci'etary of the treasuiy, in 1834; Caleb Cushing, for secretaiy

of the treasury, in 1843 ; David Henshaw, for secretary of the navy, in 1844 ;
J. IVf.

Bolter, for secretary of war, in 1844; Henry Stanberiy, for attomey-genei'al, in

1868; and Ohatlos B. Warren, for attorney-general (rejected twice), in 1926. Occa-
sionally, Ijowever, nominees ^ire confirmed only over considerable opposition. Thus
a Democratic Senate, in J949, divided on confirmmg Hemy L. Stimston as Secretary

' of war tod Frank Knox as se<iretary_ of the navy (both being Bepublicans) by
VOtOS-of 6S to 28 smd M to 16, rfespeotively

;
and e&ly in 1945—evdn after the post

kad bean stripped of itaporttof financial powefs Vliicli a Senate maj o'rity did not
sen jnwuSted to hint^Honry A, Wallace v)as confirmed aS secretary of oom-

^ TOte of 56 to 32.
'

i
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quency in later decades, yet as a rul^ are not seriously challenged. In

other fields and on lowor levels, the power to confirm or reject is em-

ployed freely
;
and the president must be prepared, in case one nomination

fails, to offer another or to see the office involved stand vacant for a

time. The number of senatorial rejections naturally varies with circum-

stances. If the president and Senate are on good terms, and especially if

the president’s party enjoys the advantage of a loyal senatorial majority,

nominations are likely to be approved almost automatically.’^ If, how-

ever, there is lack of harmony, rejections or refusals to act will be

relatively numerous,"

A second limitation upon the president’s power of appointment arises

from authority given Congress by the constitution to vest the appoint-

ment of such “inferior officers” as it thinks proper, not only in the presi-

dent alone, but in the courts of law, or in the heads of det)aitinents.'' The ""d

constitution nowhere defines the term “officer,” nor does it say wdio are to acpnit-
'

^
metiis

be considered “inferior officers”; and no very clear definitions have es-

tablished themselves in practice. About all that can be said is that the

constitution requires certain kinds of officers—ambassadors, other public

ministers and consuls, aud judges of the Supreme Court—^to be appointed

by the president and Senate, and that outsjde of this small group it is for

Congress to say who are “inferior officers|[^and to provide, if it likes, for

appointment of them by any one of the three special agencies named.

This power has been exercised repeatedly: the president has been given

sole control over some miscellaneous appointments, although no large

number; the courts have been authorized to select their own clerks; and

the heads of departments have been empowered to designate large num-

bers of subordinates, commonly nowadays in accordance with civil service

regulations to be described in a later chapter. How far this dispersion of

the appointing power has gone is indicated by the fact that, in a total of

more than a million officers and employees of all grades in the national

civil service before the present war, only some 16,000 were put in their

positions by the president and Senate.* The proportion is smaller than

lAa, for example, during the second session of tile Seventy-eighth Congi'effl

(January 10-Decembcr 19, 1944), when of 10,119 nomiuatious to civil and niililary

posts submitted to the Senate, 10,073 were confirmed, four were rejected, eighteen

were withdrawn, and twenty-four weie not acted upon.

2 A. W, Maomahon, “Senatorial Confirmation,” Pub. Admin. Jiev., Ill, 281-296

(Autumn, 4-943).
,, ,,

, Dining •a recess of the Senate, the president may rnnks temporniy, or recess,

appointments to positions reciuiiing confirmation. Those lapse at the end of the

Senate’s next session unleea (.onfiimed, although there is nothing except considera-

tions of expediency to prevent reappointment of the same man the moment the

Senate adjourns. Against peraLstent Senate opposition, Theodore Eoosei'elt in this

way kept a Negro in the office of collector of customs at the poit of Charleston

from 1902 to 1904.

2 Art. 11, § 2, el. 2.
, , , . Li i L ij

* Many military offices, to be sure, are filled m this way. If the Senate ahomu

meet with success in its drive of recent years for wider participation in the appoint-

ment of civil officiala—as, for example, through enactment of something m,the

Picture of ibe pereBidal McICellcir Bill—-this number would, be materially

Spe pp. 429-430 Jielow.
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mo&t people realize; and faiiice 1938 one important group, i.e., postmasterg

of tlic first, second, and third rla‘5‘ic=!, although still appointed by presi-

dent and Senate, has been included in the classified civil service, render-

ing presidential selection hardly iiioie than a formality. Nevertheless,

burdened as he is with multifold other tiuks, the chief executive is still

charged with more appointments than he ought to be called upon to make,

In making appointments, the president is limited by further conditions

of a highly practical nature. He cannot simply pick men for thousands

of posts “out of the air,” so to speak. Rather, he must depend upon other

people to bring candidates to his attention and to make clear their claims

to selection; and this opens a way for the great majority of presidential

appointees actually to be chosen by senators or representatives belonging

to the president’s parly—^the principal role being played by senators, yet

with representatives often making proposals in the case of federal offi-

cials operating entirely within a congressional district, or indeed in the

case of more important ones when the state has no senator belonging to

the president’s party.’ Nominations so originating are more than likely

to receive senatorial confirmation. Any originating otherwise arc likely

to be confirmed, also, if no dissent is expressed by either or both of the

senators from the state in which the officer is to function. If, however,

.‘uch objection is voiced, “senatorial courtesy” generally comes into play,

forbidding the member’s wishes to be flouted by his colleagues—in other

words, dictating that the nomination be rejected “ In addition to reckon-

ing with this senatorial practice, the president frequently finds himself

virtually obliged to make appointments aimed principally at placating

a wing of his party, meeting a demand from a particular section of the

country, or keeping some influential politician in line. Small wonder that

every cliief executive finds his appointing power—in other words, his

patronage—one of his greatest burdens! Every time he appoints to an
‘ office. President Taft used to say, he makes nine enemies and one ingrate.-

\The worst of it is that, under the pressures described, many poor appoint-

pients result.

The constitution makes all civil officers of the United States liable to

removal by impeachment, but only upon conviction of treason, bribery, or

other high crimes and misdemeanors. Obviously, there must be-removals

for incompetency, neglect, and other reasons which have no relation to

the specified grounds for impeachment; and the question of how -such x^-

movals should be made forced itself upon the attention of Congress almost

1 A prominent senator (Hatch) observed in the course of dolaate in 1943 that when
ppointmenta have to be confiimed by the Senate, aenatois tioin the states affected

otually make them, leavmg the president with only a veto power. “The right to

iject, which the constitution vests m the Senate, has become the right to select.”
2 Another foim of senatorial qourtesy appeals when, the president having nomi-
ated a seiwtor to an office, the Senate confirms the nommation immediately and
lithout refeiring it to any committe^Departiue from this practice in the case of

he nomination, of Hugo jb- Black kr an associate justiceship in 1937 stirred much
nterest and controversy. See H. Cole, "Mr, Justice Black and ‘Senatorial Courtesy,’

”

(pier, polik jSci. Rev., XXXI, 1113-1115 (Dec , 1937)

,
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immediately after the new gnveniment under the constitution was set uj).

I

Two opposing views appeared One was that, since the constitution was
silent on the subject (except as to impeachment), the power to remove
was to be regarded as implied in the power to appoint, and therefore

should be exercised by the same authorities that were associated in mak-
ing appointments—which in the case of “presidential” offices would mean
the president and Senate. Alexander Hamilton was strongly of this

opinion; and dn eailier days even the Supreme Court seemed to a£reg_

with him. The other view was that, since the president was to" be directly

responsible for the efficiency; oI_aIL national administration, it rvould bo

unfair to tic his hands bv reanirina the Senators cohsenT to removals.

Madison aigued convincingly for this opinion, and it finally won gciieral

acceptance.

For three-quarters of a century, the matter seemed settled. In 1867,

however, it was reopened drainalically when Congress, inspired by hos-

tility to President Johnson, passed over his veto a Tenure of Office Act

providing that, while the president might su^jpend a civil officer when tlie

Senate was not in session (and therefore unable to act on the case)
,
he

should definitely remove no such officer, if appointed with the advice

and consent of the Senate, except with the approval of that body.. To be

sure, this startling measure was repealed in part in 1869 and completely

in 1887. To be sure, too, most people believed, with Johnson, that it

was unconstitutional. Before it disappeared from the statute-book, how-

ever, an act passed in 1876 reaffirmed the disputed principle by pro-

viding that postmasters of the first, second, and third classes should be

appointed, and might be removed, by the president by and wntli the

advice and consent of the Senate, find should hold their offices for four

years unless sooner removed or suspended according to Jaw. Notwith-

standing doubts, therefore, it seemed that, while nonnally the president

could make removals freely and without consulting the Senate, Congress

could go as far as it liked in presciibing exceptions.

The famous Tenure of Office Act of 1867 never, while still in force,

came before the courts in such a way as to lead to a decision upon its

validity; and |ihe statute of 1876 likewise ran for fifty years without

efiectivc challenge. In . 1920, however, President Wilson, -vvithont consult-

ing the Senate, reniovcd FraSr'S. Mvers. first-class postmaster at Pori-

land, Oregon, wdiom he had appointed in 1917; and when, "Myers himself

liavlng*di^in the meantime, the administratrix of his estate carried to

the Supreme Court a suit for the salaiy lost through removal, that tri-

bunal held that in so far as the act of 1876 attempted to place restriction

upon the power of the president to remove officers appointed by him with

the consent of the Senate, it wms unconstitutional.^ This meant that the

^ Myers u. Xlnited States, 272 U.S. 52 (1920), Up to now, the Siipi'eme Court had

always succeeded in side-stepping any ruling on the nature and location of the

renioval power, Incidenlally, this was the first time in history that the UnitM States

(lovemment, through the Jbepartment of Justice, appeared in the Supreme Court to

The
Myers
case
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removal of Myers, without the matter being referred to the Senate, was

constitutionally and legally proper, and that, after all, it is not within

the power of Congress to limit the president’s discretion by making re-

movals contingent upon senatorial assentd

No one, of course, ever argued that the president’s power of removal

is absolutely unlimited. By express constitutional provision, federal judges

(except in the territories and dependencies) hold office during good be-

havior
;

and this is construed to mean that they can be removed only by

impeachment.^ Furthermore, officials who secure appointment under the

merit system (usually directly or indirectly from heads of departments

representing the president) are removable only “for such causes as will

promote the efficiency of the service,” even though, in practice, this

restraining clause is so elastic as to permit the appointing officer to remove

almost any merit appointee for insufficient reason as well as otherwise.^

But, beyond this, can any restraints be imposed? Until a decade ago,

the outcome of the Myers case would presumably have dictated an

answer in the negative. In 1&35, however, the matter was given a new

slant by another weighty 'Supreme Court decision. This time the official

removed was William E. Humphrey , a Republican member of the Federal

Trade Commission (originally appointed by President Coolidge), who,

because of not seeing eye to eye with President Roosevelt upon questions

of public policy, was asked in 1933 to hand in his resignation, and, upon

refusing to do so, was summarily ejected from office. Once more, a suit

for recovery of lost salary was carried to the highest court by an executor;

and this time the case was won.* In writing the Myers decision, Chief

Justice Taft had voiced the dictum that the considerations which debarred

Congress from interfering with the president’s power to remove an

executive officer, such as the Portland postmaster, applied equally to re-

movals from independent regulatory commissions, even though perform-

ing quasi-legislative or quasi-judicial, rather than truly executive,

functions. The Court now, however—doubtless to Mr. Roosevelt’s con-

attaek the constitutionality of an act of Congress. la the course of its decision, too,

the Court vindicated President Johnson's veto of the famous statute of 1807 by
pronouncing that measure unconstitutional post 'mortem. '

1 E. 8. Corwm, “Tenure of Office and the Removal Power XJEder the Constitu-
tion,” Columbia Law Rev., XXVII, 353-399 (Apr,, 1927) ; H. L. McBain, “Conse-
quences of the President’s Unlimited Power of Removal," Polit. Sci. Quar., XLI,
596-603 (Dec., 1926)

;
J. Hart, “The Bearing of Myers v. U.S. upon the Independence

of Federal Administrative Tribunals,” Amsr. Poht. Sci. Rev., XXIII, 667-073 (Aug.,

1929), and reply by A. Langelnttig, {bid., XXIV, 57-66 (Feb,, 1930). The briefs, oral

arguments of oounsel, and opiniona of the Court in the Myers case wiU be found
in 69th Cong., 2nd Sesa,, Sen. Doc. No, 174 (1926).

^ During a_ period pf bitter partisan conflict (in 1801), sixteen judges of circuit

courts established by a "lame^uck" Federalist Congresa were ousted by having
their posts abolished at the hands of a Republican Congress, But of course these

wfire_ not removah in the ordinary sense; and thq action was that of Congress, not
of either the 'president and Senate or the president alone.

® See p, 437 below.

iRatlibun [Humphreyls exeoutorj v. tinited States, 29S U.S. 602 (1935), On the

same day, the Court alhiidister'ed. another blow to the President by holding the

National Ihdustrial Ife^oveiy Act naoonstitutional. See p. 555 below-
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sternation—unanimously held otherwise. When establishing the Federal

Trade Commission/ Congress had given the members seven-year terms

and had made them removable by the president only for “inefficiency, neg-

lect of duty, or malfeasance in office.” No charge on any of these grounds

had been brought against Mr. Humphrey; his removal—which he pro-

tested vigorously until his death shortly afterwards—was based solely

and frankly upon the President’s dislike of his views; and on that account

the Court found it unlawful. The right to remove a purely executive

officer, it said in substance, derives from the inherent nature of the

executive power, and under our system of separation of powers is pro-

tected against congressional interference. But the Federal Trade Com-
mission is a non-partisan and essentially non-exccutive agency set up by

Congress to carry specified congressional enactments into offcct, and the

same principle of separation of powers forbids the president to remove

its members for reasons other than those which Congress, inutile proper

exercise of its legislative authority, has prescribed. The dec ision v^as of

no avail to the noiv deceased commissioner, but it placed a new and

desirable limitation upon the presidential removal _pQjv£r. Thenceforth,

memhCTR of the numerQus~grearindenienc^ regulatoiy commissions were

2n’esumed to be secure against dismissal for reasons of a '‘political”

character.

“

If the Senate cannot legally prevent a removal (except in so far as the

1 See p. 652 below.

2 Professor Corwin sums up the aituation since 1935 as follows: “(1) As to agents

of his own poweis, the piesident’s removal power is illimitable; (2) as to agents of

Congress’s constitutional poweis, Congiess may confine it to removal for cause,

wfiioli implies the fuitlier right to lequire a hearing as a part of the procedure of

the removal.’’ The President: Office and Powers, 96. For full discussion of the

Humphrey case, see W. J. Donovan and E, E Irvme, “The President’s Power to

Remove Members of Administrative Agencies,” Cornell Law Quar., XXI, 215-248

(Feb., 1936). In 1937, President Roosevelt sponsored a reorganization measure which

would have given the chief executive power to make such removals as that attempted

in the case of Humphrey, ’• it Congress flatly refused to pass it.

The removal of Dr. A. E Morgan, in 1938, as chairman of the Tennessee Valley

Authority, because of his refusal to produce evidence in support of charges which

he had made against his fellow-directors, presented a different angle. The T.V.A, is

not .strictly a “regulatory commission,” but more properly a business enterprise.

Besides, Congress had given the president authority to remove, even if wt for pre-

cisely the reason for which the removal was actually made. Heiice, when Dr, Morgan

contested his removal, the Supreme Court refused to support him. Morgan v. United

SUtes, 304 U. S 1 (1938).
^ i

The snbiect should not be dismissed without observing that Congress, on its part,

can (as i» the case of the judges in 1801) separate officials
_

their posts

hj- abolishing the posts themselves. Thus wheii, in lO'lS, provision was made for

liquidating the National Youth Administration, persons engaged in manamng that

service were legislated out of jobs unless others could be found fop them. Congress,

indeed, may grow more personal and attempt to force particular individuals ont ot

federal employment, as when, in 1943, n rider attached to a deficiency appropriation

measure stipulated that three officials named (Robert M. Uoyett, gmnmment necc^

tary of the Virgin Islands and Goodwm. B. Watson and William E. Dodd, Jr., oi

the Federal Communications Commission) should not contmue on the ledernt pay-

roll beyond, a prescribed date unless renominated by the president and recoUhrmed

by the Senate. At the White House, the rider, although i»'=oossaialy accepted Wi^

the bill, was properly condemned as to all mtents and_ punnMes a bill of attamaer.

^e FTU. Schnman, “Bill of Attainder in tlie Seventy-eighth Congress, Amer. Poht.

Sci Rev., XXXVH, 819-829 (Oct., 1943).
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principle of the Humphrey case is applicable), it also cannot compel one

to be inado:^This principle—^never really doubled by any constitutional

lawyer—received forceful illustration in February, 1924, when the Senate

called upon President Coolidge to ask for the resignation of his secretary

of the navy, on the ground that the latter had been remiss in the per-

formance of his official duties/ Affirming that “the dismissal of an officer

of the government, such as is involved in this case, other than by im-

peachment, is exclusively an executive function,” the President explained

in a public statement that no official recognition could be given the reso-

lution
;
and legal opinion and popular sentiment alike strongly supported

the position takend

3. Direction of Administration—Issuing Orders and Regulations

Quite as important as the president’s authority to appoint and remove

officials is his power to direct them in performing their duties.' As exer-

cised today, this power is the outcome _.of long and somewhat hazardous

development. The idea of the .founders was that the control of executive

and administrative work should be divided between the president and

Congress; and when the first executive departments were established,

it was specified that the former should have power to direct two of them,

ie., State and War, but that the head of the. third, i.e., the Treasury,

should report directly to Congress.. The earlier presidents used their

directing power sparingly, and the courts viewed it as substantially

limited to the fields in which it was specifically conferred.

Notwithstanding the spectacular growth of executive power in these

later days. Congress still wields a great deal of control over the adminis-

trative mechanisms and operations of the government,4lt is Congress

that creates the executive departments and, as a rule, their more important

subdivisions—the independent establishments, too—and determines what
I their functions shall be. It is Congress that says, in many situations, what

'I- Another angle of tho rclationa of president and Senate in the matter of appoint-
ments and removals was presented in 1931, when the Senate, after confirming three
persons nominated by the prpident for membership in the reorganized Federal Power
Commission, changed its mind and by a vote of 44 to 37 attempted to recall the
confirmation. President Hoover took the position that the confirmations represented
completed acts, that the commissioners wore duly in. office, and that the only way
—aside from removal by the president—^in. which they could be ousted was by im-
peachment. “I cannot admit the power of the Senate,” he asserted, “|p encroach
upon the executive function by removal of a duly appointed executive oftoer unfigr
the guise of reconsideration of his nomination," The Senate’s answer was to order
the names restored to the executive calendar; and although when the question of

confirmation was brought up again, two of the throe were endorsed by narrow
margins, that of the third, George Otis Smith, was rejected, Backed by the President,

Smith was already at work as chairman, and the Senate's next move took the form
of quo wanarUo proceedings to test his right to continue. The outcome was a de-

cision by the Supreme. Court unanimously upholding the President’s contention and
denying the Senate’s right to recall the confirmation of a nominee, once the latter’s

commission has been issued by the president. United States v. Smith, 286 U. S. 6

(1932). In 1939, President Franklin D. Rooseyelt refused to accede to a request

of the Senate that he return its resolution assenting to a given appointment to a

district judgeship in Tennessee,
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shall be clone and—in so far as it likes—how it shall be done,/ Congress

alone can provide the requisite funds, and it can investigate, criticize,

and suspend or permanently stop many, if not most, kinds of administra-

tive activity, regardless of the wishes of the president and his adminis-

trative associates!^ Moreover, many lines of responsibility and control

run directly from administrative agencies to Congress, with in fact "a

maze of criss-crossing relationships between the president. Congress, and

the departments, independent commissions, public corporations, and other

agencies composing the federal establishmentA’V Nevertheless, Congress

does not, and cannot, itself admmi&ter; day in and day out, it is the

president—^joersonally or through his higher subordinates—that exercises

immediate, continuous direction and control; and Congress not only ac-

cepts this fact, as it must, but steadily contributes to exalting the execu-

tive pow'er of direction by providing new governmental machinery to be

operated by the president, and by assigning all manner of directive duties

and tasks to him.v^

In point of fact, the directing power is one which must have developed

in a large way in any case. Not only does the power to remove neces-

sarily involve the power to direct,^ but the latter power has a clear con-

stitutional basis in the injunction that the president shall “take care

that the laws be faithfully executed,” and in his inaugural pledge that

he will “faithfully execute” the office of president and “preserve, protect,

and defend the constitution.” His foremost duty, indeed, is to see that

the laws are enforced—not only the acts of Congress, but treaties, de-

cisions of the federal courts, and all other national instruments having

back of them the authority of the constitution; and to this end he must

be regarded as endowed with power to direct his administrative subordi-

nates, even as he is authorized to use the armed forces if such a course

becomes neccssaryVActs required by law of beads of departments and

other executive officers, i.e., acts which are “ministerial” in character

rather than political, are, indeed, theoretically outside of the president’s

jurisdiction; in case of neglect, there are recognized judicial procedures

i As a recent writer has remarked, it is a common error to picture the lines of

administrative control and of responsibility as uniformly nimimg veitically from
subordinate to superior up through, agency channels converging in the chief execu-

tive as the top of the hierarchy. In the large, they do this. But the coinple.Le picture

is far from being so simple—ivhicn, of course, is only one more illustration of the

artificialityyif our vaunted theory of separation of powers. See P. Herring, “Execu-

tiya-begislhtive Responsibilities,” Amer. PoUl. Sd. Rev., XXXVIII, 1159 (Dec.,

1044). Cf. L, D. White, “Congressional Control of the Public Service," Amer. Polit,

Sci. Rev., XXIX, 1-11 (Feb., 1945).

-This was illustrated ole.arly when President Jackson ordered the deposits of

government funds in the United States Bank to be withdi'awn, and ousted two
secretavips of the treasiuy before obtaining one who would give the necessary in-

structions. Armed with the power of removal, he could reiterate his command any
number of times, until some one was found to obey it. The incident was important,

because if .lackson had yielded, a precedent would have been established which, if
_

followed, would have made it possible for the departments to carry on their work
without full responsibility to the president. We slioukl then have seen a situation

somewhat like that existing in the states, where the governor usually has but little

control over the other princinal officials.
’
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for compelling performance of them. NcTcrthelcps, even here the presi-

dent may assert himself
;
he may, in fact, go so far as to threaten removal

of an officer for performing an act required of him by Congress, thereby

forcing upon him a disagreeable choice between prosecution at law and

loss of his position.-'"'

Closely related to the power of direction is the power to issue com-

mands and regulations in the form of executive orders. The nature and

scope of the government’s multifarious activities are defined, at least

broadly, in the constitution and in acts of Congress, but the details of

organization, the forms of procedure, and, in general, the minutice of

administration are, and must be, left to be worked out and put into

effect by those who stand closer to the work to be done. Thus, an immi-

gration law, in seeking to debar paupers and criminals from admission to

the country, will declare general policy and may specify rather fully the

means and manner by which the policy is to be carried out, yet it will

remain for the executive branch of the^ government to prescribe most or

all of the detailed regulations covering the work of inspection, the

handling of appeals from the decisions of the examining authorities, the

detention of applicants refused admission, and similar matters; and such

regulations are normally to be regarded as having the full force of law.

Most of this “subordinate,” or “administrative,” legislation emanates

from the heads of departments, or even from their inferiors. But a con-

siderable amount comes also from the president, who in addition is, of

course, ultimately responsible for all regulations and orders issued in

the departments and many other establishments. The president himself

promulgates the Consular Regulations and the Civil Service Rules, to-

gether with rules for the Patent Of&ce and the customs and internal

revenue services. In some cases, he acts by virtue of powers inherent

in his constitutional position, e.g., as commander-in-chief of the armed

forces; in other instances, e.g., in fixing the duties to be paid on imported

goods under our trade agreement legislation, he acts by express statutory

authority; in still others, he proceeds on the basis of powers inferred

from the natiu’e or tone of the law to be executed.

Of course, there is the principle of separation of powers to be reck-

oned with. As traditionally interpreted, legislation is the function of

Congress. Yet many executive orders have the appearance, nature, and

force of law
;
and when them sole warrant is to be found in acSs of Con-

gress, they raise the question whether Congress has not, in effect, handed

over some of its legislative authority to be exercised by the executive

—

a thing which numerous judicial decisions deny it the right to do. To be

sure, the Supreme Court has many times taJeen refuge in the position

that in conferring ordinance-making powers Congress is not violating

the principle of gepei'eRon, for the reason that what is delegated is not

lawmaking power^ but oply authority to “fill in the details" of legis-

lative policy mlxegdy laid down by the legislatiye branch. There came
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a time, however, when the Comt, as then constituted, felt it necessary to

call a halt. In 1933, the country was in the throes of an economic depres-

sion that had assumed the proportions of a national calamity. In the

nature of things, Congress could not intelligently do more (even if there

had been time) than enact skeleton statutes sketching the broad outlines

of a recovery program. The Roosevelt Administration had come into

office with such a program (at least the initial features of one) and com-

manded congressional majorities, fresh from the people in the case of the

House, adequate to obtain virtually anything that it asked, especially

with the national mood as it then was. The upshot was a swift succession

of boldly conceived statutes, each developing a line of policy in the

large, but also committing to the president, or to some administrative

agency under his direction, sweeping authority to give effect to the

policy declared by promulgating rules and regulations, or indeed, in many
instances, by making choices of grave import as between alternative

devices and procedures. The National Industrial Recovery Act and the

first Agricultural Adjustment Act were drawn in this manner. So was the

Economy Act, giving the president wide powers to reduce federal salaries

and pensions at his discretion. So Idcewise the Emergency Farm Loan

Mortgage Act, with its currency inflation section authorizing the presi-

dent (among other extraordinary things) to bring about the issuance of

new paper currency up to three billion dollars and to reduce the gold

content of the dollar by as much as fifty per cent. In cases such as those

last mentioned, the president was not required to act, and if he acted,

he could stop at any point short of the limits fixed in the statute. But

therein lay the legislation’s significance; the discretionary authority con-

ferred outdistanced that which even Congress itself would have expected

to exercise in normal times.

From the days when the great recovery statutes were passed, however,

grave doubt existed in many quarters as to whether the old formula about

“filling in details” could possibly be stretched to cover thorn and the

actions taken under them; and in memorable decisions handed down in

1935-36 the Supreme Court held that the unprecedentedly broad delega-

tions attempted, notably in the National Industrial Recovery Act, ex-

ceeded all justifiable constitutional bounds.’^ As a result, the delegation

of regulatory power to the executive suffered a set-back, and with it,

t^ power* to issue orders having the force of law. In the end, however,

the reversal proved more apparent than real. Several of the measures

invalidated were transformed by Congress into acts so phrased that later

tests Were successfully withstood. Death or retirement of Supreme Court

^lu Panama Refining Company v. Ryan (293 TJ-S. 388), only one member of the
Court diaaented; in Schechter u. United States (296 US. 495), the decision waa
unanimous; in United States v. Butler (2&7 US. 1). the Court divided six to three.

The first two cases arose out of the Recovery Act, the third out of the Agrioultiual

Adjustment Act. A well-reasoned explanation and defense of the discretioasrry pro-

visions of the acts in question will be found in J. Dickinson, “PolMcal Aspects of

the New Deal,” Avtcr. Potit. Sd. JJev, XXVIII, 197-209 (Apr., 1934). ’

The out-
look
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j-ufsticcs opened a way for appointment of others disposed to look more

tolerantly upon the expansion of executive regulatory power, The tight-

ening of the international situation led, in 1940, to the launching of a

stupendous program of national defense, inviting legislation conferring

upon the executive wide discretionary authority. And when, in December,

1941, the country was plunged into war—a situation that in any event

would have magnified executive authority—sweeping powers of regula-

tion by executive order (carried over in part from the first World War)

found expression in a multitude of controls which no American who has

lived through these recent years needs to have described.^ From all indi-

cations, presidential ordinance-power, judicially curbed only in more

extreme cases of congressional delegation, will still be found at a high

level long after the ways of peace are resumed.-

4. Pardon, Reprieve, and Amnesty

Finally (with foreign relations and war powers reserved for discussion

in later chapters) there is the president’s pow'er, as chief executive, to

grant pardons and reprieves.” The effect of a full pardon, the Supreme

Couit has said, is to make the offender, in the eye of the law, “as innocent

as if he had never committed the offense.^’ *’A reprieve, of course, is only

a postponement of the execution of a sentcnce.\^In wielding the pardoning

power, the president acts in complete independence of Congress and of

the courts; it is for him alone to say who shall be pardoned, at what

time, and under what circumstances, subject only to two constitutional

limitations: (1) he canhot pardon a person who has been convicted by

impeachment and thus restore him to office, and (2) he can pardon only

in eases in which the offense has been against the authority of the United

States as distinguished from that of a state.^An application in behalf of

a convicted person may have any one of several results: (1) full and

unconditional pardon; (2) pardon qualified by conditions, and revocable

if the beneficiary fails to live up to them; (3) parole without pardon;

(4) commutation of sentence, having the effect of shortening a period of

imprisonment, substituting a fine for imprisonment, substituting life

^ Oa presideatial powers in wartime, see, however,
,

pp. 664-670 below.
^ Congress itself may, of course, recall a delegated power, or may revoke ab order

issued, in its judgment, in abuse of any such power, Thus an act of 1943 raising the
national debt limit contained a rider repealing an order by which President Roosevelt,

under alleged authority of a recent Anti-Inflation Act, had undertaken, to JittijL

salaries to $25,000 after tax deductions.
The principal treatise on the power to issue ordeis is that by J. Hart, cited on

p. 367 below. Formerly, much inconvenience arose from the lack of any provision

for systematic assembling and publication of cuirent executive orders and adminis-
trative regulations. The defect, however, was remedied in 1936 by the establishment

of an official daily federal Register in which all significant orders are printed as

soon as issued.
“ Art. II, § 2, cl. 1.

^ It does not, however, have the effect of restoring money that has been paid as a

fine or as court costs, properly that has beet forfeited, or office that has been

vacated. H- Weihofen, "The Etfaol of a Pardon," Uitiv. of Poi Lav> Rev., LXXXVIII,
177-193 (Uec., 1939).
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imprisonment, for dcathj or otherwise lightening a penalty; (5) reprieve,

or mere delay of punishment; and (6) refusal to take any action at all.

Every application received is looked into by the pardon attorney, and if

necessary the attorney-general, in the Department of Justice, and usually

the findings and opinions reported enable the chief executive to dispose

of the petition as a mere matter of routine. On other occasions, however,

grave doubts may exist or important issues of public policy may be

involved. In any event, the president alone makes the final decision; and

in doing so, he must be prepared, in the interest of impartial justice, to

withstand touching appeals and powerful influences. A modified foim of

pardon is. amnesty, which is a sort of blanket pardon extended to numbers

of people who, without having been individually convicted, are known

to have violated federal law, as by engaging in rebellion. Amnesties may

be declared by act of Congress; but the usual method is that of presi-

dential proclamation.
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THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS

When the framers of our national constitution decided to distribute'

federal powers among three coordinate sets of authorities—^president,

Congress, and courts—they, in effect, ordained that we should have a

“presidential,” rather than a “cabinet,” or “parliamentary,” form of

government; and in later times our presidential plan became a model

for most countries in the Western Hemisphere, just as the cabinet system,

ripening first in Great Britain, spread throughout the British Empire and

most of Western Europe. In a cabinet, or parliamentary, system ^ there

is commonly a king or other titular phief executive; he may even be»'

called a president, as in Prance under the ill-fated Third Republic. Con-

versely, in a presidential system there is likely to be a cabinet, as in the

United States. The difference between the two, however—and it is a basic

one—is that (jvhereas in a cabinet system the working executive con-

sists of ministers (functioning together as a cabinet) who are at the same'

time members of and leaders in the legislature, and responsible to it (at.

least to the more popular branch), a presidential executive not only is

oyiside of the legislature, bill draws its authority from the same source'

as the legislature itself, i.e., popular election, and in its relations with the

legislature is not “responsible” but rather coordinate
;
and with the further *

logical difference that whereas under the cabinet system the responsible

'

ministers remain in office only so long as they continue to enjoy the

confidence and support of a legislative majority, a presidential executive

has a fixed term and can be ousted from office only by the extreme and

unusual procedure of impeachment.

The manifest advantage of the cabinet system is that the ejsasuiije

and legislature can never long be, at odds on importa,nt matters of policy.

Ministers losing legislative support give way, almost automatically, to

others at least presumed to have such support
;
and harmony again pre-

vails, at any rate for a time. Under the presidential form, on the contrary,

there is much possibility of protracted discord, division, and frustrate,

with no assurance of relief until fixed terns of office expire
;
and for this

reason, as well as others, a good many people regard it as unfortunate

that we were started off with such a system, and consider that, if it were

at all practicable to wimthe necessary public approval, it would be desir-

able for us to go oyer to the cabinet plan, even at this late day.^

1 The two terms are.-^^d, int^rch^gSlkhly/ according as one is viewing the system
primarily from the sid^ ef the executiye or irotl}'i.>itbat of the le^Slature.

2 The e^bin® a^d preSddhllal, Mw-oOmMed in "W, H. Taft, Our Chief
Maghtraie'and^iBis Pow&t» (New, Xti iCnap, ij H. It. McBam, The Living

'

>
^ J.AiaV '

'site"
'
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However that may be, the point tor emphasis in the present chapter

is that, even under the system we already have, the national executive

and national legislature, ^.e., the president and Congress, are not, in prac-

tice, completely isolated from each other, but on the contrary—while con-

stituting far more distinct and separate foci of political power than are

to be found in a cabinet government, do actually maintain many close

contacts and, by and large, become jointly the architects of most of our

national legislation and public policy. To be sure, a glance at the con-

stitution might lead one to suppose that the pre.sident is important only

as an executive. “The executive power” is expressly vested in him; on

the other hand, “all legislative powers” are conferred upon Congress.

Actually, however, the president is far more than merely an executive

—

just as Congress is considerably more than merely a legislature. Steadily

growing authority to issue orders and regulations makes him, to all intents

and purposes, a legislator in his own right; and not only the constitution,

but practical necessity as^well, aligns him a weighty share in the legis-

lative work of CongressV'By availing himself, indeed, of his constitutional

authority to convoke Congress in special session, to transmit messages,

to recommend measures, and to veto bills, and equally by utilizing his

extra-constitutional opportunities to consult with congressmen, to direct

the preparation and introduction of bills, to work for the fulfillment of

his party’s legislative promises, to appeal to the country on legislative

programs, and to wield the leadership in policy-framing which under

our system is seldom forthcoming on Capitol Hill, the president has

tended more and more to become, in addition to chief executive, our chief

legislator as well; so that while there is not, and under our constitution

cannot be, such an integration of authority as a cabinet system affords,

the results attained need not always be, and sometimes are not, materially

different. To comprehend, therefore, what the presidency really means in

this country, as well as the process by wliich our national laws are made

and national taxes and expenditures authorized, one must look carefully

into this matter of the chief executive’s relations with Congress—and

first of all into an imposing list of ways in which, notwithstanding our

vaunted separation of powers, he may participate in, and even dominate,

the work of the two bouses,

,* Presidential Control Ovo' Legislation

By constitutional provision, a Congress lasts two years and has one ^

regular session each year, beginning in the first week of January,

thej^esjaning; aad. ending ofregular sessions, the president has, no abw^-
**''’'*

Comtitulion., (New York, 192l7)
; and W. Wdaon, Congresaional Government (Boston,

1885) ; and 4 review of olassic diseiissions of the subject will be found in H. Hazlif t,

A New ConsMutim. Now (New York, 1&12), Cha^. ti, Gf. D. IC. Pnee, "The Par-

hamentary and Presidential Systems,” Pub. Admin. Rev., Ill, 317-334 (Autunm,

1943), ana discussion nrOvoked by this ^r|icile, ibid,, IV, 347-363 tAntuntn, 1944).
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lute control, except that he may adjourn the houses “to such time as he

shall think proper” if they find themselves unable to agree on a time of

adjournmentf Practically, however, he may wield a good deal of influ-

ence upon the length of sessions, either by insisting upon legislation that

would keep the houses at work—a “must” program, it is sometimes

termed “—or, conversely, by withholding proposals which, if submitted,

would have the same effect. Almost invariably, the date of adjournment

is a matter of more or less amicable agreement between the president and

the Senate and House leaders. Furthermore,The president may, at his dis-

cretion, convene the houses, or either of them, in special session/tIn former

times, when a new Congress would not otherwise meet until thirteen

months after election, special sessions were by no means infrequejit^.J'and

much im'portant legislation was enacted in them—notably in sessions

convoked by President Taft in 1909, President Wilson in 1913, President

Harding in 1921, President Hoover in 1929, and President Roosevelt

in 1933, with a view to getting a new. Administration’s legislative pro-

gram under way (and incidentally securing confirmation of appoint-

ments) without waiting the many months that must elapse before the

opening of the first regular session. Nowadays, however, a different situa-

tion obtains. Under the Twentieth Amendment, a new Congress meets

'as soon as the terras of its members begin; its two regular sessions start

in January of consecutive years and run indefinitely toward the January

following;] and for special .sessions there is little need—unless in an

emergency like that created by the outbreak of a major war in Europe in

the autumn of 1939, when such a session was called to repeal our em-

bargo on the export of arms to belligerent states and otherwise to amend

the Neutrality Act of 1937.^

The constitution’s requirement that the president give Congress in-

formation on “the state of the Union” and recommend for its considera-

tion “such measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient” *
is

entirely logical. His position and activities enable him to know many

things about both foreign and domestic affairs that arc beyond the ken

of the members of the legislative branch; he can speak with authority in

pointing out defects and needs, and can suggest remedies in line with

actual executive and administrative experience; and he is no less under

1 Art. II, § 3. This power of adjournment has never been exercised, although in

October, 1914, President Wilson was urged to make use of it. In the ea^ly summer
of 1940, President Franklin D. Roosevelt strongly desired that the third sessioiTOf

the Seventy-sixth Congress be terminated; but Congress, impressed with the grow-

ing urgency of national defense, and apparently backed by public opinion, was of a

different mind, and the issue was not forced,

2 Illustrations ate afforded by the prolongation of sessions throu^ the summers

of 1934, 1935, and 1937 to act on matters urged by the President,

8 Even in this case, the President had tried to get the desired legislation during

the preceding regular ^e^ipn. Beginning im 1940, the regular sessions, of wartime

Congresses ran ' or substantially throughout successive oaltndar years,

leaving no possible rpoinTor spe&l sessions,

-lArt, U. 5 3, V',.'
'

,

,

'
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obligation than is Congress itself to put information and ideas at the

country’s service. How frequently he shall communicate with Congress, at

what times, at what length, and in w'hat way, the constitution does not

specify, Accordingly, each president exercises his own discretion. It long

ago became customary, however, to transmit at the opening of each regu-

lar session a comprehensive message summarizing the state of public

affairs, calling attention to matters requiring prompt consideration, and

perhaps indicating specific plans or measures which, in the president’s

judgment, ought to be adopted. In addition, shorter messages—sometimes

fifty or sixty of them in a session, each usually dealing with a single

subject or project—are transmitted as occasion demands or the president

desires. A message of this nature may serve to bring formally before Con-

gress a report or other body of material on the basis of which legislation

is asked—fpr example, the annual budget message in which the president

transmits the estimates of revenue and expenditure for the ensuing fiscal

year, or, as another illustration. President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s mes-

sage of January 12, 1937, placing before the houses the incisive and

challenging report of his Committee on Administrative Management^

dealing with the problem of administrative reorganization. Such a mes-

sage may, indeed, be accompanied by a fully drafted bill which Congress

i,s requested to enact, a good illustration being the measure transmitted

with President Roosevelt’s message of February 5, 1937, contemplating

various changes in the federal judicial system, including an increase in

the membership of the Supreme Coiut.^ On the other hand, a special

message (in this case addressed only to the house in which the measure

originated) may be devoted to explaining the reasons for vetoing a bill

already passed.

Washington and John Adams appeared in person before the two houses

in. joinC session aniHellvered .their messages, orally. Jefferson, however,

sent in his messages in writing; and this practice prevailed until 191^,

when, somewhat to the consternation of Congress, the oral form was

revived by President Wilson!) Oral messages were employed by President

Harding; and, with the aid of the radio. President Coolidge read his

first two annual messages to both Congress and the country. President

Hoover reverted to the written message, and President Franklin D.
Roosevelt employed first one form and then the other.- The oral

message has some advantages: it is likely to be more concise than the

i See p. 472 below. On this occasion, mimeographed copies of the bill were attached
to copies of the message and in that form distributed to member.s immediately before
the message was read. Such a bill must, however, be actually introduced by a com-
mittee chairman or other member of Congress.

a The lattei’s decision to deliver his annual message of Januaiy 3, 1936. orally,

with a nation-wide radio hook-up, and in the evening rather than during the day,
aroused iiartisan criticism on the ground that a solemn constitutional function was
being turned into a key-note speech in a campaign for r^election. The complaint
was hardly justified, although some portions of the speech would probably have been
more appropriate in a “fireside” talk addressed to the people directly.

'ft
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wriRen message, which, if the truth be told, has in plenty of instances

been diffuse and uninteresting; ^ it gives the president a chance to make

his personality felt, not only in Congress, but (by means of the radio)

throughout the country; and, even if only momentarily, it brings the

executive and legislative branches into a closeness of touch which under

a presidential form of government is too often lacking. On the other

hand, the oral message may solidify opposition and precipitate conflicts

which a written communication M'ould hardly arouse.

The How influential presidential messages are is a matter upon which it is

measagea clifflcult to generalize,' Certainly they receive more publicity than does

any other government document. Congress, however, is not obligated

beyond giving a respectful hearing; it may take action quite out of line

with the recommendations made, or it may refuse to act at all. Much
depends, of course, upon whether the president’s party is in control of

both houses./ But even if it is, there is no guarantee that his advice will

be followed. Sometimes, it may be add'ud, a message is really aimed at the

country, or even at the world at large, rather than at Congress. The

president may desire to stimulate public interest in and discussion of a

given subject, with or without a view to legislation, and may use the

congressional message as a means to that end. Theodore Roosevelt did

this repeatedly. Or he may want to make his Administration’s attitude

known to a foreign state or group of states without incurring the em-

barrassments that might flow from resort to the customary diplomatic

channels; as, for example, when Monroe, in 1823, slipped into his annual

message to Congress statements serving notice to the European Powers

that the American continents were no longer open to new colonization, thus

laying the basis for the significant national policy ever since known as the

Monroe Doctrine. In numerous oral messages during the first World War,

President Wilson summed up and unified the thought of the country on

submarine warfare and other challenging aspects of the international

situation; likewise, in his message of January 2, 1918, he set forth,

virtually on behalf of the Allied and Associated Powers, and in the form

of his famous “Pourteen Points,” the major terms or conditions deemed

indispensable to a peace settlement. From Franklin D. Roosevelt’s mes-

sages during his second and third administrations, one could arrive at a

tolerably complete picture of the country’s developing foreign, policy in a

period of growing tension and ultimate war.
’

8. initi- By. requiring tile president to recommend to Congress “such measures

prompt-^ Sa.s^e^^)]alljy({gg^,^^ Wd, expedient,” the constitution in effect

n/isitt' dlESlS.
him the power, and indeed the duty, of legislative initia-

tion Hy^li- point of fact, a very large proportion of the public 'bills that

crowd the calendars of Conpesa originate with the executive branch of

iThat preadeate BOtaetimeB labop hard to achieve brevity and force is indicated
by the fact that the initial dtafte ti!t#xesident Hoover’s first annual measage ran do
60,000 words and the final dra^t'l^|fi^TZ,000,

.
.
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tlie government—the departments and their subdivisions, the independent

establishments, and the president himself. To be sure, many of these

arc of more or less routine character, extending, interpreting, or modify-

ing statutes to meet needs that administrative experience has brought to

light. But others are of first-rate importance—^breaking new ground, intro-

ducing new policies, providing for action that will vitally affect large num-

bers of people. The president may be deeply concerned about far-reaching

changes and reforms, as Theodore Roosevelt was about the regulation

of corporation procedures, or Woodrow Wilson about the improvement

of banking and trade practices. National difiSculties may press upon

him, as they did upon Herbert Hoover. A national crisis may confront

him, as a disastrous banking situation confronted Pranklin D. Roosevelt

when he first took office in 1933, and again an international threat, when,

in 1940, the world situation suddenly thrust upon the country the neces-

sity of embarking upon a stupendous program of defense. But whether

or not such special conditions ejeist, he will find it incumbent upon

him to meet public expectation in at least some degree by thinking about

laws that ought to be passed, by working with the appropriate subordi-

nates and advisers in formulating suitable measures, by seeing that the

proposals are duly introduced in the House or Senate, and by using his

influence to get them on the statute-book.'

In the domain of finance, the president’s relations with Congress are

particularly close, INever having developed 'anyvmy effentivn-ftgeHey'of

its ^n for attaining cooperation between the two houses, or for formu-

lating policy, with respect to the budget as a whole, the legislative

branch depends heavily upon the executive for leadeisbiTxi-axixL-fls- indi-

cated elsewhere, .the Budget and Accounting Act..._of 1921 made the

>,president, through the director of the budget, yirtually the general bu?!-

BPgs manager of^thg goycrninent.® In that capacity, he annually transmits

to Congress full information cnncerningi tJifi....p,^inaaI. finan.ges, together

with a coordinated fiscal plan for the coming ypar; in special situations,

such as that existing during the recent period of defense preparations,

and of war, he transmits supplementary requests for appropriations;

and while the two houses are not obliged to meet his demands in full, or,

on the other hand, to stay within the limits of expenditure Avhich he

recommends, they are likely to hear from him in no uncertain terms if

thgy fail to do either. There was a time when the president’s influence was

1 On occasion, the president not only may aufegest or request legislation, but may
adopt a sti ong tone in demanding it. As nn^ extreme illustration may be eifced^ an

Occurrence of September, 1942, when, with a view to averting the disaster of inflation,

President Franklin D. Eoosevelt bluntly told Congiess and the countiy that unless

by October 1 there should be legislation repealing a piovision of the Emereeney

Price Control Act of the previous February 2, prohibiting ceilmgs on food products

until farm prices had gone, on the average, skjipqg per eent beyond panty pnees,

he would fall back upon his powers as corpmaaider-m-BhieC and toke whatever action

j*— j — Under the threat over it, Congress grudgingly
he deemed necessary

OQin|)!ied.
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exerted mainly to keep Congress from playing fast and loose with the

nicely adjusted plans wliich his budget agency, in confeionce with the

revenue and spending authorities, had worked out; but in the past

decade of unprecedented spending, it has fallen, rather, to cconomy-

mindecl leaders in the two houses to try to call a halt upon outlays of

which the president had approved.

The Veto Power

Next we come to the important function of approving or disapproving

bills and resolutions passed by Congress, involving, of course, the veto

power. The veto as wielded by executive authorities, especially the later

colonial governors, was not in very high repute when the constitution was

adopted. The designei-s of the now federal system had in mind, however,

a balanced government in which each branch should be prevented from

encroaching upon the rights or absorbing the powers of the other

branches; and the most feasible means of defense for the executive against

encroachments by the legislature seemed to be the power of veto. [Further-

|more, as. Hamilton urged in The Federalist, \the veto would “furnish an

) additional security against the enaction of improper lawsT ^''Accordingly,

' the constitution requires that every bill which shall have passed the two

houses of Congress shall, before it becomes a law, be presented to the

president, who, if he approves, shall sign it, and if he disapproves, shall

return it, with his objections, to the house in which it originated, and it

shall then become law only if both houses, bviTOo-Lliirds Votol again pass

it-i^To be sure (except under certain conditions explained below) the

^to is not absolute, but only suspensive,' It makes necessary a reconsider-

ation of a disapproved bill or resolution
;

it gives the president an oppor-

tunity to present a formal argument against the measure; and it makes

a second passage more difficult than the first! But it does not kill a measure

^No. Lxxiii (Lodge’s ed
,
458).

2 Art. I, § 7, cl. 2, The ensuing clause goes on to say that “every order, resolution,

or vote” (except on a question of adjournment) to which the assent of both houses

is nocessary shall be piesented to the president and be subject to the same veto

procedure as a bill; and “joint resolutions,” regarded as tantamount to bills, are so

treated except those submitting constitutional amendments for action by the states.

Not only is this latter exception made in the face of what seems a plain constitu-

tional stipulation, but rather frequent resolutions of another type, i.e., "concurrent

resolutions,” are never submitted. Often such concurrent resolutions are merely
declaratory of an attitude or opinion, but sometimes they have to do with the pub-
lication of documents or with other matters not too easily distinguished from subyscLs

of legislation. When, in April, 1937, the Senate was about to pass a concuirent reso-

lution oondemning sit-down strikes as “illegal and contiaiy to sound public policy,”

the Republican leader sought In vain to have the form of joint resolution substituted

in order that the President might be forced to take a position on the subject. In

recent years, the concurrent resolution has taken on a new and more important

aspect, in that legislation granting powers to the president has sometimes reserved

the right of Congress to nullify or twinina,te presidential acts performed under such

legislation, and to do so by conc^n&j^i^gelulion—^which would give the president

no opportunity to reverse the actaKsM’' veto. The Reorganization. Act of 1939

and the first “Lend-Lease” Act of j^hi'wntained provisions qf this nature. See H.

White, “The Concurrent Eesohiti^SR'lGbngress,” Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev., XXXV
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for which a sufficient amount of legislative support can be mustered^.

When a bill or resolution is passed by the two houses and presented to

the president, any one of four things may happen. (1) The president

may promptly sign it, whereupon it becomes law. (2) He may hold it

without cither signing or vetoing it, in which case it becomes law at the

expiration of ten days (Sundays excepted), without his signature, pro-

vided Congress is still in session.^ He may adopt this course because

he dislikes the measure and is unwilling to put his name to it, although

recognizing that a veto would be useless or politically harmful; or be-

cause he is undecided about its constitutionality or general merit and

prefers not to commit himself, (3) Pie may hold the measure on his desk

—figuratively, tuck it in his poclcehr-and by so doing quietly kill it if

Congress adjourns within ten days.j^jpccause of obviating the necessity

of making a formal explanation to Congress (sometimes politically dis-

advantageous)
,

a “pocket” veto may, from the president’s point of

view, be preferable to a regular “messaged” veto
;

“ and many bills come

to grief in this way, particularly by reason of the fact that as a rule

considerable numbers of measures are rushed through Congress in the

closing days of a session and require only to be "pocketed” by the

president to be kept off the statute-book. Formerly, it was considered

that no bill might be signed after Congress had adjourned. Backed by

the opinion of his attorney-general. President Wilson in 1920, however,

signed a number of bills after adjournment; -and the right to do so

(within a ten-day period after presentation of tl^''bill) has been unani-

mously affirmed by the Supreme Court.* Finally'*^), a bill may be vetoed

outright/ That is to say, the president may, by positive act, disapprove it,

in which case it goes, with a message giving his reasons, to the house in

which it originated.® As has appeared, a pocket veto, even though arising

fjonunere ipactipn, is the strQngeafc.V£;tg,.pf all, because there is no oppor-

tunity for Congress to reverse it.jA “messaged” veto has the effect, rather,

of starting a reconsideration of the bill, first in the house of its origin,

and afterwards, if successful there, in the other house; and if the hurdle
- %

^The fact that the ton-day period is reckoned from the presentation of the bill

—not its passage—became of much importance when President Wilson went abroad
in 1919 to participate in negotiating the Treaty of Versailles, and again in Janiinry-
Pebruavy, f9l5, -when President Franklin D. Roosevelt wna absent from the country
some five weeks in connection, with wartime conferences abroad.

the Rise of Okanogan Indians v. United States (279 U. S. 655), often re-

ferred to as the Pocket Veto case, the Supreme Court held in 1920 that this moans
ten calendar, not logblativo, days. It held also that the rule applies to any con-
gressional adjoumruent, niA merely final adjournment at the end of a Congress-;-

nlthough the practice had always been on the latter assumption. See Amer. PolU,

Sci. Bev., NXIV. 67-69 (Feb., 1930).

^President Franklin D. Roosevelt, however, initiated the piacticc of attaching

an explanatory memorandum to each bill pocket-vetoed.
1 Edwards v. United States, 2S6 U, S. 482 (1932).
n In Wright v. United States (302 U. S. S83), the Supreme Court held, in 1938,

that a vetoed bill can validly be returned to a branch of Congress at a time when
it has recessed and only the other branch is in session. In such a situation, said the

Court, “Congress” is still in seasion.
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of a two-thirds vote can be surmounted at both ends of the Capitol, the

measure becomes law notwithstanding the president’s disapprovals v'

In The Federalist paper quoted above, Hamilton ventured the predic-

tion that the veto would generally be employed with great caution, and

that there would be more danger of the president “not using his power

when necessary, than of his using it too often, or too much.” For many

decades, at least, this forecast was borne out. Not until Andrew Johnson’s

administration did any president deem it necessary to resort to a veto in

defense of his own constitutional rights; and altogether it has been used

for this purpose no more than a dozen times. Indeed, there were only

fifty-one vetoes, all told, before the Civil War. The first six presidents

vetoed bills only on the ground that they were unconstitutional or tech-

nically defective.^ Jackson, who in sundry ways made the presidency

something different from what it had been before, gave the veto a new

twist by employing it to defeat measures admitted to be constitutional and

technically correct, but considered objectionable in their aim and con-

tent^Yet Jackson, in eight years, vetoed only twelve bills.' In the turbu-

lent era of Reconstruction, the veto was employed more freely, and later

presidents have not taken the conservative attitude of their remoter

predecessors. Except in the cases of Grover Cleveland and Franklin D.

Roosevelt, however, the number of vetoes has rarely averaged more than

five or six a year; between them, those two presidents are responsible for

more than two-thirds of all presidential vetoes in the country’s history

—

in the case of Cleveland (a total of 584), largely vetoes of pension and

other private bills, in that of Roosevelt (a total of 624 to the end of

1944), vetoes of the widest variety of measm'es, both public and private.^ ^

1 When, on May 22, 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt appeared before a joint

session of Congress to deliver a veto message in person, he introduced a new and
dramatic feature of veto procedure.
A variation upon the procedures described arose in 1934 when, an equal-rights

nationality bill having been presented to President Roosevelt, he conferred with the

legislative sponsors of the measure and induced the houses to recall the bill by con-
current resolution for amendment along specified fines.

“ Except that Madison vetoed two measures on grounds of policy.
8 lie als^daimed and exereised the right to veto bills which he thought uncon-

stitutional notwithstanding that the Supreme Court had ruled to the contrary, The
best illustration is the veto, in 1832, of the bill to renew the charter of the United
States Bank. There can be no doubt that in his bioader interpretation and use of the

veto power Jackson was entirely within his rights. The constitution simply says

that if the president "approves” a bill he shall sign it, and if not he shall return it.

“No better word,” former President Taft once observed, “could be found in the lan-

guage to embrace the idea of passing on the merits of the bill.” Our Ciuef jVjAjis-

traie and His Powers, 16.
* G. C. Robinson, “The Veto Record of Piesident Frapklin D. Roosevelt,” Amer.

Polit. Ssi. Rev., XXXVI, 76-78 <Feb., 1942), Professor Robinson (of Iowa State

Teachers College) is in possession of very complete and reliable data on presidential

vetoes throughout the country's history. Fidl information for the period after 1889

can be obtained from R, L. Baldridge Icomp.l, Record of Bills Vetoed and Action

Taken. Thereon hy the Senatf. and House of Representatives, Fifty-first Congress to

Seventy-sixth, Congress, Inohsive, 1889-1941 (Washington, 1941).

It is interesting to notice ^at President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s 624 vetoes (to

the end of I9tt) constituted mote than a third of the total number (1,754) in the

country's history to the date mentiddedi Somewhat over half were “messaged,” and

die remaihder were of the pocket variety.
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Of eight, presidents -who made no use of the veto power at all, the most

recent was Garfield—^though it should be added that Congress was never

in session during his brief tenure.

^he most significant thing is not, however, the tendency toward in-

^ crease in the number of vetoes. The really important matter is the free-

dom with which presidents, as one writer has put it, “ofhset their own
judgment against that of Congi’ess, not merely on great questions involv-

ing the public welfare, and on disputed constitutional questions, but on

trivial matters whereon their means of information are not greater or

better than those at the command of Congress, and whereon their indi-

vidual judgment does not appear to be superior to that of the average

congressman or senator.” ^ In other words, the veto power has been

so expanded by usage as to become a general revising power, applicable

to all legislation, whether important or not, and whether relating to

public matters or to private and personal interests.! The result has been

to make the president a far more,active and potent factor in legislation

than he originally was, or was intended to be. v*'

This does not mean, however, that the veto power has, in these later

days, been used loosely and irresponsibly.. On the contrary, it has com-

monly been employed reluctantly and with due discretion. Most vetoes

of measures important enough to have attracted popular attention have

been supported by public sentiment, and comparatively few have been

overridden by subsequent action of CongressVNot until Tyler’s adminis-

tration did any vetoed bill receive the two-thirds vote in both houses

necessary to make it law. Wilson was reversed six times, and Cleveland

seven, but Coolidge only four times; Hoover, three times; Hai-rison,

Theodore Roosevelt, and Taft, once each; and McKinley and Harding

not at all. To January, 1945, Franklin D. Roosevelt’s unsuccessful vetoes

numbered only nine.^ In practice, therefore, the "messaged’' veto tends to

become almost as absolute as the “pocket” variety
;
only rarely and with

great difficulty can sufficient votes be mustered in the two houses to over-

ride an unfavorable presidential decision'j This has led to the suggestion

that the veto power be weakened by making it possible for a vetoed

1 E. Stamvood, IlkLory of the Presidency from 189S to 1916 (new ed., Boston,

1928), 324,

Among the most noteworthy moasuiea to become law over the veto in the last

thirty-live or forty years are the Webb-Ivenyon Act, Vetoed by Taft; the Volstead
A-«4 and an. immigration act providing for a literacy teal, vetoed by Witson; the

Soldiers’ Bonus Act, vetoed by Coolidge; the Bonus Loan Act and the Philippine

Independence Act of 1933, vetoed by Hoover; and three measuies vetoed by Franklin

D. Roosevelt, i.e

,

the Bonu-s Act of 1936, the Smith-Connally War Labor Disputes

(“Anti-Strike”) Act. of 1943, and (on the occasion of the first veto of a measure of

the kind in our national histoiy) the Revenue Act of 1943. The message vetoing

the last-mentioiied measure touched off, a volcano of protest in Congress and
prompted Alben W. Barkley, the majority leader in the Senate, to resigH_ the
leadership for which he had been picked by the President—although he quickly

accepted reeleotion by the Senate majority caucus ae the independent choice of that

body. President Roosevelt’s veto of the Logan-Walter Bill of 1940, giving dissatMed
persons a right to demand judicial review of rulings of regulatory commissions,

failed narrowly to be overridden. See pp. 416t416 below.
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measure ultimately to prevail by being rcjiasscd. in the two houses by

a simple majority (as is the rule in a number of states), rather than the

present two-thirds. On the other hand, it has been suggested that the veto

be strengthened by requiring that a bill, to be carried over a veto, shall he

ropassed by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire membership of

each house, instead of, as now, by two-thirds of a quorum in each.^

Tho
, Another, and decidedly more important, proposal looking to the

oi voto strengthening of the veto power is that authority be conferred to veto
of items 11

Single items of a bill while nevertheless approving the measure as a

Avholc. Some people consider that there ought to be such authority in

respect to all bills whatsoever; many would like to see it applied to tariff

bills; but the proposal is usually aimed mainly or exclusively at ap-

propriation bills. As matters stand, the president must approve or dis-

approve a bill in its entirety; he cannot accept part and reject part.

When a tariff bill is presented to him, he might like to veto particular

schedules, inserted perhaps at the insistence of self-seeking “pressure

groups"
;
and it might be decidedly to the country’s interest for him to

do so. But he must choose between signing the measure as it stands and

vetoing the good with the bad. When an army bill, a river and harbor

bill, or any other comprehensive measure appropriating money is placed

on his desk, he may find among its scores, and even hundreds, of items

.several to which he takes, and ought to take, exception—^iDcrchance

among them a “rider" or two incorporating provisions on some wholly

extraneous subject which there would be little hope of getting through in

any other way. To veto the entire measure would, however, inflict hard-

ships (e.g., prevent salaries from being paid) and perhaps seriously im-

pede the operation of some branch of the government
;
and, rather than

incur these disadvantages, he is almost certain to affix his signature,

however contrary to the interests of public economy. All but ^nine

of the states have met a similar situation by empowering the governor

to veto separate items
;
and in some instances he is also allowed to reduce

the amount carried by an item. For more than sixty years, the item

veto has been advocated for the national chief executive, and in 1938

the House of Representatives wrote a provision for it into a major appro-

priation bill, in response to an urgent request from President Roosevelt.

On the ground that the scheme amounted to an invasion of congressional

authority and could properly ..be adopted, in any case, only by, constitu-

tional amendment (some seventy amendments on the subject had b7en

introduced since 1873), the Senate refused to concur; and the matter

remains where it was,

^Effort ha^ sometimea been made to 'show that this higher requirement is already
the law. Thus, in a case decided by the Supreme Court in 1919, the plaintiff con-
tended that the Webb-Kenyon Act was not a valid piece of legislation, since, after

‘ veto of it by President Taft, it was passed in the Senate by a vote only of two-thirds
of the senators present, rather than two-thirds of the total membership of the body,
The Court refused to take this view. Missouri Pao, Ry. Co, v. State of Kansas, 216
IT. S. 262T19101.
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Quite apart from the- question of method, there is room for difference

of opinion on the proposal’s inherent merit. Power to veto items would

enable a president to discriminate in a wholly undesirable way, if he

should choose to do so, between proposed expenditures in which congress-

men who supported him were interested and those whicli were of concern

to hi.s opponents; and Congress might fall into the habit, as have some

state legislatures, of gratifying departments and pre,«sure group.s by

voting appropriations far in excess of the estimated revenues and delib-

erately transferring to the president both the burden of wliittling down

such appropriations and tlie unpopularity likely to arise from doing so.

The adoption of a budget .sy.stcm in 1921 improved matlers materially;

and if only there could be incorporated into it, by law or practice, tho

salutary English plan under which the legislature adds no new items of

cxi)enditure to those requested by tlie executive, and inake.s no increases

in the amounts a.sked, the question of veto of items would, so far as appro-

priations are concerned, cease to^be important. There is, however, no

present prospect of this being done.^

Other Presidential Weapons and Techniques

Convening Congress in special session, sending messages (or delivering i. Tiireat

them orally), initiating bills, transmitting budget proposals, and wielding
“

the veto power by no means exhaust the president’s resources in influenc-

'ing legislation.icBy letting it be known that he will veto a pending bill un-

less certain features are added to or withdrawn from it, or other changes

made in it, he may be able practically to determine the form whicli the

measure will finally take, or even to prevent it from being passed at all.'-'^

I'Vnieii Theodore Roosevelt gave CSngress public warning that he would

j

veto certain measures if sent to him, loud protest wms raised against such

j
virtual use of the veto in advance. No one, however, could find anything

I in the constitution or laws to prevent a chief executive from making his

views and intentions known whenever lie desires, and in later days, as

the leadership of the White House in legislation continued to grow,

threat of veto became one of the most familiar of presidential weapons.

Sometimes the expedient serves its purpose forthwith by causing a bill to

1 Meanwhilr, the item veto would be useful in connection with general, as well na

financial, legi.'jlation. In 192Q, Pre.aident Wilson felt obliged to veto a bill providing

for the introduction of a national budget system of which he wunnly approved,

beouse he* believed a provision of it relating to the method of romoviiig the comp-
Iroller-geueral to bo imconatitutional. In 1924, President Coolidge signed a bill

forming the basis of our pre.senL imtnigialion law, but indicated that ho would have
liked to veto provisions of it I'egardcd as certain to produce friction with Japan. In

1943, President Roosevelt would have prefeived to veto an indefensible rider at-

tached lo a deficiency appropriation bill and aimed at preventing the further

employment in tho federal service of three individuals named (see p. 361, note 2,

above), but was obliged to accept the measure iia it stood rather than jeopardize the

carrying on of essential govemmenl functions; also he would have been glad to apply

the knife to a section in a bill authorizing an increase of the national debt limit, for

the reason that the offending section annulled a ceiling of S25,000 after payment of

taxes which he had imposed on salaries in wartime, but there was no way of doing

so without fnistrating a new loan which tho gov'crmnent needed immedHtely.
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be abandoned, especially if there is no reason to suppose that the majori-

ties necessary to overcome a veto could be obtained for it. Sometimes,

however. Congress persists in passing a measure, and thus putting itself

on record with the countiy, even though well aware that a veto message

is ready to be transmitted the moment the bill reaches the president’s

desk. Sometimes, indeed, congressmen who want to stand well with their

constituents vote for a dubious measure with an easier conscience be-

cause they know that the chief executive is going to kill it. Supported

by heavy majorities in both branches of Congress, Franklin D. Roosevelt,

during his first two administrations, had less occasion to employ the veto

threat than have presidents less happily situated. The Logan-Walter Bill

of 1940,^ however, was passed by Congress in full knowledge that a veto

awaited it; and a growing spirit of independence in a more divided

Congress in later years caused the device to bo brought more frequently

into play. When, for example, the two houses sent the Revenue Act of

1943 to the President’s desk, they were prepared for a veto, even if not

for the vigorous language in which it was couched.

A less obtrusive and rather commoner means of presidential influence

on legislation is the distribution of patronage./ As observed in an earlier

chapter, candidates for offices filled by the president and Senate are

usually brought to the chief executive’s attention and urged upon him

by senators (sometimes representatives) from states in which positions

have become available; and success or failure in securing appointments

invariably goes far toward determining a member’s standing with his

party in the home bailiwick. In his dealings with senators and congress-

men of his party, the president therefore holds the whip hand; if they

fail to support policies and measures" in which he is interested, he has

only to turn a deaf ear to their pleas for patronage in order to subject

them to back-fire from office-hungry constituents./ To be sure, overt

threats and definite bargains on the subject are not often made.® But

members can hardly be expected to be oblivions to the practical advan-

tages of being numbered among the supporters upon whom the president

will feel that he can depend; and we have the word of a former president

that the control over legislation arising from this source is very great.® ^

Naturally, it will be at its peak when a new Administration, of different

political faith, has come in, with plenty of offices at its disposal, and in a

session taking place immediately, i.e., before appointments jhave been

made. Since the Twentieth Amendment took effect, every new Adminis-

tration starts almost simultaneously with the first regular session of a new
Congress, so that the maximum of opportunity for presidential influence

through patronage is bound to arise the moment a president of different

^ See tjp. 415-416 below.
2 Aq hiatpric case is Pre^dent Cleveland’s direct and open threat to withdraw

patronage Irom DeraOcratio senators failing to support the repeal of the Silver Pur-
chase Act to 1893. '

s'Vf’. JI.'Taftf Our Chief ^(fgktfate ond Hk Powers, 27.
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political complexion enters the White House. An incoming chief execu-

tive who wishes to make full use of his power of patronage will naturally

be slow about distributing the loaves and fishes, keeping his followers

in a state of expectancy as long as he can while the more important parts

of his program are being translated into law';' Thus it is generally under-

stood that Franklin D. Roosevelt’s appointments in 1933 were systemati-

cally held back in order to keep wavering senators and congressmen in

line while novel, and sometimes startling, measures for national recovery

were being enacted. Congressmen may fret and fume, bub this is part of

the price they pay for perpetuating patronage in the upper brackets

of the national service.''

A variant of this procedure appears when, in addition to withholding

patronage, the president tries to influence members of his party not to

reelect senators or congressmen who have opposed his legislative measures

or w'hose general attitude on public policy is out of line with his own.A^

This he may do by quietly bu^ none the less significantly abstaining

from any word of endorsement or approval; but he also may openly

denounce a candidate and appeal to the electorate against him. The most

notable recent instance of employment of the latter technique (and on a

large scale) was President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s unsuccessful attempt

in the elections of 1938 to “purge” Congress of Democratic members

who had opposed his Court reorganization bill and otlier measures.^

\ Still another source of influence is personal contact, conference, and sdnlr’

persuasion'!' To be sure, the president does not appear on the floor of

either branch of Congress to take part in debate, or indeed for any

purpose other than to read an occasional fomal message.® But this does

not prevent him from discussing measures and policies with large numbers

of members, individually and in small groups, in his office or his study at

the White House, over the gi’iddle cakes and sausages at the breakfast

table (a well-known Coolidge custom), or even in the room set apart for

him at the Capitol./From early in his first administration, Franklin D.

Roosevelt made polmical use of a Monday morning conference partici-

pated in by the vice-president, the speaker of the House, the Democratic

loaders in the House and Senate, and chairmen of varying committees

having major bills pending; and every one around Washington knew
that this weekly meeting, at which the chief executive received a report

«

They Vealize, too, that they may personally stand in need of pre.sidential favor if,

failing of reiileotion, they later seek consolation in some sort of federal appointment,
''See "What Plows from the Purge?’’ [Symposium

I, Cong. Digest, XVII, 225-256

(Oc^ 1938).
® He probably loses nothing by this, because if he participated in debate on the

floor, what he said would soon come to be looked upon as of little more significance

than if uttered by a senator or representative; and this would both lower the

dignity of his oflice and lessen his influence with tlie people. Anyway, few votes are

ever changed by debate. President Hoover’s appearance before the Senate in 1932

to argue for a sales tax which would have aided in balancing the budget was a very
exceptional occurrence, and in the outcome it yielded no practical result—except to
sUr resentment among the senators. Cong. Record, 72nd Cong., 1st Sess,, Vol. 76,

p. 11732.
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on lilt! status of the legislative program and told -the conferees what he

wanted done, was of large importance—often larger than meetings of the

cabinctNThere are occasions, too, w'hcn a president calls into conference

the chairman and other influential members (perhaps including repre-

sentatives of the minority party) of a single standing committee; and at

such times he may urge or demand that a given measure be postponed,

or that it be speeded up, or that it be amended in specified waysd When
confronting congressional groups of these sorts, he may employ arts rang-

ing all the way from genial encouragement or gentle persuasion to bold

ultimatum, e.g., a threat to hold Congress in session until it does what he

desires, or, conversely, to veto a pending or proposed bill if passed. On
the other hand, he may be induced to accept amendments to bills in

which he is interested, or even to make important changes in his general

legislative program. In any event, his views, promptly carried back to the

two houses by the conferees, are likely to exert a good deal of influence.

''Stand by the president” is, as a rule^, a catch-phrase of considerable

potency in congressional halls. Executive control over legislation by this

method was exercised conspicuously by Presidents Cleveland, Wilson,

and the two Roosevelts.v^-^

In the long run, nothing is so useful to the president in his dealings

with Congress as the backing of public sentiment#^Members cannot afford

to fly in the face of their constituents, and if the president is strong

in city and countryside, he commonly has little to fear. Realizing this,

every president courts popular approval for himself and his policies.

Some are more adept at cultivating the public than are others; some

more fortunate in occupying the White House at times when popular

acceptance and support are easy to win. But all have unmatched oppor-

tunities for publicity, and all can utilize’Tnessages to Congress, addresses

on carefully chosen public occasions, greetings (in person or otherwise)

to organizations and meetings, press conferences,® conferences with key

1 The full membership of a committee, or even of more than one committee, may
be called into conference. Thus on January 14, 1934, President Roosevelt conferred

at the White House with the entire membership of the banking and currency com-
mittees of both houses—a total of forty-five persons.

2 To supplement personal conferences, recent chief executives, notably Hoover and
Franklin D. Roosevelt, have at times employed a “contact man” charged with serving

as a general liaison between the White House and the Capitol. In his earlier years,

President Wilson did not utilize face-to-face conferences so much as gome other
presidents, but he made heavy use of the telephone. > _

® When President Franklin D. Roosevelt was in Washington, a hundred or more
representatives of American (and some foreign) press associations and leading news-
papers visited him. in a body ordinarily twice a week and heard whatever he cared to

tell them, including replies to such of their questions aa he chose to answer.

Cabinet members (notably the secretary of state) and other high officials hold press
conferences also; and, notwithstanding reeuwing complaint of the country being
kept in the dark (especially in wartime), more effort is nowadays made in executive
oirdes to cultivate press and public relations than in any previous period. The
President’s press conferences alone totalled 929 between March, 1933, and December,
1943. See L. C. Rosten, The Wushinglon Correspondents (New York, 1937), and
“President Roosevelt and the Washington Correspondents,” Pub. Opinion Quari, I,

36-62 (Jah.,'1937) ; L. Rogers, “President Roosevelt’s Press Conferences,” PoUt. Qmr.,
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citizens and with delegations, letters addressed to private individuals

but intended for the public, and notably, in the last decade, heart-to-

heart talks to the people by radio (in the fashion so successfully em-
ployed by the mcllifluous-voiccd Franklin D. Roosevelt), calculated to

bring the presidential personality to millions of firesides and stir the

country to confidence, admiration and supports Woodrow Wilson, in

1918, made one of the most famous of direct presidential appeals to the

country, on the issue of the League of Nations. Perhaps his supreme

effort was foredoomed to failure, but in any event it was cut short by a

physical collapse in the course of a transcontinental speaking tour.“

One further form of presidential activity requires mention in this con-

nection, i.e., the appointment of temporary commissions charged with

investigating specified subjects or problems and reporting data and con-

clusions which may be made the basis of recommended legislation. Con-

gress creates committees of its own members for similar purposes; but

the commissions here referred to are initiated, appointed, and instructed

by the president, with or without appropriations from Congress to cover

their expenditures (salaries are never provided), and their reports are

presented directly to the president, for such use as he may care to make
of them# The object may be to bring to light full data on some broad

subject on which legislators, administrators, educators, and indeed the

public at large need to be better informed—good illustrations being

afforded by President Hoover’s Commission on Law Observance and

Enforcement (the Wickersham Commission) appointed in 1929, his Com-

mission on Social Trends, appointed in 1930, and President Franklin D.

Roosevelt’s Temporary National Economic Committee, set up in 1938.

Or the purpose may be to prepare the way for legislation in a given

field, as when President Roosevelt’s Committee on Economic Security,

appointed in 1934, was given the task of making studies preliminary to

what turned out to be the momentous Social Security Act of 1935. Or the

IX, 360-3?2 (July-Scpt., 1938) ; J, H, Crider, “The President’s Press Conference,”
Amet. Mercury, LIX, 481-487 (Oct., 1944). “The Best Show in Washington," M. Y.

Times, July 27, 1941, presents a good account of Eoo.sevelt’s often lively meet-
ings with the correspondents.

1 President Roose\'plt’s appeals to the people in hig numerous radio talks during his

first administration were not those of a champion against Congi’os.s, which, on the
whole, was tractable enough, but rather those of a national lender reporting on what
was being done and why, and .seeking to sustain public morale. Without e.mploying
the radio directly to build back-fires against refractory senators and congressmen, he
irulater years made clever appeals over the air for popular support of the greater

measures and policies to which he was devoted; and from time to time during the

defense effort of 1940-41 and the war effort of 1941 and after, he talked to the country
about the situation as currently developing and stressed the need for understanding
and cooperation on the part of all of the people. The presidential secretary in charge
of public relations is authority for the statement that some of the President’s war-
time talks were heard by as many as 01,500,000 people, or some seventy-nine per cerrfc

of the oountiy’s adult population.
2 An interesting analysis of “presidential propaganda” will be found in L. Rogers,

The American Senate, Chap, vii, although radio broadcasting has added a teclmique
of major importance since Professor Rogers wrote. Cf. H. W. Stoke, “Executive
Leadership and the Growth of Propaganda,” Amer. Polit, Sci. liev., XXXV, 490-500
(June, 1941).
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1. The
president
as party
leader

intent may be to lay the foundation for exteqiiiive administrative reforms,

as in the case of President Roosevelt’s Committee on Administrative

Management, appointed in 1936, and making recommendations summa-

rized in the following chapter,^ and also his Committee on the Improvement

of the Civil Service (the Reed Committee), appointed in 1939. As a rule.

Congress does not take kindly to the creation of such agencies, preferring

(often in a futile sort of way) to do its own investigating.^ However—
notwithstanding that it would be difficult to show that much actually

happened after certain investigations were made—a great deal of useful

fact-finding work has been done, large amounts of useful information

have been amassed (some of it, to be sure, soon going out of date), a

few major administrative changes have resulted, and a fair amount of

desirable legislation has been given an impetus without which it might

never have been enacted.”

Circumstances Favoring Presidential Leadership in Legislation
r

Certain practical situations operate to the president’s advantage in

employing the constitutional powers and extra-constitutional techniques

enumerated. First of afJ is his position as leader •q£ his party. Originally,

the chief executive~was hoTaparty man; Washington thought of himself

as identifi.ed with no party and chief of no faction. When, however,

parties came into the field and presidents began to bo elected as party

representatives, party leadership became as truly a function of the presi-

dent as it is of the English prime minister; and it is nowadays a hardly

less important source of power than is the authority conferred in the

constitution itself. Chosen as a party man to head a government operated

frankly under the party system, the president surrounds himself with

advisers of his own political faith, consults chiefly his fellow-partisans

in Congress on proposed appointments, confers mainly with them on the

framing of policy, and depends primarily on their loyalty and support

for realization of his legislative program. He represents the party

throughout the entire country, as members of Congress do not; and the

country looks to him, even more than to Congress, for fulfillment of the

pledges which his party has made;J'Everything that affects the standing

and prospects of his party has bearing upon the success of his adminis-

tration, and hence is of concern to him personally. One therefore will

not be surprised to find him claiming supreme direction of bin party’s

affairs. While still only a presidential candidate, he picks the chairman

of the national committee of the party, and may further influence the

See p, 412. note 2, below.
2 An illustration of this short-aighted attitude is afforded by the cutting off of all

appropriations in 1043 from President Roosevelt'a National Resources Planning
Board (see pp. bOJ-SOS below).

_ „
® Reports of presidentialffcomniissiDna are usually printed and thus made available

to members of Congress as well as to other people in the goveramen t. Sometimes,
however, the Administration has the advantage, when its bills are being considered,

\ /,oi lihe ^jufoiruatioix wnile its opponeixta havQ only theories 'and emotioli.
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make-up of that group, as well as of other party committees
;
after assum-

ing office, he may take a hand in the selection of congressional and other

candidates, and may appeal to the voters to give them support, as did

Theodore Roosevelt in the congressional elections of 1906 and Woodrow
Wilson, less successfully, in those of 1918;

^ he may suggest, and even

dictate, planks to be included in party platforms, both national and state;

he may, indeed, to all intents and purposes decree his own renomination

(as did Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1940 and 1944) or the nomination of

the man whom he favors as his successor fas Theodore Roosevelt forced

the nomination of Taft by the Republicans in 1908). Jefferson, Jackson,

Lincoln, McKinley, Wilson, and the two Roosevelts may be enumerated

as presidents who in a preeminent degree dominated their respective

parties.

-

It goes without saying that the president’s relations with Congress,

including his control over legislation, depend very largely upon the party

situation at a given time, and rjpon the vigor and skill with which he

capitalizes upon his position as party leader. The most favorable cir-

cumstance is one in which a new president, with a definite and attractive

program, comes into office along with a Congress containing substantial

majorities of his own party in both houses, as was the fortune of Woodrow
Wilson in 1913 and Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1933. If to this situation be

added a national emergency requiring prompt and drastic action—as cer-

tainly was the case in 1933—opportunity is proportionately increased.

Under such conditions, the limits of leadership and control are, speaking

broadly, fixed only by the president’s own competence, energy, and per-

suasiveness. The least favorable circumstance, on the other hand, is of

course one in which a chief executive, with perhaps his own initial zeal

somewhat dulled, has seen his party's majorities melt away, in one house

or both.® To be in supreme command of his party the country over is a

^ Or, as we have seen, he may throw his influence against the election or reelection
of certain candidates.

2An English or Canadian piime minister going out of office with his parly remains
the recognized party leader, but not so witli an American president, whose position
in a more or less leadcrless opposition party is at best only that of nominal chief, as
illustrated by the rule of Herbert Hoover in the Republican party after 1933.

® The nadir to be reached in the closing session of a Congress taking place

after the pre.sident hinwelf had been defeated for rcLdoction. Under the calendar

introduced by the Twentieth Amendment, this situation—-last witnessed in the ca.s0 of

Mr. Hoovsr in the winter of 1932-33—cannot arise again (unless in the extremely
unlikely dvent of a special session being called by a defeated pre'iident after an elec-

tion.). In general, however, a president’s grip will be relaxed whenever it becomes
known that ha will not be a candidate for reelect ion. This was the experience, for

example, of Theodore Roosevelt in 1906-08. In addition to tho limitations imposed
by election for a fixed term, presidential leadership sometimes suffers from the choice

of a president not fitted for leadership (e.g., Taft, Harding, and Hoover), and at all

times encounters obstacles arising from the difficulty of maintaining a clear_ and
honest line of demarcation between the president as party leader and the president

as head of the govemment of all the people. During the famous “purge” of 1938,

aimed at defeating in the primaries and elections Democratic senators and repre-

sentatives who had opposed his measures, Fi-anklin D, Roosevelt professed to bd
campaigning against tho delinquents, not as president of the United Stfites, but _as

“bead of the Democratic party, charged with responsibility for carrying oiit its
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mighty asset -when that party has the votes on Capitol Hill to put

through whatever measures the White House desires. But when it is the

opposition party that has the votes—even in only one of the houses

—

leadership of a minority is of little avail. In such a situation, a president

is forced back upon the arts of persuasion and compromise, with only

the threat of veto and of appeal to the people to help him
;
and as a rule

little can be accomplished.^ There is no mystery about the fact that most

great pieces of legislation are enacted in the first half of presidential

administrations. To a degree, the explanation is, of course, that a new

president (or even one newly reelected), coming into office with what he

inevitably construes as a popular mandate in behalf of the policies which

he and his party have espoused in the campaign, naturally turns promptly

to getting those policies carried out. But a main reason is that if they

are not carried out during the first two years, they probably cannot be

carried out at all. For rarely is a president in as strong a position after

the Congress which was elected with hipa. goes out of office and the new

Congress elected in the middle of his term comes in. His party will usually

have a reduced majority in one or both branches; indeed, he is fortunate

if he does not find the opposition in control of the House, perhaps also

of the Senate. The patronage, too, will have lost much of its bargaining

value, because nearly all of the important posts will have been filled.

The time for a president to translate his party leadership into legislative

performance is noriually when party loyalty and spirit are running strong,

and party votes are plentiful, as a result of victory at the polls. Later on,

his leadership will probably have to be directed principally to repairing

damage wrought by defeats, schisms, and other set-backs,^

2, TiiB A second circumstance strongly favorable to presidential influence upon

legislation, is the need on Capitol Hill for leadership and direetian from

sideTend- some_o^utside source. Experience shows that Congress, when left to its

' o^n devices, tends to disintegrate into minority, partisan, and section al

elements and to fLO-Under in a bdg"of~cbhtrarv purposes. Even if there

is capable and recognized leadership in the houses singly, there is usually

no one save the president to bring the two branches together in effective

support of great policies and measures. On plenty of occasions, senators

principles”; and during the campaign of 1940 he labelled some of his speeches
"politioar' and others “uon-political” (those made during the campaign of 1944

being without exception fiankly "political”).
^

r

notable instance of an effort to handle such a situation was President Wilson's
dealings with a Republican Senate in 1920, especially with respect to the Treaty of

Versailles.

2The strengthened position of the Roosevelt Administration as a result of the
sweeping Dempcratic victory in the elections of 1934 stands out as a notable excep-

tion to the foregoing^ obaeivationa. The elehtiona of 1938 and 1942, however, yielding

heavy Republioan gains, ran true to form. On the first of these occasions, the Admin-
isteation’s previous majorities had been so overwhelming that, although now
diminished, they remained fully adequate; on the second, the still heavier losses,

combined with growing defection of Southern Democrats, left only majorities that

were thin Cat least in the House) and not too dependable. In half a century prior

to 19^;, the^ ^position party failed at mid-term elections to increase its representa-
tion in the House only once and jn the Senate only four times,
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and congressmen show resentment when exhorted
, advised, or requested

from ^do\yntown” : yet when a new path is to be hewed, they almost

invariably hesitate and shojvv confusion until and unless a directing hand

points the_my ^da^inmaricling_ voice urges t6~acFiQhA'Tn~ot¥a~~I^ds',

Congress works well only under stimulus and pressure, which may, of

course, come ultimately from public opinion, or even from considerations

of party welfare, but in any case usually needs to be transmitted or

applied by the president.

Finally, there is the circumstance that, more and more, the people

look to the president, not simply to coordinate and direct the national

administration and to spealr^for" the 'country in" dealings wdth foreign

governments, but to develop wcll-conceived lines of domestic policy, to

propose the legislation necc.«saiy for carrying out such policy, and to

exert enouglTprcssure upon Congress to get this legislation enacted. They

expect him, indeed, to “manage” Congress, and if through lack of political

skill, or because of adverse circymstances too difficult to be overcome,

he does not do so, they (justly or unjustly) pronounce him a failure.

In other words, they regard him as “head of the government” (legislative

branch as well as executive) and hold him responsible accordingly—

a

situation from which he draws grave perils but also high challenge and

inspiring opportunity.

“The nation as a whole,” once wrote a scholar who himself later at-

tained the presidency, “has chosen him [the president]
,
and is conscious

that it has no other political snokesman) His is the only national voice in

affairs. Let_him once win the admiration and confidence of the coun;:.

try, and no other single force can withstand him, no combination of forces

will easily overpower him. Ills position takes the fmagination Pf the

country. He is the representative of no constituency, but of the wdiole

people/ When he speaks in his true character, he speaks for no special

interest. If h^ rightly interpret the national thought and boMy-issist

uppa it, he is irresisti)3[l&; andJE^ountry never feels thejie_sb of action ^
miicli as when its president is of such insight and caliber. Its instinct is

for unified action, and it craves a single Icader.’T-"^

^ An excellent illustration i-s supplied by the stumbling fashion in which the
Burke-Wadsworth Selective Service Bill of 1940 was handled. Unlike most inipoitant

bills in later times, this one did not originate at the White House. Although known
to favor It. ‘‘in principle,” the President did not put himself squarely behind it, or

exert himself actively in its behalf—with the result that, although the tneasure

finally became law, Uemocrata who otherwise would have lined up pretty solidly for

it and Republicans who would have felt it their duty to oppose it spent precious

weeks in hedging, equivocating, and seeking safety first by doing nothing while

awaiting a great light.

2 W. WiIbot) ,

O.nnitl.ily.l.rnnnl Government in tba United States, 68, “The power and
prestige of the presidency comprise the mostvahiablc political asset of the American
people; they are, moreover, in a very true sense the cieation of the American
people.” E. S. Corwin, The President: Office and Powers, 306. For an illuminating

Study of presidential leadership and of the unfortunate^ consequences when it ia

lacking (e.ff., in years imiiiediately following both the Civil War ahd World War 1),

see E. P. Herring, “Executive-Legislative Responsibilities,” Amer. PolU. Sci. Jtev.,

XXXVin, 1153-1165 (Dec., 1944).
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A General View of Presidential Power

“The waters of democracy,” to quote Woodrow Wilson, “are useless

in their reservoirs unless they may be used to drive the wheels of policy

and administration.” And it is the experience of practically all democ-

racies not only that leadei'.ship is the only means by which latent power

can be turned to account, but that the requisite leadership can be sup-

plied only by the executive. In. Great Britain, Canada, and other coun-

tries having cabinet systems, this means the ministers; in the United

States, it means the president. At the stage which our discussion, has now

reached, it must be sufficiently obvious that the salient fact about the;

presidency is its prolonged accumulation of power—by usage, by legis-

lation, by judicial construction, in the enforcement of law, in the conduct

of foreign relations and of war, in the use of the veto, and even in the

shaping of public policy as controlled ostensibly by the legislative branch.i

The earliest chief executives, being “just about what the framers of the

constitution expected the incumbents of the office to be,”^ took a com-

paratively modest view of their own authority. Jackson, however, brought

to the White House not only a resolute disposition, but an impatience

with restrictions and conservative traditions which was characteristic

of the section from, which he came and of the generation in which he

lived. In, .his-hands, the presidency became a far more potent instru-

,
mentality than before; and although after his day the office had its ups

and downs, as it passed from stronger to weaker hands and back again,

and as the times demanded of the chief executive a vigorous role or

permitted a more passive one,vhardly any later incumbent ever willingly

gave up a particle of power once successfully asserted.^ On the contrary,

every fresh advance became, in turn, a point of departure from which

still more exalted claims to authority were projected; and under Franklin

D. Roosevelt, notwithstanding occasional set-backs, a peak was reached

which overtopped all that went before.®*/

The reasons for this extraordinary development are not to be found

in motivations springing from personal ambition and aggrandizement.

Most of the presidents, being human, have found pleasure in the exercise

r W, B. Munro, The Government o/ the United States^ (rev. ed.), 130.
s Except, of course, special wartime powers, of a manifestly temporary ..character;

md even in this general domain, most powers acquired have been returned,
® In the opinion of Prolessor Edward S, Oorwm, about one in. throe of the thirty-

one individuals who have held the presidency have oontrrbuted to the development of

its powers. I^i%(Shington, Jefferson, Jadcson, Polk, Lincoln, Hayes, Cleveland, Wilson,
and the two Eoosevelts form his suggested list. The President: Office and Powers, 29.

The opening chapter of the volume erted presents an excellent analysis of the varying
conceptions of the j^residential office that have been, held; see also pp, 309-316. In the
seventies and eighties of the* last century, the presidency suffered a noticeable sag;
which, is refieeted interestingly in Woodrow Wilson’s Congressional Gouernment and,
James (later Lord) Bryce's American Commonwealth, published in 1885 and 1889,

MPbdJwely^ Henry Jones Eord's plise and Growth of American Politics and Wood-
ier^ .'Wtlsop’s Constitutional Government in the United States, published in 1898
gnj 1808) respectively, portray the office as once more decidedly on the up-swing.
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of authority; but few, if any, have coveted power for its own sake.

Presidential preeminence has reached its present proportions for a number
of obvious reasons. One is the development of what is to all intents and
purposes direct popular election, giving the chief executive a rightful

claim to be regarded as no less a spokesman of the national will than

is Congress.|Another is the vast_CTpansmn__fmd jirogressive centralization

of governmental functions characteristic_of the pa.st haif-centiiryrA~third.

overtopping^iven'The" fbrogding," is the oft-demonstrated, eveF-gfowing7 3
and increasingly imperative need for the leadership and direction—in

legislation and in general policy-framing—which in a cabinet system

are exercised preeminenily by the prime minister, but for which our

system makes no provision—a need which there is no possible way of

meeting except through the president;A contributing factor of tremendou.s

importance has been, of course, a succession of great national crises

—

the Civil War, World War I, the depression of the thirties, the perilous

international situation created b^ the Nazis and Fascists, and finally

World War II, all of them inevitably making national leadership a top-

most concern and .forcing executive power to new levels.

Plenty of people do not hke what has been going on
;
and there is no tiis

denying that the balance contemplated by the_ makers of the. constitution

has. £een to. a. considerable_ extent upset. Even in Jeffersoids day, tlie

I
ugly charge of dictatorship was hurled in the president's direction: Jack-

I son, Lincoln, the first Roosevelt, and certainly the later Roosevelt, in-

,
^fae~dniiCTar~criticism...To speak particularly of our own time, those

whoTaE^the attitude indicated would, however, have great difficulty in

showing how important things needing to be done could be done otherwise

than through presidential initiative, direction, and drive. They would

have to admit, too, that many of the powers complained of have been

expressly voted to the chief executive by the people’s representatives in

Congress, and could be recalled by tlie same authority that granted them. '

And, whether or not they could be convinced, the fact remains that ptropg

and unified government does not necessarily mean arliitrarv government.

lliQiLa,iaawerful chief executive, a dictatorial one. Despite all, the president

is still a responsible servant of the people; and such he will remain as

long as the ultimate popular and congressional controls inherent in our

representative system endure.^
*

rTlie special subject of piesideutia,! poweis iihder the impact of waitime condi-
tions will be considered in a later chapter (see pp. 604-G70 below).

The fullest and most authoritative recent analysis of presidential poweis will be
found in !E. S. Corwin . The Pjeiident: Office mid Poweis, Chapa, iii-vii (pp. 297-308

especially An '‘dictatorship’’) Cf. L, Rogers, "The American Preoidontial System,"
Polit. Qmr., VUI, 517-529 (Oct.-Cec., 1937) ; “The Increasing Power of the Presi-

dent" [Symposium], Cong. Digest, XII, 26'7-288 (Nov,,
.

1933) . See also mateiials

presented m J. E. Johnsen [comp,], Inereasvng the Pre^ideni's Power (New York,
1934).
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Control Over the President by Congress

The emphasis thus far placed upon the president’s lofty role must

not he allowed to obscure the fact that, as between executive and legis-

lature, influence and control do not flow in only a single direction; for

the president, in his turn, is subject to considerable restraint, and in

the final analysis to a good deal of positive control, from Congress. Few
indeed of his powers can be exercised without spending money; and for

money he i s absolutely dependent upon Congress.-|Few, likewise, can be

exercised except through departments, boards and other agencies, for

the establishment and maintenance of which he is similarly dependent.

For enactment of the Jegislation he desires, he must rely upon Congress.

>

He must get senatorial consent to his ai)pomtments and his treaties/He

can wage war only if Congress declares iWHis vetoes can be overridden

in the two housesi^is every act (personal or through subordinates) can

be looked into and criticized, and somij, of them can be reversed. If worst

comes to worst, he can be impeached and removed from office.';^

In the give and take of personal relations with senators and repre-

sentatives, furthermore, he may be argued into changing hiS views or

modifying his policies. Defeat of his measures or refusal of his requests

may compel him to give up a program in which he firmly believes

;

witness Franklin D. Roosevelt’s enforcecT rclin^iTshme'nt in 1937 both

of his favorite plan for administrative reorganization and of his cherished

project for reconstruction of the Supreme Court, his reversal in 1943 on

a $25,000 ceiling for salaries, and the involuntary abandonment, in the

same year, for lack of funds, of two agencies dear to his heart, the

National Resources Planning Board and the National Youth Administra-

tion. Either house, or both, may make “requests” (not—^at least in form

—demands) upon him for documents or information which he cannot

well withhold, however much he might prefer to do so,’- or may institute

investigations of executive or administrative work for which he is directly

ior indirectly responsible.^ Congress may pass laws imposing new duties

upon him or his subordinates, and may limit the discretion of hc^3'~or'

departments or other officers arid require them to do given things in a

given way, irrespective of the president’s .wishes. Even a supposedly

friendly Congress may flout the Administration’s policy again and again

during a session, the Senate, in particular, being prone to assume an atti-

tude best described as “baiting the president.” ®

n

Such requests, -when relating to the negotiation of treaties or to other aspects of

foreign. relations, usually recognize the necessity of discretion in this domain by
incorporating the phrase, “if not incompatible -with the public intorest,”

^ See p. 402, note 1, below.
s Practically all of the matters referred to in this paragraph have been, or will be,

discussed elsewhere, and hence are merely mentioned here.
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Proposals jor Bringing the Executive and Legislative Branches Closer

Together

At mo&t, however, the cheeking and obstructive powers of Congress

in the various directions mentioned arc mainly of a negative nature;

Congress can block—it cannot itself take over and execute. And this

may mean an impasse, a paralysis of action, which can hardly arise

under a cabinet form of government (or in any event can be quickly

overcome)
,
but with which we are unpleasantly familiar under our presi-

dential form—a form under which, notwithstanding closer relations in

many ways than the makers of our constitution envisaged, executive and

legislature still are frequently found occupying “two islands of separate

and jealous power.” Out of a vast amount of discussion of the dilemma

in which this often involves us have come a variety of suggestions looking

to bridging the chasm between the two branches; and the present chapter

may appropriately close with a W9rd concerning certain of them.

One proposal is that, with the president continuing to appear before i. By

Congress only to present messages, the heads of executive departments hemisnf

be extended the privilege of the floor in both houses for the purpose of niBiUi.

giving information, answering questions, and engaging in general dc- iiegMiT

bate. As civil officers of the United States, department heads are ineligible m Con-

to membership in either house. But for the purpose in view, it would not

be necessary to make them members. Already they are sometimes seen

mingling with senators and representatives in the corridors and cloak-

rooms of the Capitol. With increasing frequency, too, they appear before

congressional committees to supply information, answer queries, or urge

the passage of bills in which the Administration is interested. Would it

not be better, it is asked, to give the entire membership of either house,

or of both houses, a chance to hear what they have to say and to question

them in the same direct manner in which ministers are questioned in

the British House of Commons? ^

^In the First Congres-s, it is interesting to observe, ((gpai’tiiient chiefs not only

appeared on the floor of both houses, but took part in debate. The practice died out,

however, and numerous attempts in later periods to revi\'e it proved unavailing. A
histoi-y of propoisals on the subject through more than one hundred yeius, and an
able presentation of the favorablo argiiment.s, will be found in G3rd Cong., Spec.

Sess. of Senate, Sen. Doc. No. 4, Privilcpe nj the Floor to Cabinet Members; lir.jwrts

Made to the Conoross 0/ the United Stales (1013).

In OclohA, 1943, Congressman Estes Kofituver of Tennessee introduced in the

House of Representatives a resolution amending the rules of the House to iirovids

that on at least one day in every two weeks, heads of departments and independent
agencies should appear in the House by request to answer orally written and oral

questions propounded by members—such question period to occur not oftener than
once a week and to consume not more than two hours. The propo-sal won hearty

support from younger members and in the press, hut was frowned on by the House
leadership, and has not appeared to stand much chance of adoption, Interest in. the

plan was whetted by Secretary Hull’s contemporary appearance, by invitation, before

the House and Senate, meeting jointly, to give a confidential report oh the reisults

of an international conference at Moscow in which he had participated. The occur-

rence was noteworthy, because never before had a cabinet member addressed Congre®
in formal session. But of course it was not the sort of thing contemplated in the

Kefanver resolution. See E. Kefauver, “The Need for Better Executive-Legislative
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A more radical plan, which had the support of President Taft, would

be for the president, in selecting his heads of departments, to take them,

or at least some of them, from among the members of his party in Con-

gress, the persons so designated remaining members of the legislative

branch, entitled as such not only to participate in debate but to intro-

duce bills, to serve on committees, and to vote. This would be a step

nearer to the cabinet system, yet a long way short of it, since the presi-

dent’s constitutional position would not be changed and his cabinet mem-
bers, functioning also as senators or representatives, would continue to

enjoy fixed legislative terms.

The plan just mentioned might be expected to put the executive in a

better position than now to secure favorable consideration for the in-

creasing numbers of significant bills which it initiates. Why not, however,

—some inquire—frankly accept the fact that most public bills of major

importance irow come to Capitol Hill from the otlier end of Pennsylvania

Avenue (the legislative success of a session largely depending, too, upon

the fate of tiiese measures), and, by suitably amending the rules of the

two houses, definitely guarantee Administration bills the same right of

way as against all others that Government bills enjoy under the British

system? If executive leadership in legislation is inevitable, and desirable

as well, why not freely and wholeheartedly clear the way for it?

(

Finally, there are people who would have us go the entire distance,

liscard the separation of executive and legislative branches decreed by '

he constitution, and completely displace presidential with cabinet gov-

ernment. Under this program, an elective president might continue as

lominal head, but (1) the working executive would be a cabinet, presided
;

ver by a “premier”; (2) the Senate would be reduced to some such
i

secondai-y role as that played by the British House of Lords; (3) the
|

premier and other cabinet members would be chosen only from the House,
j

to which they would be “responsible”; (4) if the confidence of the House .

majority were lost, the cabinet ordinarily would resign; although (5)
|

if it should pirefer to try its fortunes with the country in a general elec-

tion, it could bring about a dissolution of the House, whose members I

would have a maximum, but no guaranteed, term of four years.’- And in
f

this way our system would be converted into something, in form at

.

least, like the British.^

Teamwork in the National Government,” Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev., XXXVIII, 317-S26
(Apr,, WWiGW. P. Armstrong, “The Kefauver Resolution,” Amer. Bar Assoo. Jour,,

XXX, (June, 1D44). The Kefauver proposal was reintroduced in the House
of RepreBeiktStivea in January, 1945,

1 Such, at all events, is the plan as outlined by one of its recent and ardent ex-

pononts, H. HazUtt, in his A New Constitutiori Now, Chaps, v-vm.
^It must not be supposed that the foregoing represent aU of the proposals that

have been made. _Readers of R. Young’s This Is Congress (Ne-w York, 1943), and
A, Hoymeyer’s Time fbr Change (New York, 1943) -will find interesting suggestions

for tying the executive and legislative branches together through the medium of a
“legislative eabinet" an,d a “joint council,” respectively. And numerous other pro-
poWeiare rtode in The Beorganiaation of Congress! A Report of the Committee on

1
'pdtigress of the Atherican Political Science Assodalion (Washington, D. C., 1945).
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Eor the plan of bringing heads of departments inlo tJie sittings of the

two houses—at least to answer questions, if not to engage in general

debate—there is much to be said. It is true that most of the legislative

work of Congress is done, not on the floor, but in committees, where de-

partment chiefs and other higher administrators already appear with

increasing frequency. It is true, also, that even the proposed question-

period would be liable to abuse through the injection of queries designed

only to embarrass and to make political capital. But there are occasions
—^many of them—^when it would be highly advantageous for the entire

membership of one or both of the houses to receive first-hand infor-

mation directly from the administrators. As Briti.sh experience show.s,

there are ways of screening the questions asked (at least the written

ones) so as to prevent time being consumed with queries that are irrele-

vant or merely partisan. The administrators, on their part, would bo

afforded opportunity to get clearer notions of what Congress meant

when passing a law, to explain the difficulties and problems that have

arisen in carrying it out, to answer charges made against them, and to

justify their policies. Not least important is the consideration that the

plan could be adopted by simple revision of the rules of the two houses.

The proposal that heads of departments be at the same time mem-
bers of one branch of Congress or the other raises more doubts. To

begin with, a constitutional amendment would be required. And if this

hurdle could be surmounted, there would still be the rather anomalous

position in which a president—retaining his present constitutional powers

and prerogatives, yet surrounded by chief agents and advisers whose

political fortunes were more or less independent of his own—^would find

himself. In so far as the plan would make for greater harmony between

the executive and legislative branches, it doubtless would prove advan-

tageous. But there is no clear guarantee that it would do this.

As for the proposed priority for Administration measures, the first

fact to be noted is that when the Administration is supported by a work-

ing majority in the two houses, it even now can count, with great assur-

ance, upon highly preferential treatment for its bills; a second is that

when it commands no such majority, its bills are not likely to prevail

in any case; and a third is that, so long as Congress clings to its con-

stitutional, and still important, right of legislative initiative, it will cer-

tainly npt be willing to tie its hands by any general rule relegating

measures under its own sponsorship to the notoriously unfavorable posi-

tion from which private members' bills suffer in the Government-led and

Government-controlled House of Commons at Westminster.

Adoption of an outright cabinet system is an interesting subject for

thought—wishful or otherwise. But no sensible person supposes that our

people are prepared for so drastic a step in the foreseeable future; and

even if they were, it does not follow that cabinet government would work

as well here as in countries having different traditions. More than a

Monts of
the pro-
posals
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hundred years of almost imperceptible growth were required to bring

Lhc system to maturity in the land of its birthd

After all, it must be remembered that we already have executive lead-

ership in a large way, at all events when we have a president capable

of, and bent upon, exercising it; the country since 1933 has seen how,

in times of stress, that leadership can, under our present arrangements,

be exalted to heights almost, if not fully, equal to those attained under

the British system. Undeniably, our government creaks and groans under

;thc burdens and responsibilities that have been thrown upon it; plenty

of improvements in it arc still possible. But other governments, differently

constituted, creak and groan also; and people who clamor for a change

in the fundamental principles on which our system is based have yet to

'make out a convincing case.
S
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CHAPTER XXI

NATIONA.IJ AIJMINISTEATION-—AGENCIES AND FUNCTIONS

The Nature and Importance of Administration

Mdad- Government in action is reducible to two basic processes: (1) the

fi'ammg of policy and (2) the carrying of policy into effect—^the first

essentially a matter of politics, the second one of administration. By
“politics” is meant, of course, a great deal more than mere party con-

flict. Included in it is the birth and growth of ideas, the development

of principles, the formation and expression of opinion, the organization

and techniques of parties, propaganda, electoral procedures, and legis-

lation—in short, the entire range of activities and processes through

which ideas crystallize into policies and policies are translated into law.

By administration is meant the processes and procedures by which poli-

cies laid down in statutes, rules, orders, and the like are made operative,

the business and “housekeeping” activities of government are carried

on, and the personnel requisite for performing such work is recruited,

assigned its tasks, disciplined, and directed. Policy-making is concerned

primarily with ends or objectives; administration, with means and tech-

niques. To be sure, even in a democracy and under a system of separation

of powers, the agencies performing the two great functions indicated

are not walled off rigidly from each other; on the contrary, they are

firmly meshed together. In our national government, Congress is pre-

sumed to be the supreme policy-making authority; yet it creates much
of the machinery of administration, provides the money for maintaining

it, prescribes administrative duties and sometimes methods, and in so

far as it likes investigates and criticizes results—although it does not

itself, and cannot, administer. In their turn, the administrators supply

information, develop plans, submit proposals, assist in drafting, and in

other ways contribute directly and heavily to the work of legislation

—

so heavily, indeed, that the complaint is sometimes heard that Congress

and other legislatures have abdicated their most important task, that of

deciding ffolioy. The president, too, is a major connecting link between

politics and administration. The basic bifurcation of function referred

to nevertheless 'exists, and every intelligent student of our system of

government must begin by recognizing it.

poita™Qo
There must be recognition, too, of the high importance of adminis-

' tration in the ^verning process. Less than sixty years have passed since

Woodro'w' "Wilson pioneered with the earliest systematic discussion of

396 •
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this matter in any language.^ But subsequently, and especially since

about 1920, administration, on all levels of government, has come in for

vastly increased attention, having, indeed, become of itself a major field

of research, instruction, and experiments After all, notwithstanding its

long neglect, administration is, as Wilson emphasized, “the most obvious

part of government”; it is, as he bluntly added, “government in action.”

Certainly it is administration that day by day brings government closest

home to the people. Congress may deliberate through long months in

Washington (likewise a legislature in a state capital) and enact laws by

the score without touching the citizen or his pocketbook unless these laws

arc applied and enforced throughout the length and breadth of the land

by administrative authorities.

It is, indeed, the quality of administration that mainly conditions

the effectiveness of the democratic process; democratic government means

democracy in administration—^the gearing of administrative machinery

to the liberal principles underlying the state—^no less than democracy in

legislation. To no small degree, the ill-fated Weimar Republic in Ger-

many proved a failure for the reason that an ostensibly democratic

constitutional system was clogged and frustrated by administrative

machinery still pervaded by the aristocratic, ofiicious, and arbitrary atti-

tudes characteristic of the old Imperial regime—an administrative mech-

anism frequently admired abroad for its technical efficiency, but lacking

in the most essential aspect of all, i.e,, conformity with the democratic

principles on which the government as a whole was supposed to be based.

Even where, as in the United States, administration is, on the whole,

permeated with the democratic spirit, the character of government, as a

going concern, still depends heavily on administrative quality and capacity.

Good laws ai’e, of course, desirable, and justice through the courts is

indispensable. But it is easier to get good laws and impartial court deci-

sions than to secure uniformly economical and efficient administration.

The legislature has only to declare its will in an act of broad and general

scope, and thereupon its work is finished The real task remains—^to fit

the terms of the measure to the existing public situation; to select the

officials who are to interpret the law and apply it; to instruct, supervise,

and discipline these officials; to settle innumerable questions of detail

(many of them highly technical, many involving important matters of

Principle)'; to prevent laxity, favoritism, and fraud. It has been an

American failing to assume naively that all that is necessary in order to

achieve a desired end is to "pass a law.” As a people, we are only begin-

ning to understand that, even when a law is well conceived and in good

form, the vital test comes in the administering of it. Such administration

i'‘Tha Study of Administration,” Polit, Sd. Quar.j II, 107-223 (June, 1S87),

a Growing recognition m this country of the importance of adminiatiaton was

reflected in the formation, in 1939, of a national Society for Public Administmtion,

whose quarterly journal, the Fublia Mministration Mevievi, should be known to all

students of the subject,
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is no mere mechanical process, but, on the contrary, a very human affair,

coming close to the people, and dependent for its success quite as much
upon the people’s attitudes and reactions as upon the competence and

diligence of the administrators themselves. By its very nature, too, ad-

ministration must be in action all of the time, day and night, fifty-two

weeks a year. Congress sometimes goes a good many months without

a meeting', and the courts are accustomed to lengthy recesses between

terms. Administrative management, however, must be kept up cease-

lessly; individual administrators may take vacations, but administration

is never adjourned.

Whether in nation, state, or city, the work of administration tends

to grow ever more varied, complicated, and exacting. Governinont

stretches its regulating arm in new directions, adding every time that it

does so to the activities to be carried on or supervised by its agents.

Technological advances continually introduce ne'W elements of complexity

into the tasks to be performed. Ill-equipped to make provision in detail

for the application of principles and policies enabodied in the laws which

they enact, legislatures increasingly leave it to administrative authorities

to supply rules and regulations as necessity arises, thereby imposing

upon them heavy responsibilities of a quasi-legislative character. Such

authorities, too, are steadily acquiring powers to adjudicate complaints

and disputes arising out of their administrative acts. All of these tenden-

cies were strikingly in evidence long before the coming of the New Deal,

when, as will appear below, programs of recovery and reform were under-

taken on lines such that, for the time being, government seemed almost

wholly a matter of administration. In the later thirties, there was some

recession; at all events, the legislative branch of government recovered

some of its earlier prominence and indcpendcuce. After 1940, however,

large-scale defense preparations opened new avenues for administrative

cxqiansion; soon participation in a global war made government once

more mainly a gigantic administrative enterprise; and, whether for the

immediate postwar yeans of difficult readjustment or for the longer term

stretching ahead, administration gives no promise of yielding the center

of the governmental stage.’-

iQn the general subject of administration as a function of government in the

United Slates, see C. E. Mcrriam, On the Agenda 0/ democracy (Cambridge, Mass,,

1941), Chap. II; M. E. Dimock, Modoni Politics and Admiiustralion (.Now York,

1937), Chap. XX, and “The Study of Adminiatration," Amer. Polil. Hoi. Rev., XXXI,
28-40 (Feb,, 1937), Professor Jolin M. Gaus has suggested that an illummaling com-
mentary on the gro-wth of public administration, and of attitudes toward it, in this

country is supplied by four essays, widely separated in time and circumstance : (1)

Henry Adams, “Civil Service Reform,” No. Awer. Rev., CIX, 443-475 (Oct., 1869)

;

(2) Woodrow Wilson, “The Study of Administration,” PoUt. Sci. Quar., II, 197-222

(June, 1S87), reprinted in ibid., LVI, 481-506 (Dec., lEdl) ; (3) C, A. Beard, “Admin-
,

istrallon in a Great Society,” Atnerican Govcrnmenl- and Politics (4th ed., New
York, 1924), Chap, ui; and (4) L, D. White, “Publio Admmi.stration," in Encyclo-
paedia of the Social Sciences (New York, 1930), I, 440-450. See J, M. Gaus, “The
Prefjenfc Status of the Study of Public Administratiorl in the United States,” Amer.
Potit. Sci. Rev., XXV, 120-134 (Feb., 1931), Cf. D. M. Levitan, “Political Ends and
Admin istratwe Means,” Pub. Admin. Rev., Ill, 353-359 (Autumn, 1943),
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Some Fundamental Features of the National Administrative System

By tradition, and still as a general practice, the national government
maintains its own nation-wide force of officials and employees, making
no such widespread and habitual use of state functionaries as has been

common in Germany (prior to the Nazi regime), Swdtzerland, and some

other federally organized countries. To be sure, federal elections arc

managed by state officers acting under state law, and state courts natu-

ralize aliens under national law. Offenders against national laws have

always been apprehended by state and local police, as well as by mar.shals

and other federal agents; state officials wei'e drawn deeply into the

enforcement of the Volstead Act when national prohibition was in effect

;

the Soil Consciwiition and Domestic Allotment Act of 1936 is adminis-

tered through state and county committees, though federally appointed;

local officials are sometimes commissioned to helj) enforce federal pure

food and drugs acts, the plant ejuarantine law, and public bealth meas-

ures; and the recent defense effort and war have seen federal selective

service legislation canned out largely through state and local agencies,

and state and local defense councils used extensively by all the defense

and war agencies of the federal government—for example, by the Office

of Price Administration in the rationing program. Some people think

that the states may end by becoming hardly more than administrative

areas and agencies of the government at Washington. Despite all that

has happened, however, the national government is still fundamentally

self-sufficient in the sense that its laws arc carried out and its other work

done mainly by its own separate administrative personnel.

The machinery of administration is organized primarily in or under

a series of coordinate executive departments^ created by act of Congress.

The constitution does not provide in so many words for departments,

nor of course say how many there shall be or what they shall be called.

It, how'cver, plainly as.sumes that departments will exist: it authorizes

the president "to require the opinion, in writing, of the principal officer

in each of the executive departments”; it also empowers Congress "to

vest the appointment of inferior officers in the hoad.s of departments.”

Beginning, in an important way, with the creation of the Civil Service

Commission in 1883 and of the Interstate Commerce Commission fo\ir

years later, important agencies standing outside of the departments, and

he'nce conimonly referred to ns "independent establishments,” multiplied

until even before the launching of the Roosevelt Administration's re-

covery program in 1933 their nunnber had reached a score or more;

and the New Deal gave rise to a long list of additional ones, many of

1 Even in official usage, the terms "executive” and “administrative” are emploj'ed

very loosely. In the strictest sense, Iho president and vice-president gre the only

executive officers in the national government; the departments, and even the heads

thereof, are ndministralive. As being attached to the executive branch of the gov-

ernment, however, the departmciits are known as “executive departments,” and the

civil service as the “executi\'e ciyil service.”
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which, in one form or another, survive today. Many, too, have been

brought into existence during the present war. In numerous instances,

however, these “independent" agencies arc occupied only incidentally,

if at all, with tasks of a strictly administrative nature; and the great

burden of administrative work is still carried by the ten departments

thus far set up—State, Treasury, "War, Navy, Post-Office, Interior, Jus-

tice, Agriculture, Conamcrce, and Labor—^together with "the men [and

women too] in the trenches,” i.e., the host of lesser officials and em-

ployees, attached for the most part to one of the departments, and con-

stituting the “executive civil service.” Speaking broadly, Congress creates

not only the departments and independent establishments, but also the

divisions, bureaus, services, and other administrative or investigative

units set up within them. Minor agencies, however, may be established

by executive order; and, as we shall discover, the president has on certain

occasions been empowered by Congress to make changes affecting almost

every aspect of the machineiy except- the number and identity of the

departments themselves.

Going from one great department to another in Washington, one would

find plenty of variation in structural arrangements, arising partly from

dissimilarity of work to be perfomed, partly from the as yet unfinished

reorganizations undertaken in recent years, partly, too, from the flexi-

bility and capacity for quick readjustment made necessary by the very

nature of administration, i.e., the employment of means (which must be

readily adaptable) to prescribed ends (which themselves may also

change). Nevertheless, there are also common features. To begin with,

all of the departments are organized under single heads. Boards and

commissions are employed in most of the independent establishments,

and are widely used in state governments. But every national depart-

ment is presided over by a single official, known in all cases, except for

the attorney-general and the postmaster-general, as a “secretary.” Fur-

thermore, nearly all of the departments have from one to four assistant

secretaries and a chief clerk; and seven (State, Treasury, War, Navy,

Commerce, Interior, and Agriculture) have also an under-secretary. As-

sistant secretaries are usually in charge of specific groups of depart-

mental agencies and functions; the under-secretary (when there is one) is

more on the order of a general sub-head, relieving the pressure upon the

secretary and on occasion acting as his substitute. Like their chiefs, as-

sistant and under-secrctarils have traditionally been political appointees,

serving only so long as the president who chose them remained in the

White Housed There have been instances, however, of appointees con-

r In Oreat Britain, the permanent 'under-secretatios in the sxeentive departments
are non-political, hold office dating good behavior, and furnish an extremely useful
element of continuity in the topmost levels of administration. As indicated above,
the undCMecretaryshitis at Wasiungton are of quite a different nature. They may
eventually^ develop on the English pattern, and ft would be advantageous if this
were to happen.
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tinuing in office through several administrations, the most notable being

that of Alvey A. Adce, who achieved the extraordinary record of serving

as an assistant secretary in the Department of State from 1882 until his

death in 1924.

It goes without saying that in every department the work to be done

is parcelled out among numerous divisions or branches. Here, however,

one begins to encounter wide variation, and sometimes confusion. Created

at long intervals through more than a hundred years, and never developed

in accordance with a definite plan, the departments naturally give little

evidence of symmetry and logic. One encounters divisions, bureaus,

offices, and services, headed by commissioners, directors, comptrollers,

chiefs. But there is no fixed hierarchy—^no established meaning for most

of the terms employed. One thing important to observe is that, however

extensively the beads of the great departmental bureaus or similar divi-

sions have in times past been appointed and removed on political grounds,

there has been notable advance toward acceptance of the principle that

such officials should be selected on grounds of fitness and, even when

originally appointed for political reasons, should be left undisturbed

as long as they' give good service. To them it falls, in particular degree,

to keep the individual administrative services going and to supply the

needed continuity of knowledge and experience. Twenty years ago, a

student of the subject was able to show that in several of the major

departments—especially those, like Agriculture, which carried on work

of a technical and scientific character—^most bureau chiefs (or their

equivalents) enjoyed substantial permanence of tenure;^ and, notwith-

standing occasional lapses, the situation is more favorable today, not

so much because of civil service requirements as because the increasingly

complex and technical nature of nearly all governmental operations makes

it, almost from year to year, more obviously absui’d and impossible to

intrust bureau chiefships and similar positions to mere office-seekers.-

In all of the departments (and usually in independent establishments

too)
,
one will find branches designed for the performance of two distinct aons

types of functions: (1) “overhead” functions, having to do with the

personnel, equipment, funds, and other means by which the department’s

work is carried on—-a matter e.ssentially of departmental housekeeping

—

and (2) “direct service" functions, having to do with the actual services

rendered,fhe public. To cite a single illustration: in the Department of

Agriculture, the Office of Personnel, the Office of Pfinance, and the Office

of Plant and Operations perform overhead functions; while the Torest

Service, the Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry, and the

Bureau of Animal Industry perform functions of the direct-service

variety. Needless to say, its direct-service functions constitute a depart-

^See references to articles by A. W. Macmabon, p. 418 below.

-The organization of all of tho departmenta will be found outlmed in any recent

issue of the tl. S. Oovemmenl Mamial. >
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merit’s solo reason for existence; all others arc only means to an end.

By its nature, administration is the 'work of subordinates; even the

heads of departments are subordinate to the president. Consequently,

all administrators are subject to control from some source. In point of

fact, members of the national administration are subject to control from

a number of sources. To begin with, they are controlled by and responsible

to their immediate superiors; and this applies to heads of departments

no loss than to every one else. Under cabinet systems, department chiefs,

as ministers, are responsible to the popular branch of the legislature. But

not so under our presidential system; here, whatever such officials do is

considered as done by the president
;
ho takes responsibility for their acts

before Congress and the country, and, fortified with the power not only

of direction but of removal, he naturally will hold them answerable

directly to himself. At the same time. Congress also has a place in the

picture, because, after all, it not only has set up the departments and

most other agencies, but has fixed their^duties and functions; and, defined

in this way by law, such duties and functions are normally beyond the

power of the president to curb or countermand—except in so far as he

may take the dubious course of neglecting or refusing to see that they

are performed. Congress, furthermore, controls through the power of the

purse, through its right to demand reports and conduct investigations,

and, in extreme cases, through its power of impeachment.^ Finally, there

iNot all congressional investigations have to do with the conduct of administra-

tion; and of those so centered, some (especially if sponsored by a friendly Congress)

may be intended to vindicate or otherwise serve, rather than to hai-ass or embaivass,

the agencies affected, for a variety of reasons, including its continuity and the

greater independence of its members, the Senate is responsible for the’ majority of

inquiries undertaken; although—as illustrated by an extensive investigation of the

National Labor Relations Board completed in 1940 and by a protracted inquiry into

subversive influences (in government cii-cles and outside) carried on by the Dies

Committee to Investigate Un-American Activities—^the House has of late entered the

field more actively. So great was the wartime impetus to congressional investigations

that in 1943 the Senate had twenty-one special committees of inquiiy at work and the

House ten, often duplicating each other’s efforts or otherwi.se poorly coordinated.

Most useful among the number were a Senate Committee to Investigate National
Defense, headed by Senator (now President) Harry S. Truman, and a House
Committee On National Defense Migration, headed by Representative John H. Tolan,
both credited with much constructive work in behalf of efficient preparation for and
conduct of the war, It is to be observed, too, that standing committees in both
Senate and House often carry on investigations through sub-committees.
Three standard works on the general subject are E. J. Eberling, Covijremonnl In-

veUigatians (New York, 1928); M. B. Diraock, "Congre.ssioiiaI Investigating Com-
nlittees,” Johm Ro-pkins Studies in. Hist, and Polit. Sci., XLVII, 1-182 ’(|929)

;
and

M, N. McGeary, The Development of Congressional Investigative Power (New
York, 1940). Cf. G. B, Galloway, "The Investigative Function of Congress,’’ Amer.
Polit, Sd. Mev., XXI, 47-70 (Feb., 1927) ; H, L. Black "Inside a Senate Investigation,’’

Harpe-tfs Mag., CLXXII, 275-286 (Feb., 1936) ; M. N. McGeary, “Congressional
Investigations During Franklin D. Roosevelt's First Term,” Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev.,
XXXI, 680-695 (Aug., 1937) ; and L. W. Koenig, The Presidency and the Crisis (New
York, 1944), Chap, v, dealing with congressional investigations during the present war.
On congressional control over administration through the medium of finance, see

A. W. Maemahon, “Congressional Oversight of Administration; The Power of the
Purse,” Polit. Set. Qwr., UVIII, 161-190, 380-414 (June and Sept 1943), and L. Wil-
merding, The Spending Parser; A History oj the Efforts of Congress to Control
Expenditures (New Hhveti, 1943).
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is a possibility of control also by the courts, The general principle is that

when an administrative officer is carrying out a provision of law which

manifestly leaves room for discretion, he is performing a political act

and cannot be called to account for it in a court, but that, on the other

hand, when a duty or action is so defined by law as to allow no latitude

for choice, it is ministerial and subject to judicial review. As compared

with administrators in the departments, independent establishments

(some of which, as has been observed, are onl}' incidentally administra-

tive, or not such at all] sustain somewhat varying, and oven uncertain,

relationships. Some arc clearly responsible to the president; others, rather

to Congress; .still others are more or less uiiswernl)le to both; and the

confusion that sometimes arises at this point furnishes one of the argu-

ments occasionally employed against the multiplication of such bodies.

De-parimeni Heads as Administrative and Advisorij Officers

Rather than inject a wearisome catalogue of departments and inde-

pendent establishment.? here or at any otlier point in tlii,? book, our plan

will be to call attention to the organization and functions of the more

important ones when later discussing such topics as foreign affairs,

finance, defense, commerce, agriculture, and labor. It will be helpful,

however, at the present point, to take note of some principal tasks and

duties which heads of departments have in common—apart from their

cabinet membership, which has been touched upon in another place.^

To begin with, the great bulk of subordinate officials and employees

in the departments are appointed, directly or indirectly, by the depart-

ment heads—acting, of course, as always, in the president’s name. One

must hasten to add that by far the larger proportion of the positions filled

in this way have now’ been placed in the classified service,- which means

that the appointments must be made under the restrictions laid down

in the civil serwice laws and regulations. This, of course, greatly narrows

the appointing officer’s discretion and leaves him with relatively little

"patronage” of a strictly political character. The power is, nevertheless,

an important one; and with it goes a power of removal, likewise re-

stricted, to be sure, by civil service regulations, yet also decidedly sub-

stantial.

Subject to the supreme directing power of the president and to vary-

ing amoiyfts of control by Congress (and, if the truth be told, by more

experienced and often better informed subordinates), each department

head guides and supervises the work of all bureaus, divisions, offices, and

other agencies in the department under his care. How much he 'will him-

self be directed by the president will depend upon circumstances, e.g.,

how strongly disposed a given president may bo to assert himself, how

much confidence the president has in the secretary’s capacity and judg-
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1 See pp, 3^4-349 above.
^ See pp. 422-426 ^below.
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ment, and the degree to which decisiona of major importance are required

by special conditions existing at a given time. But in any event it falls

to the department head to wield a general power of direction and control

(including discipline) over the branch of administration intrusted to

him, as also to represent the department’s interests in procuring ap-

propriations, additional personnel, increases of pay, and better working

conditions.
'

Another highly important function is that of issuing rules and regula-

tions. The far-reaching and ever-expanding ordinance power of the presi-

dent has been commented on in another connection.’- In many instances,

however, administrative regulations pursuant to this power are prepared

in the departments and promulgated in their name, or even in the name

of a bureau or division. Good examples include the voluminous regula-

tions under which the postal service is carried on and patents granted.

Indeed, each department head is authorized by statute “to prescribe

regulations, not inconsistent with law, for the government of his de-

partment, the conduct of its officers and clerks, the distribution and

performance of its business, and the custody, use, and preservation of

the records, papers, and property appertaining to it,” and also to make

rules appropriate for securing proper examination of ticcounts. Eurther-

more, broad regulatory powers covering weighty matters have been con-

ferred on particular department heads, bureau chiefs, and the like, as

well as upon commissions and other agencies outside of the departments.

For example, the secretary of the treasury has been authorized to pre-

scribe regulations for enforcing the customs and internal revenue laws,

and for ferreting out the counterfeiting of the currency of the United

States; and the secretary of agriculture has been authorized to make
rules governing the importation and interstate movement of animals and

plants, the protection of forest reservations and of migratory birds, and

the execution of acts of Congress relating to meat inspection. The reasons

for the remarkable growth of “subordinate,” or "administrative,” legisla-

tion in the departments and independent establishments are, of course,

similar to those accounting for the steady widening of the ordinance

power of the president himself—boiling down to the sheer inability of

Congress, when legislating, to anticipate and provide for the thousand

and one detailed situations that have to-be met when a law is being

brought home to the people in terms of day-to-day enforcement,^

Still another important thing that the department head has to do is

to deckle disputes arising out of the acts of bis subordinates. In the ad-

ministration of the laws governing such matters as immigration, con-

servation, the postal service, taxation, and social security, great numbers

1 See pp. 362-36S above.
2 On the general mibjeot, see F- F, Blachly and M. B. Oatman, Administrative

Leffklaiion and Adptdkationj, Chaps, rt-jtv. c
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of controversies inevitably develop. Persons affected adversely may feel

that an official ha.s exceeded his powers, or that he has reached a decision

not warranted by the facts in the case; and fairness demands that oppor-

tunity be afforded for a reconsideration of the decision or action. Con-

ceivably, all such questions might be carried to the courts. But the federal

Supreme Court itself has explained that, while appeal to the courts is

proper enough when the construction of a statute is involved, such appeal,

if permitted in the multitude of disputes arising out of the ordinary field

operations of the departments, would so swamp the courts as to “entail

practically a suspension of some of the most important functions of

government.” Hence, except when decision hinges upon an interpreta-

tion of law, appeal normally lies only to higher administrative officials

or boards, including in the later stages the heads of departments; and in

many kinds of cases—for example, appeals against closure of the mails

to persons and concerns alleged to be engaged in fraudulent transactions

—the verdict of the department head is final, although in a limited

number there is appeal to the president himself. “Administrative adjudi-

cation” on these lines comes in for a good deal of criticism from people

who consider that functions of a judicial nature ought to be performed

only by courts. Like administrative legislation, however, it is not only

inevitable, but, under suitable safeguards, proper.^

The statutes creating the State, War, and Navy Departments expressly

made the heads of those establishments responsible to the president
;
those

creating the Treasiuy and Interior Departments did not do this, speci-

fying rather that the department head should “report” to Congress.

Manifestly, the first-named departments are more immediate organs of

the president in carrying out his constitutional functions than are the

others. In actual practice, however, all department heads are alike

responsible to the chief executive; and all submit reports and recommenda-

tions which quickly become common property at the two ends of Penn-

sylvania Avenue. Both president and Congress, furthermore, may at

any time make requests of department heads for information, with or

without accompanying advice. The president usually asks informally and

orally for such data as he clesire.s, although of course he may resort to

written communications. Congress, or either bouse, normally makes its

requests through the medium of resolutions. Aimed with the power of

removal,* the president is able to enforce compliance. But Congress is in

a different position
;
if a department head refuses to respond to a request,

and is upheld in doing so by the president, it is helpless, unless it is

willing to resort to the extreme expedient of impeachment. The Supreme

Court has held, furthermore, that when the head of a department is

1 American School of Magnetic Healing v. McAnaulty, IS? U. S. 94 (1902)
. _

F. Blachly and M. E. Oatmun, Admimstrativc Legislation and Adjudication,

Chaps, iv-xii; and for fuller treatment, J. F. Chamberlain, N. T. Dowling, and P. E.

Hays, The Judicial Function in Federal Administrative Agencies (New York, 1942).
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required to give information^ lie may do &o through subordinates, rather

than in person/

Finally, all heads of departments, but especially those of such depart-

ments as the Treasury, Interior, Agriculture, and Labor, are called upon

to serve ex officio as members of various supervising or coordinating

boards and committees. In some cases, duties are only nominal, but in

others there is important work to be done.

The Growth of Independent Establishments

At the close of the first hundred years under the constitution, there

were still only seven executive departments, concerned almost entirely

with the older, primary functions of government such as foreign rela-

tions, finance, justice, and defense. Not long thereafter, however, three

additional departments, having to do with agriculture, commerce, and

labor, made their appearance, and along with them the earliest important

agencies (notably the Civil Service Commission in 1883 and the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in 1887) set up outside of the departments,

and on that account knowm as “independent establishments.” Later on,

proposals for still more departments were plentiful. None was adopted;

but that did not prevent administrative and regulatoiy agencie,? from

continuing to multiply. On the contrary, they sprang up like mushrooms

—some (like the Federal Trade Commission in 1914 and the U. S. Tariff

Commission in 1916) as products of the vigorous regulatoiy policies of

the first Wilson Administration, others in years of readjustment (espe-

cially 1920-21) following World War I, and ever so many more in the

era of the New Deal, when, in furtherance of the steadily broadening

recovery and reform program of the Roosevelt Administration, Wash-

ington became a veritable labyrinth of new “alphabetical” establish-

ments, a few of them attached more or less loosely to a department, but

the majority having no connection of the kind. In a constantly changing

scene, some agencies, of course, disappeared because of time limits, some

on account of shifts of policy, some (as in the case of the National Re-

covery Administration—^the famous “N.R.A.”) because of judicial de-

cisions overthrowing the legislation on which they rested, still others by

consolidations or other forms of reorganization. But many dropped out

only to be replaced by more or less similar substitutes
;
entirely new ones

—like the Social Security Board in 1935—kept thrusting themselves into

the picture; and, altogether, an official committee which surveyed the

situation in 1936 ® was able to find—entirely apart from the bewildering

array of agencies in several of the larger departments—^not fewer than

1 Miller V. Mayor of New York, 109 IT. S. 394 (18S3) . One department head ia

charged in a partlcrdar d^ree with giving advice, namely, the attorney-general,

from whom the president habitually solicits opinions upon the constitutionality or

legal propriety of contemplated executive actions or of legislation about which there
might be fiouht,

2 The President's Committee on Administrative Management. See p, 412 below.
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ninety different federal c&tablislimcntsd One would not need to be told,

too, that after 1940 the defense effort and the later war gave rise to

numerous new establishments of the kind (largely as constituent units

of the Office for Emergency Management in the Executive Office of the

President)
,
although for the most part destined to be only temporary.^

How is this remarkable development (duplicated, too, in the states)

to be accounted for? "Why so great multiplication of activities? And
why, in so many cases, activities assigned to independent establishments

rather than to the regular departments? One can understand that in

wartime or in depression emergency, government must embark upon

many novel and more or less temporary activities
;
also that the shortest

cut to carrying tlicm out effectively may easily seem to be to assign them

to agencies especially created for the purpose. But how account for the

great establishments like the Interstate Commerce Commission, the

Federal Trade Commis.sion, and many more that have been set up in

normal times with a view to perrn^nence and endowed, as the years have

passed, with ever-growing powers? The answer is to be found in (1) the

overflowing of state boundaries by trade and business, aiid by programs

of social amelioration, requiring that state regulation be supplemented

by national control, and (2) the inability of Congress—on account of

the technical character, the ceaseless fluctuations, and the widening scope

of the problems involved—^to supply the needed regulation on other than

very broad and general lines. But why assign the resulting functions to

an independent establishment rather than to a department? There is no

single reason. Sometimes the decision was made for no good reason at

all—because of personal or political considerations, or even sheer careless-

ness. Sometimes Congress (or the president acting under the authority of

Congress) w'as reluctant to impose upon a department still more heteroge-

neous tasks than it already had. Often it was considered that the work

to be provided for would be performed more satisfactorily fa) by officials

appointed directly by the president and Senate, for relatively long terms,

than by subordinates in a department, and (b) by a non-partisan (or

more truly lii-parti.san) board bringing several minds to bear upon the

problems of policy-making involved, than by officials acting singly, Oc-

casionally, decision W'as dictated by the convenience of carrying on some

important enterprise of the government through the instrumentality of

a.corporntion, chartered under the laws of one of the states or of the

District of Columbia, with capital stock held partly or entirely by the

government, and managed by officers and a board of directors or trustees

i For a tabulation as of 1S33 (at the beginning of the New Deal), see L, P,
Sehmeckebier, “Organization of the Executive Branch of the National Ciovemtnent
of the IFnitecl States,” Amer. PoUt. Sei. Rev., XXVIII, 952-966 (Dec., 1933). All

changes from that date to 1912 arc recorded in supplementary lists compiled by
Mr. Sehmeckebier and published from time to time in later issues of the same
journal. Cuwent lists nowadays .-will be found in the U. S. Government Manml,
issued three times a yem'

“ See pp. 6S7-6S8 below-
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on lines prevailing in an ordinary private business^ Olten influential, too,

was a desire to assign functions to agencies less directly under the control

of the president, and more responsible to Congress, than are bureaus or

divisions within a department.^

Viewing the independent establishments as a group, some are dis-

covered to be merely fact-finding agencies, with no power to do anything

except carry on inquh’ies and make reports. Of such nature is the Tariff

Commission, charged with studying the administration, operation, and

effects of the tariff laws and reporting its findings to the president and

Congress. A few are found to be primarily investigative, but with au-

thority also to use their influence, in more or less direct ways, to promote

definite ends, conditions, or interests. Increasing numbers, however, are

charged with administrative duties; many, too, with making regulations

to apply and supplement the broadly phrased acts of Congress, on lines

which, even though the courts may shrink from admitting it, are clearly

legislative
;
many, in addition, wield weighty judicial—or again to speak

by the book, qrmsi-judicial—pow’ers. In certain instances, legislative and

judicial work quite transcends administration in any exact sense of the

term, bringing the establishments closer functionally to Congress or the

courts than to the president. Indeed, nearly all of the greater commis-

sions, e.g., the Interstate Comraei'ce Commission, the Federal Trade Com-
mission, the Federal Communications Commission, and the Federal

Securities and Exchange Commission, defy the principle of separation of

powers by being at one and the same time administrative, legislative,

and judicial, and indeed also investigative and advisory. It goes without

saying that service with agencies of this nature presupposes both ability

and experience; and it is gratifying to observe that while practically

all commissioners are on a political basis in the sense of being appointed

by the president and Senate, a large proportion of them bring to their

tasks both of the qualifications mentioned, often including experience in

other, and sometimes similar, federal or state positions.''

The Developing Need jor Administrative Reorganization

It is not surprising that a huge administrative mechanism built up

without plan or design, “like the barns, shacks, silos, tool sheds, and

garages of an old farm,” should show serious defects; and criticism
r

'Examples include ilie Reconstruction Finance Corporation, the Federal Public

Housing Authority, the Federal Depo.Mt Insurance Corporation, and tho Tennessee
Valley Authority, For a brief discussion of government corporations of the kind,

see M. Eainsod and L, Gordon, Government and the American Economy (New
York, 1941), Chap. xix.

The best treatise on the general subject of independent establishments is R. E.
Cushman, The Independent Ecgulotorv Commissions (New York, 1941).

® In pui'sunnce of this objective, members were usually given longer terms than the

president, and also overlapping terms, so that no oEef executive would lilcely be
able to control the membership completely. We have seen, too, that the president’s

power of removal is limited. See pp. 360-361 above.
sThis aspect is treated fully in P. Herring, Federal Commisdqmrs; A Stvdy oj

Their Careers and QmUficatiem (Cambridge, Mass.-j 1936).
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was long profuse, not . only from taxpayers and politicians, but from
competent students of public administration as a science and an art. Ad-
ministration is the costliest part of government, and the taxpayer was
stirred, from far back in the present century, by the multiplicity of

newer agencies to be supported, each naturally bent upon consolidating

its position, expanding its activities, and lengthening its payrolls, and each

tending to become a parent stem from wdiich still newer agencies and

services germinated. On more general gronnds, people of varying inter-

cats and connections complained of the insidious growth and direful pos-

sibilities of “government by commission,” in the national sphere as well

as in the states.^

Much of the criticism was inspired, of course, by rlislike of the ex-

tension of government control over bu.siness and other aspects of eco-

nomic life—^tantamount, wc wore told, to paternalism, and bordering

dangerously upon sociali.sm—and c.'specially from hostility to the ex-

pansion of national regulation at the expense of the states. In other

words, what many critics had in mind primarily was the functions per-

formed rather than the machinery employed. Yet those who fixed their

attention upon the latter also found plenty of grounds for complaint.

First and most obvious was the lack of coherence and integration

inevitably flowing from the circumstances under which the administrative

system had been built up. Many offices and bureaus, to be sure, upon

being created to meet some definite administrative need, wore fitted into

the scheme in -a manner entirely appropriate. But in perhaps equally

numerous instances a new unit or seiwice was simply tacked on at any

point that at the moment seemed convenient, or that political or other

extraneous considerations dictated. In many cases, no new unit or service

ought to have been created at all; an existing one ought merely to have

been enlarged or otherwise reconstructed. As a consequence, not only did

independent establishments spring up on all sides, but some of the exec-

utive departments (notably the Treasury) became veritable jungles of

unrelated units and services. Administrative and regulatory work in

great fields like public health and conservation of natural resources was

parcelled out among half a dozen different agencies, scattered through

three or four departments or in no department at all—a situation from

which could result only confusion, duplication, and waste, accentuated by

jealousii!,s'and disiiuLcs among department heads and bureau chiefs as to

who should control particular activities,^

1 Books voicing such ci-itlcisins in a somewhat lurid and extreme fashion include J.

Beck, Oiir Wunili )lnntl of BvreancTtwy (tfpw York, 1932); L. Sullivan, The Dead
Hand oj Burcauomey (Indianapolis, 1940), ami BurcaiLciacy Runs Amuck (Indian-

apolis, 1914).
2 A surv'ey made by Herbert Hoover aa secretaiy of commerce in 1925 revealed that

at that lime four dillerenl bureaus, in two departments, had to do with public

licalth; eight agencies, in five departments, were charged with the conservation of

resourcesj fourteen agencies, in nine departments, were engaged in public works

constniotion and engineering; ahother group of fourteen, in sis departments, ad-

ministered merchant marine laws; and the purchasing of some two hundred million
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A second main defect, closely connected with the foregoing, was the

lack of effective responsibility to, and of control by, the chief executive.

The fault was not the president’s; agencies were so numerous and their

relationships so confused that no man could possibly keep an eye on

them all, As a result, however—^President Roosevelt’s Committee on

Administrative Management^ asserted—there had grown np, without

plan or intent, "a headless foui’th branch of the government, responsible

to no one, and impossible of coordination with the general policies and

work of the government as determined by the people through their duly

elected representatives.” Good administration presumes direct and simple

lines of authority and responsibility. The lines running between many of

the federal agencies and the president were, however, both devious and

obscure. Indeed, many boards and commissions were so far removed

from presidential control that their performance of administrative func-

tions constituted a positive invasion of the president’s rights and respon-

sibilities as over-all manager of national administration—a situation

further aggravated by restrictions upon the power of removal as asserted

by the Supreme Court in the Humphrey case of 1935."

A great deal of discussion, indeed, centered upon the proper func-

tioning of these same boards and commissions. For certain types of work,

such bodies have obvious advantages. Their members are presumably

selected in accordance with the nature of the tasks to be performed, and

also with a view to representing different political parties and varied

social and economic interests. They enjoy relatively long terms—over-

lapping, too, so that there is never a complete change of personnel at

one time—and they commonly acquire a high degree of expertness, A
commission ordinarily has time and facilities for investigation and de-

liberation, as well as for decision and action. In making rules and decid-

ing appeals, it has the advantage of sufficient numbers to yield a balanced

judgment. Its procedure, compared with that of legislatures and courts,

is fle.xiblo and informal. It can, and often does, maintain helpful and

significant relations with corresponding agencies in the states. As must

be apparent, however, a commission is adapted mainly to consultation,

discussion, policy-framing, rule-making, and perhaps quasi-judicial ac-

tion, A difficulty is that, in many instances, boards and commissions

have been endowed with important administrative functions which they

are too slow and cumbersome to perform acceptably
;
and in pronouncing

them proved “failures” as administrators, the President’s Committee bn

Administrative Management recommended that they be no longer em-

doHurs' worth of supplies was carried on through no fewer than forty agencies in

Washington and thirty-four in other parts of the country. On a later occasion, Mr.
Hoover commented upon having found that the brown bears were under the jurisdic-

tion of the Departinent of Agriculture, the grizzly bears under the care of the secre-

tary of the treasury, and the polar bears under liia own protection as secretary of
commerce

!

See p. 412 below. f

= See pp. ’360-301 above.
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ployed in this capacity—even though, if all wore jhaced in one or an-

other of the dcpartinenth, as the Coramission advised, at least the

difficulty, alluded to above, with respect to presidential control would pre-

sumably be removed. For consultation, discussion, advice, and as repre-

sentatives of diverse views and citizen opinion, plural agencies, the

Commission conceded, arc “extremely useful and necessary.”

Reorganisation Partially Achieved

Until some thirty year.s ago, efforts to improve the federal administra- Obstai-iei

tion were confined largely to extending the merit system in the civil

service and to introducing better business methods, as, for example, in

purchasing supplies. Advances in these directions were greatly needed,

and considerable benefits resulted. Then, however, began to loom the

steadily growing problem of reconstructing and integrating the entire

administrative and regulatory set-up; and in later yeans this matter

received a good deal of attention—from presidents, congressional com-

mittees, students of administration, and civic bodies. Almost every one

Tvas prepared to render at least lip-semco to reorganization in principle.

But invariably, when a concrete plan was brought forward, opposition

from various quarters paralyzed action. By general admission, any worth-

while reorganization would have to be planned by the executive branch

itself and put into effect by presidential order. Authority to proceed,

however, could come only from Congress; and until within the past few

years that body, doubtful about many of the issues involved and hesitant

to intrust the necessary discretion to the president, usually shied away

from the subject, As w'ould be surmised, commissioners, bureau chiefs,

and other officials and agencies, unwilling to be “abolished,” or even trans-

ferred, were commonly predisjoosed against the launching of any general

reorganization program. The pros and cons of various suggested changes,

too, were generally rather technical, and people at large, although cer-

tainly standing to profit from increased efficiency and economy, were

neither mucii acquainted with the pi'oblera nor interested in it. Even

among the well-informed, there was honest doubt as to ^¥hether sonic of

the changes advocated—especially those looking to the gathering of scat-

tered agencies into existing or new executive departments—would not

lead to unde.sinible c-xten-sions of national control, with corre.-iponding

weakenipfe of the states. Fear was expressed, too, lest reorganization be

found to have had the effect of tlmowing certain services or agencies into

politics.

Presidents Taft, AVilson, and Harding gave their support to rcorgaiii-

zation proposals that eventually came to nothing; and although, under

terms of an act signed by President Hoover a few' hours before he went

out of office, President Franklin D. Roosevelt was able, by executive

orders in 1933-34, to introduce a number of significant changes, much

remained to be done when he. in 1936, appointed the Committee on Ad-
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inlnlatr alive Managcmeni to make a full survey of the silualion. Reach-

ing Congress at a time, in 1937, when feeling ran high over tlie President’s

project for reorganizing the Supreme Courl,^ bills aimed at carrying out

recommendations made in the Committee’s terse and illuminating report

encountered rough sailing.^^ At length, however, in the spring of 1939, a

Reorganization Act of major importance (even though differing sharply

from an earlier measure unsuccessfully sponsored by the Administration)

was placed on the statute-bookd No change was made in the number or

names of the executive departments; fifteen leading independent estab-

lishments were wholly exempted from the terms of the measure; and pro-

vision for extension of the merit system in the civil service was entirely

omittedd Within the wide limits that remained, however, the President

was authorized, until January 20, 1941, to "reduce, coordinate, consoli-

date, and reorganize” the various agencies of the government, employing

for the purpose, not executive orders, but rather proposed "plans,” ®

which should become effective sixty clavs after being transmitted to Con-

gress unless in the meantime disapproved in their entirety by con-

current resolution of the two houses. The objects of all changes made

were to be (1) to reduce expenditures, (2) to increase efficiency, (3) to

group agencies "according to major purpose,” (4) to reduce the number

of agencies, and (5) to "eliminate overlapping and duplication of effort.”

Nothing less than a chapter or two would suffice for even an outline

of the numerous changes in administrative organization that now took

1 See pp. 472-477 below.
2 Thb report proper was published under the title of Adminislralive Management

in the Qovcnnnent of the United States (Washington, 1937); the report, together

with various supporting studies, under the title of Report oj the Committee [on Ad-
ministrative Management!, with Studies oj Administrative Management in the Fed-
eral Ooveinment (Washington, 1937). Supporting studies made by experts under
the Committee’s direction were published separately under appropriate titles.

Biaeketing “good administration” with “consent of the governed” as a prime
requisite of good government, the report recommended (1) that substantially all

independent establishments, including the great commissions, be placed by presiden-
tial order in some one of the executive departments; (2) that after being placed in

a department a commission be divided into an administrative section and a judicial

section, the one to form a regular bureau or division in the department, the other to

be in the department only for purposes of “adininistraiive houselreeping” but other-

wise wholly independent both, of the department and of Congress; (3) that the

Department of the Interior be renamed Department of Conservation and two new
departments—Social Welfare and Public Works—be created; (4) that a National
Resources Board be set up to serve as a permanent central planning agency under
the president; (5) that the merit system be extended “upward, outward, .,and down-
ward" to include all positions in the executive branch of the government except
those of a policy-determining nature; and (6) that administrative reorganization bo
thoncoforth viewed, not as something to be accomplished once lor all and at a stroke,

but as a eontimioris activity aimed at meeting changing needs and conditions.
^ 53 U, S- Stal. at Large, 56.
Various independent actions of 1938-40 (both legislative and executive) never-

theless vastly extended the merit system. See p. 426 below.
6 The device of the “plan,” rather than of executive order, was specified on the

theory^ that the pve.sidont would act in the matter in hia legislative, rather than his
executive, capacity, and also because there was doubt whether Congress ran constitu-
tionally nullify an executive act of the president by a mere concurrent resolution.
See J- D- Miltett and L. Rogers, “The Legislative Veto and the Reorganization Act
of 1939,” PI*. Admin. Rev., L 176-189 (Winter, 194J)

.
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place. Indicating that. he would lay before Congress the items in hi.s

reorganization program in several batches, or instalments, the President

submitted Reorganization Plan No. 1 on April 25, 1939, and thereafter

four additional “Plans” (all worked out by the Bureau of the Budget)

at intervals during 1939-40. As was to be expected, every new series of

proposals (even though the later ones were not very extensive) evoked

opposition in Congress, among the agencies affected, and in some in-

stances on the part of the press and public. Not one, however, was

blocked.

With no attempt at full enumeration or descrijAion, a few major types

of changes now made may be indicated as follows; (1) large miml^ers of

establishments previously independent, e.rj., the Rural Electrification

Administration and the Inland Waterways Corijorution, were placed in

one or another of tlie ten departments; (2) long lists of others, while

not placed in the departments, were grouped in three coordinating “agen-

cies”—a Federal Security Agenej^ a Federal Loan Agency,^ and a Fed-

eral Works Agency—each under an “administrator,” and constituting

a new level in the general administrative set-up; “ (3) a series of units,

both old {e.g., the Bureau of the Budget) and new {e.g., the Ncational

Resources Planning Board) were brought together in a newly created

Executive Office of the President;® (4) several establishments (e.g., the

Bureau of Insular Affairs in the War Department and the National Bi-

tuminous Coal Commission) were abolished outright and their functions

transferred elsewhere; and (5) with a view to better departmental

integration, various units and services were shifted from one department

to another (e.g., the Biological Survey from Agriculture, and the Fisherie.s

Bureau from Commerce, to Interior; the Foreign Commerce Service from

r Superseded, under an executive order of February 24, 1942, by a National Housing
Agency, as indicated below. Loan Agency units not concerned with housing were
transferred to llie Department of Commerce.
^This organization is now (1945), mentioning more important agencies only, ns

follows:

1. Federal Hecurity Agency:
Office of the Administrator (including Office of Community War Services)

Office of Education (tr. from Interior)

Public Health Service (tr. from Treasury)
Social Security Board
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation

Food and Drug Administration

2. National Housing Agency;
• Office of the AdiuinisLrator (including Homes Use Service)

Federal Home Loan Bank Administration
Federal Ilonsing Administration
Federal Public Housing Authority

3. Federal Tl'orfcs Agency:
Public Roads Administration (tr. from Agriculture and renamed)
Public Buildings Administration (assembled from vat Lous depls.)

Public Works Administration (in process of liquidation)

Federal Fire Council
War Public Works and Services Programs.

” The National Resources Planning Board has since been discontinued. See pp.
697-593 below.
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Commerce to State; the Weather Bureau from Agriculture to Commerce;

and the Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization from Labor to Jus-

tice) , In many instances, of course, units appearing under now names

in one or another of the departments or “agencies” represented, wholly or

in part, an integration of units previously scattered, whether in depart-

ments or otherwise.

Unumg ^ main objective at all stages was reduction of costs; adoption of his

proWem aloue, the President assured Congress, would save the tax-

payers fifteen or twenty million dollars a year. Hardly had the new

arrangements begun to operate, liowever, before gigantic preparations

for national defense created a wholly abnormal situation, and soon the

nation was plunged into global war. With the picture thus blurred, it is

impossible to tell how much actual saving has been effected. More im-

portant, and more emphasized, however, were the gains anticipated in

administrative efficiency; and while here again w'artime complications

frustrated any full and fair test, it is the considered opinion of competent

observers that the administrative system better withstood the shock of

war and functioned more effectively because of the improvements that

had been introduced. In a governmental system as vast and complicated

as that of the United States, no given pattern of administrative organi-

zation can ever be regarded as completely satisfactory, or as in every

respect the best conceivable. And even if such perfection could be at-

tained, it would not endure; for, administration being essentially a mat-

ter of processes and procedures, changing conditions, situations, and

needs call continuously for readjustments, in detail and even in the large,

in the machinery and techniques by w'hich it meets the day-to-day de-

mands upon it. That is why the President’s Committee on Administra-

tive Management urged a conception of administrative reorganization as

being, not a task to be performed at a stroke and thereupon considered

finished, but rather as an activity requiring continuous attention and

effort directed to meeting new situations as they emerge.

How deeply this wholesome view of the matter has impressed itself

upon the legislative and executive branches of the government can be

known only after the country returns to the ways of peace. For since 1940

the normal federal administrative set-up has been overlaid with a

labyrinth of emergency agencies having to do, in one way or another, with

the defense effort of 1940-41 and with the conduct of the war.'The First

War Powers Act, approved less than two weeks after Pearl Harbor,

indeed, authorized the presidcirt independently to make redistributions

of functions among executive agencies, so long as limited to “matters

relating to the conduct of the present war, and to be in force during

the continuance of the war, and for six months thereafter.” ^ The power

1 This partiouiar grant in the War Powers Act was made in lieu of a renewal and
broadening of the Reorganization Act of 1939 wWch the President had vainly re-
quested of Congress,
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Unis conferred has been exercised with the utmost freedom, and no end

of changes—creations, transfers, consolidations, and what not—have re-

sulted. IIow many will last a month, a year, a decade, no one can say.

Meanwhile, of the general longer-term situation one can perhaps observe

only (1) that a reorganization extending beyond any that looked pos-

sible a decade or more ago—although leaving much still to be done—was

carried out under the act of 1939, and (2) that the experience set a pat-

tern for peacetime reorganization procedures which should prove useful

in postwar days when the administrative arrangements with which we
entered the war—showing, as tliey will, many effects of wartime pres-

sures—will no doubt call for much fresh readjustments

2'he Problem of the Regulatory Commissions

From the president’s authority to plan and carry out reorganizations,

the legislation of 1939 expressly exempted fifteen independent establish-

ments, including most of the gre^t regulatory commissions. It w’as not

that the commis.sions as then operating were regarded as in no need of

attention; on the contrai’y, they (at least some of them) W’cre objects of

severe criticism. Tliey, however, were of a different order from the more

purely administrative agencies with which, in the main, the president

was empowered to deal; and for this reason, if no other, Congress pre-

ferred that any action relating to them be taken by direct legislation,

The complaints directed at the commissions had to do principally, not

with organization or function, but with various procedures which, in the

almost total absence of regulation in the statutes, the commissions had

built up for themselves, sometimes over a long period of years. Rules and

regulations vitally affecting the rights of persons and property were often

made witliout the people concerned being allowed opportunity to be

beard; findings and decisions of a judicial nature were reached and en-

forced without a chance for injured persons to appeal to the courts; in

several instances, commissions had very literally heroine ‘'independent

establishments”—self-contained and operating almost as if in an air-

tight compartment. The fault was not wholly that of the commissioners;

without much direction from Congress, they had simply built up pro-

cedures rcciuircd or justified, as it seemed to them, by the nature of the

tasks assigned them. Outsiders considered, however, that in a good many
cases they had pushed their authority too far; and in 1939, growing dis-

satisfaction, especially in the legal profession and among certain ele-

ments in Congress, came to a head in a drastic regulatory measure drafted

by the American Bar Association’s special committee on administrative

1 Apart from poblirations einanating from the President’s Committee on Admin-
istrative MBnaRcment, the principal study of the subject in relation to developments
since 1932 is L. Merinm iincl L. F. Schmeckebier, ReorganiaLion of the National
Oouernmenl ; What Does Jt Involvef^ (Washington, 1939).

Various aspects of national achninistration in wartime are dealt with^^in Chaps,
xxii and XXXV below.
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law, and known, from the names of its immediate sponsors, as the Logan-

Waltcr Bill. To be sure, several of the old-line commissions—among them

the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Federal Trade Commis-

sion—^were exempted from the measure’s provisions, the object clearly

being to strike rather at certain New Deal establishments (particularly

the National Labor Relations Board and the Federal Securities and Ex-

change Commission) whose procedures were especially disliked.

President Roosevelt had in the meantime recognized that a problem

did exist, and had set up an able committee of lawyers, known as the

Attorney-General’s Committee on Administrative Procedure, to undertake

an extended and dispassionate study of it; and when Congress pro-

ceeded to pass the Logan-Walter measure (in the Senate, without a dis-

senting vote), he carried out his known intention by striking it down

with a sharply worded veto. From the Attorney-General’s Committee

came, in 1941, an extensive report, accompanied by a drafted bill for

carrying out the recommendations made—a report freely conceding the

need for restrictions upon the quasi-legislative and quasi-judicial pro-

cedures of commissions in general, but a bill conceived in better spirit,

and considerably milder in its provisions than its partisan and vindictive

Logan-Walter rival.'- Partly because a Congress, rebuffed by veto

of its own measure, was not in a mood to turn to an alternative spon-

sored by the Administration, but also because the outbreak of war almost

at once turned the attention of every one in a different direction, no legis-

lation resulted. Meanwhile the centering of thought of scholars, congress-

men, judges, and administrators themselves upon the problem over a

period of years has resulted in improvements carried out under no

statutory compulsion; although, on the other hand, wartime necessities

have accustomed the country, for the time being at least, to procedures in

'One of the majoi’ points of difiference lay in the wide opportunity pro-yidsd by
the Logan-Walter Bill lor appeal to the courts by persons dissatisfied, with commis-
sion, actions—a feature winch, it -vvas contended by the bill’s opponents (including
President Roosevelt), would precipitate the commissions into a bog of court pro-

ceedings, clog the courts with petty litigation, and at the same time tend to promote
judicial autocracy. An acute analysis of the Logan-Walter Bill will be found in J, M.
Landis, "Crucial Issues in Administrative Law,” Harvard Law- Rev., LIII, 1077-1102

(May, 1910).

On the alternative plan, see Final Report oj the AUomey-GoneraVs Committee on
Arlminislrative Procedure (Washington, Govt, Printing Office, 1941), preceded by
Ihe publication of twenty-seven mimeographed monogr.aphs and by an. interim report
under date of January 31, 1940. The chairman of the committee was "Dean G.
Achoson, more recently an assistant secretary of state. For a summary of the report,

see J, Hart, “Pinal Report of the Attorney-General’s Committee on Administrative
Procedure,” Amer. Pohi. Sci, Rev., XXXV, S01-E06 (June, 1941), and for a fuller

analysis, L, L. Jnffe, "The Report of the Attorney-General’s Committee on Adminis-
trative Procedure,” Uuiv, oj Chicago Law Rev,, VIII, 401-440 (Apr., 1941). Thi'ee of

the twelve members, while concurring in the major features of -ffie report, considered
its legislative proposals inadetiuate and hence submitted a minority report, accom-
panied by a minority bill. Cf. L. L. Jnffe, "The Reform of Federal Administrative
Procedure,” Pub. Admin. Rev., Il, 141-lSS (Spring, 1942) ; F. F. Blachly and M. E.
Oatman, "A New Approach to the Reform of Regulatory procedure,” Georgetown
Lav) Jour., -XXXII, 325-374 (May, 1944) ; R. F. Ihrchs, “The Federal Civil Sendee
for LanTera,” Fob. Personnel Rev., V, 16S-176 (July; 1944).
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many cases more summary and arbitrary than those formerly stirring

complaint.

After the war, a fresh view of the entire matter wull have to be taken;

and it will be interesting to see to what extent the earlier insistence of

reformers upon a maximum of protection for the individual as against

commission niles and derisions will reassert itself. The probability being

that it will do so in such degree as to force legislative action on some

such lines as those contemplated in the proposals of the Attorney-

General’s Committee (in so far as reforms shall not already have been

brought about voluntarily), our comment on the subject may appro-

priately close with a summary of the principal changes therein

advocated, as follows: (1) greatly increased publicity for all exist-

ing and newly made rules and regulations, with new regulations

normally taking effect only forty-five days after publication in the

Federal Register, and with interested persons guaranteed opportunity in

the meantime to submit views and comments; (2) commissions to be em-

powered to obviate unnecessary uncertainties by issuing “declaratory,” or

advance, rulings; (3) separation of judicial and prosecutive functions

within the establishments by provision that persons investigating and

presenting cases shall have no part in deciding them; (4) a new corps

of relatively independent officers within each establishment, to be known

as “hearing commissioners,” and charged with hearing and deciding liti-

gated disputes betw'een the agencies and private persons, leaving the

agency heads, so far as their quasi-judicial functions go, to act wholly

as appellate authorities;’- and (5) creation of a new Office of Federal

Administrative Procedure, under a director, to review the practices of

regulatory agencies, to carry on continuous study of the work of such

bodies, to receive complaints from the public, and from time to time to

recommend improvements.
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CHAPTER XXII

THE EXECUTIVE CIVIL SESVICB

President, heads of departments, undcr-sccrctariea and assistant secre-

taries, division heads and bureau chiefs—these and other managerial

officers at Washington form numerically only an insignificant fraction

of the multitude of men and women who, year in and year out, carry on

the civilian activities of the national government. Nine-tenths, or more, of

the whole number constitute the far-flung force known as the executive

civil service
—“executive,” as being attached to the executive rather

than the legislative or judicial branch of the government, and “civil,”

as differentiated from the Army, the Navy, the Marine Corps, the Coast

Guard, and other establishments of a military character. Under our

federal system, all of the states, together with their subdivisions, have

civil services of their own; and in the aggregate the personnel on these

levels, in normal times, heavily outnumbers that on the federal ievel.^

Starting with only some three hundred in 1789, the federal service, how-

ever, mounted to 208,000 by the close of the nineteenth century, rose to

above 900,000 under impact of the first World War, ran along between

500,000 and 600,000 during the ensuing decade and a half, passed the mil-

lion mark for the first time during the defense effort of 1940-41, stood at

1,545,131 when Pearl Harbor plunged the country into war, reached an

all-time peak at 3,156,953 on July 1, 1943,® and after tapering off slightly

in 1943-44 under the impact of a determined drive in Congress for the

elimination of unessential personnel, stood at the still huge figure of

2,888,900 in January, 1945. New war agencies, combined with expan-

sion of the activities of existing agencies, invariably result in a greatly

increased civil service in wartime. But nothing like the mushrooming

of the federal seiwicc in 1941-43 was ever before experienced, or en-

visaged, in this country.

Contraiy to popular impression, the federal civil service, even in peace-

time, i.s •not made up simply of “government clerks” engaged in dull

routine. Instead, it contains a vast array of scientists, e.g., chemists,

biologists, agriculturists, medical officials, engineers (civil, electrical,

hydraulic, mining, sanitary, road, otc.l ,
foresters, geologists, agronomists,

live-stock experts, entomologists, hydrographers
;
an impressive corps of

economists, statisticians, and accountants; numerous lawyers; a great

1 Thus in prewar years when the federal sendee numbered less than one rnillion,

state til’d local services toirethcr mimbevoil from three to three and one-half milliona.

Exclusive of 250,14,5 peranns’spndng temporarily at one dollar a yetir or without

compensiUion.
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body of experienced and responsible administrators^ Only a small pro-

portion live and work in the national capital—on June 30, 1940 (to take

a date when fairly normal conditions still existed), 133,(345 as compared

with the 869,175 then constituting the field service, the latter perform-

ing duties in all parts of the land, including the dependencies, and, in

the case of the diplomatic and consular establishments, in foreign coun-

tries as well.- For many years before the war, the proportion of women

in the service remained fairly constant at around nineteen per cent.

Under wartime conditions, however, it rose, in 1945, to thirty-seven per

cent—^the number of women employed (somewhat over one million) ex-

ceeding the total of federal employees, men and women, during World

War 1.3

Earlier Personnel Problems—Spoils vei'sus Merit

Even though, by its nature, composed of subordinates, the civil service,

on the national as on other levels, is thejefore not a mere piece of power-

driven machinery—a simple collection of robots. Rather, it is a multitude

of men and women, an aggregate—under swollen wartime conditions of

nearly three million human personalities; and while the efficiency with

which it discharges its functions depends to a degree upon the wisdom

of the laws given it to administer, the intelligence of the supervision

over it exercised from above, and the adequacy of financial provisions

made for it, the matter of greatest importance is the fitness of the civil

servants themselves for the Jobs assigned them. For our purposes, dis-

cussion of the federal civil service therefore resolves itself largely into a

survey of different aspects of civil service personnel. How are civil

servants recruited? Are they selected and appointed for reasons of

demonstrated merit, or on merely personal and political grounds? How
are they classified and paid? How is their work evaluated, and under

what conditions are they promoted? How are removals made, and why?

r As far back as 1928, a Personnel Classification Board needed 1,300 pages of print

to describe the more than two thousand types of positions then, existing in. the field

service alone. Twenty-three different kinds of engineers were enumerated. In discus-

sions of the subject, the Lcrms_“officer” and “employee" are often used interchange-

ably. There is, however, a distinction—an officer being properly a person appointed
to a public position created hy law, an. employee a person merely hired to do certain

work. The difference is that between, for example, a collector of inlernal revenue and
a stenograiihev in his office. For Ihe federal Supreme Court's interpretation of the

matter, see Burnap v. United States, 252 U. S. 6i2 (1920). r

- Even under wartime conditions (in January, 1945), the number in W&shingtcm
was only 256,043, or a little over nine per cent of the total.

® Until 1932, the Civil Service Commission kept men and women eligiblea on
separate lists, and certified to appointing officers from one list or the other as

requested. In the year indicated, however, an amended rule authorized the Com-
mission to merge the existing registers, and thenceforth to certify eligibles without
regard to .sex nale.sa the nature of the duties is such that, in the Commission's
opinion, thpy can be performed only by men or by women, ns the case may be. In
norma] times, lhe_ preference given men who have boon in military service operates to
keep the proportion of women lower than it otherwise would be (see p. 436 below)

.

Since 1933, one of the three members of the Civil ,Service Commission has been a
woman, Lufilo F. MeMiUin, who has written Women in Federal Service (3rd ed.,

Wtt.'hington, 1941).
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What arrangements are there fur retirement? What opportunities have

civil servants for bettering their condition? To 'what extent does the

service offer opportunity for a career?

Eor a generation or more after the national government was organized

under the constitution, the selection and appointment of administrative

officers and employees left little to be desired. Washington placed the

matter at the outset upon a high plane by announcing his intention to

“nominate such persons alone to offices ... as shall be the best qualified”;

and although the rise of political parties led his successors to give more

weight to political considerations when filling posts as they fell vacant or

as new ones were created, there were not many removals for partisan

reasons—except during the first two years of Jefferson’s first adininis-

tralion.

Then came the election of Andrew Jackson, and with it a new theory

and practice as to personnel in the national government. Already, a

Tenure of OlEce Act of 1820 had J^elped set the stage for a spoils system

by fixing a four-year term for district attorneys, collectors of customs,

and other groups of officials, thereby giving every incoming president

a large number of positions to fill without the inconvenience of dis-

covering reasons for removing competent incumbents.^ Out of Tennessee

came Jackson with the conviction, first, that the duties of all public

offices were (or could he brought) within the capacity of any man of

intelligence, and, second, that “more is lost by the long continuance of

men in office than is generally to be gained by their experience." Put-

ting his view into practice, the new chief executive did not indeed make
the clean sweep of anti-Jacksonian office-holders for which many of his

supiJorters clamored, but nevertheless filled substantially all posts falling

vacant w'ith men w'ho thought as he did, and in addition removed, in

his first year alone, officers and employees of all grades to the then

unprecedented number of some seven hundred.

The blame for fastening the spoils system upon the country is, how-
ever, not to be laid entirely, or even mainly, at Jackson’s door. In the

first place, partisan removals and appointments were already familiar

in many states and cities, the practice now being merely carried over

in a large way into the domain of the national government. In the second

place, the tightening np of party machinery, and the inten.sification of

pgu’ty pcilltics, following the so-called “era of good-feeling,” w'ould have

led in any ease, under conditions then existing, to an increased use of

public offices as rewards for party sendee. Finally, Jackson’s views on

office-holding, while abhorred by many people, w'ero wuirmly endorsed by

Until this menanre wiis passed, it wua customary for federal officials, except of

course the president, vice-president, and heads of executive departments, to hold offico

during good behavior. Additional groups were brought under the terms of the act in

later years, e.17 ., poitmasters in 1836.
® Nota,bly New York and Pennsylvania, See H. L. McBain, “DeWitfe Clinton and

the Origins of the Spoils System," Columbia Uniu. Studies in Hist., Econ., and Pub.
Lau), XXVIII (New York, IW),
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those forces of the new democracy, especially in the West and South,

that had been mainly responsible for his election. When, in 1832, Senator

William L. Marcy of New York summed up the arg,umcnts of Jack-

sonians in the remark, “To the victors belong the spoils,” he coined a

phrase that struck home; removals, as well as appointments, for party

rcason.s became pari of the acceptcfl order of things.

People, however, could not wholly close their eyes to the system’s un-

fortunate consequences. On all sides, experienced and worthy public

officials were ousted to make room for political henchmen. The public

services were thrown into demoralization every time a change of ad-

ministration took place. The president was harassed almost beyond en-

durance by placo-scekers and their friends. Congressmen tended to become

mere solicitors and dispensers of patronage. Administration fell to a

generally low level; politics itself grew more mercenary and corrupt.

As early as 1853 and 1855, Congress underiook, in a feeble way, to

improve conditions by requiring that,some thousands of clerkships in

Wa.shington be classified on a basis of compensation, and that candidates

be appointed to these positions only after examination by the head of the

appropriate department. Even on this limited scale, the reform came to

nothing; and an act of 1871, under -which a civil service commission was

set up and a limited scheme of competitive examinations introduced,

proved almost equally barren of results.

Happily, the cause—although subjocted to merciless opposition and

ridicule—was not lost. Able men turned their best energies to its sup-

port; national and state cml service reform associations were organ-

ized;’- recent reforms in Great Britain were investigated and made

familiar to American readers.- Harper’s Weekly, The Nation, and other

influential journals took up the fight; political parties found it advisable

to put planks on the subject in their platforms; the assassination of

President Garfield by a disappointed office-seeker in 1881 supplied dra-

matic impetus, and the new president, Arthur, confounded the prophets

by vigorously espousing the cause. The upshot was that, early in 1883,

Congress passed a well-considcrcd civil service act ’—^modeled on the

Englisli order in council of 1870, and commonly known as the Pendleton

Notably' the National Civil Service Reform League (reniuned, in 1945, National
Civil Service Leaguo), founded in 1831 and today one of the most yigilanl and
h^uential agencies for promoting the application of merit principles in the national
civil service. On the League and its work, see P. M. Stewart, The National Civil
Servicti Meform Lcaffue (Austin, Tex., 1929). Good Government, published bimonthly
at 67 W. _44th St., New York City, is the League’s official organ.

^ Especially through a scholarly book entitled The Civil Service in Great Britain
(New York, 1^), written by an ardent reformer, Dorman B. Baton, whom Pre-sideiit

Hayc.s commissioned to study the British system -with particular reference to its

adaptation to conditions in the United States. After ineffectual earlier efforts, Great
Britain adopted, by order in council of 1870, n comprehensive merit plan which
forms the basis of what is today the most carefully selected, and perhaps the most
efficient, civil service in the world. See P. A. Ogg, English Government and Politics
(2ntt ed.). Chap. X.

8 22 U, A. Stat. at Large, 4.03,
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Act—whicli from that day to this has been the bat-ic law governing

admission to the national civil serviced

Progress of the Merit System to lOJfi

Two main lines of action were contemplated in this epoch-marking Tuoda.s-

measure. One was the progressive classification of clerks and other cm- “Sp
ployees—first in the Treasury and Post-Office Departments, and after-

wmrds, as the president should direct, in other departments as well. The
second was the extension to all such classified positions of the plan or

principle of recruitment by competitive examination. At the outset, the

reform did not extend far. In the first year, the number of positions

affected did not exceed 14,000 (all in 'Washington), out of a total national

civil service of some 110,000. Gradually, however, the number grew, in

Washington and by extension also to some of the field services; so that

by 1933, on the eve of .Franklin D. Roosevelt’s assumption of the presi-

dency, it exceeded 450,000, or some eighty per cent of the entire federal

service. Much of the increase wa9, of course, automatic, arising from the

expansion of staffs in branches of the service already on the classified

basis. Other gains flowed, however, from occasional acts of Congress

placing specified groups of positions, whether new or old, in the classified

service,” e.g., an act of 1902 classifying the employees of the Bureau of

the Census; and still others from executive orders issued in pursuance

of discretionary authority conferred by the Pendleton Act or by supple-

mentai’y statutes—as, for example, when President Cleveland brought

into the classified service numerous positions in the internal revenue

soivice and in the Department of Agriculture, or when President Theodore

Roosevelt brought in the rural free-delivery employees and all fourth-

class postmasters north of the Ohio and east of the Mississippi. As the

Civil Service Reform League repeatedly pointed out, the presidents

—

perhaps chiefly because of the burdens which political appointments im-

posed upon them and upon their heads of departments—commonly outran

Congress in their desire to see the competitive system extended; Congress,

indeed, the League bluntly declared as recently as 1937, was always the

chief obstacle to progress.

The assertion i.s borne out not only by repeated failures of the two mracuitj

houses, when enacting legislation entailing large numbers of appoint- ing"

ments, to.place the new positions in the classified seivice, but by actual

re'ces-sions for which Congress, or at all events members hungry for

^Similar leRlslatiou soon followed in Miissachuaetts and New York, and by this

time one could say that the retoi'm movement in American public administration was

definitely under way. Three score years, however, have left it short of complete

success in the national domain ;
while even yet only some twenty of the states have

enacted seivioe-wide meiit kws.
"The term “civil service” is often employed loosely, and hy people who should

know better, as synonymous with “classified service" or “competitive service.” The
clnssified service (under the “merjt system”) forms, of courae. only a fraction of the

civil sendee viewed correctly as embracing all person? in the public employ.
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spoils, must be held responsible. Every new presidential administration

saw advances on some sectors, but retreats on others—retreats forced

on even such sterling friends of the merit principle as Presidents Cleve-

land, Wilson, and Hoover. Retrogressive pressure was, of course, heaviest

at times when a party long out of power suddenly found itself in control,

e.g
,
when the Democrats came in in 1885, 1913, and 1933, the Republi-

cans in 1897 and 1921, And it proved effective, not because presidents

and other appointing officers enjoyed the harassing experiences that go

with spoils politics, but simply because an apathetic public permitted

patronage-mongers in Congress, abetted sometimes by heads of depart-

ments who were primarily politicians, to push the merit system back

from hard-won positions.

It goes without saying that the pattern presented by the classified

service continued decidedly “spotty”—indeed was still so even under

the normal conditions existing before the present war, and despite sig-

nificant advances to be noted below. Extensions were rarely in accordance

with any fixed plan, and recessions introduced further incongruities. For

decades, the most obvious, minimum need was a general levelling up

whereby all branches and grades of the service comparable with others

to which the merit system had been extended should be brought under

it likewise. On top of this, however, was the equally urgent need for

extending the merit principle to higher levels of the service than had as

yet been reached except at a few scattered points. To be sure, certain

higher officials, including chiefs of bureaus and divisions, had for a good

while been selected for their professional standing and retained in office

during good behavior. Even these, however, were protected by no legal

guarantees against removal at pleasure; and entire groups of intermediate

and higher offices long remained on a frankly political basis—^notably

in the postal service, the customs service, the internal revenue service,

the mint and assay services, the public lands service, the reclamation

service, the immigi'ation service, and the field services of the Department

of Justice. Every one concedes that officers having to do in any important

way vdth policy-framing ought to continue to be selected with a view

to harmonious representation of public opinion—^which normally means

on a party basis; and, admittedly, candidates for higher posts as si rule

cannot be tested, and would not submit themselves for testing, in the

same way that potential clerks and typists are examined. In bpr entire

federal executive and administrative system, however, there were—^in

peacetime—not more than perhaps 1 ,200 officials who really had to do

significantly with determining policy; there are well-known and adequate

modes of ascertaining the fitness of candidates, no less for places of heavy
responsibility in the government service than for positions of trust in

great banking and business establishments; and, as has so often been

meged by the Civil Service Commission, the Civil Service Reform League,

and othen interested and informed people, the whole number, with only
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the exceptions mentioned, properly belong in the non-political competitive

systemd Economy and efficiency throughout the government depend very

largely on the capacity and experience of these higher officers; political

appointments at these levels have a demoralizing effect on the service

from top to bottom; with these superior positions on a political basis,

subordinates have little incentive to try to work up, no entirely adequate

plan of promotions is possible, and the civil service can hardly be made
a career, capable of attracting and retaining men and women of superior

caliber.

Chief obstacles to reform on these lines were—and to a degree still

arc: (1) reluctance of politicians, especially in Congress, to see so much
valuable patronage cut off; (2) fear tluxt the party in power would be

able to “freeze” the existing situation, assuring permanent tenure for its

appointees; and (3) the fact that in the case of some 15,500 “preHdential

offices,” appointment was made by the president and Senate, so that they

could not be brought under the merit system, on the regular lines, without

legislation abrogating the Senate’s “advice and consent.” More than

one president (including Taft in 1912 and Coolidge in 1924) recom-

mended removal of the last-mentioned difficulty by legislation vesting

appointment to the offices in question in the president alone, or in heads

of departments—along with abrogation of the four-year term (or other

fixed term) where such limitation persisted. But politicians, particularly

in the Senate, were always pretty solidly against the propo.sal.

Franklin D. Pmosevelt's accession to the presidency in 1933, followed

by the launching of the New Deal, opened the way for the merit system

to be dealt some hea\'y blows. The Democrats w'ere back in power after

twelve lean years, and the rank and file were hungry for offices. Swift

creation of new agencies of recovery and reform multiplied sharply the

number of positions to be filled. And in the great majority of cases

Congress exempted from the competitive system the hordes of new and

transferred employees, leaving the way open for spoils at a juncture in

the national life when nothing could have been less desirable. To be

sure, a few of the new agencies—notably the Tennessee Valley Authority

and tlie Farm Credit Administration—voluntarily decided to operate in

accordance with merit principles. But as a result of wholesale exemptions

by law, and of spoils raids in a good many of the older establishments

as well, "the service as a whole so far slipped back that the proportion

on a merit basis sank from some eighty per cent early in 1933 to hardly

Eor disaent from this general proposition, however, seo K. Cole, “The 'Merit

System’ Again, ’’ Arner. Polit. Sci. Jiev., XXXI, 695-69S (Aug , 1637) ;
and cf. W. R.

Davies, “Why I Behove in tlie Patronage System,” Nat, Mun. Rev.f XIX, 18-21

(Jan., 1930), and W. Turn (a political bocs), “In Defense of Patronage,” Aruwb
of Amor. Acad, of Polit. and Boo. Sci., CLXXXIX, 22-28 (Jan., 1937) There is a

point of view that in the long run die best results will be attained by placing

squarely upon appointing authorities full and unfettered responsibility for selecting

personnel; also that the party system—indispensable in a democracy—jcannot sur-

vive without patronage.
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more than sixty-three per ccnL at the middle of 1937. An atmosphere

developed in which the merit system was ehallcngcd and endangered as

in few earlier periods of its history; indeed, there were efforts to repeal

state civil service laws outright.

Of course, things could not go thus badly without stirring protest. Out-

side of government circles, the Civil Service Reform League, the Civil

Service Assembly of the United States and Canada, the National League

of Women Voters, and other organiaations—and inside such circles, the

National Legislative Council of Federal Employee Organizations and the

Civil Service Commission—campaigned not only for a reversal of the cur-

rent trend, but for an extension of the merit system to include every non-

policy-framing group or grade. In 1937, the President’s Committee on

Administrative Management declared for extension of the competitive

system, not only upward and outward, but also downward, so as to in-

clude skilled w'orkmen and laborers; and in the same year, the President

himself, who all along had assured the rreformers that the system was in

no danger at his hands and would be “extended and improved” during

his administration, urged upon Congress that all except policy-making

positions be placed under merit arrangements.

At the opening of 1938, one would hardly have guessed that the merit

system in the federal service was on the eve of its greatest triumphs;

yet so it proved. To begin with, the President himself, in that year, ordered

into the classified service all previously exempt non-policy-determining

positions over which he had the necessaiy power. The number, to be sure,

was relatively small. But in 1940 Congress made up for a good deal of

past dereliction by passing a significant measure—the Ramspcck Act

—

authorizing the chief executive to bring under the merit system a large

share of the positions still excepted, giving incumbents classified status

provided they (a) were certified as having served satisfactorily at least

six months and (b) were successful in passing non-competitive qualify-

ing test.s. Under this authority, the all-time largest extension of the

classified service took place in the summer of 1941, when at a stroke

more than 182,000 persons were transferred. Indeed, the way now seemed

open—except in so far as acts of Congress might bar it in the case of

particular groups—for throwing the ever-widening boundaries of the merit

system around far the greater portion of the federal service, aside, of

course, from officials having to do with making policy.’-

A word diQuld be added about the special case of postmasters. Early in the cen-
tury, fourth-class postmasters, postal clerks,

_
letter-cariiers, and other minor postal

einployees were placed in the classified service, postmasters of the first, second, and
third classes, however, being left outside, partly at least because they could be ap-
pointed only with confirmation by the Senate. President Wilson bettered the situation

by instructing the Civil Service Commission to hold examinations for all such
positions and by undertaking to nominate in every case the candidate receiving the
highest rating, regardless of politics. President Harding let down the bars to political

appointments by reverting_ to the earlier praetiee of nominating one of the three

stendfag highest, thoneh in, 1W8 President Hoosevelt restored the procedure of

President WiLwji, Finally, two yearn later, in the Rfimspoek-O’Mahoney Pastma.ster
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The ilcrit fii/atcm in Wtirlime

One of the gravcht problems raised by the defense effoid launched in

1940, and in still more aggravated form by our involvement in World

War 11 in 1941, has been that of manpower—for the armed services, for

industry, for agriculture, and likewise, one hardly need add, for civil

services (federal, state, and local). Even the multiplying activities inci-

dent to the dcfen.se effoit nece.ssitated within a year an increase of federal

personnel by upwards of half, and from the outset there was fear (al-

though, if the truth be told, liope among some politicians) that the

machinery for recruiting, testing, and grading potential employees would

not prove equal to the task. The burden thrown upon the Civil Sendee

Commissinn was, indeed, staggering, the more by reason of heavy losses

of existing pcr.'ionnel both to military service and lo eompelitive private

industry. Not only, however—by emidoying every iios-sible channel of

publicity in order to attract capable people, by streamlining its pro-

cedures, and by drawdng upon state and municipal rosters of eligibles

placed at federal di.spo.'-al *—did the Commis.sion contrive, for a time,

to meet the demands upon it, but it succeeded reasonably well in main-

taining the merit standards of the past, the competitive system proving

stronger in the emergency situation than either friend or foe had antici-

pated. By 1941, however—with the federal service doubling in numbers

prior to Pearl Harbor—concessions had to be made. As early as Sep-

tember of the previous year. President Roosevelt liad issued an c.xeciitive

order (similar to one i.-sued by President Wilson in World War I) author-

izing the Civil Service Commission, when in its judgment necessary to

the best interests of the defense program, to suspend, in relation to any

position or classes of positions, the competitive provisions of the Civil

Sennee Art, appointments under such suspensions being without civil

service “status” and only for the duration of the emergency; and in 1941

such suspensions became increasingly numerous as the only means by

which the civilian defense services could be kept supplied wdth adequate

manpower.

Then came the war, and with it, in time, still another doubling of

federal civilian personnel. For obtaining the rec^uisite numbers, many
expedients were ciuiiloycd—^the task being made vastly more difficult,

, ,

•

Act, Ccmgrcis gave Iho p.’Sd.mraation system a. statutory basis by placing the then

14,800 first-, sccimtl-, and third-class postinustprs in the cla^-sified service—on a special

footing, to be sure, since incumbents continue to be appointed by the piesident and
.Senate, yet with indelmitc tenure, and with only candidates examined by the Civil

Sendee Coinmission, and ecrtilied a.s having one of the three highest ratings, eligible

to appointment. See Good Government, LV, No. 3 (Mftv-.Iime, 1938). Even yet,

however, congressmen and senators have a good deal of influence upon selections

made from the highest three, and iiersons without such backing are likely to consider

it usele.ss to take the examinations.
^ Authority to certify eligible.^ from state registers to fill federal positions, in cases

in which the Commission had codperated in conducting the state examinations, was
acquired in 1938.
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of cour&e, by the draining off (even from within the civil service itself) of

still larger numbers of young men, and women too, into the armed

services and their auxiliaries. Intensifying its recruiting program, the

Civil Service Commission, in its own language, assiduously "beat the

bushes” for people who could be enlisted. Whenever possible, personnel

was borrowed from private industry—although the war industries them-

selves stood in need of millions of new employees. Many thousands of

state employees were inducted into federal service, without prejudice to

classification or salary. And, under drastic transfer powers given the Civil

Service Commission by law, war agencies were furnished still other thou-

sands transferred from federal agencies whose work was not of a defense

nature. More and more, it became necessai’y to subordinate, or entirely sus-

pend, age limits and experience requirements, and, in the more congested

areas of the service, to waive various examination procedures completely.

And when such expedients failed to meet the insatiable demands of the

employing agencies, a new executive order of February 16, 1942, opened

a way for "war service” appointments to many categories of positions

with only “pa.ss” fas distinguished from competitive) examinations, and

without reference lo classified status at all, yet carrying tenure, at the

Commission’s discretion, for the duration of the war and for six months

thereafter.’- Keeping its hand on the general situation as well as it could,

the Commission nevertheless was obliged to see the departments and

numerous wartime establishments fairly run riot with selection and dis-

position of much of their personnel; and in 1943 an investigation con-

ducted by Congressman Rainspeck brought to light abuses—especially

in the form of over-staffing—^which an act of Congress required the

director of the budget to seek to remedy, even to the extent of fixing

personnel ceilings for given establishments. Combined with a restraining

influence exerted by the findings and recommendations of a Joint Com-
mittee on the Reduction of Non-Essential Federal Expenditures (Senator

Byrd of Virginia, chairman)
,
the Ramspeck investigation contributed to

a tapering off in 1943 of the rate at which new federal personnel was

being added; and of course this enabled the Civil Service Commission

to recover some of its lost control.

For the time being, the looser conditions forced by the emergency

undeniably, weakened the merit system, and at a juncture when it par-

ticularly needed to be strong. The concessions made, however,"were only

temporary; and one will hardly doubt that in so critical a situation it

was more important to secure indispensable manpower (if not the best,

then such as could be got) than to insist uncompromisingly upon stand-

ards capable of being realized only under more normal conditions. The
saving factor was that, in so far as there was a let-down, it was dic-

tated, not by partisanship, but solely by wartime necessity
;
and although

the readjustment will offer difficulties, it is,fair to assume that after the

r Federal Jteoisler, Feb. 19. 1943.
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war there will be a return to substantially the situation previously ex-

isting.^

Throughout the war period, however, the merit system was not spared

attack having partisan motivation. The principal form taken was a series

of efforts, starting as early as 1935, to strengthen the interests of patron-

age by subjecting to senatorial confirmation all appointments in desig-

nated agencies, or even all appointments whatsoever, carrying salaries in

stipulated amounts—most commonly $4,500 a year or over.- That nearly

evciy appointee to a post for wdiich the Senate confirms is actually

selected by a senator (occasionally by a representative), and for political

reasons, is common knowledge in Washington; and in recent years the

Senate has been the scene of a determined drive aimed at multiplying op-

portunities of the kind. Not all senators wlio liave ranged tiiemselves with

the spoilsmen have been seeking spoils as such, or for themselves; many
have lent their support only because of a de.Mre to curb abuses of author-

ity by members of the executive bfanch of the government—bureaucratic

abuses wliich, in both branches of Congress, have been widely believed

to exist, and warmly resented. To the degree, however, in which the effort

should succeed, its effect would be demoralizing, not alone because of the

delays that W'ould be entailed and the probably poorer appointments that

would result, but especially because of the wmy in which hope for ad-

vancement by merit rather than by political preferment—one of the

surest guarantees of efficient service—^would be frustrated. In 1942, a

rider to a naval appropriation act applied the arrangement mentioned

to the War Manpower Commission,® and another of the kind, tacked

on a meaaiire appropriating funds for the Office of Civilian D.efcnsc, was

deleted in the upper house only by the casting vote of tlie vice-president.

More ambitious was a bill introduced early in 1943 by Senator

McKellar of Tennessee (sponsor of numerous patronage measure.s in past

sessions, including tlie rider relating to the War Manpower Commission)

providing that both appointments and promotions to all posts in the

executive civil service paying $4,500 or more—some 28,000 in number

—

not only sliould be confirmed by the Senate, but should be for four-year

1 The federal civil service in wartinie ia duicusssed in L. V. Howitid and H. A.
Bone, Cumnt Amwican Government (New York, 1913), CEnp. iv; L. V. Howard,
“War and tlie Federal Service,” Amer, Polit. iS'cj. Jtev., XXXVI, 916-930 (Oct

,
1942)

;

and A, S, l^leinnuni', ‘'Emergency A.spocts of Civil Sorvicn," Pub. Ailniin. Itev., 1,

25->31 (Auttimn, 19 JO). It may be noted thut, Bolitlly entrenclicd ns is the merit system
ill Great Britiiili, it proved necessary there also to permit numerous emergency war-
time appointmeiita to be made without^ competitive e.xarniuation.

® The figure named was .selected arbitrarily to murk a dividing line between “officorg

of the United Stute.s,” required to be appointed by the president with the advice and
consent of the Senate, and ‘'inferior officers,” who may be aijpoLnted by the pre.sident

alone or by the head of a department. In occasional praposala, the figures 85,000 and
So,500 were employed; and in 19-10 the former was actually mads operative in the

Selective Service and Training Act. An act of 1937, applying the plan to the United
States Housing Authority (but not long in effect), stipulated 87,500.

® With the result of sefioitsly holding up needed field appointments until the ap-

propriate Senate committees got around to considering them. Fortunately, the proviso

Iap,5ed at the end of the fiscal year.
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terms only, and including present as well as future incumbents. Over tlic

protest of a minority of the Senate Judiciary committee (warmly backed

by President Roosevelt), -which correctly contended that senatorial con-

firmation should be restricted to policy-determining officials and not ex-

tended to administrative, professional, and technical officers, the measure

(with its coverage somewhat reduced, and shorn of the four-year term)

was reported out and passed. In the House of Representatives, however,

it met defeat. With respect to some matters, e.g., the regulation of lobby-

ing, the Senate has a better record than the House. In connection with the

civil service, however—at least of late—^the situation is otherwise; al-

though it is only fair to recognize that its constitutional power of con-

firmation gives the Senate a vested interest not shared by the other

branch.^

11

Notwithstanding the let-down made inevitable by the war, and also

advance the reactionary tendencies in the Senate Just described, the merit system,

over a period of years, has realized truly remarkable gains. But the fight

to maintain and extend it has to be unremitting. In 1944, there was a

serious threat that some 8,500 legal positions, brought into the classified

service by executive order in 1941, would be withdrawn from it by con-

gressional action; ^ and a vigorous, although unsuccessful, attempt was

made to prevent inclusion in the seiwice of personnel employed in car-

rying out a War Mobilization and Reconversion Act concerned with

expediting reconversion from wartime to civilian production. Such reac-

tionary efforts are to be expected, and some of them will succeed, at least

temporarily. But the greatly enlarged number of civil servants now

having classified status (including no small portion of the wartime

increment), and the authority enjoyed by the president to add progres-

sively to the number, mark an achievement of the first order in the fight

for good government in this country.

Recruitment Under the Merit System

Poraon- The primary object of the Pendleton Act and of the long line of later

ageticioa: statutes aiid cxecutivo orders extending its provisions to additional groups

n Tiie of civil serx'ants is, of course, to promote appointment on a basis of

Scrvk'o demonstrated fitness and to assure appointees security of tenure during

miadon good bchavior. And to assist appointing authorities in finding persons

qualified for places in the classified service, the law provides fer a Civil

Service Commission of three members, unattached to any executive de-

partment or other agency, and appointed by the president with the

advice and consent of the Senate (for no fixed term) under the limitation

^The best recent study of semtorial confirmation, in its political as well as other
aspects, is A. W. Macmahon, “Senatorial Confirmation," Pub. Admin- liev , III 281-
296 (Autumn, 1943).

s The threat succeeded to the extent that Congre,ss forbade the Civil Service Com-
mission to, ii.<5e smy part Of its 1945 appropriations for salaries and expenses of the
le^l examining unit -which had been set up,
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tliiit not more tlian two of the members may be "adherents of the same

political party.” As time passed and conceptions of personnel administra-

tion broadened, the Commission’s function-s increased, until nowadays it

is found not only framing and administering competitive examinations

and certifying lists of cligibles, but classifying civil servants, making rules

and regulations providing for in-service training, investigating charges

of political activity, keeping service records reported to it by the estab-

lishments, administering the retirement law, and doing numerous other

things rclalcd to the upbuilding and improvement of the federal service.

Under “war service regulations” embodied in executive orders of 1942,

it also lias had, at least for the time being, wide authority to transfer

cmiiloyecs from one agency to another (or even to private industry)

without the coii.sent of cither the employee or the agencies affected. A
staff of some 6,000 (double the pre-war figure) is maintained; under

a waitinie reorganization effected in 1942, function.s are ilistributed

among division.s such as personnel, personnel classification, examining

and personnel utilization, retirement investigations, appeals and review,

service records, budget and finance, and informalion; in principal cities

throughout the countiy are located thirteen regional offices (each under

a regional director) and also twelve branch offices; and field organiza-

tion is completed by more than 5,000 local examining boards, made up

of postmasters, collectors of revenue, and other national officers who

from time to time are called into special service for this purpose by the

Commission, without extra pay, and who hold “assembled,” i.e., group,

examinations at first- and second-class post-offices—about 150 of the

number being rating boards at navy yards, arsenals, and other federal

“work-shops,” charged with conducting chiefly “unassembled,” i.e., indi-

vidual, examinations designed for skilled and unskilled laborers.^

'Within the limits of its powers and resources, the Civil Service Com- Apm-

missioti has served the country usefully over a long period of years. Tor ?«or^on-

soine time before the war, however, it was being criticized for frequently
““

being behind in its work, for not maintaining sufficiently close contact

with scliooE and colleges with a view to encouraging more adequate

educatioual preparation for the national service, for neglecling to culti-

vate coiliierating relation,? with .state and municipal oommi.ssiona, for

failure to develop a sy.stcm of competitive examinations lor promotions,

and for niany other alleged or actual shortcomings. The truth was that,

as the President',s Committee on Administrative Management freely

conceded in its report of 1937, the Commission never had been given

adequate financial .support, and therefore of nece.‘=''ity was unrlcr-staffed.

Doubtful, on general principles, about the suitability of boards or com-

missions for carrying on work of an administrative character, the Com-

1 Ehu’ing dip fiscal year ending June 30. 1940 (the la.st before an abnormal situa-

tion waa precipitated by the national defense effort), a total of 839,112 persons weie

pxaniiiied; 374.890 of (he nurobsr received a passing grade; and 102,366 obtained

appointment. Annual Re-poll ofjhe V. S. Civil Service Commission (I94D), 131.
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mittee, indeed, did not hesitate to recommend a drastic reorganization

under which (1) the Commission should be replaced altogether by a

single executive officer, to be known as the Civil Service Administrator,

appointed by the president and Senate on the basis of open competitive

examination, responsible as is the existing Commission exclusively to

the president, and charged generally with whatever duties and powers

the Commission then had, together with other functions which the new

official should be given authority to develop, and (2) a non-salaried

Civil Service Board of seven members should be set up, appointed by

the president and Senate, drawn from outstanding representatives of

business, education, labor, agriculture, and similar interests, and charged

with broad functions of observation, investigation, advice, and planning,

in the name of the general publicd The proposal never was acted upon,

and quite possibly never will be; although, in the main, it was revived

unofficially in a study of the civil service published in Fortune in 1943,^

and some of the concepts upon which^it was grounded can hardly fail

to influence the future development of civil service administration on

all levels of government. However, the new burdens thrown on the Com-

mission after 1940 by current enlargement of the peacetime classified

service, and especially by mounting wartime demands, convinced Con-

gress of the necessity for far more adequate financial provision; and of

late the Commission’s budget has been more than three times that of a

few years ago. Out of the Commission’s hectic wartime experience will

undoubtedly come some lasting benefits, among them better financing,

more liberal staffing, and closer relations with personnel machinery in

states and municipalities.^

Eor the furtherance of personnel work, various executive departments

and establishments began a good while ago to appoint personnel direcLors

and other such officials of their own; and an executive order of 1938,

revising the Civil Service Commission’s rules, prescribed, among other

things, that thenceforth a division of personnel supervision and manage-

ment, under a director, should be maintained in every department and

major independent establishment, each director to be appointed, under

the merit system, by the department or establishment head. Still further

to encourage coordinated attack upon personnel problems, these several

agency directors, along with one representative each of the Civil Service

Commission and the Bureau of the Budget, and such addition'aj persons

^Repwt oj the- President’s Committee, 9-11. For a tronohaut criticism of the pro-
posals, see Jj, Mcriam, Personnel Administration in the Federal Oovernment (Brook-
ings Institution Pamphlet Series, No. 19, Washington, 1937).

2 “Better Bureaucrats,” Fortune, Supp., Pt. IV, pp. 10-12 (Nov., 1943)

.

3 On the Commission and its peacetime work, see D. H. Smith, “The United
Stales Civil Service Commission,” Service Monographs, No, 49 (Baltimore, 1928)

;

also the Commissioti’a annual reports. Por complete text of Executive Order No.
7915 of June 24, 1938, revising the rules under which the Commission normally op-
erates, Bee Annual Report of the U. S. Civil Servioe Commission (1938), 48-58. Most
of the new-features were aimed at improving the Commission’s examining procedures
and promoting in-service training for employees.
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as the president may name, are linked up in a Federal Council of Per-

sonnel Administration -which, in 1940 (-with the representation of the

Commission increased to three) was by executive order made an arm of

the Civil Service Commission itselfd

Officials and employees, high and low, remaining outside the classified

service are selected and appointed (chiefly by department heads) as

political or otlrcr considerations—not, of course, excluding fitness—may
dictate. Those wdthin the classified ranks, how'cver, are chosen by methods

which it is now desirable that we examine a little more closely. With the

exception of relatively few posts filled through non-competitive, or

“pass,” examinations, “ “classified” appointments are made only on the

basis of the showing of candidates in competitive tests. These tests arc

arranged by the Civil Service Commission, announced in advance in

newspapers and on placards displayed in post-offices and other public

places, and administered in various cities throughout the country by the

examining boards. They may be, either written or unwritten, or both.

Candidates for the great bulk of positions of a clerical or other sub-

ordinate nature are examined in groups, and exclusively in writing; those

seeking positions which call for scientific, technical, or other special

attainments

—

e.g., in the Public Health Service, the Agricultural Research

Administration, or the Bureau of Standards—are rated, either competi-

tively or otherwise, in respect to experience, education, training, and

fitness, as ascertained usually by interviews and testimony rather than by

formal -written examination. In the preparation of examination ques-

tions, the Commission enlists the aid of experienced persons in the several

dejiartments, and occasionally of academic and other outside experts.

The law recpiires examinations to be “practical in their character,”

and, so far as possible, to “relate to those matters which will fairly test

the relative capacity and fitness of the persons examined to discharge the

duties of the service into which they seek to be appointed.” Herein our

American sj^stem differs considerably from the British. In Great Britain,

the competitive principle operates at higher levels of the official hierarchy

than with us; public service is looked upon to a greater extent as a pro-

fession, and even a career; and the main object of examinations is to

recruit the service (especially that portion of it embraced in the “admin-

istrative clas,s”) from young men and women who expect to spend their

lives in pulolic employment, and wdiose education and native ability make
it probable that they will rise from one grade to another and steadily

grow in usefulness as administrators. Hence, British examinations are

1 The chairmim of the Council is Mr, Frederick M. Davenport, head of the National
Institute of Public Affaivs, a private organization which every year, in normal times,

places forty or fifty college and university graduates as unpaid intemos in various
federal establishments. On the activities of the Federal Council, see Good Govern-
ment, LXI, No. 3 (May-June, 1944).

s That is, posts so filled at origipnl appointment, as distinguished from those occu-
pied for the time being by incumbents merely “covered in” (ag under the*Ramspeck
Act of 1910).
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framed mainly 'with a view to testing the candidate’s attainments and

capacity. Mathematics, history, philosophy, the classics, natural science

—^these and other branches of higher learning receive much emphasis.

Even the examinations for positions of a purely clerical nature are framed

on these lines, though naturally confined to more elementary subjects.

Under the American plan, the object, in the majority of cases, is not

primarily to test general attainments and capacity
;
rather, it is to ascer-

tain the applicant’s technical proficiency and present fitness for the

kind of work that he seeks. “There is something to be said, of course, for

both systems. The American is more democratic
;
it exacts little of the be-

ginner in the way of knowledge, and it affords a haven for men and

women of all ages who are attracted by its pecuniary rewards, modest

though they arc. This, however, is about all that can be said for it. The

British system is less democratic. But it attracts to the public service

men and women who, on the average, not only are younger and more

energetic than American appointees, bwt better fitted by education, and

probably native capacity as well, to become increasingly able, useful, and

responsible officials.” ^ The traditional American approach to the matter

is not likely to be given up. To a limited extent, however, we have veered

in the direction of the British viewpoint, as when, in 1934, the Civil

Service Commission began setting up “registers” for junior professional

assistants, with examinations of general rather than specific nature and

open only to graduates of colleges and universities.^

Formerly, aliens were permitted to take the examinations, and occa-

sionally they received appointments. Examinations nowadays, however,

are open only to citizens, except in the rare event of a lack of citizen

applicants. There is no fee; even in peacetime, the niunber of different

examinations for positions of various kinds exceeded 1,700; and nor-

mally, although of course not during war, the number of persons exam-

ined is far in excess of the number of places to be filled.

On the registers of the Civil Service Commission, at Washington and

in the offices of the regional directors, are kept the names of all persons

who have passed the various examinations with a grade of 70 or above.^

Appointment, of course, withdraws a name from the list; and after a year

the name of any person not receiving appointment is stricken o0 (unless

the Commission, prefeiTing not to hold a new examination, extends the

period)
,
to be restored only if another examination is passed successfully.

When a clerk or stenographer or other employee in the classified service is

needed by a department, the Commission supplies the appointing officer

with the names of three persons who stand highest in the appropriate

iP. A. Ogg, English Government and Politics (2nd ed.), 231-232.
^ See P. M. Davenport, L, B. Sims, el al, “Political Science and Pederal Employ-

ment," Atner. PaliL. Sei. Rev., XXXV, 304-310 (Apr., 1941)

.

3 The procedures described in this paragraph are ^those operating before temporary
and confusing changes of many kinds were made ne'cessary by defense and war emer-
gency, and now awaiting mvival (in so far as waived) when normal conditions retmn,
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li-i of eligiblcs. The officer normally appoints one of the three, and the

other two resume their places on the waiting listd If no one of the three

is appointed, the officer must be prepared to assign some good reason

when asking for more names. By way of a check on the judgment of the

examiners and appointing authority, evciy appointee is placed on proba-

tion for a period of six months fa year, in the case of certain positions,

if the Commission and department agree). During this time, he can be

removed summarily, with no reason as.signecl except that his work is un-

satisfactory. If retained longer, however, he gains “civil service status,”

with such security of tenure as the law guarantees.- Removals during the

probationary period are extremely few—fewer, one may add, than they

should be.

In practice, appointments in both the classified and unclassified service

arc heavily affected by two special procedures for which the laws pro-

vide, z.c.j veteran preference and geogra])hical distribution. From as far

back as the Civil War, honorably discharged veterans, and wives or

widows of such, have, under varying regulations, been eligible for civil

service positions on terms easier than those otherwise applying; and

even before 1941 nearly one-fourth of all new federal appointments

were going to “preference eligibles” on this veteran basis. In anticipation

of emplojment difficulties for discharged veterans after the present war,

President Roosevelt, early in 1944, reaffirmed the general principle of

civil seiwice preference for ex-service men;.and at his request, Congress,

in the following summer, passed the Scragham-Starnes (Veterans’ Prefer-

ence) Act,’’ not only making veterans exclusively eligible for specified

kinds of minor civil service jobs and empowering the president, for five

years after the war, to add to the list, but providing also for (1) arbi-

trarily adding ten points to the earned examination ratings of honorably

discharged ex-service men and women with service-connected disabilities,

wives of disabled ex-sorvice men, and unmarried widoAVS of cx-service

men, (2) placing all such persons at the top of the appropriate registers of

eligible.s, except in the case of profes.sional or scientific positions paying

more than $3,000 a year, and (3) adding five points to the earned exam-

ination ratings of honorably discharged cx-serA'ice men and women not

disabled. The itlca that the nation should suitably compensate those

who have risked their lives in its defense, and should take care of those

who have, incurred physical or mental injury in doing so, is sound. From

A- The “rule of three,” iiuiking it possible for the eundidate highest on the li.st to be
pusi^ed over in favor of the second or third, is characlctistic of the American system.

In Great Britain, only one name is siffimitted and the candidate standing highest can.

be certain of appointment, banliig very unusual circumstances. Of course, it some-
times liappens under any system that n person to whom appointment is offered no
longer wants it, because, perhaps, of liaving secured more desirable employment, In,

such a case, the appointing authority simply turns to another eligible.

2 As pointed out above, large numbers of wartime appointees brought into the
service through relaxation or suspension of the rules have not received “status” and
iiaA'e claim to their job.'t only up ta six months after the end of hostilities,

» Piiblio Zau) SSS—7Sth Cong. '
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the point of view of good administration, it is, however, unfortunate that

we have fallen into the habit of discharging this obligation, not alone

by pensions, “bonuses,” hospitalization, and the like, but by permitting

the civil service to be permeated increasingly with persons whose claims

are in many instances foreign to the considerations that ought to govern

when public employees are being selected. In view of the unprecedented

numbers of ex-service men and women likely to seek employment after

the present war in a federal service destined to be reduced sharply in

personnel (perhaps to 1,500,000) ,
a very large proportion of new appointees

indeed (except to more technical positions) may for years be drawn

from the ranks of preference eligibles—especially if the pressure is in-

creased by depression conditions in the country.’-

Apror- Another restriction upon the free working of the merit system has

iiccoi'd- arisen from a requirement of the Pendleton Act that has always had a

popuia- particular appeal for members of Congress with a weakness for patronage,

namely, that “as nearly as the conditions of good administration war-

rant,” appointments in the departments and independent offices at Wash-

ington shall be apportioned among the several states and territories and

the District of Columbia on a basis of population. To be sure, during the

present war, this 'provision has been suspended by law. But there is no

reason to doubt that before long it will be revived. Under its workings

before 1942, applicants who had profited by veteran preference were, by
executive order, not taken into the reckoning; and in any case the rule

eould be applied in only a rough sort of way, for the reason that eligibles

from many Southern and Western states Were not sufficiently numerous.

Congressmen irritated by the disproportionately lai'ge number of posts

in the national capital hold by residents of Virginia and Maryland

introduced plenty of resolutions of inquiry and protest; and final action

on the Rainspeck Act of 1940 was delayed several months by wrangling

over the matter. As a rule, however, it could be shown that the dis-

crepancy arose from the congressmen’s own constituents failing to qualify

in adequate numbers, as well as from the tendency of employees in the

now populous District to disperse for residential purposes through ad-

joining areas of the contiguous states. Even as imperfectly applied, the

principle of geographical apportionment has resulted, in point of fact, in

the appointment of many persons of inferior rating.

Discipline, Removal, Promotion

The merit system was introduced not only to improve the methods by
which civil servants are selected, but also to afford a security of tenure

^ It is, of course, not to he overlooked that employment in state and local govern-
ments -will fumisli aoine additional outlet. Here (in contrast with the national gov-
ernment) there will he an increase of positions after the war, The general subject of
veteran preference is discussed at length by J. P. Miller in 0. J. Fi'ledrieli at al,
Probhtns aj the American Public Service (New York, 1935), 243-334; on the post-
war problem, L, D. 'White, “Veterana’ Preference—A Challenge and an Opportunity,"
State Qovemnient, XVII, 459-461, 469-472 (Deo., 1944).
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never enjoyed under the sway of spoilsmen. Opponents of the reform

sought to discredit it by arguing that protected employees, feeling them-

selves safe, would grow careless and inefficient. There wuas no intention,

of course, that such results should be permitted to follow; and while it is

probably true that governments are, on the whole, more lenient with those

who serve them in civil capacity than are private businesses with persons

on their payrolls, the regulations applying to our national service (both

classified and otherwise) contemplate full pow'cr.s of discipline and re-

moval—.so long, in the case of the classified service (.says one of the

rules), as "like penalties shall be imposed for like offenses, and no dis-

crimination shall be exercised for political or religious rea.sons.” ^ Every

member of the .service i.s liable to disciplinary action at the hands of some

superior authority; and such action may range all the wuiy from mere

reprimand to suspension (not to exceed seventy day.s), reduction in rank

and pay, and, in extreincr eases, removal.

For it must be noted that development of the merit system has in no

wise abrogated the judicially established principle that the power to

appoint normally carries with it the power to remove. What the rules

(statutory or otherwise) do is merely to give merit appointees protection

against arbitrary and unreasonable removals, such as officials outside the

classified service have no legal ground for claiming. In the main, this

protection consists in requiring that removals shall be made only—as an

act of 1912 puts it
—

“for such cause as will promote the efficiency of the

service,” that refusal to contribute time or money to a political party

(or, on the other hand, making a contribution, of money at all events)

shall in no case be ground for removal, and that removals shall be made

in a manner essentially fair to the employee involved. Fairness is con-

strued to require that the employee be furni.'shcd with a written statement

of the charges against him and that he be allowed reasonable time in

which to make a written reply Unlike employees under most state and

municipal civil service systems, however, he has no right to an oral hear-

ing or trial before dismissal takes effect, although ho may be allowed one

as a matter of grace; nor can he expect any court to inteiwcne in his

behalf. Within the .substantive and procedural limitations thus imposed,

the appointing authority (the head of a department in the great majority

of ca,ses) can sevew from that jiarl of the service within his juri'^diction

apy per.son whom he judges to be incompetent, dishonest, disloyal, or

otherwise a hindrance to good administration.^

1 Rule XII. § 2.

“ Rule XII, § 1. Cf. IT. C. tVestwood, “The ‘Right' of an Employee of the United
States Against Arbitrary Discharge,” Geo. U’ashiiigton Law. 212-232

(Dec., 1938).
® The international situation of recent years, and particularly the war, inevitably

brought to the fore the matter of disloyalty and aubversive activities within the

service. Proceeding on lines of extremely doubtful constitutionality, Congre.«s tried

its hand at purging the scn'ico of members alleged to be guilty of subversive activi-

ties, but ended with only a duSiious action imdertaking to separate tffi'ee persons

from the federal payroll (see p. 301 above). Two successive interdepartmental com-

R-emovels
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Included in the protection thrown around members of the classified

service is immunity from pressures of a partisan nature. By terms of the

Pendleton Act, no classified officer or employee may be solicited anywhere

for political funds by a congressman, senator, or federal office-holder—or

indeed by any person whatever within a building used by the federal

government. There is nothing to prevent such solicitation by non-officc-

holders, so long as they do not invade a government building for the

purpose, and sometimes officers and employees are in this way practically

coerced into making contributions. No one, however, may be removed,

demoted, or even threatened, by his superior either for making or for

refusing to make a political contribution.

In return, members of the service—although, of course, permitted to

vote,’- and likewise to express privately their opinions on political issues

—

arc required to abstain from activities of 'a partisan character. Eroin

1907, a rule, based on an executive order, has forbidden members of the

classified service to take any “active part in political management or in

political campaigns”—a regulation construed by the Civil Service Com-

mission to debar them from membership in party conventions, addressing

party gatlierings, participating in the preparation of party resolutions

or platforms, serving on party committees, assisting in getting out the

voters on election day,' serving as election officers, distributing cam-

paign literature or emblems, arranging party meetings or demonstrations,

publishing anything in the interest of a particular candidate or party,

and a long list of other activities having a partisan aspect—although not

including mere passive attendance at party meetings or making con-

tributions to party funds through persons not connected with the federal

government. And, although the Commission (itself largely without power

of removal =) long complained that infractions which it looked into and

reported were frequently ignored by the authorities, e.g., department

heads having power to remove, partisan abuses at the hands of federal

civil servants in times past must, in the main, be laid at the door, not

mittees carried ou laborious inquii-ies into large numbers of charges made against
individual employees, but came out with results of so negative a character that the
committees themselves pronounced their work not worth while. Finally, the Civil

Service Commis-iion, throughout the war period, looked into numerous cases involving
persons admitted to the service on a temporary basis subject to later investigation

and certification. The total of removals has, however, not been large. For a full and
authoritative discussion of the entue matter, see R. E. Cushman, “The. Purge .of

Federal Employees Accused of Disloyalty,” Pvb. Admin. Rev., Ill, 297-316 (Autumn,
1943). In 1944, the Civil Service Commission set up a loyalty rating board to
investigate applicants for civil service positions whose loyalty is called in question.

^ Many, however, are non-voters because of having no residence except in the
District of Columbia. See p, 714 below.

“ Except Wthe case of its own employees. A widespread impression that the Com-
mission has general power to dismiss civil servants is erroneous. Employees admitted
temporarily and subject to later investigation can be discharged by the Commission
if thb results of the investigation prove unsatisfactory. But once a person is in the
service with permanent status, the Commission cannot, of its own motion, get him
out—unless it can show that he secured status by idisrepreseiltation or other fraudu-
lent means!
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of the classified service,- but of that portion of the service remaining on

a political basis.

To meet this situation, Congress, in 1939, passed the first Hatch Act,^

designed to prevent “pernicious political activities” on the part, not

only of classified federal employees, but of all federal employees except

only those occupying policy-determining positions. To be sure, restric-

tions upon soliciting political contributions from classified civil servants

were not carried over to the unclassified. But—aside from persons covered

by the exception mentioned—all officers and employees of the United

States, clas.sified and unclassified alike, were forbidden to take any active

part in political management or political campaigns, or to u.se their

official authority with a view to affecting in any way “the election or

nomination of any candidate” for a federal office. Officials in the non-

classificd service may, to be sure, publicly voice their opinions on politi-

cal subjects and candidates, provided (the attorney-general has ruled)

they do it “not as part of an oi;ganized campaign”; menobers of the

classified service may express such opinions only privately. And the act

is construed to forbid every civil serv-ant to whom it applies to become

a candidate for any elective state, territorial, or municipal office—at all

events, if campaigning is involved.*

"When approving this legislation, President Roosevelt called attention

to the fact that it applied to officers and employees of the federal govern-

ment only, and recommended that it be extended to cover “state and

local government employees participating actively in federal elections.”

The upshot was a second Hatch Act,* in 1940, (1) forbidding employees

of state and local governments, if engaged in full-time activities financed

wholly or in part by federal funds, to use their official authority in such

ways as to interfere with any presidential or congressional nomination

or election, and (2) forbidding any persons wLose jn'incipal employment

is in a federally aided activity (a) to use official authority or influence

for the purpose of interfering with any federal nomination or election,

(b) to coerce, command, or advise any other such employee to make a

political contribution or loan,* and (c) to take any active part in political

management or a political campaign.* Not so long ago, the number of

1 53 V. S. Stat. at Large, 1197.
“ Ad\-aiUage was taken of this legislation to incoi-porato a aeotinn forbiddinR any

federal ollicw or employee to advocate overthrow o£ the constitutional form of gov-
ennnc'Ut of to be a member of any polilicnl party or organization domg so.

Ill 1914, when twelve mernbera of the United Fedentl Workers of America (» C.I.O,-

nffdiiitcd organization of federal employees) brought an action to test the constitu-

tionality of the prohibitions upon politicol activity contained in this first Hatch Act,'

the U. S. Distncl Court for the District of Columbia fully upheld the provisions’

valirlity.

* &1 U. S. Slat, at Large, 767,

* Thb added restriction of a financial nature constitutes the only significant

difference between the regulations applying to the body of employees here dealt with

and those apjilicd to regular federal employees by the first Hatch Act.

* The second Hatch Act was notable also for its drastic changes in the regulations

governing the collection of campaign funds. This feature, however, has been treated

elsewhere (see pp. 196-197 above)

-
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persons affected by legislation on these lines would not have been large.

The enormously increased interlocking personnel of federal, state, and

local governments incident to New Deal undertakings and to defense and

war activities has, however, brought some hundreds of thousands of state

and municipal employees into a position to feel the force of the new

restrictive measures.

In the case of regular federal employees, the principal difficulty arising

from the Hatch legislation is that of interpreting the meaning and scope

of “political activities”; and some more or less arbitrary decisions have

had to be made. Thus, a federal employee may not serve as a delegate

to a party convention,’- and if present as a spectator must take no part

in deliberations or demonstrations, yet he may not only attend a primary

meeting or a caucus but speak and vote; an official may belong to a

political club, but may take no part in its activities; if in the unclassified

service, he (as indicated above) may express political opinions publicly,

but not as a participant in a campaign; he may not pass out campaign

buttons or badges, but may wear either. The second Hatch measure

offers the additional difficulty of determining what persons are covered,

and how much of the time—a difficulty arising chiefly at the point where

the law makes its restrictions applicable to persons whose “principal

employment” is a federally aided state or local activity. Take, as a single

illustration, the case of state highway commissioners. As a rule, such

commissioners give only a small portion of their time to the work of the

highway commission; the remainder they devote to their other interests,

as farmers, shopkeepers, and what not. Are they not therefore exempt

from the Hatch Act’s provisions? The Civil Service Commission has said

that they are not—on the ground that their principal state employment

is with an activity financed wholly or in part from federal funds. How-
ever, concedes the Commission, such commissioners are affected by the

act only during the time while they are actually engaged in state highway

work—^which means that during some days of the year they may not

engage in political activities and during the remainder they may do so

as freely as they like. The same curious situation exists, of course, in the

case of the part-time members of all state boards and similar agencies

where federal funds are involved. Even minor employees working on a

per diem basis are similarly covered—and similarly exempted.^ Full au-

1 At a stroke, the notoriously
_

heavy participation of federal office-holders- in
national and state party conventions—always a great advantage to any party in
power, and to the “Administration” as against other interests in the party—became
'a thing of the past. More than fifty per cent of the members of the Democratic
national convention -which renominated President Roosevelt at Philadelphia in 1936
wore postmasters, marshals, revenue collectors, diatrict attorneys, and other federal
officials. Some votes in Congress for the Hatch legislation were motivated by no
loftier purpose than to make it more difficult for Mr, Roosevelt to control the 1946
convention and perchance to win a nomination, for a third term.

3 Controversy having wisen over whether teachers in land-grant colleges and in
-vocational schools receiving federal funds were coyored by the legislation, Congress,
in 1942, passed an act expressly exempting; them from many, although not all, of the
law's provisions.
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thority, not only to decide matters like these, but also to inquire into

every alleged violation of the law, is vested in the Civil Seiwice Com-
mission, and every federal agency through which funds arc dispensed

to the states or to local units is held responsible for reporting to the

Commission all delinquencies discovered or suspected within its domaind

If, on being informed of the guilt of any one of its employees, a state or

local agency does not dismiss him, the federal agency controlling the

grants or loans must withhold a sum amounting to double the offender’s

salary.

To regard either the foregoing or any other “clean politics” legislation

as capable of completely eliminating “pernicious political activities”

would, of course, be uai'vc; and, not only have there been violations of

the new laws, but efforts have several Limes been made to weaken them

by qualifications and exemptions, with the more or less openly avowed

purpose of eventually bringing about their repeal. When, however, one

recalls the scandalous political activities of federal office-holders in the

elections of 1934, 1936, and 1938 (especially in the form of seeking to

herd relief workers to the polls), and likewise the brazen public asser-

tions of certain among them that people on the federal payroll must

“stick together” and “keep their friends in power,” “ one realizes that

in the past half-dozen years a notable new chapter in the history of

American political reform has been written. It is to be hoped that reac-

tionary and self-seeking politicians will not be permitted to erase it.^

In the business and professional world, it is recognized that nothing

contributes more to the efficiency and morale of a staff than reasonable

assurance of advancement in rank and pay, not according to mere

seniority, but imder flexible arrangements placing a premium on merito-

rious service. The same holds true in public administration, even though

the fact has not always been so clearly perceived. No aspect of our

American civil service (national, state, and municipal) has, however,

given more trouble; two major special committees which during 1941-43

made extensive studie.s of the federal sendee concurred in the opinion

iTho o£ wlictlior the federal govemincul can validly curtail the political

!i('tivitie.s at euipUiycc'S of state and local govei'nineuls in the manner provided for in

Ihn Hatch Iciii-Uition remains to be finally determined judicially. Inasmuch, how-
ever, as fedeial ('rants to states are nuide almo.st invariably on a basis of conditions
stipulated trnni Wic'-lungLon, tlioro t-ecins no Rood reason why restraints upon polit-

ical activities of employees may not bo added to other rBqiuromeat,s imposed; and
apparently this Was the view of a United Slate.s district court in New York which
in 1914 pronounced the legislation constitutional.

^It was largely by way of reaction uguinat the unhappy experiences of this period
that Congress and the^ pre-sident were brought to the point of action in 1939-40.

® For a fuller analysis of the Hutch Acts and Boine of the questions arising under
them, see L. V. Howard, “Federal Sestrietioim on the Political Activity of Govem-
inont Employees," Ajner, Polit. Hci. Eev., XXXV, 470-489 (.lune, 1941), and J. B.,

jStarr, "The Hatch Act—An Interpretation,” Nat. Mun. Rev., XXX, 41S-425 (July,

1941), Cf, V, 0. Key, Jr„ “The Hatch Act Extension and Eederal-State Beklions,”
Pith, Personnel Rev., I, 30-35 (Oct., 1940); U. S. Civil Sendee Commission, Inter-

pretation of the Hatch Act and Rcpulation of Political Aoiivitu (Washington, 1940),

and Political Activity and Political Assessments of Federal Office-Ilhlders and
Employees (Washington, 1944)..
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that the problem has not yet been solved, and, in urging that, in the

interest of employee morale, a “sound promotion system” be adopted

and the Civil Service Commission made responsible for watching over

its operation^ There is even disagreement as to the extent to which a

“closed” system, ie., one under which positions of higher grade are filled

from within the service, is to be preferred to an “open” system, under which

such posts are filled either from within the service or by bringing in

persons from the outcide. In the Pendleton Act, we read that no classified

officer or employee shall be promoted “until he has passed an examina-

tion, or is shown to be specially exempted from such examination”; and

a supplementary rule promulgated by the president enjoins that “com-

petitive tests or examinations shall, as far as practicable and useful, be

established to test fitness for promotion in the classified service.” Even

these regulations recognize that promotion cannot be made a simple

automatic matter of examination; and experience has taught that, how-

ever useful examinations for the purpose may sometimes prove, the

fairest and best basis for promotions is likely to be—as a national Com-

mittee on Civil Service Improvement affirmed in its report of 1941—not

formal examinations, however searching, but actual records of employees’

competence, diligence, resourcefulness, and fidelity, checked by the ob-

servation and judgment of their superiors. Two great obstacles, how-

ever, arise: (1) the circumstance that under our scheme of recruitment,

placing relatively little stress upon broad capacity and promise, there

is sometimes only a scant reservoir of talent within a given branch of

the service upon which to draw when places of considerable importance

are to be filled; and (2) the fact that, notwithstanding the recent notable

extension of the merit system into higher levels of the service, many
attractive positions toward the top remain unclassified, are filled by

political appointment, and hence are beyond the hopes and ambitions

of “career men,” however capable and experienced. In actual practice,

the selection of persons for advancement, in the staffs at Washington as

well as throughout the country, is commonly at the discretion of admin-

. istrative chiefs, with such regard for efficiency ratings—compiled in the

establishments and reported to the Civil Service Commission—as they

may care to sliow.^

Classification, Pay, Retirement

Another problem which, in spite of some progress, still awaits full

solution is that of pay. For decades, Congress, when creating new posi-

tions, provided for compensation without much reference to orderly sal-

ary schedules, and as a consequence persons doing the same kind of work

1 The Byrd and Ram^eck committees, mentioned previously.
2 Under terms of the En.mspeck Act, there is now in every department and estab-

lishment a board of review charged with passing upon the merits of efficiency ratings
riven employees. In each case, one member of tlie beard is named by the Civil Service
Commisaioir, one by the department head, and one by the department employees.
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equally well received widely differing compensation, holders of superior

positions in one department or bureau were paid less than inferiors in a

different one, women were paid less than men for doing the same kind

and amount of work; and while in most branches beginners were paid

with reasonable liberality, compensation in the higher ranks was not only

uneven from branch to branch, but as a rule distinctly below that received

by employees of equivalent experience in private business—indeed, in the

case of most supervisoi-y and technical posts, absurdly low. Needless to

say, the situation stirred deep discontent among employees, impaired

their morale, and dimini.shccl such attractiveness as the public service pos-

sessed for young men of ability and ambition.

As long ago as 1923, Congress passed a Salary Cla.ssificatiori Act under

which a Personnel Classification Board inventoried the competitive serv-

ice in the District of Columbia, grouping into classes all positions involv-

ing the same typos of work, and assigning appropriate salary ranges (with

equal pay for men and women)
,
.within limits fixed by the act, to each

grade or class. ^ Under later amendments, the board became responsible

for extending its work to the entire nation-wide service. Harassed by

wasteful controversies, it, however, made almost no headway with this

larger task, and in 1932 its precarious existence was terminated. In later

years, a few branches, chiefly the foreign and postal services, received

suitable classifications of their own by statute. But outside of this, there

was still, when the Ramspeck Act of 1940 was passed, no adequate classifi-

cation system applying to more than some 80,000 positions in the District

of Columbia. In the statute mentioned, the president was authorized

to see that the work of classifying the field service was resumed. Before

much could be done, however, the Civil Service Commission was over-

whelmed by the emergency conditions associated with the defense effort

and the war; and when, in 1942, the Commission was given a new man-

date on the subject, the purpose was rather to procure a reclassification

in accordance with more or les.s temporary wartime conditions, and

aimed especially at facilitating transfers and eliminating “pirating” by

better situated agencies at the expense of others not so favorably fixed.

Once the seivicc is back on a peacetime basis, the entire problem will

have to be attacked afresh.

In it.'^ report of 1937,^ the Pre.sident’.s Committee on Administrative

Management laid great stret-s on the need for a distinctly higher scale

of compensation, not only for oflicials such as department heads and

bureau chiefs, but for the rank and file as well. With matters as they

were, the Commission .said, people of large ability steered clear of the

service because the top salaries were too low; competent men were con-

tinually being drawn off into private employment; and poorly paid

143 U, S. Slal. at Large, 9S0: Annual Meporl oj the U. S, Ctuil Serviee Com-
mission (1923), 127-135, '

!pp. 11-13.
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officials were tempted to cater to special interests in the hope of opening

up better opportunities. In the lowest levels, compensation compared

rather well with that to be secured at the hands of private business; a

study made in 1932 showed that the average remuneration in the federal

government was about |1,500 a year, while in the whole of industry it

was about SI,200. But from perhaps the $2,500 level, the comparison

became increasingly unfavorable; and in the higher professional and

technical branches the differential was wide.’- No one would expect the

government to match the salary scales of great banks and corporations;

and it can always capitalize on certain advantages of public employment

which tend to offset lower pay. The point seems well taken, however, that

considerations both of efficiency and of prestige require it to reward

talent generously enough to attract and hold it as the highest sort of in-

vestment in the public interest.^

In the national emergency starting in 1940, the problem became espe-

cially acute. With private industry reaching out for literally millions

of new employees and paying them generously, high-grade civil servants

proved increasingly difficult to obtain and experienced older ones hard

to hold. To meet the situation (in its pre-war phases)
,
Congress, in 1941,

passed a Salary Adjustment Act opening the way for periodic salary

increases for substantially all federal officials and employees occupying

permanent positions within the scope of the compensation schedules fixed

by the Classification Act of 1923, and not having attained the maximum
rate of pay for the grade to which their positions were allocated; “ and

under this legislation many thousands of salary readjustments took place.

Some of the difficulties encountered in recruiting the enormously in-

creased numbers of civil servants required after war began have been

mentioned elsewhere. Among them, of course, was low pay in a period

of rising living costa, which at the same time was stirring discontent

among people already in the service. While demands mounted, Congress

marked time. But at length, in December, 1942, a temporary measure

was passed lengthening the work-week of an estimated million and a

half civil servants to forty-eight hours and providing for either (a) time

and a half over-time compensation for work in excess of forty hoiu’S

a week (the over-time to be based on that part of the employee’s salary

below $2,900 a year, with total compensation not to exceed $5,000),

or (b) in the case of employees whose work did not lend itself to an

over-time schedule, a flat ten per cent increase. On the basis of a forty-

1 A compariffOE of the salaries paid in comparable positions by the federal govern-
ment and by private industry a decade ago will be found in G. Creel, "Public Wage
Slaves,” Colliers, XCVII> 14 ff. (Mar. 28, 1936).

* “A man primarily interested in making money has no buaineas in public service,
and to men who belong in it, its intangible rewards are sufficient to compensate for
extra money sacrificed. But an able public servant should be paid enough to support
his family on a scale reasonably commensurate with the importance of his position.
And his pay should Ijo high enough to serve as a mark of public respect for his
profession.’.’ Fortune, XXVIII, 11 (Nov., 1943).

3 The Ramspeck-Mead Act, 55 V. S. StaL at Large, 613.
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eight-hour week, the- effect of the over-time provision!? was to yield

approximately a twenty per cent pay increase. By its own terms, the

measure expired in April, 1943; but, with the war still in progress, a new

Permanent War Pay Act was placed on the statute-book, removing the

$5,000 limitation mentioned above and giving employees not under the

overtime system an additional fifteen per cent, instead of ten. It goes

without saying that the arrangements described will not long outlast

the wmr. More than likely, however, they will leave some result in a

permanently higher scale of rivil-.servant pay; and if they do this, they

will have contributed to a change which many students of the .subject

have long considered prerGC[iusite to raising the level of capacity and

achievement in the service.

Under any scale of compensation thus far prevailing, or likely to be Eotu-c-
^

adopted, the great majority of civil servants cannot be expected to put pOIlSlu NK

aside much for a rainy day—still less to provide in any adequate manner

for old age; and the only satisfajctory way of enabling them to be sepa-

rated from the service, after they have passed their prime, without becom-

ing dependents or public charges is to make them beneficiaries of a

system of retirement pensions. From early in the country’s hi.story, Con-

gress was generous, and sometimes prodigal, in pensioning war veterans

and their dependents. On the other hand, it did not get around to making

provision for civil service pensions until some twenty-five years ago.

Under a Civil Service Retirement Act of 1920 (amended in 1926, 1930,

and 1942), however, we now have a compulsory part-contributory pen-

sion system applying originally to members of the classified service only,

but later extended to large portions of the unclassified service as well.

Five per cent of the salary or other pay of every person covered is

deducted; the government adds interest on the accumulated sums; and

from the “retirement and disability fund” thus created retiring annuities

and disability allowances are paid on a scale determined by law. As liber-

alized in 1930, the system gives all beneficiaries reasonable assurance

against do]wndency in ill health and old age, and brings the United

States abreast of the more advanced countries in making provision for the

multitude of men and women who spend Ihcir lives doing the government’s

routine work, many of them with little or no prospect of promotion or

other betterment/

^Formerly, tlio retiremeat age for railway postal clerks and certain other groups
was sixty-two; for city and rural letter-carriers, post-office c.lei'ka, and other specified

groups, si.xty-five; and for other employees, .seventy. In line with a long-standing

recommendation of the Civil Service Commission, however, Congress in 1042 fixed

seventy a.s the uniform age limit for compulsory retirement. After thirty years’

service, employees may retire voluntarily at sixty, and. after fifteen yeai-s’ service, at

aixty-two. The goveniment may retire them nt these ages without their consent,

but with right the employee to ask for a review of his case by the Civil Service

Commission.
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The Organization of Federal Employees

country’s largest employer’, the national government encounters

questions of labor relations and labor policy not unlike those confronting

corporations and other private employers; and among these arc problems

raised by the unionizing of civil servants for purposes of collective action

and benefit. Organization of federal employees started more than fifty

years ago, and naturally enough in the postal service, considering the

bad working conditions prevailing therein, and also the close resemblance

of that service to private business. Letter-carriers organized nationally

in 1889, post-ofRce clerks in 1890, railway mail clerks in 1891, rural

letter-carriers in 1903. At first, the resulting associations, having chiefly

a fraternal aspect, were encouraged, indeed largely eontrolled, by the

superior officers of the Post-Office Department. When, however, about

1898, they began trying to put pressure upon Congress to raise the level

of pay throughout the service, they lost.favor with the authorities; and

in 1902 President Theodore Roosevelt issued an executive order foahid-

cling all federal officers and employees, on penalty of dismissal from the

government service, “either directly or indirectly, individually or through

associations, to solicit an increase of pay or to influence or attempt to

influence, in their own interest, any other legislation whatever . . . save

through the heads of departments under or in which they serve." ^ Even

after being made more stringent in 1908, this “gag” order proved only

partially effective. Nevertheless, it stirred so much complaint that in

1912 Congress passed an act, strongly backed by the American Pedera-

tion of Labor, unconditionally recognizing the right of federal employees

to petition Congress or any member thereof, guaranteeing that member-

ship in employee organizations designed to improve working conditions

(including pay) should not be made ground for dismissal or demotion,

and conceding the right of the organizations to affiliate with labor unions

outside of the public service, so long as such relationship did not impose

any “obligation or duty ... to engage in any strike or ... to assist ... in

any strike against the United States.” ^ Eramecl with reference primarily

to the postal service (for it was only in the period of the first World War
that federal employees outside of that service began to organize on any

considerable scale)
,
this measure voices the policy of the government in

connection with all parts of the civil establishment at the present day.

frganSL
Since 1917, the organization of federal employees has gone forward

tionssiid fairly rapidly. Nine diflerent groups of postal workers now have their

tivuioa nation-Wide organizations, enlisting m some instances as much as

,
nine-tenths of tlieir potential strength.® A National Federation of Federal

r Nineteenth Annml Report of the U. S. Civil Service Commission (1902), 75.

2 37 II S' Stat. at Lmgc, 555.

» In. pTs-war days, the upwards of 300,000 postal officials and employees formed by .

far the Iwg^ functional group in the federal service. Perhaps the same will again

be true, opce the service returns to a normal basis.
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Employees, formed in the year mentioned, links np more than six hundred

local unions of federal employees, composied of persons engaged in various

setndees outside of the separately organized postal branch; an American

Federation of Government Employees, originating in a secession from

the National Federation in 1932, has grown rapidly, especially among

employees of agencies of New Deal antecedents; the same is true of

the United Federal Workers of America (afliliatcd witli the C.I.O.),

which came into the picture in 1937; and, notwithstanding the opinion

of many people that such relationships should not be permitted (they

have not been in Great Britain since 1927), thousands of employees

engaged in mechanical trades, e.g., printers, earpentej's, and jdumbers,

belong to the regular unions maintained by their privately employed

fellow-craftsmen.

Naturally, the service associations are concerned first of all with

salary scales, hours, retirement rights, and other matters relating to the

status of their own members, and secondarily with irajirovements at the

same points for other service groups as well. Naturally, too, the demands

w'hich they make sometimes run counter to the general public interest.

As a rule, however, they can be counted upon to endorse merit prin-

ciples ^ and to promote employee morale, and sometimes they show

genuine interest in improving the quality of work performed by their

members. Undoubtedly they have helped secure better working condi-

tions for many groups of employees, the National Federation contributing

heavily to adoption of the Retirement Act of 1920 and the Classification

Act of 1923. The things for which the organizations are criticized most

frequenlly and severely are their lobbying activities in Washington in

behalf of bills in which they are interested,^ their occasional excursions

into politics {chiefly by way of working covertly against unfriendly con-

gressmen seeking reclection), and their relations with labor organizations

outside the service, mainly the American Federation of Labor—although

it must be added not only that the National Federation severed all con-

nection with the A. F. of L. in 1931,^ but that the no-strike pledge con-

tained in the constitutions of most of the organizations has been kept

faithfully, so that our government has almost wholly escaped defiance of

its authority by its own employees such as has at times seriou.sly embar-

rassed the govermnenta of France, Italy, and other European countries.'*

.‘The National Federation of Federal Employees and tho American Federation of

Goi'ci'nment Employees wiirmiy supported the efforts leading up to the Eamspeck
Act of 1940.

- E. P. Herring, Group Rcpivsentaliun Bojorp, Congress, Chap. ix.

“ The American Federation is, however, affiliated. Indeed, it came into being, en-

couraged by tho A. F. of L., because of tho National Federation’s withdrawal from

that organization-
. , . , „ , „ j

^ During 1940-41, however, a number of employee associations voiced claims and

“rights” patterned after those defined for trade unions in private industry by the

Nationnl labor Relations Act, and talk in employee circles about collective bargain-

ing and closed shop assumed such proportions as to influence the National Civil

Service Reform league to set tiji a committee to study the development. See Good
Government, LVIII, 21-23 (May-Jupe, 1941), Indeed, with asaiirancpg of’full support
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An un-
finished
task

A great deal of water has gone over the dam since genuine eivil service

reform had its beginning, some sixty years ago. The wartime picture

is of necessity blurred, and a let-down at many points has been unavoid-

able. Nevertheless, the larger part of the federal personnel—even as

swollen by the war—has been placed on a merit basis, and techniques of

personnel management have been greatly improved. Even a hasty read-

ing of the foregoing survey, however, will suggest that a long road

remains to be travelled before our civil service arrangements and pro-

cedures can be pronounced wholly satisfactory. We have the distinction

of being the first large country in the world to develop a public service

based, not on class or caste, but on broad principles of democracy. Eor

this, we have paid a price, however, in the form of the spoils system,

with its resulting inefficiency and waste. For a good while, we have been

trying to rid ourselves of this incubus. But, though narrowed in scope,

the system is still with us on the federal level, and in any case the battle

can in no sense be regarded as won a5 long as the system remains en-

trenched in over half of the states and in a far larger proportion of

counties and cities. On the federal level at least, we have made only

a beginning, too, toward solution of many of the problems of nation-wide

classification and pay-schedules, of efficiency standards and ratings, of

promotions, and, in general, of management-employee relations.

Effective handling of matters such as these would help meet the great-

est need of all, ie., that for surrounding the service with conditions

calculated to attract into it a larger number of talented young men and

women aspiring to make it a career. Our experience with spoils politics

caused us for half a century to think of civil service reform in hardly

more than a negative sort of way, i.e., in terms of frustrating the spoils-

man, while ^the more positive objective of enabling the public seiwices to

get their full share of talented, and perhaps experienced, recruits was

pretty much lost to view. It has been largely responsible, too, for the

wddespread, but essentially false, concept of the public employee as

"a ‘tax-eater,’ a ‘pay-roller,’ as inefficient and perhaps corrupt, as an

overpaid and underworked parasite.”^ The battle with the spoilsman

cannot he relaxed. But the road to opportunity in the federal and other

from the C. I. 0., the biennial convention of state, county, and municipal workers
held at Lansing, Michigan, in September, 1941, set in motion a nation-wide campaign
aimed at extending to the millions of government workers throughout the country all

the colleoLive bargaining rights enjoyed by employees in private industry. See p. 607
below,
The most recent full discussion of the organisation of public (including federal)

enaplpyeos will be found in G. R. Clapp et al., Employee Relations in the Public
Service, cited on p. 460 below. See S. D. Speto, The Labor Movement in a Oovem-
ment Industry; A Study oj Employee Organization in the Postal Service (New York,
1924)

;
E. L. Johnson, “General TJnions in the Federal Service," Jour, of Politics, II,

23-56 (Feb., 1940) ; D. Ziakind, One Thousand Strikes of Oovernment Employees
(NewYork, 1940), relating chiefly to strikes in local-government areas; E. N. Bald-
win, H. E. Kaplan, and S. D. Spero, “Have Public Employees the Right to Strike?,’’

Nat. Mm.. Rev., XXX, S15-62S (Sept, 1941), '

1 National Civil Service Reform League, Annual Report, 194S (New York, 1944), 4.
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services must be made smoother and more alluring—by more ijositive

and effective education pointed in that direction, by better examining

techniques, by higher pay, by opportunities for extensive and intensive

training after entering sendee,^ by a system of promotions inviting

greater confidence, and in other ways which will readily occur to readers

of the foregoing pages. Studies made some years ago indicate that the

“prestige value” of the federal service, while still low enough, is higher

than that of state and municipal services—in other words, that tho

public has more respect for and confidence in the national service than

in the others.- Too long, however, the impression prevailed (and not

without reason) that appointment to even the federal service led nowhere

and, except as a makeshift, was to be shunned by young people of energy,

ambition, and capacity. Today, the situation i.s changing. Increased

opportunities for advancement to higher levels in the service have been

opened; the importance of administration as a branch of government

was never more fully appreciatc'd; the subject, in all of its aspects, has

never been studied with equal intensity by officials, investigating com-

missions, research bureaus, and—quite as significantly—teachers and

students in colleges and universities. From an almost uniform attitude

of indifference, openly encouraged by vocational advisers, the collegiate

youth of the country is being stirred to genuine interest, not only in

administration as a subject of academic study, but in public service as a

personal challenge and opportunity. There is no more hopeful sign than

this; for it is the young men trained at Oxford, Cambridge, London, and

more recently the provincial universities, who have brought the British

civil service to its recognized rating as the best that the world has

known.^

1 E. Brooks, Inr-service Training of Federal Employees (Chicago, 1939).

2 L, D. White, “Politics and Public Service,” Annals oj Amer. Acad, oj PoUt. and
Soc. ScL, CLXIX, 87-90 (Sept., 1933). Cf. the same author’s Prestige Value oj Public

Employment (Chicago. 1929), and Further ConlribiUians to the Prestige Value of

Public Employmini (Chicago, 1932).
“ In the pa.st two decades, a long list of American universities and colleges have

dovi 'loped facililie.s—courses, programs, fellowships, etc.—for training for public

service, on either a pru-ontry or an in-scrvice basis—developments which, will be

found Hurveyed and interpreted at length in G. A. Graham, Education for Public

Admini^trul'ion (Chicago, 19-11). Aa noted above, the National Imtitutc of Public

Affairs in Washington annually awards scholarships for training at the natiQn.il

capital. Various conferences on the subjbet have been held, notably one at the

(Jnivpraity of Minnc.Mita in 1931, resulting in a volume entillecl Vniversily Tram-
ing jiir the Public Service (Minneapolis, 1932), in which appoara, along with the

procoedings, a full description of the oipportunitie.s available and training required

for the 18,000 federal postions at that time held by college-trained men and worneu.

A full list of references will bn found in D. C. Culver. Training /or Public Service;

A Bibliography (Berkeley, 1937). Cf. M. B. Larabie, Training for the Public Service

(Ghiengo, 1935) ;
L. Mefiam, Public Service and Special Training (Chicago, 1936),

discounting emphasis on university training: 0. G. Stahl, “Public Service Training

in ITmversitie.s,” Amer. Polil. Sci. Rev., XXXI, 870-878 (Oct., 1937); M. E.

Dimock, “The Potential Incentive of Public Employment,” ibid., XXVIII, 628-636

(Aug,, 1033),

\
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i^CHAPTER XXITI

THE NATIONAL JUDICIARY

The crowning defect of the government under the Articles of Con-

federation, wrote Alexander Hamilton in The Federalist,'^ was the “want

of a judicial power”; and in providing for "a more perfect union" the

framers of the constitution declared in the preamble their purpose to

“establish justice,” and made provision in the third article for a system

of national courts complete in itself, separate from the state courts, and

deriving existence and jurisdiction solely from the national constitution

and statutes.

If to “establish justice” meant to insure the security of rights under

the national constitution, it wtis essential to have national laws and

treaties administered uniformly throughout the country as the “supreme

law of the land.” And this could be attained only through a series of

tribunals establi-shed and maintained by the same authority that enacts

n- the laws and makes the treaties. If the interpretation of the national

constitution, la^vs, and treaties had been left to the courts of the several

states, we might have had as many different final interpretations as there

are states. Inasmuch, too, as the control of foreign relations is vested

exclusively in the national government, it w'as essential that any legal

controversies concerning the status or rights of ambassadors and other

representatives of foreign governments should be determined in courts

created by the same authority that would be held responsible by those

governments for any violations of the law of nations, namely, the na-

tional government, rather than in courts deriving their authority from

the state governments, with which foreign nations can have no direct

dealings. Still further, in case the national government bIiquIcI itself

become a party to a hiwsuit witli its own citizens, it could hardly be

expected to submit to the decisions of courts of a state government. Na-'

tienal golirts, it was tliought al.'^o, wmuld provide more impartial tribunals

than state courts for the decision of boundaiy disputes and other con-

troversies between two or more states, and of controversies between the

citizens of the same state claiming lands under grants of tw'O or more

states, or between citizens re.siding in different states.

For these various reasons, the makers of the constitution decided upon

a national judiciarj’- and put into the instrument a separate article—the

third—commonly known as,^the judiciaiy article. Without going into such

1 No. sxn (Lodge's ed., 132),

Why an
indo-
Hf'ndPiifc

judifuil

h.

"The
judieiftTs
article

^
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' matters as the number, composition, and interrelations of the national

courts, this article provides simply that the national judicial power “shall

be vested in one supi’eme court and in such inferior courts as Congress

may from time to time ordain and establish.” With remarkable concise-

ness and lucidity, it indicates also the limits, or range, of this national

judicial power—a matter so obviously basic as to furnish the natural

starting point for any study of the system.

iScope of the Federal Judicial Power

Federal In the domain of justice, as in all others, the national government
diction; has Only delegated and enumerated powers—which means that the na-

tional courts have jurisdiction over only those classes of cases specified

in (the constitution, or implied in it, while the state courts have jurisdic-

tion over all others^ As a glance at the judiciary article will show, the

federal judicial power extends to some cases because of the nature of

the matter in controversy, and to othejis because of the status or resi-

dence of the parties concerned. The first of these two classes of cases

includes (1) all cases in law and equity arising under the constitution,

laws, and treaties of the United States, and (2) all cases of admiralty and
maritime jurisdiction. That is to say, whenever, in any lawsuit, a right is

asserted which is based upon some provision of the national constitution,

laws, or treaties, or when it is asserted that some right secured by the

national constitution, statutes, or treaties has been violated by the enact-

groSnd
^ municipal ordinance, the case may be commenced
decided by, the federal com-ts; or, if commenced in a state court,

veray bcfoi'e final decision, be transferred to the federal courts. In other

words, whenever it becomes essential to a correct decision of a lawsuit

to obtain an interpretation or application of the national constitution,

laws, or treaties, the case comes within "the judicial power of the United
States.” Cases of “admiralty and maritime jurisdiction,” also falling

in this class, have to do with offenses committed on shipboard, and with
contracts which by their nature must be executed partly or wholly on
the high seas or “navigable waters of the United States,” e.g., contracts

for the transportation of passengers and freight, marine insurance poli-

cies, contracts for ships' supplies and seamen’s wages, and actions to

recover damage for torts and other injuries. In time of war, prize cases,

too, are included.

lloSSa cases comes within the scope of the federal judicial
of states powejP' because of the character or residence of the parties, and includes
paHiss (l)Vall case^ affecting ambassadors and other public ministers and

consuls; (2)Vcontroversiea to which the United States is a party
contrdversies between citizens of different states; (4) disputes between
citizens of the same state claiming lands under grants from different
states; and (5) cases to which a state is a party. Prom this last class,
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however, the Eleventh Amendment has excepted suits brought against a

state by the citizens of another state or by those of a foreign country.

Such cases, if triable at all, fall exclusively within the iuriscliction of the

state courts.^

The mere fact, however, that certain classes of cases are mentioned

in the constitution as falling within the judicial power of the United

States docs not necessarily mean that they arc thereby wholly removed

from the jurisdiction of the state courts—because the constitution gives

the federal courts no exclusive jurisdiction whatever. Congress alone

determines by law which of the eases specified in the constitution shall bo

handled exclusively by the federal courts; all others may be tried in

state courts. Under existing national statutes, the federal courts have

exclusive jurisdiction of all civil actions in wliieh a state is a party, except

those between a state and its citizens or against a state by citizens of an-

other state or by aliens; also of the following cases, arising under either

the constitution or national statutfjs: crimes, iwnaltics, and seizures, and

all admiralty, maritime, patent-right, copyright, and bankruptcy cases;

and, further, of all suits and proceedings against ambassadors, or other

public ministers (or their servants)
,
and against consuls or vico-consuls.

Concurrent jurisdiction is enjoyed by the federal and state courts over

practically all other cases falling within the judicial power of the United

States,' which means that the party instituting such a case (the plaintiff)

has the option of commencing his action in a court of his own or the

defendant’s state, or of bringing it into a federal court.

. The existence at all times of thousands of cases on the dockets of the

federal courts may be accounted for in one or another of three different

ways. By far the greatest number arc cases begun and ended in a federal

court because that is the only forum in which they can be tried at all.

Other cases have been com’menced in a state court, but have been trans-

ferred, at the request of the defendant, to a federal court to be finally

disposed of there. Such removal is permissible (1) when the parties reside

in different states, and (2) when, even though they reside in the same

state, some right or immunity is called in question which is based upon

the national constitution, law.s, or treaties. In the first instance, the case

is said to have been removed by reason of the “diverse citizenship” of

iNo state may bo sued, even in its own courts, without its consent. In the case

of ChLsholm v. Georgiii in 1793 (2 Dallas 419), the Supreme Court siiataiiied an action

brought againtt the state of Georgia by_ a citizen of South Cavolina. TM.s was
generally regarded as derogatory to the dignity of a sovereign statu, and it led to
the immediate adoption oi the Eleventh Amendment, which except,? from the jum-
diction of federal courts rases brought against a state by citizens of anothw state

or of a foreign slate. On the suability of a state, see W. W, Willoughby, Comtil’Uf^

tional Law oj the United States (2nd ed.), Ill, Chap, ixvii.

“In a few inatancps, Congress has left jurisdiction wholly to the state courts, e.g.,

in suits between citizens of different states where no fudBi’.al question is involved
and the araonnt in controversy is loss than S3,COO. These cases may not be brought
into the federal courts at all, either originally, by removal, or by appeal.
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the parties;^ in the second, because a “federal question” is involved. In

either event, the removal must lake place before the state courts have

entered final judgment. Almost without exception, cases so transferred

go directly to an inferior federal court, rather than to the Supreme

Court; although they may ultimately reach that tribunal if an appeal

is taken from the decision of the lower court. The object of permitting

removals is to place the defendant on an equal footing with the plaintiff

(who had a choice between the federal and state courts when he brought

his suit)
,
and especially to protect the defendant against the effects of

local prejudice. Lastly, cases get into the federal courts as a result

of appeals from the decision of the highest court of the state where the

action started. If, in deciding such cases, the state court finds it necessary

to uphold or deny any right claimed under the national constitution,

laws, or treaties, the defeated party may take an appeal directly to the

federal Supreme Court, which thus is given the last word in passing upon

national rights.

“

Kinds of Cases Tried

The cases appearing in the federal courts in one or another of the

ways just explained fall into two great divisions—i.crimin£tl and civil.

The only criminal jurisdiction belonging to the federal courts is .such

as has been conferred by act of Congress; and Congress, of course, has

no authority to define crimes and fix penalties except as it is derived,

directly or indirectly, from the constitution. In only five kinds of cases

has that instrument directly conferred this authority, namely, (1)

piracies and felonies committed on the high seas; (2) offenses against

the law of nations, or international law; (3) counterfeiting the securities

and current coin of the United States; (4) treason against the United

States; and (5) offenses committed in the District of Columbia, in a

place wholly imder national control (such as a fort or an arsenal), or

in the territories and dependencies, where Congress has ample authority

to define crimes and determine their punishment.®

^The right to transfer cases from state to federal courts on account of diveivsity

of citizenship has been extended to citizens of Alaska, Hawaii, and the District of

Columbia. See J. A. McKenna, Jr., “Divemity of Citizenship Clause Extended,”
Georgetown Law Jour., XXIX, 193-203 (Nov., 1940); D 0. McGovney, “A Supieme
Court Eiction,” Harmrd Law Rev., LVI, 853-898, 1090-1124, 1225-1260 (May, June,
July, 1943)

,

s Before 1928, ,suoh an appeal commonly took the form of a “writ of error,”

dhected by the Supieme Court to the state court concerned. In the year mentioned,
however. Congress abolished writs of enw. 42 U. S. Slat, at Large, 64. Appeals may
now be taken from state courts only by "wi'it of certiorari,” which the Supreme Court
may, in its discretion, grant or refuse. Cf. J. G. Peacock, "Purpose of Certiorari in
Supreme Court Practice,” Amer. Bar Assoc. Jour., XV, 681-684 (Nov., 1929)

.

* The federal criminal code will be found in Code of the Laws of the XJ. S. (1934),
719-792. There are nine principal federal crime control agencies: the Bureau of
Investigation, the Secret Seiwiee, the Intelligence Unit of the Bureau of Internal
BeVenne, the Enforcement Division of the Alcohol Tax Unit, the Customs Agency
Service of the Bureau of Customs, the Bureau of Narcotics, the Coast Guard, the
Immigration Border Patrol, and the Office of Chief Inspector of the Post-Office
Department, See A. C. Millspaugh, Crime Control by the National Government
(Washington 1937)
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If, however, the orinrinal dockets of the federal courts contained only siat-

cases falling within these five classes, the criminal jurisdiction of these Lnmea

tribunals would be quitQ^inimpressive. Actually, the power of Congress

to define crimes and p/bvide for their punishment is very much greater

than the above enumpation would indicate; for whenever Congress has

authority under the constitution to enact a law upon a given subject, it

has the implied or resulting powmr to make that law effective by provid-

ing that infractions thereof shall be treated and punished as crimes. The
power to establish post-offices, for example, carries with it the implied

power to punish the crime of robbing the mails; the power to coin money,

the implied power to punish counterfeiting of paper currency. Invoking

its power to regulate and protect interstate commerce, Congrus.s, in 1934,

passed a series cjl laws materially enlarging federal jurisdiction over acts

that are originally stale criminal offenses, but which often assume an

interstate chandler because of the flight of the perpetrator.’-

Procedure in' federal criminal cases - is regulated in large measure cnm-

by those provisions of the early amendments designed to protect the cedurr

rights of persons accused of crime by surrounding them with the safe-

guards against arbitrary and irregular prosecutions that were inherited

from the English common law and embodied in the Bill of Rights of

1689. No civilian, for example, may be put on trial for a federal offense

(except a misdemeanor) unless he has been indicted by a grand jury,

nor be compelled to testify against liimself in any criminal case, nor be

deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law. Per-

sona accused of crime are entitled to a speedy and public trial by an

impartial jury; ® to a trial in the vicinity -where the crime was committed,

’ With iurisdictioa l-cstrioted to their respective states, state authorities fonnerly
were oiten handicapped by lack of any right to cross state lines in pursuit of persons
accused or suspected of crime. Federal penal legislation of the sort mentioned above
has aided in bringing about a closer coordination and cooperation of state and federal

criminal authorities. In 1934, Congress expressly authorized "any two or more slates

to enter into agreements or compacts for cooperative effort and mutual assistance in

the pievention of crime and in the enforcement of their respectiv'e criminal laws and
policies, and to establish such agencies, joint or otherwise, as they may deem desirable

for making effective such agreements and compacts.” Upwards of forty states have
siiicf signed an interstate compact for the supervision of parolees and probationers;

and fluring 1941, more than five thousand such persons were permitted to leave the
jurisdiction of their sentencing state and were being supervised by the parole and
probation authorities of other states. Slate Government, XVII, 323 (Apr., 1944).

Cf. L B. Boudin, "The Place of the Anti-Racketeering Act in Onr Constitutional

System," CbrncU Law Quar., XXVIII, 261-285 (Mar,, 1943).
= The only provi^iion^ in the constitution's “bill of righta’| relating to civil pro-

cedure is Art, VII, which guarantees trial by jury in all civil oases in. which the

amount in controversy exceeds twenty dnllars.

“The right to trial by jury does not extend to petty offenses, and may be waived,
under certain circimisfances, even in felony cases. See Schick v. United States, 196

U. S. 65 (1904) ; Patton v. United States, 281 U. S 276 (1930)
;
and especially Adams

V. United States, 317 XT. S, 269 (1942). Cf. M. E. Otis, "Selecting Federal Jurora,”

Amer. Bar Asuoo. Jour., XXIX, 19-21 (Jan., 1943) ; W. W. Blume. “Jury Selection
Analyzed—^Proposed Revision of the Federal System,” Mirh. Law Rev., XLII, 831-

S62 (Apr., 1944). For the guidance of persons^ drawn to serve on juries in. federal

courts, the Judicial Conference oftSenior Cironit Judges has prepared a stnall Hand-y
book for Petit Jurore (1944), which explains in language readily undei’stQod the
functions of jnrymen in such eovtrts.

^
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in order to facilitate the obtaining of witnesses; t'o be furnished with an
exact copy of the indictment; to have witnesses subjected to cross-exam-

ination in their presence; to have compulsory process for obtaining wit-

nesses; to have the assistance of counsel for their defense; and to be

admitted to bail in a reasonable sum, pending trial. Piudhcrmore, no

person may again be subjected to trial in a federal court for the same

offense if he has once been acquitted on the charge. But the same offense

may be punishable by the state authorities in the state courts and by the

federal authorities in the federal courts. This is true, for example, in

cases of fraud where use has been made of the mails, and of theft from

freight-cars moving in interstate commerce. And the fact that a person

has been successfully prosecuted for such an offense in a state court is no

bar to prosecuting and convicting him in a federal court; for in such

cases the defendant is merely being tried in different jurisdictions for

offenses against different sovereignties. Instances of this sort of thing

were particularly numerous during the days of national' prohibition.^

Criminal prosecutions are instituted and trials conducted, on behalf

of the government, by district attorneys appointed by the president on

recommendation of the attorney-general, for each of the eighty-four

districts into which the states are now divided; and the territories have

their distinct attorneys serving in a similar capacity. In exceptionally

important and complicated cases, a special district attorney may be ap-

pointed to represent the government.

Civil cases constitute the second great division of actions tried in

the federal courts. On the basis of the law administered, three distinct

sorts of civil cases must be distinguished—cases at law, cases in equity,

and admiralty cases. Cases at law comprise mainly actions arising out

of civil wrongs, called torts, and actions based upon contracts, either

express or implied. They rest upon some principle of the old common law

carried over from England, or upon some state or federal statute; and

they are tried in accordance with the rules of the common law, or modi-

fications thereof provided for by state ^ or federal statutes. In most ac-

tions at law, the redress sought is money damages, and the remedy is

granted only after the wrong has been committed or the coqtract has

been broken. At common law, such actions could be brought into the

courts only when they could be fitted into some one of about a half-dozen

stereotyped and rigid forms of action, such as assumpsit, trover,- trespass,

replevin, etc, Bub cases were constantly arising, as they do nowadays, in

’The punishment of the same offense by both the federal and state govemmenta
is sometimes mistakenly spoken, of as violating the "double jeopardy” provision

of the Fifth Amendment. What that provision actually bars is only a second prosecu-

tion in. ths same jurisdieiion,
* In the decision of many oases based upon diverse citizenship of the parties, the

courts are called upon to interpret or apply no provisions of national law, but merely
.those of state laws. For example, it a suit is brought between citizens of New York
and of Pehnsylvania rEgarding land in Pennsylvania, the only law involved in the
ense and applied by the fede'ral court is the local law of Fennsvlvania.
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which Eubslantial justipe, or equity, could not be obtained under any of

these common-law actions, or even by the award of money damages.
There are many cases, for example, in which the granting of money
damages to the injured party is an inadequate remedy, for the very

good reason that the defendant may refuse to pay tlie judgment obtained
'

against him and has no property which can be seized and sold to satisfy

the judgment. Or it may be impossible to estimate the amount of dam-
ages that would result from non-fulfillment of an agreement. In .still other

cases, a contract may be involved—for example, a deed conveying title

to real estate—which is perfectly regular and legal on its face and is

executed w’ith due formality, although the circumstances surrounding its

execution have been tainted by fraud, intimidation, or undue influence.

In order to do "equity,” or “.suKstantial justice,” in .sudi cases a.s a/

these, the "equity jurisdiction” of English and American courts has monuity

been built up through the centuries as a supplement to the usual law

remedies. How equity proceedings attain their object may be illustrated

by following out each of the illustrations employed above. Industrial

strikes often vesult in injury or destruction of property for which no

adequate money damages can be collected. In equity proceedings, a fed-

eral court may, by issuing a writ of injunction,^ command tlio striker.s

and their sympathizers to refrain from injuring or destroying property

belonging to an employer. Any violation of the terms of an injunction

constitutes an offense known as contempt of court, which may be pun-

ished severely and summarily by the court whose injunction has been

disregarded, in most cases without benefit of jury trial for the offending

partie.s.“ In this fact, and in the additional aspect that injunctions

may be issued in advance of any actual injury or destruction, as a means

of 'preventive justice, lies the superiority of equity proceedings in such

cases over the only alternative at common lawq namely, an action for

damages after property has been injured or destroyed.

Again, when it is impossible to estimate the amount of damages that

might result from a breach of contract, as wdien the owner of a valuable

race-horse has agreed to sell that horse—^the only one the purchaser

wants—a court, in equity proceedings, will, by a decree of “specific per-

formance," order the owner to carry out the agreement. Eaihirc to do so

thereafter will subject the owner to contempt proceedings. In the third

lAn injunction is n writ issued by a court comniunding an individual, a Kroiip

of per.-ioii.-j, or a coiporation to do, or to refrain from doing, certain acts described

in the writ. The writ is of very early English origiu, and the right to fc.sun it is

not peculiar to the federal courts, but belongs to the state courts as well. At one

time, injunctions were employed so frequently in labor disputes that labor leaders

loudly denounced “government by injunction.”
^ The Clayton Anti-Trust Act of 1914 provided for trial by jury in ca-ses of indirect

contempt arising out of labor disputes, that i% for acts done outside the presence

of the court and not interfering with the performance of judiciul functions, The
Norris-La Guardia Act passed in March, 1932, regulates the jurisdiction of federal

courts in matters affecting employer and employee, and inchides a series of specific

restrictions upon the courts in granting injunctions in labor cases. See Code of Ike

Laws of the V. S. (1934), 1325-1328.
' '

* ^
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type of eases, a court in equity proceedings may entirely set aside a deed

for the transfer of property on the ground of fraudulent or other im-

proper circumstances surrounding execution of the deed.

The rules and remedies peculiar to equity practice and procedure
"
arc enforced by the same federal judges who administer the principles

and rules of the common law; and it is always necessary in equity pro-

ceedings, before a judge will grant the appropriate equity relief, to

establish the fact that the party seeking equity has no adequate remedy

at law. In its long history in England and in this country, equity has

come to have its own elaborate and highly technical code of rules and

precedents parallel to the complicated rules and procedure in common-

law actions. Such equity rules as are observed and enforced in our federal

courts arc drawn up, and at extended intervals revised, by the justices of

the Supreme Court.

Lastly, the same federal judges that administer common law and

equity also administer admiralty and maritime law in cases of tort and

contract connected with shipping and water-borne commerce on the high

seas or “navigable waters of the United States.” Such cases arc tried

and determined in accordance with the highly technical and peculiar

rules of an admiralty code inherited from England and modified by

acts of Congress. In prize and piracy cases, the judges sitting in ad-

miralty courts also administer international law.

In their handling of cases at law and in equity, the federal courts in

recent decades have increasingly become the managers of important

businesses, through their right to appoint receivers to take charge of

and manage property, pending litigation, for the benefit of the owners,

stockholders, or creditors. As a result, the courts have found themselves

indirectly engaged in the operation of railways, municipal transporta-

tion systems, mines, factories, and various other business enterprises;

and in so doing they are required to pass upon questions of business

administration, service, and personnel, supervise accounts, authorize

bond issues and sales of property, and intervene in controversies between

employers and labor unions over wages and working conditions. In this

capacity, “they are as truly the business managers of the properties or

enterprises which they are judicially guarding as if the judges bore the

title of president or superintendent.” *

Structure of the Federal Judicial System

Having viewed the scope of the national judicial power, the different

ways in which cases get into the federal courts, and the kinds of cases

that' federal judges axe called upon to handle, we are in a position to

take up the structure, or prganization, of the courts composing the federal

jud,icial system. Only one such court, the Supreme Court, is definitely

prh^^'ided for in the constitution; all of the others have been created, and

A JVete Oonstiiulion for a New America, 192 .
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their jurisdictions liave^been detcimined, by acta of Congress passed at

various times, beginning with the Judiciary Act of 1789, which fornrs the

basis of the present organization^

First, in logical order, come the courts of first instance, called district

courts, of -which there are, in the states, eighty-four.J A small state, such

as Vermont or New Hampshire, may constitute a district by itself; larger

or more populous states may be divided into two or more districts
;
and

in still other cases, a district may consist of parts of two or more states.

In every district there i.s at lea,si one district judge, and there may be

^as many as thirteen if the amount of litigation -warrants/All are appointed

by the pifiaidenLand Senate. omrccoimaendation of the attorney-general,

and,„iiold office during good behavior^ Where there is more than one

judge, the district court holds its sessions in different “divisions” simul-

taneously, each with a single judge sitting,^ In all, there are approxi-

mately 180 district judges,^

All federal crimes are prosecute^ in these tribunals, and likewise pro- Then-

ceediiig.s under the anti-trust laws, admiralty cases, suits arising under dJtLn

the internal revenue, postal, copyright, patent, and bankruptcy laws, or

under any law regulating commerce, as well as cases removed from a

state court before final judgment."* Jn a few instances, appeals may be

taken directly to the Supreme Court; ^but as a rule they go first to a

circuit court, of, appeals./T,he,district court iiself has no appellate juris-

diction whatsoever; the common impression that cases may be appealed

from a highest state court to a federal district court is quite erroneousj'

'

’There are also district courts—one in each case—^in the District of Columbia,
Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and the Canal Zone.
’In Febmaiy, 1939, the Senate refused to confirm the nomination of Floyd H.

Roberts to be district judge in western Virginia, because his nomination was “utterly

and personally obnoxious" to both senators from Virginia. This rejection of a person

whose qualifications were conceded revived discussion of the defects of the present

system of naming federal iudge.9, and of possible substitute methods. See W. D.
Mitchell, "Appointment of Federal Judges,” Amer. Bar Assoc.. Jow,, XVII, S69-574

(Sept., 1931); B, Shnrtel, "Federal Judges—Appointment, Supervision, Removal."
Joiir. o/ Amrr. Jitdic. Sac., XV, 21-30, '10-5b 79-^ (June-Oct., 1931).

Ordinarily, as indicated, cases in the district courts are heard and decided by a
single judge. Tloiyeycr, a court consisting of three judges is required to puBn upon
applicatioii.s for injunctions to rn.strain state officers from enforcing a .state law
alleged to be uncnnstitiitional. Code of the Laws of the U. S. (1934), 1274-1270. Like-
wise, under an act of 1937, a court of three judges is required to pass upon applica-

tions for injimction-s to prevent the enforcement of federal I'lw.s idleged to bo
uncoMtitutiopal. 50 TJ. S. Slat, at Large, 751.

During the first half-century under the comtitution, the state had con-

current jurisdiction over federal crimes. C. Warren, "Federal Criminal Law and the

State Coiirt.s,” Harvani Lnw Mcv., XXXVIII, 515-59,S (Mar., 1925) ;
W. Denm.in,

"Critical Study nf the United States Trial Courts,” Jour, of Amer. Judic. Soc., XXI,
115-125 (Doc., 1937),

On June 30, 103-1—in a period of economic depre.=sion—^Irankniptey cases (63,362)

outnumbered fill others, ei\-il or criminal, on the federal dockeb. For a number of

years thereafter, the number stood at over 60,000. By 1943, however, it had dropped
nearly one-third, to 34,711. In the three fecal years 1942-44. the most numerous
types of civil eases relateil to property condemnation and to price control and

rationing regulations ; in 1944, the former numbered 2,748 (a decline from 4,975 in

1943). and the latter, 6,707 (an increase from 2,230 in 1943). Annual Repqrt of the A
fOireclor of the Administrative Offee of United States Courts (1944), 1.
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Next in order come the circuit courts of appeals, one of which is found

in each of the ten great judicial circuits into which ihe country has been

divided, with an additional one in the District of Columbia. District

judges may be called in to serve in these courts; but usually a court of

appeals is composed of circuit judges, appointed by the president and

Senate, and holding office during good behavior.^. In circuits having the

largest amount of litigation or greatest area, there are as many as six or

seven circuit judges.‘Tn every circuit, there must be at least three; and

in contrast with the district courts, in which judges sit singly, at least

two circuit judges must hear every case, with certification of a case to the

Supreme Court for instructions or for final decision if the circuit judges

divide equally upon it. The original purpose in creating the circuit courts

of appeals was, howover,^to relieve the Supreme Court of some of its

appellate jurisdiction, and thus to expedite the final decision of rapidly

multiplying cases,fThe work of the courts of appeals is confined entirely

to cases appealed from the district courts and to the review and enforce-

ment of orders issued by certain administi’ative bodies, such as the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, the Eeclera] Trade Commission, and the

National Labor Relations Board. Since in most cases their decisions are

final, they are really couiis of last resort in suits between aliens and

citizens, between citizens of different states where no federal question is

involved, and in cases arising under the criminal, patent, copyright, bank-

ruptcy, and revenue laws, or the law of admiralty (except prize cases),

when the amount in controversy docs not exceed one thousand dollars^-

Nevertheless, in any of these instances the" Supreme Court may, upon

petition of either party, and before final action, order a case transferred

to itself for review and final decision.

At the head of the federal judicial system—^in a sense, at the head of the

entire judicial system of the United States—stands our most august

tribunal, the Supreme Court, first organized under the Judiciary Act of

1789 with a chief justice and five associate justices.^' Since then the

total number of justices, as fixed by Congress, has once been as high

as ten, although at present—^notwithstanding a presidential project in

1937 for increasing it—it is nine.> Appointed, of course, by the president

and Senate, all hold ofiice during good behavior; and, as with judges in

the lower federal courts, salaries are fixed from time to time by Con-

1 There are at present fifty-eight such judges. The circuits and the areas included
within them are listed in V. S- Government Manual (Summer, 1944), 48-49.

* M. T. Manton, “Organization and Work of the United States Circuit Courts of
Appeals,’' Amer. Bar Assoc. Jour., XII, 41-40 (Jan., 1926). The jurisdiction of the cir-

cuit courts pf appeals was considerably enlarged by act of Congress in 1925. Charts
showing the appellate relationship of the federal courts will be found in U. 8. Daily,
Sept, 29, 1926. and Oct. 24, 1930.

® C. Warren, "The Krat Decade of the Supreme Court of the United States,”
Univ, of Chicago Laua Rev., 'VH, 631-654 (June, 1940).
^The number—originally six—was reduced to (five in 1801, increased to seven in

1807, to nine in 3837, to ten in 1863, reduced to seven in. 1866, and again inorefead
to nine in 1869,
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gress, subject to the single constitutional restriction that no judge’s com-

pensation may be diminished while he continues in office. The chief

justice now receives $20,500 a year, and the associate justices $20,000 each, , f

Although paid a little more, the chief justice, has, in reality, no more

legal weight or influence in deciding cases than any of the associate

justices. He is simply the presiding judge at sessions of the Court, acting

further as a sort of chairman in assigning to his associates the task of

writing the Court’s decisions in cases that have been heard and discussedr^^

His position in this respect does not, however, exempt him from per-

forming his share of this kind of work. He also appoints membors of the

Court to serve on committees which now and then revise tlic rules govern-

ing equity procedure and the rules of practice in actions at law, and

whicli also have drafted rules of criminal procedure.' In all, twelve

chief justices have presided over our highest judicial tribunal since its

creation.* The outstanding figure in the list is John Marshall, whose

tenure covered more than tliirly-iyears (1801-34), and who, because of

his forceful and winsome personality, his firm and clear convictions in

favor of a liberal construction of the powers of the national government,

and the masterful logic and lucidity of style with which those convictions

were expressed in many a notable decision during the formative period of

our national institutions, is justly regarded as “the second father of the

constitution”—even though some of the constitutional interpretations for

which he is famous are not in favor with the Court as it stands today

v

There have been a.ssociatc justices also whose personality and influence

upon our constitutional history entitle them to mention—^notably James

Wilson (1789-98), Joseph Stoi-y (1811-45), Stephen J. Field (1863-97),

John M. Harlan (1879-1911), and Oliver Wendell Holmes (1902-32).

Each member of the Supreme Court is assigned to one (in two instance.?

to two) of the judicial circuits into which, as we have seen, the country

has been divided; and all arc entitled to sit with the couits of appeals

of their respective circuits. No one of them, however, ever finds time

j
actually to "go on circuit,” as was the practice in early days. Sessions

’ Pive Ktatutea enacted between 1940 and 1943 Rave the Court rule-makiiiR power in
criminal casea, and pur-suant to this legislation the Court instituted the preparation,

of a code of rules of criminal procedure, with the assi.stunce of an advisory conuuitfeB
of lawyers and judges. The work of the committee and the rules iiroposed are dis-

cussed in Jutir. Amer. Judia. h'oe., XXVII, 38-48 (Aug., 1943); I'bfd., 101-10-1 (Dee.,

1943); AmVr. Bar. Assoc. Jour., XXIX, 376-378 (July, 1913); and Midi. Law lieu.,

XLIl, 333-382 (Dec, 1913).

“In chronological order, they are: John Jny, 1789-95 (resigned); John Butledge,
1795-96; Oliver Elkworth, 1796-1800 (resigned); John Marshall, 1801-35; Roger B,
Taney, 1836-61; Salmon P. Cluise, 1864-73; Morrison R. Waite, 1S74-S8; Melville

W. Fuller, 1SS9-1910; Edward D. White, 1910-21; William S. Taft, 1921-30; Charles
E, Uughes, 1930-41; and Harlan P, Stone, since 1941.

* On the influence of Marshall, see series of acldre,stfes delivered at the centennial
celebration of hia appointment, John Marshall; Life, Character, and Judicial tiervices,

3 vols, (Chicago, 1903) ;
W. E. Dodd, "Chief Justice Mar.“hall and Virginia,” Amer.

TIkt. Rev., XII, 776-787 (July, 1907) ; E. S. Corwin, John Marshall and the Cotv
stitution (New Haven, 1919); and A. J. Beveridge, ij7c of John Marshall, 4 vols.

(Boston, 1916-19). There is also a two-volume edition of the last-mentioned work'

(1929).
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of the Court are held annually, in the new anrl impressive Supreme

Court building,^ beginning in October and lasting until about May.
DwiKions gix justices must be on hand when any case is argued, and not less

ions”'
^ majority of that “quorum,” i.e., four, must bo in agreement upon

any decision handed down.2' If fewer than this minimum can concur,

a rehearing is likely to be ordered
;
although an even division commonly

means simply that the decision of the lower court will stand without

further contest.?' Supporting every decision is a more or less extended

“opinion,” or statement indicating the line of reasoning" pursued; and

any justices who concur in the result, but have arrived at it by a differing

line of argument, are permitted to contribute single or joint “concurring”

opinions, while any one or more unable to concur may submit single or

joint “dissenting” opinions.^ And all decisions and opinions are regularly

published by the government, for the benefit of the legal profession and

the general public, in a series of volumes known as United States Reports ’

ipov more than seventy years prior to 19^, the sessions of the Court were held
in the old Senate chamber in the Capitol, See T. E. Wnggaman, “The Supreme
Court; Its Homes, Past and Present,’’ Amer. Bar Assoc. Jour., XXVII, 283-289

(May, 1041),
2 'The requirement of n quorum of six justices has recently prevented the Court from

hearing several important cases, inasmuch as four of the nine justices have regarded
themselves as disqualified to sit in those cases because (in three instances) of former
connection with the Department of Justice. Bills have, therefore, been introduced in

Congress (1944) to make a simple majority (now five) a quorum, as was the rule

from 1789 to 1863. The rule of six oiigmated when (1863-69) the Court had ten
members and. seems to have been retained by inadvertence when the number was
reduced to nine. See C. "Warren, “Quorum of Court,” R. V. Times, Dec. 20, 1942;

I. M. "Wolff, “Congressional Consideration of the Supreme Court Quorum,” George-
town Law Jour., XXXII, 293-297 (Mar., 1944R H. E. Cunninghanu “The Problem
of the Supreme Court Quorum,”

_
Geo. WashmoLon Law Rev., XII, 175-189 (Feb.,

1944) ;
Hearings before sub-committee of the House Judiciaiy Committee on H. H.

2808, to change the quorum of the Supreme Court (June 11 and 24, 1943).
a A notable instance of this occurred in 1895, when the income tax law of 1894

was held nboonstitutional (Pollock v. Farmers’ Loan and Trust Co.). In 1917, the
constitutionality of an Oregon minimum wage law, and in 1936 the constitutionality

of a Hew York unemployment insurance law, was sustained by reason of an even
division in the Supreme Court.

^ See E. A, Evans, “The Dissenting Opinion; Its Use and Abuse," Missouri Law
Rev., Ill, 120-142 (Apr,, 1938); C. H, Pi-itchett, “Division of Opinion Among Justices

of the United States Supreme Court, 1939-41,” Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev., XXXV, 890-

898 (Oct., 1941)
;
ibid., “The Voting Behavior of the Supreme Court, 1941-42,” Jour,

oj Politics, IV, 491-.506 (Nov., 1942); ibid., “Ten Years of Supreme Court "Voting,”

Southwestern Soc. Sci. Quar., XXI"V, 12-22 (June, 1943) ;
ibid., “The Coming of the

New Dissent; The Supreme Court, 1941-'13,'’ Univ. of Chicago Law Rev., XI, 49-01
(Dec., 1943) ;

and ibid., “Dissent on the Supreme Court, 1943-44,” Amer. Polit. Sci.
Rev., XXXlX, 42-,54 (Feb., 1945). In the last-mentioned article, Professor Pritchett
comments on the ihcrea.siag proportion of “dissents” in later years—^I'ising from
usually ten to twenty per cent of the cases decided in earlier days to a clear
majority of them in 1943-44. This recent record of vacillation and disagreement, in a
Court ^ippoaed to^ have been rendered more homogeneous and harmonious by the
“liberalising” appointments of 1938-41 (see p. 476 below), has disturbed a good many
people, who,^ in trying to find reasons for it, are likely to include among them the
igther astonisnmg ftot that of the present (1946) nine members of the Court, seven

. Were, when appointed^ tptally devoid of judicial experience, and one other had seiwed
only as a police judge.

'

» Eoports of Sirpteme Court decisions before 1882 are usrially cited by the name of
reporter who pr^ared (hem for publication, sgs follows: Dallas, 4 vols.. 1790-
Cranch, 9 vol^.; 1801-15; Wheaton, 12 vols., 1816-27; Peters, 16 volg., 1828-42;,

,
Howard, 24 vols., 1843-60; Black, 2 voIs„ 1861-62; -Wallace, 23 vok, 1863-74; and
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and prepared under the editorial supervifeion of a reporter of decisions

appointed by the Court. Early in its history, the Court declined to offer

opinions on general questions or hypothetical eases submitted to it by
either Congress or the president; and, ever since—unlike the highest

tribunals in a number of states where “advisory opinions” are rendered

only decisions have been handed down, and in pursuance of bona fide

cases.’-

Cases come before the Supreme Court in one of two ways.-'A few may
be commenced there, and over these the Court is said to have ''original”

jurisdiction. The constitution itself specifies that the Supremo Court

shall have original (although not necessarily exclusive) jurisdiction in

"all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls, and

those in which a state shall be a party.” In view of thi.s provision,

Congress may not enlarge the original jurisdiction of the Court—as it

attempted to do in the Judiciary Act of 1789—for that Avould be tanta-

mount to amending the constikiiion in an unauthorized raaniier.“ The
great majority of cases, on the other hand, come to the Court on appeal

either from a lower federal court or from a highest state court -ft-hen

some federal question is involved.^

Until 1922, the district courts, and likewise the circuit courts of

appeals, were virtually independent units, without a supervising or

unifying head. /When work grew excessive in one district or circuit, the

usual remedy was for Congress to create a new judgeship or two, although

there might be a dozen, judges in other districts or circuits with com-

Otto, 17 vols., 1875-82. Since 1882, the Reports have been designated by serial number
only, begmuing with Volume 107, and are cited as 107 U. S,, etc.

The Court Reporter Act of 1944 (58 U. S. Slat, at Large, 5) henceforth insures

a -verbatim record of all federal court proceedmgs, unless specifically dispensed with.

Annual Report of the Director of the Administrative Office of United States Cowls
(1944), 7-9.

r The supreme court in eleven states has authority to band dmrn adi'isoiy opin-

ions. Objections to the practice are set forth in Constitutional Rev., VIII, 231-237

(Oct,, 1924). Cf. E. E AlbertsAvorth, “Advisory Functions in the Federal Supreme
Court,” OcoTffctown Law Rev,, XXIII, 643-670 (May, 1935) ; P. R. Aiimann, “The
Supreme Court and the Advisory Opinion,” Ohio Slate Vniv. Law Jow., IV, 21-36

(Deo., 1937).

“In 1789, Congress conferred original jurisdiction on the Siiprcran Court in man-
damus cases, and for that reason a part of the Judiciary Act of 1789 was held void

by the Suprei-ne Court in the famous case of Marbury v, Madistnii, 1 Cranch 137

(1S03). A mandamus is a -writ issued by a court commanding a public ofEcer, a cor-

poration, or an inferior court to perform a specified duty imposed by some larv. It

must also be a ministerial duty, not one involving the_ e-verciso of any discretion by
the party to whom the -writ is directed. The right to issue tills ivrit, and a number
of other important writs, belongs to both federal and state courts.

“ A leading case on the appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is Martin u.

Hunter’s Lessee, 1 Wheaton 304 (1816). Pending coinplotc imh'peudpnce of the

Islands (presumably to be attained after their liberation from Japanese contml),

appeals from the supreme court of the Philippines may also be taken to the United

State.s Supreme Court. Appeals from the district court of Alaska and the supreniE

court of Hawaii and of Puerto Rico, which formerly wont to the Supreme Court,

now go to a circuit court of appeals. Important chaneos in the appellate jurfecUction

of the Supreme Court, made by sjiot of Congress in, 1925, are explained in G. U^nkinj^

“The United States Supreme Court Under the Act.” Jour, of Anier, Ludie, Soc.,‘

XH, 4043 (Aug., 1928). Cf. ibid., XIII, 92-04 (Oct., 1929).
«
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paratively little to do^ In the year mentioned, however, Congress passed

an important act opening the way lor the long-needed unification and

equalization of court workd The chief justice of the United States now
became, in some degree, a supervising and directing head of the entire

federal judicial system, and provision was made for a federal judicial

conference or council, convoked annually and presided over by the chief

justice, and composed of all the senior circuit judges of the ten circuits.

To this conference it fell (1) to make comprehensive surveys of business

in the federal courts; (2) to prepare plans for assignment and transfer of

judges to or from circuits and districts as circumstances might make
desirable; and (3) to submit suggestions to the various courts “in the

interest of uniformity and expedition of brnsincss.” For a decade or more,

these and other newer arrangements imparted a degree of unity and

flexibility in handling court business which had been conspicuously

laeking 4-

Later on, however, the system seemed to .stand in need of further

renovation; and in his famous message of February 5, 1937, relating to

judicial reorganization,* President Franklin D. Roo,seve]t recommended

that the Supreme Court be authorized to appoint a proctor to assist

the Court in supervising the conduct of business in the lower courts.

! No action resulted at once. But in 1939 Congress set up the Admin-

istrative Office of United States Courts, with a director at its head,

appointed by the Supreme Court and holding office during the pleasure

of that body.'‘ One division of the new agency—^that of business adminis-

tration—provides the courts with their material needs; * a second—^that

of procedural studies and statistics—furni,slies the Supreme Court with

information concerning the state of judicial business and makes recom-

mendations looking to increasg^ efficiency and speed.”

The annual conference of senior circuit court judges continues to

function, and to it the director of the Administrative Office is required to

submit annual reports on the state of business in, and the material needs

of, all the courts. In addition to attending this conference, the senior

circuit judge iu each circuit holds, at least twice each year, a council

composed of all the circuit judges for the circuit; and this council con-

siders plans for the effective and expeditious transaction of business in

the district courts—^plans which it becomes the duty of every di.strict

1 Code of the Laws of the TJ. (1934), 1258,

2 The yearly reports of the Judicial Confereuce may be found iu the attorney-

general’s annual reports.

3 See p. 472 below.
*53 V. S- Slat, at Large, 1223-1226; summary in Georgetown Law Jour., XXVIII,

383-391 (Dee., 1939),
5 Such as quarters, supplies, and clerical and other services, including preparation

of the budget for the federal courts—^matters that had previously been attended to

by the Department of Justice, J. Miller, "Supporting Personnel of Federal Courts,”

Amer. Bar jdssoc- Jow., XXJX, 130-134 (Mar., 1943)

.

' u H. P. Chandler, “The Place of the Administretive Office in the Federal Court
System,'’ Cornell Law Qmr., XXTII, 364-373 (Apr., 1942) ;

J. J. Parker, “The Inte-
''' gration of the Federal Judiciaiy,” Hwfdard Lam Rev., LVI, 563-57S (Jan., 1943).

(
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judge to carry out. lui-additioii, a conference of both circuit and district

judges is held annual.'jyj to review the state of business in the courts and

to discuss means of improving the administration of justice; and since

practicing lawyers, as well as judges, are vitally concerned with such

naatters, the law wisely permits the appointment of a limited number of

members of the bar to sit with the judicial members of this conferenced

Judicial Review

By far the most important and distinctive function of the Supreme
Court is performed when that tribunal passes upon the constitutionality

of state laws and acts of Congress; for in so doing, it serves as the

gaiaidun-of -ihe-noa&^utiQn, the unholder of the-siipremacy of national

laws, and the defender of the reserved right.s oF tlio This is not

difficult to understand if we distinguish two large classes of cases coming

before the Court for final decision: (1) cases in which it is asserted that a

state statute or amrovision in a state constitution is in conflict with some

ejausfi in the nationsl consti tution, or with an act of i:fonffiEes.&.-or with a

treaty ; and (2) cases in which some right or authority or immunity

claimed to be derived from the national constitution, statutes, or treaties

is in dispute.

As an illustration of what occurs in the first class of cases, let us

suppose that A, relying upon the validity of a statute passed by his state

legislature, brings suit against B in the appropriate state or federal court

;

and that, in the course pniieHitigation, B denies in legal form that

A has the right crairffM under the state law, on the ground that this

law is inconsistent with the national constitution, or with a law or treaty

of the United States, and for that reason is no “law” at all, since the

constitution, la-ws, and treaties of the United States are affirmed to be

“the supreme' law of the land.” B, therefore, prays the Supreme Court

to declare of no legal effect the state law upon which A relies to win his

suit. If a 'majority of the justices are convinced that the inconsistency

asseitej.^’ by B actually exists, the Court will refuse to enforce the rights

claiinett by A. The state statute thus held to be “unconstitutional” may
remain on the statute-book for years, until the legislature sees fit to

repeal it; but every one knows that if a similar case were to arise, the

Cptiiri woplcl, in all probability, reach the same conclusion; and so, for all

J^ctical purposes, the “statute” becomes -a dead letter..j^he common

:amiiQntha,t the Supremo Court voIpos Qf annuls laws is, of coirrse, entirely

it does is, rather, to pronounce unconstitutional, and there-

3 Aie^^rmenfprceable,. measures which in its eyes have never been vahd

at ail, even though they may have been in actual operatip.p, Jor

Oon|nths or years; “ and the same action may be taken in the case of

Bowl -

W. Morse, “Federal Judicial Conferences and Counoils; Their Creation, and

;^3)orts,» Cornell Law Qiiar., XXVII. 347-363 (Apr., 1942). -

I 0, P. Field, The Effect of an Untonstitutional Statute CMinneapolis, 1936).
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provisions of state constitutions challenged as beuig incompatible with

the “supreme law.” In thus functioning, the Coi'a't obviously becomes;

the ultimate medium through which the constitutional limitations upon

the states outlined in an earlier chapter are declared and enforced.^

Cases involving the validity of state constitutional provisions arc com-

paratively rare. Those arising out of state legislation, however, are

numerous. Some state statutes are alleged to infringe the right of Congress^

to regulate interstate commerce; others are said to impair the obligation

of contracts; a very much laiger number are challenged because they

arc thought to be in conflict with clauses in the Fourteenth Amendment

forbidding the states to deprive any person of life, liberty, or property

without “due process of law,” or to deny to any person “the equal pro- .

'tection.of^t^TwsV*Tnc statutes most frequently brought into contro-

versy under these last-mentioned clauses are such as are aimed at

restricting the rights oh liberty and property in order to promote and pro-

tect the public health, morals, safety,^ and general welfare—in other

words, legislation enacted under the “police power.” Such legislation is

almost certain to be upheld if the Supreme Court is satisfied tliat the

regulations in question do not amount to an “unreasonable” interference

with the rights of liberty or property, and that they bear some direct

relation to the protection of public health, morals, or safety, or to

promotion of the general welfare. The number of state statutes invali-

dated is, however, large.

Turning to the second class of casesi’^.O’.’', those in which one party

asserts, and the other denies, some right or immunity derived directly

from the national constitution, statutes, or treaties, Vs find the Supremo

Court acting both as the guardian of the reserved rights of the states

and as the medium through which the legislative and executive branches

of the national government are restrained from overstepping the bound-

aries marked out for them in the fundamental law; and this function

has resulted from thejCourt’s performance of its ordinary judrdal duties

quite as naturally and logically as has its power to declare l^ws

unconstitutional.

By way of illustration, let us recall that in 1916 Congress euacted

a law prohibiting the transportation in interstate commerce of gooas in

the manufacture of which children under the age of sixteen had bfcen

employed. Let us suppose that A was prosecuted by the DepartnAt
of Justice for violating this law, and that he admitted the facts as char^e.jp

In his defense, however, he asserted that the penalty specified in the law ^
should not be enforced against him, for the reason that the act of Cou-

gi'esa on which the prosecution was based was not a regulation of com-

merce, such as Congress is authorized to enact, but rather an attertijjt

to Eh^late manufacturing within his state, a subject over which, accorj-

decisions of the Court, Gopgress had been granted ,jiQ
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authority, and which, .therefore, waa left to be regulated exclusively by

the states. Here, clcar^, would be a dispute over the boundaries of na-

tional and state aivthority, calling for interpretation of the corniuorcc

clause of the constitution, and requiring decision by the Court before it

could determine whether to order enforcement of the penalty prescribed

in the law.

How does the Supreme Court meet such a question? Starting with

the premise that the national government is a government of limited

powers, which arc enumerated in the constitution, that this constitution

is the fundamental law to which all other laws and official acts of the

government must conform, and tliat the lawmaking branch of the gov-

ernment may legally exorcise no power for which w^arrant cannot be

found in the constitution, the Court addresses itself to the task of exam-

ining the constitution to see whether authority to pass this child labor

law has been conferred, directly or by implication. If it becomes convinced

that the power to regulate commerce does not embrace the power to

regulate manufacturing, the Court will refuse to enforce the penalty

against A as demanded by the Department of Justice, and the statute

itself will be pronounced ‘'unconstitutional.” If it comes out with an oppo-

site conclusion, the penalty will be enfoveedJ

If, in another case, the validity of a national treaty provision is chal-

lenged, a similar lino of inquiry is followed in order to ascertain whether

the treaty-making organs of the government have exceeded their author-

ity. In the same manner, too, the Court may be called upon to decide

whether an act of Congress encroaches upon the sphere marked out by

the constitution for either the judiciaiy oi- the executive; and if it is

found to do so, the Court will be obliged to decline to enforce the law.

Thiia..ai;e the different branches of the government kept within the bounds

§et for them by the constitution—at least as that instrument is inter-

preted by the Supreme Court. Once that tribunal has defined the scope

and meaning of clauses in the constitution involved in cases coming

before it, its majority decisions remain the final authoritative statement

of law upon the matters covered—at least until, as sometimes happens,

its-xlmsions are reygrs&d or modified by ilift,.Court.itself.^

Notwithstanding the criticisms that have been directed against the

practice of judicial review of legislation^it seems eminently fitting that

^ In point of fact, the child labor measure referred to was held imconstilutional in

Hammer u. Dagenhavt, 247 U. S. 251 (1918)—a decision, however, later overruled by a

differenLly constituted Court in United States v. Darby, 312 U. S. 100 (1941). See p.

48 above.
2 About forty instances, of such reversals or drastic modiBcations were listed by

Mr. Justice Brandeis in Burnet v. Coronado Oil & Gas Go., 285 U. S. 393 (1932) ; and
within the brief period 1937-43 there were twenty. On the question of whether

Congress may pass a law contrary to a decision of the Supreme Court, see H. M.
Bowman, “Congress and the Supreme Court,” Polit. Sai. Quar., XXV, 20-34 (Mar.,

1910). The Court’s prevailing liberality of interpretation from the days of Chief

Justice Maishall onwards has, of course, been responsible for the “judioial expan-

sion” of the constitution described on pp, 54-56 above

How ft
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the final determination of the constitutional pottofs of both the executive

cmiit and legislative branches of our national governmojit should rest 'with the

artita-
judiciary rather than with either the executive or Congress. Upon the

action of each of the latter branches, the constitution has placed numer- '

ous restrictions in the interest of the rights and liberties of the indi-

vidual. If these authorities were permitted to fix the mea.siire of their

own powers under the constitution, especially in times of public stress,

such restraints would be rendered inoperative in the very emergency

situations {e.cj., in time of war) which they were largely designed to meet.

Furthermore, the judiciaiy is in some respects the weakest of the three*

branches of the national government. It controls neither the purse nor
,

the sword. Acting alone, it is unable directly to attack either of the other

branches, or to do mortal injury to political or civil liberty.)ilts members

are less likely to be influenced by momentary passion than are the mem-
bers of Congress—perhaps than the president alsoCUndoubtedly it is safe

Uo conclude that, with the judiciary possessed of its negative, yet effective,

I
control over Congress and the executive, the limitations of the constitu-

tion have been more scrupulously observed and strictly enforced than

would otherwise have been the case. ^
jSaioiBi

same time, it should be pointed out that the federal judiciary

has, on the whole, been moderate in utilizing its power to overthrow

mgiy
Congress, and even (though in this case somewhat less so) acts

of state legislatures. Only a very small percentage of all the measures

passed hy Congress and the legislatures since 1789 have been nullified

on the ground of unconstitutionality—^in the case of Congress, a total of

fewer than seventy acts.^ TheTact is to be recalled, too, that the Supreme

Court never passes upon the constitutionality of an act of either Congress

or a state legislature unless it becomes necessary to do so in determining

the rights of the parties to cases coming before the comds in the ordinary

course of litigation.

The
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Naturally, in exercising its power to interpret words and phrases that

!

have come down from the eighteenth century, the members of the Court,

like other men, are influenced more or less by their individual political,

sq'cial, and econqifiic predilections.^ In other words, the Court’s inter-

r An analysis and tabulation of sUch cases, prior to 1032, will be found in 0. G.
Haines, The A7nencan Doclnne of Judicial Supremacy (2nd cd., 1932), Appendix I.

A more up-to-date list appears in Cong. Digost, XVI, 75 (Mar., 1937), Of course,

it is only fair to concede that a goodly proportion of the measures stricken down
were of first-rate importance.

n C. G. Haines, “Political Theories of the Supreme Court from 1789-1885,” Amer.
Polit. Sci. Mi'v., II, 221-244 (Fob., 1908) ; G. A. M. Ewing, “Geography and the
Supreme Court,” Southwestern Polit. and Soc, Sci. Qmr., XI, 26-46 (June, 1930)

;

B. E. Cushman, “What’s Happening to Our Constitulion,” Pub. Ajjairs Pamphlet No.
70 (New York, 1042). When selecting persons for appointment to the Supreme
Bench, J,ho president, in his turn, may deliberately give a slant to the Court’s proba-
ble deomoas by chooHing_ appointees of particular background, past connections, and

. ppliticaj and economic views. See p. 473 below. Of. J, P. Prank, “The Appointment
* of, Supreme Court Justices; Prestige, Principles, and Politics,” J&4J Wis, Law Ee«,
172-210,343-379 (Mar., May, 1941).
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prctations of such broadband undefined terms as “regulate,” “coniinerce,”

and “due process of luw” reflect the personal attitudes and opinions of

the justices, and—as will appear in later discussion of cuch topics as com-

merce and business—may and do change with changes in the Court’s

personnel. Realization of this led former Chief Justice Hughes, many
years ago, to remark; are under a constitution, but the constitution

(lis what the judges say it is.” In making its interpretations, the Court is

acting not merely as a judicial body settling lawsuits; it is also deciding

questions of public policy—even though authority of this nature sup-

posedly belongs exclusively to the political branches of the government,

i.e., Congress and the executive^' In ruling that a given congressional act

transcends the limits of power on which the measure purports to have

been based, it in effect vetoes the act, in so doing becoming to all intents

and purposes a third house of CongressfvWhen, therefore, such interpreta-

tions have denied to the national government authority to deal with

grave and pressing national problsms, the Court.has seemed to many to

be exalting its own views of sound public policy above those of the

proper policy-determining organs of the government, and thus to be

exercising an absolute veto upon, or a "negative dictatorship” over, acts

of the popularly elected branches. Similarly, when the Court has voided

state laws dealing with social and economic problems, as not conforming

to “due process of law,” it has appeared to exalt its own interpretations

above those of the popularly elected branches of the state governments.

Under these circumstances, it is not strange that the Court’s invalidation

of congressional and state laws has ai'oused more criticism than anything

else in its long history.’- Especially has feeling been strong when the

Court’s adverse conclusions have been reached by a five-to-four vote of

the justices, yielding what are .sometimes disparagingly referred to as

"one man” decisions—decisions, however, no less binding than unanimous

ones.^

1 It has repeatedly been pointed out that nowhere in the constitution can any
provision be found which expressly confers upon the judiciary the extraordinary

and distinctive power referred to; and this negative circumatance has led some
people to argue that the framers of the constitution intentionally withheld such
authority, and that, therefore, in claiming and exei'cising it the national judiciai-y

has simply “usurped” power. Much time and energy have been expended by students

of American constitutional history in trying to ascertain the actual intention of the

framers of our fundamental law on this point. On the whole, their researches have
been rather inconclusive so far as direct historical evidence is concerned. Nevertheless,

the power of our courts to declare acts of Congress unconstitutional, first judicially

asserted by the Supreme CoiU’t in the case of Marbury v. Madison in 1803, has long
been generally recognized as one of the great bulwarks of both personal and property
rights against legislative, and even executive, encroachment. See C. A. Beard, “The
Supreme Court; Usurper or Grantee?," Polit. Set, Qiiar., XXVII, 1-35 (Mar., 1912),

and The Supreme Court and the Constifufiok'IJTeW^oilf.HSKITTlFrTrTJlSEiSSon,
“The Punctions of Congress and the Courts in Umphing the Federal System,” Geo.
Washington Law Rev., VIII, 1165-1I7S (June, 1940).

2 Such close decisions—^not very ntimerous in earlier days—have of late tended to

multiply, and some have had the .nffeat of overthrowing laws in which large numbers
of people were interested. It has sometimes been -proposed that they be obviated by.
requiring more than a bare majority (,e.g,, two-thirds) of the justices to concur before
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InterrelaLions oj the Judiciary, Comjrcss, ai^il the Executive

By providing thfit federal judges should hold office “during good be-

havior,” and by forbidding Congress to reduce their compensation during

their period of service, the framers of the constitution sought to free

the judiciary from any sense of dependence upon, or undue influence

by, either the executive or Congress; and in this they were completely

successful, so far as the judges individually are concerned. In perform-

ing their official duties, federal judges, personally, are far more inde-

pendent of outside influences than are most of the state judges, who are

elected or appointed for relatively short terms. Nevertheless, even the

federal, judiciary enjoys no such independence from the other branches

of the government as cither of them enjoys with respect to the other

and to the judicial branch; and the reasons are not hard to find. In

the first place, the constitution directly provides for only one federal

court, the Supreme Court, leaving all ^inferior courts to be created and

their jurisdictions to be defined by the joint action of Congress and the

executive. Second, even in the case of the Supreme Court, Congress and

the president have to cooperate in organizing it, in determining the num-

ber of judges, ill fixing their compensation, and in regulating appellate

jurisdiction.! Third, all federal judges are appointed by the president

and Senate.^ J’inally, the assistance of the executive may become indis-

pensable to the enforcement of the decrees or other processes which the

courts issue.

As a result of one or more of these ch’cumsiances, it is legally possible

for Congress and the president to increase the miraber of judges in any

federal court, and, by filling the new positions with judges whose views

upon questions of public policy coincide with those of the president and

a majority of the Senate, to overcome or counteract the influence of what

would otherwise be a majority of judges holding different views. Or, to

overruling a statute or any part thereof; and in pursuance of this objective, consti-

tutional amendments have repeatedly been introduced in Congress making it neces-

sary for six, or oven seven, of the nine justices to agree in order to declare a law
unconstitutional. Perhaps, howevcr. an amendment is not needed for bringing about

such a change; at all evonhi, it is inloresting to note that a fonner member of the

Court (John. IT. Clarke) once suggested and urged that the Court itself voluntaiily

adopt a rule of the kind proposed. See Amer. Bar .dssoc. Jour., IX, 659-692 (Nov.,

1923) ;
also E. E. Cushman, “Constitutional Deewions by a Bare Majority of the

Court,” Mich. Law Jicv., XIX, 771-S03 (June, 1921),

A summary of the criticisms directed against the practice of judicial review in
general, and of proposed remedies, will be found in C. G. Haines, op. oil., Chaps,
xvi-xvii. Cases decided in recent years show certain Supreme Court justices g.,

Frankfurter and Black) inclined toward a nan-owing oI the scope of judicial review
and others {e.g.. Heed and Eoberts) equally inclined in the other direction,

t In nine instances, presidential appointments to the Supreme Court have met
with outright rejection by the Senate, and in twelve others a presidential nomination
has been rejected indirectly, as by failure to act or by indefinite postponement oi

action. These oases are listed in the 6th (1935) edition of this book, p. 436, note 2
Cf, F, E. Black, “Should the Senate Pass on the Social and Economic Views oi

Nominees to the United States Supreme Court?,” St. John’s Law Eev., VI, 257-271
(May, 1933); C. IV. Smith, Jr., "President Eoosevelt’s Attitude Toward the Courts,’

yKy. Lavs Jan-t XXXI, 301-315 (May, 1913)-.
s.
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take another possible ’ instance, Congress may reduce the size of the

Supreme Court, or of any oilier fccleral court, by enacting that vacancies

shall not be filled until the number of judges reaches a certain lower point.

Congress may even go so far as to deprive the Supreme Court of its ap-

pellate jurisdiction over a given class of cases, as once happened during

the Reconstruction period when an unfavorable decision on the consti-

tutionality of certain acts was anticipated. Rarely, however, has there

been clear evidence of an intention on the part of either the president or

Congress to "pack,” or otherwise influence the decisions of, the Supreme

Court. Not quite as much can be said of the inferior federal courts, over

which Congress has more direct control. The Federalist Congress in 1801

created new circuit judgeships in order to enable a Federalist president

to fill them with Federalist judges; and a few months later, a Jeffersonian-

Republican Congress, for equally partisan reasons, abolished the now

positions. 1 Happily, however, these instances of admittedly partisan inter-

ference with the judicial system stand practically alone; at the time of

tire latest reorganization of the federal courts, in 1911, when a separate

set of circuit courts was abolished, partisan motives were entirely absent,

and the same thing was largely true when the short-lived Commerce

Court was abolished, in 1913, after an existence of only two years.

, In extreme cases, where enforcement of court processes is resisted by
combinations too strong to be overcome by United States marshals and

their deputies, the federal courts are obliged to call upon the president

for the aid of the armed forces. If he is unsympathetic toward the court’s

attitude, he may refuse to act; in which event the court is helpless and

its orders or decrees may be completely nullified. An instance of this

sort occurred in the administration of President Jackson, when the

Supreme Court upheld certain claims of the Cherokee Indians, while the

President sided with the Georgia authorities, who forcibly and success-

/fuhy resisted the execution of the Court’s decision.^
j

' ^Finally, it is legally possible for Congress, front partisan motives, to

attack members of the federal judiciary through impeachment proceed-

ings charging individual judges with treaspnj^ bribery, or “other high

grimes and misdemeanors,’^as occurred in the impeachment of Judges

|P.iQlcg:gjng, 0ad..i;Gh£ia_e,. during the presidency of JeffersonClmpeachment

the only method permitted in the constitution for the removal of

judges who become unfit for judicial office for any reason whatsoever,

including physical, mental, or moral defects.^t has boon resorted to, in

iM. Farrand, “The Judiciary Act of 1801,” Amer. Hist. Rev., V, 6S2-G86 (July,

1900) ; W. S. Carpenter, “Eepeal of the Judiciary Act of ISOl," Amer. Polit. Sci.

Rev., IX. 619-528 (Aug., 1915).
2 This incident arose in connection with the cases of The Cherokee Nation v.

Georgia, 5 Peters 1 (1831), and Worcester v. Georgia, 6 Peters 51S (1832).
3 In the Constitutional Convention of 1787, it was proposed that, following the

English analogy, federal judges be made removable by action of the two houses of

Congress. But the plan was decisively defeated—unwisely in the later opinion of

Thomas Jefferson.

Judges of the federal courts who have reached the age of seventy and have

Enforce-
ment of
coui t

pi'octisse'i

Im-
peiioh-

nient of
iudffe.1
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all, in only nine instances, and has resulted in* conviction or removal

in only found A few judges of inferior federal courts have resigned when

impeachment proceedings seemed imminent. But in all of this, partisan

considerations have played a minor part, except in the two impeachment

cases mentioned.

-

\/ The Court Reorganization Controversy of 1937

Following seven or eight decisions in 1935-36 overthrowing statutes

enacted by Congress to promote national recovery from economic depres-

sion, and otherwise to accomplish the objectives of the New Deal,“ the

view gained wide currency in New Deal circles that the Court as con-

stituted, having got out of touch with changing social and economic

conditions, had become an impediment to the solution of pressing national

probleias; and in consequence the tribunal became the storm center of

one of the bitterest political conflicts in our recent history. Among a

multitude of proposals heard for recon^itituting the Court or doing away

with its veto upon acts of Congress, or both, the most important appeared

in a message of February, 1937, in which President Roosevelt recom-

mended that, in order
“
to make the judiciary as a whole less static by the

Iconstant and systematic addition of new bloodJxi-iLs_ personn el.” Con-

Berved for tea years may “resign” and continue to draw their salaries during their

remaining years. Having resigned, they, however, no longer have judicial status,

and therefore Congress might, if it chose, reduce or abolish their salaries. For many
year's, the law also permitted all federal judges except members of the Supreme
Court to “retire,” after reaching the age of seventy and alter ten years’ service,

on full pay for life. Such salaries cannot be abolished or reduced by Congress, since

“retired” judges apparently continue to have judicial status. In 1937, this privilege

of "retiring” was extended to Supreme Court justices. Code oj the Laws oj the U. S.

(1934), 1273-1274,

iThe successful impeachment proceedings were those against John Pickering,

1803-04; West H, Humphreys, 1S62; Robert W. Arcbbald, 1912-13; and Halstead L.

Ritter (1936). The unsuccessful cases were those against Samuel Chase, 1804-05;

James H. Peck, 1830-31; Charles Swayne, 1904-05; and Harold Louderback (1933).

In Apiil, 1926, the House of Representatives, by a vote of 306 to 62, adopted articles

of impeachment against George W. English, judge of tlie district court for the East-

ern District of Illinois; but on the eve of the trial Judge English resigned, and
the impeachment proceedings were discontinued. See Literary Digest, LXlOilX, 6-7

(April 17, 1926). Cf. Proceedings in the Trial of Impeachment of Robert W. Arch-

bald, 62nd Cong., 3rd Sess., Sen, Doc. No. 1140 (1913) ;
R. W. Carrington, “The Im-

poaclnuent Trial of Samuel Chase,” Va. Law Rev., IX, 485-500 (May, 1923).

* J. tenBroek, “Partisan Politics and Federal Judgeship Impeachments Since 1902,”

Minn. Law. Rev,, XXIII, 188-204 (Jan., 1939). In June, 1937, the House passed a bill

sponsored by Representative Sumners authorizing impeachment trials- of federal

district judges by courts composed of three judges of the circuit courts of appeals,

to be designated by the Supreme Court, The Senate might continue to conduct
impeachment trials of .such judges, but also might be protected by the alternative

device from serious interruption of its regular business. Amid the hurly-burly of the
Court reorganization controvert (about to be commented upon), the proposal failed

to become law—although in 1942 a new measure of the kind made its appearance in
the House. Cf. G. W. C, Rosa, “Good Behavior of Federal Judges,” Univ. of Kansas
City Law Rev., XII, 119-127 (Apr.-June 1944) ; C. Pergler, “Trial of Good Behavior
of Federal Judges,” 7o. Law Rev., XXIX, 876-880 (May, 1943).

* Notably, the National Induatml Beod-Very Act and the Agricultural Adjustment
Act, both dating from 1933, For a general survey of the checks imposed by the

I Supreme Court upon New Deal legislation, see B. Rauch, The Ilisiory of the Hew^Deal, fdp-im (New York, 1944), Chap, xr.
.
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1
gress should authorize Die apiiointment of an additional judge for

jfederaLji^'dgs.^Yho,, haying,, reached the age of seventy, should fail_to

ri^ire within six months thereafter, thenc’W judges to serve concurrently

\with _the_ oldd The total number of Supreme Court justices should, how-

ever, never exceed fifteen; so that, if the six justices then over seventy

were to retire promptly, the plan need not lead to any enlargement of that

tribunal at all.

Breath-taking as the proposal was, its legality and constitutionality

had to be conceded; and to the degree that it was aimed at the lower uiepian

courts, little opposition was voiced. Over its application to the Supreme

Court, however, agitation immediately flared up. In newspapers, in letters

to members of Congress, in resolutions of bar associations and of some

state legislatures, appeared a “blizzard” of protc-sts, from conservatives,

especially from those who had previously abhorred the New Deal and all

its works and applauded the decisions that had invalidated them. Some
frightened people even saw in th^ proposal “the death of the nnnstitu-

Tion.” “ In Congress, certain leaders suggested plans for compromise,

while others urged postponement of the entire matter until another ses-

sion, when national sentiment could more easily be asceilained.^ Brushing

aside all such suggestions, however, the President, a month later, placed

the issue squarely upon the basis of party loyalty and responsibility

for an early solution of the nation’s pressing problems.

Although the constitutionality of the President’s proposal was not

open to attack, its wisdom and expediency, as well as the motives behind

r At the time, there were thirty judges in the federal courts of all giades who were
over seventy.

2 The weakest point in the President’s proposal lay in the fact that although
the appointment of new and younger justices might result in early “iiberalization”
of the Supreme Com't, and thus hasten the solution of national problems that brooked
no delay, there could be no assurunce that five or ten years thereafter these same
justices would not be found as conseivative and as reluctant to retire from judicial

work as the justices whom they were intended to assist or supplant. Experience shows
that work on the Supreme C'ouit often “makes liberals of conservatives and con-
servatives of liberals,” and that presidents have more than once found themselves
mistaken in the men they have named to the Court. In order to insure full realiza-

tion of the end sought, namely, “the constant and systematic addition of new blood”
into the national judiciaiy, the President’s plan needed to be supplemented with a
constitutional amendment providing for Ihe compulsory retirement of all federal
judges upon reaching a specified age; and such an amendment was introduced in

the Senate in 1937, although not adopted.
On the President’s plan, see T). 0. McGovney, “Reorganization of the Supreme

Court,” CdiJ. Law Jlov., XSV, 389-412 (May, 1937); A. T. Mason, “Politics and
the Supreme Court; President Roosevelt’s Pioposal,” Utiiv. of Pennsylvania Law
Rev., LXXXV, 659-677 (May, 1937) ; G. Clark, “The Supreme Court Issue,” Yale
Rev., XXVI, 6G9-688 (Summer, 1937) ; C. Fairman, “The Retirement of Federal
Judges,” Maruatcl Law Rev., LI, 397-443 (Jan., 1938); J. E. Johnsen [comp.J, Reor-
mnization of ihe Supi'eme Court (New York, 1937). Cf. O. G. Haines, “Judicial
Review of the Acts of Congress and the Need for Constitutional Reform,” Yale
Law Jour., XIV, 816-856 (Mart, 1936).

s Although certain Democratic members of Congi'ess, as well as party leaders and
lawyers outside, openly opposed the President’s plan, the line-up of supporters and
opponents in the country at large closely followed the alignment of “New Dealers”
versus “Anti-New Dealers” prevailing in the presidential campaign of 1936. This was
the point at which the deteriorating relations between President Roosevelt arid

Congress, characteristic of later, years, really began.
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it, bocamo subjects of heated discussion in press,, on platform, and over

the radio. Since, like other presidents before him, he would pi'obably

appoint as .judges lawyers whose views of public policy harmonized with

his owm (at least for the time being'), the Chief ExcLCiiLrmiJw.as_charged

wiib pinuniing to “pack” the SupreToe Court; and in this, many pei^s

nrofessed to see the seeds of dietatorshin. Having packed the Court,

so opponents contended, the Rre.sirlent would “control” the Court’s de-

cisions. and this w'ould lead to the overruling of earlier decisions restrict-

ing national and state power's. Such reversals could be accomplished by

reading new and broader meanings into the old phrases “commerce”

and “due process of law,” Thus, so JiaiLihe- argument. ..the President wag

seeking to amcn.cLLli£-canatitntioDJjx “anjjncapatitutmnal manner,” since

the people of the states would have no opportunity to pass upon such

“amendments.” Those who advanced this lino of reasoning should have

remembered that the constitution, ever since its adoption, has been un-

dergoing changes through interpretation, and (luite without resort to

formal amendment. Some interpretations have been by the executive,

others hy Congress. But the largest number have been by the Supreme

Court itself
;
and the changes resulting have greatly outnumbered those

wrought by formal amendment.

The opposition laid great stress upon the argument that the exten-

sions of national authority that were implicit in many of the New Deal

measures went so far beyond the original division of powers between na-

tion and states, and were so contrary to past Court interpretations, that

they ought to be embodied in a formal amendment to the constitution.

In rebuttal, it was pointed out that immediate and pressing national

problems could not be dealt with promptly through the amending proc-

ess, and that, even if quickly agreed upon in Congress and promptly

ratified by the states, an amendment, to be effective, would have to be

interpreted and applied by judges who very well might frustrate its effec-

tiveness.'-

Still further, it was contended that, however wisely President Roose-

velt might select new judges, there would be grave danger that the power

would be abused by succeeding presidents and Congresses; from which

the conclusion was drawn that the power requested should not be granted.

On the other side, it could be argued with equal force that almost any

power conferred upon the executive or any other branch of thb govern-

ment is liable to abuse
;
and that if the government possessed only powers

that could not possibly be misused, it w'ould be so anaemic as to be in-

capable of doing either good or harm. In fact, it would be hard to find

rNo one can foresee the inteipreUtions and effects that may be given to language
used in an amendment. A case in point is the Supreme Court’s interpretation of the
Sixteenth Amendment. Although Congress was expressly given the power to tax
incomes “from whatever source derived," the Court ruled otherwise. See Evans v.

Gore, 252 IT. S. 246 (1920)
, and the testimony of Assistant Attorney-General Robert

.Tackson heiore the Senate judiciary committee, in N. Y, Times, Mar. 12, 1937.
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El proposal to add in any iHEijor way to the government’s powers that has

not stirred similar dire predictions^

Finally, it was objected that adoption of the President’s plan would

destroy our system of checks and balances by depriving the Supremo

Court of its existing “supremacy” and making it subordinate to Con-
gress and the executive. To this it could be replied that Congress and

the executive are chosen by the people, and that the only “supremacy”

over them which may be conceded to the Supreme Court is to be found

in the Court’s absolute veto of measures that they have enacted. Not only

would this “supremacy” not be impaired by adoption of the Presi-

dent’s recommendation, but such adoption might forestall more radical

measures that would curtail or destroy the Court’s right to review lcgi.s-

lation. No other legitimate supremacy can be claimed for the judiciary;

for,^as the Court itself has often said, the powers of the government are

vested in three “coordinate” branches; and the idea of coordinate

branches excludes the notion tlmt any one of them is superior to the

othei^ Furthermore, since the constitution itself expressly authorizes

Congress and the executive to regulate appeals to tlic Supreme Court

and to create inferior courts, and by clear implication gives them the

right to fix the number of judges in all federal courts, it can hardly be

argued convincingly that the founding fathers intended to exempt the

judiciary from changes deemed wise by the executive and Congress.

A bill embodying the President’s recommendations was introduced in The out

the two branches of Congress simultaneously, and in the Senate jiidi-

ciary committee it became the subject of one of the most prolonged and

, heated public hearings in congressional history. In the end, it was re-

ported unfavorably; " and a substitute measure was killed also by being

referred to the same hostile committee. The President’s defeat was,

however, alleviated by a number of new developments
;
and in the long-

run the substance of what he was aiming at, i.e., scope for remedial

legislation, was largely attained. In the first place, the Supreme Court,

even during the neiiod-oLtkeL-Controverav, showed some change of Imar^

by handinp- down decisions upholding such New Deal measures as the"

ajnendfid-Ilailway Labor Act (1934), the Labor Relations Act (1935),

and the Social 'Sc^uly’l^cfc (19351'^ anTlrnyerirng~^h earlier decision)

sustaining a Washington minimum wage law. In the second place, “con-

servative” Justices VanDevanter and Sutherland retired, opening the

1 When, for example, the constitution was being ratified soma hundred and sixty-

years ago, the provision making the president commander-in-ohief of the Army and
Navy -was violently assailed in the belief that it “opened tiie door to a Cromwell.’^

Furthermore, abstention at a given time from using an undoubted power carries no
guarantee that the power will not be used by others later on. Six times, the size of the

Supreme Court has been changed, either by increasing or by reducing its member-
ship. But these changes have not deprived the tribunal of its independence, its

power, or its prestige.
2 Sen. Rep. No. 711, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. (June 14, 1937).
" See pp. 608, 613, 62-4 belo-w. iBetween 1937 and 1944, indeed, the Court oven-ule'd

its own earlier decisions no fewer than twcniy-four times.
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way for the appointment of “liberal” Justices Black ^ and Reed
;
and in

1939 the death of “conservative” Justice Butler was followed by appoint-

ment of “liberal” Justice Murphy. With a completely “liberalized” Court

in early prospect (and sinee realized ‘)
,
and "with the newer justices

obviously developing canons of constitutional interpretation less rigid and

restrictive than those dominating in the recent past^ even the President’s

ijiterest in_CQ.uxi.xeorganization through legislative action wanc,d; and

almosirBefore the country -was aware, the controversy passed into his-

tory—although not without reverberations in the form of an effort of

Mr. Roosevelt in the congressional elections of 1938 to “purge” his party

of candidates who had been active in opposing his plans.'‘

montB°rt
Although frustrated in his original major effort, the President shortly

aie"i™ar
after'wards found consolation, too, in the passage of an act embodying a

courts number of recommendations relating to the lower federal courts.'’’ When
signing this measure, he pointed out that while it failed to provide for a

number of needed changes, it nevertheless contained several provisions

which were “definitely a step in the right direction.” The government,

for example, no-w became able, through the Department of Justice, to

r'V, M. Barnett, Jr., “Mr. Justice Black and the Supreme Court,” Vniv. of Chicago

Law Rev., ’7111, 20-41 (Deo., 1940).

2 The retirement of Justice McReynolds in 1941 removed the most stalwart of

the Anti-New Dealers. Seven of the nine members of the Court -today (1945) -were

originally named by President Roosevelt, and all except possibly one (Justice

Roberts) are regarded as “liberals.” On the confused pattern, however, which makes
it hazardous to generalize very freely on conservative-]iberaI_ alignments, see C, II.

Pritchett, "Dissent on the Supreme Court,” Amer. Polit. iS'ci. Rev., XXXIX, 42-54

(Feb., 1945).

In 1944, the federal judiciary as a whole numbered some 305 members (sitting as

judges), and the number of judicial appointments (including a few reappointments)

to that date made by Roosevelt (during approximately eleven years in office)

stood at 295.

3 This is explained clearly in R. B. Cushman, What's Happening to Our Constitit-

Uon, 3-10; and the trend has been continued in later years, as vividly illustrated by a

decision of Maich 27, 1944 (in United States v. Ynkus, 321 U. S. 414) sustaining the

constitutionality of the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, and (as the Court
expressly asserted) overruling the Schechter decision.

•-* For the President’s later expressed opinion that the Court fight of 1937 "marked
a definite turning point in the history of the United States,” see an article published

under his name in Collier's, CVIII (Sept. 13 and 20, 1941). Whether or not such
significance is properly to be attached to the Court controversy jn and of itself, few
if any developments in recent decades have higher importance tlian the manning of

the Supreme Court -with a personnel responsible since 1937 (1) for tearing away the

old constitutional barriers which left business and private enterprise relatively free

from federal control, and (2) by the same token, for legalizing the New Deal, with
emphasis upon the use of federal powers in behalf of the rights of the individual

rather than fgr the protection of property and corporate interests. In feeling their

way toward a determination of tlie proper limits of the increased controls over prop-

erty and business exercised by federal agencies, the members of the new Supreme
Court, however, find themselves holding widely difiering views; and this is one of

the reasons for (he numerous, and sometimes sharply worded, clashes of ideas men-
tioned above and notoriously characterizing their decisions and opinions in the last

few years. See especially the article by C. H'. Pritchett cited above (p. 462, note 4)

;

M. J. Fusey, '‘The_ Roosevelt Supreme Court, Amer. Mercury, LIX, 596-603 (May,
1944); K. C. Davis, "Revolution in tho Supreme Court,” Atlantic Mo., CLXVI,
85-95 (July, 1940) ; anijT. R, Powell, "Our High Court Analyzed,” N. Y, Times, June
18, 1944.

50 U. S. Biat, at Large, 761-763.
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defend acts of Congress under attack in the lower courts as being uncon-

stitutional; and appeals to the Supreme Court in such cases arc expedited.

The new law also puts an end to the hasty granting of injunctions by

lower courts to restrain government officials in the execution of federal

statutes; and it imparts greater elasticity to the method by which judges

may be assigned to jurisdictions suffering from a congestion of business.*

National Courts Outside of the “Federal Judicial System”

The courts thus far described form what is technically known as the

“federal iudicial system,” and, inasmuch as they are provided for in the .wci

judiciary article, they are often called the “constitutional courts,” in order lativo"

to distinguish them from certain special courts which have been created

by Congress under powers implied mainly from oilier parts of the

constitution, and therefore called “legislative courts.” = In creating and

organizing these courts (which include all of the federal courts in the

territories), Congress has a ver^ free hand with respect to the tenure,

compensation, and appointment of judges, as also the scope of jurisdic-

tion and methods of procedure; indeed, it is in no way bound by any

of the limitations found in the judiciary article. It may, for example,

provide that the judges shall serve for only limited terms instead of

during good behavior, and in several instances it has done so.

Under the power to regulate commerce and to grant patents, Congress, Some

in 1909, authorized a Court of Customs and Patent Appeals,® to hear and
"

decide appeals from rulings made by the United States Customs Court *

in administering tariff laws and by the commissioner of patents in ad-

ministering the patent laws. Under power to appropriate money to pay

the debts of the United States, Congress created, in 1855, a Court of

Claims, primarily for the purpose of investigating contractual claims

against the government.® In some cases, this court's decisions are final,

subject to appeal to the Supreme Court; in others, it merely reports its

findings to Congress or to the department concerned, Both of these couiis

are thus largely administrative courts. Under exi^ressly granted powmr

to govern territories, regularly organized courts have been created in all

of the territories and major dependencies.® The grant of exclusive author-

ity over the District of Columbia has opened the way for Congi’ess to

1 The act creating the Administrative Office of TJnitod States Courts (1939) was
also a direct result of the President’s recommendations in 1937. See p. 472 above.

® W. G. Katz, “Federal Legislative Courts,” Harvard Law Rev., XLIII, 894-924

(Apr., 1930).
® The Court of Customs and Patent Appeals consists of five judges, apiiminted by

the president and Senate.
* Tliis is the new name given the board of general appraisers in 1926. The court

,

consists of nine judges, appointed by the president and Senate. Code of the Laws of

the U. S. (1934), 892-89k Cf. G, S Brown, "The United States Customs Court,”

Amer. Bar Assoc. Jour., XIX, 333-336, 416-419 (June, July, 1934).

^The Court of Claims consists of five judges appointed by the president and

Senate, Code of the Laws oj the,U. S. (1934), 1260-1266; E. E. Naylor, "The United

States Court of Claims,” Georgeiovm, Law Jour,, XXlX, 719-738 (Mar., 1941).

® See Chap, xxxvi below.
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provide the people of the District with a court of appeals, a supreme

court (inferior to the former)
,
and several subordinate municipal courtsd

The Tax Court of the United States was created by the Revenue Act of

1942 " to decide questions arising over alleged deficiency in, or over-

payment of, income, estate, excess profits, and other direct taxes, with

review by a circuit court of appeals.’’ Lastly, the Emergency Price Control

Act of 1942 ^ created an Emergency Court of Appeals, consisting of three

or more judges to be designated by the chief justice of the United States

from judges of the district courts and the circuit courts of appeals. This

Emergency Court hears appeals of persona who deny the validity of any

order or regulation issued by the Office of Price Administration,” and

its judgments and orders are revicwable by the Supreme Court.

The Department of Justice “

Eollowing English and colonial precedent. Congress provided in the

Judiciary Act of 1789 for an attorney-general who should advise the

1 The courts of the District of Columbia have been held fo be "constitutional”

courts in certain respects and “legislative” courts in others. O’Donoghue v. United
State.s, 289 U, 8. 510 (1934).

” 50 V. &. Slat, at Lar(/e, 957. The Tax Court has sixteen judges. Between 1024 and
1942, it was called the United States Board of Tax Appeals. V. S. Qoveinment
Manual (Summer, 1944), 559-660.

a In pursuance of treaties which conferred extraterritorial rights in China, a United
States Court for China was set up m 1906 at Shanghai, to pass upon appeals from
decisions of the American consular courts in that country; and from its decisions

appeals could be taken to the federal circuit court of appeals for the ninth circuit,

and ultimately to the Supreme Court. Cf. M. J, Helmick, “United States Court for

China,” Amer. Bar Assoc. Jour., XXVII, 544-546 (Sept., 1941).

The work of the United States Court for China ceased immediately upon the

outbreak ol war with Japan; the judses and other members of the staff were interned

and later came back to the United States. Moreover, the Court itself has been
abolished, coming to an actual end on May 20, 1943, with exchange of ratifications

of the treaty doing away with extraterritorial rights of the United States in China.
Cf. E. D. Thomas, “Extraterritoiiality in China,” Senate Doc., No. 102, 78th Cong.,

1st Sess. (1943).

As has appeared, the United States has a few isolated administrative courts,

such as the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, but no general system of such
tribunals charged with adjudicatmg disputes arising out of decisions rendered by
executive and administrative agencies to which Congress has delegated quasi-judicial

powers in some thirteen hundred instances. Cases arising under powers thus dele-

gated by Congress are now ruled upon by more than seventy federal agencies, acting

independently of one another and with no means provided for coordinating their

work. To overcome the resulting overlapping and lack of uniformity of decisions,

a committee of the American Bar Association, in July, 1936, submitted a report
recommending the establishment of a federal admitiistrative court, similar to some
in Europe, to deal solely with cases arising In the exercise of powers delegated by
Congress, the decisions of this administrative court to be subject to review by the
Supreme Court or by lower federal courts. The committee's report is summarized
in M. T. Times, July 27, 1936. Cf. L. G. Caldwell, "A Federal Administrative Court,”
Univ. 0} Pa. Laio Rev., LXXXIV, 966-990 (June, 1936) ;

it. M. Cooper, “The Pro-
posed United States Administrative Court,” Mich. Law Rev., XXXV, 193-252 (Deo.,
1936).

^ 56 V. S. Stai. at Large, 23,

^C. W. Stewart, ’"The Emergency Court of Appeals,” Georgetown Law Jour.,
XXXII, 42-65 (Nov., ma).
®This estabiishment is an executive department, and not a part of the judiciary-

its functions and operations, however, wacrrant bringing it into any discussion of the
federal system of administeiing justice.
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government on legal -matter's and repi'cscnt it in judicial proceedings.

This officer was not expected to give all of his time to the work, and ke
was not made the head of a department, although as soon as the cabinet

developed he became a member of that group. With the growth of the

country and of the government’s activities, the duties of the position

naturally increased. Solicitors and other assistants were provided for;

the attorney-general gave up all private practice; and at last, in 1870,

under pressure of the great volume of legal work flowing from the Civil

War and Reconstruction, Congress belatedly established a Department of

Justice in which the government’s legal business was for the first time

concentrated and systematized. Even after tripling its force of oflicers

and employees to cope with wartime conditions, tlie Department of

Justice is smaller than most others. But it performs exceedingly important

functions, and no department, except perhaps the Treasury, is so inter-

locked with the others. The principal officers in Washington are the

attorney-general, who gives his iime mainly to studying and rendering

opinions on legal questions referred to him by the president or heads of

departments
;
a solicitor-general (with also an assistant solicitor-general)

,

who represents the United States before the courts;^ an assistant to

the attorney-general, who has supervision over all the major subdivisions

of the Department and over the district attorneys and marshals; an

assistant attorney-general, who has special charge of cases arising out

of the national anti-trust and interstate commerce laws; and six other

assistant attorneys-general, with such duties as are assigned to them by

the head of the Department. Included in the Department also are a

Federal Bureau of Investigation—the famous FBI—with 15,000 special

agents and other personnel, and with functions paralleling and supple-

menting those of the secret service in the Treasury, including, of course,

the crime-detection work of the highly efficient “G-Men”
;
an Immigration

and Naturalization Service, which, in 1940, was transferred from the

Department of Labor to the Department of Justice;^ a Bureau of

Prisons
;
and a War Division, set up in 1942, with an Alien Enemy Con-

trol Unit and an Alien Property Unit.®

Outside of Washington, the Department has a district attorney and

a marshal in each of the eighty-four judicial districts into which the

states are divided, besides others in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the

Virgin T.slands, and the Panama Canal Zone. Both offices date from 1789,

and their incumbents are appointed by the president and Senate for four-

year terms, on recommendation of the attorney-general. A district attor-

ney presents to a grand jury all violations of national laws coming to his

attention within his area; and if that body brings an indictment, it falls

to him to conduct the case of the government against the accused person.

1 C Fahy “The Office of Solicitor-General,” Amer. Bar Asaoc. Jour., XXVIIl,
20-23 (Jgn., 1942).

- See pp. 119 and 121 above,
“ U. S. Oovernment Afarmai, (Summer, 1944), 259-270.
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His work, therefore, corresponds to that of county prosecuting officers

who act under state authority; and over it the attorney-general has a

somewhat indefinite supervision. The marshals and. their deputies are

charged with arresting and holding in custody persons accused of crime,

summoning jurymen, serving legal processes, executing the judgments of

the federal courts, and protecting federal judges from personal violence

when engaged in the performance of their official duties.^

Speaking broadly, the Department of Justice has two main functions.

The first is to give opinions to the president and other principal officers

of the government on questions touching their duties and involving con-

struction of the constitution or the laws. The courts will answer such

questions only in deciding actual cases, and cannot be looked to for

advisory opinions on constitutional and legal matters coming up almost

daily in the carrying on of the government’s work. For these, the officials

concerned are dependent upon the attorney-general and his principal

assistants. In many instances, the opinions rendered prove final and con-

clusive, and hence determine the law; and sometimes they profoundly

influence the pohtical, as distinguished from the purely legal, policies of

the government. Opinions are published, after the manner of judicial

decisions, and acquire weight as precedents in a similar way. They are

not furnished to Congress or its committees, but only to the executive

authorities; nor are mere departmental regulations ruled upon, or ab-

stract or hypothetical questions answered.

The second main function of the Department is to supervise or con-

duct suits to which the United States is a party and to prosecute offenders

against the revenue, currency, commerce, banking, postal, and other

national laws. Suits begun by the government are brought before a

district court or the Supreme Court, according to the nature of the case;

and while suits against the government are not allowed as a matter of

right, they are in fact permitted, and are instituted in a district court,

or in the special Court of Claims. In the lower courts, the government,

whether plaintiff or defendant, is commonly represented by the district

attorney of the district in which the action is begun; in the Supreme

Court and Court of Claims, by the attorney-general or one of his prin-

cipal assistants.”

1 The duties of district attorneys and marshals are set forth more fully in Code
o] the Lam of the U, S. (1934), 1281-1286. Of. K. H. Jackson, “The Federal
Prosecutor,’’ Jour, of Amer. Judic. Soc., XXIV, 18-20 (June, 1940) . It may be added
that in each judicial district, the district judge appoints a number of United States
commissioners, who hold office for foirr years, subject to removal at any time by the
appointing judge. These commissioner's are empowered to administer oaths, issue

warrants for thp arrest of persons accused of violating federal laws, subpoena wit-
nesses, conduct pretiniinary hearings of accused perBons,_ and discharge them or admit
them to bail. In numerous other ways, also, they assist in expediting the enforcement
of the federal criminal laws.

, »Two minor, although not unimportant, functions of the Department are advising

the preiadent on requests for pardons and the adqjinistration of the federal peni-
tentiai'ies at Atlanta, Leavenworth, Lewisburg, Pa., MdNeih Island, and Alcatraz
Island in San Fmnqiseq Bay, and of the jail and reform schools in the District of
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2. FUNCTIONS AND SERVICES

CHAPTER XXIV

NATIONAL EXPENDITURES—^THE BUDGET SYSTEM

Many activities of the national government have now been brought

to view, but others of major importance still claim our attention; and to

some of these we now turn. Basic to everything else is the raising and

spending of money; for, as the struggling government under the Articles

of Confederation quickly discovered, little can be done without adequate

access to funds. A prudent individual first calculates his resources and

then trims his outlays so as to, keep within them. A government, too,

cannot be indifferent to its flow of income. But since it can accelerate the

flow indefinitely, e.g., by increasing taxes and by borrowing, it ean, and

often must, decide upon expenditures first, and only afterwards shape

its plans for obtaining the necessary funds. Taking our cue from this

fact, we, in this chapter and the next one, consider first some aspects

of national expenditure, and then look into the matter of national revenue.

The Spending Power

The constitution has rather more to say about raising revenue than

about spending it; authority to tax, as well as to borrow, is expressly

conferred; and various limitations upon the taxing power are carefully

prescribed. A government, however, that could not spend money would

be no government at all; and ample federal spending power is found in

the constitution, not only in the authorization of Congress to “pay the

debts and provide for the common defense and general welfare of the

United States,” ^ but in various other provisions conferring authority to

do things that cannot possibly be done without spending money, e.g., raise

and suppoit armies, provide and maintain a navy, establish post-offices

and post-roads, provide for the government of the District of Columbia

and the territories, and set up a system of courts. Only three specific

restrictions arc imposed; (1) that appropriations for the support of the

Army shall not be “for a longer term than two years”; (2) that “no

money shall be drawn from the Treasury but in consequence of appro-

priations made by law”; and (3) that “a regular statement and account

of the receipts and expenditures of all public money shall be published

from time to time.” -

Nq one acquainted with our early constitutional history would, how-

lArt. I, § 8, cl. 1.

= Art I. § 8, cl. 12, and § 9, el, 7.
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ever, be surprised to learn that strict constructionists and loose construc-

tionists viewed the federal spending power quite differently. Madison,

for example, contended that the power to tax and to spend could legiti-

mately be exercised only to such extent as was necessary for the execu-

tion of the other powers delegated to Congress. Hamilton, on the other

hand, argued that the taxing-spending power was independent of, and

in addition to, the other powers. And the view of HamilLon prevailed.

Not only has Congress habitually acted on the assumption that its spend-

ing power is practically unlimited, but no appropriation made (even

when for obj ects, like public health or education or old-age benefits, lying

quite outside the range of expressly conferred powers) has ever been

challenged successfully in the courts; nay more, in its memorable decision

of 1936 invalidating the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, the Supreme

Court expressly asserted that the power of Congress to authorize the

expenditure of public moneys for public purposes is not limited by the

direct grants of legislative power found in the constitution—which is, of

course, exactly what Hamilton contended a century and a half ago.^ Not

only, too, may Congress spend without restraint, either as to purpose

(so long as it is of a public nature) or as to amount, but it may spend

under such circumstances as to bring it great extensions of power, as,

for example, when it gains regulative authority in the states through

the medium of grants-in-aid for highways, education, and social security.

How Appropriations Are Made—The Budget System

Not a dollar of federal money can be expended legally except in pur-

suance of authorization, direct or indirect, by Congress; and passing

the great appropriation bills becomes one of the most important tasks

of that body at every regular session. In these measures, Congress, in

effect, instructs the Treasury to supply the executive departments and

other spending agencies with stipulated suras, according to specifications

set forth in great detail. Indeed, one of the chief means by which Con-

gress exercises control over administration is this detailed and specific

allocation of money, cutting off an activity here by leaving it without

financial support, adding an activity or agency there by making the neces-

sary fiscal provision, and in these and other ways predetermining far

more than do some foreign parliaments the lines on which the govern-

ment’s work shall be carried on.“

For many years before the adoption of the present budget system in

1921, appropriation bills’ were drafted and introduced by no fewer than

nine separate House committees—^the bills themselves regularly num-

^ See p. 573 below. The opposing views of Hamilton and Madison, aa sum-
marized in the briefs In United States v. Butler, 297 U. S. 1 (1936), are reviewed in

Amer. Bar Assoc. Jour., XXII, 115-125 (Feb., 1936)

,

2 In Great Britain, Parliament ia content to vote lump sums for various purposes
and to leave the administrative authorities—acting under close control by the

Treasury—to make detailed application of the funds, including the fixing of salaries

and wage-scales.
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bering fourteen—and in the Senate were handled by as many as fifteen

different committees. Based upon more or less inflated requests made
by the various spending agencies, and merely swept together and trans-

mitted to Congress in an undigested mass by the secretary of the treas-

ury, these bills were not only framed, but considered and reported by

the several eommittees, in little or no relation to one another—and,

what was worse, in little or no relation to the condition of the Treasury

or to the outlook for revenue. With no single guiding hand to exercise

restraint, they were likely to emerge even more generous in their grants

than when they first made their appearance; and although the president

might warn and admonish, he as a rule could do nothing in the end except

affix his signature, since to do otherwise would mean to halt necessary

government activities. Under such division of responsibility, log-rolling

became a fine art, the “pork-barrel” an inexhaustible resource—especially

as resorted to by congressmen whose standing with their constituents

depended principally upon their success in tapping public funds in support

of pensions, river and harbor improvements, and public buildings. As

often remarked at the time, any private business conducting its financial

operations as those of the United States government were conducted

would stand perpetually in the shadow of bankruptcy.

In days when expenditures were relatively modest and revenues ade-

quate to meet them, criticism of such haphazard procedures had little or

no effect. The startling upswing of the national outlays during the first

World War, however—^together with the many fiscal problems and diffi-

culties entailed—lent new force to a growing demand for reform; and

in 1921 a national budget system, such as had long been talked about,

became a reality. The essence of a sound budget system consists in care-

ful planning of the expenditures of a given period in relation to antici-

pated income, by a single authority, which not only will achieve the

necessary correlation but shoulder definite responsibility for results;

and while the plan introduced by the Budget and Accounting Act of

1921 ^ left, and still leaves, a good deal to be desired, it is grounded

firmly on this general principle.

The planning and coordinating agency set up by the act is the Bureau

of the Budget, originally attached loosely to the Treasury Department,

although in effect an independent establishment. As supreme director

of national administration, the president is, however, the logical authority

to bear primaiy responsibility for preparing integrated programs of

spending and revenue -raising; and after Franklin D. Roosevelt became

chief executive, the Bureau was drawn into closer relations with the

White House until eventually, under authority conferred in the Re-

organization Act of 1939, it was absorbed outright into the Executive

Office of the President. It is now, therefore, no longer to be thought of

as an isolated establishment, but rather as an arm of the president---

42 D. 5. Stat, at Large, 20. ..
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the agency through -which that official maintains' touch -with the entire

financial side of the government and secures the siiadc-work necessary

to preparation of the expenditure proposals which he lays before Con-

gress.^ Since this status -was arrived at, the Bureau has been given more

adequate support, has reorganized and greatly expanded its fiscal (as

Avcll as other) work, and, under the direction of an able “career man,”

Harold D. Smith, has become one of the most vigorous and effective

establishments in Washington.^

In I he nearly twenty-five years since the Budget Bureau was created,

a grcf L change indeed has taken place in it. From an agency devoted

prime rily to the coordination of departmental requests for funds, it has

developed into the principal aid to the president in the general manage-

ment of governmental affairs. The conception of the budget itself has

expanded to include the formulation of well-defined financial programs

for the various departments and establishments, and also supervision

of and control over the execution of sueh programs, including continuous

study of administrative organization and adoption of improved business

methods in connection therewith. Resulting in part from the enlargement

of wernmental activities in fighting the depression of the thirties, the

new situation has ari.sen mainly from the defense and total-war efforts

of more recent years. Greater responsibilities than ever before have been

thrust upon the president, and in assuming them, he has been compelled to

pass along extensive authority to departments and other agencies. For the

use which they make of such delegated authority he, however, as chief ex-

ecutive, is responsible; and it is mainly upon the Bureau of the Budget that

he must rely for assmance that the authority is being properly exercised.

Such service the Bureau is able to render through the basic power

given the director to "revise, reduce, or increase” the -estimates of the

several departments and agencies—a power from which flows broad dis-

cretion over the substance of department programs, not only in the

planning stage but also later; because after the programs have received

Bureau approval, and after Congress has made the necessary appro-

priations, the departments and establishments must still obtain the

Bureau's approval for their financial procedures in carrying out their

programs, including the periodic (usually monthly) allotment of funds

and the maintenance of reasonable reserves for contingencies. In addi-

tion, since 1939, a division of legislative reference in the Bureau has

examined and reported upon all measures pending in Congress which,

if enacted, would impose a charge upon the public treasury or otherwise

affect the president’s fiscal policy, the purpose being to determine the

relation of such measures to the “financial program of the -president”; “

^ As pointed out below, tax proposals emanate rather from the Treasury Depart-
ment, although not without consitltative participation by the Budget Bureau.

. ,
^ The director is appointed by the president alon«, and for an indefinite term.
s- If,_ too, the Budget Bureau does not think well of a measure passifd, it may, and

Bouietimes does, prepare a veto message and advise the president to sign it.
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and the cooperaiion of this division, and of four others, in all budget

activities enables the Bureau to play a highly effective rule in making
recommendations and decLions affecting both the substance and the

administration of the government’s programd

Although of doubtful advantage, the government’s fiscal year opena

on July 1, rather than January 1; and a given year is hardly entered

upon bc+'ore -work on the financial arrangements for the succeeding year

is started. Eirst of all, every spending agency is asked by the Budget

Bureau to make out detailed estimates of the funds that it will need

in the next fiscal ^mar and to submit such estimates not later than

September 15. In larger agencies, this is done by special budget officers,

in lesser ones by members of the staff detailed for the purpose; and for

many weeks, conferences go on between these or other agency repre-

sentatives on the one hand and Budget Bureau officials on the other—
the forr-''')' commonly pressing for as generous allotments as they car-

hope tr t, the latter raising qufstions, offering objections, and seeking

to whittle down the frequently somewhat extravagant requests. On
larger matters, the budget director is brought into the discussions; and,

subject only to reversal by the president, his word is law for every bureau,

board, commission, and department as to what expenditures (and in

what amounts) shall be recommended to Congress, and what ones shall

not. Meanwhile, the Treasury Department, on its part, has been asked

not only for data concerning interest charges on the national debt, but

also for detailed estimates of the revenues that may be expected in the

period, together with proposals for increasing such revenues in case they

promise to be insufficient. With all of the estimates and other informa-

tion finally in haird (ordinarily by December 1), Bureau officials total

up the amounts, arrange data in logical order, and work the whole into a

1 The Bureau carries on its work through five principal divisions, exchanging infor-
nnition and working in close cooperation with one another; (1) largest of all, the
estimates dir'i.sion, which, revises estimates and determines apportionments and
general resen-cs; (2) the legislative reference divison mentioned above; (3) the
division of administrative management; (t) the fiscal division, handling the huge
mechanical job of compiling the budget document; and (5) the division, of statistical

standai’d.s, formerly the central statistical board, coordinating the statistical work of

the departments and establishments. In addition to its other duties, the Federal
Reports Act of 1942 (56 U. S. SLat. at Large, 1078-1080) made the Bureau responsible

for the data-collection activities of most federal agencie.s, the purpose being to reduce

the burden upon the public resulting from government questionnaires and reports.

See L. Stringham, “Government Questionnaires and Federal Reports Act of 1942,”

Pub. Admin, Rev., Ill, 150-157 (Spring, 1943). In 1035, the .staff of the Biirenu num-
bered only thirty-eight persons; by 1942, 356 were employed. The 1943 appropriation

measure provided for 692 employees; and for fiscal 1944, the president requested a

total of 660,
' An especially I'aluable analysis of the functions of the Bureau is N. M. Pearson,

“The Budget Bureau: From Routine Business to General Staff,” Pub. Admin. Rev.,

Ill, 126-149 (Spring, 1943), The fiinction.s and duties of the Bureau arc summarized
broadly in Executive Order No. 8248, Sept. 8, 1939, Title II, § 2, to be found m
Federal Register, lY, 3864-3865. Of, H. W. "Wilkie, “Legal Basis for Increased Activi-

ties of the Federal Biideet Bureiut,” Geo. Washington Law Rev., XI, 265-301 (Apr.,

1943) ;
H. D. Smith, “The Budget as an Instrument of Legislative Control and

Executive Management,” Pub. Admin. Rev., TV, 181-188 (Summer, 1944).
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volume of many hundred pages

—

i.e., the "budget”—^which, by the close

of the calendar year, is placed on the desk of the president. At this last

moment, the latter can revise or strike out items. But usually he has

already as.sentcd to most of them; and, with Congress coming into regu-

lar session normally on January 3, he, within a few days after his

regular message, submits a special message transmitting the budget as

a balanced fiscal plan for which he assumes full responsibility.’- Thus
evolved, a budget presents the utmost contrast to the melange of inde-

pendent appropriation proposals formerly unloaded upon Congress by

its various committees. The president becomes, in effect, the general

business manager of the government, with the Budget Bureau as the

agency through which he prepares his proposals. The role of Congress,

in turn, is more or less like that of a board of directors which, following

inquiry and discussion, translates proposals into decisions.^

In 1920, with the adoption of a budget system imminent, the House
of Representatives prepared for the pew order of things by enlarging

its general appropriations committee to thirty-five members, giving it

jurisdiction over all appropriation proposals, and authorizing it to employ

as many as fifteen sub-committees for handling proposals relating to

particular departments or agencies.” Received in the House, a budget’s

revenue proposals are turned over to the committee on ways and means,

but its far more bulky appropriation sections go at once in toto to the

appropriations committee, which forthwith parcels them out among its

sub-coramitteea, in such fashion that all proposals relating, for example,

to the War Department will go to the same sub-committee. From the sub-

committees come in due time bills embodying the different blocks of

proposals, more or less drastically altered; and through the main com-

mittee these are laid before the House for debate, and perchance amend-

ment, and then sent to the Senate, where again they are handled by a

general appropriations committee and a set of sub-committees before

emerging as measures to be passed on the floor. As individually adopted

(usually after conference committees have been called into play), the

bills are sent to the White House and almost invariably signed;'’ no

^ The budget message of January 9, 1945, -will be found in N. T. Times of the
following day.

3 If unanticipated necessity arises, supplementary and deficiency estimates may be
presented to Congress after submission, of the regular budget; and '‘deficiency” ap-
propriation bills are passed at almost every session. It is hardly necessary to add that
in a -war period like the present, special—and huge—appropriations become necessary
without much lefercnee to the regular calendar.

® The number of members has since been increased to forty-three (in 1945, twenty-
five majority and eighteen minority). The corresponding Senate committee has
t-wenty-four members (in 1945, fourteen majority and ten minority). In 1940, the
Brookings Imtitution recommended that the separate House and Senate appiopria-
tiohs committees be replaced by a single joint appropriations committee of the two
houses, equipped -with a permanent staff of budget and fiscal experts.

* Appropriation measures, like others, are, of course, subject to veto. Seldom, how-
ever, can they be ch'wpproved without more or Jess disrupting some branch of the
government’s activities, even -when -they include provisions to which the chief
executive objects. -
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attempt is made to gather them all into a single grand appropriation

measure, as in Great Britain.

During the quarter-cenlury since the new system went into operation, it

has abundantly proved its worth. Under the relatively normal condi-

tions prevailing in the earlier part of the period, it enabled the president

to hold the spending agencies in leash and to effect substantial econo-

mies; and even in the years of extraordinarily lavish expenditure asso-

ciated with the New Deal and with the defense and war effort, when the

executive rather than Congress was taking the lead in projecting liuge

outlays, it imparted unity and responsibility which otherwise would

have been lacking. Not only does it open a way for more or les.s drastic

reduction of ill-considered departmental estimates before they are sent

to Capitol Hill, but it enables Congress to act with full information con-

cerning not only current proposals and their relations to one another

but the state of the country's finances generally, the recent and present

trends, and the outlook for at least two or three years to comc.^ Indeed,

after appropriations have been voted, the president, if he thinks that

Congress has been over-generous, may order the agencies affected to

spend less than the amount authorized. Of course, power is always in

danger of being abused, and it is quite possible for not only Congress,

but also the president, to strangle or starve deserving administrative

services, ostensibly or actually in the interest of economy, especially if

considerations of politics tempt to such a course. Extravagance is, how-

ever, by all odds the evil chiefly to be combated in public finance; and

the restrictive powers conferred in the act of 1921 have been employed

mainly for this worthy end.^

There is, however, room for improvement. It would be advantageous,

for example, if department heads and the director of the budget were

given the privilege of the floor in Congress, so that they might explain

budgetary proposals (or omissions) to the general membership of each

house, as they now explain them to individual leaders, committees, and

sub-committees. Appropriation bills of general character are no longer

introduced except by the regular appropriations committee. But repre-

sentatives and senators freely exercise their privilege of introducing

1 Despite its admitted merits, the form of the budget statement, as simply a plan

of expenditures, has been criticized sharply both by members of Congress (notably

b'enator Byrd of Virginia) and by outsiders. The Securities and Exchange (2ommis-

sion, for example, submitted to the Temporapr National Economic Committee, in

1039, a plan for a "double budget” under which expenditures would appear in two
groups, one including all operating expenses and the other all expenditures for public

buildings and other similar non-recurring outlays.

*In the report of the President’s Committee on Administrative Management in

1937 (see pp. 412-413 above), the Budget Bureau, while criticized in sundry respects,

was given credit for the spotlight it had thrown on national fiscal problems, for

assisting the president in planning and 'controlling the fiscal program, for a detailed

scrutiny of department needs, for aiding the departments in improving their bud-

getary practices, for giving Congress a more intelligent picture of the nation ,s

finances and financial problems, and for clear comparisons between estimates and

actual expenditures of particular agencies and services.

A useful
reform

—

but in-
complete
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bills calling for appropriation of money for particular projects—^building

a- post-office, constructing a clam, dredging a harbor, or “improving” a

river—in -whicli they (at all events the voters back home) are interested.

Moreover, from the moment when a Elouse sub-committee takes hold

of a block of estimates to the time when an enacted bill results, sums

carried by particular items can be augmented and new items inserted.

It would save the taxpayers millions of dollars a year if Congress were to

emulate the example of the British Parliament, and, as a matter of

regular practice, refrain from voting any money in excess of sums re-

quested by the executive. At the least, if present usage is to continue,

it would be helpful if, by constitutional amendment, the president were

given power to veto separate items of appropriation bills, as governors

in all but nine states have been authorized to do.^

In its report of 1937, the President’s Committee on Administrative

Management criticized the Budget Bureau for concentrating too much
upon the preparation of budgets and not giving enough attention to

“supervision over the execution of the budget by the spending agen-

cies.” As the committee was frank to recognize, the Bureau had never

up to that time been given sufficient staff or money to enable it to per-

form this larger task. To a degree, the situation has now been corrected;

and a great deal is done by way of checking up on the use actually made
of funds voted, and supervising the transfer of funds from one agency

to another. There is need for such work, notwithstanding the existence of

another agency—^the General Accounting Office—created, in point of fact,

by the same act of 1921 which brought the Budget Bureau into existence.

In addition to auditing the accounts of spending agencies, this inde-

pendent establishment—^independent because its head, the comptroller-

general, is appointed by the president and Senate for a fifteen-year term,

and is removable only by impeachment or, for cause, by joint resolution

of Congress—has as a main function the validating of payment for

services, supplies, etc,, as a means of seeing that all such outlays fall

within the purposes and limits of appropriations as made by Congi'ess;

without the comptroller-general’s approval, money for such purposes can-

not be drawn from the Treasury, or, if drawn and paid over, must be re-

funded. After 1933, the General Accounting Office became a focus of

vigorous controversy, partly because the then comptroller-general, John

R. MeCarl, personally hostile to the New Deal, held up numerous pay-

ments in connection with New Deal enterprises as lacking proper authori-

zation in congressional appropriations
;

^ and in 1937 the President’s

Committee made recommendations, eagerly accepted by the President

himself, looking to abolition of the Office, transfer of “pre-audits” to the

Treasury Department, and retention of post-audits in a new agency to

; pp. 378-379 above and pp. 791-792 in complete edition of this book.
a Cf . C. H. Pritchett, “The Relations of the T.V.A, to the Comptroller-Genera] ”

Tmn, Law Brv., XV, 265-279 (June, 1938).
’
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bo headed by aa audjtor-gencralP Sliarply oppoRod views developed,

however, in various responsible quarters; and the suggested change? have

not been made. Ivlcamvliile, President Roo&cvelL’s opportunity to select

a comptroller-general of more sympathetic disposition has cased the

situation.

Ths Growth oj National Expenditures

In the first decade of the present century, the national government

rarely spent as much as half a billion dollars a year; indeed, the Pifty-

first Congress (1889-91), in its day, achieved notoriety as the first to

appropriate over a billion during its biennium. Erom that modest level,

national expenditures have vaulted to proportions staggering the imagina-

tion. By the beginning of the Roosevelt period (1933), they had risen to

nearly four billions a year, and three years of New Deal effort to over-

come the deiircssion pushed them up to above nine billions. Some im-

provement in the national situation permitted a drop to about eight

billions in 1937. But an economic’reccssion in that year, combined with

growing outlays for national defense, carried the figure for the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1941, to $12,710,000,000, exclusive of debt-retirement

payments. Within the first six months of the following fiscal year, the

fast-expanding defense effort merged into war effort on the most ex-

tended scale ever known to the country; and the total outlay for that

year (1942) reached the astonishing figure of $32,396,000,000. Even this,

however, was merely a prelude to greater outlays later on: in fiscal

1943, they rose to seventy-eight billions (almost double the total national

income in the depression year 1932), and in 1944 to almost ninety-five

billions
;
while for fiscal 1945 the estimate was a round hundred billions.

Nothing like this could have been envisaged by any one a generation ago.

After the first World War, the country settled down to a more or less The de-

normal peacetime expenditure pattern, with outlays devoted mainly to endtll’e’^

interest on and retirement of the national debt, veterans’ pensions, costs contrih-

of the executive, legislative, and judicial establishments, support of the factors

Army and Navy, and the carrying on of relatively modest enterprises

in such domains as reclamation, river and harbor improvement, and

highway construction. Since 1933, however, this pattern has been warped

almost beyond recognition—first, by the injection of newer types of

expenditure (work relief, aid to agiiculture, assistance to youth, social

security, and what not) entailed by the efforts' of the New Deal to lead

iThe Committee’.s discussion of the subject will be found in ils report, Adminis-

trative Management in the Government of the United Stales, 20-24. Later on, the

Brookings Institution submitted a leport to a Senate committee on government

reorganization which in some respects opposed the recommendations of the Presi-

dent's Committee. See Report to the [Senatel Select Commiltee to Investigale the

Executive Agencies of the Government (Washington, 1937), No. 5, pp. 79-102. C£.

J MoDiarmid, "Reorganization of the General Accounting Office,” Amer. Polit. Sd.

Rev., XXXI, 50S-516 (June, 1937) ;
also D. T. Seiko, The Administration of Federal

Finances (Washington, 1937), in which the President’s Committee and the Brookings

views are compared, to the advantage of the latter.



EXPENDITURES,! CLASSIFIED BY MAJOR FUNCTIONS
FISCAL, YEARS 1937 THROUGH 1943

Note.—Expenditures for non-war activities shown la this chart include some out-
lays which had the furtherance of defense or of the war effort as an objective. The
expenditures for such aptivities were made from general appropriations and could
not accordingly be Classified as past of the war program.

From the Amwa( Report qj the Secretary oj the Treasury (1043)

1- TT’vrtf'it/^na' _1
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the country out of depression and to inaugurate a permanently improved

social and economic
,

order; and afterwards, in far greater degree, by

outlays incident to the national defense program launched in 1940, and

especially to the present war. In the year ending June 30, 1941, for

example, nearly a billion dollars went for aid to agriculture and more

than one and one-quarter billions for work relief; and although the

items mentioned have been brought dorvn to lower levels, the over-all

and permanent growth of ordinary peacetime expenditnro is indicated

by the fact that in 1942 President Roosevelt expected the national outlay

after the war—even with the most careful economy while the staggering

national debt was in process of liquidation—to amount to not less than

ten billions.^

But of course it is the defense effort and the war that have led to

expenditures dwarfing all others. During the year ending June 30, 1940,

eighteen per cent of the total national outlay went for defense; in the

following year, forty-nine per cent; in the next one, eighty per cent; and

in 1943, ninety-two per cent. In asking Congress, in June, 1942, for a

1943 war grant of $39,400,000,000, the President made by far the greatest

single appropriation request known to our history—the sum being larger

than the entire cost of our participation in the first World War, and more

than ten times the total outlay of the national government in 1929. Yet

even this figure was dwarfed by a request seven months later for an even

hundred billions for war-spending during the ensuing fiscal year. What
the total cost of the defense and war effort will finally be, in terms

merely of actual current expenditure, no man can say. But it is significant

that appropriations, contract authorizations, and government-corporation

commitments from June, 1940, through December, 1943, alone aggregated

334 billions—^more than all the money spent by the national government

from the inauguration of George Washington to the attack on Pearl

Harbor.^

Probably most people w'ho saw in newspaper headlines the mounting

figures of expenditure during the past several years were merely be-

numbed by tliem, or at the most were led to wonder vaguely how such

sums could ever be raised. There were those, however, who called loudly

for reductions in non-defense outlays calculated, to some appreciable

extent, to offset the increase,s regarded as imperative. Early in 1941, Con-

gress took note of the demand by setting up a joint committee on "non-

essential’' expenditures; and near the end of the year this committee,

^ How completely out of line this figure is with postwar certainties as we now
can sec them is indicated by current estimates that intere.st on the national debt
alone will run to six billions or more and military expenditure to the same amount
or above. Expert opinion in 1944 was that the postwar budget will not be under
twenty-four billions. See R. G. Blakey, "Postwar Tax Problems,” Stale OoveruTnent,

XVII. 422-423 ff. (Oct., 1944).
sSee the President's budget summation, July 31, 1943, and budget message, Janu-

ary 13, 1944, in N. Y. Times, Aug. 1, 1943, Jan. 14, 1944. On the coat of the earlier

defense program alone, see A. G. Beuhler [ed.], “Billions for Defense,” Annals of

Amer. Acad, of Polil. and Soc- Sci., CCXIV, 1-216 (Mar., 1941).
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with Suniitni' Byrd of Virginia as chairman, rccoinmcndcd kUisIics on
non-dc’fense activities aggregating upwards of two billion dollars.' Thq

Budget Bureau, too, prepared tables showing where cuts of one, one and

ono-half, and even two billions could bo made
;
and the budget for 1943,

as submitted by the president in January, 1942, provided for reductions

at certain points totalling at least a billion. The difficulty was, however,

that no one could figure out such saving without cutting deeply into

great undertakings like agricultural aid, public works, pensions, and

social security
;
and to every proposal of the kind sturdy opposition was

certain to be offered by vast numbers of people with interests at stake.

The upshot has been that, while some significant cuts have been made, the

economies thus far effected constitute hardly more than a drop in the

bucket. The effort continues; but too much must not be expected from it.

The government itself, indeed, still hopes to be able to lead the nation to

victory abroad without material sacrifice of hard-won social and economic

gains at home.- •-

Borrowing Money—The National Debt

When expenditures and revenues are approximately equal, the gov-

ernment is said to have a “balanced” budget. If, on the other hand,

expenditures exceed receipts, there is a deficit, and the budget is said

to be out of balance. In ordinary times, and for ordinary undertakings,

the income derived from taxation, supplemented by receipts from other

sources, has usually been sufficient to meet the government’s needs. In

time of war, however, or other unusual strain, such as a period of busi-

ness depression, or to meet the cost of some great public work like the

Panama Canal, the government is obliged to resort to borrowing; and

the accumulated obligations thus incurred give rise to the national debt,

Congress may borrow from any lenders, for any purposes, in any amounts,

on any terms, and with or without provision for repa3rmcnt of the loans,

with or without interest.'' The method of borrowing is commonly that

The saving was to be effected by abolition of the Civilian Conservation. Corps,

the Farm Security Administration, the Farm Tenant program, and the peacetime
activities of the N.Y.A,, a large reduction, in appropriations to the W.P.A., and
reduced expenditures for public buildings and roads, rivers and harbors, and flood

control programs. A sharp dissenting report was filed by a minority of the joint

committee. Ct. H. P. Seidemann, Curtaihncnt oj Non~Dejensa Expenditures (Wash-
ington, D. C., 1941).

2 The chief "non-war” expenditures for fiscal 1944 were .1723 millions for veterans’
pensions and benefits, $766 millions for aids to agriculture, $951 millions for social

security and retirement funds, $377 millions for public works, and over a billion for

maintenance of the general government. Budget message, Jan. 9, 1945 {N. Y. Times,
Jan. 10, 1945).

3 The_ power to borrow money is expressly granted to Congress in the constitu-

tion, being indeed one of the very few poweis conferred absolutely without restric-

tion (Art. 1, § 8, cl. 2). The United States operates under no constitutional debt
limit, such as is fixed for many of the states in their constitutions, and such as states

commonly establish fdr counties and cities. For some time, however, a federal debt
limit has been maintained by act of Congress, Rio figure being raised by stages

since 1934 until by act approved June 9, 1944, it reached 260 billions and by further
legislation in March, 1945, was pushed up to 300 billions.
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of Rclling bceuriiics—usually in the form of ' inlcrcst-bcai'ing long-term

bonds or short-term treasury notes or certificates—to banks, insurance

companich, and individuals as voluntary purchasers; and such securities

rate high in the money markets, not only because, when issued in times

of stress, they usually pay attractive interest, but because the national

government (unlike some of the states) has never repudiated a deb 14

If, however, the investment motive, reenforced by patriotic appeals and
high-pressure salesmanship, fails, in time of emergency like the present,

to bring about voluntary purchases in sufficient amounts, the government

may compel purchases by “deferred-savings” devices of one kind or

another.

In the past twenty-five years, the United States has been added to

the long list of countries staggering under the burden of a huge national

debt. In 1916, we were paying interest, as a nation, on less than a billion

dollars." Three years of war-financing—in the course of which upwards

of twenty billion dollars’ worth cvf Liberty and Victory bonds were dis-

posed of to literally inilliens of purchasers—raised the figure to above

twenty-five billions. Peace restoi'cd, extensive borrowing ceased
;
and in

a period of what was looked upon as unparalleled “prosperity,” national

revenues, notwithstanding lowered tax rates, exceeded national cxjjcndi-

turcs year after year, ])cnnitting substantial debt retirement. By the

end of 1930, wo owed only a trifle over sixteen billions. With a little more

sacrifice during lush days, the whole of this might have boon liquidated;

and, as we are situated now, it is a pity that we did not put forth the

effort.

Already, however, at tlic date mentioned, the effects of the economic

depression were being felt widely, both by governments and by private

persons and corporations. Revenues fell off sharply; outlays for relief

and related purposes mounted to new heights; Under a policy of "bor-

rowing itself into prosperity,” the country went on from a national debt

of twenty-nine billions in 1935 to one of forty-two billions on June 30,

1940, when for the twelfth successive time the federal government closed

a fiscal year with a formidable deficit.” In one way or another, the bor-

rowing power was employed to autlmrize the issuance of government,

iWhen conditions become more favorable, the government is nqt unlikely, how-
ever, to refund a loan, i.o., to retire it and substitute auoLher at lower interest rates.

Commercial interest rates have been prevailingly low in the past decade, and the
government has been fortunate enough in the present war period to be able to

borrow at rates distinctly below those that it had to pay in World War I.

This, of course, takes no account of the debts of states and their subdivisions.

2 Only once before (immediately before and during the Civil War) had the govern-

pient ever gone for any comparable period—eight years in that case—with an un-
balanced budget. It is only fair to recognize that considerable amounts have been
paid out in loans to states, counties, cities, and private businesses under airange-

ments supposed to guarantee that in time they will be recovered. Actual collectiona

may, however, never be made in full
;
and in any event tlie burden of interest on the

sums borrowed for the purpose is heavy. Since 1940, deficits have risen steadily, unti)

for 1944 the amount was almost fifty billions and for 1945 it was estimated at fifty-

three billions.
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or f;ovcniment-£UiU’anlc(jd, bonds (1) in order to supply liquid capital in

place of the frozen assets of commercial banks, insurance companies,

building and loan associations, and railroads; (2) to finance a vast Rcries

of public works, not only under the national government, but by the

states, counties, and cities as well, e.g., public buildings, bridges, high-

ways, city slum-removal, the Tennessee Valley development,—all with a

view to increasing employment and stimulating business generally; (3)

to meet the special needs of the agricultural regions by providing a sys-

tem of farm credit agencies, making direct loans to farmers, and re-

financing farm mortgages; ^ (4) for the relief of home-owners unable to

meet mortgage payments, and to encourage home construction and reno-

vation; “ and (5) to obtain emergency funds for direct government assist-

ance to the needy and destitute, and to aid- the states in similar relief

work.

But worse was yet to come. In the autumn of 1939, war broke out in

Europe, accompanied by threatening -developments in the Far East;

and for two years each succeeding month brought the conflict nearer to

our own shores—until, finally, in December, 1941, wo found oursolvos

actually at war with the three principal totalitarian states. Regardless

of deficits, therefore, the country was compelled to tighten its bolt and

undertake, first, a defense program on land and sea and in the air which

alone would have removed all possibility of a balanced national budget

for many years to come, and afterwards a luar effort whose cost and

resulting liabilities have been mounting to as yet unpredictable heights,

Notwithstanding the increased taxation to be described in the ensuing

chapter, the national deficit for the year ending June 30, 1941, soared to

$5,103,000,000, and the gross national debt to $48,961,000,000—an in-

crease of nearly six billion dollars in a single year. And that was while

we were still at peace. Within two months alter Pearl Harbor, the sixty-

billion mark was passed; on December 1, 1942,—^with the country at

war only a year—^the figure was close to one hundred billions; by June

30, 1943, it topped $140,000,000,000; in December, 1944, it stood at

$231,000,000,000; and with the end of the war not definitely in sight,

either in Europe or in the Ear East, the Budget Bureau’s prediction of

a debt of $258,000,000,000 by June, 1945, entailing an annual interest

charge of upwards of five billions, seemed likely to be fulfilled.

Is this extraordinary situation in which the country finds itself a cause

for alarm? Many persons think so, believing that a debt of such propor-

tions cannot prove other than a dead weight from which our people

will long Biiffer retardation. Others view it less apprehensively, believing

that if the national income continues at a high level after the war the

burden can be carried without serious interfei’ence with our standard of

living or continued progress. In the first place, however, there can be no

1 See pp. 578-580 below.
® See pp. 523-624 below.
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guaranlcc of a future Iiigh national income over an indefinite period of

years. '• In the second place, the contention of some that the debt is not

serious because -wo owe it to our.sclvcs is fallacious; for while undoubtedly

it is bctLcr that we owe it to ounselves than to foreign lenders, this will

not prevent the burden from falling very unequally and disproportion-

ately upon our people. About the only consolation that the situation offer,

s

is the fact that, whereas in World War I the government had to borrow

at interest rates of four to four and one-half per cent, in the present war

the rates have averaged only about two per cent. Several things might,

of course, in future be done about the debt. We might simply repudiate

it, as the Soviet government repudiated the old Tsarist national debt

in Russia. But that is not the American way (even though the debt of

the Confederate States was thus disposed of) . We might go into default

on it, i.e., simply not pay the interest on it to the bondholders and others

wdio own the government’s securities. But this would be totally out fd'

line with all previous national policy (even though there has been a good

deal of defaulting on municipal and other local debts). Wo might “mone-

tize” it, i.e., convert bonds into money, which would terminate interest

obligations. We might simply “maintain” it, paying interest scrupulously,

but not making much effort to reduce the principal—a procedure by no

moans imcommon in European countries. Or, finally, we might do the thing

that doubtless most people assume that we are going to do, i.e., maintain

the debt and whittle it down as we can in periods when economic condi-

tions are favorable. Without much doubt, last coui’sc is the one

upon which we shall start. Where wc shall end,, no man can say, Cer-

tainly, with a multitude of heavy new or continuing postwar expenditures

looming ahead, there can be little expectation of sharp reduction in any

brief period of time.”
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CHAPTER XXV

NATIONAL, BDVENUES TUB TAX SYSTEM

The Federal Taxing Power

Although the national government receives no small amount of revenue

from other sources, e.g., operation of the postal system and the mints,

fees from patents and copyrights, fees and fines imposed in the courts,

and sales of property, the money with which to meet ordinary expendi-

tures as well as huge outlays on public works, national defense, and war

can come from only two main sources, i.e., taxation and borrowing^ The
latter has been commented on in the preceding chapter; our subject here

is taxes. A major difference between the government under the Articles

of Confederation and that under our present constitulion is that, whereas

the former could raise money only by levying requisitions upon more or

less uncooperative states, the latter can reach down past the state gov-

ernments to the individual citizen, place a money charge on his property

or business or income, and enforce payment, if necessary, by seizing and

selling his possessions in case of delinquency—a power manifestly of

tremendous significance, opening the way as it does for burdens to be

laid upon one class of people for the benefit of another (if Congress is

so disposed) and for other actions affecting the distribution and use of

wealth. Very appropriately, the long list of powers given Congress in

the eighth section of the first article of the constitution starts off with

the power “to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises.” ^

Comprehensive, however, as is the taxing power thus conferred, it

can be exercised only in accordance wdth certain express or implied re-

strictions. To begin with, Congress is not free to lay and collect taxes

for any and all purposes, but only (as the constitution plainly says),

“to pay the debts and provide for the common defense and general wel-

fare of the United States.” The first two purposes indicated are definite

1 Out of a total national rovonuo of $8,282,062,000 in the last pre-war year (the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1941), $463,697,000, or loss than five per cent, accrued from
non-tax sources. Borrowed money is not, of course, included in “revenue."
-As employed in this clause, the teim “taxes" means piimaiily direct taxes,

assessed upon and paid directly by those liable to them, e.g., landowners; “duties”
and “imposts” relate to levies on imports or exports or both (what we commonly
call tariffs or customs)

;
and “excises”—a term of English origin—denotes whnt is

usually referred to as “internal revenue,” f.e., levies upon the production, di.stribii-

tion, or use of commodities within the country. The general term “taxes” is, how-
ever, commonly employed for all thi'ee categories; and in contrast with the first,

i.e., direct taxes, the other-s are said to be indirect, for the reason that, although
collected in the first instance from importers, manufacturers, distributors, and the
like, they are practically certain to be passed on to the consumer in the form of
higher prices for goods, with the result that it is he who really pays the tax, even
though without much realization that he is doing so.
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enough. But the term “general welfare” is so broad that as a restriction

upon the taxing power and the incidental power to appropriate, it has

been of no very great importance. Congress thus has a great deal of lati-

tude
;
and by virtue thereof, that body is found promoting the “general

welfare” by imposing taxes the proceeds of which arc to be appropriated

for the aid of institutions of higher learning, although they are attended

by only a comparatively small part of the population; for the relief of

unemployment, mortgaged homes, banks with frozen assets, and drought-

stricken areas; for the construction of the Panama Canal, power plants

at Boulder Dam, Aluscle Shoals, and Grand Coulee, irrigation projects,

and other “public works”; for aiding the states in the construction of high-

ways
;
and for promoting rural electrification and resettlement.

Nevertheless, national taxes may not be levied and the proceeds spent

for simply anything that Congress may choose to regard as in the interest

of the general welfare. For example, the power to tax—^thc Supreme

Court has said—may not be employed by Congress to draw to itself

controls which under the constitution are not vested in the national

government, but on the contrary are left to the states. In other words,

the “general welfare” that may be aimed at through exercise of the

taxing and appropriating power must fall within the boundaries marked

out for the federal government by the constitution, as that instrument is

interpreted by the Supreme Court.^

Down to World War I, the greatest joart of the national revenue

always came from indirect taxes; and, as we shall see, a very large share

is still derived from this source. In laying taxes of this kind, Congress

is bound by the constitutional provision that “all duties, imposts, and

excises shall be uniform throughout the United States.” ^ The injunction

does not prevent tobacco excises, for example, from falling more heavily

upon sections where tobacco products are manufactured extensively than

upon others where there is little industry of the kind; it means merely

that all cigars or cigarettes of a given kind or condition shall be taxed

at the same rate in all parts of the country. Formerly, the clause meant

also that duties on imports must be uniform at all ports of entry. Under

Supreme Court decisions since 1901, however, rates on commodities

coming from the insular dependencies may differ from those on imports

from other areas; “ and under the trade agreement system instituted in

r As recently as 1935 an ''unregenerafce” Supreme Court held that processing taxes
levied under the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 to raise revenue with which
to compensate farmers for reducing their crop acreage was unconstitutional, how-
ever desirable the objective (.United States v. Butler, 297 U.S. 1). As now constituted,

the Court is prepared to sanction a considerably broader construction of the welfare

clause. But at all events, any federal tux for “welfare” purposes must still fall within
such boundaries—marked out for the federal government by the constitution—as

the Court will recognize. It. L. Post, “The Constitutionality of Spending for the

General WeFare," V<i. Law liev., XXII, 1-39 (Nov., 1935) ;
E. S, Convin, “The

Spending Power of Congress,” Harvard Law Rev., XXXVI, 548-582 (Mar., 1923).

Art. 5 8, cl, 1.

® De Lima v. Bidwell, 182 U. S. 1 (1901) ; and for a recent decision, Cincinnati
Soap Co. V. United States, 301 U. S. 308 (1937)

.

f
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the last decade/ thei'c may now he further variation, according to the

foreign country from which the commodities come.

The taxing power is further limited (1) by a constitutional provision 3-

forbidding the laying of duties on exports,^ although Congress is author-

ized to regulate export trade in every way other than by taxation; and

(2) by the requirement that direct taxes shall be apportioned among the

several states according to population.® As interpreted in earlier days

—

to include only poll or capitation taxes and taxes on real estate (and at

one time slaves)—direct taxes have been laid by Congress only five times

in our history, most recently in 1861. Taxes on incomes laid in 1862 were

held by the Supreme Court not to be direct taxes. When, however, a

new income tax law was challenged judicially in the last decade of the
,

century, the Court took a contrary stand; * and finally, as wo have seen,

the practical difficulty of collecting such taxes on any basis of appor-

tionment among the states led in 1913 to adojjtion of the Sixteenth

Amendment, brushing aside the icntire question of whether income taxes

are or are not direct taxes, and simply authorizing Congress to “lay and

collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, without appor-

tionment among the several states.”

Finally may be mentioned (1) the implied ro.straint of Congress (aris-

ing from the nature of the federal union) from taxing the property or striotioi

essential functions of state governments or of subordinate governments

created by them, and (2) the similarly implied restriction upon taxing

securities issued by such jurisdictions or incomes derived therefrom,'

Except as restricted in the foregoing ways, Congress is free to tax any wide

and all objects and persons within the national jurisdiction, to irwlte the ol'S

rates as steep as it likes (even to the point of confiscation), and in this power

way to raise any amounts of revenue desired or deemed feasible. If the

people think themselves taxed excessively or unfairly, they will find

remedy (as the Supreme Court has itself said), not in the courts, but

^ Sec pp. 510-611 below.
2 Art. I, § 9, cl. 5.

a Art. I, § 2, cl 3. C. J. Bullock,
_

“The Origin, Purpose, and Effect of the Direct-
Tax Clause in the Federal Constitution,” Polit. &ci. Quar., XV, 217-239, 452-484
(Sept., June, 1900),

'‘Pollock V. Farmers’ Loan and Trust Co., 158 U. S. 601 (1895).
But see pp. 80-81 above concerning the taxation of aalarie.?. Until fairly re-

cently, the federal government did not uniformly tax even Us own instrumentalities
,—although not because of constitutional restraints. Thus the income from most
federal bonds and other securities was exempt from “normal” taxation (although
not from surtaxes) until February, 1941, when a bill was signed by the president

giving the secretary of the treasury discretionary authority to sell securities subject

to normal income taxes as well !ia to surtaxes; and withorit delay the secretary

aimouhocd that future issues of federal securities would not enjoy even the previous

degtee of exemption. Contrary to earlier usage, too, all federal officers are now sub-
ject to national income taxes on their salaries. Formerly, the president was regarded

as exempt; but an. act taking effect in 1932 made him liable,^ and Franklin D,
Roosevelt became the first to be affected. Forrnerly, too, federal judges—guaranteed

in the constitution against diminution of their salaries while in office—were con-

sidered exempt; and in Evans ix Gore (253 U. S, 245, 1920) the Supreme Court so

ruled. The act just mentioned, however, made all federal judges “taking office after

June 6, 1932” liable
;
and in 1939 all others were included.
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in electing a Congress disposed to reduce or reapportion taxes. Most

lnw.s imposing taxation can readily be classed as revenue laws, in., laws

in which the primary, if not sole, purpose is to produce income for the

government. There are, however, measures which—although tax laws in

form—aim only incidentally at bringing in revenue; thus, tariff schedules

designed to protect American industries against foreign competition have

often carried rates too high to be productive. Indeed, Congress has at

times gone so far as to impose taxes with the avowed purpose of destroy-

ing a business activity, such as the issuing of bank notes by state banks;

and measures of this nature have been .sustained on the ground that

Congress has full right to impose taxes not merely to raise money but

also as a means of regulating eoinmerce or currency, or rendering effective

some other expressly granted power.

Is a tax constitutional, however, when it is not clearly either a revenue

measure or a device for rendering effective some other delegated power,

but rather is aimed solely, or princips^lly, at promoting the “general

welfare” of which we have spoken? T}ii.s question was raised pointedly

by a law of 1902 laying a prohibitive tax on oleomargarine, by an act

of 1912 placing a similar tax on the manufacture of poisonous phos-

phorus matches, by narcotic drug laws of 1914 and 1919 iipposing a

tax on registered dealers, and by an act of 1919 laying a special tax

on the incomes of concerns employing children under the age of sixteen,

the sole purpose being to discourage the use of child labor. In cases com-

ing before it at different times, the Supreme Court upheld both the oleo-

margarine and the narcotics law as revenue measure.s, refusing to inquire

into the legislative intent." The constitutionality of tlie phosphorus match

law has never been judicially tested. But when the child labor law was

challenged, the Court fixed attention on the motive animating

Congre.s,s, and held that the measure was not a valid exercise of the

taxing power.^ For similar reasons, it invalidated the processing taxes

levied under the first Agricultural Adjustment Act (1933) and a tax on

producers of bituminous coal (1935), on the ground that the former were

for the purpose of regulating agricultural production and the latter only

a penalty for non-compliance with regidations affecting the business of

coal-mining, neither of which fields was then regarded by the Court as

within the bounds of congres.sional control. ‘ As pieviously indicated,

however, a Court now oriented to more liberal viewpoints has shown
greater tolerance in such matters; and the presumption is that to the

^Vearie Bank v. Fenno, 8 Wallace 553 (1869).
‘-McCray v. United States, 195 U. S. 27 (1904); United States v. Doremus,

249 U, S. 86 (1919); Nigro o. United Slates, 276 U. S. 332 (1928). See also Amer.
Polit. Sci. lieu., XXIII, 78-Sl (Feb., 1929), iind W. McCune, “The Oleomargarine
Rebellion,” Harper’s Mag., CLXXXVHI, 16-23 (Deo,, 1943).

3 Bailey v. Drexel Furniture Co., 269 U. S. 20 (1922). CL R. E. Cushman, “Social
and Economic Control Through Taxation,” Minn. Lm Rev,, XVIII, 757-783 (June,
1934).

United States v. Butler, 297 U. S. 1 (1936); Carter v. Carter Coal Co,. 298
IT. S. 238 (1936).
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many occasions on 'which the federal taxing power has already been

used with impunity in advancing social and economic ends, with con-

siderations of revenue wholly secondary, will in future be added still

others of major significance. In much of our income and inheritance

taxation during recent decades, the purpose to curb “swollen fortunes”

can be discerned almost as clearly as that of obtaining revenue
;
and in

messages to Congre.ss in 1935 and on other occasions, President Franklin

D. Roosevelt, pushing further ideas advanced by Theodore Roosevelt,

Wilson, and even I-Ioover, warmly advocated such a policy, with a

view to more equitable distribution of wealth and economic power

With the federal govermnent and the states taxing the same person.^ Tim

or objects at the same time, there arc plenty of chances for double, or lamui™-

cven triple, taxation; and in the past thirty-five years—beginning with tion"

the federal corporation tax of 1909, the income tax of 1913, and the

inheritance and estate tax of 1916—the amount of such multiple faxatioii

has increased enormously. Although the federal government relies for the

major part of its tax revenue upon personal and corporation income taxes,

estate and inheritance taxes, stock transfer taxes, tobacco and liquor

taxes, and gasoline taxes, all of these objects are taxed by some or all

of the states as well.-' Indeed, apart from the general property tax, there

are few major forms of taxation to which the national and state gov-

ernments do not both lay claim, each -without much regard to the other

or to the taxpayer; and often the sums collected by the national gov-

ernment within a state from a given tax exceed the amounts collected

from that tax by the state itself. The resulting handicaps to business

and industry—to say nothing of the burden for individuals—have stirred

endless discussion and protest. In a period, how’ever, when most taxing

authorities are of necessity bent upon getting as much as they can, the

problem remains largely unsolved.-'*

^The Piesident's proposals revived discussion of the old question of the scope of
the national taxing power. Opponents of increased corporation, inhentanco, and
estate taxes insisted that the proper purpose of taxation is to raise reveime, and
not to promote economic and social ends, and that a ta.x levied with the latter

objective -would be a peiwersion of the taxing power, -which, if allowed to become
a precedent, woldd enable Congress arbitrarily to place limits upon individual and
corporation earnings, the transmission of wealth, and the size of busines,s organiza-
tions. See C. T. Crowell, “Taxation Not for Revenue," Harper’s Maq., CLXXV,
89-95 (Dec., 1937). The -whole subject of the concentration of wealth and of economic
power was fre.shly .studied by a Temporary National Economic Committee, report-

ing in 1940 (see p. 553 below). It may be observed that the extremely high income,
inheritance, and estate taxes incident to the iiresent war will, if long continued (as

in some degree the accumulated national debt will certainly require), have much
of the levelling effect desired by Pre.sident Roosevelt.
-In 1933, .a sub-committee of the House ways and means committee reported

323 cases in which the same group of taxable objects was taxed by federal and slate

goveniments. Cf. Report of a 8ub-Cummittee oj the CummiUce on M'ays and
Means Belalive to Federal and State Taxation and Duplication Therein tWash-
ington, 1933). Two years later, SQO such instances -svere counted. F. G. Crawford,

"Taxes Talk,” The Tax Digest, XIV, 257 (Aug., 1936).

“ In FebruaiT, 1933, an interstate commission on conflicting taxation was set up
by the Interstate Legislative Assembly of the American Legislators’ Association, and
in 1035 it published at Chicago, a volume entitled Confliclinq Taxation.
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The Pattern of Federal Taxation

As indicated above, tlie federal government early began relying prin-

cipally upon indirect taxation, chiefly duties on imports; and so com-

pletely were the country’s tax needs met from this source that until the

Civil War direct taxes were brought into play only four times and

excise taxes only in the two periods 1791-1802 and 1813-18. The exigen-

cies of the conflict between the states, however, not only forced a tem-

porary reversion to direct taxation, but brought excise taxes again into

use; and from that time onwards the latter always formed part of the

federal tax picture—although with tariff duties (designed to protect the

country’s industries as well as to yield revenue) still dominant. Some-

times the argument was heard that people would be more tax-conscious,

and therefore more concerned about economy and efficiency in govern-

ment, if taxation were less disguised. But politicians found it convenient

to keep tax burdens more or less hidden>, and the indirect pattern was con-

sistently adhered to. Only toward the end of the century did new cur-

rents of social and economic opinion bring to the surface concepts of a

radically altered tax pattern—one in which, while older taxes should

not be wholly discarded, an important (and perhaps eventually the pri-

mary) place should be assigned to a tax based upon ability to pay as

measured in terms of individual and corporate incomes; and, constitu-

tionally validated by the Sixteenth Amendment, the new form of levy

established itself firmly in our system (1913) shortly before wc became

involved in World War I.’- One of the advantages of income taxation is

its flexibihty—the ease with which, by juggling a few rates and brackets,

it can be made to yield vastly more or vastly less as may be desired
;
and

under the impact of unparalleled wartime expenditures in 1917-18 the

national revenue from this source was pushed to topmost place—a posi-

tion which it consistently maintained until 1933. Even in the memorable

depression year 1932, more than half of the government’s tax revenue

was obtained in this way. Prolongation and intensification of depression

conditions, however, eventually cut personal and corporate income to

a' point where the taxes upon it yielded sharply diminishing sums; and

once more the bulk of national revenue began to come from customs duties

In leocnt years, much formal and informal cooperation between federal and state
tax-collecting officials, especially in the fields of income, estate, and alcoholic beverage
t^es, has tended to minimize administrative conflicts arising from multiple taxa-
tion. See J. W. Martin, “The Problems of Duplicating Federal and State Taxes,"
State Oovenimcnt, XVII, 287-289 (Mar., 1944) ;

“Functions of Intergovernmental
Administiative CoSperation lu Taxation," ibid., XVII. 327-332 (May, 1944) ; and
“Federal-State Tax Cooperation,” Nat. Mvnic. Rev., XXXIV, 21-26 (Jan., 1945).

r There had, of course, been some earlier experience with federal income taxes.

A wartime tax of the kmd, laid in 1861, lasted, in one form or another, until 1872;

n tax of the sort imposed in 1894, with a view to compensating for loss of revenue
caused by reduction of tariff rates, was in. the following year pronounced uncon-
stitutional (Pollock Farmers’ Doan and Trust Co., 157 U. S. 429) ;

and a tax
laid in 1909 on the income of corporations was to all intents and purposes an income
tax, although evasively termed an excise tax on the privilege of doing business.
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and excises, even though here, too, yields were reduced by languishing

commerce and slackened business. Some measure of prosperity having

been regained, the income tax stream began rising again in 1937; and,

propelled by the hectic tax policies of the ensuing war period, it became

a veritable torrent, completely dwarfing all other tax sources.

In the fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1941—a period of rapidly mounting

defense expenditure, and the last year before the country became in-

volved in World War II—the revenue received by the national govern-

ment from all sources amounted to a little over seven and one-half billion

dollars. Within three years, the total rose (in the year ending June 30,

1944) to more than forty-four billion.s—^until then, at least, the largest

income in the government’s history.^ And of this sum, only 907 million

dollars came from non-tax sources; more than 43.5 billions came from

taxes.

The principal tax sources, with yields, in 1944 were as follows;

Towering above all others were personal and corporation income

taxes—the former yielding over twenty bdhon dollars and the latter more

than fifteen billions, an aggregate of nearly thirty-five and one-half

billions, or almost seventy-nine per cent of the total tax receipts. In the

taxation of yearly incomes of individuals, the following main features

appear;’^ (1) complete exemption of all income below a figure ($500) i income
1 • • • n 1 ' 1

tftXCS

supposed to represent the minimum requisite of a bare existence, and

somewhat larger ($1,000) in the case of married persons; (2) additional

modest amounts of income exempted, or “deductible,” for children or

other dependents ($350 for each)
; (3) a relatively low fixed rate of tax

—

the “normal” tax of three per cent—on all net taxable income; and (4)

starting at a fixed level of net income, and rising rapidly from bracket

to bracket, a surtax, which in the case of larger incomes becomes by far

the principal burden. Non-profit organizations, e.g., churches, colleges,

lodges, cooperative associations, and labor unions, are exempt; and cor-

porations and other organizations for profit have their own system of

exemptions, normal taxes, surtaxes, and the like, capped by an “excess-

profits” tax rising by stages to a point where ninety-five per cent of such

profits go to the government. Lowering the personal exemptions to the

figures indicated above for single and married
,persons in 1943 brought

millions of people for the first time within the ranks of federal income-

tax payers, presumably diffusing tax-consciousness more widely than

ever before
;

“ although the tax (amounting to twenty xocr cent of wages)

is, for a very large proportion of these people, figured by the employer

and paid by him after being "withheld” from wages due. Under a “pay-

1 The Budget Bureau’s estimate for fiscal 1945 was nearly forty-six billions. Budget
message, Jan. 9, 1945.

® Changes in, detail are made from year to year, but the general plan is fairly

stable. ’
'

® As recently ns 1941, only about seventeen million persons made federal income
tax returns; in 1944, the number- was not fat from fifty millions.
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ab-you-go” bystem (the familiar “Ruml Plan”) adopted in Juno, 1943,

the tax, in the case of other people, is payable in quarterly instalments

starting March 15 of the tax year (not in the following year, as formerly)

.

Salaried persons find twenty per cent deducted from their pay checks,

the contribution thus credited figuring (as in the case of wage-earners)

in tile final reckoning which determines whether a person still owes

something or perchance is entitled to a rebateJ

On a number of occasions from the Civil War onwards, the federal

government imposed some form of tax on estates of deceased persons

or on inheritances of portions thereof, and since 1916 an estate tax has

been a regular feature of the federal tax pattern. Formerly, exemptions

ran as liigh as $100,000, and rates in lower brackets were relatively mild,

although high in upper ones. Naturally, under wartime taxation, exemp-

tions have been reduced (to $60,000) and rates stiffened. In order to

reach -wealth that might escape e.state taxation by being given away by

the possessor with that end in view, a- federal gift tax (on a graduated

scale approximately three-fourths as heavy as estate taxation) was intro-

duced in 1924, repealed in 1926, and reintroduced in 1932. Here again,

rates have been increased in wartime; and in 1944 estate and gift taxes

together yielded $512,211,000, or somewhat over one per cent of total tax

receipts. Combined with “progressive” income taxes, estate and gift

taxes operate powerfully in our time to check the growth and transmis-

sion of large fortunes, thereby promoting a socially desirable distribution

of wealth.

Then there are the taxes paid, in some small way, even by people

too poor to be reached by the income tax, i.e., the excises falling on

lobacco, liquor, motor-fuel, theater-admissions, cosmetics, and scores of

other objects, many of them luxmy articles to be sure, but including

everyday necessities for at least some people. No one needs to be told

how greatly the list of articles taxed has been increased, or how sharply

rates have been pushed upward, under wartime revenue legislation. The

aggregate yield in 1944 -was in the neighborhood of three billion dollars.

A special form of excise is the tax levied upon employers for the main-

tenance of unemployment compensation under the federal security pro-

gram.'- This tax is different from others in that, although the federal

govermnent levies it, only ten per cent of it is federally collected, the

remainder being collected and eventually paid out in benefits by the

states. The portion federally collected in 1944 amounted to about a

billion and a half.

Finally comes a form of tax which as recently as 1910 topped all others

1 Seventeen state legislatures have adopted a resolution calling for an amendment
to the national constitution placing a twenty-five per cent limit on federal income
tax rates. See H. M. Olmsted, “'The Tax limitation Delusion,” Vat. Mun. Rev..
XXXIV, 64-08 (Feb., 1945).

'

- See p. 621 below.
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in profluctivencPS, i.e.; cusioins dutiuh. In 1944, the yield of this tux

was only 401 millions, continuing the low level reached in wartime be-

cause of the inevitable decrease in dutiable imports.'-

The Enactment oj Tax Measures—Tariff Legislation

All measures for raising national revenue arc required to originate in

the House of Representatives. When a presidential budget message is otim-u".. ,

nue hili^

received, such portions of it as relate to revenue are forthwith referred to

the ways and means committee of that body; and to this committee it

then falls to whip into shape a tax bill, sometimes adhering closely, some-

times less so, to plans and recommendations of the Treasury Department,

outlined perhaps in the budget me.ssago, but likely to he offered in far

greater detail through sefiaratc presidential communications. Working
for many weeks, through snb-committccs when necessary, and with the

aid of repeated eonfcrcnces with the president, budget director, Treasury

officials, bankers, business men, and others, the committee finally emerges

with a bill which for furtlier weeks absorbs much of the time and energy

of the House. Passed by that body, the measure goes to the Senate, where,

notwithstanding that the House was originally intended to enjoy genuine

primacy in controlling the national purse, most revenue measures are

drastically altered, either in the finance committee or on the floor. There

is, indeed, notliing to prevent the Senate from amending a House revenue

bill by striking out all parts after the enacting clause and inserting an

entirely new bill; and something of the sort has happened on several

occasions. It is even possible for a bill which in effect, and almost in

technical form, is a bill to raise revenue to be passed in the Senate before

the House acts on it at all. In any event, a major tax bill, after passing

the Senate, will almost certainly have to “go to conference”; and it is

commonly in the form in which it comes from conference that the two

houses finally enact it and the president signs it.- Throughout the entire

procedure, the country—especially the business clement—watches with

interest, and even anxiety, to see wdiat new taxes will be decided upon,

and what increases or other changes will be made in existing ones.

'•Throughout discussions of recent fi-dcnil rovunue legislation, a general sales tax,

more or less siniilur to that employed in jiuiny atiitea, has frequently been proposed
No such impost has been levied, but il slill is not entirely out of the ta.x picture.

See E. H,. Nichots and C. Wallis (comiis.l, A Federal Sales Tax (New York, 1942);
“Shull CougrB.sri Pa.'-.s a Retail Sale.-! Tax a,s a Curb on Inflation?” [Sympoaiiiml,
Cong. Digest, XXII, 291-320 (Leo., 1913). Such ii tax is advocated m C. 0. Hardy, Do
We Want a Federal Sales Taxi (Washington, I). C., 1943), In lieu of a general sales

tax, the Treasury Department, in 1912, advocated :i “spundmgs” tax—a levy, at

progressive rates, on what people spend for good.s and services above a fixed amount,
The suggestion, however, w-as not acted upon,

- The only presidential v'eto of a general tax bill in the nation’s history was Presi-

dent Roosevelt's strongly worded, though imarailiug disapproval, February 22, 1944,

of a measure providing for hardly more than one-fifth of the additional revenue of

ten and one-half billion dollars urgently advocated by the Administration—a bill

ob,jeetionablo to the President also on other grounds. In both houses, the veto was
overridden by heavy majorities.

'
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1 Excludes trust account receipts and net airpropnation to the federal old-age and

aiiTvivoTs’ insurance trust fund.

From the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury (1943)
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From time to Congress turns its attention to the enactment of

a revenue measure of a type raising special problems and difficulties, i.e.,

a general tariff law prescribing the duties to be paid on articles imported
{Jen''''''

from foreign countries and also, under varying conditions, from some of

the insular dependencies. When new tariff legislation is contemplated,

the House ways and means committee commonly assembles in Washing-

ton some weeks, even months, before Congress meets, divides itself into

sub-committees for the preparation of different portions of the forth-

coming bill, and holds public hearings with a view to gathering informa-

tion. The majority members alone, however, do most of the work, tin

minority having little opportunity except to sit in at final meetings and

hoar what has been decided upon. If, however, the minority is inactive,

the lobbyists are not. Urging higher rates here and lower ones there, as

the interests which they represent may dictate, these assiduou.s servants

of economic and other pressure groups have a veritable field-day when-

ever a tariff bill is in the making.^

The full committee having taken formal action, the resulting bill some-

times is discussed in the majority party caucus (the Underwood Tariff

of 1913 was so handled)
,
although normally it goes at once to the House,

where in any case it is likely to become the most important subject for

debate during the session. Having passed the House, it goes to the Senate,

where, indeed, the finance committee may have been doing exploratory

work simultaneously with the House committee. On rare occasions, the

Senate accepts the House bill with only minor modifications; as a rule,

it introduces extensive changes, sometimes practically writing a new bill

At all events, if the differences are weighty, the measure is “sent to con-

ference,” where effort is made to work out a reasonable compromise; and

the measure that emerges can usually be counted on to be accepted by

both houses without further change.

A generation ago, tariff-making solely by act of Congress—never very Defects

satisfactory—^was found completely inadequate. Responsibility for deci- “auJe'*’

sions was too much diffused between the two houses; special interests mrk{iis

and their lobbyists exerted too much influence; general tariff hills had
become such labyrinths of facts and figures that even the most con-

scientious congressmen could not inform himself on more than a minor

fraction of the provisions on which he was expected to -^'ote. Furthermore,

rcgardles.s of how well-considered any set of schedule.s might be when
first adopted, fluctuations of prices in the world market might render it

1 But henceforth probably less frequently because of the ti’ado agieement system
instituted in 1934, and commented on below.

“ Since the Civil War, most tariff measures have been called by the names of

the chairmen of Lhe committees responsible for them, as the McKinley Act of 1890,

the Wrlson-Goiinan Act of 1894, the Dingley Act of 1897, the Payne-Aldiioh Act of

1909, the Underwood Tariff of 1913, the T'ordney-McCuinber Act of 1922, and the

Hawley-Smoot Act of 1930. For an excellent study of pressure-group politics in

relation to tariff-making, see E, E. Schattschneider, Politics, Pressures, and the

Tariff (New York, 19351,
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inadequate almost before tbe ink "was dry on the staiutc. Obviously, the

need was not only for tariffs that would bo more flexible—capable of

quicker adaptation to changing situations—^but for tariffs based on more

comprehensive, exact, and up-to-date information; and in 1916 a good

start toward this was made when a United States Tariff Commission

was set up, composed of six members representing both leading parties

and charged with continuous investigation of all economic matters bear-

ing upon tariff policy, and with reporting in full to both the president

and Congress.

By itself, the Commission has never had power to make changes in

tariff laws or in their administration; and originally it had authority to

accompany the information it imparted with no recommendations except

of the most general sort. Tariff acts of 1922 and 1930, however, not only

charged it with investigating differences in the cost of production of

any domestic article and any like or similar foreign article, but required

it to recommend to the president, on Jihe basis of its findings, specific

increases or decreases in tariff rates; in turn, the president was author-

ized to change rates, either up or down, within ranges of fifty per cent.

In this way arose our earliest “flexible tariff” arrangements, constituting,

until 1934, our only means of counterbalancing (without action by Con-

gress) the effects of differentials between costs of production here and

abroad.

More, however, was to come. Tariff revision by the procedure described

was still cumbersome
;
the president could act only on recommendations

of the Commission, which, like most such bodies, was prone to move

slowly, and whose recommendations were only on specific articles—not

embodying a general program. Impressed with the need for seizing every

opportunity to promote revival of our then languishing foreign trade,

Congress, in 1934, met a request from President Roosevelt by passing a

Trade Agreement Act; and the grant, made originally for three years,

was renewed for a like period in 1937 and again in 1940, and for two

years in 1943.^ The legislation gives the chief executive large latitude in

negotiating reciprocal, or “bargaining,” tariff agreements with other

countries, without intervention by the Tariff Commission or any other

authority. Articles on the dutiable list may not be transferred to the free

list, or vice versa; no rates may be lowered by more than fifty per cent

of the existing rates; and the “most-favored-nation” principle must he

preserved. Moreover, before a.n agreement is concluded with any foreign

government, interested parties must be given opportunity to present their

views to the president or to such agency as he may designate
;
and a Com-

mittee for Reciprocity Information has been created to serve as such an

agency, acting under the jurisdiction and control of the State Depart-

ment. Within the limits indicated, the president may act freely; and by
July, 1942, important agreements of the „kind were negotiated with

twenty-three different countries. Under wartime conditions, the opera-
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tion of the eystera has been considerably disrupted. Nevertheless, the

opinion seems warranted that the principles underlying it offer the only

hope for trade revival and prosperity in the po.stwar era; and it is safe

to assume that, in one form or another, they will be maintained. Mean-
while, the Tariff Commission continues to exercise its functions under

the flexible tariff provisions with respect to all rates not covered in the

trade agreements described,’-

The Treasury Department

The vast volume of fiscal busincs.s destined to arise out of the financial

powers (especially the power to tax) conferred upon the new govern-

ment in 1789 was not, of course, foreseen. Nevertheless, one of the first

necessities wms machinery for the collection of taxes, the care of funds,

and the keeping of accounts
;
and the resulting Treasury Department has

developed into a huge administrative establishment, employing more
people than the majority of otlter departments and performing tasks,

great and small, of highly varied character.

Foremost among the Department’s activities is the collection of the

national revenue, chiefly (except for postal receipts) through the Bureau

of Customs and the Bureau of Internal Revenue. The former collects the .

duties on imports provided for by the tariff laws and trade agreements, “venue

the work being performed at some three hundred main or subsidiary

“ports of entry,” located principally on the Pacific and Atlantic coasts,

on or near the Canadian and Mexican borders, or in Alaska, Hawaii,

Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands, and grouped in fifty-one customs

collection districts.’ Because of the location of its officers at strategic

seaboard and land-border ports, the war has imposed upon the Bureau

additional responsibility for intercepting and examining tangible com-

munications on vessels, vehicles, and persons arriving from and departing

to foreign countries, and for numerous miscellaneous duties having to do

with the prevention of sabotage and espionage, and with port-protection.

The Bureau of Internal Revenue collects the personal and corporate in-

come taxes, estate and inheritance taxes, capital stock taxes, liquor, to-

bacco and amusement taxes, and a wide variety of other imposts; and for

^Somp opponents of tanfF-rqduction have contended that the agreements are in

reality “treaties,” requiring assent m each case by the Senate. Long ago, however,
somewhat similar iigrccniprils made in pursuance of sections of the tariff acts of

1S9Q, 1922, and 1930 ivorc sustained by the Supreme Court in Field v. Clark, 143

II. S. 649 (1892), Iliirapton v. United States, 276 U. S. 394 (1928), and other decisions.

In April, 1915, a further extension of the empowering legislation seemed likely.

For general leferencea on executive agreements, see p. 049, note 1, below. On the
trade agreement piogram, see works cited on p. 514 below, and, in addition, 8. Welles ,

“Trade Agreements in a New World,” Atlantic Mo., GLXXI, 41-44 (Mar., 1943),

and S. P. Wluddcn, “Reciprocal Tiade Program and PosL-War Reconstruction,”

For. Policy Reports, XIX, No. 2 (Apr. 1, 1943).
- In the interior of the coiintiy, there are ports of entry also, where duties are

collected on imports shipped under bond. In addition to the collectors, deputy col-

lectors, surveyors, and appraisejs employed at all ports of entry, each customs

district has a customs patrol, charged with preventing illegal entiy of merchandise

and with protecting the custopis revenues.
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this purpose, the country, including Alaska and Hawaii, is divided into

sixty-six districts, each in charge of a collector, with the requisite staff of

deputy collectors, revenue agents, and other assistants!

Formerly, the collection of the national revenues was to a large extent

automatic. That is to say, foreign goods could not be imported, and

domestic goods subject to taxation could not be manufactured or sold,

until the importer, manufacturer, or dealer had paid whatever taxes were

due. Ill the case of importations, cash payments prevailed; in that of

excises, the method was mainly that of selling stamps and licenses.

Beginning with the coiporation tax law of 1909, however, other and

sometimes more complicated methods have been introduced, although

the customs and ordinary internal taxes continue lo be gathered as before.

Personal and corporation income taxes, and likewise inheritance taxes,

are based upon sworn statements of the tax-paying individual or

corporation, and are payable directly and in cash. Manifestly, the state-

ments called for may be evaded or falsified; and with a view to mini-

mizing such abuses, revenue authorities busy themselves the year around

with checking up on the returns made. Any statement may be chal-

lenged and inquired into if an examiner finds reason to doubt its accuracy

or completeness.

A second main function of the Treasury Department is that of keeping

the government’s money and paying its bills in accordance with appro-

priations duly made, In the Treasury Building in Washington is a treas-

ury (in the physical sense), in whose vaults large sums arc held; and

until 1921 there were sub-treasuries in nine other principal cities. Gov-

ernment money has also long been placed in banks; and since the

discontinuance of the sub-treasuries most of it is so deposited, principally

in the federal reserve banks located in twelve cities carefully chosen

with reference to the needs of business.^ From such depositories, funds with

which to meet the obligations of the United States are drawn by means

of checks prepared in the disbursing section of the Treasury and vali-

dated by the office of the comptroller-general.® The custodian of the

government’s monies, and also of large stocks of gold kept in vaults in

Kentucky and Colorado and of silver stored at West Point, is an official

known as the treasurer of the United States.

A third important function of the Department is the control of the

currency. The Bureau of Engraving and Printing prepares all of the

paper money, as well as the bonds and other securities, of the national

’•Collectors of customs and internal revenue oolleotors have long been political

,

appointeoa. The same is true of deputy collectors, who, although at one time selected
und.6r merit' rules, were by act of 1913 placed outside the classified service. Being
subject to senatorial con&mation, all of the officials mentioned fall outside the range
of those who, tuider_ the Ramspeck. Act of 1940, may be included in the classified

service by presidential order. The Brookinga Institution, in 1941, urged that this

Situation, be corrected by act of Congress; also that both bureaus be transfeired
from the Treasury Department to the jurisdiction ,of a bi-partisan oommiasion.

® See p. 519 below.
9 See p. 490 above.
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government; the Bureau of the Mint supervises the mints, where the

coined money is manufactured, and the assay offices, whore precious

metals arc received, tested, evaluated, and paid for; the Division of Secret

Service guards the currency against counterfeiting; and the Comptroller

of the Currency supervises the national banks, directs periodic examina-

tions of them, and receives their reports. This latter official also is respon-

sible for the issue and redemption of federal reserve notes and federal

reserve bank notes. ^ The national bank notes for whose issue and redemp-

tion he was formerly responsible have, however, since 1935 been retired.

One further financial function of the Department is the management of

the national debt, concentrated since 1940 in a Bureau of the Public

Debt, located in a division known as the Fiscal Service. Once it has been

decided by the proper authorities to make a new offering of public debt

securities, e.g. defense savings bonds, the Bureau prepares the nccessaiy

documents, directs the handling of subscriptions and allotments, and plans

and issues the securities themseilves. It also attends to the retiring of

securities, and is responsible for all public-debt accounting and auditing.

In June, 1943, a special War Finance Division was established in the

Department to stimulate the sale of bonds and other wartime securities.

Early in its history, the Department began to be assigned functions

which had little or nothing to do with finance, and until after World

War I it served as a dumping ground for offices and activities that Con-

gress did not know how to dispose of otherwise. In recent years, however,

such non-financial functions have been gradually reduced by transfers

to other departments or agencies, until today the only important units

of the kind still included are the Bureau of Narcotics, charged with

enforcement of the anti-narcotic laws, and a Procurement Division, which

purchases fuel and other supplies for government agencies.®
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CHAPTER XXVI

CTjnnKNCY, nANKlNO, AND CREDIT

The National Currency System

In view of the chaotic monetary conditions prevailing during the

Revolution and under the Articles of Confederation, it is not surprising

that the framers of the constitution put into that instrument provisions

calculated to insure a uniform national currency. On the one hand, Con-

gress was granted authority to “coin money [and] regulate the value

thereof”;^ on the other, the stifles were forbidden to coin money, to

emit bills of credit, ie., paper money, and to make anything but gold

and silver coin legal tender in the payment of debts,-

The first law providing for a truly national currency dated from

1792 and, on recommendation of Alexander Hamilton, secretary of the

treasury, introduced the now familiar decimal system based upon the

dollar as a unit, A second feature may have been wise enough also, al-

though certainly it led to plenty of controversy in later days. This was

the arrangement under which the currency was made to consist of coins

manufactured from the two precious metals, gold and silver, with fifteen

ounces of the latter reckoned as equivalent in value to one ounce of the

former.

It was easy enough to say that fifteen ounces of the white metal were

equal to one ounce of the yellow, but to keep them actually so wa-s a

different matter. For upwards of a hundred years, the effort was per-

sisted in, despite all manner of difficulties flowing from fluctuations of the

two metals in the world market. In time, the ratio was changed to sixteen

to one; and, this proving only a temporary solution, Congi'ess in 1873

“dcinonctijicd” silver altogether—^that is, stopped coining the standard

silver dollar. Demand for “remonetization,” at sixteen to one, grew in-

sistent, and the exciting presidential campaign of 1896 was waged almost

exclusively upon this issue. The Democrats, with their sixteen-to-one

candidate, IVilliam Jennings Bryan, however, lost; and in 1900 the

Republicans in Congress placed on the statute-book a “gold standard”

act making the gold dollar the unit of value and requiring that the value

of all other money be maintained on a parity with gold, so that a silver

dollar or a paper dollar might be taken to the Treasury at any time and

redeemed in the yellow metal.
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We now cncounLer one 'more striking illustration of thc manner in

which thc great depression of the recent past upset arrangements pre-

sumed to be impregnably entrenched. With a view—so it was declared

by President Eranklin D. Roosevelt and those who shared with him

responsibility for what was done—^to imparting reasonable inflation to

the currency, raising prices, reducing thc burden of debts, and thereby

contributing to recovery, a swift series of actions were taken which jmt an

entirely new face on our monetary system. First (following executive

orders forbidding the exportation of gold except as licensed by the secre-

tary of the treasury, and requiring all holders to turn over their gold

coin, or bullion, and gold certificates to the federal reserve banks, receiv-

ing in return other kinds of money), the gold standard was formally

abandoned, under executive order of April 20, 1933, based on the Emer-

gency Banking Act of the previous March 9, and stopping the free move-

ment of gold in international trade. Second, a joint resolution of

Congress, June. 5, 1933, canceled the “go)d clause,” commonly written into

long-term bonds and other contracts and calling for .the payment of

principal and interest in "gold coin of the present weight and fineness.”

This meant, among other things, that the government’s own obligations

and those of private persons alike, even though stipulating payment in

gold coin, might and would thereafter be payable in any form of legal

tender.^ A third step—criticized in many quarters no less sharply than

the foregoing—was thc devaluation of the dollar, accomplished by execu-

tive order of January 31, 1934, in pursuance of authority conferred in

the Agricultural Adjustment Act of the previous year. The purport of the

order was to reduce the weight of the gold dollar from 23.22 grains to

15% 1 grains nine-tenths fine—a reduction of about forty per cent—with

the result of giving the country practically a fifty-nine-cent dollar.-

Fourth, under the Gold Reserve Act of the same month,® the government

bought all gold remaining in possession of the federal reserve banka,

thereby "nationalizing” the entire monetary gold stock of the country,

which was thenceforth to be kept in the form of bullion and to serve as a

pennanent and fixed metallic base for paper currency.^ The coinage of

gold has been declared at an end. Finally, a Silver Purchase Act of June,

1934, "nationalized” the white metal also by instituting purchases de-

signed to bring it about that the nation's currency should, as a matter of

1-48 U. S. Stat. at Large, 112. This action was criticized sharply on both legal

and ethical grounds. See R. L. Post and C. H. Willard, “The Power of Congress
to Nullify Gold Clauses,” Harvmd Law Rev., XLVI, 1225-1257 (June, 1933), In
February, 1936, the Supreme Court held the resolution unconstitutional in so far as it

applied to government bonds (Perry v. United States, 294 U. S, 330), although up-
holding its applioalion to private bonds (Norman v. B. & 0. R. R., 204 U. S. 240),

^ The president’s power to alter the gold content of the dollar was allowed to lapse

in 1943.
® 48 V. S. Stat. at Large, 337-344.
* The stock of gold bullion and coin held by the Treasm-y on June 30, 1940, was

valued at nearly twenty billion dollars. The greati^r portion is kept buried at Ft,

Knox, Kentucky, See S. F. Porter, “Yellow Peril,” Curr. Hist., LI, 28-30 (Apr.,

19|40).
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fixed policy, bn backed by seventy-five per cent gold and twenty-five per

cent silvei’d

The constitution says nothing about paper money—except to forbid

the states to issue it. To be sure, there w'as paper money in circulation

after 1789 as before, but for a long time it was in the form only of notes

issued by state banks - and by the first and the second Bank of the United

States; and in the case of the state bank notes at least, it was often of

changing and uncertain value. Long before the Civil War, demand was

growing for centralized control over paper currency; and when the na-

tional government ran into difficulty in its effort to float loans adequate

to carry on that conflict. Congress took the bold step of authorizing the

issuance of legal tender paper currency (“greenbacks’') and also of pass-

ing the National Bank Act of 1863, not only instiluting our later system

of national banks (now some five thousand in number), but authorizing

such banks to issue notes up to ninety per cent of their holdings of United

States bonds. Two years later, ipdeed, it went so far as to place a ten

per cent tax on notes issued by state banks, rendering issue of them

unprofitable and in effect banishing them from the currency system
;
and

when challenged judicially, this action was upheld.® For two decades

"greenbackism” continued a major political issue, until finally, in the

famous Legal Tender Cases, the power of Congress to make paper money
legal tender for private debts was definitely sustained.*

Today, our government seems to maintain one of the most complicated

currency systems in the world. In law, there are no fewer than ten

varieties, namely; (1) United States notes, or “greenbacks,” issued dur-

ing the Civil War and backed only by the good faith of the government;

(2) gold coins and bullion; (3) gold certificates backed by gold held by

the Treasury; (4) Treasury notes of 1890; (5) standard silver dollars

and bullion; (6) silver certificates backed by silver dollars held by the

Treasury; (7) national bank notes; (8) federal reserve notes, largest by

far in quantity, and issued by the federal reserve banks on a backing of

commercial paper; (9) federal reserve bank notes, differing only in being

based on federal bonds; and (10) minor coins of nickel, copper, and

silver.® Actually, however, the currency has been greatly simplified by
recent developments. Gold coin and gold certificates are no longer in

circulation; all national bank notes arc being withdrawn from circulation

^48 U. S- Slal. at Large, 1178-1181, The stock of silver bullion held by the
Treasury on June 40, 1910, wag nearly two and a half billion ounces. What to do
with silver has long been a political issue. See S. Wage!, “Silver’s Last Stand,”
Curr. Hist., L. 21-23 (Aug., 1939).

2 Although the states wore foi bidden to issue .paper, the federal Supreme Court
upheld them in chartering banks authorized to exercise that power.

^ Veazie Bank v. Tenno, 8 Wallace 533 (1869).
* Hepburn v, Griswold, 8 Wallace 603 (1870) ;

Knox v. Lee, Parker v. Davis,

12 Wallace 457 (1871) ;
Juilhard v. Greeninan, 110 U. S. 421 (1884).

®To save nickel for war uses, “nickel-less nickels” began to be minted in 1942.

In the same year, the emergenejf manufacture of pennies made of Steel was discon-

tinued, although seven hundred millions of them were left in circulation (until they

wear out).
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and replaced with an equal amount of federal reserve notes
; federal

reserve bank notes were never issiu^d in any large amount and arc now

practically out of circulation; and the less than twm million dollars out-

standing in Treasury notes of 1890 arc likewise being retired. The con-

sequence is that practically (in addition to subsidiary and minor coins)

only United States notes, silver certificates, and federal reserve notes are

at present in circulation, the last-mentioned beiirg obligations of the

twelve federal reserve banks and of the government, and by far the most

important kind of money now in use. All coins and currency of the United

States arc legal tender for the payment of all debts, public and private.’-

le pi-esi Erom the point of view of the student of government, the most striking

ntie'iu-y {'act about the monetary system of the United States today is the high

degree of control over it exercised by the president and officials respon-

sible to him. To be sure, most of the ])owers involved have been conferred

by Congress. But successive delegations over a period of years, invariably

solicited and urged by the executive, have transferred far-rcaching au-

thority to the IVliitc House, with the result that a leading writer on

American finance can assert; ‘‘All this legislation, taken together, gives to

the president and his appointees a legal authority over the nation’s cur-

rency that is almost complete. A Stalin or a Hitler could hardly have

more. Tho things that the president has legal authority to do to the cur-

rency directly and their attendant implications could give us a gold

standard, a silver standard, a paper money standard, or a commodity

dollar standard. They could give us serious deflation or runaway infla-

tion.” *

Development of the National Banking System

bnar”'
Trom the constitution's silence on the subject of banking, strict con-

ani!s stnictionists of early clays deduced that the matter was one for r.egula-

tion solely by the states. Under Eederalist leadership, however, a national

bank, known as the Bank of the United States, was established in 1791.

Its charter expired in 1811, but a second institution of the kind -was set

up ill 1816; and when its constitutionality was challenged, in the cele-

brated case of McCulloch v. Maryland, the Supreme Court availed itself

of the doctrine of implied powers to put practically beyond question tho

authority of Congress to create banking corporations. “ To be sure, from

the time when the second Bank of the United States closed its doors in

1836 until the Civil IVar, Lhe field was left entirely to banking insti-

tutions chartered under 'widely varying state laws. But the need for a

currency of uniform value throughout the country, together with the

1 So dedured by the AsvicuUural Adjustment Act of May, 1933. Paper money
IB manufactured in. the Bureau of Engraving and Printing at Washington; coins
are made at mints located in Philadelphia, Ilenvcr, and San Francisco. See J. P.
Watson, "The Bureau of the Mint,” Service Monographs, No. 37 (Baltimore, 1926)'.

^E. W. Kenamercr. The A B C ol Inflation (New York, 1942), 27, It should be
observed, ho-wever, that this paesnge was -written, ,,before the president’s po-wer to
alter the gold content of the dollar lapsed in 1943,

® See p. 65 above.
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dcsiro to facilitfitc the sale of government bonds on favorable terms dur-

ing the war, led Congress, in 1863 and 1804, to make i)rovision for a long-

delayed national banking system, consisting of banks chartered, regulated,

and inspocted by national authorities and empowered to issue notes de-

signed to circulate as money. A ten per cent tax on the notes of state

banks had the effect, indeed, of giving the new national banks a monopoly

of the rigid to issue notes, a privilege which they enjoyed uninterruptedly

until the creation of the federal reserve system in 1913. btate banks,

however, continued to exist and to carry on a great deal of business,

side by side with national banks; and so they do today.’

Originally, national banks were so many entirely separate institutions, tih^ fe.i

with no more means for coming to one another’s relief in time of siress •(‘rve'

than railroads or merchandising establi'-hments; and from the ups and aoVi')

downs of business during recurring cycles of prosperity and depression

flowed embarrassments and failures which oftim might have been pre-

vented. To remedy this situation, by linking up the whole number of

national banks in an integrated series and imparting greater elasticity

to tlieir operalions, Congrcs.s, in 1913, enacted a law creating what is

known as the federal reserve system.- Under this centralizing measure,

the country is divided into twelve great districts, in each of which is a

federal reserve bank, located as a rule in the district’s principal city,’

and doing business, not, as in the case of national and state banks, with

the general public, but only as a rule with the government and with

“member banks,” compri.sing all of the national banks of the district

and such state banks as choose to identify them‘-clves with the system.

Capital stock (not less than four million dollars in each ease) is sub-

,scribed principally by the member banks; and supervision of the general

system is I'ested (.since 1935) in a board of seven governors appointed by
the president for foiirteen-j'ear terras, with the bank of each reserve dis-

trict controlled by a board of nine directors, three appointed by the central

board of governors and six chosen by the member banks of the district."’

1 The national banks of the country numbered 5,060 in 1943, and state banks, 9,558.
The agency of sniiervisory eontiol over the national banks is the comptrollpr of the
puiToncy (in the Trea.sury Department) and his staff of examiners and other officidis.

Ct. J. (-1. Ilembcrg, "The Office of Cornpliollcr of the Currency.” Scivicc Alonorjyaph^
Ko, 38 (li.LlLimoic, 1926).

-38 U- a. Slal. at Laiqr, 251, The reform was inspired priinanly by the panic of
1907, bringing to a head the disorg.inized condition of the nation's money supply,
and it largely followed lines recommended by a National Monetary Commission
created by Congi'es.s in 1908 and reporting in 1912. See II, P. Willia, “The Federal
H,c.servc Act,” Aninr. Econ. licv., IV, 1-24 (Mar., 1914), and "The New Banking
System,” Polit. Sci. Qmr., XXX, 591-617 (Dec., 1915) ; R. G. Thomas, Modern
Banking (New York, 1937), Chaps, xvn-xix.

Tlie federal reserve cities are Boston, Now' York, Philadelphia, Richmond, At-
lanta, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Dallas, and San
Francisco.

r Of the .six directors chosen locally, three may be bankers, but three mu.st be
actively engaged in business or agriculture. The rhief executive of each district bank
—Icnown as the pre.sident (formerly the governor)—is chosen by the board of direc-

tors for a five-year term, is eligible for reappointment, and must be approved by the

central board of governors.
,
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Emergency Banking Legislation of 1933-35

With important powers over the reserves, discount rates, note issues,

and general operations of both reserve banks and local member banks,

the federal reserve machinery introduced by the act of 1913 served

useful purposes, and in normal times appeared to provide a reasonable

remedy for our more serious banking ills. The stock market crash of

1929 and the financial chaos which followed showed plainly, however,

that something was still wrong. At all events, our banks proved unable

to weather the storm in any such fashion as did those of Great Britain,

Canada, and other countries; and not only did many collapse, but it

became necessary for President Roosevelt, shortly after taking ofHcc in

1933, to bring into play a half-forgotten wartime grant of presidential

power and temporarily close every bank in the land. Banks able to

demonstrate their soundness were permitted to reopen in a short time;

others were given aid and eventually rcistored; many simply went out of

existence. All sorts of drastic changes in an admittedly defective system

were proposed—^the elimination of state banks in favor of a single set

of national banks (for which there is much to be said), th,e establishment

of a great central Bank of the United States on the analogy of the

Bank of England, and what not.

In the end, and after much troubled discussion in Congress and the

country, reforms were introduced on three main lines. (1) Banking prac-

tices were overhauled and toned up, especially under terms of a banking

act of 1933
;

^ for example, speculative temptations to which great num-

bers of banks had succumbed in the past were removed by requiring that

thenceforth banking establishments should not engage in both commercial,

i.e., general, banking, and “investment” banking—if they insisted upon

continuing the latter, they must give up the former. (2) In the belief

that if depositors have some assurance that their money is safe in banks,

they will be willing to leave it there, thus averting bank “runs” and

resulting bank closings, a plan of guaranty of bank deposits was intro-

duced temporarily in the act of 1933 and two years later made perma-

nent. Under this arrangement, deposits in banks belonging to the federal

reserve system, and also in non-member banks meeting certain conditions,

are insured up to a maximum of $5,000.- (3) Finally, in 1935, the

federal reserve system was overhauled rigorously. Not only was the pre-

existing administrative machinery reconstructed with a view to lessen-

ing the danger of politics entering in, but the presumably ameliorative

and corrective functions of the board of governors were materially

^ 48 V. S. Stat. at Large, 162.
^The system is adrainistered by a Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and

financed partly from assessments upon, the banlcs concerned, in the amount of one-
Iwelftb o£ one per cent annually on total deposits, The effect has been greatly to
increase and stabilize bank deposits—^although this of itself carries some danger
pf lasnesa in making loans. See B. G, Thomas, Modern Banking (New York, 1937),
Chap. V.
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strengthened, especially in the direction of ^cater flexibility in the I’e-

serves which banks are required to maintain, greater freedom in raising

and lowering rediscount rates and thereby controlling lending activities,

and more power to check inflation or deflation by the sale or purchase

of government securities by reserve banks.

Some New Credit Agencies

Along with the foregoing developments directly affecting the conn- why

tiy’s system of commercial banks arose also numerous new credit or

lending agencies, created and supervised by the national government with

a view to helping overcome the effects of the depression. Like commercial

banks, thrift institutions—such as savings banks, insurance companies,

and building and loan associations—found themselves heavily encum-

bered with “frozen” assets. Railroads, too, suffered in the general decline

of security values, and found it impossible to carry on their usual finan-

cial operations. Thousands of fapircrs and home-owners, unable to meet

payments upon mortgages, faced foreclosure and dispossession proceed-

ings. From harassed individuals and corporations in all sections of the

country appeals poured in upon the national government for assistance

that might enable them to tide over the period of stress.

Responding to the demand, and upon recommendation of President

Hoover, Congress early in 1932 created the Reconstruction Finance Cor-

poration, patterned after the War Finance Corporation of 1918, and

placed under the management of a board of seven directors, three ex

offido and four appointed by the president and Senate.’- The new agency

was endowed with a capital of five hundred millions, all subscribed by the

government, and eventually (being continued and utilized on even a

larger scale during the Roosevelt administrations) with far greater sums,

with the result that it became a vast super-credit institution, holding a

key position in every phase of the government’s recovery program. Au-

thorized from the first to make properly insured loans to banks, to trust

and insurance companies, to building and loan associations, to agricul-

tui'al and livestock credit a.ssociations, and to railroads, it in time was

permitted to extend its ministrations to ordinary private industry, and

within a period of less than three years (1932-35) it disbursed the stu-

pendous sum of nearly seven billion dollars. Some of this money went

for purposes of relief, but the bulk of it was allocated to institutions and

businesses for assistance in reviving commercial, industrial, agricultural,

and transportation activities the country over—a procedure sometimes

described as “priming the pump” of national prosperity. On the whole,

the results were excellent, and many of the loans were repaid in a

^48 U. S. Slat, at Large^ 162, and 52 ibid., 212 (1938). In 1942, the Corporation ivaa

placed in the Department of Commerce, where it was administered under the direc-

tion of the secretary of oommerije. Upon the nomination of Henry A. Wallace to be
secretary of commerce, Congress, however, in February, 1945, restored the Corpora-
tion to the status of an independent agency. See p. S23 below.
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fcurprisingly short As recently as January, 1937, the R. E. C. was

widely thought to have served its main purpose; and at that date Congress

passed an act to facilitate its gradual withdrawal from lending activities

by authorizing the president to suspend or terminate its operations in any

field of lending whenever he should find that credit for borrowers in that

field was “sufficiently available from private sources to meet legitimate

demands.”

Before the Corporation could liquidate its lending operations, however,

it was authorized by Congress, in 1938, to make additional private loans

to combat the recession in business at that time. Moreover, after the

launching of the national defense program, it took on many new activi-

ties; not only did it play an extremely important role in financing indus-

trial expansion by making loans and investments that private capital

could not take the risk of making, hut it bvouglit into existence several

government corporations, such as the Rubber Reserve Company, the

Mineral Reserve Corporation, the Defense Plant Corporation, the Defense

Supplies Corporation, and the Defense Homes Corporation. And through

these organizations, and in other ways, it assisted in the accumulation of

reserve supplies of rubber, tin, manganese, and other raw materials in-

clispcnsablo in wartime, aided industrial plant expansion, and helped to

provide proper housing facilities for defense workers.^

With officers appointed, and capital stock furnished, by the R.F.C., a

Disaster Loan Corporation, created by act of Congress in February, 1937,

provides loans made necessary by floods or other catastrophes occurring

during the period between January 1, 1936, and January 22, 1947. And
within a week after the attack upon Pearl Harbor, temporary war
damage insurance was provided through tlie R.F.C. War Insurance Cor-

poration. With its name soon changed to War Damage Corporation, this

new agency provides protection through insurance, reinsurance, or in other

ways, against loss of, or damage to, real or personal property wdiich may
result from enemy attack or from damage by our own armed forces in

resisting enemy aLtack.

In postwar plans for industrial reconversion, disposal of surplus war
material, and creation of jobs to forestall a period of unemployment, the

R.F.C. is destined to play a role probably matching its depression and

wartime activities. For, in the words of a recent head of the Corporation,

“it can make loans in any amount, for any length of time, at any rate

of interest, to anybody.” And the question of whether these great powers

early operations of the U. P. G., see J. H. Jones, "Billions Out and
-kVe. Post, CCIX,_6-7, 23 ff. (June 12, 26, 1937). Of. Fortune,

XAl, 42-51 ft, (May, 1940), People inclined to deplore large coiiconti'ation.s of power
fionietiines criticized the R. F. C., and even pronounced its existence dangerous. No
one could deny that it practically held the power of life and death over many large
fiscal and busings institutions and interests. The general opinion nowadays, how-
ever, IS that in the atiaiggle for national recovery the agency served a useful purpose
without developing the abuses to which it was potentially liable

2 Under authority granted by 54 U. S. Stat. at Large, 573, 897, 961 (1940), and four
other acts, with amendments. See U. S. Government Manual (Summer, 1944), 411-414.
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slioulrl be used to aid hiiiall business and to finance p'cat housing and

otlier projects, and not primarily to aid big business, iindcu-lay the opposi-

tion to the nomination of Henry A. Wallace in 1945 to succeed Jesse

H. Jones as secretary of commerced
rntioiiu

Following the precedent set by creation of the Reconstruction Finance

Corporation, Congress established other lending institutions during

1932-34, most of them dependent for at least part of their funds upon

the backing or assistance of the R.F.C. One group of these secondary

credit agencies, designed primarily to afford better credit facilities for

agriculture, will be dealt with in a later chapter." A second group

—

coni]irihing a system of home loan banks, presided over by a Federal

Home Loan Bank Board (1932) and a Home Owners’ Loan Corporation

(1933)—was designed to relieve home-owners facing the loss of their

lioiiics through foreclosure.-' A third group was intended for the aid of

people -who were trying to save money, and took the form of mutual

thrift institutions called federal savings and loan associations and cooper-

ative credit unions, both local in character and private in mnnugement.-'

Finally, a group of credit agencies was set up by the National Housing

Act of June, 1934, to stimulate the capital industries and at the same

time to bring the government’s credit facilities -within the reach of the

humblest home-owner or home-builder, through loans to small house-

holders for financing lo-u'-cost home construction and renovation."

1 Senator Byrd of Virginia, in opposing the confirmation of Mr. AVnllace, called

the R.P.C., with, its numerous subsidiaries, “the most colossal bunking insUtulion tlic

world has ever known, either public or private ...fundi virtually mimime from the

control of Congress . . . actually, as it now operale-s, a fourth brunch of the go^ ern-

ment.” iV. Y. Times, Jan. 23, 24, 25, 1945. For a summary of R.F.C. functions, past

and futuie, see U. ti. News, Feb. 2, 1945, pp. 13-14; U. S. Government Manual
(Summer, 1944), 409-425.

- Soe Chap, xxix below.
’ On the theoi-y that the residential mortgage problem Lad become a thing of the

past, the H.O.L.C., on June 12, 1936, officially teiminated its lending operations, and

its activities at present are confined to collecting on the loans formerly made. Down
to December 31, 1943, the Corpoiiition gianted loans totaling more than three

billion dollars, to more than a million home-owners. U. S. Government Manual
(Mummer, 1944), 133-134.

1 Chartcis for federal savings and loan associations are granted to "person.s
_

of

good character and rcspoiisibility” when “a necessity exists for such an institution

in I he comnuinity to be served,” and when the association cun be Gstabli-shed “with-

out undue injury to jiroperly conducted existing local thrift and home-financing

in.stitutioll^.” Af, of Dt-ceniber 31, 1943, Ihcie wore 1,466 federal savings and loan

UFsnciations, with combined as-.c1s of ^2.617,000,000.

Federal crerlit union membership is “limited to groups having a common bond

of occupation or a''SOciatioii, or to groujis willim a well-defined neighborhood com-

munity or rural di.-itrict,” Mee W. F, McDeimolt and F Crissey, "Three Million

Amiilcur liankcrs,” liciulci-’s Digest, XL, 113-116 (May, 1942).

' llome-huildcrs can borrow up to ninety per cent of tho value of the property,

and pei'oon.s repairing or improving their home.s up to a ma.ximuin of ,$2,000. The

syslem is supervised by the Federal Housing Adininisti-ation. As a means of checking

the economic "recession” of 1937-38, the act of 1934 was amended and its benefits

greatly extended by Congiess in Febraary, 1938. See President Roosevelt’s message

of November 29, 1937, in N. Ik Times, Nov, 30, 1937,

A new chuntor in tiis liifstory of fGdGVftl flssisItincG to noms-ownGrsnip wfis op8nccl

in the Servicemen’s, Readjustment Act (popularly known as the “GI

Bill of Bights”) opened opportunity for honorably di-scharged veterans to obtain
,

government loans for twenty years to buy or build homes or to acquire farms or
,

business property.
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Through this entii-G series of lending agencies, not ’Only has the national

government become a creditor on a large scale, thereby entering into com-

petition with private bankers, but the relations of the government and

the private banks of the country have become exceedingly close, each

supporting the other and making the other’s credit possible.-
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CHAPTEE, XXVII

FOHEION AND INTERSTATE COMMEHOE

Lack of power to control the conditions under which commerce was tiib com-

carried on with foreian countries and among the several states was a cinuat'

1 • 1 1
ami if t

main defect of the Articles of Confederation; and, as we have seen,
,

cam u

it was a controversy between certain of the states over this matter that

set in motion tlic train of events leading to the Philadelpliia convention

of 1787. Unimpeded development of trade, both domestic and foreign,

being recognized as a prime requisite of national stability and growth,

the new constitution was so drawn as to give Congress general power to

"regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several states,

and with the Indian tribes.” ^ Indeed, this power stands second in the list

of tho.se conferred
;
and it is doubtful whether any other of the con.stitii-

tion’a provisions, except only the taxing clause, has contributed so much

to the vigor of the national government as wc know it today. Certainly

none has had so much to do with developing the close relation long

existing between government and business—a relation steadily growing

closer and more significant as the commercial enterprises of our people

increasingly transcend state and national boundaries,-

Commerce carried on wholly within the bounds of a state is left to be

controlled exclusively by the state concerned. The grant of federal power

over all other commerce is, however, broad and general; of four express

limitations imposed, only one—that forbidding Congress to lay a tax or

duty on exports from any state—has proved of much importance.'* The
breadth of the grant is one of the reasons why a constitution drawn up to

meet the needs of an age when stage-coaches, pack-horse.s, and sailing

1 Art. I, § S, ol. 2.

2 Tlip present chapter on commerce and the succeeding one on businesg cover
different phases of what properly ia a single subject. Commerce (much of which ia

itself buamecs) may bo eiuphasized first, since the national goveiument's control
over bu.'jinosM flow.s, to a great extent, from its power to regulate coramerce,

2 Art. I, § 9, cl. 5. Tile other three limitations (contained in the same article

and section) ale; (f) the foreign slave-trade might not be prohibited before 1808;

(2) no preference may ba gii'en by any regulation of eommerce or revenue to the
ports of one state over those of another; and (3) vessels bound to or from one
state may not be obliged to clew, enter, or pay duties in another state. The first of

the three was qnly^ temporary, and the second and third have operated merely to
prevent discrimination against the commerce of, any state or group of states. The
prohibition of federal e.xport taxes was a conces-sion to the Southern exporters of

agricultural products, designed to shield them from the burden of taxes the weight
of which was supposed to fall on the exporter himself. Export taxes, if freely allowed,

might have been employerl at times not only to obtain revenue but to conserve
natural resources by checking shipments of lumber, oil, coal, and other products out
of the country. There is. however, nothing in the constitution to prevent regulation

of export trade by Congress in any way other than taxation, e.g., by imposing
embargoes.

S25
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vos&cls were the principal Ineans ol transportation, and 'when railroads,

stcamshi])s, airplanes, telegraphs, and telephone and wireless systems

were as yet undreamt of, has proved adequate 1o enable Congress to deal

with the infinitoly more complex commercial activities of Lhe twentieth

century without the alteration of a single word or phrase pertaining to

trade regulation. A second reason lies in the development of the doctrine of

implied powers, enabling the Supreme Court to read ever-widening mean-
ings into such key terms as “commerce” and “regulate.” Beginning with

the memorable case of Gibbous v. Ogden in 1824,^ and progressing step

by step with the great advances realized in the modes of transportation

and communication, the judges have so expanded the scope and meaning

of the constitution’s language as to keep congressional power reasonably

abreast of the nation’s requirements. Indeed, as we shall see, they have

lately arrived at the highly significant conclusion that the regulatory

power conferred extends not merely to matters involved in commerce

directly, but also to the conditions undeivwhich articles handled in foreign

and interstate trade are produced, e.g., the employment of child labor

in manufacturing.

The upshot is that “commerce” today includes not merely the exchange

of commodities, but such varied forms of intercourse as navigation, the

construction and maintenance of toll-bridges or ferries crossing rivers

separating two stales, the transportation of persons, animals, and goods

by land, water, or air, the transmission of intelligence by telegraph, tele-

phone, or wireless (including radio broadcasting) and, since 1937, even

manufacturing, mining, agriculture, and fishing in so far as concerned

with the production of commodities which flow in the channels of inter-

state or foreign trade.” To be sure, there are processes and transactions

which, to the layman at all events, seem quite as closely related to com-

merce as do some of the things which have been held to be included, but

which nevertheless the Supreme Court has tlnis far regarded as only inci-

dents or aids to commerce and not as themselves commercial acts or in-

strumentalities. For example, the buying and selling of bills of exchange

has been construed not to be commerce; and until June, 1944, the same

was true of the issuing of fire, marine, and life insurance policies.” From

1 9 Wheiitoa 1.

- See pp. 532-633 below.
” In 1869, the Supreme Court held private insurance companies not to be engaged

in interstate commerce, even when most of their business was carried on across

state lines; and on this basis all regulation of insurance subsequently developed
was by the individual states. In United States v. Southeastern Underwriters Asso-
ciation (322 U. S. 533), however, the Court ruled in 1944 that the constitutional

power to regulate commerce “includes the power to regulate trading in insurance

to the same extent that it includes power to regulate other ti-ades or businesses

conducted acros.s state line,?.’’ The implication was that the Department of Justice

might proceed to prosecute the 196 stock fire insurance companies and 27 individuals

on the charge^ involved in the case decided, i.e., violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust

Act by conspiring to fix arbiti'ary and non-competitive premium rates on fire insur-

ance and to inaintain monopolistic controls by boycotts and other means. The
interests affected pressed vigorously for legislation protecting them against such

action; and Congress so far yielded as to pass an act^ making the insurance business
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time to time, however; by congressional art oi- judicial construction, new
activities, as in the case of insurance, are brought w’ithin the meaning
of the term; and no man can say where the ultimate limits will be found

to lie.

The meaning of “regulate” has likewise undergone judicial interpreta-

tion and expansion, having been held to imply the power not only to

permit commerce under certain conditions, hut also to protect and safe-

guard it, and even, on the other hand, to prohibit it altogether when
Congress considers that such restriction would promote the national well-

being.^ Furthermore, Congress not only may regulate all the instrumen-

talities of commerce, but may itself create corporations to serve as such

instrumentalities.- In short, as a result of judicial decisions, congres-

sional authority may be said to extend to all form.s of commercial traffic

and intercourse between inhabitants of the United States and foreign

countries and between inhabitants of the different states; and it includes

the power to enact all legislation appropriate for the protection and

advancement of such commerce—“to adopt measures to promote its

growth and insure its safety, to foster, protect, control, and restrain.” “

Along with the power to regulate foreign and interstate commerce,

Congress is given authority to regulate commerce with the Indian tribes.

Of some importance in our early hisLoiy, this phase may now be passed

over with the barest mention. Of major significance today are those

aspects of congressional authority having to do with the regulation of

commerce (a) with foreign nations and (b) among the several states;

and to each of these attention wdll fee given in the remainder of this

chapter.

‘

aub£it,untially immune fi'om prosecution under the anti-trust laws until January 1,

194S, with a view to giving the states an opportunity to take care of the situation,

if they ciin, by making their own regulations more effective. Public Law IS—7!)th

Cong. For two discussions anted.ating the Court decision, see S. Timberg, "Tnaiiriinee

and Interstate Commerce,” Yale Law Jour., L, 959-1017 (Apr., 1941) ; N. R. Borke, “Is

the ]3usiues.s of Insurance Cominerce Mich. Law Rev., XLII, 409-424 (Dec., 191S).

iDuiing the past forty years, Congress has enacted many measures which may
be described aa prohibitions of commerce, most of them applying to interstate com-
merce, e.g., the Pure Food and Drugs Act of 1906, the. Mann White Slave Act of

1910, the Webb-Kenyon Art of 1913 prohibiiing shipments of intoxicating liquor into

“dry" states, and the “Lindbergh Law” of 1932 making kidnapping, when the victim

is taken aeros.s stale lines, a federal offense. In 1929, Congres.s passed an act divc.st-

ing convict-innile goods of their interstate character when shipped in interstate com-
merce, and making such good.s subject to the laws of the state of delivery; and the

act was upheld by the Supreme Court in Whitfield v. Ohio, 297 U, S. 431 (1930),

For illustrations in the domain of foreign commerce, sec p. 52S below.

-Thus the Inland Waterways Corporation was created by Congress (1920-24) to

. carry on the operations of the government-owned inland canal and coastwise water-

way system.
“ Chief Justice Hughes, in Texas and N. O. R. v. Brotherhood of Railway and

Steamship Clerks, 2S1 U. S. 548 (1930).

‘Various pha.'-'p.s, however, more or less peculiar to the recovery effort of the

thirties and to the later defense and war effort will be touched upon at appropriate

points later.
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The Regulation of Foreign Commerce

raiauoM
Although the grants of power mentioned are eonferred in the same

andtho temis, the scope of congi-essional authority over foreign commerce is in

mercB realitv thc broader of the two. This is explained by the fact that the

national government has exclusive, and practically unrestricted, juris-

diction over our relations with foreign nations, such jurisdiction serving

in no small naeasure to reenforce or supplement the authority granted

by the commerce clause.^ Congressional authority to regulate commerce

with foreign nations attends and surrounds every voyage or other act of,

transportation across thc national boundaries, even when commencing

or terminating at a remote interior point; and inasmuch as the consti-

tution denies to the states the right to tax imports, federal regulation con-

tinues to operate until the importer either has sold thc original package

or has broken it for the purpose of selling its contents. Only when the

original package or its contents have “come to rest,’’ and hence are com-

mingled with the general property of the people of the state, docs the

controlling authority of Congress cease and that of the state bcgin.“

Typeset In pursuance of its power over foreign commerce, Congress has enacted

tory
“ many kinds of laws, of which only a few of chief importance can be

^
mentioned here/

barffoea To begin With the most drastic, embargoes have been laid, on several

occasions, suspending commerce completely with all countries, or with

specified ones, or in certain commodities. Sometimes such action has

been taken to conserve materials needed for our own defense; someiime.s

to prevent aid being given to revolution in a foreign country
;
sometimes

to lessen thc likelihood of the United States being drawn into foreign

war. To facilitate the national defense effort launched in 1940, the presi-

dent was authorized to prohibit or curtail the exportation of military

equipment, munitions, or essential machinery, tools, materials, or sup-

plies; and it was in pursuance of this power that restrictions were laid

belatedly upon shipments of scrap iron, steel, and high-octane gasoline

to Japan."'

ijt shpuld be observed in this (Tonnection ithat there is a possibility of conflict

between the treaty-making authorities and. Congress over the regulation of foreign

oomnieree. Although, the. matter appears to have been placed exclusively in the

hands of pongregs,, treaties may contain provisions tantamount to regulations of

commerce,’ and. even iheonsistent with existing tariff laws. Congressional power over
foreign commerce is 'further reenforced- by the .clause which authorizes Congress to

define and punish piracies and felonies on the high seas (Art. I, § 8, cl. 10)

.

2 Brown u. Maryland, 12 Wheaton 419 (1827)

.

® Most of the laws regulating foreign commerce during the decade preceding the

present war will be found in Code of the Laws of thc U. S. (1934)
,
509-680, 1445-

1507, 1977-2075;

There wei’e_ embargoes in '1794, and 1812; also during the first World War upon
oonimorce destined for neutral countries whose neutrality was suspected. Ifurther,

and more recent, iUuatrations are afforded by the "neutrality” legislation of 1935-39

dhsi^led to lessen the danger of our involvement in war abroad.
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A second species of- regulation lias taken the form of tonnage duties, ’•

or taxes based upon the cubical capacity of vessels arriving in Americ-an

ports from foreign countries. Fiscal motives have been less conspicuous

in such regulalions tlian the desire to aid American shipping, either by

imposing heavier duties upon ships built or owned in foreign countries

than upon American vessels, or by imposing discriminatory duties upon

foreign goods imported in any but American vessels. Occasionally, also,

such duties have been resorted to by way of retaliation for discrimina-

tions against American ships or trade by other countries, although such

retaliatory duties have usually been of short duration.

Navigation and inspection laws, enacted by the first Congress and

on numerous occasions since, form perhaps the largest and most varied

single class of strictly commercial regulations." Chief among the varied

])urposcs of these statutes have been protection of American shipping,

stimulation of shipbuilding, safeguarding the health and safety of pas-

sengers, and insuring the safety, and rights of seamen. Of special im-

portance in this connection is the La Follcttc Seamen’s Act of 1915.

As a spur to shipbuilding, the government has at various times granted

subsidies, directly or indirectly, to private companies. In 1916, Congress

created a United States Shipping Board for the purpose of developing

a naval auxiliary and a merchant marine; and in 1920 and 1928, the

Board’s powers were expanded along lines more directly related to the

promotion of peacetime commerce. Dii’ect subsidies to private steamship

lines—such as have been common enough in foreign lands—have gen-

erally been strongly opposed in this country. Nevertheless, between 1928

and 1936 heavy subsidies, in disguise, were provided in the form of lucra-

tive contracts for carrying the mails overseas; and in the last-mentioned

year direct subsidization was introduced under the terms of a Merchant

Marine Act whereby the government engaged to pay half the cost of

constructing merchant vessels for the foreign trade, to lend the remaining

half, and even to bear part of the expense of operation.®

Tariff laws are the regulations of foreign commerce with which the

average citizen is probaWy most familiar. When the main object of such

measures is the protection and sthnulation of home industries, rather

1 The constitution expressly forbids states to levy tonnage duties without the con-
Beiit of Congress. Such iiermissiun was, however, grunted m numerous mstanoea la
the euily history of the country for the purpose of enabling the stales to improve
their harbors. When the national government assumed the worlc of harbor improve-
meht, cuu.sti'uction of lighthouses, buoys, etc., the main motive for granting such
privileges di.S".ippe:ired.

‘1 Most of these rosulatlona apply also to coastal vessels and to shipping on the
Great Lakes when engaged in 'interstate and_ foreign commerce. Of. J, G. B. Hutchina,
“One Hundred and Fifty Years of American Navigation Policy," Quar. Jour, oj

Econ., LIII, 23S-260 (Feb., 1939).^
3 The act also abolished the United States Shipping Board and transferred admin-

istration in this domain to a United States Maritime Commission, consisting of five

persons appointed by the president and Senate for terras of six years. In November,
1937, the Commfeaion submitted to Congress a comprehensive Economic Survey of the

American Merchant Marine (Washington, 1937), Cf, C. D. Lane, What Citizens

Should Know About the Mercfiant Marine (New York, 1941).
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than the production of revenue, their legal justification is to be found

quite as much in the power of Congress to regulate foreign commerce

as in the taxing power.

^

Laws which restrict or otherwise regulate immigration have, similarly,

a two-fold legal basis. Over all matters relating to immigration, the na-

tional government has exclusive jurisdiction,- both by reason of the

power granted in the commerce clause and also by virtue of the fact that

such jurisdiction is an incident of the power of a sovereign government

to control its own foreign relations.^

For the furtherance of our foreign commerce, and to act, if required,

as fiscal agents of the United States, Congress as early as 1913 authorized

national banking associations having a capital and surplus amounting to

one million dollars to establish branches in foreign countries or in Ameri-

can dependencies. Early in 1934, too, the Export-Import Bank of Wash-

ington wms created by executive order “to facilitate exports and imports

and the exchange of commodities between the United States and other

nations,”*

The establishment of foreign-trade zones in any port of entry in the

United States, iu its territories, and in Puerto Rico w’as authorized by

Congress in 1934, These zone.s, or “free ports,” arc simply carefully re-

stricted areas of a few acres, with adequate warehouses and terminal

facilities, where foreign merchandise entering the country—especially

that which requires some processing, assembling, or intermixture with

American products—may be stored, exhibited, graded, repacked, and

trans-shipped to a foreign port, without entering the American market

and without being subject to the payment of customs duties. Such zones

operate either as private or as state- or municipally-owned corporations

whose capital is supplied cither by private individuals or by some state

or local government
;
and they are believed to be of much potential im-

portance for the future development of our foreign trade.'’

The Regulation o/ Interstate Commerce

The regulation of commercial transactions which are begun, wholly

carried on, and completed within a single state falls exclusively to the

1 Tariff legislation and reciprocal trade agreements have been considered elsewhere
(see pp. 510-511 above).

2 Passenger Cases, 7 Howard 283 (1848).
= Chinese Exclusion Cases, 130 U. S. 581 (1889) ;

149 U. B. 098 (1893). On the regu-
lation of immigration, see pp. 119-122 above.

“Role of the Export-Import Bank in Expanding Postwar Trade Relations,” U. 8.

News, Deo. 13, 1944, pp. 45-46,

= Adminiatralion of the act (48 V. S. Stat. at Large, 098-1003) is vested in a
Poreign-Trade Zones Board, consisting of the secretaries of commerce, the treasury,
and war. The government has thus far (1945) made only two grants for fereign-
trade zones; one to the city of New York, to establish a zone at Stapleton on Staten
Island, opened Pebrnary 1, 1937; and the other lo the Alabama State Docks Com-
TOiaaion, to operate a zone at Mobile, opened Julv 21, 1938. Applications are pending
(1945) for the establishment of zones at Houston, Texas, New Orleans, and Jersey
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aiiLhorities of that i^taic.^ B\it the moment sitch a transaction crosses a )Vhat

state boundary it ceases to be intrastate, and becomes interstate, corn- 6t.au

mercc; and not only does the interstate character attach to a sliipincnt of mtrcc

goods, under such circumstances, the moment it is delivered by the ship-

per at tlie freight-office, warehouse, or depot of a common carrier, i.e., a

railroad, steamship, or express company, but it continues to adhere to the

transaction throughout the entire iourney and until the goods have been

delivered to the consignee. Only tlicn do the authorities of the state in

which they have arri\’ed have a right to tax them or otherwise to regu-

late tlicir sale or use. It i.s substantially correct to say that Congress enjoys

exclusive authority to regulate interstate commerce; and this authority

reaches to water-borne and air-borne commerce as well as to commerce

carried on by land, or partly by land and partly by water. Indeed, wher-

ever navigable waters form, cither in their natural condition or by artifi-

cial union with other waters, a contimiou.s higlnvay over which commerce

is carried on between two or morjj states, or with a foreign country, they

become "navigable Ti'ate2'.s of tlie United Sfcate.s,’’ wlio^e use Congress

may control as an incident of the power to regulate foreign and interstate

commei’c'c. Even though a river is not navigable naturally and no im-

provements arc contemplated, the Supremo Court has held that it may
be classified as navigable if it can be made so by “reasonable improve-

ment." And the commerce power is not limited to considerations of navi-

gation. "Flood protection, watershed development, recovery of the cost of

improvements through utilization of power, arc likewise parts of com-

merce control. ... The authority of the government over the stream is

as broad as the needs of commerce.’’ -

Moreover, even in the immediate field of transportation, congressional

power over interstate commerce does not stop with the mere movement

of articles, animals, persons, or intelligence from state to state; it in-

cludes also the relations of those engaged in such transportation with

their employees. Thus Congress may legally require railway companies

to equip their trains with safety appliances, to reduce the number of hours

iThis Ktjucjial i)ropo.-,ition, however, while true, require.-s some qualification. When
uiter.-3t.ate and intruntute oiienitioiis oi aimers are t-o related that regulation of the
one involves control of the other, Congress is entitled to rogulate both. Thus if cars

employed only in loe.il traiisportiitltin tue hauled as part of a train along with cars

u.sod in inter-state fuinsportatiori, they must be equipped with the safety appliances
required by the lederal Safety Appliauce Act. Iloiiston, East A: West Texas Ry. Co.
V. U. S. (Shreveport ca-sel, 233 LI. S. 342 (1914); Wisconsin v. C., U. & Q. Ry.,..257

U. S. 363 (1922). Indeed, since every time an article is produced or sold within a
state, the market is to dial extent reduced lor a similar article produeed in another
state, even purely intrastate commerce tends to take on an interstate aspect, with
Ihc result, as we shall see, that the iiower to regulate oommerce among the several
states may, and sometimes is, construed to extend to transactions which of them-
selves have no intcr.«tate character.

For the enforcement, of its own regulations, practically every state has established

some administrative boiu-d or comniission, variously called a railway commission, a
public utilitioa commission, or a commerce commission.

“ United States v. Appalachian Electric Power Co., 311 U. S, 377 (1940). Cf. E, R,
Abrams, ‘‘The State Commissioners’ Dispute with the EPC,” Public Vlilitias Fort.,

XXXIII, 269-280 (Mar. 2, rt-14).
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a day which their employee's work, to grant cmploy^jcs compensation when

injured in the course of their employment, to bargain collectively with

employees’ representatives, and to provide retirement or pension systems.

And, as previously indicated, there is still more. A good while ago, the

question inevitablj^ arose of whether Congress had authority to legislate

concerning conditions under which manufacturing and mining were car-

ried on when such conditions were more or less related to interstate com-

merce. For a long time, the Supreme Court replied emphatically in the

negative, saying that manufacturing and commerce were two quite dif-

ferent matters and that federal regulatory authority extended only to

commerce, or at all events to matters affecting commerce directly. When,

for example, in 1916, Congress passed the first child labor law, forbid-

ding shipment in interstate commerce of products of any factory, shop,

or mine employing children under stipulated ages, the Supreme Court

—

with Mr. Justice Holmes strongly dissenting—overthrew the measure as

being aimed (as indeed it was) primarily at regulating, not commerce,

hut manufacturing and mining.’- Against a rising tide of contrary opinion,

this point of view was maintained for another twenty years. Then, how-

ever, it gave way. Beginning in 1933, numerous statutes enacted to pro-

mote national recovery proceeded from the bold assumption that, properly

construed, the commerce clause gives Congress authority to regulate

substantially the entire business structure of the country, including wages,

hours, and other working conditions, prices, volume of production, the

buying and selling of securities—^in short, anything that affects interstate

commerce directly or indirectly. And, although most of the earlier acts

in the series were overthrown judicially on the ground of being too free

in their delegations of power or pushing the commerce power to unjusti-

fiable lengths, or both, in 1937 a majority of the Court unexpectedly

swung around to the view that, nearly all manufacturing and other pro-

duction being, under present-day conditions, carried on with reference to

the interstate or national, or even the international, market, the commerce

clause may properly be construed to empower Congress to promote the

health of interstate and foreign commerce by any measures benefiting

the health of business in general.” Not only (as we ^hall see presently)

were the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 and the Fair Labor

Standards (“Wages and Hours”) Act of 1938 upheld on the ground,

largely, that manufacturing which carries with it transportation of raw

materials and finished products in interstate commerce is not separable

from such commerce, hut later decisions upheld the authority of Congress

to do such remarkable things as (1) to prohibit the marketing of desig-

1 Hammer v, Dagenhart, 247 U. S. 251 (1918).
2 It was, of coui'Se, significaiit that -the Court came by this change of heart while

President Roosevelt was carrying on his campaign for “liberalizing” that body; and,

as- pointed out elsewhere, the new orientation, reinforced by the appointment of

fibei^al-mUided justices to existing seats as they fell vacant, turned what -was in form a
presidential defeat into an effective victory. Se|6 pp. 475-476 above.
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natcd farm products in interstate commerce, 'as a means of controlling

production; (2) to regulate transactions in tobacco warehouses when sub-

sequent shipment of the tobacco to other states is contemplated; and

(3) to fix prices for agricultural products wdiich are “in the current” of

interstate commerce, Indeed, in upholding the constitutionality of all im-

portant federal regulatory laws that have come before it in the most

recent years, the Court has rarely pointed out any limits that remain on

the exercise by Congress of its iiower to regulate business as an incident

of regulating commerce. More and more, it proceeds on the principle that,

in general, busine.ss is commerce and commerce (at least most of it) is

business.^

Of a vast number of commercial transactions, it is ea.sy to say that

they are wholly subject to .state control, and of others it is equally easy

to say that they are clearly of an interstate nature, which removes them

entirely from state control. If all could be classified so simply, few, if

any, causes of friction would be li(jcly to ari.se between state and national

authorities over matters of commercial regulation. Much difficulty of

this sort, however, has arisen, because naany transactions unfortunately

cannot bo made to fit completely into either of two such mutually ex-

olu.sive categories. State commercial regulations, for example, often affect

interstate commerce. If they are challenged, and the Supreme Court

considers that their main purpose is the protection of the health or safety,

or promotion of the convenience, of the state’s own inhabitants, or that

they arc primarily of only local application (such as laws regulating

pilotage), they nevertheless will be upheld as not amounting to an inva-

sion of Congress’ exclusive right to regulate interstate commerce; hut

otherwise they are likely to be overruled.®

1 The insurance decision of 1944, discussed above, is obviously in line with this ten-
dency. In another recent decision, the Court even went so far as to bring within the
scope of the regulatoi'y power of Congress employees engaged in the maintenance and
operation of buildings occupied by tenants engaged "in commerce or in the produc-
tion of goods for conuuorce,” i.e., engincere, watchmen, elevator operators, and
others. The work of such employees has "so close and immediate a tie with the
process of production for commerce” that they are to bo regarded as engaged in "an
occupation neceS'ary to the production of goods in interstate commerce.” Kirchbnum
V. 'Walling, 316 If. S. 617 (1942). See M. M. Davission, “Coverage of the Fair Labor
Standards Act,” Mich. Law Rev,, XLI, 1000-1088 (June, 1913).

The newer view commented on in the foregoing paragraph was developed and dis-

cussed (a good wliile before the Court itself adopted it) in E. S. Coiwin, “Congress’s
Power to Prohibit Comiuorce; A Crucial Constitutional Issue,” Coined Law Quar.,

X'yill, 477-506 (June, lflJ3), and “Sonic Probable Repercussions of 'Nira’ on Our
Conatitiitional Sy.-jtem,” Annah of Amcr. Acad, of Polit, and Soc. Sci., CLXXII, 139-

144 (Mar., 1934), See "W. H. Hamilton and D. Adair, The Power to Govern (New
York, 1937), in which an interesting attempt is made to show that in the era when
the federal constitution was framed, "commerce” not only was “more than we imply
now by business or indirstry,” but “a name for the economic order, the domain of

political economy, the realm of a comprehensive public policy.” See also A. S. Abel,

“The Commerce Clause in the Conslilulional Convention and in Contemporaiy
Comment,” Minn, Law Rev., XXV, 432-494 (Mar., 1941); H. Rottschaefer, “The
Constitution and a Planned Economy,” Mich. Law Rev., XXXTVIII, 1133-1164 (June,

1940).

2 The subject of interstate Jtrade barriers is pertinent here, but has been considered

on pp. 112-113 above.
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Aside from appropriations for the improvement of rivers and harbors,

little national legislation affecting interstate commerce was cnacLed

until some sixty years ago. Railroads naturally took on an interstate

character at an early stage of their development
;
but regulation of their

operations was long left entirely to the states. Only after the Civil War,

when railway-building set in on a greatly increased scale and the in-

adequacy of state regulation became increasingly manifest, was a move-

ment started for control over them by national authority. The upshot

was the passage by Congress, in 1887, of the Act to Regulate Commerce,^

first of a long scries of national statutes regulating railways and other

public service corporations with a view to preventing excessive charges,

discriminations, and other unfair practices. And not only did the measure

lay down principles and rules which such corporations must observe, but

it created a special agency—the Interstate Commerce Commission—to

administer and enforce them.

With numerous amendments and in|crpretations greatly enlarging its

original scope, the act of 1887 now applies to all interstate commerce

carried on by railroads, by common carriers by water (both inland and

coastal), by express companies, by sleeping-car and other private-car

companies, by motor-bus companies, and by pipe-lines, except those for

the transportation of gas and water; likew'ise, to bridges, ferries, car-

floats, and lighters, and indeed to terminal and other facilities of what-

soever character when used in the interstate transportation of persons

and freight.^

Upon all corporations operating any of these instrumentalities of public

seindce are imposed numerous restrictions, each prompted by some earlier

abuse. Thus, (1) dispatchers and trainmen must not be employed, in

interstate commerce, longer than nine and sixteen hours, respectively,

within any period of twenty-four hours; (2) rates for the transportation

of persons and freight and for the transmission of messages must be just

and reasonable; (3) rebating, directly or indirectly, and undue discrimina-

tion or preference between persons or localities are prohibited under

severe penalties; (4) charging a higher rate for a short haul than for a

long one over the same line in the same direction is forbidden, except

in certain special instances when authorized by the Interstate Commerce
Commission; (5) free transportation may be granted by carriers only

to narrowly restricted classes of persons; (S) common carriers are pro-

hibited, except in a few special cases, from operating, owning, or con-

trolling, or having any interest in, any competing carrier by water;

and (7) carriers may not issue stocks, bonds, or other securities

1 27 U. S. Slat, at Large, 379.
^ TJnUl 1934, the act applied also to all instrumentalities and facilities used for the

transmission of intelligence by means of electricity, such as telegraph, telephone,
cable, and wireless systems. &nco that date, however, these have been provided
for in a separate Communications Act. See p, 537'- below.
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without previous consient of the Interstate’ Commerce Coinmission,’-

In addition to these restraints, numerous positive duties have been

imposed. For example, (1) printed schedules of rates must be kept open

for public inspection, and changes in them may be made only after per-

mission has been granted by the Interstate Commerce Commission; (2)

full and complete annual reports must be made to the Commission, cover-

ing such matters, and arranged in such form, as the Commission pre-

scribes; (3) all accounts must be kept according to a uniform system

authorized by the Commission; (4) in case of injury to any of its em-
ployees, a carrier must grant pecuniary compensation, unless the accident

was caused by the ivillful act or negligence of the injured party; (5)

the standard or basic -work-day for rail-way employees engaged in the

operation of trains is eight hours, and carriers must adapt their wage

schedules to this standard, and grant overtime pay; (6) all trains engaged

in interstate commerce must be equipped with automatic safety ap-

pliances; and (7) all railway companies so engaged must maintain

compuisoi'y retirement and pension systems for their superannuated em-

ployees.-

The Interstate Commerce Commission—^thc administrative board

charged with enforcing the regulations indicated, and innumerable minor

ones as well—consists of eleven members appointed by the president and

Senate for seven-year terms, and has a staff of some 2,400 clerks, attor-

neys, examiners, statisticians, investigators, and technical experts, organ-

ized in thirteen major bureaus, each under a director or chief who reports

directly to a commissioner or to the full Commission. The commissioners

work largely in divisions, or panels, of not fewer than three members

each; and a decision of a division has the same force and effect as a

decision of the Commission itself—subject to the entire Commission

granting a rehearing. Divisional hearings are sometimes held in cities in

distant parts of the country; and under certain conditions, the Commis-

sion may delegate -work to boards of three or more eligible employees.®

In 1933, tlin Commission wins given junsdictiou over railrond holding companies,
and it.s control o\cr nieigers and consolidations was bioadened.
“The Railroad Rptireniont Act ol 1934 was invalidated by the Supreme Court

in M.iy, 1935. .is ‘‘in no proper sense a leguLition o£ interstate transportation.”

R. R Retirement Board v Alton R. R,, 295 U. S. 330 (1935). In August, 1935,

Congress sought to achieve the same end by pa.'-.'iing two separate, though obviously

rel.ited, nets—one under the commerre power and the other under the taxing power.
The former provided for a pension by.slem for superiiunuatGd railway employees;
the latter proi'ided for raising the funds needed to suppoit the pcn.sion bystem by
an excise tax upon the payrolls of railroads and an income tax upon employees
earning up to S300 a month. The constitutionality of the new laws was later attacked

in the couits, but befoie the Supreme Court pa.ssed upon the issue,? raised, the lail-

roada and their organized employees, urged by the President, worked out together

a new and mutually satisfactory retirement plan which was embodied in two new
acts passed by Congress in June, 1937—^the Railroad Retirement Act and the Car-

riers Taxing Act, 50 U. S. Stal. at Large, 307, 435,
^ The Commission’s dependence upon the assistance of outside people in carrying

on its work, and the methods employed by bpecial interests to influence its policies

and decisions, are brought out in'E. P. Herring, “Special Interests and the Interstate
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Under the original law, 'the Commission did not have power to make
rates, either upon its own initiative or upon complaint of shippers that

existing rates were unreasonable. Ultimately, however, although only

after a vigorous campaign of popular education, and in the face of per-

sistent opposition from the carriers—^the necessity of conferring extensive

rate-making power y/as brought home to the national mind; and under

laws passed in 1906 and 1920, the Commission is authorized, on com-

plaint and after hearing, not only to fix “just and reasonable” rates,

regulations, and practices, but also to prescribe definite maximum or

minimum, or both maximum and minimum, charges.^

No one needs to be told of the remarkable development of interstate,

as well as intrastate, commercial transportation arising from the general

use of motor vehicles, together with large-scale building of motor high-

ways. For a considerable time, interstate bus and truck traffic remained

entirely unregulated, except in so far as affected locally by state regula-

tions based upon licensing and police powers; and, just as in the early

days of railroad transportation, abuses of all sorts were plentiful. De-

mand for federal regulation was voiced by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission and other agencies long before Congress got around to the

problem. A Motor Carrier Act of 1935, however, brought all interstate

bus and truck lines within the pale of federal law and made the I.C.C.

the regulating authority, with the further interesting mandate that the

Commission aim at developing an articulated nation-wide system of rail

and motor transportation.^

Another enlargement of the Interstate Commerce Commission’s powers

came with the passage of the Transportation Act of 1940,® revising

many details of existing law and declaring it the aim of Congress’ trans-

portation policy to develop, coordinate, and preserve "a national trans-

portation system by water, highway, and rail, as well as by other means.”

Commerce Commission,” Amer. Poht. Sci. Rev., XXVII, 738-?51, 899-917 (Oct,-Deo.,

1933). For a full summary of the duties of the Commission, soe any recent edition
of the Official Congressional Directory, or of the U. S. Government Manual.

^ Rate-maldng and other proceedings by the Commission assume substantially the
character of proceedings in a Court of justice; the various parties are represented
by their attorneys, witnesses are examined, and documentary and other evidence ia

submitted. Decisions are embodied in rulings and orders enforceable in the federal

courts in proper proceedings, and to these courts appeals may be taken by parties

affected adversely,

^

On December 23, 19D, the President established an Office of Defense Transporta-
tion “to assure maximum utilization of the domestic transportation facilities of the
nation for the successful prosecution of the war," and named the late Joseph B.
Eastman, then chairman of the I.C.C., as director. The chief function of the Office

(which is a unit in the Office for Emergency Management) is to coordinate rail,

motor, inland waterway, pipe-line, and air transportation, and coastwise and inter-

coastal shipping. A. Lauterbach, “Government Coordination of Transportation in

War and Reconstruction," Jour, of Politics, VI, 404-429 (Nov,, 1944).
249 U- S, Slat, at Large, 543-567. Excepted from provisions of the law are tnicks

carrying newspapers, those belonging to farmers’ cooperative associations, taxicabs,
dnd certain other classes of vehicles. Cf. H'. M. Miller [comp.], Federal Regulation
0! Motor Transport (New York, 1933), and W, H, Wagner, A Legislative History oj

the Motov Carrier Act, 1335 (Washington, D. C., 1935)

.

*64 V. S. Stat at Large, 89^
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To this end, the Commission was given jnvisdiction over common car-

riers by water (both inland and coastal), similar to its authority over

motor vehicles. At the same time, a board was created to investigate

“the relative economy and fitness” of carriers by rail, by motor vehicles,

and by water.

Rapid development of radio broadcasting on a nation-wide, and also

international, scale raised other new and pressing problems.^ Partly

because of the more technical nature of the work to be done, regulation

in this field was assigned in 1927, not to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, but to a separate Federal Radio Commission, charged with

issuing licenses and assigning wave-lengths, and with various other func-

tions. Additional authority conferred in the following year did not

enable the Commission to perform its increasingly complex task to the

general satisfaction; and, the conviction having developed also that the

overburdened I.C.C. was expending its time and energies on transporta-

tion matters to the neglect of difficulties connected with interstate and

international electrical communications, Congress, in 1934, passed a Com-
munications Act (a) abolishing the Federal Radio Commission and

transferring its work to a new Federal Communications Commission, and

(b) withdrawing telephone, telegraph, and cable regulation from the

I.C.C. and vesting it in the new agency, which therefore now has for

its province the entire field of interstate and foreign communications by

both wire and radio.^ Speaking generally, the powers, functions, and

procedures of the Communications Commission are similar to those of

the I.C.C., with allotment and control of the use of the air lanes in

accordance with “public interest, convenience, and necessity” one of the

agency’s most formidable tasks.-’

lit! various European countries, including Great Britain, radio facilities are owned
and operated, directly or iudiroctly, by the central government. In the United States,

the federal government has certain such facilities o£ its own (mainly for military
and naval use), but in general radio systems are under private owner^ip and man-
agement with merely government regulation as in the case of rnilroadKS and steamship
Kne-s.

*48 U. S. Stat. at Large, 1064. The Communications Commission has seven mem-
bers, appointed by the president and Senate for seven-year terms. U. S. Government
Manual (Summer, 1944), 477-4S1. On the earlier agency of radio regulation, see L. F.
Schniecki'bier, ''The Federal Radio Commission,” Service Monographs, No. 65 (Balti-

more, 1932) ; and cf. “The American v.t. the British System of Radio Control
rSymposiuml, Cong, Digest, XII, 202-224 (Aug.-Sept., 1933) ; G. J. Friedrich and E.
Sternberg, “Congiess and the Control of Radio Broadcasting," Amer. Polit, Sci. Rev.,
XXXVII, 7D7-S18, 1014-1026 (Oct., Dec., 1943).

5 Almost from the beginning, the Communications Commission aroused dissatis-

faction in one quarter or another, owing to (1) petty politics within the Commission
itself; (2) its policy of licensing broadcasting stations for periods of only six mouths;
(3) the alleged practice of summoning stations to untimely license-renewal hear-

ings; (4) the Commissioa’a policy in relation to intematjonal broadcasts; (6) its

delay in permitting the marketing of receiving television sets; (6) its efforts to

check the growth of monopolies in radio broadcasting; and (7) the ordering of drastic

revision in the broadcasting industry’s internal structure. See “Government by Com-
mission,” Fortune, XXVII, 86-89 ff. (May, 1943) ; L. D. Farrar, “The FCC Con-
troversy," Pub. Util. Fort,, XlXXH, 216-223 (Aug. 19. 1943) ; P. A. Walker, “How
Cooperation Works in Communication Regulation,” ibid., XXXII, 267-274 (Sept. 2,

1943) ; C, J. Friedrich and E. Sternberg, “(ilongress and the Control of Radio Broad-
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In order to “coordinate' the rclationphip of all -branches of coinmuni-

cation,” President Roosevelt in September, 1940, issued an executive

order setting up a Defense Communications Board, headed by the chair-

man of the Federal Communications Commission. Originally, the Board

was only a planning agency, without operating or procurement func-

tions, and with no power to censor radio or other communications, or to

take over any facilities. Acti25g under authority conferred by Congress

to insure federal control of wires in endangered territories, the President,

however, in March, 1942, assigned it full power in relation to “the use,

control, and closing of stations and facilities” for wire communications;

and in the following June, the agency’s name was changed to the Board

of IVar Communications. A cognate Office of Censorship, established in

December, 1941, was given “absolute discretion” in censoring communi-

cations by mail, cable, radio, or other means of transmission passing

between the United States and any foreign country.'’-

Among the newer forms of commence that have gained rapidly in

importance in recent years is transportation by aircraft. As in the case

of radio, the national government has been interested in building up

services of its own, for use both in peace and in war; and between 1926

and 1938, through a branch of the Departmept of Commerce known as

the Bureau of Air Commerce, it also encouraged, and to some extent regu-

lated, private aviation. Under the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 an

over-all Civil Aeronautics Authority was established as an independent

agency composed of the Civil Aeronautics Authority (in a more limited

sense) of five members, an Administrator of Civil Aeronautics, and an

Air-Safety Board of three members. In 1940, the name of the five-member

body was changed to Civil Aeronautics Boni'd; ccidain of its functions

were shifted to the Administrator; the Air-Safety Board was abolished,

its functions being assigned to the Civil Aeronautics Board; and this

Board and the Administrator were transferred to the Department of

Commerce. The Board, however, continues to operate mainly as an inde-

pendent agency, while the Administrator serves under the direction and

supervision of the secretary of commerce. Together, the Adnainistratoi

and the Board constitute the Civil Aeronautics Authority, which, how-

ever, discharges no functions as such—all of its responsibilities being

discharged, rather, by either the Administrator or the Board, Through

one or another of these interlocking agencies are performed the basic

tasks of mapping, lighting, and marking interstate airways, providing

emergency and regular landing fields, licensing planes and pilots, and

caating,” Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev., XXXVII, 797-818, 1014-1026 (Oct., Dec., 1943) ;
T. P.

Robinson, Radio Networks and the Federal Government (New York, 1943)
;
and

annual reports of the Pederal Com-munications Commiasion.
^ See p. 691 below, and cf, B. Price, “Go-vcrnmental Censorship in Wartime,”

Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev., XXVI, 837-849 (Oct., 1942) ; R. 0. Walter, American Qov^
^mtnenl at War (Chicago, 1942), Chap, vrj and Jb- V. Howard aucT H. A. Bone,
Gurrent Amencou Government (New York. 1943), Chap. TO.

“ 52 IL S. Slat, at Large, 973.
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controlling rales for tljc transportation of pa'jsengers, mail, and express

in much the same manner that the Interstate Commerce Commission

controls railway, motor-vehicle, and water rates. The Board also investi-

gates accidents, and is empowered to prescribe air-safety rules and regu-

lations and to suspend or revoke licenses after hearing.'^

In the past two or three decades, production of hydroelectric power Reffuia-

has assumed the proportions of a major industry. Not only has the watei

national government itself, notably through the Tennessee Valley Au-
thority, gone into the power business on an impressive scale, but colossal

private corjiorations, having po.‘!sessod thciii.sclvcs of choice power sites,

arc engaged in distributing and selling electrical energy over wide inter-

state areas. It so happens that about eighty-five per cent of the total

potential water-power resources of the country arc located on the public

domain; and this means that the authority to regulate arises not only

from the commerce clause (wherever electric energy is distributed across

state boundaries), but also from the right of Congre.ss to control the use

of the public lands—and indeed of navigable waters a.s well. Since 1930,

national regulation has been vested in a Federal Powci' Commission of

five members appointed by the president and Senate for five-year terms

and clothed with authority to license water-power projects undertaken

on the public domain or on navigable waters by private or municipal

agencies, and also to regulate rates, services, and the issue of securities

by the licensees, provided the states affected cannot act individually

or are unable to agree.- The Power Commission’s jurisdiction was con-

siderably enlarged by the Public Utility Act of 1935, which conferred

authority also to regulate private utilities engaged in the transmission of

electric energy across state lines, including rates, services, business prac-

tices, and security issues.^

The Department of Commerce

Impressed with the growing urgency of national problems relating to Origin'!

commerce and industry, Congi’css, in 1903, acted upon recommendation

of President Theodore Roosevelt and created as a ninth executive depart-

ment a Department of Commerce and Labor. Ten years later, Labor was
sot off ns a separate department. Nevertheless, charged with an extraordi-

nary variety of activities and housed in one of the largest government

buildings in the world, the Commerce Dei)artment still is of major in-

terest and importance. Eight main bureaus and services, to,gether with a

1 11. 8. Government Manual (Summer, 1944), 403-400. Cf. M. W. Willebrandt,
"Pederal Conlrol of Air Commerce," Jour, of Air iaro, XI, 201-217 (July, 1010) ; C, L.

Morris, "State Control of Aeronautics," ibid, XI, 320-330 (July, 1040).

-United States v. Appal.achian Electric Power Go., 311 U. S. 377 (1940) Cf. L. V.

Plum, "The Federal Power ComnuFsion Grows Up," Pub. Ulil. Fort., XXII, 67-73

(July 21, 1938)
;
0. Ryan, "Federal and State Cooperation Under the Federal Power

Act., Slate Government, XI, 139-140, 154-155 (Aug., 1938).
a H. L. Elsbree, Interstate. Trunsmission of Electricity (Cambridge, Mass., 1931).

See p. 559 below.
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number of subsidiary units, are presided over by chiefs or directors

under the secretary of cominercc, an undcr-sccrctary, and an assistant-

secretary.

On the strictly commorciirl side, the most important bureau is that

of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, which for many years was engaged

on a large scale not only in collecting and publishing commercial statis-

tics and in studying general business trends throughout the world, but

in directly promoting American export trade and rendering services of

many kinds to American business men abroad. As a result of having

perhaps somewhat overreached itself as a promoter, and also of the

drastic curtailment of foreign-trade opportunities since 1939—^to say

nothing of the war—the Bureau’s operations abroad have now been re-

duced; indeed a Foreign Commerce Service which it once raaintaincrl

was in 1939 transferred by executive order to the Department of State.

For the advancement of domestic commerce, however, it maintains

twenty-six offices at strategic business centers throughout the country,

each occupied with gathering information and cooperating with local

organizations such as civambers of commerce and boards of trade; it

engages in long-term studies of broad trends and developments in the

national economy; and in wartime it is especially occupied with gather-

ing and transmitting information on sources of supply, production

capacity, procurement, and substitutes, at the request of emergency

agencies.

The connection of other bureaus with commerce is significant, yet

more incidental,^ A Coast and Geodetic Smwey assists mariners by chart-

ing the coast-linos of the United States and its dependencies, as well as

lake and river beds and ocean currents, and makes soismological obser-

vations with a view to reducing the earthquake hazard. A Weather Bureau

(transferred from the Department of Agriculture in 1940) operates the

basic national system of meteorological observations for the country,

collects and analyzes these observations, and prepares and distributes

weather forecasts and warnings. A Patent Office (about which something

will be said in the next chapter) administers the patent laws enacted

by Congress. A Bureau of Standards carries on research in fields in which

precise measurements are required, and compares and tests standards

of measurement employed in scientific investigation, commerce, and

educational institutions with the standards adopted or recognized by

the government. Such were the original functions of the Bureau; with

the passing years, however, its work has expanded until it has come to

be one of the outstanding scientific institutions of the country, carrying

on tests and investigations of petroleum and its products, aeronautic and

engineering instruments, the properties and possible utilization of organic

^In, 1042, the functions of a Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigatidn were
' distributed between the Bureau of Customs (Treasury) and the JJ. S. Coast Guard
(Navy).
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materials and of china, porcelain, and buildiilg materials, besides render-

ing important metallurgical sorviccs. A largo part of its work is carried

on at the request of, or in cooperation with, agencies of the national gov-

ernment; but it cooperates also with state and local officials, with business

and professional groups, and (for example, through sponsorship of qual-

ity-guaranteeing labels) with the public itself.

Finally there is the Bureau of the Census. Charged with taking the

decennial census required by the constitution, this "greatest fact-finding Oeasui

and figure-counting agency in the world” is responsible also for various

supplementary enumerations provided for by statute. Until a few decades

ago, decennial censuses were taken by a staff specially organized on each

occasion for the purpose, and when the work was completed the machin-

ery was dismantled, to be set up anew at the next census period, A per-

manent census office, under a director, was, however, established in 1902,^

partly with a view to developing an e.xperienced staff, but nrainly in

order to enable the work to be 4one more painstakingly by being carried

on, in one phase or another, practically all of the time. The range of

census inquiries has increased steadily, and the resulting published re-

ports, although at first glance dry and forbidding, yield the student who

refuses to grow discouraged comprehensive and illuminating surveys of

the country’s population, occupations, wealth, and significant tendencies.-
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CHAPTER XXVIII

GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS

Our national government was founded in a period when the idea was
prevalent that there should be little or no political interference with the

natural and normal course of business enterprise. Government, to be

sure, might and .should remoi'e obstacles to the free flow of such enter-

prise; and it is not to be forgotten that in the first decade under the

constitution the federal authorities laid business under heavy obligation

by putting the national credit on a secure basis, establishing a sound

monetary system, chartering a United States Bank, and creating other

favorable conditions so noloriorsily lacking under the Articles of Con-

federation. Even the measures required for these purposes, however,

encountered sturdy opposition, on constitutional or other grounds; and

that government should embark upon positive regulation or control of

business interests, operations, and practices would to most people have

seemed totally undesirable.

A century and half, however, has brought a remarkable change. Not

only does government nowadays encourage and promote business in a

multitude of ways undreamt of in the times of Hamilton and Jefferson,

but it has swept a mighty regulating arm over virtually tlie entire field

of commercial, industrial, and financial activity, fixing conditions of

competition, forbidding practices held to be objectionable, and, under

copious legislation originating largely with the New Deal, controlling

production, prescribing minimum wages and maximum hours, requiring

collective bargaining, and prohibiting false or misleading advertisements

of commodities and securities. Indeed, it has itself gone into business, in

competition with private capital. Of late, both its managerial and its

regulative activities have been expanded enormously as a result of the

national defense effort launched in the early summer of 1940 and the

war thrust upon us a year and a half later. Commodity priorities and

price-ceilings are merely random symbols of tlic new order that has

arisen. To what extent the relations of government and business will

prove to have been affected permanently by this most recent experience

remains to be disclosed
;
but the consequences are likely to be weighty.

Following our survey of the reg;ulation of foreign and interstate

commerce, we turn to this field of general business—logically enough,

since most of the regulatory powers involved are derived directly from,

or are closely associated with, the commerce clause of the constitu-

tion. Confining our attention to the national scene, we may here {11

comment briefly on certain government aids to business not touched
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upon in the preceding chap'tcr, (2) review the do’^elopment of govern-

ment regulation prior to the great depression of the thirties, (3) outline

some extraordinary measures of 1933-37 aimed at promoting national

recovery, (4) call attention to major innovations under the defense and

war program, and (5) comment on one or two aspects of the govern-

ment's direct participation in business, notably its conduct of the postal

service.

Some Government Aids to Business

In point of fact, there is not much that the national government under-

takes that does not actually or potentially, directly or indirectly, serve

the interests of business. The maintenance of friendly intercourse abroad,
' the stationing of consuls in foreign cities, the upkeep of the Army and

Navy for national defense, the preservation of domestic law and order,

the regulation of commerce, the provision of a currency system, the

control of banking, the operation of a postal service, and what noL—all

make for conditions obviously indispensable if the business interests of

the country are to thrive. Protective tariffs in some ways restrict busi-

ness, and certainly are not to be considered indispensable to it, yet are

presumed also to have fostered business, at least in the domain of manu-

facturing. Three activities, however—grounded upon express grants of

power in the constitution—may be singled out for mention here: (1) the

maintenance of a system of weights and measures, insuring the fixity of

standards which business practice requires, (2) the granting of copyrights

and patents, and (3) the regulation of bankruptcy.

Weigiits The authority given Congress to "fix the standard of weights and

nwMMcs measures" ^ is so unrestricted that it can be, and has been, exercised in

respect to all manner of measurements—length, weight, volume, tem-

perature, strength, quality, and others; and to aid in the determination

of such standards, the Bureau of Standards, mentioned previously, is

maintained in the Department of Commerce. Along with the familiar

units taken over from old English usage—^the pound, yard, gallon, bushel,

etc. (with their derivatives)
,
the metric system employed in Continental

countries, and having some decided advantages, has been given official

status, even, though as yet but little actual use is made of it outside of

scientific circles. So far as developed to the present time, the function of

the national government is merely to “fix" standards, keep models in the

Bureau of Standards, and furnish models or copies to the states, leaving

it almost entirely to the state governments to require conformity to the

appropriate standards in business and other transactions in so far as

they choose to do so.

'phg constitutional basis of our laws and regulations relating to copy-

paftats-
patents is a grant of authority to Congress “to promote the

' pr;ogres3 of seience and the useful arts" by securing to authors and

lArt-l, §8,cl.5.
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inventoi'&, for limited periods, “the exclusive right to their respective

writings and discoveries.” ^ Administration of the copyright laws falls

within the jurisdiction of a Copyright Office in the Library of Congress,

where it is carried on by an official known as the register of copyrights.

Patent laws and regulations are administered by the Patent Office in the

Department of Commerce,

Copyright has been defined as “the exclusive right secured to an oopj.

author by statute to reproduce and publish his work”
;
and under United

States law this right is conferred for a period of twenty-eight years, with

option of one renewal for an equal period. As now construed, it includes

the exclusive right to translate, dramatize, and pre.sent a w'ork; and in

the case of a musical composition, the right to perform it publicly for

profit, and also to exact a fixed royalty for its reproduction by mechani-

cal instruments. Copyright thus extends not only to books, but also to

magazines, works of art, charts, maps, musical compositions, cartoons,

motion pictures, and photographs. A grant is made to every person who
applies in conformity with the law, the Division of Copyrights making

no effort to ascertain whether there is any infringement of a previously-

copyrighted publication or production. Where such infringement occurs,

the injured party can seek redress only through a suit for damages, or

by injunction proceedings, in the federal courts.-

A patent may be granted to any person who has invented or dis- Patsjits

covered “any new and useful art, machine, manufacture, or composition

of matter, or any new and useful improvements thereof, not known or

used by others in this country . . . and not patented or described in any

printed publication in this or any foreign country , . . and not in public

use or on sale in this country for more than one year” prior to the filing

of the application. Once a patent has been issued, it is out of the juris-

diction of the Patent Office; questions of infringement, the scope of the

patent, and any other issues arising out of the grant are determined in

the federal courts. The term for which a patent runs is seventeen years

;

and during that period, the protection of the patent law extends through-

out the continental United States, Alaska, Hawaii, and the Canal Zone,

and, upon compliance with certain regulations, also Puerto Rico, the

Philippines, the Virgin Islands, and Guam. The rights secured by authors

and inventors under the copyright and patent laws, however, are clearly

monopolistic—the “exclusive right to their respective writings and dis-

coveries” is what the constitution expressly guarantees—with the lesult

that people who receive them are sometimes brought into collision with
the anti-trust laws prohibiting contracts in restraint of trade. Upwards
of half of all patents issued in the civilized world have been granted in

the Patent Office of the United States; the millionth was issued in 1911,

1- Art. I, § 8, cl. 8.

In order to receive the pratection of our copyright laws, books printed in the
English language must be ’type-sot in the United States.
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and the two-and-onc-third-rhillion mark was passed in 19441 Each appli-

cant pays a fee of forty dollars, and the Patent Office has become one of

the relatively few government establishments that not only pay their

way, but normally yield a surplus. It is hardly necessary to add that

the records and models preserved at Washington afford an unsurpassed

panorama of the progress of the industrial and scientific arts in the past

hundred years.“

Bankruptcy is one of a number of matters over which the national

and state governments have concurrent legislative power; and for a

long time it was left largely or entirely to state control. In 1898, how-

ever, Congress passed a general bankruptcy act
;

^ and thereupon former

state laws on the subject either were repealed or fell into a condition of

suspended animation. It is still permissible for a state to legislate on

bankruptcy. But in all cases of conflict the national law takes prece-

dence
;
and this law is so comprehensive that little need or room for state

action survives. Proceedings in bankruptcy cases come under the juris-

diction of the federal district court of the district in which the bankrupt

resides, most of the details being attended to by a referee in bankruptcy,

appointed by the judge of the court, and making full reports to the court

from time to time in accordance with law; and in a period of numerous

bankruptcies, like the decade of the thirties, much of the time and energy

of district judges are consumed by the supervisory work entailed. After

a bankrupt’s assets have been inventoried and equitably distributed

among his creditors, the judge enters a decree discharging him from all

further legal liability for debts incurred prior to the commencement of

the bankruptcy proceedings.

rfa the ten years endiuE June 30, 1941, the averase number of applications filed

was 61,960 and the average number of patents granted was 47,837,
"

2 Much testimony was presented to the Temporary National Economic Committee
of 1938-41 (see p. 553, below) concerning the close relationship often existing

between the possession of patent rights and the development of monopolies, and the
Committee recommended a number of changes in the patent laws as a corrective. To
study the subject further, a National Patent Planning Commission was created in

1941, from which came, two years later, a report upholding the existing system as a

whole, but proposing a number of additional safeguards such aa (1) compulsoiy
recording in the Patent Office of all agreements between American and foreign pat-

entee.?, (2) shortening to twenty years the possible time between application for a
patent and the patent's expiration (although patents run for only seventeen years, it

has been possible to keep an application pending over a long period of years, thus
in effect indefinitely prolonging the protection enjoyed), and (3) establishment of a
court having to do only with patent appeals. Legislation on these, or related, lines

remains to be enacted. Sec O. R. Barnett, Patent Proj/erty and the Anli-Monopoly
Laws (Indianapolis, 1943) ; T. Arnold, "We Must Reform the Patent Laws," Atlantic

Mo., CLXX, 47-54 (Sept., 1942); \¥. T. Kelley, “Restraints of Trade and the Patent
Law,” Georgetown Law Jour., XXXII, 213-233 (Mar., 1944); and A. E. Kahn,
“Pundamental Deficiencies of American Patent Law,” Amer. Econ. Rev., XXX, 475-
491 (Sept., 1940).

In addition to granting patents, the Patent Office registers trademarks and labels
for use on goods distributed through channels of interstate and foreign commerce.
Registration is for twenty years, is indefinitely renewable, and can be protected
through aiipenl to the courts.

® 30 U. P. Stai, at Large, 544. Before enactment of this statute, national bank-
,
ruptcy laws were in force only in 1801-03, 1841-43, and 1-867-78. Sec C. C. Rohlflng

.ei al., Business and Government (2nd ed., Chicago, 1935), Chap. xvni.
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An ino-vitable accompaniment of a business depression is a sharp in-
crease in the number of persons becoming bankrupt, and of corporations
thrown into tlie hands of receivers on account of inability to pay their
debts; in fact, bankruptcy eases outnumbered all other kinds in the
federal courts in 1934, Eor some time before the severe depression of the
thirties, the law of 1898 was criticized sharply; and the further evidence
of its shortcomings now furnished resulted in an important series of

amendments, beginning with a measure of March, 1933, opening the bank-
ruptcy courts to persona (with special provisions for farmers) and to rail-

roads (but not to other corporations) whose liabilities may not be greater

than their assets, but who merely cannot pay their debts as they mature.
Such parties arc not to be called bankrapts, but rather “debtor?”; and the

law facilitates and encourages settlements between such honest debtors

and their creditors without the stigma of bankruptcy. Insolvent railroads

are permitted to work out plans of reorganization, under the supervision

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, for approval by the bankruptcy

courts, and in this way are enabled to avoid the delays, friction, and

expense commonly attending receivership proceedings in a court of equity.

Many have been, and still are, doing this.^

To meet the needs of private corporations excluded from the privileges

granted by the act of 1933, a further measure was passed in 1934 per-

mitting such corporations to reorganize' as debtors (not bankrupts) with

the consent of a majority of their creditors, under the guidance of the

bankruptcy courts; while at the same time another measure (the Frazier-

Lemke Act) amended the act of 1933 for the benefit of farmers unable

to obtain relief under the provisions of that law. On the ground that it

deprived mortgagees of property without due process of law, the Supreme
Court, in 1935, held the latter legislation unconstitutional.^ A substitute

farm mortgage moratorium act of 1935, planned to avoid the grounds

upon which the earlier act was invalidated, was, how'ever, upheld.® As

the depression deepened, many counties, cities, and other local-govern-

ment units found themselves unable to meet the principal and interest

on their bonds or other forms of indebtedness, and in 1934 Congress

passed a Municipal Bankruptcy Act extending to such “taxing districts”

privileges similar to those granted to other debtors in the amendment of

1933. In 1937, the Supreme Court held the act unconstitutional. But in

the Same year a substitute measure, excluding counties, successfully pro-

vided a method by which insolvent taxing authorities could effect com-

positions with their creditors; and in 1940 the new law (now revised so

The court officers ia charge of such reorganizations are called trustees, itisLeacl

of referees, and the railroads are termed debtors, not bankrupts. The texL of the
act of 1933 and of other amcndmoiits to the Banla-uptcy Act of 1898 will be found
in Code oj tho Laws oj the U. S. (1934), 333-346.

2 Louisville Joint Stock Bank Co. v. Radford, 29S TJ. S. 555 (1935).
® Wright V. Vinton Branch IVIountaiii Trust Bank, 300 TJ. S. 440 (1937)

.

* Ashton V. Cameron Cqunty Water Improvement District No. 1, 298 IT. S, 613

(1936).
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as to bo applicable also to Counties and special asae,ssinent districts) was

made operative up to June 30, 1942J

Taken together, the measures enumerated proved of substantial im-

portance in accelerating the normally slow processes of business and

agricultural recovery, especially by permitting speedy readjustment, on

a sound basis, of debts owed by railroads and other corporations. At the

same time, the opprobrium of bankruptcy was entirely avoided in the

case of any company whose affairs were susceptible of reorganization.

Finally, in 1938, Congress enacted a general consolidation of the bank-

ruptcy laws designed to coordinate and unify the revised system."

Federal Regulation of Business Combinations and Practices

Stato
re^ula-
Lion
inade-

Shevman
Act
(
1800 )

(

s

l

1

i

i

I

I

For upwards of a hundred years—^while the Supreme Court continued

to regard Congress as having no power to regulate interstate commerce

except as to matters involved directly in commerce—^the states were left

to deal alone with monopolistic and othpr practices interfering with the

free flow of trade; and whatever correcthms they brought to bear rested

cither simply upon the old common-law principle that all combinations

operating to restrain trade unreasonably are illegal or upon statutes de-

fining or modifying that principle’s applications.

In earlier and simpler days, no great amount of difficulty was experi-

enced. But with the rise of manufacturing and other business establish-

ments of large proportions, and operating over wide interstate areas,

state regulation proved increasingly inadequate; and in 1890, Congi'css,

taking a broader view of its commerce powers than did the judges, risked

judicial disapproval by passing a notable measure—^the Sherman Anti-

Trust Act—aimed at protecting trade and commerce against unlawful

restraints and monopolies, and to that end, declaring, in sweeping terms,

every contract, combination, or conspiracy in restraint of trade or com-

merce among the several states or with foreign nations to be illegal, and

providing heavy penalties for violations.^ No special agency, however,

was created to administer the law; the Department of Justice showed

little zeal for enforcing it; a Supreme Court decision in the Sugar Trust

case of 1895,"^ fully anticipated by many people, severely narrowed

its scope by ruling that although the defendant produced all but two per

cent of the sugar used in the United States, its business was primarily

manufacturing, rather than commerce, and therefore subject to regula-

tion only by the states; and for a decade thereafter virtually nothing

happened.

50 TJ. S. Slat, at Large, 693; 54 ibid., 667. As recently as 1938, it was estimated
that 3,100 local governments (about two por cent of the total in the United States)

were in default. By February 1, 1941, the number was reduced to 1,261 : 146 counties,
493 cities and towns. 497 school districts, and 125 other districts. JfwTi. Year Book
(1941), 196.
^ 62 U. S- Stat, at Large, 840.
** 26 V. B. Stat. at Large, 209.

• * United States v. E. C. Knight Co., IS6 U. S. 1 (1895).
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Trusi-busting was one of President Tileodore Roosevelt’s prime
interests, and successful prosecution of the Northern Securities case b,y

the government in 1905 gave him fresh impetus. Notwithstanding govern-

ment victories in other cases, however, the Supreme Court again wcalc-

enccl the law by setting up a distinction between combinations which, in

the Court’s opinion, involved only a “reasonable,” and those which
amounted to an “unreasonable,” restraint of interstate or foreign trade.

In cases in 1911 against the American Tobacco Company and the Stand-
ard Oil Company, for example, the Court applied this “rule of reason”

and in effect read into the law declaring illegal “every” combination, etc.,

in restraint of trade, the word “unreasonable,” after the word “every.”

The effect was practically to reverse or overrule certain earlier decisions

in which the Coiut had held that all such combinations in restraint of

trade came within the inhibition of the statute.

The decisions in the two cases mentioned naturally suggested that if

the law applied only to “unreasonable” combinations and contracts, some
means should be provided whereby well-intentioned combinations might

know definitely whether they would be regarded by the government as

“reasonable,” and therefore lawful, without first being subjected to a

criminal prosecution to determine their status. Demand arose, too, for

clarification as to the kinds of contracts that the government would look

upon as unreasonable restraints upon trade, and as to the trade practices

that it would regard as constituting unfair competitive methods. The
upshot was (1) the passage, in 1914, of the Clayton Anti-Trust Act to

reenforce and supplement the Sherman Act of 1890, and (2) the creation,

in the same year, of the Federal Trade Commission to carry on the large

amount of investigative work involved in passing upon specific cases,

and to lend its support to effective law enforcement.’’-

Vigorously sponsored by President Wilson as a "new law” to meet

“conditions that menace our civilization,” but opposed with equal

energy by business interests, the Clayton Act (1) forbade price-cutting

to drive out competitors, granting rebates, making false assertions about

competitors, limiting the freedom of purchasers to deal in the products

of competing manufacturers, and a long list of other abuses, discrimina-

tions, and restraints of trade; (2) forbade corporations to acquire stock

in competing concerns and outlawed interlocking directorates in the

case of larger banks and other corporations; (3) made officers of cor-

porations personally liable for violations of the act; and (4) made it

easier for injured parties in cases arising under either this act or the

original anti-trust law to prosecute their suits. Labor had been disturbed

because in- certain anti-trust cases, notably the Danbury Hatters' case of

1908,“ the Supreme Court had taken the position that boycotts insti-

tuted by labor unions obstructed the flow of commerce among the states

^ 38 U. S. Stat. at Large, 730.
*

- Loe-we v Lawlor, 208 U. S. 274.
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and therefore came within' the inhibitions of the Sherman Act. To moot

this situation, and in compliance with the demand of organized labor,

the now measure stipulated that nothing in the anti-trust law.s “shall

be construed to forbid the existence and operation of labor, agricultural,

or horticultural organizations ... or to forbid or restrain the individual

members of such organizations from carrying out the legitimate objects

thereof; nor shall such organizations, or the members thereof, be held

or construed to be illegal combinations or conspiracies in restraint of

trade, under the anti-trust laws.” ^

President Wilson hailed the statute as supplying “clear and sufficient

law to check and destroy the noxious growth [of monopoly] in its in-

fancy.” In practice, however, it proved less effective than had been hoped.

In interpreting "unfair methods of competition,” the courts grew increas-

ingly conservative; efforts to make directors personally liable for the

action of corporations almost completely broke down; during the first

World War, the restrictive legislation ,was, to all intents and purposes,

suspended; under succeeding Republican administrations, it was seldom

invoked
;
and in later days the work of regulating trusts and breaking up

monopolies had to be undcrlaken again almost from the beginning. Per

a long time, even when an Administration honestly tried to inject new

life into anti-trust-lnw enforcement, it was compelled to operate within

a very narrow compass because of the failure of Congress to provide

adequate funds for properly staffing the anti-trust division of the Depart-

ment of Justice, leaving it possible to prosecute only the most flagrant

cases in a few large industries.

During the New Deal decade, however, more generous provision was

made, and by about 1937 the Department was able to undertake nation-

wide investigations of a considerably larger number of complaints/ and

to institute numerous suits in the courts.^ Furthermore, the emphasis

shifted from the old idea of “trust-busting” for the sake of trust-busting

to that of defending a free market in the necessities of modern life
;
and

with this more broadly social end in view, prosecutions were directed

primarily against private groups which had established themselves in

1 Allhougli hailed by the labor leader Samuel Gompers as "labor’s charter o£ free-

dom,” this part of the law proved disappointing to organized labor because of the
manner in which the courts interpreted and applied it in specific cases, e.p., United
Mine Wovhers- v. Coronado Coal Co., 259 U. S. 344 (1921). On some recant cases
involving labor unions, see C. 0. Gregory, "The Sherman Act v. Labor,” U71W. oj
Chicago Law Rev., VIII, 222-245 (Feb., 1941); D. F. Cavers, "Labor v. the Sherman
Act,” ibid., 246-257 (Fob., 1941), and “And What of the Apex Case Now?,” ibid.,

VITI, 516-520 (Apr., 1941); L. B. Boudin, "Organized Labor and the Clayton Act,"
Tfi. Law Rev,, XXIX, 272-315 (Dec., 1942), 395-439 (Jan., 1943).
2 The govermneut dors not go out and hunt situations capable of being developed

into anti-trust cases. Whon a complaint appearing legitimate comes in, the anti-trust
division simply decides whether to make it the basis for instituting proceedings
against the accused.

3 In the three years preceding June 30, 1940, the work of the anti-trust division
increased more than one hundred per cent. In fisgal 1940, 345 anti-trust suits were
instituted and 280 terminated; of tlie latter, the government won 265 and lost
fifteen.
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strategic positions of - control—against “bottlenecks of business” that

blocked the distribution of particular products from raw materials to

the ultimate consumer^

Hardly wms this more enlightened and aggressive enforcement of the

anti-trust laws under way, however, before it became necessary to slow

it down to meet the exigencies of wartime production: in March, 1942,

the President announced that prosecutions would be postponed wherever

such a course would clearly tend to promote the production of materials

needed for war use.- At the same time, it was promised that the Adminis-

tration would take every precaution to protect the public interest, and

that no one would be jicrmittcd to escape ultimate prosecution for any
violation of law; and it is understood that the Department of Justice

is merely awaiting the end of the war to resume “trust-busting” in a

vigorous way. In every instance of postponement, too, it has had to be

proved that immediate prosecution would really impede the war effort."

Soma idea of the range of later aMi-trust piusociitions may be gathered from
the fact that outstanding cases in recent years have involved charges agiun.st up-
wards of two hundred Southeastern fire insurance companies, tlio A.ssociatod Piess,

the Pullman Car Company, four large chemical corporations and their foreign affili-

ates, fifteen of New York City’s largest department stores, two of the largest chain
grocery-store oompanie.s, the American Waxed Paper Association, the Diamond
Match Company and eleven^ associated concerns, eight major motion picture com-
panies and their affiliates, eighteen major oil compames and others (often called

the Madison oil ease)
,
the American Medical Association, eighteen leading automobile

tire manufacturers, Chicago milk dealers and related labor unions, optical and other
gla.ss manufacturers, the General Electric Company, contractors and labor unions in

building industries, the Ea.shion Originators Guild of America and the Millinery
Creators Guild, the American Society of Composer^ Authors, and Publishers, Ger-
man- and Britiah-eontrollod borax corporations, eighteen major producers engaged in

selling stainle.ss steel, and forty-seven Western railroads. By August, 1944, 114 anti-

trust cases were pending in the Department of Justice.

Among almost innumerable books and articles relating to the general subject may
be cited: T. W. Arnold, Anti-Trutt Law Enjorcement, Past and Present (Washington,
D. C., 1940), and The Bottlenecks of Business (New York, 1940); series of articles

on “The Sherman Anti-Trust Act and Its Enforcement” in Law and ConLernporary

Problems, VI, 1-160 (Winter, 1940); and C. D. Edwards, “Thurman Arnold [for

several years in charge of anti-trust-law enforcement] and the Anti-Trust Laws,’’

Polit. Sci. Quar., LVIII, 33S-355 (Sept., 1943).

E.specially interesting developments have included a decision bringing the insurance
business within the scope of interstate commerce (see p, 626, note 3, above), and the

conviction of the American Medical Association in American Medical Association v.

United States, 317 U. S. 519 (1943). On the latter, see B. D. Raub, Jr., “The
Anti-Trust Prosecution Against the American Medical Association,” Law and Con-
temporary Problems, VI, 695-605 (Autumn, 1939)

;
and cf. 0. Garceau, The Political

Life oj the Ametican Medical Association (Cambridge, Mass., 1941).
2 “If it is trvie,” said the President, “that any substantial slowing up of war

production is being occa.sioncd by anti-trust suits, pro3ecution,s, or court investiga-

tions, then the war effort must come finst, and everything else wait. For rmless that

effort is successful, the anti-trust laws, indeed all American institutions, will become
quite academic,” N. Y.. Times, Mar. 29, 1942.

® In June, 1942, Congress entirely exempted from prosecution under the anti-trust

laws and the Federal 'Trade Commission Act any acts or omissions “deemed in the

public interest” and approved by the chairman of the War Production Board after

consultation with the attorney-general. 56 77. S. Stat. at Large, 357, 781.

The trials of twenty-four anti-trust cases and two investigations were postponed

during the fiscal year 1943. Despite this interruption, forty-three cases were success-

fully concluded, fifty-two were filed, and 152 investigations were instituted. Ann. Rep.

of the Altorney-Oeneral (1943), 8-9. See T. K. Fisher, “Anti-Trust During National

Emergencies," Mich. Law Rev,, .XL, 969-1004, 1161-1199 (May-June, 1942).
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Passage of the Clayton Act in 1914 was accompanied by establishment

for the first time of a special agency to cooperate with the Department

of Justice in the enforcement of anti-trust laws, now and old, i.e., the

Pccteral Trade Commission. To this body were assigned the very impor-

tant duties of (1) preventing persons and corporations (except banks

and common carriers) from using unfair methods of competition in

commerce;’- (2) conducting investigations of, and requiring reports

from, corporations engaged in interstate commerce (except banks and

common carriers)
; (3) investigating compliance by defendant corpora-

tions with anti-trust decrees issued by federal courts; (4) reporting,

at the direction of the president or of either house of Congress, the facts

relating to alleged violations of the anti-trust laws; (5) making recom-

mendations for the readjustment of the business of corporations found

to be violating the anti-trust statutes; and (6) studying foreign trade

conditions and practices affecting the foreign trade of the United States,

and reporting recommendations to Congress.^

Like its prototype, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Pedej’al

Trade Commission is outside, and quite independent of, any executive

department. Consisting of five persons appointed by the president and

Senate for seven-year terms, it has the assistance of a staff of over six

hundred persons, organized in about a dozen main sections and divisions.

Each case to be considered is first assigned to a commissioner for in-

vestigation and report. If inquirj’’ shows a corporation or firm to be guilty

of unfair competitive methods or other violations of law, the offender

is summoned before the Commission, and a formal hearing takes place,

lA Miller-Tydings amendment, passed as a rider to the District of Columbia
appropriation act of August, 1937 (50 U. S. Stat. ai Large, 693) ,

excepts from the sweep-
ing prohibitions of rontraots in restraint of trade ''contracts or agieements prescrib-

ing minimum prices for resale of a commodity which bears . . . the trade-mark, brand,

or name of the producer or distributor” -whenever such contracts are lawful under
state laws applying to interstate trade. More than forty states have enacted la-ws per-

mitting such contracts, and those of Illinois and California have been upheld by the

Supreme Court. Cf- J. C. Peppin, ''Price-Fixing Agreements Under the Sherman Anti-

Trust Law,” Calij. Law Rev., XXVIII, 297-351, 667-732 (Mar., Sept., 1940) ;
V,

Countryman, "The Federal Trade Commission and the Courts,” Washington Law
Rev., XVII, 83d00 (Apr., 1942).

2 The Commission, also enforces (1) an amendment of 1936 to the Clayton Anti-
Triist Act, known as the Robinson-Patman Anti-Discrimination Act, and designed to
prevent .sellers from arbitrarily giving advantages to some buyers, as against others,

through disguises such as advertising allowances and brokerage fees; (2) the Wheeler-
Lea Tiuth-in-Advertising Act of 1938; and (3) the Wool Products Labelling Act of

1930, which seeks to protect producers, manufacturers, and consumers against the
presence of um-evealed substitutes a-nd mixtures in wool products. Under the Robin-
aon-Patman Act, it is no-w unlawful for any person engaged in commerce "to dis-

criminate in price between different purchasers of commodities of like grade and
quality, where such commodities are sold for use, consumption, or resale , , . and whore
the effect of such discrimination may be substantially to lessen competition, or tends
to create a monopoly in any line of commerce," The measure (49 TJ. S. Slat, at

Large, 1526) -was both defended and opposed in Congress as a means of pro-

tecting "ihdependent” merchants against the competition of "chain stores,” and
pften was referred to as the “Chain-Store Act.” See-B. Werne red.R Business and the

Rabimon-Patman Law (New York, 1938) ; 0. B. Baly. Jr., "Four Years Under the
j Robinson-Patman Act," Minn. Lata Rev.^ XXV, 131-188 (Jan., 1941).
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after which an order is issued embodying the conditions to bo fulfilled

if the offender wishes to come under the protection of the laws and escape
prosecution before the 'courts. Appeal may be taken to a circuit court of
appeals, and ultimately to the Supreme Court; but an order of the Com-
mission, when accepted by the parties, or when sustained after appeal to
the courts, has full force of law.^

Although the anti-trust laws have checked the growth of monopolies,
they have not proved a wholly effective instrument for preventing the
undue concentration of wealth and economic control; indeed, statistics

indicate that, in spite of them, there has been a distinct trend toward such
concentration—a trend, furthermore, which the present war may prove
to have accentuated. Troubled by this situation. President Roo.sevelt,

early in 1938, recommended to Congress that it provide for “a thorough
study of the concentration of economic power in American industry and
the effects of that concentration”; and as a result a Temporary National

Economic Committee was set vip, consisting of three members of each
branch of Congress and one representative each from si.v of the executive

departments or agencies—^thus bringing together repre.sentatives of both

the lawmaking and the law-administering branches of the government.

Between June, 1938, and March, 1941, this Committee heard more than

five hundred witnesses and studied elaborate reports prepared by gov-

ernment agencies, notably on the great life insurance companies, the iron

and steel industry, the petroleum industry, and patents. In the end, how-

ever, the Committee presented only divided recommendations; and the

effort expended, reflected in twenty thousand pages of testimony, has not

borne fruit in any significant legislation.^

Some Measures Inspired by Depression Experience

The great depression of the thirties has now receded into the past, and

even the memory of it has tended to be dulled by the exciting wartime

prosperity of these later years. The period, however, was prolific in legis-

lation aimed at promoting economic recovery; and while some of the

measures enacted W'cro overthrown by the courts, or for other reasons

proved only temporary, there has come down to us an extensive and

important residue of enduring federal controls in the domains of indus-

try, agriculture, communications, finance, social security, and what not.

Next in the present chapter we must bring to view certain of these con-

trols that fall within the broad domain of business. Others will come to

light later.

As the depression broadened and deepened in 1930-33, agricultui'e,

B, P. Herring, “Politics, Personalities, and the Federal Trade Commission,”

Amer. Polit. Sd. Rev., XXVIII, 1016-1029 (Dec., 1934), and XXIX, 21-35 (Feb.,

1935)
,
is an illuminating analysis of the “atmosphere” in. which the Commission does

its work.
* M. W. Watkins, “The Monopoly Investigation,’' Yale Rev., XXVIII. 323-339

(Winter, 1939); Final Report and Recommendations of the Temporary National

Economic Committee, 77th Cong;,, 1st Sees., Sen. Doc. No. 35 (Wa-sliington, D. C., 1941).
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which for a good while had been hard-prc&scd, appeared to be confronted

with ruin, and the entire business structure of the nation seemed headed

toward collapse. For years, Western and Southern farmers luid been call-

ing upon the federal government for aid
;
and to their appeals were now

added those of millions of unemployed industrial workers, as well a.s the

pleas of bankers and business men, many of whom in more prosperous

days had been accustomed to deplore all, or nearly all, governmental

regulation of business activity. With thirteen to fourteen million men
put of work, wages of those still employed approaching starvation levels,

the stock market registering the despair of investors, and intellectuals

discussing a threatened collapse of capitalism, pressure for relief for

the distressed grew irresistible; and no sooner was the Roosevelt Adminis-

tration installed in office, in March, 1933, than Congress was called in

special session and set to passing a veritable stream of daring measures

aimed at chocking the course of deflation and turning the country in

the direction of business rehabilitation.,Some of the new laws were based

on congressional authority to tax, to appropriate, and to borrow; others,

on the authority to regulate banking and the currency; still others

—

and this was a principal resource—on the power to regulate interstate

and foreign commerce. Chief among the measures resting on this last-

mentioned foundation were the National Industrial Recovery Act, tho

first Agricultural Adjustment Act, and the Securities Act (all of 1933),

the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the second Recovery Act of 1935,

the Public Utility Holding Company Act of tho same year, the Com-
modity Exchange Act of 1936, and a second Agricultural Adjustment

Act of 1938—a list of regulatory statutes that may now be briefly re-

viewed, with, however, those relating to agriculture reserved for com-

ment in the following chapter.^

Although destined to only brief survival, the most spectacular statute

in the series was the National Industrial Recovery Act, approved on

June 16, 1933," and pronounced bj' President Roosevelt “the most im-

portant and far-reaching ever enacted by the American Congress”; cer-

tainly, in so far as industry and trade were concerned, the measure

embodied the heart and soul of the New Deal, Starting from the assump-

tion that the power to regulate foreign and interstate commerce includes

the power to remove burdens from such commerce and obstructions to its

flow, the framers of the Recovery Act'soughb (1) to spread wmrk among
the unemployed by abolishing child labor and reducing working hours;

(2) to speed up industrial production, and by raising wages to increase

the purchasing porver of the people; (3) to throw new safeguards around

the rights of labor to organize and strike; (4) to promote collective bar-

aining and minimum-wage agreements; (5) to reduce the waste of com-

1 For a good general history of the period, see B. Rauch, The History of the New
)eal, JS33-im (New York, 1944).

"

2 4S U. S. Stat. at Large, 195,
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petition in trade and- industry
;
and (6) to introduce some degree of

planning against recurrence of economic depressions.

To attain tliesc objectives, “codes of fair competition,” covering hours,

wages, and other matters, were drawn up for the different industries and

trades by representatives of the industries and trades concerned, in con-

junction with hastily appointed N.R.A. administrators;’- and, once

adopted and given presidential approval, a code was binding upon all

persons engaged in the given industry, with heavy fines for violation.

The ideal was a new pattern of industrial self-government, with the Re-'

covery Act as a sort of constitution and the codes as laws; and it was

hoped that enlightened self-interest, reenforced by public opinion, would

give the more fundamental featimes of the system substantial permanence,

perhaps eventually on a voluntary basis. Within a year, some five Imn-

drecl codes w’ere in operation, with twenty-three million workers under

them, and two hundred other codes were in jiroccss of adoption. General

direction was vested, under the ju'esident, in an elaborate National Re-

covery Administration.

“

Tot nearly two years, tlie governTDont proceeded with this iar-renclwTig,

if not revolutionary, policy of regulating business and working condi-

tions. In May, 1935, however, the Supreme Court dealt it a fatal blow by

holding that the Recovery Act (then almost at the end of the two-year

period to w'hich it was limited, unless renewed] delegated powers of an

essentially legislative nature to the president, and also attempted to

stretch the commerce power to cover the regulation of hours and rvages

of labor as well as other aspects of industry that were primarily manu-

facturing and not directly related to interstate or foreign commerce-

on which account the act was declared unconstitutional.’ Thereupon, the

president lost all power to prescribe and enforce codes; the codes them-

selves ceased to have binding effect; hour and wage standards collapsed;

child labor reappeared; and the huge administrative mechanism that had

been built up became only a shadow of its former self-

On the eve of the expiration of the original Recovery Act,^ and to

meet the devastating decision of the Supreme Court, Congress, in June,

1935, adopted a resolution extending portions of the act until April 1,

1936, Practically all that remained, however, was authority for trades

aird industries to agree voluntanly on wages, hours of work, collective

bargaining, and the elimination of child labor, provided the president

1 The device of the code was not allogether an innovation. As secreUiy of com-

merce (1921-29), H'erheit Hoover had given official encouragement

of codes of fair practices and to pnce-fi.vmg agi-eements

H,oo,sevelt program was the attempt to extend the code system m all tj pes o* mU
^

try°small asV as large, and to maintain effective government supervision over all

gS'^analysis, see L. Lyon et al. The National Recovery Admin-

295 U. S. 495 (1936). The majority argument ran

largely on ihe lines oi that advanced in the Sugar Trust case oi 1895. (See p. 548

above).
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gave his approval to such voluntary “codes.” ^ The new Recovery Act
retained none of the original code-making and enforcement provisions,

and the experiment of the preceding two years might have been regarded

as liquidated substantially without lasting result, but for two significant

contemporaiy developments: (1) passage, in 1935, of the National Labor
Relations [Wagner] Act, salvaging practically the whole of a section

(7a) of the original Recovery Act guaranteeing the right of collective

bargaining, and (2) adoption, in 1936, of the less comprehensive, but never-

theless important, Government Contracts [Walsh-Healey] Act. The first

of these can be commented upon more appropriately when we come later

to the general subject of labor relations.- But it may be noted here that

the Government Contracts Act “—often referred to as the “Little N.R.A.”

—was de.signGd to perpetuate Recovery Act standards in an area in which

there could be no question of constitutionality, i.e., in industrial opera-

tions where the products were to be sold to the federal government. Under

the law, contractors lor all such materials and supplies, if valued at more

than *10,000, were required (1) to pay the prevailing wages in their lo-

cality for all labor utilized in performance of the contract; (2) not to

permit workers to labor more than eight hours a day or forty hours a

week; (3) not to employ any boy under sixteen, or girl under eighteen,

years of age, nor any convict labor; and (4) to allow no part of any con-

tract to bo carried out under insanitary or unsafe conditions. For violation

of any of these provisions, a contractor might be barred for three years

from receiving further government orders. Under the stress of a global

war, it has not been possible to maintain these standards at all points in

the past few years, but it is safe to assume that they will later be revived

in full force.

Unlike the Recovery Act, which, after all, was designed to be of only

temporai-y duration, the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Ex-
change Act of 1934 were intended to be permanent additions to the long

line of regirlatory laws enacted under the commerce clause; unlike the

Recovery Act, too, they met with no reversal at the hands of the courts.

A.S indicated by the titles, both have to do with the offering for gale and

the buying and selling of stocks, bonds, debentures, and other securities.

A contributing cause of the depression had unquestionably been the

Linloading upon the public of worthless securities through misrepresenta-

tion and fraud—a “traffic in the economic and social welfare of our

people” (as President Roosevelt characterized it) which previously had
been subject only to the varying and ineffective regulations found in the

The National Recovery Administratiou was continued in a skeleton form until
Januai'y 1, 1936, to serve as a fact-finding or industrial research body, and after its

dissolution the President created a Committee of Industrial Analysis to survey the
entire experience. The resulting report, reviewing objectives, sucoeisses, failures, and...

legal aspects, will be found in Report oj the President's Oommittee of Industrial
4nal-tim (Washington, 1937), summarized in N. R. Times, Mar. 3, 1937.

See pp, 607-810 below.
‘

I '-.MO XJ. A RtnL at Large, 2036. See p. 611, note 2. i)elow.
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"bliic-sky laws” of the several states; and the depression brought lioiue

forcibly the necessity for stricter and more uniform regulation by national

authority/ The basic purpose of the Securities Act- is to insure that

investors shall be given full and accurate knowledge of the facts sui'

rounding the issuance of securities offered for sale in interstate commerce,

to the end that the public may be protected against unscrupulous, high-

pressure salesmanship and no longer exploited through the distribution

of fraudulent and worthless securities. To the ancient rule of caveat

emptor—‘‘let the buyer beware”—is added the complementary admoni-

tion, ‘‘lei the seller also beware.” In a word, the burden of telling the

truth is placed squarely upon the seller.^

Thus it is made a penal offense to sell or offer for sale in interstate

commerce or through the mails any security which has not been author-

ized, originally by the Federal Trade Commission, hut since 1934 by the

Securities and Exchange Commission mentioned below, the agency now
charged with enforcement of the act. Even more effective as a restraint

is a provision imposing a heavy civil liability upon a corporation, in-

cluding its directors and principal financial officers, for any untrue or

only partly true declaration of a material fact in the “registration state-

ment” and prospectus filed with the Commission. It is not the business

of the Commission to pass upon the value of a security or upon the

soundness of the company issuing it; and no statement by the Commis-

sion is to be construed as an endorsement or approval of any security or

of any company. The agency’s only function is to see that complete

and accurate information concerning a security is made available to the

public, that the security is truthfully presented to prospective purchasers,

and that no fraud is practiced in connection with sales.'*

The logical complement of the act just described is found in the Se-

curities Exchange Act of 1934.'* A large proportion—^irerhaps the major

part—of the securities affected by the Securities Act of 1933 are bought

and sold on the stock exchanges that are found in practically all of our

more inrportant cities, the largest and best known being that in New
York. Transactions in securities in these markets were formerly subject

to little more in the way of regulation than the few restrictions which

the exchanges themselves saw fit to impose upon their members, and

these provided little protection for the investing public. As a consequence,

r Losses from this source were estimated in 1933 to have aggrcjratecl twenty-five
billion dollnra in the preceding ten years, or about S250 for every man, woman, and
child in the United States, 73rd Cong., 1st Sess., Sen. Rep. No. 17, p. 2 (1933).

" 48 U. S. Siat. at Large, 74.
® Excepted from the provisions of the act are securities issued by the national,

state, and local governments, by national and state banks, by religious, educational,

and other corporations not organized for profit, by railroads and other common car-

riers, and by building and loan associations.

(3. C. Rohlfing et al, Business and Government (4th ed..), Chap, vn; Cong. Digest
[Symposium], XIII, 136-156 (May, 1934), "The Federal Securities Act of 1933.”

Cf. “Three Years of the Securities Act,” Law and Contemporary Prohlems, IV,
Nos, 1-2 (1937).

,

”

5 48 V S. Siat. at Large, '881.
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unsavory and dishonest practices grew up—“wash sales,” matched orders,

“rigging the market,” “jiggles,” pools, and other manipulations—by

which prices were pushed up or forced down for the benefit of certain

insiders, and innocent investors were led like lambs to the slaughter.

Speculation “on margin,” too, reached scandalous proportions and threat-

ened seriously to impair the national credit structure.

To remedy this situation. Congress in 1934 passed the Securities Ex-

change Act, which for the first time established national control—through

a. Securities and Exchange Commission of five members, appointed by

the iiresident and Senate—over all stock exchanges engaged in interstate

commerce. The transactions of such exchanges are declared to be “affected

with a national public interest” which makes it necessary to provide for

their regulation and control “in order to protect interstate commerce, the

national credit, the federal taxing power, to make more effective the

national banking system and the federal reserve system, and to insure

the maintenance of fair and honest mark(;i,ts in such transactions.” In other

words, the main objectives of the act are (1) to prevent manipulators

from befuddling and fooling the public, to emancipate exchanges from

the pernicious operations and practices of the past, and thus to make

them fair and open market-places for investors and not rendezvous for

speculating conspirators; (2) to afford public information as to Llic char-

acter of securities bought and sold upon the exchanges; and (3) to pro-

vide some adequate instrument for the control of credit for speculative

purposes. One will not be so naive as to suppose that all stock-market

practices will henceforth be beyond mproach. Exceedingly timely and

useful safeguards have, however, been supplied.^

Based also upon the commerce power is the Commodities Exchange

Act of 1936,^ which seeks to prevent and remove obstructions upon inter-

state commerce arising from market manipulation and excessive specula-

tion upon exchanges dealing in agricultural commodities. A Commodity
Exchange Commission “ is clothed with large discretionary authority

over exchanges trading in wheat, cotton, rice, corn, and other grains,

1 On the struggle or’er the reorganization of the New York Stock Exchange, see

J. Alsop and R. Kintner, “The Battle of the Market-Place,” Sat. Eve. Post, OCX,
June 11, 1938, p. 6 If.; June 25, 1938, p. 10 ff.

The powers of the Securities Exchange Commission have been increased by suc-
ce.ssive acts- of Congress, until it now (1915) administers four important statutes in
addition to the two mentioned in the text: the Public Utility Holding Company Act
of 1935 (see p, 559 below), the Trust Indenture Act of 1939 (53 U. S. Slat, at Large,
1149), the Investment Company Act of 1940, and the Investment Advisers Act of
1940 (54 ibid., 789, 857). See M. Eainsod and L. Gordon, Government and the Amer-
ican Economy, Chap, xii; E. Stein, Oovernmenl and the Investor (New York, 1941) ;

B. Shaw, “Inve.etigation Powers of Federal Commissioners—the Securities Exchange
Commission,” Alich. Law Rev., XKXVl, 780-801 (Mar., 1938). H. V. Cherring-
ton, The Investor and the Securities Act (Washington, 1942) ; J. Frank, If Men Were
Angels (New York, 1942).
® 49 TJ. S. Stat. at Large, 1941. This act was in form an amendment of the Grain

Futures Act of 1922 (42 U. S. Stat. at Largo, 998).
® Consisting of the secretaries^ of agriculture and Qommerce and the attorney-gen-

eral, acting ex o^icio. The act is adiuiuisLei'ed directly by a Conimodity Exchange
Administration in the Department of Agriculture.

„
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buILcr, eggs, and similav commodities; and tlie commissionei's arc em-
powered to fix the limits to “futurea” trading and to speculative trading

done by any one person upon exchanges, to curb excessive speculation

and market manipulation, and, in general, to set up trading rules and
fair trade practices.'

A problem of growing importance in later years has been that of the

public utility “holding company”—a corporation chartered in some par-,.,,1,,., .. ^ lloldmcj
ticular state, holding the majority stock in operating companies scat- comimny

tered perliaps all over the country, and able, as maltens formerly stood,

to evade any great amount of regulation, and therefore to indulge in

shady practices of many descriptions. Some of the abuses, indeed, which
the Securities Act and the Securities Exchange Act were designed to

remedy attained their greatest seriousness in connection with the market-

ing and distribution, through stock exchanges, of the securities of such

holding companies. To deal with the matter, Congress, in 1935, passed

a momentous measure under twQ “titles,” one a Public Utility Holding

Company Act and the other a Federal Power Act.- In the first portion

of the statute, the Securities and Exchange Commission is given jurisdic-

tion over holding companies engaged in the production of gas and elec-

tricity " and either participating in interstate commerce or making use

of the United States mails—^which, manifestly, means virtually all of

them. All holding companies have been forced to register with the Com-

mission, and to file with it a registration statement giving full information

concerning the company itself and its subsidiaries; securities can be issued

and property acquired only with the Commission’s consent
;
other sorts of

transactions, too, must have similar sanction.^ In these and other ways

too numerous to mention, the national government has been given sub-

stantially the same control over public utility holding companies that

state authorities have for years been exercising over operating companies.

If President Roosevelt could have had his way, all such holding com-

panies would have been doomed to extinction. Conviction, however, that

a holding company may be both legitimate and socially useful, reenforced

by large-scale lobbying by the interests concerned, influenced Congrc.ss to

reject the drastic “death sentence” clauses of the original bill and to go

no farther than to stipulate that after January 1, 1938, the operations

of a holding company should be confined to a single integrated utility

system, so as to be easier to inspect and control. In pursuance of this

provision, and under the vigilant supervision of the Federal Power Com-

1 Coimuissioa mei'chiint.s and brokers are required to register with the secretary of

agriculture
;
exchange ofScials mu.st report periodically to the C'ommissiou; and ware-

houses where commodities are stored, and their records, must be open to inspection

by government olliciala. The Commission may auspend for six months trading on
any exchange which fails to obey the law.
^ 49 U. S. Stat. at Large, 803.
® Except such as hold less than ten per cent of the stock of any subsidiary,

^ The regulation of rates, facilities, and business practices of electric and gas com-

panies doing an interstate business has been vested in the Federal Power Commis-
sion, dating from 1930. See p, 539 above and pp, 593-594 below.
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mission, a number of large holding companies, such as Associated Gas

and Electric and Electric Bond and Share, have in recent years been

divesting themselves of operating companies and connections held not

to be appropriate elements in an integrated systemd

The Government and Business in Wartime

The new system of increased control by government over business as

outlined in the preceding pages was hardly in full operation before the

country turned to the stupendous defense and war effort of 1940 and

after; and there is hardly a business establishment or operation that has

not been affected, often indeed transformed, by subsequent developments.

The great obiective throughout has been “economic mobilization,” with

the prevention, or at all events the curbing, of inflation coming in, by

1942, as an objective of hardly secondary importance; and the means

employed have ranged all the way from encouragement of voluntary

effort to the imposition of the most rigid and far-rcaching controls. At

the outset, the problem wms chiefly one of stimulating the production

of materials needed by the Army and Navy. Even this soon entailed a

scheme of priorities compelling producers to give right of way to Army
and Navy orders as against orders from private dealers or consumers;

also arrangements for allocation, under presidential order, of goods and

materials, so as to avert shortages and keep essential industries going

at top speed. Before long, prices began going up
;
and an Office of Price

Stabilization and Civilian Supply (renamed in August, 1941, Office of

Price Administration) was set the task of preventing price spiraling and

checking inflation, with power to determine fair and reasonable maxi-

mum prices, i.e., price “ceilings.” An executive order of August, 1941,

introduced a system of control over the huge instalment credit business

carried on through the nation's banks, stores, and personal finance com-

panies. As early as June, 1940, the Navy Department was authorized

to take over and operate private plants when unable to come to agreement

with the managers on defense contracts; and the power to requisition

(with compensation, of course) both plants and materials was extended

by stages until by October, 1941, the president had authority to take

over any military or naval equipment or the machinery, tools, or mate-

rials necessary for the manufacture or operation of such equipment,

provided such articles were needed for the country’s defense and could

not be obtained otherwise. On the basis of authority somewhat indirect,

but none the less effective, the entire automobile industry was asked in

r See L. S. Leraer, “Constitutional Powers of the Securities Exchange Commission
Over Public Utility Holding Companies,” Geo. Washington Law Rev., VIII, 1128-
1147 (June, 1010) ; J. P, Davisson, “Death Sentences for Public Utility Holding Com-
panies,” ibid., Vlil, 1148-1164 (June, 1940).

= In May, 1942, a general “price-freezing” plan went into operation, with the highest
prices of the precedinsj March serving as a ceiling. In the following October, the

OHA, became a unit in the newly created Office of Economic Stabilization within
the capacious Office for Emergency Management. See p. 687 below.
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January, 1942, to turn all of its resources to the production of war ma-
terials; a month later, the radio-manufacturing industry was given three

months in which to do the same thing; and by rapid stages practically

all other consumers’ durable-goods industries were similarly put in

process of “conversion.” From this, it was but a step to rationing of retail

sales to consumers. Even in 1941, gasoline was rationed to dealers; and
in 1942 it was rationed to consumers (first in seventeen Eastern states,

and later throughout the entire country), while new cars, new tiros, and
sugar, and eventually numerous other commodities, were rationed the

country over. Shortage of plant capacity became a problem also, and

gradually the government was drawn into financing plant expansion,

with a total authorized expenditure of more than eight and onc-half

billion dollars by the summer of 1942.

These are merely a few of the many ways in which government and

business were rapidly brought into new or altered relations bv the na- probium

tional emergency,^ By 1944, witl^the end of the war approaching, atten- voraion”

tion was beginning to be turned actively to the staggering problem of

“reconversion,” i.e., to the methods and procedures to be followed in

turning indirstiT- back into its normal channels and loosening the iron

grip of wartime government upon the country’s business. No one was

so naive as to suppose that everything could be put back where it was

in 1940. Undoubtedly the road for free enterprise would be widened

again, and many controls would be relaxed or entirely terminated;

indeed, it was possible that powerful demand in influential quarters wmuld

lead to a general and decided swing in that direction. Almost equally

certain was it, however, that from the total wartime experience would,

in the long run, emerge permanent relationships between government

and business broader and deeper than even those described above as

characteristic of the New Deal era of dynamic regulation.

Ownership and Operation by the Federal Government

So strong has been the tradition of private initiative and management pifterent

in American business that governments, whether national, state, or local, ‘nkpu

have, in normal times, invaded the field far less extensively than in a

number of European countries. Various states, however—notably North

Dakota—have engaged in undertakings of a business nature, and, as is

well known, numerous municipalities nowadays own and operate water-

works, electric light plants, gas plants, street railways, airports, bridges,

tunnels, and other utilities. From the earliest days, the national govern-

ment has conducted what has come to be one of the world’s largest busi-

nesses, i.e., the postal system. In eaidy times, too, it established trading

posts and set up the first and the second Bank of the United States. Later

on, it aided in the building of railroads and canals, undertook irrigation

and other reclamation projects, and eventually constructed and operated

1 Cf. Chap. XXXV below.
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(as ii docs today) the Alaska Railroad and the Panama Caiial. During

the first World War, it built and operated merchant ships and took over

temporarily the management of all railroads and all means ol electrical

transmission of intelligence. Long after the restoration of peace, it oper-

ated a fleet of ocean-going vessels originally built for use during the war,

and to this day a government-owned and fully self-supporting Inland

Waterways Corporation in the Department of Commerce, dating from

1924, carries on a transportation business on the Mississippi and other

i;rland waterways which competes directly with railroads and other

privately owned transportation enterprises. Two radio systems are gov-

ernment-owned and operated, one by the Army and the other by the

Navy
;
and the largest printing establishment in the world is the Govern-

ment Printing Office at Washington. Even in peacetime, federal plants

manufacture munitions and other supplies used by the Array and Navy;

while in the early stages of the present war, munitions works were con-

structed on a vast scale, mostly for priyate operation under contract.'’

Prom the lengthy list of such activities, only one can be singled out

for comment here—the oldest and in the long run the most irapoidant,

i.e., the postal service.

postal
intimate is the connection between the postal service and commerce

.ervicp; tliat, had the constitution been entirely silent on postal matters, Congress

might easily have established a postal system under powers implied in

bnaiB commerce clause. One finds, however, in the list of powers expressly

conferred on Congress that of establishing “post-offices and post-roads”
;

^

and the only serious constitutional issue which has ever arisen in con-

nection with’ the subject has been that of whether, as strict construc-

tionists for a good while contended, the power conferred extended only

to designating which of existing routes should be used for transmis-

sion of the mails, or whether, as broad constructionists argued, it included

the right to build and operate roads especially designed for the purpose.

As has usually happened, the more liberal interpretation prevailed, and

in later decades the improvement of the postal service has repeatedly

been employed as a justification for federal aid to highway construction

and development of airlines, even within individual states.

1 Under the New Deal, and during the present war, the device of the government-
owned corporation has come into extensive use. Before World War I, the Alaska
Railroad and the Panama Canal were the only examples; during that war, six new
establishments of the kind ^vere created; from then until 1933, four (including the
Inland Waterways Corporation) made their appearance; by 1943, the number in
existence was approximately thirty. On two of the most notable ones—the Rocon-
struction Finance Corporation and the Tennessee Valley Authority—sec pp. S21-622
above and 594-596 below, respectively. On the general subject, see M. Fainsod and
L. Gordon, GovenmienL and the American Economy (New York, 1941), Chap, xix;
D. E. Lilienlhal and R. H. Marquis, “The Conduct of Business Enterprises by the
Federal Government,” Harvard Law Rev., L, 545-601 (Feb., 1941)

;
C. H. Pritchett,

“GoiTmment Corporations in the United States,” Southwestern Soc. Sci. Quar., fXIX,
189-200 (Sept., 1938)

;
H. Pinney, “The Legal Status of Federal Government Cor-

porations,” Calij. Law Rev., XXVII, 712-736 (Sept., 1938) ; and J. McDiarmid,
Government Corporations and Federal Funds (Chicago, 1938).

’ 2 Art, I, § 8, cl. 7.
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Although nation-wide iiostal establislimcnls operated by government rri'si’iv

aiithoritioH do not go back very far historically, the services rerulered by
such agencies are miwadays considered prime ncccsbitics; and the postal

system of the United States has become, not only the most extensive

in the world, but probably the largest single business enterprise in which

any government has ever been directly concerned^ Indeed, a person de-

siring to portray the amazing development of the United States in the

past hundred and fifty years could hardly do so more effectively than

in terms of the postal system. He could cite the 43,023 post-office.? and

32,170 rural delivery routes in operation on July 1, 1943, the latter serving Growth

nearly thirty million people; the receipts of $966,227,288 in 1943, com- surv'/ro

pared with $280,000 in 1800; the million and a quarter letters mailed

every hour of the day, from one end of the year to the other; the thirty-

three billion pieces of mail handled in a year; the 237,000 employees,

comprising approximately eight per cent of the entire executive civil

service in 1943, but nearly thirty per cent in prewar days. But even

more striking would be the facts relating to the expansion of functions

and activities which has made the Post-Office the service whose opera-

tions conic closest home to the great mass of the people. High points

in the recital would be the introduction of the registration system in

1855, the beginning of urban free delivery in 1863, the establishment of

the money-order system in i864, the beginning of rural free delivery in

1896, the introduction of the postal-savings system in 1911, the starting

of the parcel-post system in 1913, and the launching of an air-mail

service—later extended to a number of foreign countries—in 1918,“

By all odds the most noteworthy among postal developments of the The

past quai'Lcr-cenlury has been the building up of the air-mail service, eerhee

After considerable study and a number of occasional flights with mail by

exhibition aviators, a regular service between Washington and New York

was opened experimentally in 1918. In 1919, this was extended to iirclude

New York-to-Cleveland and Cleveland-to-Chicago routes; in 1920, in-

creased appropriations permitted extensions via Chicago to hlinneapolis,

Omaha, St. Louis, and eventually (1924) San Francisco; and, in response

to steadily growing public demand, other lines were opened in succeeding

years, until by 1943 mail was being carried over a domosLio airways net-

work of 45,304 miles. In 1927, the postal aulhorities began letting air-mail

^ Benjamin Franklin laid tlie foundations of our postal system when deputy
po.stmastei'-general of the colonie.s during the twenty years before the Revolution,

and also postmaster-general in 1775-76. The Post-Office Department, by' which the

prraent ayalem is administered, came into existence in a roundabout way. It was not

recognized by statute as a coordinate executive department until 1874. But to all

intents and purposes it enjoyed that status from 1825, when the term “post-office

department” was first used in the title of an act of Congress; and even more defi-

nitely from 1S29, when, on the initiative of President Jackson, the postmastcr-gonetal

became a member of the cabinet.

2 For details 'on the postal-savinp system and the parcel post, see 7th ed. of this

book (1942), pp. 570-571, and especially the annual reports of the postmaster-general.

On the job of organizing and enlarging mail facilities for our armed forces, see

Annual Report oj the Postmaster-General (1942), 3-C; ibid. (1043), 2-4.
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contracts to private commercial corporations, just-as they had long con-

tracted with railroads and steamship lines lor the transportation of mail

matter on land and sea
;
and whereas railroads have been supiiosed to bo

paid no more than their services are worth, air carriers were deliberately

subsidized as a method of encouraging the development of air transporta-

tion—a policy long pursued also in connection with contracts with Ameri-

can steamship lines. In 1934, an experiment with employment of Army
aviators failed to yield satisfactory results, and the contract system was

revived, although at less than the previous cost.^

SoStd' Post-Office Department is administered by a postmaster-general,

mtioT obvious reasons, is often selected with a view to his experience

in managing a great business, e.g., John 'VVanamakcr; or, at all events,

in conducting large enterprises, not excluding, as in the case of Will li.

Hays and James A. Farley, national political campaigns.^ Each of four

assistant postmastcrs-general has charge of a branch of the Department,

which in turn is organized in divisions under superintendents or chiefs;

and there are other general departmental officers, including a budget com-

missioner, a solicitor, a comptroller, and a purchasing agent. The bulk

of the Department’s work is done, of course, throughout the country, in

collecting, assorting, transporting, and delivering mail (including parcels

of merchandise), receiving and caring for savings, transferring money
under the money-order system, and enforcing the laws against lottery

schemes and swindlers. Expansion of rural delivery service has made pos-

sible the abaudonment of thousands of small post-offices. Neverthcle.ss,

as indicated above, the total number on June 30, 1943, was 43,023.“

These are divided into four classes, the first three according to annual

receipts, the fourth including all where the postmaster’s salary does not

exceed $1,100 a year, i.e., about seventy per cent of the total.*

The prob- There was a time when the postal establishment was looked upon as

deflclL an agency that should yield the government a net profit. All notions

of this sort, however, were long ago given up. For a hundred years, the

most that was attempted was to make the service pay its way, and

during long stretches of time—^indeed, almost continuously between

1830 and 1910—it failed to do even that. When the United States entered

World War I in 1917, postal rates were, indeed, deliberately pushed up
to such a level as to yield the government a clear profit. But they were

lowered again, in 1919, as soon as the emergency passed; and deficits

promptly reappeared, continuing uninterruptedly until fiscal 1943. In

^ G. Goodman, Oovei'nmenl Policy Toward Commercial Aviation (New York,
1944), Chaps, V, VI. vni; P. T. Davis, The Economics of Air-Mail Transportation
CWa.shington, D. C., 1934); F. A. Spencer, Air-Mail Payment and the Government
(Washington, D. G, 1941).
2 The political side of the postmaster-generalship is portrayed interestingly in D, C.

Fowler, The Cabinet Politician; The Postmaster-General, 1829-1909 (New York
1943).

? The maximiim number, reached in 1901, was 76J346.
' 4 On t^e appointment of postmasters under the merit system, see p. 426 note 1
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tlie year mentioned—for tlic first time in a quarter of a century—expen-

ditures were well within revenues; indeed a surplus of $1,334,551 wag
shown—the reason being, not general increases in postal rates as during

the previous war, but simply the enormously increased postal business

(in areas where the business is most profitable) incident to World

War. II.
^

The reasons for recurring deficits in peacetime are not difficult to Hensons

discover. One is the heavy expense of handling and transporting vast -

quantities of printed matter for the entire federal establishment—all.

going, of course, postage free.^ Another is the necessity of maintaining

service over large rural areas where the costs entailed are bound to be

out of all proportion to the returns. A third is the overpayment—from

a purely business point of view—of air carriers. A fourth is increases of

pay of postal employees and reductions in hours of service. Finally

may be mentioned deliberate sacrifices of income entailed by legislation

authorizing especially low rates op educational, scientific, religious, and

fraternal publications, free distribution of country newspapers within

the county of publication, and free carriage of books, pamphlets, and

other reading matter in raised characters for the use of the blind.

Some of the policies enumerated are aimed at promoting the public a (,um-

well-being, and on that ground, may be, and probably are, defensible. c^nnotlL

A business run on such lines, cannot, however, be expected to make ends

meet; and while something can be gained permanently by economies and

by further increases of postal rates, it may be doubted whether a gov-

ernment service of the nature of the postal establishment, in a country

of continental proportions, really ought to be expected to pay its way in

the literal sense of bringing in as much in dollars and cents as is spent

on it. Such expectation would be reasonable only if the Post-Office were

purely a business institution, free to cut off—as a private corporation

would be likely to do—any branch or service proving incapable of being

made self-sustaining. A postal service ministering to a twentieth-century

civilization cannot, however, be conducted on the plan of a chain store

or a motor plant.
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CHAPTER XXIX

ASSISTANCE TO AGHICUETUHE

The federal constitution makes no mention of agriculture. But no

more does it speak specifically of industry and labor; and although by
tradition the most highly individualistic form of enterprise in which our

people have engaged, agriculture, like both industry and labor, has

turned to the halls of government for encouragement and protection.

Nor has the quest been in vain. A hundred years ago and more, state

legislatures were passing laws and making appropriations for the benefit

of the farmer; and this they continue to do. Nearly every state has a

department or board of agriculture endowed witli substantial adminis-

trative powers as well as with general advisory and educational func-

tions. Beginning, however, with proposals heard as early as Washington’.s

first admini.stration, and steadily gaining momentum as agricultural ac-

tivities, interests, and problems took on more of a national, and eventually

international, aspect, the conviction grew that primary responsibility for

ministering to the needs of agriculture in a large and coherent way rests

with the federal government
;
and a systematic account of all the things

that have been done in Washington and throughout the country to meet

this responsibility in the past three-quarters of a century—and particularly

since 1933—would fill a book,'^ Before the present global war, the story

seemed, in a sense, that of a job done too well—of an agricultural system

nurtured and developed to a point where it was considerably in advance

of the capacity of a not too prosperous country (and world) to absorb

its product. The war has changed all this (at least for a time), sharply

stimulating the demand for agricultural products, both for consumption

at home and for shipment, under “lend-lease” arrangements and other-

wise, to allied nations; we have ourselves been obliged to import food-

stuffs
;
and a hungry world—already drawing upon us -—^will have to be

fed in no small part by the American farmer for years after the fighting

ceases. In this altered situation, production does not seem to have been at

all over-stimulated. In any event, the story of our agricultural develop-

ment is that of a task only fairly begun, in that tlio great problems of

adjustment of production to consumption, of stabilization of farm in-

come, of land use, of soil erosion, of farm tenancy, of rescltlemont of

1 Such a book, indeed (or the closest approach to it), is J, M. Gaus and L. Wol-
cott, Pvhlic Administration and the United States Department of AgncuUiire (Chi-

cago, 1940) , ,
_

‘ Particularly thi'ough. tho-medium of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation

Administration.
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handicapped rural populations, of rural electrification, and the like, will

Btill be with us after peace returns.

vnumenL problems Buch as these have not been solved, it is not for lack of

cuit\u-r-
impressive executive department at Washington to give attention to

apmai them; for the Department of Agriculture is not only one of the largest

foaiuies government establishments in the world, but one of the best organized

and conducted, and one of the most intelligent. It was not by chance that

the same year (1862) which saw the Morrill Act ^ and the Homestead

.Act - placed on the federal statute-book yielded also a third statute

creating a ''department of agriculture”; and although for a time the new

agency was only a unit within the Department of the Interior and pre-

sided over merely by a commissioner, pressure from increasingly vocal

agricultural interests finally, in 1889, influenced Congress to raise it to

coordinate rank with the seven executive departments then existing

—

agriculture thus becoming the first great occupational interest to win a

seat in the cabinet. The story of the Department in these last fifty or

sixty years has been not simply one of swiftly multiplying functions and

activities and rapidly growing personnel—aspects that will come to view

as we proceed. It has been a record also of systematic, persistent, and

fruitful research, making the Department today an outstanding example

of useful association of science and government. By the same token, it

has been a record of greater freedom from partisan influences than per-

haps can be shown by any of the other nine departments. The student

of administration finds it a record notable, too, because of The superior

personnel methods in which the Department pioneered and in which it

is still ahead of others, because of a system of in-service training enlisting

in a departmental graduate school as many as two thousand employees

at a time, and because of the general soundness of budgetary practices

pursued, notwithstanding a tendency of some of the irewer peacetime

agencies to magnify their own importance and add unwisely to Depart-

ment costs. In its relations with Congress, the Department operates amid

a maze of pressure groups and blocs, often largely conditioning one or

another of its activities. It also has significant relations with state and

local governments."

Production and Marketing

Bnroui- As a factor in an increasingly complex national economy, agriculture

Ilf pro- has developed in such a manner that the farmer normally finds himsell
‘ confronted with three main sets of problems, pertaining respectively tc

(1) production, (2) marketing, and (3) credit. On the production side

^ See p. 570 above.
2 See p, 586 below,
3 On the Department's historical de’'elopmeiit, see H. B. Learned, The President’;

Cabinet (New Haven. 1912), Chap, xi, and J. M,. Gaips and L. Wolcott, op. oit.

Chaps. I-v. A full picture of present departmental organizatian and lunetions will bf
found in any recent issue of the 11. S. Government Manual.
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many restrictions were, imposed before the war with a view to curbing

surpluses and maintaining prices. Generally, however, the objective has

been the encouragement of production; and—aside from making arable

land available and safeguarding the American market by means of pro-

tective tariffs—^thc two principal methods emplojmd over the years have

been scientific research and aid to agricultural education.

The medium through which research of direct significance to agriculture i. By bci-

is carried on is mainly a series of bureaus and services in the Department

of Agriculture. The earliest function of the Department was, indeed,,

scientific investigation and dissemination of the information gained there-

from; and notwithstanding later multiplication of activities in other

directions, the Department is still by all odds the greatest research estab-

lishment of its kind in the world.’- Of bureaus devoted particularly to

investigation, seven of principal importance have to do with (1) agri-

cultural and industrial chemistry, (2) animal industry, (3) dairy in-

dustry, (4) entomology and plan^ quarantine, (5) plant industry, soils,

and agricultural engineering, (6) human nutrition and home economics,

and (7) agricultural economics.^ From these terms, one can easily deduce

the general nature of the inquiries and experiments conducted by the

various agencies, even though only an expert can completely understand

and appreciate the technical procedures and objectives frequently in-

volved. Still other units devoted not quite so exclusively to research,

yet continually carrying on studies of significance, include (1) a Forest

Service, which not only investigates forestry problems, but takes care

of as many as 160 national forests (comprising over 176,000,000 acres)

in thirty-three states and territories, and shares responsibility with the

Land Office and the Reclamation Service in the Department of the

Interior for carrying out and extending the national conservation pro-

gram gradually developed since 1900;° (2) a Soil Conservation Service;

(3) an Extension Service; and (4) an Office of Experiment Stations.

The object of the investigative activities of the foregoing agencies is a. By

practical assistance to farmers; and this necessitates facilities for popu- turaied-

larizing the results obtained. Much information, of course, is conveyed

directly through the medium of widely distributed bulletins, reports, and

T- Its staff contains more persons of scholarly attainment, and fewer appointed for

political reasons, than that of any other of the dcparlments. For a detailed study of

it, see J. M. Gaus and L. Wolcott, op. cit., Chap. xv.

“ Good summaries of the work of these bureaus will be found in any recent issue

of the U. S. Government Manual. Detailed ffeatises (although out of date, and not

always dealing with unite as at present constituted) include G, A. Weber, "The
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils,” Service Monographs (Baltimore, 1928); F. W.
Powell, “The Bureau of Plant Industry,” ibid., No. 47 (Baltimore. 1927), and “The
Bureau of Animal Industi-y,” No, 41 (Baltimore, 1927), J. Cameron, “The Bureau

of Daii-y Industi-y,” ibid., No. 55 (Baltimore, 1929) ; and P. V. Betters, “The Bureau
of Homo Economics,” ibid., No. 62 (Washington, 1930). The first sis bureaus above

named are grouped in a departmental division known as the Agricultural Research

Administration; the seventh, which is the Department’s central statistical and eco-

nomic research agency, is located in a naore or less temporary division known as

the Department of Agrioultyre and War Food Administration.

® See pp. 687-588 below.
,
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other printed documents. In these days of radio broadcasting, a good

deal—notably aucdi matters of immediate concern as market reports and

weather predictions—is put on tlie air.'- But the federal government,

in common with most of the state governments, has also committed

itself to an ever-widening program of agricultural education in the

stricter sense of the term. To begin with, the Morrill Act of 1862 and

certain supplementary legislation bestowed upon the states, in proportion

to their representation in Congress, some 10,840,000 acres of public land,

under the condition that the proceeds thereof be used in each case to

maintain one or more colleges devoted primarily (although other subjects

might be taught) to instruction in "such branches of learning as are

related to agriculture and the mechanic arts.” " Prom this arrangement

arose the "land-grant colleges” which dot the country today—in many
states, e.g., Indiana, Iowa, and Michigan, separate “agricultural and

mechanical” colleges, in others, e.g., Illinois, AVisconsin, and Minnesota,

colleges forming divisions of the state university. Some states parted with

their lands at absurdly low prices, and in 1890 a generous Congress started

the practice—ever since maintained—of making direct appropriations

from the federal treasury for additional aid to the institutions that had

grown up. Simultaneously, Congress instructed the Department of the

Interior to see that the colleges were carrying out the purposes for which

the grants were made; and out of this has developed a substantial

amount of federal control over curricula and other features.

In such a domain as agriculture, research involves experimentation;

and not only are first-hand investigations carried on at Washington, but

as long ago as 1887 every land-grant college was required to maintain an

experiment station, devoted particularly to inquiries conducted with re-

spect to the conditions of climate, soil, and markets of the region adja-

cent to the gNen station.^ Various forms of extension work are carried on

also, with a view to bringing information directly to the farmer and his

wife in their home; indeed, eveiy one of the agricultural colleges now
maintains a distinct division for the conduct of such work in both agri-

culture and home economics.*

Tiieprob- plaving shown the farmer how to "make two blades of grass grow
morket- where one grew before” and how to raise livestock more efSciently, the

fomes government found that it had created for itself a new and even greater

problem. More farmers now had produce to sell; more had come to be

dependent upon receipts from "cash crops”
;
any obstruction to the trans-

1 T. S. Harding, “Informational Techniques of the Department of Agriculture,”
T'uh. Opinion Quar., I, S3-96 (Jan., 1937).

2 12 U. 8. Stat. at Laige, 503, Beginning with Ohio in 1802, Congress had been
accustomed to grant public land to incoming states, to be used for educational pur-
poses generally. See p. 686 above.

s M, Conover, “The Office of Experiment Stations,” Service Monoaravhs, No. 32
(Baltimoie, 1921).
* A plea for more effective cooperation between- the Department of Agriculture

and the laud-grant colleges will be found in H. C, Byi'dr “Needed—Unity in Agricul-
ture,” State Government, XVII, 280-283 (Feb,, 1944).
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portation of commodit;cs to distant markets, or to the handling of such

commodities in the increasingly intricate processes by which they reached

the consumer—any piling up of surpluses and depression of prices—was

of deep concern. And when difficulties at these points began to multiply,

the farmer turned to his government for aid, especially in developing

markets, sustaining prices, and minimizing the effects of market manipu-

lations engaged in by speculators and others for their own advantage.

Down to 1929, such assistance took the form, chiefly, of (1) furnishing

full, exact, and up-to-the-minute information concerning crop and mar-

keting conditions and prospects, both at home and abroad; (2) estab-

lishing and maintaining uniform grades and standards for commodities

handled through the channels of interstate and foreign commerce; (3)

regulating bonded warehouses and stockyards, licensing commission

merchants, brokers, and others who handled or dealt in perishable farm

products, and in other ways protecting the producer against discrimina-

tion and fraud; and (4) protecting him against the operations of specu-

lators dealing in “futures,” i.e., engaging to deliver stipulated quantities

of a given commodity on a given date at a given price, and depending

for profit upon forcing down the buying price—^the price received by the

farmer—in the meantime. All measures taken on these lines, however,

failed to yield farmers as a class a proportionate share of the prosperity

which the country considered itself to be enjoying in the period 1921-29;

and a comprehensive Agricultural Marketing Act of the la.^t-mcntioned

year, designed to reenforce the earlier measures and carry them farther,

through the instrumentality of a Federal Farm Board amply equipped

with both powers and money, brought no better results. Thus the problem

was no new one when the Roosevelt Administration took it over, in a

period of dire distress for not only agriculture but industry and business

as well.

The National Recovery Act of 1933, dealt with in the preceding chapter,

was designed primarily to stimulate revival of trade and industry. Not

only, however, did agriculture stand in at least equal need of assistance,

but without improvement of its status commercial and industrial revival

could not go far. Accordingly, under impetus supplied by the newly

installed Administration, Congress—^invited by the President to enter “a

new and untrod path”—bracketed with the Recovery Act an Agricultural

Adjustment Act designed to benefit the farmer through crop curtailment

and marketing regulations.

The new legislation had various objectives, but its basic aim was clear

and simple, i.e., to increase the farmer’s purchasing powder by raising Bnrpurt

the prices which he received for his products—^prices which at the time

were so depressed by accumulated surpluses that frequently they did not

even cover the cost of production. More specifically, the goal was

“parity,” that is, a price level at which farm products would have the

same purchasing power -as in the arbitrarily selected but favorable base
.
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period, 1909-14.’- To achieve this, the farmer was to bo helped to plan his

production to fit the demands of existing markets, thereby avoiding unsal-

able surpluses
;
and it seemed necessary likewise to extend control over peo-

ple engaged in “processing” agricultural commodities, i.e., preparing them

for use, and over traders in such commodities as well. Asserting that

the depressed condition of agriculture had “burdened and obstructed the

normal currents of commerce” in farm products, the authors of the act

sought to give their handiwork a valid constitutional foundation by

putting it forth as a measure by which such burdens and obstructions

'wore to be removed.

The task of cari-ying out the policies embodied in the act was assigned

to the appropriate executive department—more specifically, to the secre-

tary of agriculture, “ to whom was given unprecedented authority to re-

duce the market supply of basic agricultural commodities and to regulate

the marketing of all such products. One major feature was the effort to

restrict production—an end to be attained chiefly by the novel means

of voluntary agreements by farmers to reduce acreage planted, to plow

under a percentage of crops already growing, to kill surplus pigs, and

otherwise to curtail their output of marketable commodities. Compensa-

tion w£is provided in the form of cash bounties or subsidies paid to

farmers in varying stipulated proportions; and funds for the purpose

were to be secured largely from ‘‘processing taxes” levied upon manufac-

turers of cotton goods, millers, meat-packers, and other processors of

agricultural products to which the terms of the act applied ®—the taxes,

in turn, being passed along in the form of higher prices to consumers. In

June, 1934, when the act had been in operation one year, the national

administrator testified that three million farmers, having concluded that

they at least had nothing to lose, had signed production-control contracts

for curtailing output, thereby withdrawing from surplus production about

forty million acres; that the farmer’s cash income, including benefit pay-

ments, had risen by thirty-nine per cent; and that the buying power of

f^rm commodities had improved by twenty per cent.^

Along with production, the act dealt also with marketing; and here,

too, the .secretary of agriculture was endowed with new and sweeping au-

thority, i.e., to enter into marketing agreements with processors and others

engaged in handling any agricultural commodity “in the current of in-

terstate or foreign commerce”—and the making of such agreements was

1 In the case of tobacco, the base period was August, 1919, to July, 1929, See
J. D, Black, Parity, Parity, Parity (Cambridge, Mass., 1942).
sPor the purpose, an Agricultural Adjustment Administration was organized in

the Department, but on a largely autonomous basis.

= Originally aCven, i.e,, wheat, cotton, field com, rice, tobacco, hogs, and milk and
its products. Later additions were beef and dairy cattle, peanuts, rye, barley, flax,

grain sorghums, sugar beets, sugar cane, and potatoes.
* G. 0. Da-vds, _“One Year of the A.A,A.,'’ N. Y. Times, June i, 1934; S. C, Wallace,

The Nevi Deal in Aciion, Chap, ra; H. A. Wallace^ Aiew Frontiers, Chaps, xin-xvi;

D. M. Hacker, "Ploughing the Parmer Under,” Harper's,Mag-, CLXIX, 60-74 (June’,
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declared to be not a .violation of the anti-tr'u&t laws. Of even greater

importance was the power conferred to issue, or to refuse, revocable
licenses (and to fix their terms) permitting processors and others to

handle, in the current of interstate or foreign commerce, any agricultural

commodity or "any competing commodity.” The object, of course, was
to enable the secretary to prevent—or eliminate—unfair prices and prac-

tices.’

Almost from the day of enactment, the constitutionality of the Tho
'

Agricultural Adjustment Act was questioned, attacks centering chiefly sn^iared

upon the processing taxes—“the heart of the law,” Hundreds of cases siitu™'

appeared in the federal courts challenging the right of the government aoSo)

thus to employ the taxing power as a means of bringing about national

regulation of agricultural production, and in a six-to-three decision ren-

dered early in 1936,- the Supreme Court pronounced the taxes unconsti-

tutional, asserting that they were not taxes in tho true sense (that is,

levies for the support of the govej'nment)
,
but rather exactions from one

group to provide benehts for another—a device, too, by which Congress

had presumed to invade a field rcseiwed to the states under the Tenth

Amendment and therefore outside the sphere of the national government.®

A New Approach to '‘Parity”

Invalidation of the processing taxes was a severe blow both to govern-

ment revenues and to fanners, who could no longer hope to receive the

benefits, or bounties, which the processing taxes had provided.^ If such

assistance and government control of production were to continue, ob-

viously a new plan must bo devised under constitutional authority other

than the taxing power. A starting point was found in the long-assumed

right of Congress to provide for conservation of the nation’s natural

resources; and in a Soil Erosion Act,® passed in 1935, following wide- TheSoii

spread devastation and distress wrought by floods and sand-storms, Con- Acr*°"

gress had unwittingly provided a foundation upon which a new farm-aid
''

and crop-control program could be projected.

1 By fixing prices, establishing quotas for producers, providing rLdes of fair com-
petition, and setting up boards of control, marketing agrEBments under the act

brought into existence a far greater amount of cooperative marketing than previously

existed. Closely related to the Agricultmal Adjustment Act were the Bankhead
Cotton Control Act of 1934, the Kerr-Smith Tobacco Control Act of 1934, and the

Warren Potato Act of 1935.
2 United States v. Butler, 297 U. S. 1 (often referred to a.s tho Hoos.ac Mills ease).

3 The marketing provisions of the law were reenacted after the decision. 50 U, S.

Slat, at Large, 246.

The cost of the A.A.A. to the national treasury, and ultimately to the public

as consumers and taxpayers, was approximately $1,700,000,000, of which about .$900,-

000,000 was recovered through the processing taxes. While the system was in opera-

tion, a heavy increase in farm income took place. In part, the A.A.A. was no doubt

responsible; but there were other influences at work, and some students of the

subject consider these the most important. For a good analysis, see Anon., "Farm
Policies Under the New Deal,” Pwb. Ajfaira Pamphhts, No. 16 (New York, 1938).

® 49 V, S- StaL at Large, 163, The administration of this act falls to the Soil Con-
servation Service in the Department of Agriculture. See Anon., "Saving Our Soil,"

Pub. Affairs Pamphlets, No. X\ (New York, 1937).
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The measure had declared it to be “the policy of Congress to provide

permanently lor the control and prevention of soil erosion and thereby

to preserve natural resources, control floods, prevent impairment of reser-

voirs, maintain the navigation of rivers and harbors, protect public health

and public lands, and to relieve unemployment”; and, believing that an

indirect production-control plan, if tied in with this soil conservation

measure, would pass the test of constitutionality, Congress, in February,

1936, passed a Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act^ erecting

a new edifice of farm relief and making production control incidental lo

soil conservation. As in the A.A.A., restoration of the pre-war purchasing

power of the farmer by cutting down surpluses was the end sought; but

the goal was now to be reached by a new route. Instead of paying boun-

ties to farmers directly for curtailing production, benefit payments arc

made to them under the new statute if they voluntarily cooperate with

the government in the work of soil conservation, especially in shifting

land from soil-depleting crops to soil-conserving or soil-building crops or

practices; and, whereas under the Agricultural Adjustment Act bounties

were restricted to producers of one or more of some fifteen specified crops,

under the 1936 measure every one became eligible to participate. It so

happens that the very crops whose production the government had mainly

sought to curtail under the A.A.A. as being responsible for the unmarket-

able surpluses of preceding years are also those principally responsible

for soil depletion; and in providing for benefit payments to farmers

diverting portions of their land from such crops as corn, cotton, tobacco,

and wheat to others of a soil-building character, such as alfalfa and

clover, the government was killing the proverbial two birds with one

stone. Bounties go also to farmers turning land from cultivation to pas-

turage. “ No special taxes, like the A.A.A. processing taxes, are levied to

meet the payments entailed; instead, all are met out of general funds

aceming to the government through the ordinary channels of taxation.

Constitutionally, they are presumed to rest upon the power to levy taxes

and appropriate money for the general welfare—^procedures to which

the Supreme Court takes no exception. For administering the system,

the Agricultural Adjustment Agency in the Department of Agriculture

is primarily responsible; and it operates through state, county, and com-

munity committees elected by participating farmers from their own
number.

Inasmuch as the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act failed

to provide any direct production control, it was soon found inadequate

1 40 U. S. Stat. at Large, 1148.
2 Shortly after die adoption of the Soil Conservation and Dofnestic Allotment Act,

Congress, in April, 1936, gave advance and blanket approval to interstate compacts
having as their chief purpose the regulation of the production and marketing of
tobacco. The act (49 V- S. Slat, at Large, 1939) envisaged the cooperation of the
principal tobacco-producing states; and such compacts as are made must be along
the lines of a tobacco-control act passed by the Virginia legislature in March, 1936.
Wo interstate compacts on the subject have as yet bpen adopted.
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to prevent the accumulation of price-depressing surpluses. In 1938, there-

fore—a year in which surpluses, already staggering, promised to be
further swollen by biimpor crops—Congress passed a new Agricultural

Adjustment Act,i making provision, like its ill-fated predecessor, for an
extensive system of crop control, but scrupulously avoiding processing

taxes and any other devices likely to meet with judicial disapproval.

Continuing the soil conservation program of 1936, the measure sought

to insure direct production control by authorizing acreage allotments or

quotas for states, counties, and individual farms, covering five cominodi-i

ties (wheat, corn, cotton, rice, and tobacco) and, in addition, authorized

the secretary of agriculture to set up marketing quotas for these crops

when in any given year the total supply of a commodity promised to

exceed the normal supply by a stipulated percentage, and with penal-

ties for sales in excess of such quotas.^ Farmers adhering to the quotas

assigned them were to receive parity payments in addition to the boun-

ties received for conservation pi’actices. The most distinctive features

of the now A.A.A. appeared, however, (1) in provisions encouraging the

systematic storage of surpluses of big-crop years for use in years of

shortage, thus removing them from the market when prices were too

low, and (2) in a provision for wheat-crop insurance, undertaking to

protect producers against loss in yields due to such unavoidable causes

as drought, flood, insect infestation, and plant disease. Insurance costs

{i.e., premiums) were made payable by the insured to the government

either in cash or in surplus wheat, the latter being utilized to form the

major part of a government-held “ever normal granary” in that com-

modity, ready to be sold for the benefit of the farmer if and when his

crop in succeeding years should fall below the average yield per acre;

and in 1941, the same insurance plan was extended to cotton.'*

Independent of the new A.A.A.
,
but designed to reenforce its provi-

sions for reducing surpluses, were three other expedients: (1) export

subsidies for wheat, cotton, and cotton goods; (2) provision of free lunches

for several million under-nourished school children; and (3) the distribu-

^52 U. S. Slat, at Large, 31,
2 In form, at least, the voluntary character of the system was maintained by a

provision that no quota might become effective unless, on a referendum being taken,

as many as two-thirds of the producers favored it. See L. V. Howard, “The Agri-

cultural Referendum,” Pub. Admin. Bey., II, 9-26 (Winter, 1912).

3 A Federal Crop Insurance Corporation was set up in the Department of Agricul-

ture to administer this insurance system. See J, C. Clendinin, Federal Crop Insurance

in Operation (Palo Alto, Calif., 1912).

Confidence that the new Agricultural Adjustment Act would be sustained by a

Supreme Court which, in any event, was by 1938 giving strong evidence of liberal-

ization, was vindicated by a decision in 1939 (Mulford v. Smith, 307 U. S. 38) up-

holding the marketing provisions as applied to tobacco, and by another in 1942

(Wickard v. Filbum, 317 U. S. Ill) approving the imposition of a penalty for wheat

produced in excess of a prescribed quota, even when the excess wa.s consumed on the

farm where it was raised. In the latter case, the Court held that the excess wheat,

even though grown for home consumption, “exerts a substantial economic effect in

interstate commerce,” because “it supplies the need of the man who grew it, which

would otherwise be reflected by purchases in the open market.” In
^

this sense, the

Coiiit held, home-grown wheat, “competes with wheat in commerce.”

Tho A(?ri-
cultural
Adiuat-
menL Act
of 19^8
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tion of food stamps among eligible low-income families, to be used in

exchange for specified surplus commodities (including cotton) at local

stores—a device, however, terminated, under wartime conditions, in

1943/

Some Wartime Developments

Little did the authors of these various crop-restriction and surplus-

reduction programs dream that the day was coming when the country’s

top problems in agriculture would be those of increasing production and

building up surpluses/ But so it turned out—and before the new A.A.A.

had been in operation long enough to enable any full estimate of its

effectiveness to be framed. Even before the United States entered the

war, the expanding need for American foodstuffs in the war-torn democ-

racies, the augmented assistance to them authorized by the “lend-lease”

legislation, and the growth of consumer demand in our own country

arising from our defense effort, impelled the Department of Agriculture

to announce a farm program for 1942 calling for “the largest production

in the history of American agriculture.” The increases mainly contem-

plated were in what had previously been considered non-basic com-

modities—chiefly such foodstuffs as poultry, eggs, milk and other dairy

products, meat, vegetables, and sugar. Basic crops with a long record

of surpluses—wheat, cotton, tobacco, and rice—continued under some-

what restricted production and marketing until 1943; although com
acreage (corn being a feed grain) was allowed to be considerably in-

creased, and the 1943 crop proved the largest in a decade. As a result of

heavy feeding of wheat also to livestock, and of its use in the production

of alcohol, that grain was, by 1943, fast moving from a surplus to a

deficit situation; and early in the year the War Food Production Ad-

ministration removed all wheat-acreage and marketing restriotions, with

the result that the 1943 crop became the second largest on record. Not
only so, but in midsummer the same authority asked wheat-growers to

step up their 1944 acreage to sixty-eight million, as compared with

somewhat over fifty-four million seeded the previous year. Finally, in

1944, all effort to control food production, save by voluntary means, was

abandoned, although restrictions were retained upon the production and

marketing of tobacco.”

1 S. Herman, “The Pood Stamp Plan; A Study in Law and Economics,” Jour, oj

Business, XIII, S51-359 (Oot,, 1940), and XlV, 11-35 (Jan., 1941) ;
“The Pood Stamp

Plan Terminates,” ibid., XVI, 173-194 (July, 1943).
s Without Congress or the country knowing much about it, experts in the Depart-

ment of Agriculture had, however, been, alive to the possibility of a world upheaval;
and the relative ease with which the Department adapted itself to the new situation

after 1939 is explained largely by these experts’ foresight and preparation.
3 In line with this radically changed situation, the Agricultural Appropriation Act

for 1944 withdrew all financial support from the wheat and cotton insurance pro-
grams, providing only sufficient funds to cany out insurance contracts applying to

1943 crops.

I
Crop insurance, however, was endorsed by bojh major parties in their 1044

platforms; and by the end of the year. Congress had set up a permanent insurance
‘ system lor wheat, cotton, and flax, and provided ^experimental projects or trial
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Within a year after Pearl Harbor, the well-being of the people and
the prosecution of the war itself were menaced by rising prices and

by a growing danger of run-away inflation; and agriculture was deeply

involved. Early in 1942, a powerful farm bloc in Congress contrived to

write into a basic Emergency Price Control Act a provision prohibiting

ceilings on food products until farm prices had gone, on the average,

sixteen per cent beyond “parity prices”—parity, it will be recalled, being

a level of prices at which farm products would have the same purchasing

power as during the five-year period preceding the first World War.
Thus shielded, farm prices mounted steadily; and in September Presi-

dent Roosevelt informed Congress that with a view to keeping the cost

of living within bounds, the recent prohibiting clause would have to be

repealed, and, further, that if it were not repealed by October 1, he,

acting under his authority as commander-in-chief, would disregard its

restrictions and proceed independently to carry out an anti-inflationaiy

program entailing both wage stabilization and fixing of farm prices con-

siderably below "parity.” Amid loudly voiced protests against this

threatened suspension of national law by independent executive action

(in a situation in which no charge was made, or could be made, that

presidential prerogatives had been encroached upon), Congress went to

work on bills ostensibly aimed at accomplishing the desired purpose;

and shortly after the presidential dead-line was reached an act was

passed authorizing the chief executive to stabilize not only farm prices,

but wages and salaries. In the case of farm prices, however, the measure

went only half-way; because ceilings might not be fixed below either

parity or the highest market levels between January 1 and September

15, 1942, whichever was higher. Thenceforth, the consumer had better

protection against sky-rocketing food costs, yet with the famer enjoying

a prosperity limited only by an inadequate labor supply.^

To meet problems of the war, the Department of Agriculture has been

obliged to alter its organization in many respects, to set up new service

units, to broaden and reorient its scientific work, and to establish new

relations with other public agencies. From 1942, the Department has

functioned as a food administration; and to promote its efflciency as

such, a reorganization was brought about by executive order in Decem-

in3uran.ee of other crops “on which actuarial data is available,” such as corn,

tobacco, rice, peanuts, soy-beans, sugar beets, and citrus fruits. Public Law No. 561,

7Sth Cong., 2nd Sess. See “How Farmers Can Get Crop Insurance,”! U. S. Nem,
Feb, 2, 1945, p. 30.
IN, A, Bailey, "Are the Farmers Playing Fair?,” Curr. HisL, II, 109-112 (Apr.,

1942) . On the control of inflation by agricultural price stabilization and subsidies, see

Report of the Department of Agriculture (1942), 27-38; ihid. (1943), 31-44 Mean-
while, Congress has given pledges that farm prices will be held relatively high for a

period after the war, regardless of general economic conditions; and out of this

may arise some perplexing problems.
^ ...

Before the close of 1942, a towering difficulty had come to be that of mamtalning

and recruiting a supply of farm labor, in the face of calls to military service and of

demands of urban indnstry^ adequate to keep production at the peak levels urgently

needed.
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Prior to

1933

bcr of Lhai year. All agencies concerned wilh the pvodnetion of food and

fib.ers were united in a Food Production Adminif-tration; all having to

do with the processing, storage, allocation, and distribution of food

were consolidated in a Food Distribution Administration
;
and the Com-

modity Credit Corporation—an establishment existing since 1933, placed

in the Department of Agriculture in 1939, and empowered under its

Delaware charter to buy and sell, lend upon, or otherwise deal in agricul-

tural and other commodities—^was directed to operate at the behest of,

and in close cooperation with, the new Administrations. Finally, in

March, 1943, the two Administrations, together with the Commodity

Credit Corporation and the Extension Service, were consolidated into

an Administration of Food Production and Distribution; and with name
changed to War Food Administration, this agency is now functioning

under the direction and supervision of a War Food Administrator, re-

sponsible directly to the president.'^ To the War Food Administrator it

falls to determine military, civilian, apfl foreign food requirements, to

formulate and carry out programs for producing the supplies necessary

to meet these requirements, to assign priorities and make allocations of

food for all purposes, to fix the quantities available for civilian rationing,

and to handle matters of policy relating to agricultural labor.“

Credit FacUiiies

In concentrating to this point upon the basic matters of production

and marketing, wc have by-passed another very important activity of

the prewar period, and one to which we now must turn briefly, i.e.,

assistance to the farmer in the form of credit facilities.

Farmers desiring to acquire land, make improvements, or carry over

crops in the hope of a better market frequently have to borrow money.

Long ago it became apparent that they had less easy access to funds than

did industrial interests, and were required to pay higher interest rates;

and after a commission appointed by President Wilson looked into the

matter. Congress, in 1916, passed an act creating a nation-wide farm

loan system, operating under a Federal Farm Loan Board. In a leading

city of each of twelve districts into which the country was divided for

the pui'pose was established a federal land bank, with capital subscribed

mainly by the United States, and endowed with power to issue tax-exempt

bonds to raise money with which to make loans secured by mortgages on

landed property. The banks lent money, however, not directly to indi-

vidual farmers, but to groups of ten or more organized voluntarily in

what were Itnown as national farm loan associations. An association re-

iThe Administrator's functions in connection with priorities and rationing are
exercised through the Oflics of Price Administration and Civilian Supply. See np.
689-690 below.

^ Cqnoeming the government’s wartime activities in the field of agriculture, much
may be learned from the annual reports of the Department of Agriculture for
1942-44. C£. J. L. McCamy, “Agriculture Goes to War,” Pub. Admin. Rev., II. 1-8

- (Winter, 1942).
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celved applications from its members, approved or rejected them, took

and endorsed mortgages on the applicants’ property, and, on the basis

of these, secured from the banks the funds which it passed out in the

form of loans to its members. The same act of 1916 also authorized the

formation of joint-stock land banks, with capital stock subscribed wholly

by private individuals, and enjoying about the same privileges and per-

forming the same functions as the federal land banks. And to complete

the structure, an act of 1923 in.stituted a serie.s of twelve intermediate

credit banks designed especially to serve the farmer who wanted, not long-

term credit, but loans for a few months or a year, and loans secured, not

on land, but on livestock, com, wheat, or other coniinoditics.

By 1933, it was plain that larger facilities for agricultural credit would

have to be provided; in the preceding five years, a tenth of the country’s ’

farms had been sold at public auction to satisfy creditors, and the num-

ber of such sales was steadily increasing. Already, the act which created

the Reconstruction Finance Corporation in 1932 had empowered that

agency to organize regional agricultural credit corporations in the twelve

federal land-bank districts, with a capital in each case of not less than

two million dollars subscribed by the Corporation. Loans made by these

institutions to farmers and stock-men had helped, but not enough; and

a Farm Relief Act of 1933 authorized the Corporation to allocate to the

farm loan commissioner (later known as the land-bank commissioner)

the sum of two hundred millions, to be used in making loans to farmers,

secured by first and second mortgages. The act likewise provided working

capital for farm operations and made possible the redemption or re-

purchase of farm property lost under foreclosure proceedings between

July 1, 1931, and May 12, 1933. In time, other steps were taken. A cen-

tral bank for coopcrative.s, with a regional bank in each of the twelve

federal land-bank districts, was established to serve twelve thousand or

more cooperative buying and selling associations among farmers of the

country; twelve production credit corporations were set up, one in each

city ha\dng a federal land bank, to provide short-term credit for all typos

of farm and ranch operations; as mentioned above, a Commodity Credit

Corporation was brought into existence by executive order of October,

1933, with power to buy, hold, sell, lend upon, or othenvise deal in such

agricultural commodities as might be designated from time to time by the

president; and a Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation, created by Con-

gress in June, 1934, was empowered to issue tax-exempt bonds (guar-

anteed by the government) to the extent of two billions bonds which

might be exchanged for others held or issued by federal land banks,

thereby increasing the resources of the land banks available for the

refinancing of farm mortgages^

1 Alter one act of Congreaa proyiclmg for moratom OH the

mortgages was pronounced unconstitutional by the Supreme Court in 1035

Joint-Stock Land Bank n. ws TT RHa) nnotlier on somewhat difieient .
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The tipshol of these and other measures is that in each of the twelve

federal land-bank districts there is now a federal land bank, a federal

intermediate credit bank, a bank for cooperatives, and a production

credit corporation—the four forming a single administrative unit, and
the whole comprising a truly gigantic framework of agricultural credit

institutions. The management of the entire system, including the Com-
modity Credit Corporation, furthermore, has been gathered into the

hands of a single coordinating authority, the Farm Credit Administra-

tion, originally created by executive order in 1933, incorporated into

the Department cf Agriculture in 1939, and permanently superseding

the Federal Farm Board and a long list of cognate agencies.

Flow .serviceable the system will prove in the long run remains to be

disclosed; the problems of the farmer, under modern national and inter-

national conditions, are too complicated to be solved by mere access to

loan funds. If, however, it be agreed that a prime essential is to enable

the fanner to retain possession of his land, and to continue supporting

his family from it notwithstanding ups and downs in general agricultural

conditions, it would seem that facilities to that end could hardly have

been provided more generously by an anxious government, constantly

prodded, as of course it has been, by a powerful farm lobby, Even by

1936, a to Lai of over three billion dollars had been placed at the disposal

of farmers by the agencies mentioned; an epidemic of foreclosures which

at one stage had prompted farmers in some sections of the West to band

together to intimidate purchasers, close courts, and terrorize judges had

been stayed; and hundreds of thousands of farmers had been enabled

to liquidate their debts. During the present war, the various services

have been expanded to meet new needs, with farmers urged to use their

surplus funds in a period of high income to pay their debts and purchase

war bonds.

Rural Betterment

From activities directed to the scientific and economic aspects of

farming, the Department of Agriculture has moved on in later years,

especially since 1933, to what may be termed broadly the human, or

social, aspects of the occupation. Impelled to do this by rural backward-

ness and distress brought sharply to view by the economic depression of

the thirties, it now regards as part of, its regular job the systematic pro-

motion of better living conditions in rural communities.^ Only a few out-

standing services of this nature can, however, be mentioned here,

lines was upheld (Wright v. Vinton Branch Mountain Trust Bank, 300 U. S. 440) in
1937. As a result, large nurnberg of farmers have been able to„ procure adjustments
with their creditors and retain their land

1 This function it shares, of course, with establishments such as the Department of
Labor, the Public Health Sendee, _ and the Office of Education; and all have drawn
inapir&tion and guidance from private agencies such as the Country Life Commis-
sion appointed by President Theodore Boosevelt nearly forty years ago. For a broad
jtroattoent of the subject, see J. M, Gaus and L. Wolcott, op, cit., Chap xi.
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The afti’iculhiral oiodit inhiliutiorifc dehcrib'ed above avc designed pri- i Raiioi

marily to benefit fanners who own, or have an ownership interest in, the tonuntf.

land they cultivate. There is another great agricultural class that cannot

avail itself of those crccUi agencies, for the reason that those who belong

to it own no land and little, it any, other property that might serve

as a credit basis for loans, These less fortunate people arc the tenant

farmers, shai'c-croppcrs, and farm laborers, who since 1880 have been

steadily, if not alarmingly, increasing in proportion to the number of

farm-owners. They are the people who give rise to what is called the farm

tenancy problem; and the areas where most of them live, in Southern

and Southwestern states, form our “rural slums.” Following a penetrat-

ing, and fairly startling, report in 1937 on the conditions and outlook

of the.se submerged elements, submitted by a committee on farm tenancy
'

appointed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Congress in the same

year passed the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act,^ under which the

government, operating through _^state and local machinery terminating

in county committees of farmers, not only makes outright grants to meet

emerging situation.s, but makes forty-year loans on easy terms to farm

tenants, farm laborers, and share-croppers to enable them to acquire

homes and lands of thoir own, and likewise “rehabilitation loans” for the

purchase of livestock and farm equipment, for refinancing indebtedness,

and for family subsistence. The administration of the act falls to one of

the newer agencies in the Department of Agriculture, the Farm Security

Administration.-

The depression of the thirties focused attention upon between three s,

and four million “economic refugees,” many of whom dwelt in the de-

pressed mining and manufacturing regions of the East and Middle West,

although the majority were extracting a meager living from dying cotton

lands in tlic South, from the dry and exhausted arable and grazing lands

of the West and Southwest, and from the cut-over timber areas of the

North and Northwest. To remove these millions from public relief rolls,

and keep them off, the national govci’nment launched, in 1935 and suc-

ceeding years: (1) a "land-use program,” directed toward talcing some

ten million acres of substandard or submarginal land out of crop pro-

duction and turning it to pi’opcr uses
; M2) a “resettlement progi-am,”

designed to provide adequate homes and good farm lands for people

toiling on substandard land; (3) a “rehabilitation program,” having for

its primary purpose reestablisliment of the credit of indigent farmers

living on reasonably satisfactory land; and (4) a "suburban program,”

looking to the development of “model” communities on the outskirts

50 U. S. Stat. at -Large, 522.

2 R B, Vance, “Famiers Without Land,” Pub. Affairs Pamphlets, No. 12 (New
York, 1937) ;

Law and Contemporary Problems, IV, 423-67S (Oct,, 1937) ,
series of

articles on farm tenancy. In the first two years, loans totalling $232,410,000 were
made to 650,000 form families,

3 E.g,, by turning the farms hack to forest or pasture, or by converting them into

wild-life refuges or parks.
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3. Ruval
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of urban areas, for the benfefit of low-incomc city workers and suburban

farmers^ Management of those various enterprises, stemming from dif-

ferent roots, was at first (1935) intrusted to an independent establish-

ment known as the Resettlement Administration, but in 1937 was

transferred to the newly created Farm Security Administration in the

Department of Agriculture, to which, as indicated above, was assigned

also the administration of the Farm Tenant Act,

’ In providing electrical energy for the rural sections of the nation, the

United States has lagged far behind other important countries; and it

was to change this situation that Congress, in May, 1936, passed a Rural

Electrification Act launching a long-time program aimed at bringing

cheap light and power to American farms so as to lessen the drudgery

of the farmer and his wife and supplement the farm’s income-producing

equipment. An appropriation of $410,000,000 was made for a ten-year

period beginning July 1, 1936, and a Rural Electrification Administration

was set up to manage the fund and carry out the project.^ Half of the

fund is being used for self-liquidating loans to individuals, associations,

or corporations, and to states or local-government bodies, to enable them

to build transmission lines and buy generators for furnishing electrical

energy to people living in rural areas who are not receiving central station

services, the other half being lent to individuals to finance the wiring

of farm buildings and to install electrical and plumbing appliances and

equipment. No direct grants of funds are made, assistance being confined

to management guidance and to interest-bearing loans made only after

investigation has shown that a project will be self-liquidating.” R.E.A.-

financed lines are today (1945) serving Army camps. Navy and Coast

Guard stations, cinnabar and manganese mines, oil fields, vocational

training centers, and a variety of rural centers, and have been of in-

calculable aid to wartime agriculture.*

On the theory that a family in good health is a belter credit risk than

1 Greenbelt, Maryland, seven miles from Washington, became, in October, 1937,

the first of these comnninilies to be opened for occupation. See C. Larson, “Green-
belt, Maryland; A Federally Planned Community,’' Nat-. Mun. Rev., XXVII, 413-420

(Aug., 1938).
2 First established by executive order in 1935 as an independent agency, the Ad-

ministration was transferred in 1939 to the Department of Agriculture.
3 The law is presumed to be so drawn as to avoid competition with existing utility

systems. Private companies have, however, been extending their lines in many places

to forestall government-financed cooperatives from being formed,
* By July 1, 1943, the II.JS.A, had advanced some $466,000,000 to 868 borrowers,

inolutlmg 795 locally owned cooperatives organiised for the specific purpose of ex-
tending rural electiification, with the result that electric service had been brought
for the first time to a million farms. The percentage of electrified farms had increased
from about ten in 1935 to forty, although, of course, partly as a re.sult of extension

of private utility lines. On the importance of farm electrification to wartime agri-

culture, see Report oj the Department of Agriculture (1042), 210-212; ibid., (1943),
236-238; Report oj the Administrator of the Rural Electrification Administration
(1943), 1-6. Cf., U S. Government Manual (Summer, 1944), 656-559; J. King,
“The It.E.A.'—A New Deal Venture ip Human Welfare,” Public Utilities Fort.,

XXI, 398-407 (Mar, 31, 1938) ;
R. Stewart, “Bringing Power to the Farm, ibid.,

- XXVII, 579-687, 651, 663 (May 8, 22, 1941).
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a family in poor hcalUi, the Farm Security Aclminisiraiion lias developed,

since 1938, a mcclioal-carc program for its clients; and thus while Con-

gress and the general public have been debating the prickly issue of

“state medicine,” one federal agency “has jumped the legislative gun

and instituted its own program of socialized medicine.” ^ The Security

Administration is now fostering group-health plans, worked out in co-

operation with physicians, in more than a third of the three thousand

counties in the United States, and under them in 1943 more than 110,000

farm families, or about 572,000 persons, were obtaining medical care by

payment of annual fees 'within their means. Besides general physicians’

care, services often cover emergency surgery, limited liospitalization and

prescribed drugs, and, in many cases, dental carc."
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THE CONSERVATION OP NATURAL RESOURCES

Perhaps it is inevitable that an energetic and expanding people eagerly

possessing itself of a virgin country richly endowed by nature should

be guilty of spoliation and waste. So, at all events, it has been in the

United States, where for a hundred years good land was so abundant,

and forest, mineral, and other resources so apparently inexhaustible,

that no generation troubled itself greatly about economical use in its

own day or possible shortage later on.^ Toward the close of the nineteenth

century, warnings began to be sounded, not only that the supply of

available public land was fast diminishing, but that continued heedless

exploitation of forests, minerals, and other natural wealth would some

day leave the country impoverished. Theodore Roosevelt, when president,

made the conservation of natural resources one of his major concerns,

along with the curbing of trusts and monopolies; and it was in his time

that the country may perhaps be said first to have become in some de-

gree “conservation conscious.” Even at that period, most people could

only with difficulty divest themselves of the notion that there was plenty

of everything, and therefore no cause for anxiety. Only as—in the next

quarter-century—^ihe fact was gradually brought homo that we already

had used up more than half of our known petroleum supply, the larger

part of our natural gas, more than a third of our high-grade coal, and an

amazingly large proportion of our forest reserves—^to say nothing of

having exhausted millions of acres of our soil~did the nation really

awaken to the urgent importance of conserving resources and, where

possible (as in the case of forests and perhaps soil) restoring some part

of what had disappeared. The strain put upon the nation by the demands

of the present war further dramatized the situation; and today we realize

more adequately than ever before, not only that “our national wealth

forms the sinews and muscles of our defense machinery,” but that squan-

dering and dissipating the natural resources constituting so large a part

of that national wealth is the surest way of inviting national impoverish-

ment and decline.

Like so many others of our problems, that of protecting natural re-

sources—of adjusting the natural environment to human requirements

"It was once said by Mr. Henry A. Wallace . . . that 'no civilization has ever
bujlded in bo ^ort a tjwe what onr forefathers biiilded iij America'; but it may
equally well be suggested that no civilization has in so short a time consumed and
destroyed so.much of the resources of the earth,” H. Finer, The T. V. A.; Lessons

IntemationaL Application (Montreal, 1944), 3.
'

^Annual Jtaport oj the Saareiary of the Interior (1940), p. xxxi.

584
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and maintaining a buitablc balance between the present and Riburc needs bubdb of

of OUT people—i& greatly compbeated by our federal syfatem of govern-

ment. Up to a point, to be sure, the national government has free scope.

There are still large areas which belong to the nation as distinguished

from states, cities, and private individuals or corporations; and on this

federally owned public domain, the government at Washington has full

power to restrict the cxiiloitation of minerals, to control the use of water-

power, to preserve forests and plant new ones, to protect wild life, and

what not. And, naturally, here is where the woi'k of conservation has

been pursuod most vigorously and effectively. The greater part of the

country’s resources, however, are in areas over which the national gov-

ernment has no control as owner. Here the problem is primarily one for

the states and their subdivisions; and, in varying degrees, it i,s receiving

attention from them, particularly in the matter of forestry, But many
states are lax; nearly half have not even a conservation department; no

single, nation-wide program of state action can be expected
;
and if satis-

factor3^ results are to be attained, federal encouragement, guidance, and

assistance are almost as essential as on the national public domain itself.

Nor are means wholly lacking by which the national government can

exert itself in this direction. Through discussion and published informa-

tion, it can educate the people on the subject; through grants-in-aid, it

can join with the states in financing and controlling conservation activi-

ties; its commerce power can bo invoked in regulating the development

and use of navigable streams and the sale of commodities and services,

e.ff.j hydroelectric energy, and its treaty-making power in protecting

migratory wild-life. All of these things not only can be, but are being,

done; and it is reasonable to expect that as time goes on conservation

will be nationalized increasingly. So numerous and varied have federal

conservation activities already become that half of the major bureaus

and services in the Department of the Interior have to do with one or

another of them. So extensive are such activities, indeed, that it often

has been proposed that the name of the Department itself be changed

to that of Department of Conservation.^

Federal conservation activities have to do, first of all, with the most puWh-

basic of natural resources, i.e., land. At one time or another, most of the

1 The main branches of the Interior Depaitmont are; (1) the General Land Office,

(2) the Bureau of Reclamation, (3) the Geological Survey, (4) the Grazing Service,

(5) the Bureau of Mines, (6) the Office of Indian Affairs, (7) the National Parka
Service, (8) the Pish and Wild-Life Service, (9) the Petroleum Conservation Division,

(10) the Solid Fuels Administration for War, (11) the Division of Power, (12) the
Division of Territories and Island Possessions,

_

(13) the Puerto Rico Reconslinotion
Administration, (14) the Office of Land Utilization, (15) the Bonneville Power
Administration, and> (16) the Southwestern Power Administration. U. S. Government
Manual (Summer, 1944), 316-341.

On the origins and earlier histoiy of the Department, see H. B. Learned, The
President's Cabinet, Chap, x, and L. M. Short, Development of National Adminis-
trative, Organization in the United Stales, Chap. ix. Later developments and present

functions are portrayed gurrehtly in the animal reports of the secretary of the

interior.
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continental United States, ' outside of the thirteen original states, has

been “public land,” that is, land nationally owned. And throughout mosl

of our history, the policy has been to open such land generously Lo private

ownership and use. Vast quantities were in earlier days granted to the

states for sale in aid of education and internal improvements; later on,

much was bestowed upon transcontinental railroads; a great deal was

allotted to soldiers and sailors; large tracts were sold to speculating

land companies; and under terms of a Homestead Act of 1862—offering

opc hundred sixty acres to any person who would pay a registration fee

of ton dollars and perform a limited amount of work on .his holding

during a period of five years—millions upon millions of acres were par-

celled out among pioneering home-seekers. Prodigality and fraud often

' went hand in hand; yet va.st areas were occupied by thrifty populations

which helped greatly to make the country what it is today. More recently,

however, tlie government’s policy has been sharply reversed. Realizing

that the public domain was in danger pf utter depletion, and desiring

to retain control for the sake of protecting forest, mineral, and other

resources, it, in 1935, completely stopped making grants to individuals

and corporations and decreed (by executive order) that such of the

domain as survived should thenceforth constitute a permanent national

reserve.’-

Not only, however, has the nation stopped divesting itself of public

land, but it has stepped up various procedures by which for a good

while it has been acquiring land by purchase, condemnation, cession, and

gift from private (or sometimes even public) holders—such procodures

including programs of public power development, park development,

submarginal land rehabilitation, soil conservation, fertilizer experimenta-

tion, slum clearance, low-cost housing, and, in more recent days, defense

and war activity. Not infrequently, settlers have been removed from

the very land which they or their forefathers acquired from the govern-

ment. The upshot is that today twenty-one per cent (more than one-

fifth) of the entire continental area of the United States is federally

owned—an aggi’egatc equal to all that part of the country east of the

Mississippi River less only Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida.

More than half of Arizona, Nevada, Idaho, and Utah are so owned. For

many of the states, a serious problem has been raised
;
because, once the

title to land is vested in the federal government, such land becomes

immune from state and local taxation. And in response to demands for

1 At that time, -the amoimt remaining was approximately 440,000,000 acres (besides
240,000,000 acres in Alaska). Of the holding in the IJnited States proper, about
thirty-five per cent is now included in national forests and twelve per cent in Indian
reseri'atians.

On public land history and policy, see B. H. Hibbai'd, A Histoiy of Public Land
Policies (New York, 1924); E,. S. Yard, Our federal Lands; A Romance oj National
Development (Ne,w York, 1928); R. M. Robbins, Our Landed Heritage; The Public
Domaint 1776-1930 (Princeton, 1941) ; Committee on the Conservation and Adminis-
tmtion of the Public Domain, Report to the President of the United States (Wash-

. ington, 1931).
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recompense, Congress has enacted legislation requiring some of the

federal undertakings to make contributions to units of government luQst

affected in lieu of taxesd

Large stretches of the earlier iniblie domain, located chiefly in the uoUnmu-
. , . tlOTl

Western stnteSj were and or semi-and—mnch of the land fertile enough,

but unproductive unless supplied with water; and since 1902 a Reclama-

tion Bureau in the Interior Department has been charged with conserva-

tion of the limited water resources of seventeen Western states for

irrigation, power development, and domestic and industrial uses. In 1943,

fifty-two reolamation projects were in operation, supplying water for the

production of essential foods on nearly 90,000 farms, and generating

hydroelectric power necessary to numerous hrmy and navy posts, air

bases, training centers, and war-production plants. Many such projects,

notably Boulder Dam and the recently completed Grand Coulee, not

only supply water for extensive irrigation projects and power for both

peacetime and wartime industries, but afford sorely needed flood pro-

tection as well.-

Until late years, the policy of conservation, in the stricter sense of

the term, has been applied mainly to three major resources—forests,

minerals, and petroleum.^ Although of inestimable value not merely for

timber, but for their effects upon the distribution of moisture, and in

other obvious ways, the wooded areas of the country (today about 630,-

000,000 acres) have long stood in danger of utter denudation at the hands

of private owners; and it has fallen not only to the states, but to the

national government as well, both to stay the process by exhortation and

education and to establish and maintain extensive forest preserves on

publicly owned land. At the present time, there arc 160 national forests,

located in thirty-three different stales and territories, and with an aggre-

gate area only slightly smaller than that of the state of Texas. To be

sure, these forest areas are not simply walled off as reserves for the

future. Timber is cut and marketed in them by private companie.s, under

federal supervision; some tracts are leased for grazing purposes; all are

open to campers and other recreation-seekers, under conditions involv-

ing no damage to the wooded growth. But the first consideration is the

preservation of them as forests. Administration is in the hands of a

Forest Service in the Department, not of the Interior, but of Agriculture;

and on the ground that the Service is more immune from political manipu-

1 On such, contributions by the Tennessee Valley Authority, see p. 695, note 2,

below.
2 Annual Report oj the Secretary of the Interior (1943), 61-70.
3 Among lesser, although not unimportant, resources covered has been wild life^

fish, wild animals, and birds; and the national government first actively entered this

field with an. act of Congress in 1900 forbidding the shipment m interstate commerce
of wild animals and birds taken in violation of state laws. Later, land was purchased
for wild-life refuges; in 1929, a Migratory Bird Conservation Commission was cre-

ated; in 1937, the Pittman-Robfrtson Act earmarked excise taxes on fire-arms, shells,

and cartridges for apportiojiment among the slates in aid of wild-life conservation
projects.
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lation in the present department than it could hopcAo be in the Interior,

thqsc who have its interests at heart have consistently opposed reorgani-

zation schemes that might eventuate in transferring it from its present

location. Since Pearl Harbor, the Forest Service has devoted its major

efforts to war activities, collaborating with the War Production Board

and other agencies in facilitating the output of timber, in stimulating

more diverse and efficient use of wood, in increasing the yield of naval

stores, in promoting more efficient use of the Western cattle-range for

fqod production, and in assuming responsibility for growing guayule

rubber to offset in part the cutting off of imports from abroad.’^

Mineral resources on the public domain are conserved, too, by a policy

developed since 1910 under which the government expressly reserves for

itself any mineral wealth that may be found to exist, and merely leases

mineral lands for exploitation by private interests operating under gov-

ernment supervision and paying royalties into the national treasury, a

portion being turned over to the states concerned. Mineral resources are

studied and reported upon by the Geological Survey in the Department

of the Interior
;
and mining methods, prevention of mine accidents, and

treatment and utilization of ores, the country over', are dealt with simi-

larly by a Bureau of Mines in the same depai’tment. So far as mineral

resources are in private hands (and most of them are so), the main

problem presenting itself to governments, both state and irational, is that

of relieving the long-depressed bituminous coal industry. Except tem-

porarily during the war emergency, too much soft coal is mined; tho

high-grade deposits are showing signs of depiction; the business was

operated at a huge loss for many years, and the condition of tho workers

has often been deplorable. The states, however, cannot—in any event,

do not—act sufficiently in concert to make any headway with the prob-

lem. And when the national government sought in some degree to solve

it, first through an N.R.A. coal code in 1933, and later through a ‘‘little

N.R.A.” set up by the Bituminous Coal Conservation [Guffey] Act of

1935, the effort was frustrated by Supreme Coui’t decisions.^ However, a

new Bituminous Coal [Guffey] Act,^ omitting all features of the earlier

measure to which the Court had objected, was passed in 1937 and later

upheld.* Expiring in 1943, however, the legislation was not renewed. In

point of fact, both the act of 1935 and the one which succeeded it were

dictated by John L. Lewis, by threat of miners’ strikes, and both proved

cumbersome to administer and otherwise objectionable in that they

sanctioned monopolistic conditions in the industry. The coal problem—
still unsolved—has many aspects besides that of conservation; but pro-

r

1 R(^pori of the Chief of the Forest Service (1943), p. xx; ibid. (1944), 10-27.

2 The 1935 act was declared nnoonstitutional (Carter v- Carter Coal Co., 298 R. S.

238, 1936) by a Supreme Court that had not yet recognized manufactunng and
miaine as partaking of the character of interstate cpmmetce.

» 5ft R, S, Stab, at Large, 72.

^ Sunshine Anthracite Coal Co. v. Adkins, 310 R, 381 (1940).
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cection of diminishing high-grade dcposils is definitely involved in ltd

Geologists tell us lluit the petroleum resources of the country, although

among the richest in the world, will run low in another half-century

unless the ]ircbonL rate of exjiloitation, greatly stimulated by the war,

is curtailed; and oil, like metals, once taken from the earth, cannot be

renewed. There are oil deposits on the public domain, and notwiLhstand-

ing occasional scandals (like tho Teapot Dome affair in the Harding

administration) involving raids by greedy producers, protection of them

by the federal government can reasonably be counted upon. Far tl.ic

larger part„of our reserves arc, however, not on the public domain, but

on lands owned privately; and this makes the problem primarily one

for the states. The warmly contested right of the states to employ their

police power to restrict operations and output has been resolved by the

courts in favor of the disputed power.® Nevertheless, so intense is com-

petition in the industry, and so tempting the profits, that state regulation

has proved only intermittently effective—^ivitli the result that here again

it has been necessary to fall back upon the superior vigor and force

of the national government. Although going no farther than, in effect, to

provide a federal guarantee of the enforcement of state regulations, the

earliest federal effort proved a failure; for when the National Rccov-

ei’y Act of 1933 autliorizcd the president to prohibit the transportation in

interstate and foreign commerce of potrolciim or its products produced or

withdrawn from storage in excess of the amount permitted to be produced

or withdrawn by any state law or regulation, the Supreme Court, in the

“Hot Oil" cases of 1935, held that Congress had exceeded its constitutional

authority by delegating to tlie chief executive power which by its nature

was tantamount to making law." Unwilling to abandon the effort. Con-

gress thereupon enacted legivSlation directly forbidding the shipment in

interstate commerce of oil produced in excess of quotas fixed by state

laws, with no authority in the president except to suspend the restric-

tion if he found a disparity between supply and demand;^ and, supple-

mented by a conservation compact among oil-producing states, authorized

in advance (in 1936) by Congress, this is the chief peacetime guarantee

of oil conservation that the country now has.*

G. L. Parker, The Coal Industry (Washington, 1940) ; E. V. Rostov, “Bitummous
Coal and the Public Interest,” Yale Law Jour., L. 643-594 (Feb., 1941) ;

W. H.
Hamilton, “Coal and the Economy—A Demnn’er,” ibid,, 595-620 (Feb., 1941) On
April 19, 1943, the President appointed Secretary of the Interior Ickes solid fuels

admihistrator for war, and charged him with assuring an adequate supply of coal and
coke for armament production as well as for general industrial and civilian purposes,

In a fashion, the coal situation has been canned along on this basis since the Guffey
legislation e.xpired, but not without much difficulty from strikes. It may be added
that in 1941 an Anthracite Goal Commission was created by Congress to investigate

and report on oonditsons in the anthracite industry. 55 V. S. Slat, at Large, S41, '

“ Champlin Refining Co. v. Corporation Commission of Oklahoma, 286 IT. S, 210

(1932)
® Panama Refining Co. u. Ryan, 293 U. S. 388 (1935).
* 49 17. jS, Slat, at Large, 30.

Drawn up at a govemoi'’B conference at Dallas, Texas, in February, 1935, this

compact (for conserving gas £\,s well ns oil) has been ratified, at varying dates, by

Potrolouiii
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Government functions relating to petroleum problems have been dis-

persed widely among officers and agencies of the federal government and
of the principal oil-producing stateSj and inevitably the national defense

program instituted in 1940 led to steps not only for further conservation

of oil resources, but also for coordination of the activities of all of these

officials and of loaders of the industry itself. Shortly after proclaiming
an unlimited national emergency on May 27, 1941, the President made
the secretary of the interior “potroleiim coordinator for national defense,”

clothing him with broad powers of control over the oil industry during
the emergency, and in particular charging him with making certain

that "the supply of petroleum and its products [shall] be accommodated
to the needs of the nation and the national delcnsc program,” and with
recommending to the president measures to assure the “continuous ready
availability of petroleum or petroleum products for military and civilian

needs.” In December, 1942, the coordinator’s office was abolished by
executive order and replaced with a Pcl/oleum Administration for War,
with the secretary of the interior continuing as administrator; and to

this Administration were given sweeping powers over the petroleum in-

dustry, with special authority to prescribe and regulate oil and gasoline

rationing whenever and wherever shortages exist. Avoidance of waste is,

of course, a consideration, but the object of the new wartime machinery

is primarily to encourage regular production and to see that the product

is distributed and used in accordance with war needs.^

Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, New Mexico,
New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Texas—together producing some eighty
per cent ol the country’s oil. An Interstate Oil Compact Commission created by the
original agreement, and with headquarters at Oklahoma City, carries on investiga-
tions, and in other ways promotes the objects of the compact, although without com-
pulsory powers. See W. D. Webb, “The Interstate Oil Compact; Theory and
Practice,” Southwestarn Soc. Sci. Qiiav., XXI, 293-301 (Mar., 1941).

order to relieve a possible shortage of oil and oil products in the defense pro-
duction^ areas of the Atlantic seaboard, Congre.sa, in June, 1941, authorized con-
demnation of rights of way across ten states for a pipe-line to supply Eastern
refineries with crude oil from Texas. (55 V. S. Stat. at Large, 610.) Under this au-
thority and with the approval of the petroleum administrator for war, the Defense
plant Corporation of the- B.P.C. financed the construction of the world's largest
oii-oarrying pipe-line

—“Big Inch”—^to pump crude oil some 1,400 miles from the oil

fields of eastern Texas to refineries in the New York and Philadelphia areas. The
completion in record time of this 24-iaeh pipe-line in July, 1943, started a flow of

700,000 b.aiTels of crude oil daily to the Atlantic coast. A smaller 20-inch pipe-line
from Texas to the same Eastern areas is a companion to Big Inch, being designed
to carry gasoline, fuel oil, and other refined products. The construction of these

pipe-lines, one of the most remarkable engineering feats of wartime, not only
benefited war industries, but released many ocean-going tank-ships from the long
water-haul from Gulf Coast ports.

Considered of great potential importance at the time was a .WSOjOOO.OOO American-
financed oil project, “Canol,” consisting of nearly six hundred miles of four-inch
above-ground pipe-fine to cany oil from wells at Fort Newman in Canada over the
Arctic Continental Divide to a refinery at Whitehorse in Alaska- This construction

was undertaken, with the consent of the Canadian government, as an emergency
measure when enemy action threatened the lines of supply to the United States
forces in Alaska. The precaution proved leas necessary than anticipated, and some
demand has been voiced in. Gongvess that the project be abandoned.
In April, 1944, the President signed a synthetic liquid fuel bill designed to reduce
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Of fundamental importance, too, arc the arable-land and fresh-water Soil con-
,, , , , » • 1 .

eervfttim.

resources ol the country; and in later years attention lias been turned

likewise to conserving them, Floods and sand-storms have driven home
in a tragic manner the need for adopting special measures for soil preser-

vation, especially in large areas of the Middle West and Southwest; and

devastating droughts have imparted a similar significance to measures

for water conservation. In April, 1935, Congress set aside funds for the

prevention of soil erosion and for flood control; and a Soil Erosion Act^
passed shortly afterwards declared it to be the national government’s

policy to psovide permanently for the control and prevention of erosion

on farm, grazing, and forest lands. Administration of the measure falls

to a Soils Conservation Service in the Department of Agriculture, cooper-

ating with more than nine hundred soil conservation districts organized
’

under state laws. As we have seen, too, soil conservation is the heart

of the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act of 1936.^

Hardly less requisite to thc,^ nation’s livelihood are its fresh-water WatBi-

resources, and numerous agencies of the national government are, in vari- vntion

ous degrees and ways, concerned with them.” The matter presents itself

in two main phases—the control of situations in which there is clanger

of too much water, f.e,, floods, and the husbanding of meager supplies

in areas subject to drought. The public has long been aware of the

menace of floods, especially in the valleys of the Ohio, Mi,ssouri, Colo-

rado, and Mississii^pi rivers, and more recently in New England; and

since the great Mississippi Valley flood of 1927 the national government

has spent more than a billion dollar’s on flood-control works in various

pai-ts of the country, with further liberal outlays authorized. The states,

too, arc more or less active, and after Congress, in 1936, authorized any

two or more of them to enter into flood-control compacts, Massachusetts,

Connecticut, New Hampshire, and Vermont promptly signed an agree-

ment for flood control in the valleys of the Connecticut and Mcrrimac,

dependence of the United States upon foreign sources of petroleum after the war.

The act authorized expenditure of thirty millions on government experimental plants

for the production of .synthetic liquid fuel from coal and oil shales, and from
agricultural and forest products. New processes that may be developed will be made
available for use by individuals and corporations without payment of royalties. ’

Public Law SSO—78th Cong., 2nd Sess.
1 49 U. S. Slat, at Large, 103. See p. 573 above.
2 Counting all types of land throughout the country, soil erosion has ruined or

seriously impoverished approximately 282,000,000 acres; while from an additional

775,000,000 acres it has stripped from one-third to three-fourths of the topsoil. A few

years ago, 200,000 acres were being virtually destroyed each year and the fertility of a

still larger area steadily impaired.

For about ten years, an. important agency employed in soil conservation and
related work was the Civilian Conservation Corps, set up originally to help solve

the unemployment problem during the depression of the thirties. Congress, in 1942,

however, provided for the C.C.C.’s liquidation in the following year.
^ A few years ago, seven of these agencies were in the Department of Agriculture,

eight in the Department of the Interior, two each in the State, Treasury, and War
Departments, and nine in varions independent establishments. National Resources

Committee, Progress Report, June 15, 1936, p. 35. Some have since been transferred.
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and Minnesota and the Dakotas followed with a- compact for similar

control in the valley of the Red River of the North.

Scarcity of 'water, on the other hand, until a decade ago, presented no

problem sufficiently serious to evoke wide public concern, apart from

irrigation activities in the Par West. But destructive droughts and devas-

tating sand-storms in the summers of 1934 and 1936 dramatically stressed

the need for conserving and enlarging the water resources of a vast area

—

the “dust bowl”—^lying in the Great Plains region.^ Surveys of this

drought-stricken territory revealed that a chronically serious condition

had been growing worse; that large stretches of once fertile land were

being turned into desert because of being over-grazed, and because surface

protection had been removed by unscientific farming; and that good rain-

fall in the region, far from being a blessing, might only add to the nation’s

impoverishment by carrying away still more of the topsoil. In this phase of

conservation, a good beginning has been made.

Beginning in 1934, state and federal ^governments have been cooper-

ating in formulating measures to alleviate, and ultimately to prevent, the

recurrence of drought conditions; and a comprehen.sivc anti-drought

program has been worked out by the forestry, soil conservation, and

reclamation services, together with the Farm Security Administration."

The feature of the program thus far of largest benefit has been the

emphasis placed upon water conservation through proper irrigation and

water storage, in consequence of which, reported President Roosevelt as

long ago as 1936, “thousands of ponds or small reservoirs have been built

in order to supply water for stock and to lift the level of the underground

water to protect wells from going dry. Thousands of wells have beep

drilled or deepened; community lakes have been created; and irrigation

projects are being pushed. Water conservation by such means is being

expanded ... all through the Great Plains area, the western com^belt,

and the states that lie farther south.” *

r See a group of artiolea by C, H. Pritchett, G. P. Yantia, et al, under the general
title of "River Resources; Use and Control,” State Govemment, XVIII, 19-35
(Feb., 1945).
2 More specifically, the “dust bowl” of 1934-36 was in the southwestern part of

Kansas, the southeastern part of Colorado, the Panhandle of Oldahoina and Texas,
and the northeastern portion of New Mexico.
3 Correction of the conditions described, it should be remembered, is the primary

object of the ptoductioii-oonlrol system set up under the Soil Conservation and
Domestic Allotment Act of 1936 (see p. 574 above) . Following the drought and sand-
storms of 1934, the Pie.sident, by executive order, created lie Plains Shelterbelt
Zone, and outlined a plan for planting a “belt” of trees about one hundred miles
wide and extending nearly a thousand miles from North Dakota to Texas; and
under supervision, of the Forest Service nearly two hundred million trees were
planted in the next six years, partly to serve as protection against wind erosion of

soil, and partly to give employment and relief to many needy residents of the
drought-stricken areas.

*N. Y. Times, Sept. 7, 1936, Following the report of a temporary Great Plains
Drought Area Committee_ in August, 1936 (summarized in N. T. Times, Aug. 28,

1936), the President appointed a Great Plains ^Committee, with Morris L. Cooke,
administrator of the Rural Electrification Administration, as chairman, and in De-
cember of the same year, this committee submitted a report covering every angle of

the drought problem in the ten Great Plains states where the major disaster of 1936
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The groat river syslcrns -with which the United States is favored afford

almost limitless opportunities for the liarnossing and utilization of water-

power; and so long as tlieir policies do not conflict with federal rights, the

states may control hydroelectric power generation and transmission as

they like. In a number of ways, however, the national government has

been drawn into this same field of activity. To begin with, the War De-
partment has supervision over dams and other structures affecting the

navigability of inland waters. In the second place, there is full national

authority to control the construction and use of hydroelectric plants on

streams flowing through the public domain. A third national right is that

of regulating the transmission of electricity across state boundaries. And
a fourth form of activity is government building of dams in key locations

on great rivers, with a view not only to production of power but also to

flood^control, irrigation, and improvement of navigation, notably in the

basins of the Tennessee, Colorado, and Columbia rivers.

Recognizing that altogether I;oo loose a policy had been pursued in

disposing of power sites on the public domain and on navigable rivers

elsewhere. Congress, in 1920, set up a Federal Power Commission com-

posed of three cabinet members, and ten years later replaced it with a

now body of five members (appointed by the president and Senate) en-

dowed with authority to license the construction of hydroelectric plants, to

regulate the marketing of securities of private utilities engaged in inter-

state commerce, and to control services and rates of such utilities—in

other words, with approximately the same functions that the Interstate

Commerce Commission exercises with respect to railroads.^ Enactment

of the Natural Gas Act of 1938 extended the Commission’s iurisdiction

to include interstate transportation and sale of another important energy

source—natural gas.^ And the Flood Control Act of the same year further

enlarged the Commission’s powers to include mulliple-pur]Dose river-basin

planning, and likewise development of hydroelectric power in flood-

control dams constructed by the War Department.®

The most striking aspect of national hydroelectric activity in recent

years has, indeed, been the carrying out of great power projects directly

by the government; and in nearly all cases, power production has been

planned to be accompanied by developments in conservation, navigation,

flood control, reforestation, irrigation, and national defense. Under New
Deal leadership, an immediate objective (at all events during the worst

stages of the great depression) was to supply stimulus to the capital

industries furnishing the materials used. But the larger, long-term objec-

tives have been, of course, to promote the social and economic better-

occurred. The repoit was transmitted to Congress in February, 1937, and printed as

75tli Cong,, 1st Sess,, House Dec. No. 144.
1 Federal Power Act, 41 U. S- Stat. at Large, 1063.

^ 52 V, S Stat. at Large, S21, See the Commission's Report (1940), 9-10. The con-

stitutionality of the Federal Power Act was upheld ^ the Supreme Court in,

December, 1940, in United.States v. Appalachian Power Co., 311 17, S. 377,

3 52 U. S. Stat. at Large, 12].6.
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ment of the areas served, to enhance the national well-being, and,

incidentally, to help solve -the nation-wide problem of cheap electric

services for the masses.^

In addition to its peacetime activities, the Commission has boon given

numerous functions in connection with national defense and prosecution

of the war. Thus it is authorized to declare a power emergency or short-

age, and to call for immediate curtailment of street and ornamental

lighting (as indeed of all other non-defense uses of electricity)
;
also to

order such linking up of facilities for generation and transmission of

electric energy as will, in its judgment, best meet the emergency and

serve the public interest. From the beginning, too, the basic Federal

Power Act has provided that the United States may take over and operate

any licensed hydroelectric project upon a written order of the president

asserting that national security demands such action “for the purpose

of manufacturing nitrates, explosives, or other munitions of war, or for

any other purpose involving the safety oi the United States.”

The Tennessee Valley Authority

Our review of federal conservation policies and measures may, per-

haps, be most fittingly concluded with a closer look at a group of enter-

prises—the “keystone of the New Deal arch”—undertaken during the

past decade in the valley of the Tennessee River. Developments at Muscle

Shoals (on the middle Tennessee) during tlie first World War, and de-

signed for the extraction of nitrogen from the air for use in manufacturing

explosives, left the national government the owner of 2,300 acres of

land, two nitrate plants, a power house, and Wilson Dam. Later years

saw much controversy over the use, if any, to be made of this property;

and little progress toward a solution was attained until, at the request

of President Roosevelt, Congress in 1933 passed a Tennessee Valley

Authority Act,- aimed at improving the navigability and promoting flood

control of the Tennessee, providing for reforestation and proper use of

marginal lands in the Tennessee Valley, encouraging the Valley’s agricul-

^The Tenneseec Valley Authority Act (commented on below), the Bonneville
Project Act (50 U. S. Stat. al Large, 731), and the Fort Peck Project Act (52 (7. S.

SLal. at Large, 403) may be cited as examples of statutes providing for public

hydroelectric power projects, each subject, in various phases of its operations, to the
supervision and authority of the Federal Power Commission. Few government
agencies are under heavier pressure from private interests (in this case, the great

utility companies). But the Commission—although coming on the scene somewhat
belatedly—has stood guard in a very useful way over the nation’s water-power and
gas resources, and in addition has served a good purpose in preparing well-considered

plans for developing such resources in the future. See K, D. Baum, The Federal
Power Commission and State VtiUly Regulation (Washington, 1942)

;
and for the

results of an extended expert survey of the relations between the federal and state

governments and the power industiy, E, E. Hunt led.]. The Power Industry and the

Public Interest (New York, 1944),
2 48 V. S. Stat. at Large, 58. For amendments to the act, see 49 V. S. Stat. al

Large, 1075 (1935) ; 53 ibid., 1083 (1939) ; 54 ibid., Q2G (1940) , Gf. C. H. Pritchett,

“The Development of the Teimessee Valley Authority Act, Tenn. Law Rev., XV,
128-141 (Feb., 1938).
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tural and indusLiial development, assisting national defense by operating

government-owned nitrate plants, and indeed pointed toward other ob-

jectives not at the moment fully specified. Over an area of‘41,000 square

miles (four-fifths the size of England), embracing portions of seven

states,^ and having a population of nearly three millions, agriculture and

industry were to be reconstructed, forests restored, soil erosion checked,

mineral resources developed, cheap power and chemical fertilizers pro-

duced, and the inhabitants generally assured the benefits of a “more
abundant life”

;
and to carry out the plan, the Tennessee Valley Authority

was incorporated, under a board of three directors appointed by the presi-

dent, and with a capitalization of fifty million dollars provided at once by
Congress and authority to issue bonds on the credit of the United States

up to a like amount.^ As envisaged by President Roosevelt and by the

T.V.A. itself, the project was a supremely significant undertaking in

democratic management and in the relatively new art of regional plan-

ning, blazing the way, it was hoped, for enterprises of similar nature

and scope in other suitable sections of the country. As viewed by people

of contrary opinion, it constituted a venture in subsidized governmental

competition with private utility and other business which would be unfair,

uneconomical, and a flagrant abuse of federal powers.

Although by no means neglecting conservation and development of the

region’s soil, forest, and mineral resources or promotion of the health,

industry, and general well-being of the residents, the Authority has quite

naturally focused its efforts thus far mainly upon taming the unruly

Tennessee River, thereby promoting navigability, reducing flood hazards,

and, in particular, providing great quantities of electric power. Twenty-

one huge dams have been built or acquired; others are contemplated;

and arrangements have been completed for selling surplus power to states,

counties, cities, corporations, and individual consumers, with a view not

only to recovering some portion of the huge expenses incurred, but also

to providing the much-discussed "yardstick” for measuring the justice

of rates charged consumers by private utility companies.” Contracts with

purchasers require the resale of electricity at exceptionally low rates con-

trolled by the Authority
;
and from 1034 until its liquidation in 1943 as

1 Tennessee, Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and Non-
tucky.

2 To 1944, the actual total outlay on the project was about six hundred million

dollars.

^ The T.V.A. Act prescribes that preference in the disposition of power shall be
given to cooperative associations and municipalities. On July 1, 1944, the Authority
had contracts lor sale of power at wholesale with eighty municipalities, three coun-

ties, and forty-five cooperatives, besides twenty-two privately owned utility com-
panies. With the exception of the private companies, those agencies distribute power
to more than half a ihillion ultimate consumers under retail rates agreed upon with

the Authority. Power is furnished also to a number of projects, plants, and bases

of federal agencies. In fiscal 1944, the Authority returned ®14,116,000 net income to

the United States Treasmy out of a gross power revenue of $35,200,000, and after

paying various jurisdictions $2,]p8,798 in lieu of taxes. U. S. Government Manual
(Summer, 1944), 655-559; Amiual Report of the Tennessee Valley Authority (1943),

37-40.
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a wartime anomaly, an auxiliary corporation, the Electric Homo and

Farm Authority, concerned -itself with educating potential consumers to

an appreciation of the advantages of electrical power and financed them

in purchasing electrical appliances at low prices. Agreements entered

into with leading private power companies, too, have enabled the Author-

ity to extend its market considerably beyond its own immediate area,

and several private utility properties have been purchased outright.^

Serving incidentally as a means of furnishing much employment, and

to that extent contributing directly to the war upon depression, the

Tennessee Valley undertaking was from the outset more than merely one

more measure for national recovery. As observed by a recent waiter, the

vital question to which it attempts an answer is “whether an industrious

and capable people, though settled in a region which contains substantial

natural resources, must continue to endure a low living standard,” and

“by what means is it feasible, if at all, to assist a people fairly rich in

primary resources and available skills- to achieve higher productivity

and an increase in their level of consumption and possscssions?” “ The

enterprise may or may not be followed through on all of the lines origi-

nally projected. Even the Authority’s power policy cannot as yet bo

finally assessed: the program has been held up for considerable periods

by litigation; construction is still under way; marketing operations on

a large scale have only rather lately become feasible. In its first ten or

eleven years, the gigantic project has, however, afforded a remarkable

spectacle of governmental experimentation, has drawn the national gov-

ernment into new forms of business activity, and has inspired at least a

vision of a country refurbished throughout its length and breadth by

means of similar entei’prises undertaken in appropriate areas. More
specifically, in meeting the urgent need for increased electric power to

vitalize our defense and war industries since 1940, it has proved an asset

of the first importance, particularly helpful being the enlarged fertilizer

works at Muscle Shoals and electric power development at the various

dams.®

I The Supreme Court has handed down two decisions bearing upon the constitu-

tionality of the T.V.A. Act. In Ashwander v. T.V.A., 297 U. S. 288 (1936), the Court
held that, having the right to build dams needed for national defense or for the

improvement of navigation, the federal government may sell any resulting power,

and in order to facilitate such sale, may acquire private transmission systems. Later,

in a case in which eighteen private power companies lodged complaint against T.V.A.
competition and sought an injunction to end it, the Court upheld the right of the
government, through its agent, the T.V.A., to engage in competition with private

enterprises. Tenne.ssee Electric Power Co. v. T.V.A., 306 U. S, 118 (1939).

Eitier, The T.V.A,; Lessons }or International Application (Montreal, 1944), 1.

Products supplied to the various wav agencies, chiefly to the War Department,
include large quantities of ammonium nitrate, an ingredient' of high explosives;

pure eleineutal phosphorous, a material of chemical warfare, particularly for smoke
Boreens

; and calcium carbide, an important ingredient of synthetic rubber. In addition,

spare capacity has been devoted to the production of plant foods, both phosphatic

and nitrogenous, to meet food quotas for the AlliedrNations. The operation of dams
has enabled the Authority also to meet the increased damand for electric power for

war production and other uses, has led to greatly increased use of the Tennessee
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Soil conservation, lorest conservation, flood control, conservation of N'liici.iiMill 1 n 1 1
^ pliimiiiiff

water, oil, and natural gas, and tlic dovclopiiicnt of liydrocleotric power

sites present a series liot of isolated, but of closely intorrelafeed and over-

lapping, problems affecting the entire country; and adequate solution of

them is conditioned upon planning on a nation-wide .scaled To the leader-

ship of the New Deal must go credit for a keen awareness of Ibis fact;

and, starting with the establishment of a National Planning Board in

July, 1933, comprehensive studies of land use, stream use, mineral re-

sources, and related matters were carried on over a period of a decade;

while practically all of the states were influenced or induced, on their

part, to set up planning boards or commissions for similar work.^ From
the federal Planning Board evolved, in 1939, a National Resources Plan-

ning Board (in the Executive Office of the President), with three members '

appointed by the president and Senate
;

and in promoting the ensuing

defense and w'ar effort, this board cooperated actively with the Office of

Production Management, the War Production Board, and other agencies

on studies related to the location of war industries, and with state plan-

ning boards and defense councils on special community problems. It also

devoted much attention to the postwar period, with a view to developing

plans for necessary readiustments, and in 1942-43 presented to the Presi-

dent two illuminating reports (climaxing a lengthy list of earlier publica-

tions)—one entitled National Resources Development Report for 1943,

in which were outlined some of the major problems to be faced and some

of the steps which would need to be taken in effecting an orderly transi-

River olmnnci for water transportation, and has reduced danger of damage by floods.

Of the power delivered, seventy-five per cent has gone directly into the manufacture
of war materials, such as aluminum, copper, and heavy chemicals, or into other war-
time uses, See Annual Report of the Tennessee Valley Anthonty (1943), 1-35.

A good brief disciissiou of the T.V.A will be found in M. Fainsod and L. Gordon,
Oovarnment and iho American Rconomy (New York, 1941), Chaps, x, xix. The
literature of the subject is very extensive. Four excellent recent boolcs are Usted
on p. 599 below.
Convinced of the high value, both local and national, of the Tennessee Valley

development, President Roosevelt, in September, 1944, recommended the creation

of a Missouri Valley Authority along the lines of the T.V.A., to develop the water
and other resources of nine Western states, and at the same time renewed pleas

made in June, 1937, for setting up similar development organizations for the Arkan-
sas and Columbia River basins. In March, 1945, he requested an appropriation for

preliminary work on ihe Missouri River project, and a bill on the subject was
referred for study to three different committees of the House of Representatives.

Of somewhat similar nature is the St. Lawrence deep waterway and power project, .

for which President Roosevelt repeatedly sought authorization. A treaty on
the aubjeot with Canada was rejected by the Senate in 1934; an executive agree-

ment on similar lines was refused approval in 1941; and the latest repulse of the
project came in December, 1944, when, after the proposal had been offered aa an
amendment to a ponding rivers and harbors bill, me Senate defeated it by a vote
of 66 to 25. The project, of course, could not be carried out without congressional

appropriations.

A. Wallace, “Wanted: A Master Conservation Plan," N. V. Times^ May 6,

1940.

2 See list in The Booh oj the States (Chicago, J.943), V. 225. It is but fair to recog-

nize that something in the nature of the National Planning Board was suggested by
President Hoover’s (Committee qn Recent Social Trends, reporting in 1933.

“ The members in later .years were Frederic A. Delano, Professor Charles E.

Merriam, of the University of, Chicago, and George F. Yantis.
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tion from war to peace and for the longcr-rang,e development of an

expanded economy, and the other bearing the challenging title of Securifij,

Work, and Relief. The latter document received considerable attention

from the press and public, but both encountered an unfortunately frigid

reception in Congress
;
and, moved by political animus against an activity

regarded as preeminently “New Dealish,” Congress not only terminated

the Board in 1943 by cutting off its funds, but barred the president from

utilizing any substitute for it by rather childishly stipulating that the

'functions previously exercised should not be transferred to any other

agency or performed “except as hereafter provided by law.”„Fortunately,

the great amount of useful material assembled and published by the

Board and its forerunners since 1933 remains available to those, in-

cluding Congress itself, who, after all, cannot escape wrestling with many
of the very problems to which the Board thoughtfully addressed itselfd
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CHAPTER XXXI

THE GOVESNMENT AND LABOR

Labor's

tutional
status

The
federal
govern-
mmit
develops
Control

The relation bct-ween worker and employer is of a legal nature, and on

that account, as well as because the conditions under which work is car-

ried on fall broadly within the scope of the police power, labor is a fit

and necessary subject for government supervision and regulation. Under
our American system, control in this domain belongs primarily to the

states; and from fairly far back, most states have built up more or less

extensive sets of labor laws, covering such matters as hours, wages, safety

devices, collective bargaining, settlement of disputes, and compensation
for injury. As in the case of agriculture, the federal constitution makes
no mention of the subject. Here again, however, silence by no means pre-

cludes action. On the contrary, the broad authority of Congress to tax and
to appropriate money has opened wide avenues for federal control over

the conditions under which industrial and other labor is performed; still

more authority has flowed from the power to regulate interstate and

foreign commerce, with which, under the changes wrought by technology

and by ever-widening judicial interpretation, more and more of labor’s

rank and file is connected; the national government naturally has full

right to regulate labor performed in its own service
;
and even the ordi-

narily free scope of the states is many times restricted by judicial con-

struction of “due process” and other principles embodied in the federal

constitution.

The upshot is that for more than sixty years the national government

has increasingly supplemented state control with protective and other

regulatory activities affecting the nation’s wage-earners. As early as

1882, Congress enacted a Chinese exclusion law (in force until during the

present war) as a restriction upon the inflow of competitive labor; and

three years afterwards a measure was added debarring alien laborers,

of whatever nationality, if under contract to individuals or corporations.

Creation of a Department of Commerce and Labor in 1903 further re-

flected federal interest in labor; and ten years later the influence of labor

was strong enough to bring about the establishment of a separate Depart-

ment of Labor, the present head of which (1945) is the first woman in

the country's history to hold a cabinet post. In sweeping language, the

functions of the new Department were declared to be “to foster, promote,

and develop the welfare of wage-earners of the United States, to improve

their working conditions, and to advance their opportunities for profit-

able employment”
;
and in increasing degree, ' as time has passed, the

600
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Depariinciit, in conjunction with Congress and’witli a variety of agencies

ill other executive doiiartincnts or outside, aiid backed up by friendlier

courts than in earlier days, has concerned itself with fostering, lU'omoting,

and developing the well-being of the country’s working people, as well as

to some extent with protecting the rights and interests of other people

against abuses of which labor itself might be guiltyd

As a result, labor, although often enough manifesting discontent, has

come to occupy a very favorable position in this country. And to no

small degree it has done so through the use of its own political power.

To be sure, (^here has not arisen, as in Britain, a labor party contesting

elections and presenting a more or less united front in legislative halls;

in the main, the country’s wage-earners have always preferred to be iden-

tified with one or the other of the two older major parties. But this docs

not mean any lack of political effort, channeled through these older

parties, or sometimes through blocs cutting across them, and expressing

itself in supporting or opposing presidential, congressional, and other can-

didates, contributing to campaign funds (even if now under restriction),

planning and urging legislation, lobbying on a grand scale in Washington

and in state capitals, and, in general, employing whatever means and

devices may give promise of advancing the interests which wage-earners,

or at all events their leaders, have at licart. In the past ten years, such

efforts have sometimes been impeded by sharp divisions within labor’s

own ranks, csjoecially between the older and more moderate American

Federation of Labor and the younger and more radical Congress of Indus-

1 Most of the Department’s bureaus and services will be dealt with at appropriate
points as we proceed. The more important include (1) a Bureau of Labor Statistics
(dating actually from 1888), which collects and makes available (through tire

Monthly Labor Review, bulletins, and monographs) data pertaining to the labor
supply, labor productivity, hours, wages, prices and cost of living, strikes and lookouts,
labor laws and court decisions, women in Industry, indiistrial accidents, workmen's
compensation, and other labor interests both in this country and abroad; (2) a
Children’s Bureau (dating from 1912) charged with investigating and reporting upon
"all matters pertaining to the welfare of children and child life among all classes of

our people,” and giving attention especially to problems of child hygiene, child

dependency, child employment in industi'y, and juvenile delinquency; (3) a Women’s
Bureati, created in 1920 to "formulate standards and policies which shall promote the

welfare of wage-earning women, improve their working conditions, increase their

efficiency, and advance their opportunities for profitable employment,” and occupied

with investigating conditions of women in industry, conferring and cooperating with

state departments of labor, holding public conferences, and carrying on research on a

wide variety of topics connected with the well-being of the millions of women
throughout the country who are employed hi gainful occupations; (4) a Division of

Labor Standards, established in 1934, and acting as a service agency to state labor

departments, to industrial commissions, and to labor, civic, and social groups inter-

ested in the improvement of working conditions; (6) a Wage and Hour division,

charged with enforcing the Hair Labor Standards Act of 193S, to be explained below;

(6) a Public Contracts Division, which enforces the Walsh-Healey Act of 1936 regu-

lating labor conditiofla in connection with government supply contracts; and (7) a

U. S. Conciliation Service, concerning itself since 1913 with efforts to preserve

industrial peace. Since 1943, the Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions have

been headed by a single "adminisbrator,” See .1. A. Tobey, "The Children’s Bureau,”

Service Monographs, No, 21 (Bfiltimore, 1925); G. H. Weber, "The Womeu’s_ Bu-
reau,” ibid.. No. 22 (Baltimore, 1923); J. Lombardi, Labor’s Voice in the QaHnet;
A History oj the Department oj Labor from Its Origin to IBBl (New York, 1942)
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trial Organizations; ^ and the dealings of both management and govern-

ment with labor arc often obstructed by the lack of any single individual

or group that can speak authoritatively for labor interests as a whole.

This, however, has not prevented labor pressures from exerting a tie-

mendous influence upon national and state legislative and other policy.

An outstanding feature, indeed, of the Roosevelt administrations was

the favor habitually shown labor viewpoints and objectives, even if one

cannot always be sure about the precise extent to which the attitude

was dictated by sympathetic instinct and conviction and, on the other

hand, by considerations of political expediency. Without doubt, both fac-

tors played a part. But, however, that may be, of the power of labor’s

voice in these later years—even if not always a united voice—^the pages

that follow will give abundant evidence.

Regulatory Measures Bejore 1933

At all times, a large proportion of federal activities relating to labor

have been devoid of the element of regulation in any strict sense, being

directed ratlier to compiling information, promoting employment, adjust-

ing disputes, and rendering other such services. Nevertheless, with the

coming of the New Deal that element was increasingly injected. Indeed,

even earlier. Congress enacted a number of measures aimed directly at

regulating labor conditions in one domain or another; and, the national

government being the largest employer of labor in the country (if not in

the world)—and likewise possessed of unquestioned authority to deal

with its employees—such measures naturally first had to do with the

government's own workers. As far back as 1840, the government became

“an ensample to righteousness,” when President Yan Buren, by executive

order, established “the ten-hour system” for federal employees on public

works. In 1868, Congress fixed eight hours as a day’s work for all “la-

borers, workmen, and mechanics” employed by the government; and

in later years the eight-hour day (seven hours for clerical employees)

became universal throughout the government service. Under the Walsh-

Healey Act of 1936, indeed, contractors doing work for the government

must also give their employees the benefit of the eight-hour day.

Taking advantage, too, of its commerce power. Congress a good while

ago began enacting protective legislation for important labor groups other

than employees of the government and of government contractors. Thus,

in 1907 an Hours of Service Act limited to sixteen the hours of consecu-

tive work of persons having to do with the interstate movement of railway

trains
;
and the Adamson Act of 1916, passed at the behest of the railway

1 At the opening of 1945, the A. P. of L. reported 6,631,000 flues-paying members
and the C.I.O. somewhat less, i.e., 6,435,000. There are also sizeable well-organized
groups afihliated with neither, as, for example, the four railroad brotherhoods, with a
oombined membership of 420,000, and the United Mine Workers of America, with
600,000.
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brotherhoods, iiitrodufed the eight-hour day—again, of course, only for

persons engaged in interstate railway service. An Employers’ Liability

Act of 1908, applying to all employees engaged in interstate commerce,
substituted genuine relief for the academic relief afforded by common-
law rules which, under the old doctrines of “contributory negligence’’ and
“assumption of risk,” enabled carriers largely to escape liability for injury

or death suffered by their workmen in performance of duty. The La
Toilette Seamen’s Act of 1915 extended to a large class of employees

previously subjected to almost incredible hardships and deprivations

important safeguards such as suitable diet and regular payment of wages;

and in 1920 the benefits of the Employers’ Liability Act, too, were con-

ferred upon seamen.

In a different direction, protective efforts were for a long time less

successful, because of difficulty with the courts. When, in 1916, Congress

undertook to restrict child labor in factories by excluding the products

of such labor from interstate commerce, the Supreme Court held the

measure void as regulating manufacturing rather than commerce
;

^ when,

in 1919, another effort was made, on the basis of the taxing power, the

result was similar, although of course on different grounds;’^ and when,

in 1918, a minimum-wage law for women and children in the District

of Columbia was placed on the statute-book, it, too, fell before a judicial

ruling that adult women were being deprived of liberty guaranteed them

by the constitution.” As will appear presently, the object of the earlier

ill-fated child labor legislation has since been to a considerable extent

attained through the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, upheld unani-

mously by a differently constituted and differently minded Court.*

Of federal labor legislation on more general lines, the most important

before the New Deal era was embodied in (1) certain clauses of the Clay-

ton Anti-Trust Act of 1914 declaring human labor io be not a “com-

modity or article of commerce,” exempting labor organizations from the

anti-trust laws, and restricting the use of injunctions in labor disputes;

and (2) the Norris-La Guardia Act of 1932, making “yellow-dog” con-

tracts unenforceable in the federal courts, and expressly forbidding the

courts to issue injunctions against laborers for striking, for using union

funds in aid of a strike, or for inciting others to strike—^unless the em-
ployer can show that he has made “every reasonable effort” to settle

the strike or that unlawful acts have been committed or threatened by

the strikers. The Clayton Act proved a great disappointment to labor,

1 Hammer v. Dagenhart, 24V U. S. 261 (1918). See p. 532 above.
2 Bailey v. Drexcl Furniture (lo., 259 U. S. 20 (1922).
^ Adkins v. Children’s Hospital, 261 U. S. 525 (1923).

*Soc pp. 610-612 below.
® Contracts by which laborers bind themselves not to join a trade union. See M, J.

Segal, The Norris-La Oiiardia Act and the Courts (Pamphlet, Washington, D. C,,

1942) ; M, G. Ratner and N. J. Come, “The Norris-La Guardia Act in the Consti-
tution,” Oeo. Washington Law Jiov., XI, 428-4V2 (June, 1943).
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because the courts wliittleS away most of the benefits expected to accrue

from ltd Most labor legislation, however, has been relatively effective.

Labor Under the New Deal

Relations between the national government and labor have grown de-

cidedly closer since 1933, and along several distinct, although related,

lines. (1) Far-reaching efforts have been made by the government to

promote employment, and in particular to reduce and relieve the wide-

spread unemployment characteristic of the depression period. (2) Labor

standards have been advanced through legislation requiring collective

bargaining -between employers and employees and instituting a system of

minimum wages and maximum hours. (3) Child labor has been sharply

reduced. (4) Older agencies have been strengthened, and new ones

(notably the War Labor Board) have been created, to promote industrial

peace. (5) A Social Security Act of 1935, with later amendments, has

erected an imposing structure of sa|^cguards against unemployment,

penury in old age, and other ills particularly menacing to workers. (6)

Significant beginnings have been made toward providing improved hous-

ing for wage-earners living in city slum areas. The remainder of the

present chapter, and the chapter that follows, will be devoted to comment

on these various matters.

The Promotion of Employment

A prime requisite in industry is bringing the worker and the job to-

gether, and for achieving this end a bewildering variety of employment

agencies have made their appearance. Some have been conducted by

individual employers or employer associations; some have been main-

tained by labor organizations; many have been private profit-seeking

enterprises. Even under regulation, however, private agencies long ago

showed serious defects, and as early as 1890 public agencies began coming

into the field. For a time, these took the form chiefly of employment

ofBces set up and operated by states. During the first World War, how-

ever, an acute labor shortage led to the creation of a U. S. Employment

Service in the federal Department of Labor; and although it proved so

ineffective that it was soon discontinued, a New Deal measure of 1933

reinstated it on a broader and more satisfactory basis. In 1939—the
Social Security Act of 1935 having introduced a nation-wide system of

unemployment compensation—^the Service was incorporated as a unit

into the machinery of the Social Security Board having to do with that

matter and known as the Bureau of Employment Security. Under this

arrangement, the broadened Bureau was charged witlj developing a na-

tional system of employment offices and with assisting in establishing

1 _E. B. McNatt, “Labor and the Anti-Truat Laws; The Apex Decision,” Jour, oj
Polil. Econ.j XLIX, 665-574 (Aug., 1941); L, B. Btfudin “Organized Labor and the
Clayton Act,” Va. Law Rev., XXIX, 271-315 (Dec,. 1945), and 395-439 (June, 1943).
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and maintaining systems ot public employment offices in the states; and
for the latter purpose federal funds were made available, matching the

expenditures of states and localities. With a view to the' more effective

mobilization of manpower for war, all state employment services were,

on January 1, 1942, transfewed to full national control. Further, in the

following April, the President created a nine-man War Manpower Com-
mission to "bring about the most effective mobilization and maximum
use of the nation’s manpower”; and thereupon the Employment Service

and all other machinery and functions of the Social Security Board having

to do With 'employment were transferred to this Commission, where they

became parts of a Bureau of Placement concerned with developing pro-

grams and policies for recruiting workers and placing them in both indus-

try and agriculture,^

Tn the situation in which the country found itself during the depression

of the thirties, with anywhere from ten to thirteen million able-bodied

workers unemployed, the normal operations of employment services such

as then existed could by no means suffice; and the government embarked

upon a huge program of relief, not only by direct grants, but through

work which it itself provided, and for which it furnished part or all of

the funds. Indicating as one of its main objectives the reduction of unem-
ployment, the National Recovery Act of 1933 created a Public Works
Administration and gave it the sum of $3,300,000,000 with which to ini-

tiate public construction and to finance self-liquidating semi-publie

building. Latei' in the same year, a Civil Works Administration, and in

1935 a successor, the Works Progress Administration (subsequently

known as the AVork Projects Administration), were instituted, with bil-

lions put at their disposal
;
and hardly an important community through-

out the country is now without some building or other improvement

into which this federal money was poured and on which people otherwise

workless were employed. A swift and sweeping change in the employment

situation resulting from defense and war activities after 1940, however,

rendered such devices superfluous; and by direction of the President,

given late in 1943, the Work Projects Administration is now (1945)

in process of liquidation. Every one who contemplates the possibilities of

coming postwar years recognizes that some new program of the kind may
unhappily become necessary.^

Two employment enterprises were developed especially for the benefit

of the country’s youth. Under the auspices of the Civilian Conservation

Corps, for which Congress began appropriating money in 1933, hundreds

of thousands of selected men between the ages of seventeen and twenty-

eight were enrolled in upwards of two thousand conservation camps,

Under this arrangement, the U. S, Bmployment Service, consisting essentially of

the state ernployment services taken over by the national government, still retains a

certain identity.
2 A. W, Maomahon et al, The Administration oj Federal Work Belie} (Chicago,

ml).
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located in all sections of the country, and did much to improve the

national parks and forests, to protect them from losses tlu'ouy,h hre and

the ravages of' insects and plant diseases, to develop in them more ade-

quate recreational facilities, and to promote soil conservation and flood-

control projects. Although engaged in part vrpon engineering tasks on

military reservations, and obviously containing possibilities of permanent

usefulness, the C.C.C. was nevertheless ordered by Congress in 1942 to be

liquidated, allegedly in the interest of economy; and it passed out of

existence in the following yeaiA

A National Youth Administration was created by executive order in

1935, as part of the existing Works Progress Administration; ^ and the

organization operated along two lines: (1) a student work-program, pro-

viding work and financial assistance to needy young persons desirous of

continuing their education; and (2) an out-of-school program for needy

unemployed youth, providing work experience through a nation-wide sys-

tem of work projects and preparing the beneficiaries for private employ-

ment. During eight years, some t'wo million young persons were aided

under the fesb program, and more than 'Ivfo aud one-baU mdliou under

the second. However, the Youth Administration, too, fell under the axe

of congressional economy and on January 1, 1944, ceased to exist.®

Improvement of Labor Standards—Collective Bargaining

One of the many objects of the National Recovery Act of 1933 was

“to improve standards of labor”
;
and to this end, the codes of fair com-

petition, as adopted by various iirdustries and approved by the president,

were required to set minimum wage levels, fix maximum hours of work,

eliminate child labor, and in other ways improve the standards and

working conditions of laborers. Every code, too, must not only recognize

the right of employees “to organize and bargain collectively through

representatives of their own choosing,” “ but also protect every employee

or other person seeking employment against being required, as a condition

of employment, “to join any company union or to refrain from joining.”

The government thus unequivocally adopted the policy of encouraging

the growth of labor unions as instrumentalities by which employees might

compel employers to pay adequate wages and maintain proper working

conditions; and the provisions of the Norris-La Guardia Act were

’ 1 Captain X, "A Civilian Army in the 'WoDds,” Harper's Mag., CLXVIII, 487-
497 (Mar., 1934)

;
C, P. Harper, The Administration of the Civilian Conservation

Corps (Clarksburg, 'West Va., 1939).

“But transferred in 1939 to the Federal Security Agency (see p. 413 above), and in
1942, to the 'War Manpower Commissioa, where it functioned in the Bureau of
Training until its liquidation.

s All projects not oontiibuting directly to the winning of the war—such as sewing,
music, art, and recreation—^were indeed discontinued in February, 1942, For an
Bxtendedu account of the organization and work of the N. Y, A., see Final Report of
the National Youth Administration (1943), and cf. L. L. Lorin, Youth and World
Programs; Problems arid Policies (Washington, D. 0.- 1941).

4 W. H. Spencer, Collective Bargaining Under Section 7(a) of the National Ind/as-
~ trial Recovery Act (Chicago, 1935).
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strengthened by forbidding the use of “yellow-dog” contracts in any
manner.

Many of the gains expected to be realized were placed in jeopardy
when, in 1935, large portions of the Recovery Act wore voided by the

Supreme Court. Promptly in the same year, however, Congress, in re-

sponse to urgent labor demand, and invoking its commerce power, passed

a National Labor Relations [Wagner] Act which salvaged practically

the whole of the famous Section 7 (a) guaranteeing the right of collective

bargaining. “The policy of the United States," it was declared, is “to

eliminate the causes for certain substantial obstructions to the free flow

of commerce ... by encouraging the practice and procedure of collective

bargaining and by protecting the exercise by workers of full freedom of

association, self-organization, and designation of representatives of their

own choosing for the purpose of negotiating the terms and conditions of

their employment or other mutual aid or protection.”^ To make col-

lective bargaining more univers!\l and effective, the act outlawed “com-

pany unions” (ordinarily including all of the employees, and more or less

dominated by the company officials)
;
all unions were thenceforth to be

fully independent employee organizations.

For the enforcement of the law, a National Labor Relations Board
of three members (appointed by the president and Senate for five-year

terms) was set up as an independent quasi-judicial agency,® and given two

important functions: first, to ascertain and declare who, in any particular

plant, arc bona fide representatives entitled to speak for the employees

in collective bargaining; ^ and second, to pass upon complaints of viola-

tion of employees’ rights under the statute. Both forms of action are

initiated, not by the Board, but by employees (or, in certain cases, by

employers “) : the first, by filing a petition for the holding of an election

to determine the agent to represent them in collective bargaining; the

second, by filing a complaint against an employer for denying or abridging

employees’ rights to organize, for refusing to bargain collectively with

labor’s chosen representatives, or for engaging in other specified "unfair

1 49 U. S. Slat, at Large, 449.
3 The act begins with the broad assertion that "the denial by employers of the

right of employees to organize and the refusal by employers to accept the procedure

of collective bargaining lead to strikes and other forms of industrial strife or unrest,

which have the intent or necessary effect of burdening or obstructing commerce.”

Nothing in the new law is, however, to be construed so as to "interfere with, or

impede, or diminish in any way the right to strilce. The measure does not apply to

national, state, or local-government employees, or to persona subject to the Railway

Labor Act of 1926 (see pp. 612-614 below).
^ There had previously been a National Labor Board (1933) and another National

Labor Relations Board (1934)
. . , u i,

^ This responsibility is rendered far more onerous than it otherwise would be by
the split between the' A. F. of L. and the C.I.O., and in any event it usually becomes

advisable for the N.L.R.B. to supervise the employee elections through a field agent

sent to the spot.
, . t

® Under an amendment to the rules of the N.L R.B., adopted in June, 1939 (the law

itself not covering the point)
,
employers may petition the Board in situations where

two or more labor organizations claim a majority, but neither petitions the Board

for certification.
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labor practices.” ^ If, after local investigation by. an examiner (with

perhaps a hearing in Washington), a complaint is sustained, the Board

may issue “cease and desist” orders, which are enforceable in the courts

(with the way open for appeals) like similar orders issued by the Rederal

Trade Commission.

Inasmuch as the Labor Relations Act undertook to regulate relations

between employers and employees without distinguishing in any way

between employers engaged in interstate commerce and those not so en-

gaged, the measure’s constitutionality was holly assailed both before and

after enactment, and both in Congress and outside. Opponenis could not

see how, when the test came, the Supreme Court could do otherwise than

hold the law to be a regulation, not of commerce, but of labor conditions

in manufacturing; and if a long line of decisions reaching back to the

Sugar Trust case of 1895 meant anything, the upshot must be a ruling

that, since manufacturing was alien to the commerce power, Congress had

no authority to enact the legislation in question."

The outcome, however, was quite otherwise. On April 12, 1937, the

Supreme Court handed down decisions m three cases in which employers

were charged with having violated the act ”—in every instance, the de-

fendant contending, of course, that the statute was unconstitutional. All

of the employees, it was shown, operated manufacturing plants to which

was brought from other states much of the raw material used, and from

which was shipped to other states most of the finished product, The

manufacturing, to be sure, was done locally; but the concerns were doing

business on a national scale, and strikes or other disorders inevitably

had the effect of interrupting the nation-wide flow of commerce. There-

fore, concluded the Court—completely reversing its previous attitude,

by a five-to-four vote in every case—Congress had, under the commerce

clause, full right to pass the Labor Relations Act, and the defendants in

the pending cases were responsible for living up to it.^

I

1 These unfair labor practices are; (1) interference with or coercion of employees
in collective bargaining; (2) domination or interference by employers in the forma-
tion or administration of any labor organization; (3) discrimination in employment
with a view to encouraging or discouraging memborshp in a labor organization; (4)

discharging of, or discrimination against, an employee for filing charges under the act;
and (6) refusal to bargain collectively with representatives of employees. In June,
1936, Congress passed a so-called “strike-breakere’ act," maldng it a felony knowingly
to transport in interstate commerce “any person with intent to employ such person
to obstruct or interfere . . . with peaceful picketing during any labor controversy . .

,

or the right of collective bargaining.” 49 U. S- Stat. at Largs, 449.
2 A few weeks after the law was enacted, a “National Lawyers’ Committee,” spon-

sored by the American Liberty League, took the presumptuous course of issuing a
manifesto gratuitously advising the country that the act was unconstitutional. See
A. Y. Times, Sept. 19, 1935. Cf. H. P. Chandler, “The National Labor Relations Act,”
Amsr. Bar Assoc. Jour., XXII, 245-250 (Apr., 1938),
“National Labor Relations Board v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation, 301 II. S.

1 (1937); National Labor Relations Board v. Preuhauf Trailer Co., 801 U. S, 49
(1987); and National Labor Relations Board v. Friedman-Harrv Marks Clothing
Co., 301 IJ, S. 58 (1937).

i Two other cases decided at the same time wore Washington, Virginia, and Mary-
land Coach Co. V. National Labor Relations Board, 301 U. S. 142 (1937), and Asso-
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Thus was confirmed the newly found power of Congress Lo regulate

labor conditions and practices whenever it fan he shown that they arc

bound up with the interstate business of the employers; ^.and in taking

this step (at the very Lime when the great controversy over the iudiclary’a

liberalization was going on) the Court went far toward so modernizing

its interpretation of the commerce power as to enable the national govern'

ment to deal adequately with the I’ealities of American business today.

Some ground for concern is found, however, in the frankly one-sided

nature of the regulations imposed in the Wagner Act. Every unfair

practice enyinerated is made unfair only if indulged in by employers;

nothing is made unfair if done by labor organizations; and in conjunction

with various immunities long enjoyed by labor unions and leaders (for

example, as against the anti-trust laws), this has contributed to labor

disorders intorferixig seriously with the country’s defense effort.- If Con-

gress may protect the flow of commerce by compelling employers to accept

collective bargaining with their^employees, it would seem logical to pro-

tect it also by either requiring unions to become incorporated, so that they

might be liold responsible for breaches of agreements made through such

bargaining,’* or by requiring compulsory arbitration of labor disputes aiis-

ing in concerns engaged in commerce. To both such proposals, however,

labor has been bitterly opposed; and, with its political power both

reflected in and enhanced by the Wagner legislation, its voice continues

to prevail.

This said, it must in fairness be added that much of the clamor precipi-

tated by the legislation of 1935 and the ensuing couii decisions arose

because of (1) misconception of the basic purpose of the act and (2) oc-

casional faulty administration. The underlying purpose of the measure

is to prevent any restriction of the freedom of workers to organize. “It

stops right there. Whatever responsibility attaches to a labor agreement,

how it is to bo enforced, what lawless acts of labor are to be prevented,

elated Press v, National Labor Relations Board, 301 U. S. 103 (1937). In tho former,

the Coach Company was admittedly engaged m interstate transportation, and tho

Court was unanimous in holding that the Wagner Act properly required the Company
to bargain collectively with its employees, etc. In the Associated Press case, it was
contended that the defendant was not engaged in interstate commerce, and that

applying the provisions of the Wagner Act to it amounted to violating the First

Amendment by restricting freedom of the press. By a five-to-four vote, the Court

hold that the gathering and dissemination of news is commerce, and that restrictions

imposed by the Wagner Act did not amount to any violation of the freedom in

question.
1 The decisions did not, however, indicate what proportion of a concern’s business

must be interstate in order to bring the regulative power of Congress into play,
^ In this connection, see the sponsor’s defense of the act. “Senator Wagner Chal-

lenges Critics of His Act,” W. Y. Times, .Inly 25, 1937; and cf. 'Ts the Wagner Act
Unfair?,” U. S. News, Feb. 6, 1939, pp. 10-11 (the pros and cons of the isaie).

3 The Revenue Act of 19^ included a section requiring labor unions to make
public accounting of their fecal affairs by filing periodical financial statements with

the Bureau of Internal Revenue, the intention being to bring some measure of pub-

licity into the handling of.unidn funds, and to protect the individual union member
against exploitation by unscrupulous union bosses where they exist.
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are left to state and federal laws outside the act ilsclf. So far as

criticisms of the administration of the law are concerned, it should be

remembered that “Congress turned over to the Board an exceedingly

difficult task without any chart or compass or rule to guide il,” - Under

the circumstances, mistakes have been made. But there is no justification

for the widely repeated charges that the Board has been “running wild,”

or is “misusing its power,” and must therefore be curbed.'*

Improvement of Labor Standards—Wages, Hours, Child Labor

Bor a long time, the federal government was effectually estopped from

sfandarda
dealing with such matters as wages and hours (except for its own em-

ti938 )

ployees, and in interstate transportation) by the Supreme Court’s in-

sistence that manufacturing, mining, lumbering, and the like were beyond

the range of the commerce power; and when the National Recovery Act

of 1933 undertook to limit hours and fix minimum wages in industries

carried on under the codes, the result v^as disaster. The 1937 decisions

in the National Labor Relations cases, however, showed a change of

attitude in the Court; so likewise did decisions of the same year sus-

taining all vital parts of the Social Security Act. Encouraged by the turn

matters had taken. President Roosevelt recommended to Congress the

enactment of measures that would put a “floor” under wages (a minimum-

wage law) and a “ceiling” over hours of work (a maximum-hours law),

and abolish child labor; and his recomnaendation bore fruit in the passage

of the Fair Labor Standards ("Wages and Hours”) Act of 1638'*—^thc

government’s most ambitious attempt as yet to regulate working condi-

tions in industry,

1 G. W. Alger, “Labor Musi Decide,” Atlantic Mo., CLXV, 75S-765 (June. 1940)—

a

diacriminating criliciam, as is also L. B. Boudin, “Reproaentatives of Their Own
Choosing," III. Law Rev., XXXVII, 385-417 (Mar.-Apr,, 1943), XXXVIII, 41-78
(May-June, 1943). See also E. Schlesinger, “Repressive Labor Legislation,” Amer.
Bar Assoc. Jour., XXVIII, 7-19 (Jan., 1942).

2 G. W. Alger, loc. cit.

3 This stalement is borne out by the record of court decisions in appeals taken
from the Board’s orders or rulings. During the eight years ending June 30, 1943, the
Supreme Court and the circuit courts of appeals rendered 481 decisions involving
actions by the Board, In 411 of these, the Board was sustained in full or with only
slight modification. Eighth Annual Report of the National Labor Relations Board
(1943), 62. The only cases reviewable by the courts at the instance of employers are
those involving unfair labor practices. Ibid., 60-67. On the general subject, see H. 0.
Eby, The Labor Relations Act in the Courts (New York, 1943),

A serious effort to discredit both the act and the Board took the form of a oon-
gresaional investigation in 1939-40 by a special House committee headed by a hostile
critic, Representative W. H. Smith of Virginia. The Smith committee conducted
extensive hearings and, on Mai’ch 7, 1940, reported a series of drastic amendments
to the law. A minority of the committee, on the other hand, denounced the majority
report, declaring that “not only were these findings and recommendations based on
ail entire lack of substantial testimony,” but that “in many instances there was not a
scintilla of evidence to support them.” Moat of the majority pl'oposals passed the
-House, but were not acted upon by the Senate. An almost complete thange in the

' peraoimel of the Board and its higher staff, however, somewhat significantly fol-

lowed, See 76th Cong,, 3rd Sess., House Rep. No. 1902 (1940) ; W. Gellhorn and
'Si.L.^Litifieid, "Polities and Labor Relations; An Appraisal of Criticisms of N.L.R.B.
procedure,” Qohmbia Laio Mev., XXXIX, 339-396 (Mar., 1939).

^ 62 II, 8, Stat. at Large, 1060.
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The law applies to all concerns (and, witji certain exceptions, to their Wnges

employees) engaged in interstate commerce or in producing goods for

such commerced A minimum wage of twenty-five cents an hour was set

for the first year following October 24, 1938, thirty cents an hour for the

next six years; and after seven years (in 1945), unless sooner put into

operation under specified circrunstanccs, the minimum wage was to be

forty cents an hour, except in special cases. During the first three years of

the law’s operation, more than 800,000 workers obtained wage increases

under it.

Forty-four hours a week were set as the maximum during the first

year of the law’s operation, forty-two hours during the second year, and

forty hours after October 24, 1941—^with in all cases overtime pay at

one and one-half times the regular rate.

In addition, the act deals with child labor by prohibiting interstate
• 111 .

° labor

commerce in goods produced under conditions of “oppressive child

labor”—^which means employment of any child under sixteen in manu-
facturing and mining, or under eighteen in occupations declared by the

Children’s Bureau in the Department of Labor to be “particularly haz-

ardous ... or detrimental to their health or well-being.” Children be-

tween fourteen and sixteen may be employed in occupations other than

manufacturing and mining, provided “such employment is confined to

periods which will not interfere with their schooling and to conditions

which will not interfere with their health and well-being.-

Altliough the Wages and Hours law encountered much hostility in cer-

tain quarters, responsible employers, on the wliole, fell into line with

1 Five groupa of employees specifically excepted are; (1) agricultural workers,

seamen, employees of airlines, street railways, motor-bus lines, iaterurban railways,

and the employees of weekly or semi-weekly new.spapers with a circulation of less

than three thousand, the major part of which is in the county of publication; (2)

persons employed in bona fide executive, administrative, professional, or local retail

capacity, or as outside salesmen; (3) persons employed in any retail or service estab-

lishment, the greater part of whose sales are within the state where the business is

located; (4) persons employed in fishing and the fishing industry; and (5) persons
employed in the area of production to handle, prepare, or can agricultural or horti-

cultural cominadities, or to make dairy products. In 1941 (on the eve of our entrance

into the war), the total number of persons to whom the law applied was approxi-

mately fifteen and one-half million. In 1942, the act was held to cover even employees
in. buildings in which companies doing an interstate business had their offices—such as

elevator operators, engineers, watchmen, and porters—^inasmuch as, such employees

were engaged in occupations “necessary to the production” of goods for commerce
by the budding’s tenants. Kirchbaum v, Walling, 316 U. S. 617 (1942).

“ See p. 564 above. The entire act and the Walsh-Healy Public Coiitracts_ Act
are administered by the combined Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions

of the Department of Labor, headed by an administrator who is assisted by ad-

visory boards, in each industry, representing employers, employees, and the public.

See H. November, “Industiy Committees Under the Pair Labor Standards Act,”

American Federationist, XLVII, 271-280 (Mar., 1940).

The shortage of ioanpower resulting from the war made it necessary to relax to a

limited extent the standards for minors contained in the Walsh-Healey Act (see p,

556, above). 'The employment of girls between the ages of sixteen and eighteen on
government contract work was authoiized in November, 1942, subject to certain

specified conditions of employment. Annual Report oj the Secretary oj Labor (1943),

36-40, Cf. J. M, F. ponovan, Jr., “The Practical Administration of the Wage and

Hour Act,” Georgetown Law. Jour., XXXI, 115-145 (Jan., 1943).
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it and cariicd out its provisions faithfully. Calling -for vastly increased

output in war industries, the national defense and war program later

led some employers to demand a relaxation of the maximum work-week.

Until Eebruary, 1943, the Administration successfully resisted any such

change, believing the relatively short work-week, and not the long work-

week, the more favorable for efficient and maximum production. At the

date mentioned, however, the President yielded and authorized a forty-

eight-hour week in war industries.^ Meanwhile, the constitutionality of

thp legislation was sustained by the Supreme Court on February 3, 1941,

in a unanimous decision directly overruling a decision of twenty-three

years earlier invalidating the first federal child labor law.^

The Promotion of Industrial Peace

Throughout all of the years while labor was achieving the great gains

which have been outlined (and others yet to be mentioned)
,
losses were

suffered, too—and by the general public^ as well—from lockouts, slow-

downs, strikes, and other interruptions and disorders incident to labor-

management disputes. In general, there are four ways of settling such

disputes: direct negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and litigation. The

first usually proceeds independently of government; in the second and

third, government may or may not have a hand; in the fourth, govern-

ment invariably participates, through the courts. For sixty years, our

federal government has concerned itself with various phases of the matter

—never more than during the present war. And a word needs to be

said about this chapter of labor experience; first, as to the handling of

the problem at the point where it was first taken up, i.e., in relation to

railways
;
second, as to machinery and methods employed in relation to

labor generally; and third, as to the special developments incident

to World War II,

The most obvious place for the federal government to start dealing

with the problem was in relation to railways, not only because of the

disastrous consequences of breakdowns in the country’s transportation

services, but because, under the commerce clause, there could be no

question of constitutional authority to act. As early as 1882, Congress

1 Many worker.? in such industries had been putting in more than forty hours a
week, but of course receiving overtime pay. The average in such industries during
1042 was indeed not far from forty-eight hours, which, as indicated, eventually
became the standard amount.

2 The earlier decision was in the case of Hammer v. Dagenharb, 247 U. S. 251

(1918), and the one upholding the Fair Labor Standards Act was in that of United
States V. Darby Lumber Co., 312 U. S. 100 (1941), The question immediately at
issue in the Darby case was whether Congress had power to prohibit the shipment
in. interstate commerce of lumber manufactured by employees'' whose wages were
below a prescribed minimum or whose weekly hours of labor at those wages exceeded
a prescribed maximum. See H. A. L., “Constitutional Aspect of the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938,” Univ. o/ Pa. Law Rev., LXXXVII, 91-105 (Nov., 1938)

;

C. M.^Featherston, “The Commerce Clause and the Fair Labor Standards Act,” Geo.
Washington Law Rev., VIII, 68-80 (Nov,, 1939) ; and'a series of articles in Lav) and

’Contemporary Problems, YI, 321-493 (Summer, 1939),
_
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began legislating on the subject, ;ind one coukl enumerate a lengthy list

of ineasiires devoted wholly or partly to iU-notably tlie Erdinan Act

of 1898, the Nuwlancls Act of 1913, the Adamson Law of 1916, and the "• uegia-

Transpoi'tatioii Act of 1920, all avoiding attempts at compulsion, but

providing increasingly effective machinery for averting or adjusting con-

flicts. Capping the scries was the Railway Labor Act of 1926, which,

with amendments adopted in 1934,
^ possibly deserves to be considered

the most potent measure for industrial peace in our history. The great

purpose of the legislation is to provide, through voluntary action of the

parties, for tbe prompt adjustment of disputes between carriers, includ-

ing carriers by air (1936), and their employees arising in the interpre-

tation and enforcement of agreements between them that have previously

been reached through conferences and negotiations, i.e., collective bar-

gaining;^ and to achieve this end, two permanent bodies have been

created, with provision also for temporary arbitration agencies and for

emergency boards.
,

Pirst, there is a National Railroad Adjustment Board of thirty-six ij.Tha

members which operates in four independent divisions, three consisting BaJuMd

of ten members each, and the fourth of six members, employers and em-

ployees being eciually represented.® Each division has jurisdiction over

different classes of employment, and is concerned with the settlement of

minor grievances of individuals, and with interpreting and enforcing

agrcemonls concerning hours, wages, and working conditions. A large

number of disputes of ibis nature are settled every year and attract no

public attention.*

Major disputes, in which the public often is vitally concerned, come c. The

before the National Mediation Board (1934), an independent govern- Medm”"

ment agency of the first importance, even though having no compulsory uonra

authority. The Board’s assistance may be invoked by any party to a

controversy between carriers and their employees; or it may volunteer

* 44 U. 8. Stat. at Large, 677, and 48 ibid., 1185. Tlie constitutionality of the
Railway Labor Act was upheld by the Supreme Court in a notable decision rendered
in March, 1937 (Virginian Railway Co. v. System Federation No. 40, etc., 300 tJ. S.

615).

2 The act imposes upon both carriers and their employees the duty of making and
maintaining agreements to govern working conditions. “These collective agreements

[numbering over 4,400 in 19431 . . . are, in effect, industrial constitutions and laws

adopted by the carriers and their employees for the government of their joint

relations; and the adjustment boards [created under the lawl are the courts that

enforce the laws. Their decisions are final and binding.” Thus has been established

“a reign of law,” which is responsible for “an almost unbroken record of peaceful

settlement of labor disputes on the railroads." First Annual Report of the National

Mediation Board (1936), 36.

“ All divisions maintain headquarters in Chicago, meet regularly, and submit
annual reports to the National Mediation Board, to be described presently, Salaries

of members are paidioy the parties whom they represent,

*In_ fiscal 1943, the Adjustment Board disposed of 2,900 disputes requiring inter-

pretation of agreements. An unfavorable view of both the Adjustment Board and the

Mediation Board wilt be found in G. Gaweit, “Peace on the Rails,” Sat. Eve. Post,

CCXII, Sept. 9, 1939, pp. 8-9fi. Cf L. K. Garrison, “The National Railroad Adjust-

ment Board,” Yale Law Jowr ,, ’XLVI, 567-698 (Feb., 1937); W. H. Spencer, The
^

.

National Railroad Labor Adjustment Board (Chicago, 1938).
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its services in any such emergency.^ If, after using- its “good offices,” the

Board is unable to bring tlic parties to an agreement, it tries to persuade

them to subiliit their contentions to an impartial board of arbitration,

made up as occasion arises
;
and decisions of this body arc binding upon

the parties.

Finally, if a controversy is not adjusted either by the Mediation

Board or by arbitration, a strike vote of the employees may be taken.

If a strike is voted (at least, such was the procedure until 1942), an

emergency investigating board may be created by the president of the

United States to investigate the facts pertaining to the » dispute and

report back to him. Although in no sense legally binding, an emergency

board’s findings and recommendations have usually received such wide

public approval that the contending parties have accepted them. In this

manner, several serious national calamities have boon averted. Until

1942, emergency fact-finding boards were appointed separately for each

dispute, and only after a strilce had been voted; and the membership of

such boards was left to the president’s discretion.® In May of that 3rear,

however, an executive order act up an extraordinary National Railway

Labor Panel of nine (later raised to twenty) members; and nowadays

emergency boards of three members each are designated by the chairman

of the panel whenever in his judgment a dispute, if not adjusted, might

interfere with the prosecution of the war, “even in the absence of a strike

vote.” The recommendations of such emergency boards, in so far as

affecting wage and salary payments, are required by executive order of

February, 1943, to conform with the general stabilization program and

policies of the director of the Office of Economic Stabilization.®

But even before the present war, the federal government did not con-

fine its efforts for industrial peace to the field of transportation.* The

same act of 1913 that set off labor as a separate executive department

authorized the secretary either personally to act as a mediator in any

and all labor disputes or to delegate the function to "commissioners of

conciliation”; and out of this authorization grew a branch of the Depart-

1 In fiscal 1943, the Mediation Board’s services were invoked in 455 cases, and 425

were disposed of: 235 concerned changes in rates of pay, rules, or working condi-
tions; and 190 were representation disputes. Four cases affected practically all

employees of all principal railroads, and five involved commercial airlines and their

employees. Five disputes calling for changes in wages and working conditions were
refened to arbitration, with the parlies agreeing to be bound by the awards of the

boards of arbitration. Amth Annual Report oj the National Mediation Board (1943),
5-14.

2 Except that no member might be pecuniarily or otherwise interested in any
organization of employees or in any carrier.

2 Dui'ing fiscal 1943, eleven separately designated emergency boards were appointed
by the chairman of the National Railway Labor Panel, and eight of them submitted
reports to the president with recommendations for the final settlement of the dispute.

Ninth Annual Report of the National Mediation Board (1943), 35-39.
* It may be mentioned that Congress in 1938 set up a Maritime Labor Board to

I(aeffiate_ oft-rocun-ing and, sometimes peculiarly violent disputes between seamen
and their employers. Experience, however, was less chappy than in the railway field,

li The functions of the Board were later whittled down, and in 1942 the agency ceased
to exist.
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monL known as iho ITniLcd States Conciliation Service which has con-

tinued active and efficient to this day. Diuing the past decade it has

been especially succcshful in shifting emphasis from mhdinlion as a

remedy to the newer and growing concept of “preventive conciliation”

as a positive instrument of industrial peace. Several large international

and many local unions, as well as some progressive business managers,

have shown a tendency to avail themselves of the good offices of the

Service well in advance of any interruption of operations.^

Numerous provisions of the National Recovery Act were couched in

such ambigimus language as to provoke controversies often culminating

in strikes and other industrial disputes and interfering with the free

operation of the law. A National Labor Board of eight (later thirteen)

members was therefore sot up by executive order in the summer of 1933,

with power to establish nineteen regional boards to iron out differences

arising between labor and capital in interpreting the law. Upon annul-

ment of the act in 1935, howewer, this machinery passed out of the

picture.

Although the activities of the Conciliation Service were sharply stepped

up after the national defense effort was started in 1940, and with a

very high percentage of settlements without work stoppage, its inability

to prevent or end strikes in some of our most vital industries led President

Roosevelt to set up, in March, 1941, an eleven-man National Defense

Mediation Board,- “to assure that all w'ork necessary for national de-

fense” should “proceed without interruption and Tyith all possible speed.”

The new agency had jurisdiction, however, over only disputes certified

to it by the secretary of labor as being beyond the ability of the Con-

ciliation Service to settle, and had no power to compel adherence to its

decisions; and although it started off promisingly, by December, when
actual war began, congressional and popular dissatisfaction with its

failure to prevent recurring labor disorders led the President to convoke

a conference of twelve industrial-management leaders and an equal num-

ber of representatives of organized labor at which it was agreed, on the

one hand, that there should be a wartime moratorium on strikes and

lockouts, with all disputes settled by peaceful means, and, on the other

hand, that a new labor board for negotiating settlements should be set up.

Accordingly, in January, 1942, the Mediation Board was replaced with

r In fiscal 1943, more commissioners of conciliation were employed than at any
previous time, and offices were established for twelve regional representatives to

effect cooperation with Ihe National War Labor Board. The Service was active in

17,559 “situations,” in twenty-nine major industrial fields; and 12,315 of these disputes,

involving more than six million workers, were settled. RepoH of the Secretary of
Labor (1943), 10-13, Sfee 1. Ross, "Labor Mediators,” Harper’s Mag., CLXXXII, 598-

607 (May, 1941) ; J. Steelman, “Wartime Problems of the Pederal Conciliation

Service,” Annals of Amer. Acad, of Polft. and Social Sci., CCXIV, 135-140 (Nov.,

1942), and “The Work of the United States Conciliation Service in Wartime Labor
Disputes,” Law and Contemporary^ Problems, IX, 462-470 (Summer, 1942).

2 Consisting of three representatives of the public, four of employers, and four of

employees.
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a National War Labor Board ^ consisting of twelve members equally

representing the public, industry, and labor, and endowed with authority

to take jurisdiction of a dispute on its own initiative as soon as other

procedures for adjustment have failed, and “finally'' [i.e., without appeal

to the courts) to determine the dispute, employing for the purpose media-

tion, voluntary arbitration, or arbitration under rules formulated by the

Board. Under this set-up, what normally happens is: (1) the parties

to a dispute resort to direct negotiations or to procedures provided in

oollective-bargaining agreements; (2) if this does not bring results, com-

missionei’S representing the Conciliation Service (if they have not already

intervened) try their hand; (3) if this also fails, the secretary of labor

certifies the dispute to the War Labor Board for settlement, although,

after consulting that official, the Board, as indicated above, may take

jurisdiction on its own motion. For the more expeditious handling of

controversies, the Board, however, in January, 1943, announced a decen-

tralized procedure, under which twelve-regional war labor boards were

established and given full authority to make final decisions in all labor

disputes arising in their respective juz’isdictions—each regional board

being a miniature of the parent Board, with members representing em-
’ ployei's, employees, and the public. From decisions of the regional boards

appeals may be taken to the National Board; and under this arrangement,

the latter has become a sort of supreme court for labor disputes, although

retaining and exercising original jurisdiction in cases of unusual im-

portance and also in determining policies. Power to enforce the orders

of national and regional boards alike rests with the president
;

® and on

various occasions when such orders have been defied, he, acting as com-

mander-in-chief of the armed forces, has instructed the Army or Navy

to take over and operate plants until such time as compliance or settle-

ment could be achieved.*' In October, 1942, the Board’s jurisdiction was

1 In point of fact, the Mediation Board had ceased to functioti effectively in
November, after the CI.O.'s representatives resigned in protest against the Board’s
refusal to grant the closed-shop demand of the mine workera’ union in the "captive”

coal mines owned by steel corporations.

The War Labor Board was created by executive order and rested on this basis

until given statutory recognition in the War Labor Disputes Act of 1943, mentioned
below The order expressly provided that nothing therein should be construed aa

superseding or in conflict with the provisions of the Railway Labor Act, the National

Labor Relations Act, the Fair Labor vStandards Act, or the Public Contracts (Walsh-
Healey) Ac 6—the intention manifestly being that, even under stiess of war, there

should be no impairment of the gains realized by labor (and by the public) from
this earlier remedial legislation.

The Board is a unit within the Office for Emergency Management, in tho Execu-
tive Office of the President.

3 During the first three years of its existence, the Board closed about 362,000 vol-
untary and contested cases, affecting thousands of employers and some twenty-four
million employees. Compliance with the Board’s decisions has been almost universal,

government seizure of plants to prevent interference with the war effort being
necessary in only twenty-five instances. The most widely publicized ease of the kind
ia that of the Montgomery Ward Company in April, and again in December, 1944,

"The magnitude of the Board's task has been unprecedented in the field of labor
relations. ... It has borne the double burden of wage stability and of settling labor
disputes . , . the most vigorous critics of the Board must pause in admiration for its
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extended to "all itulntiiriea and all employees,’’ and to "voluntary as well

as contested was^e inereiiHcs and decreases,”, making the agency easily

Lhe most important factor in the responsible work of stabilizing wage

levels. During its first year, the Board was hampered by uncertainl.ies

about its relations to other agencies, and by the necessity of working out

its own standards. Most of its decisions throughout, however, have been

unanimous, and therefore presumptively sound.*

Recurrence of strikes in violation of labor leaders’ agreement to forego c.tiw

striking during wartime, and culminating in three general coal strikes Smi
during the sjning and summer of 1943, spurred Congress to pass in June Acf''

of that year—over strong protest from labor leaders and a forceful veto

message from the president, but nevertheless by heavy majorities

—

the War Labor Disputes (Smith-Connally) Act, often called the "Anti- ’

Strike” Act, since its declared purpose was to prevent strikes in wartime.®

The measure empowers the president to take immediate possession of

and to operate "any plant, minG,,^or facility equipped for the manufacture,

production, or mining of any articles or materials whicli may be required

for the war offort, or which may be useful in connection therewith,”

whenever he finds that "the war effort will be unduly impeded or de-

layed” by "a strike or other labor disturbance.” Properties seized arc’

to bo returned to their owners within sixty days after the "restoration

of production efilcicncy.” But so long as the government remains in

possession, interference with the operation of the propeHy by “lockout,

strike, slowdown, or other interruption” is unlawful, and aiding in suoh

interruption
—
“by giving direction or guidance” thereto, or “providing

funds for the conduct or direction thereof,” or paying strike or other

benefits to those participating therein—^is prohibited.

To plants operated privately, other provisions of the law apply, When
any strike threatens seriously to interfere with war production, the

National War Labor Board may intervene, with power to make its

authority effective and to order changes in wages or working conditions

when not in conflict with the government’s economic stabilization policy.

Notice of any dispute must be given to the secretary of labor, the

accomplishments,” T. W. Kheel, executive director of the Board, quoted in N. Y.

Times, Jan. 15, 1945. Cf. L. B. Boudm, “The Authority of the National War Labor
Board Over Labor Disputes,” Mich. Law Rev., XLIII, 329-382 (Oct

,
1944).

1 On the work of the Board in general, see L V, Howard and H. A. Bone, Cunent
American GovemmenL, 244-262; and cf. E. W. Puttkammer [ed.]. War and the

Law (Chicago, 1944), 92-116; R. G. Poole, “The National War Labor Board,”

Amer. Bar Assoc. Jour., XXVIII, 395-399, 466470 (June, July, 1942) ; E. It. MoCon-
nell, “The Organization and Procedure of the National War Labor Board,” Law and
Contemvorarv Problems, IX, 567-573 (Summer, 1942) ; C. V. Shields, “The Authority

of the War Labor Board,” 1943 Wis. Law Rev., 378-401 (May, 1943).

2 57 U. S. St-at. at Large, 163. The text of the act appears in N. Y. Times, June 13,

1943
;
for the IPresident’s veto message, see newspapers of June 26. After pointing out

defects in the Smith-Connally measuro, the President recommended a general labor

draft, as being more effective in preventing strikes, However, although approved by
the War and Navy Departments and by large sections of the general public, the

recommendation was received .Coolly in Congress and among labor leaders and did

not prevail. See p. 689, note 1.
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National War Labor Board, and the National Labor Relations Board;

and il, during a “cooling-off” period of thirty days after such notice, a

settlement is -not reached, the last-named Board is reciuired to take a

secret ballot of employees concerned on the question “whether they wish

to permit an interruption of war production,” the result being made

public by the Labor Relations Boards From this it appears that war-

time strikes in privately operated industries are legal under the “anti-

strike" law if employees go through all of the motions required of them,

qnd that the only strikes completely outlawed are those in plants that

have been taken over by the government.®

Any one familiar with current events is well aware that, as a measure

for preventing strikes, the Smith-Connally Act has been pretty much

a failure—as, indeed, have all other attempts to prohibit strikes by

law. Strikes have not been abolished; the country merely has illegal

strikes instead of legal ones. Indeed, by compelling the government to

sanction and sponsor strike votes even in the midst of war, the law has

actually put an added weapon in the hands of industrial agitators.^
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SOCIAL SECURITY

Outside of limited groups of people who interested themselves in

Euiopean systems of unemployment insurance, old-age pensions, and

sickness and accident benefits, Americans commonly shoryed no great

concern about such instruments of social security until the economic

depression of the thirties tlirew nine or ten million people out of

work and forced the federal government to spend multiplied billions in

relieving distress, making work, “priming the pump” of private industry,

and in other ways endeavoring to get a baffled and discouraged nation

back on its feet. Quite apart from the Jiuman misery and economic loss

entailed by the experience, the government, it was considered, could

not go on making such outlays indefinitely. To he sure, a limited busi-

ness recovery, preccptible in 1934, tended somewhat to relieve the pressure.

But careful studies, prompted by the crisis, of the country’s situa-

tion and prospects pointed to such disturbing facts (fully revealed in

reports made public in 1937-38) as that while population was growing

by eighteen per cent between 1920 and 1936, industrial jobs were de-

clining by twenty-five per cent, and that, with life expectancy rising

and the birth-rate declining, persons over sixty-five years of age would
in the future constitute a greatly increased proportion of the country’s

population—one in every eight, it was predicted, by 1980. Unemployment,
on a considerable scale, it appeared, would bo permanent

;
the burden of

caring for the needy aged would steadily grow heavier; and the con-

clusion was inevitable that the problem before the nation was far more
than merely one of tiding the people over the existing depression.^

Some forward-looking measures, mainly in the nature of old-age in-

surance plans, were undertaken by a goodly number of the states. But
there was the vital matter of unemployment insurance, on which only
Wisconsin had acted, besides plenty of other lu'gent needs. As was to be
expected, fantastic schemes were advanced from various quarters,

e.g., the “Townsend plan," calling for payment of two hundred dollars

iThe mvestigations referred to were conducted chiefly by the President’s Com-
xnrttp on Economic Secunty the National Eeaources Committee (forerunner of
the later National Resources Planning Board), and the Brookings Institution See
eapecially a publication oI the Committee on Economic Security entitled Social
Security in Arnerica (Washington, 19^), and one of the National Resources Com-

entitled The Problems of a Ohavoing Population (Washinston 19381 Of
W. S pompson pd P. K, Whelpton, "The Population of the N^n ’’ in Recent
Social Trendu in the United Stales (New York, 1933), Chap, i; W. F. Ogburn “How

Future,” Slate Oavemment, XII. 157-1,58 ff. (Sept. ’l939) •

449-^9^0^™’ 1939)
^ ^““8 National ProBlenj," Harper’s Mag., CLXXIXi

690
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a niontli lo nil perHOHH ovci' bixly on condiUon only that they stop work
and si)i'nil their pensions as fast as received; and the “Imndcen plan,”

calling lor weekly payments ol not less than ten dollars’ to call unem-
ployed persons eighle(‘n y('arR of age and overd From the Administration
—convinced that while the states should bear a share, the national gov-

ernment should assume the main responsibility—came also a plan, am-
bitious to be sure' and by no means beyond criticism, yet on the whole

well conceived and certainly moderate as compared with the others

mentioned
;
and in the omnibus Social Security Act of 1935, cliaracterizeel

by President Roosevelt as “the most useful and fundamental single piece

of federal legislation ever enacted in the interest of American wage-
earners,” this plan, in its essentials, was duly translated, by overwhelm-

ing majorities, into national lawd To a considerable extent, the measure

was based on social insurance systems prevailing in the more advanced

countries of western Europe.

Space forbids a detailed analysis of the federal-state social security

structure now erected, but certain major features must be noted. Tower-

ing above all other aspects of the legislation are the provisions made for

unemployment compensation and for protection of the aged. "With a view

to safeguarding' the groat mass of wage-earners against the liazards of'

unomploymcnl, the states arc encouraged, by federal grants designed to

assist in inccling adininistrativo expenses, to set up insurance or compen-

sation pystoraa. Under those, workers involuntarily unemployed receive

hcncllls paid through public employment offices or other approved agen-

cies and derived from a lax on employers of eight or more persons at a

rate rising from one per cent of Lho annual payroll in 1936 to three per

cent in 1938 and thereafter.'' Speaking strictly, there is no federal sys-

tem of unemployment compensation; Congress has merely utilized its

taxing and appropriating powers to stimulate the states to devise and

set up compensation systems of their own; and while various prescribed

conditions must be met if federal assistance is to be forthcoming, each

state is left free to adopt any general type or plan of compensation pre-

ferred, and, in so doing, to determine the classes of unemployed and the

conditions under which such classes may pai^ticipate, as well as the scale

of benefits. Nowhere has it been found feasible to make an unemployment

compensation scheme cover all of the gainfully employed, and the system

here described does not extend to agricultural workers, domestic servants,

iM. S. StewEirt, "Pousions After Sixty,” PMic Affairs Pamphlets^ No. 46 (New
York, 1940)

;
N. Eooseveli, The Townsend Plan (New York, 1939)

;
S. Downey,

Pensions or Penury (New York, 1939).

2 49 U. S. Slat, at Lai go, 620.

“The collection oi this tax by the federal government began January 1, 1936.

Against their pajToll tax, employers are given a credit up to ninety per cent for

payments made in compliance with their slate compensation law. The lemaming ten
per ceht is the only federal contribution, and this is intended merely to cover the
expense of administering the state systems. The fiscal year 1939-40 was the first in

which unemployment benoljts were payable under the laws of all forty-eight states,

Alaska, Hawaii, and the District of Columbia.

1 Unem-
ploj mant
com-
ponButinn
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public employees, casual laborers, employees of religious, charitable, cclu-

eational, scientific, and literary institutions or organizations, to officers

and crews of vessels, or to employees of common carriers in interstate

commerced

The problem of the aged presents itself in two different although re-

lated aspects—^that of relieving aged persons who already arc dependent

and that of preventing dependency later on. As being the more im-

mediately pressing, the first of these matters was taken up by the states

(beginning with Montana in 1923) a good while before the Social Security

Act was passed; by the close of 1934, twenty-nine states, indeed, had

enacted legislation on the subject, although in most cases the sums made
available for benefits were small. To stimulate and nationalize old-age

assistance, the Social Security Act introduced a policy of federal responsi-

bility and cooperation under which federal aid is extended to the states

on a basis of fifty per cent of the total outlays made for the purpose,

although in. no case ai'e such outlays tOrinvolve a federal allowance of

more than fifteen (changed in 1939 to twenty) dollars a month per person.

Within three years, every state of the Union qualified to receive the

federal fluids.^

' More ambitious are the provisions made for old-age insurance. Apply-
ing to substantially the same workers who are reached by unemployment
compensation (the principal groups excluded are indicated above)

,
the

act of 1935 set up a nation-wide retirement system under which pensions,

1 A Raili'oad Unemployment Insurance Act of 1938 first provided a uniform system
of unemployment insurance for railway workers in interstate commerce, previously
covered only by the vaiying provisions of state insurance laws. 52 U. S. Stat. at
Large, 1094; 53 ibid., 845; 64 ibid,, 1094.
On July 1, 1913, some forty million workers were covered by unemploymenl,

insurance under the legislation of 1935, and over two billion dollars had been paid
to unemployed workeia. The peak month was June, 1940, when more than 1,200,000
wage-earners drew unemployment benefits totaling over 353,600,000. With defense
and wartime employment rising, payments declined sharply after 1940; in June,
1043, a weekly average of only 100,256 workers received benefits, and payments
totaled less than six million dollars. P. V. McNutt, quoted in N. Y. Times, Aug. 14.
1943, Cf, Social Security Board, Eighth Annual Report (1943), 52-59. In most states,
the maximum benefit payment is fifteen dollars a week, for a limit of fourteen to
sixteen weeks.
On the system in general, see W. Haber and J. J. Joseph, "An Appraisal of the

Federal-State System of Unemployment Compensation," Soc. Seiuice Rev., XV,
207-241 (June,_ 1941)

; R. C. Atldnson, The Federal Role in TJnem'ployment Compen^
saliou' Administration, (Washington, 1941). The defects of the present federal-state
plan and the advantages that a unified national system would have are set forth in
the Social Security Board’s Eighth Annual Report (1943), 34-40. Cf. G. F. Rohrlich,
"Consolidation of Ubomployment Insurance and the Problem of Centralization,"
Pub. Admin. Rev,, IV, 43-50 (Winter, 1944). President Roosevelt favored going
over to a unified national system, but a majority of the states have been opposed,

“ On July 1, 1943, more than two million old people were getting cash payments
through state public assistance programs under the new legislation; and of the ap-
proximately 3616,600,000 spent for the purpose during the preceding fiscal year, about
half, of course, represented federal funds. Within limits and standards fixed nation-
ally, each state'makes ifs own detailed arrangements; but in all cases assistance is

given only after the age of sixty-five, and only to persons who neither can support
themselvoa by work or savings nor rely on being supported by children or other

^
-rBlatiivfes. NatbrftUy, the beneficiaries themselves contribute nothing to the funds

, hsed in maintaining the system.
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gracUiaicd in amount on the basis of oamings and length of service, are

payable at the age of sixty-five ' from a fund built up from contributions

made oc pi ally by employers and employees,- the national government
making no direct contribution, but playing the roles rather of collector,

bookkeepor, and administrator. In essence, the plan is one for compulsory

savings—in other words, for spreading wages over the lifetime of the

worker rather than over merely his wage-earning years; and on the thcoiy

that the employer is both concerned and obligated, he is required to

help make the plan workable by sharing in creating and maintaining

the fund, Ciontributions made by employers and employees alike started

at one per cent of the wages received in 1937, and under the original law

would have reached a maximum of three per cent in 1949. Because, how-

ever, this promised to build up huge reserves long before they would be

needed. Congress later “froze” the tax at one per cent for the calendar

years 1940-44, and in 1944 froze it again at the same figure for 1945,

leaving open the question of wh,cther the intended maximum would ever

actually become effective. The amount received by a beneficiary depends

to a degree upon the sum that he has paid in, but may in no case exceed

cighty-flve dollars a month.

,
In 1939, the name of this phase of social security was changed to “old-'

age and Burvivors' insurance,” and the scope was broadened to include

protection of the family, I'athcr tlian merely the wage-earner, through

the establishment of monthly benefits for certain dependents and sur-

vivors of rclii'od workers, and for certain survivors of insured workers

who dio before retirement. The date for the first payment of monthly

benefits was advanced from January 1, 1942, to January 1, 1940; and

a few minor groups previously excluded were brought under the terms

of the law."

Additional aspects of the national social security program adopted

in 1935 can merely be mentioned. (1) Federal aid is provided for the

care of dependent children under sixteen years of age (eighteen, if they

remain in school), for maternal and child health work on lines not very

^ Provided the worker has been employed under the system over a period of five

years and has received total wages of at least $2,000. In the period 1937-43, the total

payments made under the old-age and survivors’ insurance program amoimted to

$359,000,000, and by .July 1, 1043, more than sixty million workers in industry and
commerce were insured. 'Workers who drew benefits in 1942-43 represented only

about one in forty of all eligible workers, compared with about one in ten in the

preceding fiscal year. The difference is explained largely by the fact that, under

wartime conditions, many workers sixty-five year's of age or over had chosen to

continue at work.
2 Those "conl.ributions” take the legal form of an excise tax levied by Congress

upon employers’ payrolls and an income tax upon employees. Both are collected

from the employer, who is personally liable for thpin. Herein we find the only part

of the new social insurance system which is administered by the national govern-

ment exclusively.

“ 53 U. S. Slat, at Large, 1360. See Fifth Annwl Report of the Social Seewity Board

(1040), 24-64. Tho amendments were largely the re.sult of a report of an Advisory

Council on Social Security, December 10, 1938 (76th Cong., 1st Seas., Sen. Doe.

No, 4). Cf. D. Waldron, “Social Security Amendments of 1939,’’ Univ. of Chicago

Law Rev., VII, 83-111 (Deo,, 1939).
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different from those laid dojvn by the Shcppard-Towncr Act of 1921,^

for. child-welfare activities,, and for services to crippled children. (2)

Following lip provisions of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1920,

federal aid, in increased amounts, is extended to vocational rehabilitation,

which is now placed upon a permanent basis. (3) On lines similar to

those followed in relation to old-age assistance, federal aid is provided

to enable the states to pay pensions to the blind. (4) While no federal

program of general health insurance has as yet been adopted, the legis-

lation of 1935 extends aid to the states for strengthening and improving

state and local public health services.

Before federal money for any of these purposes becomes available, a

state’s plans for the use of the joint funds must receive the approval

of some designated agency of the national government. To the states,

therefore, it falls to take the initiative in getting the various arrange-

ments under way. To them also it falls to determine who are entitled

to receive benefits or assistance, as weH as the amounts to be allowed.

In some fields, the federal grant equals the state appropriation; in

others, it is one-third; in still others, it is based upon population or

financial need, or both.^

^ During 'the two years following the national legislation of 1935, a

majority of the states took (with respect to several of the programs, or

all of them) whatever action was necessary to qualify for the various

forms of aid and cooperation contemplated; and a federal Social Security

Board—originally an independent establishment,'' but now n unit within

the Fedci'al Security Agency—entered upon its huge task of supervising

a system estimated to entail in future an outlay of not less than three

billion dollars a year. Inevitably, the legislation was attacked at many
points on constitutional grounds, and amidst confusing decisions of lower

courts a good deal of doubt arose as to how much of it would ultimately

be sustained. In a series of notable decisions handed down on May 24,

1937, how'sver, the federal Supreme Court, taking a far broader and

more liberal view than in earlier decisions such as those iirvolving the

N.R.A. and the first A.A.A., upheld every really vital feature of the

basic act," discovering at last, as some one has remarked, “a method
for implementing nationalism.”

^ See p. 99 above.
= The Social Security Act amoudments o£ 1939 considerably increased appropriations

for the welfare purposes menlioned above. For aid to 717,000 dependent chili-en,
expenditures in fiscal 1943 amounted to $150,000,000, and blind persons received
$24,900,000. The federal share of these totals was about forty and thiity per cent,
respectively. Eighth Anwal Report o/ the Social Security Board (1943), 60-70. Cf.
J. M- Patlereon, “Public Welfare Administration Under Federal Grants-in-Aid,” Slate
Government, XVII, 352-354 (June, 1944). »

3 Consisting of three members appointed by the president and Senate for six-year
terras.

Carmichael et al. v. Southern Coal and Coke Co„ 301 IT. S. 495; Charles C.
Steward Machine Co. v. Davis, 301 U, S. 648; Helvering sf al, v. Davis, 301 U. S.

.619. Tor general discussions, see I. G. Carter fed-] ,
"'Appraising the Social Security

' , Program/' Annah oj Amer. Acad, oj PolU, and Sac, Sci, CCII, 1-197 (Mar., 1939).
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Before the United- SifiLcs liad long been in the present war, it became PoBtwav

apparent that the aids and services provided by the legislation of 1935 aaouity

and 1939 would need to bo considerably broadened in order to meet the

situation created by the return of millions of service men and women to

oiviHan life; and realization of this led in 1944 to the enactment of

a more or less specialized social security measure entitled the Service-

men’s Readjustment Act, popularly known as the “GI Bill of Rights.” ’

For honorably discharged veterans of the present war, the law provides

unemployment compensation up to iifty-two weeks of unemploymeirt,

federal guarantee of loans up to |2,000 for the purchase or construction

of homes or the purchase of farms or business property, loans or even

subsidies for purposes of education or professional training, hospitaliza-

tion and medical care, and other kinds of benefits.- Leaders of thought

on the general subject have long insisted, however, that postwar expan-

sion of the social security program ought to go a great deal farther than

this. Considering that the prewar system constituted only a good begin-

ning, President Roosevelt, as early as .Tanuary, 1943, urged upon Congress

an increase in the coverage of old-nge and survivors’ insiu’ance, the addi-

tion of temporary and permanent disability payments, hospHalization

payments beyond the existing benefit program, and "liberal expansion of
unemployment compensation in a uniform national system.” ° A year

later, the National Resources Planning Board, in a 640-page report, re-

viewed the exiicrieiicc and achievements of preceding years, pointed out

inadequacies in tlic existing arrangements, and suggested ways in which

tho entire program could be expanded, improved, and geared to postwar

national needs. ^ In its annual reports of January, 1944 and 1945, the

Social Security Board mapped out and strongly urged broad extensions

of the existing system, in the later instance advocating especially (1) the

extension of unemployment insurance to from fifteen to twenty million

workers not yet covered and (2) the plugging of the largest gap in the

^Public Law S4S, 7SLh Cong., 2nd Sess. (1944).
“ A War Mobilization and Reconversion Act, approved October 3, 1944 (Publio

Law 4^Sj 78th Cong., 2nd Sess.), provided, among other things, for a unified re-

employment program covering recruitment, training, transfer, and placement of re-

turning service men and workers engaged in war production, through a Retraining

and Reemployment Administration. C£. J. G. Patton, “The Federal Government’s
Role in tho Postwar Economy," Amer. Polit. Sci. Mev., XXXVIII, 1124-1136 (Deo,,

1944).
® Budget message, N. Y. Times, Jan. 8, 1942.

^National Resources Development Report jar 1943 (Washington, 1943), Part III,

“Security, Work, and Belief Policies." Based upon a three-year study, this important

document waa transmitted to Congi’ess by Lhe President in a letter of March 10,

J.943, strongly uiging action on the lines recommended. In addition to broadening

and extending existing security measm-es, the Board advocated protection of all

youth under twenty-one, more adequate medical care, the expansion of state and
local child-welfare Services (with federal assistance), free school lunches for all

school children, and the unification of all phases of the security program in a single,

completely integrated, national system. The Board’s findings and tecommendations

will be found summarized in N, Y. Times, Mar. 11, 12, 1943. See also E. M. Burns,

“NRPB Proposes Social Security,” Nat. Mm. Rev,, XXXII, 232-236 (May, 1943)

R. P. Wagner “Social Seeurity Lifts Its Sights,” Survey Graphic, XXXII, 283 ft'.'
,

(July, 1943) ; Anon., “Post-War Security for All?”, V. S. News, Sept. 3, 1943, pp. 41-46.-
,
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existing system by the introduction of u nation-wide plan of disability

and sickness insurance. And- early in 1945 the Roosevelt ArlrninistraLion

was understood to be planning to launch a determined drive in behalf

of a comprehensive scheme on these lines.'^

For the time being, the atmosphere is not particularly favorable for

so drastic an extension of existing social security arrangements. The
burden of war taxes disinclines the people to new outlays; on various

grounds, insurance companies, medical associations, school authorities,

and other interests arc lukewarm or opposed; a reaction against “New
Dealism,” which, in 1943, did not stop at liquidating the National Re-

sources Planning Board itself, creates further obstacles. Whatever the

immediate outcome of efforts now being made, however, or of other par-

ticular proposals or plans, a program of social well-being has been

launched in the past dozen years which is not likely in times ahead to be

left in its present illogically incomplete condition. A deep tide is running

which, in this country as in Great Britain and elsewhere,- will almost

certainly be carried to new heights by postwar conditions and problems,

and which in the meantime will hardly be more than momentarily stayed.

Low-Cost Housing and Slum Clearance

In the “slum” areas of our large cities, hundreds of thousands of

low-income wage-earners are obliged to live in old, dilapidated, insani-

tary, and over-crowded tenements; and social workers long ago called

attention to the menace of such conditions to both individual and public

health, morals, and safety. Not until 1933, however, did the national

government take any action on the matter. In the Recovery Act of that

year. Congress authorized the Public Works Administration to under-

take “the construction . . . under public regulation or control, of low-

cost housing and slum-clearance projects”; and within the ensuing five

years some fifty large-scale projects in thirty-six states—all under the

direct management of the housing division of the Public Works Adminis-

tration—^were undertaken and completed.

These enterprises were entered upon primarily as emergency measures

to reduce unemployment, and with only secondary emphasis upon the

social values of low-cost housing and slum clearance. However, the tem-

porary program has now been superseded by a more permanent one

1 A bill based in part on the Planning Board’s recommendations, and aimed at
“oovonng the major economic hazards from the cradle to the grave,” has been pending
in Congress since 1943 (the 'Wagner-Murray-DingeU Bill). Among other changes,
the measure proposes to replace the preisent federal-state system of unemployment
insurance with a completely unified national system; and it provides generously for
disability and sickness insurance. A referendum vote taken by the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States in September, 1944, strongly favoiftd expansion of the
social security system along lines similar to those contemplated in this bill. N. Y,
Times, Oct. 2, 1944.

^ The 1943 report^ of the National Resources Planning Board found a significant

Boiinterpait in Britain in Sir William Beveridge’s Social Insurance and Allied Services
(American edition, New York, 1942), representing the results of study by a royal

- Commissipn, and commonly referred to as the "Beveridge Report.”
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developed in Lhc Uniicd SLutes Housing (Wiigiicr-Stcagall) Act of 1937/

and greatly cxiianded under plans nuitured early in 1945 by govermnent,

officials in conhultatioii with housing experts, city planners, and building

industries, and cxiioetcd to be imiilemcnted soon by amendments to the

statute mentioned. Undci' the 1937 law, the govermnent no longer en-

gages directly in housing construction and slum clearance; instead, it

throws responsibility for providing better homes for low-income groups

upon state and inuiiicipal autbontics, acting through specially created

"public housing authorities.” A United States Housing Authority in the'

Department of the Interior was given a capital stock of 1|],000,000 and

empowered to raise $500,000,000 by sale of its obligations, fully guaran-

teed by the federal goveniinent; and from these funds loans were to be

(and since that time have been) made to state and local housing authori-

ties, which in turn attend to the actual work of slum elimination and

replacement with improved low-cost housing. Up to ninety per cent of

the money spent by a housing authority may be loaned by the federal

govormiiciit (at low interest rates), the remainder being furnished locally;

and all stales except ten have provided for the requisite housing authori-

ties as a necessary condition of receiving the federal aid.

A new phase of the housing problem appeared with the rapid expan-

sion of shipyards and of plants for manufacluring airplanes, powder, and
other war materials, Llio building of new plants for such purposes, and

the construction of military camps and training quarters. Hundreds of

thousands of workers and their families flocked to localities not equipped

to house them. In iiroviding suitable accommodations, the major role was

for a time naturally played by the Uniicd States Housing Authority, in

cooperation with the War and ISSaA^y Departments, the Authority being

empowered in 1940, either itself or through assistance to local authorities,

to construct public-housing facilities for persons engaged in defense

w’ork in localities where an acute housing shortage should be found to be

impeding the expansion of vital industries. In February, 1942, when no

fewer than sixteen more or less overlapping and conflicting federal

agencies were found to be engaged in housing activities, an executive

order consolidated all of them into a single National Housing Agency,

headed by an administrator; and of three divisions in which the new

agency was organized, one—a Federal Public Flousing Authority—took

full responsibility for housing constructed with public funds (thus suc-

ceeding the United States Housing Authority), and the other two—the

Federal Housing Administration and the Federal Homo Loan Bank

Administration—divided between them the work of encouraging and

financing private home construction and ownership.^

1 50 V. S- Stai. at. Large, 888.

2 During the defense effort and war, the government’s concern was naturally with

defense housing almost exclusively, and between 1940 and the end of Januar.y, 1944,

a total of 1,479,502 war-housing units were constructed or reconstructed—about half

of them publicly, and about half privately, financed. See R. G. Weintraub-and R.
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CHAPTER XXXm
I'OlUCHiN llELimONS

Ono thing that the framers of the constitution in 1787 could take for

granted was that tlie new national government which they were planning

would have,exclusive control over the country’s dealings with govern-

ments abroad. Even under the Articles of Confederation, the states had

no authority to send or receive ministers and consuls, or to make war, or

peace, or treaties, or alliances; and we have the word of the federal

Supreme Court that even if the powers necessary for doing these things

had received no mention in the new fundamental law, they would have

belonged to the national government in any case, as being “necessary

concomitants of nationality.” ^ To be sure, the constitution’s authors

made specific assignments of various powers and functions in this area.

They authorized the president to appoint “ambassadors, other public'i

ministers and consuls,” to make treaties, and to receive “ambassadors

and other public ministers”; they gave the Senate a check upon this

authority by making its advice and consent necessary to appointments

and treaties; they conferred the regulation of foreign commerce upon

Congress, and likewise the power to declare war; by assuming the exist-

,mce of heads of departments, they infcrentially provided for something'

in the nature of a department of foreign affairs; and they [orbade the

states to “enter into any treaty, alliance, or confederation”—or indeed

into any “agreement or compact. . .with a foreign power” except with

the consent of Congress. Presumably, however, most or all of the powers

in this field conferred upon the national government could have been

exercised even if no grants bad been made; for (reverting to the Supreme

Court’s interpretation) the general principle that the national govern-

ment has only powers granted in the constitution or implied therein

holds “categorically true” only with respect to domestic affairs, while in

the area of foreign or external affairs—altliough the president and Con-

gress must, of course, comply with any mandates which the constitution

lays down—actions not prohibited may be taken without any constitu-

tional authorization at all, express or implied.

If control over foreign relations is not divided between nation and

states, within the national government it nevertheless is distributed

1 United States v. Curtisa-''iVright Export Corporation,^ 299 U, S. 304 (1936). This

case toned on the validity of the President’s asserted right to prohibit the sale of

arms to two warring Latin-Amerioan nations, Bohvia and Paraguay, in pursuance of

a joint resolution of Congress (1934) confemng such power (48 TJ. S. Btat. at Large,

811). C£. C. P. Patterson, “In re’The United States v. the Curtiss-'Wright Coipora-

tion,” Tex. Law Rev., XXII,' 286-308, 445-470 (Apr.. June, 1944).
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among different aiitliori ties indeed, the United States has gone farther

in dividing the responsibilities involved than lias any other country any-

where. By nature, to be sure, the management of a nation’s official

dealings with other nations is an executive function; and in even the

most advanced demoeracies elsewhere, the executive (in Great Britain,

for example, the cabinet, working through the Foreign Office) performs

it with comparatively little check or restraint from legislature or courts.

In the United States, too, the supreme director of our official international

intercourse is the president. Nowhere in the constitution, however, is

the chief executive expressly given such supremacy; on the contrary, he

is merely assigned certain powers, the Senate i.s assigned other powers,

and Congress as a whole is assigned still others. If (as is true) primacy

in this field rests with the president, it is only (1) because the powers

given him—appointment, direction, negotiation, etc.—are the most basic,

and (2) because, as John Jay long ago pointed out, his office enjoys, as

compared with Congress, the lofty advantages of unity, continuity, means

of secrecy and dispatch, and unique sources of information.^ In the

immediate conduct and Tmnaejement of the country’s foreign relations,

the president has, to all intents and purposes, a free hand; in determining

the ’policies to be pursued, he shares power heavily both with tlie Senate

alone and with Congress. As illustrated by the bitter controversies over

the Versailles Treaty and the League of Nations, by deadlocks over such

matters as the proposed St. Lawrence waterway, and by current deep

concern over the role to be played by the United States in the interna-

tional settlement to follow the present war, this almost unique division

of control in the domain of foreign, relations—though perhaps ultimately

defensible, and certainly in the spirit of American polity—leads, on

plenty of occasions, to unpredictability, delay, confusion, and futility

at a point where national unity and decision are particularly to be desired.

With these general facts in mind, we may turn to the ways in which

our foreign relations are conducted, starting with the president as supreme

director; although, the president’s functions being exercised largely

through the Department of State and its far-flung auxiliary, the Foreign

Service, something may well be said about these agencies before the chief

executive is brought directly into the picture.

The Department of State

The first executive department established after the constitution went

into effect was a department of foreign affairs, continuing a department

of that nature originally created by the Continental Congress in 1781.

It soon seemed desirable, however, to assign to this department certain

duties which had no relation to foreign affairs, and hence in less than two

months the department was reorganized as the Department of State;

and this broader scope and title it has ever since retained. The Depart-

^ The Federalist, No. nxiv (Lodge’s ed., 400-406).
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ment’s main function is, and always lias been, to cany on, under the

president’s direction, the official transactions of the United States wit,h

foreign governments. Nevertheless, its head, ilie socrctavy of state,

(directly or through subordinates), receives the laws of Congress, pro-

mulgates them, and files the original copies for preservation; keeps the

great seal of the United States and affixes it to executive proclamations,

to various commissions, and to warrants for the extradition of fugitives

from justice; proclaims the admission of new states; transmits to the

states constitutional amendments proposed by Congress, receives froim

the governoi"? official notice of the action taken, and proclaims amend-
ments which have been duly ratified; calls on the governors of the states,

after a presidential election, for authentic lists of the electors chosen,

and transmits the information to Congress; and renders various other

services as required by law. In other words, notwithstanding the transfer

of sundry functions of this general nature to other departments from
time to time, the State Departm/;nt remains to a considerable extent a

"home office,” charged with keeping archives and proclaiming public

acts, and with serving as a medium of communication between the presi-

dent and Congress on the one hand and the authorities of the states on

the other. Most of this work, it may be added, while important, is of a

purely routine character.

The great bulk of the Department’s activities have to do rather with

our government’s dealings abroad; and it is in these that we are inter-

ested hero. Subject always to prc.sidcntial direction and control, the

secretary of state and his subordinates negotiate treaties and trade

agreements, carry on correspondence with foreign states, give instructions

to our ambassadors, miiii.stcrs, and consuls abroad, attend to all matters

of extradition, issue passports, make arrangements for international con-

ferences and congresses, gather information about conditions in foreign

lands and place it at the disposal of the president, of Congress, or, if

suitable, of the public, and, in general, stand ready to take up any task,

in peace or war, which the protection ot promotion of American interests

beyond our borders entails.^ Foreign governments and their representa-

tives normally communicate with our government, and in turn receive

its communications, only through the Department of State; although the

It is to he noted, however, that several of the other nine departmenls touch
foreign relations at important points, e.g

,

Justice in relation to immigration, and the

War and Navy Departments through their military, naval, and air attaches on the

staffs of embassies and legations, not to mention the many special connections

arising under conditions like those cieated by our participation in World War II.

In 1943, indeed, more than thirty different departments and agencies had representa-

tives abroad. For full comment on this matter, see W. H' C. Laves and F. 0.

Wilcox, “Organizing the Government for Participation in World Affairs,” Amer.
Poht. Sci. Rev., XXXVIII, 913-930 (Oct., 1944), where it is shown not only that the

effect of waitime experience has been greatly to disperse the opeiating activities

involved in managing our foreign relations, but that after the war there will be

weighty questions as to how much concentration can again bo attained or should be

attempted—outside, at any rate, of policy-makmg, which it is generally agreed must
remain a Slate Department iunction, under responsibility to the president.

_
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prcsidcni, on liis part, inay„and oqcasionally does, Qomimmicato with them

through conversations at the AVhite House, through personal agents sent

.abroad, by 'transoceanic telephone, and in these later days through

personal conferences held at distant points of the earthd

Although normally among the smaller departments in personnel, the

Department of State, including the auxiliary Foreign Service is, in

the geographical sweep of its activities, the most extensive of all,^ being,

indeed, the long arm by which the government reaches out to and deals

.with matters in the remotest lands beyond the seas. The Department

itself, in the narrower sense, is situated wholly in the national capital,

where in peacetime it had a force of some 1,100 officers and employees,

now swollen to inore than 2,600; the Foreign Service, with upwards of

6,000 ofificers and employees, operates in foreign lands, under separate

regulations as to recruitment, salaries, and similar matters, No one would

need to be told that the explosive international situation during the later

thirties—followed by the strains and presses of the greatest war in our

history—imposed upon the Department the heaviest responsibilities and

labors that it had ever known. And one would be prepared to hear that

its pattern of organization was more or less altered to meet the emer-

gency. Float people, however, would hardly have expected, in such a time,

the general overhauling of departmental organization and functions which

actually took place, in two main stages, in 1944. In point of fact, the

Department had long been under criticism for lacking' a basic scheme of

sound administrative organization, for being too much out of touch with

congressional and public opinion, and for having neither organization nor

personnel adapted to furnishing the leadership in its field which the

country had a right to expect. The war brought upon it a multitude of

new tasks; and the postwar period held no promise of anything but grow-

ing burdens and responsibilities. The upshot was that, in January, 1944,

a carefully planned general reorganization was carried out; and, although

probably the most extensive in the Department’s history, it, in turn, was

followed, in December of the same year, by another of at least equal

scope and signifioanee. The bird’s-eye view of the departmental sot-up

which will have to serve our purposes here naturally reflects the resulting

arrangements—arrangements which, in their broader outlines, will prob-

ably stand for some time
;
although the inclusion of a division of manage-

ment planning in the new pattern reflects the very wholesome point of

view that organization ought to be kept sufficiently flexible to permit of

further changes whenever need for them appears,®

’ See p. 640, note 1, below.
2 Except, of course, when the War and Navy Departments are functioninir in a

global war,
® The full text of the departmental "reorganization order" of Jan. 15, 1944, will be

*'
Department of State Bulletin, of that date, and that of the order of the

t toUowmg peoejnber^ 20, in ihid., Dec. 17, 1944, Supp. The earlier reorganization is

described in detail in W. H. C. Laves and F. 0.' Wilcox, “The Reorganization of

^
the Department of State," Amer. Polil. Sei. Eeo, XXXVIII, 289-301 (Apr., 1944).
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The head of the department (inchiding the Foreign Service) is, of

course, the secretary ol stale—^usually the .most conspicuous cabinet o^atato

officer, and in any event endowed with a certain primacy by statutory,

recognition as next after the vice-president in line of siicccasion to the

presidency. His is the oldest department, with functions of a more delicate

nature than those of any other. Except on rare occasions when tho presi-

dent chooses to take foreign relations pretty much into his own hands

(as did President Wilson during the first World War), tho secretary of

state is likely to suslain more intimate relations with his chief than does,

any other d'spartmeni head; and he alone among the ten makes no

annual report that goes to Congress and to the public. Not all secretaries

of state have been great men or able administrators
;
comparatively few

have, like Jefferson and Hay, brought to their office previous experience

in diplomacy. The roster of incumbents since 1789 has, however, been

adorned with enough honoi’cd names—.Jefferson, Marshall, Madison, John

Quincy Adams, Clay, Webster. Seward, Blaine, Olney, Play, Root,

Hughes, Stimson, and Hull—^to have invested the secretaryship, like the

presidency itself, with a lofty tradition.

Next in rank to tho department head is an under-secretary of state, 2 , Tiie

who, when his chief is absent or incapacitated, becomes acting secretary hauvo*'

and at other times aids in the formulation and execution of policy. Then
^

come six assistant secretaries of state, each in charge of a coordinated

area of departmental activity, One of these areas is economic affairs

—

now better linked up and consolidated than ever before. Two arc of a

geographical nature, one embracing European, African, Near Eastern,

and Far Eastern affairs, and the other “American Republic” affairs. A
fourth area is that of public and cultural relations, with considerably

more importance attached to this function than previously. A fifth area

similarly envisages greater stress on the Department’s relations with

Congress. And a sixth sweeps together a multitude of activities under the

general caption of “administration,” i.e., departmental housekeeping.

Coordinate with the assistant secretaries in ranlc and actual importance

are the Department’s legal adviser and a special assistant to the seoretai’y

of state. Study of an organizational diagram will give a fair idea, not

only of the multiplicity and diversity of the “offices,” “divisions,” and

other units assembled under the various top officials, but of the number

(not large) charged with special wartime functions and therefore likely

to be discontinued or curtailed in days to come. Not to be overlooked, too,

and the later one in the same authors’ "The State Department Continues Its Reor-
ganization,” ibid., XXXIX, 309-317 (Apr., 1946), The first reorganization took place

under Secretary Hull and had been almost completely carried into effect when, in

November, 1944, Secretary Stettinius took office and forthwith began planning an-

other reorganization, aimed at expanding and developing the first one. The second

reorganization was accompanied by a general shift of personnel in the higher offices,

Senatorial opposition to several of the nominees eventually melted away, and all

were confirmed by substantial majorities.
^ Such a.s may be found dn department of State Bulletin, XI, 764-795 (Dec. 17,

1944, Supp,).
'

.

'
'
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are the dcpartmcnl al committees serving as top agencies for policy forma-

tion— (1) the Secretary’s. Staff Committee, consisting of the under-

secretary, assistant secretaries, and other officials of equivalent rank, and

(2) the Coordinating Committee, consisting mainly of the “office” di-

rectors working at a lower level in the departmental hierarchy, and

concerned with inter-office relations and with reviewing from time to

time questions of policy before reference of them to the Staff Cora-

mittecd

The Foreign Service

The first thing that one discovers on turning to the Foreign Service

is that what is now a single establishment was formerly two, i.e., diplo-

matic and consular. Each had not only its own functions but its own
personnel, its owm system of recruiting and promotion, its own classifica-

tion, and its own salary scale; and, however much aptitude a member
of one service might show for work of |Jic kind performed by the other,

it was almost impossible for him to be transferred. For many years the

feeling grew that the wall separating the two services ought to be broken

down, and after numerous proposals had fallen by the wayside, the Rogers

' Act of 1S24 accomplished the desired reform.^ Diplomatic and consular

services were consolidated in a single field force known as the “Foreign

Service of the United States”; the diplomatic and consular branches of

this service were put on an interchangeable basis, so that transfers might

be made from one to the other whenever found advantageous; and pro-

vision was made for assignment of new recruits to either branch of the

service in which they happened at the time to be needed.®

In earlier clays, appointments to diplomatic and consular positions,

as to places of many other kinds, were made by the president and Senate

1 Under regulations dating from 1926, ministers, consuls, and other persons be-
longing to the Foreign Service may be called to Washmgton to serve (not to exceed
four 3'ears) ""as assi.stant secretaries or in other posts in which they can give the
Department Lhe benefit of their first-hand experience abroad; and, similarly, higher
Depaitment officials at Washington may be assigned to duty for limited periods at
foreign posts.

The best account of the history and earlier organization of the State Department
is G. Hunt, Tha Department oj State oj the United States (New Haven, 1914). On
the Department in more recent times, see G. H. Stuart, American Diplomatic and
Consular Practice (New York, 1936), Chaps, v-vi, and books and articles cited on p.

653 below; although for present organization it is necessary to use, rather, such re-
cent publications as tho,se mentioned on p. 632, note 3, above. For a forward-looking
interpretation of the Department’s role, see W. H. C. Laves and F. O. Wilcox,
“Organizing the Government for Participation in World Affairs,” Amer. Polit. Sci.

Rev., XXXVIII, 913-930 (Oct., 1944). The administration of foreign relations by
secretaries of state down to and including Hughes is dealt with by various writers

in S. F, Boinis [ed.]. The American Secretanos of State and Their Diplomacy,
10 vols. (New York, 1927-29).

2 43 U. S. Slat, at Large, 140. See T, Lay, "Foreign Service Hoorganization,” Amer.
Polit. Sci, Rev., XVm, 697-711 (Nov., 1924).

s The titles of sccretai'y, counselor, consul, etc., by which the foreign status of

tnfetnbers of the service is designated remained as before. For purposes of adminis-
tration and interchangeability only, the common title of “foreign service officer”

was superimposed upon the others.
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with no required roRard for fitness. Not, infrequently, men of ability and
experience received appointment; but too often the delormining factors

were personal favoritism and party service. In 1895, President Cleveland

introduced the vndimenl.s of a merit system in the consular service, and

in 1906 President Theodore Roosevelt instituted a plan of competitive

examinations and cdieiency ratings for the appointment and jiromotioii

of consuls of all grades, including consuls-gcneral. In 1909, President Taft

started a scheme of competitive examinations in tlic lower grade,s of the

diplomatic service, with provision lor efficiency records as a basis of

promotion. This, however, did not affect the members of the service

above the rank of secretary, who, accordingly, seldom long outlived the

Administrations that appointed them and rarely or never survived a

change of the party in power. Furthermore, in both services the reforms

rested until 1915 only on executive orders, not on statute. Here again

the legislation of 1924 made notable advances. By its terms, all persons

in the Foreign Service below Lhc^raclc of minister are appointed only on

tlie basis of written and oral competitive examinations of such compre-

hensiveness and difficulty that only well-trained college graduates can

hope to pass them.^ As needed, and in the order of their ratings, suc-

cessful candidates arc given preliminary or preparatory terms of a few

months as salaried .iunior vice-consuls in near-by posts {e.g., at Mexico

City or Ottawa), after Avhich they receive several months of further

instruction in a foreign service officers’ training scliool maintained in the

State Departinont at Washington. Only then arc they ready to be ap-

pointed as foreign service officers (of the lowest grade)—in whichever

branch of the service there arc vacancies, and with some regard to their

personal aptitudes. Supplemented by later legislation—notably the

Moses-Linthicum Act of 1931 ®—the Rogers Act also fixes salaries on a

uniform scale rising from $2,500 to $10,000 (with moderate annual in-

creases, and with certain travel and maintenance allowances), makes

suitable provision for promotions, and establishes a retirement and dis-

ability fund to which members of the service contribute five per cent of

their salaries. Indeed, the Moses-Linthicum Act rounded out the re-

form by classifying clerical employees as well and extending the merit

As a rule, the written examinations (covering four general and four .si)ecial fields)

are held in September at various places throughout the country, are taken by from
six to eight hundred young men and women, and are .sucoes.sfully passed by from
sixty to one hundred. Of the latler number, the rigorous oral examinationa held the

following January in Washington, and stressing pei-aonal qualities and promise,

usually eliminate all but twenty-five or thirty. Candidates must be between the ages

of twenty-one and thirl y-five, and must be designated for examination by the

president. Written examinations are conducted by the Civil Service Commission for

the board of Exaniiiieis for the koreign Service, which itself conducts the oral te.sts.

Cf. The American Foreign Service, General Information Jor Apvlleants and Sample
Entrance Examination Quefihons, Revised to June 1, (Washington, Go\'t. Prtg.

Off,, 1912), Women are eligible, and, beginning in 1922, a few have been admitted

to the sendee. Personnel matters in the service are handled by a Division of Foreign

Service Personnel in the State Department,
- 46 U. S, SliU. at Large, 1207,
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system to them
;
and altogether the service has since been on a decidedly

more satisfactory basis than ever befored

. Althongh forming parts of the Foreign Service in the broader sense,

ministers and amlmssadors ^ are outside the scope of the legislation just

desciibed, and are still appointed by the president and Senate on grounds

in which political and personal considerations, e.g., reward for party

service and for contributing to campaign funds, may weigh heavily. One
can cite diplomats who have served through a long stretch of years,

moving from post to post; but, in general, tenure is uncertain, and not

unlikely to be brief, especially if the party to which the incumbent be-

longs soon goes out of power. To be sure, the Rogers Act has as one

of its objectives the encouragement of young men of ambition and

talent to make tlie Foreign Service a career, and to that end it requires

the secretary of state to give the president from time to time the names

of members of the service who have demonstrated their fitness for pro-

motion to the grade of minister; and iiy later years a gratifying number

of such promotions have been made. An obstacle of some seriousness

arises, however, from the fact that salaries arc still confined to a range

between _|10,000 and |1 7,500 (decidedly less than is paid to officers of

corresponding grade by Great Britain and other principal states), and

are widely regarded as putting the higher posts practically beyond the

reach of persons not having independent moans.'* There is advantage in

a system flexible enough to permit the president to choose our highest

diplomatic officers from men of standing and achievement in all professions

and fields, and some of our ablest and most successful representatives

abroad Irave been persons without previous diplomatic training or experi-

ence. But it is pleasing to know that the rank and file of the service is

now so improved that he cannot find excuse for failing to draw from

the "career men" in it for the higher posts with increasing frequency. By
and large, our consular establishment has long been as efficient as any in

1 In 1944, a School of Advanced International Studies and Foreign Service Training

Center, closely associated with the Department of State, was established m Wash-
inglon with a view to affording advanced training for persons looking to employment
abroad either by the government or by private industry.

2 An ambassador outranks a minister, but is not otheiwise dilferent. Since 1803, it

has been the practice of the United States to send an ambassador to any country

that sends one to us.

s For example, Hugh Gibson, Nelson Johnson, and Joseph C, Grew.
^ Charles G. Dawes testified that it cost him $75,000 a year to aoive the hountry as

ambassador at London, and Jolm W. Davis that even under careful management the
same position cost him between $50,000 and $60,000 a year. The late Professor Wil-
liam E, Dodd, of the University of Chicago, appointed ambassador to Germany by
President Roosevelt in 1033, seems, however, to have demonstrated over a peiiod of

years that, even in a major post, an American envoy can live on his salary—or at

least could do so before the war. In later years, the situation ^as been helped ma-
terially by a fairly generous system of rent allowances, post allowances equalizing

the cost of living at exceptionally expensive posts, pay adjustments in instances

where the conditions of exchange woiild seriously impair the value of the regular

official salary, “representation allowances” (in the case of chiefs of mission) covering

part of the cost of entertainment, and a good system of retirement allowances. It

is hai'dly necessaiy to add that under .present wartime conditions lavish entertaining

> has become a thine of the nast.
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the world, NoiwithsLfsndinp; shining exceptions, our diplomatic service haa,

in times past, ranked rather low. In so far, however, as our presidents,

overcoming the impediments of low salaries and personal and party pres-

sure, henceforth succeed in filling ministerial and ambassadorial positions,

not with political appointees, but with men who cither have come up with

distinction through the secretaryships, counsolorships, and similar offices

or have attained equally de.sirablc qualifications by experience in other

fields, an ancient ground of reproach will have been removed; and it is

gratifying to be able to record that of the two score ambassadorial posts

which wo iiQ,aintaincd in 1941 ten were held by career men, and of the

thirty ministerial posts, fifteen.^ The commanding position that our na-

tion has gained since 1917 and the ever-growing complexity of our rela-

tions abroad, both in peacetime and in wartime, demand not only an
'

extensive but a strong foreign service—strong at the top no less than at

the bottom. Appropriately enough, the Foreign Service has been termed

our first line of defense. \
Asked to indicate the functions of an American diplomatic rcpvesenta- nipio-

tive in a foreign counlry, one might ]i.st the more importani of them tacLns

somewhat as follows: (1) to convey messages and inquiries from the

home to the foreign govermnent, and to transmit information and replies

"

in return; (2) to cultivate friendly relations with the authorities of the

foreign state and keep the way open for prompt and amicable adjust-

ment of controversies; (3) to negotiate agreements and treaties, alone

or in collaboration with specially appointed commissioners, and under

instructions from the secretary of state; (4) to keep the secretary of

state, and through him the president, informed on political conditions

and trends abroad, and especially on international developments
; (5) to

watch legislation and other governmental actions in the foreign state, and

make inquiry or lodge complaint if American treaty rights are threat-

ened; and (6) to be of assistance to resident or travelling fellow- citizens,

in ways that often tax both ingenuity and patience.^ Naturally, the

burden of responsibility will be heavier in some capitals than in others,

and at times of international tension than in days of peaceful routine,

But it is never light
;
and no mere cataloguing of duties, in the foregoing

fashion, can give a complete measure of it.^* Associated with each diplo-

r In seven cases, these diplomats were commissioned to governments operating in

exile—six in England and one in Canada The war years have brought considerable

changes in the number and distribution of diplomatic posts. Even with the enemy
countries removed from the list, the number of embassies in 1944 was thirty-four

(including those which had followed various governments in exile) and the number
of legations (in charge of ministers), twenty-three.

2 Before the outbreak of war in Europe in September, 1939, nearly 400,000 United
States citizens resided abroad more or less permanently, mainly for business pur-

poses.
s Exceptionally reabstio portrayals of what it means to be an American ambas-

sador to an important country will be found in B. J. Hendrick, Life and Ze tiers of

Walter H. Page (New York, 1923-24), especially I, 159-16R and W. E. and M. Dodd,
Ambassador bodd's Diary -.iNew York, 1941). Diplomatic service in general is de- > ,

scribed in J. W. Foster, The Practice of Diplolnacy (Boston, 1906), Chaps, i-x; P, D,
’
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malic represenlativQ abroad, is a ptaff of sccreLarios, dorks, and inter-

preters, among whom front r^rnk is taken by the first secretary of embassy

(.or legation, as the case may be)—a man who must always be qualified

to serve as charge d’affaires during the absence of his chief or when there

is a vacancy,

taartJoua The primary function of the American consular officer,^ at least his-

torically, is to promote the interests of American trade abroad; and to

this end he observes and reports on economic conditions in his territory,

watches for new and larger openings for American goods, sends back

information on the most advantageous forms of advertising sjnd the best

methods of packing and shipping commodities, and puts himself at the

service of the American manufacturer, shipper, or commercial traveller

engaged in studying the foreign market on the spot. This, however, is

only jrart of the story. In addition, (1) he certifies the invoices of goods

intended for shipment to the United States, and otherwise assists in the

administration of our tariff laws; (2) he^acts as paymaster (for civilian

purposes) of the Ameidcan government abroad, and also as tax-collector,

e.g., in connection with the federal income tax; (3) under certain condi-

tions, he cares for the estates of Americans who die abroad; (4) he

•witnesses marriage ceremonies when one of the parties is an American

citizen; (5) he decides disputes between masters, officers, and men on

American ships, provides for stranded seamen, and may discharge seamen

from their contracts; (6) he inspects and approves the passports of

aliens intending to come to the United States, thus helping enforce our

immigration laws; (7) he serves as peacetime business agent in securing

fuel and stores for American ships; and, in general, (8) he acts as "guide,

philosopher, and friend” to travelling fellow-countrymen. Ear less in the

public eye than the minister or ambassador, the consular official penetrates

corners of the earth where diplomacy rarely or never reaches and is easily

the most valuable sort of general utility man that modern government

and business have developed.-

Potter, Introduclion to the Study of International Organisation (4th ed., New York,
1935), Chap, v,; and J. M. Mathews, American Poraign delations; Conduct and
Policies (rev. ed„ New York, 1938), Chaps, xviii-xk. The diplomatic service of the
United States as existing before the second World War is dealt with most fully and
satisfactorily in G. H. Stuart, op. cit., Chaps, vii-xvi, Cf. H'. R. Wilson, Diplomacy as
a Career (Cambridge, Mass., 1941), and H. Gibson, The Road to Foreign, Policy
(Garden City, N, Y., 1944), Chaps. lU-iv.

^ Such officers are of various grades—consul-general (in charge of all the consulates
in a country), consul, vice-consul, and consular agent,

2 On the consular service, see G. H. Stuart, op. cit., Chaps, xvn-xxi. In 1944, the
United States maintained abroad a total of approximately 250 consular offices, For
an ofiidal outline of the duties of "the efficient foreign seivics officer” (with no
distinction as between diplomatic and consular), see Department of State, The
American Foreign Service (Washington, 1934), 3-5.

. As indicated earlier, not all of our dealings with foreign governments are carried
on through ambaSiSadors, ministers, consuls, and other members of the official foreign
service. The United States is a member of some sixty permanent international organ-
isations (see list in V. S. Government Manual, Summer, 1944, p. 203) ; and while

.
dll Me_ regarded as “related” to the Department of State, American repr.esentation. in
them is provided for in many diSerwit ways, for example, through commissioners
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The Role of the President

Acting either directly or, normally, through the instrumentality of the
State Department and Farcigii Service, the president is the medium
through which all of our dealings with foreign states are initiated and
carried on; and it is now time to bring to view some of the major activi-

ties which this role imposes. In the first place, the chief executive is the
official channel of intercourse between our government and all foreign

governments. Ho speaks for the nation on ceremonial occasions and
receives offioial visitors to our shores. Subject to the Senate’s right of
confirmation, he appoints all of our ambassadors and ministers to other

countries, and all consuls stationed there.’- On his sole responsibility, he
receives foreign ambassadors and other public ministers, and also, if

necessary, dismisses them. Through the State 'Department, he carries on
correspondence abroad, obtaining information, declaring policy, pressing

claims, offering settlements, andVeplying to all manner of inquiries and
proposals. Congress may not address any foreign power or receive any
communication from one; a private citizen or corporation undertaking

to engage in any discussion or negotiation with a foreign government

on a matter of political significance becomes liable to fine and nnprison-

meiiL. As supreme director of our official international dealings, the presi-

dent’s prerogatives arc indeed broad
;
and he may go as far as he likes in

named, for fixed terms or ollierwko, by the president or secretary of slate. Among
oreanizationa in wliich wo lima bear a share are the International Labor Organization,
the United Natioiia Itolicf and Rehabilitation Administration, the International
Bureau of tho Universal Postal Union, Iho International Bureau of Weights and
Measures, tlio lutematioiial Institute of Agriculture, the Permanent (Hague)
Court of Arbitration, and the Pan-American Union. We refused to join the
League of Nations, bub eventually "cooperated” -with it in numerous activities;

in the Pcniiaucnt Court of Interuational Justice (“World Court”), closely asso-

ciated with the League, wo refused to have any part. Assuming that out of the
present war will come a new sclicmo of international organization aimed at preseiwing
World peace, and that the United Slates will be a major participant, we may antici-

pate that in the rcisulting council and assembly of delegates many matters will be
handled which obherwi.se would devolve upon our regular diplomatic representatives

in foreign capitals. And of course numerous Americans will hold positions of various
sorts in the new organization, just as did almost three hundred (serving privately)

in the League of Nations and its auxiliary agencies.

1 Indeed, he may employ “special,” “personal,” or “secret” agents abroad without
procuring senatorial consent at all; and nearly every president, from Washington
onwards, lias done so. Technically, such agents are not officers of the United States,

and they can be paid only out of the president’s "contingent fund,” unless Congress
makes special appropriaiiona for them. But their services, diplomatic or semi-

diplomatic, may be quite as important as those of ministers and ambassadors, as, for

example, -^vere those of Col. E. M. IIousb as special emissary of President Wilson in

Europe during World War I. Both Presidents Hoover and Franklin D. Roosevelt

employed the late Norman H. Davis for years as an "ambassador-at-large” charged

with attending conferences, carrying on discussions, and in general sounding out

European authorities on. the subjects of disarmament, and collective security. Myron
C. Taylor was sent ’to the Vatican as the President's representative in 1940 and
on Several other occasions to discuss -matters relating to -world peace (the

United vStates does not maintain regular diplomatic relations -with the Vatican)

;

Harry- Hopkins was dispatclied to Great Britain in 1941 to obtain information con-

cerning that country’s war needs;: and the late Wendell L, Willkic, during a visit to

London early in 1941 and ’later wartime viats to Russia, China, and other lands,

executed commissions given hijn by the President.
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exerci&ing them personally—even to the extent of managing the country’s

foreign relations practically, from his own desk, as did President Wilson

during the first World War, or going abroad to lead in the negotiation

of a great international settlement, as did the same chief executive when

peace was to be made in 1919, or meeting and conferring with repre-

sentatives of foreign governments, as President Hoover met and talked

with the British prime minister, Ramsay MacDonald, at a summer camp

in Virginia in 1929, or as President Pranklin D. Roosevelt met, talked,

and reached conclusions with Prime Minister Winston Churchill and

Marshal Joseph Stalin on several occasions during the present war.^

Out of this presidential function of representing the nation in its

dealings abroad prows a second important power, namely, that of recogni-

tion—by which is meant the authority to determine what the official

American attitude shall be toward an unsettled or changed political

situation in a foreign land. The constitution has nothing to say on the

subject, and at various times it has beep'^argued that Congress possesses

the power concurrently with the president. International usage, however,

makes it strictly an executive function; the power to appoint and receive

envoys would certainly make it such in the United States
;
and precedent,

'‘backed by judicial opinion, places it wholly in the president’s hands,

subject only to the power of the Senate to confirm diplomatic appoint-

ments, and to the power of both houses to vote foreign service appro-

priations,

The question of recognition arises in connection with two or three

main situations. One of these is where a newly created state is seeking

acceptance into the family of nations. After 1817, President Monroe

recognized the newly arisen Latin American republics by sending minis-

ters to, and receiving others from, them. In 1903, President Theodore

Roosevelt recognized Panama by receiving a minister, thereby paving the

way for the agreement under which the Panama Canal was later built.

On the other hand, Presidents Hoover and Franklin D. Roosevelt stead-

fastly refused to recognize the new "state” of Manchoukuo establi,shed

under Japanese auspices on Chinese soil in 1932. New states can arise

only from the dismemberment of old ones, and this makes recognition

in such cases an especially serious matter. A second type of situation

^ In August and September, 1940, President Roosevelt directly and personally car-

ried on discussions (using trans-Atlantic telephone when necessary) with Prime
Minister Churchill looking to the exchange ol American over-age destroyers for

leases of sites for American naval bases in British possessions in the 'Western Hemi-
sphere. About the same time, he more than once talked at the White House with
Prime Minister King about United States-Canadian cooperation on defense plans.

In August, 1941, he met Churchill on Hie high seas, discussed with him the war
situation and the problems of American assistance to Britain, and joined with him
in promulgating an “Atlantic Chartor” embodying principles to be adhered to in

establishing a new world order after the termination of hostilities. On several later

occasions, Roosevelt and Churchill met in Washington or Quebec, and three times
' during the war the President crossed the Atlantic for conferences, on one occasion
Raveling as far as ‘Teheran, and on another (including the Yalta conference of

- February;, 1945) absenting himself fiorfi the country .some five weeks).
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ia where, as a result ’of revolution, one political regime in a country has

been replaced by another. After the U.S.S.R. had waited sixteen years

for Amcrienn recognition, President Franklin D. RoosovdlL yielded, in

1933, by inviting President Kalinin, of the All-Union Central Execu-

tive Committee at Moscow, to send a representative to Washington for

conference, and by concluding a treaty with this emissary. Foreign Com-
missar Litvinov. On the other hand, the downfall of the revolutionary

president Fluerta in Mexico, in 1915, came almost entirely as a result of

President Wilson’s refusal to have any dealings with the regime which

he headed. With mistrust later proved to have been justifled, President

Roosevelt recognized the Vichy government of France in 1940; although

in this case the regime recognized purported to be substantially a con-

tinuation of one wrecked by German conquest.^ Still another type of
’

situation opens the way for recognition on somewhat different lines,

namely, where, an insurrection having arisen in a country, the president

formally recognizes the insurgi?tjcy, or even the belligerency, of the in-

surrectionists, thereby giving them (so far as the United States is con-

cerned) certain rights which they would not have as mere rebels.

President Cleveland thus recognized a state of insurgency in Cuba in

1896. In all matters of recognition, the principle is that the president

'

may go as far as he likes in recognizing international jacts; recognition

before facts exist is premature, and may become a cause of war.“

“Under our system of government,” the courts have declared, “the b. Pro-

citizen abroad is as much entitled to protection as the citizen at home”
;

’ of°oUil

and it falls to the president, as chief executive and director of our foreign

relations, to see that such protection is duly extended, whether on the “Heu' -

basis of treaty guarantees or otherwise. If an American soiourning in a

foreign land or travelling on the high seas is mistreated and cannot obtain

justice, the president, acting through the State Department, may make
demands in his behalf, and may go to any lengths short of a declaration

of war to obtain redress for him.* Similarly, it is the president's duty

—

up to the limits of national authority—to see that protection is extended

to aliens legally domiciled in the United States. He must execute all

provisions of the constitution, the national laws, and treaties bearing

on their rights
;
and "while he has no way of compelling state authorities

to extend protection in matters outside the scope of national jurisdiction,

he may admonish them to be mindful of alien rights and may instruct

district attorneys to lend aliens needed legal aid. In time of war abroad,

1 With France finally delivered from German, domination, the President, in Ootobbr,

1944, recognized the regime of General De Gaulle as constituting a provisional gov-
ernment of the reviving Republic.

2 On recognition in general, see B, S._ Corwin, The President’s Control oi Foreign
Relations, 71-83; J. M. Mathews, American Foreign Relations; Conduct and Policies

(rev. ed,), Chap, xxi; and references cited on p..654 below.
3 Durand v. Hollins, Fed. Gas. No, 4186 (I860).
* E. M. Borehai’d, The Diplomatic Protection o/ Ciiitiens Abroad (new ed.. New

York, 1927). It is hardly necessary to add that the treaty-making power is used

freely in obtaining recognition of and protection for citizen rights abroad,,
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he may be of assistance to both aliens and citizens i)y issuing a procla-

mation of neutrality calling attention to rules of international law and

to statutes forbidding various unneutral acts. When the United States is

itself at war, however, the rights of aliens of enemy nationality become

only such as international law recognizes in situations of the kind, and

the president is not obligated beyond that point.’-

Treaties and Executive Agreements

. A main instrumentality for regulating and stabilizing international

relations is treaties; and the constitution provides that the president

"shall have power, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,

to make treaties, provided two-thirds of the senators present concur.” -

Under the Articles of Confederation, Congress made treaties; and the

framers of the constitution at first thought of giving the power to the

Senate. As, however, the concept of the presidency grew in their minds,

the opinion developed that it would be/better to assign treaty-making,

along with the general management of the country’s foreign relations,

to the chief executive, associating with him the Senate as an advising

and restraining council. The House of Representatives was deliberately

'omitted from the plan in the interest of “secrecy and despatch”; and

the assent of two-thirds, rather than a simple majority, in the Senate was

provided for in order to prevent treaties from being made too lightly,

and also to give sectional interests like the New England fisheries added

protection against being “sold out.”
“

The language of the constitution clearly associates the Senate with

the president throughout the entire process of making a treaty
;
and not

only do passages in The Federalist indicate that this is what the framers

had in mind, but President Wasliington actually began his treaty-making

(with the Southern Indians in 1789) on that basis. A few years of ex-

perience demonstrated, however, that it was better for the president to

“make” the treaty and only afterwards to seek the Senate’s “advice

and consent”—such consent being to the final act of ratification, which

the president alone is competent to perform.^ To be sure, cither branch of

CongresSj or the two concurrently, may, by resolution, advise or request

that a given treaty be negotiated
;
and the president may, in advance or

during the course of negotiation, consult with individual senators, or

even the Senate as a whole.” But unless the chief executive chooses to

’ See pp. 124-126 above.
2 Art. II, § 2, cl. 2.
s R. E. McClendon, ‘'Origin of the Two-Thirds Rule in Senate Action on Treaties,”

Amer, Hist. Rev., XXXVI, 768-772 (July, 1931),
< On the -way in -rvhich our treaty-making authority “split into'two authorities,” see

E. S. Corwin, in J. B, Whitton [ed.], The Second Chance; America and the Peace
(Princeton, N. J., 1944), 143-150.

” There are only about a dozen instances in which the Senate as a whole has been
consulted—oire of them involving Polk’s procurement from the Senate in 1846 of a

•Pfpmise in advance to assent to a convention with Great Britain settliiig the question
of the (Jregon boundary. On the unjUeasant outcome of Washington’s attempt to
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set the necessary mhcliincry in motion, no negotiation can be started;

he can begin a negotiation regardless of the desire (and even without

the knowledge) of eiiher branch of Congress; and rarely' indeed is the

Senate as a body given any chance to express itself on a proposed treaty

until the completed instriunent is transmitted to it. Short of simply

withholding assent to ratification, the most that the Senate can do is to

assent on certain conditions, or to attach reservations which will make
it necessary for the president to renew negotiations with a view to secur-

ing the foreign government’s acc^sptance of the proposed qualificatioils

or other changes. In exercising his powers of initiative and direction, the

president may work through the regular diplomatic representative ac-

credited to the foreign government concerned; or he may appoint a

special plenipotentiary or commission to go abroad for the purpose;

again, he may cause the negotiation to be carried on in Washington

through the secretary of state
;
or, finally, he may undertake, or at least

participate in, the negotiation \imsclf, as did President Wilson in con-

nection with the Treaty of Versailles in 1919. When the treaty is com-

pleted, he, furthermore, has full freedom to submit it to the Senate,

return it to the negotiators for revision, or drop it altogethei;. He may
hold it back bccaiiso he considers it imsaLisfactory, or because he rccog-'

nizes that submission of it to the Senate would bo useless.

“A treaty entering the Senate,” wrote John Hay after six years of

experience as socrcLary of state, ‘‘is like a bull going into the arena;

no one can say just how or when the final blow will fall—but ono thing

consult with tlio Sonalo orally on his Indian treaty, see D. F, Fleming, The Treaty
Veto ol the American Seyiale (New York, 1930), 16-91. As a matter of expediency, the
president and secretary of state usually keep in close touch with at least the members
of the Senate foreign rohitions committee when an important negotiation is in prog-
ress, sounding out sentiment iu this way on pending proposals and ascertaining how
far it is safe or wi.se to go in this direction or that—a precaution the more necessary
because, under the two-thirds rule, a treaty will usually have to have the support of

members of both political parties. The president may, indeed, make one or more
senators members of a negotiating commission. Thus, three of the five commissioners

appointed by President McKinley to negotiate a treaty of peace with Spain in 1898

were senators, one of them being chairman of the foreign relations committee. Two
of the four commissioners who signed, on behalf of the United States, the treaty con-

cluded with Great Britain, France, Italy, and Japan at the Washington Conference

oh the Limitation of Naval Armaments in 1921-22 were senators, one of them again

being the chairman of the foreign relations committee. Two of the five commissioners

who signed the London Naval Treaty of 1930 were members of the upper house, and

BO wore two of the American delegates to the World Monetary and Economic Con-
ference at London in 1933, and to the San Fiancisco conference of the United

Nations in 1945. President Wilson was widely criticized because he did not

include one or two senators in the commission which represented the United States

in negotiating the Treaty of Versailles in 1919; and the outcome ^owed that he at

least could not have lost anything by doing so. On the other hand, it should be noted

that the plan of including senators in commissions to negotiate treaties has been

opposed vigorou.sly,j.both in the Senate and outside, on the ground that it puts the

senatorial members in the position of helping formulate proposals which they will be

expected to pass upon later as members of a separate branch of the government, and

also on the ground that it is incompatible with at least the spirit of the constitutional

stipulation that “no person holding any office_ under the United States shall be a

member of either house during his continuance in office” (Art. I, § 6, ol. 2)—although

membership in an international conference -Tcan be construed as not properly an

“office.” Cf. D. P. Fleming, 071. dt, 27-32.
1
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is certain—it will never leave the arena alive.” ^ Tina statement is much

too strong, as is evidenced by two or three major facts: (1) no treaty

was rejected outright by the Senate until 1824; (2) the total number

60 rejected throughout the history of the country to 1935 is only sixty-

tWo; and (3) while the Senate either failed to act upon, or insisted on

amendments or reservations to, 152 treaties (to the date mentioned), it

unconditionally approved some nine hundred, or more than four-fifths

of the entire number presented to it.- Quite a number of treaties slip

through with no opposition at all. Those that stir controversy, however,

encounter a genuine hurdle in the two-thirds rule
;
and it must be ad-

mitted that most of the treaties that have come to grief have been of

first-rate importance, e.g., the treaty for the annexation of Texas in

1844, the Taft-Knox arbitration treaties of 1911-12, the Treaty of Ver-

sailles in 1920, the St. Lawrence Waterway Treaty in 1934, and the

protocol for adherence to the Permanent Court of International Justice

(World Court) in 1926 and 1935; and, farther, that many which finally

emerge triumphant do so only after a great parliamentary battle, calling

into play every sort of pressure from the White House. In numerous

cases, beginning with the Jay Treaty in 1794, the Senate’s consent to

'ratification has been qualified by reservations, amendments, and inter-

pretations—in other words, by what Woodrow Wilson called “treaty-

marring.” These are usually tantamount to changes in the treaty, and

if either the president or the foreign government is unwilling to accept

the modifications involved, the treaty fails. A number of arbitration

treaties were killed in this way in 1904, and others in 1912; likewise the

protocol for adherence to the Permanent Court of International Justice

in 1026.” At any time while a treaty is pending in the Senate, the presi-

dent may recall it, either because circumstances have so changed that

he no longer favors it or because he perceives that it is doomed to defeat.

Even after the Senate has given its consent, a treaty may be Ireld up. It

remains for the president to ratify it—and, upon being apprised of ratifi-

cation by the other government (or governments), to promulgate it;

iW. R. Thayer, Lije and LeUors of John Hay (Boston, 1920), 11. 393. Alluding
to the necessity under which a foreign power finds itself of dealing first with the
State Department at one end of Pennsylvania Avenue and then with “another State
Department at the other end,” Mr. Walter Lippmann once remarked that “a diplo-
matic affair with the United States is like a two-volume novel in which the hero
marries the heroine at the end of the first volume and divorces her triumphantly at
the end of the second.” Foreign Affairs, IV, 218-219 (Jan., 192G)

.

2D F.^ Fleming, “The Role of the Senate in Treaty-Making,” Amer. Polit. Sci.

Rev,, XXVIII, 083 (Aug,, 1934). In a period of less than six yeans (Deo,. 1924, to
Aug,, 1930), the Senate assented to the ratification of 106 treaties, with forty-one
different nations. On a day in June, 1934, it approved twelve ;n a single hour. Cf,
/‘List of Ti-eaties Submitted to the Senate. 1789-1934, 1935-1939, 1940, 1941, 1942,”
Department of State Publicaiions, Nos. 765, 1516, 1620, 1751, 1894.

^

2 “While all kinds of treaties hhve incurred the Senate’s displeasure, it has con-
sistently emasculated only one type, i,e., those for the pacific settlement of disputes.

At, is upon the Senate’s aotion, upon this class of .treaties that opinion upon the
, /tfseftilTtesa- of ks role in treaty-making must divide,” D. F. Fleming, The Role of the
I Senate hf Treaty-Making, 683.
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and ho has the option of refusing to take these final necessary steps,

although naturally he will do so only under very unusual circiirastauees.

Formerly, treaties were almost invariably considered in executive ses-

sion behind closed doors, although some, e.g., the Taft-Knox arbitration

treaties of 1911, were debated with both press and pulilic in the galleries.

In 1929, a new Senate rule put an end to private sessions in general, and

since that date even treaties have been expected normally to be dealt with

in the open. The rule, however, does not preclude closing the doors for

discussion of treaties, or of anything else, if the Senate so determines.

,

For a'lpmdred years or more, the treaty procedure outlined served,

on the whole, acceptably. In later days, however, it has given rise to a

great deal of dissatisfaction. To begin with, the two-thirds rule, although “raiem

conceded to have been perhaps desirable under eighteenth-century conch-'

tions, is alleged to be out of harmony with our present-day democracy,

grounded as it is upon the principle of government by ordinary simple

majority.^ A second obieciion’hpftcn voiced is that the rule makes it too

easy for special interests to hold up or defeat a treaty to which they

take exception. Inasmuch, too, as a very large proportion of senators

are elected by predominantly rural populations in thinly peopled agricul-

tural states, the great weight assigned to the Senate in trelity-makinl

gives, in the opinion of some, too much power in this particular domain

to populations remote from the coasts and more or less provincial in

their outlook. Yet another complaint is that the House of Representa-

tives is to all intents and purposes coerced into voting appropriations and

enacLing legislation required for putting into effect treaties with the

making and vaLification of which that brancli has had nothing to do.®

Finally may be mentioned the ground-swell of criticism traceable since

1920 to the conviction of many that but for the obstructionist attitude of

a Senate minority, the United States would, as a member of the League

of Nations and adherent to the World Court, have contributed to inter-

national cooperation a force and vigor that might possibly have changed

the entire course of world events in the past unhappy decade.

There are, of course, those who would leave matters as they are
;
and chMigaf^

they undoubtedly include a substantial majority of the senators them-

Bclves. But quite a number of people who have •thought seriously

^ Forty-nine senatpra constitute n quorum with power of life and death over a
treaty; sev'entcea of the forty-nine could prevent a two-thivda majority being
obtained; and the seventeen could come from stales that under the 1940 census con-

tained only about one-tlurteeuth of the country's population. No treaty is likely

ever to be disposed of under such minimal conditions; but a system that makes it

even theorotically possible for such a thing to happen seems to some people ob-

jectionable.
" On this grounci; the House early set up a claim to a sliai'e in the treaty-making

power. In his message on the Jay Treaty in 1796, Washington, however, urged that

after a treaty has been duly ratified, Congress is moially, if not legally, obligated to

take any action required for enabling the commitments under it to be lived up to;

and although the issue was reidved in connection with the Treaty of Ghent in 1814

and the treaty for the pijroha’se of Alaska in 1867, the principle thus laid down has ,

consistently prevailed.
'
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iiboui tho bubjcct favor more, or less extensive changes. Two plans seem

most worth considering. The. first would admit the House, as an appro-

priating body, and as the more truly represontative chamber, to a share

in. the treaty power, on such a basis that assent to ratification would

be by simple majority in the two houses, thus assimilating it to the

process of ordinary legislation, except that the president would have,

as now, exclusive initiative and also the final discretionary riglit of ratifi-

cation. In operation, this plan might tend to greater delay—less of the

“despatch” that the constitution’s framers were concerned about (al-

though under the present system the Senate sometimes display.^ but little

“despatch”)
;
on the other hand, probably fewer treaties would be de-

feated by minorities; and constitutional amendments providing for the

'plan have been introduced in Congress many times, including one in

1944.’ The second main proposal is that the Senate continue to act alone

as now, except by simple majority instead of two-thirds. Even at present,

a treaty can he assented to by as few thirty-three members (being

two-thirds of a quorum). But treaties that stir controvoisy will always

call out a far heavier vote than this minimum figure suggests. The

vote may, indeed, closely approach the maximum total of ninety-six

(requiring sixty-four lor giving assent). Hardly any one proposes assent

by as small a fraction as a simple majority of a quorum, which would

be only twenty-five. But even if the requirement were changed to simple

majority (forty-nine) of the entire membership, the difficulty of pro-

curing assent to major treaties would be lessened. This jilan has befen

supported almost as impressively as the first, although, when the two

are weighed, the balance of advantage would seem to lie with the two-

house proposal.’’ One cannot predict that either change will be made;

a constitutional amendment would be required, and the two-thirds vote

Approved in this instance by the House judiciaiy committee by a vote of 14 to 4.

In this connection, it may be noted that important actions in relation to inter-

naLional affairs have sometimes been taken through the medium of a joint resolution

of the two houses, requnmg only a majority vote in each. Texas and Hawaii were
annexed in this way in 1845 and 1898, respectively; war with the Central Powers was
officially terminated in this manner in 1921; and by a similar procedure the president

was authorized in 1934 to accept membersliip for us in the International Label'
Organization at Geneva. For a recent instance of such use of joint resolutions, see

H. W. Briggs, “Treaties, Executive Agreements, and the Panama Joint Resolution
of 1943,” Amer.Polii. &ci. Rev., XXXVII, 686-691 (Aug, 1943).

2 A proposed constitutional amendment providing for senatorial assent to treaties

by majority vote was frowned down in committee as recently as March, 1944. On
the other hand, a Gallup poll of two months later showed sixty per cent of the
persons canvassed to be favorable to the proposal.
A third plan, it may be noted, is to take power over treaties from the Senate

entirely and give it to the House of Repivsenbilives. See S. W. McCall, “Again the
Senate,” Atlantic Mo., CXXVI, 395-403 (Sept, 1920). This, hoivcver, is too drastic
to deserve serious consideration. A fourth possibility—advocated in W. McClure,
International Executive Agreements (New York, 1941)—is to by-pass much of the
Iji'oblem of treaty-maldng by substituting the use of Congress-confirmed executive
agreements. Aa will be indicated presently, our foreign relations aie actually being
conducted increasingly on this basis. In so far as agreements were deemed to require
the a^ent of the two houses, the plan would not differ materially from the first one
Tnentioned above—except, perhaps, in that congressio'hal fipproval or authorization
.might be given in advance. •
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in Lhc Soniile ncrcs&avy tn pltice nillicr jivopobal before the htates would

bo difficult to ol)l,!iin. Another great coiilrovor&y feueli as that stirred

by the Vorsnillos Treaty (and sxich as—despite the precautions being

taken—may yet oceur in connection witli terminating the prcfeent war)

would, nevertheless, im])art mnch momentum to a movement which

already has spread, in a limited degree, to the Senate itselfd

Once promulgated, a treaty becomes, from the inlcrnational point of

view, u contract between the United States and the nation or nations

constituting the other parties, and from the domestic point of view, ’an uentics

addition to the law of the land, supreme and enforceable like any other

portion of that law. The courts of the states must give it full effect; and

if their construction of its provisions proves objectionable to any litigant,

appeal can be taken to the federal Supreme Court. Of course, not all"

treaties arc, or are intended to be, permanent. Some expressly provide

for their own expiration; some are terminated by war; some arc re-

placed by new agreements; sNme are abrogated by being “denounced”

by one or more of the parties. When it is desired in this country to

dispense with a treaty, or some portion thereof, our government is likely

to seek an agroemoiit to that end with any nation, or nations, concerned.

In default of such agrcoraenl, however, the president may, on his own

authority, simply proclaim Iho treaty at an end; or ho may take such

action with llio support of a Joint resolution of Congress; or Congress

itself may make any of the treaty’s provisions of no legal effect by

enacting legislation inconsistent with them. Although treaties are "law

of the land,” the Su]ircmo Court has said that they are no more truly

such than arc acts passed by Congress. Invariably, the Court has been

reluctant to cons! rue a statute as in violation of a treaty; but when there

is manifest conflici, the later in. date prevails.^ Neitlicr a court decision

not a statute can, however, abrogate a treaty as an international contract.

Although rendered unenforceable domestically by such means, a treaty

preserves its international status until revoked by executive action; and

in the meantime the foreign power may construe an adverse judicial de-

cision or statute as a breach of contract entitling it to reparation by an

international proceeding.

Often enough, a treaty is of such a nature as to require legislation to

make its provisions effective. Can a treaty be made a means of conferring

The relations of presidonl, and Senate in lieaty-niakmg are discussed at length in

W. W. Willoughby, Consliiutional Law of the United States (2nd ed.), I, Chapa,

xxxiii-xxxvi
;

J. M. Mathews, American Foreign Relations; Conduct and Policies

(rev. ed.), Chaps, xxii-xxiii; Q. Wright, The Control of American Foieign Relations,

Chaps. XIV, xviii-xix; and especially K Colegrove, The Amencan Senate and World

Peace (New york,''1944)
;
D. k, Fleming, The Tieaty Veto of the American Senate.

(New York, 1930), and “The Role of the Senate in Treaty-Maldng,” Amer. Polit. Sci.

Rev., XXVIII, 583-598 (Aug., 1934); R. J. DangeiAold, In Defense of the Senate; A
Study in Treaty-Making (Norman, Okla., 1933); and W. S. Holt, Tieaties Defeated

by Ihe Senate (Baltimore, 1933).
2 Chinese Exclusion Cages, l30 U. S. 681 (1889). See J. J. Lenoir, “Treaties and , ,

the Supreme Court,” Univ. o^ Chicago Law Rev., I, 602-622 (Mar., 1934). ,
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on Cong,rcss legislative power not otherwise possfcssed? Not if one

accepts the view of Thomas Jefferson, who contended that the constitu-

tional provision on treaty-making merely sets forth a procedure for exer-

cising granted powers and is not itself a substantive grant. The Supreme

Court, however, has ruled differently. In a case decided in 1920, it held

that the treaty-making power is a distinct grant of authority to the

national goverament, and broad enough to be applicable to all subjects

of national concern and capable of being handled only by international

negotiation
;

^ from which it follows that legislative action in pursuance

of treaty provisions may properly extend to matters otherwiso- exceeding

congressional competence, even to such as normally are within the

reserved (including police) powers of the states. In point of fact, legisla-

tion of this character has many times been enacted and enforced.

Treaties can be ratified and become operative only with the advice and

consent of the Senate. But not every agreement entered into with a for-

eign government takes the form of a treat/. Increasing numbers, instead,

are “executive agreements,” for which—notwithstanding that as a rule

they are to all intents and purposes treaties—no senatorial consent is

deemed to be required.- In some cases, e.g., postal conventions and trade

agreements, such agreements rest upon authoriLy conferred in advance

by blanket act of Congress.'* The majority of them, however, arc con-

cluded by the president (directly or through agents) without such

authorization—sometimes in pursuance of a treaty, sometimes as com-

mander-in-chief of the armed forces, and occasionally simply aa the

country’s sole organ for direct official dealings with foreign states, And
not only are they upheld by the courts as “supreme law of the laud,” ^

but the limits to which the president may carry them are nowhere de-

fined.” Many agreements deal with minor matters which, on their face,

do not call for a treaty—for example, petty pecuniary claims of Ameri-

can citizens against foreign governments. But others relate to affairs of

prime importance,*' Indeed, an executive agreement may become frankly

a means of evading—temporarily, at all events—^the necessity of going

*• State of Missomi v. Holland, 252 U. S. 4J6.

2 The term la not a fortunate one, because, strictly, treaties themselves are exec-
utive agreements. In common usage it has, however, acquired the special meaning
here given it.

® On trade agreements, see pp. 510-511 above.
^ As in United States v. Belmont, 301 U. S. 324 (1937). The federal Supreme Court

has never held an international act unconstitutional.
® As a consequence, in all of his foreign dealings (except when a charge upon the

public trcasuiy is involved) the president has a three-way choice: to negotiate a

treaty and then submit it to the Senate, to secure advance consent of Congress to an
executive agreement, or to act alone. His decision upon which course to pursue, at

least when the matter at stake is important, will be influenced by" the political situa-

tion at the time and perhaps by other considerations. But all three methods are

equally constitutional and valid.

8 Examples include the Hay open-door notes of 1900; the Boxer protocol with

China in 1901; the "Gentleman’s Agreement" of 1907 with Japan teiminating the

- ittoigration of Japanese laborers; the^Root-Takahira netes of 1908 on the open
phoj' in China; the agreement with Panama in 1914 Jor enforcing the neutrality
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to the Senate with a treaty. In 1905, President Theodore Roosevelt
worked out a treaty wii,h Santo Domingg stipulating that the United
States should guarantee the integrity of that republic and should take oyer

the administration of the customs with a view to settling foreign clahns

and warding off European intervention. The Senate refused to consent

to the treaty; whereupon the President entered into a modus vivendi

with the Dominican government on precisely the lines desired; and for

two years the protectorate was maintained on this basis alone. In 1907,

a treaty regularizing the arrangement was at last assented to and ratified.^

President Taft, in 1911, entered into a similar agreement with Nicaragua,

which was not superseded by a treaty until 1916. So far as content goes,

there is therefore no clear line of demarcation between executive agree-

ments and treaties. There is—or at any rate has been in the past—some’

presumption that executive agreements which deal with important mat-

ters are preliminary to treaties. But this is not necessarily true; and,

outside of the constitutional ^^rinciple that they may not entail outlays

of money not authorized by Congress, and the further practical restric-

tion that may arise from disinclination to incur senatorial or popular

displeasure, there is really no limit to the extent to which the agreement-

making power may be stretched.- ’
•>

of the Piinama Canal; the somewhat unfortunate Lansmg-Ishii agreement with Japan
in 1917; the agreomant entered into by President Franklin D. Eoosevelt with the
British government in 1940 under which the United States turned over to Britain
fifty ovei'-age do.sti'oyers in return for nmety-nino-yoar lenses of several sites in British

possessions on this side of iho Atlantic for the development of American naval bases;

the agreements with Denmark’s govemment-m-cxilo in April and July, 1941, under
which the United States acquired the right, in the one case, to establish air bases and
other fliilitary and naval facilities in Greenland and, in the other, to undertake a

naval occupntinn of Iceland, both aimed at curbing or forestalling German armed
operations in the North Atlantic; numerous agreements with allied nations under the

Lend-Lease Act of 1941 and the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agree-
ment of 1943-44. The Rush-Bagot convention of 1817 with Great Britain for the

limitation of naval forces on the Great Lakes was originally an executive agreement,
although in the following year it was given a treaty basis. On March 21, 1941,

President Roosevelt tiansmitted to Congi'ess the text of an executive agreement
recently signed in Ottawa providing for completion of essential links in the long-

contemplated St,. Lawrence deep watei-way and power project—an agreement essen-

tially in lieu of the treaty on the subject rejected by the Senate in 1934. This

particular agreement, however, could be made effective only by a congressional appro-

priation, which was refused. The effort was renewed late in 1944, when the agreement

was slipped into a rivers and harbors bill—but with the same outcome.

^Foreign RcULions oj the U. S. (1905), 334-343; T. Roosevelt, Autohiography,

561-552. The only substantial difference between the “agreement” and the later

“treaty” was that the latter was ratified by the Senate. Under an executive agree-

ment of September 24, 1940, the United States finally relinquished the receivership.

For a recent and very full treatment of the general subject, see W. McClure,

International Executive Agreements (New York, 1941) ;
and cf. K. Colegrove, The

American Senate and World Peace, Chap, v; H. M. Caturdal,. “Executive Agree-

ments; A Supplement to the Treaty-Making Procedure,” Geo. Washington Law Rev.,

X, 653-669 (Apr., 1942); Anon., “Executive Agreements and the Treaty Power,

Columbia Lav) Rev., XLII, S31-843 (May, 1942). Mr. McClure finds that the total of

executive agreements entered into by our government between 1789 and Februam

1941, is “well over 1,260—a third more than the number of treaties.” Since 1929, the

texts of such agreements have been published in the State Department’s Executive

Agreement Series.

2 The matter of financial commitments gave rise to considerable qontroveisy jn

connection with the United Nations Reliel and Rehabilitation Convention drawn
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The Shaping of Foreign Policy—President, Congress, and People

One of the oon sequences of Amci’icn’s comparative remoteness, until

recently, from the great theaters of European and Ear Eastern politics

has been the traditional disposition of our eovernment to refrain from

commitments in advance as to courses to be pursued internationally amid

changing conditions and circumstances. E-cgardlcss, however, of how

strongly a government may desire to keep its hands free to deal with

international situations as they arise, it inevitably develops viewpoints

and principles which eventuate in accepted “foreign policies.” One thinks

at once, in our own case, of the Monroe Doctrine, the doctrine of equal

opportunity (“open door”) in China, and the principle of aloofness from

'European quarrels and wars, adhered to consistently until we found one

1 conflagration after another spreading toward our own shores.

* oma
shaping of policies such as these and scores of others touching

ti preaidont all infinite variety of situations and intcre^s is, of course, in our country,

‘ not the function of any one branch or department of government alone.

The supreme maker of om' foreign policy is, nevertheless, the president

(with much collaboration from the Department of State)
;
even when

pot strictly dhe author of a given policy, he commonly becomes such, to

up by a eonferenoQ of United Nations representatives at Hot Springs, Virginia, in
1943. In the Senate, a sub-commiUee of the foreign relations committee found that
the instrument as dratted was to be regarded as an executive agreement aud not
refeued to the Senate, uotwithslandmg that it involved “pracLically illimitable
obligations for the United States practically in perpetuity,” and as a result of Senate
protest the agreement was rewritten so as to contain no commitment beyond the
expenditure of such, moneys as should be specifically appropriated from time to time
by Congress for the purpose. In connection with this episode, and, on several other
occasions of late, e.q., when the Panama joint rc.solution of 1943 (soe p. 646, note 1,

above) was being discussed, and when, late in 1944, a bill authorizing the executive
agreement between the United States and Canada mentioned above (for construction
of a seaway and power project) was before Congress, much criticism has been
dh-ected toward the White House for so frequently flouting the prerogatives of the
upper branch and evading the plain intent of the constitution in treaty-making.
Among the ' authors cited above, McClure favors still freer use of the device and
Colegrove is inclined to agree unless the strangle-hold of the Senate on treaty-making
can be broken, which he thinks is most to be desired.

Promises may be made and understandings established, fully tantamount to agree-
ments, without any knowledge on the part of either Congress or the public. A classic

example is President Theodore Roosevelt’s agreement with Japan on Par Eastern
policy at the close of the Russo-Japanese war, first brought to light some years
ago when the Roosevelt papers in the Library of Congress were explored. See T.
Dennett, Roosevelt and the Russo-Japanese War (Garden City, 1926), 112-114. It is

even possible for an agreement to be entered into with no papers signed, and simply
by long-distance telephone.

A matter- of high interest and importance will be the relative roles of executive
agreements and treaties in the international settlements liquidating America’s par-
ticipation in World War II. Some people have believed that there will be few
treaties, if any—certainly no single treaty comparable to the Versailles Treaty of

1919
;
and they have pointed to the declarations and announcements coming out of

the conferences at Teheran, Caii'o, Yalta, Dumbarton Oaks and San Francisco as

being in effect executive agreements, starting the chain. At the date of writing
(April, 1945), it seemed more likely, however, that agreements of this nature
would prove, in at least most instances, merely preliminary to treaty settlements.
President Roosevelt had carefully cultivated Senate cooperation and good-will pre-
paratory to treaty action; and certainly the majority" of senators were prepared -to
Insist llrat they be given opportuirity to perform their constitutional function.
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all intents nnd purposes, by declaring it lo ilie world and taking the

necessary steps to put it into effect. When Washington proclaimed Aiueri-

can neutrality in 1793, and in his Farewell Address warned Ins country-

men against political entanglements with Furopc, he started the ionntry

on a course of “isolation” from wdiich only the most extraordinary emer-

gencies have ever availed to swerve it completely. Monroe, in 1823,

voiced in a message to Congress certain ^^rinciples concerning foreign

political activities in the Western Hemisphere which, under the name
of the Monroe Doctrine, developed into one of the most enduring and

important >of all our foreign policies. McKinley, through his secretary

of state, John Hay, irrevocably committed the nation in 1899 (and, in

effect, a number of other nations as well) to the principle of the “open

door” in China. Theodore Roosevelt, Taft, and Wilson brought a number’

of Caribbean republics under United States supervision and, for better

or worse, left us a policy of maintaining Latin American financial pro-

tectorates which only lately yielded to President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s

newer “good neighbor” policy. Wilson in 1915 and Hoover in 1932,

through their respective secretaries of state, Bryan and Stimson, made it

American policy to withhold recognition from international agreements

or arrangements in the Far East interfering with the territorial or ad^

ministrativG integrity of China or the open door for trade and other

enterprise in that country. During the earlier stages of World War II,

President Franklin D. Roosevelt led in formulating and carrying out the

national policy under which the United States first severely strained and

later frankly abandoned its neutral position in order to give aid to Great

Britain and other fighting nations, which, in the Chief Executive’s opinion,

must at all costs be kept from going down. Similarly, he bore full

responsibility for the government’s unyielding opposition to Japan’s

proposed “new order” in Eastern Asia, bringing the two countries to the

brink of war by 1941, and precipitating them into actual combat before

the year ended, with Germany and Italy almost simultaneously declaring

war upon us as part of a concerted Axis attack. In the Atlantic Charter

of 1941, he joined with Prime Minister Churchill in proclaiming broad

postwar international policies to which the United States was solemnly

committed on his sole responsibility
;
and policies were further determined

and declared throughout the war, frequently as a sequel of conferences

with spokesmen of Allied states. When a foreign complication arises, or

a new international problem presents itself, it is the president who has

the first opportunity to say what the attitude of the nation shall be
;
and

by the stand that he takes he can so put the country on record that it

will be next tq impossible for Congress, or even a later president,

to assume a different position. As we shall see, he may even lead the

nation into war; for although he cannot declare war, he can adopt an

attitude or create a situation, e.g., by refusing to yield in a controversy

with a foreign government, that may ^ake war unavoidable;
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Nevertheless, the president- does not long play a Itae hand, or always

have his own way. A, zealous Congress forced upon a reluolant chief

executive the War of 1812, and likewise the intervention in Cuba in

1898 which led to the war with Spain, the annexation of the Philijipines,

and a long train of other fateful consequences. An unconvinced Senate

balked President John Quincy Adams in his Pan-American policy. Pierce

in his Cuban policy. Grant in his Dominican policy, Cleveland in his

Hawaiian policy, and Wilson in his endeavor to put the United States

into the League of Nations. One of the most vigorous and important

standing committees in each of the two branches is the committee on

foreign relations,^ in which, in connection with proposed legislation (and,

in the Senate committee, with treaties) problems of foreign policy receive

"extended discussion, sometimes supplemented by lively public hearings.®

Special committees, too, may be set up to investigate areas of presi-

dential action on policy in this field. Whatever funds are required for

carrying on our relations abroad (includ^g those needed for executing

the provisions of treaties) are, of course, obtainable only through appro-

priations voted by Congress. The national government's exclusive con-

trol over foreign relations gives Congress plenary legislative, even as it

gives the president plenary executive, power in this domain; and once

Congress has legislated—on immigration, merchant marine, foreign com-

merce, "lencl-lease” arrangements, and what not—the president is quite

as much obligated to execute the resulting statutes as if they related to

domestic affairs, The upshot, therefore, is that, while in foreign relations

the president appears to have a singularly free hand, and while he docs

normally enjoy much liberty of action, our dealings abroad are, after all,

controlled by no single branch of the government, but rather are shaped,

even if somewhat unequally, at the two ends of Pennsylvania Avenue.®

Back of both president and Congress, however, stand the people; and,

in the final analysis, no significant program of foreign policy can be

carried out that has not the support of the voters, evidenced through

elections, the press, and in other ways. “No matter,” ex-Secretary of State

Hull has remarked, “how brilliant and desirable any course may seem,

it is wholly impracticable and impossible unless it is a course which

* "Foreign affairs," in the case of the House of Representatives.
2 A joint foreign relations committee of the two houses has sometimes been pro-

posed; also some sort of a council on foreign relations composed of cabinet members,
senators, and representatives chiefly concerned with foreign affairs, On the influence

that an able and experienced chairman of a foreign relations committee may al.tain,

see W. Lippmann, “Concerning Senator Borah,” Foreign Affairs, IV, 211-222 (Jan,,

1926).
8 B. Bolles, "Congress and Foreign Policy,” Foreign PoKoy Reports, XX, No. 21

(Jan, 15, 1945).
"

In 'the period from Theodore Roosevelt to Woodrow Wilson, the presidont held

the whip-hand in this domain. Reaction against Wilsonian diplomacy left Presidents

Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover in a weakened position. Under Pranklin D, Roosevelt,

however, international tension and world-wide wax, with steadily increasing involve-

.inent of the United States, brought Ifie president back into a position of leadership

.jatid, control equaling, if not surpassing. -Giat which Wilson enjoyed.
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finds basic iiccct)(imcc' . . . by the i)eoi)lc of tliis country.” Here, as in

oLhor areas of ])lanniu}> rind action, tbu chief executive imist ascertain,

ecrutiniKC, and weigh piiblrc ojimion; tailing to do so, he may easily be

]betra3fod into embarking u)K)n a line of policy leading straight to ’humili-

ating Iruhtralion at I1 h> hands of the people or llioir elected representa-

tives. Not infrequently, cross-currents of opinion make it difficult to

discern what tlie nation ]-cally thinks and wants with respect to a given

situation or problem; considerations of self-interest and of altruism are

often bewilderingly intermingled, and economic, ethnic, or other pressure

groups may pull in diametrically opposite directions.-^ But there are ways

—in which the president, the State Department, and Congress alike are

usually versed—of forming reasonably sure judgments as to how far the

country as a whole is prepared to go in supporting a given line of policy^

or its opposite; and most of the time, planning and action are kepi within

the limits disclosed.^
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Foreign Policy Reports, XX, No. 13 (Sept. IS, 1944); K. Cohgrove, The Role

of Congress and Public Opinioti m Formulating Foreign Policy Amer. I olit. Sa.

Rev., XXXVIII, 956-969 COct„ 1944) ;
and W- Johnson, The Battle Against Isolation

,
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CHAPTER XXXIV

NATIONAL DEFENSE—POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Nature has been generous to the United States, not only in endowing

the country with a temperate climate, a generally adequate rain-fall,’ a

magnificeiJit river system, millions of acres of fertile soil, and abundant

mineral resources, but in placing it between two great oceans which

until of late seemed to isolate it safely from European and Far Eastern

theaters of perennial international conflict. To the south lie a score of’

Latin-American republics, with, which our relations have not always been

all that could be desired, but which in any event have never offered any

serious threat of invasion or Conquest. On the north is the Dominion of

Canada, belonging like ourselves to the English-speaking world, deeply

conscious of its cultural kinship with us, and so good a neighbor that

for more than a hundred years not a fort or a soldier has been required

for the proLecLion of the 3,500-inile common boundary. Of course thiS

highly favorable si(,nation never relieved us completely from the need

for making some provision for national defense. After all, in but little

over a hundred years wo engaged in four international wars, including, in

1917-18, the greatest armed conflict that the world had known to that

time. Hardly more than a decade ago, however, we still had a comfortable

feeling of security. Our Army was small; our Navy, more impressive, yet

not prebinincnt; the tone and temper of the national life not only pre-

cluded any suggestion of militarism, but made it difficult to maintain

respectable defenses at all. If reassurance wms needed, it could be derived

from a five-power treaty of 1922 ^ restricting naval armamonts, and from

the Briand-Kcllogg Pact of 1929, subscribed to by practically all nations

and outlawing war as an instrument of national policy.

As time passed, however, it became apparent that we were living amid

steadily increasing international dangers. Even if all governments and

peoples were disposed to be bound by their pledges, none was precluded,

by the Pact or otherwise, from fighting in self-defense; and it is notor-

ious that any nation can make out almost any war to be one of that

variety. But developments showed that various states and their rulers

were not of a mind to be bound by their pledges: in 1931, Japan em-

barked upon a program of aggression and conquest in China, leaving

the two countries locked to this day in mortal combat; in 1935, Italy

took the offensive against helpless Ethiopia; after 1933, Hitler’s rule

in Germany was directed preeminently to building a war machine capa-

^ Concluded at the Washington Conference on the Limitation of Naval Ai'maments.

See p. 678 below.
'
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ble of bringing all Europe, aiM perhaps more,, imrlcr 'the Nazi yoke. In

1936, all naval arinanjcnt agreements collapsed; by that time, many
nations were fast expanding their armies and air forces; and, already

when, in 1935-37, the United States (still believing, or at least hoping,

that she could keep aloof from conflicts beyond seas) enacted new and

drastic neutrality legislation, surrendering our traditional doctrine of

freedom of the seas as the price of security, war in Europe, in the opinion

of most competent observers—and war on an even vaster scale than in

1914-18—was a future, and no very distant, certainty.

Early in the autumn of 1939, the gravest apprehensions were realized.

Nazi forces invaded Poland; Great Britain and France declared war
on Germany, In ensuing months, one European nation after another

collapsed under the impact of Nazi arms; and almost before we were

aware, the United States stood confronted with dangers against which

no mere peaceful intent or policy of peutrality could be depended upon

to afford protection. As never before in opf history, defense became the

country’s paramount concern—defense, too, rendered immeasurably more

complicated, difficult, and expensive by technological advances which in

the meantime had caused the broad oceans bathing our shores to shrink,

in effect, to mere fractions of their former width. With a stupendous

program of defense preparations only half-way along, we were treacher-

ously attacked, in 1941, by Japan, at once joined by Germany and

Italy
;
and overnight our belated defense effort merged into the war effort

of these later clays. In the present chapter, we shall fix attention upon the

more permanent constitutional and functional aspects of our defense sys-

tem; in the one that follows, we shall be concerned, rather, with the

military and civilian, mobilization entailed by the present global conflict.

During the Revolution and the ensuing “critical period,” the lack of

power of Congress to mobilize the fighting strength and material re-

sources of the country, and to deal promptly and decisively with domestic

disorders, gravely imperiled the birth of the nation, and the experience

put the makers of the constitution in a frame of mind to endow the

new government with adequate powers both to make war and to repress

insurrection. Into the new fundamental law they therefore wrote upwards

of a dozen provisions which, taken together, conferred upon the national

government every power at that time deemed requisite for defending the

country, whether against Indian depredations, foreign attack, or domestic

uprising. Almost equally with the conduct of foreign relations, defense

was made, as it today remains, a national function. To be sure, the states

may maintain militia for use in enforcing their own proper authority.

But unless Congress gives permission, they may not "keep troops or ships

of war in time of peace” or engage in war unless actually invaded or in

sfleh imminent danger as will not admit of delay. ^ Even the sts-te militia

,

lAit. XO, cl. 2.
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may bo called into the service of the United States, thereupon passing

under the supreme eomraaud of the presidont; and, as is well known, the “

military establishments of the states have in later tifnea become an

integral part of the war machine of the nation/ In time of 'defense

emergency, and especially of war, states, counties, cities, and other juris-

dictions collaborate with the national government in a multitude of

ways. Their efforts, however, are merely phases of an over-all national

effort; and full responsibility for that effort rests with the government

at Washington,

A secor\d matter is equally fundamental. While solicitous about pro-

viding for defense, the framers of the constitution had no desire to open

a way for an overshadowing, and perhaps overweening, military estab-

lishment. To be sure, they did not expressly enjoin in the documenh-^

as is done in some of the state constitutions—^that the military establish-

ment shall in all matters be subject to civil control. But they accomplished

the purpose adequately enou^S by so defining the defense powers of Con-

gress and the president as to leave no room for military domination.

As any one conversant with Washington affairs knows. Army and Navy
officers, even in time of peace, exert a good deal of influence upon poli-

cies relating to national defense, upon military and naval appropriations,

and at times even upon the conduct of foreign relations.^ But in all such

matters the power of final decision rests with civilians. Regardless of

how vital, complicated, and even technical, the great questions of the

present war became—whether to concentrate first on the European enemy,

where to launch major offensives, how to distribute the fighting forces

—

they were in tho last analysis settled, not by even the highest of military

and naval authorities, but (with the advice, of course, of such authori-

ties) by Presidont Roosevelt (and his successor, President Truman) and

Prime Minister Cliurcliill."

Defense Powers and Functions of Congress

The supreme civil agencies sharing control over national defense are,

of course. Congress and the president. To begin with, Congress has sole

power to “raise and support armies” and to “provide and maintain a

navy.” ^ These things it does by stipulating the mrmber and kinds of

troops to be enlisted, prescribing the method of recruitment, authorizing

the building and manning of war-craft, providing for auxiliary equip-

ment such as forts, arsenals, dockyards, and air services, and of course

by raising and appropriating money for the maintenance of military,

naval, and air establishments, subject to the constitutional restriction

that no appropriation for raising and supporting armies may be made

^ See p. 674 below.
2 M. T. Reynolds, “The General Staff as a Propaganda Agency, 1908-14,”

Opinion Quar., Ill, 391-408 (July, 1939)

.

2 Great Britain operates on -the same principle of civilian control,

* Art. I, § 8, cl, 11.
' ’
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for a longer period than two -yearsd There is no lack of power to take

whatever steps are deemed necessary—even to the extent of conscrip-

tion, as in 1917 and since 1940—^to safeguard the nation in time of peace

and to insure vigorous and effective prosecution of hostilities in time

of war.

In the second place, Congress has full authority to prescribe “rules

for the government and regulation of the land and naval forces,” “ and

“rules concerning captures on land and water." “ The resulting regulations

for the Army are called the “Articles of War”; those for the Navy,

the “Articles for the Government of the Navy”; together, the two are

known as the "Military Laws of the United States.” Within their proper-

spheres, both Army and Navy have “governments” of their own, with

the military regidations prescribed by Congress as separate bodies of

law, with hierarchies of military and naval officers to administer such

law, with military police and courts-martial to aid in the enforcement

of it, and with legal branches under judge sl&vocates general, and likewise

legal staffs attached to divisions and corps areas, to exercise functions of

a judicial nature. The regulations imposed by Congress set forth the

powers and ^duties of officers and men in the military and naval services,

define offenses against discipline, provide means and procedures 'for

trying persons accused of such offenses, fix penalties, and otherwise regu-

late military activities and conduct. While, however, civilians are not

subject to militai-y law, soldiers and sailors are by no means exempt

from the ordinary law applying to civilians. Breaches of discipline and

other minor offenses committed on military or naval reservations are

dealt with only by the militai-y or naval authorities. But a case involving

serious crime, e.g., murder, is likely to go to a civil court. Moreover,

crimes committed outside military reseiwations may be handled by the

military or on the other hand by civil authorities, and in peacetime an

offender returning to the reservation where he belongs may be turned

over to the proper civil court. In point of fact, almost any civil crime

will be found to have been made a serious offense under military law

also. Jurisdictional conflicts sometimes arise when state, rather than fed-

eral, laws are involved. But the principle is clear that state agents may
not interfere with any action or procedure clearly authorized by federal

law, military or civil.*

1 Art. I, § 8, cl. 12. la this connectioa may be noted the power to purchase sites

within the states, with consent of the legislature thereof, for the erection of forts,

magazines, arsenals, dockyards, and other needful buildings, and likewise that of
exercising "exclusive legislation” over such “military reservations.” Art I, § S, cl. 17.

2 Art. I, § 8, ol. 14
3 Art. I, § 8, cl. 11.

'tl’or a good brief discussion of military law and justice, see E. W. Puttkammer
[ed.]. War and the Law (Chicago, 1944). A useful source-book on the subject is

A, A. Schiller, Militaru Law and Dejense Legislation (St. Paul, Minn., 1041), Cf.
L. G. Compton, “Khaki Justice; What Court Martial Means,” Atlantia Mo.,
CIjXXIII,. 47-62 (June, 1044)

;
Major Gen. A. W. Gullion,.“Courts Martial Today,”

Atner. Bar ^ Assoc. Jour., XXVII, 765-769 (Dee., 1941); Judge Advocate Gen. M. O.
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Congress may provide for as large a professional or standing army as

it sees fit. Although growing danger from abroad impelled it in 1940 to

take steps looking to an armed establishment of two million men at a

time when war was merely a possibility, our traditions, in common with

those of English-speaking peoples everywhere, are opposed to the main-

tenance of a large standing army in time of peace, and by way of sub-

stitute we have stressed the organization and training of volunteer

militia, now known as the National Guard.^ The units composing this

force belong primarily to the states, but with control vested also in the

national government. Congress is expressly authorized to “provide for

arming and disciplining the militia”; and it may provide for calling out

the state units for three distinct purposes; namely, to execute national

laws, to suppress insurrections, and to repel invasions,- Congress is em-

powered also to provide for governing such part of the militia as may
be “employed in the service of the United States,” although the appoint-

ment of militia officers and aui|iority to train the militia in accordance

with congressional regulations are expressly reserved to the states.^ In

pursuance of its broad powers. Congress has enacted numerous laws

aimed at increasing the effectiveness of the National Guard and co-

ordinating its organization, training, and equipment with that of the

Regular Army. It also makes liberal grants toward the cost of main-

tenance.'*

Congress alone can declare war,’’ Hostilities may, of course, begin

without a formal declaration, as in the instance of the Spanish-American

War of 1898; indeed, as in the case of the war with Japan, Germany,

and Italy beginning in December, 1941, they may be forced upon us by
aggressive action of a foreign power, leaving us no alternative. But even

in such cases a declaration will promptly be adopted by the two hoTises,

as a means (if for no other purpose) of fixing, for the benefit of neutrals,

Cramer, "MiliLaiy Justice and Trial Procedure,” ibid.^ XXIX, 368-371 (July, 1943)

;

Harvard Law Rev., LVI, 631-642 (Jan., 1943), “Federal Military ComrQi6,sions Pro-
cedure and ‘Wartime Base’ of Jurisdiction.” Military law is not to be confused with
martial law. The latter applies solely to civilians, or in any event to military per-
sonnel only incidentally. See p. 662, note 1, below.

^ Speaking strictly, the militia includes, under terms of a statute of April 2, 1898,

all able-bodied male citizens (and aliens who have declared their intention to be
naturalized) between the ages of eighteen and forty-five

;
and all such are “liable to

perform militaiy duty in the service of the United States.” (30 U. S. Slat, at Large,

361). In ordinary usage, however, the term has always been employed to denote
only the armed establishments maintained by the states,^ i.e., the organized and
trained portion of the militia now embraced in the National Guard. The world
situation after the present war is almost certain to require the United States to main-
tain a considerably larger standing army than in the past. See pp. 682-684 below.

2 Construed—as in 1940, when the entire National Guard was mobilized in the

service ol the United States—to inohide not only repelling invasion actually* under-

taken, but preparation to repel threatened invasion, or even attack without actual

or probable invasion,
3 Alt. r, § 8, els. 15-16.

* See pp. 673-674 below,
® Art. I, § 8, cl, 11, This clause also grants authority to issue letters of marque

and reprisal, which, however, has been of no practical importance since the disap-

pearance of privateering.
‘ -
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an exact date from which the rights and liabilities incident to war are to

be reckoned. The usual method is a joint resolution, requested and after-

wards signed -by the presidontd Many times it has been proposed by

peopler anxious to keep the United States out of war that, except when

the nation is attacked, the question of going to war should in all cases

be put to a country-wide popular vote. Unless the constitution were

amended, however, the decision must finally rest with Congress; and

it is not clear that a great deal would be gained from the procedure sug-

gested. There would always be the question of the proper stage at which

to resort to a referendum; and the people as a. whole could not in all

situations become sufficiently informed upon the complicated, and often

technical, issues at stake to be able to act wisely.^ As will be emphasized

below, the discretion of Congress in the matter is sometimes more theo-

retical than actual, because the president, in conducting foreign rela-

tions, may bring the country to a point where no honorable alternative

to war remains.^ c
S

There was a time when, except in case of invasion, war was of no very

vital concern to the general mass of the people. Armies were volunteer,

1 For the terse declarations of a state of war with Japan, Germany, and Italy,

rDeoember S' and 11, 1941 {Public Laws, S88, SSI, and S32—77lh Cong.), see Amor,
.four, oj Internat. Law, XXXVI, Supp., pp. 2-3, 24 (Jan., 1942)

.

Whether the grant of authority to declare war carries with it, as a corollary,

the right of Congreas to declare the end of a war and the resumption of peaceful

relations was warmly and exhaustively debated in the session of Congress held in

1920-21. Finally, more than, two years after the signing of the armistice which marked
the actual cessation of hostilities in 1918, a joint resolution was adopted in July, 1921,

declaring the war with the Central European Powers at an end.
® With involvement in the steadily mounting European and Asiatic conflagration

the uppermost national question in 1941, numerous polls conducted by the Institute

of Public Opinion and by newspapers and other agencies undertook to test and
measure public opinion on the issue. The results, of course, represented mere
samplings, and not only were wholly unofficial, but in some instances worthless

because of the slant given the queistions asked. Some congressmen polled their

constituents in an effort to ascertain their sentiments.
^ As these pages ware written (April, 1945), a question of far greater prac-

tical importance was being posed. Broad plans for an international organization
aimed at permanent preservation of peace were in the malcing, and leaders of the
two major political parties seemed in agreement upon their major features, one of

which was a “Security Council,” as part of the new machinery, endowed with power
to employ armed forces (furnished by the associated nations) to curb aggression or

wai'-mongering in any part of the world. Should the president, acting independently,
have power to commit the United States to such cooperative police action in any
given situation? Or should he be required to obtain the consent of Congress before
.sending Amei'ican forces into action? If the former, the power of Congress to “declare
wav” might be infringed; and congressmen were already voicing protest. If the
latter, the chief executive might find himself unable to fulfill the country’s obliga-
tions, and the peace machinery itself would certainly be weakened and perhaps
wrecked. Congress might conceivably grwit blanket authority to the United States
representatives in. the Council to commit us to the use of American forces in any
situation arising. But it was by no means certain that such a grant could be canned
in the two houses. The problem contained unfortunate possibilities of disaster for

wholehearted American pafiicipation in the desired world organization. See W. R,
Sharp, “American Foreign Relations 'Within an Organized World Framework,” Amer.
Polit. Sci. Rev., XXXVIII, 931-944 (Oct., 1944).
The “Proposals for the Establishment of a General International Organization,”

formulated in international conversations at Dumbarton Oaks ('Washington, D. C.)

,.fn Sept.-Oct,, 1944, will be found in Intemat. CofuAUation, No. 405, pp, 730-743
(Nov., 1944); also in U. S. News, Oct. "20, 1944, pp. 29-33.
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taxes iudircet, supplies bouglit in the open nnivkctj sacnfico and morale
demanded chiefly of the forces >in the field. The huge scale on -which the

mechanized -wars of today are waged, however, make them hardly less of

civilian than of military concern. When war comes—and even 'when

'

merely a threatened war is being prepared for—^it is, as President Wilson

remarked in 1917, “not an army that we must shape and train
;

it is a

nation.” And experience gained both during the first World War and in

connection with the stupendous defense effort launched in 1940, and

merging into the war effoi't of these later clays, has revealed in stariling

manner the .lengths to which Congress may go in reorganizing and regi-

menting the national life for purposes of successful prosecution of, or even

simply preparing for, war under twentieth-century conditions. As com-

mander-in-chief of the armed forces, the president, as we shall see,

independently enjoys war powers of impressive magnitude. To Congress,

however, it falls, not only to provide the necessary men and money

—

by enlistment or conscription 5cts, revenue acts, and appropriation acts

—but to endow the chief executive with much of the broad authority

required for turning industry, commerce, transportation, and even science

and education, into channels likely to contribute most adequately to

successful national effort. The method is commonly that of legislation

delegating specified powers for the duration of the war (or other stipu-

lated period)
,
eiihcr with or without creation by Congress of new machin-

ery for exercising them. In each field covered, the resulting system of

controls is elaborated and adminisLored by the executive branch. But

the underlying authority como.s from Congress; and while the courts have

often looked with extreme disfavor upon delegations of power by one

branch of the government to another, developments during the first

World War indicated that under wartime stress and excitement Con-

gress can go practically as far as it likes in delegating authority to the

president without fear of judicial impediments being imposed. Sometimes

grants are made with little hesitation; at other times, only over strong

opposition and at urgent presidential request. Occasionally, indeed, they

are refused.

Except for providing that the writ of habeas corpiLs may be suspended

“when in cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety may require it,”
’

the constitution recognizes no distinction between civil rights in peace-

time and in wartime. During war, however, actual or alleged military

necessity unfailingly gives rise to restrictions that would not be thought

of or tolerated under other circumstances. To no small extent, indeed,

such curtailments may actually flow from a tense and inflamed public

opinion expressing itself in undiscriminating hostility to-ward groups or

classes of people such as aliens, Communists, or supposed “fifth column-

ists.” However inspired, restrictions upon civil liberty in wartime may

be imposed by the president (commonly.through the agency of the De-

^ Art. I, § 9, cl. 2.
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partment of Justice), citlier under Ids powers as conunaiider-in-chief

or by virtue of authority delegated to him by Congress; or Congress

itself may lay such restrictions directly by general legislative act. When,
' on account of war conditions or otherwise, the ordinary processes of

justice prove inadequate in a given area, Congress may proclaim martial

law therein; ^ although the president may do the same if Congress is

not in a position to act. As already mentioned, the privilege of the writ

of habeas corpus may be suspended. During the Civil War, President

Lincoln took the position that the power of suspension belongs to the

chief executive, and on a number of occasions he exercised it on his own
authority. Congress, however, claimed the power for itself, and not only

exercised it, but backed up its claim by passing acts of indemnity pre-

• sumably validating the presidential suspensions; and from the fact that

the power to suspend is included in a section of the constitution dealing

principally with congressional powers, it is nowadays deduced that the

contention of the legislative branch was ijl’obably correct.

-

Congress, furthermore, may go to undefined lengths in restricting free-

dom of speech, press, assembly, and other activities or conduct in war-

time. Thus an Espionage Act of 1917 “ imposed heavy penalties for

f attempting to give any foreign nation information detrimental to the

United States or seeking to stir up disloyalty, insubordination, or

mutiny among soldiers or sailors of the United States; and a Sedition

Act of 1918'^ similarly penalized persons wilfully using ‘‘disloyal, pro-

fane, scurrilous, or abusive language” about the government or institu-

tions of the countiy, advocating or inciting curtailment of the production

of war materials, or by word or act favoring the cause of an enemy

country. The latter of these drastic measures was repealed in 1921; but

the former remained in suspended animation until we went to war again

in 1941, when it was revived in full force. A now sedition act did not

become necessary in 1941 only because the equivalent of such an act had

been written into the Alien Registration Act of 1940.“ Legislation on this

1 Martial law, it may be repeated, should not be confused -with military law,

which consists of rules and regulations applying only to persons in the military or

naval service. Martial law (more often invoked by the states than by the national

govei’nment) has the effect of subordmating civil to military authority in the area

specified, and consists of no fixed body of principles and rules, but rather of what-

ever regulations tho^e in command may see fit to impose. It applies to all civilians

within the area, and sometimes to military personnel as well. See C. Fairman, The
Law of Martial Rule (Chicago, 1930), and "The Law of Martial Rule and the Na-
tional Emergency," Harvard Law Rev., LV, 1253-1302 (June, 1942)

;
E. Warren,

"Wartime Martial Law in California," Calif. State Bar Jour., XVII, 185-204 (July-

Aug., 1942).
2 E S Corwin, The President ; Office and Powers, 176-189

;
S. G. Fisher, "Suspen-

sion of Habeas Corpus During the War of the Rebellion,” Polit. Sci. Qxmr., Ill, 454-

488 (Sept., 1888) ; G. 0. Selleiy, Lincoln’s Srispension of Habeas Corpus as Viewed
by Congress (Madison, Wis., 1907); G. Anthony, “Martial Law, Military Govern-

ment, and the Writ of Habeas Corpus,” Calif, Law Rev., XXXI, 477-514 (Deo.,

; 40 U. S. Stat. at Large, 217.

_

^ iO tf. S. Slat, at Large', 553.

i, ,,
.

’l®See p, 124 above. „ '
,
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general subject is lijicly to be enacted only when the atmosphere i's"

charged with fear and hate
;
"and too often it has been couched in language ^

so sweeping as to open the way for, if not actually 'to encourage, serious

invasions of constitutional civil liberty by enforcing officers, and even

by the courtsP

Congress, of course, may at all times call for reports from departments 7, rc-

or agencies of the government—even from the president himself; like- reports

wise it may conduct investigations whenever it likes. With powers con- dMUnr
centrated extraordinarily in the executive branch under wartime condi,- smitoV

tions, reports on how powers are being exercised are likely to be asked

for with unusual frequency, and also investigations to be more frequently

undertaken. Reports are sometimes perfunctory, and rarely very pro-

ductive. Investigations, however, are, at least potentially, an important "

means of exercising control; and of twenty or more ordered during the

period 1940-42, and having to do with the defense effort or the manage-

ment of wartime activities, ocveral proved of genuine significance.^

Speaking broadly, it is the function of Congress, in addition to providing

the commandcr-in-chief with the powers and sinews of war, to supervise

and review the conduct of war, without attempting to take part in man-
aging it.

Not only has Congress always provided regular pay for the officers and a, Pro-

privatos in active service, but it has bestowed other rewards and aids veterLs

upon the demobilized forces after every war in which the United States

has been engaged, from the Revolution onwards. Surviving soldiers and

sailors who have suffered disability, together with their dependents, are

recognized as having an irrefutable claim to the nation’s *carc; and pres-

sure upon congressmen by veterans’ organizations has often led to grants

or benefits whez’e the obligation was less clear. So generous, indeed, has

been Congress when veterans have been involved that frfim 1792 to 1930

national outlays on money pensions alone reached a total of fifteen bil-

lion dollars; and this takes no account of allotments of land to veterans

in earlier clays, or of the heavy cost in later decades of hospitalization

and medical treatment for veterans incapacitated by injuries or illness

incurred in^ active duty.’’ Other benefits nowadays freely bestowed by

z-D. 0. Walter, American Government at War (Chicago, 1942), Chap, vii; C. B,
Swisher, “Cml Liberties in Wai'time,’' PoUt. Sci. Quar., LV, 321-347 (Sept., 1940) ;

E. E. Cushman, “National Defense and the Restriction of Civil Liberties,” Vniv. oj

Kansas City Lav) Rev,, IX, 63-76 ,(Eeb„ 1941).

2 Among these were the investigation of un-Amei'ican activities by the Dies (^om-

mittee, of national defense migi’ation by the Tolaa Committee, and of national

defense activities in mieral by the Truman Committee.
.

a It has never been^wnsidered nccessaiy or practicable to pension the whole num-
ber of men released from service at the close of a war. Those emerging able-bodied

and with unimpaired* eai'ning power have normally been expected to take oaie of

themselves, at all events for a time. Beyond this, three main principles or jirocedures

have, in general, been followed: (1) Persons leaving the service with earning poiVer

destroyed or reduced by reason of injuries or sickness arising from militaiy duties

are pensioned at once, and likewise dependents of persons who have lost their lives.

(2) As survivors dwindle in, number and lose earning power with advancing age, .
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'congressional act include' (1) government aid in caiTylug protection

originating in in-service, war-risk insurance, and (2) preferential eligi-

bility for employment in the federal civil serviced After long controversy,

too, honorably discharged veterans of World War I were, in 1924, granted

a money bonus proportioned to their period of service. Needless to say,

today’s war, with almost three times as many Americans in uniform as

in 1917-18, will present Congress and the country with pension, “bonus,”

and hospitalization problems transcending any heretofore known. With

demobilization still remote, scores of bills relating to such matters made
their appearance on Capitol Hill; and the year 1944 saw legislation

enacted under which veterans were pledged monthly payments for a brief

period after honorable discharge, and likewise were made beneficiaries

- of the so-called “GI Bill of Rights” opening opportunities for service

men to gain hospitalization rights, acquire homes, purchase farms, start

businesses, or obtain general education or professional training, with gov-

ernment aid in securing loans or with, fo- educational purposes, outright

government subsidy.^

Defense Powers and Functions of the President

Sourooa The cefttral figure in national defense, including the conduct of war,

1 ^Tho™'
course, the president; and he becomes such by reason of powers

riiooi and functions derived from two main sources, over and above his basic

fancier- position as ohicf executive: (1) hia constitutional r61e as commander-

in-ohief,'' and (2) special grants of authority by Congress. As chief execu-

tive, the president might be regarded as having, in any case, the power

to appoint (with confirmation by the Senate) all regular and reserve

officers of the Army and Navy,* to supervise and direct the War and

Navy Departments, and to enforce military and naval regulations made

many are pensioned regardlesa of the fact that their disability may not be traceable
to military service, (3) After the number of survivors has fallen to relatively small
proportions, pensions are granted to substantially all, as likewise to widows and other
classes of dependents. See Federal Laws Relating lo Veterans oj Foreign Wars of
the United States, 72nd Cong., 1st Sess., Sen. Doc. No, 131 (1932),

For purposes of more rmified and effective administration, a Bureau of Pensions
long maintained in the Department of the Interior was in 1930 consolidated by
executive order with other scattered agenftes Jiaviug ,to do with military pensions

and veterans’ relief to form an independent establishment Icnown as the Veterans

Administration, which forthwith became one of the most heavily manned branches

of the government, and also one of those requiring the largest yearly appropriations.

As a result of the present war, the Veterans Administration already has been given

enlarged functions, and in future years it will be a huge establishment indeed. Civil

pensions, it may be noted, are administered by the Civil Service Commission.
^ See pp. 435-436 above.
2 Service-men’s Readjustment Act, Public Law 34G, 78th Cong., 2nd Sess. (approved

June 22, 1944), The basis for this legislation was supplied By a report of the Na-
tional Resources Planning Board in 1943 entitled Demobilization and Readjustment;
Report of the Conferenaes on Postwar Readjustment of Civilian and Military Per-

sonnel. On “Veterans in Postwar,” see series of articles in State Government, XVII,
j. 456-472 (Dec., 1944).

a Art. II, I 2, cl, 1,

^ The officers of the National Guard, except when in the seiyice of the United

,

' States, are appointed as thej^everal states direct.
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by Congress, supplementing’them with' others issued on his own authority,

The additional role of commahder-in-chief, howevor, not only reenforces

powers such as these, but carries with it greater ones that otherwise might

not be deemed to be possessed. Precisely what it means to be commandcr-

in-chief
,
the constitution docs not undertake to say

;
and neither Congress

nor any court has ever sought to define the term. Usage, however, espe-

cially during our major wars, has made fairly clear the range of powers

and functions involved—even though ever-widening interpretations under

stress of war (notably at the hands of President Roosevelt and his legdl

advisers down to IG4S) provoke plenty of challenges and leave a fringe

of uncertainty as to what new reaches of authority might yet he read

into the titlo.^ This is, indeed, a major point at wiiieli confusion and

competition between the executive and legislative branches arise.

In general, Congress provides the money and the men; the president,

as commander-in-chief, uses tlj^m practically at his discretion. Congress,

however, not only provides money and men; it also confers powers, And,

ostensibly at least, the powers delegated add to those enjoyed as com-

mander-in-ciuDf. In many cases, they imdoubteclly do this; although

persons taking a very broad view of what is comprehended in the func-

tion of commander-in-chief may regard such grants as superfluous, arid*

even restrictive. In the opinion of former Secretary of War, Newton D.

Baker, for example, laws passed by Congress in 1917 in anticipation of

war “hampered more tliaii helped the proseeiitimi of the [first] World

War,” ^ the thought behind the observation being that from the function

of commander-in-chief can readily and properly be deduced complete

authority Lo prosecute a war to the fullest extent, and that acts of Con-

gress undertaking to implement such authority arc likely to have the

effect—by process of definition—of narrowing it rather than otherwise.

But in any event the president’s war powers at any given time certainly

comprise those possessed as commander-in-chief, as supplemented, modi-

fied, and perchance at some points curtailed, by pertinent acts of Con-

gress.”

Congress alone can declare war. Tlie force of the statement is lessened,

however, by the fact already noted that in conducting the country’s

1 The constitutionality of President Roosevelt’s orders as commandEr-in-chief under
wliich some 110,000 Japanese residents of the Pacific Coast—citizen and non-citizen

^

alili;e-;-were removed to interior relocation centers in 1942 was naturally called in

question. In the ease of Korematsu v. United States in 1043, the evacuation was
held by a federal circuit court to have been constitutional; in that of Hirabayushi v.

United States (320 U. S, SI), in the same year, the Supreme Court, without
passing upon the main question, indicated that it would be likely to take a similar

position on the right to remove the Japanese, but probably would deny any right to

detain in relocatio®. centers American citizens against whom, as individuals, no
charges of disloyalty had been filed; and when the Korernatsu case was appealed,

the Court, in 1944 (dividing six to three)j took the anticipated position on both
points. Koromatsu v. United States (66 Sup. Ct. Rep. 193).

2 Quoted in E. S. Corwin, The President: Office and Powers, 395.

” For ' digest of provisions, delegating diso-etionary powers to the president m
I’elation to the present war'situation, see L. W- Koemg, The Presidency dnd the Crisis

(New York, 1944), Appondicas A and B.
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foreign relations the president may virtually make war inevitable. As

cominandcr-in-chief, -Presid&nt Polk, in 1846, ordered American troops

to advance into territory then in dispute -with Mexico. The Mexican

authorities had made it plain that they would consider such a step an

act of war, and the soldiers were promptly fired upon. Polk thereupon

said that war existed by act of Mexico, and Congress proceeded to a

formal declaration. President McKinley ordered the battleship Maine
to Plavana harbor jn 1898, notwithstanding that the Spaniards were

e'ertain to regard the act as unfriendly. The vessel was blown up, and the

Spanish-American War followed. There will always be difference of

opinion as to whether we were or were not at war with Mexico on the

occasion of Admiral Mayo’s capture of Vera Cruz by order of President
' Wilson in 1913, and with Russia when—again on the -president’s sole

authority—American troops cooperated in military expeditions against

the Bolshevists via Archangel and Vladiv|istok in 1018. By his handling

of relations with Berlin after the sinking of the Lusitania in 1915, Presi-

dent Wilson created a situation in which the only alternative to a declara-

tion of war upon Germany would have been national stultification. And,

more recently, the whole course of policy and action which over a period

*61 years led the United States straight to involvement in the second World

War, while given increasing evidences of national support; was projecled

and carried forward under the sole ultimate responsibility of President

Franklin D. Roosevelt.^

In time of peace, the president is likely to function as commander-in-

chief in rather a routine manner; there may be little occasion for him to

do otherwise.’^ In time of war, however, the situation is different; then

the^ power of command attains its full potentialities, finding applications

that would never be tolerated, or even thought of, save in a national

emergency. Even in time of peace, and limited only by the funds at his

disposal, the president can send both land and naval forces anywhere

that he chooses, in this countiy or abroad; and naturally in time of war
there is no limitation upon such authority.” With war in progress, the

S. E. Baldwin, “The Share of ihe President of the United States in a Declaration
of War," Amer. Jour- of Inlernat. Law, XII. 1-U (Jan., 1918).
Oxer against the president’s capacity for ‘hushing” Congress and the country into

war must, however, be set his power to veto a declaration of war; although this

power has never been, and is not likely to be, exercised.
2 This, of course, was far from tnie during the year or two preceding the outbreak

of the present war. With the nation actively pushing its defense program. President
Roosevelt, in this period, took many unusual steps as commander-in-chief, such as

sending military observers to European countries,' dispatching armed forces to Ire-

land, British Guiana, and Surinam, leasing naval and air basfes. from Great Britain,

and ordering "lend-lease’’ cargoes convoyed by the American Navy.
” Under the defense program launched in 1940, the National (Vnird, together with

troops raised under the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940 (see p. 674 below),

might be used only ih the Western Hemisphere and in United States territories and
,
possessions, including the (Philippines. Upon, the outbreak of war with the Axis Powers

f,;, ih Decepiber, 1941, however, the restriction was removed and the way opened for

Ending any of the country’s armed forces to any part of the globe, There is reason
'

-lo'ftWk that Congress properly keked-power to impose 'the restriction mentioned
I 'mtne case of drafted men. See judicial deciSidn cited below (p. 669. note 1).
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chief executive can i^ike as much part as he likes in formulating strategy

and carrying on campaigns indeed, there is nothing to prevent him from
taking the field in person if he so desires, except,' of course, that, as a
civilian, he would be an amateur—even if he were not pressed to the

limit w'ith tasks more properly -within his provincef He can establish

military governments in conquered territory, and directly or through his

appointed agents exercise all executive power there, and all legislative

power as well until Congress makes different arrangements^ Like any
other supreme commander, he can terminate hostilities by agreeing to

terms of armistice. Meanwhile, he can take over plants in which labor

stoppages are interfering with war production, or the railroads if trans-

portation difficulties are impeding the war effort. Indeed, the object in

war being to mobilize and make effective the national strength as speed- ^

ily as possible, and at the same time to break down the enemy’s power

of resistance, control over the disposition of the armed forces inevitably

broadens into the general dully of taking whatever measures may be

found necessary to the ends mentioned. In all this, the president, of

course, must not violate the constitution or laws
;
and, to a degree, he

mustrwork in cooperation with Congress.” Outside of these limitations,

however, he and his adviser,s, civil and military, have a free* hand,

its very nature, running a war is an executive job; it cannot be intrusted

to a debating society.

At a number of points, the president’s war powers in the present conflict

have reached levels never before attained. During the Civil War, how-

ever, they vaulted to heights at that time unprecedented; and the experi-

^ More than most piesidenta in waiLime, President Roosevelt shared, and even
led, in the planning of mihtaiy and naval sti-atogy and operations during the
present global war. In the summer of 1942, there was some complaint that lie and
Prime Minister Cliurclull were tiying to exercise too much personal direction. Later
developments showed that TJniLed Nations strategy was moving on intelligent and
fruitful hues, and the critics were largely silenced. In a "fireside chat” of October 12,

the President freely conceded the wisdom of leaving military decisions to military

men. This was not meant to imply, however, any relinquishment of his own ultimate
power to make them, in so far as he chose; and the generalization expiessed above
still holds tine,

2 D. Y. Thomas, “History of Military Government in the Newly Acquired Terri-
tory of the United States,” Columbia Univ. Studies in Hist., Boon

,
and Public

Law, XX, No. 2 (1904); R. H. Gabriel, “American Experience with Militaiy Govern-
ment,” j4mer. Polit. Sci. Rev., XXXVII, 417-438 (June, 1943). Puerto Rico was gov-
erned solely under presidential authority from 1898 to 1900 and the Philippines from
1898 to 1902.

3 Many times the question -will arise -whether a proposed line of action can be
taken without authorization by law. In such a situation, the president is likely to be
guided by opinions received from the attorney-general—^who, being a member of

the Administration, is apt to lean toward strong presidential powers. In August, 1942,

President Roosevelt sought in this way the opinion of Department of Justice officials

as to whether he might not, without -waiting for congressional action,
^

institute a
system of drastic y;age and farm-price controls. The contemplated action was -the

more extraordinary in that it could not be taken without suspending the operation

of a statutory provision forbidding faim-price ceilings to be established below 110

per .cent of so-called “parity,” based on the exceptionally high levels of 1900-14. The
opinions received were in the affivmativ-e ; although the -threat of independent execu-

tive action was removed by new farm-price legislation soon grudgingly enacted by
Congress. ’ .
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iiiiisirn- bncc wtis repeated alter we entered the first World War in 1937, In

addition to active direction of operations on land and sea, President

nmi' Lincoln authorized searches and arrests without warrants, cansccl news-

wTi'i 'papere to be suppressed, declared martial law even in ref!,ions where the

regular courts were open, suspended the writ of habeas corpus, and in

other ways sought to suppress opposition to the policies of the govern-

ment from persons in the Noidh who sympathized with the Southern

cause. With a view, also, to lessening the South’s power of resistance, he

issued the famous proclamation of 1863 liberating the slaves in enemy

areas. Most of these acts were performed on his own iiritiative and respon-

sibility, often with Congress not in session, and in any event with con-

gressional approval sought only afterwards. In the majority of instances,

- the necessary validation was forthcoming, but not in all
;
and a few of

the things done wmre judicially held to have been unconstitutional!

During the first World War, President Wilson wielded even greater

power, but with the difference that he h?lbitually sought and obtained

from Congress advance grants of authority deemed necessary for the suc-

cessful prosecution of hostilities. Thus, a month before war was declared,

he got authority to compel manufacturers to give priority to government

^orders for '’war materials, and to commandeer factories for operation by

the government, A Pood and Fuel Control Act of 1917 authorized him to

regulate by license tlic importation, manufacture, storage, and distribu-

tion of necessaries, to requisition foods and fuels, to take over and operate

mines, pipe-lines, packing houses, and other establishments, to prohibit

the use of grains in the production of alcoholic beverages, and to regulate

prices of wheat, coal, and coke. A Selective Service Act of the same year

gave him autlioriiy to draft into potential war service substantially the

entire manhood of the nation between the ages of eighteen and forty-five.

Other acts gave him authority to place an embargo on certain exports;

to censor all communications with foreign countries by mail, cable, radio,

or otherwise; to take over and operate rail and water transportation

facilities of the country, as also the telegraph and telephone systems;

and in the Overman Act of 1918 he received authorization, for the dura-

tion of the war and for six months thereafter, to carry out any transfer

or consolidation of bureaus and offices of the government deemed advan-

tageous for prosecution of the war. From the powers conferred arose a

swarm of new executive agencies, sometimes created expressly by the

relevant legislation, more often established by order of tho president; and

r For example, in Sx parte Milligan, 4 Wallace 2 (1886). The point should be em-
'

phasized that there was no attempt to suppress everybody who disagreed with Lin-
coln and his policies, but only those persons who were considered to be actually
endangering the success of 1101011 arms. The outstanding fact in the entire experience
is not the occasional infraction of clauses of the constitution, bnt the general recogni-
tion that things ought to be done according to law and by constitutional procedures.
Under the circumstances, it would have been extremely easy to surrender to. the
principle inter arma, silent leges. On Lincoln's use of war powers, see E. S. Corwin,
The President; Offiee and Powers, 165-189, and especially the writings of J. G.

. 1 Randall cited on p, 671 below.
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from the new executive agencies, in turn, flowed masses of administrative
regulations dwarfing the statutes on which -they were grounded, and truly^
appalling to the inquirer who would learn in detail how the war effort

was actually carried ond *
.

’

The war powers of the president in the current war period fall into Revivals

several categories. First of all, they include, of course, the extensive teusiods

powers wdiich he at all times possesses, by constitutional right, as coiuman- WoUef

,der-in-chief. In the second place, he has carried over, especially from
'

World War I, large emergency powers delegated to him by Congress and
never talicn away. Among these arc power to increase the authorized

strength of the Army and Navy (within limits prevailing before 1940),

to suspend or amend the rules governing the transmission of communica-
tions by radio or wire, and authority to take over power-houses, dams,
conduits, and reservoirs needed in manufacturing military munitions;

indeed, in 1939 a list of sue^i delegations extended to over one hundred.

Thirdly, pumerous and drastic powers were conferred in various statutes

enacted in 1940-41 in pursuance of the defense effort of that period. In

this connection, one recalls the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940,

conferring power to select and induct into service as many eligible men
as in the president’s judgment the national interest required; the LdnS-
Lease Act of 1941 authorizing the president, acting independently and

with the aid of funds furnished by Congress, to sell, transfer, exchange,

lend, or lease ships, aircraft, implements of war, or other materials to the

government of any country whose defense was deemed vital to the defense

of the United States; and other acts giving the chief executive power

to prohibit the export of military equipment, to establish priorities on

materials used in naval construction, to acquire stocks of strategic and

critical materials needed by defense industries, to requisition property

required for defense, and to arm merchant ships.

Extensive as were the powers thus possessed when war began, Con-

gress, within eleven days after the attack at Pearl Harbor, passed the

First War Powers Act, reviving and extending special powers earlier

granted to President Wilson, including power (1) to establish a ceirsor-

ship over all communications by mail, cable, radio, or other means

passing between the United States and any country the president should

specify, (2) to transfer functions—^if related to the conduct of war—from

r The high-lights of these developments ai'e well brought out in E. P. Herring, The
Impact of War (New York, 1941), Chap, vii, and C. B. Swisher, “The Control of

War Preparation in the United States,” Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev., XXXIV, 1085-1103

(Deo., 1940). Cf. F. L. Paxson, America at War, 1917-1918 (Boston, 1939); W. F.
Willoughby, Government Organizalion in Wartime and Alter (New York, 1919)

; ^

B. Banich, American Industry in the War; A Report oj the Wen' Indnsiries Board
(Washington, 192l). '

On this occasion, the presidential power chiefly challenged in the courts was that
of sending troops abroad before the country was invaded by a foe. In the Selective
Draft Law Cases, 245 U. S. 366, 369 (1918), the Supreme Court fully sustained this

power, making it clear that in his capacity as commander-in-chief the president may
(in the absence of restsietions imposed by Congress) dispatch forces to any part
of the world in which he considers that thJir sendees are needed.

, .

‘ '
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one government agency to another, IS) to modify defense contracts and

permit them to be entered into without competitive bidding, and (4) to

control alien financial transactions and to utilize in the national interest

approximately seven billion dollars’ worth of alien property in the United

Statesd Three months later, an amending Second War Powers Act

(1) broadened the power to requisition machinery, tools, and materials for

war production, and (2) conferred power to extend priorities to tools and

machines as well as to materials, to penalize priorities violations, and to

regulate motor and water carriers in the same way as railroads.^ Other

special powers, of varying range and diversity, were conferred in later

acts, although sometimes only over a good deal of opposition. It is hardly

necessary to add that the special powers thus granted the chief executive

have been exercised by him either through existing agencies or through

new ones created by statute or by executive order; ® also that they com-

monly have not been granted indefinitely to duration, but for fixed

periods only.*
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CHAPTER XXXV

WAETIME MIUTAllY AND CIVILIAN MOBILIZATION

The aud-
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great
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time

In May, 1940, the United States embarked upon as formidable a task

as any in its history. Only twenty-two years after the war that was to

have ended all wars, a new World War, precipitated by totalitarian dic-

tatorship, was deluging Europe and Eastern Asia with blood apd threat-

ening to sweep across seas to the Western Hemisphere as well. Poland,

Denmark, Norway, Belgium, the Netherlands, had yielded to Nazi as-

sault; Prance was fighting on two fronts, but manifestly about to go down;
Great Britain was fortifying against imminent invasion; throughout a

w'ar-torn continent, the impossible was dalR becoming history. From a

boredom inspired by a European conflict which in its earlier stages had

seemed only a Sitzkrieg, Americans were suddenly stirred to alarm,

becoming almost over night more war-conscious than at any time since

1918. Peopli^ who had naively supposed that the country could maintain

tne even tenor of its way in a world aflame perceived, if they did not

openly acknowledge, their error; and although wide differences of view

prevailed on the degree to which our government and people should

countenance the idea of ourselves becoming involved, few could deny that,

with the ambitions and purposes of Hitler and the Japanese war-lords

what they were, we easily might come into a situation (as wc eventually

did) in which we would have no choice, at all events if we did not imme-
diately arm against any eventuality.

We had, of course, something to start with. There was a small peace-

time army. There was a navy of respectable pro]rortions when massed

in either the Atlantic or the Pacific, although not very formidable when
divided. Both army and navy had modest auxiliary air forces, and cer-

tain trained reserves. Army and navy appropriations had increased

appreciably in recent years; indeed, in each fiscal year beginning with

1937 a new peacetime high had been attained. Still on the statute-book,

furthermore, was a section of the National Defense Act of 1916 author-

izing the president, when need should arise, to set up a Council of Na-
tional Defense, consisting of the secretaries of war, navy, interior,

agriculture, commerce, and labor (therefore virtually a committee of the

cabinet), and to provide it with advisers qualified in various fields of

defense activity; also the National Defense Act of 1920 making further

provision for industrial mobilization in time of emergen«y. Por years an

Army-Navy Munitions Board had been developing an industrial mobili-

zation plan designed to be put into immediate effect if and when
“M-Day,” t.e.. Mobilization Day, should arrive, and providing not only
’ '
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for the requirements to be made of industry and the measures to be

taken to meet tliem, but also, to a considerable 'extent, for the controls'

and managements requisite to insure that such measures would, be car-

ried outd And Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1939 had made paper pro-

vision for an Office of Emergency Management in the newly established

Executive Office of the President, designed for the coordination of special

civilian agencies such as war inevitably would require. The president had

no power to make war independently. But in one way or another .he had

come into possession of enough emergency authority to enable him* to

go far tod^ard calling into being the necessary civilian machinery of war-

time
;
and in point of fact the machinery of the kind created after 1940

was in the main built up, piece by piece, by executive order.

The Defense Services as Developed Since 1940—The Army

Free from dangerous neighbors on her borders, and far removed from

the scenes of Old World conflict (until technological developments brought

them near)
,
the United States has traditionally maintained only a small

standing army.^ Active entrance into world politics in the period of the

Spanish-Amcrican War led to some lasting increase of the forces; but

even in 1914 the authorized strength of the Regular Army was only

officers and men, and the actual enlisted strength considerably less. Emer-

gency effort during the first World War brought under arms a total of

more than three and one-half millions. But on June 30, 1939, the effective

strength of the Regular Army stood at only 13,814 officers and 174,079

enlisted men—a total of 187,893. Until 1940, the force was in peace

times recruited entirely from volunteers, serving for one year or three

years at their option (with reenlistment for periods of three years), and

officered mainly by graduates of the United States Military Academy at

West Point.'’

Under the Army Organization Act of June 4, 1920, the effective military

forces of the United States—constituting the “Army” in the broader

sense—were defined as including not only the Regular Army, but in addi-

tion (1) the organized militia of the states, territories, and District of

Columbia (given the new name four years previously of “National

’In point of fact, however, this plan, conceived eBsentially in terms of 1917-18

conditions, proved completely inadequate in the new situation and was never put

into operation.
2 On the Army as it stood in 1940, see D. H. Popper, "The U. S. Army in Transi-

tion,” Foreign Policy Reports, XVI, No. 18 (Dec. 1, 1940) ; H. S. Ford, What the

Citizen Should Know About the Army (New York, 1941)
;
and especially E. P.

Herring, The Impact of IVar, Chap, in, on “The Place of the Army in National Life.”
® Under a aystam whereby most of the 1,964 cadets then enrolled in the Military

Academy (and also of the 2,400 enrolled in the Naval Academy at Annapolis) were
chosen, in effect, by senators and representatives from their states and districts, wide
geographical, social, and racial distribution being thereby secured and the rise of a

military caste averted. The system remains the same today, but with wartime
numbers considerably increased For more advanced officer training, the government
maintains an Anny Waf College at Waslimgton, D. C., and a Naval "War College at
’N’pwnnrt, "R T • * »
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Guard”), and (2) tbc Organized Reserves; and tliis is sLill officially tlic

situation. Consisting, in each' territorial iimt, of volunteers enlisted for

three years, the National Guard was normally under locally appointed

officers. But, under a grant-in-aid system, most of its cost was borne by

the national government; national standards were prescribed and en-

forced; and part or all of it was liable to be called at any time into

national service (under nationally appointed officers)—as the whole of

it actually was when our defense preparations started in 1940. Once the

present war is over, the Guard will presumably revert to its former

position. •

During the first World War, one of our greatest obstacles to building

a large and efficient army was the lack of trained officers, and plans were

quickly put into operation under which from that time forth college stu-

dents, after instruction in Reserve Officers Training Corps (“R.O.T.C.”)

units and summer camps, received commissienB as second lieutenants, or

even by correspondence courses and examinations made themselves

eligible for various Reserve appointments. In these and other ways, a

skeleton organization was built up, composed of persons normally en-

gaged in civilian pursuits, but ready to be mobilized for officer service in

time of need; and the reservoir of officer material thus created (some

75,000 men late in 1941) proved invaluable in getting the training of a

greater army under way in 1940.

Preparation of the country to meet the dangers looming large in 1940-41

involved two main lines of activity: (1) increasing the active military

and naval forces and giving them the necessary Gaining, and (2) mobiliz-

ing the nation’s industrial and other resources for support of the new
defense program and for effective cooperation if and when war should

come. The earliest moves made in the first direction were to add to the

authorized enlisted strength of the Regular Army, the National Guard,

and the other armed forces, to launch intensive campaigns for recruiting

volunteers, and eventually to call the National Guard and Organized

Reserves in all of the states (by that time totalling 408,000 officers and

men) into federal service, and to put them in special training in canton-

ments. All this, how'ever, was only preliminary to a far more drastic step,

i.e., the first peacetime resort to selective compulsory militar3'- seiwice in

the country’s history. On September 13, 1940, the president approved a

Selective Training and Service Act ^ (effective until May 15, 1945)
,
under

which all male citizens and resident male aliens between the ages of

twenty-one and thirty-five inclusive were required to present themselves

for registration, becoming thereupon (except as otherwise provided in

the law) liable, as soon as called, to training and service^ in the land or

naval forces of the nation for twelve consecutive months, and retaining

1 64"T7, S. Slat, at Large, 885. As these pages went to press (May, 1945), Congress
was engaged in. passing a “draft-extension” bill, prolonging the Selective Service Act

1940 io May 15, 1946, or to the end o^the existing war, -whichever should como
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a reserve status for ten years aftcf the period of training. Fixing the
nnmbor to be selected and' trained each year during the specified period at

approximately 900,000, the act contemplated an {iltimate. trained reserve’

substantially as large as the total force called into service during-.thc first

World War, i.e., somewhat over three and one-half millions.

Under a clause extending such opportunity, thousands of young men
anticipated the draft by voluntary enlistment. But on October 16, 1940,

almost sixteen and one-half million otlicrs were registered throiigliout

the country, under supervision from Washington, though locally in each
state through civilian machinery set up by the governor thereof. Within
two weeks, master numbers were drawn by lot in Washington to deter-

mine the order in which the registrants should be called; immediately
thereafter the work of classification and selection was begun, througli

county boards (district boards in larger cities) with power to decide

cases of deferment; and by midsummer of 1941 a total of approximately

600,000 '‘selectees” wore iif camp.’- Pressure for relief of persons of

greater maturity and more established position led at that point to

blanket deferment of some eight million selectees of the age of twenty-

eight and over. But at the same time all young men who, by July 1, had

reached tiro age of twenty-one since the registration of the prcvjgiis

autumn were added to the list; and later in the year, after vigorous

controversy stirred by assertion of the president and military authorities

that the growing national danger made it unwise to release selectees at

the end of their tAvelve months, the period of service which the preirident

was authorized to exact was extended for all by a year aird a half. Effort,

however, was made to soften the impact of this extension upon persons

actually called into training by guarantees in the law (1) that if public

employees, they would be regarded as merely on leave of absence and,

upon honorable discharge, would be restored to their former status and

pay, and (2) that if in private employment, they would have the same

right unless the employer's circumstances had so changed in the mean-

time as to make such restoration “impossible or unreasonable.”

The country had previously experienced two “drafts” in wartime,

’ In August, 1941, the restriction to 900,000 at a time was repealed. Aa finally

developed, the machinery for operating the selective system consists chiefly of
; (1) an

independent establishment, the Selective Service System, responsible directly -to the
president; (2) the governor of each state, working through a slate director of

selective service; (3) unpaid local (county or district) boards, which keep the
lists and manage the actual work of selection, within their jurisdictions; and (4) a
variety of appeal boards, medical advisory boards, and the lUre,

2 A detailed account of the worldngs of the system will be found in V- D. BouLwell
et al; Amonoa Prepares for Tomorrow, Chap. xix. Cf. R. D. Gibbons, “The Selective
Service Acts of 1917 and 1940," Geo. Washington Law Reu., IX, 687-693 (Apr., 19-11).

Cf. E. Croivder, The Spirit of the Selective Senice (New York, 1920).

Only about one-fourth of the million men released from service to April, 1944, and
returned to civilian^ life wanted their old jobs back, Many had acquired new skills

and wanted better jobs. To be eligible fdr his old job (or a similar one), a veteran
roust apply for it within forty days after his discharge from the service and prove
himself still qualified for ij. Moreover, if it is in a plant having a elosed-shop

agreement, he will have 4a join the union ^f he does not already belong.
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i.e., Linder acts of 1863 and '1917. It was now destined to a third; for

^lifter the selective ti’aining and service program launched in 1940 had

been in operation less than a year and a half, war became a reality.

Within two weeks after the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor, Congress

passed and tho president approved a measure requiring all men between

the ages of eighteen and sixty-four inclusive (except those already regis-

tered) to register for conscription in the armed forces or for non-com-

batant war activities, at the same time fixing the age limits for liability

for military service at twenty to forty-four inclusive.^ In pursuance

of this act, approximately nine million previously unregistered men of

the ages for active military service were added, on February 16, 1942,

to the more than seventeen millions already on the rolls; and later, on

April 27, a registration of men between forty-five and sixty-four brought

on the non-combatant rolls a total of some thirteen millions. On the

ensuing June 30 were registered all male youth born between January 1,

1922, and June 30, 1924; and of the approximately three millions thus

reached, about onc-fiftb became immediately liable to call for service.

-

Finally, on November 13, 1942, the President approved an act under

which youths of eighteen and nineteen (potentially, some two millions—in

addjtion to the half a million already under arms) were made actually as

well as potentially liable to draft; and in 1943-44 large numbers of these

were put in training and sent into active service. Meanwhile, legislation

had been approved removing all restrictions on the use of the armed forces

anywhere in the world, and also extending the period of service of all

military personnel (within the 1945 limit) until six months after the end

of the war, unless sooner terminated by presidential order, or, of com’se,

individually discharged. Until December 5, 1942^ only the Army drew

upon the selective service lists. But under an executive order of that date

the Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, hitherto relying on volun-

teers, were authorized to recruit from the same source.

In no previous war did the United States take on military and naval

obligations (to say notliing of obligations of other kinds) commensurate

with those assumed in the present one. This has been a World War in

a new and literal sense; before the country had been a belligerent six

months, its forces were operating in more than thirty distinct areas, in

nearly all quarters of the globe. By the autumn of 1944, we had in

service overseas 3,690,000 soldiers, exceeding by 1,600,000 the peak over-

seas strength in the first World War, and only 350,000 short of the entire

^ 65 V. S. Stat. at Large, 844, From first to last, persons having sincere scruples
against bearing arms have been excused from combatant service and permitted to
absolve their wartime obligations by service in the Army medical ccg-ps, soil conserva-
tion or forestry projects, or other non-combatant units. See J, W. Masland el al,
“Treatment of the Conscientious Objector," Amer. PoUt. Sci. Rev., XXXVI, 697-701
(Aug., 1942) ;

J. Cornell, The Conscienlwus Objector and the Law (New York,
1943); G. F. Hershberger, War, Peace, and Non-Resistance (Scottdale, Pa., 1944).

2 There were, of course, later periodic registrations, ^designed to reach men our-
.rently arriving ‘at the prescribed minimiija age.
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strength of the Army when that war ended;’ and at this same lime, the

Army’s over-all strength amemnted to 7,700,000 officers and men (sixty

times its prewar size and a hundred times its prewar striking power),

with large numbers all the while being released from scrvioc for warious

reasons, but with newly inducted men pushing the total to higher levels

—although the ultimate pcalt required was not expected to exceed eight

millions/ and with the prospect of reduction considerably below that

figure as soon as the defeat of Germany should have become a reality.-

Administratively, the Army comprises a service under the aegis of

the Department of War, precisely as the Foreign Service forms an arm zatiou

of the Department of State or the Customs Service an arm of tlie Treas-

ury Department. Indeed, the Department of War (dating from 1789),

although in the past invested with a good many functions of a non-»

military nature, now has little to do except manage the military estab-

lishment, in peace and war, and under responsibility, as in the case of all

executive departments, to tliT^ president. Although commandcr-in-chief,

the president is always Lcchnically a civilian
;

^ the ranking officers of the

Department—^thc secretary, under-secretary, and assistant secretaries

—

are invariably such; and thus the principle of civil superiority over the

military is maintained. Going down the lengtliy list of leslser officials

in the Department, one finds civilians and military men intermingled;

and of course the Army itself, in the stricter sense, is officered by military

personnel exclusively.

Army organization, as such, is a complicated and technical matter

lying outside the range of the present discussion except for one or two

features to bo mentioned in passing, and chiefly the drastic reconstruction

carried out in 1942. Hardly was the country in a war of obviously un-

precedented proportions before military leaders perceived the need for

replacing an old form of organization based on infantry, cavalry, field

artillery, coast artillery, and air units with a new one more in keeping

with the superior systems employed abroad and with the tasks now to

be undertaken
;
and after an exhaustive study by experts extending over

more than a year, President Roosevelt, by executive order of March 2,

1942, authorized a new type of organization effective in the first instance

for the duration and for six months thereafter, but likely to a large extent

to become permanent. The general purport of the plan was to recon-

struct the vast military machine at the time taking shape so as to

consist of three great branches—the Army Ground Forces (infantry,

1 That figure was slightly surpassed by January 1, 1946.

2 On May 14, 1942, a bill was approved establishing a Women’s Army Auxiliary

Corps (WAAC), designed to utilize the services of women and thereby release

soldiers for combaff duty. Within a little over a year, 65,000 women were members;
and in 1943 the status of the Corps was changed from that of an Army auxiliary to

that of an. actual component of the Anny>.
s He may have had military experience; in fact, several presidents (Washington,

Jackson, Taylor, Grant, etc.) had previously attained the rank of general. When
president, however, all haye llfeen eivibana.
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arLillory, wnvalvy, cli'.), iho Army Air Eorccs, and ilie Sorvircs of Supply

(now known riR tlic Army Sorvicc Eorccs)—tfu' first two coiiccriu'd with

combat, l.hc third with "supply, iirocureuicut, and p,cncral housekeeping

duties’"; ^ and the rurryinp; out of this extensive reorganization (with

entirely successful results) in the most critical and perplexing period

of the war was a praiseworthy achievement. At the same time, an over-

grown General Staff, charged with formulating basic plans and policies

for developing and using the Army, and with advising the president and

secretary of war on such matters, was so far reduced and integrated as

to emerge with ninety-eight instead of some five hundred members, sixty

of them organized in a special War Plans Division, and all drawn, in

proportions of thirty-nine, thirty-nine, and twenty, respectively, from

ihe three basic branches mentioned above. Heading the General Staff,

and with supervision over all three Army branches, is the Chief of Staff,

immediate adviser to the secretary of war, and the medium through

which the president, as commander-in-chifef, exercises his functions in

relation to strategy, tactics, and operations.^

The Defense Forces as Developed Since 1940—The Navy

Iiidur^ ,Ji'rom Revolutionary times, the United States maintained a navy of

iiu\iii. traditions, but of no great size until the close of World War I,

19-10 when, with an imposing fleet afloat and a still more powerful one on the

stocks, the country found itself with the scepter of sea supremacy within

its grasp. At the Washington Conference on the Limitation of Arma-

ments, in 1S21-22, however, agreements were entered into among the

leading naval powers under which thirty-one of our capital ships were

sunk, scrapped, or demilitarized; and the London Naval Conference of

1930 led to similar sacrifice of cruisers, destroyers, and submarines. For

more than a decade after the foimer date, little new building was under-

taken—even less than the agreed ratios of capital ships would have

permitted.^ Partly with a view to creating jobs in depression times, a sub-

stantial building program was, nevertheless, launched in 1933; and after

1 It is in this branch that one will find not only the Office of the Quartermaster
General, charged with providing food and clothing for the troops^ and the Office of

the Chief of Ordnance, charged with providing weapons and other munitions, but
such .special offices as those of the Judge Advocate General, the Adjutant General,

the Provost Marshal General, the Chief of the Army Transportation Corps, and the
Women’s Army Corps. For the duties of these and other units, see U. S. Government
Manual (Summer, 1944), pp. 253-254.

2 Names that became familiar to all Americans during the present war include

those of General George C. Marshall, Chief of Staff; Lieutenant General Lesley J.

McNair, Commanding General, Army Air Forces; and General Brehon Somervell,
Commanding General, Army Soiwice Forces.
On the historical development of the War Department, see H. B. Learned, The

President’s Cabinet, Chap, i, and P. Herring, The Impact oj War,,,Chap, rv. Cf. “The
War Department,” Fortune, V, 38-42 ff. (Jan., 1941) ;

latest issue of U. S- Govern-
ment Manual; and latest Anrmil Report of the Secretary of War. There is as yet no
readily accessible systematic treatise on. the Army of the United States in its current
wartime aspects.

® The ratios for battleships, heavy cruisers, and aircraft carriers were: Great
, Britain and the United States, 5 each; Jijjian, 3; France and Italy, 1.67 each.
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il became apparent not only that other nations (particularly Japan) were

rapidly increasing their naval strength by building all types of fighting
"

craft not covered by the ratio agreeraont, but that the Washington Treaty

would not be continued beyond 1936, the efiori was redoubled, bringing

the country—at least by 1938, when an over-all increase of naval strength ‘

by twenty per cent was authorized by Congress—into a fast-accelerating

armament race. All told, 137 combatant vessels were built between 1933

and 1940, although many merely replaced obsolete craft; and in Sep-

tember, 1939, when Hitler plunged Europe into war, our naval personnel,

aside froiD auxiliaries, still numbered only 126,418 officers and men.

Of naval auxiliaries, there were two with actual Navy connections:

(1) the Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps, organized to supplement

officer-training provided at the Naval Academy at Annapolis, and re-

cruited from training units maintained in colleges and universities

throughout the country; and, (2) the Marino Corps, organized on Army

lines to provide the Navy with trained infantry for land fighting or other

duty whether ashore or afloat. In addition, there were two potential

auxiliaries—not organically connected with the Navy, but capable of

being linked with it in case of need. These were: (1) the Coast

attached to the Treasury Department, and in peacetime charged, as a

sort of maritime police, with saving and protecting life and property in

coastal waters, safeguarding navigation on the high seas, and, in general,

enforcing maritime law, including the suppression of smuggling; and (2)

the merchant marine, at a low ebb in the period under review, but having

at least some ships which could be armed so as to bear a share in sea

warfare. When war started in Europe in 1939, our Marine Corps num-

bered only 19,701 officers and men and the Coast Guard 10,079.

Five clays after Hitler sent his legions thundering across the Polish

frontier in September, 1939, President Roosevelt declared a "limited

emergency," which for the Navy meant an immediate increase of author-

ized strength to 191,000 officers and men and recall to active duty of all

trained personnel on the retired and reserve lists. Eight months later,

with the international situation growing still more critical, and with

even the destruction of the British Navy (on which our own security

had long heavily depended) looming as a possibility—and as a phase of

the huge defense effort now being launched—a program of naval expan-

sion was instituted contemplating expenditure, over a period of years,

of upwards of five billion dollars and aimed at making the United States

fleet by 1946 the most powerful that had ever ploughed the seas. Domi-

nant in this program was the new idea of a "two-ocean Navy." Up to now,

with the British* Navy affording us protection in the Atlantic, we had

for a good while been accustomed to keep the larger part of our fighting

ships in the Pacific, based upon Hawaii. With the British Navy en-

dangered, we, in 1940, ippved much of our fleet through the Panama

Canal into the Atlantic. The Pacific, however, was obviously also a.
'
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tliciitcr of increasing danger;' and IrCnce Ihc •plan embodied in a Two-
” Ocean Navy Bill signed by' President RobscvclL on July 19, 1940, to

develop^ a navy slrong enough to be divided between the two oceans and

yet have “command of the sea” in each. The increase in our naval strength

now authorized was by far the greatest in our history to this time
;
and

although obviously the contemplated building would occupy years, even

by December 7, 1941, much had been done’- and the effective personnel

of the Navy had risen to 325,095, not counting 70,425 officers and men
in' the Marine Corps and 25,002 more in the Coast Guard—^which a

month previously had been transferred for the period of em'ergency to

the Navy Department. A navy consists, however, not simply of ships,

aircraft, shore fortifications, and men, but also of bases. And incident

to the strengthening of our naval defenses in 1940 was the lease from

Great Britain of sites for eight naval and air bases in or adjacent to the

Atlantic ^ (two as gifts and six in exchat>ge for fifty of our over-age

destroyers)
,
calculated ultimately to permit regular naval and air control

a thousand miles farther eastward than otherwise would be feasible.

Moreover, the development of these sites was actively under way when

war enveloped us in 1941. As planned, our ring of naval bases was to

^etch from Newfoundland through the islands of the nearer Atlantic,

thence in the Pacific to the Aleutian Islands, and across two thousand

miles of open ocean to Pearl Harbor, and on out to Midway and Johnson

Island.®

Tiiewar- Of coui'se there was no guarantee that the country would not find

NaTy itself at war long before the building program authorized in 1940 could

be carried out, in which case it would have to rely on existing units at

the outset, increasing them thereafter as rapidly as it could. The sudden

outbreak of hostilities in December, 1941, created precisely such a situa-

tion; and from that time forth the building and launching of naval, as

well as merchant, ships proceeded on a scale never before approached

in this or any other country. The story—^which would embrace the expan-

sion of shipyards and establishment of new ones, the enlisting and train-

ing of hundreds of thousands of technicians and laborers, the supplying

of the needed machinery and tools, and the construction and launching

^ At that date, the Navy’s combat vessels included 17 battleships, 7 aircraft car-

riers, 37 cruisers, 170 destroyers, and 113 submarines.
2 In Newfoundland, Bermuda, the Bahamas, Jamaica, St. Lucia, Trinidad, Antigua,

and British Guiana.
a On the new Atlantic sites, see A. R. Elliott, “U. S, Strategic Bases in the Atlan-

tic,” Foreign Policy ReporLs, XVI, No, 21 (Jan, 16, 194.1) ;
and on our Pacific bases,

the same author’s ‘'U. S. Defense Outposts in the Pacific,” ibid., XVII, No. 1 (Mar.

15, 1941). The text of the agreements concemrng the Atlantic bases will be found
in S. S. Jones and D. P. Myers, Documents on American Foreign Relations, III,

203-227. On the relation of the Panama Canal to the defense problem, see N. J.

Padelford, The Panama Canal in Peace and Wai' (New York, 1942).

On the program of iraval expansion in 1940-41, see W. D. Boutwell et al., America
Prepares for Tomorrow, Chap, xvm; F. Knox, The United Slates Navy in National

Defense (Washington, 1941) ;
D. H. Popper, “America’a Naval Preparedness,” Foreign

^, _Policy Reports, XVII, No. 2 (Apr. 1, 1941). Cf.’H. W. Baldwin, What the Citizen

."Should Know About the Navy (New York, 194’X-).
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of literally tlioiisaiuls of ships and airplanes—cannot be told here; indeed,

until the war is over, some parts of it cannot be told anywhered Suffice

it to say that, 'with building still actively in progress,, the American
’

Navy is already by all odds the largest and strongest in the worlcRDoubt-

less it will remain such in postwar years. Meanwhile a few facts are

pertinent concerning personnel organization. Like the Army, the Navy
and its auxiliaries were recruited before the war entirely from volunteers;

and for a time, in the case of the Navy, this continued to be true after

Pearl Harbor. The first effect of that disaster was, indeed, to yield a

heavy increase in enlistments. During 1942, however, volunteering fell'

off; and dn December 5 it was ordered terminated as of the following

February, after which date Navy and Army enlisted personnel (as indi-

cated above) were alike reci’uitcd exclusively through the operation of

the selective service system. By December 31, 1943, the Navy had

reached a total of 2,252,606 officers and men, the Marine Corps a total

of 391,620, and the Coast Guard of 171,518; by the autumn of 1944,

the total over-all figure for the entire naval establishment was 3,717,000.^

On the analogy of the Army’s relation to the War Department, the

Navy is a service under the aegis of the Navy Department, the latter

dating from 1798, when a, threatened war with France led to its creatioij,;

and, in stricter degree than the War Department, the Navy Depart-

ment has had functions related only to the management of the one great

service intrasted to it.” Here again, not only is the commander-in-chief

(the president) a civilian, but likewise the secretary, under-secretary,

and assistant secretaries, thus preserving the principle of civilian suprem-

acy; here again, too, the lesser officials include both civilians and naval

men, hut with a greater preponderance of non-civilian personnel than

in the War Department; and of course the Navy as such is officered by

naval men exclusively. In general, the administrative work of the De-

partment is distributed among a lengthy list of bureaus fonning branches

of the Executive Office of the Secretary; while the more professional

work falls to another series, under “chiefs,” and including establishments

having to do with naval operations, naval personnel, ordnance, ships,

aeronautics, yards and docks, and medicine and surgery. There is an

over-all commander-in-chief of the United States fleet and a general

1 Some approach to an official account of the progress and types of building -will

be found in Our Navy at War; A Report to the Secretary oj the Navy, by Admiral
Ernest J. King, dated March 27, 1944, and to be found conveniently in a special issue

of the TJ. S. News, published (without date) early in the year mentioned,
2 Important new units organized during the war included (1) the Constniotion

Battalions (“Seabees”) dating from December 28, 1941, and consisting of men trained

primarily as construction workers but also as fighters, and (2) the Women Accepted
for Volunteer Emergency Service (“WAVES”), authorized on July 30, 1942, to provide

women trained for shore jobs from which men could thus be released for sea duty.

By 1944, the personnel of the Seabees numbered nearly a quarter of a million, and
that of the WAVES some 47,000.

^

The Department administers the affairs of a few insular possessions in the Pacific

(chiefly Tutuila in Samoa and Guam, retaken from the Japanese in 1944), of signifi-

cance chiefly in relation Jo naval 'policy and strategy.

Nnvol
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staff (\Yith a chief and several assistani chiefs)
;
and likewise there are

coinmaiidera-in-clucf for each of two regional fleets, Pacific and Atlantic/

Some reorganization Has been carried out during the war, but none of

as basic significance aa in the ease of the Army.

Some Defense Questions for the Near Future

mucii
Before turning from the military to the civilian side of the defense

bt™ughii!
recent years, we should glance at one or two questions

which, along with others, will have to be answered as the country moves
' from a war to a peace footing; already they are receiving attention in

Congress, in Army and Navy circles, and in the press. Chief among them

is: how strong an arraj'', navy, and air force should the United States

gxpect to maintain in coming years? After peace returns, there may,

of course, be a considerable pacifist reaction, inspired by war-weariness.

At the date of writing (1945), however, the indication is that public

sentiment will support and demand continued national preparedness on

a rather high level. In this country, as elsewhere, wartime discussions

ol ways and means of organizing a lasting peace have evinced signifi-

cantly little interest in the once-lauded principle of disarmament. We
have learned that, while huge armaments may promote wars, the absence

of armaments does not insure against them; our own experience has

shown how quickly an unarmed nation can gird itself for combat. We
know, moreover, that the world of the past has disappeared, that with

the progress of technology the security we once enjoyed is no longer

ours, that henceforth, unless heavily guarded, we shall be open to attack

from the most distant sources; and while we hope for some form of inter-

national organization that will make the way of the aggressor hard, we
are, or should be, realistic enough to be unwilling to put our faith in this

alone or to accept the easy assumption that this war will end all wars.

We, furthermore, shall emerge from the war, not only with the greatest

navy and air force, and with one of the greatest armies, that the world

has ever known (and also with new naval and air bases scattered through-

out the world), but undoubtedly counting upon at least our naval and

air supremacy remaining unassailable, particularly in the Pacific. It is

possible that in the fields of naval and air armament some international

agreement fixing limits (after the principle of the Washington Confer-

ence naval treaty of 1922) will be adopted, at the close of the war or later.

But there is no assurance of this; and in any event our naval and air

equipment and forces of the futm’e may be depended upon to outdistance

anything v^s ever before had, or expected to have, in peacetime,

spe- The main question will be as to the Army. That for a period after the

pm of**''' war our obhgations in the defeated countries may require us to keep
lUeArmy

many as three or four million men, with perhaps two

million, retained for as long as a decade, is taken for granted. But what

’
i There was formerly also a small Asiatic fleet, but K ceased to exist in 1942.
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of our general policy, looking ahead’to days after the present war shall

have been fully liquidated? Here, obviously, the’ altei natives arc: '(1)

to decide upon a permanent large standing army; (2) to plan for g much
smaller standing army, but supported by a largo reservoir of trained

citizen-reserves; (3) to revert to our prewar situation, with a small

standing army reiinforced only by the National Guard and by limited

numbers of young men trained, mainly in colleges and universities, for

officer duty. All our traditions argue powerfully against the first of

these courses
;
and it is not to be believed either that high Army authori-

ties would finsist upon it or that public sentiment would tolerate it. Nor

do cither Army officials or serious-minded private citizens look with any

favor upon the third course, at least until it shall be established that^

the nations of the earth have indeed mastered the art of living amicably

together.

The only course remaining^would therefore appear to be the second;

and discussions of Ihe problem in these later days are addressed chiefly

to the most desirable mode of pursuing it. At the close of World War I,

Army and Navy officials, backed by President Wilson, strongly advo-

cated—as indeed did President Washington in his remote day-*-the adop-

tlon of a system of universal military training, to provide a back-log

of civilian personnel available for active armed service whenever needed.

In turning a deaf ear to the proposal, Congress doubtless acted in accord

with public opinion. But the idea has been revived; and the experience

through which the country has recently passed now gives it greater chance

of success. The late President Roosevelt and numerous other influential

civilians have spoken out for the plan; and in 1944 General George 0.

Marshall, Army Chief of Staff, gave it his unqualified endorsement, insist-

ing that the permanent postwar Army should consist of “the smallest pos-

sible professional organization,” but, as being merely a nucleus, should be

buttressed with a vast trained reserve. The proposal, concretely, is (1)

that all male youth, except those seriously incapacitated physically or

mentally, be required to devote one year (probably at about the point

of graduation from high school) to special training, under auspices ol

the Army, and primarily military, although certainly including general

physical correction and development, with perhaps other practical in-

struction of various kinds and (2) that, following such training, all

youth who have received it shall remain members of the reserve com-

ponents of the Army for some reasonable period, probably five but pos-

sibly ton years—although it is alternatively suggested that mere liability

to draft would be sufficient. The number that would come up for training

each year has been estimated at rather more than one million. In the eyes

of many people, the plan bears too npich resemblance to long-prevailing

Proposal
for com-
piilaoiy
militaiy
tiainijig

^ Prosideni Roosevelt concei^jed of the training as having broad educational and
social aspects; the War and Navy Departments consider that it should b*c for combat ,

*

pm poses only.
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Europuan .syatcins of conscription and univemd sovvico, and ai)pcai's out

of keeping -wiili our Concepts of freedom 'and democracy. Considerable

expense, too, would be entailed, at a time when there will be groat pressure

fo'r reduction of taxes. The point is made, however, that the discipline and

training afforded would be beneficial, physically and otherwise, to most of

the youth enrolled, quite apart from any practical military applications of

them; and, anyway, the argument that the system would be out of line

with American concepts and usages in the past is not too convincing in

an era in which the nation manifestly must, in any event, adjust itself

to an unusual variety of conditions and procedures not of its own choos-

ing—among them the liability, because of revolutionized military tech-

priques, to swift disaster unless large trained forces stand ready to be

mobilized instantly.^

Mention, finally, may be made of oft-recurring proposals (1) to con-

solidate the War and Navy Departments* into a single Department of

Defense or of Armed Eorces, and (2) to bring together Army, Navy, and

postal aviation administration in a new executive department of avia-

tion, on the plan of the British and other European air ministries. The

^-repeated suggestion of combining the War and Navy DepartmenLs

—

which, of course, would bring the nation’s fighting forces under a single

management—was revived in a bill before Congress in 1942 and was

studied by a special House committee in 1943-44. By rather general

agreement, so drastic and complicated a reorganization would not bo

desirable in the midst of war; and while the Blouse committee was of the

opinion that over the long future there should be even closer coordination

of the military and naval services than that rather conspicnously achieved

in the present conflict, there has been, in the committee and outside,

wide difference of opinion as to whether gains to be expected from con-

solidation would not be offset by various disadvantages. In general. Army
witnesses (including Secretary of War Stimson) appearing befoi’e the

special committee favored the change, with Navy witnesses opposing.

Advocates stress the benefits to arise from integration of command and

avoidance of duplication; opponents fear the “inertia of size” and deplore

any loss of the healthy competition, as they view it, now existing between

lAn Institute of Public Opinion poll taken throughout the country in September,

1944, showed sixty-three per cent of the persons interviewed to be favorable to the

plan. If this proportion holds for the public at large, legislation on. the subject is not

unlikely. Even if it does not, there is bi-partisan sentiment in Congress for going

ahead with the plan and afterwards educating the nation to its necessity and advan-

tages. A bill for compulsory training was introduced in the House of Representatives

by James W. Wadsworth of New York, author of the Selective Service Act, as

early as Januaiy, 1942, and another by Andrew J. May (chairman of the House

military affairs committee), providmg for militai'y training exclusively, in December,

1941. The latter bill and the entire subject to which it related were expected to

receive full consideration in 1945 by a ^lecial House postwar militai'y policy com-
mittee consisting of seven representatives each of the military affairs and naval

affairs coiamitlees and nine members of the House selected at large. For arguments

both ways on the general question of policy involved, see J. E. Johnsen [comp.],

•Comjndsory Military Training (New "Ifork, 1941).
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the two taorvicos.^ -Aftci’ the war, at all events, some decision will have

to be reached; and probably the ease for consolidation will be founrL

to have been strengthened by the growth of amphibious warfare, the

success of unified theater command, and the experience with joint arid

combined chiefs of staff which have characterized the present conflict.

If there is not to be a consolidation on the foregoing lines, the ques- 2 of an-

tion comes of whether, in view of the magnitude that military and naval

aviation has assumed, it would not be desirable at least to unify Army -

and Navy air forces and place the administration of them in a single

separate pecutive department (which might or might not be planned to

embrace postal aviation also). In general, the idea has been opposed by

both of the departments concerned, each preferring to retain control

over an air force of its own. There are arguments both ways. Wh^t
chiefly matters is that there be proper coordination between surface

and air units—so conspicuous in the Gennaii operations of 1939-40, so
4 ^

'

sadly lacking in the French attempt at defense in the last-mentioned

year. Results achieved in all theaters in which American forces have

been engaged indicate that in the present war such coordination has

been generally attained under the existing system.

Civilian Mobilization

As emphasized in the preceding chapter, war entails far more than iiagni-

amassing and using military, naval, and air power. There is also the the to°ek

mobilization of the nation itself—^the harnessing of resources and industry present

(including, of course, the production of guns, tanks, ships, aircraft, and

ammunition), the ultilization of maximum civilian manpower, the control

of transportation, the “stock-piling” and distribution of critical materials,

the regulation of consumption and of prices, the supervision of channels

of information, the promotion of defensive precautions by the people

in their owm communities, and plenty of other activities, aimed at pro-

viding the armed forces with what they need for protecting the national

interests and sustaining the public morale and preventing intentional

or inadvertent damage to those interests through ill-advised speech

or publication. Here, too, as in building up the armed forces, a good

beginning, especially in the stimulation of production, was fortunately

made while we were only “partly in the war,” i.e., in 1940-41; indeed,

many of the major lines of economic mobilization pursued in later days

were instituted before Pearl Harbor.

The task of getting the nation into a state of defense commensurate

1 Postwar Military Policy, Select Committee on Proposal to Establish Single

Department 0] Armed Forces. Hearings, 7Sth Cong., Snd Sess., Pursuant to H. Ees.'

465 ('Washington, 1944). Whatever otiier considerations are involved, there can be
no doubt that, on the legislative end, unity and speed in the consideration of defense

problems are at present obstrucLed by thg large number of separate committees in

Congress having to do with aspects of the subject, notably the Senate and House
military affair's committees, the Senate and House naval affairs committees, the mili-

tary and naval sub-oommitte^ of,the appropriations committees of the two houses,

and to a somewhat less isxtent the two foreign affairs committees. -
- ’
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wiLli the dan 52,cra confronUng it wiis .stupendous. Eoi' a decade, indusUy,

. .hard. hit hy the depression, had been dragging along on a low level. Many
plgnts were run down; much equipment was obsolete; upwards of twelve

million \vorkers were unemployed. The physical fitness, too, of large

numbers of people had been impaired by poverty.^ Nevertheless, within

a year’s time, i.e., by the summer of 1941, industrial production was

showing the greatest upsurge ever witnessed in this country; and with

. war bursting upon us before the year was over, the pace was redoubled.

Thenceforth, armed forces, in mounting numbers, were to be equipped

and transported to the four corners of the earth; supplies, in staggering

quantities, wore to be furnished to Britain, Russia, and China, even while

our own needs were catapulting to now heights
;

indispensable materials

like rubber, no longer obtainable from tbc customary sources, were some-

how to be provided through other channels; national manpower was to

be turned to its most effective uses; prices were to be kept in hand as a

safeguard against run-away inflation; in short, a wartime economy was

to be developed, managed, and made to meet the exigencies of a situa-

tion in many respects unprecedented.

nioi6i0 To review the development and activities of the stupendous mechanism

liir ogen- of-f^uthoritie”s and agencies ullimately employed in mooting tlic situation

described would involve us in a tangle defeating the purposes of the

present outline or over-all survey.® Let it be remembered, first of all,

that a great deal of the extra work entailed has at all stages been per-

formed by regular agencies of the national government (with assistance

from state and local governments), from the president and Congress

down to the lowest levels of administrative management. The War and

Navy Departments have enormously expanded their activities; the Treas-

ury Department shapes fiscal policy, collects revenue, and borrows

money, most largely from banks, but also by selling war bonds and

stamps; the Department of Agriculture stimulates and controls the pro-

duction of farm products needed in this country or by the Allied nations;

1 In calling up selectees, it was necessary to assume that one out of every three

would be rejected as physically unfit.

2 Under the Lend-Lease Act of March 11, 1941 (extended in 1943, 1944, and

1945), Congress began placing at the disposal of the president multiplied billions

which he could turn over, in the form of goods or of credits for the purchase of such,

to the governments of any countries whose war efforts ho should regard as helpful to

the United States; and within a year the sums involved mounted to over eighteen

billions. Management of this huge and still-operating enterprise is vested in an
Office of Lend-Lease Administration, now attached to the Foreign Economic Admin-
istration, itself a branch of the Office for Emergency Management to be spoken of

presently, For a full account, see E. R. Btettmius, Lend-Lease; Weapon jor Victory

(New York, 1944) . The author was lend-lease administrator until 1943.

® The most convenient guide to these authorities and agencies at successive stages

of the defense and war effort is the U. S. Government Manual fnew edition three

times a year) . The defense machinery in its earlier phases is described in J, P. Harris,

“The Emergency National Defense Organization," Pub. Admin- Rev., I, 1-24 (Au-

tumn, 1940) ;
and an elaborate diagram depicting it appears in a supplement to

ffotpme, Aug,, 1941,

, ,
# In December, 1942, the secretary of agriculture was designated national food

administrator, with aweeping controls over the country’s^ food supplies and their
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ilic Department of the Interior contributes, among other ways, by han-

dling the (iifiicult problem of" oil and gasoline supply; the Federal Works
Agency supervises many defense works projects; the U. S. Tylaritimc

Commission promotes ship-building; the Federal Power Commission helps

see to it that power is supplied for defense purposes; the T.V.A. steps

up its production of both power and chemicals; and so on and on.

Superimposed upon these regular agencies, however, has been a maze
of special ones, called into being in nearly all instances by executive

order (with or without express congressional authorization), and so fre-

quently I'Snamed, reconstructed, or replaced as often to bewilder even

the close-hand observer in Washington.^ In the nature of things, the new

machinery must be tied in closely with the chief executive (whose- func-

tions as such merge imperceptibly into those of commander-in-chief)
;

and as early as May, 1940, an Office for Emergency Management, en-

visaged in Reorganization Plan No. I as an agency to be set up by the

president in case of emergency or the threat of such, was given actual form

on lines enabling it gradually to develop into a framework within which

almost the entire newly constructed civilian war organization has been

set up. The Office has been, in a sense, only a name; as such, it does

not even have a head or a staff, except as, of course, ultimately the presi-

dent is its head, with one of his assistants charged with keeping him

informed on the activities of the numerous establishments embraced

within it. As of the date of writing ( 1945), these establishments include:

1. War Production Board

2. Office of Economic Stabilization

3. Office of War Mobilization

4. Foreign Economic Administration

5. War Sliipping Administration

6. Office of Defense Transportation

7. War Manpower Commission

8. Office of Civilian Defense

9. National War Labor Board
10. Committee on Fair Employment Practice

11. Office of Alien Property Custodian

12. Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Afiairs

13. Office of Scientific Research and Development

14. Office of War Information

15. Division of Central Administrative Services

Most of these titles rather obviously indicate the nature of the func-

tions involved—functions which, it will be seen, relate in some instances

distribution; although in the following year a separate food administrator was
placed in charge of consolidated agencies eventually forming the present War Food
Administration. During the &’St World War, a similar post was held by Herbert
Hoover.

^ The labyrinth became such as to give some point to the story of the Japanese -spy

who is supposed to have sei^^ word to Tokyo -in 1942 that it would be a waste of

explosives to bomb Washington because nq matter what unit of government was hit

two or three others would be left doing the same thing.

The
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to the production of war materials and supplies, in others to ti'ansjioi-

‘tatio'n, in still others to labor relations, use of manpower, communications,

civilian jvclfare and morale, research, or economic and cultural relations

abroad. From the welter of activities envisaged, only half a dozen can

be singled out for comment here.^

pioto'
-A-sidc from recruiting and training men for the armed forces, the top-

tion most wartime necessity is the provision—speedily and nowadays in

almost, incredible amounts—of munitions and supplies. And in a democ-

racy like our,s this task is more complicated and difficult than the other,

because, whereas in one case the government is in a position to' act when
and where and to what extent it pleases, in the other it has to achieve its

ends largely through dealings with a multitude of private producers

aniidst all the uncertainties, cross-purposes, and distractions {e.g., labor

troubles) incident to the workings of our economic system. To be sure,

in wartime our government may go as fair as it likes in conscripting

property, labor, and management (precisely as it drafts men for armed

service), and therefore may compel peacetime industries to convert to

war production, may order such industries to produce this or that accord-

ing^ to specifications, may take over industries and make any desired

arrangements for operating them—as well as, of course, start industries

of its own. In the early stages of the present war, there were Lhoso who

thought that the government should take over any or all private industry

considered important for war use. The idea, however, did not prevail.

The government did establish numerous munitions plants (usually oper-

ated under contract by private corporations) and finance the expansion

of old plants of various kinds or the establishment of new ones
;
and for

longer or shorter periods it took over plants here and there to keep

operation from being interfered with by labor difficulties. But it did not

waver from the policy of relying principally upon mobilizing the products

of private industry to meet its needs. The agency most directly concerned

with stimulating and guiding such production has been the War Produc-

tion Board, dating from 1942, although preceded by an equivalent organi-

zation going back to the beginning of the defense effort in 1940; and it

was under such direction not only that the manufacture of many con-

sumer goods was checked or stopped and the turning out of war supplies

pushed from peak to peak, but that stockpiles of essential raw materials

were, built up and priorities established for funneling materials to war

industries most in need of them.®

It has already been intimated that the national government could, if

it chose, register all people outside of the armed forces for civilian war
work and assign them to jobs. Despite many proposals ifi Congress dur-

ing the present war that something ,like this be done, no policy so far-

J-.Tliose pertaining to labor relations have been touched upon elsewhere. See pp,
617r618 above. ^

* D,. 0. Walter, Americm Govemmenl^ at Wo?, Cnaps.*i-ii; L. V. Howard and
kl Bone, Cunent Ainerican Government, Chap. x.

.
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rctiching lias bceij adopted. Since 1942,
_
liowcver, a War Manpower

Commission has been concerned with promoting the most effective mobili-

zation and maximum utilization of the country’s 'civilian manpower {and

to a less extent womanpower as well)
;
and in coniiinction with numerous

other agencies, such as the Selective Service System, the Department

of Labor, and the labor boards functioning in relation to industrial dis-

putes, it has served a useful purpose in keeping our people at work, and

in places and jobs where they are most needed, not only in industry

but in transportation and agriculture as well. By and large, the indi-

vidual worker is still a free agent. At plenty of points, however, the

element o*f compulsion enters in, as many men of militaiy age have found

when confronted with, in effect, the alternative, “work or fight.’’
^

As early as 1941, dislocations incident to the emphasis upon defense S' Prii-e
^ control

industry began to be reflected in rising prices; when Pearl Harbor was “inir'i-

attacked, the general cost of living had already gone up eleven per cent.

Nothing was more certain titan that, unless rigorous checks were applied,

prices would continue upward as spending power increased and consumer

goods grew scarcer, with the effect of augmenting the cost of war sup-

plies, stirring discontent in the ranks of labor, pressing hard upon people

with fixed incomes, and quite possibly leading to di&astr(3us infla1;ipj;i.

Restrictive efforts through an OfHce of Price Administration established

ill the Office for Emergency Management in 1941 were of slight avail,

because of lack of pow'er actually to fix and enforce price-ceilings. An
Emergency Price Control Act of January, 1942,® (incidentally making

the O.P.A. an independent establishment, as it is today) corrected the

situation to some extent, with the defects, however, that it left wide

latitude for prices of farm products to continue rising, and also did not

touch wages. In the late summer of 1942, gi’owing dangers from these

sources influenced President Roosevelt to threaten independent execu-

tive action curbing farm prices, regardless of existing law, unless Con-

gress took remedial steps; and as an upshot legislation was passed

permitting stabilization not only of farm prices, hut also of wages, at

the levels of September 15, 1942.® Prior to this time, rents had been

subject to federal control in relation only to housing in defense areas.

Congress, however, now authorized rent stabilization for all real property

1 In his message of Januaiy 6, 1945, Piesident Roosevelt voiced a growing belief

that new measures were needed for ensuring production of the necessaiy materials

for war, and urged Congress to enact legislation “for the total mobilization of all

our human lesources at the earliest possible moment.” During the following March,
the House of Representatives passed a fairly strong bill on the subject and the
Senate a weaker one. But, despite continued appeals from the White House, a
compromise measure worked out in conference met defeat in the upper branch.

2 56 U. S. Stat. at Largo, 23. Sustained by the Supreme Court in Yalcus vs. United
States, 321 U. S. 414 (1944)

® A great deal of controversy and confusion might have been saved if, as experience

in World War I led some to advocate, 'prices and wages had been “frozen” at a
specified level the moment war began. However, it would have been difficult indeed
to get an agreement upon such a policy, and probably such stabilization as was
attained had to come piecetliealf , .
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throughout the country, coihmcrcial as well as residcnLiiil. And from

early 1942 onwards, broad powers to ration "eoramoditics among con-

sumers fell also to tlie‘'O.P.A., being employed, as every one knows, in

connection with not only automobiles, tires, gasoline, fuel oil, farm

machinery, coffee, sugar, meats, canned goods, nnd shoos, but numerous

other articles for which demand was out of proportion to supply/

Almost as vital as the production of war materials is the moving of

them (and also of troops) to the places where they are needed; and it

is not surprising to find that in wartime government exercises special

controls over nearly every form of transportation. Less than two weeks

after the Pearl Harbor disaster, an executive order set up an Office of

Defense Transportation, with jurisdiction (within the general framework

of existing transportation controls wielded by the Interstate Commerce
Commission and allied agencies) over railroads, inland waterways, air

transport, motor transport, coastwise shipping, and pipe-lines; and from

that time forth the O.D.T. has supervised railroad traffic so as to get the

utmost out of existing trackage and equipment, assure priority for troop

movements and for shipments of war munitions and materials, and avert

terminal congestion at ports, employing toward the.se ends a groat variety

ciCnxpedicnCfe including the well-known (if not too effective) voluntary

curtailment of unnecessary civilian travel. At the same time, it has en-

couraged the greater utilization and conservation of motor trucks and

commercial passenger vehicles (under a ration system), and likewise

devices such as group-riding for relieving carriers while also conserving

tires and gasoline. Important services, too, have been rendered in con-

nection with the transportation of petroleum and its products, and with

coastwise shipping.

"War is waged also in the realm of ideas and their dissemination; and

any government in wartime will concern itself not only with getting

to its people the information it wants them to have and with cultivating

a public opinion favorable to the war effort, but also with keeping from

the enemy information that would be useful to it and with preventing

fhe enemy and enemy sympathizers from damaging the national morale

through open or secret propaganda. The story of our government’s efforts

since 194:0 to keep the nation discreetly informed on the problems,

progress, and goals of the defense and war effort would reveal a good

deal of fumbling with a difficult problem, leading eventually, however,

to a fairly successful integration of responsibility in- an Office of War
'Information established' in the summer of 1942; ^ and since that date the

1 L. V. Ha-watd and H. A. Bpne, Current AmericaTi Government, Chap, x; C. 0.
Hardy, Wariims Control oj Prices (Washington, 1940).

2 Consolidated in the O.W.I. (in the Office for Emergency Management) -were

various preexisting agencies, ipciuding an Office of Facta and Figures, an Office

of QovenmiEnt Heports, a Foreign Inforniation Service, and a Di-yision of Informa-
; 'tiol^dn the O.E.M.- itself. Foria time, a -war information program -was maintained also

of jCiviliah Defense. See W, H. O, Laves, “The Face-to-Face War
of the Fedetai Ghvemment,’* Anter, Sd. Rev., XXXVII,
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Office has not only on its z)wn account disocminatcd information within

the continental United States and coordinated and supervised the pub- , v
licity services maintained by executive departments and other estab-

lishments, but also, through an overseas operations branch, has planned

and carried out extensive foreign propagandist activities by radio, press,

and other meansd The reverse of the picture is supplied by organized

effort to prevent dissemination of information or opinion which might

prove of value to the enemy or damaging to the war effort or morale of -

our own people; and to undertake this responsibility an Office of Cen-

sorship was set up almost as soon as wc were in the war. The method

employed has been, to a degree, that of voluntary compliance, rather

than of positive restriction and regimentation; that is to say, in con-

nection with domestic publications and radio broadcasting, the authori-

ties have issued "codes of wartime practices” telling the press and the

broadcasters what they musk not print or broadcast, and the people con-

cerned have (very successfully, on the Mdiole) been placed on their

honor to act accordingly. Of course, there has been no lack of power

to compel compliance where necessary; and in the case of all mail, cable-

grams, long-distance telephone calls, radio messages, and other communi-

cations going out of (or'in the case of mail, coming into) the UnitcTl

States, there is literal censorship in the sense of advance inspection, with

decision whether to delete passages or refuse- to permit any part to go

through. The very word "censorship” is distasteful to our people; but

even the most critical recognize that, in wartime, restrictions, in some

forms and degrees, are unavoidable.^

The conduct of war is preeminently a national function. This, how- e. civu-

cver, does not preclude collaboration by state and local governments— fenae

a contribution essential, indeed, to the solidarity of war effort. In the

present war, state and local machinery has been employed in operating

the selective service system, tlie rationing system, and to some extent

the system of price control. Quite as important, however—at least until

danger of enemy assault upon our home front was removed—^haa been

the matter of civilian defense, involving mainly means and measures

for protecting people and property against the many hazards to which

war in the current manner subjects them. The principal contingency to

be prepared against in the present war was, of course, air raids; and

this meant that the arrangements to be made (chiefly in cities) related

especially to air-raid wardens and warning devices, auxiliary police and

1027-1040 (Dec., 1943). The corresponding agency during World War I was a Com-
mittee on Public Inloimation, headed by the jomnalist, George Creel.

r On the general subject, see H L. Childs, “Public Information and Opinion,"

Amei. Polit. SciARev., XXXVII, 66-68 (Feb., 1943); L. V. Howard and_ H. A,

Bone, Current American Government, Chap, vn; and a group of articles in Pub.

OpiTOoii Qiittr., VII, No 1 (Spring, 1943). »

2 The related subjects of espionage and sedition have been touched upon in another

connection. See p. 662 above. B. Price, “Governmental Censorship in Wartime,”

Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev., JPCSVI, S37-849 (Oct., 1942), The author has been at tjie

head of the Office of Censorship since its festablisliment,
_
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fircmon, -uLilitica I'cptiir sqtuida, speviul firu-li^’hliiip; uqiiipnioiiL, firsL-aid

and olhcr emergency , medical services, emergency liousing, and oilier

units and services of tlie kind—alUiougb activities IcSS associated with

iho calamities of invasion, and ahnccl at proinoling morale or encourag-

ing production, were also included. Under a Division of State and Local

Cooperation created by the Advisory Commission to the Council of

National Defense in 1940, state councils of defense, and also local ones,

were widely organized; and, with a view to further encouragement of

such civilian effort and to better coordinalion of it with military plans,

an executive order set up an OfiSce of Civilian Defense in th» Office foi’

Emergency Alanagcmcnt as early as May, 1941. Every state eventually

created a defense council of its own; several thousand cities and counties

did likewise; and, in all, millions of men and women volunteered their

services. The O.G.D., however, had no final power of compulsion; and

one will not be surprised to loavn that th^'c Avas unevenness over the

country in the intelligence, fidelity, and effectiveness with which the state

and local agencies performed their functions.^

The Financial Aspect

'' World War I is estimated to have cost the Uihtcfl States, in direct and
immediate outlays, approximately twenty-six billion dollars, exclusive

of ten billions loaned to the govenrments (rf associated states and not

repaid nor likely to be.^ Before the country ever entored tire present war
at all, it conamitted itself, in less than two years, to experrdituves for

defense aggregating more than the foregoing total
;
and, with war actually

at hand, the commitment was almost instantly pushed irp to double the

amount, exceeding the entire national income in any one of six out of

the ten preceding lean years. As pointed out earlier, the President’s

request in Jime, 1942, for a war grant of almost forty billions was by
all odds the largest single appropriation ever asked for up to that time,

although seven months later it was dwarfed by a request for an even

hundred billions for war-spending during the ensuing fiscal year; and
by mid-1943, such spending was computed to have reached 289 millions

a day. Actual spending for war purposes to Ecbiuary, 1945, has been
reported by the Treasury Department at 238 billions, without account
being taken of sums authorized before that date but expendable later.

What the ultimate cost of the war will he—even in terms only of actual

outlays during its progress—no man can tell
;
yesterday’s guess of three

hundred billions is long since outmoded. Taxation which not only is taking
the “profits out of war,” but, for many people, the comforts out of life, is

ip. 0 Walter, American Qovmimevt at War, Chap, iv; R. E. Dupuy and S
CavWv, Cwihan DelensB oj the VvAed Slates (New York, 1942); A. Miles aad

orLO, the National Defense Program (Ohicago, 1941),
If pBPBioiis, bonuses, and interest be included, the cost would mount to almost

one hundred billions—wliioh. carries the unpleasant suggestion tint the expense of a-war Comes. inninly after the, fighting is twer.
*
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raising 811111 =; witlidut prer.odcnt in this or any oLhcr country.;’ A very

heavy proportion of our war costs must, howovcr, ho met from borrowing; .

and for a generation to come the national economy will have to be geared

to the existence of a debt of astronomical proportions (the guess. of

three hundred fifty billions—^in case the war lasts nntil 1946—is as good

as any), and to the cariying charges that it will entail.^ Even so, the

price paid for preservation of the liberty and democracy that we defend

will not have been too high.

file Beginnings of Governmental Demohilization

Subject, of course, to organizational readjustments from time to time,

the national government’s machinery of wartime controls reached full

maturity by the end of 1943; and, with the war itself far from finished,

plans were developed, and some steps actually taken, in 1944 tor dis-

mantling agencies or rcconsiructing them to serve in a coining transi-

tion to peace.® In September of the latter year, indeed, (he PresidciiL

instructed the budget director to work out specific plans for such de-

mobilization, supplementary to a variety of plans, on both economic and

administrative lines, which had emanated from the National Resources

Planning Board and other public or private sources. With huge te?sbs

to be undertaken which would be more or less in reverse of those carried

out hy the operating and coordinating agencies created lor the war, new

machinery, too, would be reejuired
;
and by the autumn of 1944, instru-

mentalities of the sort already in the initial stages of their work included

an Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion and three units estab-

lished under it, ie., an Office of Contract Settlement, a Surplus War

Property Administration, and a Retraining and Reemployment Adminis-

tration. With mere mention of these recently appearing agencies for

liquidating the war economy, however, the present discussion must close;

for the pages on which they will write a new chapter of war and postwar

history are of necessity as yet for the most pari blank.'’

1 Rates of taxation, however, are well below those in Great Britain and some other

countries.
2 See pp. 496-497 above.

. c 4.1

3 Indicative of this transition was the fact that by autumn of the year meu-

iionod the number of workers engaged in producing mumtions had declined by

nearly a million since the peak of November, 1043, while about one and one-half

million service men had been discharged from the armed forces.

4 For a series of articles dealing broadly with the country’s task of demobilization

nod rpconversion see P. M. Mai-x [ed,]. “The American Road from War to Peace:

A S^osinmFAZ-.PoUt.Sci.Bev.,XXX^!m,mi-n^ (Dec., 1944).

As these pages were closed (May, 1945), announcement was made that the Offlee

of Civilian Defense would be terminated by executive order on June 30; that Presi-

dent Truman was recommending to Congress a reduction of^ funds for the United

States Maritime'’ Commission and other agencies aggregating more tlian seven

billions' and that additional substantial cuts were under consideration, mchiding

redimtions in employee personnel. See AT'. 7. Times, May 3,,
1945. It was indicated,

too, that the virtual concluaiou of the war an Europe, coiuhuned with the favorable

progress of the conflict in the Pacific, might make early tax revision feasible.
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CHAPTER XXXVI

TEREITOEIBS AND DEPENDENCIES—THE PHILIPPINE COMMONWEALTH

The clause authorizing Congress to “dispose of and mate all needful
rules anci regulations respecting the territory or other property belong-

ing to the United States” ^ was inserted in the constitution primarily in

order to enable the new government to take over an important function

assumed and exercised by its predecessor under the Articles of Confed-

eration. With a view to terminating disputes and promoting national

unity, four states—Massaclrasetts, Connecticut, New York, and Virginia

—had ceded to the United States large areas claimed by them west of the

Alleghenies; and, for the government of the region, the old Congi’ess

had adopted, in 1787, a fundamental law known as the Northwest Ordi-

nance—probably the most imiiortant single measure enacted during the

entire period of the Confederation. Hardly was the Ordinance in effect,

liowevcr, before the new constitution was framed; and not only was the

above-mentioned empowering clause placed therein, but the Ordinance

itself was rclinactod, substantially unchanged, by the first Congress under

the new regime.

The significance of the Northwest Ordinance lies not only in its liberal

provisions for local self-government, for representation in Congress, and

for fundamental civil and political rights, but also in the fact that the

plan of government provided for set a standard closely adhered to in

practically every law thereafter enacted by Congress for the government

of our continental possessions
;
“ indeed, many of the more basic pro-

visions found in later territorial organic acts were copied almost verba-

tim from the earlier Ordinance. Of equal, or even greater, significance

is the plain indication in the Ordinance that the people of the Territory

were not to be kept in perpetual subjection to congressional authoi'ity,

but that, on the contrary, the territorial government was to serve simply

as a temporary arrangement until the growth of population should war-

rant the Territory’s admission to the Union as a state, or group of states,

upon a footing of equality with the other states. In other words, terri-

torial status was to be merely preparatory to full statehood. Erom the

Northwest Territory, five states were subsequently created, i.e., Ohio,

Indiana, Illinoig, Michigan, and Wisconsin. In similar manner, from the

1 Art. IV, § 3, cl. 2.

2 In 1790, for example, Congress authorized for the region south of the Ohm River,

known aa the Southwest Territoi-y, a government very similar to that provided for in

the Northwest Oidinance In territories organized after 1836, however, the appointed

coiincil forming the upper brlnclf of the ^earlier territorial legislature was roplaoed ^

by a popularly elected senate.
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Southwest' TuvriLory came the ‘statos-of Kentucky, Tchnessec, Alabama,

and Mississippi.

'
.

’ Co7istitutionnl Basis of Territorial Qovornmenl

The Lerritorinl governments mentioned were created in a region in-

herited by our pi'csent national government from the government of tlie

Confederation; and, of course, it was this western expanse that the

framers of the constitution had in mind when they expressly author-

ized Congress to make all needful rules and rcgidations for the govern-

ment of territories. It is not clear that the framers had any inl,ention of

authorizing the now national government to acquire other regions (oven

thougli contiguous) such as those in which Congress afterwards set up

territorial governments. Nevertheless, repeated decisions of the Supreme

Court have settled beyond all question that the right of the national

government to acquire territory, although jiot expressly granted, may
be inferred from the power to admit new states into the Union, from the

power to make treaties, and likewise from the power to carry on war

and make peace.^ By virtue of power implied iu oue or another of

those oxprosg grant.s, Loui.siana was acqinrcd in 1803, Florida in 1819,

Tex'Hs in 1845, Oregon in 1846, California in 1848, Alaska in 1867,

Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines in 1898, and the Virgin Islands

in 1917.

In the case of territory acquired by peaceful moans, congressional

authority to legislate for its government begins the moment the title of

the United States is established. During time of war, the president, in

his capacity as commander-in-chief, governs, through the Army and

Navy, any territory occupied by conquest, whether or not eventually

retained.^ After the establishment of peace, however, his power to govern

lAs a sovereign slate, the United States has also, under international law, the

power to acquue territory by discovery and occupation, or by oilier methods recog-

nized as proper by intein.itional us.agR. This is the basis of our claim to the Guano
Islands acquired in 1856, to Canton and Enderbury Island,s, and to lands in Ant-

arctica

®W, W. "Willoughby, Constitutional Law of the United States (2nd ed,), I, Chaps
xxin-xxvni; L, Reno, “The Power of the President to Acquire and Govern Territory,”
Geo. Washington Law Ren., IX, 251-285 (Jan., 1941)
During the picscnt war, the na.tional government has more systematically and

extensively prepared offlceis for mililaiy government service than ever before; and,

in conjunction with similar officers representing chiefly Great Britain and the Soviet
Union, unprecedented numbers have been employed in areas wrested from the Axis
Powers Training was instituted by the Army in a School of Military Government
at Charlotlesvillc, "Va., and by the Navy at Columbia University, but soon wn.s ex-

tended, for the Arrny, and in the form of a Civil Affahs Training Program, to a
number of other universities. See C. S. Hyneman, “The Army’s Civil Affairs Training
Program,” Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev

,

XXXVIII, 342-353 (Apr., 1944)
;
and ef, B. Akzin,

“When Our Troops Occupy,” Harpefs Man., CLXXX'VI, 238-25ff (Peb , 1943) ; W.
Motherwell, “Military Occupation, and Then Whot?,” ibid., CLXXXVII, 439-446
(Nov., 1943) ; A. Vagts, “Military ComnCmd and Military Government,” Pol. Sci.

Qmr., LIX, 248-263 (June, 1944); Lt. J. L. Walden, “AMG Takes Over War’s
Ruins” [in Italy!, Nat. Mun. fpCXIV, 74-78 (Feb., 1945).

- On the history of American militarj^ goveinrnent' in .occupied territories, and
powers po.ssesaed under international law" see R, H. Gabriel, “American Experience
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nuKst b(! based (a) upon aiiihoriiy grantod'by tlio conatiiution t'o see that
I ho laws arc faith lully executed, or (b) upon some act of Congress for"
(he guvemraenL of the conquered lerntory, or (c) in the 'absence of any
act of this nature, upon tlic implied consent of Congress that the gev-
crmiiciil set up under his military authority be continued. At different

Limes, Congress has temporarily clothed the president with practically

absolute authority over an annexed territory. But sooner or later it

osLablishccl, in nearly all of the areas acquired before the Civil War,
governments similar to those created in the old Northwest and Southwest
Territoriee; and ultimately all such territories were admitted as states.

The only exceptions to the usual procedure were in the cases of Maine,
Vermont, Kentucky, West Virginia, California, and Texas, which were
admitted as states without having passed through the territorial stage.

"

The admission of two of the states named, and the organization of ter-

ritorial government in those«portions of the national domain not covered

by the Northwest and Southwest Ordinances, fumished occasions, prior

to 1860, for many exciting sectional controversies over slavery. At no

time, however, has the full power of Congress to fix the form of terri-

torial governments been successfully challenged; and the jy’inciple has

become firmly established that such governments exist merely as"the

instrumentalities by wliicli Congress exercises its authority over the

territories.

With the exception of Alaska, all territories acquired by the Enitccl

Stales before the Spani&h-Aracrican War were contiguous, and had been

settled and developed by natives of this country and by European immi-

grants whose civilization and traditions wore not fundamentally differ-

ent from our own. Consequently, Congress had little or no hesitation

about extending to them a large measure of self-government and all of

the civil rights guaranteed by the national constitution. The Spanish-

American War, however, brought under the control of the United States

non-contiguous territory lying in the tropics and inhabitated by relatively

backward peoples of different race and language, almost totally inex-

perienced in self-government, and enjoying none of the civil and po-

litical rights which long have been the cherished heritage of our own
citizens. Admittedly, the power to govern these new possessions resided

in Congress; and at first glance it seemed necessary, in view of earlier

Supreme Court decisions, to extend to their inhabitants all of the rights

and privileges enumerated in the constitution, including freedom of

speech and of the press, the right to bear arms, and trial by jury.

Embarrassing Jesuits, however, that might flow from such adherence to

legislative and jiidicial precedents made it highly desirable to draw some

distinction between the legal status of these new acquisitions and that of
- •

with Militai'y Governmeiit,” Amci-. Polil. Sai. Rev., XXXVII, 417-438 (June, 194.3)

;

A. C Davidonis, “Some Problems of Military Government,” ibid., XXXVIII, 460-

474 (June, 1944) ;
Anon., AmVriciin Military Government of Occupied Germany [nt

the time of World War t], (Washington, D. C., 1943),
.
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the older' Lorritories on the continent"; and in a scrica of dcciaions, l)ep,in-

ning' about 1900, the Supreme "Court dcvclop'od such a distinction, thereby

releasing Congress from some of the restrictions under which it had

previously dealt with territorial problcmsd

The distinction evolved was one as between territory "incorporated”

in the United States and territory "not incorporated.” - In the fanner

category were included Alaska, Oklahoma, Now Mexico, and Arizona,

none of which, at the time the decisions were luinded down, had been

admitted to statehood. In legislating for the incorimratcd territories, said

the Court, Congress was bound by all constitutional hmiiations not

clearly inapplicable. Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines, on the

other, hand, were held to be “unincorporated” territories. To be sure,

tUcy belonged to the United States rather than to any foreign power;

they were appurtenant to, and dependencies of, the United States. But

they were not farLs of the United States in ihe sense in which the inco]'-

porated territories were. Consequently, Congress, in legislating for them,

was not bound by all restrictions in the constitution regarded as appli-

cable to the incorporated territories, but only by the “fundamental'’

parts of thG.insti'Uinont. These parts, we were told, automatically extend

to territories of the United States as soon as they cease to be foreign

territory; the “formal” parts, on the other hand, apply to unincor-

porated territories only when Congress expressly so directs.

The Court has never attempted to make an exhaustive cuunacration of

the fundamental and the formal parts of the constitution, but 1ms re-

served the right to determine from Lime to time what parts arc funda-

mental and what ones are formal. In cases decided since 1900, it has

held that Congress is not bound by the requirement that taxes shall be

uniform throughout the United States, but may impose duties on articles

coming from the island dependencies which are different from those col-

lected upon similar articles coming from a foreign country. Similarly,

it has held that the requirement of grand and trial juries for the

prosecution of crimes is not binding upon Congress when providing for

the government of unincorporated territories like Hawaii (before 1900),

Puerto Rico, and the Philippines (before 1935). Moreover, it has held

that the mere act of annexation does not make the inhabitants of such

areas citizens of the United States, but that such citizenship arises only

from express grant thereof by Congress.® The result has been to give

Congress a fairly free hand in solving the many special problems arising

out of our possession of tropical dependencies inhabited by politically

inexperienced peoples—even though most of the rights guaranteed by

ij. “W. Burgess, “The Decisions in the Insular Cases,” Polib. Sci. Quar., XVI,
486-fi04 (Sept., 1901).

_

•

2.T. R. Coudert, “The Evolution of the Doctrine of Territorial Incorporation,”

Columbia Law Rev., XXVI. 823-850 (Nov,, 1926).

a Anon., “Status of Filipinos for Purposes of "Imriligration and Naturalization,”

^Harvard Law Rev., XLII, 809-812 (Apr., 1929),
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the constitution have, in .point of f&ct, bden extended sooner Ar later to

the inhabitants of such dcpcftulencies.^ * • •

The Government oj Alaska and Hawaii

Alaska and Hawaii arc at present our only “incorporated,” or fully

organized, territories.' The inhabitants of both are citizens of the United

States; and the constitution and all laws of the United States not locally

inapplicable are expressly declared to be in effect as elsewhere in the 'exocu-

country. In each territory, the present government consists of distinct legmi™

executive*) legislative, and judicial branches. There is a governor, ap- rnnge-'

pointed by the president and Senate for a four-year term, and paid

out of the national treasury. The legislature consists of a senate .and a

house of representatives, both elected by direct popular vote. The term

of senators is four years; that of members of the house, two years; and

legislative sessions are hekUbiennially. The power of the legislature ex-

tends to “all rightful subjects of legislation not inconsistent with the

constitution and laws of the United States,” although a long list of

limitations upon legislative action is included in the organic acts. The gov-

ernor may veto legislative measures^ which are subject also, to disallow-

ance by Congress. A governor’s veto can, however, be overcome Fy a

two-thirds vote in both houses. Each territory is represented in the lower

branch of Congress by an elected delegate, who may speak and serve on

committees, but not vote. The right to take part in choosing the terri-

torial delegate and the members of the legislature has been granted to all

citizens of the United States, twenty-one years of age, who are bona fide

residents and who are able to read and write English (or, in Hawaii,

Hawaiian)

.

Judicial power in Alaska is exercised by a fcdera.1 district court, or- .Tudioial

ganized in four divisions. In Hawaii, there are two sets of courts, terri- Uon

torial and federal. The territorial courts correspond rather closely to

our state courts, and include a supreme court, circuit coui'ts, and such

inferior courts as the legislature may from time to time create. The

supreme court consists of a chief justice and two associate justices, all of

whom must he citizens of Hawaii. They, and the judges of the circuit

courts also, are appointed by the president and Senate for four-year

> Until a decade ago, the supervision of colonial affairs ivas not intrusted to a single

executive departmeht, as in moist European countries, but was divided among the
Navy Department, the War Department, and the Department of the Interior; and
to a slight extent this division, continues. At the present time (1915), however, the
Interior Department's Division ol Territories and Island Possessions has supervision

over Puerto Kico, Alaska, Ilawaii, the Virgin Islands, Howland, Jarvis, Baker,
Canton, and Enderbury Islands, and over Antarctica; also a limited supervision

(inlerrupted by Lhe Japanese conquest of 1941-42) over the Philippine Islands. On
the other hand, Guam, American Samoa, Wake, Midway, and some other mmor
possessions continue under supei vision of the Navy Department (after a brief period
in Japanese hands in some cases)

;
and supervision of the Panama Canal Zone remains

in the War Department.
2 Bettveen the date of ^nndlatiifti (1898) and the enactment of the- organic law -of,

1900, Hawaii was an uumcorpoiated territory. .
•

"
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tci'iuH, iiiiIc'Ba aoonor removed 'by the prcsidciili. Bebides ihcho territorial

"et)urba, Llierc ia a Icclcral dibtrict court coiisisrUng of two judgea, a district

nttonioy, and a marshal—all appointed by Ihc president and Senate

for- six-year terms, unless sooner removed by the prcsiduiiLd

Both Alaska and Hawaii are potential new states. With a population

of 72,524 in 1940, and with steady growth assured—especially as a

result of the building of the Alaska-Ganada Highway for war purposes in

' 1942 -—the former will soon be at least as populous as Nevada
;
and the

fact that nearly all of the inhabitants are former residents of the United

States or descendants of such will lend force to any concerted demand

for statehood that may presently be roado- In Hawaii, indeed, there

wag, before the present war, a fairly strong demand of the kind; and a

congressional committee studying the question on the spot in 1938

reported favorably^ Moreover, a local referendum two years later brought

out a vote of two to one for statehood. Even imder peacetime conditions, a

main obstacle was, however, the fact that, with the Islands constituting

our primary fortress of defense in the Pacific, more than one-third of

UveR pepulatlen (423,530 in. 19401 Japanese. What the after-war

bearing of tjiis situation will be cannot as yet be discerned, although

it ib" likely to bo minimized by the demonstrated loyalty of no small

part of the Japanese inhabitants to the United States. It may be

added that both the Republican and Democratic national platforms of

1944 endorsed the idea of eventual statehood for Hawaii and Alaska

alike.**

The Government of Puerto Rico

The most important of our “unincorporated” territories today is

Puerto Rico,® whose government is based on organic acts passed by Con-

gress in 1900 and 1917®—the second measure extending United States

r Code of the Laws of the U. S. (1934), 2101-2151. Umtod States courts in the

territories are, of course, “legislative” courts (see p- 477 above).
2 V. H. Jorgensen, "Our New Land and An Route to Alaska,” Sat. Eve. Post,

CCXV, 16 ff. (Nov. 7, 1942).
^ See Hawaii Joint Committee, Hearings, 76tli Cong., 2nd Sess. (1938). Cf. W.

Matheson, “Hawau Pleads lor Statehood," Ho. Amer. Rev., CCXLVII, 130-141

(Spring. 1939).

^ C. H. Coggins, “The Japanese American,'; in Hawaii,” Harper’s Mag., CLXXXVII,
75-83 (June, 1943) . Immediately after the attack upon Pearl Harbor in December,

1941, martial law was proclaimed in the Islands, with civilian authorities succeeded by

military. In March, 1943, eighteen stipulated functions of government were returned

to civilian hands, yet with qualified martial law reniainmg in effect and the privilege

of the wiit of habeas corpus continuing suspended. Pinally, in October, 1944, martial

law was teimmated and the privilege of habeas corpus revived. See E. S. Rankin,

“Hawaii Under Martial Law,” Joiir. of Politics, V, 370-290 (Aug,, 1943), and "Martial

Law and the Writ of Habeas Corpus in Hawaii,” ibid., VI, 213-229 (May,_ 19'44).

c Although with some of the characteristics also of an incorporated territory. The
name of the island, formerly Porto Rico, was changed to Puerto Rico by act of

Congresa in May, 1932. Down to the estabiiahment of the Philippine Commonwealth

in 1935, the Philippines also belonged in the "nnipcoiporated” pategoiy. From this

status, they moved, however, not toward incorporation, but in the direction of

independence.
.

^
_

- ,0 Code of..the Laws of the U. S. (1934); 2161-2173.
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citizenship to the residents of the island, and also inrliidinp; a bill of

rights covering almost all of the points in the first eight amendments to

the federal constitution, with the omission of trial by jury ^ and indict-

ment by grand jury. Most statutory laws of the United States not locally

inapplicable have the same force and effect as in the United States

proper; and a resident commissioner, coiTesponding to the territorial

delegates from Alaska and Hawaii, is elected by the people every four

years to represent them in the Elonse of Representatives at Washing-

ton, although, like other territorial representatives, without any vote.

"Supilime executive power” is vested in a governor, appointed by the Theo.'ci

president and Senate, and holding olEce during the president’s pleasure.

Seven executive departments were created in 1931, each with a c’oimnis-

sioner at its head. The attorney-general and the commissioner of educa-

tion arc appointed by the president and Senate for four years, unless

sooner removed by the pfesident; the heads of the other departments

are appointed by the governor and senate of Puerto Rico for four years,

unless sooner removed by the governor; and the seven department heads

collectively form an executive council.*

The Puerto Rican legislature is much like the Hawaiian. The gpnate The

consists of nineteen members elected by popular vote for a four-year ’tu®ro'“'

term; each of seven districts electa two senators, and five others are

chosen at large, ddic house of representatives consists of thirty-nine

members elected every four years, thirty-five of them cliosen from single-

member districts and four at large. In electing the senators and repre-

sentatives chosen at large, each voter is permitted to vote for only one

candidate for the senate and house, respectively. Voting qualifications

are, for the most part, left by the organic acts to be prescribed by the

local legislature, subject to the provision that “no property qualification

shall ever be imposed upon or required of any voter.” Citizens of the

United States who have resided in the island at least one year, and are

twenty-one years of age, are voters; and since 1932, women have been

included in the electorate. Legislative sessions are held annually; and

special sessions of the senate, or of both houses, may be called by the

governor.

General legislative powers were conferred on the- Puerto Rican legis-

lature in 1917 in substantially the same language as in the organic laws of

Alaska and Hawaii, though in the case of Puerto Rico, legislative organi-

zation and procedure are regulated in much greater detail than in either

of the other territories mentioned. A bill vetoed by the governor may
be repassed by a two-thiids vote of both houses

;
and in case the governor

still withholds* his approval, it is transmitted to the president at Wash-

ington, who is given ninety days, in which to signify his approval or

1 Balzac i) Porto Rico, 268 U, S 298 (1922). •

2 Until 1917, the council,' softiewhat differently constituted, formed the uppe»>

branch of the territorial legislature.
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,
disapproval—inaction on his part being tantamount to approval. All

' measures passed by the ihsular legislature must, indeed, be submitted to

the. president; all are subject likewise to disallowance by Congress.

As" in Elawaii, there are two kinds of courts, territorial and federal.

At the head of the former stands the supreme court, composed of five

justices appointed by the president and Senate for life or good bcliavior.

Below it arc seven district courts, each presided over by a single judge

appointed by the governor and senate for four years. Finally, there arc

thirty-four "municipal” courts, in as many judicial districts, with 'limited

jurisdiction in civil and criminal cases. Besides these territorial* courts,

there is a fcideral district court with one judge, a district attorney, and a

marshal, all of whom are appointed by the president and Senate for four

years, unless sooner removed.'

The Philippine Islands Receive Deferred Independence ^

For nearly three years after the United States unexpectedly acquired

the Philippines from Spain, the Islands had only a military government

under the direction of the president. In 1901, however. Congress author-

ized ^he establishment of a temporaiy civil government; and in the

following year an organic law gave the new possessions a modest start

on the road to governing themselves. Finally, in 1916, a Philippine Gov-

ernment Act “—commonly known as the Jones Act—broadened the suf-

’As in Hawaii, a movement for statehood has developed; and not only has the
legislature since 1934 repeatedly petitioned Congress on the subject, but in both 1940

and 1944 the platforms of Republican and Demooi-atic parties (in the United States)

alike declared for such statehood eventually. There has been strong demand in the

island also, pending statehood, for popular election of the governor; and in 1942

President Roosevelt 'announced that this privilege would be extended in 1944, or, if

the war should then still be in progress, promptly after its end, Requesting Congress
in 1943 to give early consideration to popular election of the governor and to redefin-

ing the respective functions and powers of the federal and in.sular governments, the

President at the same time appointed a committee consisting of Scci'etary of the

Interior lakes and an equal number of insular and continental residents to advise

concerning changes in the organic law. At the date of wilting (1945), no action had
resulted; although there continued to be insular dissatisfaction with the policies of

the presldentially appointed governor, Rexford G. Tugwell. See B. Pagan, Puerto
Jlico: The Next State (Washington, 1942); J. Polk, “The Plight of Puerto Rico,”

PoUt. Sci. Qttar., LVII, 481-503 (Dec., 1942); E. S. Pomeroy, “Election of Governor
in Puerto Rico,” Southwestern Soc. Sd. Qnar., XXIII, 355-360 (Mar., 1943) ; S. B.

Heath, "Our American Slum, Puerto Rico,” Harpei-'s Mag., CLXXXVII, 66-83 (June,

1943). The fundamental difficulty with the island economically is that it has a popu-
lation beyond its capacity to support and therefore apparently condemned to

chronic poverty; while obstacles to political assimilation arise from the language

being Spanish and the cultural background Latin.
s On December 10, 1941—three days after the assault upon Pearl Harbor, Japanese

armed forces made their first landing on Philippine soil; and by May, 1942, conquest
was to all intents and purposes complete. At the date of writing (April, 1945),

liberation of the Islands from the yoke of the invader was well advanced, and,

officially, civil administration had very recently been turned over by General Douglas
MacArihur to President Sergio Osmena and a cabinet of eight members, the direct

and legal successor to the Quezon government. Political and economic rehabilitation,

however, remained for the future, and for present purposes the affairs of the Islands
must? bp dealt with, largely in terms of the status, arrived at before the period of

subjugation.
39 U, S. Stat. at Large, 546.
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fragG, iniroduced a legislature of two elective houses, and otherwise

provided for a system of insular government Vhich lasted until, 1935,

and under which self-government was so far attained that bjr the 'date

mentioned less than three per cent of public officials, of all grades, tvere

other than Filipinos/

When assenting to the treaty provisions annexing the Islands in 1898,

the Senate indicated that the new possessions were not necessarily being

acquired permanently; and in the Islands themselves independence early

became an objective to which all political elements fervently subscribed.

For upwards of two decades, the United States remained non-committal

on the subject. The Jones Act of 1916, however, announced the country’s

intention to give the Islands their freedom as soon as “a stable goVtam-

ment” could be established therein; and at once the matter became a

political issue. The measure referred to was the work of a Democratic

president and Congress, atrtl in its platform of the same year the party

endorsed the principle of “ultimate independence.” On their part, the

Republicans denounced the Democratic attitude, asserting that the Ameri-

can task in the Islands was only “half done” and talk of independence

premature; and the positions thus taken were reiterated. in 1920 and

1924, even though without stirring a great deal of interest among the

voters. Encouraged by the promise of the Jones Act and by the repeated

Democratic declarations, political leaders in the Islands redoubled their

efforts, delegation after delegation being dispatched to Washington by the

insular legislature in quest of a grant of “immediate, absolute, and com-

plete independence,” For the most part, however, the appeal fell upon

deaf cars—until the congressional session of 1929-30, when the self-

interest of certain American agricultural and labor groups suddenly in-

jected the question into committee hearings incident to the Hawley-Smoot

Tariff Act of 1930.

For more than two decades, Philippine sugar, tobacco, cocoanut oil,

cordage, and other products had been admitted into the United States in

unrestricted quantities and duty-free. But American producers of such

commodities now came forward contending that such favored treatment

for the Islands was injuring American industries, and demanding repeal

of the law under which it was guaranteed. Indeed, they went farther and

advocated an early grant of independence to the Islands, in order that

'Without discussion of the points, we may observe that possession of the Philip-

pines has affected the interests and policies of the United States in the following

principal ways; (1) coming at a time when our position in the Par East was at a low

ebb, the annexation made us thereafter a weightier Par Eastern power; (2) desire for

safety of the Islands led us a good many times before 1941 deliberately to shape

our course so as to avoid offending Japanese susceptibilities; (3) by 1940, the

Islands ranked fifth as a buyer of American goods and about the same as a source of

our imports; (4) approximately a quarter of our total investments in the Far Bast

have been in the Islands
; (5) prior to 1935, the Islands furnished a rising proportion

of our immigrants, thereby giving us a new Oriental immigration problem; (6). the

Islands have had a vital place in our sea-power in the Pacific and, of course, (7) their

deliverance from the Japanese’ has" supplied a major objective in our war in the Paoifici

since 1941.
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the. tariff rates applicable to commodities from, foreign countries might

Ue bropight into play to 'terminate the competition of insular prochicta;

and the pjca was seconded vigorously by organized labor, chiefly out of

dislike for the immigration of Filipino workers into the country, Various

bills providing for early independence failed, however, in the Seventy-

first Congress (1929-31)
;
and in the tariff act of 1930 the duty-free

provisions were retained.

Undismayed, the pressure groups returned to the battle; and during

the congressional session of 1932-33 their efforts met with success. De-

spite the outspoken opposition of four members of President Hoover’s

cabinet, and in the face of a forceful presidential veto message declaring

iha^^tbc measure would project the Islands into “economic chaos,” the

Hare-Hawes-Cutting Bill, providing for complete independence of the

Islands after a ten-year period of political and economic readjustment,

became law in January, 1933.^ The act, however, was not to go into

effect unless its terms were accepted within a year by the Philippine

legislature or by a specially chosen convention.

Passage of the independence law became the signal for the outbreak

of a heated eontrovci'sy among the Eilipinos. One element favored ac-

ceptance of the qualified grant of independence contained in it as the

most generous concession that could reasonably be expected. Another,

clinging to the formula of “immediate, absolute, and complete” inde-

pendence, favored outright rejection of the offer, in the hope of eventually

obtaining better terms. After a long and acrimonious struggle, the insular

legislature decided against the measure, at the same time sending off

to Washington a new commission charged with working for independence

on a more satisfactory basis. President Roosevelt’s support was enlisted,

and, in response to a special message from him, Congress, in 1934, passed

the McDuffie-Tydings Bill, now known as the Philippine Independence

Act ^—a measure which, in point of fact, was substantially a reenactment

of the law of the preceding year, with only two or three slight changes.

The latter proved sufficient, however, to appease the Filipino leaders;

and on May 1, 1934, the anniversary of Admiral Dewey’s victory in

Manila Bay, the insular legislature unanimously accepted the arrange-

ments offered.

This done, the legislature arranged for air early election of delegates

to a convention to draft a constitution for the Islands, The assembly com-
pleted its labors in February, 1935, and a month later the now funda-

mental law received President Roosevelt’s approval; whereupon May 14

was designated by the insular legislature for a popular vote upon the

new form of government. With women participating, tire decision was
for ratification, by the heavy margin of 438,000 to 11,000. The American
governor-general thereupon issued a proclamation setting a date for the

^.47 V. S. S£at. at Large, 761.

? 48 U. S, Stat. at Large, 456.
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election of officers; in due time, the President issued a proclamation. an-

nouncing the results
;
and on November 15, 1935, the new govornipciit of

'

the Philippine Commonwealth began exercising its powers and functions.

The Philippine Commonwealth—Statm and Outlook

With the launching of the Commonwealth, the Islands entered upon a The tan

ten-year period of political and economic readjustment, preparatory to Ssi-
full independence. During this transitional period, they were .to enjoy prioL'l

far greater autonomy than before, yet with plenty of strings attached. i

They were to remain part of the United States, even though no longer i. Poiij

termed an “insular possession”; their citizens owed allegiance as previ-

ously
;
they could change their constitution only with the consent of the

president of the United States—now represented in the Islands by a Eigh

commissioner in lieu of the former governor-general.’- Moreover, all meas-

ures passed by the Commonwealth legislature must be reported to Con-

gress, and certain of them were subject to the president’s absolute veto; “

tliG president, under certain circumstances, might suspend the operation

of any Commonwalth law, contract, or executive order; the United States

Supreme Court continued to review cases carried to it fromiho Philippine

Bupreme court; Philippine foreign relations remained under the “direct

supervision and control” of the United States; the United States continued

to garrison military posts in the Islands, with authority to call into

service all military forces organized by the Commonwealth government; ®

and finally, the United States might at any time intervene in the Com-
naoiiwealth’s affairs with a view to preserving the system of government,

protecting life, property, and individual liberty, or insuring the dis- i

charge of the Commonwealth’s obligations.

In its economic aspect, the status assigned the Commonwealth during 2 , Eoo-}

the transitional period clearly reflected the motivations, on the American rekuonl

side, chiefly inspiring the Independence Act. In line with the demands
|

of labor, Eilipino immigration into the United States was limited to fifty

newcomers a year
;
while instead of being admitted duty-free in unlimited

quantities, specified Philippine commodities—chiefly sugar, tobacco,

cocoanut oil, and hempen products—^were admitted free only within speci-

fied quotas, all excesses being subject to tho same duties as if coming

from a foreign country.'’ Subject to revision annually, the quotas agreed

^ Under the Jones Act, the Islands -were represented in the House of Representa-

tives at Washington by two resident commissioners (without votes), chosen by the

insular legislature for' three-year terms. After 1936, there was but one such commis-
sioner, appointed by the president of the Commonwealth.

2 Acts affecting currency, coinage, imports, exports, and immigration.

® This, of coulee, was done when the Japanese invaded the Islands in December,

1941.
. , , . j

* The Commonwealth also was required, during the last five years of the period,

to impose an export tax on commodities shipped to the United States, starting at

five per cent of the rate collected on like articles imported by the United States from

foreign countries and rising,to twenty-five per cent in the,lasl year, the proceeds

to be applied to paying'the principal andiinterest on the bonded debt of the Island?,
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uppij were, clown to 1941, generally large enough to include snbsLantially

aH oi' Alio respective products imported from the Islands. If, however,

with ’the transitional period ended, the quota system were to be ter-

minated, the pinch "would come; for the entire Philippine economy had
for almost forty years been based on preferential treatment in the Ameri-

can market. When, therefore, in 1937, the late President Alanuel L.

Quezon proposed that the date of independence be advanced to 1938 or

1939, action vras deferred until a Joint Preparatory Commission, half

namecl by the State department and half by the Philippine chief execu-

tive, could inquire minutely into the effect that such a step (oi'j indeed

independence at any time) would haVc upon insular economic interests.

Repci’ting in the spring of 1938, the Commission advised against the

suggested change of date, and also recommended that, instead of being

terminated abruptly in 1946, trade preferences then existing be tapered

off gradually over a period extending to 1060. A "cushioning” bill to this

effect, warmly supported by President Roosevelt, failed to become law,

but the trade situation for the remainder of the ten-year period was
somewhat eased by minor readjustments.

IJiidcr terms of the Independence Act, the Islands were automati-
cally to become independent in 1946, the Commonwealth thereupon
emerging as “a separate and self-governing nation.” The United Slates

was to be entitled to negotiate with the government of the new Philip-

pine Republic for the retention of “naval reservations and fueling sta-

tions” in the Island-s
;
but all military forces were to be withdrawn and

all governmental connections severed—one final obligation on our part

being to negotiate with foreign powers for the Islands’ perpetual neutrali-

zation. Even before the Japanese conquest of 1941-42, however, a good
deal of doubt had arisen as to whether the independence program would
actually be carried out according to schedule, and even as to whether,

when the time for independence should come, the Filipino people would
really want to he cast loose. To be sure, the prospect of economic
disaster for the Islands had been somewhat relieved by the probability

of eventual legislation prolonging some degree of trade preference for a

substantial period after 1946. But the critical international situation in

the Par East created by Japanese aggi-essions had raised pointedly the

question of what the fate of the Islands would be if they should be set

at liberty; and the likelihood of their being overrun, if not subjugated
outright, by the Japanese not only gave rise to much sentiment in

the United States favorable to a reconsideration of the whole matter,

but perceptibly cooled the enthusiasm of the Filipinos themselves, Bet-
ter than full independence, concluded a good many people on both
sides of the Pacific, would be some arrangement for autonomy, similar

of tvnicli is held hy Americans. In 1939, tho requirement was so shifted tliat
tlletax would, instead, he collected by the United State^bn iffiports; but the burdenpn insular ttadp reWamed the same.
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to tlia,! enjoyed by Canada and Au&tralla in the British Coinmonwealth
of Nations. To this, ho-wever, it was instantly objected that if the^nited

'

States were to continue responsible for the Islands internationally, our
government must, in turn, be assured of some effective control over insular

domestic affairs.

TVhen the Japanc.se blow fell, in December, 1941, no conclusions had
been arrived at. One i-esult, however, was to stir admiration for the

valiant, even though unavailing, efforts of the Filipinos to defend their

homeland, along with determination that the Islands should eventually

be rescued from their plight. Another effect was to stimulate in offi-

cial circles in Washington a readiness to see the experience result in

independence for the Islands as soon as liberated, without regard t-e-the

time-table laid down in the McDuffie-Tydings Act. Three weeks aiter

Pearl Harbor, President Roosevelt said; “I give to the people of the

Philippines my solemn pledge that their freedom will be redeemed and

their independence established and protected. The entire resources, in

men and materials, of the United States stand behind that pledge”
;
and

to a request by him in October, 1943, for authority to proclaim the legal

independence of the Islands "as soon as possible,” i.e., as soon as the

Japanese were expelled and orderly and free processes of self-government

were rc.storcd, rather than according to schedule in 1946, Congress, in

June, 1944, replied favorably, stipulating only that after independence

the United States should have a right to retain land, naval, and air bases

and fuelling stations in the Islands.^

As indicated in a footnote above, the liberation of the Islands from

Japanc.se rule was so far advanced at the date of writing (April, 1945)

that it had become possible for General MacArthur to turn over the

responsibility for civil administration to President Osmena and his,

cabinet, although, with the reconqiiest still to be completed, full control

of affairs by these and other Filipino autliorities manifestly could be

regained only by stages. Recovery of such mastery, however, was con-

fidently expected to be only a matter of months, and already plans had

been formed for the Congress extant when the Japanese invaded the

Islands to resume fimctioning, and for a new Congress to be elected in

the following November. Asserting the willingness of the Commonwealth
to assure the United States the desired bases in the Islands, President

Osmena affirmed the desire of liis people to attain their independence as

soon as the military situation would permit; and the presumption was
that, acting under the authority granted by the United States Congress,

President Truman would proclaim such independence probably before

the end of 1945, and almost certainly before the end of 1946—^which, after

all, would bring the Islands their^promised new status at substantially

the time when they were to have received it in any case under the pro-

visions of the McDuffi^e-Tydings Act. Of course, nothing was clearer

^ 53 U. S. Slat, at Large, 1226 .
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t,han iliai legal indcpendGiicc "vVould not mean . immediate cessation of

American connections -with, and activities in, the Islands. Quite apart

from the naval, air, and other bases to be arranged for by negotiation,

there would be the urgent matter of American assistance in, and per-

haps to some extent supervision of, the restoration of the Islands, eco-

nomically and otherwise, after more than throe years of Japanese devas-

tation and exploitation; and with this task in view Congress, in 1944,

passed a. joint resolution setting up a Philippine Rehabilitation Commis-

sion,\consisting of nine Americans and nine Filipinos, and charged with

investigating all matters affecting postwar economy, trade, finance, and

rehabilitation of the Islands, and with recommending measures to be

take^ij including proposals concerning trade relations after insular inde-

pendence shall have become a reality. The work of this agency promised

to stretch through a number of years; and, altogether, the chances were

that the United States would continue to have •a “Philippine problem,” in

some form, for a good while to come.

The Philippine Commonwealth—System of Government

The principal organ of government under the Commonwealth con-

stitutTon (as considerably amended in 1940) is the Congress of the

Philippines, a bicameral body consisting of a senate and a house of repre-

sentatives.’- The former contains twenty-four members elected at large for

six-year terms, one-third being chosen, like our own senators, every two

years. The house of representatives is composed of not to exceed 120

members (actually while in operation, ninety-eight), elected by popular

vote for four-year terms,“ and apportioned among the several provinces

according to population, with at least one representative from each

province.® Regular sessions of the Congress are required to be held

annually; and the authority conferred upon it makes it one of the strong-

est legislative bodies of our time.

The chief executive is a president chosen by direct popular vote for

a four-year term; but no person may serve as president for more than

eight consecutive years.’ A vice-president is chosen also in the same

manner. The president is required to prepare the annual budget and

Prior to 1940, the legislature -was a unicameral National Assembly, -with members
elected for three-year terms.

The system of government here described is that in operation in 1941 and no-y
(1945) in process of restoration. CoimecUons of the American president and Con-
fess -with the system would, of course, terminate -with the establishment of insular
indopendence.

^ Since 1937, women have had the sufirage.

’ Por purposes of local government, there are thu'ty-niue provinces with an elective
governor, and four provinces -with "governors appointed by the 'bureau of non-
Christian tribes.

* President Manuel L. Quezon’s second 'term -would have ended in November,
1943,_had not the Congress of the United States passed a resolution authorizing him
to continue in office “until the enemy is driven from the land . . . and until the
Filipino people can recpnstitnte their government cs thfey desire.” Dying in Wash-
IBgikin in 1944, he -was succeeded by Sergio Osmena.
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it to the Congress; and it is interesting to observe that, in con-
trast with tl\c situation in the United States, that -body may not inc;i3aso

appropriations recommended by the president, except ' those for tl;G

support of the legislative and judicial branches of the government. The
president may veto acts of the Congress, including—again it is interesting

to observe—separate items in appropriation, revenue, or tariff bills.^ A
veto may, however, be overridden by a two-thirds vote (in certain

instances, only by a three-fourths vote) of all the members of each branch
'

of the Congress. Within limits imposed by the Congress, the prcsidint

is empowered to fix tariff rates, import and export quotas, and' tonnage

and wharfage dues.- With the concm-rence of two-thirds of all members
of the senate, and with the approval of the president of the United State;,

he may make treaties; and in time of war or other national emergency,

the Congress may authorize him, for a limited period and subject to

restrictions imposed, "to piumulgate rules and regulations to carry out

a declared national policy." * The president also has extensive appointing

power, including the selection of heads of departments, judges, and officers

ol the army and navy. Appointments, however, arc subject to approval by

a commission of twenty-four members drawn equally from the two

branches of the Congress.* Heads of departments may appear before,Ind
be hoard by, either branch of the Congress on any matter pertaining to

their respeetive departments.

Judicial power is vested in a supreme court and in such inferior

courts as may bo established by law;’’ all judges are appointed by the

president, with approval of the commission on appointments; and all

hold office during good behavior or until they reach the age of seventy.

The supreme court consists of a chief justice and six associate justices;

and in order to preclude controversy over judicial review, the court is ex-

pressly empowered to declare laws and treaties unconstitutional, pro-

vided five of the seven justices concur."

1 As pointed out above, certain acta of the insular Congress may likewise be vetoed
by the president of the United States, although the power is very rarely exercised.

2 The insular president is required also to make annual reports to the president

of the United Stales on "the proceedings and operations of the government of the

Commonwealth,” and such other reports as the latter official may request,

3 Taking advantage of this provision, the National Assembly, in August, 1940,

passed an emorgenoy-power bill oonfen'ing upon President Quezon a volume of

authority unequalled anywhere outside of the totalitarian countrie.s; absolule con-

trol, indeed, over every branch of public and private enterprise was conferred up to

the close of the next session of the Assembly (later Congress) . The action was taken

in the well-.iustified belief that the Islands faced a severe crisis because of world-

wide, and especially Far Eastern, conditions.
^ Under a constitutional amendment of 1940, the commission on appointments con-

sists of twelve senators and an equal number of representatives, elected by the two

house,g, respectively, with the president of the soilate bx officio chairman without a

vote except in case of a tie,

“ The existing tribunals include a supreme court, a court of appeals, a court of

first instance in each of twenty-odd judicial districts, justices of the peace in oVBry

municipality, and a magistrate in every organized town.
0 The constitution contains'''the Tasiial guai'anlees of civil liberty, various featai-es

of the American bill of rights appearing intis many as twenty-one of its clauses.
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1 Tho
'Virgin
Isltmds

2. The

Canal
Zone

The GoveiTiment of Minor Dependoncics
%
Acquired from Denmark by purchase in 1917 as a move Lo forestall

passible annexation by Germany, the Virgin Islands ^ (in the Lcsscr

Antilles) remained under immediate eontrol of the president until 1936,

'when an organic act passed by Congress extended to their 22,000 inhabit-

ants (now about 25,000) a liberal measure of home rulc.= The insular

legislature consists of the popularly elected municipal councils of (a)

St.,_ Croix and (b) St. Thomas and St. John, sitting jointly;'^ executive

power is vested in a governor appointed by the president and Senate for

an indefinite term, and reporting to the secretary of the interior at IVash-

iHigton; and the judiciary consists of a district court, together with such

inferior courts as may be established by law. Measures may be enacted

by the legislature only by two-thirds vote, and any which the governor

refuses to approve must be transmitted to ithe president, who has three

months in which to take action on them; all measures, too, enacted by

either a municipal council or the legislative assembly are required to be

reported to, and are subject to disallowance by, Congi'css.'^

The Panqma Canal Zone comprises a strip of teri’itoiy five miles wide

on'^ach side of the Canal, leased in perpetuity from the republic of

Panama in 1902, and with a population in 1910 of 51,827. During con-

struction of the waterway, the Zone was governed by the president, act-

ing through a commission appointed under authorization by Congress.

When, however, the work neai-ed completion, Congress, in 1913, author-

ized the president to discontinue the commission and to govern the Zone

through a governor and such other officials as might prove necessary.® A
“governor of the Panama Canal,” appointed by the president and Senate

for four years, now administers the affairs of the Zone under supervision

of the secretary of war. In the absence of a local legislature, such laws

as operate within the area either are made by Congress or take the form

of presidential orders. Provision has been made by law for tho establish-

ment of organized towns, and for a system of courts beginning with

magistrates’ courts corresponding to justices of the peace elsewhere. A
district court, sitting in two divisions, has original jurisdiction in all

felony, and in more important civil, cases, and in equity, and also has

the admiralty jurisdiction of a federal district court.®

^ The fifty-odd islands and islets have a combined area of 140 square miles.
^ 49 17 ,S. Slai. at Large, 1807.
2 American, citizenship was oonteiTed upon the inhabitants of the Islands by act

of Congress in 1927; and all American citizens residing in the Islands who are
Iwenty-one years of age and can read and write the English language are entitled
lo vote. ' «

*11. G. W., “Rehabilitation of the Virgin Islands,” Foreign Affairs, XVII, 799-804
.(July, 1939).

y.'j.^C'ofie of the Laws of the 17. S. (1934), pp. 2189-2202.

?D. H. Smith, The Panama Canal; Its History, Actwities, and Organization (Balti-

Panama Carval m Peace and War (New York,
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Until brnuftlit iiiio the limelight by the war in Llio Pacific beginning in.

1941, the smallest of our island possessions—Guam, Samo.a, Wake, Mid-
'

way, Jarvis, Baker, Howland (all located in the Mid-Pacific)—were, for-

the average American, hardly more than names on the map, if even thatJ
In none of them has civil government as yet been introduced; in fact,

until rather recently, only Guam and Samoa have been inhabited. Guam,
in the Marianas, was ceded to the United States by Spain in 1898 Its

status 1ms never been fixed by Congress, and the president has governed

the island through an officer of the Navy, assisted by American wi^d

native offitiials,- American Samoa became a protectorate of the United

States by virtue of an Anglo-German-American agreement in 1899. In

1900 and 1904, it was ceded to the United States by native chieftalfi|r

but not until 1929 did the cession receive congressional acceptance and

ratification. During that long period. Congress failed to make any pro-

vision for the government of the islands, leaving the president to adminis-

ter them through an officer of the Navy, who has ruled under laws based

on the customs of the people, the laws of the United States, and the

common law of England. The inhabitants of Samoa, like those of Guam,

are not citizens of the United States. •

With the development of trans-Pacific aviation, the other islands men-

tioned (often called the Guano Islands) acquired, even before the war, a

new value apart from tlieir guano supplies. Midway, Wake, and Guam
are on the direct air route from Honolulu to Manila; Howland and

Baker, on the route from Hawaii to Australia; and Jarvis, Samoa,

Canton, and Enderbury, on the way to New Zealand. In recognition of

the islands’ new importance, the Department of Commerce, and later

the Department of the Interior, some years ago established small col-

onizing groups on them; and Congress voted modest appropriations for

maintaining and improving them as landing ports for American aviators.

All may be expected to have increased importance under future American

defense and commercial policies in the Pacific.”

In the later thirties, the war in Em-ope, and especially Japan’s projected

“new order” for Eastern Asia, threw our territories and dependencies

into bold relief as points of vital significance for national defense; and

our own war with Japan turned them into a main theater of action.

1 At the date of 'writing (1945), certain of these possessions, notably Guam, had
but lately been recovered from the Japanese. For the px'esent, they can be dealt -with

only as they were before their recent wartime experience.
2 L. Tlhompson, Guam and Its People (New York, 1941).
^ Canton and Enderbury Islands, in the Phoenix group in the Central Pacific,

have been claimed by both Great Britain and the United States. In April, 1939, the

governments of the two countries reached an agreement, however, for a system of

joint control and administration for a period of fifty yeais. Except for the few
colonists referred to, the islands are uninhabited.

On the general subject of American islands in the Pacific, see C. H. Gratton, “Our
Unknown Pacific Islands,” Harper’s Mag., CLXXXII, 623-532 (Apr., 1941); D. N.
Lefi, Uncle Sam’s Pacific Islets^ (Palp Alto, Calif., 1940) ;

and especially B. Orent and
P. Reinsch, “Sovereignty Over "Islands m tbp Pacific," Amer, of Iniernat. Legi,,

XXXV, 443-461 (July, 1941),. •
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As Lhc situation darkened, Alaska became a potential avenue of invasion

by k-u’, and protective Xrmy and Navy bases were by 1941 being rushed

to’comi>letiond Plans were launched for strengthening the defenses of

Puerto Rico in order better to protect the Panama Canal; submarine

bases wore established in the Virgin Islands; preparedness moastu'es in

Hawaii augmented the military and naval defenses of that base of

operations for onr Pacific fleet; and in Guam, Midway, and Wake
Island, the government spent millions for harbor improvements, landings

fd'l'^aircraft, and other defense facilities. In the Far East, the Philippines

—promised independence, but as yet American territory—i^cre made

more ready, by joint effort of the United States and Commonwealth

^vefnments, to resist attack, although even had there been more time,

it wmuld hardly have been possible to avert at least partial conquest

in a war of such proportions as that unleashed by Japan with her attack

at Pearl Harbor in December, 1941.
*

When war came, everything west of Midway was lost to the Oriental

conqueror. Except for remote points in the Aleutian archipelago (now

recovered), Alaska, however, was never invaded; and the great Alaska-

Capacla Highway constructed in 1942 became an artery along which have

flowed vital supplies for the use of our forces in the North Pacific. Much
damage was wrought at Pearl Harbor in the attack which touched off

the war; but Hawaii was never taken and has served as a major base

for our operations in the Central Pacific. The Philippines, of course, were

lost, but were being regained in 1945. Guam and Baker Island were re-

covered in 1944; and at the date of writing (April, 1945) it was clear

that not a square foot of the American empire in the Pacific would be

permanently lost. Not only so, but thrusting itself fonvard was the qires-

tion of whether, with peace restored, that empire should not be extended

to include part or all of the far-flung archipelagoes—^tbe Marianas, Mar-
shalls, and Carolines—formerly held by Japan under mandate from the

League of Nations, and possibly certain other strategically situated

islands, as well, perhaps in the Kuriles, the Bonins, or the Ryukyu chain.

An alternative to outright annexation would, of course, be an arrange-

ment under which, while naval and air bases should be acquired outright,

insular areas outside of such bases should be taken over only on a basis of

“trusteeship,” with responsibility to the new international organization

for their proper administration; and, after much difference of opinion

among the State, War, and Navy Departments, a plan of this nature was
agreed upon and prepared for submission to the Allied Nations Con-
ference at San Francisco in April-May, 1945.

83^^92
Outpost No, 4,” Harper’^ Mag., CLXXXIII,
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The Government of the District of Columbia^

Many national capitals—London, Paris, Berlin, etc.—have systems -of The com-

government more or less peculiar to themselves. This is true also -of

the city of Washington—^more accurately the District of Columbia, com-
prising some seventy square miles on the north bank of the Potomac and
including Washington and certain of its suburbs—an area for which the

constitntion confers on Congress the power to “exercise exclusive, legis^;

lation in all cases whatsoever.”^ The District has no local legislatijiiiil;

Congress itself makes all laws, whether pertaining to administrative and

judicial organization or to financial, educational, and similar affairs of

the area—thus performing the work that usually falls to a city comrciHTr

a county board. No governor or mayor or other single chief executive pre-

sides; on the contrary, since 1878 executive authority has been vesLed in

a commission of three persons, of whom two are appointed by the presi-

dent and Senate from among the residents of the District for three-

year terms, and a third is detailed by the president from the engineer

corps of the Army for an indefinite tern. As a body, these three commis-

sioners have extensive powers: they appoint to numerous important

municipal positions; they have charge of police and fire protection, "and

make regulations for the safeguarding of life, health, and property; they

supervise the local public uLilities, including gas, electricity, telephones,

transportation, and water supply. Schools arc under a board of educa-

tion appointed by the judges of the supreme court of the District. A
board of charities and the judges of a municipal court are appointed by

the president. For more than forty years prior to 1920, the cost of the

District government was divided equally between the national treasury

and the taxpayers of the District. In the year mentioned, the District’s

quota was moved up to sixty per cent. And in more recent years the

federal government’s scheduled share has been growing relatively smaller,

until in the fiscal years 1940-42 it fell to six million dollars, or less than

one-seventh of the total municipal budget. In addition to these regular

annual contributions, however, considerable federal sums have been

granted for specific purposes, and, all told, federal grants still usually

amount to about a fifth of total District revenues. Like some of our

state governments, the District collects income taxes, inheritance and

estate taxes, incorporation taxes, motor-fuel sales taxes, and unemploy-

ment compensation taxes
;
and, altogether, these “state” taxes brought in

about twenty-one per cent of the total revenues in 1941. As in other

cities, the major source of municipal income is the general property tax.®

^The District, of course, is neither a "territory” nor a ''dependency"; but a word
about its government may most conveniently be inserted at this point.

2 Art. I, § S, el. 17.

® Bureau of the Census, Financial Statistics oj Cities; ISil, “Washington, D.^ G.”

(July 31, IQdQ") L B. Sims, “Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations in the Nation’s

Capital,” Nat. Mun. Rev./-Xi£Nl, &3-229 1937) ;
FiscaVS^slation's Between

Federal Government and thq Government of the Distnot of Colawbia .CWashington,'
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Many *of the half-million resident's of the District retain a legal rosi-

' deii<^^ in some one of 'the states and may 'vote there, usually by mail,

I;i' the District itself, however, not even taxpayers arc voters; there

ax's no locally elected officers, and the District as such has no part in

choosing the president or members of Congress. Notwithstanding this

denial of direct popular participation in government, “there is probably

no municipal government in this country where the opinion of the in-

dividual citizen has more influence on local government.” The com-

i«dsSjioners and the committees of Congress to which bills relating to

District matters are referred hold hearings on every measure of local

importance, and any person who desires to express an opinion is certain

*i?#»i:onsideration
;
indeed, in 1926 the House committee on the District of

C5olumbia invited a wider expression of popular views by adopting the

practice of sending bills to a citizens’ advisory council representing

numerous local civic organizations. By and large, however, taxation

without representation is no better liked by Americans today than when

James Otis and Samuel Adams denounced it; and the question of icolitical

rights for the inhabitants of the District is likely to be agitated until

something practical is done about it.^
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APPENDIX

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OP AMERICA

We, tho people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union,

Htablisli justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the common de-

fense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to our-

selves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitutfon lor the

United States of America.

ARTICLE 1

SE3CTION I
Cl

ALL legislative powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the

United States, v/hich shall consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.

SECTION ir

Tire Iious*e of Representatives shall be composed of members chosen every

second year by the people of the several Slates, and the electors in each State

shall have tho qualifications requisite for elcctore of the most numerous branch

of the State legislature.

No person shall be a Representative who shall not have attained to the age of

twenty-five years, and been seven j'ears a citizen of the United States, and who
shall not, when elected, be an inhabitant of that State in which he shall be
chosen,

Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned .among the several

States which may be included within this Union, according to their respective

numbers, which shall be determined by adding to the -whole number of free

persons, including those bound to service for a term of years,

^

and excluding

Indians not taxed, three fifths of all "other persons.- The actual enumeration shall

be made within three years after the first meeting of the Congress of the

United States, and within every subsequent term of ten years, in such manner

as they shall by law direct. The number of Representatives shall not exceed one

for every thirty thousand, but each State shall have at least one Representative;

and until such enumeration shall be made, the State of New Hampshire shall be

entitled to choose three, Massachusetts eight, Rhode Island and Providence

Plantations one, Connecticut five. New York six, New Jersey four, Pennsylvania

eight, Uelaware one, Maryland six, VirgmiaT ten. North Carolina five. South

Carolina five, anSTGeorgia three.^
’

When” vacancies happen in the representation from any State, the execu-

tive authority thereof shall tssuq, writs of election to fill such vacancies.

The House of Representatives shall choose their Speaker and other officers,

and shall have the sole power of impeachment.

,

1 Altered by the Fourteenth Amendment.
Rescinded;'by thus^ourteenth Amenijment. *

^ s Tenapovaiy provision.
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SECTION HI -
.

The Senate of the United Slates shall be composed" of two Senators from
each State, chosen by the legislature thereof,^ for six years; and each Senator

shall have one vote.

Immediately after they shall he assembled in consequence of the first election,

they shall be divided a.s equally as may be into three classes. The seats of the

Senators of the first class shall be vacated at the expiration of the second year,,,

of the .second class at the expiration of the fourth year, and of the third ela's

at the expiration of the sixth year, so that one third may be chosen every si=>c^ld

year; ancf if vacancies happen by resignation or otherwise during the reces.s

of the legislature of any State the executive thereof may make temporary
’ appointments until the next meeting of the legislature, which shall then fill stHm

vacancies?

No person shall be a Senator who shall not have attained to the age of

thirty years, and been nine years a citizen of the United States, and who shall

not, when elected, be an inhabitant of that State for which he shall be chosen.

The Vice-President of the United States shall be President of the Senate,

but shall have no vote, unless they be equally divided.

The Senate shall choose their other officers, and also a President pro tempore

ill the absence of tlie Vice-President, or when he shall exercise tll6 office of the

President of the United States.

The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachmonls. When sitting

for that purpose, they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the President

of the United States is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside; and no person

shall be convicted without the concurrence of two thirds of the members present.

Judgment in cases of impeaclimcnt shall not extend further than to removal

from office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or

profit under the United States; but the party convicted shall, nevertheless, be

liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment, according to

law.

SECTION IV

The times, places, and manner of holding elections for Senators and Ttepre-

.sentatives shall be prescribed in each State by the legislature thereof; but the

Congress may at any time by law make or alter such regulations, except as to

the places of choosing Senators.

The Congress shall assemble at least once in every year, and such meeting

shall be on the first Monday m December, unless they shall by law appoint a

different day.^

BECTION V

Each house shall be the judge of the elections, returns, and qualifications

of its own members, and a majority of each shall oonsLitute a quorum to do

business; but a smaller number may adjourn from day to day, and may he

authorized to coffipel the attendance of absent members, in such manner, and

under such penalties, as each house may provide,

1 Modified by the Seventeenth Amendment.
2 Modified by the Sev^nteSfltli “Amendment.
3 Superseded by the Twentieth Amendment.
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Eiich house may deleraiine the rules of its proEPCiliugs, luuiish its members

ior dtsQi'dcrly behavior, acd with 'the coiicurrcuce of two Hiirds, expel a member.

Eaoii house shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and from Lime to tune

publish the same, excepting such parts as may in their judgment require secrecy,

and the yeas and nays of the members of cither house on any qucslion shall,

at the desire of one fifth of those present, lie entered on the journal.

Neither house, during the session of Congress, shall, without the consent

_Df the other, adjourn for more than three days, nor to any other place than

in 'which the two houses shall be sitting.

tcvi

—

rt

SECTION VI

The Senators and Representatives shall receive a compensation for their

sSiVices, to be ascertained by law and paid out of the Treasury of the United

States. They shall, in all cases except treason, felony, and breach of the peace,

be privileged from arrest during their attendance at the session of their respec-

tive houses, and in going to and returning from -the same; and for any speech

or debate in either house they shall not be questioned in any other place.

No Senator or Representative shall, during the time for which he was

elected, be appointed to any civil office under the authority of the United States,

which shall have been created, or the emoluments whereof shall have been in-

creased, during such time; and no person holding any office under the United

States shall be a member of either house during his continuance in office.

SECTION VII

All bills for raising revenue shall originate in the House of Representatives;

but the Senate may propose or concur with amendments a.s on other bills.

Every bill which shall have passed the House of Representatives and the

Senate shall, before it become a law, be presented to the President of the

United States; if he approves he shall sign it, but if not he shall return it,

with his objections, to that house in which it shall have originated, vdio shall

enter the objections at large on their journal and proceed to reconsider it. If

afler such reconsideration two thirds of that house shall agree to pass the

bill, it shall be sent, together with the objections, to the other house, by which

it shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by two thirds of that house

it shall become a law. But in all such cases the votes of both houses shall be

determined by yeas and nays, and the names of the persons voting for and

against the bill shall be entered on the journal of each house respectively. If

any bill shall not be returned by the President within ten days (Sundays ex-

cepted) after it shaU have been presented to him, the same shall be a law,

in like manner as if he had signed it, unless the Congress by their adjournment

prevent its return, in which case it shall not be a law.

Every order, resolution, or vole to whicli the concurrence of the Senate

and House of Representatives may be necessary (except on a question of ad-

journment) shall be presented lo the President of the United States; and
before the same shall take effect, shall be approved by him, or being disapproved

by him, shall "be repassed by two thirds- of the Senate and House of Represen-

tatives, according to the rules and limilations prescribed in the case of a bill.
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_
SECTION VIII

The Congress shall have power to lay and collect 1a,xcs, duties, impostsf^ncl
excises, to pay Hio debts and provide for the common defense and* general
welfare of the United States; but all duties, imposts, and excises shall be uni-

form throughout the United States;

To borrow money on the credit of the United States;

To regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the several States,

and with the Indian tribes; .

To estabbsb an uiiiforni rule of naturalization, and uniform laws onj^K,*

subject of bankruptcies throughout the United States;

To coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and fix the

standard of weights and measures;

To provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the securities and curreift

coin of the United States

;

To establish post-offices and joost-roads;

To promote the progress of science and useful arts by securing for limited

times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings

aiid’disGoveries;

To constitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme Court;

To define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the high seas and

offenses against the law of nations;

To declare war, grant letters of marque and reiirisai, and make rules con-

cerning captures on land and water;

To raise and support annies, but no appropriation of money to that use

shall be for a longer term than two years;

To provide and maintain a navy;

To make rules for the government and regulation of the land and naval

forces;

To provide for calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the Union,

suppress insurrections, and repel invasions;

To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia, and for gov-

erning such part of them as may be employed in the service of the United

States, reserving to the States respectively the appointment of the officers, and

the authority of training the militia according to the discipline prescribed by

Congress;

To exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever over such district

(not exceeding ten miles square) as may, by cession of particular States and

the acceptance of Congress, become the seat of the Government of the United

States, and to exercise like authority over all places purchased by the consent

of the legislature of the State in which the same shall be, for the erection of

forts, magazines, arsenals, dockyards, and other needful buildings; and

To make all law's which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into

execution the foregoing powers, and aU other powers vested by this Constitution

in the Governmen* of the United States, or in ahy department or officer thereof.

SECTION IX

The migration or importation of such persons as any of the States now

emsting shall think proper to admit shall not be prohibit^ by the Con
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_pi'ioi' to file year o]ie Ibou.sfind eight hiiiiflrcil iiiid oiglil, bn l a la\: or chily in .

be-j-mpobed on such impoTl.alion' not exceeding leu dollars for each porhoTO
^

^"The privilege of tlio writ of habeas corpus shall not bo suspended, uiilcs.,

when in cases of rebellion or invasion the public safely may require it.

No bill of attainder or ex post facto law shall bo passed.

No capitation or other direct tax shall be laid, unless in proportion to the

census or enumeration hereinbefore direcled to be taken.
,

^ No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any State.

j;_No preference shall be given by any regulation of commerce or revenue to

the ports of one State over those of another; nor shall vessels bound to or

from one State be obliged to enter, clear, or pay duties in another.

No money shall be drawn from the Treasury but in consequence of appro-

"^Tations made by law; and a regular statement and account of the receipt.^

and expenditures of all public money shall be published from Lime to time.

No title of nobility shall be granted by the United States; and no person

holding any office of profit or trust under them slrall, without the consent of

the Congress, accept of any present, emolument, office, or title, of any kind

whatever, from any king, prince, or foreign State.

SECTION X
a

No State shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or eoufeclc ration; grant letters

of marque and reprisal; coin money; emit bills of credit; make anylhing but
gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts; pass any bill of attainder,

ex post facto law, or law impairing the obligation of contracts, or grant any
title of nobility.

No State shall, without the consent of Congress, lay any imposts or duties

on imports or exports, except what may be absolutely necessaiy for executing

its inspection laws; and the net produce of all duties and imposts, laid by any
State on, imports or exports, shall be for the use of the Treasury of the United
States; and all such laws shall be subject to the revision and control of the

Congress.

No State shall, without the consent of Congress, lay any duty of tonnage,

keep troops or ships of war in time of peace, enter into any agreement or

compact with another State or with a foreign power, or engage in war, unless

actually invaded or in such imminent danger as will not admit of delay.

ARTICLE II

SECTION I

The executive power shall he vested in a President of the United States

of America. He shall hold his office during the term of four years, and together

with the Vice-President, chosen for the same term, be elected as follows

:

Each State shall appoint, in such manner as the legislature thereof may
direct, a number of electors, equal to the whole number of Senators and Rep-
resentatives to which the State may bg entitled in the Congress; but no Sena-

tor or Representative, or person holding an office of trust or profit under the

United States, shall be appointed an elector.
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, ,,
The clflc toi's bhall mee t, in l licii' lo'apcetive Statca and voIb by ballot

, vvo pci'bona^qUwhoin (inc‘ at le’iibt shall not be an inhabitant of the &am65
:'3tate’

with Ihemselvcs, And Ihey shall make a list of all the persons vote rj. for, irfld

of the number of votes I'ov each; which list they shall bign and certify, and"

transmit sealed to the scat of government of the Uiiiled States, directed to

the President of the Senate. The President of the Senate shall, in the presence

jf the Senate and House of Representatives, open all the certificates, and tbe^

votes shall then be counted. The person having the greatest number df vote.=

shall bo the Pi'esidegt,, if such number be a majority of the whole numlW 'of

electors appointed; and if there be more than one who have such a/majority,

and have an equal number of votes, then the House of Representatives

immediately choose by ballot one of them for President; and if no person hiwe

a majority, then from the five highest on the list the said House shall in like

manner choose the President. But in choosing the President the votes shall be

taken by Stales, the representaHon from each State having one vole; a quorum

for this purpose shall consist of a member or members from two thirds of the

States, and a majority of all the States shall be necessary to a choice. In every

case, after Iho choice of the President,' the person having the greatest number

of votes of the eloctor^hall be the Vice-President. But if there sEoiild reBaaiu

two or more who have equal voles, the Senate shall choose from tliem by ballot

the Vice-President.^

The Congress pray determine the time of choosing the electors and the day

on which they shall give their votes, which day shall be the same throughout

the United States,

No person except a natural-bom citizen, or a citizen of the United States

at the time of the adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to the office

of President; neither shall any person be eligible to that office who shall not

have attained to the age of thirty-five years, and been fourteen years a resident

within the United States.

In case of the removal of the President from office, or of his death, resigna-

tion, or inability to discharge the powers and duties of the said office, the same

shall devolve on the Vice-President, and the Congress may by law provide for

the case of removal, death, resignation, or inability, both of the President and

Vice-President, declaring what officer shall then act as President, and such officer

shall act accordingly until the disability be removed or a President shall be

elected.

The President shall, at stated times, receive for his services a compensation,

which shall neither be increased nor diminished during the period for which he

may have been elected, and he shall not receive within that period any other

emolument from the United States or any of them.

Before he enter on the execution of his office he shall take the following oath

or affirmation; ,
•

‘.T do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute the office of

President of the United States, and will to the best of my ability preserve,

protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States.”

• • •

1 Superseded by the Twelfth Amendment.
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. . • SECTION II

^he P];esideiit shfill be commandcr-in-chicf of tlie anny and navy of the

-United States, and of the militia of the several States when called into the

actual service of the United States; he may require the opinion, in writing, of

the principal officer in each of the executive departments, upon any subject re-

lating to the duties of their respective offices, and he shall have power to grant

^-reprieves and pardons for offonsos against the United States, except in cases

ff^mpeachment.

He’ shall have power, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to

make treaties, provided two thirds of the Senators present concur; afid he shall

jmminate, and, hy and with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint

apiBa§sadorSj other public ministers and consuls, judges of the Supreme Court,

and all other officers of the United States, whose appointments are not herein

otherwise provided for, and which shall be established by law; but the Congress

may by law vest the appointment of such iiiferior officers, as they think proper,

in the President alone, in the courts of law, or in the heads of departments.

The President shall have power to fill up all vacancies that may happen

during the recess of the Senate, by granting commissions which shall expire

at the end of their next session.

SECTION III

lie shall from time to time give to the Congress information of the state

of the Union, and recommend to their consideration such measures as he shall

judge necessary and expedient; he may, on extraordinaiy occasions, convene

both houses, or either of them, and in case of disagreement between them with

respect to the time of adjournment, he may adjourn them to such time as he

shall think proper; he shall receive ambassadors and other public ministers; he

shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed, and shall commission all

the officers of the United States.

SECTION IV

The President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States

shall be removed from office on imiieachment for and conviction of treason,

bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors.

ARTICLE III

SECTION I

The judicial power of the Ufiited States shall be vested in one Supreme

Court, and in such inferior courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain

and establish. The judges, both of supreme and inferior courts, shall hold

their offices during good behavio:^ • and shall, at stated times, receive for their

services a compensation which shall not be diminished during their continuance

in office.

. SECTION II

;

^Thft judicral pojgi^r shall extend to all cases, in. .law Wd equity, arising under

the laws of the Iloixed States, aild the. "fereaties made, or which
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shall be made, under their aulhority; to all eases affecting ainbassatlors, other

public raimstens, and consuls; (o all cases of a'diniralty and maritime juri^j^ic- -

lion; lo coiii rove 1 sics to which the United States shall b’e a party; to contro-

versies between two or more States; between a State nnd citizens of* another

between citizens of different States; between citizens of the same State

claiming hinds iniflcr grants of different States, and between a State, or the

citizens thereof, and foreign States, citizens, or subjects.

In all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers, and consuls, and .

those in which a State shall be a party, the Supreme Court shall have origiii,ai

jurisdiction. In all the other oases before mentioned the Supreme Court shall

have appelfhte jurisdiction, both as to law and fact, with such exceptions and
under such regulations as the Congress shall make.

The trial of all crimes, except m cases of impeachment, shall be by juryT™”

and such trial shall be held in the State where the said crimes shall have been

committed; but when, not committed within any State, the trial shall be at such

place or places as the Congress -paay by law have directed.

SECTION III

Treason against the United Stales shall consist only in levying war against

them, or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid nnd comfort, No person

shall be convicted of treason unless on the testimony of two witnesses to^the

same overt act, or on confession in open court.

The Congress shall have power to declare the punishment of treason, but

no attainder of treason shall work corruption of blood or forfeiture except

during the life of the person attainted.

ARTICLE rv

SECTION I

Full faith and credit shall be given in each State to the public acts, records,

and judicial proceedings of every other State. And the Congress may by general

laws prescribe the manner in which such acts, records, and proceedings shah, be

proved, and the effect thereof.

SECTION n

The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities

of citizens in the several State,s.-

A person charged in any State with treason, felony, or other crime, who

shall flee from justice, and be found in another State, shall, on demand of the

executive authority of the State from which he fled, be delivered up, to be re-

moved to the State having jurisdiction of the crime.

No person held to service or labor in, one State, under the laws thereof,

escaping into another, shall, in consequence of any law or regulation therein,

be.discharged from such service or labor, but shall be delivered up on claim

of the party to whom such service or labor may be due.^

1 Restricted by the Eleventh Amendment,
2 Extended by the Feurteent'lf Affsendmen,t. r

Superseded by the Thirteenth Amendment in so far as pertaining co slaves.
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• • SECTtON HI •

.,'New States may be admitted by flic Congress iulo Ibis Union; hut no new
State shall be formed or erected within the jurisdiction of any oilier Slate; nor

any State be formed by the junction of two or more States or parts of Slalos,

without the consent of the legislatures of the States concerned as well as of the

Congress.

The Congress shall have power to dispose of and make all needful rules and

regulations respecting the territory or other properly belonging to the United

States; and nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as to prejudice

any claims of the United States or any particular State.
“

^ - SECTION IV

The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a republican

form of government, and shall protect each of them against invasion, and on

application of the legislature, or of the executive (when the legislature cannot

be convened), against domestic violence.

ARTICLE V
The Congfess, whenever two thirds of both houses shall deem it necesKary,

shall propose amendments to this Constitution, or, on the application of the

legislatures of two thirds of the several Stales, shall call a convention for pro-

posing amendments, which in either case shall be valid to all intents and pur-

poses as part of this Constitution, when ratified by the legislatures of throe

fourths of the several States, or by conventions in three fourths thereof, as

the one or the other mode of ratification may bo proposed by the Congre.ss,

provided that no amendments which may be made prior to the year one thousancl

eight hundred and eight shall in any manner ailect the first and fourth clauses

in the ninth section of the first article,^ and that no State, without its consent,

shall be deprived of its equal suffrage in the Senate.

ARTICLE VI

ALL debts contracted and engagements entered into, before the adoption of

this Constitution, shall he as valid against the United States under this Consti-

tution as under the confederation,^

This Constitution, and the laws of the United States, which shall be made
in pursuance thereof, and ail treaties made, or which shall be made, under the

authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and the

judges in every State shall be bound thereby, anything in the Constitution or

laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.

The Senators and Representatives before mentioned, and the members of

the several State legislatures, and all executive and judicial officers both of the

United States and of the sever^ States, shall be bormd by Oath or affirmation

to support this Constitution; but no religious test shall ever be required as a

qualification to any office or public trust under the United States.

Tempora:^ ' olaueC' • ••
^

* Extended oy the Eourteenth Ameialment.
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• *

.ARTICLE VII

The vn1ificati(fm of the conventions of nine Slates shall be Sufficient for .the

establishment of this Constitution between the States so ratifying the saiyie.

Done in convention by the unanimous consent of the States present, the

seventeenth day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand
seven hundred and eighty-seven, and of the indepoudence of the United

States of America the twelfth. In witness whereof, we have hereunio sub-*

scribed our names.

[Signed "by] ^

AETIGLEa IN ADDITION TO, AND AMENDMENT OF, THE CONSTITUTION OF TtlB

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, PROPOSED BY CONGRESS, AND RATIFIED BY THE
EEGISLATPRES OF THE BEVER^E STATEa [oR CONVENTIONS THEREIN] PUR-

SUANT TO THE FIFTH ARTICLE OF THE ORIGINAL CONSTITUTION’.

Article I. Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of re-

ligion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of

speech or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to itssemblPj,.. and

to potition the government for a redress of grievances.

Article 11. A well-regulated militia being necessary to the security of a

free state, the right of the people to ke^p and bear arms shall not be infringed.

Article III. No soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any house

without the consent of the owner, nor in time of war, but in a manner to be

prescribed by law.

Article IV. The right of the pieople to be secure in their persons, house.?,

papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be

violated, and no warrants shall issue but upon probable cause, supported by oath

or afErmatioii, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the

person or things to be sdized.

Article V. No person shall be held to answer for a capital or otherwise

infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except

in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the mUitia, when in actual

service in time of war or public danger; nor shall any .person be subject for the

same offense to be twice put in jeopartly of life or limb; nor shall be com-

pelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of

life, liberty, or property, -without due process of law; nor shall private property

be taken for public use without just compensation.
a •

Article VI. In all criminal prosecuticais the accused shah, enjoy the right to

a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein

1 The signatures are onfitted here.

,
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the crime shall have been commltthd, which district shall have been iireviinisly

.aseei'l limed by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the aocusa-

ti/ih, to’'bo confronted with the witnesses against him; to ^ve compulsory
process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the a^stance of coun-

sel for his defense.

•• Article VII. In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall

exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact

tried by a jury shall be otherwise re-examined in any coui-t of the United States,

than according to the rules of the common law.

Article VIII. Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines im-
nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.

Article IX. The enuino ration in the Constitution of certain rights shall not

be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.

Article X.^ The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitu-

tion, nor prolnbitcd by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively,

ar to ti'ie iieopte.

C

Article XI.“ The judicial power of the United Slates shall not bo construed

to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or iiroisecutecl ‘against one of

the United States by citizens of another State, or by citizens or subjects of any
foreign State.

Article XII.'' The e^VioVs sLal\ liekt in their respective States and vote by
ballot for President and Vice-President, one of whom, at least, shall not be an
inliabitant of the same State with themselves; they shall name in their ballots

the person voted for as President, and in distinct ballots the person voted for

as Vice-President, and they shall make distinct lists of all persons voted for as

President and of all persons voted for as Vice-President, and of the number
of votes for each; which hsts they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed

to the seat of the goveriunent; of the United States, dircjcted to the President

of .the Senate. The President of the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate

and House of Representatives, open all the certificates and the votes shall then

be counted. The person having the greatest number of votes, for President shall

be th? President, if such number be a majority^of the whole number of electors

appointed; and if no person have such majority, thenjj-om the person having

the highest numbers not exceeding three on the list qf those .voted for as

President, the House of Representatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the

President. But in choosing the President the votes shall be taken by States, the

representation from each State having one vote; ajaporuru for this purpose shall

oopsist of a member or members from two thirds of the States, and a majority

of all States shall be necessary ‘to a choice. And if the House of Representa-

jtives shall not choose a President whenever the right qf choice shall devolve

The first ten amendments took effect December 15, 1791,
“Pi'oolaimed Janu^ 8, 1798. •

, -T*,-' ®Proolaimed| SeptSmber 25, 1804. • *
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upon Ihenij before the fourth day of Mnrcli ^ next following, then the Vice-

President shall act as President,’ as in the case* of tho’doath or^thcr cons*?tu- '

lioiml disabilitj^f the President.

The jierson having the greatest number of votes as VicP-President shall be -

the Vice-Presidfifit, if such number be a majority of the whole number of elec-

tors appointed; and if no person have a majority, then from the two highest

numbers on the list the Senate shall choose the Vice-President: a quorum for

the purpose shall consist of tivo thirds of the whole number of Senators, and

a majority of the whole number shall be necessary to a choice But no person

constitutionally ineligible to the office of President shall be eligible to that of

Vice-Presictent of the United States.

Article XIII. ^ Section 1, Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, exCUpt

as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted,

shall exist within the United States or any place subject to their jurisdiction.

Section 2, Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate

legislation.

Article XIV.-’ Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United

States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States

and of the Stale wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce aiijr-law

which shall abridge the privileges or immimities of citizens of the United

States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, with-

out due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal

protection of the laws.

Section 2. Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States

according to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons

in each State, excluding Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any

election for the choice of electors for President and Vice-President of the United

States, Representatives in Congress, the executive and judicial officers of a State,

or the members of the legislature thereof, is denied to any of the male in-

habitants of such State, bemg twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the

United States, or in any way abridged, 'except for participation in rebellion, or

other crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in the propor-

tion which the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of

male citizens twenty-one years of age in such State.

Section, 3. No person shall be a Senator or Represehtative in Congress, or

elector of President and Vice-President, or hold any ofB.ee, civil or military,

under the United States or under any State, who, having previously taken an

oath as a member of Congress, or as an officer of the United States, or as a

member of any State legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer of any

State, to support the Constitution of the United States, shall have engaged in

insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid or comfort to the enemies

thereof. But Congress may, by a vote of two thirds of each house, remove such

disabUity.
*

Section 4. The validity of the public ^ebt of the United States, authorized

Superseded by the Twentieth Amendment.
2 Proclaimed December J8, fS65.* ,
® Proclaimed July 28, 1868._
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by law, including debts incuiTod for payment of ponsiona and bounties for

“scj-fJcjjs in suppressing ibsurrection or rebellion, shall not he questioned. But
npi'llier the United Stales nor any State shall assume or pay any debt or obliga-

. tion incurred in. aid of insurrection or rebellion against the United Slates, or
any claim for the loss or emancipation of any slave; but all such debts, obligii-

^tions, and claims shall be held illegal and void.

Section 5. The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legis-

•lation, the provisions of this article.

Article XV.^ Section 1. The right of citizens of the Uniied Slates to vote
ehall not.be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State ^on account
of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.

-— Section 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appro-
priate legislation, •

Article XVI.^ The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on
incomes, from whatever source derived, withgut apportionment among the

several States, and without regard to any census or enumeration.

Article XVII. The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two
Senators from each State, elected by the people thereof, for six years; and each

Senator shall have one vote. The electors in each State shall have the qualiiioa-

tionS'i'equisite for electors of the most numerous branch of the Stale legislature.

When vacancies happen in the representation of any State in the SenatC',

the executive authority of such State shall issue writs of election to fill such

- vacancies; Provided, That the legislature of any State may empower the execu-

tive thereof to make temporary appointments until the 2ieoi)]o fill the vacancies

by election as the legislature may direct.

This amendment shall not be so construed as to affect the eloclion or term

of any Senator chosen before it becomes valid as piart of the Constitution.

Article XVIIIri Section 1. After one year from the ratification of this article

the manufacture, sale, or transportation of intoxicating liquors within, the im-

portation thereof into, or the exportation thereof from the United States and

aU territory subject to the jurisdiction thereof for beverage purposes is hereby

prohibited.

Section 2. The Congre,ss and the several States shall have concurrent power

to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.

Section 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified

as an amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of the several States,
"

^as provided in the Constitution, within seven years from the date of the sub-

missioir hereof to the States by the Congress,

°

Article XIX.® Section 1. The right of citizens of the United States to vote

shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account

of sex. -

Section 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appiropriate

legislation,

1 Proclaimed March. 30, 1870.
*

* Proclaimed January 29, 1919.

-2 proclaime’d Pehi'dSry 25, 1913. ' Rescinded by- the Twenty-first Amendment.
" 8 Proclaimed May 31, 1913. «'Proclaimed Aiigusl; 26, 1920,
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Article XX.i Section 1. The toims af the President and Vice-President shall

end at noon on the 20th day oh January, and the terms of Senators and B^fe-.
‘

sentatives at noon on the 3rd day of January, of the years in Tvhich suclf terms

would have ended if this article had not been ratified; and the termtJ of the'ir

successors shall then begin.

Section 2. The Congress shall assemble at least once in every year, and such

meeting shall begin at noon on the 3rd day of January, unless they shall by law*

appoint a different day.

Section 3. If at the time fixed for the beginning of the term of the President,

the President-elect shall have died, the Vice-President-elect shall become P,resi-

dent. If a« President shall not have been chosen before the time fixed for the

beginning of his term, or if the President-elect shall have failed to qualify, then

the Vice-President-elect shall act as President until a President shall have jquali-
r-’

fied, and the Congress may by law provide for the case wherein neithei* a

President-elect nor a Vice-President-elect shall have qualified, declaring who
shall then act as President, or the manner in which one who is to act shall be‘

A
selected, and such person shall act accordingly until a President or Vice-

president shall have qualified.

Section 4. The Congress may by law provide for the case of the death of

any of the persons from whom the House of Beprescnlatives may choose a

President whenever the right of choice shall have devolved upon t^em, and for

the case of the death of any of the persons from whom the Senate may choose

a Vice-President whenever the right of choice shall have devolved upon them.

Section 5. Sections 1 and 2 shall take effect on the 15th clay of October fol-

lowing the ratification of this article.

Section 6, This article shall bo inoperative unless it shall have been ratified

as an amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of three-fourths of the

several States within seven years from the date of its submission.

Article XXI. ^ Section 1. The Eighteenth article of amendment to the Con-

stitution of the United States is hereby repealed.

Section 2. The transportation or importation into any State, territory, or

possession of the United States for deliveiy or use therein of intoxicating

liquors, in violation of the laws thereof, is hereby prohibited.

Section 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified

as an amendment to the Constitution by conventions in the several States, as

provided in the Constitution, within seven years from the date of the submission

hereof to the States by the Congress.

EEFERENCES

Department of State, Documentary History oj the Constitution of the United States

of America, 1786^1870. 13 vols., Washington, D. C., 1S94-1900).

The Constitution of the United States of America, Annotated to January 1, 1938,

74th Cong
,
2nd Sess., Sen. Doc. No. 232. •

% •

1 Proclaimed February 6, 1933.
2 Proclaimed December 5, 1933.
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Absent voting, 207-208
Adamson ,^ct (1916), 602
Adjournment, of Congress, 270, 370
Administration (national), diffused con-

trol over, 362-363
direction by nresident, 363-366
importance, 396-398
growing complexity, 398
national government'a separate
machinery, 399 "

agencies, 399-400
role of executive departments, 400-

403
function of department leader,

403-406
criticism of conditions and trends,

408-410
commissions ill-adapted for, 410-
411

obstacles to reorganization, 411
Reorganization Act of 1939, 412
reorganization “plane," 412-413
continuing problem of reorganiza-

tion. 414-415
problems of regulatoi'y commis-

sions, 415-416
Logan-W alter Bill, 415-416
recommendations of Committee
on Administrative Procedure,
416-417

numbers and scope of civil service,

419-420
growth of spoils system, 420-421
beginning of civil service reform,
421-422

Pendleton Act, 422-423
earlier growth of classified system,

423-424
problem of the higher levels, 624-

625
early retrogression under New
Deal, 425-426

status of postmasters, 426n
extensions of merit system in 1938-

40, 426
merit system in wartime, 427-429

Civil Service Commission, 430-432
Pederal Council of Personnel Ad-

ministration, 432-433
examinations* 433-434
appointments, 434-435
veteran preference^ 435-436
geographical distribution of ap-
pointments, 433

civil service discipline, 486-®7 .

removals, 437-438

restraints upon partisan activities,*

438-441
promotions, 441-442 .

classification and pay. 4,42-445

retiiement and pensions, 445
oigamzation of employees, 446-447
general status of civil service, ^4&-

449
reorganization in Department of

State, 632-634
references on, 417-41S, 450

Administrative adjudication, 404-405,
415-417

Administrative courts (national), 478
Administrative legislation, 404
Administrative Office of U. S. Courts,

464-465
Administrative reorganizaiion. See Ad-

ministration (national, stiKh)

Admiralty cases, 458
Agents, special, of the president, 639n
Agneultural Adjustment Act (1933), pur-

poses, 571-572
constitutional basis, 572
crop reduction features, 672
marketing arrangements, 572-573
processing taxes, 572
declared unconstitutional, 573

Agricultural Adjustment Act (1938), 575
Agricultural Marketing Act (1929), 571
Agriculture, government responsibility

for, 567
scientific research, 569
education, 570
marketing, 570-571

' credit, 578-679
Agricultural Adjustment Acts

(1933, 1938), 671-574, 575
Soil Erosion Act (1936), 573
Soil Conservation and Domestic
Allotment Act (1936), 574

credit facilities, 578-579
Rural Electrification Act (1936),

682
Commodity Credit Corporation,

679-580
Parm Credit Administration, 580
faim tenancy problem, 5S1
Resettlement Administration, 582
Parm Security Administration, BS2
references on, 583
See Natural resources

Agriculture, Department of. activities
' and branches, 568
Air forces, proposed consolidation, 685*

Air-mail service, 663-564
Air Safety Board,’*'5^
5Uaska, government of, 699-7(10

731
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Alaska-Cu-nada highway, 700

, Alojilca Railroad, 562
Alien (i'neimca. A'ce Aliens
A,liens, pe^acetiino sLahis, 122

, protection against violence, 123
deportations, 123-124

registration, 124
in wartime, 124-126
ineligibility to naturalization, 131

joroposal to exclude in congres-
sional apportionment, 251n

references on, 135
See Naturalization

__ml5asaadors, status, 636-637
functions, 637-638

Amendment (of national constitution),

„ , methods, 39

,
* amending clause, 39

stages in process, 39-42
number proposed and adopted, 42
twenty-one ratified, 42-47

effects, 47
proposal on child labor, 48
other proposals, 48-50

criticism of process, 50-52

references on, 57-58
American Tobacco Company cases

(1911,), 549
Amii*-sty, power of_, 367
Annapolis Convention, 20-21

Anthracite Coal Commission, 589
Anti-Discrimination Act (1936), 552
Anti-Masonic party, 1S4
"Anti-Strike” Act (1943), 617-818
Anti-trust laws, national, 548-553
Anti-trust prosecutions, wartime post-

ponement, 561
Appointments, by president and Senate,

350-357
by courts and heads of depart-
ments, 367-358, 403

effects of senatorial courtesy, 358
in national civil service, 436-436
veteran preference, 435-436
geographical apportionment, 436

Apportionment, of seats in national
House of Representatives, 250-

252
in national civil service according
to population, 436

Appropriation committees, in Congress,
488

Appropriations, by Congress, 483-484
Arizona, recall of judges in, 76a
Arms, right to keep and bear, 145
Ai'my, provision for by Congress, 657-

658
before 1940, 673-674
addition of selective compulsory

service, 674-675
size during World War II, 676-677
organization, 677-678
question of future, 682-684
references on, 693-694

Articles of Confederation, drafted and
ratified, 17

Congress underf 18
-. weakness of government, 18-19

'

iiifnictiona, 19

rcvrsion pioposed, 20-21

disj)laccd by new constitution, SC-
SI, 33

Assembly, freedom of, 144
Assistant-secretaries, in federal executive

dopaiiments, 400-401
Attainder, bills of, 147
Attorney-general, national, 479-480
Attorney-General’s Committee on Ad-

ministrative Proceduie, 416-417
Auditor-general, proposed, 490-491
Aviation, regulation, of, S3S

B

Ballot, forms, 211-212
question of shortening, 213-214
preferential, 214-215

Bankhefid Cotton Control Act (1934),

673
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act

(1937), 581
Banking laws, federal, 618-520
Bankruptcy, Jaws on, 546-648
Bicameral system, in colonies and early

states, 14
adopted for Congress, 26, 28-29,

249-260
Bill-drafting, in Congress, 295
Bill of rights, federal, adopted ns Amend-

ments to national constitution,
42-43

Dills (in Congress), how introduced, 294
authorship, 294-295
numbers, 296-296
refeience to House committees,

296-297
committee work on, 297-299
hearmgs on, 209
on calendars, 301
selection for consideration, SOI
readings, 303
voting on, 304-306
Senate procedure on, 305-308
conference committees, 308-311

final stages, 311
Bituminous Coal Conservation Acta

(1935, 1937), 588
Board of War Communications, 638
Bonds, taxation of, SOI

national, 405
Borrowing money, constitutional author-

ity, 494
by national government. 494-496

Budget and Accounting Act (1921), 485

Budget Bureau, national, 486-487
Budget messages, of president, 488

Budget system (national), antecedent
conditions, 483

organization and workings, 486-A87

desirable improvements, 489-490

Bureaucracy, complaints of, 408-409,

415-417
Buremi cf- the_ Census, 541
Bureau of Customs, 611
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Biu'cau of Employm’ent Security, 604
Biii'cau of Intcmal Revenue,•511-512
Biii'oau of Labor Statistics, 601
Bureau of PJacement, 605
Bureau of the Public Debt, S13
Bureau of Reclamation, 687
Bvu'eau of Standards, 540
Business, general relations with govern-

ment, 543
government aids, 544-518
regulation of combinations and

practices, 548-553
measures inspired by depression,

553-559
and governiaent in wartime, 560-
5Sl

government ownership and opera-
tion, 561-505

references on, 565-666

c «

Cabinet, origins, 345
relations with president, 346
meetings and influence, 340-347
selection of personnel, 347-349
leferences on, 349-350

Cabinet government, nature, 368-309
proposed adoption in United

States, 392-394
Calendars, in House of Representatives,

301
Campaign (presidential), machinery, 188-

iqn 004

funds’, 192-193, 235
radio broadcasting, 194
literature, 235
oratory, 235-236

Cannon, James G., as speaker of House
of Representatives, 275

“CanoJ,” 690
Capitol (national), arrangements and

facilities, 293-294
Carriers Taxing Act (1937), 535
Caucus (congressional), nominates presi-

dential candidates, 222
relation to selection of eommit-

tees, 279-288
general functions, 284-285

Censorship, during war, 690-691
Census, Bureau of, 541
Centralization, criticism of present

. trends, 107
counter-arguments, 107
conclusions concerning, 108

“Chain Store” Act, 552
Charters, status as contracts, 83-84
Checks and balances, in early state con-

stitutions, 13

in American system generally, 248-

249 ’

iShief Justice (U. S.), 461
Child labor, proposed constitutional*

amendment, 48

under Fair Labor Standards Act,

011

Children’s Bureau, 601 ir

Chinese, made eligible for naturalization,
. 121n.

Circuit courts of appeals, 400
Cities, growth, 116-118
Citizeuahip, interstate, 86-87*

constitutional definition, 126
defined by Supreme Court, 126n
by biith, 127-128
by naturalization, 128-129
mode of naturalization, 129-131
of married women, 132
how lost, 132-133
dual, 133-134
education for, 134

‘

as a qualification for voting, 105
rights of protection abroad, .641-

642
references on, 135

' *

Civil Aeronautics Act (1938), 538
Civil Aeronautics Administration, 538
Civil Aeronautics Board, 538
Civilian Conservation Corps, 591, 605-606
Civjhan defense, 691-692
Civil hbeities. Sac Civil rights
Civil rights, under early state constitu-

tions, 13
how arise, 136-137
complexity under American sys-
tem, 137

not fully enumerated, 137-138
continuous development, 138-139
not absolute, 139
in wartime, 139-140
freedom of religion, 141-142
freedom of speech and press, 142-

143
right of assembly and petit,ion,

144-146
right to keep and bear arms, 145
equal protection of the laws, 145-

146
treason defined, 146-147
bills of attainder forbidden, 147
cx post jacto laws forbidden, 147
indictment by grand jury, 148-149
habeas corpus, 149-150
jury trial, 150
searches and seizures. 160
due process of law, 151-154:

taxation a.spects, 155-156
eminent domain, 156
regulated by Congress in wartime,

661-663
references on, 157-158

Civil service (national), numbers and
scope, 419-420

earlier character of appointments,
421

Jackson and the spoils system, 421-
422

beginnings of reform, 422
' Pendleton Act, 422-423

earlier growth of clas.sified service,

423
difficulty of holdiug gains, 423t424
problem of extension to higher

levels, 424-425 '
• 0
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Civil sorviSo (national )—continued ,

obslack’s in Congress, 422-426
•renewed agilaLion for refomr, 42G
^ipogroRM in 1938-40; 426
staLijs of postmaators, 42Gn
TeeruitmeuL for defense effort, 427
recessions during war, 427-429
efforts to weaken through aenii-

tonnl confirmalion, 429
ovcr-all advance, 430
Civil Service Commission, 430-432
Pedcral Council of Personnel Atl-

'nrinistration, 432-433

^
examinations, 433-434

' appointments, 434-435
veteran preference, 436-436
apportionment according to popu-

lation, 436
discipline, 436-437
removals, 437
immunity from political pressure,

438
restraints on partisan activities.

43S-441
promotions, 441-442
clnaaihcationa, 442-443
pay, 443-445
rcLircment and pensions, 445
right to,organize, 446

-existing organizations, 446-447

in Department of State and For-
eign Service, 633-636

references on, 450
Civil Service Commission (national),

policies during wav, 427-429
organization and staff, 430-431
proposed reorganization, 431-432
examinations, 433-434

Civil Works Administration, 605
Claims, Cowt of, 477
Classified service. See Civil service
Clayton Anti-Trust Act (1914), 649-660,

602-603
Cleveland, (jiover, intervenes in railroad

strike of 1894, 355
use of veto power, 376

"Closed” primaries, 203
Closure, in House of Representatives,

303-304
in Senate, 307-308

Coast Guard, 679
Codes, of fair competition, 555
Collective bargaining, 607
Collection of customs, 511, 512
Colonies, tendency to political uniform-

ity, 9-10
autonomy, 10
declare independence, 10

social stratification, 10-11
frame constitutions, 12-13

Commerce, problem of regulation under
Articles of Confederation, 19-20

questions in Constitutional 'Con-
vention, 29-30

' restrictions on. the slates, 82-83
Constitutional provisions, 525
importance of national control,

'

. 525-626- ‘ '

.judicial delimtion, 520-527

pT’ohihition of, 527
ioi'cign relaliona. and, 628
embargoes, 528
tonnage duties, 529
navigation and in.spcotiou laws,

520
merchant maiinc, 529
protective tariffs, 629-530
immigration laws, 630
laws stimulating, 530
Export-Import Bank, 530
foreign-trade zones, 530
interstate defined, 531
scope of control, 531-532
manufacturing and, 632

'

state laws affecting, 633
Interstate Commerce Act, 534-535
Interstate Commerce Commission,

535-537
Motor vehicle transportation, 536
water carriers, 536-537
regulation of communications, 537
regulation of nviutiou, 538-539
regulation of water power, 639
bureau of foreign nud doiucstic,

540
subsidiary commercial bureaus, 540

references on, 541-542
Commerce, Department of, established,

539
organization and nclivitie.s, 539-541

Commissions. See Independent establish-
ments

Committee on Administrative Manage-
ment, criticism of national ad-
ministration, 410-411

appointed, 411-412
I'ccommendidionSj 412a

Committee on committees, in House of

Representatives, 279-280
Committees (party), national, 188-189

congressional and senatorial, 189-
190

state and local, 190-191
Committees (in Congress), kinds in

House of Representatives, 278
method of selection, 279-280
chau'manships, 280-281
on rules, 281-283
in Senate. 200-291
methods of work, 297-299
sources of information, 298-299
hearmgs, 299
possible courses of action, 299-300
discharge rule, 299
of whole in House of Representa-

tives, 302-303
of conference, 308-311
proposals to reduce number, 321-

322
references on, 292

Committees (in natfonal nominating
conventions), 228-229 '*

'• Commodities Exchange Act (1936) ,
568-

659
Commodity Credit Corporation, 579-680
Commtmiet' party, 184
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Communist Politica,! Associii^ion., 1S4
Compacts, interstate, 77-79
Compi'oniifios, in the national constitu-

tion, 28-30
Comptroller-gcnGral (U. S.), 490
Comptroller of the Currency, 518
Cominilsoiy voting, 177-178
Conciliation Service, 615
Concurrent resolutions, 376n
Conference, Federal Judicial, 463-464
Conferencp, Republican. See Caucus
Conference committees (in Congress),

nature, 3Q8-310
defects, 310-311

Congress funder Articles of Confedera-
tion), powers and limitations, 18

diflicultie.s, 18-19
authorizes Constitutional Conven-

tion, 21
expires, 33

Congress (under present constitution),
role in amendment of,^ national
constitution, 39-42

role in admission of states, 71-75

and vepubhean government in the
states, 76-77

relation to interstate compacts, 78-

79
bicameral structure, 249-250
popular basis, 260
apportionment of seats in House

of Representatives, 250-262
general ticket and district systems

of election, 263
problems of district system, 254-

256
contested congressional elections,

267
qualifications of congressmen, 257-

258
equal representation of states in

Senate, 258-260
original mode of electing senators,

260
adoption of popular election, 261-
263

term of senators, 263
qualifications of senators, 263-264
privileges and immunities of mem-

bers, 264-205
pay and perquisites of members,
265-266

sessions, 269-270
adjournments, 270
process of organization of House

of Representatives, 271-273
rules of House of Representatives,
272-273

speakership, 276-277
committees in House of Repre-

sentatives, 278-283
caucus or csnference, 281-285
steering committee, 285
majority floor leader, 285-286
whips, 2SG
need for leadership, 287-288
officers of Senate, 289 . , «

Senate rules, 290 •

Senate commit Loc.s, 290-291

. phyhiCtil setting, 293-294
ilow bills are iniroduced, 2M ®

iiulhorship of bills, 294-205
miiiibei'H of bills, 295-296
relerence of bills to committ'pos,'

296-

297
comimttce consideration of bills,

297-

299
public hearings, 299
dischiivge rule, 300
Hou-so calendars, 301
selection of hills for consideration,

301
order of busine.ss in House of Rep-

resentatives, 301-302
committee of the whole in House

of Representativ'es, 302-3G3*
three readings of bills, 303 *

closure in House of Represenln-
tives, 303-304

methods of voting, 304-305

Senate procedure, 305-306
filibustering in Senate, 306-307
clofauie in Senate, 307-308
conference committees, 308-311
bills’ final stages, 311
publicity of proceedings. 311-312
iniblishcd records, 312-313
criticism of, 313-315
difficult role, 315
effects of two-year congressional

term, 314-315
effects, of residence usage for con-

gressmen, 315-316
lack of public interest, 316
pressure groups and lobbying, 316-

319
problems of improvement, 319
possible changes, 319-322
general aspects of power, 325
non-legislative powers, 325-328
as critic of the administration, 327
impeachments beforer 326-327
direction and supervision, 327-328

legislative powers, 328-334
delegation of powers, 328-329
emergency powers, 329-330

express powers, 330
permissive and mandatory powers,

331
prohibitions upon, 331-332

implied powers, 332
resulting powers, 332-333 »
police powers, 333
exclusive and concurrent powers,

333-334
relation to appointments, 356-358

relation to removals, 358-362

share in direction of administra-
tion, 362-364

• president’s control over sessions,

369-370
presidential messages, 370-372
presidential initiative of legisla-

tion, 372-373
presidential vetoes, 374-377
overriding of-ivetQe.s, 377-378 ‘ / .•
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Congress (under prcseiil. ccmsI.ituLiOn)

—

coiilinued
pTpsidcnIiul leadoj'ship m 'IcgisUi-
" tion, 385-380
need of Congress for oiiLside lead-

ership, 387
couli'ol over presidenL, 390
proposal lo give dopartiiieni heads

privilege ol floor, 391, 393
proposal to give department heads

scats, 392-393
in.vsstigationa, 402n
share in admibistration, 402-403
Senate and treaty-making, 642-646
role, in shaping foreign policy, 652
control over Army and Nav3r, 657-

658
jsnaotment of military and naval

regulations, 6S8
control over National Guard, 659
declaration of war, G59-GG0
provision for national mobiliza-

tion, 661
regulation, of wartime civil rights,

661-663
warUnae investigations, 603
providing for veterans, 663-664
grants of war powers to president,

665-O0®
references on, 267-2Q8, 292, 323-324,

334, 394-39S
Congressional campaign coinmittcos, 189-

190
Congressional districts, as electoral areas,

250-265
Conffrcssional Record, 312
Congressmen-at-large, 263n
Conneoticut Gotnpramiae, 28-29
Conacientimis objectors, 142n
Conservation. See Natural resources
Constitution, (national), drafted in 1787,

25-31
stnigglc over ratification, 31-33

put into operation, 33
long suiunval, 33-34
characteristics as a document, 34-

35
sources, 35-36
as an instrument of democracy, 36
modes of amendment, 39-42

amendments adopted. 42-47

characteristics of amendments, 47
proposed child labor amendment,

.. 48
other proposed amendments, 48-50
criticism of amending procedure,
50-62

expansion by interpretation, 62-53
statutoiy elaboration, 53-54

judicial construction, 54-56

growth by usage, 56
leforences on, 36-37, 67-58 .

Constitutional Convention (of 1787),
called, 21

membership, 23
* organization and procedure, 24r-2S

main problem, 2^26
. , * .plans presented, 26

compromises, 27-30
ConsLiluUon adopted, 30-31
references on, 36-37

Constitutions (state), origins, 12-13
Consuls, fund Lons, 638
Conlenipt of court, 457
(''ontesled elections, in Congrc.ss, 257
Contmcntal Congress, mod,mg, 16

adopts Articles of Confederation,
17

Contracts, states forbidden t,o impair ob-
ligation of, 83-84

Convention, Con.slitutionnl (1787). See
Constitutional Convention (of

1787)
Convention (national nominating), rise,

222-223
arrangements for, 223
mombovship, 223-225
mimbors of members, 225
methods of choosing delegates,

^25-226
presidential primaiy, 226-227
conditions of work, 228
temporary organization, 228-229
committees, 228-229
permanent organization, 229-230
platforms, 230
nomination of candidiitos, 231-233

Conventions, use in amending national
constitutinn, 40-42

of political partie.s, 201-202
See Convention (national nomi-

nating)
Coolidge, Calvin, and queBliqn of third

term, 336
Copyright, 645
Corporation,s, ns citizens, 127n

governrriRnt, 527, 662
Corrupt practices acts, 195
Council of National Defense, 672
Council of State Governments, 114
County, in "Revolutionary period, 16
Court of Claims, 477
Court of Cu,stems and Patent Appeals,

477
Courts. jSec Judiciary
Crime control units (national), 454
Crimes, against the United States, 454-

455
Crop insurance, 676
Currency, restrictions on the states, S3

national system established, 516
silver demonetized, 516
gold standard abandoned, 616
nationalization of gold and silver,

516
paper money, 517
present forms, 517-518
president's power over, 518
references on, 524

Customs duties, 606-507

D

Danbujy Hatters case (1908), 548
Dartmouth College case (1819), 83-84
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nalional, '194-197,

Docisiona and opinions, of Supreme
Court, 462-4G3

Defenao. Sro National defense
Defense Homes Corporation, 522
Defen.se housing, 627
Defense Plant OorporaLion, 622
Defense Supplies Corporation, 622
Deficits (federal), 495
Demobilization, beginnings of, 693
Democracy, limited under early stale

constitutions, 13
present limitations, 159

Democratic party, 184
Denaturalization, 132-133
Deportation, of aliens, 123-124
Dilatoiy motions. Speaker Reed’s ruling

on, 276
Direct primary, exclusion of Negroes in

Southern states, 169-171
general use in the states, 203-204
presidential, 226-227
power of Congress to rcgtllale, 169-

171, 2G2n
Direct taxes, 600
Disaster Loan Corporation, 522
Discharge rule, in House of Representa-

tives, 300
“Dissents,” in Supreme Court, 462
District (congressional), earlier choice of

presidential electors in, 238
question of reviving such use, 242-
243

olootion of congressmen in, 253-256
effects of requirement of residence

of congressmen in, 315-316
District attorney, federal, 479
District courts, federal, 469-460
District of Columbia, courts, 477-478

government, 713-714
Diverse citizenship, cases, 453, 456
Division of Labor Standards, 601
Division of Territories and Island Pos-

sessions, 699
Dollar, revaluations of, 516
Doit rebellion, in Rhode Island, 76
Double jeopardy, 466
Due process of law, constitutional pro-

visions, 151
lack of definitions, 161-152

relation to procedural rights, 152

relation to substantive rights, 152-

163
relation to police power, 153-154

references on, 157-168

E

Education, federal aid for, 09-100
agriculturi^l, 570

Eighteenth Amendment, adopted, 45
repealed. 46

Elections (national), pageantry of pres?-

dential, 220
original mode of choosing presi-

dent, 220-222 ,

• ' ' .

. change under Twelfth Amcnd-
mcni, 222

presidential campaigns, 234-2g7' ,

presidcnti'al clrcl.ora, 237-S40
ElocLoi'a! Count Act, 240-241
general ticlcet and district systems

for House of RcpreaentaLivcff,
252-250

congressional regulation, 266-257
contests in House of Represonta’'-

lives, 267
of .senators by legislature,s, 260 •

of .senators by the people', 261-263
presidential intervention in, 381
rpferoncGS on, 246-247 '

Elections (state), registratiori, 205
counting ' and canvassing isoles,

209-210
ballots, 211-212
system criticised, 212-215
preferential ballots, 214-215
proportional representation, 215
references on, 218-219
See Suffrage, Direct primary, Par-

ties (political), etc.

Electoral college. See, Electors
Electoral Count Act (1887), 240-241
Electors, presidential, 237-240

electoral count, 24(^242
Electrical communications, rcgulaiion of,

627
Eleventh Amendment, 43, 463
Einorgenoy boards (railway), 614
Emergency Court of Appeals, 478
Emergency Price Control Act (1042), 577
Eminent domain, 156
Employers Liability Act (1008), 602-603

Employment, promotion of, 604-605
Enderbury Islands, 699, 711
Equal proportions, as basis of congres-

sional reapportiomnents, 262n
Equal protection of the laws, 145-146

Equal rights amendment, proposed, 49
Equity cases, 457-458
Erdman Act (1808), 613
Espionage Act (1917), 662
Estate and gift taxes. 506
“Ever normal granary,” 575
Executive. See President, Executive de-

partments, etc.

Executive agreements, nature and im-
portance, 618-649

examples, 64S-G49n
references on, 649

Executive departments (nationalT, pro-

posal to extend privilege of floor

in Congress, 391, 393

proposal to seat princinal ofiicei' in

Congress, 392-393

common features, 400-401

types of functions, 401-402

appointing and removing powers,
* .403

direction of operations, 403-404

issuing i-ules and regulations, 404

deciding appeals, 404-405

supplying information and advice.

405-400^
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Exccut.ivo BcpartmcnLis—roiiliniicd ,

tier, deiiiu'tnu'iity (hy naiiio)

pxcc'iitivo Office of file Pretiidenl,' 341-
r342

Expendiluiiea (nalional), constihitional

. _^powera, 483-4S4
I'oie of Congress, 484
former inode of appropriation, 485
budget system introduced, 485
workings of budget system, 485-488
executing the budget, 490-491
growth of, 491-492
retorences on, 497-498

Export-Import Bank, 530
Export subsidies, 575
Ex post jadto laws, forbidden, 147

E

Fair Labor Standards Act (1938), 610-613
Faim Credit Administration, 580
Farm Relief Act (1933), 579
Farm Security Administration, 582-583
Farm tenancy problem, 581
Farm Tenant Act (1937), 581
Federal aid, earlier development, 96-97

National Guard, 97
highways, 98
social w^fai'G, 98-99
waservation, 99
education, 99-100
arguments for, 101
avgumouts against, 101-102
direct aid to localities, 102-104
references on, 111-115

Federal Communications Commission,
537

Federal coordinator of transportation,
530

Federal Corrupt Practices Act (1925),
196-197

Federal Council of Personnel Adminis-
tration, 432-433

Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, 575
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,

520
Federal Farm Board, 571
Federal Farm Loan Board, 578
Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation,

579
Federal Home Loan Banlc Board, 523
Federal Housing Administration, 623
Federal instrumentalities, state taxation

„ .of, 80-82
Federalism, basic to American system,

59-60
problems raised, 60-61

distribution of powers, 61-63
imjilied powers, 64-67
supremacy of national govern-
ment, 67-68_

judicial function of interpretation,
68-70 .

references on, 71
Federalist, The, 32-33
Federal Judicial Conference, 463-464

li ,, ‘^Federal penitentiaries, 480-481
f'fr'i ^Federal Power Gommisston, 539. 693, 594

•Federal Public HouKnig Authority, 627
Federal Radio Couinuhaioii, 637

Federal Reserve Board, 620
Federal Reserve Syalem, 519
Federal JiegisLcr, 3G6n
Federal Security Agency, 413

Federal Trade Commission, functions,
552-553

Federal Works Agency, 413
Fifteenth Amcndinout, 44
Filibustering, in Senate, 306-307

Finance (national), guidance by presi-

dent, 373-374
constitutional basis of spending
power, 483-484

earlier methods of appropriation,
485

budget system introduced, 485-486
budget system in operation, 486-

489
executing the budget, 490-491
recent expenditures, 491-494
borcowing money, 494-495
national debt, 495-497
restrictions on taxing power, 490-

505
direct taxes, 501
scope of taxing power, 601-603
multiple taxation, 603
tax pattern, 604-507
enaoLment of rnvonue laws, 607-511
tariff laws, 508-500
Tariff Commission, 510
flexible tariff provisions, 610
trade ngreemcnls, 610-Sll
collection of revenue, 611-612
custody of funds, 612
Treasury Dojiartmcnt, 611-513
gold standard, 615-616
forms of currency, 517-518
revaluation of the dollar, 616
Gold Reserve Act, 516
banks and banking, 518
banking crisis, 520-521
new banking laws, 520
Reconstruction Finance Corpora-

tion, 621-522
home loan institutions, 523
savings and loan institutions, 523
cooperative credit unions, 523
references on, 497-498, 513-514, 524

Finance (party), expenditures in presi-

dential campaign, 192-193
laws regulating, 195-196

“Five to four decisions,” 469-470
Flood control, 591
Floor leader, in House of Representa-

tives, 285-286
Food Distribution Aclministrati-in,
Food Production Administration, 678
Food, stamp plan, 676

. _

Foreign, relations, constitutional basis

629
division of control, 630 '

’ Department of State, 630-634
Foreign Service, 634-638
carrying on foreign intercourse

. -ess-edo
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Foreign rolaiioua

—

continued.
])uwor of recognition, C40-C41
protection of citizens abroad, 641-

642
executive iigreGiiienls, 648-619
Iircaident and foreign policy, 650-
652

role of public opinion, 652-653
references on, 653-654

Foreign Service, organization, 634
personnel, 634-636
ministers and ambassadors, 636-637
diplomatic functions, 637-638
consular functions, 638
rofdl'ences on, 653-654

Foreign trade zones, 530
Foreign Trade Zones Board, 530
Forest Service, 568
Fourteenth Amendment, adopted, 44

defines citizenship, 126
imposes due process requirement
on the states, 151 ,

penalty for disfranchisement not
enforced, 173-174

Franchises, status as contracts, 83-84
Franking privilege, 286
Franklin, Benjanim, postmasler-geneial,

563
Frazicr-Lemke Act (1934), 457
Free Soil parly, 184

G

Garner, John N,, as vice-president, 343a
General Accounting Office, 490
General Stalf^ of the Army, 678
Gerrymandering, in laying out congres-

sional districts, 254-255
“GI Bill of Rights,” 523, 625
"Gold danse,” cancelled, 516
Gold Reserve Ac( (1934), 516
Gold standard, 515-616
Government, diHei'ing conceptions of, 1

reason for present importance, 2-5

effects of technology, 2-4

rise of service state, 3-4

influence of depression and war, 4-5

multiplying functions, 5-6

relations of individual with, 6-7

reasons for studying, 7

negative attitude in Revolutionary
period, 11-12

references on, 7-8

Government Contracts Act (1936), 566
Government ownership and operation.

Inland Waterways Corporation,
662

Alaska Railroad and Panama
Canal, 662

Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion, 562fcL

Tennessee Valley Authority, 594-

696
Government Printing Office, 562
Army and Navy radio system, 562

postal service, 562-565 „

Government Printing Office, 662

Governor^ under early stale- constitii-

"
.

tionj, 13-14
_

•

role in interstate rendition,' ?i7-S9
Grand jury, indictmeiiL by, 148-1^9
Gr:ints-in-aid. Hce Federal afll

Great Britain, policies toward American
colonics, 10

Great Plains GroiigliL Area Committee,
592

“Gi'conbelt” communities, 582
Guam, 699, 710
Guano Islands, 711

H
Habeas corpus, privilege of writ ofT 149

suspension in wartime, 668->
Hamilton, Alexander, and The Fedtrral-

isL, 32-33
on presidential veto power, 376

Hatch Acts (1939, 1940), 195, 196-197,
439-441

Hawaii, government, 699
movement for stalcliood, 700
niai'tiiil law in, 700

Hawley-Smoot Tariff Act (1930) 509
Health insurance, 683, 624, 626
Hearings, by committee^ in House of

Representatives, 299
*

Highways, federal aid for, 98
Horae Loan Bank Board, 523
Home Owners Loan Corporation, 623
Hoover, Herbert, denies power of Sen-

ate to recall confirmations, 3G2n
“Hot Oil” oases, 589
Honrs of Service Act (1907), 602
House of Representatives (national), by

whom elected, 250
apportionment of seats, 250-262
problem of increasing member-

ship, 251-252
general ticket and district systems,

253
difficulties of redistrieting, 254
gerrymandering, 254-255
problem of minorities, 255-256
electoral regulations, 256-257
contested elections, 257
qualifications of members, 257-258
priviloge.s and immunities of mem-

bers, 264-265
pay and perquisites of members,

265-266 —
characteristics of personnel, 266-

267
sessions, 269-270
process of organization, 271-274
reading of roll, 271
election of officers, 271

taking the oath, 271-272
- adoption of rules, 272-273

officers, 274n
functions of speaker, 274-276

speaker's power of recognition, 276
speaker as a party man, 277 ’

kinds of committees, 278
standing committees, 278-279-
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Housg of Ropresonladves (national)—
' conLinucd ,

' aeloction of commitlcpa, 279-280
coininiLtoc chairmmisliiiis, 28(4-281

• eominittco on mlea, 281-283
<

' caucus Of conference, 281-285
stoerjng committee, 285
majority floor leader, 285-286

, whipa, 286
power of party leadership, 286-287

,
need for leadorshi]), 287-288
justification for existing controls,

288
ohow bills are introduced, 294
aitthorship of bills, 294-295
numbers of bills, 295-296
reference of bills to committees,
- 296-297

' work of committees, 297-299
committee hearings, 299
discharge rule, 300
calendars, 301
order of business, 301-302
committee of the whole, 302-303
three readings of bills, 303
closure, 303-304
methods of voting, 304-305
participation in conference com-

^ mittecif, 308-311
publicity of proceedings, 311-312
publi.'ihod records, 312-313
effects of two-year term, 314-315
effects of residence usage, 316-31G
lobbying, 316-319
proposals to reduce membership,

319-320
proposal to reduce number of

oommittoos, 321-322
comparison of importance with

Senate, 322-323
proposed role in treaty-making,

645-647
references on, 267-268, 292, 323-324

Housing, legislation on, 626-G2S
Howland Island, 699, 711
Humphrey case (1935), 360-361
Hydroelectric projects, 593-594

I

Immigration, earlier regulation, 119
adoption of quota system, 119-120
present regulations, 120-121
^administrative arrangements, 121-

122
references on, 134-135

Impeachment, constitutional provisions,
326

procedure, 326-327
of federal judges, 471-472

Immunities, of members of Congress,
264-265

Implied powers, origins, 64
practical necessity, 64-65
Chief Justice Marshall on, 65
liberal use of, 65-07
role in growth of eational powers,

,
92-93 ,

of Cqngi'css, 332
Income „ tiixos, aiiLhorincd by Sixtrenlh

Amoiulmcnt, 44
u.sc by nalioiiiii govornmeut, 504-

506'

Incorporated territories, 697-69S
Independent establishinenlH, growth, 406-

407
reasons for clc volopmenl, 407-408
kinds of power exercised, 408
dissatisfaction with regulatory

commissions, 415
Hogan-Walter Bill, 415-416
proposals of Attorney-General’s
Committee on Administrative
Procedure, 416-417

references on, 417-418
Indians, citizenship status, 127n
Industrial peace, agencies promoting,

612-617
Information (public), control during war,

6,^0-691

Injunctions, defined, 457
in labor disputes, 603

Inland Waterways Corporation, 527, 562
Insurance, of bank deposits, 620

as commerce, 526
and anli-irnst laws, 551
war damage, 522

Interior, Department of, organization,
585

Internal revenuo, 504-500
International organization, problems

raised by, CGOn
Interstate citizniiship, 86-87

Interstate Commerce, Sco (iommerce
Interstate Coinmereo Commission, or-

ganization and importance, 536
Inteislale Commission on Conflicting

Taxation, 503
Interstate compacts, examples, 78

congressional consent, 78-79
Interstate migration, S7n
Interstate trade barriers, problem of re-

moval, 112-113
Inventions, effects upon government, 2-3

Investigations, congressional, 402a
Item veto, proposed for president, 378-

379
use by governors, 490

J

Jaclcson, Andi'ew, use of the veto power,
376

and the spoils system, 420-421
Japan, adheres to theory of dual citizen-

ship, 133-134
Japanese, ineligibility for naturalization,

131
evacuation, from Pacific Coast,

666n r

Jarvis Island, 699, 711 ^
Jehovah's Witnesses, involved in civil

rights cases, 141-142
Joint resolutions, submitted to president,

.SVip.
* use in foreagn relations, 646n
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Jones Act (1018), 702
Jiidgo-miido law, 55-56
Judges. See Judieuiry
Judicial review, in the early states, 15n

role in. growIJi of constitution, 64-

56
necessity for, 68-69
by U. S. Supreme Court, 465-470
references on.

Judicial “veto,” use of, 468
Judiciary (national), function of consti-

tutional interpretation, 68-69
function of naturalizing aliens, 129-

131
reason for creation, 451
scope of power, 452-464
how cases are brought, 453-454
kinds of cases tried, 454-458
criminal jurisdiction, 466-456
civil jurisdiction, 456-458
equity cases, 457-458
admiralty cases, 458 „
courts as business managers, 458
district courts, 459
circuit courts of appeals, 460
threo-judgo courts, 459
composition and character of Su-
pr.eme Court, 469-461

unified administration, 463-464
range of jurisdiction of Supreme

Court, 463
Supreme Court and ^review of

legislation, 466-469
relation to other branches of gov-
ernment, 470-471

impeachment of judges, 471-472
resignation and retirement, 471n
controversy over reorganization,
472-477

legislative courts, 477-478
references on, 481-482

Judiciary (state), under early constitu-
tions, 14-15

Jury, trial by, 150
Jiis sanguinis, 127
Jus soli, 127
Justice, Department of, role in exercise

of power of pardon, 366-3G7
establishment, 479'

organization, 479-480
functions, 480
references on, 482

K

Kefauver, Estes, proposes congressional
question period, 391n

Kerr-Smith Tobacco Control Act (1934),

673
"Know-Notbing” party, 184

Labor, government and, 600-601

political status, 601-6p^ ,

early regulatory measures, 603-604,

under the New Deal, 604-606
. colleobve bargaining, 606-610 •

fair labor, standards, 610-612'® '

' industrial peace', 012-618
references on, 618-619 "

Labor, Department of, 601n
La Follefte Progressive party, 184
La Folletto Seaman’s Act (1915), 603
Land bank commissioner, 579 ,

Land-grant colleges, 570
Leadership, as supplied by party in

House of Kepresontatlves, 28(5-

287
need for in Congress, 2S7-2SS, 386-

387
of party by the president, 384-385
of Congress by the presid6ntr’387-

389
Legal Tender cases, 517 >

Legislative courts (national), 477-478
Legislative Referenre Service, in Library

of Congress, 296n
Legislature (state), under early state

constitutions, 14
former election of U. S. senators,
260

earlier choice of presidential elec-
tors, 237-238

Lend-Lease Administratkin, 687n
Liberal party (New York), 185
Lincoln, Abraham, use of war powers,

668
Literacy, as qualification for voting, 165-

166
“Little N.R.A.," 666
Lobbying, prevalence in Congress, 316-

318
problem of regulation, 318-319

Local governments, traditional relations

with national government, 103
newer relations. 103-104
federal relations in wartime, 104-

106
Logan-'Walter Bill, passed by Congress,

416
vetoed, 416

Long ballot, 213
Low-cost housing, 626-627

M
McCulloch V. Maryland (1819), 6S. 80-81

McKellar Bill (1943), 429-430
Madison, James, in Constitutional Con-

vention, 25-26
contributes to The Federalist, 33
promotes early amendment of con-

stitution, 43
Major fractions, as basis of congressional

- roapportionments. 2S2n
Mandamus, defined, 463
Manual of Parliamentary Practice, Jef-

ferson’s, 272-273

Marhury v. Madison (1803), 463

Marine Corps,^^679
Maritime Labor Board, 614
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Maniago and divorce, lack of iiniTonii

” liivva, 86 . . •
,

MaiSliiUl, John, influeiirp on const ilu-

'‘iioniil dovclopnipnl,, 00, G,')

dcciAoii m McCulloch v. M.irv-
- ‘ land, SO

cliarucLciihlics as chief jnsliop, 461

Marshals, U. S.. 4S0
Martial law, G62n
Mellon, Andrew W., opposes tax exemp-

tion of secuvilics, 81n
Sderchant marine, 529
Merchant Marine Act (1910), 529

Merit, system. .lScc Civil servico

Message (of pre.3ident), numbers and
nature, 370-371

" oral and written, 371-372

®T!ffeet3, 372
Mic^Paciflo islands, 711
Midway Island, 699, 711
Migratory Bird Conservation Commis-

sion, 587
Military government, in conquered ter-

ritory, 690
Military law, 65S
Militia, composition, 659n. 800 National

Guard
Mineral Resovvo Corporation, 622

MinisLei'a (in ^‘'oreign Service), status,

636-637
functions, 637-638

Mississippi, plan for disfranchising Ne-
groes, 167-168

Mobilization (for war), functions of

Congress, 601

during World War 1, 668-609

“M-Day” plan, 672-673

during World Wav II, 685-688

war production, 688
manpower, 6S8-GS9

other aspects, 689-692

I'cferances on, 693-691
Money. See Currency
Morrill Act (1862), 670
Motor Carriers Act (1935), 630
Multiple taxation, 503
Municipal Bankruptcy Act (1934), 647
Myers v. United States (1926), 359-360

N

National Assembly (Philippine), 708, 709
Natiosal Bank Act (1863), 517
National Committee

_
(of political par-

ties), composition, 188

functions, 189
officers, 189
calls national conventions, 223
election of, 233-234

r61e in presidential campaign, 234-

235
National defense, earlier attitudes on,

665
yital inpportance after 1940, 665-

, 656
’ Constitutional prinsiplea governing,

666-657. " »

proi-isinn for Army and Navy, 657-

.658

mililary and luuuil regulations. 6.58

i-rdo of llio Naliinuil Cliiiird, 659
dpc'liirulum of war, 669-660
eivil rights, 061-603
prD.sident, as ('oiiimaiider-in-chicf,

664-665
congre.saioiiiil gninls of power lo

pipsidcnt, 666-606
exLraordinivvy war po rers of presi-

dent, 666-070
situation in 1940, 672-673
militaiy and naval academies, CV3n
adoption of selective cemniilsory

service, 674-675
wartime broadening of draft, 676
Army in World War II, 676-677
Army organization, 677-678
Navy before 1940, 678-679
Naval expansion on eve of World
War II, 679-680

Navy during World War II, 680-

682
questions for future, 682-684
proposed union of War and Navy

Departments, 684-685
proposed amalgamation of air

forces, 685
task of civilian mobilizalion, 685-

686
role of OlEce for Emergency Man-

agement, 687-688
war production, 688
use of civilian manpower, 688-080
pirioe control and rationing, 689-

690
wartime transportation controls,

690
control of communications, 690-

_691
civilian defense, 691-692
financial aspect, 692-G93
references on, 670-671, 603-694

National Defense Mediation Board, 615
National Federation of Federal Em-

ployees, 446-447
National forests, 5S7-5SS
National Guard, federal aid for, 97

control by Congress, 659
called into national service in 1940,

674
National Housing Act (1934), 523
National Housing Agency, 627
National Industrial Recovery Act (1933),

654-555, 605
National Labor Board, 615
National Labor Relations Act (1935),

passed, 607
constitutionality upheld, 60S
criticisms, 609
redeeming featurM, 609-610

National Labor Relations Board, 607-60R
National League of Women Voters, 163
National Mediation Board, 613-614
National Planning Board (1933), 597
NationOil Railroad Adjustment Board,

.
'

" 613
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Niiliounl lliiilwiiy Laboi' I’aRt'l, (IM
Niilioiml Uc'covi'i'y Adtinnih%tul,ioii, SriB

Niil.umal Ro.soiu’W'a Vlaiiuiaff IJoiinl

(103!)), r)07, 025
Niilinnal Win- Liihor Jloanl, 010-617
NiUioiuil Wonum's piii'Ly, (ulvopatoa eon-

slitaUonul lunoudmonl, 40
National Yout.h AdniiniHlration, 600
Nat mill Gas Act, (1938), 693
NaLui'alization, of inhabitants ol annexed

tevritoi'icH, 128
of individuals, 128-129

in'csent mode, 129-131
deficiencies of courts, 131
inej,igibility, 131
references on, 135

Natural resources, conservation of, 584
buses of federal action, 585
public lands, 585-580

_

reclamation, 587
forests. 587-588
minerals, 588-589
petroleum, 589 ^

soil conservation, 591
water conservation, 591-592
hydroelootnc power, 593-694
Tennessee Valley Authoiity, 694-

596
regional planning, 6'7-598
reforenoes on, 698-599

Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps,
679

Navy, provision for by Congress, 657-658
before 1940, 678-679
developnioiit on eve of "World War

II, 679-680
during World War II, 680-081
orgiuiizatioii, 6S1-C82
references on, 683-684

Navy, Department of, 681
Nazi saboteurs, case of, llQn
Negroes, enfranchisement of, 161

Southern opposition to voting, 167
disfranchised under Mississippi
plan, 167-108

exclusion from primaries, 169-171
affected by poll-tax requhements,

171-172
merits of electoral restrictions, 172-

173
Ncwberiy, Truman H„ litigation over

election to Senate, 262n
New Jersey plan, in Constitutional Con-

vention of 17S7, 26
Newlands Act (1913), 613
Nineteenth Amendinoiit, adopted, 45
Nominations, “white primary” in South,

169-171
congressional control over, 170,

262n
other legal regulations, 199-200

early methods, 201

rise of coJvention system, 201-202

direct primary, 202-203

of president and viee-piresidentj

220ff.

by caucus for president, 222
rise of national conventeion* 222-223

« '

. inrinborshqT of convcfffcious, 223-

220
,

prcsidf'id.ial primary, 220-227,*

nalional Convention at wiM'k, 228-
234

references on, 218-210, 240-247
Noii-partiaan elections, 1S7-1S8
Non-voting, extent, 175-176

causes, 176-177
suggested lemedies, 177-178 "

Norris, George W., sponsors Twentieth
Amendment, 40, 269

_

"

advocates abolition of electoral
college, 49, 243

Norris-La Guardia Act (1932), 457, 603
Northwest Oidinanoo (1787), 695
Nortlnvest Territory, 695 w

*
I

Office of Emergency Management, 687-
688

Office of Censorship, 538, 691
Office of Civilian Defense, 692
Office of Defease Transportation, 536
Office of Legislative Council, in Library

of Congress, 196n
Office of War Intormatioh, 690-691
Oil, 211'oduction and conservatiSi, 689-

590
Oklahoma constitution, quoted, 711-712
Old-age assistance, 622
Old-age msui-ancp, 622-623
Old-age and survivors’ insuranoe, 623

'

“Open” jiriinarieb, 203 ^
Ordinance power, of president, 364-366
Oratory, campaign, 235-236
Oregon, question of republican govern-

ment in, 77
Organized reserves, of Army, 674

P

Panama Canal, 562
Panama Canal Zone, 710
Pardon, presidential power, 360-367
"Parity,” in agiicuJture, 571-572
Parties (political), importance, I80-I81

affiliation with, 182-183

legal status, 183
bi-party system, 184
minor parties, 184-185 "
national parties in the slates, 186-

187
non-partisan elections, 187-188
national organization, 188-190

state organization, 190-191

“machines,” 191n
finance, 192-196
effect of rise on presidential elec-

tions. 221-222
national conventions, 223-234
presidential campaigns, 234-237
presidentiahleactership, 384-386
reference# dfij i J.flVrT98
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Patoiila, TcgulaLioiis couceming, 545-S4C

, rclaUona to monopoly, 54Gn
l’aLi'®iiago, iihG by pi’osidoni;,' SSO-Sfif

Sre Civil service
Payroll taJies, 50B
PondleLon Ad, (1883), 422-423^
iPonaions, in ledoral civil service, 445

military, 663-667
Personnel directors, in federal civil sevv-
' ice, 432-433

Petition, right of, 144-146
nomination by, 202

Petipleum Administration for War, 590
Petrolpuin Coordinator, 690
Philippine ,Islands, acquhed by United

States, 697
"" as “unmcoi'poi'ated” territory, 098

cWovement for independence, 703-

704
Independence Act (1934), 706
status in transitional period, 705-

706
status after independence, 706-707

Japanese conquest, 707
independence to follow reconqnest,

7Q7-70S
government of Commonwealth,

708-709
rofcrencos on, 714-716

PhilipiifciQ Rehabilitation Commission,
708

Plains Slieltcrbolt Zone, 692
Platforms, of national political parties,

230
-Pocket veterf by president, 375-378
Police power, proposed increi so for fed-

* eral government, 110-111
and due process of law, 163-164
of Congress, 333

Political Action Committee (CIO), 195n
Political parties. See Parties (political)

Polling officials, 206
Polls, electoral, 236-237
Poll tax, as electoral qualification in

South, 171-172
Population, of United States, declining

rate of growth, 116
rural and urban elements, 116-118

race and nativity, 118
regulation of immigration, 110-

122

alien elements, 122-126
references on, 134-136

Postal^pervice, constitutional basis, 562
growth and present extent, 563
air-mail service, 563-664
organization, 564:

problem qf deficits, 564-665
references on, 666

Post Office Department, 564
Postmasters, civil service status, 426n
Power program (federal), 593-594 ,
Preferential voting, 214-^5
President, of Philippine Commonwealth,

708-709
President, of Senate, 289 '

President (of U., S.), original mode of
election,' 220;221?

«

electoral luiclcr 7\volCl,l\

Amtiulmonl, 222
ndininatiou by caucus, 222

.
nominaUon liy nalional ooiivcn-

tion, 222-234
election with popular miuorily, 238
clccloral vote, 237-210
electoral count, 240-242
proposed changes in method of

electing, 242-244
re.sults of piopular choice, 244-245
qualities needed, 246
power to adjourn Congi'C.s.s, 270
term and rochgibility, 336-336
third-term tradition broken, 336-

337
Franklin D. Roosevelt and a

fourth term, 338
proposal for single six-year term,

338-339
qualifications, 339
salary and allowances, 339-340
woflung routine, 340-341
Executive Office, 341-342
provisions for succe-ssion, 344
relations with cabinet, 346-347
advisers outside of cabinet, 347
selection of cabinet porsonncl, 347-
349

sources of power, 361-352
question of inherent power, 362-

353
enforcement of law, 364-365
suppression of domestic di.sorder,

356
restrictions on appointing power,

366-358
power of removal, 368-362
direction of administration, 362-

364
ordinance power, 364-366
powers of pardon, reprieve, and

amnesty, 306-367
control over sessions of Congress,

309-370
messages, 370-372
initiation of legislation, 372-373
guidance in finance, 373-374
nature of veto power, 372-373
courses open on bills and resolu-

tions, 376-376
frequency of vetoes, 376-377
effectiveness of vetoes, 377-378
veto of items, 378-379
threat of veto, 379-380
use of patronage, 380-381
intervention in elections, 381
use of personal conferences, 381-

382
appeals to the country, 382-383
appointment of fact-finding com-

missions, 383-38^
press conferences, 382n
as party leader, 384-385

^

^

popular demand for leadership,
387-388

growth of power, 388-389 '

• control by .Congress, 390
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President (of U. S .)—continued
inrormation und ndvifco from de-
partment heads, 405-d0()

cairyme on. foroign intercourse,
639-640

cniploymenlj of special agents,
630n

power of recognition, 640-641
protection of citizens abroad 641-

642
initiative in treaty-making, 642-

643
relations with Senate in treaty-
making, 643-645

use, of executive agreements, 648-
649

role in shaping foreign policy, 650-
651

congressional restriction on foreign
policies, 652

as oommnnder-in-chief, 664-065
grants of war powers by Con-

gress, 665-666 '

relation to beginning of war, 665-
666

extraordinary powers during war,
066-670

reierences on, 246-247
,
349-350, 367,

394-395, 653-654, 070-071
Presidential government, compared with

cabinet system, 368-369
Presidential primary, rise, 226

loss of momentum, 226-227
uncertain future, 227

Presidential succession, vice-president,
342-343

other arrangements, 344
President’s Committee on Administra-

tive Management, appointment
and report, 411-412

advocates extension of merit sys-
tem, 426

urges higher pay in federal civil

service, 443-444
on Budget Bureau, 489n

Press, ireedom of, 142-143
Press conferences, of president, 382n
Pressm-e groups, See Lobbying
Previous question, in House of Repre-

sentatives, 304
Price control, during war, 689-690
Price-fixing, under patents and copy-

rights, 652
Primaiy. See Direct primaiy. Presiden-

tial primary
Private rights. See Civil rights
Privileges and immunities, of members

of Congress, 264-265
Processing taxes, 572
Production credit corporations, 579
Prohibition, of liquor traffic under Eight-

eenth Amendment, 45
rescinded by Twenty-first Amend-

' ment, 46
Prohibition party, 184

®

Promotions, in national civil service, 441-
442

Property, rights of, 155-156' ' * »

Proportional representation, possibility

,
for national House of Repregen- ,

tiitii'c.s, 266 •* T

ill oilies, '2l5n ' "

Public Contracts Division, 601
Publicity pamphlets, 192
Piiblie opinion, influence on foreign pol-

icy, 652-6S3
public Utility Act (1935), 539
Public Utility Holding Company Act

(1935), 559
public Works Administration, 603
Puerto Rico, citizenship status, 700-7,01

government, 701-702
movement for statehood, 70^

R

Radio broadcasting, in presidential ^'am-
'

paigns, 236
use by President Franklin D.

Roosevelt, 3S3n
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act

(1938), 632
Railroad Retirement Acts (1934, 1937),

535
Railway Labor Acts (1920, 1934), 613
Ramspeck Act (1940'), 426
Ratification, of federal ^Jonstitution by

the states, 31-33

of amendments to federal constitu-
tion, 40-42

Rationing, of commodities during war,
680-690

Readings, of bills in House of Repi'e-*,

sentativoS, 303

Reapportionment of seats, in national
House of Representatives, 260-

253
Recall, of judges in Arizona, 74n

adoption in states, 216
operation of, 216-217

merits and limitations, 217-218
Reciprocal tariff agreements, 510-511

Recognition (congressional), speaker's

power of, 376
Recognition (interaational), presidential

power of, 640-641

Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
521-622

aid to agriculture, 578-679
Reed, Thomas B., as speaker of House of

Representatives, 276-276

ruling on dilatory motions,^6 _

Regional agricultural credit corporations,

670
Regional governments, proposed, 109-110

Regulatory commissioiis. See Independ-
ent establishments

Registration, of aliens,. 124 j

of voters, 206

Religion, freedom of, 141-142

Removal, question of conouxTeneo by
Senate, 358-359, 363

Myers case, 359

Humphrey case, S6Q-301

by Congress, 361n

in natioflal civil service, 437 .
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Bonditioii, mtor&tiiLo, 87-89
lloorgiinizatioft Act (1939), terms, 411-
* ••412

.

. I'cTiuIl?, 412-414
RopresonLativea, House of. See House of

,
' Representatives

Reprieve, presidential power of, 366-367
Republican, government, guaranteed to

the stales, 76-77
question of in Rhode Island, 76
question oE in Oregon, 77
tendency to liberal construction,

77
Republican paity, 185
Re-sale, price-fixing, 552
Reserve Officers Training Corps, 674
Jitesestlement Administration, 582
' P^esidnnt commissioners, in Congress,

r 701, 705
Resources. Sec Natural resources
Resulting powers, of Congress, 332-333
Retirement, in national civil service, 445
Revenue. See Finance (national)

Revolution, American, causes, 10
political liberalism during, 10-12

references on, 22

Rhode Island, Dow rebellion in, 76
Robinson-Patman Act (1936), 652
Roosevelt, Pi'anklin D., opposes tax ex-

•Rimption of salaries and securi-

ties, 81
elected to third and fourth tcim.i,

330-338
develops Executive Office of the

— -« President, 341-342
cabinet and advisers, 347
messages to Congress, 371
use of veto poiver, 376-377
intervention in elections, 381, 3S6n
use of personal conference, 381-382
radio talks, 387]i

appoints Committee on Adminis-
trative Management, 411-412

reorganizes national administra-
tion, 412-413

vetoes Logan-Waltcr Bill, 416
extends merit system in civil

service, 426
diBOUSsions with heads of foreign
governments, 640n

recognition of Russian govern-
ment, 641

rSle in shaping foreign nolicy, 651
Roo.sej^lt, Theodore, view of national

power, 62n
view of presidential power, 352-353
concludes executive agreement
with Santo Domingo, 649

Rubber Eeseiwe Company, 522
‘‘Rule of reason,” 849
Rules, of House of Representatives, 272-

273

, . House committee on, 281-283
of Senate, 290

“Rrgi-off” primaries, 203
Rural betterment, 580-582
Rtiial Electrification Act. (1936), 582

^

,^|R^t{^r|SleCtrificatioa, Administration, 5^

S
c

Sales taxes, propo,sed for federal gov-
ernment, 607

Samoa, 711
Scheclitor case (1936), 655
School of Military Government, 696
Scrugham-Starncs (Vetorans’ Prefer-

ence) Act, 435
Searches and seiziii'cs, 150
Secretary of state, national, 633
Securities Act G933). 566-557
Securities and Exchange Commission,

^

557-568
Securities Exchange Act, 557-558
Sedition laws, 143-144

act of 1918, 662
Selective Training and Service Act

(1940), enactment, 674
provisions, 674-675
broadened in later years, 676

Senate (national), equal representation
of states, 258-260

original modo of election, 260
adoption of popular election, 261-

262
results of popular election, 202-

263
term and continuity of members,

263
qualifications of menibers, 263-264
lirivileges and immunities of incm-

bei'B, 264-265
pay and perquisites of members,

265-266
/charaotoi'iatios of personnel, 266-

267
sessions, 269-270
officers, 289
rules, 290
committees, 290-291
aspects of procedure, 305-306
filibustering, 306-307
closure, 307-308
paiticipation in conference com-

mittees, 308-311
finance bills, 3O0n
publicity of proceedings, 311-312
published records, 312-313
lobbying, 316-319
proposal to reduce number of com-

mittees, 321-322
comparison of importance with
House of Representatives, 322-

323
J share in appointing power, 366-358

relation to removals, 358-362
effort to broaden power of confir-

mation, 429-430
J share in treaty-making, 643-645
•' proposed change in treaty-making

role, 645-647 „
references on, 267-268, 292, 323-32^

Senatorial courtesy, 358
Seniority, in congressional committees,

280-281
Separation of po'wers, in early state con-

' stitfifiona. 13
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SrpiiTiU 1(111 of powors

—

conliniird
bHHic pi-iuciplc iu Araoj'iciin guv-

ci'uniciil, 248-249
Scrvicomcii’s RriidjiihUiiont, Ad, 623
S(?v'cn1 (’Pill li AiiiPiulinc'nl,, 45, 261-2G2
Shpi'iiiiiu Anti-TrusL Act (1890), 548
Kilvci' Purohusc Act (1934), 616
Sixteenth Aracndiiieut, 4G
Slavery, as factor in framing national

coiiiSlitiition, 29
prohibited by Fifteenth Amend-
ment, 44

iniinunily from guaranteed, 140
Slave trade, compromise concerning in

original constitution, 29-30
Slum clearance, 626-627
Smitli-Connally War Labor Disputes Act

(1943), 195
Social security, background of a new na-

tional policy, 620
legislation of 1935, 621
unemployment insmance, 621-622
old-age assistance and insurance,
622-623

legislation of 1939, 623
other forms developed, 623-624
eonstitutionalily upheld, 624
aspects in post,war period, 625-020
references on, 628

Social Security Act (1936), 620-021
Social Security Board, 624
Social welfare, federal aid for, 98-99

Suo Social security
Soil Conservation and Domestic Allot-

ment Act (1930), 574
Soil Ero.sion Act (1935), 573, 591
Solid Fuels Administration, 589
Southwest Territory, 695
Sovereignty, under American system of

government, 60-61

Speaker (of House of Representatives),
functions, 274-275

changes in 1910-11, 275-276
power of recognition, 276
as a party man, 277
noted incumbents, 277
references on, 292

Special agents, employed by the presi-

dent in foreign countries, 639n
Speech, freedom of, 142-143
Spending power, of Congress, 483-484
Spoils system. See Civil aeiwice
Stantiard Oil Company cose (1911), 549
State, Department of, home and foreign

functions, 630-632
organization, 632
secretary, 633
administrative structure, 633-634
Foreign Service, 634-638
references on, 653-654

States, early constitutions, 12-13
early gqvernmeiit.s, 13-16
sovereignty' under Articles of Con-

federation, 17-18

conflict of largo and small in Con-»
stitutional Convention, 26-27

historic question of relation to na-
tion, 59-61 • » * ,

. basis of powers, 61-63
*

impoi Lance, 72-73
ndniisSion to Union, 73-75 e

'
•

"

legal pquitlity, 75 #
terriLonal integrity, 75, ’

.

proLeclion against invasion .and
domestic violence, 75-76

guariintco of republican form of
government, 76-77

limitations in foreign and intef-
state relations, 77-78

interstate compacts, 78-79
limitations on taxing powers, 79-82
limitations on commerce po-wers,

82-83
restrictions as to currency, S3
forbidden to impair obligatnw of ,,

contracts, 83-84 ^
mutual recognition of legal'nroc-

’

esses and acts, 85-86 "

interstate citizenship, 86-87
rendition of persons accused of

crime, 87-89
settlemei>t of disputes, 89
federal enforcement o^f laws, 93
federal use of administrative offi-

cials, 93-94
served by federal research, 94
ooopeVation with igitional go\'ern-
ment, 04-05 j

early federal grants of land and
money, 96

rise of granls-in-aid, 96-97
federal aid for National Guard, 97
federal aid for highways, 98 ^
federal aid for social welfare, 08-99

"

federal aid for conservation, 09
federal aid for education, 99-100
merits of federal aid policy, 100-102
problem of centralization, 106-108
charges of inefficiency, 108
propo.sals to reconstruct, 109
suggested substitution of regions,

109-110
not yet "finished,” 111-112
need for overhauling governments,

112-113
problems of “interstate bariiers,'’

112-113
opportunities for (jooperation, 113-

114
citizens of, 126-127
civil rights under, 137-138
equal representation in Senate,
258-260 ^

references on, 22, 90, 114-115,
Slatules at Large, 313
Steering committee, in House of Repre-

sentatives; 285
Suffrage, constitutional basis, 160

a privilege rather than a right, 160-

161
* disappearance of property and re-

ligious qualifications, 161
enfranchisement of Negroes, 161
enfranchisement of -women, =161-

162
present cfaalifications, 164-166 .

«

1 .
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Suffrage—continued
literacy (.uaLs, 16S-166

,
' a Southern dhfrunchisefacn.t of Ne~

rgi'oea, 167-108

.

’

“Grajpclfather olnuaea,” 168-169
. "white primary” in South, 169-171

" poll-tax requirements in South,
171-172

merits of Southern policies, 172-173
penalty for disfranchisement not

enforced, 173-174
• problems of non-vohng, 175-177

suggested compulsory voting, 177-

178
'references on, 17S-179

Supreme Court (national), function of

constitutional interpretation, 68-

^ defines citizenship, 126n
apex of federal judicial system, 460
varying number of justices, 46
appointment of justices, 460-461
compensation of justices, 461
chief justice, 461 •

sessions, 461-462
quorum, 462
decisions and opinions, 462
reports, 462-463
increasing "dissents,” 462u
ncs advisoiy opinions, 463
.jurisdiction, 463
appeals from dependencies, 483n
relation, to Federal Judicial Con-

ference, 463-464
_ supervision over lower courts, 464-

465
proposal to enlarge, 472-473
references on, 71. 481-482

T

Taft, William H,, opposes recall of
judges, 74n

view of presidential power, 352-353
Taney, Eoger B., quoted, S9n
Tariff Commission (U. S.), powers and

duties, 510
Taxation, restrictions on the states, 79-80

exemption of federal property, 80
exemption of federal instrumen-

talities, 80-82
relation to civil rights, 155-156
constitutional basis, 409
lestrictions, 499-506
exemptions, 501
multiple, 503
lands of taxes employed, 604-507
revenue bills 607
tariff legislation, 509-610
trade agreements, 510-511
references on, 613-514

Taxation (state), eonsUtutional reSric-
tions on, 79-SO

'

of federal instrumentalities, 80-82
• as qualification for voting, 165.

171-172
Technology, effe'ots on gdVeTnhnent, 2-3

Temporary l^ational Fconofnic
Committee, 563

Tennessee Valley Authoiity, 59I-.59G

Tenure of Office Act (1807), 359
Territory (dependant), significance of

Northwest Ordinimi'c, 695-696
power to acquire, 696
power to govern, 696-607
“incorporated” and "unincorpo-

rated,” 697-699
government of Alaska and Hiiwaii,

699-700
gov'ernment of Puerto Bico, 700-

702
legislation for Philippine inde-

pendence, 703-705
transitional period in Philippines,

706-706
expected status after independ-

ence, 700-707
independence after recovery from

Japanese conquest, 707-708
government of Philippine Com-
monwealth, 708-709

government of minor dependen-
cies, 710-711

relation to national defense, 711-
712

references on, 714-713
Texas, “white primary” in, 169-170
"Third” parties, 184-185
Thirteenth Amendment, 44
Three-fifths clause, in national constitu-

tion, 29
Tonnage duties, 79
Town, ill early New England, 16-16
Trade Agreement Act (1934), 510-511
Transportation, control during war, 690

See Commerce
Transportation Act (1920), 613
Transportation Act (1940), 536
Treason, definition and punishment, 146-

147
Treasui-y Department (national), estab-

lished, 511
organization, 511-513
financial functions, 511-613
non-finanoial functions, 513
references on, 514

Treaties, constitutional basis, 642
presidential initiative, 642-643
Senate’s role, 643-645
dissatisfaction with existing meth-

ods, 646
proposed changes, 646-647
execution and termination, 647
relation to legislation, 647-648
relation to executive agreements,

648-649
references on, 663-654

Tj-nth-in-Advertising Act (1938), 652
Twelfth Amendment, 4^ 222
Twentieth Amendment,“’adopted, 45-46

effect on sessions of Congress, 26S^
" 270
Twenty-first Amendment, 46-47
Two-thirds rule, of Democratic party

’“ab&ildonpd, 232
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Undei'-(3cci'ctariGS, in fcdci'al executive
depart mcnls, 400

Unemployment insuriinco, 621-622
“Unfair” labor practices, 60S
Umoamcralism, in early state legisla-

tures, 14

Unincorporated territories, 698
Union party, 184
United States Coast Guard, 679
United States Conciliation Service, 601,

015
United States Court for China, abolished,

478n
United States Housing Authority, 627
United States Maritime Commission, 529

United States Rejiorts, 462-463
United States Shipping Board, 529
United States Tariff Commission, 510
Unit rule, in Democratic nominating con-

ventions, 231-232

Usage, as a mode of constitutional

growth, 66

V
Veteran, preference, in federal civil serv-

ice, 436-436
Veterans, provisions for by Congress,

663-664
Veto (presidential), nature and extent of

power, 374-375, 377
forms, 375-376
frequency, 376-377
congressional action on, 377-378

of items, 378-379
threat of, 379-380
references on, 394-395

Vioe-preaident, nomination, 233
constitutional provisions, 342-343

share in the work of government,
343-344

Vh'ginia plan, in Constitutional Conven-
tion of 1787, 26

Virginia, tobacco control act, 574

Virgin Islands, government of, 710
Vocational Kehabilitation Act (1920),

624
Voting, preparations for, 205-206

in absentia, 207
in armed services during World
War II, 207-208

use of mechanical devices, 208

ballots employed, 211-213
in national nominating conven-

tions, 231-232
in House of Representatives, 304-

305
Voting machines, 209

W
Wage and Hour Division,, of» Depart-

- ment of Labop, 601 «

“Wages and Hours” Act (1938), 610
Wagner (Ljbor llplahona) Act (1935),

607 .
«- -

Wagucr-Muuay-Ding'ell Dill, 62Ge .

Wagiicr-Dteagall Act (1937)^ 627
AVake Island, 699, 711 -

,

Wallace, Henry A., nominated for vice-
president, 233n

as vicp-iiresident, 343n
becoiTie.s secretai'y of commerce,

523
Walah-Healey Act (1936), 556, 611
War, declared by Congress, 659-660

,

congressional power of mqbiliza-
tion, 661

civil rights during, 661-663
president as coinmander-m^Thieh,—

664-665
congressional giant of power to

president, 665-666
extraordinary poweis of president,

666-667
powers used by Lincoln and Wil-

son, 667-669
presidential powers during World
War ir, 669-670

task of civilian mobilization, 685-

686
r61e of Office for Emergency Man-

agement, 687-688
problems of ])rodiiction, 688
use of manpower, 688-689
price control and rationing, 680-

690
transportation controls, 690 —
communications control, 600-691
civilian defense, 691-602
financial aspect, 692-693
references on, 670-671, 693-694
See National defense, Army,
Navy, etc.

Wo.r Damage Corporation, 522
War Food Production Administration,

676
'

War Labor Board, 616-617
Woi' Labor Disputes Act (1943), 617-618
War Manpower Commission, 605, 688-689
War Production Board, 688
Washington, George, in Constitutional

Convention of 1787, 24-25
Weights and measures, 544
Wheeler-Lea Truth-in-Advertising Act

(1938), 552
Whig party, 184 .—
Whips, in Congress, 286, 291
WDson, Woodrow, advocates presidential

primary, 226
views on number of presidential

terms, 338
on presidential leadership, 387
exercise of war powers, 668-669

Wsmen, marriage and citizenship, 132
enfranchisement, 161-162
role in political life, 162-164
in national civil service, 420

Women Accepted for Volunteer Emer-
genoy^Service,, 681n

Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps, 67^
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'VVomon’& Bureau, 610

Wool Products Labelling Act (1939)s 652

W orfis Pi ogress Aclimmstrotion, 60,5

Work PPojoclg Admiiuatration, 605

Wb'ii of abolished, 454

A"

Yeas aud nays, in House of Kcprcacnfa-

lives, 305
"Yellow-dog” contriicta, 003
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